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His

Great Sir,
.

5
- , J -A. . ,

I
Juftly efteem it a Peculiar Happinefs, that You were
pleas’d to Accept of the Patronage of this Work: For
hereby Tou exempt me from that Hardfhip which
attends moft Dedicators

, of Inventing the Virtues
they Celebrate. ,

'

, ,

1
•

But tho’ Tour Intrinfick Excellence and Real Worth takes

away all PoJJibiUty of Flattery
,
yet being convinced that

whatever I canfay, falls fhort of Tour Merit
,
I Blujh as

much at my Incapacity ofgiving Tou Tourjuft Due, as Ifhould
at afcribing more than He deferved to another.

Tour Early Tears, Great Si

k

ffhew’d Tour Skill and
Conduct in Arms, as weU as the Greatnefs of Tour Courage
and Love for Glory

;
and’twas an uncommon Happinefsyour

Bravery was more than once hleft with, by Tour own Pergonal
Vilcur to Save Tour Royal Brother, Rout the Enemies Troops

,

and Change the Fate of the Battle.
’

After this, when Tour Happy Alliance with Yotir Royal
Confort, Our prefent Gracious and Moft Excellent Oue e n.
had made Tou Ours, tho ’ Tou were always ready to offer Tour
Self to Command Our Armies or our Fleets, yet when we de-
ny’d our Selves the Happinefs of Tour Conquering for us
Abroad, foufet Tour Self toghewus an IUuftrious Example
ofVirtue and Goodnefs at Home

; andprov’d Tour Self to be
as much above Pride and Revenge here, as Tou would have
been without Fear or Surprize there.

Great within Tour Selves Alone, Your Royal Confort
and Your Self, like the beft of the Old Roman Generals and
Confuls, liv’d Retired indeed, but neither unaBively nor un~

a ufefully ;



The Epiftle Dedicatory.

ufefully : Virtue and Eiety You taught, by the beB way ofRe-

commending it, Your own Bright, Great, and Glorious Exam-
ples

;
And raifed up the ConjugalHappinefs tofuch a degree of

EerfeBion, as the IVorld never knew before, and which could

You have been Unbeloved, would have render’d You almoB

the Envy of every one.

Then, Mighty Sir, did You employ Your Noble Mind
in Studies of the greatejl Ufe and Benefit to Mankind here

,

Mathematicks and Mechanicks
;
and as Your Clofet was al-

ways the Refort of the ufefully Learned and Ingenious,fo were
YouftiU their Encourager and Eatron.

But when the Erovidence ofGOD called Your lUuflriotts

Erincefs to Empire, and Your Self to Eublick Bufinefs and

Mighty Employments, You foon BothJhew’d You coifd Com-
mand with as much JVifdom and Conduit, as You could before

Obey with Refignation, and make Our Nation Truly Happy by

the Gracious and, Excellent Adminiftration of Your Govern-

ment.

The Glorious Effects of which that we may long Enjoy,

and that Our Gracious Que e n, and Your Royal
Hi g h n ess, may be Bleffedwith Ijfue to Inherit thefeGreat

Dominions, that I doubt not but G OD hath raifed^Her
Sacred Majesty to fecure in lafting Eeace and

Happinefs to us, Is,

Great Sir,

The raoft Sincere and Conftant Prayer

of Your Royal Highness’s

Moft Obedient and Moft Humble Servant

John Harris.



PREFACE.
T H E beft Account I can give ofthe following Work, will

be to lay before you in a fhort View what it contains,

wherein it differs from other Books which may feem to be
of the fame Nature, and from whence I have collected

the Siibftance of it. That which I have aimed at, is to

make it a Dictionary, not only of bare Words but Things

;

and that

the Reader may not only find here an Explication of the Technical

Words, or the Terms of Art made ufe of in all the Liberal Sciences
,

and fuch as border nearly upon them, but alfo thofe Arts themfelves ;

and efpecially fuch
,
and fuch Parts of them, as are moft llfefnl and

Advantageous to Mankind. In this, which was the chief of my De-
fign, I found much lefs help from Dictionaries already publifhed,

than one would have expeCted from their Titles : Chauvins Lexicon
Rationale^ or Thefaurm Thilofoghicm

,
is a well Printed Book, and theFi-

gures arefinely Graved ; but ’tis toomuch filled with the School Terms,
to be ufefully inftruCtive ; and is as defective in the Modern Improve-
ments of Mathematical and Phyfical Learning, as it abounds with a
Cant which was once miftaken for Science.

The Grand Millionaire MesArts ls> Sciences
,
par Mrs. de V Academic

Francoife
,
hath no Cuts nor Figures at all, and is only a bare Ex-

plication of Terms of Art ; and it feems rather to have beeh defign’d
to improve and propagate the French Language

,
than to inform and

inftruCt the Humane Mind in general. And, which I have often
wbnder’d at, ’tis filled every where with Simple Terms

,
fo that you

are told what a Dog, a Cat, a Horfe and a Sheep is ; which, tho’ it

may be ufeful to fome Perfons who did not know that before, and
may flhew very well, that fuch Defcriptions can be given in French ;
yet how the bare Names of Animals and Vegetables, of Metals and
Mineral, can be reckoned as Terms of Art,

and confequently make
the greateft part ofa Missionary of Arts and Sciences

,
I confefs I can-

not fee . And therefore, tho this and IVIiv Faretiere s MiSionary may
be Books very well done in their Way, and are certainly very ufeful
for thofe who would be perfectly acquainted with the FrenchTongue

;

yet I did not find much affiftance from them, with regard tomy Defign/
a 7 And
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And much lefs help was there to be had from a Book called^

The JSfe-w World of Words ,
or anUniverjal Englifh Dictionary ; for

there I found the Compiler had the III Luck to Collect many Foreign

Faults
,

and to underhand little or nothing of the Arts and Sciences

Mmfelf.

Mr. Ozanam s DiCtionaire Mathematique
,

is indeed as good a Book
as Vitalu s is a bad one ; and had Mathematicks been a Science I was
the leaft acquainted with of any other

,
I fhould have been generally

as well fupplied from Ozanam, as deceived by Vitalis ; whofe laft

Edition, in two Volumes at Rome
,

after fo many Years time to con-

fider upon the Matter, is, I think, not better than the Firft, becauie

it hath more Matter
,
and lefs to the Purpofe.

The Chymical and Thyjical Dictionaries of Johnfon
,

Cajtellm and.

Dlanchard
,

have a great many Words and Terms that are not to be
met with elfewhere : And the laft hath had four Editions in our
own Language; but tho* many things are well enough done in him

,

yet fome can hardly be faid to be fo ; fo that in many Places I have
been obliged to put his Name to what my Amanuenjis or AJJiflant

tranfcribed from him
,

left the Reader fhou’d miftake it for my own
Words.

I write not this only to difparage the Performances of others
,
or to

build my felf a Reputation on their Ruins, but I think my felf obli-

ged to acquaint the Reader with the plain Truth of Things, without

Favour or Affection, that fo he may be informed where to meet with

fatisfaCtion in his Enquiries and Reading, and where not
; and per-

haps if this were oftner done
,

both the Time and the Expence of

gaining true Knowledge would be much fhortned.

There are fome other leffer Dictionaries which are ofgood ufe
,
and

which have been ferviceable to me on Occafion
,
which I ftiall mention

below ;
but I muft next acquaint the Reader

,
That much the greater

part of what he will find here is collected from no Dictionaries
,
but

from the beft Original Authors I could procure in all Arts and Sciences
3

and is the Refult of fome Years Labour and Confideration.

I have been very Full and Particular in the Mathematicks
,

becaufe

it is the only SoljLd Foundation on which a Ufeful Enquiry into

Nature and all Phyfical Learning can poffibly be built ; and becaufe

tis alfo of the greateft Ufe and Advantage to Mankind in all Ref-

peCts. *

In Geometry
,
under the Name of each Figure you have the Effen-

tial Properties of it briefly and plainly demonftrated, and the Appli-

cation of it to Practice ftiewed ; fo that by the help of very eafy Re-

ferences from one place to another
,
you will find the Demonftration

of all fuch ufeful and important Propofitions in that Noble Science

,

as are ufually given by Geometrick Writers.

Under

v 0SI
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Under fuch Words as Tarabola^ EUipfis ,

Hyperbola
^

tec. in the

Conick Sections you will find the Properties of each Figure or Section

demonftrated
,

with Methods for their Difcription on a Plane ;
as

alfo the Properties ofthe Cycloid
,

Conchoid
,
LogarithmicLLine

,
Ciffoidj

Quadratfix and Spiral Lines
,

fee. Some general Confiderations of

the Nature of Asymptotes
,
the Nature and Properties of Caiacaujlick

and Diacaufiick Figures
,
of the Involute and Evolute^ of the Linea

Celerrimi Defcenfw
,

tec. And under the Word Conftruflion^ you have

the ConftruCtion of Cuhich and Biquadratick Equations by the Tarabola ;

together with the Inveftigation of Baker*s Central Rule
,
and its Ufe

and Application.

Under fuch general Words as 'Trigonometry
,
Surveying

,
Spherical

Geometry
j

Trojettion, tec. you will find Entire Treatifes on thefe

Heads; and which, if I miftake not, are aslhort and plain as any
yet extant.

In Algebra you will meet, under the proper Heads, every thing that

isufually found in Treatifes ofthis Nature,and perhaps fomething more.

Arid under Fluxions you have a fuccinCt Account ofthe Nature and Algo-

rithm of them, and fome Improvements which are not to be had elfe-

where. And in feveral Places, under the proper Words, you have an
Account ofwhat we now call the New Methods

,
or Univerfal ways of

Inveftigation; as particularly, a Method ofdrawing of Tangents to all

forts of Curves
,
a Method de Maximis is? Minimis

,
Sc. of finding the

Centers ofGravity and Ofillation ; of finding the TJncicc
,
Sc. All the Parts

alfo of Common Arithmetic

k

are explained here, and its Application to

Anatocifm,
}
Compound Inter

eft^
and Annuities ; together with the DoCtrine

of Surds, the Method of Extraction ofRoots by Converging Series
,
and

the entire DoCtrine of Proportion ; all kinds of Progremon^ Fractions,

Logarithms and Decimals : And I have alfo, from the beft Authors I

cou’d get, collected an Account of the Ancient Weights and Meafures
of all Nations, and adjufted them with our own ; and have given
you very large and ufeful Tables of the Values of all Modern or pre-
lent Foreign Weights, Meafures, and Coins, compared with our own.
I have inferted alfo, from Dr. Wallis

,
a large Account of Semgejimal

Fractions, You will find here alfo the Defcriptions and Ufes of both the
Celeftialand Terreftial Globe ; the DoCtrine ofthe Sphere, according to
theNew and Old Hypothefis; together with the pemonftratiori and Prac-
tice of Spherick Projections in Tlano ; and molt of the ufeful things in

Aftronomy
1

as the rhanomena
,
Taralaxes^ Magnitudes

,
Motions and Ti-

ftances ofthe Tldnets and their Satellites

;

and in particular, the Incom-
parable Sir Ifaac Newtons Theory of the Moon

,
and a very large Ac-

count of Comets from the fame Author. You will have alfo the
Ground and Practice ofDialling

;

the Nature and life of Opticks ; the
taking all Heifer and Difiances

;

the Menfuration of Surfaces ; Gau*
ging

; the Art of Chronology
,
Geography, Cofmography

, Mufickj tec.
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In Gunnery you have the Method of Shooting in Great Guns and

Mortars, with Captain Halleys and Anderfons Tables
; and as to

Fortification^ I have confulted the beft Books and Drawings; and I

believe the feveral Parts of a fortified Place are pretty well defcribed

and the Plate belonging to this Art
,
at the End of the Book, com-

prehenfive, and done according to the beft of the Modern Ways.
The Figures alfo of the Five Orders of Pillars in Civil Architecture^

are, I hope, as inftru£tive as they cou’d be ofthat Size ; and as for the
Terms ofArt here, I took them from the beft Author, as Vitruvius

,

Vignola
,
Palladio

,
and the parallel by Mr. Evelyn .

Navigation alfo is largely treated of, and the whole Art taught
under the Words Plain and Mercator's Sailing

,
and Traverfes : And

as to the Variation of the Compafsy I have given you a very full and
exaff Account of it, from the Excellent Mathematician Capt. Halley

,

together with his Ingenious Hypothefis for the Solution of its Va-
riation ;

and Practical Rules to find the Variation of the Compafs
at Sea.

And as to a Ship, I have endeavoured to be very full and particu-

lar in difcribing the feveral Parts of her, both in the Doc\ when
Building

,
and when Rigged

,
and under Sail at Sea : For I have con-

fulted the beft Draughts^ Sections and Models I could get a fight of,

have got what helps I could from Captains and Matters of Ships,

and have often gone on Board my felf, to get the more ready Know-
ledge of this Affair ;

and I have compared it all with what we have
already Printed of this Nature in Books and Difcriptions of Ships •

fuch as Manwarings Sea Dictionary
,
BoteleFs Sea Dialogues

,
Philips's

SeClion of a Firft Rate,
&c.

I have given alfo, from feveral Eminent Hands, and feveral Ways,
the Laws of Motion : As from Dr. Wallis

,
Sir. Ifaac Newton

5

Monfieur Varignon
,
Mr. ffohn Keil

,
&c.

And the Doctrine of Mechanicks
,
Nature and Properties ofStatich^

theLaws of Pendulums
,
and of PfojeCtiles.

And I have been very large in that moft lifeful Science Hydrofla-

ticks

^

giving an Account of the Principles and Practice of the Art
%

both Mathematically and Experimentally : And under the Word
Specifick Gravity

,
I have given you all that the Honourable Mr. Boyle

hath advanced on that Subject, in his Medicina Hydroflatica ; to

which a large Table of the Specifick Gravities of different Bodies is

added ; and all his Hydrofiatical Paradoses are inferted in their pro-

per place.

I have defcribed allfo, chiefly from Mr. Derham
,
the way of Cal-

culation of Automata
,
or Clock and Watch-work ; and explained the

Terms of Art ufed in Painting and Sculpture .

As
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1

As to Thyfeck and Natural Rhilofophy

,

and thofe admirable Helps to

the underftanding ofNature, which Geometry

,

applied to Rhyfecal En-
quiries, hath of late afforded us^ and to which indeed we are chiefly in-

debted to that Prodigious Mathematician Sir. Ifaac Newton : I have

endeavoured to give you every-where the Marrow and Subftance of it

hrider proper Heads : And under the Term of Art, or Word, exprefling

any particular Quality, I have collected all I could meet with to explain

it, and to clear up its Nature and Properties ; as you will find at large

under fuch Words as Electricity, Solidity, Elaflicity, Effluviums, Magne-

tifm, Light and Colours, &c. As towhich laft I’m forry I had time to take

no more from Sir If. Newtons Excellent Book of Opticks lately pub-

liflied ; what I could I have inferted, as I had before done the Sub-

ftance ofwhat he had publilhed in the Rbilofophical Tranfatfions on that

ffloft Noble Subject ; and which convinces us that we were all mifta-

ken in our Notions about it before, for want of proceeding in a right

Method of Enquiry.

The Thcenomena of the Rain-how, or Iris, are here accounted for

from the Learned and Ingenious Capt. Halley, now Savilian Trofejfor

of Geometry in Oxon.

The Account of Snow I give you from Dr. Grew

:

And one of Ice

from the French.

I have collected what I could meet with as to Sound j but I wifti

that Quality Were a little better confidered.

You have here a very full Account of all the Thcenomena and Troper*

ties of the Air and Atmofphere, as its Gravity
,

Spring or Elaflicity,

&c. and a fiill Defcription of, and the life of fuch Inftruments as

have been invented to enable us to judge of them * as the Barometer
,

Thermometer, Hygrometer, &c< all which is chiefly from the Honou-
rable Mr. Boyle arid the Tbilofophical TranfaBions.

The Account of Springs and Fountains is from Capt. Halley and
Dr. Woodward

:

And from the former of thefe Learned and Inge-
nious. Gentlemen I have given you a new Theory of Tides

,

or a
Solution of the Thdenomena of the Ebbing and Flowing of the Sea,

which is very plain, certain and intelligible, and built on Sir If. New-
tons Principles.

In Botany 1 have been as large as I could be, without giving De-
fcriptions of Plants, which is contrary to my Defign : But you have
here, from our Mr. Ray, Morifon, and Mounfieur Tournefort, I be-
lieve, a pretty exa£fc Botanick Lexicon, which was what we really

wanted before : Together with an Account of all the feveral Kinds,
and Subalternate Species of Riant

s, and their Specifick Differences

;

in
which I have followed Mr. Rays Method, as appearing to me to be
the beft and moft Natural

A Table
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A Table of Fojfds I have given you from the Accurate Dr. Wood-

ward, Profeffor of Medicine in Grejham-College : And a Scheme of
Metals and Stones from Bifhop Wilkins's Real Character.

I have alfo given you a large Account of Vegetation

,

which is very
curioufly and exactly done from the Experiments and Obfervations of
Dr. Woodward. ,

'

:

You have here alfo a good Account of the Nature and Property
of the Wind, from Capt. Halley

:

And a Defcription of Mr. Tapins's
Wind-Gun

,

from Mr. Boyle.

From which laft Excellent Gentleman I have alfo taken what
I fay about the Nature and Properties of Cold.

And likewife from Capt. Halley and Sir If. Newton
,

is colle&ed all

that which you will find under the Word Heat.
In Cbymifiry

,

the Knowledge of which is one great help towards the
Underftanding of Nature, I have been large and particular; explain-
ing the Chymical Principles, Veffels, and Degrees of Fire; and have
omitted no Procefs nor Operation of life, that I could either meet
with in Books, or get from my Friends ; as the Reader will foon fee,

by confulting the Book itfelf, under fuch Words as Thofphorm, Bo-
Ionian Stone, Sympathetic! Inks, Iranfmutation, &c.

In Anatomy I have been very large and full, defcribing all the
Parts of an Humane Body, both Internal and Eexternal : And tho’ in-

deed the Figures for this Part are much lefs than I could have wifhed
them to be., (for the Book hath fo much out-run the Expence the
Undertakers at fitft propofed, that they would not be brought to
have larger Cuts • ) yet I hope the Defcriptions, in moft Places, will
prove tolerably Accurate and Inftru&ive ; efpecially under fuch gene-
ral Words, as Bloody Circulation

,
Bones

,
Hearty Eary Eye^ Vifeon^

Arteries
,
Veins

,
Bile

,
Lympha

}
Chylification

,
&c. in all which I

have confulted the Beft Authors. : „

In Logick
0
Metaphyfecksj Ethicks

,
Grammar

,
Rhetorick

,
&c. I

have been defignedly ftiort
;
giving ufually the bare Meaning only of

the Words and Terms of Art, with one or two Inftances to explain
them, and illuftrate them.

In Hiflory and Chronology
,
you have what properly belongs to

them as Arts y as an Account of the Civil Computation of Time the
Original and Reduction, one to another, of the leveral A£ra\
Epocha^ Tertods^ &.c.

In Heraldry I have given you the entire Art of Blazoning and Mar*
[hatting a Coat of Arms ;

and explained all the Ordinaries
,
Charges

5

Bearings
,
&c. by Figures : But have faid nothing of Families (any

further, than that fuch a Coat belongs to fuch a Name) my Defign
being only to explain the Art and its Terms .

As

4



As to the Defcription of the Mathematical and Thilofoohical Injiru-

ments Tome of them (as the.moft ufeful) are largely done,hutthe others

as briefly : For as it would have taken up a large Volume to have de~

(bribed,them all ;
fo for many ofthem,the Reader would not have been

much the better. But the Globes and Quadrants are largely treated of,

as are Tele[copes
,
Micro[copes, Barofcopesj Hygrofcopes,

andthe Tneu*

matick'Engines
,
or Air Tumps ; becauie theie are of vaft life and Be-

nefit to Mankind, and have ferved to improve and raife up the Know-
ledge of Nature to that good height it is now arrived to, aud I hope
will carry it yet much further.

And as I have ufualiy taken particular care to give all Authors their

juft due, from whom 1 have taken any considerable part of my Ma-
terials, without Partiality, fo I have defignedly done Juftice to fuch

Ingenious and Induftrious Artificers, as do truly deferve the greateft

Encouragement for their Skill and Accuracy in the making of thofe In-

struments : Such are Mr. John Rowley
,
Mathematical Inurnment-maker

,

under St. Dunflan\-Church in Fleet-fireet : Mr. Tarwell late, and Mr.
Mdrfhal now, TerfpeiHive*Makers in Ludgateafreet

:

Mr. Hawkeshee,

who makes Air-Tumps and all Tneumatick-Engines, in Wine^Office
Court in Fleetflreet: And Mr. jfohn Tatrick, the Torricellian Opera-

tor in the Old-Baily
,
who makes all Kinds of Barometers and Thermo-

meters ;
as you will find I have done in the proper Places : And I can’t

here omit mentioning the Ingenious Mr. Wilfon
,
which I could not do

in the Book, becaufe thofe Sheets about the Microfcope were Printed
off before 1 had feen Mr. Wilfon or his Glafles : But I muft now do him
that Juftice to fay, That ofall the Microfcopes I have ever feen for Com-
modioufnefs, various Ufes, Portability, and Cheapnefs, I never met
with any thing like Mr. Wilfons Glaffes. They are particularly

defcribed in the Thilofophical Tranfactions
,
AT.

As to theLaw Tart of the Dictionary, I did my felf aCtually confult

the belt Books and Di&ionaries I could get recommended to me ; and
from thence I tranfcribed, abridgedly, all that feem’d neceffary to be
inferted here ;

and fince that, 1 have had it carefully examined and
corrected by a Gentleman of known Ability in that Profeflion.

And thus having given you a (hort Account of what you may expeCt
to find in this Work, and which may perhaps fatisfie the Reader that
it is a Book ufeful to be read carefully over

,
as well as to be confulted

like other Dictionaries occafionally : 1 (hall next fairly acquaint you
wherein it is defective, and what Improvements may be made of it

hereafter, in an additional Volume.

The Catalogue, Right-Afcenfions, Declinations, l
cJc. ofthe Fixed*

Stars
,

is very imperfect
\
the Reafon of which is, That Mr. Flamjleed

upon whom I thought 1 might depend, was pleafed to refufe me any
Communication of that kind

;
elfe 1 would have given thofe things

under the Name of each Star or Conftellation.
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There are alfo, I doubt, here and there fome Words which my
Amanuenfis

,
or AJfiflant, tranfcribed from other Dictionaries, which

are not fo well explained as they {hould be, and which (among fo many
Thoufand Words as I had to range into Order) have efcaped a Re-
view ; but I have corrected as many of them £is I could in each
Sheet as the Book was Printing off.

I would have had alfo at the End of the Book, a particular Alpha-
bet for each Art and Science by it felf ; and fome more and larger

Copper-Plates in Anatomy
,
and of the Outfide

,
Rigging,

,
and the Se~

Bion of a Ship : But the Undertakers could not afford it at the Price

propofed, the Book having fwelled fo very much beyond the Expecta-
tion : But whatever Alterations, Amendments, Improvements, and
Additions {hall be hereafter, as I queftion not but many of the latter

fort Time will produce, if God pleafe to Blefs me ; with Health
and Leifure, thefe {hall all be Printed in a Volume by themfelves,

and fo by no means be prejudicial to the firft Impreffion.

LEXICON
.



LEXICON TECHNICUM.-
OR, AN

Universal English

DICTIONARY
O F

Arts and Sciences.

ABA ABA

ABACOT, the Cap of State, ufed in old

time by our Englijh Kings, wrought
up in the Figure of two Crowns.
ABACTORS, the lame with Abigei,

fuch as Steal and Drive away whole
flocks of Cattle, or the greateft part of any Herd
or Flock ; in which the Laywers diftinguilh them
from Eure*, who only fteal a Sheep or two,
ABACUS, fometimes lignifies the A,B, C, fome-

times a Table of Numbers for calling up Accounts,
which was anciently of Brafs, and called then, The
Table of Pythagoras. It lignifies alfo, fometimes
the Numeral Figures, which ufed to be drawn on
a Table covered with fmall Sand or Duft, as Per-

fim hints in thefe Verfes,

Nec qtti Abaco numeros & feSto in pulvere notas

Scit rifijfe wafer

ABACUS, in Architecture, is the four fquare
Table that makes the Capital on the Top of a Co-
lumn, efpecially thofe of the Corinthian Order :

and is a Drip or Corona to the Capital. It fup-
ports the nether Face of the Architrave and whole
Trabeation. In the Corinthian and Compfite Or-
ders, the Corners of it are called, the Homs

, the
middle part the Sweep, and the Curvature the Arch ;
which commonly has a Rofe Carved in the mid-
die. See Vol. a.

ABAFT, or Aft, a Sea Term, fignifying always
thofe Parts which are towards the Stern of the
Ship : So they fay. Such a Maft hangs Aft or A-
haft, that is, towards the Stern. And becaule the
Matters or Captain’s Cabbin is ufually in the hin-
der part of the Ship under the Quarter Deck, ’tisa
common Complement to a Perfon come on Board
a Ship, Sir

, willyou pleafe to wall^Aft.
AKALIENATION, a Term in the old poman

Law, fignifying a fimple Sale of the Goods of one
Citizen to another : Thefe Goods were called, pps
tnancupii

, or tnancipii ; and were Eftates either in
Slaves or Cattle, and fometimes Land of Inheri-
tance i but they mutt be in Italy*

ABAPTISTON, or Ana-baptifion, an Inftra-
ment ufed by Surgeons, the fame with Modiolm2
which fee.

ABATE, Abatement
, lignifies in Law the taking

Polfeflion of Land by a Perfon that hath no right to
it, after the Death of the Anceftor, and before the
Entry of the right Heir. Alfo to Abate a Writ;
lignifies to deftroy it for a time, thro’ want of good
Ground, or other Defed. So to Abate a Ntifance

$

is to deftroy it,

ABATEMENT of Honour, in Heraldry, is an
accidental Mark annexed to a Coat of Arms,'
whereby its Dignity is abafed by reafon of fome
dilhonourable Quality or Stain in the Bearer, and
tis either by adding a Mar^ of Diminution

; or by
peverfion of the whole Efcutch-
on.The Markj ofDiminution are,

i . A DelfTenn,which is a Square
born in the middle of the Field,

thus; and belongs to one that
hath revoked his Challenge, or
eaten his Words.

a. A Point Dexter parted Tenn

:

due to him that is a Braggadocio,
or boafts of more than he did,
or can do.

3 . A Point in Point Sanguine;
thus ; due to him that is Lazy
and Sloathful in the Wars.

4. A Point Champam Tenn .»

which is due to him that kills his

Prifoner after Quarter demanded
and his Commanders leave to

give it j born thus.

B
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5, A Plain Point Sanguine

,

born thus ; due to one that is a

Lyar, and tells falfe Stories to his

Sovereign,

6. A Goar Sinifler Term, born

thus ; and is due to him that is

proved a Coward : But a (Soar

Dexter is not an Abatement.

7. A Guffet Sanguine, born thus;

where are. two Gullets one on
each fide. The Guffet is an A-
batement proper for an Effemi-

nate, Lafcivious Man ; and is

then born on the right fide ; but

if he be given to too much Wine,

the Guffet is on the left fide ; if to both, he fhould

bear two Gullets, as in this Example.

Reverfion is two-fold, 1 . When a Man bears in

his own Efcutcheon another Re-
verfed, as thus ; which is due to

a rude and uncivil Treater of

Maid or Widdow j or as fome
fay, for Deflowering her only ;

and alfo, for one that runneth a-

way from hisSovereign’s Banner,

av When a Man’s own Efcutcheon is entirely

Reverted, which is due to a Traitor.

IV. B. Thefe Abatements are never charged with

anything ; are always born Angle, and their

Colour is never of Metal, but always either

3Murrey or Tavonej.

ABATOR, (in the common Law) is he that a-

bateth, that is, intrudeth into a Houfe or Land void

by the Death of the former Poffeffor, and not yet

entered, or taken up by his Heir.

ABBROCHMENT, istheforeftalling of a Mar-
ket or Fair, by buying up the Wares before they

are expofed to Sale in fuch Market or Fair, and

then vending them again by Retail.

ABBUTTALLS, are the Buttings and Boun-

cings of Lands any way, fhewing how they lie in

refpedl to other places..

ABDICATION, a Term of the Roman Law,
fignifying feveral things ; as the Abandoning of a

Son, when he was Expell’d his Father’s Houfe and

refuted to be owned as his Child. Abdicare Magi-

firatum, or fe Magifiratu, was to abandon or lay

down the Office of a Magiftrate. We meet there

alfo with Abdicare fe ftatu fuo‘y which fignifies, a

Man’s renouncing his Condition to become a Slave,

and to be degraded from the Priviledges of a Ro-

man Citizen.

ABDICERE, fignifies to debar a Man from his

Demands or not to allow them : Thus Abdicerevin-

dicias was in the Roman Law not to allow a Man
the Poffeffionof a thing in Controverfie, as Addi-

zere vindicias is the very contrary.

Tho’ the Word Abdication fignifies ftri&ly an

adtual and voluntary Renouncing, yet in a larger

Senfe, at Common-Law, it may be properly ufed

Where there is only an Implicit Renounciation ; as

When a Perfon does fuch Actions which are incon-

fiftent with the nature of his Truft, he does in con-

fequence renounce it ; and this was the late fa-

mous Cafe of a certain Prince, where this known

and ancient Common-Law-Term was revived 5
tho’ indeed ‘tis more generally ufed amongft the Ci-
vilians. .

"

ABDOMEN, the lowermoft of the three Venters
in an Human Body

; properly the Lower Belly : It

contains in its Region the Stomach, Gutts, Liver,
Spleen, Bladder. within it is covered with a
Membrane called the Peritoneum, The lower
part of it is called the Hypogaflrburn. The fore-

moifc part is divided into the Epigaftrium , the
Right and Left Hypocondria's, and the Navel. ’Tis
bounded above by the Cartilago Enfiformis and the
Diaphragm, fideways by the fliort or lower Ribs,
and behind by the Vertebres of the Loins, the
Bones of the Coxendix, Pubis and "Os Sacrum. It
hath ten Mufcles which both cover it and ferve to
excrete the Faces and Urine, and to expel the Foe-

tus in Women ; You will End them under their

proper Names.
ABDUCTOR Indicts, is a Mufcle of the fore--

Finger, which is not to be feen till the AbduRor Pol-!

licis is raifed ; by fome it is reckoned amongft the
Interoffei ; it arilcs Eleffily from the Os Metacarpi
that fuftains the Fore-finger, and defending over
the firft Internode of the faid Finger becomes Ten-
dinous, joining with the Tendon of one of the
Lumbrical Mufcles,and is inferred with it together
with the Tendon of the former Mufcle. Its Name
intimates its Ufe, in drawing the Fore-finger from
the reft.

ABDUCTOR ticuli, a Mufcle of the Eye^ lb
called from its AClion in retraCHng or drawing off
the Eye from the Nofe : It is alfo called Indigna\
bundus, becaufe it is made ufe of in fcornful Re-
fentments. '

s

ABDUCTOR minimi digits, is a Mufcle which
appears in fome Bodies divided into two or three
Mufcles, having each a differing Series of Fibres j
the firft of which feems to be a Flexor primi Inter-
nodii minimi digiti ; the fecond an AbduEtor of
the fame ; the third AbduElor Secundi & Tertii In-
temodii

; but this Divifion is not conftant. It ari-

fes flefhly, firft, from the Ligamentum Tranfverfate}
and fourth Bone of the Carpus ; Secondly, from
the third Bone of the Carpus ; and then. Thirdly,'
front the fuperior patts of the fubjacent [Os Meta-
carpi ; The two firft continue flefhy to their Infer-

tions; the former terminating at the fuperior part
of the firft Bone of the Little-Finger forwards ; the
latter ending at the fame part of the faid Bone la-

terally ; the Third becoming Tendinous like the

Interojfei, is inferted like them with the Tendon of
the Extenfor Minimi Digiti at the fuperior part of
the third Bone of the Little-Finger. Its ute is to

draw the Little-Finger from the others.

ABDUCTOR PoSicis, is a Mufcle ofthe Thumb,1

which arifes broad and flefhy from the internal part

of the Ligamentum Tranfverfale Carpi
,
whence de-

fending it leffens it felf, and becomes Tendinous

at its Implantation to the fuperior and external part

of the fecond Bone of the Thumb laterally. This
draws the Thumb from the Fingers, from whence
it derives its Name.
ABDUCTOR Pollicis Pedis, is a Mufcle which

arifeth'flefhy from the Os Calcis internally and later-

ally, in half its progrefs becoming Tendinous, it

joins with another flefhy beginning, fpringing from

the Os Cuneoforme Majus that fuftains the Os Meta-

tarfi of the Great Toe ; both which making one

Tendon are inferted to the external part of the Of

Sefamoides of the Great Toe laterally. This pulls

the Great Toe from the reft, ABLA’
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ABDUCTOR Minimi Digiti Pedis, is a Mufcle

which ariferh outwardly Tendinous^ but inwardly

Flefhy, from the external part of the Os 0tikis, be-

coming Tendinous in half its progrefs on the out-

fide of the Foot j it joins with the other flelhy part

of this Mufcle arifing flelhy from the outfide of the

Os Metatarfi of the Little Toe, and making one

Tendon at its Infertion to the upper part of the firft

Bone of the Little Toe externally and laterally. Its

ufe is to draw off the Little Toe from the reft.

ABDUCTORES, in the general 'are the fame

with Abducent Mufclesb

ABDUCENT Mufcles, are univerfally thofe

which ferve to open or pull back divers parts of the

Body, as the Arms, Legs, Eys, Noftrils, Lips, (3c,

t

Thefe are called alfoAbduBors, Their Oppofites

are ufually called AdduBors or Adducent Mufcles.

ABETTORS, is a Common Law Term, and fig-

nifies thofe that without caufe procure others to fue

out falfe Appeals ofMurder, or Felony againft Men,
in order to render them infamous.

ABETTORS,in Murder, are thofe which advile
or procure a Murder to be commited ; in the fame
Senfe there are Abettors in Felony and Treafon ; in

the laft of which they are 3.W principals, there being

no Acceflories in Treafon.

ABELITION, the Licence given to a Criminal
Accufer, to defift from further Profetution.

ABEYANCE,in Law fignifies aThing’s being in

Pojfe only and not in ABu .- Thus fuppofe a Leafe

made to A. for, Term of Life, and the Remainder to

the right Heir of B. who is living at the time of the

Grant ; in this cafe, tho’ the Remainder pafs prefent-

ly from the Grantor, yet it vefts not prefently, Or
takes hold in the Grantee, that is the Heirs of B.
but is Indeterminate, in Potentia, in Nubibus, in

Abeyance, vi%. in confideration of Law : So when
the Parfon of a Church dies, and the Church is

void, the Fee is in Abeyance, becaufe it is not de-
termined who fhall fucceed him.
ABISHERISING, and in fome Copies,Mijhe-

rifing, is ( in common-Law jbeing acquitted of A-
merceaments

,
before whomsoever, of Tranfgreifion

prov’d.

ABJURATION, formerly was an Oath which
a Perfon who had committed Felony, and who, to
avoid the Law, had betaken himfelf to Sandhiary,
took to depart the Kingdom for ever : It was a
Law enabled by Edward the Confejfor, but isj fince

changed by the Statutes, 21 H. 8. c. z. 22. H. 8.

c. 14. 32. H. 8. c. 12. But the Senfe of the Word
Abjurare originally, in the Roman Language, as it

is ufed by Cicero and other good Writers of that
Age, was. To deny a thing upon Oath j to deny
fhat a Man had promifed, committed, detained, or
did owe any thing, upon his Oath. Thus with him
Abjurare Creditum was to forfwear a Debt, or to
deny on Oath that he ow'd the Debt. \
ABLACTATION, the weaning ofa Child that

hath fucked its full time. Alfo a kind of Grafting,
when the Cyon remainethon its own Stock,and the
Stock you graft it on, together, till fuch time as they
are furely incorporated

; then the Cyon is cut
from its own, and lives only by the other Stock.
ABLAQUEATION, a laying open or baring

the bottom of the Trunk, and Roots of Trees, that
fo being expofed to the Air, the Sun, and the Rains,
they may the better frudtify, or bear Fruit the en-
fuing Year.

ABLATIVE Cafe, is the laft of the fix Cafes of
Nouns and Participles in Grammar 5 and is fo call*

ABS
ed, becaufe it ufually takes away one thing front
another. Tis called alio the Latin Cafe, becaufe
almoft peculiar to the Latin Tongue, and is ufually
connected with lome Prepofitions- which ferve td>

determine it.

ABLUTION, the Preparation of a Medicine in
any Liquor, to Cleanle ir fropi its Impurities.
ABLUENT Medicines are the lame with Ab~

ftergent, which fee.

ABNODATION, in Agriculture, fignifies the
Pruning of Trees, and cutting ofFKnots and Knobs.
ABOLITION, in Metaphyficks, is an utter de-

ftrudtion of any Being.

ABOLITION of a Law, is the perfedl repeals
ing it, or the entire taking of it away, fo that it

fhall never have Force again.

ABOMASUS, one of the Stomachs of Rumf
nant Animals, or fuch as chew the Cud ; ofwhich
are reckoned four, the Venter

, Reticulum, Omafus,

and Abomafw.
ABORIGINES, are fuch Nations as the Italians}

who pretended Antiently to be without Original
or Derivation from any other Nation or People.
ABORTION, the bringing forth ofa Child (or

Foetus) before its due time.

ABORTIVE, is fpoken of a Foetus brought
forth 1 before its time : Hence ’tis alfo an Epithet gi-
ven toany Defign or Purpofe that mifcarries.

ABRENUNCIATION, is a renouncing or for-
saking of any thing entirely.

ABREVIATIONS,are Contractions in Writing
or otherwife, whereby any thing that is written or
fpoken, is contained in, or takes up much left
Room, than it would do if written or delivered at
large.

ABRIC, with fomeChymifts the fame with SuU
phur.

ABRIDGMENT of a Plaint, in Common-LaW)
is, when one part of the Plaintiffs Demand is left
out, and it is pray’d that the Defendant may an-
fwer to the other.

ABROGATE, fignifies todifanul or repeal : as
to Abrogate a Law, is, to lay it afide or to repeal
it. So that the

ABROGATION of a Law, is the repealing it}

or taking it quite away.
ABSCESSE, an Ulceration arifing in any Part

of the Body after a CrifsiThc fame with Apoftema.

ABSCISSJE, in a Conick Section, orother Cur-
vilineal Figure, are the Parts of the Axis cut off by
the Ordinates, and accounted downwards from the
Vertex ofthe Section. Thus V r or VR are the
Abfcijfe in this Figure. Thefe are called by fome
Writers, the InterceptedAxes or Intercepted Diamei
ters

i

V

ABSIS, the fame With Apfis, which fee;

ABSOLUTE: This Word (which fignifies free
trom the Power of another) is varioully ufed;
Sometimes the Terms of a Propofition are laid to
be taken Abfolutely, that is, without relation to a*
ny thing elfe. A Prince isfaid to be Abfolute

,
when
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he makes his Will his Law, and will in no refpecfi:

be refirained or limited by the Laws of his Coun-
try. This is otherwife called Arbitrary Power ;

and arifes from an Imperfection both in the Under-
ftandingof the Prince, and in the Spirits of the

People. But God Almighty is Abfolute from the

Perfection of his Nature, as containing in himfelf

all poflihle Power, and lying under no Limitations

nor Reftraints from any one. Abfolute is fometimes

taken alfo in Oppofition to Terms or Conditions

;

thusGod doth not forgive Men their SinsAbfolutely,

but on Condition of their Repentance and Amend-
ment ; and a Prieft cannot abfolve Men from the

Guilt of their Sins Abfolutely, but only declarative-

ly and Minifterially, on the Condition of the Per-

fon’s Penitence and Refolutions for Amendment.
So (in Law) an Abfolute Eftate is one free from all

manner of Conditions.

ABSOLUTE 'Number, in an Equation in Algebra,

is that which Vieta calls the Homogeneum Compara-

tioms, and which always pofleffeth one entire part

dr fide of the Equation, and is always a known
Quantity

5
and the ReCfangle or Solid, under the

unknown Roots,in Quadraticks and Cubicks.Thus

in this Equation aa \6az=z 36. The Abfolute

Number is 36, which is equal to the Product of

the two Roots or Values of a, multiplied one into

another..
,

ABSOLUTE Equation, in Aftronomy, is the

Aggregate or Sum of the Eccentrick and Optick

Equations. See Equation.

ABSORBENTS, are Medicines that temper

and qualify the Acid Juices in the Body,^ by imbi-

bing or drinking them up; Thus Alkali's are faid

by fome to abforb Acids.

ABSTENSION, in Law, is a with-holding an

Heir from taking Pofleflion of his Land.

ABSTERGENT, or Abjlerftve Medicines, are

fuch as are ufed to clear the Skin or Superficial

Parts of the Body from any Filth, &c. obftru&ing

its Pores.

ABSTERSION, is the EfFe& produced by Ab-

fterfive Medicines, or in general, any cleanfing or

wiping away. •

ABSTRACTION, is a Power peculiar to the

Mind of Man, in Contradiftin&ion to the Souls of

Beafts, and plainly diftinguifhes Him from Them ;

whereby he can make his Ideas, arifing from par-

ticular Things, become general Reprefentatives of

all of the fame kind. Thus, if' my Eye reprefents

to me Whitenefs in a Wall, I can AbftraEiedly con-

fider that Quality of Whitenefs, and find it attri-

butable to many other things befides, as to Snow,

to Milk, or the like; and this Quality, whatever

it be, thus confidered apart from the Concrete, or

the Subject in which it inheres, is faid to be taken

in the AbJlraEl.

ABSTRACT, is frequently ufed alfo forafmall

Draught or Epitome of any greater Work.

ABSTRACT Numbers, are thofe which are con-

fidered as Pure Numbers, without being applied to

any Subject ;
and fo AbftraEied Mathematickj, is

ufed in oppofition to Mixt Mathematickj^ the for-

mer fignifying pure Geometry or Algebra ; and the

latter Opticks, Dialling, Navigation, (3c. where

PhyficalConfiderations are connected with the Ma-
thematical.

ABSTRUSE, fecret, dark, not eafily intelligible.

ABUNDANT Numbers, are thofe whofe Parts

added together, make more than the. whole Num-

ber which they are Parts of $ as v, g, Twelve,

ACA
whofe Parts being 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. thefe all ad-
ded togethermake Sixteen : Thus alfo the Parts of
zo make 22, (3c.

ABUS, feeApfis.

ABYSS, is any vaft deep Place, which either hath
no Bottom, or elfe hath none difcernable, or ac
leaft is fuppofed to have none.

The Learned Dr. Woodward, in his Natural Hi-
ftory of the Earth, P. 1 17. tells us. That there is a
mighty Colledtion of Waters inclofed in the Bow-;
els of the Earth, conftituting an huge Orb in the
Interiour or Central Parts of it ; and over the Sur-
face of this Water, he luppofesthe Terreftrial Stra-

ta to be expanded : This is what Mofes calls the

Great Deep, and what many Authors call the Abyfs.

And that there is fuch a vaft Collection of Waters
lodged in the Bowels of the Earth, is confirmed by,

abundance of Obfervations.

The Water of this vaft Abyfs the Dr. afferts/

doth communicate with that of the Ocean by
means ofcertain Holes, Hiatus’s or Chafms, palling

betwixt it and the Bottom of the Ocean : And
this and the Abyfs he fuppofes to have one com-
mon Centre, around which the Water of both of
them is placed ; but fo, that the ordinary Surface
of the Abyfs is not level with that of the Ocean/
nor at fo great a diftance from the Centre as that

is, it being for the m oft part reftrained and depref-
fed by the Strata of Earth lying upon it ; but where-
ever thofe Stata

s

are broken, orfo lax and porofe
that Water can pervade them, there the Water of
the Abyfs doth afcend, fills up ail the Clefts or
Fijfures whereinto it can get admittance or en-
trance, and faturates ail thelnterftices and Pores of
the Earth, Stone, or other Matter, all around the

Globe, quite up to the Level of the Ocean.
ACADEMY, is a kind of higher School or U-

niverfity, where young Men are inftrucfted in the

Liberal Arts and Sciences. ’Twas fo called at firft

from Academia, the Name of a Place near Athens,

and built, fay fome, by Cadmus the Phoenician ; o-

thers, by one Academus, whence it had its Name :

’Twas planted with Trees ; and here Plato taught

his Dilciples Philofophy, who from hence are call-

ed Academicks. Cicero allfb call’d one of his Coun-
try Seats by this Name, where he had fine Groves,

and pleafant Walks for the Entertainment of his

Philofophical Friends ; and here he wrote his

. Books, D. Nat. Deorum and De Amicitia, and his
'

Offices, which therefore he called his Academical

Treatifes.

ACADEMICKS; fo the Followers of Plato

were ancientiy -called, ,becaufe they ftudied in the

Academia. Afterward it became the Name of a

Sect of Sceptical Philofophers, who maintained.

That all things were uncertain, and that Reafon

and Truth were changeable, fo thar Men ought to

doubt of every thing, and believe nothing.

ACANTABOLUS, the fame with Vofella (ex-

cepting that the Volfella is crooked) a Surgeon’s In-

ftrument to take out any thing that fhall happen to

ftick in the Oefophagus or Gullet ; tis fomething

like a Pair of Plyers, and may be reckoned as a

kind of Forceps.

ACANTHA, is with fome Anatomifts the moft

backward Protuberance of the Vertebres of the

Back ; and is otherwife called, Spina Dorfi.

ACARNAR, the fame with Acherner.

ACATALECTICK Verfe, is 'one exa&Iy per-

fect, where not fo much as one Syllable is either

redundant or deficient,

ACCEDAS
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ACCEDAS ad Curiam 9 a Writ made out of the

Chancery, and Returnable in the Kings Bench or

Common Pleas, and direded to the Sheriff, requir-

ing him to go to the Court of fome Lord, or

Franchife, ('where a Plaint is fued for taking of Cat-

tle as a Diftrefs, or any falfe Judgment fuppofed

to be made in any Suit in fuch a Court, which is

not a Court of Record,) and there make a Record

of the faid Suit, in prefence ef the Suitors of the

faid Court, and alfo of four other Knights of the

fame County 9 and to certifie it into the King’s

Court, at the Day limitted in the Writ.

ACCEDAS ad Vice Comitem, is a Writ directed

to the Coroner, requiring him to deliver a Writ to

the Sheriff, who having a Pone delivered to him,

fuppreftes it.

ACCELERATION of the Defcent of heavy

Bodies was firft difcovered by GaliUus : And if

due attention be given to our excellent Sr. Ifaac

INewtons Second Law of Motion, Axiom, or Law
cffeature, as it may be called,vi%. That the Mutati-

on of Motion it always proportionable to the Force im-

prejfed,and always it according to thatfame Line ofDi-

rection,th.tRea.ion of the Acceleration of the Defcent

of heavy Bodies, will be very clear andinteHigible.

For, fuppofing Gravity (whatever it be) to ad
uniformly on all Bodies, at equal Diftances from

the Earth’s Centre, and that the Time in which
any heavy Body falls to the Earth, be divided into

equal Parts infinitely fmall : Let Gravity encline

the Body towards the Earth’s Centre, while it

moves in the firft infinitely fmall Part of the Time
of its Defcent : If after this, the Adion of Gravi-

ty be fuppofed to ceafe, the Body would go towards

the Earth’s Centre equally, with a Velocity equal

to the Force ofthat firft Impreflion, (by Sr. Ifaac s,

firft Axiom.) But now fince the Adion of Gra-
vity ftill continues 9 in. the fecond Moment of

Time the Body will receive a new Impulfe down-
ward, and then its Velocity will be double ofwhat
it was in the firft Moment : In the third Moment
or Particle of Time, it will be Triple

9 in the

fourth Quadruple, and fo on continually. Where-
fore fince thole Particles of Time are fuppofed infi-

nitely fmall, and all equal to one another, the Im-
petus acquired by the Falling Body, will be every
whereas the Times from the Beginning of the De-
fcent. And fince the Quantity of Matter in the

Body given, continues the fame, the Velocity will

be as the Time in which it is acquired (as you will

find proved in the Laws of Motion.)

And after the fame manner may it be proved,
That the Motion of Afcending Projedives ftiall

be equably retarded 9 for fince the Force of Gravi-
ty ads continually and equally againft the Motion
firft begun, it muft diminilh or abate the Motion,
according to the Time of the Alcent, till at laft it

Let the Right Line
a b exprefs the Time
of any heavy Body’s
Defcent, and let b c

at right Angles to it,

denote the Velocity

acquired at the end of
the Fall. Draw a c,

and any where the

two Parallels fg, de,
fo they fhall exprefs

the Velocities acquir-

ed in the Times ofDe-

fcent af and ad. Forbecaufeof fimilar Trian-
gles, ab, ad 1 : be. de : : and as ad. af : : d e.fg.

wherefore ’tis plain,the Velocities are as the Times
ofDefcent

9 thatis, as the Lines or Elements ofthe
Triangle ab c, drawn parallel to the Bafe b c.

The Confideration of the annexed Figure will
teach us, That if an A_
heavy Body be thus u-

niformly acceleratedin

its defcent 9 the Space

which it deferibes

from the beginning of
the Time of its Motim
on, fhall be juft the

half of that which it

would have deferibed,

had it gone on for the

fame Time with a Ve-

locity equal to what it

bad acquired in the

end of itsfall.

Let (as before) AC reprefent the Time of the

Defcent, D C the Velocity at laft acquired ; and
compleat the Triangle AC D. Let alfo the Time
AC be diftinguifhed into an indefinite Number of
fmall Parts, as ef, fg, gh

,
hi, See. and

draw the Parallels fl,gm, hn
,
to. See. to

the Bafe C D. Then will ek. be as the Velocity
of the heavy Body, in the infinitely fmall part of
Time ef, and f l will be the Velocity in the
fmall Time / g , See.

But now ’tis proved in the Laws of Motion,’
(fee that Word) That the Space or Length de-
feribed by any moving Body, in any given Time,'
and with a given Celerity

9 is as the Re&angle un-
der the Time and the Celerity, wherefore the Space
deferibed in the Time ef, with the Celerity ~e £9
will be as the Redangle jfk.-, and the Space de-
feribed in the Time fg , with the Celerity gm

,

will be as the Redangle g l
, See. wherefore the

Space run thro’, in the Sum of all thefe Times,
will be as the Sum of all the Triangles

9 that
is, as the Triangle AG D

, which contains them
all. Again, the Space run thro’ by the defcending
Body in the Time A C , with the uniform Celeri-
ty I) C {by the 7 th Article of Mr. Keii’j Laws of
Motion above referred to) will be as the Redande
ABC D. Wherefore the Space run over by the
defcending Body in the given time, and uniformly
Accelerated) is to the Space deferibed by the fame
Body, in the fame Time with an uniform Celerity
equal to what it at laft acquires : : as the Trian-
gle ADC, is to the Redangle ABC D. But the
Triangle is one half of the Redangle

9 wherefore
the Space deferibed by the Accelerated defcending
Body from the Beginning to the end of its Motion,
in a given Time, is juft the half of the Space
which would be deferibed by the fame Body if it

had gone on, for the fame Time, with a Velocity
equal to what it had acquired in the end of its

Fall. & E. D.

From whence it will follow, 1. That the Space
run over with the Velocity C D in half the Time
A C , will be equal to the Space deferibed by the
falling Accelerated Body, in the whole Time AC„

a. As the Triangle ACD reprefents the Space
pafled thro in the Time AC, fo the Triangle
A i o, will reprefent the Space deferibed by the
falling Body in the Time A i 9 and the Triangle
A e!i, will reprefent that deferibed in the Time
A e

,

Scc. Wherefore

r
"

.

E

Tis
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3. ’Tis plain, the Spaces describ'd, or the Di-

ftances run thro’ in the Fall, will always be as the

Squares of the Times : For the fimilar Triangles

A C D ,
A i 0

,
Ae k., &c. are to one another as

the Squares of their Homologous Sides Ac
,
A i

,

A e.

4. Wherefore if a heavy Body defeending from

its Place of Reft, deferibe any Length in a given

Time, in twice that Time it will deferibe four

times the Length ; in thrice the Time, nine times

the Length, &c. Or, in other Words, if the Times

are confidered in Arithmetical Proportionls, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, &c. the Spaces deferibed will be 1, 4, 9,

16, 25, &c.

5. Since the Space in the firft part of Time is

1, in the fecond 4, in the third 9, &c, if you
confider the Space run through in the. fecond Par-

ticle of Time feparately, it will be as 3 ; and if

from 9, the Space deferibed in the third part of

Time, you take 4, the Space before deferibed in

the 2d Moment, there will remain 5, &c. where-

fore fuppofing the Moments or Parts of Time e-

qual, the Spaces deferibed by the Defcent of an

heavy Body beginning from Reft, in each Mo-
ment confidered feparately, will be as the natural

odd Numbers, T, 3, 5 , 7, 9,
n, *3, 15, *7,

6. And fince the Velocities acquired in falling,

are as the Times, the Spaces run through will be

alfo as the Squares of the Velocities ; and both

Times and Velocities will be in fubduplicate JQ-

tio of the Spaces deferibed by any falling Body.

ACCELERATORES Vrina, are a pair of Mu-
fcles belonging to the Penis, whofeufeis to expedite

the Urine and the Genitura : Our accurate Mr.
Cowper faith. Authors have been miftaken in af-

figningthe Origination of thefe Mufcles, either to

the SphinPler Ant, or to the Tubercles of the Ojfa

jfchii ; for they arife Flefhy from the fuperior Part

of the Vrethra , as it pafles under the OJJfd Pubis,

encompafling the external Part of the Bulb of its

cavernous Body ;
both thefe Mufcles meet on the

inferior Part, and march on according to the

Length of the Skin in the Perineum, when parting

from each other, they afeend to their Infertions on

each fide the Corpora Cavernofa Penis. He thinks

alfb, that they aflift the EreEtores Penis, by driving

. the Blood contained in the Bulb of the Cavernous

Body of the Vrethra rowards the Glands in a great-

er Quantity, whereby it becomes diftended : The
Veins which carry off the Refluent Blood from the

Corpus Cavernofum Vrethra, being at that time com-
prefs’d by the fwelling of thefe Mufcles.

ACCENSION, is the enkindling or fetting any

Body on Fire.

ACCENT in Grammar, is a Mark placed over

a Syllable, to fhew 'tis pronounced with a ftrong-

er or weaker Voice. The Greeks, who were the

greateft obferver of Accents, diftinguifh them into

thc Acute one mark’d thus, ('), the Grave one thus

{' ) and the Circumflex thus, (~). But of late one

Hennin a Dutch-man hath written a Book to prove

the Accents were not Ancient among the Greeks,

and that that Language ought not to be pronounc-

ed according to them : He pretends no Accents are

be found in any MSS. above 8 oo
/
Years old, and

takes them to be an Invention of the Arabs- about

the time of Mahomet’s Death. He fays, the Maf-

forstes of Tiberias brought them into the Bible a-

foout the Sixth Century, and that they were per-

fected by Pabbi Judah Pen David Chiug, born in
Fep, about the Eleventh Century.
ACCENTS, in Grammar, {hew how to judge

of the Meafure of Time, in which each Letter,
Syllable, Word, or Expreffion is pronounced - the
Elevations and Deprelfions of the Voice, the Si-
lence or Repofe of the Voice at the End of Words
or Sentences, Thefe Accents may be very,
numerous : There are in the Hebrew Grammars
more than Thirty of them

, and Servius Honoram
reckons Eight in the Latin.

The Acute 4ccent fhews when the Voice is to be
raifed, and is expreffed thus

( ).

The Grave Accent {hows when the Voice is to
be depreffed, and is figured thus, (

'
).

The Circumflex Accent is compos’d of both the
Acute and the Grave, and is expreffed thus,

(

A
).

The Long Accent fhows that the Voice is to flop

upon the Vowel that has that Mark, and it is ex-
preffed thus, (

~

).

The Short Accont fhows that the time of Pronun-,
ciation ought to be fhort, and is marked thus, (

~
):

Hyphen, is an Accent in Grammar, that implies
two Words are to be joyned, as male-Janus.

Diafiole, is an Accent in Grammar, which fhows
that thofe Words or Sentences to which it is ad-
joyned are to be feparated, its mark is

( ,).

Apofirophe, is an Accent in Grammar, Flowing
there is a Vowel to be rejected, and is expreffed
thus, (

’ ) and placed over the Head of the Letter.’

ACCENT in Mufick^ , is a Modulation of the
Voice, to exprefs the Paflions either Naturally or
Artificially. : to
ACCEPTANCE, in Law, is an agreeing to

fome A<ft already done,which without fuch Agree-
ment, might have been undone or avoided j as if a
Man and his Wife feized of Land in Right of his
Wife, do joyn and make a Leafe by Deed, referv-

ing Rent, and the Husband dying, the Wife ac-

cepts or receives the Rent: By this Acceptance in

her, the Leafe is made good, and fhall bar her from
bringing a Cut in vita.

.

ACCEPTILATION
, in Civil-Law ] is the

fame with Acquittance in Common-Law
,

being a
Verbal Difcharge from the Creditor to the Debtor.
ACCESS or Acceffion, the Fit or Paroxyfm of a

Difeafe.

ACCESSIBLE Height, is either that which may
be mechannicallymeafured by the application of a
Meafure to it, or elfean Height whofeBafe or Foot
can be approached to j and from thence a Length
meafured on the Ground.

ACCESSORIUS TVilliffii, is a Nerve which a-

rifes from the Medulla Spinalis, about the begin-

ning of the fixth Pair of the Neck 5 as it afeends

to the Head, it receives on each fide a Twig from
the firft five Pair of Nerves of the Neck ; as they

rife from the Medulla Spinalis ; then it enters the

Skull, and pafles out of it again with the Par Va~
gum, and is wholly {pent upon the Mufcuhts Trape-

zius.

ACCESSORY, in the Common-Law, is a Per-

fon advifing or procuring before the Fatft, or aid-

ing and aflifting, receiving or protecting after it,
1

one that hath committed Felony ; who therefore

fhall have Judgment of Life and Member, as well

as the Principal which did the Felony, but not till

the Principal be firft attainted, convict, or out-

lawed thereupon. A Man alfo may be Acceffory

to an Acceffofy, by aiding, receiving, &c. an Ac-
ceffory to Felony. In the Statute Law ’tis fuch an
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as abetts, adviles, aids or receives one that com*

inks Felony, which is madefo by Statute.

ACCIDENT : This Word is ufed by Logici-

ans in three Senfes.

i. In oppofition to the Effence of any Thing,

whatever doth not efTentially belong to it may
(tho’ a Subftance it felf ) yet be an Accident or Ad-

junct to that Thing, or belong to it only acciden-

tally, as the Clothes a Man hath on $ the Money
in his Purfe, &c. Thefe indeed are more proper-

ly called Adjuncts ; and by the School-men are di-

ftinguifhed by the Name of Verbal Accidents.

Z. In Contradiftindlion to the Effential Proper-

ties of any Subject, many Qualities are called Ac-

cidents ; becaufe they are there not EJJentially but

Accidentally. This in the Schools is called Accident

VradidabiUs,
and implies a Common Quality

, which

may or may not be in any Subjedt, as any particu-

lar Colour, &c.

3. In oppofition to Subftance, a Thing is called

an Accident, when it is its Effence or Nature to In-

here or fubfift in fome Subftance, and cannot be

alone : And thus it is with all Qualities whatfoever.

This is called Accident Predicamentale, and the

nine laft Predicaments are in this fenfe Accidents.

In reference toits Caufe alfo, or at leaft as to our

Knowledge of it, a Thing is frequently ftiled an

Accident, by which we mean an EfFedb either ca-

fually produced, or which to us appears to have

been fo.

ACCIDENTS (in Heraldry) are the Points and

'
Abatements in an Efcutcheon ; which fee.

ACCIDENTAL Point, in Perfpe&ive is a Point

in the Horizontal Line, where Lines parallel among

themfelves, tho’ not perpendicular. to the Pi&ure,

at) meet.

A ACCLIVITY, is a

Steepnefs reckoned

upwards on a Slope

Line, as Declivis is a
fteepnefs downwards.
Thus BA is an Ac-
clivity ; AB a Decli-

vity.

ACCOMODATE, fignifies amongft Geome-

ters, to fit in a Line or Figure into a Circle, Cfc,

fo as the Conditions of the Propofition or Problem

require. See Apply.

ACCOMPT, a Writ in Law fo called, lying

againft a Bailiff or Receiver, who will not give up
his Accounts, or come to an Account for what he

hath received. If the Auditors afiigned him, find

that he is in Arrears, they have Power by the Sta-

tutes of PVeftm. a. C. 1 o. to award him to Prifon

till he have made Satisfadion : But if they wont
allow him reafonable Charges, or if they charge

him with more than he hath received, any Friend

of his may fue out a Writ Ex Parte Tails, from
the Chancery, direded to the Sheriff, to take out

four Main-Pernors, to bring his Body before the

Barons of the Exchequer on a certain Day, and
to warn his Lord or Mafter to appear there at the
fame time.

ACCORD, in Law, is an Agreement or Con-
trad from one Man to another, to give him Satif-

fadionfor fome Trefpafs or Damage done, which
when executed and performed, is a good Bar in

Law againft an Adion of Trefpafs for thatDamage
of Offence;

ACCRETION | nearly of the fame Senfe with
Augmentation,and is properly an Addition of Mar*
ter to any Body externally : This is ufually faid of
the encreafe of Bodies without Life, and is fome-
times calkd Appcfttion or Juxta Pofition. Butfome
will have the encreafe of Living Bodies to be by
Introfumption and Ajftmilation of the Aliementary
or nourifhing’Particles.

Dr. Havers in his Ofteotdgia gives this Account of
Accretion

, That the Nutritious Particles being fe-

parated by the Glandules placed every whereon
the fides of the Arteries, are carriedinto tfiofe fmall
Nervous Pipes, or Interfaces of the Fibres, Where
the Spirits move, fo that they fall in the way ofthe
Spirit s Motion : Theie Spirits he fuppofes to have
a twofold Motion ; one dired, the other Potatory
or turning round their Axes. While an Animal is
capable of Accretion, and the Particlesof which
the folid Parts confift are not entirely united at
their Extremities, but are capable of receding one
from another, both end-ways and laterally^ the
Spirits ad upon the Nutritious Particles (which
are of a Vifcous Nature) by their Rotary Morion
by which they carry them to the Sides of the Fibres
and Bony Strings, driving fome againft the fides of
their Parts, and forcing them out laterally : Othets
they drive into the Interftices between the Extre-
mities, thereby lengthning every Series of them

”'

where they are placed and fix’d, and thus the Pat-4
of an Animal Body increafe both in Thicknrffand
Longitude. But after the Partidcs are united at
them Extremities, and no longer capapfc ofmakingRoom to lodge the Nutritious Pans out ofthe Waf
of the Spirits dire* Motion s then the Spirits holms
to a& upon the Nutritious Matter by thatMotibm'
and to drive it fo through the Nervous Channels'
that it has not the hbeny offlopping and adhering;'
and fo the Accretion of the Animal ceafes

°

ACETABULUM, is that Cavity in theHuckle
Bone which is appointed to receive the Head ofthe
Thigh Bone within it : Alfo certain Glandules m
the Chorson Ate call dAcetabula

, concerning Which
(fee Cotyledones

.)

0

ACERB, is. a Tafte between Sowre and Bitter,)
fuch as moft Fruits have before they are ripe.ACETUM padicatum, is the fftarpeft part of
Vinegar, when the Phlegm is drawn off.

ACE1UM Philofophorum
; fo fome Chymifts

call that four Liquor which is made by ctiffolvinW
a little Butter or Icy Oyl of Antimony in a confi-
derable quantity of Water.
ACETUM Alcalifatum, is diftilled Vinegar fal-

turated with fome Alkalizate Salt.

_ ACHAMECH, With fome Chymifts fignifies the
Drofs of Silver,

ACHERNER, a bright fixed Star of the firft
Magnitude, m Eridanus

i whofe Longitude is ic a

31. of y(. Latitude 59. 18.

ACHOLITE or Acolite, an inferior Church
Servant, who, next under the Sub-Deacon fol-
lowed or waited on the Priefts and Deacons '

and
performing the meaner Offices oflighting the Can-
dies, and carrying the Bread and Wine, and pay-
ing other fervile Attendance.

^ *

ACHOR, is a fort of a crufted Scab which
makes an Itching and Stink on the Surface of the
Head, and is occafioned by a Serous, Salt and
Sharp Matter : The difference betwixt an Achor
andF^wconfiftsin this, -that in Achor

s

the Holes
or Cavities are final 1

, and fbmerimes not yifible j
1 ..but
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but in a Favus they are more large and confpicu-

ous.

ACHLYS, according to feme, is a kind of

Darknefs in the Eyes, accounted one of the Spe-

cies of Amblyopia, or Dimnefs of Sight.

ACHRONICAL, is ufed in Aftronomy for the

Rifing of a Star when the Sun fets, or the Setting

bf a Star when the Sun riles ; in which Cafes the

Star is laid either to rife orfettAchronicafly: which

is One of the three Poetical Rifings or Settings.

ACIDITY, is the Taft which Bodies that are

Acid or Sharp affedt the Mouth with ; And thofe

Bodies are called

ACIDS, whofe Particles are fuppofed tobe long-

ilh, flexible, penetrating, and attenuating ; and

which have their Points fharp and piercing. And
thefe are either Natural Acids ; which have a pro-

per Acidity of their own, without the help of Art,

as Juice of Limons, &c. or elfe Artificial Acids ;

which are made by Fire in Chymical Operations;

So that Acid Spirits or Stygian Liquors, as the Chy-
mifts call them, from their Powers to deftroy or

diflolve Bodies, feem to be nothing but an Acid

Salt dilfolved, and put into a violent Motion by the

Fire ; Thefe are Called Acid Menfiruums. You
may eafily know whether any Liquor contain in it

any Acid Salt or not, by dropping fome of it on a

little Syrup of Violets fpread on white Paper ;
or

in a Solution of Blue-bottle Flowers, (^c. for then

the Blue will be immediately turned into a Red or

reddifh purple Colour ; whereas if it turn Green,

*tis a lign the Liquor abounds with Salts of an Uri-

nous or Lixiviate Nature ; which how to diftin-

gttilh, fee thofe PVords: The Acidity of any Liquor

may alfo be concluded by its being able to deftroy

the Bluenefs ofa Tindture of Lignum Nephriticum :

(See Colours, and the ways of producing fudden

changes of them

)

AClDULiE, any Medicinal Waters that are

not hot, like thofe at the Bath
,
which are called

Tbernia.

ACINUS, in Botanicks, doth not fignifie a

Grape-ftone, but the Fruit it felf fofall fuch Plants

which bear it, in a manner refembling Grapes :

It is fofter and more Juicy than a Berry, and there-

fore diftinguifhable from it j as it is alfo becaufe

the Acini grow in Bunches or Clufters, and Berries

often Angle.

ACINIFORMIS Tunica
, is the fame with the

Vvea Tunica of the Eye.

ACMASTICK Fever
,
with fome, is the fame

as Synochw.

ACME, in general, fignifies the Height or Top
of any thing ; the Word is more efpecially ufed

to denote the Height of a Diftemper, many of

which have four Periods, i. The Arche or begin-

ning. 2. The Anabafis, or Growth andlncreafe.

3. The Acme,
when the Morbifick Matter is at

the height. 4. The Paracme, or the Declenfion of

the Diftemper.

ACOLITE, fee Acholite.

ACONTIAS, a fort of Comets, fhaped like a

Dart or Javelin. Its Head is fometimes round,

and fometimes oblong or comprefled ; and its

Tail or Train is flender, but extended to a great

Length.

ACOPUM, according to fome Writers, is a

Fomentation of warm and emollient things, to al-

lay the Senfe of Wearinefs, occafioned by too vi-

olent Labour or Exercife,

ACT
ACOSMY, is an ill ftate of Health accompa-

nied with the Lofs of the natural florid Colour of
the Face.

ACOtJSTICKS, are Medicines or Inftruments
which help the Hearing ; as to the latter of which,
the ufe nf Qtocouftick, Trumpets is now very com-
mon 1 and no queftion Inftruments of this kind
are capable of Improvement. Dr. Hook, in his
Preface to his Micrography, faith, 'tisnot impofli-
ble to hear a Whifper at a Furlong or jth part of
a. Mile’s diftance : That he knows a way by which
*tis eafie to hear any one fpeak thro’ a Wall of a
Yard thick : And that by help ofa diftended Wire,
the Sound may be propagated to a very confidera-
ble diftance almoft in an Inftant.

ACQUIETANDIS Plegits, is a fufiicies, that
lies for a Surety againft a Creditor, that refufeth
to acquit him after the Debt is paid.

ACQUIETANTIA de Shirts & Hundredis, to
be free from Suit and Service in Shires and Hun-
dreds.

ACQUITTAL, in Law, fignifies the Difcharge
of a Tenant from any Entries or Moleftations, for
any manner of Service ifluing out of the Land to
any Lord ; that is, above the Mifne. It fignifies

alio, when two are IndiCted of Felony, the one
as Principal, the other as Acceflary $ the Principal
being difcharged, the Acceflary by confequence is

alfo acquitted.

ACQUITTANCE, fignifieth aReleafe or Dif-
charge in writing of a Sum of Money, or other-
Duty, which ought to be paid or done.
ACRASY, is the Excefs or Predominancy ofone

Quality above another, in the Constitution of a'

Human Body.
ACRE of Land ; its quantity is four Square

Roods 5 or 160 fquare Poles ; or 4840 fquare
Yards ; or 43560 fquare Feet. By; a Statute of
31 of £lt\. ’tis ordained. That if any Man e-
re& a new Cottage, he fhall add 4 Acres ofLand
to it.

ACRIMONIOUS Bodies
, are thofe (in the

General) whofe Particles do eat, fret, deftroy and
diflolve what comes in their way, or which have a
great Acrimony.

ACRISY, is fuch a State or Condition of a
Difeafe, that no right Judgment can be made of
the Patient, whether he will recover or not.

ACROMION,is the upperProcefs of theShouI-
der-Blade, or the top of the Shoulder, where the
Neck-Bones are joined with the Shoulder-Blades.

ACROMPHALUM, is the Middle of the Na-
vel.

ACRONIGAL, fee Achronical.

ACRONYCHAL, the fame with Achronical,

which fee.

ACROS, with fome Writers is the Height of a
Dileafe ; and with fome Anatomifts, the Tops, or

Prominencies of Bones, &c.
ACROSPIRE, the fame with Plume, which fee.

-1

ACROSTICKS: are a certain number of Verf-

es, whofe initial Letters make up fome Perfon’s

Name, Title, or fome particular Motto.

ACROTERIA or Acroters, fignifie in Archi-

tecture thofe fharp Pinacles and fpiry Battlements,

which ftand in Ranges about flat Buildings, with

Rails and Balafters : They fignifie alfo a lort of

Pedeftal to fupport Statues.

ACTINOBOLISM, is the fame with the Dif-

fufion or Diradiation of Light or Sound, by which

its carried or flows every way from its Centre.

ACTION,



ACTION of a Writ, is a Phrafe of Speech

when one pleads fome Matter, by which he {hews,

that the Plaintiff had no cauie to have the Writ

which he brought j and yet it may be that he may
have another Writ or Atlion for the fame Matter.

ACTION upon the Cafe, is a Writ brought a-

gainft one for an Offence done without force, as for

not performing Promife made by the Defendant to

the Plaintiff, or for fpeaking of Words whereby

the Plaintiff is defamed, or for other Mifdemenour
or Deceit, &c.

ACTION mix’d ; is when it is part peal and

part Perfonal ; and alfo is a Suit given by the Law
to recover the thing demanded, and Damages for

the Wrong done,

ACTION upon the Statute, is a Writ founded

upon any Statute whereby any Adion is given to

one in any Cafe whereby no Adion was before.

ACTIONS Perfonal, are Actions whereby a

Man claims Debt, or other Goods or Chattels, or

Damage for them, or for Wrong done to his Perfon.

ACTION Popular, is an Adion upon the breach

of fome Penal Statute, which any Man that will

may fue for himfel-f and the King, by Information

or otherwife.

ACTIONS Peal, are Adions whereby the Plain-

tiff claims Title to Lands, Tenements, Rents, or

Commons, in Fee, or for Term of Life.

ACTIVE PRINCIPLES, according to the Chy-
mifts, are the Spirit, Oil and Salt, becaafe their

Parts being briskly in motion do caufe Adion in

other Bodies.

ACTUARY, the Clerk that Regifters the Ads
and Conftitutions of a Convocation.

ACUTE ANGLES : See Angles.

ACUTE ANGLED Triangle ; See Triangle.

ACUTE DISEASE, is that which is over in a

little time, but not without eminent danger to the

Patient.

ACUTE ACCENT, in Grammar, {hews when
the Voice is to be raifed, and is exprefs’d thus, (

‘).

ACUTE Angular Se&Aon ofa Cone
,
was the Term

that the Ancient Geometers ufed for the Ellipfis $

but Apollonius Pergoeus firft demonftrated, that the

Sedion of any Cone thro’ both it Sides will pro-

duce the fame Figure : whereas they confider’d it

only in that Cone whofe Sedion by the Axis is a
Triangle acute angled at the Vertex.

ADARIGE
,

with fome Chymifts fignifies Sal

•Armoniack.

ADDITAMENTS, Things added a-new to the

ordinary Ingredients of any Compofition ; or to a
Menftruum, to enable it the better to open, and
diffolve any Body.

ADDITION, in General, is the putting oftwo
Things or Quantities together ; and that Quantity
which arifes or refults from thence, is call’d the

Sum or Aggregate of thofe Quantities.

ADDITION in Algebra or Species, is performed
in general, by conjoyning the Quantities propdfed,

preferving their proper Signs. And the properMark
or Sign of Addition is which is always fuppof-

®d to belong to the Quantity which follows it.

Thus, if to 3 a') the Sum is 3 a-j~ 2a or 5 a, and
you add 2/jp A-i-ib when added to c-\-bb

J makes A-\-C^\-2b-\-bb.

Adddition in Algebra may eafily be learnt by ob-
ferving the following particular Rules ;

1 . When Simple and Like Integers, having Like
Signs are to be added, colled the Numbers for
Coefficients) all into one Summand to that Sum an-

nex the Letters by which any of the Quantities was
exprefs'd ; and laftly, prefix the proper Sign |

Thus, —b
—2^ and -p bed

make—13 b ^[-2bed
^ t-'\~e\bcd and—3 6de

make -fpbed —4de

make—40 de.

2. Pule, When two Ample and like Quantities

have equal Numbers prefix’d, and unlike Signs,

the Sum is o ;

Thus, -j-3 a

— 34
ind

-bb

-bb
and

7dee

00 co 00

N. B. The Reafon of which is plain, if you
confider that all Quantities having Negative

Signs, are in Nature dxredly contrary to fiuch

as have Affirmative ones j and therefore will

always deftroy one another. Thus, if a Man
have i o Pounds in Cafli, and run in Debt 1 3 L
that is, if to his Cafh he add 1 o /. (which is

the proper way to exprefs a Debt; there will

remain Nothing ; for the Debt, or— 10/.

will quite deftroy the Cafli, or -l- 10/. So
alfo if a Man owe 10/. and have nothing to

pay it, then hath he a —- 1 o /. or is 10 /. worle

than nothing : And if any Perfon give him 10/,

oi* add a -J- 10 L to his,— I o /. the Sum will

be nothing, but however the Man will, tho°

worth nothing, be i o /. better than he was
before,

.

'

I . .
• rT- S

So that ’tis a General Rule in Algebra,’ that to

add— is the fame as to take away -j-, and to take

away— is the fame thing as to add -[-, and to

take away -j- is all one as to add —

.

3. Pule. When two fimple and like Quantities

are given, having unlike Sighs, and unequal Num-
bers prefix’d ; fubtrad the leffer Number from,

the greater, and to the Remainder annex the Let-

ters due, prefixing the Sign that belongs to the

greater Quantity,

Thus,-|-3 « ma -8
f—4 -1-2b

24 — 6b

The Reafon of which is dear from what was
faid in the laft Rule. A

4. pule. When three or more fimple' and like

Quantities have unlike Signs, coiled: the Affirma-

tive Quantities into one Sum, the Negative into

another, then ( by the 3d. Pule ) add thefe toge-

ther, and the laft Sum is the Sum fought 3

Thus, —74
—3 a
-4-5 *

~f9a
~\~ 4a Sum.’

5. pule. When two or more fimple and finlike

Quantities ate propofed, write them down one af-

ter another without altering their Signs £

Thus, -F3 a

. -F3&

-1- 34-1 4&
From the due Apprehenfion of,,and mature Cob-

fideration on which Pules, the Addition of Com-
pound Quantities may be eafily perform’d j

t Thus,



ADD- ADE
Thus, -\~3ec-p7bb

—ee—zbb

~\r
___

Sum ^ee-\-']bb—ee—zbb-\-ff-\~'sff

Contracted -\-zee -4-5 bb 4- 4ff

ADDITION of Indexes is performed after the

fame manner with that of Algebraical Quantities.

Thus, to 3 add 3, the Sum is 6 ,
where both

are the Indexes of IntegerNumbers : But to 3 add

v the Sum will be 1 : To r add 3, the Sum will

be T,
(3c.

ADDITION of Integers, in Common Arithme-

tick, is performed by this lingle Rule

:

Set the Numbers orderly one under another, i. e.

Units under Units, Tens under Tens, Hundreds

under Hundreds, Sc.

Then colled: each Column fingty into one Sum,
beginning at the Right Hand, at the place of U-
nits ; and if the Units in that Row are lefs than

10, fet them down under the Line, but if they are

more than 1 o, fet down only the Overplus, and

carry the Tens to the next Row, in. which fet

down funder the Line) the odd Tens, and carry the

Hundreds to the third Column, (3c. as you will fee

In the following Examples.

16 34 75<5 5789 93156
72 68 382 345^ 13700

-1-— 568 7898 78250
88 1 02 3157 97662

1706
2O396

15628

297496
But if the Numbers be of different, or of feveral

Denominations,
then they muft be added by fum-

ming up each Denomination by it felf, and feeing

how many ofthem will make one of the next De-

nomination ; and bearing lb many Units forwards

as thofe will come to.

Thus ; Suppofe the following Pounds, Shillings

and Pence were to be colleded into one Sum.

1. s. d. Beginning with the Pence, I

135 : 17 : 08 fay 9 and 2 are 1 1, and 8 makes

95 : 11 : 02 19, which becaufe it is 7 above

3 t 05 : 09 12, or a Shilling, Ifetdownthe~r~~ 7 the odd Seven Pence, and carry
^ ^ one Shilling to the next Rank.

Say 1 that I carry and 5 is 6, and 1 is 7, and 7

is 1 4 j I fet down 4, and I find I have in all 3

Tens, therefore I let down one Ten on the Left

Handofthe 4, and carry one Pound to the Column

of Pounds j where I proceed, juft as in Addition

of Integers, and find the whole Sum to be 234 1 .

14 s. 07 d.

ADDITION of Logarithms : See Logarithms,

N°. 3.

ADDITION of Vulgar Fractions : See Vulgar

Fractions.

ADDITION of Decimal Fruitions : See Decimal

Fruitions.

ADDITION in Lave, is that which is given to

a Man befides his Proper Name and Sirname, to

fhew of what Eftate, Degree or Myftery he is, the

place of his Birth or Habitation.

ADDUCENT MUSCLES, are thofe that bring

forward, clofe, or draw together the Parts of the

Body whereunto they are annexed.

ADDUCTORES ,
the fame with Adducent

Mufcles.

ADDUCTOR OCULI, is a Mufcle of the Eye,

fo call’d becaufe it inclines its Pup

l

towards the

Nole j and alfo Bibitorim, it directing the Eye to-

wards the Cup in drinking.

ADDUCTOR POLLICIS, is a Mufcle of the
Thumb, which arifes tendinous in common with
the Abduttur Indicis, and becoming fielhly,afcends

bliquely to its broad Termination at the fuperiour
part ofthe firft Bone of the Thumb. This brings

the Thumb nearer the Fore Finger.

ADDUCTOR POLLICIS PEDIS, is a Mufcle
of the Great Toe, which arileth partly tendinous
and partly flelhy from the Inferiour Parts of the
Os Cuneiforme Tertium

,
and dilating its felf to a

flelhy Belly, marcheth obliquely in the bottom of
the Foot, and becomes lels and tendinous at its In-

fertion to the Internal Part of the OJfa Seffamoideet

of the Great-Toe, laterally oppofite to the Ter-
mination of the Abductor Poliicis Pedis. This brings

the Great-Toe nearer the reft.

ADEN, is the Term for a Glandule in an Ani-
mal Body,which is either Conglobated,as the Glands
of the Mefentary, &c. With fome alfo ’ds ufed for

a Tumour in the Groin, the fame with Bubo.

ADEPS or Pinguedo, Fat
,

is a fimilar part of
the Body : But Adept and Pinguedo differ in this,'

that Adept is a thicker, harder, and more earthy,

Subftance than Pinguedo 5 the Fat which is particu-

larly meant by Adept flows from the Blood thro*

peculiar Veflels into Bags or Bladders appropriate

thereunto, as is plain from the Obfervation ofMaP
plghius.

ADEPTISTS, or Adepts
,
are fuch Alchymifts

as pretend to have gain’d the Secret ol the Tranfmu»

tation ofMetals, or to make the Philofophers Stoned

Of thefe Myftical Invifible Gentlemen (they fay)

there are 12 always in being ; which are kept fup*’

ply’d by new ones when any of the Fraternity pleat

eth to die, or to tranflate himfelf to fome place

where he can make ufe of his Gold, for in this

wicked World it will not procure them Shirts.

ADEQUATE ; a thing is faid to be adequate

to, or adequately to agree with another, when
’tis every way equal to it in Extent, Capacity, Pow-
er, (3c. and all other Properties; and neither ex-

ceeds it, nor falls fhort of it in any relped. And
thus when the Notions or Ideas thatwe have of a-

ny thing, take in all the Properties of that thing,

and that we omit conceiving nothing which be-

longs to it, we then fay we have Adequate Ideas of

fuch things.

ADEQUATE IDEAS, are thofe Ideas which

perfectly reprefent the Architypes or Images which

the Mind fuppofes them to be taken from ; which

it intends them to ftand for, and to which it refers

them.

ADJACENT or Contiguous Angles, fee Angles.

ADIAPHOROUS, or Neutral, i. e. indifferent

:

So Mr. Boyle Calls a kind of Spirit which he diftil-

led from Tartar and fome other Vegetable Bodies ;

which was neither Acid, Vinous, nor Urinous. Tis

made thus ;
Firft, Shavings of Box, Guajacum,

or any other ponderous Wood are diftilled per fe ip

a Retort ; and then the fowrifh Liquor is redifi-

ed to free it from the Phlegm : After this a Quanti-

ty of Powder of Coral, (3c. was thrown into the

fowre Spirit, which it readily diffolved ;
and the

Acid Parts of the Menftruum did fo affociate

themfelves with the Coral, as to leave a part of

Liquor that was by no means of an Acid Nature,

but which when gently drawn off the Coral, was

of a ftrong fmell, yet without any Acidity, and in

many relpeds ofa different Nature from almoft any

other common Spirit, A.D-



ADVADI
ADJECTIVES (in Grammar) are fuch Words

as defcribe the manner only ofthe Being of a thing,

and have no natural fubfiftence of their own
?
but

do fubfift by Noun Subftantives, to which they are

ioyned.

AD INQUIRENDUM; a Writ in Law com-

manding an Enquiry to be made
(
for the better

Execution of Juftice) about the Merits of a Caufe

depending in the King’s Court.

ADJOINING ANGLES, in Geometry i See

Angles, of Contiguous.

ADJOURNMENT, is the putting off of any

Court or Meeting, and appointing it to be kept at

another Plate or Time.
ADIPOSA MEMBRANA, is the Bafts of the

CelluU'AdifoJce, is double, and may be divided in-

to two Parts ; the one is External throughout

which there are a number of little Cells, full of

Fat ;
the other is Internal, which Anatomifts have

miftaken for the Membrana Cdrnofa, becaule it has

a greater number of Blood Veffels.

ADIPOSA VENA, or Penalis, a Vein arifing

from the defcending Trunk of the Cava ;
which

fpreads its felf on the Coat, and Fat, that covers

the Kidneys.

ADIPOSI DUCTUS, call’d alfo Sacculi, Vefi-

cuU Adifcfie or Lobuli, are Velfels which convey

the Adepscr Fat Into the Interftices of the Mufcles,

or to the Parts between the Flefh and the Skin.

ADIT, is the shaft
,

or Entrance into any

Mine.
ADJUDGE, when a determinate Sentence is

paft in the behalf of another, the Cafe is faid to

be Adjudged for hitm

ADJUNCT : Whatever comes to any Being

from without, is called an AdjunB to that Being

;

as being not naturally and effentially belonging to

it, but adjoyned or fuperadded to it.

AD JURA REGIS, is a Writ that lies for the

Kings Clerk againft him that fought to ejeCt him,

to the Prejudice of the Kings Title in Right of his

Crown,
ADJUTANT, an Officer in the Army, the fame

with an Aide-Major, which fee.

ADMEASUREMENT ofDower, is a Writ that

lies where a Woman is endowed by an Infant, or

by a Guardian, of more than fhe ought to have.

ADMEASUREMENT of Pajlure, is a Writ

that lies againft fuch, as having Common of Pa-

fture appendant to their Free-holds, do furcharge

it with more Cattle than they ought to do.

ADMINISTRATION, (in Law) is the difpo-

fing of a Man’s Goods or Eftate that died inteftate,

or without any Will, with an Intent to give an Ac-

count thereof.

ADMINISTRATOR, he that has the Goods of

a Man dying inteftate,committed to his Charge by
the Ordinary, and is accountable for the fame. If

the Perfon be a Woman, fhe is called an Admini-

firatix.

ADMITTENDO CLERICO, is a Writ grant-

ed to him that hath recovered his Right of Prefen-

tarion againft the Bilhop, in the Common Bench.

ADMITTENDO in Socium, is a Writ for the

Affociation of certain Perfons to Juftices of Affize

before appointed.

ADNATA TUNICA, is the common Mem-
brane of the Eye, called ConjunElive, it fprings

from the Skull, grows to the Exterior part of the

Tunica Cornea ; and that the vifible Specie's may
pals there, leaves a round Cavity forward, to

which is annexed another Tunic, without any
particular Name, made up of the Tendons of thole
Mufcles which move the Eyej by reafon of its

Whitnefs, ’tis called Albuginea.

AD OCTO
,
among feme ofthe Ancient PhU

lofophers, is a Term lignifying the Higheft or Su-
perlative Degree ; becaufe they reckoned no De-
gree above the Eighth, in their way of diftinguilh-

ing of Qualities.

ADONICK, a fort of a ffiort Verfe, confuting
of a Dailyle and a Spondee • as Bara juventus ’tis

ufually placed at the end of each Stanza of Sa~
phick Verles. So called from Adonis

, in whole
praife they were firft made.
AD QUOD DAMNUM, is a Writ which'

ought to bellied before the King grant certain Li-
berties, as a Fair, Marker, (3c. to the Prejudice
of others.

There is alfo anotherWrit of Ad quod. Damnum

%

if any one will turn a Common High-way, and
lay out another as beneficial.

ADRAMIRE : fee Arraign
AD TERMINUM qui prateriit, is a Writ of

Entry, that lies where a Man having leafed Lands
or Tenements for Life or Years,and after the Term
expired, is held from them by the Tenant, or o-
ther Stranger that occupieth the fame, and defor-
ceth the Leffior : In fuch cafe this Writ lieth for the
LefFor and his Heirs.

ADVANCE DITCH, in Fortification, is a Ditch
dugg all along the Glacis beyond the Counterfcarft
and ufually filled with Water.
ADVANCE GUARD, is the firft Line or DU

vifion of an Army, ranged or marching in Battle-
aray ; or that part which is next to the Enemy, or
which marches firft towards them. The whole
Body of any Army confifts of the Advance Guard

j

the Arriere Guard, and the Main Body,
Sometime alfo a Party of i 5 or 20 Horfe com-

manded by a Lieutenant beyond, but within fight
of the Main Guard, is called an Advance Guard

j

and is defigned for the greater Security of the
Camp.
ADVENT, in the Sacred Calender, is the Time

from the Sunday that falls either upon St. Andrew’s
Day, or next to it, till Chriftmas - which time
was wont anciently to be fpent in a pious Prepara-
tion for the Advent, or coming on of the Feaft of
our Saviour’s Nativity.

ADVENTITIA BONA, were anciently fuchr

as came to a Man unexpectedly ; Windfalls, as
we call them now : Hence the Word Adventitious
comes to be ufed by Philofophick Writers, and to
fignify fuch Matter as doth not properly belong to
any mix’d Body, but comes to it from fome other
Place. Thus, tis a Queftion, whether in the
Freezing of Water, there do notenter in fome
Frigorifick. Particles, which are Adventitious to the
Water, from the Air, or the Freezing Mixture.
AD VENTREM INSPICIENDUM, is d

Writ mentioned in the Statute of EfToignes : See
Ventre Infpiciendo. ‘ -

ADVERB, in Grammar, is a part of Speech
undeclined, and without Conjugation ; and is u-
lually joined with a Verb to exprefs the manner of
ACfion. They are diftinguiftied into Adverbs of
Tzjtic Place

ADULTERATION of any Thing, fuch as
Wine, Medicinal Druggs, Chymical Preparati-
ons, (3c. is a mixing fome Bafer Matter with it,

which hinders it from" being truly Good and Ge-
nuine in its kind, C % ‘ 40VQ-
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ADVOCATES, in. the Ecclefiaftical Court,

were either Advocate of the Caufes and Intereft of

the Church, retain’d as a Counfellor and Pleader,

to maintain the Properties and Rights : Or, Ad-

vocate or Patron of the Prefentation and Advow-
fon, Both thefe Offices did formerly belong to

the fame Founder of a Church or Covent, and his

Heirs, \Vho were bound to proted and defend the

Church, as well as to nominate or prefent to it.

But when the Patrons grew negligent, or were

jMcn of no Intereft or Ability in the Courts ofJu-

stice, then the Religious began to retain a Law Ad-

vocate, to follicite and profecute their Controverfi-

al Caufes. See Spelman. :
> .

—

ADVQWSQN, in our Common Law, figni-

fies a- Right to prefent to a Benefice, and is as much

as[-Jus Patronatus in the Canon Law :; the, Reafon

why *tis termed Advowfon (
Advocatio

)
is, beeaufe

anciently thofe who had a Right to prefent to a

Church,were Maintained ofit,or great; Benefactors

to it : Thefe were fometimes called Patroni, and

fometimes Advocati, Now in the General, an

Advowfon is where a Billiop, Dean or Chapter,

and their Succeffors, or. any Lay Patron, have a

Right to prefent whom they pleafe, to any Spiri-

tual Benefice, when it becomes void. Advowfon

is of two forts ; Firft, Advowfon hi Grofs, that is,

foie or principal, not belonging to any Mannor, as

a Parcel of its right : Secondly, Advowfon Appen-

dant, which depends upon a Mannor, as appurte-

nant to it ;
and this may be fold by it felf, and

then it is in Grofs : And while it is dependant to

the Mannor, *tis by Kitchen called, an Inci-

dent.
. r .

,

ADUST; burnt or parched ; the Blood is faid

to be Adiifi, when by reafon of extraordinary

Heat, the thinner parts are fteem’d forth, and the

thicker remain dreggy and black, as if they, were

burnt.
'

’

r

EGYLOPS, Angilops and Ancbylops, is a Tu-

mour or Swelling in the great Corner of the Eye

by the.Root of the Nofe, either with or. without

an Inflammation.

iEGYTIACUM, fc. Vnguemum, in Pharmacy,

is a kind of Deterfive Ointment, defcribed by

Mefue ; and is fo called from its black Colour, like

the Hue of an Egyptian.

ENIGMA : See Enigma.

EOLIPILE/is a round hollow empty Ball made

of Iron, Brafs, Copper, &c.
' and furnifhed with a

Neck,in which there is a very flender Pipe opening

to the Ball. Sometimes the Neck is made to fere

w

into the Ball, which is the Left way, beeaufe then

the Cavity may the more readily be filled with

Water. But if there be no Screw, you rauft fill

it with Water, thus ; Heat the Ball red hot, and

then throw it into a Veflfel of Water ; the W^ter

will run in at the fmall. Hole, and fill about
f-
of

the Cavity. And if after this the Molipile be laid

on or before the Fire, fo that the Water and Veffel

become very much heated, the Vaporous Air will

be forced out with very great Noife and Violence;

but it will be by fits, and not with a coriftant and

uniform Blaft. Perhaps they may be fometimes of

ufe to blow the Fire, where a very quick and

ftrong Blaft is required. : And they may ferve to

fcent or perfume a Room, by filling them with

Perfum’d inftead of common Water,

EQUATOR: See Equator.

EQUILATERAL : See Enniaterali

EQUILIBRIUM,is when either equal Weight!
at equal Diftances, or unequal ones at reciprocal-

ly proportionable Diftances from the Centre, make'
the Arms of any Libra or Balance to hang even 5
fo that they do Equiponderate and n©t out-weigfi

one another : In fitch a Cafe we fay the Balance
is in Mquilibrio.

EQUIVOCAL : See Equivocal.

ERA : Lucilius and fome others fay ,
.that Mrd

d id originally fignify a. Number ftamp’d- onMoney
to determine its current Value ; and in this Senfe
it cofnes from^ Brafs, from the Plural of which
/Era, came this ferninc AngularEm ; -and that ei-

ther beeaufe they put the Word /Era to each parti-

cular of an Account,; as we novy do Item : Or
effe- beeaufe the Number of Years was anciently,

among the Remans mark’d down in Tables with
litt|e, Brafs Nails. In- reference to yyhjch latter

Gu.^Offi, the Wop&Mra came to fignifie, tfie fame
with Epocha

, vi%: a certain Time or Date fromi

whence to begin the New Year;, or fome particu-

lar vvay of reckoning Time and Years. And in

this Signification the Word is thought to rife from
thefe Initial Letters, A. R. A. which, among
the Spaniards, who began their /Era from the

Reign- of Augvfttis,, ftpod for Annus erat-Regni Au-
gufti. The moft eminent /Era's among Chronolo-
gers, arethe/pra of the World’s Creation, which,
according to the Julian, Account of Time, began
injhe M°Uth of OElpberi and on the 24th Day.
Some place this 3950 Years before Chrift’s Birth,

whom Gaffandmf&kh, come neareft to truth, and
j tjiapjt$% /Era is confirmed by the french Aftrono -

tners ; others account 3983 Years before the Birth

of our S.aviour, and with thefe Petavius joins.

Kepler makes them 3993 ;
and there are fome who

will have it, that the true Number is 5199,
. The’ JewiJh /Era or Period, invented by, Hillel

; about the Year of Chrift 344. This is by no
rneans Hiftorical, but Artificial and Aftronomicaf,
and is fuited to the Jews falfe Account of the New
Moons, Feafts, Holidays, &c. andis'of far later

branding than the : beginning of the World, tho
a

they ufe it as the Date of the Creation ; it begins
in Autumn.
The /Era from the Defiruction of Troy, begins

June 1 6. as Scaliger proves out, of Ephoyus : ’tis ve-
ry,common in Profane Authors.

The /Era of Nabonajfar begins the 26th of Fed

bruary {747 Years before Chrift) but itvarieth in

1461 Years thro” the whole 365 Days ; for fo ma-
ny he accounts, neglecting the odd Hours, which
makes a great Intercalation.

The /Era of the Olympiads begins from the New
Moon in the Summer Solftice 777 Years before,

Chrift, and the /Era of Iphitus is only a Collection

of the Olympick Years : Thefe two are the Mrds
chiefly ufed by Greek Hiftorians.

The Roman /Era, from the building of the City,’

begins April 21. and is 752 Years before Chrift.

The Chriftian /Era from the Birth of Chrift be-'

gins December 25 .

The Turkijh Mra or the Hegira, begins the 1 6th

Day of July 1 they account it from Mahomet’s

Flight, A. D. 61%.

The Mra of the Death of A 'exanier the Great

is the 1 2th of November, 3 24 Years before Chrift,

See Epocha,

ES USTUM, or .calcin’d Copper is made by

Stratifying Plates of Copper with Powder of Sul-

I

~
’ ?! f :v

~
pfeuL
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phur in a Crucible, whofe Cover or Lid hath a

Hole in it, to give the Vapours Vent, while the

Matter is Calcining in a ftrong Fire, till no more

Fumes will arife ;
the Plates mult lie feparated

while hot. In this Stratification the firft and laft

Beds or Layers muft be of Sulphur.

JESCHYNOMENOUS PLANTS, the fame

as Sen/ithe, which fee.

/ESTIVAL SOLSTICE, or Summer Solflice

:

See Solftice. :
' '

/ETATE PROBANDA, is a Writ of Office,

and it lies for the Heir of the Tenant that held of

the King in chief; to prove that he is of full Age;

directed to the Sheriff to enquire of his Age ;
and

then he ftiall become Tenant to the King by the

fame Services that his Anceftors made to the King;

EITHER : Dr. Hoc\ Microgr
. p. 13. .calls the

JEther that Medium- or Fluid Body in which all

other Bodies do as it were fwitn and move. But

this feems to me to favour the Cartefian DoElrine of

an Abfolute Plenum, which, by many Infallible

Reafons and Experiments, is proved to be impof-

#>le. As therefore we call the Medium in which

we breath and live, the Air, by which we under-

ftand an Elaftical Fluid Body, either having its

very large Interftices devoid of all Matter, orelfe

filled in part with a Fluid,which is very eafily mov-

ed out of them by- Compreffion, and which readi-

ly returns into them again, when that Compreffi-

on is taken off: So we agree to call that finer Flu-

id-Body, if it be a Body, which is extended round

our Air and Atmofphere, above it and beyond it,

up to the Planets, or to an Indefinite Diftanee

;

this, I fay, we call the JEther, tho’ what we mean
by that Word, we fcarce well underftand. For

that there can be no Fluid whole Parts do refill the

Motions of Bodies thro’ them (as our Air doth) ih

the Planetary Regions, we are certain almoft to a

Demonftration ; becaufe the Motion of the Hea-

venly Bodies is by no means impeded or altered by

any fuch Refiftence, but they move as freely as if

they were in an abfolute Void. But that which is

often meant by the Word /Ether or Ethereal Mat-

ter, is a very fine thin Diaphonous Fluid, which

fome will have to furround the Earth up to as far

as the Interftellary World, and vvhich eafily pene-

trates and runs thro’ all things, and lets all things

run as eafily thro’ it.

/ETHIOPS MINERAL, Is a Medicine ufually

made by Incorporating well together equal Parts

of runuing Mercury and Flower of Sulphur, and

then deflagrating the Mixture.

But ’tis much the beft way only to mix them

well together in a Glafs Mortar, and never to en-

kindle the Matter at all ; the Mercury will perfect-

ly difappear, and the Powder in a little time, will

turn black.

/ETIOLOGY , fignifies an Account of the

Caufes and Reafons of Difeafes, and of their vari-

ous Symptoms, in order to their Cure: Wherefore

it is by fome called Pathology.

AFFEERORS, a Term in Law, fignifies fuch

as are appointed in Court-leets, &e. upon Oath to

mulcft thofe who have committed any Fault which
is arbitrably punifhabie, and for which no exprefs

Penalty is prefcribed by Statute.

To Ajfere an Amercement, is properly to leffen

and mitigate the Rigour of in

AFFIANCE (in Law) is the plighting of Troth
between a Man and a Women, upon an Agreement
of Marriage to be had between them.

AFFIDAVIT, in Law, fignifies an Oath: as to

make Affidavit, is to teftify a thing upon Oath.
AFFORCIAMENT, aFortrefsor Strong Holdf

or other Fortification.

AFFOREST, (a Term in the Foreft Lave) figni-

fies to lay wafte a Piece of Ground, and turn it

into Foreji. " " '

AFFRAY, or Ajfraiment, in the Commomtawf
is an Affrightment put upon one or more Perfons 5
and this may be wrought, they fay, without a
Word fpoken or Blow given : As if a Man fhould

fliew himfelf iffArmour, or furniftied with Wea-
pons not ufually worn, it may ftrike a Fear into o-

thers that are unarmed • which therefore is a com-
mon Wrong, and is inquirable in a Court-leet 9

wherein it differs from an AJJdult, which is always
a Particular Injury.

AFFRETAMENTUM, the Freight of a Ship
from the French Fret, which.fignifies the Tuns.
AFTER-SAILS, in a Ship : See Sails.

AGE FRIER (a Term in Common Law) is

when an ACHon is brought iff againft an Inranrfbt

Land which he hath by defeent, for then he is to

fliew the matter to the Court, arid fhall pray that

the ACtion may be flay’d till his full Age bfixii

Years, and fo by Award of the Court, the Suit

’ AGENT and PATIENT (in Common Law)
is, when a Man is the Doer of a thing, ind the

Party to whom it is done ; as where a Woman en-
dows Her felf of the faireft Poffeffion of her Hus-
band.

AGGREGATE, is much the fame as the Sum,
arifing from the Addition, Connexion or Collecti-

on of feveral things together.

AGGRESSES, or Ogrejfes, the fame with Pel'i

lets. A Term in Heraldry : See Falls,
'

AGGRESSOR,is he that makes the firft affaultf

attack, or that firft begins any Quarrel, Encounter
or Difference.

AGILD, ih Law, fignifies free from Penalty, not
fubjeCt to the cuftomary Fine or Impofitiori.

AGIST (a Term in Law) fignifies to take
1

in,

and feed the Cattle of Strangers in the King’s Fo-
reft, and to gather Money due for the fame to the

King’s ufe. The Officers doing it are called,

AGtSTERS ; and theffOffice is called,

AGISTMENT.
AGITATION, in general, fignifies Motion of

ACtion; but ’tis moftly ufed in a Philofophlcal

Senfe for the brisk Inteftine Motion of the final!

Corpufcles of any Natural Body. Thus Fire or

Heat agitates the fmall Particles of dll Bodies,, and
puts them into a Rapid Motion.
AGNATION, in the Civil Law, is the Term

for that Line of Cor.languinity which is between
Males defeended from the fame Father ; as Cogna-
tion is the Line of Parentage between Males and
Females, both defeended from the fame Father.

The Ufe of both thefe Words is derived from the
old Pyman Law.
AGRICULTURE, is the Art of Tilling, Ma-

nuring, and Cultivating the Earth, in order to
render it fertile, and to make it bear Plants, Trees
and Fruits.

AGRYPNIA, is a kind of Coma Vigil, a Watch-
ing, or Dreaming Slumber, proceeding from foffie

Diforder in the Brain.

AGRYPNOCOMA, the fame with Coma Vi-

AIDE



AIRAIR
AIDE DE CAMP; in an' Army, is an Officer

always following one of tiie Generals, i. e. the

General, Lieutenant General, or Major General,

to receive and carry their Orders as Occafion re-

quires. When the King is in theTield, he ufually

appoints young Gentlemen of Note to carry his

Orders, and they are called, the Kings Aides de

Camp.
AIDE MAJOR, or Adjutant,, is an Officer

whole Bufinefs it is to eafe the Major of part of his

Duty, and to perform it all in his Abfence. Some
Majors have feveral Aides M. jors

; each Troop of

Guards hath but one Major, who hath two Aides

Majors.under him, according to the greatnefs of the

Bufinefs; Every Regiment of Foot hath as, many.

Aides Majors as it cpmains Battallions, When the

Battalion is drawn up/*' the Aide Majors Poll: is on

the Left beyond all the Captains; and behind the

Lieutenant Colonel.

AILE, is a Writ which lies where Landdefcends

from the Grandfather to the Son or Daughter ofhis

Son, .the Father being dead before the entry by
him, and one abates, the Heir foall have this Writ

againft the Abator.

AMIABLE NUMBERS ; Mr. O^anam calls

1’uch as are mutually equal to the whole Sum of

one another’s Aliquot Parts : As are thefe two Num-
bers 2,84 and 220. For 284 is equal to the Sum
of all the Aliquot Parts of the fecond Number
220, which are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 20, 22, 44,

5.5, ,140. and the latter Number 220 is equal to

all the Aliquot Parts of 284, vi%. 1,2,4,71, 142.

AIR. The Atmofpherical Air in which we breath

is a Diaphanous, Compreflible and Dilatable Fluid

Body, covering the Earth and Sea to a great

Height above the higheft Mountains $ and differs

fromthe JEther (among other things) in this, that

it Refra&s the Rays of the Moon and other remo-

ter Luminaries. This Air feems to confift of three

differing Kinds of Corpufc'es, or fmall Bodies:

1 . Such as are carried up into it in the Form of

Exhalations or Vapours from the Earth, Sea, and all

Animal, Vegetable and Mineral Bodies, by means

of the Suns, or the Subterraneal Heat..

2 . There are yet a more fubtle fort of Particles

in the Air,' which we may reckon emitted into it

from the Heavenly Bodies ; and alfo the Magne-

tick Steams of this Globe of Earth and Water.

But
3. There is alfo a Third kind ofPartides,which

perhaps do molt properly merit the Name of Acre-

al, as being the proper and diftinguifhing Parts of

Air taken in the ftriefteft Senfe ; and thefe are Cor-

pufcles which are conftantly Elajlical or Springy.

For Elallicity is an Effential Property of Air, and

‘tis thought no other Fluid hath any thing of it, but

only fo far as it participates of Air, or hath Air

contained in its Pores. So that our Air probably

doth either confift of, or abound with Parts offuch

a Nature, that in cafe they be bent or comprelfed

by the Weight of the incumbent part of theAt-

mofphere, or of any other Body, they do endea-

vour to free themfelves from that prelfure, by bear-

ing againft the Bodies that keep them bent 5 and

as foon as thefe Bodies are removed to give them

way, they unbend themfelves, either quite, orfo

far forth as the Bodies that refill; them will permit,

and thereby expand the whole parcel ofAir, thefe

Elaftical Bodies compofe. •

Dr.Hook, in his Micrograph, p. 13. feems to

think the Air to be nothing elfe but a kind of Tin-
j

dture or Solution of Terreftrial and Aqueous Par**
deles dilfolved in, and agitated by the iEtherj and
thefe Particles he fuppofes to- be of a faline nature*

Mr. Boyle found, that one and the fame portion
of Air, may take up 52000 times the Spaceiit doth
at another time. See Trads about the admirable
RarefaElion of the Air. And in the faid Difcourfe
he tells us, That he found by undoubted Expert-;
ments, that the fame quantity of Air, by only)
having the Preflure of the Atmolphere taken off iri

the Pnemmatick Engine, and* without any Adventi-
tious Heat to encreafe its Spring, would poffefs a-
bove 1 3000 times its natural Space or Dimenfions,

Dr. Gregory in his Ajlron. p. 401, ffiewS, that if

Air expand it felf according to Mr. Boyles obferved
Law, v/p. That the Spaces into vohich it may be com*
prcjfed, qye always reciprocally proportional to the

cornpreffing weight : Then a Globe ofAir of the
Diameter of one Inch, if rarefied fo, as (accords
ing to that Rule) itmuft be at the diftanceof the.

Earth’s Semi-diameter (from the Earth) will fill all

the Planetary Regions as far as, and much beyond*,

the Sphere of Saturn
. ^

And the great Dilatation and Corripxeffion of Air
may be eafily enough conceived, without the Inter-

vention of any fubtile Matter, if we imagine each
proper elaftick Particle of Air to be like a little

Spring of a Watch coiled up round, or wound up
like a Piece of Ribband : For, if you allow fur-
ther, that thefe Particles have, alfo a Circular,
Motion round their own Axis, the Parts of each’
Roll, Coil

,
or Lamina will endeavour to recede

from the Axis of its Motion, and this more op
iefs, according to the Velocity of their Motion 5
by which means they will acquire a Springinefs

outward like a Watch Spring
, and will endea-

vour to fly or unwind themfelves out to their full

length, but that they are hindered by other fuch
Particles on every fide : And therefore thefe E-
laftick Particles in the lower Parts of the Atmo-.
fphere, will always be kept bent or wound up, by,

the weight of the whole of the Air j but if at any
time they can get rid of this weight and external
prelfure, they will readily, by their natural Spring,,

evolve themfelves, and extend their Roll, or Cir-
cles to vaftly large Dimenfions. And this may
be the reafon of the Tumefcence of a Bladder not
apparently blown out, in the exhaufted Receiver *

of a full-blown one (if dry) breaking there, and
of the breaking of fquare figured Vials, when
ftop’d Well, and the Air throughly drawn off from
them.

And ’tis equally eafy to conceive, that a great;

Dilatation or Rarefaction of Air may be produced
by Heat $ for the Rapid Motion of the Calorifick

Particles muft needs fo move the Aereal ones,

and by that means may make them more endea-

vour to recede from the Axis of their Motion, and
confequently more unwind or unroll themfelves ;

wherefore they muft take up more fpace, and muft
more thruft, by this encreafed Spring, all other

Bodies from them, and feparate themfelves from
one another.

Mr. Boyle, in his Difcourfe againft Linus, ftiews,
1

that the Strength required to comprefs Air
,
are in

Reciprocal Proportion (nearly) to the Spaces compre-

hending thefame Portion of Air.

AIRS WEIGHT. The Weight of the Air was
firft difeovered by the greatGallileus ; who finding

that Water by pumping could be raifed no higher

than 3 4 or 3 5 Feet, concluded, that the Notion of

an
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AIR AIR
an infinite fuga vacui would not do in thisCafe ;and

therefore happily fell on thinking of the Counter-

Balance of the Air’s Weight, which Torricelli

m

af-

terwards purfued and improved, with like Sagaci-

ty ;
inventing, as a farther proof of the Notion of

the Gravity of the Air, that which we call the

Torricellian Experiment.

Mr. Boyle found a Lamb’s Bladder containing a*

bout f of a Pint, and blown up, and well dried to

lofe about a Grain and j- when it was prick’d, and

the Air let out. •

Alfo, that a Lamb’s Bladder being counterpoi-

zed in a nice Pair of Scales in the Receiver, on

the Air’s being drawn out, did manifeftly prepon-

derate ;
but when the External Air was let in again,

the Scales returned to their former Equilibrium.
_

An iEolopile well heated, and then having its

little Hole ftop’d, was cooled, and weighed; after

which the Hole being opened, the Air was heard

plainly to xufh in with a whiftling Noife, and

then the iEolopile being weigh’d again, it was ma-

nifeftly heavier than it was before.

The Magdehurgick Engine being weighed when

full of Air, and afterwards being again weighed

when Was well exhaufted, was found to weigh

an entire Ounce and T4- lefs than it did before.

And Mr. Boyle found by accurate Experiments,

that a fmall Receiver weigh’d 3 5 Grains more

when full of Air, than after it was exhaufted. He
found alfo that

A Glafs Bubble as big as an Hen’s Egg, having

as much Air as could be driven out by Heat, had

then its Stem nimbly fealed up, and then being

left ieifurely to cool (for there is great Danger of

its breaking) was put into a nice Balance, and

then the Scales were equipoized : After, the fealed

End being warily broken off, the Air was heard

to rufh in with a whiftling Noife, and then the

Scale in which the Bubble was, did manifeftly pre-

ponderate by near ^ of a Grain. And after this,

filling it with Water, it was found to hold 906
Grains of that Liquor ; fo that allowing for ~ of

the Cavity of the Bubble’s being filled with Air,

which perhaps might weigh about a Grain, the

Proportion of Water to Air appears in weight to

be about 905 to one, and roundly it may be fup-

pofed as 1000 to one, becaufe ’tis not poifible but

that fome Air muft remain in the Bubble more
than is now accounted for,

Mr. Boyle found by repeated Experiments, that

the weight of Air to Water is as 1 000 to 1.

Mr. Halley
,
in Philof. TranJ. N°. 181 fays. That

the Specified Gravity of Air, near the Earth’s Sur-

face to that of Water, at feveral Trials, was as 1

to 840, as 1 to 852, and as 1 to 860; the Mer-
cury ftanding at all thofe times about 29!- ; but

becaufe ’twas Summer Weather, and confequently

the Air rarefied when all thefe were try’d, it tnay,

without fenfible Error in round Numbers, befaid,

that the Barometer ftanding at 30 Inches, and in a

meanEftateof Heat and Cold, the Specifick Gra-
vity of the Air to Water

, is as 1 to 800 : Where-
fore, fince Mercury to Water is as 13 j- to 1, Mer-
cury will be to Air as 1 0800 to 1, and a Cylinder

of Air of 10800 Inches, or 900 Eeer, is equal to

an Inch of Mercury ; wherefore, if the Air were
throughout of an equal Denfity, the Height of the

Atmofphere would be no more than 5 Miles, and
one Tenth of a Mile, and in the Afcent of every

900 Eeetfrom the Earth’s Surface, the Mercury in

the Barometer would fall an Inch, But fince the

Expan fion of Air increafes, as the Weight of the

in cumbent Atmolphere decreafes, or as the Merce-
ry finks in the Barometer j the upper Parts of the
Air tuuft be much more rarefied than the lower,,

and confequently the Height of the Atmofphere
much greater than 5 Miles. See VoL 2,

AIR PUMP, an Inftrument to exhauft the Air
out of proper Veffels. Mr. Boyle oWnshe had the
firft hint of it from Schott us, who had publifhed to

the World, but Mr. Beyle had not feen the Book)
that one Otto Gerick

, Conful of Magdehurgh, had
found out a way of evacuating Glafs Veffels, by
fucking out the Air at the Mouth of the Veffel,

plunged under Water. But this Engine was de-
fective in two refpeCts : 1. That in order to eva-
cuate the Veffel, there was required the continual

Labour of two ftrong Men for two Hours. 2.

The Receiver and Engine being all of one Piece,

there was no way to get things in and out of ir, in

order to try any Experiment upon them. To re-

medy which, and to fupply thofe Imperfections
which Mr . Boyle had heard the Otto Gerick Engine
laboured under, he directed one Mr, G. and Dr.
Hook, to contrive a newer and better Air Pump 3
which Dr. Hook. effeCted in the following Form,
which I will delcribe, becaufe it was the firft of
the kind made here.

This Air Pump confifts of two Parts ; a Glafs-
Veffel ; and a Pump to draw the Air out of it.

The Glalsis expreffedby the Fig. 1. A. having
a Hole at the Top with a Cover fitted to ir, and
alfo a Stop-Cock fattened to the Extremity of its

Neck below
; its Cavity being large enough to

contain about do lb. of Water. The Diameter
[BC) of the Hole at the Top of the Veffel (A) is

about four Inches, the Orifice whereof isencom-
paffed with a Lip of about an Inch in height,
whofe ufe is for the Cover to reft on; which
Cover is deferibed in the Second Figure, where
(D E) denotes a Brazen Ring, which is to cover,
and to be clofely cemented on the Lip (BC) of
the firft Figure. To the internal tapering Orifice
of this Ring, is fitted a Brafs Stopple

(EG

)

fo

exaCt, as to prevent any confiderable accefs of
External Air: In the midft of this Cover there is

a Hole (H I) of about half an Inch Diameter
encompafs’d with a Ring or Socket of Brafs, to
which is likewife fitted a Stopple (AL) of the fame
Metal, fo exquifitely adapted to it, that it ipay be
turned round, without admitting in the leaft Air,

and yet may be put in or taken out at pleafure:
Through the lower end of it there is a lirrle Hole
(8) made for paffage of a String, (8, 9, 10) which
is likewife to pafs through a fmall Brazen Ring (Lj
fixed to the Bottom of the Stopple (F G) ; the ufe
of which String is to move what is contained in the
exhaufted Veffel, without unftopping it. That the
Stop Cock

(S

)

(in the firft Figure) might be better

fattened, to the Neck ofthe Receiver, and cement-
ed on with Pitch, Rofin and Wood-afhes well in-

corporated together, and poured hot into the Cavi-
ty of the Plate

;
and to prevent the Cement from

running into the Orifice (^) of the Shank (X) it

was ftopp’d with a Cork, having a String fixed to
it, that it might be drawn out at the upper Orifice
of the Receiver, and then the Glafs Neck of the
Receiver being well warmed, and thruft into the
Cement,Ht'diiIed the Interftices betwixt the Tin
Plate and the Receiver, as alfo between the inter-

nal Superficies of the Receiver, and the Shank of
tfie Cock5



AIR AIR
The lower Parr is the Sucking Pump or Air

Pump, fupported by a Frame of Wood, with three

Legs, (III) fo contrived, fo r the freer Motion of

the Hand, that one fide of it may ftand perpendi-

cular; acrofs the Midft of the Frame is nailed a

Board (222) to which the Pump is fattened.

The Pump is made up offour Parts, vi\. An ex-

atft and ftrohg Cylinder of Brafsof about 14 In-

ches in length, with a Cavity ofabout 3 Inches Di-

ameter ; to which is fixed a Sucker made up of

two Parts ; the one
(44) fomewhat lefs in Dia-

meter than the Cavity of the Cylinder; on which

a thick Piece of tann'd Leather is nailed, whereby

it clofes fo exactly to the Cylinder, that the Air

cannot infinuate it felf between them : The other

Part being a thick and narrow Plate of Iron (55)

Is firmly joyned to the Middle of the former Part

(44) it is fomewhat longer than the Cylinder ; one

Edge of it being fmooth, but the other indented

(as in the Figure) with a row of Teeth ; to the In-

terfaces of which are fitted the Teeth of a fmall

Iron Nut (L B) which is faftened by two Staples

(22). to the under fide of the crofs Board (22a) on

which the Cylinder refts, and is turned to and fro

by the Manubrium or Handle (7 ).

Thelaft Part of the Pump is the Valve (R)
being a Hole at the Top of the Cylinder, a little

taper towards the Cavity ; to this Hole is fitted a

Brafs Pegg, to be put in or taken
t
out upon occa-

fion.

Having thus defcribed the Engine, it will be

requifite for the better exclufion of the outward

Air, and the more eafie moving of the Sucker,

Stop-cock and Key S, as alfo the Valve, that

they fhould be well oyled with Sallad Oyl ; but

fometimes Oyl and Water together prove more

effe&ual : Alfo, that the Ingrefs of Air betwixt

the Brafs Cover and the Ring may be likewife pre-

vented, the Edges of both muft with the former

Cement, be carefully plaiftered,and fpreadon with

a hot Iron, that it may run the better, and fill the

little Cavities.

Things being thus fitted, and the lower Shank

(O) of the Stop-cock being put into the upper O-
xifi.ee of the Cylinder , then the Handle being

turned till the Sucker riles to the top of it, and

fhutting the Valve with the Plug, and turning the

other way, the Sucker is drawn down to the Bot-

tom ; by which means the Air is driven out of

the Cylinder, and a Succeflion from without be-

ing prevented, the Cavity of the Cylinder muft

be emptied of Air ; then if the Turn-cock be

turned, fo as to afford a Palfage betwixt the Re-

ceiver and Cylinder, part of the Air contained in

the Receiver, will defeend into the Cylinder, and

by turning back the Key, that may be prevented

from flying back into the Receiver, and may alfo,

by opening the Valve, and winding up the Suck-

er, be forced into the open Air; and fo by reite-

rated Exfudions of the Air out of the Receiver,

and Expulfions of it again out of the Cylinder, it

may be exhaufted as the Nature of the Experi-

ment requires.

When this Engine is feton work, thefe Pheno-

mena are obferved (1.) That the Sucker being

wound up, and upon flopping the Valve, and

turning the Key, drawn down again ; the Air in

both Veffels will be brought to an equal meafure

of Dilation ; and upon returning the Key, and

Opening the Valve, near a Cylinder full of Air

will be expelled ; but the Receiver by reiterated

Exfudions, being more and more exhaufted, lefs

proporcionably is forced out ; fo that at lead,

before you need to open the Valve, the Sucker
may be forced up almoft to the Top of the Cy-
linder ; and if, when it is fo exhaufted, you let

go the Pump, the Valve being flopped, the Suck-
er meerly by the Protrufion of the External Air,

overpowering that more rarified Air within, will

be forced up to the top of the Cylinder ; where-
by Vis obferved, That as the Sucker is prefsd
higher by the External Air, it fhews the Receiver
to be more or lefs exhaufted ; the Air in the Cy-
linder being accordingly more or lefs able to refift

the External, as it varies in quantity. ’Tis alfo

obferved. That whilft the Receiver retains any,

confiderable quantity of Air, there is a brisk noife

immediately produced upon the turning of the

Key.
2. Alfo, that when the Receiver is well ex-

haufted, the Brafs Key (that is a Stopple to the
Brafs Cover) cannot be lifted up without fome di-

fficulty, for it feels as if fome great Weight were
faftened to the Bottom of it : The Caule of this

Phenomenon feems to be, That the Air in the Re-
ceiver being very much dilated, its Spring muft
be proportionably weakened, and coniequently the
lower End of the Stopple is accordingly prefs’d up,
whereas the Spring of the external Air is not at all

weakened ; fo that a Strength to lift up the Stop-
ple, muft fupport a Preffure equal to the Difpro-
portion betwixt the Force of the internal expanded
Air, and that of the Atmofpbere incumbent upon
the upper part of the Stopple: But) if the Air be
let into the Receiver by Degrees/the Weight that

is fuppofedto keep the Stopple down, may be felt

to decreafe more and more,the internal Air by this

recruit approaching more to an /Equilibrium with
the External, till at laft the Receiver being fill’d

with Air again, the Stopple may be • eafiiy lifted

up.

Mr. Boyle, after fome Years Experience, found
it convenient to alter a little the Form of his firft

Air Pump into that which the annexed Figures
reprefent : And the advantagious Differences be-
tween this and the former Engine are as follow-

eth.

(Vil Plate I.)
_

1. The Cylinder is contrived to be placed with-
in a Frame of Wood which is filled with Water, fo

that the Cylinder is always kept quite covered
with it

;
by which means the Sucker is always

kept Turgid and Plump, and the Water alfo fills up
all the little Intervals or Spaces between the Sucker
and the Bartel, ,and by that means the Air is much
more exadly excluded than in the former Engine.

But here great Care muft be taken in turning the

Stop-cock, or elfe the Water will get into the Re-
ceiver, and fpoil the Experiment.

2. Becaufe in this Engine the Sucker is to be al-

ways under Water. There is a Perforation P £>,

(See Plate II.) which paffes perpendicularly thro"

it, and, together with the Stick RS ,
ferves for a

Valve, and is to beftop’d at the Bottom of the Cy-
linder NO, when it is full of Water ; wherefore

the Stick RS muft be of a confiderable length, as

of 2 or 3 Foot.

3. The chief thing in this reformed Engine is)

that the Pipe A B (Plate II.) whofe End B turns

upwards, is made to lie in a Groove or Gutter hol-

lowed purpofely for it in the Board C D E F, on

which the Receivers are to reft. This Board was
covered
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covered with good Cement, and then on it was ap-

plied a ftrong Plate of Iron of the bignefs of the

Board, having only a Hole in the Middle for the

Mouth of the Pipe B to pafs through ; and this

Plate he added, becaufe he found that the Weight
of the Atmolphefe would fometimes force the Air

to penetrate through a thick Board, tho
8

its Pores

were alfo defignedly filled with Oyl. The Edges

of this Plate fhould be a little turned upward, to

hold a little Water, which now and then will be

apt to get into the Receiver.

The Stop-cock, G HI R* tho
9

it may be foder-

ed into the Cylinder at I, yet had better go on

.with a Screw % for then it may be more eafuly

mended if it fhould hot prove right or ftanch, and

alfo will not be fo apt to break off. Tis conve-

nient alfo to have a little Cover of Tin, &c. to

cutover the Nofe of the Pipe B, to hinder things

from falling into it, or injuring it, and to keep the

jCement out of it, when very fmall Receivers are

ufed.
. , „ n

There is this confiderable Advantage m this Hat

Board on which the Receiver is placed ; that the

Receiver needs no Stop-cock of its own, but is u-

fualiy one entire piece ofGlafs in the form of aBell,

or Cucurbit, f^c. which will much better keep out

the Air than if it were perforated, tho
8

the Stop-

cock fhould be never fo good.

Care muft be taken to get a good Cement to

fatten the Receivers to the Plate : That which the

Honourble Mr. Boy/ u fed was a well wrought mix-

ture of equal parts of Bees-wax and Turpentine

;

tho* in theWinter he found it beft, to ufe alittle more

of the Turpentine, and in the Summer a greater

portion of Bees-wax.

The Defcription of Mr. Papins Engine for ex-

haufting the Air from Mr. Boyl's continuation of

the Phyjico Mechantical Experiments, Part is Iconif-

mus primus,
Figure 1 , 2.

AA, are two Pumps mrde of Brafs.

BB, are two Pluggs hollow within and open

below.

€C, ate two Holes rn the upper part of the

Pluggs, with Valves opening inwardly, that

they may afford paffage to the Air to go out>

and hinder it from coming in.

DDDD ,
are Iron Rods ferving to move the Plugs,

and annexed to them, by means of the Gno-
mons FF.

EE, are two flat Iron Stirrups at the top of the

Rods DD, on which the Operator muft ftand

to fet a-work the Engine.

GSG, is a Cord joyned to the two Stirrups, and

compafling the Pulley H.

LL, are two Valves at the Bottom of the Pumps,
opening inwardly, for the admiflion of the

Air out of the Tube MM,

MM
7

is a Tube reaching from both Pumps to
the Plate 00, by means of the Curvature PP

which Curvature ought to be fo long,
that the Tube PQJ^ may not hinder the Ex-
ercifer of the Pumps, but that he may conve-
niently ftand on the Stirrups EE,

00, is a Plate bored in the middle, oh which
the Receivers to be evacuated, are to be put;
as R for Example.

This Engine isro be put into a Frame of Wood
to fupport it before it can be ufed, fuch as is (hew-
ed in the fecohd Scheme. And as much Water is

to be pour’d into the Pumps through the Hole ^
in the Plate OO, as is fufficient to fill the Cavities
of the Pluggs, and a little more ; and then fome
Body muft ftand on the two Iron Stirrups EE, anti
muft alternately deprefs and elevate them : For by,
this means the Pluggs following the Motion of the
Stirrups, in their afcent will leave the Space in the
Bottom of the Pump empty ; and feeing all other
Paffage is intercluded from the Air, that Air alone
which is contained in the Receiver R, is convey-
ed into the aforefaid Pumps by the Tube QgPPMp
and opens the Valve L, which being fhutagainj
hinders the fame Air from, miking a Regrefs ;
wherefore thePIuggaftefwards defcending,compref’
feth tha£ Air, whence, of neceffity, the Valve C

be open d, and all the Air muft pals outof it,

becaufe
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becaufe the Water in the Bottom ofthe Bumps doth

cxadly fill all the Spaces, and doth alfo regurgitate

through the Valve C.

Here *tis obfervable, That this double Engine is

upon many occafions to be preferr’d before afingle

me (that’s mov’d with the Foot) for it doth not on-

ly produce a double etfed, but performs it much

more eafiiy; for in thefe Engines, which are fur-

ni&ed but with one Tube, whilft the Plugg is

drawn out to evacuate the Pump, the whole Pillar

of the Air, incumbent on the Plugg, is to be ele-

vated by force ; and again, when the Plugg returns

back, it is alfo by force to be reftrained, left it

Should be too fwiftly impell’d by the Air, and fo

break the Bottom of the Engine ;but in thelizldouble

Enginet, the Plyer of them is in a manner wholly

free from that toil. For the Pluggs are eafiiy lifted

tip, in the firft fu&ion ; becaufe the Air, immedi-

ately derived from the Receiver R into the Pumps,

jprefles the Pluggs downwards, almoft as ftrongly

as the external Air incumbenton the oppofite Parts;

and when the quantity of the internal Air is di-

minilh’d, it comes to pafs, that the Plugg to be de-

prefs’d, tends downward with fo much the greater

force, and fo by means of the Cord GGG corn-

calling the Pulley, draws the other Plugg upwards,

and at the fame time hinders it from too much

Velocity of defcent ; fo that by this means both

Pluggs at one and the fame time will be helpful to

him that exercifeth the Pumps.

This Engine is of great ufe in order to thofe Ex-

periments which cannot be very well made but

with velocity and Ipeed ; feeing the Pluggs make
but a fmall refiftance, a Man may eafiiy judge, that

the two Pumps of this Engine may be plyed with
greater eafe and more Ipeed, than one Pump in a
fingle Engine can.

The Ingenious Mr. Hawkjbee now makes Ait
Pumps of a much fimpler and eafier Form than
thefe Engines above defcribed, and in which are

many Conveniencies which they had not : The
Form of which is as follows.

j , There is a fquare Board, as ABCD, which, by
the help of two Screws, is fattened readily in any
Window, or on any Table ; in the middle of this

Board is a Hollow, which contains a Brafs Plate,

on which the Recipient is placed, and fattened

to it without any Cement, by means of a thin

Piece of wet Leather : In this Brals Plate are two
Holes, into one of which is an Elbow fitted, which
hath the End of the Air Pump fcrew’d on it, and
on that Screw is a Valve made by a piece of Blad-
der, and anfwers alternately to another in the
Sucker, opening when that {huts, and doling when
that opens reciprocally : The other Hole hath fa-

ttened into it a fmall Brafs Pipe, on which is fcrew-
ed the upper part of the Mercurial Gage, whole
ufe is by the riling of the Mercury from the Cittern

below in the Torricellian Tube, to fhew to what de-
gree the Recipient is exhaufted* This Gage is re-

prefented by the Letter G. S exprefles the Body
of the Syphon orAir Pump,which is work’d Horizon-
tally by means of the Handle of the Pifton h i By
which means the Recipient is very eafiiy exhauft-
ed, the Valves much better fupplying the ufe of the
Stock-cock in other Engines of this Nature.
And when the Experiment is over, and yotf

would let the external Air return again into the
Receiver in order to take it off the Engine, you
need only unfcrew a little the Elbow above menti-
oned, by turning the Air Pump about from the
Left Hand towards the Righr, as far as liberty al-

lows, and then the Air will eafiiy infinuate it felf

between the Joints of the Screw : Or you may
let the Air in alfo by unfcrewing the Cap at P.

R. 2. is another Receiver, through whole Cap
P (which contains a Box in which are leverai

Collars of Cork and Leather) pafles a Brals Wire
as TV, movable up and down in the Cap, with*
out letting in any Air into the Receiver, and on
whofe Hook JG may any thing be fulpended or
fattened in an Experiment.

F is a fmall AirPump applicable to a Cupping-
Glafs, by which ’tis eafiiy affixed to any part of
the Body, without Fire.

T is a Syphon or Syringe for Inje&ion in Ana-
tomical Experiments; having feveral fmall Pipes

as C, of differing Bores, to fcrew on upon it; and
receiving a conftantfupply of the Liquor by means
of the crooked Pipe a.

In the Memoires de Mathematique & de Phyfique

for December
,

1 693, you have this general Theo-
rem (from Mr. Varignon) about the Proportion of
the remaining Air in the (partly,) exhaufted Re-
ceiver, to that which was in the Receiver before

you began to pump, vi%.

The Quantity of the Natural Air contained in the

Receiver beforeyou begin to pump any out
, is always

to the Quantity of what remains, after any number

of Pumps : As the Capacity of the Receiver
,
and

the Cavity of the Pump together ( which Cavity is

made by the drawing up of the Sucker) raijed to

q Rower which Jhatt have the number of the Streaky

of thfi
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of the Pumpfor its Index

;
is to alike Power of the

Capacity of the Receiver alone

.

Demonfiration.

Let a be the Natural Air, v that which remains

after any number of Stroaks of the Pump, r the

Capacity of the Receiver, s the Capacity of the

Receiver, and the Cavity of the Pump together,

n the number of the Stroaks of the Pump (here

fuppofed all equal in force and effedt to one ano-

ther). Then fays Mr. Varignon.

l
—: —

n— n'l which is the Theorem
\

a. is to v . . as s . r
a^ove Slivered, in fpe-

cies. To {hew the Truth of which, ’tis enough

(faith he) to confider, That each time the Fijion or

Sucker of the Pump is drawn back, the Air in the

Receiver muft expand itfelf fo as in fome meafure

to fill up the Cavity of the Pump left vacant by

the Pifton, as well as the Receiver it felf. (N. B.

He feems to build on the Cartefian Notion of a

Plenum, but it matters not, the Calculation is juft)

wherefore, as now, fo after each Stfoak of the

Pump, the remaining Air in the Receiver and

Pump, will be to what was in the Receiver juft

before, as the Capacity of the Receiver alone, is

to that of the Receiver and Pump taken together

that is, as r to s.

Let us make then a, h, c, d, e, f. See, and at

laft t and v to denote the different Quantities of

Air found fucceflively in the Receiver after each

Stroak of the Pump : That is, let a be the Air in

its Natural State when you begin firft to pump -
3

b the Quantity of Air there after the firft Stroak ;

c the Quantity of Air after the fecond Stroak,

and fo on till you come to the laft Stroak, where

v reprefents the Quantity of Air remaining in the

Receiver and Cavity of the Pump after any Num-
ber of Stroakes ; and that Number will be n.

Then will it ever be

a. h s. r

b. c : : s. r

c. d : : s.r

d. e : : s.r

e. f : : s.r

and in one Word,
t. v : : r

wherefore a.vt: s
n

. r
1

. E. D.

From whence, by way of Corollary, he gives

us this Rule.

Let h. k, l. m. reprefent the Logarithms of the

Quantities before mentioned, a, v, s and r

;

then

Will h. k. : : In. mn. that is, thofe four Terms
will be Arithmetically Proportional : Where-

fore h -h mn— k.-L- In : or h •

—

In— mn.
Which is the Buie to be ufed,as follows in the Pro-

blems.

Problem i . The Capacity of the Receiver, and of

the Cavity of the Pump being given
,

or the Ratio

between them ; together with the 'Number of the

Stroakes of the Pump in the Evacuation of the Re-

ceiver ; Tofind the Ratio between the Natural Air,

and that now in the Receiver.

The Rule is, keeping to the laft mentioned No-
tation, h —

- A — l n •— m

n

-

Where In — mn is the Logarithm of the Ratio

fought ;
that is, in Words, The Logarithm of the

Ratio of the Natural Air to-that in the (nearly

fuppofe) exhaufted Receiver is always equal to

the Produdt of the Number of the Strokes of the

Pump, multiply’d by the Logarithm of the Ratio

between the Capacity of the Pump and Receiver

together, and the Receiver alone*

So that thefe things being given^_as in the Sup-
pofition of the Problem, the Ratio of the Natural
Air, to that which now remains in the nearly ex-

haufted Receiver, is found. B. I.

Let this Ratio be as p to g
• then will a. v ::p. efi

and confequently ap~ p v - and dividing all by
pi>

the Natural Air will be thus expreft, — = a l

if you have the remaining Air in the Receiver

a
and that remaining Air will be expreft thus, —

if you have the Natural Air. And fuppofing both

Natural and Remaining Air to be each = i , they’

p
will be thus expreft : The Natural Air = — and

the remaining rarify’d Air = -y

;

As for Example, Suppofe the Cavity of the Re-
ceiver to be i o times as great as that of the Cavi-
ty of the Pump left by drawing up the Pifton ; and
that the Number of the Stroakes of the Pump be
30 : I demand what Proportion the Air in the

(partly) exhaufted Receiver bears to the common
Air. The Anfwer is, That there is about the

1 8th part of the Air which was in the Receiver
when you began to pump.

For in this Cafe the Logarithm l — m — to
the Ratio between the Capacity of Receiver and
Pump together, to Receiver alone, will be 4139x7 £
which, multiply’d by 30 r— n, gives 1x417810
for the Logarithm oi In — mn, the Ratio of the
Natural Air to the remaining Air. Let the Natu-
ral Air in the Receiver, before the Pump was fee

on work, be= 1 ; then will -— 1x417310 be the
Logarithm of that fmall Quantity of Air which*
flrall at laft remain after the 30 Pumps, which will
be the Logarithm of fg, fere j that is, it may be

a
expreft thus,

1
8’ And therefore, to find the

Weight of all the Natural Air (—a) in the Re-
ceiver, we may fay, that the re-entred Air at laft

. a
let in is —- a—• —

5 and then taking a for its

proper Weighr, fas fuppofing the Weights of Bo-
dies to be proportionable to their Bulks,) let p be
the Difference between theWeights of the Receiver
when full and when exhaufted j we fiiall find

that a —- -- =rp, which ^Equation will produce

.

a
,
for the Weight of all the Natural

Air in the Receiver* In general, if g be put for
the Number of which In — nm is the Logarithm^
the remaining Air at laft will always be precifely,

— its Weight — * -And the Weight

of the Natural Air = :s— 1

Problem % ; The Ratio between the Natural Re*
maining Air being given with the Number of the
Strokes of the Pump, to find the Ratio of the Re*
ceiver

, to the Cavity of the Pump

.

The Rule will be h —k~ In— mn, and

confequently
h —

- k
T — m $ then wiH

h =-“=•
1!^

n ' n
be the Logarithm of the Ratio of the Capacity of

D %
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the Receiver alone; which Ratio being alfo

known, vi%. as p to q, then will s.r :
: p. q,

and s — r.r :: p .— q. q

;

that is, the Logarithm

of the Ratio of the natural Air to the remaining

Air, being divided by the Number of the Strokes

of the Pump, will always give for the Quotient the

Logarithm of a Ratio, whole Antecedent lefs the

Confequent, will be to the Confequent, as the

Pump is to the Receiver ; and therefore this Quo-
tient being known, the Ratio between the Pump
and the Receiver will alfo be known. E. I.

From hence, if the Capacity of the Receiverbe

known, the Capacity of the Pump will be found

Y

p

__ y q
to be —

| and if the Capacity of the Pump

be known, visp. s — r = e, then that of the Re-

,

e 4 .

t—1
ceiver will be

Problem 3. The Ratio between the Pump and Re-

ceiver being given, together with that of the natu-

ral Air to the remaining Air ;
To find what Num-

ber of Strokes of the Pump
,

are neceffary to bring

the natural and remaining Air to thegiven Ratio:

Or, in other Words, To rarefie the Air in a given

Ratio, with an Engine whofe Receiver and Pump
are given in Capacity.

The Rule being h — k_~ In — nm, and con-

fequently
^

- == n, it will be, as the Loga-

rithm of the Ratio of Receiver and Pump toge-

ther, to Receiver alone, is to the Logarithm of the

Ratio between the natural and remaining Air : So

is Unity to the Number of Stroakes of the Pump
required : Or, in other Words, the Quotient of

the Second of thele Logarithms divided by the

Firft, is always equal to the Number of Stroakes

fought.

AIRY METEORS : See Meteors.

AISTETERIUM, the common Senfory, which

Cartes would have placed in the Glandula Pinea-

Ivs, but is now generally fuppofed to be about the

beginning of the Medulla Oblongata in the Corpus

Striatum.

AJUTAGE, is the Spout for a Jets d'eau in a-

ny Fountain : Mr. Marriott aflerts, That an even

polifhed round Hole in the End of the Pipe, will -

give an higher Jet than either a Cylindrical or a

Conick Adjutage ; but of thofe the latter is the

beft. >

ALA, in Botany, lignifies the Angle (which ge-

nerally is acute, and never greater than a Right one

on the Fee? Stalks of Plants, and is always tending

upwards) that either the Leaves or the Foot Stalks

of Leaves make with the Stalk, or with any Branch

of the Plant. Sometimes alfo tis taken for a little

Branch, making an Angle after that manner with

the Stalk.

ALABASTRA, in a Plant, are thofe little green

Leaves which compafs in the Bottom of the

Flower.

ALBA FIRMA, in Land, is an Annual Rent in

Money, payable to the Chief or Lord ofany Hun-
dred ; and Spelman faith, ’Tis called Alba becaufe

it is not paid according to the Cuftom ©fold Times
in Corn (which was call’d Blackmail) but in Silver,

or as they fay now in feme Parts of England, in

White Money. There are Tenures of this Nature
in Wefimorland, 1 Part Inftitut. Fol. 10.

ALBAPITUITA, the fame with heuco-Phleg-

matirti

ALBUGINEA OCULI, is a very thin white
Coat or Tunic of the Eye, adhering to the Cornecr9
extending it felt beyond the Selerotick, even to
the Circle of the Iris, but leaves a Hole forward
for the opening of the Apple of the Eye. See Tu-
nica Adnata : Tis by fome Writers call’d TunicA
Conjunftiva.

ALBUGINEA TESTIS, is the White Mem-
brane immediately involving the Telle $ or Testi-
cles

ALBUGO, the Pin and Web,is a white Speck in
the Horney Tunicleof the Eye, which hinders the
Sight, and ufually follows an Infkmation, Wound
or Ulcer of that Part. Sometimes it’s taken for the
Album Oculi, or White of the Eye ; being that part
where the Tunica Adnata or Albuginea adheres to
the Sclerotica.

ALBUM OCULI, fomtimes is taken for the
fame with Albugo : But by Galen and Hippocrates
is ufed for that Tunick of the Eye which is ufually
call’d, the Tunica Adnata

; and by fome Writers^/-
buginea Oculi : Which fee under thofe Words.
ALCHAICKS, are a fort of Verles confiding of

two Dactyls and two Trochees, as fome will have it -

but Fabricius faith, they confift of 5 Feet, of which
the firft is a Spondee or Iambickjhe. fecond an Iambick?
the third a long Syllable, the fourth aDaftlye, the
fifth a Da ftlye or Amphimacer

; as thefe of Horace*

Vides ut altd fiat nive candidum
Sorafte, neejamfufiineant onus.

ALCHYMIST, is one that ftudies Alchymy
; that

is, that Sublimer Part of Chymijlry which teaches
the Tranfmutation of Metals and the Philofoper’s
Stone ; according to the Cant of the Adeptifts, who
amufe the Ignorant and Unthinking with hard
Words and Non-fenfe : For were it not for the
Arabick. Particle Al, which they will needs have to
be of wonderful vertue here, the word would fig-
nifie no more then Chymijlry. Whofe Derivation fee
under that Word. This Study ofAlchymy hath been
rightly defined to be, Arsfme Arte, cujus principium
eft mentire

, medium laborare, & finis mendicare ;

That is, an Art without an Art

,

which begins
with Lying, is continued with Toil and Labour,
and at laft end in Beggery. And fo poor Penotus
found ir, who after he had fpent his whole Life and
Fortune in this vain Study, died at laft in an Alms-
Houfe at Tverdon in Switzerland ; and ufed to fay,
he would recommend the Study of Alchymy to &
mortal Enemy, whom he did not dare openly to
attack.

ALCOHOL,a Term ufed by the Chymifts both
for a very fine or impalpable Powder

; and alfo for
a very pure Spirit well redify’d or dephlegmated.
Thus the higheft redify’d Spirit of Wine is called
Alcohol Vini . Hence to Alcoholize any thing, with
them lignifies to fubtilize; as when any thing is

beaten to a very fine Powder,&V.
How to make a tolerable true Alcohol or pure

Spirit ofWine, fee in Alcali^ate Spirit of Wine.
ALCOVE, in Architecture is a part of a Cham-

ber feparated by an Efirade or Partition made by
Columns and other correlponding Ornaments, in
which is placed a Bed of State, or fometimes Seats
to entertain Company.
ALDEBARAN, an Arabian Name for a fix’d

Star of the firft Magnitude, firuate in the Head of
the Conftellation called the Bull, and therefore is

ufually named the Bull's-Eye.

AlEi
~T*-4*
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ALE-TASTER, is an Officer appointed and

fworn in every Court-Leer; to look that there be a

due Size and Goodnefs of Bread, Ale and Beer

fold within the Jurifdidion of the Leet.

ALEMBICK, is a Chymical Inftrument ufed in

Diftilling ; it has the Shape of an Helment Con-
cave within, and Convex without; and towards

the Bottom is placed a Beek or Nofe about a Foot

and an half long, by which the Vapours defcend

;

fometimes they are made without a Nofe, but

then they are rather Circulatory Velfels, and the

Head is called a Blind-Head : They are made ufu-

ally of Copper tinn’d within-fide ‘ and often of

Glafs.

ALEOPHANGINiE (PilluLe) are purging Pills

compofed of Aloes and feveral Spices.

ALERSANS JOUR, (a Law Term.) fignifying

to be finally difioifs’d the Court, becaufe there is no
further Day affigned for Appearance.

ALEXIPHARMICK MEDICINES, are fuch

as are ufed as Antidotes againft Poifon, or any In-

fedious Difeafe ; or to raife or ftrengthen the de-

cayed or drooping Spirits in malignant Diftem-

pers.

ALEXITERICAL, "1 the fame with Alexiphar-

ALEXITERICK, J mick,

ALGAROT, In Chymiftry, fignifies a ftrong

Emetick and Cathartick powder, the fame as Mer-

curius Vitce, being made of Butter of Antimony

precipitated into a white Powder, by being wafhed

or diluted in a large Quantity of warm Water.

ALGEBRA ; the wonderful Analytick Art
,
or

the Art of Equation. In Arabickfs called Al-giabr

W’al-mokabala, from the former of which Words
we call it Algebra ; and it may be render’d, either

the Art of Befitution and Comparifon, or the Art of

Befolution and Equation. Lucas de Burgo
i the moft

Ancient European Writer of Algebra we have, de-

fines it Beftaurationis & Oppoftionis fcgula.

The Italians gave it the Name of Bpgula Rci &
Cenfus ; that is, the R«le of the Boot and the Square

,

becaufe they call the Root Rer, and the Square

Cenfus ; and from Cofa in the, Italian Language, for

Bps or the Root, comes the Word Cojfick, : For

fome Writers call the Powers of Numbers, as the

Boot, the Square, Cube
,
&c, Cojfek. Numbers.

Cardan calls it, and that very juftly, Ars magna,
J

The great Art ; following therein Lucas de Burgo,

who ftiles it in Italian, L' Arte Maggiore.

It was certainly of Old in ufe amongft the Greci-

ans, but purpofely concealed as a very great Se-

cret. We have fome Examples of it in Euclide, or

at leaft in Theon upon Euclide, who tells us, it was
firft communicated by Plato : There are alfo In-

ftances of this Art in Pappus ; and we find the Ef-

fects of it plainly in Archimedes, Apollonius, and
fome others, tho’ ftudioufly covered and difguifed.

The firft Books among the Greeks, and, I believe,

the only one that treats profeffedly of Algebra, is

that of Diophanm : Publifhed at firft in Latin by
Xylander, afterwards in Greeks and Latin by Bachet,

with fome things added of his own ; and fince

him by Mr. Fermat, with fome Additions of his

likewile. But it certainly was in ufe among the

Arabs more anciently than among the Greeks • and
they are fu^poied to have had it from the Perfans,

and the Perfans from the Indians. Thence, that

is, from the Arabs, the Moors and Saracens brought
it into Spain, from whence it came into England

;

and that before we knew any thing of Diophantus.

The Ufe of the Numeral Figures, Mathematick

ALG
Learning, and all our old Aftronomy, came to uS
likewifethe fame way from the fame Original, and
about the fame time. ...

The firft European Writer of Algebra (as was
hinted above) is Lucas Pacciolus of Lucas de Burgo
a Minorite Frier : His Book is in Italian, printed
at Venice 1494. .He makes mention of oneLeo-
nardus Pifanus aud leveral others, from whom he
learn ’d it, but we have none of their Writings,
He fays, this Aft came originally to us from the A-

tabs, and makes no mention of Diophantus, who
therefore ’tis probable was not yet known here. His
Algebra goes nb farther than Quadratick Equations,
Next came out Stiphelius a good Author, but he

alfo went not beyond Quadraticks.
Blit Scipio Ferreus, Cardan, Tartctlea, and fome

others, proceeded to give a Solution of fome Cu-
bick Equations.

After this Bombelli went a little farther, and (hew-
ed how to refolve a Biquadratick Equation into

two Quadratick ones, by the means of a Cubick.
Then, in the Iaft Century, appeared Nonniui

('Nunne% in Spanijh) Bytmus, Schonerus, Saliguacus

,

Clavius, 8cc. who wrote on this Subject in various
ways, bnt generally went ho farther than Quadra-
tick Equations.

About this time out came Diophantus, whole
Method differs much from that ofthe Arabs, which
others had hitherto followed.

All this while, the known Quantities in any E=
quation, were defigned only by the Numeral Let-
ters, and there were no Symbols nor Marks but for

thofe that were unknown of fought.

But then came Vieta, A. D. 1590, 4nd introdu=
ced what he called his Specious Arithmetick. ; which
is a way of giving Marks or Symbols to all the
Quantities, both known and unknown ; whereby
a very fhort and confpicuous way of Notation was
gained, the whole Operation expofed always to the
Eye in a fhort Synopfis, and many Difcoveries were
made in Algebra, not before taken notice of.

Vieta alfo introduced the Numeral Exegefs of
adfeded Equations, l'hewing how to extract their

Roots in Numbers. And in the Denomination of
the Powers of Numbers, he follows Ditphantus

,

and not the Arabian manner ufed by others.

The Incomparable Mr. Oughtred followed, and
mightily improved the Specious Algebra of Vieta.,

in his Clavis Mathematica, firft publifhed 1631:
He alfo affeding Brevity, (which indeed lie was a
perfed Mafter of, being fhort but not ©bfeure) in-

vented maiiy Compendious Characters or Ligatures
to note the Sums, Differences, BpClangles, Squares
GubeSj and theif Sum, Difference, 8cc, by which,
means his little Book contains more excellent and
ufeful Geometry, than many other large Volumes,
Oughtred in his Clavis ufually contents himfelf with
the Solution of Quadraticks, rarely proceeding to
thofe of higher Powers, becaufe he defigned it a^
an Introduction to Algebra only.

The Famous Mr„ Harriott was Contemporary
with Oughtred, but died before him ; he left many
good things behind him, of which nothing is yet
publifhed but his Analytice or Algebra, which Mr,
Warner printed A.D. 1631. From this great Man
did Des Cartes borrow, not to fay fteal, all the fa-
mous things in his Geometry, which are purely Al-
gebraical, as any one may fee, that will compare
their Methods together : For ’tis impoffible but
one muft be copied after the other : But the Geo-
metry of Des Cartes was not publifhed in French till

, the
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she Year 1 637, and not in Latin till the Year 1 649 :

Therefore he mult have feen and copied Harriotts

Book.
Mr. Harriott did wonderfully improve (in this

Treatife) that which is purely Algebra, in the fol-

lowing Refpeds, and many others which I might

mention.

i. He brought in fmall Letters inftead of the

Capitals ufedby Vieta and Oughtred.

x. He waved the Uncouth Terms of Quadrato-

Cube, Surfolid
,
&c. explaining the Power plainly to

the Eye, by only repeating the Root as often as

the Index of the Power.

3. He {hewed the true Original and Conftituti-

on of all Equations, by putting all the Equation o-

yer to one fide ;
and thereby making the whole

equal to nothing ; whereby alfo he determined the

Number of Roots, which he {hews are in Number,

fuch as the Index of the higheft Powers in the E-

quation.

4. He difcovers the true Conftru&ion of the Ab-

folute Number (the Homogeneum Comparationis) in

a Quadratick or Superiour Equation ; {hewing it

to be the Product of the continual Multiplication of

all the Roots.

5. The fame he doth alfo by the Co-efficients.

6 . He fhews the way to multiply the unknown

Roots of an Equation according to any Proportion

affigned, thereby freeing the Co-efficients from

Fradions and Surds.

7. He {hews howto reduce the adfeded Qua-

dfaticks, to fimple Equations, and all adfeded

Cubicks to a Form eafily folvable, by the means of

deftroying the fecond Term in fuch Equations:

8. He {hews the Method (and a very good one

Vis/ of folving all Adfeded Quadraticks by corn-

pleating the Square.

9. He mightily alfo improves the Exegefis Na-

ttierofa, invented by Vieta.

All thefe vaft Improvements, and many more

(which, to avoid Prolixity, I omit) did Des Cartes

take from Harriott, without ever fo much as na-

ming him, and publilh them as his own. Tis true,

in his Geometry there are abundance of excellent

things about the accommodation of Algebra to Ge-

ometrical Proportions, and many very fine Geome-

trical EffeCtions andConfirudions ; but this was not

Harriott’s Bufinefs, who kept himfelf to pure Al-

gebra only. As to which Des Caries hath added but

one fingle Rule (and even that is plainly deducible

from Harriotts Principles) over and above what is

in Harriott ; and that is, the Method of diffolving

a Biquadratick Equation, whofe fecond Term is

wanting, into two Quadraticks, by means of a

Cubick Equation of a plain Root; and this, after

all, both Bombell and Vieta had done before him.

And thus leaving the French Plagiary, I come next

to another of Our Country Algebraifts, Dr. Pell,

who revifed and altered a Piece of Algebra firft

publiflied in High Dutch, A, D. 1659, at Zorich ;

and after Tranflated into Englijh by Mr. Thomas

Brancher, and printed Ah D. 1668, and called. An
IntroduElion to Algebra : In which Dr. Pell gives us

a peculiar Method of his own for applying Algebra

to Problems of divers forts ; and introduces a way

of keeping a Begifter of the whole Procefs in the

Margin. He Drews us alfo there how to judge

whether a Problem be fully determined or not

;

which is by this Rule (as Dr. Wallis interprets him).

If the Number of the Data, or things given in any

pucjiion, be {independent ofeach other)fewer than the

things fought, the Quefiion is notfully determined, but
is capable of innumerable Anfwers or Solutions.

But if the Number of both Data and Quaefita be
the fame, the Question is then determined to either

tofome one, ortofome certain number ofSolutions.

And when the Data are more in number than the
Quafta, fo many as exceed are always fuperfluous,

and fometimes, it may be, are contrary to, or in-

confiftent with others, and confequently render the
thing impoffible.

Dr. Pell alfo, befides the former Characters, in-
troduced this Mark ©- for Involution, and this cut

for Evolution
, as he calls it, i. e. for Squarings Cub-

ing, &c. of any Quantity, and for Extracting the
Square, Cube, &c. Roots out ofany Quantity. He
makes alfo the Mark -4- to ftand for Divifion, and
Regifters the feveral Steps of the whole Procefs by
Numeral Figures in their Order in the little Co-
lumn in the middle ; keeping an account alfo in
Symbols of the feveral Operations in the Column
towards the Left Hand, that fo you may fee how
any Quantity or Equation in the large Column to-’

wards the Right Hand is produced. In which ve-
ry good Method he is follow’d by Mr. Ward, in his,

fmall Treatife of Algebra..

Algebra is well enongh divided into

1 . Numeral or Vulgar ; which was that of the
Ancients, and ferved only to find the Solution o£
Arithmetical Problems, without any Demonftrati-
on ; fuch as thofe given us by Diophantus, 8cc.

2. Specious or New, called fometimes Logiftica

Speciofa,
and often Species alone ; which fince Vieta

hath been perform’d by the Letters of the Alphabet:
And this way of Notation is very pleafing to the
Mind, afllfting to the Imagination, and eafy to the
Memory. This alfo is no ways limited, like the
former Algebra to any one certain kind of Problems,
but ferves equally for the Xnveftigation and Demon-
ftration of all Theorems ; efpecially if to thofe two
you add the new Methodsof

3. Fluxions ; a large Account of which you will

have under that Word.
And the feveral Operations of Algebra, fuch as

Addition, SubflraClion, Multiplication, Divifion,
Ex-

traction of Boots, Fractions, Equations, &c. you will

find Dire&ions how to perform under thofe feveral,

Words.
ALGENEB, a fix’d Star of the fecond Magni-

tude in the right fide of Perfeus, whofe Longitude is

57 Deg. 17 Min. Latitude 30. 5. Right Afcenfion

44 Deg. 1 5 Min.
ALGOL, or Meduffs Head, a fix’d Star of the

third Magnitude
, in the Conftellation Perfeus ,

whofe Longitude is 5 1 . 27. Latitude 22. 22, and
Declination 39. 39.
ALGORITHM, fometimes call’d Logiflica Nu-

meralis
,

is the Sum of the Principal Rules of Nu-
meral Computation; of which they commonly rec-

kon Five, Numeration, Addition, SubfiraFtion, Mul-
tiplication and Divifion ; to which may be added
Extraction of Boots.

ALGORISM, is the Practical Operation in the

feveral Parts of Specious Arithmeticf, or Algebra j
and fometimes the Word is ufed for the Practice of
Common Arithmeuck by the Ten Numeral Figures.'

ALIDADA, the Label or Ruler which is move-
able on the Centre of an Aftrolabe, Quadrant,
which carries the Sight. Ic is fo called by the A-

rabian Writers of Mathematicks, from whom we
took and retain feveral Arabic^ Terms, as Azimuth,
Zenith, Nadir, Almacanter, 8cc.

ALIEN,
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ALIEN, a Subject born in a Foreign Country,

who (by our Common Law) is not capable to in-

herit Lands in England till Naturaliz d by Ad: of

Parliament.

ALIENATION* is ( in Law ) making a thing

another Man’s, or to alter or put the Pofleflion of

Lands, or other things, from one Man to another ;

and in fome Cafes a Man hath power in himfelfto

<do fo, without the Aifent or Licence of any other,

and in fome not.

ALIFORMES MUSCULI, Alares, Pterygoides,

are Mufcles arifing from the Pterygoide Bones (the

Procefs of the Os Cuneiforme
,

partly with a Ner-
vous Beginning, and partly Flefliy

j and ending in

the Neck of the lower Jaw, and towards the in-

ternal Seat of the Head.
ALIFORMES PROCESSUS, are the Promi-

nences of the Os Cuneiforme, from the fore part 5

the fame with the Pterygoides.

ALIMENT, is whatever ferves to nourifh, fup-

ply the Decays of, and to recruit an Animal or

Vegetable Body.

ALIMONY, formerly fignified Noiirilhment or

Maintenance ; but in a Modern Legal Senfe, it is

that Portion or Allowance which a married Wo-
man fues for upon any Occafional Separationfrom

her Husband, wherein fhe is not charged with E-
iopement or Adultery. This was recoverable in the

Spiritual Court, but now only in Chancery.

ALIQUOT PART of a Number, is fuch an one
as will exactly meafure it without any Remainder.
But ah

ALIQUANT PART, is that which cannot

meafure any Number exadtly, but that fome Re-
mainder will be left. Thus 3 is an Aliquot Part of

1 a, becaufe being taken 4 times it will juft mea-
fure it ; but 5 is an Aliquant Part of ia, for being

taken twice it falls ihort, and when taken three

times it exceeds 1 a.

ALKAHEST ; one of th,e Canting Terms ofthe

Alchymijls, by which they intend an Univerfal

Menjlruum that will diffolve all manner of Bodies ;

and by which they pretend to extract the Sulphur of
Metals. Some Chymifts have given this mighty
.Name to the TinBure, or Liquor ofFlints, which
is a Solution of them made ( after Calcination) by
the means of Salt of Tartar ; and 'others to the

Liquor ofFixt Nitre, which is Nitre calcined and
fixed, by burning powder’d Coals with it, and at

laft run into a Deliquium, by being fet in a cool

Cellar, as Oil of Tartar per Deliquium is made.
Van Helmont calls this Liquor fometimes Ignis Ge-
henna : He pretends to be Mafter of it himfelf, and
Mr. Boyle is inclined to believe him. Helmont faith,

it would diffolve all Bodies, without leaving any
Caput Mortuum, and was as fit for a new Opera-
tion after it had diffolved one kind of Body as at

firft; it would diffolve Metals, Marchafites, Stones,

and even Glafs it felfwhen finely powdered.
*Tis found that the common Menjlruums, fuch

as AquaFortis, Spirit of Nitre, See. when they have
once diffolved any Metal, are render’d uncapable
by it of any further fervice, having the Points or

Edges of their Acids fo broken, that they can hard-

ly diffolve anymore of the the fame, or any other

Metal. Therefore this Immortal Alkaefi had in

this refpedt a wonderful Preheminence, if what
they relate of it be true. And to fhew that fome-
thing of this nature is polfible, Mr. Boyle fays, That
he diftill’d a Spirit from Verdigreafe, which would
ferye more thanonce as a Menjlruum to diffolve Bo-

ALK
dies, or to draw Tinctures, and being drawn off

was ready for the fame Operation anew.
ALKALISATE SPIRIT OF WINE 5 fo Mr;

Boyle calls a Spirit of that Liquor diftill’d from Salt
of Tartar, or Tartar calcined to Whitenefs : And
by fo drawing offSpirit ofWine from that Salt,you
may get eafily a pure and rich dephlegmated Spi-
rit

(
vi%. one that fhall burn all away, and fire Gun-

powder,) after this manner ;

Put about an Inch thick of Tartar calcined
white, into a Glafs as long and flender as you can
procure, and then put upon it Spirit of Wine that

hath been once rectified, to a Fingers height above
the Tartar , and fitting on a Head, draw the Spi-
rit off in a very gentle Heat ; or at leaft, lb much
of it as you conclude, or find will come pure, and
it will anfwer your Expectation at the firft Diftilla-

tion. The Tartar being dried and new calcined
will ferve again for a new Operation, Ifyou can-
not procure Tartar, Quick-lime, or the Salt of
Pot-Afhes will do tolerably well, EjfayofVnfuc~
cefsfulnefs of Experiments.

ALKALI, a Chymical Word fignifying thefixt
Salt of any Plant • and is fo call’d, becaufe the
Herb called Kali

,
which is a kind of Sea-Blitet

Glafs-wort
, or Sait-xvort, yields fuch a Salt in a

great quantity. This fixt Salt of Plants (which is

made by burning the Plant, making a Lixivium
or Lee of its Allies j and after filtrating the Lee, e-

vaporating the Moifture over a gentle Heat, that

the fixt Salt may remain at the bottom of the Vef-
fel) being render’d very Porous by the Fire s pafc
fing fo often thro’ it in its Calcination, and it ma^
be fixing there fome of its Elfential Salt : And be-
caufe very many of the fiery Particles do alfo ftick

in thofe Pores, it makes a very great Ebullition or
Effervefcence when anyAcidLiquor is mingled with
it, and from thence all Bodies that do, or are fup-
pofedto ferment with Acids, are now always call a
Alkalies or Alkalifate Bodies ; not becaufe they,

muft always contain any Hidden Alkali in them *

which fome Chymifts affert as neceffary to the
Caufe of Fermentation ; but becaufe they are of
the Nature of Alkalies themfelves, and have their

Pores naturally fo form’d, in fuch a proportion, as
that they are fitted to be penetrated and put into a
violent Motion by the Points of the Acid poured
upon them. Thefe fixt Salts of Plants are called

Fixt Alkalies ; but the Volatile Salts ofVegetables;
becaufe they will ferment with Acids, are\calied

Volatile Alkalies,

ALKERMES, in .Pharmacy, is a Confediou
deferibed in the Difpenfatory, and fold in the Shops/
and fo called from the Arabick Particle Al and
Kermes, which are fied or Scarlet Grains

, the chief

Ingredient in the Confe&ion.
ALLANTOIS or ALLANTOIDES, is the U-

rinary Tunic placed betwixt the Amnion and the
Chorion, which by the Navel and VraChus (or Paf*

fage by which the Urine is convey’d from the In-

fant in the Womb) receives the Urine that comes
out of the Bladder : It’s Called likewife Farcimina-

Us, becaufe that in many Brutes it’s of the Shape
of a Gut-pudding, burin Man and fome other few
Animals, it is round, and like the thin fofc Skin
which wrappeth the Child in the Womb.
The Ingenious and Accurate Dr. Rich. Hale of

Trin. Coll, in Oxford, in Phil. Tranfatl. N. 271. hath
obliged the World with a more perfect Difcovery
of the Human Allantois

;

and affign’d the Reafons
why thofe who believed its Exiftence had not be-

fore
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Fore fully found it out $ giving alfoan Anfwer to ?

to the Objections of thole, who even ftill, deny its

Reality.

ALLEGATION, is the Citation or Quotation
of any Authority, Book, &c. to make good any
Point or AfTertion.

ALLEGORY, is a Figure in Rhetorick, con-

futing of one continued Metaphor, carried on thro
8

the whole Difcourfe.

ALLEGIANTIA, is the natural and fworn Al-

legiance or Legal Obedience which every Subject

bears to his Prince.

ALLEGIARE, is to juftifie and clear himfelf by
courfe ofLaw, of the Crime objected to him.

ALLEMANDE, is a kind of grave folemn Mu-
lick, where the Meafure is full and the Movement
flow.

ALLIANCE, properly is a Connection of two
Perfons or two Families together by Marriage ; but

it is often extended in a larger Senfe, fignify the

Leagues , Unions and Treaties made between

3?irlnc6$

ALLIGATION, is a Rule in Arithmetick (fo

called from the Numbers being bound or connect-

ed together by Circular Lines) relating to the mix-

ture of Merchandizes; as Corn, Wine, Metals,

Medicines, &c. one with another ; and to the

Proportion of the Ingredients in any Quantity of,

and the Price offuch a Mixture. 'Tis diftinguifh’d

into two kinds, vi%. Alligation Medial and Alter-

mate.

Alligation Medial teaches how to find a Mean
in the Price, Quantity or Quality between the Ex-

treams ; and all Cafes in it may be folved by thefe

Propofitions and Rules;

1 . Having the Quantity of the Ingredients, and

the particular Prices, to find the Price or Value of

fome part of the Mixture.

Rule ; Multiply the Ingredients feverally by
their own Prices, and Divide the Sum of thofe

Produ&s by the Sum of the Ingredients, and the

Quotient anfwerS the Queftion.

2. Having the particular Prices of the Ingredi-

ents, and the Sum paid or received for a Mixture

bought or fold ; to find what Quantity of each was

bought or fold.

Rule j
Divide the Sum paid or received for the

Mixture bought or fold, by the Sum of the parti-

cular Prices, the Quotient gives what was requir-

ed.
I

3. Knowing the Ingredients of a Mixture, to

augment or diminifh the Mixture propordnally.

Rule ; Sum up the Ingredients ; then fay, As

that Sum is to the Augmentation or Diminution,fo

is the Quantity of each Parcel of the Mixture to

she Quantity of the Mixture defired.

4. Knowing the Nature, Quality, or Finenefs of

she feveral Ingredients of a Mixture, to find the

yefulting Temperament or Finenefs of the whole.

%/e 5 Place the feveral Quantities of the Mix-

ture in Rows, againft which place orderly their

feveral Qualities of Finenefs, and multiply each

Quantity by its own Quality or Degree ofFine-

siefs, then as the Sum of all the Quantities is to

the Produ&s of all the Quantities, fo is Unity to

the Qualitity or Finenefs of Mixture.

Example ; There are melted and mixed toge-

ther two kinds of Silver, one worth 5 s. and the

other worth 4*. an Ounce, and there were 4
Ounces of the former, and 8 of the latter; what

h ihe value of an Ounce of the Mixture ?

Oun . /.

Silva 5

8 —L 4
12 $2

20 12:51
32

J. dj

1 ’ (~ 4 * 4

5. Knowing the Quantities of a Mixture, to
find the particular Quantities of any Ingredient in
any part of the Mixture.

If the Mixture be compounded of but two
things, then fay. As the Total of the Ingredients
in the Compofition, is to the part of the Mixture
propofed : So is the Quantity of the Ingredient
propofedin the whole Compofition, to the Quanti-
ty of the Ingredient in the Part defired.

But if the Mixture be decompounded, then
you muft repeat your Work upon every Mix-
ture.'

i

"
•

6. Knowing the Total of a Mixture, with the
Total Value, and the Values of the feveral Ingre-
dients mixed, to find the feveral Quantities mixed,

1

though unequally.

Rule. Multiply the Total of the Mixture by the
leaft Value ; fubftradl the Product from the Total
Value, and the Remainder is the firft Dividends
Then take the faid leaft Value from the greateft

valued Ingredient, and the Remainder is the firft

Divifor. The Quotient of this Divifion fhews the
Quantity of the higheft Priz’d Ingredient, the o-
ther is the Complement to the Whole : And when
more Ingredients than two are in the Compofition,
the Divilors are the feveral Remains of the leaft

Value taken from the other,, The Dividends are
the Remains left upon the Divifions, till 0 re-

main there ; which will be one fort ©f the number
of Ingredients, and this defective Ingredient is to

be fupplied as a Complement ; and in Divifion no
more muft be taken in every Quotient, than that

there may remain enough for the other Divifors, and
the laft to leave nothing remaining.

II. Alligation Alternate
, (hews the due proporti-

on of every Ingredient entring the Mixture, anti

counter-changes the Places of fuch Exceffes or
Differences as fall out between the Mean Price and
the Extreames, afcribing it to the greater Extream
which proceeds from the Leffer, and the contrary.

Rule 1 . Let every greater Extream be linked

with one Leffer.

2. When either of the Extreams be fingle, and
the other Extreams be plural, the fingle Extream
muft be iinked to all the reft.

3 . If both greater and leffer Extreams are not
fingle, then they may be linked fo diverfly, that

fundry Differences may be taken, and Diverfities

of Anfwers to the Queftion, yet all true : But if

one of the Extreams be fingle, there can be but

one Anfwer.

4. The Numbers being linked, take the Diffe-

rence of each Number from the Mean orcommon
Price, and place this Difference againft the Number
it is linked to alternately.

5. Every Number linked with more than one^

muft have all the Differences of the Numbers it is

linked to fet againft it.

6. Thofe Differences relolve the Queftion,when
the Price of every of the Ingredients is given with-
out their Quantities, and the Demand be to mix
them fo as to fell a certain Quantity at a mean
rate.

7. But when the Quantity of one, with the

Price of all the Ingredients, is given, and the De-
mand
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mand is to know the Quantities of the other In-

gredients, then the Rule of Three is to be ufed.

8. And when the Price of every Ingredient is gi-

ven, without any of their Quantities, and the De-

mand be to make up a certain Quantity to be fold

at a mean Rate, then all the Differences added to-

gether, fhall be the firft Number in the Rule of

Three • the whole Quantity to be mixed fhall be

the fecond Number ; and each Difference apart the

feveral third Numbers : And fo many forts mix’d,

fo many Operations of the Rule of Three

.

9. A Queftion may be fo propounded, as both

Sorts of Alligation is needful to the Refolution,

Example.

Suppofe a Mixture of Wine of 1 19 Quarts be requir-

ed, that mud be made up of thefe feveral Prices

,

7 d, 8 d, 14 d and 15 d, fo as the whole may be

afforded at 1 2 d. per Quart.

Having link’d 8 to 14, and 7 to 15, and coun-

terchanged their Difference from the common Price

12 d, I find the Sum of their Differences to be 14,

by which dividing 1 1 9, the Quotient is 8r? or Bf-,

or for conveniency in Operation
Quarts.

812 AZ 4- 2 — 17
j
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ALLIOTH, the Name of a Star in the Tail of

the great Bear
,
whofe Obfervation is much ufed at

Sea. The Elevation ofthe Pole or the Latitude may
thus be eafily found by this Star.

Obferve when AUiotfs comes to the Meridian un-

der the Pole, then take the Height of the Pole-Star

with a Quadrant, and out of that fubftradt 2®. 25.

the Diftance of the Pole-Star from the Pole, the Re-

mainder is the Pole's Height, or the Latitude.

ALLITERATION ( a Figure in Rhetoriek ) is

a repeating and playing on the fame Letter.

ALLOCATIONE FACIENDA, is a Writ di-

rected to the Lord Treafurer and Barons of the

Exchequer, upon complaint of fome Accountant,

commanding them to allow him fuch Summs as

he hath by vertue of his Office lawfully and rea-

fonably expended.

ALLOCATION, in Law, is an Allowance

made upon an Accompt.
ALLODIAL Lmdsare thofe,for which noRents

Fines, nor Services are due. Such as FreeLand.

ALLODIUM, a Law-term, fignifying, every

Man’s own Land, &c. which he poffeffeth meer-

ly in his own Right, without acknowledgment of

any Services, or payment of any Rent to another,

which is a Property in the higheft degree.

ALLOETICKS, are Medicines confiding chie-

fly of Aloes.

ALLOGOTROPHY, with fome Writers, is a

Difproportionate Nutrition of the Body ; whenone
part ( as in the Rickets

) is nourifhed more than

the other,

ALLOY,is the Proportion of a Bafer Metal min-
gled with a Finer or Purer ; as the Quantity of

of Copper that is mingled with Gold to make it of

a due hardnefs to be coined into; Money, is called

its Allay : And Gold that hath more of this than

it ought to have, is faid to be of a Courfer or Grea-

ter Alley. The Proportion of Alloy for Gold ufed in

our Mints is about a 12th part.

ALMACANTERS, an Arabicli word fignify-

q-j t-
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ing the fame with Parallels ofAltitude on the Globe :

Which fee. Some write it Almicanterahs
,
and o-

ther s Almacanterahs.

ALMACNTERS STAFF, is an Inftrument
ufually made of Pear-Tree or Box, with an Arch
only of 1 5 degrees, to take Obfevations of the
Sun, about the times of its Riling and Setting, in
order to find the Amplitude, and confequently the
Variation of the Compafs.
ALMONDS of the Throat or the Tonfillce $ a

Glandulous Subftance reprefenting two Kernels
placed on each fide of the Vvula, at the Root of
the Tongue. They are covered with the common
Tunic of the Mouth, and have Veins and Arteries
from the Carotides rnd Jugulars • They are of a
lax and fpongy Subftance, having feveral Sinus's

within them,in which they contain theLiquor ofthe
Saliva, which they receive from the Brain, and by.

difperfing it to the Larynx, Jaws, Tongue, and Oe-
fopagus, do moiften and lubricate thofe Parts.

1

When thefe are fwelled and inflamed by a Cold/
&c‘ they very much ftraiten the Paffage of the
Throat, and render Swallowing painful and di-

fficult, and help to make what we call a fore
Throat, and as the Country People fay, the coming
down of the Almonds of the Ears.

ALMUCANTERHS’ the fame with Alma«

canters : Which fee.

ALOPECY, is a fhedding of the Hair, occa-
fioned by the Pox, or otherwife : So called from
a Fox ur&jTnf, whofe, Urine is faid to make places
bald, and barren for a Year, as the Scholiaft oa
Callimachus obferves; or from a Difeafe peculiar,
to a Fox. It is called likewife osiacn-, from the
Figure, becaufe that the parts fmooth and deftitute
of Hair,look winding like a Serpent, in Greek
Its common to both thefe Diftempers that the
Hair fall of Areatim, i. e. by fhedding, whence in
general this Difeafe is called Area. Blanchard.
ALPHETA,theName ofa Star.SesLucidaCoronf
ALPHU3

,
is a Cuteaneous Diftemper, in which

the Skin is rough, and looks here and there as if

there were Drops of a white Colour upon it : Some
pall it Morpheve

; it differs from the Leuce, in that
it penetrates not fo deep as the Leuce doth.
ALRAMECH, a Star’s Arabic

f
'Name, which

is the fame with ArSlums.
ALTERAGE, or ALTARAGIUM, is a Word

which includes not only the .Offerings made upon
the Altar, but alfo the Frofit that arifes to the
Prieft by reafon of the Altar.

ALTERATION, is, in a Phyfical Senfe, that
Motion by which a Body is varied or changed in
fome Circumftances from what it really was be-
fore, though as to Senfe, its Nature and Bulk ap-
pear to continue ftill the fame

; fo that it confifts
in the Body s acquiring orlofingfuch Qualities, as
whether prefent or abfent, do not effentially change
the Subject : And herein it differs from Generation
and Corruption

, which Terms exprefs the Acquifi-
tion or Lofs of the Effential Qualities of any Bo-
dy. Or otherwife,

i

ALTERATION, is an Accidental and Partial
Change made in any Body, without proceeding fo
far as to make the Subjed be quite unknown, or
to take anew Name or Denomination upon it: Or
it may be called the Acquifition or Lofs of fuch Qua-
lities as are not Effential to the Form of any Body
ALTERING REMEDIES

; fuch Medicines as
ferve to purify and reftore the due Mixture of
Blood, and other circulating Humours,

E ~~
ALTER;

\
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ALTERNATE PROPORTION : See the

Word Proportion

,

N°. 8.
L

ALTERNATE ALLIGATION: See Alliga-

tion Alternate.

ALTERNATE ANGLES, See Angles.

ALTERN BASE, a Term in Trigonometry, di-

ftinguifhed from the True Bafe, thus ; In Oblique

Triangles the True Bafe is always either the Sum
of the Sides, (and then the Difference of the Sides

is called the AItem Bfe) or the True Bafe is the

Difference, and then the Sum of the Sides is call-

ed the Altern Bafe.

ALTERNATION, is a Word ufedby Dr. Wal-

lis,
and others for the different Changes or Altera-

tions of Order in any Number of things propofed.

Of this that learned Mathematician hath a peculi-

ar Difcourfe at the end of his Algebra. This Al-

ternation is eafily found, by only continual Multi-

plication of all the Numbers beginning at Unity.

Thus, if it were required to know how many
Changes can be rung on fix Bells, you need only

write down i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and then multiply

all thofe Numbers continually one into another,

and the laft Product gives the Number of Changes,

which is 720 Changes.

*ALTIMETRY> the Art of taking and meafur-

jng of Heights,
whether Accejftble or Inaccejfible j

See Altitudes or Heights.

ALTITUDE of the Pole, fee Elevation of the Pole.

ALTITUDE of MOTION, is a Term ufed by

Dr. Wallis in his Mechanicks, for the Meafure of

any Motion, eftimated according to the Line of Di-

rection of the moving Eorce.

ALTITUDES, or Heights of Places perpendicu-

larly above the Horizon, are thus found, whether

Accejftble or Inaccejfible, i. e. whether they are fuch

whofe Foot or Bottom you can have accefs to, or

fuch as you cannot come near.

. 1 . To take an Accejftble Altitude at one Station.

Let T be a Tower Handing upon a level Ground,

whofe Height is required, your Station being at

S, 90 Foot diftant from the Balls of the Tower.

A

Firft, with a Quadrant, Theodolite, or lome o-

ther graduated Inftrument for that purpofe, from

your Station S,
take the Angle of Altitude A SC,

2,5 Deg. 1 Min. Now, you fee that the Perpendi-

cular Height of the Tower AC, the Bafe CS, and

the Vifual Line S A, do conftitute a Right Angled

Triangle, wherein there is given the Bafe B 90

Foot, the Angle at C a Right one, and the Angle

of Altitude taken by Obfervation 25 °. 5 iK and

therefore the Angle SAC, its Complement to

90 Deg. 64% of, and the Altitude P is requir-

ed; '/

ALT
Wherefore, by Cafe 1. of Eight Angled Plain

Triangles, the Proportion is,

As the Radius, is to the Bafe ; fo is the Tan-
gent of the Angle ofAltitude, to the Height of the
Tower. That is, R : B : : T, S : P.

And the Operation is performed thus

:

To the Logarithm of B, 90 F. 1,954242
AddtheX?wg. of the Angle S, 25

0
. 51L 9,685290

The Sum will be * 1,6995 32
From which 5ubftra& the Radius,

1

1 0,000000

The Remainder is the Log. of 43 Feef, 1,639732
Which is the Perpendicular Height of the Tower.

N. B. Here, and in all fuch Cafes of this kind,’

Allowance mull be made for the Height of
the Eye, or Inftrument above the Ground.

You may alfo, having the former Requifites;

vi%. the Bafe and Angles, eafily find the Hypothe-
nufe II, or how far it is from the Top of the Tow-
er to the Station, by the fecond Cafe of Rectan-
gle Triangles s and this will be ufeful in many.
Cafes.

On the Common Quadrant you have a Line call-

ed the Quadrat, which hath two Sides, divided

each into 100 equal Parts, and that on the Left-

hand is called Eight Shadow, and that on the Right-
hand Contrary Shadow.

By which means 'tis very eafie to take any Ac-
ceflible Altitude at one Station by the Quadrant j
for, if the Angle S be juft 45, the Diftance to

the Foot of the Tower from the Station is always
equal to the Altitude : But if the Angle be lefs

than that, the String will fall on Eight Shadow in

tht Quadrat. Then fay, as 100 : Is to the Num-
ber of Parts of the Right Shadow, cut by the

String : : So is the Diftance : To the Altitude;

So that if the String cut 25, 75, or 50, &c. the

Height is accordingly f a, or half the Diftance.

But when the String falls toward the Right-

hand, and the Angle 5 be above 45 then fay.

As the Parts cut by the Thread in the Qua-
drant : Are to 1 00 : : So is the Diftance : To the

Height. Wherefore, if the Thread cut 50 here,

the Height is double to the Diftance
j if it cut

25, *tis 4 times as great as the Diftance, £?c.

N. B. By applying what Is here faid of Diftan-
ces to the Shadow of any ObjeCts ; the tak-

their Height by the Length of their Shadows,
will be eafily underftood.

2 . How to take an Inaccejfible Altitude at two

Stations.

Let AB
(fee the following Fig.) be a Church,

’

Steeple, 8cc. whofe Heightis required
;
your Sta-

tion being at D ,
between which and the Bafis of

the Steeple
,
there is a River, fo that it is inaccefli-

ble, that is, you cannot come to the Foot at B.

Firft, from D with your Quadrant for the

like Inftrument) take the Angle of Altitude AD Br

which fuppofe 52 Deg. 30 Min.
2. Remove your Inftrument to another Station

,

as to C ; where take alfo the Angle of Altitude

AC B, 27 Deg. 30 Min.

3. Meafure the Diftance between the two Sta-

tions D, C, which let be 92,7 Foot.

Now, the two vifual Lines DA, C A, together

with the Diftance DC, do make the Qlhjue An-
gled
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gled Triangle ADC

,
wherein there is given the

Angle ACB, 27°. 30'; and by the Angle ADB,
52 Deg. 30 Min. you have the Angle ADC, 127
Deg. 30 Min. its Complement to 180; andcon-
fequendy you have the Angle CAD Degrees,

alfo the Side DC 92,7 Feet,

* JS, DAC : D C :: S, ACD : AD
S

i$, 2S>eo • '• S, 27.30 : 101.3,

By which means you gain A D, the Hypothe-
sise of the Right angled Triangle ADB ; then

in the Right angled Triangle ADB

,

there being
given AD, the Hypothenufe, 101,3, and the

Angle ADB 52°. 30',/tis eafie to find the Per
pendicular AB.
By Cafe 6. of Bight angled flain Triangles, for

the Profortion or Canon is,

a- J [Bad * AD 1: S, ADB : AAA
IS, 90 : 101,3 :: S, 52

0
, 30'.: 80,3 Feet.

3 1 To take the Altitude of a Tower Steefle, See. or the

like, whichJlandeth ufon a Hill„

Let H ff (fee the following Fig.) be a Tower
Handing upon a Hill, and you Handing at L, de-

fire to know the' Height thereof above the Hill.

Firft, take the Angle HLM 40 Degrees ; as

alfo, the Angle K L M zz Degrees,
. 3 Minutes.

Secondly, Remove your Inftrument to O, and
take the Angle DOM 60 Degrees $ as alfo, the
Angle IfOM 39 Deg. 54 Min.

Thirdly, meafure the Diftance OL —
132

Feet.

Now, in the Triangle HO L, you have given
the Angle HLO 40 Deg. the Angle HO L izo
Deg. and the Diftance LO 132 Foot, Then, by
Cafe 3. of Oblique angled Triangles,

. JS, LHO : O L : : S, HLO : HO
\S, 2o‘°. : 132 : : S, 40°. : 218,

Then, by Cafei. of Bight angled Triangles9 HM
is found to be 214 Foot.

Now, in the Triangle H MO, you have given
the Angle HOM 60 Degrees, and H Q 248, or
the Perpendicular HM 214 Foot, required the
Bafe M o ; ’twill be. As Bad : HO :: S, HO MzMO 124 Foot.

Alfo in the Triangle IfMO, there is given
At O 124, and the Angle IfOM 39 Deg. 54 Min..
required IfM, which, by Axiom 2. Plain Trian-
gles, is found to be 108,7 Foot, which being
fubdu&ed from HM21L leaves 10S3 Foot for
the Height of the Tower.
ALTITUDE, in Aftrononiy, is of the Sun, Stars1

or Iny Planet or Point of the Heavens, an Arch
of an Azimuth Circle, contained between the Ho-
rigon and any Parallel

,

of Altitude
, or between

the Star, Planet
, or affigned Point in the Heavens

and the Horizon.
j

To find the Suns Altitude at any time by the
Globe, reBify jour Globe, and fit the Quadrant of
Altitude j then turn the Globe about till the Hour
Index fhew the Time ofthe Day, and ftay it there ?
after which bring the Quadrant to Cut the Sun’s
Place in the Ecliptick, and then that Place fhall
fhew the Altitude on the Quadrant.
To find the Suh’s Altitude and Hour of the Day

when he is due Eaft or Wefl, and above our Hori~
zon, by the Globe.

Having reBified the Globe, and fitted the Qua«
drant, bring it to cut the true Eaft Point and
then turn the Globe till the Sun’s Place in the
Ecliptick cut rhe graduated Edge of the Quadrant,
for then that place will fhew the Altitude, and the
Index the Hour.

To find the Sun s Altitude On any Azimuth by
the Globe.

7 1

Set the Quadrant to the Azimuth given, and
then turn the Globe till his Place in the Ecliptick
touch the Graduated Edge of the Quadrant, fo
fhall that Place give the Altitude on the Qua-
drant.

By Trigonometrical Cumulation.

1 .
ao find the Sun’s Altitude when it is due EaB

or Weft.
'

® % Having
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Having the Latitude of the Place, and the Sun’s

Declination given,

Say, As the Sine of the Latitude : Is to the Ra-

dius :: So is the Sine of the Suns Declination : To

the Sine of the Suns Altitude required

Example, Suppofe the Latitude be 51°. 30'.

And the Sun’s Declination 1

1

3 £

Then to theAr.co.of the Sine of 5 1 ®. 30?. o, 10645 5

Add the Sine of xi 31 9,300275

Sum the Sine of 14, 49. 9,406730
Which is the Suns Altitude that Day when due
Eajl orTVeji.

2. To find the Suns Altitude on any Hour in

the EquinoHial,

Say, As the Rauius is the Cofine of the Latitude
,

fo is the Co-Stne of the Suns Difiance from the Me-
ridian (or Hour from 'Noon') to the Sine of the Alti-

tude required.

3. To find the Suns Altitude at Six,

Say, As the Radius is to the Sine of the Latitude,

fo is the Sine of the Declination to the Sine of the Al-

titude at Six.

4. To find the Suns Altitude on any Azimuth.

Say, As the Radius is the Co-Sine of the Azimuth,

fo is the Co-Tangent of the Latitude to the Tangent of

the Altitude.

To find the Suns Altitude at any time, having

the Latitude and Declination given j

Say, As the Radius is to the Sine of the Suns Di-

fiancefrom Six
, fo is the Co-Tangent of the Latitude

to the Tangent ofthe fourth Ark.

Which 4th Ark, for Hours between 6 and 6 muft

be fubftraded from, or for Hours, before or after

Six, muft be added to the Sun’s Diftance from the

Pole,and the Sum or Difference ftiall be a Fifth Ark.

Then as the Co-Sine of the 4th Ark, is to the

Sine of the Latitude, fo is the Co-Sine of the 5 th

Ark to the Sine of the Sun's Altitude.

Sir Jonas Moore gives an eafier Method for thefe

Problems
;
of which this is his ExampleJot, the

Hour of the Day.
There is given the Complement of the Sun’s

Height, his Complement of the Declination, and

the Complement of the Latitude of the Place :

Required the Angle of the Sun’s Diftance from the

Meridian, or the Hour from Noon.
Write all thefe down thus ;

Complement of) ~o 9

the Latitude

Complement of

Declination

23

00

TheirDifierenceis 38.

To which add! ,

Compl.of theAl.f 1

The Sum is 98 23

And their Diffe-j^
I •

renceis

Then take the i\A9
Sum which isi ^ it Sine= 9.878984

Sine == 9.272726

Compl.l
into one > 19 3 &9°4 l

And the half Dif'1 g
ference,whichis j

Then add the two Arith.

and thele two Sines all

Sum, and it will make
The Half of which will be 9.684520

Which laft Quantity is the Sine

of 28°. 56'. Double thole Degrees

and they make 57
0

. 12 '.which Sum converted into

Time makes 3 Hours 5 1 Minutes ;
which is the

Time that the Sun wants of being at the Meridian ,

or it is the Hour of 8 a Clock 9 Minutes before
Noon ; or 3 a Clock and 5 1 Minutes after Noon.
ALTO & BASSO, for in Alto, & in Bajfo } in

Law fignifies the abfolute Submiflion of all Dif-
ferences, fmall and great, high and low, toa Judge
or Arbitrator.

ALUDELS, are Pots ufed by the Chymifts in
Sublimations : They are without Bottoms and
are fitted into one another as many as there is oc-
cafion : At the Bottom ( in the Furnace ) there is

a Pot holding the Matter to be fublimed ; and
at the Top there is a Head to receive the Flowers
that fublime up thither.

This is the Figure of them.

a The Head

1, 2, 3, Three Alttdcls.

e The Pot holding the Matter t©
be fublimed.

/ The Fire-place;

b The Stopple ofthe Fire-place

ALVEARIUM, is the Cavity of the inward
Ear, near the Paflage which-Conveys the Sound

,

where that yellow and bitter excrementitious Stuff

is bred, call’d EarTVax.

AMAIN ; a word ufed at Sea when a Man of

War giveth Defiance to another Ship, or biddeth

herfirike her Topfails or yield 5 for to bid a Ship

Strike Amain,
is to order her to let fall her Top-

fails.

AMALGAMATE, a Chymical Term fignify-

ing the mixing Quickfilver with fome melted Me-
tal : The Defign of which is either to render the

Metal fit to be extended on fome Works, as in

Gilding, I§c. or elfe to reduce the Metal into a

very fubtile Powder.

The Amalgama af Gold is thus made; Take a

Dram of the Regule ofGold, beat it into very thin

little Places, which heat in a Crucible Red hot in

a ftrong Fire, then pour on it an Ounce of pure

Quickfilver ; ftir the Matter with an Iron Rod,

and when you find it beginning to raife a Fume,

which will ffoon happen, caft it into an Earthen

Pan filled with Water ; it will co-agulate and be-

come tradable. Wafh it often to take away its

Blacknefs, and preffing from it with your Fingers

and in a Linen Cloth, that Mercury that remains

ununited with the Gold. The Gold will retain a-

bout thrice its weight of the Mercury. If you would

reduce the Gold into Powder, put this Amalgam

into a Crucible over a gentle Fire, and the Marcx*
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ty will evaporate into the Air, and leave the Gold

at the bottom in an inpalpable Powder, which you

may melt into its Form again ; and if it fhould re-

tain any Blacknefs from the Mercury
,
Oil ofTartar

per Deliquium will fetch it oft.

For Experiment fake, you may make a Lumi-

nous Amalgama after this manner.

Put into a long Vial i o. Grains of the Phofphorus

made from Urine, and pour on it two Drachms of

Oil ofAfpike: The Glals muft be large enough for

two Thirds at Ieaft to remain empty. Heat it a

little with a Candle, and the Phofphorus will dif-

folve with an Ebullition : Whilft this Dilfolution

is making, pour into it half a Drachm of pure

Quickfilver, fhaking the Glafs that the Matter

may be Hir’d and mix’d. Yon will have an Amal-

gama which will appear all of a Fire in the Dark ;

but it muft, like the Phofphorus,
be kept clofe Hop’d

from Air, elle it will foon be fpoiled.

If theAmalgam of Gold be defign’d to be fo hard,

as to be fit to be powder’d,you muft ufe three parts

ofthe Metal, and z of Mercury ; but if you would
have it to foft as to fpread, you muft ufe 3 parts of

. Mercury to one of the other Metal.

AMANSES, abarbarous factitious Word which

fome of the canting Chymifts ufe for counterfeit

Gems, and precious Stones.

AMAUROSIS, is a dimnefs of Sight, whether

the ObjeCt be placed near or at diftance ;
but fo

that no external Fault appear in the Eye, if you

inlpeCt it never fo narrowly ; the DefeCt confifts in

the ObftruCtion of the Optic Nerve : It is called

alfo Gutta Serena. Blanchard.

AMBAGES, an idle Circumlocution, or vain

connecting together offarfetch’d Words or Sayings,

remote from the true'purpofe of the Speaker.

AMBE, is a fuperficial jutting out of the Bones

:

Alfo a Chyrurgeon’s Inftrument, with which dif-

jointed Bones are fet again.

AMBIDEXTER (in Law) fignifies that Juror

or Embraceor that takes Monies of both Parties

for giving of his VerdiCt, for which he forfeits ten

times as much as he taketh.

And ordinarily, Ambidexter denotes that Man
that can equally ufe both his Hands,
AMBIENT, encompaffing round about : Thus

the Bodies which happen to be placed round any
other Body are called the Ambient, and often the

Circum-Ambient Bodies ; and the whole Body of

the Air, becaufe it encompaffes all things on the

Face of the Earth, is often by Phyfical Writers
called, by way of Eminence, The Ambient.

AMBIT, of any Figure in Geometry, is the

Perimeter, Circumference or Sum ofall the Bound-
ing or Encompaffing Lines that include it.

AMBLIGONIAL, in Geometry, fignifies Obtu-

fangular, or that the Sides of any Plane Figure

make an Obtufe Angle one with another. Thus
an Ambligonial Triangle is that which hath one Ob-
tufe Angle.

AMBLIOPIA, is a dulnefs or dimnefs of Sight

when the QbjeCt is not clearly difcern’d at what
diftance foever placed, and proceeds from an im-
perfeCt ObftruCtion of the Optick Nerves, a light

Suffufion, want of Spirits, or groflhefs of the fame,

&c. Some reckon 4 kinds of Ambliopia, Viz, My-
opia, Presbytia, Nyttalopia, and Amaurofis : Which
fee under thofe Words. Blanchard.

AMBLOTIGK Medicines
,
are fuch as Caufe A-

bortiom

AMBUSCADE, a Place where Soldiers hide
themfelves to furprife the Enemy.
AMENDMENT (a Common-Law Term) fig-

nifying the Correction of an Error committed in a
Procefs, and efpied before Judgment, but maybe
amended by the Juftices after Judgment ; and if

there be Error in giving Judgment, they may not
amend it, but the Party is to put in his Writ of
Error.

AMERCEMENT, (a Term in Law) is a Pe-
nalty affefs’d by the Peers, or Equals of the Party
amerced, for an Offence done.

AMERGEMENT ROYAL, is when a Sheriff,

Coroner, or other fuch Officer of the King is a=
merced by the Juftices for Abufe in his Office. (

Blunt makes this Difference between Amerce

-

,
ments and Tines ; that the latter, as taken for Pu =

nifhments, are Punifhments certain, which grow
exprefly from fome Statute ; and Amercements are
arbitrarily, impofed by Ajfeerors.

AMETHIST, in Heraldry, is the Term for the
Purple Colour in the Coat of a Nobleman ; which
in all Gentlemen’s Efcutcheons below that Degree
is called Purpure, and in thofe of Sovereign Prin-
cos 'Mcycuyv

AMITTERE LEGEM TERR^, a Law
Term, fignifying to lofe the Liberty of fwearing in
any Court, to become Infamous ; the Puniffiment
of a Champion overcome or yielding in a Fight,
or in Battel, and the Jurors found Guilty in a Writ
of Ataint, and of a Perfon outlawed.
AMNESTY, is an ACl of Oblivion j fuch as

was granted at King Charles Reftauration.

AMNION or AMNIOS, is the innermoft Mem-
brane with which the Kem in the Womb is moft
immediately covered, and with which the reft of
the Secundines, the Chorion, and Allantois is eject-

ed after the Birth ; it is whiter and thinner than
the Chorion'. It contains not only the Foetus, but the
Nutritious Humour, whence the Fcetus by the
Mouth and Throat fucks its Nourifhmenr. It is

outwardly cloathed with the Urinary Membrane
and the Chorion, which fometimes ftick fo clofe to
one another, that they can fcarce be feparate'd

:

Though it is not knit to the Chorion in any Place,
fave where the Umbilical Veffels pafs through
them both into the Placenta . It hath Veffels from
the fame Origin as the Chorion.

Before the Ovum is impregnated, this Membrane
(Contains a Limpid Liquor, out of which, after

Impregnation, the Embryo is formed. In it (fays

Gibfon ) refides the Plaftick Power, and the Mattel*
alfo out of which the firft Lineamants of the Em-
bryo are drawn; but becaufe its Liquor is fo very
little, there Tranfudes through this Membrane the
Amnion

,
a part of the Nutritious Albugineous

Humour which is contained in the Chorion, which
it had imbibed out of the Vterus, and by the
Juxta-Pofition or Addition of its Humour to undi-
fcernible Rudiments of the Embryo, it receives its

Encreafe, But though the Amnion have its additi-

onal Nutritious Liquor at firft only by Tranfudati-
on, yet when the VmbilicalHeJfds and the Placenta
are formed, it recedes it after another manner 5
for then its Liquor at firft being leparated from the
Mpther’s Arteries by the Placenta, and imbibed by
the Umbilical Vein of the Foetus, it paffes direCily
to its Heart, from whence, being driven out by
the Aorta, it is feut forth again, in good part, by
the Umbilical Arteries, out of whofe Cavities, be-
ing plentifully dilperfed through the Amnion, it if-
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fuesintd its Cavity ; juft as the Juices* which are

far more grofs and vifcid than this, do fometimes

critically, and often on taking a Purge, ouze into

the Inteftines out of the Small Mouths of the Ar-

teries : Indeed, here the Intervention of the Glands

affifts this Matter ; but xis hoped fome curious

Perfon one time or other will difcover, that there

are fuch alfo in the Amnion.

AMORTISE (a Term in Law) is to alien

Land or Tenements to any Coporation, Guild or

Fraternity, and their Succeffors, which cannot be

done without Licence of the King, and the Lord

of the Mannor.

AMOUSES, Counterfeit Gems, or Precious

Stones.

AMPELITE (in Agriculture) is a kind of Black

or Bituminous Earth, ufed about Vines, to make
them thrive the better.

AMPHIBOLOGY, a Grammatical Figure,

when our Expredions feem to look one way, and

are intended another.

AMPHIBLESTROIDES, or the Tunica Reti-

na or Hetiformis of the Eye, is a foft, white and

flimy Subftance ; which is fo named, becaufe that

being thrown in the Water it refembles a Netj it

fhoots from the very Center of the Optick Nerve,

and confifts of the .Medullar Subftance of it, and

expanding it felf over the Vitreous Humour, is ex-

tended as far as the Ligamentum Ciliare
,

or the

Ligaments of the Eye-lids : This Tunic, in that

it is whitifti and of a marrowy Subftance, feems to

proceed from the very marrowy and fibrous Sub-

ftance ofthe Optick Nerve ; fo that it is, as it were,

an Expanfion of Nervous Fibres, which are there

gathered in to one Bundle, into a Contexture made
like a Net ; and indeed if the whole Eye were ta-

ken for a Flower, growing, as it were ,
to the

Brain by the Stalk of the Optick Nerve,the Tunica

Retina would be the very Flower it felf, and the

two other Tunicles, the Sclerotica and Choroides,

be only in the nature of a Stem. This Tunick

feems to be the principal Organ ofSight,& receives

the vifible Species within the Bed of the Eye much
after the fame manner as a whited Wall, or apiece

of white Paper in a darkened Chamber, receives

and reprefents the vifible Species which are intro-

mitted through a little Hole. See Camera Obfcura.

AMPHIBRACHYS, is the Foot of a Latin Verfe

confifting of three Syllables, where the two Ex-
treams are ihort, and the Middle long, as Amare.

AMPHIBRANCHIA ,
are places about the

Glandules in the Jaws, which moiften the Afepera

Arteria and Stomach.

AMPHIBIOUS ,
is ufed for an Animal that

lives both on Land and in the Water, as an Otter,

Beaver, Sec.

AMPHIMACER, is^he Foot of a Latin Verfe,

confifting of three Syllables ; the two Extreams

long, and the Middle Ihort j as Caflitas

.

AMPHIDiEUM, with fame Writers is the Sum-
mit or Top of the Mouth of the Womb. Blan-

chard,

AMPHIPROSTYLE, a Term in Archite&ure

for a kind of Temple of the Ancients, which had

four Columns in the Front, and as many in the

Face behind.

AMPHISCII ; fo the Inhabitants of the Torid

Qne are called in reSpetft of their Shadows ; be-

caufe their Shadows fall both ways, vi%. to the

South (as ours always do to the Northward) when

the Sun is beyond them in Northern Signs, and to

the North when the Sun is to the Southward of
them in Southern Signs.

AMPHISMELA, is an Anatomical Xnftrument
ufed in the Diffecftion ofBones.

AMPHITHEATRE, is a place built for Adfcing;
and feeing of publick Spectacles and Stage-Plays s

The Common Theatre was but femicircular, but
this was built entirely round, or in form of a per-
fect Circle. \

'

AMPLIATION (in Law) fignifies a defferingof
Judgment till the CaufeTe further examined.
AMPLITUDE of the Sun or Stars, is an Ark of

the Horizon intercepted between the true Eafl and
PVeJl Point of it, apd the Center ofthe Sun or Stars
at their Riling or Setting j and fo is either North and
South, or Orfive and Occajive.

To find the Suns Amplitude
, either Riling or Set-

ting by the Globe, bring the Suns Place to the Ho-
rizon either on the Eafl or West fide, and the De-
grees from the Eafl Point either North or South are
the Amplitude required.

1 o find the Sun’s Amplitude Trigonometrically,,
having the Latitude and Sun’s Declination given.

Say, As the Co-fine of the Latitude is to the Radi-
us, fo is the Sine of the prefent Declination to the Sine

of the Amplitude.

, Example, Suppofe the Latitnde to be 5 1 deg. 30
min. and the Declination of the fame i 1 deg. 5 ©
min.

Then, to the Ar. co. ofV
the Co-fine of 3 *

Add the Sine of - -

o°. 3°'* o, 2058503

- - - - 9, 3118926

Sum is the Sine of ----- 9, 5177429
Which is the Amplitude required.

AMPLITUDE MAGNETICAL : See MagneZ
tical Amplitude,

AMPLIFICATION ( in Rhetorick) is a Figu-
rative Speech aggravating a Crime, enlarging in

Praife qfanother, or infilling upon a Relation, &c.
AMPUTATION, is the Surgeon’s Term for

the cutting off any Member of the Body.
AMULET, any thing that is hung about the

Neck or any part of the Body, fuppofed to be good
againft Witchcraft or Difeafes. Thele were called

anciently Prosbin, Apotropcea, Phylafteria, Amynte-

ria,
Alexiteria, and Alexipharmaca.

AMUMITION, in the general, is all forts of

Warlike Stores and Provisions 5 elpecially Powder
and Ball.

AMUNITION-BREAD, in an Army, is that

which is provided for and diftributed to the Soul-

diers.

AMY (is a Law Term) Signifying the next to be

trufted for an Orphan or Infant.

AMYGDALATE, in Pharmacy, is an Artifici-

al Milk, or Emulfion made of blanch’d Almonds,

&c.
AMYGDALAE: See Tonfill*.

ANA, a kind of barbarous Word ufed amongft

the Writers of Pharmacy, and fignifies that an e-

qual quantity of thofe Ingredients with which it is

connected, is taken for the Compofition of any
Medicine. •

ANABIBAZON, the Dragon's Head, or the

Northern Node of"the Moon, where Ihe paffes

the Ec'liptick from South to North Latitude, is

fometimes fo called.

ANABROCHISMUS, is a way of drawing

out the inverted pricking Hairs of the Eye-lids,

by means of a Thred of fine Silk in the Eye of a
Needle,

I
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Needle, which when you have doubled, you put

the Hair through, and fo draw it out.

ANABROSIS, is a confuming or wafting of a-

ny part of the Body by (harp Humours.
ANACAMPTICK ,

fignifies Reflecting ; 'tis

frequently ufed in reference toEcchoes, which are

Sounds produced Anacamptically, or by Reflection :

And therefore Anacamptickj is by fome taken for

Catoptrickj.

ANACATHARSIS, is a Medicine that dis-

charges Nature by fome of the upper Parts ; as a-

ny thing that provokes to Vomit, to Sneezing, to

Salivation, 0’c. in which laft Senfe Hippocrates

ufed the Word, as Galen faith.

ANACATHARTICK MEDICINES, arefuch

as caufe Vomiting.

ANACEPHALEOSIS, is a brief Summary or

Recapitulation of the Heads of any Matter fpoken

or delivered in Writing.

ANACHRONISM., an Error in Chronology
,
an

undue Connexion of Time, or a fade Chroni
cling.

ANACLATICKS , a part of Optickj which
treats of all forts of Bcfraltions, and is the fame
with Dioptricks.

ANACOLLEMA, is a kind of Linement or

dry Medicine, to be apply’d to the Forehead or

Nofe in Difeafes of the Eyes, or to ftop Bleeding j

alfo a Medicine which will breed Fiefh and con-

glutinate the Parts.

ANACREONTICS VERSE, is a kind of

Verfe conflfting of feven Syllables, without being

tied to any certain Law of Quantity j fo call’d

from its Author Anacreon, a Lyrick. Poet.

ANADIPLOSlS ( a Figure in Bjoetor icl^
) when

one Verfe begins with the fame word the laft end-
ed with. ’Tis alfo fometimes ufed in Medicine,
for the Redublication of the Paroxyfms or Fits of
Feavers ; and in this fenfe ’tis call’d by lome Wri-
ters Epanadiplofis,

ANADOSIS, is fometimes ufed for whatever
tends upwards in the Body, as a Vomit, &c. but
ffloft ufually for the Diftribution of the Chyle

through the proper Veffels.

ANAGLYPHICK ART, is the Art of Carv-
ing, Engraving, or Embofling.

ANAGOGICAL, the fame with Mysterious, or
which hath an elevated, raifed, uncommon Sig-

nification, or which raifes the Mind up to Divine
Contemplations.

ANAGRAM, is the Tranlpofition of the Let-
ters ofany one’s Name, Title, £?c. in order to make
out from thence fomething to the Honour of the
Perfon. Thus Galen by Tranfpofition is Angel,
&c.

ANALEMMA, is a Projection of the Sphere on
the Plane of the Meridian, Orthographically made
by ftrait Lines and Ellipfes , the Eye being fup-
pofed to be at an infinite Diftance, and in the Eafl
or TVeit Points of the Horizon.

To defcribe the Annalemma.
With 60 Degrees of the Line of Chords,

defcribe the Meridian Z^HNh, which is the
Primitive Circle.

Then draw the Diameters and Hh at Right
Angles one to another : Then will

H h be the Horizon

;

P the North Pole, elevar/ed above the Horizon
5i% 3o'.

p The South Pole,

P p The Axis of the Worlds
JE ce The Equinoctial at Right Angles with P

^ The %enith0

N The Nadir.

The Axis of the Horizon, the Prime Verti&

cal Circle, or Eafi and Ptfefl Azimuth*

The Anakmma for the hat, $o% North]

At the Diftance of 23 deg. 30 min. ( on thh
Limb) each way from /E and <e draw,

Cp b The Tropic!^ of Cancer.

VS c The Tropic

k

of Capricorn ; draw alfo

Si VS The Ecliptic and at Right Angles to it

A The Axis of the Ecliptick.

Let D d be drawn any where parallel to the
JEquator, and representing a Parallel of the
Sun s Declination, or the Sun’s Diurnal Arkfoi

that Day.

the Point offing °r Setting.

dY theWs S eutmmaimfr or betng on
C the Meridian

Then will Y M reprefent the Sun s Amplitude]
and the parts of the Parallel.

n O The like Sine of the Suns Right AfcehfionJ
M n The like Ark. of his Ajcentional Difference„

HD The Suns Meridian Altitude. \

LA a Parallel of Altitude or Almacanter.
Y or f 5b the Sine of the Sun’s Meridian

Aititude when he is at L and at D.
To find the Arches of Lefifer Circles, which

Mr. Oughtred calls LikeArks ; Say,
As the Semi-Diameter of any Parallel is to the

like Diftance in that Parallel, fo is the Radius of
the Primitive Circle to the Sine of the true Diflancc
from the Center.

So that if by this Method, you would find n M,
thcjjke Sine ofthe Alcentional Difference.

I o the end of the Parallel D d, draw the Ra-
dius Y d, and from the Point M, drawM 9 paral-
lel to P p; that Parallel will cut the Legs of the
Triangle Y d n proportionally ; fo that
nd: nM:: Y d: Y 9 ( = Y F) the Sine of

the Afcenfional Difference.

Ifthe Sun be in the i 7th deg.' of Leo ; then he
muft be 47 deg, diftant from the firft' degres of
Cancer„

Wherefore
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Wherefore fer 47 deg. on the Limb, from © to

17, and from thence take the neareft Diftance

to k.T, the Axis of the Ecliptick, and fet it from

IP to G . on the Ecliptick
,
fo fhall it be the Sine

of the Ark £V 43 Deg. or the Sine of the

Suns diftance Irom the next Equinoctial Point.

To defcribe the Azimuths, Meridians or Hour

Circles

^

which in the Analemma are Ellipses.

As fuppofe, to draw an Azimuth through the

Feints i^MN.
Draw as many Parallels as you will to the Hori-

zon, ’twill always be, as

T h : Y M : : : QG :: P q : qr, &c.

By this means you may find as many Points as

you pleafe, as r, G, to defcribe the EUipfts.

To bring which to practice, fet the Secftor to the

Radius of the Parallel, and then from it take the

Sine of the Azimuth's Meridian or Hour Circle's

diftance from the Prime Vertical ^ N, and fet it

from £4 to G, or from q to r, 8cc. which will

find you as many Points as you pleafe, through

which the Ellipjis muft pafs

ANALEPTICKS, are Medicines which che-

rifli and renew the Strength ; it fignifies alfo a

part of Hygieina, or the Art of preferving Health,

whereby weak Perfons are recovered.

ANALOGY, in Mathematicks, is the Compa-

rifon of feveral Ratio's together, much the fame

with Proportion, which fee. And ’tis frequently

ufed in common Difcourfe for the Word Pro-

portion.

ANALOGISM (in Lpgick) a forcible Argu-

ment from the Caufe to the Effed, implying an

unanfwerable Neceffity.

ANALYSIS, a Pcfolution of any thing into its

component Principles : Thus a Chymift is faid

to Analyse Bodies, when he diffolves them by the

Fire, and endeavours to find out their Conftituent

Farts : And Algebra is fometimes called the Ana-

lytick Art, becaufe it teaches us to folve Quefti-

ons, and to demonftrate Theorems, by enquiring

into the Bottom, into the Fundamental Conftituti-

on and Nature of the Thing, which is, as it

were, refolved into its Parts taken all to Pieces,

and then put together again, that fo we may fee

into the Reafon and Nature of it. And in this

Senfe Analytical Demonftrations are oppofed to

Synthetical ones, which fee. The Ancients had fome

Knowledge of this Art, but kept it concealed ;

whofe Invention Theo aferibes to Plato, and he de-

fined it (according as Vieta renders it) Ajfumpti

Qucejiti tanquam co?iccJJi, per conftequentia ad verum

concejjum ;
a taking of that as granted, or confef-

fed which is enquired after, and thence going back

by Confcquences to wh^t is confeffedly true.

ANALYTICK, in Logick, is a part of that

Science teaching to decline and conftrue Reafon,

as Grammar doth Words. Our famous Butler

makes his Impertinent Heroeand Scholar Hudibras

£0 be profoundcdly skill'd in Anaiytick.

ANAPiEST, is a Latin Verfe whofe Feet confift

of three Syllables, the laft long and the two firft

fhort. Such Verfes are called.

ANAPJESTICK VERSES ; they are common-

ly ufed in Tragedies, where are three Feet which

are ufed in all Parts of the Verfe indifferently •

as

Ciijlcsftequitur mala paupertas

,

Titioque potens regnat Adulter„

ANAPHORA, (a Figure in Rhetorick) is the
Repetition of the fame found in the beginning of
feveral Sentences or Verfes.

ANAPLEROTICK MEDICINES, are fuch
as help to fill Ulcers with Flefh.

ANARCHY, wantof all Government in aNad
tion where there is no Supreme Authority lodged
m either Prince or Rulers; but the People live
without any Rule or Government at all, and all
things are in the utrnoft Confufion,
ANASARCHA, is a white, foft, yielding Tu~

mourof rhe whole outward Body, or of fome of
its Parts, which dents in by compreffing the Flefh -

it is caufed by the Blood upon a double account ;
firft, when it doth not rightly fanguify or affimi-
late the Chyle ; and again, when it is not right-'
ly accended in the Lungs

; the Blood thus pervert-
ed, pours forth the Serum at the Extremities of the’
Arteiies in greater quantities than it can receive
and reduce by the Veins and Lymphedu&s, or ex-
pell by the Veins and Pores, and other Paffages
that fend it forth. If the Humours be too vifeous,
it is called Leucophlegmatia. BLnchard.
ANASTOMA PIQUE

,
(Medicines) are fuch

as open and dilate the Orifices of the VefTels, and
by that means help to make the Blood circulate
freely, and pafs eafiiy out of the Arteries into the
Veins.

ANASTOMOSIS, is an Effluxion of the Blood,1

the Lympha or Chyle, at the meeting of VefTels
that clofe not narrowly : It is alfo taken for the
mutual opening of Veins and Arteries into one
another;

ANATOCISM, is the annual Inereafe or Inte-
rejl of Money, whether Simple or Compound. And
under it, they alfo comprehend the Valuation of
Annuities. See Intereft'.

ANATOMY, is an artificial DifTedion of an
Animal, efpecially Man, whereby the Parts are
leverally difeovered and explained, for the ufe of
Phyfick and Natural Philofophy

; and he that is

skilful in this Art, is called an Anatomifl.
ANCHILE, is the back part of the Knee;

alto the Contradion of a Joint, efpecially of the
Ham.
ANCHOR of a Ship, is a thing as well known

as the Ship itfelf, and alio its ufe ; but the Terms
of Art ufed at Sea about its feveral Parts, Fftnds
and Vfes, are as followeth.

The Parts of an Anchor are,
r
(i.) The Bjngl

into which the Cable is fattened. (2.) The Beam
or Shank. ,

which is the lonSeft Part of the An-
chor. (3.) The Arm, which is that which runs
down into the Ground ; at the End of which is,

(4.) The Flouk. or Fluke, by fome called the Palm
,

being that broad and pecked Part, with its Barbs
like an Arrow-head, which fattens into the
Ground. (5.) The Stock., a Piece of Wood fa-

ttened unto the Beam near the Ring, ferving to
guide the Fluke, fo that it may fall right, and fix

in the Ground. There are three kinds ofAnchors,
the Kcdger, the Grapnel, and the Stream Anchor,
(which fee under thofe Words). The Anchors aboard
a Man of War, are, the Firft, Seeond and Third
Anchors ; and two of which being always carried

at the Bow of the Ship, are therefore called the

Firft and Second Bowyer : The other, which is the
largeft of all, is called the Sheet Anchor, and is

their utrnoft Refuge when in a great Strefs ofWea-
ther they are forced to ride on a Lee-Shore.

When
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Reprefenting the Skeleton of an Adult

Humane Body, on the Fore-fide.

1
4 ' t M - w

a TheVs Frontis.

b The Os Temporis.

c c The Off,* Naff
d d The Offa Jugalid.

e e The Bones of the Upper-Jaw.

g The Teeth.

ffThe Bones ofthe Lower-Jaw.

b h h The Vertebra of the Neck,
Thorax

,

and Os Sacrum,

i i The ClavicuU.

k k The Scapule.

1 The Articulation of the Scapula, with

the Os Humeri,

mm The Second Procefs of the Scapula

,

call’d Acromium.

nnn The Bones of the Sternum,

o o The Os Humeri,

p p The Upper and Outer Head of the Os

Humeri
,
which ferves to implant

the Ligaments upon.

q q The Upper and Inner Head of it,

which Articulates with the Scapula,

rr The Innermoft Head of its Lower
Appendix ,

which receives the Vina,

s s The Outer Head of the fame Appen-

dix, which receives the Radius,

x The Vina,

jt The Radius.

z. z, The Eight Bones of the Carpus.

A A The Four Bones of the Metacarpus.

BB The Four Fingers and Thumb, each

confifting ofthree Bones.

CC The Os Ilium

.

D The Coxendix*

E The Os Sacrum

.

F The Os Pubis

G G The Os Femoris

.

HH The Upper Head of it, which is re-

ceived into the Acetabulum of the

Coxendix

.

KK The Outer Trochanters.

L L The two Lower Heads of the

Thigh-Bone.

NN The Patella.

PP The Tibia.

Cf QJThe Fibula.

R R The Talus.

S S The Os Naviculare.

V V The Five Bones of the Tarfus.

T T The Fourteen Bones of the Toes.

2 2 The Foramena of the Os Jjchium and
Pubis »

I FIGURE XV*

Reprefenting the Back-fide of an Hu-
mane Adult Skeleton.

a The Os Sincipitis

.

b The Os Occipitis.

c The Os Squammofum.

d The Lower, Jaw.
e The Vertebras ofthe Neck,

/The Scapula,

g The Spina ScapuU.

h The Outward Head of the Os Humern
i The Os Humeri.
/T The Radius

l /The Vina.

m The Back of thvOs ilium,

n The Spine ofthe Ilium

.

o The Protuberance of the Os Ifchium*

whence the Mufcles arife which
bend the Leg.

p The Os Sacrum,

q The Os Coccygisi

r r The Os Femoris.

s The Trochanter Major

t The Trochanter Minor.

u u 7 tw0 In êri°r Protuberances of

WJV r the Lower Appendix of the Os

j Femoris.

X The Tibia.

y The Fibula

.

z The Os Calcis*

3 The Os AJlragali.

4 The Os Cuboides.

5 The three offa Cuneiformia.

6 The Offa Mttatarff

t



A Defcription of the Anatomical Plate.

FIGURE
Reprefenting the Mufcles of the Fore-

part ofan Humane Adult Body.

£5 The Mufculm Frontalis*

b The Temporalis,

c The Mufculus called Majfeter

.

d The Deltoides.

/The Biceps,

g The Extenfor Carpi,

h The Flexor Carpi.

i The Extenfor tertii biternodii Pollicis.

k T he Flexor Pollicis.

1

1

The Mufculi Pefforales.

m m The Mufculi Reffii of the Abdomen.

» n The Lima Alba.

u a The Mufculi obliqui defcendentes ofthe

Abdomen.

o o The Mufculus Sartorius
,
or Fafcialis.

p p The Mufculi Refti Femoris.

q q The Triceps.

r Part of the Mufculus Membranofus

.

s s TheVaftus intemus,

t The Vafins extemus*

. a\ v.a
1

1 3 i V

, V V- * •*

FIGURE II.

Reprefenting the Mufcles of the Hinder*

part of the Body.

a a The Trapezius Mufculus

*

b The Deltoides.

c The Supra Spinatus

.

d The Infra Spinatus.

e The Teres Major .

/ The Extenfor Brachii.

g The Mufculus Brachialis.

hThe outward Extenfor Carph

i The other Extenfor Carpi,

k The Mufculus Radii longue.

1

1

The LatiJJimus Dorfi.

mm The Mufculi obliqui defeendenik Ab-
dominis.

n The Mufculus Quadratus*

o o The Glutaus Maximus,

p The Vafius Externus

.

q Part of the Membranofus.

r r The Seminervojus

.

ss The Semirnembranofus.

t The Gracilis

.

u The Triceps

.

x The Biceps

.

y The SubpopliUus.

z z The Gafterocnemii.

tp The Peronaus

.

FIGURE X
i
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When the Cable is perpendicular between the

Hawfe and the Anchor, the Anchor is then faid to

be a-feek, When the Anchor hangs right up and

down by the Ship’s Side, it’s faid to be a Cock- Bell

upon the Ship's coming to an Anchor. To put an

Anchor down into the Sea, in order to make the

Ship ride, is called letting fall or droffing the An-

chor. They fay an Anchor is foul,
when by the

turning about of the Ship, the Cable is hitched

about the Fluke. An Anchor is laid to come home,

when it cannot hoid the Ship, but that (he drives

away by the Violence of the Wind or Tide. To
Shooe an Anchor, is, to put Boards fitted and form

ed for that purpose on upon the Flukes, that the

Anchor may the better hold in foft Ground.

The Shank of an Anchor is to be 3 times the

length of one of its Flukes; and a Ship of 500

Tun hath her Sheet Anchor of 2000 Weight; and

fo proportionably for others {mailer or greater.

ANCHORING, or Anchorage, is Ground fit-

ting to hold a Ship’s Anchor, that fo Hie may ride

k out fafely : The belt Anchoring Ground is ftiff

Clay or hard Sand ;
and the beft riding at an An-

chor, is when a Ship is Landlockj, and out of ihe

Tide.

ANCHORAGE, fin Law) is a Duty taken of

Ships for the Pool of the Haven where they call

Anchor ;
for no Man can let any Anchor fall on

‘ the King’s Ground in any Port, without paying for

it to the King’s Officer appointed by Patent.

ANCHYLOPS, the fame with Jpgylogs

:

Which
fee.

ANCIENT, is the Flag or Streamer in the

Stern of a Ship.

ANCON, is the Top or Point of the Elbow,

and is taken alfo fometimes for the backward and

larger {hooting forth of the Vim.
ANCONEUS, a Mufcle of the Cubit, c'alled

fo by Riolanus from its Scituation. It arifeth Flefhy

from the inferior and back Part of the Os Humeri,

growing larger as it marcheth between the fuperior

Ends of the Vina and Radius, and is inferred

Flefhy to the lateral Part of the Brachheus Externw,

a Thumb’s length below the Olecranum : It helps

to extend the Cubit.

ANCYLOBLEPHARUM, is the growing of

the Eye-lids to the Tunica Cornea, otto the Albu-

ginea.
,
fo that fometimes both the Eye-lids grow

together.

ANCYLOGLOSSUM, is when the little String

under the Tongue is too ftraitly tied, fo that there

is a Difficulty of uttering the Words.
ANCYROIDES ,

the (hooting forth of the

Shoulder-Bones in the form of a Beak ;
which is

called Coracoides , Anchoralii andCcrnicularis.

ANDRATOMY, is a Diffedlion of Human
Bodies, as Zootomy is of thofe of Beafts.

ANDROMEDA, a Northern Conftellation con-

filling of 27 Stars',

ANDRGYNE, an Hermophradite, which is

of both Sexes, ‘or both Male and Female : The
fame with

ANDROGYNUS, an Hermophradite, or one
who is Caftrate and Effeminate,

ANGLICISM, is the Englifh Idiom, or form of
Expreifion, or manner of Speech which is peculiar

to England-

ANEMOSCOPE, a Machine invented to fore-

fhew the Change of the Air or Wind : I have ob-
ferved, that Hygrofcopes made of Cat’s-gut (ac-

cording to the Directions which you will find un-

der that Word) are very nice Anemofcopes, and ne-

ver fail hardly by rheir turning the Index about to

foretell the fluffing Wind. But, as Vitruvius de-

fcribes an Anemojcope
,

it {hews, that the Ancients
rather defigned it to fhew which way the Wind
blew, than to foretell to what Quarter it would
fluff or change.

AN-JOUR and WAST, is a Forfeiture when a
Man has committed petit Trealbn or Felony, arid

has Lands held of fome common Perfon, which
fliall be feized for thd King, and remain in his

Hands a Year and a Day next after the Atraindure ;
and then the Trees {hall be pulled up, the Houf-
es razed and pulled down, and the Paftorage and
Meadows plowed up ; unlefs he to whom the
Lands Ihould come by Efcheat or Forfeiture, re-

deem it of the King.

ANEURISM, is a Difeale which is a kind of
Dilatation or burfting of the Arteries, always
beating, and fwelling fometimes to the bignels of
an Egg, which yields if you eomprefs it, but re-

coils prefently.

The moll Accurate and Learned Dr. Tyfon found
in his Anatomy of theTajacu or Afer Me xicanus,

feveral AneUrifmata in the Aorta or great Artery,
which it feems were natural, and which he never
faw before in the Arteries of any other Animal

:

Though Malpighius, as he obferves, took notice of
fuch in the Aorta of Silk-worms.
ANGARIA, a Term in Law, fignifying any

troublefome or vexatious Duty or Service paid by
the Tenant to the Lord.
ANGILD, the bare fingle Valuation or Cotfl-

pehfation of a Man or Thing, according to the le-
gal Eftimate, from the Saxon, An one, and gild
Payment Muldt, or Fine ; fo fvoigild was the
double Fine, Trigild the treble Fine, according td
the rated Ability of the Perfon.

ANGIGLOSSUS, one that ftuttereth, or hath
a Difficulty in his Speech of pronouncing L, R*
of K.
ANGINA, a Quinjy or Squinancy, is ah Inflam-

mation of the Jaws or Throat, attended with a
continual Fever and difficulty of Refpiration and
Swallowing

; and it is tWo-fold, either Spuria or
Extjuifita, a baftard or a true Squinfie : The latter
is again four-fold

, Synanche
J,
P irafyrianche, Chy-

nanche and Pdrachmanche, of all which in their
proper Places. Blanchard.

ANGLE, in Geometry
,

is either Plane or Solid.

A Plane Angle is the Inclination, Aperture or
Diltance between two Lines meeting in a Point,

and Which, when the Lines forming it (which are

F call
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tailed its Legs) are Right or Strait tones, is called

a Right Lined or Rectilineal Angle, as B ;
but

when the Legs are crooked Lines, tis called a

Curvilineal Angle, as A ;
and when one Leg is

(trait and the other crooked, ns called a Mixt An-
gle, as C.

An Angle is ufually marked with 3 Letters (efpe-

cially if there be more Angles than one at the fame

Point) whereof the middle Letter, which is al-

ways placed at the Angular Point where the Lines

meet, denotes the Angle.

The Quantity, i. e. the Greatnefs or Smallnefs of

an Angle, is by no means meafured by the Length

of its Legs, but by their Diftance^ from, or In-

clination to each other. Thus the Angle B is lefs

than A, though the Legs of B are much longer

than thofe of A

,

but then thofe of B are more

inclined to each other, than the Legs of the An-

gle A. Which, to conceive the better, imagine

'the Angle A to be laid upon B, as the prick’d

Lines about B do reprefent ; then ’tis plain, the

Angle B will eafily be contained within A ; and

therefore is lefs than A, becaufe its Legs come
nearer, or are more inclined towards each other,

than thofe of A ; and confequently A will be a

greater Angle than B, becaufe its Legs are farther

diftant from each other than the Legs of B. If

you imagine the Legs to open and fliut like thofe

of a Joint Rule, or a Pair of Compaifes, the thing

Will be very plain.

The Quantity of any Angle is meafured by the

Number of Degrees of the Ark of a Circle inter-

cepted between the Legs of the Angle, whofe

Center is the Angular Point. Thus the Ark a b

is the Meafure of the Angle a e b ; and if that Ark

contain 30 Degrees, the Angle is laid to be an An-

gle of 30 Degrees.

A RECTILINEAL ANGLE is of 3 forts.

1. Right, when one Leg of the Angle Hands

exa&ly upright, or perpendicularly on the other,

as pc doth on cb$ and enclines no more one way
than it doth another. And fuch a Right Angle is

faid to be an Angle of 90 Degrees, becaufe ’tis

meafured by an Ark chat is the 4th part ©f a

Circle (as you lee in the laft Figure) and every,

Circle being fuppofed to have its whole Circum-
ference divided into 360 Parts (which are called

Degrees) the 4th Part of that is 90 Degr. and
therefore a Right Angle contains 90 Degr.

l. An Obtufe Angle, as a c o, whiche xceeds or is

bigger than a Right one, and is called Obtufe, be-

caufe its Angular Point is blunt.

3. An Acute Angle, as acb, which is lefs than

a Right one, and is called Acute
, becaufe its Angu-

lar Point is lharp. No Angle can contain fully

180 Degrees, for then one Leg falls into the fame
Right Line with the other, and they make the

Diameter of the Circle 0 b.

Angles alfo receives feveral other Denominati-

ons according to their feveral Portions, their Re-
lation to the feveral Figures they are in, and the

Lines that form them. Some are called

1 . Contiguous or Adjacent Angles
,
as a and c,'

c and b, a and d, &c. which have one Leg com-
mon to both Angles, and are both taken together,,

always- equal to two. Right ones; for if they are

equal,they rnuft be both Right ; and if they are un-

equal, the Obtufe one will be as much bigger than

a Right one, as the Acute one is lefs ; and there-

fore in the whole muft make juft two Right. 1 3 e

1 Euclid.

Cor. And from hence ’tis plain, that all the An-
gles that can be made about any Point, are

equal but to four Right ones.

zt Oppofite or vertical Angles, as, 1 . Thofe that

are made by two Right Lines crofting each other,

and which touch on-

ly in their Angular

Point. Thus the

Angles a and bf or

c and d, are called

Oppofite or Vertical

Angles,
becaufe they

are oppofed ad Verti-

cem, or at the Head ;

and therefore in feme

Books are called

Head Angles. Thefe

are always equal one

to another, becaufe

each, with the Conti-

guous one, makes two

Right Angles. . . r . , , _ _

An Angle alfo in any Triangle is laid to be Op~

polite to the Side thatfubtends it ; as the Angle a

is to the Side B. (Fig. prseed.)

4. In any Triangle, as a ef (fee the fame Fi-

gure) the Angle e and a are called Internal and

Oppofite,
in refpedfc of the External Angle f which

is equal to them both.

5 If a Line cut

others that are

trallel, the Angles

and d are called

ternal and Oppofite

b in reference to

i External one a

d b

,

to which

;y are feverally

4 Th?
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2, When the Diameter divides the two Angles,
then ’tis plain, the whole Angle at the Center
o c o muft be double to the whole Angle o po at

the Circumference, becaufe its Parts are feverally

double of the Parts of P (by the i ft Cafe.)

Cafe 3. When the Angles fall both on the fame
Side of the Diameter, then tis plain the whole
External Angle bed is = 2cpd, and the Part
bco

—

2cp 0 ; wherefore the remaining part oed,
the Angle at the Center, muft be double to op d
the Angle at the Circumference: £>. E. £>.

6. The Angles a and b, asalfb c and d in e-

very Rp&angle or Parallelogram, zee called the Op-

fofite Angles 5 and are always equal to one another,

3. And from hence
S

tis plain,that every Angle in

a Semi-circle, as a, muft be a R ght one, becaufe

tis equal to c at the Center, which ftands on a
Quadrant, and is a Right Angle.

4. Wherefore an Angle, as a, made in a Seg-

ment lefs than a Semi-circle, muft be Obtufe, be-

caufe ’tis equal to 0 c b
,
which is bigger than a

Right one.

And hence are deducible the following Corolla»

ries.

1. All Angles ofd and opd ftanding on the

fame Ark, or being in the fame Segment^ are e-

for the Angle a is equal to the Alternate one e

,

and e is equal to the Internal and Oppofite one

on the fame Side wherefore a is equal to b $

and after the fame manner may d and c be prov-

ed equal to each other.

ANGLE of Eight Afcenfon, is the Angle which

the Circle of the Star’s Eight Afcenfon maketh

with the Meridian at the Pole of the World.

ANGLE at the Centre of a Circle
,

is an Angle

made there by two Radius's which meet in the

Centre.

Propoftion'.

If ftanding or inlifting on the fame Chord, or

being in the fame Segment, two Angles are form-

ed, as oed, opd, one at the Center, and the other

at the Circumference : The Angle at the Center is

always double of that at the Circumference. Of
this there are three Varieties.

1. When one Leg of the Angle is the Diame-
ter of the Circle, then ’tis plain the Angle at the

Center oc d being external to the Triangle ocp,

will be equal to o-\-p (by 16 e i.Eucl.) but or= p,

becaufe the Triangle is an Ifofceles (5 e. 1.) where-
fore c~%p. g. £„ D.

Cafe 2:

qua! ,
becaufe they are juft the Halves of the

Angle oed at the Center.

2. Hence any Angle at the Center c ftanding

on half the Ark 0 b muft be equal to one at the

Circumference a, which fhall ftand on 0 d the

whole Ark, or on the double of the former Ark„
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5. Arid confequently the Angle b made in the

Segment 0 b d, which is greater than a Semi-circle,

is Acute j for the Angle a of the Quadrilateral Fi-

gure oadb irifcribed in a Circle, being Obtufe, b

mail needs be an Acute one, fince the Sum of both

is but al_®, (by 22 e. 3. Euclid.)

Hence may be drawn this Problem for the Bif-

fection of any Angle or Ark of a Circle j as fup-

pofe the Angle CDE,
or the Ark C E.

O F

Taking EA—DE, on the Center E,

make the Ark FA = C E ,
and the Angle

F E A = CDE, then draw D F, and that fliall

biffed the Ark C E, or the Angle CDE : For the

Angle FE

A

(
— CDE)

is double (becaufe ari

Angle at the Center) to FDA an Angle at the

Circumference.

ANGLE of or at the Center, in Fortification, is

that which is made by the Concourfe of two Lines

drawn from the Angles of the Figure.

ANGLE t the Circumference of a Circle, is an

Angle made by any two Chords which meet there

in a Point.

ANGLE of the Circumference, in Fortification,

is the mix’d Angle made by the Arch which is

drawn from one Gorge to another.

ANGLE of the Counterfcarp, is made by the

two Sides of the Counterfcarp meeting before the

Middle of the Curtain.

ANGLE of the Curtain, or Angle of the Flank.,

is that which is made by or contained between the

Curtain and the Flank in any Piece of Fortificati-

on.
.

ANGLE of the Compliment of the Line of De-

fence, is the Angle proceeding from the Interfecti-

on of the two Complements one with another.

ANGLE DIMINISHED, in Fortification, is

that which is made by the meeting of the outer-

moft Sides of the Polygon, and the Face of theBa-

jlion . .

ANGLE of the Ecliptick with the Vertical Cir-

cle, or, as fome call it, ParallaRick Angle, is thus

found ;
As the Tangent of ©*= diftance from A-

ries : Is to Pad : : So is the Tangent of his De-

clination : To the Co-fine of the ParallaRick An-

gle.

ANGLE of EveRion, fee EveRion.

ANGLE of the Exterior Figure

,

or The Angle of

the Polygon, is that which is formed at the Point of

the Bajlion, by the meeting of the two outermoft

Sides or Safes of the Polygon.

ANGLE of the Interior Figure, in Fortification,

Is that which is made in the Center of the Bafti-

on by the meeting of the innermoft Sides of the

Figure.

ANGLE FLANKING, is that which is made

by the meeting of the two Pafant Lines of De-

fence, vig. the two Faces of the Baftion prolong-

ed
ANGLEflanking inward, is the Angle made by

the Flanking-Line and the Curtain.

ANGLE FLANK’D, by fome called the Angle

of the Bajlion, in Fortification, is that which is

made by the two Faces, being the utmoft part of
the Baftion moft expofed to the Enemy’s Batteries^

and therefore by fome is called the Point of the Ba*
Jlion.

ANGLE forming the Flanks, is that which corn*

fifts of one Flank, and one Demi-Gorge.
ANGLEforming the Face

, in Fortification, is

'that which is compofed by one Flanks and on§
Face.

ANGLE of Incidence, lee Incidence,

ANGLE of Inclination in Optickj
, fee Incline*

tion.

ANGLE of Inclination of the Axis of the
Earth to the Axis of the Ecliptick is 23°. 30, and
remains inviolably the fame in all Points of the
Earth s Annual Orbit.

Mr. peil in his Examination of Burnet’s Theory

of the Earth
, hath Ihewn the great Wifdom ofGod

in thus placing the Axis of the Earth Obliquely to
the Plane of the Ecliptick ; for by that means all

fhofe who live beyond 45 °. of Latitude, have
more of the Suns Heat, take all the Year rounds
and thofe who live within 45 °. have lefs than ifthe
Earth moved always in rhe Equinoctial, P. 69,
And befides, ’tis the Oblique Pofition that caules

all our Diverfities of Sealons, and different Degrees
of Heat and Cold.

ANGLE of Longitude, is the Angle which the
Circle of a Star’s Longitude maketh with the Me-
ridian at the Pole of the Ecliptick.

ANGLE ofthe Meridian and Ecliptick., is found
thus j As Rad : T, of the Suns greateft Declina-
tion : : So is the Co- fine of his Longitude or Di-
ftance from Aries : To the Co-Tangent of the
Angle fought.

ANGLE of the Meridian with the Horizon, is

thus found ; As the C o-fine of O’" Declination is

to Pad : : So is the Co-fine of the Elevation of
the Equinoctial : To the Sine of the Angle re-

quired.

ANGLE of the Moat, in Fortification, is that

which is made before the Curtain
, where it is in-

terfered.

ANGLE of the Parallax, fee Parallax

ANGLE of the Interval of two Places, is the

Angie made by the Lines directed from the Eye to

thofe Places,

ANGLE of the Suns Pofition, is the Angle made
by the Interfection of the Ark of the Meridian

Line, with an Ark of an Azimuth, or any other

great Circle cutting through the Body of the Sunl

ANGLE of PefleRion, fee PefieRion.

ANGLE of PefleRion, fee alio Incidence.

ANGLE of Pef action, fee Pefrattion.

ANGLE pefrailed, in Opticfis, is the Angle be#

tween the Refracted Ray and the Perpendicular.

ANGLE RE-EN1 RING, or Pe-entrant Angle

l

in Fortification, is that which retires inward toward

the Place.

ANGLE
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ANGLE of a Segment

, is an Angle made by
the Circumference, and a Right Line cutting it

:

ANG
ANGLE SOLID : See Solid Angle.

ANGLE made by a Tangent to a Circle and

any Chord drawn from the fame Point of Con-

tad, is equal to any Angle that can be made in

the oppofite Segment, 31. e. 3. Euclid.

I fay, L rfn= L a.

Draw the Diameter bf and alfo the Line b r:

Thus here the two mix’d Angles* a and e, made
by the Chord, and the Ark, are called Angles of a

Segment.

ANGLE in a Segment, is an Angle made by
two Right Lines rifing from the Angles of the

Segment, and meeting in the Circumference : Thus

the Angle a be inftfting or ftanding on the Chord
* c, and having its Vertex in the Circumference of
the Circle, is called an Angle in the Segment a be.

Proportion.

All Angles in thefame Segment, or ftanding on the

fame or equal Arches or Chords, are equal, becaufe
1

they are juft the Halves of the Angles at the Cen-
j

tre ftanding on the fame Ark. See Andes of the
Center.

ANGLE SAILANT, is that which advances
its Point towards the Field. This is called Sortant
or Viff.

ANGLE of the Suns apparent Semi-Diameter in
his neareft Diftance to the Earth ; Bullialdus found it

by two Observations to be 1 6 min. 45 fee. And
the Semi-diameter of the Moon he found to be 16
min. 54 fee. And the Semi-diameter of the Earth's
Shadow he found in an Eclipfe of the Moon to be 44
tnin. 9. fee.

ANGLE SPHERICAL, is made on the Surface
of the Globe or Sphere by the Interfedion of two
Arks of great Circles.

ANGLE of the Shoulder, in Fortification, is that
which is conftituted by the Lines of the Face and
Flanks

Bemonftration

Becaufe fb is a Diameter, the Angle brf is a
Right Angle ; wherefore the Angles b and bfr
together muft be equal to a Right Angle.

Alfo, bf r and rfn \ , becaufe fn is a
Tangent j therefore take away bfr which is com-
mon to both, and L b —rf n.

But the Lb = L a ,
becaufe in the fame

Segment, wherefore L_ *= l_ rfn. £>* E, D.
Alfo, I fay, L ofr — L. d*

Demonftrdtion

.

The L ofr -|-rfn — iL_
And L d ~|- Lrfd-\- L f r d — 2Q
But L rf n — rf d -[-/ r d.

Therefore taking away rfn from both, the L d.

Will remain equal to the z_ * ofr. & E. D„

Corollary.

Hence ‘tis plain, That the oppofite Angles (d

and a) of any Quadrilateral Figure inferibed in a
Circle, are equal to two Right Angles.

For d-\~a~ ofr rfn - z\ s
.

ANGLE of the Tenaille, or the outward' Flanks
ing Angle, called alfo Angle Mart or the Dead An-
gle, Angle Rentrant or Angle Inwards

;
is made b y

the two Lines Fifchant, in the Faces of the two Ba-
ftions extended till they meet in.an Angle towards
the Curtain 5 and is that which always carries its

Point in towards the Work.
ANGLE of the Triangle

, in Fortification, is

half of the Angle of a Polygon,

ANGLES ALTERNATE, are 0 and c, as al-

fo e and d in Figure, H 5 . and are always ea

qual to one another. See 3 Pages back.

ANGLES of a Battalion, are made by the laft

Men at the ends of the Ranks and Files : And the
two laft Men of the Front and Rear Ranks, are

caM Anghs:

ANGLES EXTERNAL, are the Angles of
any Right Lined Figure without it, when all the
Sides are feverally produced ; and they are all ta-
ken together, equal to 4 Right Angles: And, iti

particular, of a Triangle the External Angle e is

equal

\
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equal to both the Internal and Oppofite ones a and
h. See the Demonjlration of which under Triangle.

*
v

And as to the former part, that the Sum of the

External Angles of any Plane Figure is — to 4!—s,

is plain from hence ; that the Sum of all the Angles

of any Right-lined Figure both Internal and Exter-

nal, muft be = to twice as many La as the Fi-

gure hath Sides (by 13.?. 1. Euclid) But the Inter-

nal ones are= to twice as many L_s as the Figure

hath Sides, except 4. (by Theor

.

1. Prop. 32. e. 1.

Burrow's Euclid.) wherefore the External Angles all

together muft be egual to thofe 4 Right ones.

ANGLES INTERNAL, in general, are all

Angles made by the Sides of any Right-lined Fi-

gure within Alfo the two Angles between the

Parallel Lines on each Side the crofting Line, as 0

and d, e and c (in Fig. 5.) are called the two In-

ternal Angles ;
and are always equal to two Bright

ones. The Angles c and d (fee Fig. 5.) are alfo

called Internal and Oppofite Angles in refpecft of a

and b, as hath been lately faid.

The Sum of all the Internal Angles of any Right-

lined Figure, is equal to twice as many Right An-

gles as the Figure hath Sides, except 4. For fince

every fuch Figure

from a Point taken

within it, can be

divided into as ma-
ny Triangles as it

hath Sides
, and

fince the Sum of the

Angles of each Tri-

angle is equal to

ills (ii.e. 1. Eucl)

That will make
twice as many L_s
as the Figure hath

Sides ; from which
Sum you muft take away all thofe Angles which
are about the Point c, which (by 13. e 1. Euclid)
are equal to 4I—s ; wherefore the remaining Sum
of all the Internal Angles is equal to twice as many
Bight Angles as the Figure hath Sides, except

4. 0+ E. D.

ANGLES OBLIQUE, are fuch as are either

Obtufe or Acute, in oppofition to Eight Angles.

ANGULAR, is that which relates to or hath
Angles.

ANHELATION, a Difficulty in fetching one’s

Breath.

ANHELOTE, a Term in Law, fignifying that

every one fhould pay according to the Cuftom of
the Country, his refpedtive Pjirt and Share.

AN I

ANIENTE, a Law Term, fignifies ffuftrated
or made void.

ANIMADVERSION, fometimes fignifies Cor-
rection, fometimes Remarks or Obfervations made
on a Book, &c. and fometimes ferious Confiderati-
on and Reflection on any Point.

ANIMATION, is informing an Animal Bo-
dy with a Soul j thus the Foetus in the Womb is

faid to come to its Anim tion, when it begins to
act like a true Animal, or after the Female that
bears it is Quick., as the common way of Exprefli-
on is.

< 1

ANIMA HEPATIS, is Vitriolum or Sal Marti*#
Vitriol or Salt of Steel, according to fome Chy»
mifts. -r

ANIMA SATURNI
, fignifies (with fome

Chymifts; the Extract of Lead.
ANIMALS, are fuch Beings, which, befides

the Power of growing, encreafing and producing
their Like, as Plants and Vegetables have, are en-
dowed alfo with Senfation and Spontaneous Mo-
tion.

For the more eafie and clear Comprehenfion and
Diftin&ion of the feveral kinds of Animals

,
Mr.

Bay glves two Schemes or Tables of them : The
firft a general one of aH Animals ^ the fecond a
particular one of Quadrupeds.

Animals are either
1

'
Sanguineous, that is, fuch as have Blood, which

breath either by
rLungs, having either

Two Ventricles in their Heart,and thofe either
~ Viviparous

J Aquatick.
, as the Whale kind.

LTerreJlrial, as Quadrupeds.
Oviparous, as Birds.

But one Ventricli in the Heart, as Frogs,
1

L Tortoifs and Serpents.

Gills, as all Sanguineous Fifties except the

c. Whale-kind.
Exanguineous

,
or without Blood, which may be

divided into
r Greater, and thofe either,

f Naked

“S J Terrejlrial, as naked Snails,

CL Aquatick, as the Poulp, Cuttle-Fifh,

Covered with a Tegument, either,

J Crufiaceous, as Lobfters and Crab-fiftl.

LTefiaceous, either,

I Univalve, as Limpets*

"j Bivalve, asOyfters, Mufcles, Cockles.
C Turbinate

,
as Periwinkles, Snails, &c.

LeJJer,
as Infecfts of all forts.

Viviparous Hairy Animals or Quadrupeds, are either
rHoof'd, which are either,

J iVhole-fcoted or Hoof’d, as the Horfe and Afs.

ICloven-footed, having the Hoof divided into

f~Two principal Parts, called Bifcula, either
1 S Such as chew not the Cud, as Swine.
\Buminant, orfuch as chew the Cud, divided

into

Such as have perpetual and hollow Homs,

^
Beef-kind,

Sheep-kind,

C Goat-kjnd, 1

Such as have folid, branched, anddeciduous
Horns, as the Deer-kind.

Four parts
, or Quadrifulca, as the Bjeinoceros

and Hippopotamus.

Claw'd or Digitate

,

having the Foot divided into

Two
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XTm Parts or Toes, having two Nails, as the

Camel-kind-.

{Many Toes or Claws ; either

r Undivided, as the Elephant.

\ Divided, which have either

J Broad Nails, and an Human Shape, as Apes.

X Narrower, and more pointed Nat s, which in re-

fped of their Teeth, are divided into fuch

as have
' (~many Fore-teeth or Cutters in each Jaw j

-The Greater, which have

l fAJhorter Snout and rounder Head, as the

J-s Cat-k,ind ;

' La longer Snout and Head, as the Dog-kind.

^The Lejfer, the Vermin or Weenie-kind.

\ Only two large and remarkable Fore- teeth ,
all

which are Phytivorous, and are called the

Hare-kjnd•

ANIMALCULA, are very fmall Animals,

fuch as by the Microfcope have been difeovered in

moft Fluids j
of which there are prodigious num-

bers in Black-Pepper Water, and as 1 have often

ieen alfo in Water wherein Barley, Oats, and efpe-

eially Wheat hath been fteeped for about 4 or 5

Days.
ANIMATED MERCURY; fo Mr. Boyle calls

a Mercury, which by being impregnated with fome

Subtile, Agile and Spirituous Particles, is rendred

capable of growing hot when mingled with Gold

;

and fuch alfo he calls Incalefcent Mercuries.

ANIMATED NEEDLE, is one touch’d with a

Load-Stone.

ANI SCULPTORIS MUSCULUAR, is the

Mufcle called alfo Latijfimus Dorfi,
from its large-

nefs ; its ufe is to draw the Arm backward and

downward, and therefore is called Ani Scalptor,

becaufe it helps to fcratch the Breech.

ANKRED, fo the Heralds

call one of their Croffes in a
Coat of Arms, whofe Figure is

this.

ANNALS, are a Chronological Account of the

Remarkable Events of a State, yearly, as the

Annals of Tacitus : They differ from Hifiory, be-

caufe this defcants upon thofe Events, and on the

Caufes that produced them. The Writer of fuch

an Hiftory is called an Arinalifi,

ANNATES, fa Law Term) fignifying the fame
with Firfi-fruits : The Reafon of the Name is,

becaufe the Rate of Firfi-fruits paid to Spiritual

Livings, is after the Value of one Tears Profit.

ANNIENTED, a Term in Law, fignifying as-

much as fruftrated or brought to nought.

ANNIHILATION, is the deftroying utterly,

or turning of any created Being into nothing.

ANNUA PENSIONE, is a Writ whereby the

King having due unto him an Annual Penfion

from an Abbot or Prior, for any of his Chaplains

("whom he fhould think for to nominate, being as

yet unprovided of fufllcient Liberty) did demand
the fame of the Abbot or Prior ; and alfo willed

him, for his Chaplain’s better Afiurance, to give

him his Letters Patent for the fame.

ANNUAL EQUATION, or mean Motion of

the Luminaries. See Equation.

ANNUALIA, formerly a Yearly Stipend af-

fign’d to a Prieft, for keeping the Anniyerfary, or

otherwife for laying continued Majfes one Year,
for the Soul of the deceafed Perfon.

ANNUATES MUSCULI, a pair of Mufdes
at the Root of the Tranfverfe Vertebra of the

Back, deferibed by Mr. Cowper
,
and called by him

Becti Interns M nores, becaufe they he under the

Eelli Majores ; and he thinks they may very pro-

periy have this Name of Annuates, becaufe they
ferve to nod the Head diredtly forward.

ANNUITY, is a Yearly Rent to be paid for

Term of Life or Years, or in Fee : In Common**
Law, the Difference between a Rent and an Annu-
ity is this, That Rent is payable out of Land, An-
nuity charges only the Perfon of the Grantor. For
the Valuation of Annuities. See Interefi.
An Annuity cannot be taken for Ajjets

,
becaufe

S

tis no Freehold in Law ; nor can it be put in Exe-
cution ob a Sratute Merchant, Statute Staple, or

Elegit, as a Rent may.
ANNULAR CARTILAGE the fecond Griftle

of the Larynx, which is encompaffed by it, as it

were with a Ring.
ANNULARIS PROCESSUS, is a Protube-

rance made by the meeting of the Proceffes of the

Medulla Oblongata
, under the Side thereof

ANNULET
, a little Ring,

which in Heraldry is the Mark of
Diftin&ion which the Fifth Bro-
ther of any Family ought to bear
in his Coat of Arms. Anulets are

alfo part of the Coar-Armour of
feveral good Families.

ANNULETS, in Archite&ure, are fmall fquare
Parts turned about in the Corinthian Capital

, un-
der the Echinus or Quarter-round.
ANNULAR PROTUBERANCE, is with the

Anatomifts a certain part of an Human Brain, ly-
ing between the Cerebellum and the two backward
Prominences. The fame with the Annularis Prccef-

fus.

ANODYNES, (in Medicine,) are fuch Reme-
dies as alleviate or quite take away Pain. They
are fometimes alfo called Paragorickj, from the
comfort and Quiet that they procure to the Pati-
ent : If they are of fuch a Nature as to produce
Sleep, they are called Hypnoticks ; if they ftupify
and take away the Senfe of Pain, they are called
Narcoticks.

ANOMALY, is an Inequality or Irregularity
in the Motion of the Planets. In Phil. Tranf.
N. 57. you have a way to find it Geometrically

\
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by Mr. Caffmi„ The Word Anomaly is fometimes
,

uled to lignify the Argument of the Irregularity,

and the Equation which fhould adjuft it. This Ir -

regularity is moft confiderable in the Moons Moti-
on, and it muft be adjufted before the exadt time
of her Conjunction with the Sun can be found,

and confequentiy an Eclipfe truly calculated.

The Angle AC (T ,
or its equal ATM

,
is the

Argument or the Mean Anomaly of the Moon ; and
the Angle AT di is the True ot Co-ade.quated Ano-

maly. See Mercator s Ajlronomy, P.69
ANOMALY of the Orbit, is the Arch or Di-

Itance of a Planet from its Aphelion. The Mean
ANOMALY of the Center

,
in the Ptolemaic£

Theory of the Planets, is an Ark of the %vdiac\ of

the Primum Mobile terminated by the Linen Apfi-

dum, and by the Line of the Mean Motion of the

Center. The True

ANOMALY of the Center
, is the fame Ark of

the Zpdiad^ tarminated by the Lines of theApfes,

and by the Line of the True Motion of the Center.

ANOMALY
(
true or equal) of a Planet, is an

Ark of the Eccentrick comprehended between the

true Place and the Apogee.

ANOMALY, Mean or Equable of a Planet in

the New or Elliptic l Ajlronomy, is the Area con-

tained under the Line SL drawn from the Sun to

the Planet
,
under 5 A and L A

,
computed from

S A, in Confequentia, or according to the Natural

Order of the Signs. They call it the Equable

Mean or Middle Anomaly, becaule this Area increa-

fes equably, or in proportion to the Time of the

Planets Revolution round the Sun ia the Focus S.

A

The Angle ASL under the Line of the Apfes

A P, and the Line L S, which is that of the Pla-

nets Motion, is called the Anomaly Co-Equated, or

True, in this Ajlronomy.

ANOMALY, (Mean) of the Sun or other Pla-

ner, in the old Ajlronomy, is an A rk of the Eclip-

tick between its mean Place and its Apogee. This

is call’d the Argument.

ANOMALY, is alio ufed by the Grammarians,

and is apply'd to fuch Words as do not in their

Formation or Variation, agree with a common
Rule; as do, dedi, datum ,

where the Imperfell

Tenfe and the Participle are both Anomalous, that

is. Irregular.

They reckon 4 kinds of Anomalous Nouns, He-

trogeneous, Heteroclites, Deficients, and Redundants

or Abundants,
which fee.

OMALOUS, is the fame with Irregular
and is fpoken of a Motion in the Planets that is
Unequal or Irregular.

ANONYMOUS, Namelefs, to which noName
is affixed. Mr. Boyle finding by Experiment, that
a Spirit was feparable from Tartar

,
and leveral

Woods, which in many Qualities differed both from
the Vinous, Acids, and Urinous ones

, and having
not fully difcovered its Nature, he called it by this
Name Anonymous, and fometimes the Neutral or
Adiaphorous Spirit of Tartar, Wood, See.

ANOPSY, is want of Sight, or Blindnefs.
ANOREXY, is a loathing of Meat, arifing

from an ill difpofition of the Stomach.
ANOYSANCE, the fame with Nufance.
ANSES or ANiAt, the fame with the Bing of

Saturn ; fo called, becaule they fometimes appear
like Handles to the Body of the Planet. See King.

Anno \ 668, Augujl 17th, 11 h. 13m.RJW.Mf.
Hugens and Mr. Picart, by the help of a 21 Foot
Telefccpe, found the Inclination of the great Dia-
meter of the Bing of Saturn with the E uator to
be about 9 Degrees ; whence they inferred, the
Angle of the Plane of the Ring with that of the
Ecliptic4 ,

muft be about 31 Deg. See Saturn.
ANTAGONIST, he that in Dilputation

, or
Arguing oppofes another.

ANTAGONISTA, is aMufde placed oppo-
fitely to another; as may be feen betwixt the
Addullor and AbduQor, that which contrails, and
that which expands the Arm.
ANTANACLASIS . a Figure in Rhetoridc,

1

where the fame Word in appearance is repeated
in a various Signification.

ANTAPHRODIT1CK MEDICINES, are
fuch as aretifed for the French Pox.

ANTARESj the Scorpions Heart, a fix’d Star of
the firft Magnitude in the Confteilation Scorpio

; its

Longitude is 245. 1 ^'.Latitude 4°. 27.
ANTAR I ICK POLE, is the Southern Pole, or

End of the Earth’s Axis ; ’tisfo called becaule op-
polite to the Ar8 icl( of North-Pole.

ANTARTICK CIRCLES: See Polar Circles.
ANTARTHRITICK MEDICINES, are fuch

as are ufed againft the Gout.

ANTASTHMATICK MEDICINES, are fuch
as are ufed againft the Ajlhma.

ANTECEDENCE IN, or in Antecodentia t

The Aftronomers fay, a Planet is in Antecedence

when it appears to move contrary to the ufual
Courfe or Order of the Signs of the Tpodi cl as
when it moves from Taurus towards Aries, Scc.

but if it go from Aries to Taurus, and thence to
Gemini, See. they fay it goes in Confequentia or in
Confequence. V
ANTECEDENT, fin Logick) is the firft of

the two Propofitions in an Enthymema, as the lat-

ter is called the Confequent.

ANTECEDENT, in Mathematicks
,

is the

former of twoTermsin Proportion, or that which
is compared with the other ; thus, if the Propor-

tion were of A to B, A is faid to be the Ante-
cedent.

ANTEMETICKS, are Medicines given againft

Vomiting.

ANTES, in Architecture, are Square Pilafters

which the Ancients ufed to place at the Corners of
the Walls of their Temples.

ANTESTATURE, is a fmall Retrenchment
made of Pallifadoes, or Sacks of Earth fet up ia

hafte to difpute with the Enemy the remainder of a
Piece
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Piece of Ground, part whereof hath been already

^ANTHELIX, 'is the Protuberance of the Ear,

or the inward Brink of the outward Ear, being a

Semicircle within the Helix
,
and almoft parallel

to it.

ANTHELMINTICKS, are fuch Medicines as

deftroy Worms.
ANTHERJE, are thofe little Tops or Knobs

which grow on the Tops of the Stamina ol Flow-

ers, and are oftner called Apices : Which fee. Mr.

Ray Englifties them Chives,
.

ANTHOLOGY, is a Difcourfe or a Treatife

of Flowers, or the Art of a true Florift.

ANTHRACOSEs OCULI, isacorrofivefcaly

Ulcer in the Eye, attended with a general Tumour,

cfpeeially of the Parts about the Eye.

ANTHRAX, Carho, Prune, or Carhunculus, is

defined to be a Tumour that arifes in feveral Pla-

ces, furrounded with hot, fiery, and moft fharp

Pimples, accompanied with acute Pains, but with-

out ever being feparated ;
and when it fpreads it

felf farther, it burns the Flefli, throws off Lobes

when it is rotten, and leaves an Ulcer behind

it, as if it had been burnt in with an Iron, Blan-

chard ...
ANTIAS, in the plural Antiades, are the Glands

called the Tonfills or the Bimonds of the Ears.

ANTIAPHRODIlICKS, are Medicines that

lay Luft.

ANTIARTHRITICKS, are Medicines againft

;
the Gout. ... -

ANTIASMATIC KS, Remedies againft fhort-

nefs of Breath.

ANTIBACHIUS, isa Latin Verfe whofe Foot

con lilts of three Syllables, the two firft long, and

.the iaft Ihort. ,
• ...

ANT1CARDIUM, the fame with Scrohiculus

Cordis.

AN TICTHONES, the fame with Antipodes.

ANT1CKS, in Architecture, are rertain carv-

ed Works reprefenting divers odd Shapes of Men,

Beafts, Birds, Fifties, Flowers, ©c. which being

jrudely determin’d and form’d one out of another,

ferve as an Ornament to the whole Fabriek, and

afford a grateful variety to the Eye of the Behold-

er.

ANTIDILUVIAN, is whatever was before

Noah's Flood : Thus thofe Generations from Adam
which were before the Flood, are called the

Antidiluvians, as thofe finee defeended from Noah

are called the Pott Diluvians. The Earth that then

was before it was deftroyed by the Flood, and
which the Ingenious and Learned Dr. Tho. Burnet

conceives to have been very different from ours in

Form, Conftitution, Figure and Situatioh, is call-

ed the Antidiluvian Earth.

But Dr. Woodward in his Natural Hiftory of the

Earth, undertakes to prove from a Series of Ob-
fervations carefully made,

i . That the Face of the Earth before the Deluge
was not as the Theorift imagines, Smooth, Even,

and Uniform,
but as it is now. Unequal diftin-

guifhed into Mountains, Valleys and Plains; as al-

io having a Sea, Lakes and Rivers.

x. That this Sea was Salt as. ours is, agitated hy

Tides, replenijhed wiih Fifhes of all kinds, and
that the Ocean then was nearly ofthe fame Extent,
and poflefs’d an equal ftiare of the Globe with the
prelent one.

3. That the Antidiluvian Earth was fleck’d

with Vegetables and Animals on all fides and in all

Parts of it quite round the Globe
5 had both Me-

tals and Minerals in it ; had the fame Pofition in

refpeCl ot the Sun which ours now hath, its Axit

being not parallel, but inclin’d as at prefent, to

the Plane of the Ecliptick ; and confequently there

were then the fame Succeilion of Heat and Cold,

Wet and Dry, and the fame Viciffitudes of Sea-

fons, Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter

, a

there,are now.,

ANTIDOTE, a Medicine againft deadly Pol-

fon.

ANT1EPILEPTICKS, are Remedies againft

the Falling- ficknefs.

ANTIEMETICKS, Remedies that flop Vo-
miting. . .

ANTI-HECTICUM POTERII, or Jupiter’s

Diaphoretick., is a Chymical Medicine made by the

mixture of Tin, the Martial Regulus of Antimts-

ny, and fixed by Salt-Peter. See the Operation in

Letnrkery s Chym.iil.ry, Iaft Edit. P. 117.

AN-TIHYPNOTICKS, Medicines that drive

away Sleep. ,
-

ANTI-HYPOCHONDRlACKS ,
are Medi-

cines ufed againft the HypochondriacI^Melancholly

ANTI-LOGARITHM, the Complement of

the Logarithm of any Sine, Tangent, or Secunt to

90 Deg.

ANTI-LOGY; is a Contradiction between any
Words or Paffages in any Author.

ANTI-ME i RICAL, is whatever, is, contrary

to the Nature and Order of Metre or Verfe
ANTIMONIUM DIAPHORETICUM, is

made of one part of Antimony and 3 of Salt-Peter,

powdered and mixed together, and thrown Spoon-
ful by Spoonful into a Red hot Crucible, a Deto-
nation will follow each Spoonful ; when all is put
in, continue a great Fire about the Crucible fo«

about two Hours ; then throw the white Matter
into an Earthen Vefiel of fair Water, and leave it

fteeping warm for about two Hours, that all the
Salt-Peter may be diffolved ; then pour off the Li-
quor gently, and wafh feveral times the white
Powder at the Bottom ; which is the Calx of Anti-
mony, or AntimoniumDiaphoreticum. Some ufe it

as a Diaphoretic but Lemery faith, he could never
find it would, raife a Sweat. ,

-

ANTIMONIUM MEDICAMENTOSUM;
is a Preparation .confiding of 5 Ounces of Antimo*
ny, 1 Ounce of Salt of Tartar, and 4 Ounces of
Salt-Peter fluxed together into a Regulus

,
which is

afterwards powdered and wafh’d; , ,

ANTIMONIUM RESUSCITATUM
, is

made of equal Parts of Antimony and Sal Armoni-
aci{_ fublimed together three times; then the Subli-
mate is wafti’d with diftill’d Vinegar warm to get
out the Salts. ,

ANTINEPHRITICK, is a Medicine good, a-

gainft the Stone.

ANTINOMASY; is a Figure in Grammar, or
rather Rhetorick, whereby an Appellative is ufed
inftead of a proper Name ; as the Philofopher in-

Head cf Aristotle, 8cc. and whatever is thus deli-

vered or fpoken, is faid to beTo delivered or fpo-

ken Antonomaflically . /

ANTINOMY, is a Contradiction between two'
Laws.

ANTI-iECI, are fuch Inhabitants of the Earth
as dwell one againft another in the fame Semi-
circle of the fame Meridian, and in the fame De-

r* gtee
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gree of Latitude, but one North

,
the other South.

Thefe have Noon and Midnight at the fame time,

but the Seafons of the Year are contrary; as

when the Northern Antiact have their Summer
,

the Southern have Winter, 8cc. In one Word,
they live under the fame Meridian, but oppofite Pa-
rallels.

ANTIPAGMENTS, (in Architecture) are the

Garnifliing of Polls or Pillars.

ANTIPASIS, the fame with the Revulfion of a

Difeafe, when the Humours flowing into fome one

Part, are turned back again, and forced to take

fome other Courfe

ANTIPERISTASIS, according to the Peripa-

teticks, is a certain Invigoration of the Internal

Heat of any Body, by its being environed all

round with Cold. They inftance in Lime grow-
ing hot on the EiFufion of cold Water, (3c.

ANTIPERISTALTICK, is a Motion by which
the Excrements of the Guts are carded upwards
inftead of downwards, which is the ufual and na-

tural Periftaltick. Motion. See that Word.
ANTIPHARMACUM, the fame with Anti-

dote, is a Medicine that expels Poifon.

ANTIPHRASlS, a figurative Speech, having

a contrary meaning to what it carries in appea-

ranCe.

ANTIPILEPTICKS ,
are Medicines againft

the Falling- Sicknefs.

ANTIPODES ,
are fuch Inhabitants of the

Earth as live diametrically oppolite to one another,

that is, in Parallels of Latitude equally diftant

from the Equator, but one North, the other South ;

and under the fame Meridian, though i8o°. or

juft half of that Meridian diftant from one ano-

ther.

ANTIPRAEDICAMENTS, in Logick
,
are

fuch Notions as are previoufly neceffary to under-

ftand the Do&rine of the Predicaments ; fuch as

the Definitions of Univocal, Equivocal, and De-

nominative Terms, (3c.

ANTIPTOSIS, a Figure in Grammar, wherein

one Cafe is put for another.

AN TISCII, is a Term in Geography, fignify-

ing fuch Inhabitants of the Earth as live in two

Places oppofite to one another, one on the North,

the other On the South Side of the /Equator ; fo

that their Shadows at Noon fall different ways,

one direCtly oppofite to the other.

ANTISCORBUTICS, are Medicines againft

the Scurvy.

ANTISTROPHE, is a Figure in Grammar,

whereby two Terms of things which are mutual-

ly independant one upon another, or reciprocally

converted ; as if one fhould fay, the Mailer of

the Servant, and the Servant of the Mailer.

ANTISPASMODICKS, are Remedies againft

Convulfions.

ANTITHENAR, one of the Mufcles that ex-

tends the Thumb.
ANTITHESIS, in Rhetorick, is a fetting two

things by way of Oppolition one againft another,

that fo the Excellence of one, and the Evil and

the Folly of the other may the better appear.

ANTITRAGUS, a little Prominence at the

lower end of' the Antihelix, feared oppofite to the

Tragus, whence it has its Name.

ANTAECI, the fame with Anticeci, which fee.

ANTONOMASIA, (a Trope in Rhetorick) is

when the proper Name of one thing is applied

to feveral others ; or on the contrary, the Name
of leveral things to one.

By this Trope we call any Voluptuous Perfon a
Sardanapalus, and any Cruel Perlon a Nero, for
the one was a Voluptuous King, and the other a
Cruel Emperour : Or when we fay, the Philofo-
pher has prov’d it in his Metaphyficky ; The Orator
gives this Precept in his Rjpetorick, ; we mean Ari-
ftotle and Cicero.

ANUS, is the Extremity of the Intejlinum Re-
ftum ; it confifts of three Mufcles, two called the
Levatores, which diftend and open the Anus in or-
der to difcharge the Excrements ; and one called

the SphMfter, which Ihuts itand keeps itfo. There
is alfcf a Cavity in the Brain called Anus, which
arifes from the four Trunks ofthe Spinal Marrow ;
and by fome the Skin which goes over the Navel,,
in aged Perfons becoming wrinkled, is called Anus.

AORTA, orgreat Artery, fo called becaufe it is

the greateft Artery in the whole Body, from which
all others (except the Pulmonary) are derived : It

rifes immediately out of the left Ventricle of the
Heart, and at its rife hath three Valves, which
have the fame Ufe and Figure as the Semilunares in
the Artena Pulmonaria. As foon as the Aorta
comes out of the Heart, it afeends a little upwards,
and then turns downwards to form the defeending
Trunk, becaufe the Blood might offend the orain,
if it ran With that impetuofity with which it’s

thrown out of the Heart ; and from the upper fide

of this turning, the Cervical and Axillary Veffels
do arile : By this Artifice, as the Blood collides

againft the fides of the Aorta
,

its force is broken,'

part of it is taken in by the Mouth of the afeend-
ing Branches, but its greateft part is dire&ed down-
wards. At the rife of the Coronaria out of the
Aorta, there is a Valve placed that permits the
Blood to flow out of the great Artery into them,
but hinders its reflux. When it has pierced the
Pericardium and bended a little Arch-ways back-
wards, it is divided into two Trunks, whereof
the one is called Truncus Afcendens, the other Be-
feendens.

The Aorta hath four Tunicas, a Nervous, a Glan-
dulous, a Mufcular, and a Membranous one, which
is the Internal. See Arteries.

m
APAGOGICAL DEMONSTRATIONS are

fuch as do not prove the thing diredlly; but fhew
the impoffibility and abfurdiry which arifes from
denying it ;

and therefore ’tis ufually called l{edu-

£tio ad impojfibile, vel ad Abfurdum.

APATHY, is an utter want of Pafilon.

APEPSIE, bad Digeftion or rawnefs of Sto*

mach, when there is no good Concodlion of the

Aliments.

APERIENS PALPEBRAM RECTUS
, is a

Mufcle fo called from its ftreight Progrefs and Ufe.

It arifes {harp and fleftiy from the profoundeft Part

of the Orbit, near the Place where the Optick

Nerve is tranfmitted,
.

paffing diredlly over the

Mufculus Attollens
,

it becomes Tendinous as it

marches over the Bulb of the Eye, whence
growing ftill broader and thinner, till it is inferr-

ed to the whole fuperiour part of the upper Eye-

lid.

APERITIVE MEDICINES, orfuch as open

the obftrudled Paffages in the fmall Veffels, Glands

or Pores, and by that means promote a due Circu-

lation of the contained Juices.

APERTURA FEUDI, a Term in the Civil-

Law, fignifying the lofs of a Feudal Tenure by
Default



Feud was
Default of Iffiie of him to whom the

foft granted or given.

APERTURE, in lome Writers of Geometry is

the Inclination of one Right Line to another

which meet in a Point and form an Angle.
_

And

-ns lo called, bccaufe the Angle is the opening of

the Legs of the Angle, like thofe of a Joint Rule.

APERTURE, in Opticks, is the Hole next to

the Obied Glafs of a Telefcope or Microfcope,

through which the Light and Image of the Objed

comes into the Tube, and thence is carried to the

Bye Mr. Au\out faith, he found that the Aper-

tures of Telefcopes, ought to be nearly in a Sub-

duplicate Proportion of their Lengths.

The vifible Area of an Objed, is not encreafed

or diminifhed by the greater or leffer Aperture of

the Objed Glafs ; all that is effeded thereby, is

the admittance of more or leis Rays, and conle-

quently the more bright or obfcure appearance of

the Objed. When you look at Venus through a

Telefcope, you mu ft ufe a much lefs Aperture? than

for the Moon, Jupiter or Saturn, becaufe her Light

is fo vivid and glaring.

APETALOUS Flowers or Plants, are by the

Botanifts accounted fuch as want: the fine coloured

Leaved of Flowers which they call Pet la : Thele

Flowers are otherwife called Stamineous, and are

iuftly reckoned ImperfeEl.

APEX, is the top, point, uppermoft or lharpeit

part of anything.

APHiERESIS, in Grammar, is that Figure

which takes away a Letter or a Syllable from the

beginning of a Word.

In Surgery, is that part which teaches to take a-

way Superfluities.

APHELIUM, or Aphelion, or Auge in the Co-

pernican Hypothefu

,

is that point or the Earth s, or

any other Planet's Orbit, in which it is thefartheft

diftant from the Sun that it can ever be ;
and when

*tis at its neareft diftance, it is faid to be in its Pe-

rihelion..

Sr. Ijaac Newton proves theAphelia of the ilanets

well as the Nodes to be at reft, Prop. 14. Bool 3.

In Philof. Tranf. N. 1 28. is a Arid Geometrical

Method for finding the Aphelia of the Planets by

Mr. Halley.

APHORISM, is in a general Rule, or eminent

but fhort Obfervation, experienced for a Truth in

any Art, or relating to Pradice.

APHTHA?, are Wheals, Ulcers or Pimples a-

bout the Internal Parts of the Mouth ; as alfo a-

bout the Ventricle and Guts, which when they

come to be ripe, fall off by piece- meal, and are

often accompanied with a Fever in thofe of riper

Years. Infants are often fubjed to the Aphtha,

they begin in the Gums, and by degrees fpread

over the whole Palate and Mouth ; if they feize

the Epiglottis and the upper parts of* the Throat,

the Child feldom recovers. Thefe are called Aph-

tha of Celfus.

APICES, of a Flower, are thofe little Knobs

that grow on the Tops of the Stamina, jin the

middle of the Flower : They are commonly of a

dark purplifh Colour. By the Microfcope they

have been difeovered to be, as it were, a fort of

Capfula Seminales or Seed Vejfels 5 containing in

them fmall Globular, and often Oval Particles, of

various Colours, and esequifitely formed, as I have

often with Admiration obferved my felf : In the

Plant called Germanium pobertianum or Herb Pp-

herti thefe Apices are of a deep purple Colour ,<

and the Pulvifcular Matter within of a glorious

Yellow j they are exquifitely Spherical, and af-

ford a very plealant Profped in the Glafs.

What the Ufe of thefe fo finely elaborated Par-

ticles is, is not yet, that I know of, difeovered 2

Some have gueffed it to be a kind of Male-Sperm
t

which falling down into the Flower, . they will

have to help, fecundate and ripen the Seed j but

this I rake to be a meer Fancy,

APNOEA, a Depravation and Diminution, or

an entire Suppreflion of .Breathing,
:
at leaft to

Senfe, as it happens in Swoonings, Fits of the

Mother, and ftrong Apoplexies.

APOCHYLISMA, is any Juice boiled and

thickened with Honey or Sugar into a kind of

hard Confidence. This is called alfo Ppb. pubabv

and Suecage.

APOCOPE, a Figure in Grammar, wherein

the laft Letter of a Word or Syllable is cut off.

. APOCROUSTICKSj are ('according to fome
Phyficians) fuch Medicines as hinder the Influx

of the Humours to any particular part of the Bo-

dy, and rejedt thofe which are beginning to flow

thither.

APODICTICAL Argument or Syllogifm, figni-

fies a plain Proof or Demonftration of a thing.

APODICTICK, the fame with Apodiblical.

APODIOXIS, a Figure in Rhetorick, wherein

any Argument or Objection is with Indignation

rejected as abfurd.

APOGEE or APOGiEUM, in Aftronomy, is

the fartheft diftance that any Planet can be at

from the Earth in its whole Revolution 3 as Peri-

gaum is its neareft diftance.

How to find both Apogaum and Perigaum fee

the Geometrical Method of Caffini, with fome
Confiderations upon it by Mr. Mercator, in Philof

Tranf.N. 57.

APOGEE of the Ejuant, is. the fartheft di-

ftance of it from the Earth, or that Point where
the Circumference of the Equant is interfered by
the Linea Apfidum in the remoteft part of the Dia-
meter 3 as the Perigee of the Equant is the oppo~
fite Point of the neareft part of the Diameters The
Mean
APOGEE of the Epicicle, is a Point where

the Epicicle is cut above by a Right Line drawn
from its Center to the Center of the Equant, or

the Point of the Epicicle moft remote from the

Earth.
\

APOLOGETICAL, is what is faid or written

by way of Excufe or Apology for any Adfion.

APOLOGUE, is an inftrudtive Fable, like

thofe of ALfop.

APOMECOMETRIE, is an Art teaching the

Pradtifer how to meafure things at a Diftance, vi

how far they are off from Him.

APONEUROSIS, is (with Anatomifts) ' the

fpreading or extenfion of a Nerve, or a Tendon out

in Breadth, in the manner of a Membrane : Alfo

the cutting off a Nerve or Tendon is fo called.

APORE, in Mathematieks, is a Problem which
though it be not impoffible, yer is very difficult to

be refolved j and hath not yet adtually been fo ^

Thus the Quadrature of the Circle may be called

an Apbre, becaufe there is yet no Way or Path di-

feovered to lead us into it.

APORIME : See Porim'e ;

APOPHLEGMATICAL Medicines
,
are fuch

as are endowed with the Faculty of drawing cold

G %
'

pituixous
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pituitous Humours from the Head, and difcharg-

ing them by the Nofe or Mouth.
APOPHYGE, in Architecture, fignifies that

part of a Column where it feems to fly out of

its Bafe, like the Procefs of a Bone in a Man’s Leg,

and begins to (hoot upward. But this Apephyge is

really no more than the Rings or Ferrils hereto-

fore fattened at the Extremities of wooden Pil-

lars to keep them from fplitting, and afterward

imitated in Stone Work.
APOPHYSIS, is a Protuberance made by the

Fibres of a Bone* produced above its Superficies,

and is ordinarily upon the Extremity of the

Bones.

APOPLEXY, Attonitus Stupor, Syderatio ,
and

Morbus attonitus, is a profound Sleep, wherein

the Patient being either vehemently fhaken, toffed

or pricked, yet perceives nothing, nor affords any

fign of Action, accompanied with a difficulty of

Refpiration for the moft part, and fometimes with

none at all. Blanchard.

APORRHEiE, are Vapours and Sulphureous

Effluviums which exhale through the Pores of the

Body
APORRHEAS, a Word ufed by Mr. Boyle for

Effluviums ; of the fame Senfe with the former.

APOSIOPESIS, (a Figure in Rhetorick) is

when on a fudden a Perion changes his Paflion,

cutting oft' his Difcourfe fo that the Hearer can-

not eafily imagine what it is he intends : As it is

very common upon occafion of threatning, to fay,

If 1 — &c. But, &c. —
APOSTARE LEGES, and Apoflatare Leges,

fignifies wilfully to break or tranfgrefs the Laws.

APOSTATA CAPIENDO, is a Writ direct-

ed to the Sheriff, for to take the Body of one,

who having enter’d into, and profeffed feme Or-

der of Religion, leaves it and departs from his

Houfe, and wanders about the Counary.

APOSTEM, the fame with Apofibume.

APOSTROPHE, is a Figure in Rhetorick,

when the Speaker is in an extraordinary Commo-
tion, turns himfelf on all Sides, and addreffes him-

felf to all Beings, whether fenfible or infenfible

;

whom he, for the prefent, fuppofes to be equally

capable of hearing his Complaint, and of return-

ing an Anfwer to his Demands.
APOSTROPHE, alfo, is an Accent in Gram-

mar, (hewing there is a Vowel to be rejected, and

is expreffed thus (
’ )

and placed over the Head of

the Letter. Vofflus writes it Apoftrophus.

APOTHEGM, is a fhort pithy inftructive Sen-

tence lpoken by fome grave and confiderable Man

;

or elfe made in Imitation of fuch. As the Apo-

thegms of Plutarch, or thofe of the Ancients col-

lected by Lycoftkenes.

APOfOME, in Mathematicks, is an Irratio-

nal Remainder, or Refidual Root ; when from a

national Line, as fuppofe a, you cut off a part

as h, which is only commenfurable in Power to the

whole Line. Then ’tis expreft thus a— b, and

is called Apotome, becaufe it fignifies a Remainder

left by cutting off b.

AFOTOME, in Mufick, is the difference be-

tween the greater and the leffer Semitone.

APOZEME, is a Decoction of Roots, Woods,

Barks, Herbs, Flowers, Fruits, Seeds, &_c. which

is boyled down commonly to Twelve, Fifteen or

Twenty Ounces. It is either Purging, Loofening,

Altering or Drying, Cephalidi
,

Stomachick., Diu.

reticle, Spleneiick, or Hepaticl^, according as the
Indications of the Difeale direct.

.

APPARENT CONJUNCTION : See Con-
jun'clion Apparent.

APPARENT HORIZON, fee Horizon.
APPARENT Place of a Star, is a Point de-

termined by a Line drawn from the Eye through
the Center of the Star j whereas the True or Real
Place is determined by a Line drawn from the
Center of the Earth to the Star or Planet.
APPARENT PLACE of any ObjeEl in Opticks

9

is that ("different from the real one) in which it

appears when feen through one or more Glaffes.
For when by Refraction through Glaffes, that
parcel of Rays which fall on the Pupil of the
Eye from each Point of any near Object, is made
to flow as clofe together as that which comes from
a diftant one ; or when by the fame way, the
Rays coming from diftant Objects are made to
Diverge as much as if they flowed from nigh ones,
then the Eye mutt neeeffarily fee. the Place of the
Object changed $ which Change is its apparent
Place.

If an Object be placed nearer to a Convex
Glafs than is the Diftance of its Focus, its Appa-
rent Place may be determined -

} as Mr. Molyneux
in Dioptr. p. 1

1

6. fhews.

But if the Object be in the Focus of the Glafs,'

the Locus Apparens of the Object cannot be deter-
mined ; only, as Dr. Barrow faith, it will appear
vaftly remote.

Nor can the Locus Apparens be determined, if

the Object be beyond the Focus of a Convex Glafs.

But if an Object be more diftant from a Convex
Glafs, then its Focus and the Eye lie beyond the
difiinB Bafe, the apparent Place of the Object will

be in th e dijlinB Bafe.

APPEAL of Mayhem, (in Law) is an accufing
of one that hath maimed another : But that being
no Felony, the Appeal is but a kind of Action of
Trefpafs, becaufe there is nothing recovered but
Damages.
APPEAL, (in Law) is a removing of a Caufe

from an Inferiour Judge to a Superiour : Alfo a
private Accufation of a Murtherer, by one who
had Intereft in the murthered Party ; or of any
Felon, by one of his Complices in the Fact.

APPEAL of wrong lmprifonment, a Term in

Law, is by fome ufed for an Action of wrong lm -

prifonment.

APPELLANT, is he that brings an Appeal.

APPELLATIVE, a Term in Grammar, fignx-

fying a Name in oppofidon to Proper, and which

belongs to a whole Species or Kind, as Man
}
Chy-

mijl

,

&c.

APPELLOR or Appellant, the fame with Ap~

prover.

APPENDANT and Appurtenant (in Law) are

things that by time offprefcription have belonged,

appertained, and are joyned to another principal

, thing, by which they pafs and go as acceflary to

the fame fpecial thing, as Lands, Commons, ££<?.

to a Mannor ; Courts, Ways, &c. to a Houfe, Of-

fice, or fuch others.

APPENDICULA VERMIFORMIS, fo fome

Anatomifts call the Inteflinum Caecum or Blind

Gut, from its Figure and manner of Scituation,

which in fome Animals hangs pendulous like a

Worm, and is not filled with Excrement, as it is

in others.

APPEN-
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APPENDIX, the fame with Epiphyfis.

APPENSA ,
the fame with Periapta ,

fuch

things as are hung about the Necks of difeafed

Perlons, to free them from fome Diftempers which

they labour mnder $
fuch as a dried Toad to Hop

Bieeding, Peony Roots tor Convulfions, &c.

APPERTINANCES, lignify, in the Common-

Law, things both Corporeal, belonging to ano-

ther thing, as the more principal ; as Hamlets to

a chief Mannor, Common of Pafture, Turpary,

Pifcary, and fuch like ; and Incorporeal, as Li

berties and Servicesof Tenants.

_ APPLICATE, in Geometry, is a Right Line,

otherwife called the Ordinate or Semi-ordinate in a

Conick, Settion : See the Word Ordinate,
or any

Treatife of Conick,Selilions.

APPLICATION, is fometimes the Geometri-

cal Term for Divifion, the Reafon of which fee

in Geometrical Divifion. But Application allb fig-

nifies the fitting or applying one Quantity to ano-

ther, whole rea’s, but not Figures, are the fame.

Thus Euclid, Book 6 . Prop 28. teaches how to a

Right Line given, to apply a Parallelogram equal to

a Rectilineal Figure given.

APPLICATE ORDINATE, (a Term in Geo-

merry) 1eeOidinate . It fignifies a Right-line ap-

plied at Right-angles to the Axis of any Conick

Sedhon, and terminated by the Curve.

APPLY, a Term ufed by Geometricians in

three Senles.

1 . It fignifies to transfer a Line given into a

Circle (moft ufually) or into any other Figure,

fo that it fhall be there fitted or Accomodated

,

(which is alio another Word they ufe for the fame

thing) according to its proper length.

Tis alfo ufed to exprefs Divifion in Geome-

try, efpecially by the Latin Writers, who, as they

fay, Due 8 in 9, when they would have 9 multi-

ply’d by 8 ; fo they fay, Applica 4 ad 12, when

they would have 1 2 divided by 4. See Divifion

Geometrical, or in Lines, where the Reafon of this

way of fpeaking is explained.

3. It fignifies alio to fit Quantities whofe Area’s

are equal, but Figures different, fo that they lhall

conform to one another ; as when Euclid in his

lixth Book, teaches how, on a Line given, to apply

4 Parallelogram equal to a Rectilineal Figure given.

APPORTIONMENT, is a dividing into Parts

a Rent which is dividable, and not entire or

whole ; and forafmuch as the thing out of which

it was to be paid is feparared and divided, the

Rent alfo (hall be divided, having refpedt to the

Parts.

APPORTUM, in Law, fignifies Revenue, Gain

or Profit, which a thing brings to its Owner.

APPOSALE 0) Sheriffs, is the charging them

with Money received upon their account in the

Exchequer.

APPOSITION, in Grammar, is the putting

of two or more Subftantives together in the fame

Cafe.

APPRENDRE, in Law, fignifies a Fee or Pro-

fit to be taken or received.

APPREHENSION, is the fimple Contempla-

tion of things that prefent themfelves to the Mind,

as when we confider the Sun, the Earth, a Tree,

Rotundity, a Square, Cogitation, Entity, pro

nouncing nothing exprefly concerning them ; and

the Forms under which they are confidered are

called Ideas.

APPROACHES, in Fortification, are Works

call up on both fides j fo called becaufe the Be-

fiegers by that means may draw near a Fortrels

without fear of being difeovered by the Enemy.
Or Approaches are all forts of Advantages by the

help of which an Advancement may be made to-

ward a place befieged.

APPROPRIARE COMMUNAM, todifeom-

mon, that is, to feparate and enclofe any parcel

of Land that was before open Common.
APPROPRIATION, is when the Advoyyfon

of a Parfonage is given, or belongs to any Biffio-

prick, Religious Houfe, Colledge, &c„ And to

their Succdfors, fo that the Houfe or Body is

both Patron or Parfon, and fome one ofthe Mem-
bers officiates as Vicar. ’Tis called Appropriation

,

becaufe the Profits of the Living are appropriate to

the ufe of the Patrons.

APPROPRIARE ad HONOREM, a Term
in Law, fignifying to bring a Man not within die

extent or libercy of fuch an Honour.
APPROVEMENT, is where a Man hath Com-

mon within the Lord’s wafte Ground, and the

Lord enclofes part of the Wafte for himfeif, hav-

ing neverthelefs fufficient Common, with Egrefs

and Regrefs for the Commoners. This Inclofing

is called Approvement,

APPkOVuR, (in Law) is he who hath com-
mitted fome Felony, which he confeffes ; and
to fave himfeif, impeaches his Accomplice or Ac-
complices 5 and he is fo called, becaufe he muft
Prove that which he hath alledged in his Appeal.

APPROVERS of the King, are thofe that have
the letting of the King’s Demeans in fmall Man-
nors for the King’s greater Advantage.

APPROXIMATION, in Arithmetick. or Al-

gebra, is a continually coming ftill nearer and
nearer to the Root or Quantity fought, without ex-

pecting to have it exactly. Of thefe Methods of
Approximations, Dr. Wallis gives feveral Speci-

mens in his Hiftory of Algebra, P. 3 1 7. and fome
have been invented fince : They are all nothing

but a Series infinitely converging or approaching

ftill nearer to the Quantity required, according to

the nature of the Series.

In Philofoph. Tranfi N. 21 5. That excellent

Mathematician hath a Difcou'rfe about the Me-
thods of Approximation in the Extraction of Surd

Roots, in which he defignedly fhews the Grounds
and Reafons of the whole Bufinefs, and which
therefore is very well worth the Reader’s perufal

:

The Subftance of what the Dodtor delivers is as

folioweth.

To begin with the Square Root.

From any non-quadrate Number or Quantity
propofed (fuppofe n) fubftract (in the ufual

manner) the greateft Square in Integers therein

contained Cfuppofe a a) the remainder (fuppofe

b — 24 e -4- ee) is to be the Numerator of a Fra-

ction, for defigning the near value of e the re-

maining part of the Root fought a-Fe—^/n)
whofe Denominator or Divifor is to be 2a (the

double Root of the fubftracted Square; or 2a -4-1

(that double Root increafed by one) the true va-
lue falling between thefe two

;
fometime the one,

fometime the other, being neareft to the true va-

lue. But (for avoiding negative Numbers) the
latter is commonly directed.

The true ground of the Rule is this j «« being
(by Conftrudfion ) the greateft Integer Square
contained in n, ’tis evident that e muft be lefs

than 1
,
(otherwife not a a, but the Square of affi s
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or foifte greater than it, would be the greared: In-

teger Squart Contained in n). Now if the re-

mainder b — la -[- ee be divided by za, the re-

fult will be too great for e, (the Divifor being too

little, for it fhouid be za ~\- e to make the Quoti-

ent e:) But if (to redify this) we diminifh the

Quotient by incr'cafing the Divifor, adding i to it,

ir becomes too little, becaufe the Divifor is now
too big For (e being lefs than x) za ~j- i is more

than za -j- e, and therefore too big.

As forlnftance; If the Non-quadrat propofed

be n — 5, the greateft Integer Square therein

contained is a a — 4 (the Square of a ~ 2) which

being fubftraded, leaves n — aa — 5 — 4 — 1

~ b — zae-\-ee; which being divided by 2d =4,
gives " ;

but divided by za -j- 1 =4 -j- 1 — 5,

gives 7 : That too great, and this too little for e.

And therefore the true Root (a -4- e ” n) is lefs

than z-l
— 2,25, but greater than 2|= 2,2 :

And this was aciently thought an Approach near e-

nough.

If this Approach be not how thought near enough,

the fameProcefs may be again repeated ;
and that

as oft as is thought neceflary.

Take now for a, z\ — 2,2, whofe Square is

4,84 — a a (now confidered as an Integer in the

fecond place of Decimal Parts) this fubftraded

from 5,00 (or, which is the fame, 0,84, the ex-

cels of this Square above the former, from 1,

which was then the remainder) leaves a new re-

mainder & — 0,16 ;
which, divided by za — 4,4,

gives = rf— 0,03636 -]-, too much: But

divided by za -f- 1 =r 4,5, it. gives = T|T

”0,3555-]-, t0° little. The true value (be-

tween thefe two) being 2,236 proxime, whofe

Square is 4,999696.
If this be not thought near enough, fubftrad

this Square from 5,000000 : The remainder b —
0,000304, divided by za — 4,472, or by 2a -+• 1

r= 4,473 ,
gives ( either way) 0,000068 — ;

which added to a
~

2,23 6, makes 2,236068—

,

fomewhat too big; but 2,236067 -b, would be

much more too little.

Which gives us the Square Root of 5, adjufted

IH> the fixth Place of Decimal Parts, at three fteps.

And by the fame method, if it be thought need-

ful, we may proceed further.

It were ealie to compound the Procefs of two

or more Steps into one, and give t.for the Rule)

the Refult of fuch Compolition, which would

make it feem more intricate and myfterious, to

amufethe Reader.

In the Cubicle Root (confonant to the Quadra-

tick) the Rule is this :

From the Non-Cubick. propofed (fuppofe n)

fhbftrad the greateft Cube in Integers therein con-

tained (fuppofe a aa) the Remainder (fuppofe

b — 3a a e -4- 3a e e -j- e e e) is to be the Numera-

of a Fradion for defigning the value of e, (the

remaining part of the Root fought, a-\-c—*Jn).

To this Numerator, if (for the Denominator or

Divifor) wefubjoin 3 aa, the Refult Will certainly

be too great for e. becaufe the Divifor is too lit-

tle : (For it fhould be 34 a-f- 3a e -|- e e, to give

the true value of e). If for the Divifor we take

3d a -4~ 3a -h 1, it will certainly be too little,

becaufe the Divifor is too great. (For e by con-

ftrudion is lefs than 1.) It muft therefore (be-

tween thefe Limits) be more than this latter ; and

therefore this latter Refult being added to a, will

give a Root whofe Cube may be fubftraded from
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the Non-Cubick propofed in order to another
ftep.

But if for the Divifor, we take 3a a 3a (or
even lefs than fo) the Refult may be too great ;
or (in cafe b be fmall) it may be too little, and
oft is fo.)

Which comes to pafs from hence, becaufe e (by.

Conftrudion,) is lefs than 1 ; and therefore 3 a e
lefs than 3 j and perhaps 1b much, as than the
Addition of ee will not redrefs it. And when ic

fo happens 3a a 3a a better Divifor than
3a a -|- 3a -j- 1, (or even fomewhat lefs than ei-
ther). But becaufe it doth not always fo happen
(though for the moft part it doth) the Rule doth
rather dired the other ; as which doth certainly
give a Root left than the true value, whole Cube
may always be fubftraded from the Non-Cubick
propofed. The Defign being to have fuch a Cube,’
as (being fubftraded) may leave another b to be
ordered in like manner for a new Approach. But
for the moft part 3 a a maybe fafely taken for the
Divifor : For though the Refult will then be fome~
what too big, yet the exceft may be fo fmall as to
be negleded

; or at leaft we may thence eafilyj

judge what Number (fomewhat lefs than it) may
be fafely taken ;and if we chance to take it fome-
yvhat too big, the Inconvenience will be but mis,
that b for the next ftep will be a Negative ; of
which Cafe we fhall fpeak anon.

Thus for Inftance
; if the Non Cube propofed

be 9 =r n, the greateft Integer Cube therein con-
tained is 8 — a an (whofe Cubick Root is a — 2)
which Cube fubftraded, leaves 9 — 8 ~ 1 — b
— 3a d e -4- 3a e e e e e. This divided by 3 a a
— 12, gives rv = 0,08333 -1-,- too big for e ~

but the fame divided by 3a a -j- 3 a -4- 1 = 1 z
-+ 6 -|- 1 = 19, gives tv — 0,05263 -j-, too
little; or if but by 3dd -f- 3d — % -4- 6 — 8,

it gives tt — vt = 0,05555 yet too little.

For the Cube of d + 0,06 = 2,06, is but 8,742—

,

which is fliort of 9 : And fo much fhort of it,

that we may fafely take 2,07 as not too big ; or

perhaps 2,08 (which, if it chance to be too big,

it will not be much' too big (as fhall be farther

fhewn :) And upon tryal it will be found not too

big; for the Cube of 2,08, is 8,998912.
If this Step be not near enough, this Cube fub-

ftraded from 9,000000 leaves anew £=0,001085,
which divided by3^=i 2,9796,gives 0,000084—

,

which will be fomewhat too big, but not too much
(for e is now fo fmall, as that 3a e may be fafe-

ly negleded (and e e much more ; fo that if to

2,08 we add 0,000084—,
the Refult 2,080084'

will be too big, but 2,080083 will be more too

little ; (as will appear if we take the Cube of each)

fo that either of them at the fecond Step, gives the

true Root within an Unite in the fixth place ofDe-

cimal Parts.
~

He fays, (taking the Cube of each ;
(which he

does, that the thing may be more clearly appre-

hended) but it is not neceflary that we trouble our

felves with the whole Cube : For a a a being al-

ready fubftraded, for finding b — 3a a e 4- 3m e

—
j

e e e, we have no more to try,but whether 3a a e

-[- 3aee -4- eee be greater or left than b, accord-

ingas we take 0,000084 or ©,000083, f°r e'

Which may be conveniently done in this man-*

ner: Take 3a

e

and multiply this by e (or e

by it) fo have we 3a

e

-J- e e ;
to this add 3 a a,

and multiply the whole by e (fo have we 3 a a e

-l- 3ass
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34 e e 4- e e e) to fee whether this be greater or

lefs than b.

That is
,

in the prefent Cafe ,
if we take

e — 0,000084, and add to this 34 := 6,24, then

is 6,240084 ^ 34 -T <?: This multiply’d by ez=

0,000084, is 34 e~\- ee = 0,000524 -1- j to which,

if we add 3 a a — 12,9792, it is 344-4 34^4-

12,979724, which multiply’d again by

e rz 0,000084, is 0,00109024 — 344c -|-

3a e e -\ eee, which is more than b ~z 0,001088.

But if we take e — 0,000083, and proceed as

before, we fhall have 344 e 4- 34 ee -|- eee

0,001077 4-, which is lefs than b, and therefore

(if we fubftradf that from this) the Remainder

0,000011, will be another b for the next Step,

if we pleafe to proceed further.

Hitherto we have purfued the Method moft

affe&ed by the Ancients, in feeking a Square or

Cube (and the like of other. Powers,) always lefs

than the juft Value, that it might be fubftracfted

from the Number propofed, leaving b a pofitive

Remainder
,

thereby avoiding Negative Num-
bers.

But fince the Arithmetick of Negatives is fo

well underftood, it may in this (and other Opera-

tions of like nature) be advifable to take the next

greater (in cafe that be nearer to the true value)

rather than the next leffer.

According to this Notion, for the Square Root

of 5, I would lay, it is (2 4f) fomewhat more

than 2, and enquire, how much more? But for

the Square Root of 8, I would fay, it is (3 —

)

fomewhat lefs than 3, and enquire, how much
lefs ? Taking in both Cafes that which is neareft

to the juft Value.

Thus, in the Cubick Root before us, I take for

e (in the laft Enquiry) 0,000084 (where, for

the next Step, we have b = -— 0,000002) rather

than 0,000683 -j- (where, for the next Step, we
fhould have b — 4- 0,00001

1

). In this latter Cafe

we are to divide b ~ 4- 0,00001 1, by 3 a a
~

12,98023 6 —
,

to find (by the Quotient) how
much is to be added to 0,000083. In the other

Cafe, we are to divide b — -[- 0,00002, by

3 a a — 12,980248, to find (by the Quotient)

what is to be abated of 0,000084. have we
fflv-fftf-s’ — 0,000000854-, to be added to

6,240083 : Or — 0,00000015 4- to be
abated of 6,240084 : (Or it may fuffice in either,

to divide by 12,98 4-, or even by 13 —,
without

being incumbred with a long Divifor) either of
which gives us, for the Root fought, 2,08008385
proxime. True (at the third Step) to the eighth

place of Decimal Parts. And if this be not near,

enough, the Cube of this compared with the

Number propofed, will give us another b, for

the next Step, and fo onwards as far as we
pleaf

,

Now, what is faid of the Cube, is eafily ap-
plicable to the higher Powers,

That of the Biquadrate may be omitted, be-
caufe here perhaps it may be thought moft ad-
vilable to extract the Square Root of the Num-
ber propofed ; and then the Square Root of that
Root.

But if we would do it at once, we are from n
(the Number propofed, being not a Biquadrate)
to fubftradl: 44 (the greateft Biquadrate con-
tained in it) to find the Remainder b =r 44 s

*?

4- 64V -4 4<j<?
? -j- which Remainder, if we

divide by 44% the Quotient will certainly be too

big for e (tho’ perhaps not much).

If by 44? 4- 64 2 4- 44 4- 1, it will certainly

be too little (for Reafons before mentioned.) And
we are to ufe our Bifcretion in taking fome inter-

mediate Number. And if we thence chance not

to hit on the neareft, the Inconvenience will be
but this, that our leap will not be fo great as other-

wife it might be, which will be rectify 'd by ano-

ther b at the next Step.

For the Surfolid (of the five Dimenfiohs) we
are from n (the Number propofed, being not a
perfect Surfolid) tofubftradt 4 J (the greateft Surfo-

lid therein contained) to find the Remainder

b — 54
4
e 4-104 s

e* 4~ loa^e* 4- 5 ae
4 "

4
"

which (as before) if we divide by 544, the Re-
fult will be fomewhat too big (becaufe the Divi-

for is too little).

If by 54
4 -4 io4 } 4- 10a 2 -\- 54 4- i, the

Refult will certainly be lefs than the true e. The
juft Value of e being fomewhat between thefe

two, where we are to ufe our Difcretion, what in-

termediate Number to take ; which according as

it proves too grea t or too little, is to be redtify’d at

the next Step.

If to diredt us in the choice of fuch intermedi-

ate Numbers, we fhould multiply Rules of Pre-

cepts for fuch choice, the trouble of obferving

them would be more than the advantage to be
gained by it. And for the moft part it would
be fafe enough (and leaft trouble) to divide by

5 4
4
,
which gives a Qnotient fomewhat too big 5

which we may either rectify at Difcretion (by
taking a Number fomewhat lefs) or proceed to

another b (affirmative or negative, as the Cafe
fhall require) and fo onward to what exadtnefs

we pleafe (which is, for fubftance, in a manner
co-incident with Mr. paphfon’s Method, even for

affedled Equations.

Thus, in the prefent Cafe
;

if the Number pro-
pofed be n — 33, then is 4 T = 33, and b ~

-

33
•—

• 32 = I = 54
4
e 4- loa'e 1

-4 - 10 a 2
e % 4- 54f4

-4- which if we divide by 544 = 5X16 = 8o„'

the Refult 4- — 0,0125 is fomewhat too big for

e, but not much. And if we examine it, by ta-

king the Surfolid of 2,0125, or of 2~, we fhall

find a Negative b (for the next Step) but not ve-

ry confiderable. Or if we think it confiderable,

we may proceed further to another Step, or more
than fo.

The like Method may be apply’d (with more
advantage) in the higher Powers, according as

the Compofirion of each Power requires. And
the fame Method may be of ule (with good Ad-
vantage) in long Numbers (if duely applied) e-

ven before we come to the place of Units, for

the fame will equally hold there alfo.

APPURTENANCES, in the Common Lawj
are the fame with Appendante ; Which fee.

APSIS, in Aftronomy is ufed as well for thd

highed part of an Orbit, to which when a Planet

comes, it is at the greateft diftance from the Earthy

and is called the Apogaum •

'

as the lovoeji part of
that Orbit, when the Planet is in his neareft di-

ftance to the Earth, which is called the Perigaunt

of that Planer.

APTITUDE, is the natural Difpofition that

any thing hath to be fitting for fuch or fucft i
Pftf-



AQU ARC
Purpofe. Thus Oil hath an Aptitude fto burn 3

and Water to extinguilh Fire.

APTOTE* (in Grammar) is a Noun Indecli-

nable, or which is without the variation of Cafe.

APYREXY, is an Intermiflion, Cooling, or A-
bating of a Fever

3
the Caufe of it is, that all the

Morbifick Matter is fpent in one Fit, and fo it in-

termits till new come, and begins to fwell and fer-

ments as the other. Blanchard.

AQUAS DUCTUS, (in Anatomy) is the Bony
Paifage of the Tympanum of the Ear^ reaching in-

to the Palate of the Mouth.
. AQUA FORTIS, is made by diftilling in a

clofe Reverberatory Furnace a Mixture of equal

Parts of Purified Nitre, Vitriol calcined white, and
Potter’s Earth or Clay dried and powdered. A
fmall Fire is ufed at firft to warm the Retort, and
to draw off the Phlegm 3 but as loon as the Spirits

begin to appear in the Receiver in Red Clouds,

the fire is raifed to the moll intenfe degree, and
kept fo till white Fumes begin to come forth 5

then unlute the Yelfels, and you have the Aqua
Fortis in the Receiver. 'Tis ufed to dilfole Men-
tals*

,

AQUALICULUS, the loweft part of the Belly,

being the fame with Hypogaftrium.

AQUARIUS, a Conftellation in the Heavens,

being the Eleventh Sign in the Zpdiac 3 it is com-
monly marked with this • Character zz, and con-

.
AQUATICK or AQUATILE, is that which

belongs to, or lives moftly in the Water : Thus
thofe Animals or Plants that live or grow ufally

In Water, are called Aquatic!^ Animals and
Plants. .

AQUEDUCT, is the Term in Architecture for

a Conduit or Work to convey Water (without

force of Engines) to any Place.

AQUEOUS HUMOUR, or the watery Hu-
mour of the Eye, is the utmoft being tranfparent,

and of no Colour 5 it fills up the Space which
lie between the Cornea Tunicle and the Chryfialline

Humour:
AQUILA ALBA, or the white Eagle, the fame

with Mercuritts Dulcis, which fee.

AQUILA, or Vultar Volans, a Conftellation

in the Northern Hemifphere, confifting of 3 a

Stars.

ARA, the Altar, a Southern Conftellation con-

taining 8 Stars.

ARACNOIDES, is the Chrijlalline Tunic of the

Eye ; by fome called alfo

ARANEA TUNIGA, or Chryflallina 3 and is

that which furrounds and contains the Chryfialline

Humour 5 by reafon of its light thin Contexture,

like that of the Web of a Spider
,

it has the

Name of Aranea. This Coat, by means of the

Ciliary Procejfes, helps to move the Chryftalline

Humour of the Eye nearer to or farther from the

Retina, and perhaps alfo to fender its Figure more
or lefs Convex.

ARAEOSTYLE, in Architecture,- is a fort of

Edifice where the Pillars are fetat a great diftance

one from another.

ARBITRATOR, is an extraordinary Judge
in one or more Caufes between Party and Party,

cholen by their mutual Confents. The Civilians

diftinguilh between Arbiter, who is to proceed

and judge according to Law and Equity mingled,

and Arbitrator, who is permitted wholly to ufe his

own Difcretion, without Solemnity of Procefs^ or

Courfe of Judgment, to hear and determine the
Controverfie committed unto him.
ARBITREMENT, is a Power given by two or

more contending Parties, to fome Perfon or Per*
fons to determine the Matter in Dilpute between
them

j and to pronounce the fame, to which they
bind themfelves under a Penalty to ftand : And the
Determination thus made is called an Award or
the Relult of an Arbitration.

ARBOR DIANAS, fee Diana's Tree.
ARBOR MARIS, a Name by fome Ghymifts

given unto Coral, becaufe it grows like a Tree or
Plant under the Water of the Sea.
ARBOREOUS, is by the Botanifts ufed for

luch Fungi or Mufci which grow upon Trees
whereas others grow on the Ground. Thus A?a~
r/c is a Fungus Arboreus, becaufe it always grows
on the Larix. But the Fungus Pulverulentus is Terre-
Prial, always growing on the Ground.
ARBORIST, is one that hath good Skill in the

feveral Kinds and Natures of Trees
3 and knows

how to propagate and preferve them well for their
leveral Ufes.

„
ARCANUM CORALINUM

, is the red
Precipitate of Mercury, on which hath been
burnt fix times, well redify’d Spirit of Wine in
order to burn oft’ fome of the Acids, and to fweet-
en the Precipitate fo as that itmay be fit to be tak-
en inwardly,

ARCANUM DUPLUM, is a kind of a Salt
gain d by walking the Caput Mortuum remaining
after the Diftillation of double Aqua Forth with
warm Water 3 which Water is afterwards filtrated
and evaporated, and the Salt remains at the Bot-
tom of the Glafs.

ARCANUM JOVIS, is an Amalgaima made o£
equal Parts of Tin and Mercury, powder’d and
digefted with good Spirit of Nitre 3 and from it
the Spirit being drawn in a Retort, the dry Mafs
is powdered again, and then digefted with Spirit
of Wine till the Powder be infipid.

ARCH or ARC, in Geometry, is any part of
the Circumference of a Circle.

ARCHAISMS, are obfolete Expfeffions now
out of ufe, and to be found only in acient Au-
thors.

ARCHES, for the Court of the Arches) is the
chief and moft ancient Confiftory belonging to the
Archbilhop of Canterbury, and it is fo called from
the Arches of the Church where the Court is kept,
namely, Bow-Church in London.

ARCHAiUS, with the Paraceljians, is the Prin-
ciple of Life, Health and Vigour in any Animal
Body.

ARCHIPELAGUS, in Geography, is' a pare
of the Sea containing many fmall Ifiands One near
another, and confequently feveral little Seas deno-
minated from thofe Illands 3 as the Grecian Archie
pelago or FEgean Sea.

ARCHITECTONICK, is that which builds a
thing up regularly according to the Nature and
Properties of it. Thus that plaftick' Nature,
Power, Spirit, or whatever it be called, which
hatches the Ova of Females into living Creatures
of the fame Species, is by fome called the Archie
tccltonick_ Spirit.

ARCHITECTURE, is the Art or Science of
Building, and is ufually divided into Civil and Mi-
litary

3 Civil Architecture teaches how to make a*

ny kinds of Buildings, Palaces, Churches or pri-

vate Houfes ; Military Architecture inftrudfo us in

/
' the
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The Explanation of the Plate for the Five

Orders of Architecture,

In the Tufcan Column

.

a The Ovoid or Egg : In the Lonick and

Corinthian Orders, and every where

by fome ’tis called the Echinus. The
French call it the Quart de rond.

h The Ajlragalor Baguette, as the French

call it : The Italians the Tondino or

Round ;
below which is a fmall Lift,

Reglet or Fillet.

c Is the Crown,
the French call it the Lar-

mier.

e ThzLift or Fillet under that.

f The Gala or Talon in French,

g The Lift of the Gala.

H The Frieze,

i The Lift of ths Architrave,

k The Architrave.

I The Lift of x\\z Abacus,

m The Abacas Cymatium or Sai’dou
,
as the

French call it.

n The Ovolo or Echinus

.

0 The Lift,
Ring or Fillet under that.

p The Fi eize ofthe Capital : The French

call it the Gorgerin or Collarin.

$ The Ajlragalol

r The Conge or Ceinture
,
as the French

call it; or ofthe Neck of the Column.

s The Body of the Column ;
in French the

Fuji or Vif.

t The Liftel of the Bafe, or the Nether-

band ox Swath.

u The Tore
,
or the Gros Baton

,
in French

.

The Plinth

.

x The Riglet, Lift or Fillet,

y The Guta reverfed, or thQ Talon,

z The Ring
, Lift or Fillet.

B The Die of the Bafe.

1 The Reglet or Fillet.

I 1 he Bafe of the Pedeftal ; in French

the Zgcle.

In the Dorick Column,

a The Gala
,
fometimes the Grove or

hollowing of the upper Lift.

b The Dentils or Teeth.

c The Capital of the Trygliph.

d The Trygliph , of which thofe Parts

that are framed inwards or hollowed,

are called Flutes : And the Square of

the Freize between the Trygliph is cal-

led the Metops

,

as r ;
and fometimes

the outermoft towards the Righ-hand
is called a Demi-Metops.

e The Cymatium or Bandelette*

f The Gutta or Drops,

g The Platteband or Face„

h The Reglet.

i The Talon or Gula.

k Tht Ovolo or Echinus.

I Three Annulets or Fillets.

m The Frieze , Gorgerin or Collarin.

S The/7#/, Shaft or Body of the Pillar.

o The Liftel.

p The TV?.

q The Pinth,

r The Fillets and Gula.

B The Die of the Bafe.

/ Thj Fillets or Reglet

s

of

u The Bafe of the Pedeftal.

In the lonick Column
,
the Things in which

it differs from theformer^ are thefe ,

1. The Firft Scotia .

2. The Second Scotia.

3 . The Bands or Canalof the Velma.

4. The Volute?.

5. The Firft or Little Face.

6. The Second or Middle Face

.

7. The Third or the Great Face

.

9. The Figure of Eggs carved there.

In the Corinthian Column
, the Things pc*

culiar are.

1.A Tore,Reglet andGula finely wrought
1. A Reglet and Ajlragal

, with

3. Frieze about it.

4, 6. The Ranks Or Rows of Leaves,

fome fay of the Acanthus or Great Dock,-,

others of Olive, and others of Palm.
8. The Abacus of the Capital„

9. The Flower.

tn the Compofite Order.

The Pedeftal of this Column, is the fame
with that of the Corinthian

,
except in

the Members ofthsCymatiam and Bafe.

And the Compofite Capital differs from the

Corinthian only in this? That it hath
Volute or Scrolls like the lonick

, when
the Corinthian hath curled Stalks

; and
therefore ’tis called Compofite> becaufe
compofed of the lonick and Corinthian

together.
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ifae beft way to fortify Cities, Camps, Sea-Ports,

or any other Places of Strength.

The Ancients at feveral Times, and on feveral

Occafions, eftablifh'd 5 Orders of Architecture ,

that is, 5 forts of Pillars, the Tufean, the Do-

rick, the lonickt the Corinthian, and the Compofite

or Roman Order,
(which fee under thofe Words).

The Difference between which Orders confifts in

the Column, with its Bafe and Capital, and the En-

tablature, that is, the Architrave, Frife and Cornice $

for thefe are the Parts which conftitute the Order,

and each one hath its proper and peculiar Mea-

fures.

Befides thefe 5 Ancient Orders, fome Authors

mention two more, as that of the Caryatides and

the Perfick, (which fee).

The Rules of ArchiteBure require, That in a

well-built Fabrick there fhould be Solidity, Con-

venience and Beauty ; to which fome Writers add,

Order, Difpojition, Proportion, Decorum and Oecono-

my : And thefe Eight, they fay, make the neceffa-

ry Parts of Architecture. Solidity, implies the

Choice of a good Foundation, and good found

Materials to work with. Convenience confifts in fo

ordering and difpofing the Parts of an Edifice,

that they may not hinder or embarafs one another.

Beauty is that agreeable Form and pleafing Appea-

rance which it exhibits to the Eye of the Spectator.

Order (they fayj gives each Part of the Building

a convenient Bignefs, whether we confider them

apart, or with Relation to the Whole. And Di-

fpofttion they make the due Ranging and agreeable

Union of all the Parts.

Proportion, is the Relation that all the Work
hath to its Parts, and which every one fepafately

hath to the Idea of the Whole : For among Works

that are perfect, from any particular Part we may
make a certain Judgment of the Greatnefs of the

whole Work : v. gr. the Diameter of a Pillar, or

the Length of a Triglyph, gives us a right Idea

of the Whole to which they belong. And to ex-

prefs the Relation that many things have to one a-

sother, as to their Greatnefs, and the different

number of their Parts, Vitruvius indifferently ufes

thofe three Words ; Proportion ,
Eurithmy and

Symmetry ; the two laft of which are of much
the fame Senfe with the firft.

Decorum or Decency comes next to be confidered,

which confifts in making the whole Afped of the

Fabrick fo correB, that nothing fhall appear but

what is founded upon, and approved by lome Au-
thority : And they fay, Decorum teaches you to

have a Regard to thefe 3 things, Defign, Cuftom

and 'Nature. The Regard to Defign makes us

choole (for Inftance) other Difpofitions and Pro-

portions for a Palace than a Church. The Re-
fped we pay to Cuftom, makes us adorn the Por-

ches and Entries into fuch Houfes as are within

Rich and Magnificent. And the Regard we have

to the Nature of the Places, makes us pitch upon
different Profpeds for different Parts of a Build-

ing : As for Example, we expofe Bed-Chambers
and Libraries to the Morning Sun: Winter Apart-

ments to the Weft, and Clofets of Pictures,

to the North, becaufe they require an equal Light.

Oeconomy teaches the Architect (they fay) to

have regard to the Expences that are to be made,
and the Quality of the Materials, near the Places

where he builds, and to take his Meafures rightly

for the Order and Difpofition ;
vi%, to give the

Fabrick a convenient Form and Magnitude»

ARCHITRAVE, is the chief Beam in any
Building, and the firft Member of that which is

called the Entablature,
vi%. that part of a Stone

Pillar which is above the Capital
, and below the

Fri^e. And ’tis called the Reafon- Piece or Mafter»

Beam in Timber Buildings ; but in Chimneys it is

called the Mantle-Piece, and over the Jambs of
Doors or Lintels of Windows Hyperthyron. The
Greeks called it the Epiftyle.

ARCTICK CIRCLE, is a Letter Circle of

the Sphere drawn on the Globe, parallel to the

Equator, and at 23 30 '. diftant from the North
Pole ofthe World, from whence it takes its Name.
This, and its oppofite the AntarBicks are called

the two Polar Circles. They may be Conceived to

be defcribd by the Motion of the Poles of the E»
cliptick round the Poles of the Equator# or of the

World.

ARCTOPHYLAX, fee Bootes.

ARCTOS MINOR,the fame with Vrfa Minor!
ARCTURUS, a fixed Star of the firft Magni=

tude placed in the Skirt of ArBophylax : Its Lon-
gitude is 199

6
. 39b Latitude 31

0
. z 1

. Right Afcen-

fion 210 0
. 13'. and Declination zo° . 58 >.

^
ARDENT SPIRITS, in Chymiftry, are fuch

Spirits as being diftilled from fermented Vegeta-
ble, will take fire and burn, as Spirit of Wine,
Brandy, Aqua Vit®, &c. They are ufally diftil-

led in an Alembick, or in a Copper Body with its

Moor’s Head and Refrigeratory.

ARDOR VENTRICULI, is the Difeafe com*
monly called the Heart-burning.

ARDOR URINES, is the fame With Dyfuriai j

AREA, of any Figure in Geometry, is its Inter*

nal Capacity or Superficial Content reckoned m
the Square Parts of any Meafure $ as if a Field
be in the Form of a Square, and its Side be 40
Yards in length, its Area or Superficial Content
will be 1600 fquare Yards: Or will contain 1600
little Squares, each of which is a Yard every
way.

1

Problems. To find the Area of all forts of
Plane Figures.

1. For a Square or Re(dangle , multiply one Side
found in any known Meafure by another ; The
Produd is the true Area. The Reafori of which
you have under Multipltcdtion in Geometry

:

which fee. \

2. For all Parallelograms, multiply the Perpen«
dicular let fall from any fide, by. the fide it falls

upon ; and the Product is the Area. Becaufe all

fuch Figures are equal to Redangles of the fame
or equal Bafe and Altitude.

,

3. For all Plane Triangles, multiply half the Per*
pendicular let fall from an Angle, by the oppofite

fide, or half that fide by the Perpendicular, and
the Produd is the true Area ; becaufe Triangles
are the Halves of Parallelograms of the lame of
equal Safes and Altitudes.
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4. For a Trapezium, where two Sides are Pa-

rallel, multiply the Sum of the Parallel Sides (b

and d) by half (p) the Perpendicular.

i

5 . For any other Trapezium, or any Multangular
Flaw Figure

, refolve it Diagonally into Triangles ;
and add the Areas of thofe Triangles (found by
the 3d Problem) into one Sum j which will be the

true Area of the whole. Thus, fuppofe a Trape-

zium whofe Sides are not parallel, divide it into

two Triangles by a Diagonal, and let f411 a Per-
pendicular from the other Angles thereto ; then
multiply the whole Bafe by half the Sum for
half the Bafe by the whole Sum) of the Perpen-
diculars, the Produd is the Area»

Bafe 14, its half 7
Sum of the Perpend, ir, its half 5,50

14 si

5)5 7

7® 77 Area 77.'

70

6. For all Regular Figures or Polygons
,
multiply

the half Sum of all the Sides by the length of a

Line drawn from the Center to the Middle of any

one Side, the Produd gives the Area

.

Becaufe that Line will be equal to the height of

each Triangle in the Polygon
,
and their Bafes will

be alfo equal, becaufe they are Sides of a Regular

Polygon.
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Thus in a Hexagon

,

whofe Side is 8 Yards®

and the Diftanee from the Center to the Middle
of any of the Sides i o Yards.

The Sum of the Sides is 6x8- 48, whofe
half is 24, which multiplied by 1©, produces24®
Yards, the Area of the Hexagon*

4
7. For aH Csrcles

f multiply half the Circumfe-
rence by the Radius, becaufe every Circle is equal
to a Redangle A, one of whofe Legs is the Peri-
phery, and the other the Radius, as Archimedes

hath demonftrared. For Pradice, meafure the
Semi-diameter, then fay. As 1000 : 3141 zz S©
is the Semi-diameter : To the Circumference s

which found, multiply by half the Diameter (os

Radius) the Produd is the Area.

8. For a SeBor of a Circlef multiply the Radius^
or one of its Legs by half the Arch (or half the
Radius by the whole Arch) the Produd gives the
Content.

9: For all Segments of Circles
,
find the Area of

the SeBor infilling on the Arl^, and alfo the Area
of the Triangle, and fubftrad thatof the Triangle

from that of the SeBor
,
the Remainder is the Area

of the Segment.

1 o. For an Ellipfis, multiply the longeft Diame-
ter by the fhorteft, and exrrad the Square Root:

of the Produd, it gives the Diameter of a Circle,

whofe Area is equal to the Area of the Ellipfis$ be-

caufe the Diameter of fuch a Circle is a mean
Proportional between the Diameters of the Ellipfis•»

1 1. For a Parabola, multiply the entire Ordi-

nate by the Abfcilfa or interceptedAx ; then dou-

ble that Produd, and divide the whole by 3 ; the

Quotient is the Area.

AREOLA PAPILARIS, a darkilh coloured

Circle about the Nipple*

AR0EM&*
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f

AREOMETER, is an Inftru-

ment to meafure the Gravity of

Liquor. ’Tis ufualiy made of a

thin fine Giafs of this Figure ,

and fealed at the Top, there be-

ing firft as much running Mer-

cury put into it, as will ferve to

keep it fwimming in an eretft

Pofition. The Stem is divided

into Degrees, and by the depth

of its defcent into any Liquor, its

Lightnefs is concluded ; for that

Fluid or Liquor in which it finks

leaft, muft be heavieft, and that

in which it finks loweft, will be

lighted:.

AREOSTYLE, in Architecture, is a Building

where the Columns ftand a little too thick, as feme

fay ;
or as the French Dictionary of Arts and Scien-

ces exprefles it, Loin a loin
t
that is, at a conveni-

ent diftance.

AREOTECTONICKS, is that part of Fortifi-

cation an d Military Architecture which teaches

how to attack fafely, and to fight an Enemy ad-

vantageoufly.

AREOTICK MEDICINES, are fuchasopen

the Pores of the Skin, and render them large enough

for the Morbifiek Matter to be carried off by

Sweat, or infenfible Tranfpiration. B anchard.

ARGEMA, a little Ulcer of the Eye in the

Circle of the Iris, having its Seat in a part of the

White, and alfo fome part of the Black of the

Eye. Blanchard

.

ARGENT, the Name in Heraldry of the

white Colours which is ufed for Gentlemen,

Knights and Baronets : But Barons, and all No-
bles, have the white Colour called Pearl, as all

Sovereign Princes have it called Luna : Without
either this or Or, the Heralds fay, there can be

no good Armory. This is exprefled in Engrav-

ing, by the Parts being left plain without any

Strokes from the Graver.

ARCO NAVIS, a Southern Conftellation con-

fiding of 41 Stars.

ARGUMENT, in Aftronomy is an Ark by
which we feek another Ark unknown, and pro-

portional to the firft> as the

ARGUMENT of INCLINATION ,
is an

Ark of the Orbit intercepted between the -Node

afeending, and the Place of the Planet from the

Sun, being numbred according to the Succefifion

of the Signs.

ARGUMENT of the Moon’s Latitude, is her

diftance from the Dragons Head and Tail, vif.

where the Orbit of the Moon in two Points Dia-
metrically oppofite, is interfered by the Ecliptick,

whereby
.

we find out the Quantity of the real

Obfcuration in Eclipfes, or how many Digits are

darkened.

ARGYROCOMUS, according to fome Wri-
ters', is a Silver-coloured Comet differing very little

from -the Solar Comet, except that it is of a brighter

Silver Colour, and fhines with fo great a Luftre

that it dazles the Eyes of the Beholders.

ARIES, a Conftellation of Stars drawn on the

Globes in the Figure of a Ram : ’Tis the firft of
the 1 2 Signs of the ^odiacl and is mark’d thus T,
and confifts of 1 9 Stars.

ARISTA, in Botany, fignifies that long llendef

Needle-like Beard which grows out from the -

Husk of Corn or Grafs : By fome ’tis called the

Avon.

ARITHMETIGK, is the Arc of numbring
truly ; or, as fome define it, the Science of di-

ferete Quantity : Tis divided into two general

Branches j Common Arithmetick., and Algebra ;

ARITHMETICAL COMPLEMENT, of a
Logarithm, is what that Logarithm wants of
1 0.0000000. That the Arithmet. Complement of

7.1079054182.8920946, where each Figure but
the laft is taken from 9* and that from 1 o.

ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION, or

Proportion, fee the Word Progreffion .

ARK, the fame with Arch, which fee.

ARK of DIRECTION or Progreffion, in A-
flronomy, is that Ark of the ^odiack. which a Pla-

net appears to deferibe when its Motion is for-

ward according to the Order of the Signs.

It is alio in the Ptolemaic/{Syft.em, the Arfc of
the Epicicle, which a Planet deferibes when it is

Progrelfive according to the Order of the Signs.

ARK of RETROGRADATION
, is that

which a Planet deferibes when it is Retrograde, or
moves contrary to the Order of the Signs.

ARK of the Firft and Second Station^ is the Ark^
w hich a Planet deferibes in the former or the latter

Semi-circumference of his Epicicle when it appears
Stationary.

, ARMARIUM UNGUENTUM
, the fame

with the Hyplo, Chryfma, Magnes Microcofmicus %
or a Weapon Salve, whereby Wounds, as' they /

pretend* may be cured at any diftance, by dref-

fing the Weapon only. They preferibe it to be
made of the Flefh of a Man hanged, or which di-

ed fome fuch violent Death, at the Increafe
5

of the
Moon, and in a good Sigh, &c. according to the
foolifh and wicked Superftition of Aftrologers.
See a good Refutation of this Impofture, and of
the Arguments brought for it, by the Author of
Philofophite Mofaicce, in Athan. Kfrcher de mdg-
nete, Lib. 3. pars vii.

ARMED, is faid at Sea of a Man of War fit-

ted out and provided in all refpe&s. Alfo a Crofts-

Barr-Shoi is faid to be Armed, when fome Rope-'
Yarn, or the fifth, is rowled round about one end
of the Iron-Barr which runneth through the Shot,
both that the Shot maybe the better rammeddown
into the Gun ; and alfo chiefly, leaft the (harp end
of the Bar fliould catch into any Honey Combs
within the Cylinder of the Piece.

ALoad-ftone is alfo faid to be Armed, when it

is capped or cafted, or fet in Iron ; in order to make
it up the greater Weight, and alfo to diftinguifli

readily its Poles. Kfrcher, in his Book de Mag-
nete, tells us, That the beft way to arm a Load-
ftone, is to drill a Hole through the Stone from

,

Pole to Pole, and in that to place a Steel Rod of
a moderate length ; which Steel Rod will

, he
faith, at the end, take up more Weight, than the
fame Stone armed the common way can do * as he
faw tried at Rome,
ARMED, is the proper Term in Heraldry for

Blazoning the Beaks and Feet of Cocks, and all
Birds of Prey ; and thefe are always painted of a
different Colour from the Bird it felf, and therefore
they fay he beareth a Cock, or a Falcon Armed
Or, Gules, 8cc

ARMILLARY SPHERE, is when the greater'
and leffer Circles of the Sphere being made of

H %
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Brafs, TVood, Pajl-board, (3c. are put together in

their natural Order, and placed in a Frame, fo

as to reprefent the true Pofition and Motion of
thofe Circles.

See the Figure following.

ARMONIACK SALT, lee Sal Armoniack,

ARM.ONIACK Volatile Sfirit
>

fee Volatile

Sprit of Sal Armanickj

ARMORY, the fame with Heraldry, being

the Art of truly Blazoning and MarJhaHing all

Coats of Arms, and appropriating them to their

cr Bearers*

ROMATICK, the fame with Odoriferous,

or Sweet Scented.

AROMATICK Volatile Salty the fame with

Sal Volatile Qleofum, which fee.

AROMATIZATION, or Aromatizing of Me-
dicines, is mingling them with a due Proportion

of Aromatick Spices, (3c. in order to make them

more grateful and ufeful.

ARQUEBUSE, or Harquebufs, is a large Hand-
Gun fomething bigger than our Mufquet j by fome

\is called a Caliever

.

ARRAIGN, is to put a thing in order, or in his

Place.

ARRAIGNE the Affile, is to caufe the Tenant

to be called, to make the Plaint, and to fet the

Caufe in fuch order as the Tenant may be enforc-

ed to anfwer thereto. v

Alfo a Prifoner is faid to be arraign'd, when he

is inditfted and put to his Tryal.

ARRAY, (in Law) is the ranking or ordering a

Jury orlnqueftof Men that are Impannelled upon

any Caufe.

ARRENTATION, fignifies the licencing an

Owner of Lands in the Foreft to enclofe them

(with a Hedge and a little Ditch) under a yearly

Rent.

Saving of the Arrentation, is the faving Power

to give fuch Licences for a yearly Rent.

ARRERAGES, are Duties behind unpaid after

the Days and Times in which they are due, and
j

ought to have been paid, whether they be Rents

of a Mannor, or any other thing referv’d.

ARREST, is when one is legally taken and re-

ftrain’d from his Liberty.

ARRESTANDIS bonis ne diffipanter, is a Writ

which lies for him whole Cattel or Goods are tak-

en by another, who, during the Controverfy,

doth, or is like to wafteorconfume them, and will

hardly be able to make Satisfaction for them af-

terwards.

ARRESTANDO ipfum qui pecuniam recepit ad I

proficiandum in obfequium Bpgk, (3c

.

is a Writ that !

I lieth for the Apprehenfion of him that hath taken
Preft-money towards the King $ Wars, and hides

I himfelf when he fhould go.

ARRESTO fadofuper bonis mercatbrufn alieni-

I genorum, is a Writ that lies for a Denison againft
I the Goods of Strangers ofanother Country^found
I within the Kingdom, in Recompence of Goods
I taken from him in that foreign Country, after

J

denial of Reftitution. This, among the CiviUians,
J is called Clarigatio

, but now barbaroufly l{epri~

j
falio.

I ARRETTED^ (in Law) is he that is convent-
I ed before any Judge, and charged with a Crime.

ARRIERE-GARDE, ke Bear-Guard.
ARSENAL, is a Royal or Publick Magazine,’

or Place appointed for the making and keeping

J
of all Arms neceffary either for Defence or Af=

J

fault.

I ARSIS (3 THESIS, are certain Terms in Mu-
Heal Compofition , as where a Point being invert-

I ed, is faid to move per Arfin (3 Thefin
,
that is to

fay, where a Point rifeth in one part, and falls in
another

; or on the contrary, where it falls in one
part, and rifeth in another j whence is produced a
very agreeable Variety.

ARTERY : There are three kinds of Dudts
in an Animal Body which bear the Name of Ar-
tery, the Afperia Arteria or ^trachea, the Arteria,

Pulmonark or Vena Arteriofa ; both which fees
And moft properly, the Aorta or great Artery,

|

which carries the Spirituous Blood from the left
l Ventricle of the Heart by its Branches, to all

j

Parts of the Body ; This, and its Ramifications,

j

are the only true Arteries. The Word Artery, fome

j

fay, is derived from aIto tS a)par, becaufe ’tis

continually riling or moving with a Pulfe like Mo-
tion ; and may be defined to be an Organical and
Similar Part, oblong and round, appointed to con-

veyr
Spirituous Blood to all Parts of the Body.

The greateft Aorta in the whole Body is the A-
orta, for thatReafon often called the Arteria mag-
na

i
and from it all the Arteries in the whole Body

are derived, except the Arteria Pulmonark. A
brief Account of which, and how they fpring

froth the Aorta
,
I fhall here fubjoift.

Before it comes out of the Pericardium, it fends

out fometimes one, but oftner two fmall Arteries9
on each fide one, which compafs the Bafis of the

Heart like a Garland in their Circuit, fending

down divers Twigs lengthways on the Hearts
and thefe are called the Arterice Coronaries. When’
thefe two fmall Arteries have encompaffed the Ba-
fis and meet, they inofculate one with another,

but not with the Veins: At their rife out of the

Aorta, there is a Valve to hinder the Reflux of the

Blood into the Aorta. Thefe Coronary Arteries

Dr. Buyfch obferves, fend Branches to the Auricles
i?

and to the very Subftance of the Heart it felf, and
to the Root of the Trunk of the Aorta.

The afeending Trunk then running up under

the Vena Cava, lies upon the Wind-pipe, and pre-

fently fendeth forth two large Branches, where-

of one palfeth to the Right, the other to the Left

Arm : They are called Rami fubclavii, becaufe

they march under the Calvicu’a; ;
and as foon as

they are gone out of the Breaft, are called Axil-

lares. The Right is the larger, and rifing higher,

goes a more diredt way towards the Right Arm j

the Left is lefs, and rifing lower, afeends more

obliquely towards the Left Arm. They fend

our
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cut feveral Branches both from their lower and

upper .fide.

From- the Lower proceeds the Superiour Inter-

nal, which runs along the Ihterftices or Inter-

vals of the four uppermoft Ribs, and fends Slips

to the neighbouring Mufcles and fpinal Marrow.

Thefe fometimes are propagated from the Cer-

vical Arteries coming out through the Holes of

the Vertebrce.

From the upper fide of each Subclavian fprings

firft the Mammari, which defcends towards the

Breaft through the Mufcles that fill up the Inter-

ftices of the Cartilages of the true Ribs ; and a

confiderable Branch of each defcending out of

the Thorax by the Sides of the Cartilage enfifor-

mis, run down the Abdomen under the Mufculi

Petli, fpreading there into many Twigs, which

are laid to inofculate with the Extremities of the

like Twigs of the Epigaftrick Artery afcending.

But that Opinion is fo oppofite to the Circulation

of the Blood, that it is impoflible to be true ; for

no Blood can afcend by the Mammarice, nor de-

fcend by thefe afcending Twigs of the Epiga-

Jlrix.

The next is Cervicalis (otherwife called Vette-

Iralis) which fendeth Slips to the Vertebra and

Mufcles of the Neck, at whofe feventh Vertebra

it enters in by the Holes of the tranfvcrfe Pre-

cedes ,
and pierceth the Membrane that in-

vefts the Spinal Marrow, bellowing Twigs both

on the Membrane and Marrow, and runs up
therewith in at the great Hole of the Occiput,

and being enter’d the Skull, both Branches (the

Right and Left) join under the Medulla Oblon-

gata
,
and then are divided into innumerable

ttioft fmall Twigs, which make wonderful Net-
like Plexus in the Pia Mater about the Cerebel-

lum, and run into the Subftance of the Cerebel-

lum it felf ; and fome of them being united

with thofe of the Carotides, make part of the very

Pete mirable.

The third Artery that rifeth out of the upper fide

ofthe Subclavianis Mufcula, which is fpent on the

Mufcles of the Neck, and fometimes alio on fome
of the Arm.

After the Subclavians have had all thefe Pairs of
Arteries going out of them, they pafs out of the

Thorax, and begin to be called Axillar.

At the fame Place, or very near, where the a-

feending Trunk of the Aorta fends out the Subcla-

vians tideways, the remainder of it is divided in-

to two, called Carotides, which afcend diredlly

upwards (though the Right fometimes arile from
the right Subclavian). Thefe, at their rife, are

fuftained by the Thymus ; and having bellowed
Twigs on the Larynx

,
Tongue, the Mufcles of the

OsHyoides, and the neighbouring Gland, pafs up
on each Side by the fides of the Wind-pipe to the

Jaws, with the Internal Jugular Vein, and there
are each fubdivided into the External and Internal

Branches.

The External is fmaller, and is difperfed into all

the Mufcles of the Checks, Fore-head, Temples,
Lips, and, in general, through all the outer Parts
of thf Head and Face.

The Internal
, which is larger, fends forth fome

more Twigs to the Larynx, Tongue
* &c. as alfo

to the Glands behind the Ears, and the fpongy
Parts of the Palate and Nofe. Then it entreth
the upper Jaw, and bellows a fmall Slip on the
Root of each Tooth (as the External did on the
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i Roots of the Teeth of the lower Jaw) whereby
{Harp Humours flowing in upon them, fometimes

caiife a very painful Tooth-ach. The remainder

of it climbs upon the Skull, being abotit the Ba~

fu divided into two Branches : The lefs and hin-

der whereof having fent ode Slip to the inner

Mufcles of the NeCk, and another through the

Hole of the uppermoft Vertebra into the Mem-
brane that invefts the Spinal Marrow, afcending

farther, enters the Skull, at the Hole by which
the fixth Pair of Nerves (commonly fo called)

comes out, and creeping along the Dura Mater
$

ends near its Sinus (which yet fome fay it en-

ters. The larger Branch, tending upwards, is

carried through the bony Channel in the Wedge-
like Bone, with a winding Du<5l to the Seda equi-

na ; at whofe Bafis, after it has fent out a Twig
on each Side into the Dura Mater, it opens it felf

into many fmall Slips, which being interwoven

with thofe of the Cervical Artery (above-menti-

oned) make the Pete mirable, which is more ob-
fervablein Bealls than in Men. Yet it is not all

fpent on the faid Slips, but perforating the Dura
Mater, it enters the Pia Mater with two norable

Branches, which being divided into very fmall

Twigs, are mingled with thofe of the Cervical

Artery, with which they pafs out of the Skull, and
accompany the Spinal Marrow even to the Loins :

Afterwards it fends a fmall Branch through the fe-

cond Hole of the Wedge- like Bone with the Op-
tick Nerve, out of the Skull to the Eye ; and yet

Hill fupplying more Twigs to the Subftance of the

Brain and Pia Mater, and being united with fome
other Twigs of Cervical Artery* it makes the

Plexus Choroids.

The defcending Trunk of the Aorta,
which is

larger than the afcending, goes down by the Gul-
let to which it cleaveth. And hence is a Man that

is hot, fo much cooled with a draught of cool

Drink ; for the Gullet being cooled thereby, the

Blood in the Aorta contiguous to it, mult needs
be cooled likewife.

Before it arrive at the diaphragm it fends out
of its hinder fide the inferiour Intercoltals

,
which

run along the Interftices of Eight or Nine of the
lower Ribs, namely, thofe which the SuperiouY

Interco&als did not fupply. They likewife fend
Sprigs by the Holes of the Vertebra, made for the

Nerves
,

to the Marrow of the Back, and to the
Mufcles which reft upon the Vertebra, and alio to

thofe of the Thorax. Sometimes above this, and
fometimes below it, there arileth alfo out of the
hinder part of theAorta andArtery called Bronchia-
Its, firft found out and fo named by Frederick Ppych,
which accompanies all the Bronchia of the Wind-
pipe.

When it comes to the Midriff, there fprings out
of it the Phrenica, one on each fide

; thefe run-
ning all through the Diaphragm, pafs up into the
Mediaiiinum, and fometimes into the Pericardiuma

Then having penetrated the Midriff it defcends
in one Trunk to the fifth Vertebra of the Loins 5
in which Paffage it firft fendeth forth the Ceeliaca

%

which arifeth fingle, and is fo Called, becaufe it

fendeth Twigs to the Stomach. This fpringeth
from the; fore-part of the Trunk at the firft Verte-

bra of the Loins, and defcending under the hollow
of the Liver, upon the Trunk of the Vena Porta,
it is divided into two Branches, the Bight and Left,
The Bight which is the fmaller, afcending, pro-

duces jp its upper part the Gqftriea dextrd, thac

comes

e.
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comes to the Pylorus, whence Spigelitts calls_ it Py-

lorica : And befides, the Cjftic* gemelLc, which are

very fmall, and are difperfed through the Gall

Bladder. And out of its lower fide there fpring ;

1. Epiplois dextra, which runs through the right

fide of the inner or hinder Leaf of the Caul and

and the Colon that it is annexed to.

2. Intefiinalis, bellow’d on the Duodenum and,

beginning of Jejunum.

3. Gafiro-epiploi dextra, on the right fide ( to

the middle) of the bottom of j^e Stomach, and al-

fo on the Caul that it is knit to its bottom.

4. Hepatic*, which are two fmall ones : Thefe

are fpent on the inveiling Membrane of the Liver

(for its Parenchyma is nourilhed by the Porta ) the

Capfula Communis, the Gall-Bladder and Porus Bi-

lariat.

The Remainder of this Right Branch enters the

Mefentery with many Twigs.

The Left Branch of the Cceliaca, which is call’d

Splenicus
(
fometimes ipringing immediately from

the Aorta) is larger than the Right ;
and as it goes

towards the Spleen, it fendeth forth of its upper i

fide Gajlrica major, which after it hath bellow’d

a Slip upon the upper and middle part of the Sto-

mach, is divided into two others ; the firft where-

of is called Coronaria Stomachica, which encom-

palfes the upper Orifice of the Stomach like a Gar-

land, and fends many Twigs to die Body of the

Ventricle it felf ;
the other Gajlrica finiltra which

(according to Diemerbroeck) is carried towards the

Right Hand into the upper part of the Stomach,

and to the Pylorus. Out of its lower fide fpring,

firll Epiplois poftica, which runs to the^ hinder

Leaf of the Omentum, and the Colon annex d to it;

fecondly, Epiploisfinish-a, which is; bellow’d on

the lower and left fide of the Omentum.

Juft as the Splenick Branch is entring into the

Spleen, there arifes out of its upper part Vas breve

arteriofum, which goeth ftreight to the Left part

of the bottom of the Smmach ;
and the Gafiro-epi-

plois finifira, which being fuftain’d by the upper or

fore-leaf of the Omentum, fends fome Twigs there

to, and alfo to the Left part of the bottom of the

Stomach, and to both its fore and hinder fides, then

it enters into the Spleen. .

All thefe Arteries fpring from the Cceliaca, and

accompany the Veins of the Porta of the like deno-

mination.

The next that arileth out of the Trunk of the

Aorta is the upper Mefentericf, which fprings from

the fore-part of it as the Cceliacf did. It accom-

panies the Vena Mefariaca of the P orta, and runs

through all the upper part of the Mefentery, and

bellows many Branches on the Guts, Jejunum, I-

leum, and that part of Colon that lieth in the right

Hypo'chonder.

Immediately below this, about the fecond Ver-

tebra oixhz Loins, there go out of each fide of the

defcending Trunk of the Aorta an Emulgent Ar-

tery, each of which being after its rife divided into

two, and fometimes into three Branches, enters

the Kidney on its own fide. The Right fprings

out of it a little lower than the Left . both are fub-

divided into innumerable Twigs in the Parenchima

of the Kidneys, ( all of which are invefted with

the Veins in one common Capfula borrow’d from

the Pelvis )
and their Capillaries end in the Glands,

wherein the Serum that thefe Arteries bring with
j

the Blood is feparated there-from, and carried from

them by the Urinary Siihons into the Pelvis .

Next to thefe arife the Spermatic4? ( called Ar-
tori* pr*parantes). Thefe. go out of the fore-parc
of the Trunk very near together (very feldom ei-

ther of them out of the Emul gents, as the Left
Spermatick Vein does

)
and the Right pafles over

the Trunk of the Vena Cava About two Fingers
breadth from their rife they are each joyn’d with
the Vena praparans of their own fide, and defcend
with them, in Men, through the Prccefs of thePe-
ritomeum to the Stones, being divided into two
Branches a little before they arrive at them, one
of which runs towards the Epididymis, and the o-
ther to the TeRes. In Women, when they come
near the Tefies ( or Ovaria

) they are divided alfo

into two Branches, one whereof goes ro the Tefiesy
and the other to the bottom of the Womb. Next
below the Spermatick fptings the lower Mefente-

rick, out of the Trunk a little before it is divided
into the Rami Iliad, This entreth the lower Re-
gion of the Mefentery, and diftributes many Bran-
ches to the Left part of the Colon, and to the
ftreight Gut; andlaftly, defcending to thQ Antis

v

makes the internal Hemorrhoidal Artery.

Very near to this, put of the Trunk ftili arife

the Lumbares, reckon’d four in number : Thele
go out of the back-fide of the Aorta, and are di-
ftributed, not only to the neighbouring Mufcles
of the Loins,and to the Periton<eum,bnt enters in at
Holes of the Vertebra of the Loins, and run along
the Membrane that involves the Spinal Marrow,
and penetrates into the Marrow it lelf.

Befides thefe feme reckon other two, on each
fide one, call’d Mufcul<e Superiores (which run to
the Mufcles of the Abdomen) unlefs thefe be two
of the four call’d Lumbares.

When the Trunk is defcended as low as die
'fifth or laft Vertebra of the Loins, and the top of
Os Sacrum, it begins to climb upon the Vena Cava,
under, or behind which it pafled thus far : But as
it begins t© get upon it, it is divided into two e-
qual Branches called Rami Iliad, and at its very
divifion there fprings out of it Arteria Sacra, whofe
fmall Twigs entring in at the Holes of the Os Sa-
crum penetrate into the Marrow contained ,in it.

The Trun kof the defcending Aorta being di-

vided into the Rami Iliad, thefe are fub-divided
prefently into the interiour and exteriour Branches.
From the interiour, which is left, proceed three

others.

Firft, The inferiour Mufcula (called Atherwife
Glutcea

)
which is beftow’d on the Mufcles^ named

Glutcei that make the Buttocks, and alfo on the
lower end of the Iliack Mufcle and the Pfeas.

Secondly, The Hypogaftrick, which is large, and
at the lower end of the Os Sacrum runs to the

Bladder and. its Neck, and the Mufcles that co-
ver the Offa Pubis. In Men it goes alfo along the
two Nervous Bodies of the Penis as far as the

Gians ; and in fVomen it is diftributed in numerous.
Branches into the bottom of the Womb and its

Neck, out oi which, for the greateft part, iflite

the Menfes in their Monthly Purgation. It goes

alfo to the Podex, where it makes the external

Hemorrhoidal Artery.

Thirdly, The Umbilical Artery, which afcending

by the fides ofthe Bladder, and being inferred into

the Peritoneum, proceeds betwixt the two Mem-
branes thereof to the Navel, out of which it pafles

in a Foetus in the Womb, and runs into the Placen-

ta Vterina : But after the Infant is born^ when
there is no more ufe of it, it elofes .upland turns

into
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into the nature of a Ligament, in fome meafure

juftaining the fides of the Bladder, and hindring it

from preding on its Neck.

From the Exteriour Branch of the Ramus Hia-

tus two Arteries arife.

Firft, The Epigaflrick., which turning upwards

On the^utfide of the Peritoneum runs betwixt it

and the Aiujculi Rebli of -the Abdomen as high as

the Navel, where the Mammary Artery meets it,

and according to Tradition (though falfe) inofcu-

lates there with it.

Secondly,
Pudenda, which fends forth a notable

Artery on each fide into the Nervous Body of the

Penis in Men, and into the Clitoris in Women.

Hence it is carried inwards by the joynting of the

OJJa Pubis to the Pudenda and Groins, and their

Glands, and is fpent on the Skin of thofe Parts,

and of the Yard, in Men. When all thefe pairs of

Arteries have arifen out of the Rami Iliaci, they

they run down out of the Abdomen to the Thighs,

where they begin to be called Crurales. '

ARTERIA VENOSA: See Pulminaria Ar-

teria.
. r

ARTERIOTOMY, is the artificial opening of

an Artery for the letting of Blood in an inveterate

Head-ach, Madnefs, Falling-ficknefs ,
Pain and

Inflammation in the Eyes and Ears, and the Se&i-

on is made in the Fore-head, Temples or behind

the Ears: The manner of it is thus j
after the Li-

gature is made in the Arms or Neck, the Artery is

cut juft as a Vein is, and when the Blood is emit-

ted, you apply a very Aftringent Piaifter with a

Leaden Plate to the Orifice, and then fwathe it

well. Blanchard.
'

arthritis, "Morbus Articularis, the Gout, is

a Pain in the Joints of the Limbs, fometimes ac-

companied with a miferable Contra&ion of the

Nerves, Tendons, Ligaments, and thin Membranes

about the Bones, with Swelling and Rednefs, and

now and then with hard chalky Concretions. They

account it four-fold : Chyragra the Hand Gout

;

Ifchias, the Gout in or about the Bone connected

to the Os Ilium,
which therefore feme call the

Hip-Gout : Gonagra,
in the Knees $ and Podagra ,

in the Feet.

ARTHRITIS PLANETICA,! the wandring

ARTHRITIS VAGA, J Gout, which

fles or moves from one Limb to another

ARTHRITICK, or Arthritical, Gouty, Dif-

eafed in the Joints, (3c.

ARTHRODIA, is the Articulation of one Bone

into the (hallow Sinus of another, as the Radius

receives the Humerus.

ARTHROSIS, the fame with Articulation.

ARTICK POLE, is the North Pole of the

World.
ARCTICK CIRLE: See Polar Circle.

ARTICLE, in Arithmetick, is Ten,
with all ci-

ther whole Numbers that may be juftly divided

into ten Parts, as zo, 30, 40, (3c. they are fome-

times called Decads, and fometimes Round Num-
bers.

ARTICLE, in Grammar, is a fmall Word or

Particle ufed to Decline or Vary the Cates, and

to diftinguilh the Genders ofNouns and Pronouns,

as Hie, Hec, Hoc in the Latin Tongue.

ARTICULATION, is that part of Grammar
which treateth, firft of Sounds and Letters (which

are called the Elements of Speech )
and then of

the manner of their Combination for the compo-

fing of Syllables and Words j fo that he which

A SC
pronounces his Words clearly and diftindlly, is

(aid to pronounce them articulately. And fucli

Sounds as can be exprefled by Letters, and which
form Words, are called Articulate Sounds„

ACTICULATION, in Anatomy, is a Conjun-
ction of the Limbs of an Animal Body, for the

due performance of Motion : Some make this two-
fold, vi%. Diarthrofis, which is a more loofe, and
Synarthrofis, which is a more clofe Conjunction.

The Term is alfo ufed by the Botanifts for the

Joints or Knots that are in fome SHirue, as thofe

of the Ornithopolium, and in the Roots of the

Polygonatum, and the Diftance or Space betweeil

Knot and Knot, or Joint and Joint they call the

Internodium.

ARTIFICIAL DAY : See Day.

ARTIFICIA NUMBERS, Secants
,
Sines and

Tangents : See Logarithmetical Numbers, Secants
,

Sines and Tangents.

ARTIFICIAL LINES, on any Sector orScale

are Lines fo contrived as to reprefent the Loga-
rithmetick Sines and Tangents, which, by the

help of the Line of Numbers, will folve all Que-
(lions in Trigonometry, Navigation,^. tolerably

ARTILLARY, is all forts of great Fire-Arms

with their Appurtenances j as Cannons of all forts,

Mortars, Muskets, Carbines, (3c

.

ARYTAiNOIDES, or Gutturales, are two Car-
tilages which with others make up the top of the

Larynx ; and thefe are fo called, becaufe when
their Procefles are joined together, they reprefent

the Month of an Ewer (Gutturium) or the in-

dented Lip of a Cup or Veflel.

ARYMNOIDEUS, is the fmalleft Mufcle
belonging to the Larynx ; it’s in the Opinion of
fome, double ;

but has always (fays Mr. Coveper)

appeared to us (ingle. It arifes from the external

part of one of the Arytenoidal Cartilages, and run-

ning tranfverfly, is inferted to the other. This
pulls the Arytenoidal Cartilages nearer each other,

and (huts the Rimula adequately
, by forcing

down the Epiglotis, which quite clofes the Glottis

fo that no Air can enter.

ASAPHY, is a lownefs of the Voice, proceed-
ing from an ill Conftitution, of Contemporatiort

of the Organs of Speech.

ASBESTINE Paper or Cloth.is fuch as will burn
in the Fire, be purified by it, and yet not confume.
3Tis made of the Asbejlo or Lapis Amianthus

y

and
is by fome called Linum Vivum.

ASCARISjj or Afcarides, are little Worms which
bfeed in the inteftinum Reblwri, and tickle and
trouble it.

ASCENDANT, is that part of the Heavens'
which afeends, or is coming up above the Hori-
zon in the Eafi.

ASCENSION, is the rifingof the Sun or Star,

or of any part of the Equinoblidl with it, above
the Horizon. Defcenfion is the fetting of the fame.
Thefe Afcenficns and Defcenjions are either Right of
Oblique ; which fee.

ASCENSIONAL Difference, in Aftronomy, is'

the Difference between the Right and Oblique A-
feenfion or Defcenfion j or, it’s the fpace of Time,
the Sim rifeth orferteth before, or after fix of the

Clock.

To find the Afcenfional Difference: Trigonometri-
cally, having the Latitude of the Place, and the

Suns Decimation given.
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Say, As the Co-Tangent of the Latitude : Is to

the Tangent of the Sun’s Declination :: So is the

Radius : To the Sine ofthe Afcenfional Difference.

Example. Suppofe the Latitude be 5 1 ®. 3°'« and

the Sun s Declination be 9
0

. o'o

Then to the Ar. co» of chef

Co-Tangent of f
add the Tangent of - - 9

Sum is the Sine of

51Y30'.-- 0,099395

00'. - -9,199711

ii°. 29 ~ 9,2-99107

Which is the Afcenfional Dijfereence required ; and

being reduced into Time, by allowing 4 Minutes

of an Hour for every Degree, ’twill be 44'. 29R
ASCII, are the Inhabitants of the Torrid Zpne,

which twice a Year have the Sun (at Noon) in

their %enith, andconfequently, then their Bodies

caft no Shadow 5 whence comes the Name of A-

fcii, atnuon

ASCITES, is a Dropfie or fwelling of the Ab-

domen, and confequently, of the Scrotum
,
Thighs

and Feet, proceeding from a Serous, and fome-

tirnes Lymphatick or Chylous Matter, like the

wafhing of Field, collected in the Cavity of thofe

ParC$ m

ASCITICK, is he that is affedled with the

Afcites.

ASCLEPIAD, a Greek or Latin Verfe of four

Feet, containing a Spondee, a Coriamlm
,
and two

DaByles j as,

Sublimiferiamfidera vertices

ASPARAGUS, in Botanicks, fignifies the firft

Germen, Sprout or Shoot of a Plant ; which is either

edible by it felf, or boiled in Broth : It comes out

before the Leaves are unfolded. And hence (/. e.

a ffvreipa)) the famous Plant of this Name receives

its Denomination.

ASPECT, a Term in Aftronomy, fignifying the

Situation of the Stars and Planets, in relpecft of

one another. Of thefe they ufually reckon five.

1, ThcSextile, when two Stars or Planets are

60 degr. from one another.

Z. QuartHe, when they are 90 degr. diftant.

5. The Tnne, when they are diftant 1 20 Degr.

4. Oppofition, when they are 180 diftant.

5. Conjunction, wuen they are both in the fame

Degree.

Kepler added 8 new AfpeBs more j as the Demi-

fextile of 30°. the Decile of 3 6°. the OBile of45 °.

she Quintile of 72
0

. the Tredecile of 1 08 °. the Sef-

quartile of 135
0
. the Liquintile of 144

0
. and the

Quincunx of 150°.

How this Diftance is reckoned, and on what

Circle, fee theWord Secondary Circles.

ASPERA Arteria, or Trachea, is an oblong Pipe

eonfifting of various Cartilages and Membranes,

which begins at the Throat, or lower part of the

Jaws,lies upon the Gullet, defcends into the Lungs,

and is difperfed by manifold Ramifications or

Braches through their whole Subftance : The
Upper Partis calledL^rc^and the lower Bronchus,

jo which Malpighius adds a third, or loweft, called

by him Veficular : It is fubfervient to Speech and

Refpiration.

That part of the Afpera Arteria which is called

she Bronchus, contains all of it, but the Larynx ;

being the Body of the Pipe as well before as after

its Infertion into the Lungs, all the Cartilages of

this Bronchus are like the loweft of the Larynx, to

which the uppermoft of the Bronchus adheres.

j

Thefe Cartilages are feated one below another at
equal Diftances, and keep in their Places by both
the Membranes of the Trachea, which fill up their
Interftices, and tye then1 one to another like Liga-
ments. Yet thefe Ring ' have not their Circle en-
tire, but on the backfidc )f the Bronchus next the
Gullet, that they might give way to the Meat in
fwallowing, they pafs into a Membrane, fo that
they are in Figure like the Letter C. But this In-
rerftice in their Circle, which moft Anatomifts af«
firm to be Membranous, Cafp. Bartholin (after his
Father) fays, is rather a Carnous Fibres that run
from one Side or End of the Cartilage acrofs to
the other, which) in Expiration (efpeciall violent)
contracting themlelves, draw the Ends of the
Cartilage towards one another on each Side, and
thereby ftraiten the Pipe of the Trachea.
And though the Cartilages, io far as they are

contiguous to the Gullet (being about twenty in
number) are thus femilunar as it were , yet thofe
of the Branches of the Bronchus within the Lungs,
have no Jnterftice in their Circumference, being
all Cartilaginous, though not all of a Circular Fi-
gure, but fome Four-fquare, other Triangular, &cl
as DiemerbroecJ{' obferves, the inner Membrane is

plentifully befet with miliary Glands, out of which
a good part of that mucous Matter that bedaubs
its Infide iffues, for the lubricating of it. The ou-
ter Membrane helps to conned! the Cartilages the
more firmly one to another, and the whole Tra-
chea to the neighbouring Parts, that it may more
fafely and firmly defcend into the Thorax. This is

much thinner than the other j for the Inner (ac-
cording to Dr. Wallis) has two Rows of Mufcular
Fibres, the Outer (freight, the Inner oblique, the
Firft by their Contraction fhorten the Trachea, the
Latter ftraiten it j fo that he thinks they affift Expi-
ration, efpecially when it is violent, as Coughing,'
Hawking, or the like. Yet he fays, this inner
Membrane has two others growing upon it, as it

were, one Glandulous
,

and another Vafcular.
Through this latter do the Blood-Veffels and Nerves
every where run 5 and the Glands placed in the
former, receive and keep all the fuperfluous Moi-
fture or Lympha depofited by the Arteries, which
the Veins do not imbibe, till they can remand it by
the Lymphedudls (which fpring from them) or if

it be over plentiful, fo that the the Lymphedudls
cannot receive it at all, then it iffues both out of
thefe Glands, and out of the Arteries into the Ca-
vity of the Wind-pipe, and caufes a Catarrh. But
the Infide of this Membrane is naturally moift, be-
ing befmear’d with a fattifhand muccous Humour,
to hinder its drying, and to make the Voice fmooth-
er , fo that when this Humour is fretted off in

Catarrhs, or the Infide of this Membrane becomes
rough from any Caufe, the Voice becomes hoarfe j
and when it is dried by too much Heat, as in Fea-
vers, it becomes fqueaking.

The Afpera Arteria has Veins from the external

Jugulars. Arteries from the Garotides
,
and from

the Arteria Bronchialis (firft found out by Frede~

rickJLuyfch) which fprings from the backfide of the

defending Trunk of the Aorta, a little above the

lower Intercoftals. Nerves it receives from the

recurring Branches of the par Vagum, which run
moftly along its inner Membrane, whence it be-

comes fo exquifitely fenfible.

When it is defcended as low as the fourth Ver°

telra of the Thorax, it is divided into two Trunks,

whereofone goes into the right Lobe of the Lungs,
she
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the other into the left, and each is prefently again

divided into two, and thofe into others, till at laft

they end in very fmall Branches, which are difperf-

ed among the like Branches of the Pulmonary Ar-

tery and Vein, and en i in and are continued

With the little Bladders that make up the greateft

part of the Bulk of the Lungs.

ASPERIFOLliE (
Planta) is one of the Divi-

onsor kinds of Plants; See Plants, N. n.)

In this kind of Plants, the Leaves ftand alter-

nately, or without any certain order on the Stalks

:

The Flowers are monopetalow, but having the Mar-

gin cut into 5 Divifions, fometimes deep, fome-

times Ihallow ; and the upper Spike or top of the

Plant is often curved back fomething like a Scorpi-

on’s Tail* They are called Afperifolia becaufe

they are ulually rough leaved
,
but they are not al-

ways fo. After each Flower of this kind of Plants,

there ufually fucceed four Seeds : There being on-

ly the Cerinthe reckoned by Mr. May to belong to

this Genus, which hath lels than four Seeds at the

Root of each Flower* but that hath but two.

The Herb# Afperifolie are, the Pulmonaria Ma-
‘ culofa, Cynoglojfa, Borago, Bugloffa, Anchufa, Echi-

um
,
Linum Vmbilicatum

,
Heliotropium majus, A-

parine major, Confolida major, Lithojpermum, Echi-

um Scorpoides and Cerinthe.

ASPERITY,is the inequality or roughnefs of the

the Surface of any Body, whereby fome parts of it

do fo ftick out above the reft, as to hinder one’s

Hand, f^c.from palling over it eafily and freely.

ASPHYXIA, ora Ceffation of the Pulfeof the

whole Body, is the higheft degree of Swooning*

and next to Death.

ASPIRATION, or the pronouncing of any Syl-

lable or Word ftrongly, with a good deal of Breath

and fome Vehemency ; as we do thofe Words
which have the Letter H before them, as have-,

hear, heat, &C. whereas they are founded much
lofter and eafier without the H; as ear, eat, See.

ASPYXIA, a fenfible decayed Pulfe, the fame

with Afphyxid.

ASSART, a Term in Law, fignifying an Of-

fence committed in the Foreft, by plucking up the

Woods by the Roots : Alfo to make Glades in a

Wood, to grub up or clear a Ground of Bullies

and Shrubs, (3e, or to lop off the Boughs of a

Tree.

ASSATION, is a Term in Pharmacy, ufed for

a peculiar kind of DecoSlion or Boiling of Plants,

C3c. in their own Juice.

ASSAULT (in Law) fignifies a Violent kind of

Injury offered to a Man’s Perlon, of a more large

extent than Battery; for it may be committed on-

ly by offering to give a Blow.

ASSAULT (in the Art of War) is taken alfd

for a general Attack made upon the Fortrefs to get

it by main Force, without defending themfelves

in the Attack by any Works: The Words are, to

give an Ajfault to fuch a Place ; to be commanded

to the Ajfault ; toJland an Ajfault, to fecond an Af-

fault ;
to repulfe an Ajfault ; to carry by AJfault, See.

While an Affault lafts, and both Parties are mixt,

there is no fear of Cannon on either Side, for they

are afraid of deftroying their own Men thereby.

ASSETS (in Law) fignifie Goods enough to

. difeharge that Burden which lies upon the Execu-

tor or Heir, in fatisfying the Teftators or Anceftors

Debts or Legacies.

ASSEWIARE, fignifies to draw or drain out

Water from a Marfhy Ground,

ASSIGN, (a Law Term) is he that is appointed
or deputed by another to do any Ad, or perform,

any Bufinefs, or enjoy any Commodity : And it is

either in Deed Or in Law.
ASSIGN in Deed, is he that is appointed by the

Perfon himfelf.

ASSIGN in Law, is he whom the Law . fd

makes
,
without any appointment of the Perfon.

ASSIMILA LION, is a Term in Anatomy, by
which they exprefs the Change that is made either

of Chyle into Blood, or of the Nutritious Juice
into the Subftance of an Animal Body. Thus the
Modern Anatomifts fay. Sanguification is not per-

formed by the Liver only, as the Ancients fuppo-
fed, but by a gradual changing of the Cyle into

Blood by frequent Circulations, and the manner
of this Change they call AJfimilation.

ASSISA Cadere, in Law, fignifies to be Non-
fuited. ,\

.

ASSISA Nocumenti
,
an Affize of Nuifance.

ASSISA Continuanda, is a Writ directed to the

Juftices alligned, to take an Affize for the continue
ance of a Caufe, where certain Records ailed g-
ed cannot in time be procured by the Party that
would ufe it.

ASSISA ProroMnda, is a Writ directed to the

Juftices of Affize for the ftay of Proceedings, by
reafon of the King’s Bufinefs, wherein the Party is

employed.

ASSISE, de mart cTancejlor : SeeCoJinage.

ASSISE de utrum, lieth for a Parfon againft a
Lay-man, or a Lay-Man againft a Parfon, for
Land or Tenement doubtful whether it be Lay-
fee, or Free-Alms.

ASSIZE, in Law, properly fignifies a Writ
that lies where any Man is put out of his Lands,
Tenements, or of any Profit to be taken in a cer-
tain Place, and fo diffeifed of his Free-hold. In
an Affize it is needful always that there be one
Diffeifor, and one Tenant, or othefwife the Writ
Ihall abate.

There is alfo another Ajfige, called Affile effrejh
Force, and lies where a Man is diffeifed of Tene-
ments which are devifable

; as in London of other
Boroughs that are Franchifes : For there the Te-
nant Ihall come into the Court of the Town of
Borough, and enter his Plaint, and accordingly
Ihall have a Writdireded to the Mayor of Bay-
lifts, &c. and thereupon Ihall pafs a Jury in man-
ner of Ague of Novell Diffeifin ; and in cafe the
Officer delay Execution, the Plaintiff Ihall have
another Writ of Execution, then a ficut alias, and
after that a Pluries, See. And from things of this
Nature being done by the Judges in their Circuits -

when at any Place they lie to do Juftice by Com-
million, that Court or Meeting is called the Af-

fit{es.

But befides this, the Judges of the Affixes have
leveral other Commiffions; as, i. A Commiffion
of Oyer and Terminer, dire&ed to them, and m
many others of the belt Account in their Circuits

«

but here the Judges are of the Quorum, fo as with-
out them there can be no proceeding :By this Com-
miffion they enquire into and punifh Murders
Treafons, Felonies, &c. z They have a Com"’
million of Goal Delivery

; this is directed only to
themfelves, and the

_

Clerk of the Affize Affociate -
and by this Commiffion they deal with all Prifo-
ners in Goal, for whatever Offences there com-
mitted, 3. They have alfo a Commiffion of Nifi

lid)

I
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Prim, dire&ed to the Judges themfelves and the

Clerk of the Affize, by which they are commiffio-
nated to take NiftPrius, &c. 4. They have alfo a
Commiffion of the Peace, in which all the Juftices

of the Peace of the feveral Circuits are obliged to

affift them j for Default of which they are finea-

ble at theDifcretion of the Judges.

ASSIZE de darrain Presentment : See Quare im ->

fedit.

ASSIZE of Novel Dijfeiftht
lies where a Tenant

in Fee-fimple, Fee-tail, or for term of Life, is late-

ly dilfeifed of his Lands or Tenements, or elfe ofa

Rent-fervice, Rent-feek, orRent-charge of Com-
mon, of Pafture, of an Office, 0c.
ASSlZE of the Foreft, is a Statute or Condition,

touching Orders to be obferved in the King’s Foreft.

ASSIZE of Bread and Beer
, is the Power a Ma-

giftrate has of affizing or adjufting their Weights
iinn fiirPQ

ASSOCIATION, is a Patent fent by the King,
either of his own Motion, or at the Suit of the

Party Plaintiffto the Juftices ofAffize, to have other

Perfons affociated to them to take the Affize: And
upon this Patent of the Affociation, the King will

fend his Writ to the Juftices of Affize, by it com-
manding them to admit them that are fo fent.

ASSODES Febris, is a kind of burning Fever,

in which the lick Perfon inceffantly rumbles and
toffes, being exceeding reftlefs, and fubjeCt to

Sicknefs at the Stomach, and Vomiting, by reafon

that the Diftemper ufually arifes from the Vexati-

on ol the Stomach, by lharp and cholerick Hu-
mours, biting the Orifice or Coat thereof. Blanch .

ASSOYLE, (a Law Term,) fignifies to deliver

or difeharge a Man of an Excommunication.

ASSUMPSIT fin Law) or Nude Contrail, is a

voluntary Promife made by Word, by which a Man
affumes and takes upon him to perform, or pay a-

ny thing to another : Or a Promife may arife in

Law, as upon thefaleof Goods, 0c.

ASSUMPTION, inLogick, is zh&Minor or Se-

cond Propofition in a Categorical Syllogifm.

ASTERICK, is a fmail Star fet over any Word
or Sentence, to make it the more confpicuous or

taken notice of by the Reader.

ASTERISM, the fame with Conftellation ; or a

Collection of many Stars into one Clafs or Syftem,

which is ufually on the Globe reprefented by fome

one particular Image or Figure, to diftinguilh the

Stars that compofe this Conftellation from thofe of

others.

ASTHMA i
or Fhthifick ,

is a difficulty of

breathing, proceeding from the ill affeCtion of the

Subftance of the Lungs, and the intercoftical Mu-
Icles ferving to Refpiration.

ASTRAGAL, in Architecture, is by the French

called the Talon, by the Italians Tondino, and is a

kind of half Tore, fometimes wrought (in the Rich-

er Orders) like a kind of overcaft Hem or Edge

'to the larger Tore; which frequently is placed be-

tween, as in the Ionick. Bafe, with two Scotia’s or

Trochiles ;
and fometimes, but rarely, juft about

the Plinth of the Bafe. Sometimes it is taken for

the Collar or CinCture next the Hypotrachelium

and Diminution of a Pillar lifted on both Edges ;

and it runs alio round under the Echinus of the

lonick. We find it alfo. fometimes dividing the

Fsfcia of the Corinthian Architrave, where it is

wrought in Chaplets, and Beads or Berries j and

fometimes *tis ufed both above and below the

Lifts, and joining immediately to the Square or

Die of a Pedeftal, where the Stylobata is introduc-
ed. Frearth Parallel of Architect.

ASTRAGAL, in Gunnery, is the Cornice Ring
of aPiece of Ordinance*

ASIOLABE, is a Mathematical Inftrument
ferving to take the Height of the Sun or Stars. It
confifts of an entire Circle, whofeLimb for what
Part of it is neceffary) is divided into Degrees and
Decimal Parts of a Degree, with a moveable Rul-
er or Label which turns upon the Centre, and car-
ries two Sights. At the Zenith is a Ring to hang
it by in time of Obfervation, and then you need
only turn it fo to the Sun, that the Rays may pals
freely through both the Sights, and the Edge of
the Label cuts the Altitude in the Limb. This A-
ftrolabe, though now not much in ufe at Sea, yet
if well made, graduated and poifed, and of a
great Thicknefs and Weight, that it may hang the
fteadier, it may be a very ferviceable Inftrument,/
elpecially between the Tropicks, where the Sun
comes near the Zenith ; and in calm Weather.
There are alfo fome Projections of the Sphere
which are called by this Name, as that of Gemma
Fri^ius and Stoffler.

The Common Sea Aftrolabei

ASTROLOGY, is an Art which pretends to
foretell future things from the Motion of the Hea-
venly Bodies, and their AfpeCfs to one another;
and alfo from fome Imaginary Qualities, which
the fooliffi Admirers of this Cheat will have to be
in the Stars, as the Caufes of great Sublunary Ef-
fects ; though they have no tolerable Grounds to

prove that there are any fuch things. And there-

fore as I wilh that fuch a ridiculous Piece of Foo-
lery as this may be quite forgotten, fo I have eve-

ry where omitted explaining any of its Terms,
unlefs they fall in with Aftronomy.

ASTRONOMICAL Calendar
,
is an Inftrument

engraved on Copper Plates, printed on Paper, and
pafted on Board, with a Brafs Slider, which car-

ries a Hair, and fliews, by InfpeCfion, the Suns
Meridian

,
Altitude

, Eight Afcenjion, Amplitude,

Declination
,
Time of its Ejftng and Setting

,
&c. to

greater nicety than the largeft Globes now made.
ASTRONOMICAL Numbers : SceSexageftmal

Fractions.

ASTRONOMICAL Place of a Star or Planet

,

is its Longitude or Place in the Ecliptick, reckon-

ed
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td from the beginning of Aries, in Confequentia, or

according to the natural order of the Signs.

ASTRONOMICAL Quadrant ,
is an Inftru-

jnent curioufly framed, and the Degrees exactly

and minutely divided by the help of a Screw on

the Edge of the Limb, fitted with Telefcopes, and

either apply’d to a Wall in the Meridian ; or on a

ftrong Axis or Pedeftal,with two Semicircles placed

at Right Angles on two endlefs Screws,which rea-

dily direcft or guide the Inftrument to take Obfer-

/vations of the Sun, Moon or Stars.
L

ASTRONOMY, is a Mathematical Science,

teaching the Knowledge of the Stars or Heavenly

Bodies, and their Magnitudes, Diftances, Eclip-

fes; Order, and Motions : By fome ’tis taken in

fo large a Senfe, as to contain in it alfo the Do-

ctrine of the Mundane Syftem, the Laws of the

Planetary Motions, &c. which others reckon as a

part of Phyficks or Natural Philofophy.

ASYMMETRY, the fame with Incommenfu-

rability, which fee.

ASYMMETRAL, the fame with Incomrrenfura-

ble.
, . „

ASYMPTOTES, are Lines which continually

approach nearer to each other, but tho continued

Infinitely, can never meet. Of thefe there are ma-

ny kinds, as the Curve of the Conchoid, &c. but it

may be enough here to mention the Famous.

ASYMPTOTES in Conick. SeBions, which are

the Lines OS and OR; and are thus drawn;

Imagine, in the Hyperbola, the Second or Conjugate

Axis P to defeend
,

ftill keeping parallel to

the Ordinates,till it touch

the Vertex of the Secti-

on E, for then, if thro’

the Centre O, you draw
Lines through the Ends

of this Tangent Line

p q. Thefe are the Fa-

mous Afymptotes menti-

oned by Apollonius, Lib.

z. Prop. I. and of which

he demonftrates, that though infinitely produced,

and though the Curve come continually nearer

and nearer to them, yet can they never be Co-in-

cident with the Sides of the Hyperbola, nor ever

meet it, or touch it • whence comes their

Name of Afymptotes : And by fome Latin Writers

they are called IntaBa, for the fame reafon. This
Hon-Co-incidence appears very plainly, where the

Se&ion of the Hyperbola is made parallel to the

Triangular Se&ion of a Cone by the Ax; As
Suppofe along the Line ef parallel to EF. For

it you imagine the Hyperbola ge h to be moved
forward parallel to it felf, as far as the length of the

equal and parallel Lines,

gG,f F, Eq, hH, till it

come to be in the Pofiti-

on GEH, or to be co-

incident with the Trian-

gular Sedtion by the Ax-
is, then it will be mani-
feft, that the Hyperbo-
lick Line GEH is di-

ftant each way from the

Afymptotes B G , BA,
by the length of the verf-

ed Sines of the equal Arks
b C and gA in the Circumference of the Circu-
lar Bafe of the Cone ; and that at the fame time it

AS Y
comes, if produced, ftill nearer and nearer to theni

And confequently, I fay,

1. RG and HS, or AG and HC being always
equal to one another ; as are alio the Ordinates

GF and F H, &c. The Rectangles R G 5 and
S HR, A G C and C HG, will always be reipe-

dlively equal to one another.

2. The Curve and the Afymptote can never meet;
becaufe the Circles generated by E Q^, and the

Rings generated by R S, H C, &c, (which will

arife from the Imagina-
ry Revolution of the

whole Figure round the

Axis F Efwill always
be equal to one another,
and to the Circle made,
by the Revolution of
the Radius Eq, as is

plain by comparing this

laft Figure with the for-

mer in N°. i, 2 .

For the Spaces gene-

rated by the Lines E q,
F C, &c. will be as the

Squares of their Dia-
meters, or of the Generating Lines. But ’tis cer-

tain, that the Square of Fh or of F C, exceeds
the Square of F H, by the Square of hH or /Fj
that is; by the Square of E Q, by the Suppofition
above ; wherefore the Circle generated by the Mo-
tion of FG, will exceed that generated by FHP

by that Circle generared by E Q. But the Space
generated by F C, exceeds that generated by FHP

by the Ring generated by HC; wherefore that
Ring made by H C, muft be equal to the Circle
made by E , QJE D. And this will always be
fa ; and therefore the Line HC can never grow
of no length, and confequently the Curve and the
Afymptote can never meet.

.

There are other Ajymptotes to other Curves ; and
though the Parabola hath no Afymptote,yet twoPa~
rabolas maybe drawn Afymptotically to each other.
The following general Obfervations about A-

Jymptotes and Afymptotick. Curves
,

I had communi-
cated from Mr. Humphrey Ditton, now Mafter of
the New Mathematical School in Chrijl's Hofpital,
a Perlbn peculiarly skilful in thefe Matters, and are
as follows.

Sortie General Obfervations about Afymptotes,
and Afymprotical Curves. \\

I. Though it be certain that all luch Curves as
have Afymptotes* be of the Number of thofe
which (funning on in Infinitum) do not include a
Space ; yet is not true, on the other hand, that
where ever we have a Curve of that Nature and
Property, we find an Afymptote alfo. For this in-
finite Continuation of the Curve; is vifible in all

thofe of the Parabolick Family, and yet none of
all thefe can have an Afymptote-, that is, not any
Right Line placed in any Pofition to the Curve,
which can infinitely approach to it, and yet not cut
it, as is not hard to be demonftrated.

II. Of thofe Curves that have an Afymptote,
fome there are that have two, others that have on-
ly one. Inftanees of the former kind are all the
forts of Hyperbolick Curves, which from the Prin-
ciple of their Genefis (as being formed from Re-
ciprocal Series) are eafily proved to have two A~
fymptotes. And of the latter fort we have the
Conchoid, the Cijfotd, and the Logarithmic!^ Curve,

I 2 the:

B

<•<*
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the Nature of .which confidered, as clearly {hews
that they have one and no more.

III. As a Right Line and a Curve may be A-
fymptotical to one another, foalfo may Curves and
Curves : And here are two or three Varieties to be
confidered.

i . Any of thefe Curves that have from their

own Nature and Conftrudion an Afymptote, are

capable of being Afymptotical to one another.

Thus in Conick Sections 'tis demonftrated, that

Hyperbola’s that have the fame common AJymptote,

are alio themfelves Afymptotes to each other ; and
this {hall afterwards be (hewn univerfally of all

fuch Curves.

%. Not only thofe Curves which are endowed
with an Afymptote, but even fuch as in their own
Nature admit of no fuch thing, may alfo have this

Affe&ion. The Parabola (for inftance) we know
has no Rectilineal Afymptote belonging to it j and
yet two Parabola’s, with their Axes placed in the

fame Right Line, will be Afymptotical to each
other j as De la Hire has demonftrated, Scft. Co-

nic. Lib. 6.

3. But no Curve that has any Afymptote be-

longing to it, can ever be Afymptotical to another

whofe Nature refufes a Reftilincal\Afymptote ; for

if it were fuppofed to be fo, then this latter Curve
would have the Afymptote of the former Curve
for its own Afymptote too, which is contrary to the

Hypothefis of irs having none at all. Thus, for

Inftance, a Parabola and an Hyperbola can never

be Afymptotical to one another ; for were it fo,

the Afymptote of the Hyperbola would be alfo an

Afymptote to the Parabola ; which is impoffible,

fince that Curve can have no Afymptote.

IV. No Right Line can ever poflibly be an A-
Jymptoteto a Curve that is every where concave

towards that Right Line: This is very clear from
the bare Confideration of the Curvature, and the

Tendency of it ; and may be thus brought into

Detnonftration,

Let the Curve ADG (whofe Ax is A E) be
concave in all its Parts towards the Right Line FE ;

tfiis Line then F E
,

{hall never be an Afymptote
to the Curve ADG. Let A B touch the Curve
in the Vertex A, and be imagined parallel to FE ;

then any other Tangent as C D, fuppofe {hall, if

it be produced, meet with FE in fome Point or
other; but becaufe CD is a Tangent, therefore

the Curve Line it felf falls between the Tangent
and the Line F E ; but it is by the Hypothefis alfo

concave to all its Parts ; therefore if the Tangent
CD produced, interfe&s F E, a fortiori

, the
Curve C D G {hall meet with it alfo ; and there-

fore F E is not an Afymptote

.

V. But a Right Line may be an Afymptote to a
mixt Curve that is partly Concave and partly
Convex towards that fame Line. An Inftance of
this we have in the Conchoid of Nicomedes

, which
is Concave (for fome Parts of it) to its Normal;
and then after the Punftum Flexw

,
in which ’tis

neither Concave nor Convex, it is for ever Con-
vex towards the fame. Concerning which Punftum
Plexus, fee Schoten. Comment upon Cart. Geometryp
Lib. 2.

VI. AH Curves that have one and the fame
Common Afymptote

, are alfo Afymptotical to om
another.

Let the Curves EG H, OF 1C, have the com-
mon Afymptote AD P ; then they fhall be Afym-
ptotical to each other. Firft of all it is evident,'

that they continually approach to one another 2
for inftance, drawing the Line FD a Tangent to
the Curve O F, to meet with the Afymptote
in D, and producing BF to G in the Curve EHS

draw GH a Subtenfe in that Curve parallel to
F D ; and then from H, the Line H HfC parallel

to GB, ’tis dear, that FG = HI, and HI LHK^
becaufe FD touches in F; therefore FG LHK$
that is, the Curves are nearer to one another in the
Points H, than in F, G ; and the fame may;
be {hewn of any other Points taken from the Parts
of B, C, towards P. But then again, thefe Curves
can never poflibly meet with, or cut one another*
For imagine they could, and did interfed each
other, at the Point <2. fuppofe ; and let QT, RT
be parallel to BG, HC. The Curve O JQF goes

above
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above the Curve EGH (after the Interfe&ion

in £>J into R fuppofe, and the other falls below,

as fuppofe at S. Now if two Curves as £>J,

A

cut in the Curve departing from QS, ’tis

plain that fome Point, as R, may be taken in the

Curve 2A, from whence a Right Line, as RT,
drawn to another Line, as YT, fhall be equal to

QY, the Line from £L, the common Section of

the Curves to the fame Line YT.
'

This follows

from the Nature of Curve Lines in general. Now
let us fuppofe thefe Curves that cut thus to have

the Line YT for their common Asymptote *, then

from the general Nature of Curves, we can find

the Point R, from whence RT fuall be= QY
f

but upon the Hypothefis that YT is an Afymptote,

Tis impoiTibie that T (hould be= QJY, for the

Lines intercepted between the Curve and its Afym-
ptote, are (till lefs and lels, and therefore RT
muft be lefs than QY, becaufe of the Afymptote ;

and from hence ’tis certain, that two Curves, which

have one and the fame Afymptote, can never cut

each other.

VII. Two equal Curves of the fame fort, whofe

Afymptotes are parallel, will themfelvfis be equidi-

stant in all their Points. Thefe Curves are fuppof-

«d to be fuch as have but one Afymptote a piece.)

Let EF be the Afymptote of the Curve B C D,
and AH the Afymptote of the Curve Ellft, and
the Curves being by the Hypoth. of the fame kind
and equal, therefore E B—EA, and 1 G — CM,
and D N= R.H, and IG -\-lM — CM-\- IM,
and fo DN -bNR—RH NR ; but RET-b— IG -f IM (for EH is a Parallelogram,) there-
fore GM^iMzz- DN-b RN, that is, Cl — £>R j
and fo in all other. Points from Whence the Curves
are equi-diftant.

VIII. The fame thing is true alio of equal Curves
of the fame fort that have two Afymptotes each,
but with a Limitation. Suppofe LG to be one

common Afymptote to both Curves, and P N the

other for the Curve BCD, as LH is for the

Curve EIRj where the lower Curve cuts rise

B and E to the Parts of D and R infinitely, the

Curves are equi-diftant from one another : For by,

the Hypothefis, the Points P and L are the Con-
courfes of the Afymptotes

,
and P E being = LAt

BE, CM, DN, are ever — E A, IG, RiY, &c.
from whence the Conclufion follows as before.

ASYNDETON, is a Figure in Grammar, im-
plying a Defedt or want of Conjunctions in a Sen-
tence (as Polyfndctan is a Redundancy of them)
as in this Inftance, Grceculus Efuriens, in Ccelum

jujferis, ibit $ where the Si before Jnjferis is omit-
ted.

ATCHIEVEMENT, in Heraldry, fignifiesthe

Coat of Arms of any Gentleman duly Marlhalled
with Supporters, Helmet, Wreath and Creft, and
with Mantles and Woods, or as the Heralds call

it, with Heaulme and Timbre, i. e. with Helmet and
Creft. Such are ufually hung out on the Fronts of
Houfes after the Death of the Lord, Lady, Mafter,
or fome confiderable Perfon j and are now corrupt-
ly called HatchmentSi

ATHANOR, a kind of digefting Furnace in

Chymiftry, fix’d and large, and made with a
Tower, which is contrived fo as to keep a con-
ftant Heat for 14 Days, a Month, or the
Heat may be encreafed or diminiftied at pleafure,

by opening or (hutting the Regifters.

ATHEROMA, a fort of Tumour or Swelling
confiding of a thick and tough Humour like Pap,
contained in a Bag or Membranous Coat. It nei-

ther caufes Pain, nor changes the Colour of the
Skin. It doth not eafily yield to the Touchy nor
leaves any dint after it is comprefted.

ATHYMIA
, is a Dejection ' or Anxiety of

Mind.
ATLAS, in Anatomy, is the Hrk Vertebra of the

Neck under the Head
; fo called, becaufe it leems

to hold up the Head. : it wants Marrow;
ATMOSPHERE, is the lower part of the Re-

gion of the Air or Ether, with which our Earth is

encompaffed all round j and up into which the

Vapours are carried, either by Reflection from the;

Sun’s Heat, or by being forced up by the Subter-

ranean Fire.

The Preffure of the Atmofphere, Mr. Boyle un-
dertakes to demonftrate from many Experiments,
as,

1 . That two polifhed Marbles of about three

Inches Diameter, and which would in the open
Airfuftaina Weight of 80 lb. before they would
fall afunder, would, in the exhaufted Receiver,
fall afunder with a Pound, and fomerimes with
half a Pound Weight. Nay, though when the

Re
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Receiver was evacuated, the upper Marble being
let down to touch the other, it would by no means
adhere to it

; yec when this was tryed after the

Re-admidion of the Air into the Receiver, the

Marbles then, on their being brought to touch each

other, would asftrongiy adhere as at the firft. Hi-

fiory of Fhmnefs, P. 288.

The Height of the Atmofphere is varioufly con-

jectured : Kepler makes it about eight Miles , but

other eminent and later Aftronomers, efpecially

the Learned and Diligent icciolus makes it proba-

ble, that the Atmofphere maybe at leaft fifty Miles

high.

Mr. JBoyle makes the common Height of the At-

mofphere, when the Mercury in the Sara/cope is at

30 Inches, to be 35000 Foot, or feven Miles ; but

this Account is upon a Suppolition, that all our

Air is of the fame Derifity and Weight from th'e

Surface ofthe Earth to the Top of the Atmofphere

;

which can by no Means be fuppofed, and therefore

he rightly concludes it muft be much more. Nay,
in his Book againft Linus he fuggefts, that ’tis pro-

bable it may be lome Hundreds
,
and even Thoufdnds

of Miles high, in cafe the Atmofphere be not a

bounded Portion of the Air, but reach is high

as it.

The fame Honourable Philofopher got a hollow

Cylinder of Brafs to be exacftly turned by a good

Ardft, whole Length was 3 Inches, and the Dia-

meter of its Bore juft an Inch : This had a Bot-

tom nicely fitted to it ; and then being filled with

Quickfilvtr (the Weight of the Cylinder being be-

fore known,) it held as much as weighed 17 0%.

1 Drachm, 45 gr. Troy. This being multiplyed by

1 o (becaufe the Barafcope then fhewed the Mer-

cury to be at 30 gr.) gave 14 lb. % og. and above

3 drachms Troy, for the Weight of a Column of

Mercury of an Inch in Diameter, and 3 Inches in

Length. And fo much eonfequently was the Weight

ofa Column of Air of an Inch in Diameter, and

of the whole Height of the Atmofphere.

Hence? knowing the Proportions of Cylinders,

(which fee under Cylinder) 'tis eafy to calculate
the Weight of a Cylinder of Mercury, and conle-
quently of Air to the top of the Atmofphere, of any
given Diameter, For as 1 . the Square of the Dia-
meter of the Cylinder above-mentioned, is to the
Square of the givenDiameteroftheCylinder fought
(which, if it were two Inches Diameter, will have
its Square 4) : : So is the Weight of the Cylinder
above mention'd, to the Weight of that fought.
Work as in the Rule of Three, and you have your
Defirg,

In Mr. Boyle's Defcription of his Statical Baro-
fcope, he tells us, That he found a Pillar of Air in-
cumbent on a fquare Inch, to weigh 18 lb. •§- Troy„
From which Account I calculated the Weight of
the whole Air

, all round the Globe
,

to be
8.990405732208000000 Pounds Troy, which a-

grees nearly wit^ the Weight of it calculated by
Mr. Pafchal (though he proceeded a very different

way)forhe makes it to be 8.283889440000000000.
* o 9

Mr. Halley by undoubted Experiments, found

that the Weight of Mercury to Water, is as 1 3J
to 1, or very near it $ and that the Specifick Gra-
vity of Air to Water, is as j to 800, fo that the

Weight of Mercury to Air, is as 10800 to 1 ; and
a Cylinder of Air of 10800 Inches or 900 Feet, is

equal to an Inch of Mercury ; fo that were the Air

of an equal Denlity like Water, the whole Ainio-

fphere would be no more than 5-^ Miles high;

and in the Afcent of every 900 Feet, the Barometer

would fink an Inch. But the Expanfion of the Air

encreafing in file lame Proportion as the incumbent

Weight ofthe Atmofphere decreafes, that is, as the

Mercury in the Barometer finks, the upper Parts of
the Air are much more rarified than the lower, and

each Space anfwering to an Inch of Quickcfilver,

grows greater and greater ; fo that the Atmofphere,

muft be extended to a much greater Height.

To determine the Height of the Mercury at anyaf

figned Height of the Air ; or having that given, to

Sine
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Since the Expanfion of the Air is Reciprocally

as the Height of the Mercury, it is evident, that by

the help of fhe Curve of the Hyperbola and its A-

fympote, the%id Expanfions may be expounded to

any given Height of the Mercury.

For by the 65th Prop. Lib. 2. Conic. Mydorgit,

the Rediangles ABC E, AK.GE, ALDE, &cc.

are always equal ; and confequently the Sides CB,

G K* LD,&c. are reciprocally, as the Sides AB,

A K, A L, &c. If then the Lines AB, AK,,
AL

be fuppofed equal to the Heights of the Mercury,

or the Preffures of the Atmofphere, the Lines C B,

KG, LD anfwering thereto, will be as the Ex-

panfions of the Air under thofe Preffures, or the

Bulks that the fame quantity of Air will occupy ;

•which Expanfions being taken infinitely many, and

infinitely little (according to the Method of Indivifi-

bles) their Sum will give the Spaces of Air be-

xween the feveral Heights of the Barometer ; vi\.

the Sum of all the Lines between C B and K G,

or the Area C B KG will be proportioned to the

Diftance or Space intercepted between the Levels

ot two Places in the Air where the Mercury would

ftand at the Heights reprefented by the Lines AB,

A K, ; fo then the Spaces of Air anfwering to e-

qual Parts of Mercury in the Barometer, are as the

Area's C B KG, G K L L), D L F M, &c. But

thefe Areas are proportionate to the Logarithms of

the Numbers exprefling the Rationes ^ -K, t0

A B, of AL to A K, of AM to AL, &c. as

wasdemonftrated by Gregory St. Vincent ; fo then,

by the common Table of Logarithms, the Height

of any Place of the Atmofphere, having any afi

fignedHeight ofMercury,may mofteafily be found;

for the Line CB in the Hyperbola, whereof the A-

reas defign theBabular Logarithms,being 0,0144765;

’twill be as 0,0144765, to the difference of the

Logarithm of 30, or any other leffer Number, fo

900 Feet, or the Space anfwering to an Inch of

Mercury, if the Air were equally preft with 30

Inches of Mercury, and every where alike to the

Height of the Barometer in the Air, where it will

Band at the leffer Number of Inches : And by the

Converfe of this Proportion may the Height of the

Mercury be found, having the Altitude of the Place

given.

Upon thefe Suppofitions ’twill appear, that at

the Height of 41 Miles the Air is fo ratified, as to

take up 3000 times the Space it occupies here,

and at 5 3 Miles high, it would be expanded above

300000 times; but ti$ probable that the utmoft

Power of its Spring cannot exert it felf to fo great

an Extenfion, and that no part of the Atmofphere

reaches above 45 Miles from the Surface of the

Earth.

This is further confirmed from the Obfervati-

ons of the Crepufculum, which is obferved com-

monly to begin and end when the Sun is 1 8 De-

grees below the Horizon ; for fuppofing the Air to

reflect Light from its moft rarified Parts, and that

as long as the Sun illuminates any of its Atoms,

they are vifible to an Eye not intercepted by the

Curvity of the Earth ; it will follow that the

Proportion of the Height of the whole Air, to the

Semi-diameter of the Earth, is much about, as x

to 90, or as the Excefs of the Secant of about 81-

Degrees to the Radius. For if E be the Eye of the

Obferver, S a Place where the Sun fets at the end

of Twilight in E, and the Ark E C S, or TC A,

be found 18 Degrees, the Excefs of the Secant of

half thereof E CH, would be the Height of the

Air, vi\. G H. But the Beam of the Sun A SH?
and the vifual Ray EH, do each of them fuffer

a Refra&ion of about 31 dr 33 Minutes, whereby
being bent inwards from H towards G, the Height
of the Air need notbefo great as if they went
ftrait ; and having from the Angle ECS taken
the double RefraBion of the Horizontal Ray, the

half of the Remainder will be 8i Deg. cerciter
„

whofe Secant being ioiii
,

it follows, that as

x 0000 to 1 1 1, fo is the Semi-diameter of the Earth,

fuppofed 4000 Miles
,
to 44,4 Miles, which will be

the Height of the whole Air, if the Places E, S,

whofe vifible Portion of the Atmofphere EK^H,
and S IiKB juft touch one the other, be 1 8 De-
grees afunder.

At this Height the Air is expanded into above
3000 times the Space it occupies here ; and we
have feen the Experience of condenfing it into

the 60th part of the fame Space ; fo that it

flxould feem, that the Air is a Subftance capable
of being comprefs'd into the 180300th part of that

Space it would naturally take up when free from
Preffure.

ATMOSPHERE of confident Bodies : The Ho-
nourable Mr. Boyle hath written a fmall Eflay ora

this Subjecft, in which he proves, that very many,
and therefore probably all Jolid, firm and confflent

Bodies (i. e. fuch as are not Fluid) have
, at

fome certain times (at leaft) effluvia of Particles

ofMatter which exhale from them : For he found,
that many fuch Bodies would in a little time be
very lenfibly diminilhed in Weight : That fome
Electrical Bodies, as Amber and Glafs, would ex-
ert that Property uniformly all round them when
they were heated ; which they ufually exhibit up-
on Rubbing or Chafing ; vi%. That of attrading
fmall Bodies to them : That Glafs, Stones and
hard Metals, would, on being rubb’d one againft
another, ftrongly emit not only fenfible, but even
offenfive Odours, &c,

ATOME, is fuch a very fmall Particle of Mat-
ter, that it cannot Phyfically be cut or divided into
leffer Parts : Epicurus and his Sedt of Philofophers,
firft called the component Principles of all Bodies,,

which they fuppofed to be infinitely fmall and
hard, by this Name of Atoms. The!t Atoms may
be fuppofed to have thefe 4 infeparable Properties ;

1. That they are all of the fame Nature, Sub-
ftance or Matter ; for all Matter abftraded from!
Form is the fame. 2. That they have all fome
Magnitude or Quantity

; for they are not Indi-
vifible Points, but Fhyfical Bodies offome ("though
fmall) determinate Bulk. 3. They have alfo all

of them fome determinate Eigure or Shape. And,
4. They muft have alfo, each of them, fome real

Gravity or Weight. To thefe Sextus Empiricus
adds eHiltTuvU or Renitency

; but this rather may
be fuppofed to be the Confequence of their being
Solid and InfeBile, which they are, as they are
Atoms.

The Original Qualities of Atoms can only be
their Si%e and their Figure, and thefe taken toge-
ther make their Form.

ATONY, is aFaintnefs, Infirmity or Pefedt of
Strength.

ATRA Bilk, is fuppofed to be a kind of a Sul-
phureous Terrene and Aduft Salt, which being
bred in the Body (fome will needs have it in the
Spleen) is circuluted about in the Blood, and by
that means makes an undue Fermentation in it,

and is the Occafion of Melancholly and other fuch
like Diftempers. ‘ ATREUS,
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ATReUS, is One whofe Fundament or Privy

Parts are not perforated.

ATROPHY or Tabes, a Confumption arifing

from want of Nouriffiment, and when either the

whole Body, or fome particular Limb, withers

and decays away. Though Tabes is often taken

only for an Ulcer in the Lungs, from whence the

whole Body by degrees decays and perilhes.

ATTACHIAMENTA Bonorum

,

a Diftrefs ta-

ken upon the Goods or Chattels of any one fucd

for Perfonal Eftate or Debt by the Legal Attachia-

tors or Baylids, as a Security to anfwer the Adion.

ATTACHIAMENTA de Spirns &Bofio, is the

Privilege granted to the Officers of a Foreft to take

to their own ufe Thorns, Brufh and Windfall,

within fuch Precinds or Liberties committed to

their Charge.

ATTACHMENT, (in Law) is a Taking or

Apprehending by Command or Writ : It differs

from at Arreft in this, that an Arreft lies only up-

on the Body of a Man, whereas an Attachment is

fometimes on the Goods only, and fometimes on

Body and Goods.

ATTACHMENT of Privilege, either gives

Power to apprehend a Man in a Place privileged,

or by Vertue of an Office or Privilege, to call ano-

ther into that Court whereunto himfelf belong-

ed!. v

ATTACHMENT Foreign, is a Procefs which

is ufed to attach the Goods of Foreigners found

within the Liberty or City, for a Debt due to the

Party himfelf.

ATTACHMCNT of the Forefl, is a Court held

there every 40 Days throughout the Year.

ATTACK of a Siege, (in the Art of War) is the

Effort made by theBefiegers with Trenches,Mines,

Galleries and Breaches, in order to make them-

themfelves Matters of a Fortrefs in Storming one of

its Sides. 0
.

ATTACK Falfe, is that which is not vigoroufly

profecuted, fervlngonly to make a Diverlion among

the Befieged, and to oblige them to divide their

Forces, that the true Attack may be carried on

with greater Succefs.

To ATTACK in Flank.

,

is to attack both Sides

of the Baflion.

To gain a Place by bright Attack.

,

is to carry it

by formal Attack ahd regular Works, without a

general Storm.

ATTAlNDURE, is when a Man hath commit-

ted Felony or Treafon, and Judgment is paffed up-

on him. The Children of a Perfon attainted of

Treafon cannot be Heirs to him, or any other An-

ceftor ; and if he were Noble and Gentile before,

thereby his Pofterity are degraded and made Bafe;

and this Corruption of Blood cannot be falved but

by an Ad of Parliament, or unlefs the Judgment

be reverfed by Writ of Error.

ATTAINT, (in Law) is a Writ that lies where

a falfe Verdid is given by twelve Men, which, if

found to be a falfe Verdid, the twelve Men are

Attaint, and the Verdid ffiall be, that their Mea-

dows fhall be egred, their Houfes broken down,

gheir Woods turned up, and their Lands and Tene-

ments forfeited to the King 1 But if it pafs againft

him that brought that Attaint, he fhall be impri-

foned ,
and grieVoufly ranfomed at the King s

Will.

ATTAQUES : See Attack-

ATTENTION, is to regifter in the Memory

thofe Trains of Ideas which continually offer

themfelves to the Mind, and are taken notice of.

ATTENUATING Medicines
, thofe things

which opening the Pores with their Acute Parti-

cles, cut the thick and vifcous Humours in the Bo-
dy into fuch fmall Particles as that they may eafi-

ly be circulated through the Veffels, and fo there
is made by degrees an

ATTENUATION, or leffening of the Power
or Quantity of the Morbifick Matter.
ATTlCK, a kind of Order in Architedure af-

ter the Manner of the City of Athens. Vitruvius
makes it the Name of a Bafis, which the Modem
Architeds have fince given to the Dorick Pillar
In our Buildings, the Attick. is a little Order plac-
ed upon another much greater, having, inftead of
Pillars, nothing but PiInfers of a particular Form
or Fafhion,

ATTIRE, the Heralds call the Horns of a Stag
or Buck his Attire.

ATTIRE, in Botany, fignifies, according to
Dr. Grew, the third part belonging to theFlowerof
a Plant ; of which the two former are the Empale-
ment and the Foliation. This Attire he finds to be
of two kinds, Scmini-form and Florid ; the Semini-
form Attire confifts oftwo Parts, Chieves (or the Sta-
mina. as fome call them) and Semets or Apices, one
upon each Attire. The Florid Attire isufually
called Thrums, as in the Flowers ofMarigold

,
Tan-

fey, &c. Thefe Thrums the Dr. calls Suits, which
confift of two, but moft times of three Pieces ;
the outer Part of the Suit is the Floret, whofe Bo-
dy is divided at the Top like a Cow/lip Flower into1

5 Parts or diftind Leaves.

ATTOLLENS Auriculam
,

is a Muffle which
confiftsof divers fleffiy Fibres, and is annexed to
that Part of the Pericranium rhat covers the Tem-
poral Muffle, whence it deffends diredly to its

Implantation at the Superiour Part of the fecond
Wrinkle of the Cartilage of the Ear. Its Name
fhewsits Ufe.

ATTOLENS Oculos, or Superbus, one of the

fix Pairs ofMuffles that belong to the Eye, ferving

to lift them upwards.

ATTOLENS Nares, a Muffle of the Nofe,
whofe Name ffiews its Ufe.

ATTOLLENTES, are a Pair ofMuffles which
ading both together, draw all the upper Lip di-

redly upward and outward; but if only one,

then one Side of the Lip is drawn obliquely.

ATTONITUS, Stupor, feu Morbus Attonitus ?

See Apoplexy.

ATTQRNATO faciendo vet recipiendo
, is %

Writ which a Man owing Suit to a County, Hun-
dred, Wapentake, or other Court, and defiring to

make an Attorney to appear for him, whom he
doubteth whether the Sheriff or Bayliff will admit
or not, purchafeth to command him to receive and
admit him.

ATTOURNMENT, fin Law) is when one is

Tenant for term of Life, and he in Reverfion or
Remainder grants his Right or Eftate to another,

then it behoves the Tenant for Life to agree

thereto ; aad this Agreement is called an Attourn

~

ment.

ATTRACTING , or Drawing Medicines or
Things, are thofe which opening the Pores with
their little Particles, and dilating the Humours,
and expelling them , where their Refiftance is

fmaller, not only ffiews the Parts, and makes them
Red,
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Red, but by driving more Vapours and Humours

out of the Skin and Fieffi, than can make their

way through
s
the thick inner Skin, gather them

under it, and'fwell it into little Bladders,

ATTRACTION, is the drawing of one thing

to another. Whether among the Operations of

Natural Bodies one upon another, there be any

fuch thing as Attra&ion
,
properly fo fpeaking, is

a Queftion that hath been much debated athongft

Philofophers : And perhaps moft of thofe Effects-

which the Ancients
,

not knowing fo well the

Caufes of, did ufe to attribute to AttraPHon
,
may

now be very well folved by Pulfion. See James

Bernouli, de Gravitate Aitheris, Amfterdam 1683,

in 8°. However the Word is retained by good '

Naturalifts, and in particular, by the Excellent

Sr. Ifaac Newton in his Principia ;
but without

there determining any thing of the Quale of it,

for he doth not confider things fo much Phyfical-

ly, as Mathematically. This therefore being pre-

mifedj he lays it down as an Axiom ; That fince

Aftion and Rp-attion arc always equal and direftly

contrary to each other ; therefore if any thing At-'

tradt another, it is it felf alfo as much attradled

by that other thing; taking Attraction in the

largeft and moft general Senle, for the Conatus of

one Body towards another however it be caufed.

And in Cor. 1 . Prop. 58 he (hews,

1 . That if two Bodies mutually do attraSl each

other (by which he means the fame as gravitate

towards one another) by Forces proportionable to

their Diftances, they will delcribe both about the

common Centre of Gravity, and about one ano-

ther Concentrical Ellipfes ; and vice verfa
,
if any

Body do delcribe fuch Figures, their Gravitating

or Attra&ing Forces are proportional to their Di-

ftances.

Z. That if they Attradfc each other with Forces

proportional to the Squares of their Diftances,

they will deferibe both about the common Centre

of Gravity, and alfo about one another, Conicl

Se&ions, having their Umbilici in the Centre a-

bout which the Figures are deferibed ; and vice

verfa, &c.

3. He demonftrates alfo, That any Particle of

Matter within the Superficies of any Sphere or

Globe, is attradled or gravitates by a Force propor-

tional to its diftance from the Centre; but without

the Surface of the Sphere, by a Force proportional

to the Square of its Diftance from the Centre,

Prop- 74 - 1.

Hence it will follow, he faith;

1. That at equal Diftances from the Centre of

Homogeneal Spheres, The Attraction will be as the

Sphere.

z. And at any Diftance whatever, the Attracti-

on is as the Sphere divided by the Square of the

Diftance.

3; Which laft holds alfo in the Attractions of

Spheres towards one another ; i. e. the Attracti-

ons are as the attracting Globes divided by the

Squares of the Diftances, though the Globes mu-
tually attract each other.

The Quantity of the Force of Attraction in all

Bodies at equal Diftances, is exactly proportio-

nable to the Quantity of Matter in the Attracting

Body, as being in reality nothing but the Refult

or Sum of the united Forces of all thofe fingle

Particles of which it is compofed. See Vol, II.

ATTRACTIVE, the fame with Attracting<,

AUD
ATTRIBUTE, is whatever Property belongs

properly to any SubftanCe or Being, and is af-

firmed of it, or duly attributed to it, or predicated

of it, as the Logicians fpeak.

ATTRITION, in Phyfick, is the Rubbing of

one thing againft another 5 as when Amber and c-

ther Eledtrick Bodies are rnbb’d, to make them at-

tract or emit their Electrick Force.

ATTRITION, in Theology, is a Sorrow for

offending God, arifing from ..the Apprehenfion of

being obnoxious to Punifhment and Mifcry on the

Account of fuch Offence,

ATTURNEY, or Attorney
,
in a Legal Accep-

tation, fignifies one appointed by another Man to

do any thing in his ftead; and is as much as Procu-

rator or Syndicus in the Civil Law ; or Attorneys are

fuch Perfons, as are by the Confent, Command-
ment or Requeft of another, to take heed, fee to;

and take upon them, the Charge of another Man’s
Bufinefs in his ablence.

AVANT Fojfe, or Ditch of the Counterfcarp
, in

Fortification, is a Moat or Ditch full of Water run-

ning round the Counterfcarp on the outfide next the

Campaign at the Foot of the Glacis. It is not eli-

gible to have fuch a Water-Ditch where it can be
drained dry ; becaufe it is a Trench ready made
for the Befiegers to defend themfelves againft the

Sallies of the Befieged. Befides, it hinders put-

ting Succours into the Place, or at Ieaft makes it

more difficult fo ro do.

AVAST, a Word ufed very commonly aboard
a Ship, fignifying to ftop, hold or ftay.

AUDIENCE Court, is a Court belonging to the

Archbiffiop of Canterbury, ofequal Authority with
the Arches Court, though inferiour both in Digni-

ty and Antiquity.

AUDIENDO & Terminando, is a Writ, but
more properly a Commiffion, directed to certain

Perlons, when any Riotous Affembly, Infurre&i-

on, or heinous Mifdemeanour, or Trelpafs is com-
mitted againft any Place.

AUDITA Querela, is a Writ that lies where one
is bound in a Statute or Recognifance, or where
Judgment is given againft him for a Debt, and his

Body in Execution thereupon ; for if he have a
Releafe, or any other fufficient Difcharge, but has

no Day in Court to plead it, then he ffiail have this

Writ againft him which hath recovered, or againft

his Executors.

AUDITORY Nerve is the feventh PairofNerves
that comes from the Medulla Oblongata

, arifing

from the hinder part of the Procejfus Annularis ; it

enters the Hole in the inner Procefs of the Os Pe-

trofum. It is divided into two Branches; that which
is foft is called Portio Mollis

, and it is diftributed

into the Labyrinth, Cochlea
, and the Membranes

which cover theGavities of the Ear. That which
is hard, is called Porti Dura ; it goes out of the

Ear by the Hole which is between the Procejfus

Maftoidts arid Styloidesj it is divided into twdi

Branches, of which one goes to the Mttfeles of the
Tongue, dr Os Hyoides, and it gives a fmall Branch
to the eighth Pair ; the other is diftributed in the

External Ear, Nole, Lips and Cheeks.
AUDITOR, according to ouf Law; is an OfH

cer of the King or fome other great Perfon, which
yearly, by examining the Accounts of all under
Officers accountable, makes up a general Book 5
with the Difference between their Receipts and
Charge, and their Allowances; commonly called

Allocations ; as namely; the Auditor's of the Exche^
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quer take the Accounts of thofe Receivers, who
colled: the Revenues of the Augmentation, as al-

io of the Sheriffs, Efcheators, Collectors and Cu-
ftomers, and fet them down* and perfed them.

AUDITORS of the Prejl or Imprcft, are Offi-

cers in the Exchequer
,
who take and make up the

great Accounts of Ireland, Berwick, the Mint, and
of any Money impreft to any Man for the King’s

Service.

AUDITOR of the Receipts, is an Officer of the

Exchequer that files the Teller’s Bills, and makes
an Entry of them, and gives the Lord Treafurer

a Certificate of the Money received the Week be-

fore. He maketh Debentures to every Teller, be-

fore they pay any Money, and taketh their Ac-

counts : He keepeth the Blacky Book, of Receipts,

and the Treafurer s Key of the Treafury, and feeth

everyTeller’sMoney lock’d up in theNewTreafury.
AVE, fee Aile.

AVELANE, the Form ofa Crofs which the He-
ralds give us, which refembles 4 Filberds in their

Husks or Cafes, joined together at the great End -

3

from whence it feems to take its Name, for a

Filberd is Nux Avellana .

AVENTURE, (but more properly) Adventure,

is a Term in Law fignifying a Mifchance, caufing

the Death of a Man without Felony, as when he

is fuddeniy drowned or burnt, falling into the Wa-
ter or Fire, or killed by any Difeafe or Mifchance.

AVENUE, (in Fortification) is an opening or

inlet into any Fort, Baftion, or fuch like P'ace.

AVERAGE, (in Law) is that Service which the

Tenant owes to his Lord, to be done by theBeafts

of the Tenant.

It allb dignifies a certain Contribution which
Merchants and others pay proportionabiy towards

their Loffes that have their Goods call away in a

Tempeft, for the faving of the Ship or Goods, or

the Lives of them that are therein.

AVERIIS captis in Withernamps a Writ for the

taking ofCattelto his ufe,thathath hisCattel unlaw-

fully takenby another,and driven out of theCounty

where theyare taken,that they cannot bereplevy’d.

AVERMENT, (in Law) is where a Man pleads

a Plea in Abacement. of the Writ, or Barr of Acti-

on, which he fays he is ready to prove, as the

Court will award. This offer to prove the Plea

Is called an Averment .

AVERPENY, is to be quit of divers Sums of

Money for the King’s Arrearages.

AVERRUNCATION, in Agriculture, figni-

fies the lopping off fuperfluous Branches.

AUGE, an Aftronomical Term, the fame as A-

fogceum,
is that Point of the Orbit) wherein a Pla-

net being, is furtheft diftant from the Central Bo-

dy about which it revolves, and is then flowed: in

Motion, infomuch that from this Point the diftance

of a Planet is reckoned, to find thereby the Ine-

quality of its Motion.

AUGMENTATION, was the Name of a Court

ereCted by King Henry the Eighth, for the encreafe

of the Revenues of the Crown, by the Suppreffi-

on of the Abbies and Religious Houfes: This

Court was diffolved in Q. Marys Reign
; but the

Office of Augmentation remains to this Day ,

wherein there are many Records of great ule and

I mportance.

AUMONE, (Tenure in Aumone) is a Tenure

per liberam E’eemofynam, as where Lands are gi-

ven to fome Church,or Religious Houfe, upon Con-

dition that fomc Service or Prayers fhall be offered

at certain times for the good of the Donor's Soul.
AVOWEE, is he to whom the Right of Ad-

vowfon of any Church appertaineth, fo that he may
prefent in his own Name ; and is called Avowee;
for a difference from thofe that fometimes prefent
in another’s Name, as a Guardian that prefenteth
in the Name of his Ward : And alfo to be diftin-
guifhed from thofe which have the Lands where-
unto znAdvowfon appertaineth,but only for term of
theirLives, of Years,or by Intrufion,or byDiffeifin.
AVOWRY (a Law Term) is, when one takes a

Diftrefs for Rent or other thing, and the other files

Replevin

;

now he that took the Diftrefs juftifying
the ACt, is laid to Avow it.

AURICULAE Cordis, are two Appendages to
the Heart, feated at its Balls over the Ventricles 5
they are fo called from fome Refemblance that
they bear to the Ears of a Man’s Head. They a-
rife from a long Bafis, and end in an obtufe Point,
thereby forming an obtufe Triangle. They are of
the lame Fabrick and ule with the Ventricles over
which they ftand, being Mufcles as they are, made
up of the lame order of Fibres, which are carried
into oppofite Tendons

; whereof that at the Bafis
of the Heart is common to it and the Auriculaf,
and the other runs along their upper part. The
Right Auricle is larger and fofter than the Left.
1 he Superficies of both is fmooth when they are
full, but wrinkled when empty, and more fo in
the Left than in the Right One. On being cut o-
pen they exhibit many flefhy Columns running
from the Upper Tendon to the Lower, and be=
tween them there are pretty deep Furrows or long
Cavities, but fewer in the Right Auricle than in
the Left. They are dilated and contracted in like

manner as the Heart is, but at different times 5
for the Syftole of the Ventricles is at the fame time
with the Diajlole of the Auricles and vice verfa j
fo that, the Auricles are receiving their Blood from
the Veins, while the Ventricles are expelling theirs

into the Arteries : But when the Ventricles are
relaxed and empty in their Diajlole, then the Auri-
cles force the Biood into them by their Syjlolei

Theyare nourifhedby Branches ofArteriesfpringing

from the Coronaria, which Dr. Ruyfch (who leems
firft to have taken notice of this^ calls therefore

Arterice Auriculares, and no doubt but they have
Branches alfo of Veins to attend them. Their
Ufe is to receive the Venal Blood which comes
immediately out of the Vena Cava and Pulmonark,
and to meafure it as it were (faith Gibfon) into the
Ventricles ; and to expel it thither with the great-

er Force, the Internal Fibres or Columns of their

Cavity arifing from their Root where they are
joined to the Balls of the Heart, reach direCtly out-

wards towards the Vena Cava zndPulmonam ; and
in the Diajlole of the Auricula, grafp the Blood
contained in their Cavities like fo many Fingers,

and fqueezeit into the Ventricles, now relaxed in

their Diallole.
AURIGA, a Conftellation confifting of23 Stars

in the Northern Hemifphere.

AURIPIGMENTUM, yellow Arfenick.

AURUM Fulminant, or Saffron of Gold, is

thus made ; put a Drachm of thin Plates of Gold
into a Matrafs, and then pour on it by little and
little (or elfe there will be fo great an Eflerve-

fcence, that the Matter will boil over the Glafs)

3 or 4 Drachms of Aqua Regalis. Set the Matrafs

in warm Sand, and when the Ebullitions are over,

the Menftruum will have diffolved as* much of the

Gold



Gold as it can contain. Pour off the Solution, by

Inclination, into another Glafs, and then pour into

the Mixture gradually, fome of the Volatile Spi-

rit of Sal Armoniacli

,

or Oil of Tartar per deli-

auium, and the Gold will precipitate to the Bot-

tom of the Glafs : Let it ftand a while till ajl is fal-

len down, then pour off the Liquor, and wafh the

Powder carefully with warm Water till it grows

infipid : Then dry it in a Paper by a gentle Fire,

taking care it do not fire, which ’tis apt to do with

a terrible Noife. If you diffolve a Drachm of Gold,

there will be 4 Scruples of Aurum Fulminant well

dried. It takes its Name from its fulminating or

making a great Noife like Thunder, when ’tis heat-

ed over the Fire in a Spoon, for it will go off like

a Gun, but without doing any Mifchief, its Force

being chiefly downward. The Effect feems to come

from fome Parts of the Aqua Regalss, which re-

main ftill flicking in the Gold, and thefe being of

a very Spirituous and Volatile Nature, do break

out with great Violence when the Powder comes

to rake Fire.

Thofe who would know a way to make as

great, but yet a much lefs expenfive Noife, may

fee the Word Pulvis Fulminant. If half itsWeight

of Sulphur powdered, be mingled with Aurum Ful-

minant, its fulminating Quality will be deftroyed.

Though on feveral Trials defignedty made to

make Gun-powder take Fire in Mr. Boyle’s exhauft-

ed Receiver, it could not be effected ; yet he found

that Aurum Fulminant would take Fire there
,
and

go off, both by means of a Burning-Glafs, and of

a Piece of hot Iron.

AURUM Mofaicum, is made by mixing and

fubliming Mercury, Tin, Sulphur and Sal Armoni-

ack all together.

AURUM Potabile : The Alchymifts pretend to

be able to feparate the Salt and Sulphur of Gold,

and then diffolving it in a Liquor, it may be drank,

and therefore is called Aurum Potabile : But this is

a meer Impofture, the Aurum Potabile being no-

thing ufually but fome rich Cordial Liquor with

Pieces of Leaf-Gold in ir„

AUSTERE Taft, is fuch an one as moderately

eonftringes the Mouth and Tongue with fome Afpe-

rity, as is the Taft of unripe Fruits.

AUSTRAL, the fame with Southern : Thus
AUSTRAL Signs, are the fix laft Signs of the

%cdiac!{

;

fo called, becaufe they are on the South

Side of the Equinoctial.

AUTHENTICKS
,
The Word Authentic^ fig-

nifies of good Authority ; and therefore the 3d
Volume or Tome of the Civil Law, is Called The

Authenticity, from the Greek Word nvS-svletr, be-

caufe it hath its Authority from it felf, and proceed-

ing from the Emperour s own Mouth ; or elfe that

they are Originals to other Writings which are

tranferibed out of them. They are a Volume of

new Conftitutions, fet out by Juftinian the Em-
perour,after the Code, and brought into the Body of

the Law, under one Book.

There is not in thefe that good Order and Me-
thod obferved, as there is in the Code, or in the Di-

geft ; but as any doubtful Point came to be confi-

dered, you have here the Princes Determination
of it ; and that fet down as the Cafes occafionally

occurred.

The whole Volume is divided into Nine Colla-

tions, C anftitutions or Sections (I mean in the La-
tin Verfion, for in the Greek there is not this Di-
vifion into Collations) and thefe are fubdivided

into 1 68 Novels, each of which is diftributed into

feveral Chapters. They are called Novels
, becaufe

they were New Laws in comparifon of the Code and

Digcfl - juft as the Conftitutions of the Empe-
rours which were newly publifhed after the Baftli-

ca were called the Novels of Leo
, Nicepkorw, Mi-

chael, See.

AUTOGRAPHY, is the peculiar Hand Wri-
ting of any particular Perfon ; or the Original of

of any Treatife or Difcourfe, in relpedfc of a Co-

py. ^
AUTOMATA, are Mechanical or Mathema-

tical Inftruments or Engines, that going by a Spring,
Weight, &c. feem to move of themfelves, as a
Watch, a Clock,- &c.

AUTOPSY, is Ocular Inlpe&ion, or feeing a
thing vi ith our own Eyes.

AUX, the fame with Apog&on.

AUXILIARY Verbs, in Grammar, are fuch as

help to form or conjugate others ; as to have and
to be in the Englijh Tongue, Eftre and Avoir in

the French, Italian, Spanifh,
8cc.

AUXILIUM Curia, a Precept or Order o£
Court, for the citing or convening of one Party

at the Suit of another.

AUXILIUM Petere, in Law, fignifies to pray
Suit in a Caufe ; that is, when an inferiour Te-
nant is impleaded, and not capable to defend the
Right in his own Name ; he prayeth Aid of the

Superiour Lord to affift and juftify his Plea.

AUXILIUM Begts, King’s Aid, or Money le-

vy’d for the Ring’s Ufe, and publick Service.

AUXILIUM Vicecomitum, the Aid or Cufto-
mary Dues paid to the Sheriff, for the better fup<*

port of his Office.

AWARD, (a Term in Law) properly fignifying

the Judgment of one that is neither affigned by
Law, or appointed by the Judges for the ending a
Matter in Controverfie, but is chofen by the Par-
ties themfelves that are at variance.

AWN, in Botany, Arifta, is the Beard growing
out of the Husk of Corn or Graft.

AWNING, aboard a Ship, is when a Sail, g
Tarpaulin, or the like, is hung over any part of
the Ship above the Decks, to keep off the Sun, the
Rain, or the Wind. In a Long-Boat, they make
an Awning by bringing the Sail over the Yard and
Stay, and booming it out with the Boat-Hook.
AX or Axe, the fame with Axis, which lee;

AXILLAR Veins, ate the two Branches of the
afeending Trunk of the Vena Cava, called Bami
Suiclavii

,
which running obliquely under the

Claviculce, as foon as they are paft them, and go
up to the Armpits, are called Axidares

:

And
each of thefe parts it felf into two Veins, the Cc-
phalica and Baftlica

.

AXILLARY Artery, is that part of the Subcla-
vian Branches of the afeending Trunk of the Aor-
ta, that is got out ofthcThorax and comes into the
Arm-pits.

AXIOM, is fuch a common, plain, felf evident
and received Notion, that it cannot be made more
plain and evident by Demonftration » becaufe 'tis

its felf much better known than any thing that
can be brought to prove it ; as, That nothing can
act where it is not : That a thing cannot be and not
be at thefame time : That the Whole is greater than
a Part : That where there is no Law.there isnoTrtmf-
greftion, &c.

AXIS, is the third Vertebra from the SkulL
AXIS of a Cylinder

, is that Quiefcent Right
^ % Line

'

1
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Line, about which the Parallelogram is turned,

which by its Revolution forms the Cylinder.

AXIS of a Comely Section, is a Line palling

through the Middle of the Figure, and perpendi-

cular to the Ordinates.

AXIS of a Figure, is a Streight Line, conceived

to proceed from the Vertex to the Bafe.

AXIS of a Circle or Sphere, is a Streight Line

palling through the Center from one Side to ano-

ther ; and is the fame with the Diameter.

AXIS of the World, is an imaginary Line con-

ceived to pafs through the Center of the Earth

from one Pole to another.

AXIS of the Zpdiacl^, is alfo conceived to pafs

through the Earth, and .to be terminated in the

Poles of the Zpdiack.

AXIS of Flotation or Circumvolution, is an i-

maginary Line, about which any plain Figure is

conceived to be turned to make a Solid : Thus a

Sphere is conceived to be made by the Rotation of

a Semi-circle about its Diameter ; and a night Cone

by that of a Right angled Triangle about its Per-

pendicular.

AXIS Secundm
, in the Hyperbole and Ellipjis, is

the Conjugate Diameter, which fee. This is fome-

times called the Axis Rectus.

AXIS, in Opticas
,

is the Ray which of all that

are fent to the Eye falls perpendicularly on it, and
which, by confequence, palfeth through the Center

of the Eye.

AXIS Common or Mean
,

is a Right Line drawn
from the Point of Concourfe of the two Optick_

Nerves through the Middle ofthe Right Line which
Joins the Extremity of the fame Opticl^Nerves.

AXIS of Incidence, in Dioptricks, is a Right
Line drawn through the Point of Incidence, and
perpendicular to the Refracting Surface.

AXIS of Refraction, is that which is made by
the Ray of Incidence, direCtly prolonged on the

Infide of the fecond Medium by the Ray of Re-
fraction.

AXIS of any Glafs (in Opticks) is a Right Line
drawn perpendicularly through the Centre of the

Glafs ; or if it be a Convex Glafs, through the

thickeft Part ; if a Concave, through the thinneft

Part (which in each is called the Pole of the Glafs)

direCtly on to the Centre of the Sphere, the Glafs

Figure is a Segment of.

AXIS in Peritrochio, is a Machine for the rai-

ling of Weights, confifting of a Cylindrical Beam
(which is the Axis) lying Horizontally, and fup-

ported at each End by a Piece of Timber ; and

fomewhere about it, it hath a kind of Tympanum

or Wheel, which is called the Peritrochium, in whofe
Circumference are Holes made to put in Staves
(like thofe of a Windlefs or Capftain) in order to
turn the Axis round the more eafliy, and thereby
to raife the Weight required by Means of a Rope
which winds round the Axis. See Vol. II.

AXIS Indeterminate of an Hyperbola, is a Right
Line which divides into two equal Parts, and at

Right Angles, an infinite number of Lines drawn
parallel to one another within the Hyperbola.

AXIS Determinate, in that Figure, is a Right
Line drawn between the Vertexes or Tops of the
oppofite Se&ions or Hyperbola.

AXIS Conjugatus, in the Hyperbola : See Conju-
gate.

AZIMUTH, is an Arch of the Horizon com-
prehended between the Meridian of the Place, and
any other Azimuth Circle

; or contained between
the Prime Vertical, and any other Azimuth Circle.

s'. ' •

f To find the Azimuth at any time : See the
i ith Cafe ofOblique angled Spherical Triangles un-
der theWord Trigonometry .

To find the Sun’s Azimuth, as alfo the Hour, by
the Globe

,
having the Sun’s Place and Altitude gi-

ven.

Re&ify your Globe, and fit the Quadrant; then
turn both Globe and Quadrant about till the
Sun’s Place cut the given Altitude in the
Quadrant ; for then the Index fhews the
Hour, and the Quadrant the Azimuth in the
Horizon.

To find the Sun’s Azimuth at .Six, having the

Latitude of the Place

,

and the Suns Declination gi-

ven.

Say, As the Co-Sine of the Latitude : Is to the

Radius : : So is the Co-Tangent of the Sun’s

Declination : To the Tangent of the Sun’s

Azimuth at Six.

Example. Let the Latitude be 51 Deg. 30. Mini
and the Sun’s Declination be 1 1 30'.

Then to the Ar. co. of the"? „

Co-Sineof > 5 * -SO'- -0,205850

Add the Co-Tangent of n°. 3 iL~ 10,690891

Sum is the Tangent of 83°. 50*. —10,896741
which is the Azimuth at Six required.

To find the Time when the Sun will be exa&Iy
on the Eajl or Wejl Azimuth, having the Suns
Declination and Latitude of the Place given.

Say, As the Co-Tangent of the Declination : Is

to the Co-Tangent of the Latitude : : So is

Radius : To the Sine of an Ark; which
converted into Time, fhews the Hour from
Six.

Example. Suppofe the Declination be 1 1 3 1 ^

The Latitude of the Place 51. 30.

Then to the Ar. co. of the! 0 . _

Co-Tangent of S’"
Add the Co-Tangent of 51

0
. 30'.— 9,900605

Sum is the Sine of 09®. x z.

which is 48 Minutes of an Hour.
19,109713

Therefore
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Therefore the Sun will be due Eafi in the Mor-

ning 1 2 Minutes before 7, and Wefi in the Eve-

ning 1 2 Minutes alter 5

.

To find the Azimuth, having given the Lati-

tude of the PIacej
the Suns Altitude at Six, and

prefent Altitude.

In Summer.

Say, As the Co-fine of the Altitude : Is to the

Tangent of the Latitude : : So is the Diffe-

rence between the Sines of the Sun’s Altitude

at 6
,
and prefent Altitude : To the Sine of

the Azimuth from Eafi to Weft.

In Winter.

Say, As the Co-Sine of the Altitude : Is to the

Tangent of the Latitude : : So is the Sum of

the Sines of the Sun’s Altitude at 6, and pre-

fent Altitude : To the Sine of the Azimuth

from Eafi or Weft.

AZIMUTH Compafs, is an Inftrument made

in a large Box, with Jambols and a broad Limb,

having 90 Deg. diagonally divided, with an Index

and Thread to take the Sun’s Amplitude orAzimuth,

in order to find the Difference between theMagneti-

cal Meridian and the Suns Meridian, which fhews

thtVariation of the Compafs.

AZIMUTH Magnetical : See Magnetical Azi-

muth.

AZIMUTHS, or Vertical Circles

,

are great

Circles interfering each other in the Zenith and

Nadir, (as Meridians or Hour-Circles do in the

Pole) and cutting the Horizon at Right Angles.

On the Globes thefe Circles are not drawn, but

are reprefented by the Quadrant of Altitude when
it is fcrewed in the Zenith.

And on thefe Azimuths is reckoned the Sun's!

Altitude, when he is not on the Meridian.

AZOTH, among the CKymifts, fignifies fome-

times an Univerfal Medicine, fometimes the Mer-
cury of a Metal.

AZURE, the Herald’s Term for a Blue Co-
lour in the Coats of all Perfons

under the Degree of a Baron j

but in the Efcutcheons of the

Noblemen ’tis called Saphir

;

and

in thofe of Sovereign Princes ’tis

called Jupiter. In Engraving

'tis reprefented by Strokes or

Hatches drawn only Horizontal-

ly, thus, as in the annexed Figure.

AZUGUS or AZYGOS, is a notable Brandi
of the Vena Cava

,
called Vena fine pari, becaufe

it is fingle, having no Fellow It defcends through

the right fide of the Cavity of the Thorax, and
when ’tis come as far as the Eighth orNinth Vertex

Ira, it begins juft to keep the Middle, and fends

forth on each Side Intercoftal Branches to the Inter-

ftices of the Eight loweft Ribs, and there is divid-

ed into two Branches, of which the Larger de-

fcends to the Left, betwixt the ProcefTes of the

Diaphragm,and is inferted fometimes into the Cava
above or below the Emulgent, but oftner into the

Emulgent it felf. The other, which goes down on
the Right-hand, enters the Cava

,

commonly a lit-

tle above the Emulgent, but very feldom is join-

ed to the Emulgent it felf.
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BACCIFEROUS Plants; whether Trees,

Shrubs or Herbs, are fuch as bear Berries ;

and Berries are Fruits covered with a thin

Membrane, in which is contained a Pulp, which

grows foft and moift when ripe, and contains the

Seed within the Subftance. The Bacciferous Herbs

are the Chamcemorus', Smilax afpera, Bryonia Alba

and Nigra, Angelica Baccifera,
Aconhum Racemo-

fum,
Solannm Racemofum Americanum, Hypogloffum,

Laurus Alexandria, Oxymyrfine,
Polygonatum, Li-

liumConvallium, Monophyllon
,
Mandragora, Herba

Paris, Solanum Lethale, Malum Infanum, Solanum

Vulgare, Alfme Baccifera, Solanum Somniferum, Al-

kpkengi, Afparagus, Vitis Idxi palluftris, See.

The Bacciferous Trees Mr, Ray divides into 4
kinds.

1. Such as bear a Caliculate or Naked Berry,

the Flower and Calix both falling off together, and

leaving the Berry bare, as the Sajfafras Tree, Sec.

1. Such as have a Naked, Monopyrenous Fruit,

i. e. containing in it only one Seed ; as the Arbutus

Terebintbus, Lentifctis, Vifcus, Phylleraa, Sambucus

A^uaticiis, Laureola, GhamaUa Germanica (or Mc-
person) Viburnum, Cornus, Rhamnus, Sec.

3. Such as have alfo a Naked but Polypyrenous

Fruit ; i. e. one containing two or more Kernels

or Seeds within it ; as the Jafaminum ,
Ligufirum,

Alnvs, Berberis
,
Alaternus, Sambucus Vulgaris

,
Vi-

tis, the Tea Plant, Euonymus Vulgaris, Agrifolium,

Rhamnus Catharticus,Capparis, Erica Baccifera, See.

'r 4. Such as have their Fruit compofed of many
Acini or round foft Balls (for the Word Acinus, in

Botany, is rather a Grape than a Grape-flone) let

clofe together like aBunch of Grapes; as the Vva
Marina, Rubus Vulgaris,

Rubus Id&us,
and the

Rubus minorfruBu Cxruleo.

BACCIVOROUS Creatures, are fuch Animals

as feed upon berries.

BACCERIND Thief, a Term in Law) fignifying

a Thief taken with the Manner (as they fay) 1. e.

having on his Back or about him, thole things he

hath ftollen. It is by fome taken for an Offender

againft Vert or Venifon in the Foreft.

BACCHIUS, is a Foot of a Latin Verfe, con-

futing of three Syllables, where the firft is Ihorr,

and the two laft long, as Egejlas : This is the

Reverfe of a DaByle.

BACILLI, are thofe Medicines which are of a

long round Figure like a Stick, (3c.

BACK STAYS, of a Ship, fee Stays.

BACK-STAFF, the fame with Davis’s Qua-

or the Engtijh Quad^nt, as us called by the

French
8

Twas invented by one Capt. Davis a
iVelchman ; and is a Sea Inftrument of good ufe
to take the Suns Altitude at Sea. It confifts of 3
Vanes A, BandC; and of two Arches.

The Vane at A is called the Horizon Vane 5

that at B the Shade Vane ; and that at C the Sight

Vane. The leffer Ark B is of 60 Degrees, and that

of C (or fg) of 3 o Degrees. In time of Obferva-
tion the Shadow Vane B is fet upon the 60 Arch
juft to an even Degree of fome Altitude lefs than
you judge the Complement of the Sun’s Altitude

will be, by 1 o or 15 Degrees. The Horizon Vane
is put on at A, and the Sight Vane on the 30th
Ark fg ; and then the Obferver’s Back being

turned to the Sun (whence the Name of Back

Staff or BackrQuadrant) he lifts up the Inftrument,

and looks through the Sight Vane, riling or fal-

ling the Quadrant till the Shadow of the upper

Edge of the Shade Vane fall on the upper Edge of

the Slit in the Horizon Vane ; and if then you can

fee the Horizon through the faid Slit, the Obfer-
vation is well made : But if the Sea appear in -

ftead ot the Horizon, move the Sight Vane lower
towards g

:

If the Sky appear, move it upwards
towards /; and fo try till it comes right.

Then obferve how many Degrees and Minutes

are cut by that Edge of the Sight Vane, which an-

fwers to the Sight Hole, and to them add the De-
grees cut by the upper Edge of the Shade Vane t

The Sum is the Sun’s Diftance from the Zenith,

or the Complement of his Altitude.

To find the Meridian Altitude by this Inftru-

merit, you muft continue the Obfervation as long

as you perceive the Altitude to be- increafing

;

which you will find by the Sea’s appearing (till

through the Slit inftead of the Horizon, and as you!

move the Sight Vane lower: But as foon as ever

you fee the Sky appear inftead of the Horizon, the

Altitude is then diminifhing, and you muft defift ;

and adding as before the Degree and Minutes on
the two Arks together into one Sum, it gives the

Sun’s Zenith Diftance, or his Co-Altitude; and

this fubftratfted from 90
9

. leaves the true Altitude

above the Horizon.

That excellent Aftronomer Mr. Flamfiead, con-

trived a Glafs Lens or double Convex to be placed

in the Middle of the Shade Vane, which makes a

fmall bright Spot on the Slit of the Horizon Vane,

inftead of the Shade : And this is a great Improve-

ment, if the Glafs be truly made, for by this

Means the Inftrument may be ufed in Hazy Wea-
ther, and a much more accurate Obfervation made
in Clear Weather, than could be by the Shadow.

But after all, this Quadrant is by no Means fo

accurate as could be wifhed ; and a large heavy

Brafs Aftrolabe muft needs be a much better In-

ftrument.

BACULE (in Fortification) is a kind of Port-

Cullis or Gate made like a Pit-fall with a Counter-

poife, and fupported by two great Stakes. ’Tis

ufually made before the Corps de Gards advanced

near the Gates.

BACULOMETRY, according to fome, is the

Art of meafuring acceflible and inacceflible Lines,

by the help of one or more Staves.

BADGER
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BADGER (in Law) is one that is Licenced to

buy Corn or other Victuals in one Place, and carry

it to another.

BAILE or Bale ;
the Seamen call lading or cafl>

ing the Water by Hand out of a Boat Bailing ,
and

when the Water is thus Bailed out, they fay, the

Boat is freed. They call alfo thofe Hoops that

bear up the Tilt of a Boat B ailes.

BAILE (in Law) is the fetting at liberty one

Arrefted or Imprifoned upon an Aiftion either Ci-

vil or Criminal, under Sureties taken for his Ap-

pearance at aDay andPlace certainly affigned :And
there is both Common and Special Baile j Common
Bails is in Actions of fmall Prejudice, or flight

Proof, in which Cafe any Sureties are taken : Spe-

cial Baile is given in Cafes of greater Weighty

who muft be fubfidy Men at the leaft, and they

according to the Value.

BAILEMENT (a Term in Law) fignifying the

Delivery of things, whether Writings or Goods,

to another, fometimes to be delivered back to the

Bailor, that is, to him that fo delivers them, fome-

times to the ufe of him to whom they are deli-

vered ; and fometimes to a third Perfon.

BAILIFF, is an Officer that belongs to a Man-
nor, to order the Husbandry, and hath Authority

to pay Quit-Rents iffuing out of the Manner, fell

Trees, repair Houfes, &c. This Officer is he whom
the ancient Saxons called a Reeve.

BAILIFF Errant
,

is one that the Sheriff

makes and appoints to go about the Country to

execute Writs, to lummon the Country Seffions,

Aflizes, &c.

BAILIFF Franchifes
,
are thofe which are ap-

pointed by every Lord within his Liberty, to do
fuch Offices within his Precindls, as the Bailiff Er-

rant doth abroad in the Country.

BAILIWICK, is the JurifdidHon of a Bailiff

within his Lord's Franchife.

BAKER’S Central Buie for Conftrudling Equa-
tions : See GonftruElion of Equations.

BALANI
,

are certain Excrefences ufually

growing to the Shells of the larger forts of Sea
Shell- Fifties.

BALANUS (as it is called by fome) or Gians,

is the Nut of the Yard covered with the Foreskin

;

fometimes the Clitoris is fo called. It often alfo fig-

nifies a Suppofirory. Blanchard.

BALL and Socket, is an Inftrument made of

Brafs, with a perpetual Screw to hold any Tele-

fcope, Quadrant, or Surveying Inftrument, on a Staff

for Surveying, Aftronomical, or other ufes.

BALLANCE or Libra, is one of the Six Am-
ple Powers in Mechanickj, which ferves to find out

the Equality or Difference of Weights in heavy
Bodies. It is only a double Lever whofe Hypomoch-
lion is at the Centre of its length.

BALLANCE of the Air, fee Barometer.

BALLANCE of a Watch or Clocks, is that part

of it, which by its Motion regulates and deter-

.
mines the Beats : The circular Part of it is called

the Rim, and its Spindle the Verge : There belongs
to it alfo two Pallats or Nutts, which play in the

Fangs of the Crown-wheel. In Pocket Watches
that ftrong Stud, in which the lower Pevet of the

Verge plays; and in the Middle of which one Pevet
of the Crown-wheel runs, is called the Potans, or
rather Potence: The wrought Piece which covers

the Ballance, and in which the upper Pevet of the
Ballance plays, is the Cock. The fmall Spring in

siew Pocket Watches is called the Regulator'

BAL
BALLANCE or Libra, is the Name of one of

the twelve Signs of the ^odiac/^- into the firft De-
gree of which when the Sun comes, the Autumnal
Equinox happens, and is the izth of September.

BALLAST of a ship, is fome heavy Matter, as

Stones, &c. laid in the Hold next to the Keelfori

or falfe Keel, in order to keep a Ship ftiff, fo that

fhe may bear the more Sail. The Words about it

are Trench the Baltajl, i. e. divide itinto two or more
Parts. The Ballajl is Shot

, that is, ’tis run over
from one Side to the other : When a Ship hath not
Ballaft enough, they fay Ihe is Walt.
BALLESTER, or Ballufler, in the Capitalof the

Ionick Column, is the lateral Part ofthe Scroll which
makes the Curl-tuft.

BALLISTA, an ancient Warlike Engine to caft

or fhoot Darts or Stones, to batter and lHake City
Walls.

'

BALLIVO amovendo, is a Writ to remove a
Bailiff out of his Office, for want of diffident li-

ving in his Bailiwick.

BALLON or Balon, is the French Word for a
large Receiver or Veffel ufed in Chymiftry, to re-

ceive what is diftilled or drawn off by the Fire.

BALLON; in Archite&ure, is taken for around
Globe, or top of a Pillar.

BALLS or Ballets, a frequent Bearing in Coats
of Arms , but they are never called fo in' Hera!-
dy, but according to their feveral Colours have
the following Names

;

Befants, when the Colour is Or.
Plates, when *tiS Argent.

Hurts, when ’tis Azure.

Torteauxes, when ’tis Gules.

Pomeis, when ’tis Vert.

Pellets or Agrejjcs, when Sable. Some write itr

Ogreffes.

Golpes, when Purpure.

Orenges
,
when Tenne.

Gu%es, when Sanguine,

And thefe Nine contain all the Colours ufually

mentioned in Heraldry.

BALLUSTRADE, in Architecture, fignifies £
Row of little turn’d Pillars, high enough for a
Man to reft his Elbows on, fixed upon a Terrafs;
or upon the Top of a Building

j or to make any
Separation between one Part of it and another.

BALNEUM, a Word much ufed by the Chy-
mills j

it properly fignifiesa Veffel of Water, in
which the Body or Cucurbit

e

containing any Matter
to be diftilled is placed, that fo the Water heating

s

may heat the Cucurbite gently and by degree ?»

And this is what they call corruptly

BALNEUM Mari* ; but it Ihould be Balneum
Marti, i. e. a Sea or Water Bath. And in refpedfc

to the Mildnefs of the Heat in this way of Diftil-

lation, where the Eire never touches the Cucurbite
immediately. They call feveral other gentle ways
of Diftillation by the blame of Balneum, as

BALNEUM Vaporofum, where the Veffel con*
taining the Matter to be diftilled is heated by the
Steam of hot or boiling Water.
BALNEUM Aren* or Cineris ; which they call

alfo fometimes Balneum Arenofum, and Balneum
Cinereum, is when the Cucurbite, or Retort, of
Veffel holding the Matter to be diftilled is placed
in a Pot of Sand or Afhes, and fois heated by the
Heat of the Sand or Allies.

BALSAM, lignifies, \ft. The juice of an Arad
bian Ttee called Opobdlfamum

,
to which are allied

the Natural Balfams, as that Of Jolij Peru, &e.
idly,. A
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zdly, A fomewhat thick and odoriferous, fpiri-

tuous and penetrating Subftance, of the Gonfi-

ftence of an Ointment; as Apoplextick. Balfarn, Bat-

fain of Bpfes, (3c.

%dly, A fort of Liquors drawn or extracted

from Gums and Refinous Subftances with Spirit

of Wine.

4thly, ThisName is given alfo by the Chymifts

to the Solutions and Preparations of fome Salts, as

Balfamof Saturn, Tartar, Sal-gemm, (3c.

5 thly, Some particular Preparations of Medi-

cines in this Form are called by this Name, as

Balfamof Sulphur, (3c.

BALSUM of Saturn, is a Solution ofSaccharum

Saturni made with Spirit or Oil of Turpentine,

and digefted till the Matter hath gained a Red

Tin&ure.
BAN, is a Proclamation made at the Head of

a Body of Troops, or in the feveral Quarters of

the Army, by found of Trumpet or beat of Drums,

either of obferving of Martial Difcipline, for de-

claring a New Officer, punifhing a Soldier, or the

like. .

BANDELET, is a French Term for one of the

Ornaments in Architecture, which they call alfo

}\egle : ’Tis greater than the Lift, but a little lefs

than what they call a Platte Bande •, it encompaffes

the Pillar quite round about like a Ring.

BANK, in Common Law, fignifies the Bench

or Seat of Judgment : But there is another fort of

Bank., where there is a great Sum of Money

let out to ufe, returned by Exchange, Or otherwife

difpofed to Profit. .

BANKRUPT, one that hath confumed his E-

ftate, or is run out in his Trade,

BANNIMUS, the Form of Expulfion of any

Member from the Univerfity of Oxford, by affix-

ing the Sentence, up in fome Publick Place, as a

Denunciation or Promulgation of it;

BANQUETTE, in Fortification, is a little Foot

Pace or Elevation of Earth in Form of a Step, or

the Bottom of a Parapet, or that which the Mu-

fqueteers get up to difcover thcCounterfcarp, or to

fire upon the Enemies in the Moat, or in the Co-

verway. Thefe Banquets are generally a Foot and

a half high, and almoft three Foot broad.

BARAK or Baraque, is an Hurt like a little

Cottare for Soldiers to lie in in the Camp : For-

merly^ thofe for the Horfe were called Barachy, and

thofe for the Foot Hum ;
but now Barack, is ufed

for both indifferently. They are made ufually

when the Soldiers have no Tents, or when an Ar-

my lies long in a Place in bad Weather, becaule

they keep out Cold and W^et much better than

Tents. They are generally made by fixing four

ftrong forked Poles in the Ground, and then lay-

ing four others acrofs them ; then they buikf up

the Walls with Sods, Wattles, or what the Place

affords : The Top is either Planked or Thatched,or

covered with Turf, as they have Convenience.

BARBE, a Military Word : To fire an Barbe is

to fire the Cannon over the Parapet, mftead^ of

putting them through the Emtrazures ; but then

the Parapet muft be but 3 Foot and ~ high.

BAROCO, one of the barbarous Words ex-

prefling the Syllogiftick Moods in Logick ;
and in

this Mood Banco, the firft Proposition muft be an

univerfal Affirmative, and the two other Nega-

tU
BAROMETER, is an Inftrument for eftima-

sing the .Minute Variations of the Weight or

Preffure Of the Incumbent Air, confifting of along
Tube of Glafs, hermetically fealed at one End, and

being filled with Quick?
fiver (according to the
Torricellian Experiment)
is inverted, fo as to have
the open End of it im-
merled in StagnantQuick-
filver, contained in a larg-

er Glafs under it, and ex-
pofed to the Preffure of
the outward Air : Out of
which open End (after

fi:chImmerfioa)theQuick-

filverin the Tube being
fuffered to run as much as
it will into the Stagnant
Quick-filver, in which
that Mouth or open End
is immerfed, there is wont
to remain a Cylinder of
Quick-filver, fufpended
in the Tube about z8„

!

29 or 30 Inches highj
meafuring from the Sur-
face ofthe Stagnant Quick?
filver perpendicularly

; but
more or lefs within fuch
Limits, according as the
Weight or Preffure of the
Air incumbent on the ex-
ternal ftagnant Quick-fil-

ver expofed to it, is great-

er or Ieffer, leaving the
upper Part of the Tube
void, or at leaft empty of
common Air.

Dr. Hoofs Contrivance
to enlarge the Divifions of
the Barometer in any giv-

en Proportion.

The Glafs of this Baro-

meter is reprefented by the

adjoining Figure ; the Cy-
linder A may be of what
Diameter you pleafe, the

bigger the better, but it

need not be above two In-

ches long ; the Cane A D
muft be fo long, that the

upper Part ofthe Cylinder

B may be 29 Inches -f°

fuch a Part of the Height
of the other Cane B C,
as the Weight or Specific^

Gravity of the Liquor that

is to fill that Cane is to

the Specifick Gravity of

Mercury below the Line
a b, in the Cylinder A*

The third Cylinder C
may be as high as you!

pleafe above the Cylinder

B, but is molt convenient-

ly made, fo as the Square'

of the Diameter of the

Cane B C be to the

Square of the Diameter

of the Cylinders B or C
(which muft be exactly e-

qual) as the rife of the

Mercury
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Mercury in the Cylinder B, is to the whole Length

of the Cane B C ;
for in this cafe there will be no-

thing fuperfluous, but the Divifions enlarged to the

utmoft. advantage.

To fill this Barofcope ;

Let a fmall Hole be left at the top of the Cylin-

der A, and another near the top ofythe Cylinder B ;

this latter being well ftopt, pour in as much Mer-

cury at the other Hole in A, as fhall fill both Canes

as high as the Level of the laid Hole ; which done,

flop either by Hermetically Sealing it, or elfe by a

drop of Sealing-wax (the Glafs being firft ground

rough to make it ftick) the Hole in A ; then open-

ing the Hole in B
,
draw off as much of the Mercury

of the Cane B C till it will run no longer ; which

done, flop firmly the Hole in B (which you may
do as you pleale, there being no Preffure againft

,you) and you will have the Cylinder A evacuated

of Air for youi purpofe, and the height of the Mer-

cury will be as ufual in the ordinary Plain and

Wheel Barometers.

Then pour into the Cane B C as much Spirit of

Wine tinged with Chocbinele and Oyl of Turpen-

tine, equal Parts of each, as fhall Hand above the

Surface of the Mercury, fo many Feet as you make
the enlarged Scale of your Barometer, or as is be-

tween the middle of the Cylinders B and C, and

you will find the Mercury fink in the Cane B C, and

rife in the Cane A D, in fuch proportion, that each

13 Feet of Oyl and Spirit, will raife the Mercury

1 o Inches : Then you muff pour on, by the Cane
J5 C, fo much Mercury as will fill up the Cylinders

A and B to fuch heights, considering the prefent

weight of the Atmofphere, that the Surface of the

Mercury in both, may at the utmoft Limits, (which

Lave not in England been found to exceed 30,6

and 28,6 Inches.) always fall wiihin the Bodies of

the Cylinders, and never enter into the Canes.

The EfleH of this Barofcope will be, that when
the Atmofphere is heavy, and the Mercury raifed

high in the Cylinder A, and retired out of B, the

Spirit of Wine willdefcend into the Cylinder B, and

the Oyl of Turpentine will fill the Cane, fo as to

make the Partition of the two Liquors near the

.Cylinder B. But on the contrary, when the Air

is light, the Mercury will fink in A, and rife in B,

fo as to drive the Spirit ofWine into the Cane, and
the Oyl of Turpentine into the Cylinder C ;

fo that

the Section of the two Liquors will be near C, and
the Variation of the height of the Mercury will be

enlarged into almoft the length of the Cane, with-

out that the Counter-preflure from the Liquors
will not be in the lead altered, the Height and>

Weight of the Incumbent Cylinder being always
the fame.

The Ingenious Mr. Haukjbee (that invented the

new Cupping-Glalfes without Fire, now generally

ufed: See his Air-pump ) {hewed me a Barofcope

where the Mercury rofe and fell 60 Inches with
very great eafe,and without breaking or dividing ;

and it may very eafily be made for 100 or 200
.Inches, if a ftrait fmall thin Glafs Tube can be

blown and drawn of that length, and that it were
as eafily manageable.

The Torricellian Experiment is made in a Tube
of about 31 Inches in length, with a fmall Ball, or

rather Cylindrical Cavity on the Top; at the Bot-
tom of this Tube, at A, is a very fmall Ciftern

with Mercury in it, and communicating with the !

free Air, into which the lower End of the Tube
A B is put ; then at a very Acute Angle, is the
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fmall Tube C D placed with its open Orifice in the

aforefaid Ciftern, and juft under the Surface of the

Mercury in it. And thus when the Atmofphere is

high and heavy (that is in dry and fair Weather)

the Mercury being prefled up into the Tube B A;

leaves but little in the Ciftern, and. Confequently

there is but a little Weight of Mercury there, to

prefs any out into the Tube CD, and confequent-

ly then the Mercury will fall or defcend towards

C. But when in contrary Weather, the Mercury
falls out of the Tube A B, there will be more in

the Ciftern, and confequently the Mercury muft

afcend further, or run higher up into the Tube CD
And this is fo tender and nice, that while I was in

the Room, and looking on it, which was not above

an Hour, the Mercury afcended near two Inches

(for Rain) in the Hope Tube.
One great Advantage

;
this Way of managing

a Hoping Tube, feems to have above the Common
One, which is, that the Mercury here moves all

together in a Body, without breaking or dragging

a Tail after it.

See the Figure of the Plate belonging to the Word
Air-Pump.

Barofcope Statical : So Mr. Boyle calls an Inftru-

ment which he invented to eftimate the Variations

of the Air’s Gravity, and is thus defcrib’d.

A very large and thin Glafs Bubble (of if fuch

an one cannot be procured, 2 or 3 Imaller ones

added together may do) was counterpoifed in a
very tender Balance which would turn with the

64th Part of a Grain, and then all being
.
hung tip

in a Frame, he found, that as the Air grew lighter

and thinner, the Bubble would preponderate very
manifeftly ; but when the A.ir grew thicker and
denier, the Scale in which the Weights were*
would grow heavier, and mount up the Bubble.
And this Effed he found would continue and an-
fwer exadly to the rife and fall of the Mercury
in the common Barometer or Barofcope.

The Grounds on which this Noble Gentleman
went in contriving thislnftrument, were thefe :

1. He considered, that though at firft fetting of
it up, the Bubble and the Weights would be in

ASquilibrio, becaufe he carefully made them fo ;

yet the Bulk of the Bubble did exceed that of the
Metalline Counterpoife, by near 200 times (be it

more or lefs, according tb the Specifick Gravity
of the Weights ufed) and therefore he confifiered,

2. That, according to the Laws of Hydrofta-
Hicks, when two Bodies being of the fame abfo-
lute Weight, but very different Bulks, come to be
weighed in another Medium, they can no longer
be equiponderant: For if the Medium be heavier
or denfer, the greater Body will be more buoyed
up there than it was before, and conftantly will a-
bate of its Weight ; but if the Medium ftiould be
lighter and rarer, the contrary Effed would follow,

and the Weight would be heavier than the Bubble.
He confidered alfo, that this muft be the Cafe of

the Air, whofe Specifick Gravity is continually

changing, according to the various Effluvia it re-

ceives from the Terraqueous Globe ; and confe-
quently, that it muft needs be now denfer, now
rarer, and accordingly more or lefs buoy up the
Bubble.

r

Our Author hints, that this Inftrument is capa-
ble of feveral Improvements; and though in ma-
ny Cafes the common Barofcope be preferrabie be-
fore it, yet this hath fome Advantages above That j

as 1 . L hat this is more parable than the other s
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fot many Perfons can more eafily get a Pair of good
Scales and a Glafs Bubble, than they can a Tube
and Mercury for the common Barofcope ; and this

alfo is much more eafily fitted up than that. This
Statical Barofcope is alio much more eafily carried

from Place to Place. This Barofcope may be adjuft-

ed to the ordinary one, by finding what Weights

anfwer exa&ly to every half Quarter of an Inch

of the rife and fall of the Mercury ; and thefe

may help us to guefs at the ufuai Variations of the

Weather* by (hewing how much is wanting to

bring the Scales to an ^Equilibrium.

Alfo an Arch of a Circle, well graduated, may
be fitted fo as that the Tongue of the Balance fhall

play freely by it, and there (hew the Change of,

the Gravity of the Atmofphere, without the Ad-
dition of any new Weights at all.

WHEEL-BAROMETER, is a Contrivance for

the applying of an Index to any Common Barofeope,

whether the Glafs be only a fingie Cane, or have

a round Bolt-head at the Top ; and by the Means
thereof, the Variation of the Altitude of the Mer-
curial Cylinder

,
whiph at mod is hardly 3 Inches,

may be made as diftinguilhable as if it were 3

Foot or 3 Yards, or as much more as is defired.

The Wheel-Barometer was invented by Dr. Blocks

the Manner whereof is vifible in the Figure, where

ABC reprefents the Tube, which may be either

Blunt or with a Head, as ABC (by which latter

Shape, mole room is allowed for any remainder of

Air to expand the better;) This is to be filled with

Qukk-filver, and inverted as commonly, and put

intoaVeflel of ftagnant Mercury, made after the

Fafhion of I JKi, that is, having its Side about 3

or 4 Inches high, and the Cavity of it equally big

both above and below ; and if it can be (befides

that Part which is filled by the End of the Mercu-

rial Tube that Hands in it) of equal Capacity with

the Hollow of the Cane about B, for then the

Quick-Elver riling as much in the Hollow of f, as

it deicends at B, the Difference of the Height iti

the Receiver I, will be juft half the ufuai Diffe-

rence. And if the receiving Veflel I have 4
bigger Cavity, the Difference will be lefs ; but if

lefs, the Difference will be greater. But whether
the Difference be made hereby bigger or lefs, 'tis

no great Matter, finceby the Contrivance of the
Wheel and Index, the leaft Variation may be made
as fenfible as is defired, by diminifhing the Bignefs
of the Cylinder E, and lengthening the Index FGf

according to the Proportion requifite.

But this Wheel-Barometer not anfwering fully the
defigned Exacftnefs, becaufe the Mercury is apt to
ftick about the Sides of the Glafs, and would rife

and fall by Leaps, and all at once ; and becaufe al-

fo ’tis very difficult to adjuft the Ball and Thread,
0’c. and that the Inlfrument is very apt to be out of
Order, &c. 'tis now out of ufe. And therefore in'

Philof Tranfa&.N. 185. the Docftor gives us ano-
ther Contrivance, (which he had thought of in the
Year 1 668) by putting the Spirit of Wine, or fome’

other Liquor that will not freeze, upon the Mer-
cury j which was defigned to rife as the Mercury
falls, and fall as it rifes. And by this Means he
could, he faith, enlarge the Divifions as much as

he pleafed. v

MARINE BAROMETER, is an Inftrument
contrived by Dr. Hool», for the Ufe of thofe that
would make a PhilofbphiCal Experiment at Sea.

For the Mercurial Barometer requiring a perpen-
dicular Pofture, and the Quick-filver vibrating

therein with great Violence upon any Agitatidn, is

therefore uncapable of being made at Sea, (tho’ it

hath lately been contrived to be made portable) lo

it remain'd to find out fome other Principle, where-
in the Pofition of the Inftrument was not fo indi-

Ipenlably neceflary : For this the above-named Per-
son invented. Its Defcription and Ufes the Inge-
nious Capt, Halley jn Philof TranfalJ. gives

as follows.

It is about 40 Years fince, that the Thermome-
ters of Robert de FluBibut, depending on the Dila-
tation and Contraction of included Air by Heat
and Cold, have been difufed, upon dilcovery, that

the Air’s Preflure is unequal ; that Inequality mix-
ing it felf with the Efleds of the Warmth of the

Air in that Inftrument ; and inftead thereof, was
fubftituted the lealed Thermometer including Spirit

of Wine (firft brought into England out of Italy by
Sir Robert Southwell) as a proper Standard of the
Temper of the Air, in relation to Heat and Cold,
that fEtherial Spirit being of all the known Liquors
the moft fufceptible of Dilatation and Contracti-

on, elpecially with a moderate Degree of either

Heat or Cold.

Now this being allow’d as a Standard, and the

Thermometer that includes the Air being graduated
with the fame Divifions, fo as at the time when
the Air was included to agree with the Spirit-

Thermometer in all Degrees of Heat and Cold, no-

ting at the fame time the precife Height of the

Mercury in the common Barometers ; it will rea-

dily be underftood, that wherefoever thefe two
Thermometers fhall agree, the Preflure of the Air

is the fame it was when the Air was included and
the Inftrument graduated ; that if in the Air-

Thermometer, the Liquor ftand higher than the Di-

vifions marked thereon, correfponding with thac

on the Spirit Glafs, it is an Indication that there is

a greater Preflure of the Air at that time, than

when the Inftrument was graduated. And on
the
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the contrary, it is to be concluded, when the Air-

Glafs ftands lower than the Spirit, that then

the Air is fo much lighter, and the Quick- filver in

the ordinary Barometers lower than at the faid time

of Graduation.

And the Spaces anfwering to an Inch of Mercu-

ry, will be more or lefs, according to the Quanti-

ty of Air fo included, and the Smalnefs of the

Glafs Cane in which the Liquor rifes and falls;

and may be augmented almoft in any Proportion,

under that of the Sf>ecifick.Gravity of the Liquor of

the Thermometer to Mercury,
fo as to have a Foot

or more for an Inch of Mercury, which is another

great Convenience.

In thefe Parts of the World, long Experience has

told us. That the Riling of the Mercury forebodes

Fair Weather after Foul, andanEafterly or Nor-

therly Wind ; and that the falling thereof, on she

contrary, fignifies Southerly orWefterly Winds,

with Rain and Stormy Winds, or both ; which

latter it is of much more confequence to provide

againft at Sea than at Land ; and in a Storm, the

Mercury beginning to Rife, is a fare Sign that it

begins to abate* as hath been experienced in high

Latitudes, both to the Northwards and Southwards

of the Equator.

bar
The Form of this Inftrument is reprefented by

the following Figure.

A B reprefents the Spirit Thermometer graduated
from Q, or the Freezing Point, through all the pof*
fible Degrees of Heat or Cold of the Air, at k&ft
in thefe Climates.

C D is the Air-Thermometer
, graduated after

the fame Manner with the like Degrees.
B F is a Plate applied to the Side of the Ther-

mometer C D, graduated into Spaces anfwering to
Inches, and Parts of an Inch of Mercury in tilt

Common Barometer*, La Gp %
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G, a Hand {banding on the Plate, at the Height

of the Mercury thereon, as it was when the Inftru-

meut was graduated j as fuppofe here at In-

ches.

L M a Wire on which the Plate E F flips up

and down, parallel to the Cane of the Thermome-

ter C D.

any Point at which the Spirit ftands at the

time of Obfervation ; fuppofe at 3 8 on the Spirit-

Thermometer ; Aide the Plate E F till the Hanc

G at 38 on the Air-Thermometer, and if the Li-

quor therein ftandat 38 likewife, then is the Pref-

fure of the Air the fame as at the time of Gradua-

tion, vi%. 19,5 j but if it ftand higher, as at 30

at I, then is the Preflure of the Air greater, and

the Divifions on the flidingPlate againft the Liquor,

fhew the prefent Height of the Mercury to be 2,9,7

Inches.

This may fuffice as to the Manner of ufing it.

Capt. Halley had one of thefe Glaffes with him
in his hSc Southern Voyage ; and he faith, it never

failed to give him early Notice of a Storm, and

of all the bad Weather they had.

The fame Ingenious Gentleman, in Philof Tran-

faB. N. 187, hath an excellent Difcourfe upon the

Reafons of the Rife and Fall of the Mercury in

Fair and Foul Weather ; the Subftance of which

is as follows.

1 . He premifes the commonly obferved Pheno-

mena of the Mercurial Barofcope ; which are,

1 . That in Calm Weather, when the Air is en-

clined to Rain, the Mercury is commonly low.

z. That ’tis generally high in good, ferene, fet-

tled, fair Weather.

3. That it finks loweft of all on very great

Winds, though they are not accompanied with

Rain ; with Relation to the Point of the Compafs

the Wind blows upon.

4. That, ceteris paribus, the greateft Height of

the Mercury is found, when an Eajlerly or North-

Eafterly Wind blows

.

5. That in Calm Frofty Weather the Mercury

generally is high.

6 . That after very great Storms ofWind, when

the Mercury hath been low, it ufually rifes again

very faff.

7. That more Northerly Places have a greater

Alteration of the Rife and Fall of the Mercury,

than the more Southerly.

8. That within the Tropicks, and near them,

there is little or no Variation of the Mercury’s

Height in all Weathers.

As to which two laft Phenomena's, Mr. Patrick1,

the Famous Barometer-maker, tells me, That he

hath certain Accounts, that the greateft Variation

of the Barofcope is in rhe Latitude of 45 °. N. or S.

and that the Rife and Fall gradually decreafes to-

wards the Equator and Poles, fo as in either of

rchofe Regions fcarcely to vary at all.

The Theory that Mr. Halley advances to folve

all which Phenomena, is this

:

1, He fuppofes the principal Caufe of the rife

and fall of the Mercury, is from the variable

Winds, which are found in the Temperate Zones,

and whole great Inconftancy here in England is

inoft notorious.

a. A fecond Caufe is the uncertain Exhalation

and Precipitation of Vapours lodging in the Air,

whereby it comes to be at one time much more

crowded than at another, and confequently heavi-

er I but thofe latter, in a great meafure,depend up-

on the former. Now from thefe Principles, he
explicates the feveral Phenomena of the Barometers

I . Why in Calm Weather
,
the Air being inclined

to Byin, the Mercury# commonly love ?

That the Mercery’s being low is an Indication

of Rain, becaule the ‘Air being light, the Vapours
are no longer fupported thereby, as being become
fpecifically heavier than the Medium wherein they
floated ; fo that they defcend towards the Earth,'

and in their fall meeting with other Aqueous Par-
ticles, they incorporate together, and form little

drops of Rain ; but the Mercurfs being at one
time lower than at another, is the Effedt of two
contrary Winds blowing from the Place where the
Barometer ftands ; whereby the Air of that Place

is carried both ways from it, and confequently^

the incumbent Cylinder of Air is diminifhed, and
accordingly the Mercury finks ; as for Inftance, if,

in the German Ocean it fhould blow a Gale of
Wejlerly Wind, and at the fame time an Ealier ’y

Wind in the Irijh Sea ; or if in Prance it fhould

blow a Southerly Wind, and in Scotland a. Northern,

it muft be granted me, that that part of the Atmo-
fphere,

impendanr-over England, would thereby be
exhaufted and attenuated

j
and the Mercury would

fubfide, and the Vapours which before floated its

thofe parts of the Air, of equal Gravity with them-0
'

felves, would fink to the Earth.

Z. Way in ferene, good, fettled Weather
, the Mer~

eury is generally high? That the greater height of
the Barometer, is occafioned by two contrary;

Winds blowing towards the place of Obfervation,,
1

whereby the Air of other Places is brought thither^

and accumulated; fo that the Incumbent Cylin-

der of Air being encreafed both in Height and
Weight,the Mercury preffed thereby,muft needs rife

and ftand high, as long as the Winds continue fo to

blow ; and then the Air being fpecifically heavier,

the Vapours are better keptfufpended, fo that they,

have no Inclination to precipitate and fall down
in Drops, which is the reafon of the ferene good
Weather which attends the greater heights of the.

Mercury

.

3. Why, upon very great Winds or Storms, thought

accompanied with no Bain, the Mercury finks loweft

0} all, with relation to the Point of the Compafs upon
which the Wind blows ?

This is caufed by the very rapid Motion ofthe
Air in thefe Storms ; for the fracft or Region of the

Earth’s Surface wherein thefe Winds rage, not ex-

tending all round the Globe; that Stagnant Air,

which is left behind, as likewife on the hides, can-

not cnme in fo faft as to fupply the Evacuation

made by fo fwift a Current ; fo that the Air muft
neceflarily be attenuated when and where the faid

Winds continue to blow, and that more or lefs ac-

cording to their Violence. Add to which, that the

Horizontal Motion of the Air, being fo quick as it

is, may in all probability take off fome part of the

perpendicular Preffure thereof; and the great A-
gitation of its Particles, is the reafon why the Va-
pours are diffipated, and do not condenfe into

Drops, fo as to form Rain, otherwife the natural

Confequence of the Air's Rarefadrion.

4; Why, caeteris paribus, the Mercury ftands

higheft upon an Eafterly or North.Eaferly Wind ?

This happens becaufe that in the Atlantic^ Oce •

an, on this fide 35 th degree of North^Latitude, the

Wefterly and Scuth-wefterly Winds blow almoft

always Trade ;
fo that whenever here the Wind

comes up at Eaft and North-Eajl, ns fure to be .

check'd.
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check’d by a contrary Gale, as loon as it reaches

the Ocean ;
wherefore, according to what is made

out in the Second Remark, the Air muft needs be

heaped over this IJland ;
and confequently the Mer-

cury muft ftand high, as often as thefe Winds blow.

This holds true in this Country, but is not a ge-

neral Rule for others, where the Winds are under

different Circumftances; and he himfelfhath fome-

times feen the Mercury here as low as 29 Inches

Upon an Eafterly Wind, but then it blew exceeding

hard, and fo comes to be accounted for by what

was obfervedupon the third Remark.

5 . Why in calm frojiy Weather the Mercury get

nerally Jiands high ?

The Caufe thereof is,That it feldom freezes but

but when the Winds come out of the Northern and

Nortk-Eftern Quarters ; or at leaft, unlefs thofe

Winds blow at no great diftance off, for the Nor-

thern Parts of Germany, Denmark.
.,
Sweden

,
Norway,

and all that trad! from whence North-Eaftern Winds

come, are fubjcft to almoft continual Froft all the

Winter ; and thereby the lower Air is very much
condenfedj and in that ftate is brought hitherwards

by thofe Winds, and being accumulated by the

Oppofidon of the Wejlerly Wind blowing in the

Ocean, the Mercury muft needs be preft to a more

than ordinary height, and as a concurring caufe,

the fhrinking of the lower Parts of the Air into

leffer room by cold, muft needs caufe a defcent of

the upper Parts of the Atmofpherc, to reduce the

Cavity made by this Contraction to ' an /Equili-

brium.

6. Why after very great Storms of Wind, when the

Mercury has been very low, it generally rifes again

veryfafl.

This, he tells you, he has frequently obferved,

and once found it rifen an Inch and a half in lefs

than fixHours,after a long continuedStorm of South-

Weft Wind. This feems to be occafioned by the

fudden acceffton of new Air to fupply the great

Evacuation which fuch continued Storms make
thereof in thofe places where they happen, and

by the Recoil ofthe Air, after the Force ceafes that

impelled it ; and the reafon why the Mercury rifes

fo faft, is, becaufe the Air being vety much rarified

beyond its mean Denfity, the neighbouring Air

runs in the more fwiftly to bring it to an /Equili-

brium ; as we fee Water runs the fafter for having

great Declivity.

7. Why in more Northerly Places, the Variations

ofthe Barometer are greater than in more Southerly ?

The Truth ofthe matter of fadfc is proved from

Obfervation made at Clermont and Paris, compared

with others made at Stockholm, as may be feen in

the Appendix to Mr. Pafcal'$ Book, f)e l' Equilibre

des Liquors . The Reafon feems to be, that the

more Northerly Parts have ufually greater Storms of

Wind then the more Southerly,whereby the Mercury

fhould fink lower in that Extream ; and then the

Northerly Winds bring the condenfed an ponderous

Air from the Neighbourhood of the Pole, and that

again being check’d by a Southerly Wind, at no

great diftance, and fo heaped, muft of neceflity

make the Mercury in fuch cafe ftand higher on the

other Exream.

8. Why near the Eqinodtial,, as at Barbadoes and

St. Helena, there is very little or no Variation of the

Height of the Brometer ?

This Remark, above all others, confirms the

Hypothefis ofthe variable Winds, being the caufe of

thefe Variations of the Height of the Mercury, for

in the places above-named, there is alwgyi an eafy
Gale ofWind blowing nearly upon the fame Point-

vig. E. N. E, at Barbadoes
, and E. S. E. at St. He-

lena, fo that there being no contrary Current of
the Air, to exhauft or accumulate it, the Atmofpherc
continues much in the fame ftate: However, up-
on Hurricanes, the moft violent of Storms, the
Mercury has been obferved very low but this is but
for once in two or three Years, and it foon recovers

its fettled ftate of about- Inches : And there is

no doubt but the fame thing is in the Eaft Coaft of

Africa, and in India, where the Monfoons or Winds
are Trade for half the Year one way, and half the

Year another ; only ’tis probable, that there may
fomething worth noting happen, about the time

of the change or fhifting of the Winds; which
might be obtained if any Body had the Ctifiofity

to keep the Barometer at our Factories in India,

Snowden Hill in North-Wales was meafured by
Mr. Cafwell with Mr. Adams's Inftruments, and
found to be 1240 Yards high.

Mr.Halley found by three exadt tryals theMcrcurj
in the Barofcope deicended at its top 3 Inches, 8
Tenths, and fomething more, and perhaps 4 Inches

may be near enough Truth; if fo, then divide

1 340 by 4, the Quotient is 3 1 o Yards ; fo that any
fall of the Mercury one Inch, argues an Afcent of
juft 3 1 o Yards in height ; but according to Mr.
Halleys, Account of 3,8 Inches, he makes 30 Yards
height to anfwer to one tenth of an Inch fall ; we
therefore allow juft 30 Yards (for Mr. Halley

thought the fall of the Mercury more than 3,r» In-

ches ; ) if io, then if Dr. Hook, s new Barofcope will

bear Diviilons of one Tenth of an Inch into tent

more fenfible Parts (as I believe it will) each of
thofe ten Parts will anfwer to three Yards, and fo

by its help one may take the Level of Places very
well, to convey Water, &c.
When the Mercury is at 30 Inches in the Barod

fcope (whence may be computed the Middle
Height) the Atmofpherc is 5 Miles and 4 high (that

is, fuppofing the Air to be of the fame Denfity all

along; though in all probability it is not, but grows
more rare in proportion to its Heighr, which will

much encreafe the Height of the Atmofpherc.)

The Ingenious Mr. Derham, Red/tor of XJpmin-

Jier, in PhilofTranf N. 236, gives an Account of
fome Experiments he made at the Top and Bot-
tom of the Monument ; where he found, that as

the Height of 32 Feet, the Mercury fell df an
Inch ; and at about i 64 Feet, of an Inch, &c„
He there alfo deferibes a Portable barometer,

which he conceives might be of great tie in fuch
Experiments.

In Philof Tranf. N®. 237, he gives a Contri-
vance to meafure the Height of the Mercury in

the Barometer, by a Circle on one of the Weather
Plates, to the Hundredth Part of an Inch exacftly.

In PhilofTranf. N°. 240, Mr. Stephen Gray fhewS
alfo a Method ofmeafuring the Height of the Mer-
ry in the Barometer, by adapting a double Micro«

ftope furnifti’d with a Micrometer to the Barofcope

j

by Means of which, the Mercury's Variations
may be obferved to the Thoufandtlx Part of an
Inch.

The following Rules to judge of the Weather
by the Barometer, 1 had from Mr. John Patrick, ire

Ship-Court in the Old Baily, the Torricellian Opera-
tor-, and they are the Refult of his own long Ex-
perience and Obfervation^
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Bjtles land Observations on the various Riling and

Falling of the Mercury, to foreknow the Wei-

ther by r&e Barometer.

i . It hath been obferved, That the Motion of the

Mercury doth not exceed three Inches in its riling

or falling, in the Barbmeter of the Common Form.

z. That its leaft Alterations ate to be minded,

?n order to the right finding the Weather by it.

3. The Riling Of the Mercury prefages, in ge-

neral, fair Weather ; and its Falling Foul, as Rain,

Snow, high Winds, and Storms.

4. In very hot Weather the Falling of the Mer-
cury forefhews Thunder.

5* In Winter the Riling prefages Froft ; and in

Frofty Weather, if the Mercury falls three or four

Divilions, there will certainly follow a Thaw

;

but in a continued Froji, if the Mercury rifes, it

will certainly Snow.
6. When foul Weather happens foon after the

falling of the Mercury, expect but little of it

;

andjudge the fame when the Weather proves fair

fbortly alter the Mercury has rifen.

7. In foul Weather, when the Mercury rifes

much and high, and fo continues for two or three

Days before the foul Weather is over, then expedt

a continuance of lair Weather to follow.

8. In fair Weather, when the Mercury falls

much and low, and thus continues for two or three

Days before the Rain comes, then expedk a great

deal of Wet, and probably high Winds.

9. The un fettled Motion of the Mercury de-

notes uncertain and changeable Weather.

10. You are not fo ftricftly to mind the Words

that are engraven on the Plates, though for the

moft part it will agree with them, as the Mercu-

ry’s riling and falling ; for if it Hands at much

Rain, and then rifes up to changeable, it prefages

fair Weather; although not to continue fo long as

it would have done if the Mercury were higher

;

and foon the contrary.

And I think my felf obliged in Juftice to tell

the World, That I have never feen better Wea-

ther- Glades of all kinds made any where, than by

Mr. Patrick who doth really deferve all poffible

Encouragement for the many Experiments he hath

made in order to improve the Barometer,
and

which he is always very willing to Ihew to all In-

genious and Curious Perlons. And though I can-

pot be of Dr. Leigh's Opinion, who in P. 16. and

s8o of his Natural Hijlory of Lancalhire, &c. faith,

Mr. Patricks Experiments demonftrate, that the

Sufpenfiqn of the Mercury in the Tube is not

eaufed fy the Weight of the Incumbent Atmo-

fphere, fince on a very careful Examination of all

Mr. Patrick Experiments, I find them all accoun-

table by the Dodtrinc ofthe Gravitation of Fluids;

yet do I really believe the making and confi-

dering thofe Experiments, hath given Mr. Patrick,

many ufeful Hints for the Improvement of thisln-

ftrument, and will continue to do fo daily. His

Pendent Barometer is very curious and nice, the

Scale being graduated for it by an Air-Pump ; it

hath no Ciftern of Stagnant Mercury at the Bot-

tom of the Tube, as in the common Torricellian

Experiment ;
and the Mercury rifes and falls a-

bout ia Inches inftead of three, as in the ordinary

Barometer : And in a Diagonal one (which he

very handfomly fits about the Frame of a large

Looking Glafs, with a Thermometer alfo by it

the Mercury rifes and falls near 30 Inches; and)

panfetjuendy, the changes of the Weather will be

much fooner perceptable in thefe Inftruments, than
in the Barometers ofthe common Form.
BARON and Feme ; the Term in Heraldry,1

when the Coats of Arms of aMah and his Wife
are born per Pale in the fame Efcutcheon, the Man’s
always on the Dexter Side, and the Woman’s on
thc SiniJler or Left. But here the Wife is not m.
Heirefs, for then her Coat mu ft be born by the
Husband on an Inefcutcheon or Efcutcheon of
Pretence.

At Common Law thefe words fignify only a
Man and his Wife.

BAROSCOPE, the fame with Barometer t
Which fee.

^

BARR of the Port : See Shackles.

BARR, in Heraldry, is a fmaller Fejfe, con-'
raining but the fifth Part of thtFieldt whereas
the Fejfe contains the Third*

BARR (in Law) iswhen the Defendant in any.
Adlion pleads a Plea which is a fufficient Anfwer,
and deftroys the A&ion of the Plaintiff for ever.
BARR FEE, is a Fee of twenty Pence, which

every Prifoner acquitted of Felony pays to the,

Sheriff or Goaler.

BARRFL, is a pretty large Cavity behind the
Tympanum of the Ear ; it is about three of four
Lines deep, and five or fix wide. It is lined with
a fine Membrane, on which there are feveral Veins
and Arteries. In this Cavity there are four ftnall

folid Bones, not covered with a Periojieum as the
reft of the Bones of the Body are.

BARREL : See in Fufey.

BARRELS ofEarth, ufedin Fortification, are as
it were haltHogfheads,whichbeing fill’dwithEarth,'

ferve for Parapets ; as alfo to break the Galleries

made in the Ditch, and to roll into the Breaches.
BARRETOR fin Law) fignifies a common'

Wrangler, ftirrer up, or maintainer of Suits and
Quarrels, either in Courts or in Country.
BARRETRY, a Word ufed in Policies of Infu-

rance for Ships, and fignifies Diffentions and Quar-
rels among the Officers and Seamen.
BARRIERS, in Fortification, are great Stakes^

about four or five Foot high, placed at the diftance
of eight or ten Foot one from another, with theic
Tranfoms or overthwart (Rafters, to ftop either

Horfe or Foot that would enter or rulh in with Vi-
olence. Thefe Barriers are commonly let up in
the void Space between the Cittadei and tire Town„
in Half-moons,

BARRICADO, a Warlike Defence of empty
Barrels and fuch-like Velfels fill’d with Earth,

5

Carts, Trees cut down, againft an Enemy’s Shot or
Alfault ; but generally are Trees cut with fix Fa-
ces, which are crofs’d with Battoons as long as &
Half-Pike, bound about with Iron at the Feet,

Thefe are ufually fet up in Palfages or Breaches to
keep back as well the Horle as Foor.

BARRISTERS, in Common Law, are of two
forts ; 1. The Outward or Vtter Brriflers, who
by their long Study in, and Knowledge of the
Law (which rauft be for a Term of 7 Years at

leaft) are called to publick Practice, and under-
take the Defence of their Client’s Caufes % Thefe
always plead without the Barr. a. The Innet

Barriflers, who becaufe they are either Attorney,
SoUicitor, Serjeant, or Council to the King, are al-

lowed, out of Refpecft, the Privilege of Pleading

within the Barr. But at the Rolls and feme other

inferiour Courts, all Barrifters are admitted with-

in the Barr. Blunt.

BARRU-
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BARRULET, in Heraldry, is the Half of

the Clofet, and the Quarter of the Barr.

BARRY, when an Efcutcheon is divided Barr-

ways into an even number of Partitions; tis to be

exprelfed in Blazon by the Word Barry, and the

number of Pieces is to be fpecified. But if the Di-

vifions be odd, then the Field muft be firft nam’d,

and the number of Bars exprefs’d. See Paly.

BARRY-BENDY, is when an

Efutcheon is divided evenly, both

Barr and Bend-ways; as thus,

Barry, Bendy) Argent and Sable.

BARRY-PILY, is when a Coat

is thus divided ; and 'tis to be

Blazoned, Barry-Pily ,
of eight

Pieces.

Vid. Guillim, P. 279.

BARTER, a Word ufed for the Exchange of

Wares for Wares.
BARYPHONY, is a Difficulty in Speaking.

BASE, in Fortification, is the exterior Side of

the Polygon, d>i%. the Imaginary Line which is

drawn from the Flanked Angle of a Bajlion to that

which is oppofite thereto.

BASE of Bafis, in Archite&ure, is the Foot of

a Pillar that fuftaineth it, or that Part which is

under the Body, and lies upon the Pedeftal or

Zocle when there is any : Therefore ’tis hot ufed

for the Ioweft Part of a Column; but for all the

leveral Ornaments of Mouldings which reach from

Apophyges, of the riling of the Shafts of Pillars to

the Plinth.

BASE FEE, or Bafe Eftate,
is a holding at the

Will of the Lord.

BASE COURT (in Law) is any Court that is

hot of Record.

BASE of a Triangle: any one Side of a Triangle

may be called the Bafe,
but ufually, and moft

properly that Side which lies parallel to the Hori-

zon is taken for the Bafe. ’Tis alfo the fame as to

any other Right lin’d Figure.

BASE of any Solid Figure, is its lowermoft Side,

or that on which it ftands.

BASE, of a Conick'ScBion (if it have one) is a

Right Line in the Hyperbola and Parabola
,

arifing

from the common InterfeCtion of the Secant Plane

andthe Bafe of' the Cone.

BASE, the leaft fort of Ordnance, the Diame-

ter of whbfeBoreis if- Inch, Weight 200 Pound,

Length 4 Foot, Load 50 Pound, Shot 4- Pound
Weight, and 14 Inch Diameter.

BASE RING, of a Cannon, is the great Ring
iiext behind the Touch-hole.

BASE POINT, in an Efcutcheon : See Efcut-

cheon,

BASE TENURE, or holding by Villanage or

other cuftomary Service, as diftinguifh’d from the

Higher Tenure, in Capite, of by Military Ser-

vice.

BASILARE OS, the fame with Sphanoides.

BASILICA, is the inner Vein of the Arm, cal-

led Hepatica, the Liver Vein, it being the inferior

Branch of the Axillaris, divided into 3 Branches
under the Tendon of the .Mufculus PeSloralis.

BASILICA, in the Ancient Architecture, was i
great Hall which had two Rapges of Pillars; and
two Illes and Wings with Qalleries over them,
Thefe great Halls were at firft made for the Pa-
laces of Princes, afterwards they Were turned into
Courts of Juftice, and at laft into Churches.
BASILICK CONSTITUTIONS, were an A-

bridgment and Reform of the Laws of Jufiinian?
made in the Reigns of Bafili'us and Leo (whence
they had their Name) and were in force in the
Eaftern Empire till its Diffolution.

BASILICUS, Cor Leonis
, a fix’d Star of the

firft Magnitude in the Conftellation Leo ; its Loni
gitude is 1 45 A 21 Latitude qo,z6L Right Afcen li-

on 147 Deg. 47 Min.
BASIOGLOSSUM (lee Hypjilogloffum) is a

Pair of Mufcles that deprefs the Tongue : It arifes

Flefhy from the Balls of the Os Hyoides.

BASIS, in Anatomy, is the upper and broader
Part of the Heart, oppofite to the Mucro or Point t

Alfo the Foundation of the Bone Hyoides .

BASKETS of Earth : See Corbeills.

BASIS, in Mulick, is the lowed of all the Parts

thereof, which feives as a Foundation to the ou-

tliers.

BAS-RELIEF: See Belief. .

BASS ENCEINT, or Bafs Enclofure, the fame
with the Faujje Bray in Fortification, which fee.

BASTION; in Fortification, is now what was
anciently called a Bulwarks It confifts oftwo Faces'^

as many Flanks,
formerly a Gorge. It is ulually

made at the Angles of Forts, of a large heap of
Earth, fometimes lined with Stone, but ufually

faced with Sods. The Lines terminating it are

two Faces, two Flankj, and two Demigorges. The
Union of the two Faces makes the outmoft Angle/
called the Angle of the Bajlion. The Union of the

two Faces to the two Flanks, makes the Side Ah-
gles called the Shoulders or Epaules ; and the Uni-
on of the two other Ends ol the Flanks to th^
two Curtains, forms the Angles of the Flanks.

BASTIONS Solid,are thole that have their Earth
equal to the Height of the Rampart, without any
void Space toward the Centre.

BASTIONS Void or Hollow, are thofe that have
a Rampart and Parapet ranging only round about
their Flanks and Faces; fo that a void Space is

left toward the Centre, and the Ground is there

fo low, that if the Rampart be taken, no Retrench-
ment can be made in the Centre, but what will

lie under the Fire of the Belieged.

FLAT BASTION; is that which is built bn i
Right Line ‘

CUT BASTION, is. that which makes a Re-
entring Angle at the Point; and is fometimes
called, ,

1

BASTION with a Tenaille, whofe Point is cut

oft; and makes ah Angle inwards^ and two Points

outwards : This is done when Water, &c. hin-

ders carrying the Baftion to its full extent, or when
it Ihould be too ffiarp.

BASTION Compofed, is when the two Sides of

the interiorPolygon are very unequal, which makes
the Gorges alfo unequal. .

BASTION Deformed, is that which wants one
of its Demi-Gorges, becaufe One Side of the Inte-

rior Polygon is fo very Iteorn

MSTlz
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BASTION Demi, hath but on Face and Flank, ,

and is trivially before a Horn-work or Crown-work.
This is alfo called an Efaulmcnt.

BASTION Double, is that which on the Plain

of the great Baftion hath another Baftion built

higher, leaving iz or 18 Feet between the Parapet

ofthe lower and the Foot of the higher.

BASTION Flat, if the Diftance between the

Angles of the Interior Polygon be double the ufual

length, then a Baftion is made in the middle be-

fore the Curtain 3 but it generally hath this difad-

vantage, that unlels there be an extroardinary

Breadth allowed to the Moar, the turning Angle of

the Counterfcarp runs back too far into the Ditch,

and hinders the Sight and Defence of the z opposite

Flanks.

BASTION Regular, is that which hath its due

proportion of Faces, Flanks and Gorges.

BASTON,a Ftend\ vvord in Architecture, the

fame with the Tore
3

in Heraldry the fame with

Abutton : Which fee.

BATHMIS,is a Cavity in the Bone of the Arm or

Shoulder, on each fide one 3
whereinto, when the

whole Hand is ftretched forth and bended, the Pro-

cefs of the undermoft and lefler of the long Bones

of the Cubit enters. This is alfo called Trochlea

BATRACHUS, is a Tumour under the Ton-

gue, which makes Men croak like a Toad, when

they fpeak. Blanchard.

BATTAILE, is an ancient Trial in our Law,

which the Defendant in Appeal of Murder, Rob-

bery, or Felony, might chufe, that is, to fight with

the Appellant, for proof whether guilty or not 3

grown oblolete and wholly difufod.

BATTALION, is a Body of Infantry of about

<5, 7, or 800 Men, of which ulually f are Pikes

in the middle, and the other f are Muskets polled

on the WingS3 But the Number of Men is by no

means certain. Battalions are ufually drawn up

fix deep, or with fix Men in File, or one before ano-

ther 3
thofe in length or fide by fide being called

Ranks. Some Regiments confift of but one Bat-

talion 5
but when they are Numerous they are

divided into feveral Battalions according to their

Strength 3 and fo that every one may be about 7

or 800.

The Battalions of French Guards have com-

monly but 5 Companies, becaufe each Company

confifts of 1 50 Men. But of other French Regi-

ments there go 1 6 Companies to a Battalion, be-

caufe they are but 50 Men in a Company. Ofthe

Smfs Guards 4 Companies make a Battalion, be-

caufe. each Company hath 180 Men.

When a Battalion is to be formed out of the

Companies of feveral Regiments ina Garrifon, &c.

then thofe of the Eldeft Regiments poft themfelves

on the Right 5
thofe of the Second on the Left,

and fo all other fucceflively on the Right and Left,

till the youngeft fall into the Centre. The Subal-

teran Officers take their Poft before their Com-

panies, the Captains on the Right and Left accord-

dg to their Degree.

Battalions are divided into 3 Divifions, theMuf-

queteers in the Right and Left, and the Pikes in

the middle. In Marching, when there is' not

Room for fo great a Front, they break into Subdvi-

fions as the Way and Ground will allow.

The great Art of drawing up a Battalion is to

dilpofe it fo as. that it may belt refill a Party of

Horfe in an open Field, and that itmay with ad-

vantage engage with either Horfe or Foot.

BATTERY (in Law) is an A6t that tends to
the breach of the Peace of the Realm.
BATTERY, in Fotiftcation, is a place raifed on

purpofe where Cannon are planted, from thence
to play upon the Enemy

3 the Platform on which
they are fix'd being made of Planks that
fupport the Wheels of Carriages, fo as to hinder
the Weight ofthe Cannon from finking them into
the Ground, and incline lomewhat towards the
Parapet to check the Recoiling of the Pieces.

BATTERIES of a Camp, are Places to plant
great Guns on, and are ufually furrounded with a
Trench and Pallifadocs at the Bottom, as alfo with
a Parapet on the top, having as many Holes as
there are Pieces of Artillery - and with two Redouts
on the Wings, or certain Places of Arms capable
of covering the Toops that are appointed for their

Defence.

In all Batteries the open Spaces left to put the
Muzzles of the great Guns out, are called Embra-
sures, and the Diftafices between the Embrasures
Merlons. The Guns are generally about iz
Foot diftant one frome another, that the Parapet
may be ftrong, and the Gunners have room to

work.

BATTERY Sunk, or Buried, is when its Plat-

form is funk or let down into the Ground fo that

there miift be Trenches cut in the Eatth againft

the Muzzles of the Guns, for them to fire out at,

and to ferve for Embrafures. This fort of Battery
which the French call En Terre, and Ruinate,

is generally ufed on the firft making of Approaches,
to beat down the Parapet of any Place.

BATTERIES Crop, are two Batteries whicht

play athwart one another upon the fame thing,

forming there an Angle, and beating with more
Violence and Deftrudtion, becaufe what one Bul-
let Ihakes, the other beats down.
BATTERY^ Enfilade

,
is one which fcoures or

fweeps the whole Length of a Strait Line.

BATTERY en Echarp, is that which plays ob-
liquely. n &

BATTERY’ dRevers
,
or Murdering Battery, is

one that bears upon the Back of any Place.

BATTERY Joint, or par Camerade, is when
feveral Guns play at the fame time upon one Place.

BATTEURS d‘ Rftrade, or Scouts, are Horfe-

men fent out before, and on the Wings of an Ar-
my, a Mile, or two, or three, to make Difcoveriesj

which they give an account to the General.

BATTLEMENTS, are the Tops of the Walls
of Buildings made in the Form of Embrafures and
Merlons, as in Fortified Places.

BATTOLOGY, is a vain and foolilh Repetiti-

on of the fame Words over and over again in any
Difcourfe 3

like the trifling Poet Battrn mentioned

by Ovid, who introduces him faying, Montibus [in*

quit) erant & erantfub montibus Hits.

BATTOONE, a Term in He-
raldry, fignifying a 4th Part of a
Bendjinijler : It is the ufual Mark
of Illegitimacy, and is always
born couped, or cut off after this

manner.

It alfo fignifies the Earl Mar-
fhall's Staff.

BAY, is a Term ufed by Geographers and Sea-
faring Men, for an Arm of the Sea coming up in-

to the Land, and terminated in a Nook. It is a
kind of Lefler Gulph, bigger than a Creek, and

Is
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larger in the Middle within, than ’ris at the En-

trance into it ;
which Entrance is called the Mouth

of the Bay.
_

«

BEACONS, are Fires maintained on the Sea-

coafts, to prevent Ship-wracks, and to give notice

of Invafions, &c.

BEADLE (in Law) fignifies a Meflenger or an

Apparitor of a Court, that cites Men to the Court

to appear and anfwer.

BEAK, or Beak-head, of a Ship, is that Part of

it which is fattened to the Stem, and is fupported

by a Kyiee 3 and is the becoming Part or Grace of

a Ship.

BEAM COMPASSES, is an Inftrument made
in Wood or Brafs, with Hiding Sockets to carry

feveral fliifting Points, in order to draw Circles

with very long Radii : They are of good ufe in

large Projections for drawing the Furniture on

Wall Dyals, tie.

BEAMS of a Ship, are the great main crois Tim-
bers which hold the Sides of a Ship from falling

together, and which alfo fupport the Decks and

Orlops. The Main Beam is next the Main Matt,

and from it they are reckonsd by Firft, Second,

or Third Beam. The great Beam of all is called

tfie Midjkip Beam.

BEAR, a Word ufed by Seamen in feveral Sen-

fes. They fay a Ship Bears Ordnance
,
when fire

Carries any great Guns : She Bears a good Sail, they

fay, when a Ship having’ her Sails abroad in a

Gale of Wind, fails upright in the Water. When
a Ship fails toward the Shore, fhe is faid to bear

in with the Land : When a Ship that was to Wind-
ward comes under another Ship’s Stern, and fo

gives her the Wind, fhe is faid to Bear under her

Lee. If a Ship fails into an Habour with the

Wind large, or before the Wind, fhe is then faid to

Bear in with the Harbour 3 and when a Ship keeps

off from any Land, fhe is faid to Bear offfrom it.

When a Seaman would exprefs how any Cape or

Place lieth from another, he faith it beareth off fo,

or fo. In Conding alfo, they fay, Bear up the

Helm, i. e. let the Ship go more large before the

Wind; and Bear up Bound, that is, let tbe Ship

go between her two Sheats, diredly before the

Wind. Laftly, There is another Senfe of this

Word in reference to the Burthen of a Ship (whieh

Word is derived from hence) for they fay a Ship

Bears, when having too flender or Lean a Quarter

flie will fink too deep into the Water, with an o-

ver-light Freight, and thereby can carry but a

fmall Quantity of Goods.

BEAR, is alfo ufed in Heraldry : He that hath

a Coat of Arms is faid to Bear in it the feveral

Charges or Ordinaries that are in his Efcutcheon
;

as if there are 3 Lions Rampant in it, he is faid to

Bear 3 Lions Rampant.
BEAR ; there are two Conftellations of the

Stars called by this Name, the Greater and Lejfer

Bear, or 'Orfa Major and Minor. The Pole Star is

faid to be in the Tail of the Letter, becaufe that

Star is never above 2 Degrees diftant from the N.
Pole of the World.

BEARING, in Navigation, fignifies the Point

of the Compafs that one Place bears or ftands off

from another.

BEASANTS : See Balls.

BEATS, in a Watch or Clock, are the Strokes

made by the Fangs or Pallets of the Spindle of the

Ballance 3
or of the Pads in a Royal Pendulum,

I To find the Beats of the Ballance in all Watches
going, or in one turn of any Wheel.

Having firft found out the number of Turns
which rhe Crown-wheel hath in one turn of the
Wheel you feek for (by the Direction given under
the Word Turn) and then thole turns of the Crown-
wheel multiply’d by its Notches,' will give you half
the number of Beats in that one turn of the Wheel %

becaufe thcBallance or Swing hath two Strokes ta>

every Tooth of the Crown-wheel : For each of the
two Pallets hath its Blow againft each Tooth of
the Crown-wheel : Wherefore it is, that a Pendulum
that ftrikes Seconds,, hath its Crown-wheel only
30 Teeth. To explain what hath been faid, take
this Example (Being the Numbers of a Sixteen

Hour Watch) wherein the Pinion of

4) 32 (8 Report is 4, the Dial-wheel 32, the
Great-wheel 55, the Pinion of the

5) 55 (11. Second-wheel 5, (£c. The number
5) 45 (9. of Notches in the Crown-Wheel 17,

5) 40 (8. being multiplied into 6336 (thePro-— — dud arifing from the continual Mul-
17. tiplication of the Quotients 8, 1 1, 9^

8) gives 1 077 1 2 for half the num-
ber of Beats in one turn of the Dial-wheel ; for 8
times 17 is 136, which is half the number of Beats
in one turn of the Centrate-wheel 40 ; and 9 times
136 is 1224, the half Beats in one turn of the fe-
cond Wheel; and 11 times 1224 is 13464, rhe
half Beats in one turn of the Great-wheel 55; and
8 times 13464 mafces 107712, before found,'
Which, if multiplied by the two Pallets, that is;

double it, it gives 215424, which is the number
of Beats in one turn of the Dial-wheel, or 12
Hours. If you would know how many Beats this
Watch hath in an Hour, ’tis but dividing the
Beats of 12 Hours into 12 Parts, and it gives
17952, the Train of the Watch, or Beats in an
Hour. If this be divided into 60 Parrs, it gives 299;
and a little more, for the Beats its a Minute. And
fo you may proceed to Seconds and Thirds if you
Will;

By ^ Beats and Turns of the Fufy, tbe Bouts that
any Watch will go, may befound thus ;

As the Beats of the Ballance in one Hour : Are
to the Beats in one Turn of the Fufy : : So is the
number of the Turns of the Fufy : To the eontT
nuance of the Watches going

:

Thus, 20196 : 26928 :: n : id.
1

To find the Beats of the Ballance in an Hour ° the
Proportion is.

As the Hours of the Watches going : To the
number of Turns of the Fufy : : So are the Beats
in one Turn of the Fufy : To the Beatsinan Hour i

Thus, 16 : 12 :: 26928 s 20196.

Tofind theBeats ofa Ballance in one Turn ofthe Fufy %
you have this Proportion ;

As the number of the Turns of thtFufy : Is to the
continuance of the Watches going in Hours :: So
are the Beats in one Hour : To the Beats of the
Ballance in one Turn of the Fufy :

Thatis, 12 : 16 : : 20196 : 2692!,

BECHICKS, are Medicines good againft £
Cough. They are called alfo Bechkal Medicines

t

Blanchard

.

’

M bed;
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BED, of the Carriage of a Great Gun, is that

thick Plank which lies immediately under the Piece,

being as it were the Body of the Carriage.

BELANDRE, is a fort of little Veffel with Sai’s

and Tackle like an Hoy, but Broader and Flatter:

The covering of the Deck is raifed up half a Foot

higher then the Gunwale,Gunnel, or Plat-board, as

the French call itand between the Gunnel and the

Deck there is a Paffage left free, for the Seamen to

walkupon: They ate chiefly ufedtocarry Merchants

Goods, and are feldom above 24 Tun.

Some will have them called By-landers, becaufe

they feldom go out of fight of, but fail by the Land,

BELAY, aboard a Ship, fignifies the fame as

Fallen : Thus they fay belay the Sheat, or Tack.,

that is, faften it to the Kynnel, &c.

BELENOIDES, is the procefs or Ihooting forth

of the Bone called Aliformis, yvhich is fixed in the

Bafis of the Skull. Blanchard.

BELLANDER: SzeBclandrc.

BEND; at Sea they fay Bend the Cable, when
*tis to be feized and made faft to the Ring of the

Anchor; and to Bend tvto Cables, is all one with

them as to tye them together. To unbend the Cable

is toloofen it from the Ring ofthe Anchor, which

is done when a Ship defigns to be long at Sea. To
bend a Main-Saile, is to make it faft to the Yard in

its proper place.

BEND, one ofthe Eight Honourable Ordinaries

inHeraldry,containing a fifth when
uncharged, but when charged, a

third part of the Efcutcheon. It’s

made by twoLines drawn thwart-

ways from the Dexter Chief to the

Sinifter Bafe Point ; thus. He bear-

eth Or, a Bend Sable

;

A Bend is fubdivided into a
BENDLFT, which is the fixth part ofthe Shield;

a Garter, which is the Moiety of a Bend ; a Cofl,

which is the 4th part ofa Bend
;
and a Bfbbo^which

Is the Moiety of a Coft.

There is alio a Bend Sinijler
,
which is drawn

from the Sinijler chief Point to the Dexter bafe, and
this is iubdivided into the Scrape or Scarp, and the

Battoone
i which latter is the 4th part of the Bend.

This Battoone is the moft ufual Mark of Ille-

gitimacy, but then it never extends it felf quite

athwart the Shield, but is cut offa little at each End.

When two ftreight Lines drawn
within the Bend run nearly parallel

to the outward Edges of it, that is

called Voiding
,
and he that bears

it is laid to bear a Bend voided thus

He beareth Ermine, a Bend void-

Gules.

BENDY, the Term in Blazonary for an Efcut-

cheons being divided Bendways into an eyewNum-
ber ofPartitions ; but ifthey are odd the Field muft

firft be named, and then the Number of the Bends.

BENIGN Difeafes, are thofe which are not at-

tended with anomalous, and extremely violent

Symptoms.
BERME, in Fortification, is a ' little Space of

Ground three, four, or five Eoot wide, left without,

between the Foot of the Rampart and the fide of

the Moat
,
to receive the Earth that rolls down

from thence, and to prevent its falling into the Moat.

Sometimes for more Security the Berme Is Pallifa-

dosde

BERIYING a Ship, by fome is ment the raf-

fing up of the Ship's Sides.

BESAILE ( in J.aw) is a Writ that lies for the
Heir, where his Great Grand-father was feized the
Day that he died, or died feized of Land in Fee-
fimple and aStranger enters theDay of theDeath of
the Great Grand-Father, or abates after his Death,,

his Heir fhall have a Writ againft fuch a Diffeifor

or Abater.

BEVEL, an Inftrument well known to Builders,’

Carpenters, and Bricklayers, and ufed for adjufting

of Angles.

BEVILE, a Term in Heraldry,
fignifying Broken, or opening like

a Carpenter's Rule. Thus he
beareth Argent a chief Bevile vert

.

by the Name 0fBeverlis.

BEWPLEADER, is a Writ that lies where the

Sheriff, or other Baliff in his Court will take &
Fine of the Party, Plaintiff or Defendant, to the end
that he fhall not plead fairly,©c.

BEZANTS or Befants, a Term in Heareldry fot

Round Plates of Gold without any Stamp, which,

are born frequently in Coats ofArms : GuiUim fays,

a Beafant or Beafaunt is taken for a Maffy-Plate of

Gold of 101 lb. and 2 Ounces weight ;
though fome

think they were fmaller Pieces ftampt at Byzantium
or Gonjlantinople ; whence the Name.
BEZGAR Animate, according to fome, is the

Liver and Heart of Vipers dried and powdered.

BEZOAR Minerale, is an Evaporation of the

Solution of Butter of Antimony in Spirit of Nitre,’

till awhite Mafs remain at the bottom : On this

new Spirit of Nitre is poured, and the Liquor eva-

porated again ; and this is a third time repeated 5

then the Matter is Calcin’d for about halfan Hour,

which will turn it into a white Powder fit for ufe.

Mr. Boyle calls it Be^oardicum Minerale.

BEZOARDIGUM or Be^oartick. Remedies, of

Cordial, are filch as arc endued with a Vertue to

refill and expel Poifon and Malignity.

BEZOARDIGUM joviale,is a Bygule made by;

melting 3 Ounces of Regule of Antimony with i
Ounces of Block-Tin, which being powdered is mix-

ed with 6 Ounces of Sublimate Corrofive,and then

is diftilled off in a kind of Butter ; which Butter is

afterwards diffoived in Spirit of Nitre (ofthrice its

weight,) and then the Solution is diftill’d three

times. The Be^oar will remain at the bottom ;

which muft be powdered, and wafhr, and then

mingled with Spirit of Wine, and digefted till it

growinfipid.

BEZOARDICUM Lunale
,
is made by mixing

8 Ounces of Redtify’d Butter of antimony, with an

Ounceof fine filver,a»dthendifloived inSpirit ofNitre,

which mjuft be poured on gently frefh and frefh till

alPthe Ebullitions are over, then the Spirit is drawn
offfrom the Matter with a gentle Heat (with three

Rectifications) and then the Be^oar is managed
like the Jovial Be^oar : Which fee.

BEZOARDICUM Martiale, is a Diffolution of

Crocus Martis made by Reverberation (or at leaft

as much of it as can be effected) in Butter of An-
timony ; and then Spirit or Nitre is poured on it,

and they proceed as in the other Be^oardick, Pre-

parations.

BIBITORY Mufcle, is by fome faid to be that

Mufcle that draws down the Eye towards the Cup
when we drink, BICEPS,
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BICEPS, is a Mufcie of the Cubit, io called be-

cufe it hath two Heads or Beginnings ; the firft, or

outraoft, arifes with a long round Tendon from

the upper part of the Brink of the Acetabulum Sca-

pulae, and runs tinder the Ligament of the Articu-

lation in a Sulcus or Channel on the Head of the

Shoulder-bone, where it is inclofed by a proper

Ligament. In its defcent it begins to grow flefhy as it

marcheth tinder the Termination of the Pediorral

Mufcie, where dilating it felf into a large flelhy

Body, in joyns with its other Head or Beginning.

The latter arifeth with a fomewhat board, flat and

long Tendon at the extremity of thtProceJfus Cara

-

eoides Scapula: 3 in its defcent ’it ftricftly adheres to

the Corqcobrachialis,
(wherefore lome Authors not

rightly defcribing that Mufcie amongft thole of the

Arm, have miftaken it for a flelhy beiginning of

ihis) But then parting from it, both thefe Heads

compofe a large flelhy Belly, which becoming

Tendinous neat the Cubit, is commonly faid to be

infertedby a ftrong round Tendon to the Tubercle

at the upper Head of the Radius. But we ('fays

Cowper) have obferved this Tendon to be double*

the External of which being thin, paffeth oblique-

ly over the Mufculus Pronator Radii Teres, and

Membrane-like expanding it felf, joins with the

Membrana Communis Mufculorum,which embraceth

all the External Mufcles of the Carpus and Fingers :

when this Mufcie adieth the Cubit is bended.

BICEPS, a Mufcie ofthe Leg, called fometimes

biceps Femoris, to diftinguilh it from the Biceps

Cubiti. It hath two Heads, the fuperior and long-

eft of which arileth with a round Tendon from the

from the Protuberance of the Ifchium - in its defcent

it becomes large and flefhy,and in above halfitsPro-

grefs leffens it felf again, where it is joined with its

other Head, having a broad, partly Tendinous and

partly Flelhy beginning from the Linea Afipera of

the Os Femoris, immediately below the Termina-
tion of the Gluttons Maximus 3 it being thus united,

grows Tendinous, as it marcheth in a Channel on

the External Appendix of the Os Femoirs
,
becoming

perfectly Tendinous at its Iniplantation to the Su-

periourEpiphyfis of the FibulaIts ufe is to help bend
the Tibia ; it is likewife employed in turning the

Leg, together with the Foot and Toes, outwards,
when we fit with the Knees bended.

BIGAMY, fignifies, either, as formerly, thofe

that were married more than once, which was
then an Impediment that hindered a Man from be-
ing a Clerk 3 or as ufed in Common-Law, to have
mote than one Wife at the fame time;

BIGHT or Bite
,

is any turn or part of a Rope
that lies compafling

3 and therefore when they can-
not take the End of a Rope in Hand* the Seamen
fay, give me a Bite.

BILANCIIS Deferendis, is a Writ directed to
* a Corporation, for the carrying of Weights to fuch
a Haven, there to weigh the Wools that fueh a
Man is Licenfed to Tranlport.

BILANDER, fee Belandrc.

BILDGE, of a Ship, is the Bottom of her Floor,
Bildge Water therefore is that which by reafon of
the Flatnefs of a Ship’s Bottom lies on her Floor,
and cannot go to the Well of the Pump ; and con-
fequently the Dutch, whofe Ships are often of this

Form, do much ufe a fort of Pumps called Bildge
Pumps, or as we call them. Burr-Pumps, to carry
off this Bildge Water : Alfo when a Ship ftrikes on
a Rock, they fay, She is Bildged, And Billage

is the Breadth of her Floor when Hie lies

ground.

BILE, or the Gall, is a Liquor partly Sulphu-
reous, and partly Saline, which is feparated from
the Blood of Animals in the (Liver 3 for the re-

ceiving and evacuating of which there have been
reckoned only two Veffels or Paffages, that is,

the Gall Bladder and the Porus Bilarius. By this

latter there flows a thicker but milder 3 by the

former a Thinner, and more Acrimonious and Fer-

mentative Choler into the Inteftine, But befides

thefe, there have been lately found out a Thirds
which we fhall defcribe by and by.

The Gall-bladder, called inGreek msts 'gohvFbrtoj

in Latin Vefica bilkria, or Folliculus fellis, is a hol-

low Bag placed in the under or hollow Side of the

Liver, and in Figure reprefenteth a Pear. It is a-

bout two Inches in length, and one in breadth,

where broad eft.

By its upper Part it adheres to the Liver,'

which doth afford it a Holjownefs to lodge in.j

but the lower Part, which hangeth without the
Liver, refteth upon the Right Side of the Stomach
and the Colon

,
and doth often dye them both

Yellow.

It hath three Membranes, one common
, which is

thin and outmoft. This fpringing from the Mem-
brane of the Liver, only covereth that Parc which
hangeth without the Liver. The two other Mem-
branes are proper. The Middle is thick and ftrong
and mufcular, and hath three Ranks of Fibres «

the outermoft are tranfverfe, the middle oblique*
and the innermoft ftreight. But fome will allow
only two Ranks, vi%. the Streight, which run
lengthways of it, and are outer ; and the TranC
verle or Annular, which are the inner.

The inmoft Coat is Nervous, or Tendinous as k
were 3 and to the Infide of this there adhereth a
kind of Glandulous Coat. The Glands herein do
feparate from the Arteries a kind of Mucous Hu-
mour, which fervesto defend the Vefica from being
irritated by the Acrimony of the Choler contained
in it.

“ W*-'

,

there is a Third, betwixt that I called common
3

and the middle , and fays, it is fo evident, that
he wonders this quick-fighted Age has not yet
difcover’d it. It is interwoven with whitifh Fi-
bres drawn diverfly and irregularly, and has a-
bundanceof Nerves and Sanguiferous Veffels run-
ning through it, whofe chief Branches run moftly.
from its Neck towards its Bottom

3 and upon this'
Account this Coat may be termed Vafcular. In
fat People it contains much Fat, and With a'litde
^Labour is feparated into divers Flakes (or Plates.)

It hath two Parts, the Bottom and the Nec/g*
The Bottom is its larger or wider Part that con-

tains the Choler, and is. of the fame Colour with
the Bile that is in it 3 whence it commonly looks
Yellow, but fometimes Greenifh, Blackifh,
The Neck fotherwife called Meatus Cyfticus) is

its narrower Part, being but about .as wide as a
Goofe-quill, and about two Inches lon^ Be-
twixt this and the Vefica there is a certain Fibrous
Ring, which much ftraitens the Paffage and fo
hinders the two hafty Repletion of the Vefica The
other End of the Neck is joined to the Porus Bila-
nm, and they both make the DuHus Corhmunx orcommon Paffage of the Choier,-«rhich is inferrea
into the Beginning of the Jejunum, or the End of
the Duodenum. IWw has obferved. that ia ms-M Z

ny
/
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ny Birds?, and fome Fifties, this Meatus does not

join the Porus bilarius, but is inferred feparately in-

to the Guts.

The Ancients (whole Opinion is of late ftifly

defended by Dr. Cole) thought that the Choier in

the Gall-bladder was received in by its Neck from

the Poms bilarius, and that it paffed out into the

common Dudk the fame way. And to obviate the

Objection, that there ufes not to be a Reciproca-

tion of Humours in the fame Veffel (at the fame

time efpecially.j Dr. Cole fuppofes, that the Gall

paffes out of the Gall-bladder only in the time of

the diftribution of the Chyle, but at all other times

it is received into it from the Porus, and is ftored

tip in it againft the next Occafion. Butnot to en-

ter into this Difpute, I think Dr. Glijfons Account

of it the more probable, which is this: The ordi-

nary way of filling the Gall-bladder, is by its Fi-

brous Roots that are difperfed through the Liver.

The whole Trunk of thefe Roots enters that Part

of the Bladder where ’tis ftraitned by a Fibrous

Ring. This Trunk indeed hardly equals the

Hundredth Part ofthe Roots of the Porus Bilarius
;

yet it diftributes fome Twigs and Capillary Vef-

fels into the hollow Side of the Liver. But if you
open the Gall-bladder with a Defign to underhand

the Manner of the Infertion of this Trunk into it,

truly you will not eafily find it. For though this

Dudl do penetrate the faid Bladder, and the Hu-
mour contained in it be difcharged thereinto ; yet

there is hardly any Print or Sign of this Hole in

the Infide of the Bladder : Which ought not to

feem hard to be believed by any one, if he remem-
ber the Infertion of the Ureters into the Vefica ;

forthough thefe do far exceed this Trunk in Width,

yet one can hardly find their Infertion if he cut o-
,

pen the Bladder and look for it. The beft way
(that I could yet find) to difcover the Infection of

this Trunk (if you will open the Gall-bladder,

andfearch for its Entrance into it) is thus; look

carefully for a certain little and fpongy Protube-

rance near the Orifice of the Bladder hard by

the Meatus-Cyjlicus • for the aforefaid Trunk, I

think, is pretty plainly inferred into that Protube-

rance.

This Protuberance is called a Valve by Shige-

llas

.

Befides this Mr. Perault has found out another

new Conduit for the Bile, which he calls DuBus

cyfl-hepaticus, becaufeit is common both' to the

, Vcficulazx\tl the Porus Hepaticus^(ov Bilarius). This

Dud: has three Roots, which being fubdivided in-

to numerous Twigs, are difperfed through the Pa-

renchyma of the Liver, amongft the Branches of

the Vena Cava and Porta : Thefe Roots grow into

one Trunk, which creeping along the Surface of

the hollow Side of the Liver, has a double Im-

plantation ;
one into the Porus Bilarius, two In-

ches and an half before the faid Porus’s, uniting

with the Meatus Cyficus ; and another into the

Middle of the Vefica (on that Side of it which ad-

heres to theLiver) with a Valve. This Valve feems

to be formed of the inner Membrane of the Vefica,

\

4

and alfo a proper one, and may be faid to be a

kind of middle Valve, between the Nature of the

Sigmoides and Triglottis (or Trifcupis) of the Vena

Arteriofa and Arteria Venofa in the Heart. Be-

twixt its Infertion intothe Porus Bilarius, and this

into the Vefica, there is about fix Inches length.

It contains a thinner Choier ip it than the Porus

Bilarius*

Jo, Alph. Bcrellus (Profeffor of the Mathema-
ticks at Naples) from the continual and Ipeedy Ef-
flux of the Bile by the Dpclus Communis into the
Duodenum, believes, that there is a particular Cir-
culation of it : For he affirms, That in a Day’s
time, from a Perfon falling, there pafs thirty four
Pound of Bilious Juice into the Duodenum by the
common DuEl, whereas the whole Mafs of Gall
is not two Pound : Whence he concludes, that fo
great a quantity of Gall cannot be produced in the
Liver by way of Fermentation, but that it is fepa?
rated Mechanically, without the help of any Fer-
ment, only by Cibraticn, from the Minute Veffels
of the Porta through the Pores of the Glandules of
the Liver, as the Urine is feparated in the Kid-
neys ; fo he infers, that there is a particular Cir-
culation of the Bills through the Abdomen, per-

formed by the Verne Mefaricce into the Trunk of the
Porta, thence to the Liver, thence through the
Bilious Veffels into the Duodenum, to return again
by the Mefaraick Veins. He that would enquire
more into this Novel, and (to mej improbable O-
pinion, may confult his Opus Pofthumum (pars al-

tera) de motu Animalium .

It has been taught by feveral Anatomifts, That
its Neck or Meatus has fometimes two, fometimes
three Valves, to hinder the Recourfe of the Choier ;
but Diemerbroecl

i

profeffes he could never find any3
but only that the Egrefs of the Vefica was very)

ftrait, and its Neck wrinkled. Dr. Gliffon de-

clares alfo, That he has open’d very many Vef*'

fels of this kind, and never yetfaw a Valve in any;

of them : But he thinks that the Fibrous Ring (a-

bove-mention’d) did impofe upon thofe who have
thought there was a Valve. Befides, upon tryal

he has often found, that the Bile by a light Com-
prefilonof the Fingers, has fluduated to and again

out of the Cyfiis into the Meatus
,
and on the con-

trary ; as alfo out of the Meatus into the DuBm
Communis and back again : "Winch certainly could

not be, if there were any Valve in the way, for

that would hinder the one or other of thefe Moti-
ons;

The Vefica Felt'ea hath two Veins called Cyfiicce

Gemellce, which fpting from the Porta. It hath

Twigs of Arteries proceeding from the right

Branch of the Cceliaca ; and it hath a fmall thread-

like Sprig of a Nerve from the Mefenterical Branch

of the lntercoftal.

Many times Stones are found in it, which are

lighter and more fpongy than thofe of the Urinary.

Bladder, and will fwim above Water, which thefe

latter will not do.

The other Palfage which carrieth the thicker

fort of Choier, is called Porus Bilarius, or Meatus

Hepaticus, becaufe it paffes direbtly from the Liver

to the DuBus Communis.

Within the Liver, its Trunk and Branches are

invefted with a double Coot
;

its proper one which
it retains without the Liver alfo, and another that

is common to it with the Porta, called Capfula Com-

munis, which it has from the Membrane of the

Liver. In this common Coat this Porus and the

Porta are fo clofely enwrapped, that you would
take them but for one Veffel, till you hold ir ei-

ther up to the Light ("which will difcover Veffels

of two "Colours in it) or very dexteroufty rip up
the Capfula, and fo lay them open. Its Roots

within the Liver are equally divided with thofe

of the Porta every where, having that little Space

where the Roots of the Vefica pit fpread in the

Sinuous
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Sinuous and Righc-fide of the Liver. So that ha-

ving fpoken above of the Divifions of the Roots of

the Porta, I flvall only obferve, that they are far

larger and more numerous than thofe of the Ve-

Jica, drawing Choler from all the Parts of the Li-

ver (faving whither the Roots of the Bladder

reachJ and that more thick and vifcous, yet lefs

Acrimonious.

This Porus feems to be a more neceflary Part

than the Vefica for many Creatures, as Harts,

Fallow Deer, the Sea-Calf, &c. and thofe which

have a whole Hoof, as an Horfe, &c. have no

Gall-Bladder, but there is none that is deftitute of

this.

Without the Liver it is as wide again as the

Meatus Cyfticus, with which it is joined at two

Inches diftance from the Liver, and both make the

Duftus Communis Choledochus.

It has no Valve in its whole Progrefs ; only the

Bu&us Communis, where it enters the Inteftine, ha-

ving pierc’d the outer Coat, pafles betwixt that and

the Middlemoft about the twelfth Part of an Inch,

and at laft opens with a round Mouth into the In-

teftine. So that this oblique Infertion (as that of

Ureter inco the Urinary Bladder) ferves inftead ©f

a Valve to hinder any thing from regurgitating out

out ofthe Gut into this Dudt, efpecially the inmoft

Tunicle of the Inteftine hanging fo flaggy before its

Mouth, that when any thing would enter in, it

claps clofe upon it and ftops it.

As to any 5$uajiomofes of the Roots of any of

thefe Biliary Veffels, with thofe of the Vena Porta
0

iuch indeed have been much talk’d of, but without

truth, for their extreme Twigs or Capillaries ter-

minate in the Parenchyma of the Liver, out ofwhofe

Grape-ftone-like Glandules they imbibe theGhoier

there leparated from the Blood - as is the Cafe of

the Capillaries of the Cava, for they receive the

Blood it felf imported by the Porta, in like manner,

without any Inofculations.

The Vfe of all thefe Veffels may fufficiently be

laarned by what has already been faid of them j

though fome are of Opinion, that not only Choler,

but other fuperfiuous Humours are evacuated by
them, efpecially upon taking a Purge.

The Ancients lookt upon the Bile as a meer Ex-
crement, or at leaft, to be ofno other ufe than by its

Acrimony to promote the Excretion of the Guts

:

Which Opinion continued as long as the Liver was
thought to be the Vas Sangnificans. But when once

that Vifcus was difcovered to have fcarce any other

Office, then to feprate the Choler from the Blood,

it hath feemed unreafonable to fuppofe fo large a

Bowel was made only for the fepration of a meer
Excrement

; and therefore its now generally be-

lieved, that the Bile is the proper Ferment for both

the Chile and the Blood. A very good Account of

the manner of which Diembroeck, gives us, as fol-

lows: The Blood flowing into the Liver by the

Porta, out of the Gaftrick and Mefaraick Veins (and,

it may be, a little by the Hepatick Artery) is mixed
with an Acrimonious, Saltifh, and Subacid Juce
(made in the Spleen, ofthe Arterious Blood flowing

theither by the Arteries, and of the Animal Spirits

by the Nerves) which is brought into the Porta by
the Ramus Splenicus, Now both thefe being entred

the Liver by the Branches of the Porta, by means
of this faid Acrimonious and Acid Juice, and the

Specifick Verrue or Cocftion of the Liver, the Spi-

rituous Particles, t>oth Sulphureous and Salt, lying

hid in the faidVenous Blood,are diflolved, attenuate'

ed,and become alio a little Acrimonious and Fer-

menting* a certain thinneft part whereof like

moft clear Water, being feparated from the thicker
Mafs of Blood, by means of the conglomerated
Glands placed moftly in the hollow Side of the Li-
ver, is carried from thence by many Lymphedudts,
as has been faid. But the Fermentaceous Spirits

of greater Acrimony, mixed with the thicker and
morevilcid fulphureous Juices (for Sulphur is vi-

fcid) and more ftrongly boiled, when as through
the Clamminefs of the Juices in which they inhere^

they cannot enter the conglobated Glands, nor
from them the Lymphedudb, and yet through their

fierce Ebullition are feparated from the Blood (as

Yeft from Beer) thefe Fermentaceous Spirits, I
fay, being fever’d with the Juice in which they in-

here, become bitter, and are called Bile which
Bile being tranfcolated through the Grape.ftone
like Glandules in the Roots of the Porus BilariusP

and of the Gall-bladder, pafles through them by
the DuHus Communis into the Duodenum or Jeju-

num, where itisprefently mixed with the Panere-
atick Juice, and both of them with the Alimentary
Mafs, concocfted in the Stomach, and now pafiing

down this way, which it caufes to ferment. And
becaufe at its firft Entrance it is more Acrimonious*'
and has its Vertue entire, and fo caufes the great-
eft Ebullition with the Pancreatick Juice ; hence
the Milky Juice contained in the Mafs concoded
in the Stomach is more readily, and in grCateft
quantity feparated in the Jejunum, and by innume-
rable LadlealVeffels (which are more numerous in
this than the other Guts)it is more quickly driven
on towards the Receptdculum Chyli, and- this is the
Reafon that this Gut is always fo empty. But in
thrfollowing Guts, becaufe the Fermentaceous
Spirits ate a little pall d, the Effervefcency be-
comes flower and lefs efficacious, and the Chyle
is more flowly feparated from the thicker Mafs, and
therefore they have fewer Vena Laelea. At length
What remains of this fermenting Matter, is mixed
with the thicker Faeces in the great Guts, where by
its Acrimony it irritates them to Excretion.
BILINGUIS (in Law) is thatjury which pa£

fes between an Englijhman a/id an Alien ; where-
of part ought to be Englijhmen

, and part Stran-
gers

;
this is vulgarly called Party-Jury . ,

BILL, is all one with an Obligation, only when
it is in Englifh it is commonly called a Bill, in La-
tin an Obligation . Or a Bill is a fingle Bond with-
out a Condition ; and Obligating a Bond with a
Penalty and Condition. Alfo a Declaration in
Writing,, that exprefles the Grievance and Wrong
which the Complainant has fuftered by the Party
complained of 5 or elfe fome Fault committed by .

him againft fome Law or Statute of the Realm.
J

BILL of Store, is a kind of Licence granted at
the Cuftom-houfe to Merchants, to carry fuch
Stores and Provifions as are neceffary for their Voy-
ages Cuftom-free.

BILL of Sufferance, is a Licence granted at the
Cuftom-houfe to a Merchant, to fuffer him t©
Trade from one Englifh Port to another, without
paying Cuftom.
BILLA VERA fa Law Term) fignifying the

Indorfment of the Grand Inqueft upon any Pre-
fentment or Indidment which they find to be pro-
bably true.

L
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BILLET, a Bearing very Common in Heraldry

of this Form. Argent Biliette a

jCrofs engrailed Gules, by the

Name of. Heath. ’Tis called here

Biliette, becaufe the Billets are

fuppofed to be all over the Field,

but fometimes they are not above

fix* (3c. and then they are num-
bred. Guillim faith, it reprelents

a Letter folded up, and not a Bil-

let of Wood. Bloom faith Billets muft be num-
bred, if not above i o.

BIMEDIAL, a Term in Mathematicks, if two
Medial Lines

,
as A B and

B C B C eommenfurable only

A
j

— . .
|

.—»—
. |

in Power, containing a Ra-
tional ReCfangle, are com-

pounded, the whole A G fhall be irrational, and
is called a firft Bimedial Line, 38. e. 10 , Eucl,

BINOCLE, is a kind of Dioptrick Telefcope fit-

ted fo with two Tubes joining together in one, as

that you may fee a diftant ObjeCfc with both Eyes

together.

BINOMIAL ROOT, in Mathematicks, is a

Root compofed of two Parts or Members, and no

more, conneded together by the Sign -\- : Thus
g, ~\~ e, or 5 3 is a Binomial Boot, confifting of

the Sum of thofe two Quantities : If it have three

Parts, as a -\-b c, ’tis called a Trinomial, (3c.

if it have four Members, ’tis called a Quadrinomi-

d, (3c.

BIOLYCHNIUM, is what fome call the Vi-

tal Flame,
or Life of Animals. See Flamma Vita-

lit.

BIOVAC, in War, is a Guard at Night per-

formed by the whole Army $ which either at a

Siege or lying before an Enemy, every Evening

draws out from its Tents or Hurts, and continues

all Night in Arms before its Lines or Camp to pre-

vent any Surprife. When the Troops are much
haraffed, or there is no great dread of the Enemy,

the Biovac is allowed to be fufficient if the two

Front Ranks by turns ftand under Arms, while

the Rear Ranks reft on the Ground. To raife the

Biovac, is to return the Army to theirTents or Huts

at break of Day.
BIPARTITION, the fame with BiJJeSlion,

or

dividing a thing into two equal Parts.]

BIQUINTILE, an AfpeCt of the Planets, when

they are 1 44 Degrees diftant from each other.

BIRTH or Birthing ; the Seamen call a due or

proper diftance obferved between Ships lying at an

Anchor or under Sail a Birth ;
and fo alfo they

do the railing or bringing up the Sides of a Ship.

Alfo the proper Place aboard for a Mefs to put

their Chefts, (3c. is called the Birth of that Mefs.

Alfo a convenient Place to Moor a Ship in is called

a Birth.

BISMUTH, or Tin Glafs, by the Ancients was

thought to be a natural Marcafite or Mineral j but

Lemery faith, 'tis a kind of Regulus of Tin, and

allures us, that good Bifmuth may be made with

Tin, Tartar and Salt Peter ;
and fome mix ArfenicL(

alfo with it, for which Reafon it ought not to be

taken inwardly. Its Flowers and Magiftery are

tiled as Cofmeticks ;
and the Pewterers alfo do ufe

Bifmuth to render their Work more Beautiful, and

go make the Metal ring the better.

BISSECTION, a Term in Geometry, fignify •

ing the Divifion of any Quantity into two equal

Parts or Halves 5 the fame with Bi-partition : Thus

to biffed any Line, is to divide it into two equal
Parts.

BISSEXTILE, the fame in Chronology as our
Leap-Year

j and the Reafon of the Name is be-
caufe in every 4th Year they accounted the 6th
Day of the Kalends of March twice ; for once in
four Years, the odd Hours (above 365 Days) made
up juft an whole Day, which was inferted into the
Calendar next after the 24th of February.

BITE, in the Sea-Phrafe, is the compafEng or
bringing about of a Rope or Cable • the Seamen
call holding by that Part of a Rope which is quoil-
ed or rowled up, bolding by the Bite.

BITTACLE, is a Frame of Timber Handing
in the Steerage of a Ship juft before him that
Steereth, and in it is placed the Compafs, by which
the Ship is kept in her Courfe, and finds her
way.

BITTER, any Turn of a Cable about the Bits
is called a Bitter ; and ’tis ufed that the Cable
may be let out by little and little. And when a
Ship is fo ftop’d by a Cable, they fay fhe is brought
up to a Bitter. Alfo that End of the Cable which
is ufed to be wound or belayed about the Bits
they call the the Bitter End of the Cable.

BITTS (aboard a Ship) are two great Pieces
of Timber, on, or through whom goeth the Crofs
Piece, placed ufually abaft the Manger in the Loof
of the Ship,, to belay (or fattenj the Cable thereto
when fhe is at Anchor : Their lower Ends are fa-
ttened into the Eiders ; and in gr^t Ships their
middle Parts are bolted to two great Beams crofs
the Bows ‘ and yet in great Storms they are fain id
fatten the Cable to the Main Maft, to (Lengthen
the Bitts, and to fecure the Bows, which are fame-
times elfe torn from the Ships.

There are Fore Top-fail Sheat Bitts, whofeufe is

to belay or fatten the Fore Top-fail Shears.
And there are alfo the Fore-jeer Bitts

,

which
ferve to belay or fatten the Fore-jeer.

BIVALVE, is a Word ufed by the Writers of
Natural Hiftory for both fuch Shell-Fifties as have
two Shells, as Cockels, Mufcles, Oyfters, (3c.

which are Laid to be of the Bivalve find • and alfo
for the Silitjua or Seed-Pods of fuch Plants as open
all their whole Length to difeharge their Seeds,
fuch as Beans, Peafe, &c. for thofe the Botanifts
fay have a Bivalve Silitjua,

BIVENTER : See Digaftricus.

BLACKMAIL, fignifies a certain Sum of Mo-
ney, (or rather only of) Corn, Cartel, (3c. given
by the Poor People in the North of England, to the
moft powerful Perfons in thofe Parts, or in the Hun-
dreds/ora Protection againft Thieves and Robbers.
BLACKNESS, the Colour fo called, feems to

arife from fuch a peculiar Texture and Scituation

of the Superficial Parts of any black Body, that

it doth as it were dead the Tight falling upon it,

and reflect: none, or very little of it, outwards to
the Eye. See Colour, and Vol. II.

BLACK-ROD, is the Huijhier or Uflier belong-
ing to the moft: Noble Order of the Garter ; fo

called from his Blacky Epd which he carries in his

Hand : He is dfo of the King’s Chamber, and
Vjher of the Lord’s Houfe in Parliament.

BLADDER, fee Vefica .

BLAS, a Word ufed by Van Belmont, as Blan-
chard faith, to fignify the Motion of the Stars

(3c,
*

BLAZONING, in Heraldry, is displaying or
exprefling the Parrs of' a Coat of Arms in their

proper
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proper Colours and Metals ; for to lay Colour on

Colour, or Metal on Metal is falfe Heraldry.

In Blazoning a Coat of Arms, you muft always

begin with the Field
,
and then next proceed to the

Charge ;
and if there are many things born in the

Field, you muft name firft that which is immedi-

ately'lying upon the Field. Your Words muft

be very Ihort, and truly proper and exprelTive,

without any Expletives, needlefs Particles, or Re-

petitions. In the Blazon of a Coat of Arms^fuch

Terms for the Colours muft be ufed as are agree-

able to the Station and Quality of the Bearer:

All Perfons beneath the Degree of a Noble, muft

have their Coats blazoned by Colours and Metals ;

Noblemen by precious Stones ; and Kings and

Princes by Planets.

BLENCH, (in Law) is the Title of a kind of

Tenure of Land ;
as to hold Land in Blench, is by

Payment of a Sugar-Loaf, a Bever Hat, a couple

of Capons, and fuch like ; if it be demanded in

the Name of Blench, i. e. nominee Albxfirmce. See

Albafirma.

BLINDS, in Fortification, are certain Pieces of

Wood, or Branches of Trees laid acrofs from one

Side of the Trench to the other, to fuftain the Ba-

vins or Hurdles laden with Earth ; and ferve to

cover the Pioneers from above, and are common-

ly ufed when the Works are carried on towards

the Glacis, and when the Trench is extended in

Front toward the Place.

BLISTERING Plaifiers, lee Veficatoria.

BLOCCADE, in the Art Military, is the en-

compafling any Town or Place fo all round with

Armed Troops, that ’tis impoftible any kind of

Supplies can be brought to it, and fo it muft be

-ftarved or furrender ; but there is no Defign of

taking it by Attack, &c. And when any Place is in

this Condition, ’tis faid to be Blocctded.

BLOCCADING, is when the Befiegers take

Care toftop all Ways and Palfages, and all Intelli-

gence that may be fent into or out of the Town or

Fort that is block’d up, but the Place is not regu-

larly befieg’d, nor attack’d in Form.

BLOCKS, are the Pieces of Wood aboard a

Ship in which the Shivers are placed, and where-

in go the running Ropes. Of thefe Blocks fome

are fingle, fome double, and fome have 3

,

4 or

5 Shivers in them. They are diftinguilhed and

named by the Ropes they carry, and the Ufes they

ferve for. When in the Haling of any Tackle or

Halliard to which there do belong two Blocks, they

happen to meet, then they cry Block, and Block.

BLOOD : In Phil. Tranfaft. N. i9i,isanEfti-

mate of the Quantity of the Blood in a Human
Body and of the Celerity of its Motion by Dr. Al-

ien Moulin.

Dr. Lower was probably miftaken when he com-
puted the Quantity of Blood in an ordinary Man
to be about lo Pounds ; and the Computation of

Dr. Moulin, That the Blood is about tt of the

Weight of the whole Animal, feems much rather

to the Truth ; for then an ordinary Man may be

fuppofed to have about 8 or 1 0 Pounds of Blood

in him

.

Ofthe Circulation of the Blood, Dr. Gibfion gives

this Account.

Seeing by a continual Reciprocation of the Pulfe

there is a conftant Expuifion of Blood from the

Heart into the Arteries, and as continual an Influx

of Blood into it out of the Cava ;
and feeing the

CUva from whence the Suppty i s? is never dry 5

nor, on the other Hand, the Arteries that recieve
the Blood continually from the Heart, unduly
fwell’d with it ; it neceflarily follows, that this

Motion proceeds circularly
, vi%. that the Blood is

continually driven out of the Heart into the Arte-
ries out of thefe into the Parts to be nouriflied ;
from whence it is reforbed by the Capillary Veins,
which conduct it back through the larger into the
Cava, and fo at length it returns to the Heart a-
gain. The Invention of which Circulation is ow-
ing to our Country-man Dr. Harvey, and may be
proved undeniably by thefe Reafons.

1 . From the great quantity ofBlood that is driven
out of the Heart into the Arteries at every Pulfe.

For though the Ancients who knew not this Circu-
lation, imagined that only a drop or two was ex-
pelled by every Syfiole, which they were neceflitat-

ed to fuppofe, to avoid the great Diftention that
the Arteries muft be liable to, if any confiderable
Quantity ifined into them; yet it is certain and
aemonftrable, that there muft needs an Ounce
or more be driven into them each time. For (ta-

king it for granted that there is no other way for a-
ny Liquor to pafs from the Stomach to the Kid-
neys, but through the Heart along with the Blood)
feeing, if fome Men at fome times drink three
Pints of Drink, they (hall pifs it out again in half
a Hour, yea more of Tunbridge Waters in that
fpace; and feeing, fecondly, that there is con-
monly as much Blood as Serum that flows to the
Kidneys (the Blood returning back by the emul-
gent Veins) it is clear, that by the two Emulgents
(which are none of the largeft Arteries) there muft
pafs in Half an Hour’s time fix Pound of Liquor,
all which muft come from the Heart ; and how
much more then may we conceive to be driven
through all the other Arteries that run through the
whole Body ? This is more accurately evinced by
Dr. Lowers Experiment, which is this : I cut a-
funder (fays he) both the Cervical Arteries in a
large Dog, and at the fame time through an Hole
made in the Left Side of his Breaft over-againft
the Heart, I comprefs’d the Trunk of the Aorta be-
low the Heart with my Finger, to hinder any Blood
from defending by it ; and laftly, I took Careal-
fb to ftraiten the Brachial Arteries under the Axil-
he, by, which Means almoft all the Blood was dri-
ven out of the Heart through the Cervicals, (be-
fides that which was fent into the Vertebral

s) and
which is wonderful to be related, within the idth
Part of an Hour the whole Mafs iflued out ; fo
that it is not to be denied but that it all pafs
through the Heart in that fpace. And though it
may be granted, that amidft fuch Wounds and
Tortures the Heart does beat fomewhat quicker
than at other times

; yet the fame thing is partly
evident from the Wounds in the Limbs when fome
notable Artery iscutafunder

; for it is ftrange in
how fmall a time a Man will bleed to death e~
ven at that one Artery. Yea, we may giv e a great
guels how much Blood is lent out at every Pulle,
even from the ordinary opening of one Vein in the
Arm, from whence a notable quantity of Blood
will iffue in a Ihort time

; how much may we then
fuppofe will flow out of all the Veins, if they were
opened at one time ? Seeing then 'tis evident that
fo great a quantity of Blood is expelled out of the
Heart at every Syfiole, and that lor all that the Ar-
teries are not unduly diftended, nor anv Parr
fwell'dby it neither, and yet thleJLnY othe S
Vcin} emptied, ns certain that the Blood that

drivei?
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driven into the Arteries flows back to the Heart

by the Veins in a conftant Circulation.

a. A fecond Argument to prove it, may be tak-

en from the Valves in the Veins, which are fo

Framed that Blood may freely flow through them
out of the leffer Veins into the greater (and fo into

the Cava) but not, on the contrary, out of the

greater into the lefs. Yea, if one blow into the

Cavathrough a Pipe, there will no Wind pafs into

the fmaller Veins ; but on the contrary, if you
blow up the leifer Veins, the Wind will readily

pafs to the larger, and fo to the Cava.

3. And laftly, the fame thing is more clear by
the Ligature in Blood-letting : For whether you let

Blood in the Arm or Foot, you always tie the Fil-

let above where you intend to make the Orifice,

and then the Vein below the Ligature willprefent-

ly fill and grow tumid, but above it will fall and
almoft difappear. Which muft needs be from

hence,, for that the Blood being driven along tjje

Arteries towards the extream Parts, returns by the

Veins andafcends upwards, which coming to the

Ligature, and being ftop’d there, fwells the Vein
below the Ligature, and fpurts out as loon as the

Orifice is made ; but when the Fillet is loofed a-

gain, the Blood flows no longer out thereat, but

holds bn its wonted Chanel in the Vein, and the

Orifice clofes up again.

Having fufficiently demonftrated the Circulati-

on of the Blood, we will fhew two things farther

;

JVr/?, How the Blood palfes out of the Arteries in-

to the Veins; and Secondly, in how longtime the

whole Mafs of Blood may be fuppofed to pafs

through the Heart in its ordinary Circulation.

As to the Firfi, it was the Opinion of Rjolanus,

That the Blood circulated only through the larger

Veflels by Anaftomofis or Inolculation of the Veins

with the Arteries ; and that that which run into

the fmaller, was all fpent on the Nutrition of the

Parts. But it is clear, that there muft be a Circu-

lation even in the fmalleft, from the great Quanti-

ty of Blood that will flow out of the leaft Artery

in the Hand or Foot when it is cut, which is very

abfurd to imagine to be all fpent on the Nourifh*

ment of the refpedive Part. Now there are but

two Ways whereby the Blood can be fuppofed to

pafs out of the Arteries into the Veins, vi%. either

by the Former’s being continued to or opening in-

to the latter by Inofculation,er eire by the Capillary

Arteries letting out their Blood into the Pores of

the Subftance of the Parts, on whofe Nutrition

part is fpent, and the remainder imbibed by the

gaping Mouths of the Capillary Veins. That it

is neceflary to admit of this latter Way, is evident,

foecaufe if part of the Arterial Blood did notiflue

into the Subftance of the Parts, they could not be
nourifhed by it; for while it is in the Veflels, it

may add Warmth indeed to the Parts {'through

which it flows, but cannot nourifh them, feeing e-

ven the Veflels themfelves are not nourifhed by
that Stream of Blood that glides along their Cavi-

ty, but by Capillaries running through their Coats;

and if the Blood be driven into the Subftance of

the Parts, and that in a greater Quantity than fuffi-

ces for their Nourifhment (as was juft now fliewn

that it is) what is fuperfluous muft needs enter the

Mouths of the Capillary Veins, from whence it

goes forward to the larger, and fo to the Heart

:

But feeing this way of transfufing the Blood thro’

the Subftance of the Parts, has feemed to fome
not to anfwer to that hafty Circulation of it we

have demonftrated ; they have thought it necefla-

ry alfo to admit of the former way, namely, Ana-
ftomefes, by which the Veins are continued to the

Arteries, and that not only in their larger Branches
(as that notable one of the Splenick Artery with
the Splenick Vein,) but alfo in their fmaller Twigs
in the extream Parts. But we muft confider, that

in a living Body the folid Parts are infinitely more
porous and permeable than in a dead ; fo that tho°

the Anatomifts find their Subftance fo denfe and
clofe as to make it feem almoft impoiTible they
fhould permit fo quick a Paflage to the Blood
through them ; yet he fhould rather believe it,

than fuppofe fuch An aftomofes as he cannot difco-

ver (though it were not difficult to find them out
if they had any exiftence.) For abating that Angle
one of the Splenick Artery with the I{amus Spiem-
ens of the Porta, and perhaps fome of the Arteria

with the Vena Fulmonaris is the Lungs, none of
the lateft moft accurate Anatomifts have been able
to find out any. And as for that mentioned, it feems
rather to be of anArtery with anArtery (fuch as are
frequentin feveralParts of theBody,as are alfo ofone
Vein with another) than ofan Artery with aVein.
And Secondly, as to the Space of Time in which

the whole Mafs of Blood may ordinarily circulate

through the Heart, it is probably much fhorter than
many have imagined ; for fuppofing that the Heart
makes two thouland Pulfes an Hour (which is the
leaft Number any fpeak of, and fome have told

twice as many) and that at every Pulfe there is ex-
pelled an Ounce of Blood (which we may well
fuppofe, feeing the Ventricles are wide enough to

contain two Ounces, and that it is probable both
that they are filled near full in the Diaftole, and
that they are near, if not quite emptied by the
ftrong Conftridtion of the Heart in the Syfiole) fee*

ing the whole Mafs ufually exceeds not four and
twenty Pound, it will be circulated fix or fevers

times over through the Heart in the fpace of an
Hour. And by fo much the oftner, by how much
the Blood comes fhort of the fuppofed Quantity,
or the Pulfe either naturally, or by a Fever, Spiri-

tuous Liquors, or violent Motion, is rendredmore
frequent ; by which quick Motion the Blood it

felf is kept from Coagulation and Putrefaction, and
the Parts are cherifhed with vital Hear, which
Heat of the Parts is much according to the Slow*
nefs or Rapidnefsof the Circulation : So when wte
fit ftill, and the Pulfe is flow or rare, we grow,
cold

;
but when upon running or any violent Ex-'

ercife, the Pulfe becomes more frequent and quick,’

we become hot.

As to the manner how Blood is made of Chyle,)

and of its Heat and Colour, and whether the Body
be nourifhed by it, the forefaid Dr. gives the fol-

lowing Account.

According to Dr. Harveys Obfervations, there

appears in an Embryo zpuhSnm fallens, or red beat-

ing fpeck, which is Blood, before any the leaft:

Lineament of the Heart; fo that whatever Inftru-

ment ofSanguification theHeart may appear to be
afterwards, it, contribute nothing to the making
mf the firft Blood ; but it feems rather to be made
for theBIood’s fake,to tranfmit it to all theParts of
the Embryo or Fcetus, then the Blood to be made
by it. But it muft be confeft, that things proceed
in the grown Fatus far otherwife than they doin'

the firft formation : For the Parts of an Embryo are
nourifhed and increafed before it hath a Stomach
to concod any thing, and yet in a perfed Fatuf

mm
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none can deny, that the Stomach does concodt and

prepare Nourifhment for it : So it moves before

the Brain is formed fo perfectly as to be able to

elaborate Animal Spirits ; and yet after it is

perfected, every one knows that the Brain does

elaborate fuch Spirits, as being fent into all the

Parts of the Body by the Nerves, enables them to

move. In like manner, though there be Blood in

the Embryo before the Heart be formed, yet after

it be perfeded, nothing will hinder but it may at

leaft contribute fomething to Sanguification.

We will fuppofe then, that as all the other Parts

are formed by the Vis Plaftica or generative facul-

ty of the (firft) Vegetative and (then) Animal

Soul, feated in the Ovum, and receive their firft

encreafe by theAflimilation of the Colliquamentum ;

but as foon as they are perfeded, and the Fcetus

excluded, are nourifhed by the Blood ; fo the Blood

k felf as being a: firft made in like manner, as

foon as the Veins, Heart and Arteries are compleat-

ed fo as it can circulate by them, may not im-

properly be faid to be nourifhed by the Chyle or

Nutritious Juice, the Heart aflifting the Aflimila-

tion of the one into the other. And this is done

in this manner : The Chyle attending by the

Duttus Thoracicus, and flowing into the Subclavian

Vein together with the returning Venal Blood, is

poured By the Vena Cava into the right Auricle,

and fo into the right Ventricle of the Heart in its

Diaftole or Relaxation ; then by its Syfiole or Con-

tradion it is driven out from thence into the Lungs,

from whece it afcends again into the left Auricle

firft, and then into the left Ventricle of the Heart,

out of which it is expelled through the Aorta, and

palling along with the Blood through the Ar-

teries of the whole Body, returns again with it by

theVeins to theHeart.For it undergoes many Circu-

lations before it can be aflimilated to the Blood :

Which is evident, both becaufe it is the Chyle

(but little altered, that is feparated in the Placenta

’Uteri for the nourifhment of the Fcetus, and in the

Breafts for the Infant to fuck, in the form of milk

;

and alfo from hence, that if one be let Blood four

or five Hours (or later) after a full Meal, there will

a great quantity of the Milky Chyle it felf fwim
a top of the coagulated Blood. But every time the

new infufed Chyle paifes through the Heart with

the Blood, the Particles of the one are more in-

timately mixed with thofe of the other in its Ven-
tricles, and the Vital Spirit and other adive Prih-

ciplesofthe Blood work upon the Chyle ; which
being full of Salt, Sulpher and Spirit, as foon as its

Compages is loofen’d by its Fermentation with the

Blood in the Ventricle of the Heart (efpecially, but
alfo in the Arteries) the Principles having obtain-

ed the liberty of Motion do readily aflociate them-
felves, and are aflimilated with fuch parts of the

Blood as are of a like and fuitable nature ; fo that

at length all the Mafs of Chyle that is capable of
being turned into Blood is fanguified

; and what is

not, is evacuated by Urine or Stool, or other pro-

per Emundory.
It is a very difficult Queftion, by vs hat means

the Blood acquires its Heat : In order to the Re-
folution whereof,it will be neceffary to confider how
many ways a Liquid Body is capable of being heat-

ed,and thofe (according to Dr. Willis) are three

:

Firft, by fetting it tofomthing that is hot
; fo Wa

tfcr is made hot by being fet on the Fire, or in the
Sun,or a Stove, or by diffolving Lime in it.Secondly,

[When Saline Corrofives, which are of a contrary

nature, being mixt with one another, or with Sul-
phureous, ad one upon another, and by the great $
ftHiggling, and agitation of their Particles do often
excite heat, yea fometime Smoke and Burning

j as
when Spirit and Butter ofAntimohy,or when Aqua
Stigia and Oyl of Turpentine are rhixt together ;
as alfo when Corrofive Liquors eat into Metal-
lick Bodies, they often grow hot. Thirdly, (which'
is the only way befides that a Liquid grows hot)
when fome Humour abounding with Sulphur or
much Spirit ; is fet on Fire by holding a Flame to

it, and fo grows hot by Deflagratioh,as,Brandy,
There are other ways indeed of Calefadion, as
Fermentation, Putrefaction and Attrition

, whereby
thicker orfolid Bodies often grow hot, but in Liquid
they produce no fuch effed. Thus Leven becomes
(fomewhat) hot by Fermentation

,
and Dung or wet

Hay by Putrefaction ; but neither way will a Li-
quid Body wax hot : For though Wine, Cyder,
ferment fo much as to burft the Sides of the Hog-
ftiead, yet they are not adually hot ; nor will Blood
become fo, when it is let out of the Body, difpofe
it how you will in fit daffies to ferment or putri-
fie. Indeed the Blood within the Body is fermen-
ted, and is thereby depurated, but it is not heated
by fuch Fermentation, as neither is any other Li-
quid. Neither does the heating by Attrition agree
to it; for though folid Bodies are heated by be-
ing rubb[d one againft another

; yet fliake and a-
gitate Liquids as much as you will, they (hall be
never the warmer for ir. Therefore there are on-
ly thofe three ways firft mentioned whereby adual
Heat can be produced in any Liquid, let us fee to
which of them the Incalefcence of the Blood ought
to be aferibed.

Firft,Both, the Ancients,and ffioft Moderns are of
Opinion, that the Blood is heated the firft way,
vif by the admotion of fomething that is hot!
Thus the former have taught that the Innate Heat,
and the latter, that- the Vital Flame is lodged in
the Heart,and heats the Blood as it paffes through
it : But both thefe Opinions fall to the Ground,
fince it is clear, that the Heart is a clear Mufcle,\
and contains no fit Fewel for perpetuating a Flame
or I know not what implanted Hear: For though
it muft be acknowledged, that the Circulation of
the Blood depends on the continual Motion of this
Bowel, yet the Heart derives its Heat wholly from
the Blood, and not the Blood its Heat from the Heart,

Secondly, This Heat cannot be caufed in the
Blood the fecond way, becaufe its Liquor in a
Natural State is always Homogeneous

; and tho"
it abound with Salt, yet that is only Volatile, Mild,
and Benign. Nor can any one difeover either in
the Heart, or in any other Place, a Saline or other-
wife Heterogeneous Mineral, by adting where-
upon, or corroding whereof, the Sanguineous Li-
quor fhould conceive Heat.

Thirdly, As to the third Way, whereby Liquids
grow hot though it feem an hard faying, that the
Blood is accended

; yet feeing we can attribute its
Incalefcence to no other caufe. Why fhould we not
impute it to this ? efpecially feeing the proper pafft-
ons of Fire and Flame agree to the Life ofthe Blood,

For the chiefand moft effiential Requifites to con-
tinue a Flame are thefe three

; Firft, That a free
and continual accefs of Air be granted to it as foon
as it is kindled

; Secondly, That it enjoy a conftanc
Sulphureous Pabulum or FeWel

; and Thlrdh that
it be ventilated, whereby as well its fuliginous as
thicker Recrements may be continually amendedN

from
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from ic

,
And feeing thefe agree to the Vital Flartie

as well as to the Elementary, it feems very rational

CO affirm, that Life it fef is a kind of Flame,

Thus far that Learned Authqr, whom the Latin

Reader will do well to confult, difcourling farther

on this Subjed:, in his Exercit. Medicophyfica de

Sang. incalcfcentia five accenfione

,

Dr. Hen/haw thinks that the diffimilitude of

Parts between the Chyle and Blood is fo great,

that it becomes immediatly the caufe of an extraor-

dinary Ebullition upon their mixture together

;

which is very much encreafed by the Reciprocal'

Motion of the Lungs, whereby the Blood is wrought

almoft into a Froth or Foam by that time it gets

into the left Ventricle of the Heart. Which fudden

excefs of Heat, is not unlike what happens upon

the mingling feveral Chymical Liquors together,

as Spirit of Wine and Spirit of Turpentine, and o-

ther fuch like, where the Heat becomes fo great,

that it often endangers the Veffels they are con-

tained in. He affirms (contrary to Dr. Willis, and

I think to the truth) that new Wine or Mud, while

it ferments, is hot, and that if the Juice newly pref-

fed out of the Grapes were added to it as it begins

to cool, it would again renew its Ebullition, and

its Warmth would be continued fo long as one

i'hould perfift to do fo : In like manner he thinks

it is theWarmth in theBIood continued by the new

Affufion of Chyle, which renews its Fermentation,

and confequently invigorates its Heat.

Diemerbroecp is of Opinion, That the Vital Spi-

rit, (by which lie underftands the moft fubtile part

of the Blood) while through its great Volatility it

always endeavours to fly away, does continually

agitate the other thicker Particles of the Blood,

with which it isintangled and detained from flight,

and is diverfly vibrated by them, and beat back

;

and fo the whole Mafs being kept in a continual

fermentative Motion, there is. produced in it an

Heatj which in a great Agitation' is great, and in a

mean, mean ;
and in a fmall, fmall.

,

I might cite other Opinions concerning the rea-

fon of this Heat,but they generally fall in with fome

of thofe mentioned ; of which I fliall not make

my felf an Umpire, but think that Br. Willis

has faid enough in his above-cited Exercitation, to

evince that it is not caufed either of thefe latter

ways; vi$. by Fermentation, or by Agitation of

the Particles of the Blood in the manner Diemer-

hroecl( describes it ; and whether the accenfion of

the Blood be the more probable reafon of it, let

the Reader judge.

Why the Blood fhould be of a Fed Colour rather

than any other, no fatisfadory Rcalon (I think

can be given, but the Will of the Creator, though

fome attribute it to the Heart, others to the mix-

ture of Salt and Subacid Juices with Sulphureous,

becaufe from fuch a Mixture there refults a Red

Colour, as appears in the Diftillation of Sal Nitre,

(which contains 'itiany Sulphureous Particle in it;)

or by the podring Oyl of Vitriol upon Conferve of

Rofes, or other thing that is of a palifti Red, (if it

contain any thing of Sulphur) for it will be thereby

be made of a moft deeped.We will not Ipend time

to fhew in how many Refpeds thefe Inftances

differ from the Phenomenon underConfideration,but

fliall content our felves with inquiringfrom whence

the Difference of Colour a rifes between the Venal

and Arterial Blood. Every one knows that when

Blood is let out of a Vein into a Porringer, the

Coagulum is of a floridScarlecColour in its Surface,

|

but of a dark Red from the Superficies to the Bot-
tom, and of fuch a Colour it appears as it ftreams
out of the Orifice, of the Vein. But if an Artery
be cut

,
the Stream then looks of a far brighter

Colour, like the Superficies of the Venal Blood
when it is coagulated in a Porringer. Now the
Arterial Blood receives not this florid Colour in the
Heart, but in the Lungs. For if it received it in
the Heart then might the Right Ventricle be fup-
pofed to give it as well as the Left; but that it does
not do fo, is clear by this Experiment of Dr, Lowers.
If you open the Vena Artericfa which receives the
Blood out of the Right Ventricle, the Blood differs

nothing in Colour from the Venal, but its crudled
part looks every whit as black. But if one open
the Arteria Venofa as it is entring into the Left Ven-
tricle, it has the perfed Colour of Arterial Blood,
which fhews that as it owes not that Colour to the
Left Ventricle anymore than to the Right (being
not yet arrived at it) fo it muft receive that Alte-
ration of Colour in the Lungs, in which the Ni-
trous Air being diffufed through all the Particles of
the Blood, is intimately mix’d with it, and (if you
will) accends it. For if there be any fuch thing as
a Flamma Vitala (properly fo called) in Animals,
though the Blood (or Chyle rather) be to it inftead
of the Oil or other Matter whereon it feeds, yet;

it oweth the continuance of its burning to the Air,
without the continued Infpiration of which the A-
nim'ai cannot live, but inftantly dies, even as a.

Candle is prefefttly extinguifhed, if you put it in a
clofe Place where the Air cannot come to it, or by
fome Engine be fuck’d from it. But this by the
bye ; for I muft confefs, that (how plaufible fo-

ever this Opinion may feem on other Accounts)
this Alteration of the Colour of the Blood by the
Air in the Lungs, is no fufficient Argument to prove
any fuch Vital Flame, feeing the Arterial Blood
being extravafated, retains its florid Colour, when
no doubt if ever there was any accenfion the
Flame is extinguifhed. But this Scarlet Colour is

owing meerly to the Mixture of the Particles of
the Air with the Blood in the Lungs, from which
it tranfpires in a great meafure through the Pores
of the Skin, while the Blood circulates in the
Habit of the Body, out of the Arteries into the
Veins whence the Venous Blood itfeff) when, ex-
travafated, appears of a Scarlet Dye in its Sur«
face, which is meerly from its being expofed to the
Air ; for if one turn the congealed Blood in a,

Porringer upfide down, the Bottom, which at the
turning is blackifh, will in a little while turn to a,

lighter Red.

Though we have confeffed, that the Chyle does
circulate through the Body feveral times before ic

be perfectly aflimilated to the Blood
; yet we do

not think that itpaffes into the Nourifhment of the

Parts in the Form of Chyle, And therefore when
fpeaking of the Nutrition of the Foetus in the

Womb, we often mentioned a Nutricious Juice

(which was Chyle a little alter’d ;) we did not call

it fo with re fpe (ft to the folid Parts of the Faetus9
but to the Blood it felf, whofe Pabulum or Nourish-

ment it is, as foon as the Umbilical Vein is form-
ed, as the Blood is of the Body. For as to the en-

creafe of the firft delineated Parts, of an irqperfecft

Embryo, that is far different from ordinary Nutri-

tion.

The Blood then confifting of Particles of a diffe-

rent Nature, each Particle paffes into the Nourish-

ment of that Parc which is of the fame Nature with

is 5
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it : So the Salt and Sillphurebus Particles being e-

iqually mix’d, are agglutinated and affimilated to

the Flefhy or Mufculous Parts ; the Oily and Sul-

phureous to the Fat ; the Salt and Tartareous to

the Bones, (3c. Now this is not done by any E-

ledtion or Attradion of the Parts, as if they pick’d

and chus’d ("with a kind of Difcretion) fuch Par-

ticks of the Blood as are fuitable to their own
Nature, for the Mafs of Blood is equally and in-

differently carried to all the Parts : Bur there is

that diverfity of Figure both in the feveral Parti-

cles of the Blood, and in the Pores of each Part,

that in the Circulation through the Habit of the

Body, fome ftick in thefe, and others in thofe,

where they are faften’d and united to the Sub-

fiance of the refpedtive Parts ; and thofe which
through their peculiar Figure are unapt to adhere

to one or other, return again to the Veins, and
fo to the Heart, where they receive fome new Al-

teration : So that as the Life of the Flejh u in the

Blood (according to Levit. 17. 11.) fo has it its vi-

tal Heat andNourifhment from it alio,

BLOOD-WIT, is £ Word ufed in Ancient

Charters of Liberties, and fignifies an Amercia-

ment for fhedding Blood ; fo that whofoever had
it given him in his Charter, had the Penalty due
for fhedding Blood granted him.

BLOODY-HAND, is the Apprehenfion of a
Trefpafler in the Foreft againft Venifon, with his

Hands or other Part Bloody, though he be not

found Chafing or Hunting. Manwood, Part 2.

C. 18.

BLUFF-HEADED ;
a Ship is laid to be fo,

when fhe hath but a fmall Rak* forward on, and
that her Stern is fet too ftrait up.

BOCEHET, is a Decodlion of any thing boil-

ed over again. Blanchard.

BOARD, a Word varioufly ufed at Sea : To
go into a Ship is called going a-board ; to be with-

in the Ship, is faid to be within Board, and to be

without the Ship, is faid to be without Board ;

when a thing is thrown into the Sea, they lay it is

heaved over Board ; when it flips dovvn by the

Ship’s Side, they fay it /lips by the Board ; when
two Ships touch one another, they fay they are

Board and Board
;
that Side of the Ship that is to

Windward, they call the Weather Board ; when a
Ship lies up to Windward, fometimes upon one
Tack, and fometimes upon another, they fay She

makes a Board, or Boards it up ; and if file advan-
ces much at one Turning or Tack, they fay She

makes a good Board ; when they leave Land behind
the Ship, they fay they leave the Land on Back?
board ; to enter a Ship in a Fight, is called Board-

ing of her.

BOAT-ROPE, in a Ship, is that Rope by which
the Ship tows her Boat at the Stern.

BOAT-SWAIN, or (as the Seamen call him)
Boorfon, is an Officer a-board a Ship who hath
Charge of all her Rigging, Ropes, Cables, An-
chors, Sails, Flaggs, Colours, Pendants, (3c. He
alfo takes Care of the Long-Boat and its Furni-

ture, and fleers her either by himfelf or his Mate.
He calls out the feveral Gangs and Companies a-

board to the due Execution of their Watches,
Works and Spells ; and he is alfo a kind of Pro-
voll Marlhal, fees and puniflies all Offenders that

are fentenced by the Captain or Court Marfhal of
the whole Fleet.

BOCARDO, the fifth Mood of the third Figure
in Logick, in which the Middlemoft Propofition

BOL
is ah univerfal Affirmative, the firft and laft parti-

cular Negatives.

BOCKLAND, was formerly that which we
now call Free-hold Land, orLand held by Charter *

and it was by that Name diftinguifiied from Folk?
land, which was Copy-hold Land.
BODY ; the Chymifts ufually call that Veffel

which holds the Matter in Diftillation of the Spirit

of Vegetables a Body , ’Tis called alfo a Cucurbit

e

i

where fee its Figure.

BODY, in Geometry, is that which hath three

Dimenfions, Length, Breadth and Thicknefs; as
a Line is formed by the Motion of a Point, and
a Superficies by the Motion of a Line, fo a Body
is formed by the Motion of a Superficies.

BODY, in Natural Philofophy, is ulually de-
fined to be a Subftance impenetrably extended; or
which having Partes extra Partes, cannot be in the
lame Place with, of penetrate the Dimenfions of
any other Body. And this Property Sir Ifaac

Newton expreffes by the Word Solidity ; and ac-
cording to his excellent Philofophy, the Idea of a
Body is that which is extended, /olid and movea-
ble.

BODIES Regular, fee Regular Body.

BQLONIAN Stone, is a fmall, grey, weighty,
foft, fulphureous Stone, about the bignefs of a
large Walnut, and being broken, hath a kind of
Chryflal or Sparry Talk within it. It is found a-
bout Bolonia in Italy (whence its Name) and in
many other Parts of the fame Country, and iri

great quantity at the Foot of Mount Palermo ;
where a Slioomakef, one Vimen^o Cofciarolo

,
ga-

thering up thefe Stones, carried fome of them home
and calcined them, hoping to extrad fome Silver
out of them ; but inftead of his Aim, he difco-
vered this ftrange Phenomenon, that the Stones
when expofed to Light, Would retain it, and af-
terwards fhine in the Dark. After this, though
the Stone was much celebrated for its filming Qua-
lity* yet the Manner of preparing it, to exhibit
this Phenomenon was not truly and fully known or
difcovered to the World, till one Mr. Homberg a
German Phyfician, living at Paris, rook the Mat^
ter into frefh Confideration, and rhade a journey
into Italy to enquire about the Stone, and its man-
ner of Calcination ; and ’tis he that hath' given us
the following Procefs to prepare it; which Lemery
in the laft Edition of his Chymiflry, P. 707. puts
down to this Effedl.

Take feven or eight Bolonian Stones, and rafp
off all their Coat or Heterogeneous Earth abotft
them till the Stone begins to glider and fhine

;

then powder onfe of them in a Brazen Mortar,,
(which Circumftance is of abfolute necefiity, for
Clfe the Stone will not fhine) and fift the Powder
finely, and moiftening the other feven with deaf
Brandy very well, roll them up and down in the
Powder till their Surface be all covered with it.

Then having provided a fmall Furnace of Earth,
round, and about a Foot high, befides the Dome;
and near a Foot and half in Diameter ; the Afti-
room muft have two Doors to give the Fire the
more Air, one of them right againft the other ;
the Hearth need have none, but only three or fouf
hollow Cuts or Notches (as in the Figure) the
Dome fet on it for Reverberating the Fire on the
Matter

; the Grate ought to be of fine Brafs of
yellow Copper

, which helps to render the
Stone Luminous, and the Holes in it muft be
fmall

N % B, the
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B, the Furnance all together, /, the Hearth of

the Furnace feparated from the Dome and Afti-

roorn, tha t the Hollows or Notches may appear.

hi, the Afh-room with the Brals Grate, n, the

Dome by it felf, with its Ring to take it on and
off.

All things being thus ready, put into the Fur-

. nace five or fix kindled Coals to heat it, and when
they are half wafted, fill the Furnace up to the

Holes or Notches with fmall Cinders, snd then

lay your Stones covered with the Powder upon

them ; then cover them with other Cinders that

the Furnace may be full : Laftiy, fix on the Dome,
and without touching it any more, let the Coals

and Cinders burn to Afhes. When the Furnace is

half cold, feparate the Dome, the Hearth, and

Alh-room, and you will find on the Grate the

Stones calcined : Lay the Grate (oftly on white

Paper, and gathering up the Stones carefully keep

them in a Box with Cotton.

If thefe Stones be expofed to the Light in the

open Air, as in one's Hand out of a Window, &c.

(but not to the Sun-beams) for about a Minute,

and then carried into a dark Place, they will for

fome time appear like kindled Coals, though with-

out any lenfible Heat; the Light will abate by lit-

tle and little, but may be recovered anew, by the

Stones being again expofed to the Light ol the

Day, as before. This furprifing Quality, if well

ufed, they will retain for 2, 3, or 4 Years ; and

when ’tis loft, it may in part be recovered again

by a new Calcination after the fame manner.

If you draw any Figures on Paper with the

White of an Egg, and while they are wet, ftrew

on them the Cruft of this calcined Stone powder-

ed ; then dry them in the Shade, put them in a

Frame, and cover them with a Glafs : They be-

BON
ing texpofed to theLight with the Glafs Cover on P

will at any time fhme if removed into a dark
Place.

BOLT-HEAD, vid.Matrafs.

BOLT-ROPE, is that Rope into which the Sail
of a Ship is fixed or made faft.

BOLTS, in a Ship, are Iron Pins, of which
there are thefe feverafforts ; 1. Ring-Bolts, which
ferve for the bringing to of the Planks, and thofe
Parts whereto arefaftned the Breeches and Tackles
of the Ordnance, 2. Drive-Bolts

,
and thefe are

ufed to drive out other Bolts. 3. Set-Bolts
which are employed for the forcing of the Planks
and the other Works, and bringing them clofeone

I unto another. 4. Rag-Bolts, which are on each
Side full of Jaggs or Barbs to keep them from fly-

ing out of the Holes wherein they' are driven.

5. Clench-Bolt's, which for the lameEnd are clench-
ed. that is, made faft at the Ends where they come
through. 6. Fore-Bolts, which are made like
Locks, with an Eye at each End, whereintd a
Fore-lock of Iron is driven to prevent ftarting out.

7. Fender-Bolts, made with long and thick Heads,
and are ftruck into the uttermoft Bends or Wales
of a Ship to fave her Sides from Bruifes and Hurts j
and thence take their Name.
BOLUS, in a Mineral Senle, is a kind of Earth,

and which Dr. Grew fuppofes to be a Bed, as ic

were, the Materia Prima of Opacous Stones and
Metals ; into which he thinks thofe of the faid Bo-
lus are tranfmuted by being concerted with divers

Salts and Sulphurs, which fly in upon them fuc-

ceflively.

BOLUS, is a Medicine taken inwardly, of a"

Confiftence fomething thicker than Honey, and the
Quantity for one Dole is as much as may be con-
veniently taken at a Mouth-full.

BOMB-CHEST, is a kind of Cheft, which be-
ing filled with Gun-powder and Bombs (according

to the intended Execution) is placed under Ground
to blow it up into the Air, together with thofe that

ftand upon it. Thefe Bomb-Chefis are frequently

ufed to drive Enemies from a Poft they lately feiz-

ed, or whereof they are about to take Poifeflion j
and are fet on fire by the Means of a Sandidge fa-

ttened at one End.

BOMBS or Grnada-SheUs, are hollow Balls of

Call: Iron, which are filled with whole Powder,
and fometimes with Nails, Pieces of Iron,£3c. a-

long with it. Their ufe is to be Ihot (out of Mor-
tar-pieces) into befieged Towns, to annoy the Gar-
rifon, fire Magazines, &c. The largeft are about

15, and lome 18, Inches in Diameter. From thefe

Bombs, being ufed in the befieging of Towns, we
fay fuch a Place was Bombarded.

BON-GRACE (in a Ship) is a kind of Frame
made of old Ropes or Junks of Cables, which, in

thofe who fail into Cold Latitudes, are laid out at

the Bows, Sterns and Sides of the Ships, to pre-

ferve them from being injured by the great Flakes

of Ice.

BONA Notabilia, (in Law) is where a Man
dies, having Goods to the Value of five Pounds, in

divers Diocefles, then the Archbilhop ought to grant

Adminiftration ; and ifany inferior Bilhop do grant

it, itisvoid.

BONA Patria, a Term in Law, fignifying an

Affize of Country-Men, or good Neighbours ;

fometimes called sljfifa bona Patria, when twelve,,

or more, are chofen out of the Country to pals

upon an Aflife $ and they are called Juratores, be-
caufe
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caufe they fwear judicially in preferlce of the Party.

BONES, of an Animal Body. A Bone is by

Anatomifts defined to be a fimilar Part, moft dry,

cold, hard, inflexible, void of Senfe, and affording

Stabiliment and Form to the whole Body.

The Integral or Conftituent Parts of Bones are

their Periofieum or inverting Membrane, their Sub-

fiance, Pores, Marrow, Glands, VeJJels, &c. of

which take the following ftiort Account from Dr.

Havers Ofieologia.

The Periofleum hath two Sorts or Series ofFibres,

the under deriv’d from the Dura Mater, the upper

from the Membrane of the Mufcles that lies upon

it j
which Fibres lie one upon the other, but are

not interWoven one with another.

The under Fibres .run all parallel dire&y from

one End of the Bone to the other, and are conti-

nued from one Bone to another by Means of the

Ligaments that join them together in their Articu-

lations, upon which they pals.

The outer hold the fame Courfe with the Fibres

of the Mufcle from whence they are derived,

fometimes ftreight, fometimes oblique, lometimes

tranfverfe^ and when they have run fo far as to

make up their Part of the Periofieum
,
he thinks

they are inferred into the Bone, and are fucceed-

ed by others from fome other Mufcles. Some of

the Tendons of thcMulcles alfo propagate Fibres

to make fome Part of the Periofieum 3 but others

penetrating it, are immediately inferted into the

Bone.
The inner Superficies of the Periofieum flicks as

dofe to the Bone as if it were glued to it 3 and

befides, the Periofieum has little Fibrilla or Threads

continued from it, that enter into the Subftance

of the Bone, which gives them (probably) fome
internal Senfe.

The Vfes he afcribes to it, are, i. To be a Te-
gument to the Bones, z. To convey Spirits into

the Subftance of the Bones for maintaining their

Heat, for preferving their Senfibility, and to af-

fift in the Work of their Accretion and Nutrition,

by Means of the Minute Fibres it emits into them,

3. To help to fet Limits to the Growth and Extern

fion ot the Bones, as the Bark is fometimes obferv-

ed lo to bind young Trees, that it is neceflary to

open it before they can have the Liberty of thri-

ving. 4. It is ferviceable in the Conjun&ion of

the Bones and their Epiphyfes (while thefe are Car-
tilaginous) alfo of the Bones which are joined by
Sutures or Harmony, and in the Connexion of
the Bones and their Cartilages. 5. To join the

Heads and Tendons of the Mufcles fart to the

Bones 3 namely, of fuch Tendons as do not pe-
netrate it (as fome do not.)

Having done with the Periofieum, he comes to

the Subdance of the Bones, which he deferibes af-

ter this manner. He fays, they eonfift of Lamel-
la or Plates lying one upon another, and thefe of
fmall Strings or Fibres running lengthways of the
Bones (like as we fee in Whale-bone

3 ) which
Strings, though fome of them run to the very Ex-
tremities of the Bones, and others approach near
to them, do not terminate there, fo as to have di-

ftinert Ends, but they are, where they may be
thought to terminate* ftill continued, and run tranf-

ve(fly, and as it were arched, that the Strings of
one Side of the Bone proceed fo as to meet and be
united to thofe that are propagated from the oppo-
site 3 and this at both Extremities, that they are a
Continuation, though not in the Figure, yet in the

Manner of a Ring 3 therefore they are not all of
a lengrh, but in every Plate they fall one fhorter
than another.

In feveral Bones the Lamella are difpofed di-
verily : In thofe Bones which have a large Cavity,
they are on every Side contiguous and clofely u-
nited 3 but in thofe which have not any great Ca-
vity, but are altogether fpongious within : Many
of the internal Lamina are placed at fome diftance
from one another in all their length, having be-
twixt them a Cavernous Subftance or fmall bony
Cells 3 and fo have alfo thofe Bones, which have a
large Cavity, fome of thofe leffer Cells at both
their Extremities.

Next he comes to their Pores, and fays, That
in the Bones, whole Plates are Contiguous, there
are Pores through and between the Plates, befides
thofe which are made for the Paflage of the
Blood-Veflels 3 and thefe are of two forts t The
one penetrate the Lamina, and are tranfverfe,

looking from the Cavity to the external Superficies
of the Bone. The fecond fort are formed between
the Plates, which are Longitudinal and Streighr,
tending from one End of the Bone towards the 0-

ther, and obferving the Courfe of rhe Bony Strings,
The firft kind are formed not only in the firft in-
ternal Lamina, but in every one, even to the outer-
moft; though the nearer they are to the Cavity,
the greater is the number of the Pores. And as
they pafs,- they do not obferve any fuch order as to
lie direcftly one under another to form any continu-
ed Paflage from the Cavity to the external Plate.*

The fecond kind, vi%. the Longitudinal, are not
to be obferved but by good Glafles, unlefs it be
now and then in fome particular Bones. By thefe
it is that the Medullary Oil diffufes it felf, and is

immediately beneficial to the Plates. The 'other
(vi%. the Tranlverfe) are but fubordinate to thefe,

and rather defigned for the Paflage of the Marrow
into them, than for the immediate Communicati-
on of it ro the Subftance of the Bone.
The Medulla contained in the Bones, confifts

(befides the Blood-veflels) of arr inverting Mem-
brane, in which are included Membraneous Lo-
bules and Bags, and in thefe Bags Veficula or Glan-
dulous Bladders, very much like the Veficular
Subftance of the Lpngs. And thefe Glandular
Bladders ferve both for the Separation of the Me-
dullary Oil from the Mart of Blood, and for

. the
Reception and Confervation of it. In an Human
Bone which he had preferred till the Medullary Oft
was wholly evaporated, he found thefe Veficula re-
maining dry, but entire, and their Subftance repre-
fenting, in a manner, a Sponge. They feem to have
Pores or immediate Paflages out of one into ano-
ther (as have alfo the Bags) by which the Oil has
a freer Courfe to the Joints and Subftance of the
Bone, /or whofe Benefit it was defigned. By the
ftrideft Enquiry he could never find anything like

Duds (as pafs from other Glandules) and indeed
thefe are not here neceflary, becaufe rhe Oil is no:
carried from the Glandular Vefiels to any large
Receptacle, but flows out of the Superficies of the
Marrow in as many Places as there are tranfverfe
Pores in the internal Lamel. The Medulla ferves
to oil the Subftance of every Bone, which the drier
it were, the brittler it would; be: It lubricates alfo
their Articulations, and hinders their Ends from
being worn or over-heated with Motion

5 and it

moiftens likewife theLigaments, by which they are
tied one to another. But in thefe two laft Ufes k
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it aflifted by the Mucilage which is leparated by

the Glandule Mucilaginofe (as he calls them) which

he has obferved in all the Articulations of the

Bones, and are of the Conglomerate Kind, of

which he fpeaks more in the next Chapter.

Now the manner of the Medullary Oyls infi-

nuating it felf through a Bone, and its being dil-

penfed to all the Parts of it, is this : It firft palfes,

being Liquid (as it all is while the Animal is alive)

out ofthe Cavity through the tranfverfe Pores of

the firft Internal Laming, and not having Pores of

the fame kind direcftly fubjacent in the next Plate

to tranfmit it towards the outfide of the Bone, it

flows into the Longitudinal ones formed between

thefe two (the firft and lecond) Plates, and being

carried along in them till it find fome tranfverfe

Pores in the fecond Plate, it palfes through thefe,

which when it has done, it is obliged again to al-

ter its courfe, to run into and flow along the {freight

Pores between the the fecond and third Laming.

Thus it palfes through and between the Plates fuc-

ceflively, till it has made its way to the External

Plate.

Thus the Medullary Oyl is difpenfed in all the

Bones to thofe Plates which are contiguous, and

have no intermediate Cavities to entertain any Me-
dullary Glands of their own : But where the Plates

ftand at fome diftance (as they do in fuch Bones as

have not any great Cavity) there are the fmall

Caverns (above-mentioned) which are capable of

containing fome Medullary Glands, from whence

the Plates have more immediately, and without

the former method of Conveyance, the benefit of

the Marrow.
He divides the Blood-Vejfels of the Bones into

Nutritious and Medullary. The moft confiderable

of the Nutritious enter at the ends of the Bone,

vi%. the Artery at one end, and the Veins at the

other. The Medullary commonly enter the Sides

of the Bones (and that obliquely, as the Ureurs

do the Bladder) both by one Foramen.

There are no Nerves that are inferred into them

(except into the Teethlbut thefe only run through

the Periofieum that invffts them.

Some Bones have large C witics in them, as Os

Humeri, and Fcmoris, the Ulna and Badtus, Libia

and Fibula, the Bones ofthe Metacarpus and Meta-

tarfus,
of the Fingers and Toes, and of the Os

Hyoides 5
to which may be added, the lower Jaws

;

though the Cavity compared with the magnitude

of the Bone hardly defervesto be ffiled large : Be-

fides thefe large Cavites which are in the infide of

the Bones, there are ieffer Cells or Caverns in their

Subftance, which are found in all the Bones, even

thofe which have a large Cavity. But of thefe be-

fore, when we fpoke of the Diftribution of the

Marrow. '
. . T

Befides the large Cavites and Caverns in the In-

fide or Subftance of the Bones, moft have Super-

ficial Cavities or Sinus’s which Dr. Havers diftin-

guiflies into Sulci cir Forrows (which are the long

ones; and Pits, as he calls the fhorter ones. And

they have befides, Holes for the Nutritious and Me-

dullary Veffels, as was.but juft now obferved.

On the outfide of the Bones there are alfo to be

obferved, their Prominences or Protuberances, of

which there be two kinds ;
for it is either a continu-

ed part of the Bone jetting manifeftly above its

plain Superficies, for the more commodious infer-

*ion of the Mufcles, &c. and is called Apophyfis, a

Proofs j or elfe it is like an additional Bone grow-

i
ing to another by fimple and immediate Contigui-
ty, (and generally fofter and more porous than itj

and is called Epiphyfis,zn Appendage. If the Protu-
berance of the Bone be round it is called its Caput $
under which is the Cervix

, as in the upper end of
the Thigh-Bone : If it be flat, it is called Condylus 3
if lharp, Corone, from the fimilitude they have to
other things, as Styloides

,
Coracoides

.

1 heir Vfes are many ; for they ferve, 1 . For the
Firmitude and Suftentation ofthe Body, like Beams
and Pillars in Houfes. z . For a Defence to fome
Parts j fo the Skull defends the Brain, the Ribs the
Parts contained in the Breaft. 3. For Progrefliois

or Walking, of which they with the Mufcles are
the ©nly Inftruments. 4. They give Shape to the
Parts of the Body. Thefe arc their general Ufesj
as to their particular Ules, thofe will be {hewn as
we deferibe them feverally,

BONIS non amovendis,is the Writ to the Sheriff
of London

, &c. to charge him, that one condemn-
ed by Judgment in a Nation, and profccuting Writ
of Error, be not fuffered to remove his Goods un-
til the Error be try’d.

BONNET, in Fortification, is a certain Work
raifed beyond the Counterfcarp

,
having two Faces

which form a Saliant Angle, and as it were a final!

Ravelin without any Trench. The Height of this

Fortification is three Foot, and it is environ’d with
a double Row of Pallifadoes, ten or twlve Paces
diftant from each other. It hath a Parapet three

Foot high j and is like a little advanc’d Corps dtt

Guard.

BONNET a Prefire or the Priefi’s Cap, in For-
tification, is an Out-work having at the Head three
Saliant Angles, and* two Inwards : It differs from
the double Tenaille only in this, that its Sides in-

ftead of being Parallel are made like a Swallow’s
Tail, that is, narrowing or drawing clofe at the
Gorge, and opening at the Head.
BONNETS, in a Ship are fmall Sails fet on up-

on the Courfes, or her Main-Sail and Fore-Sail 5
when they are too narrow or (hallow to cloath the
Maft. The words are, Lace on the Bonnet

,
that is,

fallen it to the Courfe j Shake off the Bonnet
,
that is,

take it off the Courfe.

BOOM: That long piece ofTimber with which
the Clew of the Studding Sail is Spread out, is cal-

led, the Studding Sail-Boom. A Boom is alfo ufed
fometimes to fpread or Boom out the Clevo of the

M iin or Fore-Sail. The Seamen fay a Ship comes

Booming when Ihe makes all the Sail (he can. Alio

thofe Poles with Bullies or Baskets on the Top,
which are placed to diredlhow to fteer into aChan-
nel are called Booms, and by fome Beacons.

BOOTES,the Name of aNorthern Conftellation

of the fixed Sars ; of which one in the Skirt of his

Coat is called ArBurus, and is of the firft Light or

Magnitude. This Conftellation is alfo called Ar-
idophy lax, and confifts ot 34 Stars.

BORBORYGM,a rumbling Noifs in the Guts.

Blanchard.

BORDLANDS, is the Demefns which Lords
keep in their own Hands, for the maintenance of
their Board or Table.

BORDURE, a Term in Heraldry, for an An-
cient Difference in a Coat of Arms, whereby feve-

al Families of the fame Name, or Perfons bering

the fame Coat are dillinguifiied one from ano-

ther. ’Tis a cutting off from within the Efcut-

cheon all round ir, about -f of the Field ; and
if the Line that conftitutes the Bordure be ftrair.
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d the Bordure be plain, as they

11 it, then in Blazoning you mult

ly name theColour ofthtBordure,

here, he beareth Gules a Bordure
•

}
without faying a Plain Bordure.

are fometimes Engrailed, Gobo-

nated, Invested, Indented, Counter Company, Vairy,

Cbec(y : Which fee under thofe Words. If a Bor-

dure be charged with any Parts of Plants or Flo-

wers, they fay Verdoy ofTrefoiles, or whatever Flow-

er it be. If the Bordure confift of Ermins, Vairy,

Or any of the Furs, the TtxmisPurftew of Ermins.

If the Bordure be charged with Martlets, the Word
is, charged with an Enalyron of Martlets, &c.
BOREAL or Northern Signs, are the fix firft

Signs of the Zpdiack or thofe on the Northern fide

of the Equinoctial.

BOROUGH Englifh fa Term in Law) is a

cuftomary defeent of Lands or Tenements in fome

Places, whereby they come to the youngeft Son ;

or if the Owner have no Iflue, to his youngeft

Brother.

BOROW or Borough,fignifies with us a Corpo-

rate Town,that is not a City.

BOROG-HEAD or Head-borough, is the chief

Man of the Decury or Hundred,

BOSPHORUS (in Geography) is along narrow

Sea running in between two Lands, by which two

Continents are feparated g and by which way a

Gulf and a Sea, or two Seas have a Communica-

tion one with another, as the Thracian Bofphorus,

now called the Straits of Conftantinople.

BOTANICKS or Botany, is that part of the Art

of Medicine which deferibesand enumerates the

feveral Virtues of Plants ; and that part ofNatural

Hiftory which teaches rightly to diftinguilh the

feveral Kinds and fuborditiate Species of Plants,

Trees, Shrubs, &c. one from another, and which

gives juft DefcriptiOns of them. And he that is

accurate in this Art is called a good

BOTANIST : See Schemes of the feveral

kinds of Plants under the word Plant.

BOTHRION, the Name of a kindof hollow,

narrow, and hard Ulcer in the Eyes. Blanchard.

ar

ca

or

as

Oi

BORDURES,

BOTTONY, a Term in Heral-

dry for one oftheir Croffes of this

Figure, Argent a Crofs Bottony Sable

,

by the Name of Winwood.

or where-ever ’tis requifite to draw large Arches,5

BOW.SPRIT, is a kind of Maft, refting Hope-
ways on the Head of the main Stem, and having
its lower End faftned to the Partners of the Fore-
Maft, and farther fupported by the Fore-Stay : It
carries the Sprit-fail, Top-fail, and Jact^ftajfg and
its Length is the fame with the Foremaft.

BOWER, any Anchor carried at the Bow of
a Ship is called her Bower : There are ufually car-

ried 2 there, the firft and lecond Bower g but the
greateft Anchor is carried in the Hold.
BOWLING, or rather Bow-Line, is a Rope

faftned to the Leach, or middle part of the outfide

of the Sail; it is faftned in three or four parts of
the Sail, which is called the Bowling Bridle g bur
the Mi^en Bowling is faftned to the lower end of
the Yard. All Sails have it except Sprit-fail, and
Sprit-fail Topfail, and therefore thofe Sails cannot
be ufed dole by a Wind g for the ufe of the Bow-
ling is to make the Sails ftand fharp, or dole, of
by a Wind : The Words belonging to it are thele.

Sharp the Bowling, Hawl up the Bowling, Set fait
the Bowling, that is, pull it up hard, or hale it more
forward on • but when they fay, Safe the Bowling,

check, or run up the Bowlings they mean, let it

more flack.

BOWLING KNOT, is a Knot that will not
flip, by which the Bowling Bridle is faftned to the
Crengles,

BOWSE, a Sea Term, fignifying as much as
Hale or -Puli'. Thus haling upon a Tack, is called

Bowfng upon the Tack And when they would have
the Men pull all together they cry, Bowfe away.

BO'X.and Needle, is the application of a fmall
Compafs to a Theodelite, and is ufed in Surveyings

&c. to find out the Situation of Places, by the
pointing of one end of the Magnetical Needle to-

wards the North.

BOY, of an Anchor : See Buoy„

BOYAU, or Branch of the Trenches, in Fortifica-

tion, is a particular Ditch feparated from the main.
Trench, which in winding about enclofeth diffe-

rent Spaces of Ground, and runs parallel with the
W orks and Fences of the Body of the Place g fo
that when two Attacks are made near one to ano-
ther, the Boyau fometimes makes a communication
between the Trenches, and ferves as a Line of Con-
travallatiou not only to hinder the Sallies of the
Befiged, but alfo to fecure the Miners. But wheii
’tis a particular Cut that runs from the Trenches
to cover fome Spot of Ground, it is then drawn
parallel to the Works of the Place, that it may not
be Enfiladed g that is, that the Shot from the

Town may not fcoure along it.

BOW, ofa Shz'p, is that part of her which be-

gins at the Loof and compaffing Ends of the Stem,

and ends at the Sternmoft part of the Fore-Caftle.

If a fhip hath a Broad Bow, they call it a Bold

Bow : If fhe hath a narrow thin Bow, they fay fhe

hath a Lean Bow. The Piece of Ordnance that

lies in this place is called the BowPiece of Ordnanceg

and the Anchors that hang here are called her Great

or Little Bower.

BOW, a Mathematical Inftrument made in

Wood, formerly ufed by Seamen to take the Alti-

tude of the Sun.

BOW,alfo, is a Beam of Wood or Brafs with

three long Screws, that govern or diredt a Lath of

Wood or Steel to any Arch ;
ufed commonly to

draw Draughts of Ships, Projection of the Sphere,

BRACED, the Term in He-
raldy for the intermingling ofthree
Chevronells, thus g

A^ure, a Chief Or, and three
Chevronells Braced in the Bafe of
the Efcutcheon, by the Name of
Fitsfhughi

BRACES, are Ropes belonging to all the Yards
of a Ship except the Mizen, two to each Yard §
there is a Pendant feized to the Yard Arms,at wftofe
other end there is a Block, through which the
Brace is reeved, and their ufe is to Square the Vafd
that is, to fet it Square j to Brace the Yard, that is'

w bring it to either fide g to Traverfe the Taxi that



BRABRA
is, to fet it any way overthwart ; and to Bight the

Tard, that is, to bring it fo that it (hall ftand at

Right Angles with the Length of the Ship. All

Braces come afterward on, the Main Brace comes
to thePoo^, the Main 'Top-fail Brace to the Mi\en
top, and thence to the Main Shrouds ;

the Fore and

Fore-tsp-fail Braces come down by the Main and

Main-top fail Stays ;
and fo of all the reft. But the

Mi\en Bowling fervesfora Brace to that Yard,and

the Crofs-JacJgBraces are brought forwards to the

MainShrouds whenever aShip fails clofe by aWind.

BRACHLEUS Externus, is a Mufcle of the

Cubit,which feems to be the third beginning of the

Gemellus ; its Origination is continued from above

the middle of the inferiour and back part of the

Os Humeri to its Cavity, which receives the Ole-

cranium Extenfion of the Cubit, where joining with

the Tendinous Outfide of the Gemellus, it is inferr-

ed with it as abovefaid;

BRACHLEUS Interims, is a Mufcle of the

Cubit, which derives its Name from its Situation,

lying partly under the Biceps : It arifeth flefhy from

the Internal Part of the Os Humeri, at the Inlertion

of the Deltoides and Coracobrachialis Mufcles, and

defcending over the Juncture of the Cubit with the

Arm-bone, it’s inferred partly Flefhy and partly

Tendinous to the Superior and Forepart of the

Vina : Its ufe is to help bend the Cubit

.

BRACHIOLUM, is a kind of Index or Label

put upon Aftrolabes and other Projections of the

Sphere ;
and by iome Englifh Writers is called a

Creeping Index.

BRACHYCATALECTICK Verfe : See Dep0~

fition.

BRACHYGRAV'HY, is the Art of Short-hand.

BRACKETS (in a Ship) are fmall Knees fer-

ving to fupport the Galleries $
and fo thofo Tim-

bers are called that fupport theGratings in theHead.

BRADYPEPSY, is flow Digeftion, proceeding

from a depraved Difpofition of the Acid Ferment in

the Stomach. Blanchard.

BRAILS, are fmall Ropes reeved thro’ Blocks

which are feized on either fide the Ties, a little

diftance off, upon the Yard ;
fo that they come

down before the Sails of a Ship, and are faftned

at the Skirt of the Sail to the Crengles. Their ufe

is, when the Sail is furled a-crols, to hale up its

Bunt, that it may the more readily be taken up or

let fall. Thefe Brails belong only to the twoCourfes

and to the Mizen Sail. The word is,IIale up the

Brails, or which is all one, Brail up the Sails
;
for

the meaning is, that the Sail fhould be haled up,

in order to be furled, or bound clofe to the Yard.

BRAIN (fee Cerebrum and Cerebellum) in the ge-

neral Senfe of the Word, is taken for all the foft

Subftance which is contained within the whole

Skull, and which the Greeks comprehended under

the Word \y.%U>a.b.o.

,

It is the general Organ of

Senfe, in which the Soul, the Governour of the

Body, perceives and judgeth ofthe Senfations of all

the Sentient Parts ; and out of which, as out of a

Fountain, it communicateth the Animal Spirits

(bred in the Brain) by the Dudts and Rivulets of

the Nerves to all the Sentient Parts of the Body ;

and thereby endows them with the Faculty of per-

forming Animal Adtions.

The Brain being of fo loofe a Subftance, and

the Skull wherein it is inclofed fo hard that the Saw

or Chizel are neceflary to break through it, the

Brain muft needs be very much ihattred or con-

cuffed thereby ;
and after the Skull is divided, in

fhe very pulling of it off, the vafcular Connexion

I

of the Dura Mater, and it with the Pin Mater and
Brain (and that alfo of the one with the other)
being torn in funder, the Parts into which Yeffels
are inferred, are neceflarily much violated : And
Iaftly, after the Covers are removed, feveral parts
of the Brain being of luch difficult accefs, that o-
thers muft be quite fpoiled, before one can come to
a view of them, and thefe alfo thereby in part vio-
lated : Upon all thefe accounts a true Anatomv of
the Brain, as to its Contiguities, Connections, Ca-
vities or Ventricles, &c. muft be very difficult j
fo that ’tis no wonder the Obfervation of Anato-
mifts are fo different, and fo oppofite to one an-
other. But this by the bye- let us next difcourfe
of tqe Brain more generally.

If by Brain we underhand the whole ’Enipcr.\o$

(or all that which is contained within the Skull) it

is not of one Subftance, but divers ; and is diftin-

guifhed by the particular Names of the Cerebrum

$

( in fpecial) th^Cerebellum and thcMedu/la oblongata.

Nor is the Cerebrum
(
properly fo called) it felf of a

like Subftance, butconfifting of a Cortical and
Medullar Part (called Corpus Callofum) and thefe

differ in their Nature, Colour and Confidence.
Which difference Malpighius thus defcribes : The
Cortex (being ofan Afh colour) he fays, is Glandu-
lous : The outfide of the Glands is covered with
the Pia Mater

,
and its Blood-Veffels, which pe-

netrate deep into their Subftance
; (each Gland

having a Twig of both an Artery and a Vein :)

Their inner fide fends forth a white Nervous Fibre^,

like a proper VefleJ, as it Were, fo far as their

Brightnefs and Whitenefs permit one to difcover.

Thefe Fibres make up all the Pith (or Corpus Callo-

fum) which is of a more clofe and folid Subftance'

than the Cortex. They are flattifhly round, and
are not unlike thofe white Bodies, or Intejlinulas
which the Tefticles are made up of j

and in the

Ventricles of the Brains of Fifh they are fo ap-

parent, that if you hold them betwixt you and the

Light, they reprefent the fmall Teeth of an Ivory
Comb. He faith, they are inferred by their Ends
into (or rather arife out of) theCortex or Afh-colour-

ed outer part of the Brain, and feem all of them
to have their egrefs out of (or rather ingrefs into)

the Trunk of the Spinal Marrow within the Skull.

Whether they be hollow or not, or whether as

they are collected into a Bundle, they have not

Pores and Interftices arifing therefrom, which tranf-

mit a peculiar Juice into the Nerves continued to

them, he leaves undetermined ; becaufe they nei-

ther admit of Ligature, nor can Senfe make any
difcovery thereof. Dr. Bjdley Cfrom Lewenhoecf)

offers at a yet finer Defcription of thefe two Parts

of the Brain, which the curious Reader may find

in his Anatomy of the Brain, P„ 89, Gfe. For the

other Parts of the Encephalos, viz. tht Cerebcl and
Medulla Oblongata. See thefe words.

The Brain receives Blood by Arteries derived-

from the Carotides and Cervical, whole Capillaries

are difperfed chiefly through its Cortical Parr.

Thefe Arteries are fo large and numerous, that a
third part, at leaft, of the whole Mafs of Blood is

conveyed hither by them ; which feeing through
the fmallnefs of the Brain it cannot be confumed in

its Nutrition, Malpighius thinks it probable, that

the Coagulative (or Concrefcible) Serum is filtred

as it were in the Cortex, (or Glandulous Parr) of
the Brain from the Arterial Blood, and that the

Fibres ofthe Corpus Callofum, as fomany Roots im-
planted into the faid Cortex, imbibe this Serum and
convey it to the Medulla Oblongata as the Trunk

from

I
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from whence it is derived into the Nerves as the

Branches,and is derived and is there theSuccusNervo-

if not the Animal Spirit it felf. Part nouriih.es the

Brain it felf, and what is fuperfluous to both thefe

ufes, is partly refumed by the Veins of the Meninges

(whofe Twigs reach all the leveral Glands of the

Cortex)
and partly repolked in the Sinus of the

Dura Mater,
by the Arteries themfelves, out of

which it is reforbed by the Internal Branches of

the Jugulars, and thereby conveyed back to the

Heart. The Arteries inofculate one with another

(e. e. the Right Carotides with the Left; and fo

do the Veins alfo ; but not the Arteries with the

Veins. It is from the Pulfe ofthe Arteries altoge-

ther, that the beating (or Syitole and Diajiole as it

were) of the Brain proceedeth.

A Man of all living Creatures hath the biggeft

Brain j for it weigheth four or five Pound in fome,

and is as big again as an Ox’s Brain.

The outer Surface is full ofWindings, like thole

of the Guts, which are feverally inverted with the

Via Mater, as alfo tied together by it. The whole

Brain is much of the fame Shape with the Head,

vi%. roundilh, but with bunchings out towards the

Forehead.

BRANCH of the Trenches: See Boyan.

BREACH, in Fortification, is the Ruins which

are made in any part of the Works of a Town,

(3c. either by playing Cannon, or fpringing Mines,

in order to ftorm the Place, or take it by AlTauit.

They fay. Make good the Breach, Fortifie the

Breach with Cbevaux de Frife, Make a Lodgment

on the Breach ;
Clear the Breach, or move away

the Rubbilh of it, (3c.

BREAK Ground, in Fortification, fignifies, to

begin the Works for carrying on the Siege about

a Town or Fort.

BREAMING, of a Ship : See Brooming.

BREAST-FAST, a Rope in a Ihip made fart

to fome part of her forward-on, to hold fart her

Head to a Warp, or the like.

BREAST-HOOKSS, in a Ihip, are the Compaf-

fing Timbers before, which help
;
to ftrengthen her

Stem, and all her Fore-part.

BREST-ROPES, in a Ship, are thofe which

fatten the Parrels to the Yards.

BREAST-WORKS, the fame with Parapet

.

BREDWITE (in Law) feems to have been that

Impofirion of Fines or Amerciaments for Defaults

in the Adite of Bread.

BREECHINGS ;
fo the Seamen call thofe

Ropes with which they lajh faji or fatten their

great Guns to the Ship fides*

BREEZE, a Ihifting Wind, blowing from the

Sea or Land for fome certain Hours of the Day or

Nit hr.

BREGMA or Pregma
#
is the Fore-head Bone,

according to fome Writers, but its rather the Sinci-

put.

BREVE, the fame with Brief.

BREVE Perquirere, to purchafe a Writ or Li-

cence of Trial in the King’s Court, by the plaintiff,

qui breve perquifivit. Hence the prefent ufage of

paying 6 s. and i d. where the Dept is 40 /. and
1 8 s. where the Debt is 1 00 /. and fo upward in

Suits of Money due upon Bond.
BREVE Redo, a Writ of Right, or Licence for

a Perfon ejected, to fue for the PoiTeflion of an
Eftate detained from him.

BREVE- VAS, a Ihort Vein patting from the

Stomach to the Veiny Branch of the Spleen, ’Tis

commonly called the Vas Breve .

BREVIBUS (3 Rptulis liberandis, is a Writ or
Mandate to a Sheriff, to deliver unto the new She-
riff, chofen in his room, the County with the ap-
purtenances, una cum Rptulis Brevibus • and ail

other things belonging to that Office.

BREVIS, alio is the Name for one of the Mu-
fcles of the Radius, ferviog to turn the Palm of the
Hand upwards.

BRIBORS (a French Law term) fignifying one
that pilfereth another Man’s Goods.
BRICOLS, are by fome faid to be Engines for*

rherly ufed to batter the Walls of the Towns of
Cattles.

BRIDGE Flying, a Term in Fortification * See
Pont Volant.

BRIEF (or Breve) a Term in Law, fignifying

Procefs that iffues out of the Chancery or other

Courts, commanding the Sheriff to fummon or at-

tack A, to anfwer to the Suit ofB, &c. Butmore
largely it is taken for any precept of the King in

Writing under Seal, ilfuing out of any Court,
whereby he commands any thing to be done for

the furtherance of Juftice and good Order.

BRIGADE, is a party or Divifion of a Body of
Soldiers, whether Horfe or Foot. There are two
forts of Brigades according to the French way of
accounting. (1.) A Brigade of an Army, which is

a Body ofHorfe confifting of ie or u Squadrons,
or a Body of Foot of 5 or 6 Battalions : And
this way an Army is fometimes divided into eight
Brigades , four of Horfe, and four of Foot. 2. A
Brigade of a Company of Cavalry is its thirdParr,

when it confifts only of 50 Officers ; but its fixth

Part when of 100. Grand Didionairc Franqoife.

BRIGADIER, is he thatcommands any Brigade„

BRIGANTINE, is a fmall light Veflel which,
can both Row and Sail well, and is either for

Fighting or giving Chafe : It hath about 12 or 15
Benches for the Rowers, one Man to a Bench

; all

the Hands aboard are Soldiers, and each one hath
his Musket lying ready under his Oar. Great Fr„

Did. ofArts and Sciences.

BRISURE, a Term by fome Writers of Forti-

fication, for a Line extended in Length from four
to five Fathom, which is allowed to the Curtain
and Orillon to make a hollow Tower, or to cover
the concealed Flank.

BRODE Halpeny, or Broad Hilf-peny, or Bord-
hal-pcny (a Term in Law) fignifying, to be quit
of certain Cuftoms exacted for fetting up of Tables
or Boards in Fairs or Markets j and thofe that

were freed by the King’s Charter of thisCuftom,
had this Word putin their Letters Patents $ by rea-

fon whereof, at this Day, the Freedom it felf, for

brevity of Speech, is called Broad Hal-peny.

BROKEN Ray, or Ray of Refradion, in Diop-
tricks, is a Right Line, whereby the Ray of Inci-

dence changeth its Redtirude, or is broken in tra-

verfing the fecond Medium, whether it be thicker

or thinner.

BRONCHOCELE, is a Tumour in.the Top or
the Middle Fiftulous Part ofthe Wind-Pipe. Rian*
chard.

BRONCHOTOMY, is the Sedion of the
Wind-Pipe in a Membranous Part betwixt two of
the Rings" It is ufed to prevent Suffocation in
People troubled with a Squinancy or Quinfy.

BRONCHUS, is the Middle Fiftulous Parc of
the Wind-Pipe, whofe Fore Part is made up of fo

many little Rings
5
the upper Part is called Larynx,

O smi
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and the under Veficularis. It ferves for the Modu-
lation of the Voice, and in Refpiration.

The Ramifications of the Afpera Arteria or

Wind-Pipe ail over the Lungs, are called the !?;-£>«-

chia of the Lungs.

BROOMING, or Breaming of a Ship,
is burn-

ing off the Filth fire hath contracted on her Sides,

with Straw, Reeds, &c. when fire is on a Ca-

reen, or on the Ground ; fo that this is a kind of

Graving.

BRUDGBOTE, or Bridgebote, a Law Term,

fignifying to be quit of giving Aid to the Repair

of Bridges.

BRUMAL, is that which comes in Winter ; as

the Brumal Soljlice
,
as fome call the Winter one.

BRUSK : See Tenny.

BUBO, is the Groin, or Place from the Bend-

ing of the Thigh to the Privy Parts j alfo a Tu-

mour in the Groins, proceeding from the Pox or

Peftilence. Blanchard.

BUBONOCELE, is a Rupture, when the In-

teftines fall into the Groin, or the outmoft Skin of

the Scrotum : Sometimes it taken for a Bubo or

Swelling. Blanchard.

BUCCELLATION, by fome Chymifts* figni-

fies a dividing into Gobbets.

BUCCINATOR, is the round circular Mufcle

of the Cheeks, thin and membranous, interwo-

ven with various Fibres, and infeparably girt a-

boutwith the Tunick of the Mouth. Cajferiui

has obferved a certain ftrong Band that grows out-

wardly in the Center of this Mufcle ,
which

fpreading it felf about the Cheek-bone, is termi-

nated in a little flender Mufcle dire&ly oppofite to

that Part of the Face called Bucca : It arifes from

the Upper Jaw-bone, and is faftned in the Lower,

at the Roots of the Gums. Its tjfe is to move

the Cheeks with the Lips ; and ferves as a Hand

to the Teeth, whilft it tofies the Meat too and fro,

and throws it upon the Teeth, that it may be more

exactly chewed. This Mulcle hath the Name
of Buccinator from its forcing out the Breath of

Trumpeters. Mr. Cowper faith, it fprings not from

the Ends of the Upper, nor ends in that of

the Under Jaw, nor is it of that Figure which

vulgar Anatomifts pretend, nor intermix’d with

various Orders of Fibres ; but that it arifes broad

and flefhy from the Fore Part of the Procejfw Corona:

of the lower Jaw, and from hence proceeding with

dired Fibres, it adheres to the Gums of both the

Jaws, and is fo inferred to the Angle of the Lips.

Befidesits ufe in blowing the Trumpet, Horn, &c.

it pulls the Mouth to one Side.

BUCOLICKS, are Pafioral Songs or Poems,

fuch as the Eclogues of Virgil, and the Idyls of The-

ocritus.

BUDGE Barrels, are fmall Barrels filled with

Gun-powder, having a Purfe or Cafe of Leather

made faft over their Head to prevent the Powder’s

taking Fire ;
they are ufed to carry the Powder in

a-board a Ship. ......
BULBOUS Spots, are fuch as are defcnbed in

the Word Bulbus.

BULBUS, in Botany, fignifies the round Root

of a Plant encompaffed about with many Coats

(like an Onion) one within another ; or elfe fet

round thick with many fmall Scales j and which

fends out many Strings or Fibres from the Bottom

of the Bulb, or Bafe of the Root.

BULIMOS, or an Ox-like Appetite, that is,

when the Hunger is fomewhat greater than that

which is called Fames Canina
, ot when the Sto-

mach craves, but cannot receive, whereas in the
other Cafe the Earing is anfwerable to the Appe-
tite. Blanchard.

BULK of a Ship
,

is her whole Content in the
Hold for the Stowage of Goods.
BULK-HEADS, are Partitions made a-crofs a

Ship with Boards of Timber, whereby one Parc
is divided from another. The Bul\-head afore is

the Partition between the Fore- Caftle and Grating
in the Head, and in which are the Chafe Ports

.

BULLION, is takfn for Gold or Silver in the
Mafs or Billet

; it is alfo the Place where Gold or
Silver is brought to be tried and exchanged,.
BULRUSH-BRIDGE, in Fortification* is a

Bridge made ofmany Bundles of Bulrufhes' bound
together and covered with Planks, to feeure a Paf-
fage over the Boggs, Marfhes and Fenny Places.
BULWARK, much the fame (anciently) with

a Bafton in Fortification : Which fee.

BUNT of a Sail, is the middle Part of it,
1

which is purpofely formed into a kind of Bag or
Cavity, that the Sail thay receive the more Wind z

It is chiefly ufed in Top-fails ; for Courfes are for
the molt part cut Square, or at leaft with a fmall
Allowance for Bunt or Compafs. They fay the
Bunt holds much Leeward Wind, i. e. the Bunt
hangs too much to Leeward.
BUNT-LINES, are fmall Lines made faft to

the Bottom of the Sails in the middle Part of the
Bolt-Pope to a Crengle, and fo are reaved thro"

a fmall Block fenced to the Yard; their ufe is to
trice up the Bunt of the Sail for the better furling

of it up.

BUOY : A Buoy at Sea is a Piece of Wood or
a Barrel faftned fo as to float diredtly over the An-
chor, that fo the Men that go in the Boat to weigh
the Anchor may certainly know where it lies. The
Term of Art is Stream the Buoy, that is, let the
Anchor fall while the Ship has way. From hence
the Word Buoyant fignifies any thing that is float-

ing or floatable.

To buoy up a Cable, is to faften fome Piece of
Wood or Barrel, &c. to the Cable near the An-
chor, that the Cable may not touch the Ground
when they fufpetft the Ground to be foul (that is.

Rocky) leaft the Cable ffoould be fretted and
cut off.

BUOYS, are alfo ufed atSea to difcover Rocks
and Shelves, by being faftned over them.
BURBREACH (a Term in Law) is to be quit

of Trefpaffes committed againft the Peace in City;

or Borough.

BURGAGE, is a Tenure proper to Cities, Bo-
roughs and Towns, whereby the Burghers, Citi-

zens or Townfmen, hold their Lands or Tenements
of the King, or other Lords, for a certain Yearly
Rent.

BURGMQTE, is a Court of a Borough or
City.

BURGHBOTE, is a Contribution towards the
Building or Repairing of fome Caftles or Walls of
Defence, or towards the Building of a Borough or
City : From which Duty feveral Perfons had ob-
tained an Exemption by the Ancient Charters of
our Saxon Kings ; whence the Word is often taken
for the Liberty or Exemption from fuch Cuftoma*
ry Service.

BURGLARY, naturally fignifies the Robbing
of a Hottfe, but in a Legal Senfe is a Felonious en-

cring

* ;
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tring into another Man's Dwelling; wherein fome

Perion is, or into a Church in the Night-time, to

the End to commit fome Felony, or to Kill fome

Man, or to Steal fomewhat thence, or do fome o-

ther Felonious Acft, albeit he-executes not the fame.

BURNING-GLASS. One Mr. Villete made a

Metalline Burning Concave at Lyons in Frame, of

a round Figure, 30 Inches Diameter, and of a-

bout 1 00 lb. weight. The Focus or burning Point

being diftant from the Concave above 3 Foot; and

Its Bignefs, that of 4 of a Louis d'Or : It would

melt Iron in 40 Seconds, Silver in 24, Copper in

42; and turn’d Quarry Stone into Glafs in 45,

and Mortar in 5 2 Seconds : It melted a piece of

Watch Spring of Steel in 9 Seconds, Phil. Tranf.

N. 6 .

After that Villete made another of 34 Inches Di-

ameter, which would melt all forts of Metals of

the thicknels of a Crown Piece in lefs than a Mi-

nute, and vitrifie Brick in the fame time. Phil.

Franfail. N. 49.

Francis Smithmck, Efq; F.R. S. produced be-

fore the Royal Society, Febr.vj. 1 66|, 2 Burning

Concave Glalfes, of a Figure not Spherical; one

of 6 Inches Diameter, and its Focus 3 Inches diftant

from the Center; the other of the fame Diameter

but lefs Concave, and its Focus 1 o Inches diftant.

Thole when approached to a large Candle lighted,

did fomewhat warm the Faces of fuch as were

4 or 5 Foot diftant at leaft ; and when held to the

Fire, burned Gloves and Garments at 3 Foot dift-

ance from the Fire : He did alio with the deeper of

them, in the pfeience of Bifhop PVard, turn a Piece

of Wood into Flame in 1 o Seconds of Time, and

with the fhallower in 5 Seconds, in Autumnf
about

9 in the Morning, and the Weather gloomy. Phil.

Tranfail. N. 33.

BURNING-ZONE : See %one.

BURSALIS : Vid. Marfupialis.

BURTON, on Board a Ship, is a fmall Tackle

to be faftned any where at pleafure, confuting of

two fingle Pulleys: Its ufe is to hoift fmall things in

or out ; and this will purchafe more than a fingle

L
Tackle with two Blocks. '

BUST, is a Term in Sculpture, fignifying a Fi-

gure or Statue of but one half of a Human Body

;

the Head, Shoulders and Breaft appear, but no

Arms, arid i: is made tapering from the Breaft

downwards:
BUSTROPHE, i.e. Bourn Verfatio, the turning

of Oxen when they Plow the Ground : This (as

BUT
Marius Viftorinus tells us) was the Antient manner of
Writing among the Inmans, who at firft writ as it

were in Furrows, the firft Line beginning at the

Left-hand went to the Right, and then the fecond
beginning at the Right-hand was continued back
to the Left ; and lo it lookt like the Furrows of
Land Plowed by Oxen.
BUTT, in the Sea Language, is the End of a-

ny Plank which joins to another on the outfide of a
Ship under Water; and therefore when a Plank is

loofe at one end, they call it Springing a Butt$ to

prevent which, Ships are ufually bolted at the Butt
Heads, that is, at the Planks End.
BUTTER of Antimony, or as fome call it, the

Ice Oyl Of that Mineral is a great Cauflick^madeby
uniting the Acid Spirits of Sublimate Corrofive with.

Regulus of Antimony, thus.

> Six Ounces of the Regulus is mix’d with a Pound
of Sublimate, both powdered, and then the mat-
ter is put into a Glafs Retort, whofe half mult be
empty ; Diftill in Sand with a fmall Fife at firft, a
little clear Oyl; then encreafe the Fire, and a white
thick Liquor like Butter will come forth ; which if

a Pan of Coals be not applyed to melt it, will choak
up, and it may be, break the Neck of the Recei-
ver; continue the Fire till the Red Vapours come,

1

Then nhlute the Receiver, and if you have a mind
to recover the Mercury, apply another filled with
Water in its room, the Qmckfilver will run over in-

to the Water. This Butter of Antimony is ufed to
eat Proud Flefh, and to cleanfe Ulcers.

BUTTER of Tin, is made after the fame man-
ner, of one part of Tin in Powder andfthree parts
of Sublimate Corrofive

; and what is very ftrange
of this Jovial Butter, it is continually emitting
Fumes, or Smoaking.
BtJTTOCK of a Ship, is that part of her which

is herBreadth right a Stern from theTack upwards j
according as a Ship is built broad or narrow at the
Tranfom, file is faid to have a broad or a narrow
Buttock.

BUTTRESS, is an Arch or Mafs of Stone fer-

ving to fupport the fides of a Building, Wall,
on the outfide : They are chiefly ufed in fuch Bull®
dings as are of the Gothick manner.
BY-LANDER, See Belandre.

^
BY-LAWS, are Orders made in Court-Leets or

Court-Barons by common confent, for the good of
thofe that exa<5t them, and which extends farther
than the Publick Law binds. Blunt.

BYQJJARTILE, the fame with Biqumilea
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C ABALLINE Alices, is a coixrfer fore, which

being generally ufed by Farriers to purge

Hories, is called by this Name of Caballine

Alices.

CABLE of a Ship, is (as is well known) a great

Rope of 3 Strands
,
which being faftened to the

Anchor holdeth the Ship faft when (lie rides. The
Sea Terms about it are, x. The Cable is well laid

,

that is, is well wrought or made. z. Serve the

Cable
,
or Plat the Cable

,
that is, bind it about

with Ropes, Clouts, &c to keep it from galling

'in the Hawfe. 3. To fplice a Cable
,

is to make
two Pieces fall: together, by working the feveral

Strands of the Rope one into another; 4. To

Quoile the Cable, is to roll it up round in a Ring,

of which the feveral Rolls one upon another are

called Cable Tire. 5. They fay. Pay more Cable,

that is, let it more out from the Ship, that the

Boatwhich carries the Anchor may the more eafi-

Iy drop it into the Sea; and fometimes they fay

Pay cheap the Cable (f e.) put or hand it out apace.

In the fame Senfe, as Pay more Cable, they fay

alfo Veer more Cable, that is, hand or let more out.

When two Cables are fpliced together, ’tis called

A Shottof a Cable.

CABOSED (Spanijh) the Term in Heraldry for

the Head of any Beafts, being cut off juft behind

the Ears by a Section parallel to the Face, or by a

perpendicular Section; whereas Couping is ufually

expreffed by an Horizontal one, and is never fo

dofeto the Ears as Cabofing.

CABURNS fin a Ship) are Lines uled to bind

Cables withal; they are ufually made of Pope

Tarn or Spun Yarn.

CACATORIA Febris, is an intermittent Fever,

(fo called by the famous Sylvius) accompanied with

a violent Purging, which is Sometimes griping and

very painful, extreamly afflufting and weakning

to the Patient.

CACHECTICUS, is one that has an ill Habit

of Body."

CACHEXY, is an ill Habit of Body, proceed-

ing from a bad Difpofition of the Fluids and Hu-
mours ;

whence lingring Fevers, Confumptions

and Dropfies are contracted : In this Difeafe the

Face is often Pale and Difcoloured, and the Body
big and fwoln. Cachexia, taken alfo in a large

Senfe, is oppofite to and as a good Habit of

Body is common to all lound Parts, fo an ill one

is propagated by all the ill Parts. Stricftly, Cachexy

is only taken for an ill Difpofition of the Habit of

the Body ; and Euexia, on the contrary, for a good

Difpofition of the Humours, or Blood, and Body.

Blanchard.

CACOCHYMY, is the abundance of ill Hu-
mours in the Blood ; and it is either Ulcerous,

Bilious, Pituitous, Melancholick, Acid, Salt or

Sharp. Blanchard.

CACOETHES, Chironium View, or Telephium ;

is a Diieafe or Ulcer beyond Cure, which is called

a Malignant Vlcer ; this happens when an Ulcer

is Callous or Sinuous, under which there fome-

times lie little putrified Bones that have fallen

down. Blanchard,

CADENCE, or Clofe, in Mufick, is a kind of

Conclufion of the Tune, which is made of all the

Parts together in divers Places of any Key,

C A L

CADUCUS Morbus, or the Epilepjy, is a Con-
vulfive Motion of all the Parts of the Body, more
efpecially in the Hands and Feet, accompanied
with a Deprivation of the Inward and Outward
Senfes.

CJECUM Inteftinum, the Blind Gur, fo called

becaufe one End of it is fhut up, infomuch that the
Faces and Chyle both come in and go out at the
fame Orifice. Its Ufe in Man is obfeure, as be-
ing very fmall and commonly empty.

CiESAREAN SeBion, the cutting open of a
Woman’s Belly or Womb, to make way for the
Child to be taken out.

CiESURA, in Grammar, is when in a Latin’

or Greek Verie there remains a Syllable after a
Foot,and that Syllable ends the Word. Of this they
reckon four forts, Triemimeris

, Penthemimeriss
Hepihemimeris and Enneemimeris : Which fee.

If it were not for this Crefura, few Verfes could
be made to run well; as is plain in thefe two*,

where there is no Crefura at all,

Aursa Carmina, full, feribis, maxims •datum

Vrbemfortem ccepit nuper fortitor Heftis. .

CAISSON, or Superficial Fourneats
,
is a Wood-

en Cafe or Cheft, into which 3, 4, 5 or 6 Bombs,
according to the Execution they are to do, or as

the Ground is firmer or loofer (fometimes the

Cheft is only filled with Powder) when the Be-
figed difpute every Foot of Ground, this Caiffon

is buried under fome Work the Enemy intends to

poflefs himfelf of, and when he is Mafter of it,

they fire it by a Train conveyed in a Pipe, and fo

blow them up. Thus they fay after the Mine had
deftroyed the Bonnet, A Caiffon was buried under

the Ground thrown up, and the Enemy advancing to

make a Lodgement on the ftuins of the Bonnet, the

Caiffon was fired, and blew up the Poft thefecond

time.
!

'
.

CAISSON, is alfo a covered Waggon to carry

Bread or Ammunition.

CALAMUS Scriptorius, is a certain Dilatation

in or about the 4th Ventricle of the Brain, whole
lower Part is inferted into the Medulla Oblongata,

making there a Cavity in Shape of a Pen ; whence
it was anciently called Calamus Scriptorius.

CALCANEUS, or Os Calcis, the Heel Bone, is

a Bone of the Tarfus ; it lies under the Aftragalius,

to which it is articulated by the Ginglymus. Behind

it has a large Protuberance which makes the Heel,

and into which the Tendo Achillis is inferted ; and

Before it has a Cavity which receives a Part of the

Os Cubiforme.

CALCHOIDEA, are three little Bones in the

Foor, which, wiih others, make up that Part of the

Eoot fucceeding the Ancle; and Fallopius calls

them Cuneiformia
,

becaufe they are made like

Wedges.
CALCINATION, is the Solution of a mix’d

Body into Powder by Fire, or any corroding

things, as Mercury, Aquafortis, &c. and when Horns,

Bones, Hoofs, &c. are hanged over boiling Water

(or other Liquor) rill they have loft their Mucilage

and will cafily be powdered, this, by fome Chy-

miffs, is called Calcination Philofophical,

CAL-

A
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CALCINATION of Copper : See JEs VJlum.

CALCINATION of Flints, of of Ghryjlal, Peb-

bles, is made by heating them red hot, and then

halting them, whilft fo, into cold Water or Vine-

gar ; for after this is done^p or 5 times, they will

be very friable, and eafily powdered, for which

end they are calcined.

CALCINATION of Leaf, melt the Mettle in

an Earthen Pan unglazed, keep it ftirred over the

Fire with a Spatula, till it be reduced into a Pow-

der. This is what they call Calx of Lead

,

and by

this M^ns the Metal is made more open and fit to

be wrought upon by Acids. Lead, as well as Tin,

fenfiby encreafes its Weight in Calcination.

CALCINATION of Tin. Put Engiijh Tin into

a large Earthen Pan unglazed in a great Fire, and

then the Tin will melt ; continue the Fire very

ftrong for 36 Hours, ftirring the Matter with an

Iron Spatula from time to time
; then take it off

the Fire and letitcool, and you will have the Calx

of Tin. The Tin will encreafe its Weight in this

Operation, for 32 Ounces of Metal will yield 34
Ounces of Calx.

CALCINATION of Vitriol, is ulually of the

Green fort 3 'tis put over the Fire in an Earthen

tjnglazed Pan ;
the Vitriol will diffolve into a

kind of Water ;
then ’tis boiled till the Moifture

be confumed, or till it return into a greyifh Mafs.

This is called Vitriol Calcined to Whitenefs. Then

if it were kept long over a ftrong Fire-, it Would

turn Red, and is then called Colcotbar.

CALCIS: See Calcaneus.

CALCULATION of Clock, and Watchwork'-

See Clock and Watch-work.

CALCULUS Differentiate, is the Arithmetick

of the infinitely fmall Differences between variable

Quantities : This, in England, we call the Arith-

rnetick. of Fluxions : See Fluxions.

CALCULUS Integrate, is the Method of find-

ing the proper flowing Quantity of any given Flux-

ion ; and is the Reverfe of the Calculus Differenti-

ate, which finds the Fluxion from the flowing

Quantity.

CALENDAR, or Almanack

,

is a Political Du
ftribution of Time accommodated to Ufe, and

taken from the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies

:

Of this kind are thofe Annual Books wherein the

Days of the Month, the Feftivals, the Sign the

Sun is in, the Suns Riling and Setting, the Chan-

ges of the Moon, &c. are exhibited ; which we
alfo call Almanacks. But the Word Calender feems

to come from the Calendar, which, amongft the-

Romans, were the firft Days of every Month.
There have been many Corrections and Refor-

mations of the Calendar

:

The firft was made by

Numa Pompilius ; and this afterwards was much
improved by Julius Cafar, and was by him called

the Julian Account, which, in our Nation, and
iome other Places, is ftill retained, and is called

Old Style.

Pope Gregory the XHIth pretended to reform it

again, and ordered his Account to be curranr,

as it ftill is in all the Roman Catholick Countries,

where ’tis called the Gregorian Calendar
;

‘ and with

us New Style

:

It now begins eleven Days before

ours.

A particular Account of the Nature of the Juli-

an and Gregorian Account, fee in a Book called

The Julian and Gregorian Tear

:

And how both are

pretended to be reform’d, lee in a ftitcht Pamphlet
called The Reformed Calendar ; Printed fcr Sam.

CAL
ManHup' at the Ship near the Royal Exchangge
Cornhill, 1701.

CALENDAR Afironomical • See Agronomical
Calendar.

CALENDS ; fo the Romans call’d the firft Days
of very Month, from the Greek Word Kafiv, vo-
co, to call

j
becaufe anciently counting theirMonths

by the Motion of the Moon, there was a Prieft ap-
pointed to oblerve the Times of the New Moon -

who having feen it, gave Notice to the Prefidenr
over the Sacrifices, and he called the People toge-
ther, and declared unto them how they muft reck-
on the Days until the Nones

,
pronouncing 5 times

the Word v.ahte, if the Nones happened on the

5 th Day, or 7 times if they happened on the 7th
Day of the Month. f
CALIBRE, or Caliper

,

is the Bignefs, or rather

Diameter of a Piece of Cannon, or any Fire Arms,
at the Mouth.
CALIPERS, is an Inftrument made like a Sli-

ding-Rule, to einbrace the two Heads ofany Cask,
to find the Length. There is alfo the Gunners
Calipers or Compajfes for finding the Diameter of
the Ball, and Bore of the Gun.
CALIPER Compajfes, are Compaffes ufed by

Gunners, with crooked or bowing Legs, to mea-
fure the Diameters of Bullets and Cylinders of
Guns.

CALKING or Cauking of a Ship, is driving in

Oakam, of fomethingof that kind, into the Seams
of the Planks, to prevent the Ship’s Leaking.

CALLICREAS : See Pancreas,

CALLIPICK Period, was an Improvement of
the Cycle of Meton of 1 9 Years, which Callipus, a
famous Grecian Aftronomor, finding in reality to
contain 19 of Nabondjfor's Years, 4 Days and
he, to avoid Fradions, quadrupled the Golden
Number, and by that Means made a new Cycle or
Period of 76 Years; which time being expired, he
fuppofed the Lunations or Changes of the Moon
would all happen on the fame Day of the Months
"and Hour of the Day, that they were on 7 6 Years
before.

CALLOUS : A Swelling is faid to grow Callous
,

when’tis hardened, as fometimeS the Lips of a
Wound. This is derived from
CALLUS, which is a kind of Swelling without

Pain, like Skin contraded by too much Labour.-

Blanchard.

CALTHROPS : See Chaufe-trapps or Cows-

feet.

CALVA, the Hairy Scalp, or upper Part of the

Head, which either by Difeafe or Old Age grows
Bald firft.

CALX, in Chymiftry, is that which is produced
by Burning or Calcination ("which fee) of any
Metal or Mineral in a Crucible, &c.
CALX, is the fecond Bone in that Part of the

Foot which fucceeds the Ancle, bigger and ftrong-

er than the reft ; oblong and grows backward,
that a Man may ftand more ftrongly upon it, and
not fall fp eafily backward.
CALX alfo is that which by Calcining is either

turned into Alcoal, as Calx Saturni, or at leaft is

made friable, as ijarfs-Horn burnt.

CALX of Antimony : See Antimonium Diapho-
reticum.

CALX of Gold .• Though it hath been look'd
upon as a thing of great Difficuly, yet the Noble
Mr. Boyle tells us, that if you grind well together

a thick Amalgama of Gold and Mercury, with at
x

leaft;

0
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Ifeaft an equal Weight of finely powdered Sulphur,

and then put the Mixture to fublime in a proper

Glafs, there will rife, by Degrees of Fire, a Cin-

nabar ; and this will leave behind it a finer Calx

of Gold than is to be had by fome far more diffi-

cult Procelfes. See the Meehan, Product of Vola-

tility.

CALYX, in Botany, fignifies the Cup which

contains or enclofes the Flower in any Plant ; and

fometimes 'tis ufed for the Flower it felf when its

Figure is like that of a Rofe, and not yet having

its Leaves Expanded.

CAMBR1NG, the Sea-man fay a Deck lies Cam-

bring when it doth not lie Level, but higher in the

Middle than at either End. Alfo if her Reel is

bent in the Middle upwards fwhich may happen

from her lying a-ground on a place where neither

her Aft nor Fore-part do touch it, and from many

other Reafons taken from her make) they fay file

is Chamber- fieel’d.

.

CAMERA Obfcura : See Obfcura Camera.

CAMPAIGN, is a Military Term, fignifying

the Space of Time during which Armies are main •

rain’d every Year in the Field. So a Man is faid

to have made twenty Campaigns, when he hath

fpent fo many Years in War-like Service in the

Field.
T , ,

CAMP Flying, is a ftrong Body of Horfe and

Foot commanded ulually by a Lieutenant Gene-

ral, which is always in Motion, both to cover our

own Garrifons, and to keep the Adverfe Army in

continual Alarm.

CANAL, is a Word frequently ufed by Anato-

mical Writers, to fignify a Channel or Palfage,

through which any Juices or Fluids of the Body do

flow.

CANALICULUS Arteriofus, is a Velfel betwixt

the Arterious Vein in the Lungs, and the great Ar-

tery in the Foetus ;
for its obliterated in Adult Per-

sons : It’s Ufe in Foetus's is, that the Blood may be

difeharged by this DuSlus out of the Arterious Vein,

into the great Artery, becaule that the Blood is not

accended in the Lungs, for want of Refpiration in

the Womb. .

CANCER, one of the iz Signs of the Zpdiack,

drawn on the Globe in the form of a Crab, and

thus marked g>. Through the beginning of this

Sign paffes a Circle parallel to the Equino&ial, cal-

led the Tropic^ of Cancer, or the Northern Tropic

to which Circle, when the Sun comes, it makes the

Summer Soljlice, and is turning his Courle back a-

gain towards the Equinoctial.

CANCER, an Ulcerous Difeafe: See Carcino-

ma. . . . _

CANICULA, the lame with Cams Minor.

CANINA Fames, or Dogs-Appetite, is an inordi-

nate Hunger attended with a Vomiting and a Loofe-

nefs which proceeds from a depraved ACtion of

the Stomach, craving Food in a greater Meafure

than Nature requires.

CANINI are two Teeth m each Jaw, one on

each fide of ’the Incifivi ;
they are pretty thick and

round, and they end in a fharp Point ; they have

each one Root which is longer than the Roots of

the Incifivi ;
their proper ufe is to pierce the hard-

er kinds of Meat.
.

CANINUS, a Mufcle of the Lip, lerving to put

the Lips upwards. -

'

CANIS Major & Minor, the greater and lefier

Dog, are two ConfteUations of Stars drawn upon

* the Globe in Figure of this Animal ; and the grea-

ter of them hath in his Mouth that vaft Star called
CANICULUS, or the Dog-ftar, which rifing

and letting with the Sun from about the 24th of
July to the 28 th of August, gives occafion to that
time which is ulually very Hoc and Sultry, to be
called the Canicular or Dog-days•;

CANNA Major 1

: See Tibia.

CANNA Minor : See Fibula.

CANNON Ifioyal, is a Piece of Ordnance 8 In-
cneo Diameter in the Bore, 11 Foot long, weighs
8000 /A its Charge 3

2

lb. of, Powder; its Bail of
48 /A weight, and 7 Inches i in Diameter, fhoots
point blank 185 Paces. This is the lame with &
Cannon of Eight.

CANNON, a Piece of Ordnance j See Ord-
nance.

CANON, in Mathematicks, is a Rule to folve
all things of the lame Nature with the prefent En-
quiry : Thus every laffc ftep of an Equation in Al-
gebra is fuch a Canon, and if turned into Words is
a Rule to folve all Queftions of the fame Nature
with that propofed. Canon alfo is the Word for
the Tables of Logarithms, ’ Artificial Sines, Tan-
gents, and Secants, which are of admirable ufe in
Trigonometry. ’Tis alfo the Name of a Surgeon s
Inftrument, which they make ufe of when they
few up Wounds.
CANONICAL Equations : See QuadraticA E-

quations.

CANON-LAW, is a Colle&ion of EcclefiafK-
cal Rules, Definitions and Conftitutions taken from'
the Ancient, General and Provincial Councils, the
Writings and Refolutions of the Fathers of the
Church, and the Refcrips of Popes. This Law is

modelled according to the Form of the Civil, and
is reduced into 3 Volumes. The Firft is called the
Decrees of Gratian, and is compofed of the Ancient
Canons, and Colle&ed from the Ancient Councils
and Writings of the Fathers.

The Second Volume is called the Decretals ; and
doth contain thcDecretal Epiftles orRefcripts ofPopes,
and chiefly from Alexander III. to Gregory IX. by
whofe Authority it was compiled.

The Third Volume is called Sextum ; and con-
tains the Refcripts of the Popes from Gregory IX.
to Boniface the VIII. by whofe Authority it was
Collected. To the End of this Volume are added
the Clementina

,

which are the Conftitutions of Cle-
ment V. enabled in the Council of Vienna

, as alfo
the Extravagant

s

,
which are fome Refcripts of

Pope John XXII. and fome other Popes. They
were called Extravagants, becaufe not contained
in the Body of the Canon Law ; which is compo-
fed of the three lately mentioned Volumes.
CANTHUS or Hircw

,
is the Angle or Corner,

of the Eye ; which is either the greater or the In-
ternal, or the lefs or External.

CANTON, an Ordinary in Heraldry, framed?
of two ftrait Lines, one drawn perpendicularly!

from the Chief and the other fo from the Side of
the Efcutcheon. This is always '(

lefs than a Quarter of the Field

;

and if drawn from the Left Corner

of the Efcutcheon, is called a Can-

ton Sinifter. Its Form is thus ;
He

beareth Ermin

,

a Canton Argent

charged with a Cheveron Gules,

by the Name of Middleton .

CANVAS-BAGS, or Earth-Bags, Sacs a Terre

l

as the French call them, are Bags holding about a
Cubicle;

avkA AA
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CAP CAP
Cubick Foot of Earth, and are ufed to raife a Pa-

rapet in haft, or to repair one that is beaten down

:

They are chiefly ufed when the Ground is Rocky

and affords no Earth to carry on the Approaches,

then are thefe Bags of Earth very necefffry, which

can be filled at another place and rertloved at plea-

fure : Thefe Bags are fometimes upon occafion

filled with Powder, of which they hold about 50

pound. *«.
-

CAP> in a Ship, is a Square Piece of Timber

put over the Head or upper End of any Maft, hav-

ing a round Hole to receive a Maft. By
.

thefe

Caps the Top-Mafts and Top-Gallant-Mafts are

kept fteady and firm in the Trejfel-Trees, where

their Feet ftand, as thofe of the lower Mails do in

the Steps. They call alfo that Piece of Lead which

is put over the Touch-hole of a great Gun to keep

the Prime from being wafted or fpilt, the Cap 0^

of the Gun.
CAP-SQUARES, are broad Pieces of Iron on

each Side of the Carriage of, a great Gun, and

lock’d over the Trunnions of the Piece with an I-

ron Pin : Their ufe is to keep the Piece from fly-

ing out of the Carriage, when ’tis fhot off with its

Mouth lying very low, or as they call it under Me-

tal.
,

CAPACITY (In Law) fignifies the Ability of

a Man, or Body Politick, to give or take Lands or

other things, or lue A&ions.

CAPACITY, in Geometry, is the folid Con-

tents of any Body : Alfo our Hollow Meafures for

Wine, Bear, Corn, Salt* &c. are called Meafures

tf Capacity.

CAPE, is a Writ Judicial, touching Plea of

Lands or Tenements; and divided into Grand-

Cape and Petit-Cape, both which takes hold of

things immoveable, and feem to differ in this, that

the Grand-Cape lieth before Appearafice, and Pe-

tit-Cape afterwards. , . ,

CAPE, or Promontory, is any high Land run-

ning out with a Point into the Sea, as Cape Verd,

Cape Horn, the Cape of Good Hope, &c.

CAPE Parvum, is a Writ that lieth in cafe

where the Tenant is fummoned in Plea of Land,

and cometh at the Summons, and his Appearance

|s of Record ; and after he maketh Default at the

Day that is given to him, then this Writ fhall go

for the King.

CAPE ad Valentiam, is a Writ of Execution er

a Species of Grand Gape, fo called of the End
whereunto it tendeth p In the Old Nit. Brev. it is

thus defcribed ; This Writ lieth, where any im-

pleaded of certain Lands, and he vouches to war-

rant another, againft whom the Summons ad War-
ranti^andmn hath been awarded, and the Vouchee
comes not at the Day given ; then if the Deman-
dant recover againft the Tenant; he fliall have this

Writ againft the Vouchee, and fliall recover fo

much in Value of the Vouchee’s Land, if he have

fo much ; and if fie have not fo much, then the

Tenant fhall have Execution, by this Writ, offuch

Lands and Tenements as defcend to him in Fee-

fimple ; or if he purchafe, afterwards, the Tenant
fhall have againft him a Re-fummons, and if he
can fay nothing, he fliall recover the VaHie.

Note, This Writ lies before appearand.

CAPELLA, a bright fixed Star in the Left

Shoulder of Auriga, whofe Longitude is 77. Deg „

16 Min. Latitude ll Deg. 50 Min. Plight Afcenfion

73 c
. V*

CAPIAS, is a Writ of two forts, one before

Judgment, called Capias ad fiefpondendum, in an

Adlion Perfonal, where the Sheriff upon the firft

Writ of Diftrefs, returns nihil hahet in halliva no-

fra ;
and the other is a Writ of Execution after

Judgment, which are of divers kinds, as thefe

following.

CAPIAS conduces adprofcifcendum, is a Wyc
for taking up fuch as having received Preft Money
to ferve the King, flink away, and come not in at

the time : This is an Original Writ directed to the

Serjeant at Arms, to arreft and bring them in,

having included a Claufe of Afllftance.

CAPIAS pro fine, is, where one being by Judg-
ment fined unto the King, upon the fame Offence

committed againft a Statute, doth not difcharge

it according to the Judgment, for by this is his Bo-
dy taken and committed to Frifon, until he con-

tent the King for his Fine.

CAPIAS ad Satisfaciendum, is a Writ of Exe-
cution afcer.Judgment, lying where a Man reco-

vers, in an Aiftion Perfonal, as Debts, or Damages,
or Detinue in the King’s Court ; and he againft

whom the Debt is recovered, and hath no
, Lands

nor Tenements, nor fufficientGoods, whereof the

Debt may be levy’d : For in this Cafe he that re-

covereth fhall have this Writ to the Sheriff, com-
manding him, that he take the Body ofhim againft

whom the Debt is recovered, and he fliall be put
in Prifon until Satisfaction made.

,

CAPIAS utlegatum, is a Writ of Execution
which lieth againft him that is out-law’d upon any
Suit, by which the Sheriff, upon the Receipt there-

of, apprehendeth the Party out-lawed for not
appearing upon the Exigent

,
and keepeth him in

fare Cuftody till the return of the Writ, then

bringeth him into Court, there further to be order-

ed for his Contempt,

CAPIAS utlegatum & Inquiras de bonis catafi

lis, is a Writ all one with the former, but it gives

a farther Power to the Sheriff, befides the Appre-
hension of his Body, to enquire of his Goods aud
Chattels.

,

CAPIAS in Withernamium de homine, is a Writ
that lieth for a Servant in Withernam.

CAPIAS in Withernam de Averiis, is a Writ that

lieth for Cattle in Withernam.

CAPILLAMENTS, Capiliamenta, are thofe

fmall Threads or Hairs (whence the Word) which
grow up in the Middle of a Flower, and are a-

dorned with little Knops at the Top : Thofe Knops
are called the Apices of a Flower ; and thefe C4-
pillaments are called the Stamina.

CAPILLARY Plants, are fuch as have no main
Stalk or Stem, but grow to the Ground as Hairs

to one’s Head, and, which beartheir Seeds in little

Tuffs, Bunches or Protuberances on the Back-fide

of their Leaves, whence by fome they are called!

Dorfiparte and Tergifeeta. And thefe are eitherwith

an ..

Undivided Leaf, as the Hasmionitis and the Phyfi

litis ; or with a

Singly divided Leaf ;
and thefe have the Leaf ei-

ther cut or jagged in, but not divided into Pinna
clear home to the main Rib ; as Polypodium, Lon-

chitis
3 Scolopendria, Adianthum, Acroftichon Thai„

,
Or elfe divided quite home to the Rib, and.

hanging like Pinna- as the Chamafelix Marins
and the. Trichomanes. Others have the Leaf

Doubly divided, or at leaft once fubdivided ;
the

firft Divifion being into Branches, md the 2d into

Pinna
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Pinna

,
as the Hcmionites Multifida,

the Filix mas,

the Filix P&luftris, Filix Saxatilis
,
the Adiantum

Album,
and Nigrum . And others have the Leaf

Trebly divided
, or twice fubdivided, vig. firft

into Branches, then into little Twigs, and after this

into Pinna - and thefe are the Filix Scandens of

Urnfile, the. Filix Florida or Ofmunda Regain
,
the

Filix mas Ramofa, the Filix Femina Vulgaris
,
the

Adiantum album Floridum
,
and the Dryopteris Ni-

gra. Ray’j Hiftoria Plantarum.

- CAPILLARY Veffels, fmall Veins and Arteries,

like Thread or Hairs.

CAPILLATION, according to fome Writers,

is a Frudinre in the Skull fo fmall that it can fcarce

be found, which yet often proves mortal.

CAPITATJE Pianta, in Botany, are fuch Plants

whofe Flowers are compofed of many edged and

hollow little Flowers ; and Mr. Ray calls them by

this Name, becaufe their Scaly Calyx (or Cup of

the Flower) moft ufually fwells out into a large

and round Belly, containing within it the Pappous

Seed 3 as Carduus
,
Centaury, Knapweed, Cinara,

Cirfium, Lappa maj. Cyantts, (3c.

CAPITAL of a Baftion, in Fortification, is a

Line drawn from the Angle of the Polygon to the

Point of the Baftion, or from the Point of the Ba-

ftion to the Middle of the Gorge. Thefe Capitals

are from 35 to 40 Fathom long, that is to fay,

from the Point of the Baftion to the Place where

the two Demigorges meet.

CAPITAL Line: See Line.

CAPITAL, or Chapitel, ofChapiter, fignifiesin

Architecture the Top of a Pillar 3 and this is diffe-

rent, according to the different Orders.

CAPITE, is a Tenure that holds immediately

of the King, as of his Crown, be it by Knight-

fervicc or Soccage, and not of any Honour, Caftle

or Mannor.
CAPITULUM, in Botanicks, is the Head or

Flowring Top of any Plant, being compofed of

many Flowers and Threads (or Stamina) clofely

connected in a Globous, Circular or Difcous Fi

gure 5 as the Flowers of Bltw-bottles, Scabiius
,

Carduus, (3c.

CAPONNIERE, in Fortification, is a covered

Lodgment of about 4 or 5 Foot broad, encom-

paffed with a little Parapet of above two Foot

high, which ferves to fupport the diverfe Planks

laden with Earth.

This Lodgment is large enough to Contain 15

or 2® Soldiers, and is ufually placed upon the Ex-

tremity, of Jhe Counterfcarp, having fometimes fe-

veral little Embrafures made therein, commonly

called Mardrejfes. They are generally on the

Glacis, or in dry Moats.

CAPRiE Saltantes, is the Term for a fiery Me-

teor or Exhalation which fometimes appears in the

Atmofphere, and is not fired in a ftrait Line, but

With Inflexions or Windings in and out.

CAPEOLARIA Vafa, in an Animal Body, are

fuch as twine about like the Capreoli or Tendrils of

Vines.

CAPREOLUS, in Botany, is the Clafp or Ten-

dril, by which the Vines and fuch like creeping

Plants faften themfelves to thofe things Which are

defigned to fupport them.

CAPREOLATAi Plantat, are fuch Plants as

turn, wind and climb along the Surface of the

Ground, by Means of their Capreoli or Tendrils 3

as Gourds, Melons,
Cucumbers (3cv

BRO
CAPRICORN, the Goar, one of the Zodiacal

Signs marked thus, v$ : Through the firft Degree
of it, the Southern Tropick, or the Tropick of
Capricorn paffes at 23

0
. 30'. Diftance from the E«

quaror.

CAPSTAN, or as the French write ir Cabaftan,.
others Capftand, of a Ship, is of two kinds, the
Main Capftan, and the Jeer Capftan
The Main Capftan is that Piece of Timber

which is placed next behind the Main Maft, its

Foot or lower End ftandeth in a Step, on the lower
Deck j and its Head is between the two upper
Decks. Its feveral Parts are thus called 3 the
fmalleft Part of ir the Spindle 5 the Brackets fee
unto the Body of the Capftan dole under the
Barrs, they call the Whelps. The main Subftance
orPoftof the whole Piece is the Barrel, through
which the Barrs go. The Pawl is a. Piece of Iron
bolted to one End of the Beams of the Deck, clofe
to the Body of the Capftan, to ftop the Capftan
from turning back 3 and this Stoppage they call
Pawling the Capftan. The Ufe of the Capftan is to
weigh the Anchors, to hoife up, or (Irik? down Top-
Mafts, to heave any weighty thing, or to ftrain a-
ny Rope that requireth a main force.

The Jeer Capftan is placed in the fame manner
as the Main Capftan , between the Main-Maft
and the Fore-Malt, and its Ufe is chiefly to heave
upon the Jeer Rope (which fee) or to heave
upon the Viol, and to hold off by when the An- s

chor is weighing.

The Terms belonging to the Ufe of the Capftam
are, Come up Capftan, that is, flack the Cable which
you heave by ; in which Senle alfo they fay. Launch
out the Capftan 3 Pawl the Capftan, is ftop’d it from
going back, as was above hinted.

CAPSULA Communis, of GUJfon, is a Mem-
brane proceeding from the Peritoneum, and includ-
ing both the Porus Bilarius and the Vena Porta in
the Liver.

CAPSULA Seminalis, in Botany, is the Cafe or
Husk, that holds the Seed of any Plant.

CAPSULZE Atrabilaria, the fame with the Red
nes Succentuariati : Which fee.

CAPSULZE Seminales, in Anatomy, are the
extreme Cavities ofthe Veffels which convey the
Semen in an Animal Body 3 they are dilated like
little Coffers, which by two fmall Holes emit the
Semen received from the Tefticles into the little

Seminary Bladders, thatic may either be preferv-
ed there againft the time of Coition, or be re-

duced into Blood by the Lymphetick Veffels.

Blanchard: See Teftes and Tefticle.

CAPTION, when a Commiffion is executed,,'

and the Commiflioners Names fubferibed and re-

turned, that is called the Caption

,

CAPUT Mortuum
,

is that thick dry Matter thac

remains after Diftillation of anything, butofMi-
nerals efpecially 5 and very commonly ir denotes
only that which remains of Vitriol in its Diftil-

lation, which they call Golcothar Vitriols: See
Earth and Terra Damnata. This Caput Mortuum9

though in lome Cafes there be but little, if any*
Adtive Principle left in it, yet is never pure, and
the Colcothar Vitrioli, if expofed to the Air, will

turn into Vitriol again.

CARAT : A Carat of Gold is properly the

Weight of 24 Grains or one Scruple 3 fo that 24
Carats make an Ounce*

U
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If an Ounce of Gold be fo pure, that in its Pu-

rification ('with Antimony, or otherwife) it loles

nothing at all ;
'tis then faid to be Gold of 24 Ca-

rats : If it lofe one Carat, ’tis then Gold of 23 Ca-

rats • and if it lofe two Carats in Purification, ’tis

called Gold of 22 Carats, (3c. But perhaps there

is no fuch thing as Gold of 2^Carats, for it will

retain fome ftnall Portion of Silver or Copper, pu-

rify it as long as you will.

A CARAT ofDiamonds, Pearls, or Precious Stones,

is the Weight of four Grains only.

CARBUNCULATION, is theblafting of the

new fprouted Buds of Trees or Plants, either by

excefllve Heat, whereby the Texture of the Fibres

of the Vegetable are fo dilfolved, that its Pores

become wholly changed ;
or elfe by exceflive

Cold, which comprefles its Fibres fo, that the

Pores thereby are fhut up, and leave no Paffage for

the Alimentary Juice.

CARBUNCULUS, the fame with Anthrax.

CARCASS, is an Iron Cafe or hollow Capacity

about the Bignefs of a Bomb, fometimes made all

of Iron (except two or three Holes through which

the Fire is to bla?e) and fometimes made only of

Iron Bars or Hoops, and then covered over with

Pitched Cloth, Hemp, (3c. and filled with feveral

kinds of Materials for firing of Houfes : They are

thrown out ofMortar- Pieces, like Bombs, iritoBe-

fieged Places, (3c.

CARCINODES, a Tumour relembling a Can-

ter. Blanchard.

CARCINOMA, Carcinus, or Cancer, is a Tu-

mour that arifes round, hard, livid, painful ; at

the Beginning as big as a Pea, but afterwards its

furrounded with great (welling Veins, which re-

ferable the Feet of a Crab (though not always,)

whence the Name. Blanchard.

CARD : See Chard.

CARDIACA, is a Suffocation of the Heart from

a Polypus or coagulated Blood. Blanchard.

CARDIADICUM, a Cordial, is a Medicine

which (as they formerly thought,) corroborates the

Heart ; but it rather only puts the Blood into a fine.

'gentle Fermentation, whereby the Spirits formerly

decayed are repaired and invigorated, fo that the

Blood, by confequence, circulates more eafily and

briskly.

CARDIACUS Plexus, is a Branch of the eighth

Pair of Nerves or the Par Vagum, which about the

firft or fecond Rib, is fent from its defeending

Trunks, and is beftowed upon the Heart and its

Appendage.

CARDIALGIA, is a gnawing Pain fometimes
felt in the Scrobiculut Cordis ; or, as Blanchard faith,

CARDIALGIAand Cardiogmos,tht Heart-burn-
ing, is a Gnawing or Contraction of the Nerve
called Par Vagum, and the Intercoftal implanted in

the Stomach,, proceeding from a pungent vellicat-

ing Matter in the Ventricle-; fo that the Heart be-

ing ftraitened and contracted by Confent with the

Stomach, odcafions fometimes a fwooning away.
CARDINAL Winds or Points, are the South,

Weft, North and End Points of the Compafs ; and
alfo the EquinoCtial and Solftitial Points of the E-
cliptick, are called the 4 Cardinal Points ;

CARDINAL Signs, are thofe Signs of the qV
diacli called Aries, Libra, Cancer and Capricorn.

CARDIOGMOS, the fame with Cardiaglia.

CAREEN : A Ship is faid to be brought to a
Careen, when the moft Part of her Lading, (3c.

being taken out, there k laid by her Side another

CAR
Ship or Vefiel lower than her, unto which’ fhe is

haled down as low as Occafion requires, as . to the
4th or 5 th Strake, and there kept by the Weight
of Ballaft, Ordinance, (3c. as well as by Ropes,
left it fhould ftrain her Malts too much. 'Tis done
with a Defign to trim her Sides or Bottom, to
caulk her Seams, or to mend any thing that is at
fault under Water : And from hence if a Ship lie

on one Side much when fhe fails, they fay She fails

on the Careen

:

CARIATIDES : See Caryatides.

CARIES, is the Corruption of a Bone from the
continual Afflux ofvicious Humours, or from their

Acrimony and Malignity, or from a Bruife that
fome way affeCfs the Bones, or from fharp Medi «

cines, (3c. Blanchard.

CARINA, is a Term ufed both by the Anato-
mifts for the firft Rudiments of the entire Vertebr<s

p

as they appear in a Chicken’s Embryo while ’tis in
the Shell, becaufe it is crooked in the Form of the
Keel of a Ship.And alfo theBotanifts for the fame
Reafon ule the Word Carina, to exprefs the lower
Petalum of a Papillionaceous Flower. The Leaves
alfo of the Afphodelus they fay are Carinated.

CARLING Vfnees, are thofe Timbers which g©
athwart the Ship from her Sides to the Hatch-
way, and which bear up the Deck on both Sides,)

CARLINGS, are Timbers in a Ship lying Fort
and Aft along from one Beam to another on thefe
the Ledges reft, on which the Planks of the Deck
are made faft. All the Carlings have their Ends
let into the Beams, which is called Culvertail.
CARMINATIVE Medicines

, are Remedies
that difpel or difeufs Wind, either by appealing
the Fermentations that occafion it, or by making
it thin and opening the Pores that it may be ex-
pelled. Blanchard.

CARNATION, is a Term in Painting, figni«

fying fuch Parts of an Human Body as are drawn
naked, without any Drapery, or which exprefs th«
bare Flelh ; and when this is done Natural, Bold
and Strong, and is well coloured, they lay of the
Painter, that his Carnation is very good.
CARNEL, The Building of Ships firft with their

Timbers and Beams, and after bringing on their.

Planks is called Carnel-Worf, to diftinguilh it from
Clinch-Work. Thofe Veflels alfo which go with
Misfen-Sails inftead of Main-Sails, are by fome
called Cartels.

\

CARNIVOROUS Animals, are fuch as feed
on Flelh wholly or chiefly.

CARNOSITY, is a more than ordinary Flefhf*
nefs in any Part of theBody.
CARNOUS, Flefhy ; whence the Membrand

Carnofa or Panniculus Carnofus takes its Name,
which is a Flelhy Membrane covering the whole
Body.
CARO, the Flelh ofan Animal Body, is by Ana-

tomifts defined to be a Similar and Fibrous Parr,
foft and thick: They account it Five-fold ; 1 Muf-
cular, Fiftular or Fibrous, as is the Subftance of
the Heart and other Mufcles. 2. Parenchymous, as
the Lungs, Liver and Spleen were thought to be
by the Ancients : But fince the ufe of Glalfes, ’tis

plainly difeovered, that there is no fuch thing as a,

Parenchyma, properly (peaking, . but that all the Vi-
feera, as well as other Parts ofthe Body, are Vafcu-
Ur, and nothing but a Plexus or Net-work of (mail
Veflels and Canals. They call the Flefn of the
Stomach and Guts, 3. Vifcerous

; and thev reckon
a Fourth fort, whi^h they call Glandulom $ as i*

F that*
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that of the Pancreas, the Tonfils, the Breafts, &c.

And, 5 . They call the Fiefti of the Lips, Gums,
of the Gians of the Penis, &c. Spurious

,
as being

of a different Conftitution from all the reft.

CARO, a Botanick Word for the Pulp, Flefh Or

foft Subftance contained within any Plant or its

Fruit ; fuch as the Pulp of Coffin, Tamarinds,

Prunes, &c.
CAROTIDE^, are Arteries in an Animal Body

fo called ; they fpring from the afcending Trunk

of the Aorta or great Artery at the fame Place

hearly where the Subclavian Arteries arife ; here

the Trunk begins to be divided into two Branches,

which are thefe Carotides ;
they afeend diredlly

upwards (though the Right fometimes ariles from

the right Subclavian) and at their rife are fuftained

by the Thymus ;
then having bellowed Twigs on

the Larynx, Tongue, the Mufcles of the Os By-

aides
,
and the adjacent Glands, they pafs up on

each Side by the Sides of the Wind-Pipe to the Fau-

cet, together with the Internal Jugular Vein, and

there are fubdivided into the External and Internal

Branches.

The External is fmaller, and is difperfed into all

the Mufcles of the Cheeks, Forehead, Temples,

Lips, and in general, through all the outer Parts of

the Head and Face.

The Internal, which is larger, fends firft fome

more Twigs to rhe Larynx
,
Tongue, and fo ai-

fo to the Glands behind the Ears, and the Ipongy

Parts of rhe Palate and Nofe :• Then it entreth the

tipper Jaw, and bellows a fmall flip on the Root

of each Tooth (as the External did on the Roots

of the Teeth of the lower Jaw) whereby fliarp

Humours flowing in upon them, fometimes caule

a very painful Tooth ach. The remainder of it

climbs upon the Skull, being about its Bafts divi-

ded into two Branches ;
the lefs and hinder where-

of having fent one flip to the inner Mufcles of the

Neck, and another through the Hole of the up-

permoft Vertebra into the Membrane that inverts

the Spinal Marrow, amending further enters the

Skull at the Hole by which the flxth Pair of Nerves

(commonly fo called) comes out, and creeping a

long the Dura Mater, ends near its Sinus (which

yet fome fay Centers.) The larger Branch, tend-

ing upwards, is carried through the bony Channel

in the Wedge-like Bone, with a winding Dudl to

the Sella Equina-, at whofe Bafis, after it hath

fent out a Twig on each Side into the Dura Mater,

it opens it felf into many fmall Slips, which being

interwoven with thofe of the Cervical Artery (a-

bovementioned) make the Bpte Mirabile, which

is more obfervable in Beads than in Men, yet it

is not all fpent on the faid Slips, but perforating

the Dura Mater, it enters the Pia Mater with two

notable Branches, which being divided into very

fmall Twigs, are mingled with thofe of the Cer-

vical Artery, with which they pafs out of the Skull

and accompany the Spinal Marrow even to the

Loins. Afterwards i t fends a fmall Branch thro'

the fecond Hole of the Wedge-like Bone with the

Optick Nerve, out of the Skull to the Eye : And

yet ftill fupplying more Twigs to the Subftance of

the Brain and Pia Mater, and being united with

fome other Twigs of the Cervical Artery, it makes

the Plexus Choroides.

CARPIA. is a Tent that is put into a Wound
or Ulcer to cleanfe it.

CARPUS, commonly Brachiale, the firft Part

of the Palm of the Hand : Hefchyus calls it that

Part of the Arm which is betwixt the iowermoft
Part bl the Cubit and the Hand, or the Wrift ; it

confifts of eight fmall Bones, with which the Cu-
bit is joined to the Hand. Blanchard.

CARRIAGE of a great Gun, is the Frame of
Timber on which a Piece of Ordnance is laid*

fixed, and mounted. The common Proportion is

i
'- of the Length of the Gun for the Carriage, the

Wheels p of the Length of the Piece in Height, and

4 times the Diameter of the Bore of the Gun, gives

the Depth of the Planks at the Fore-end, in the

Middle 34*

CARTILAGE, is a white Part, drier and har-
der than a Ligament, and fofter than a Bone ; it

is by fome faid to be a Similar and Spermatick
Part, but falfy

; for it’s no more made of Seed,
than any other Parts j it renders Articulation more
eafy, and defends feveral Parts from the Injuries

from abroad. In aged Perfons the Cartilages com-
monly grow Bony.

They have a Membrane juft like the PerioJleumt
and ’tis indeed but a Continuation of it.

CARTOUCHE, the fame with Cartridge.

CARTRIDGES, or Carthrages
, are Cafes of

Paper,' or as now they are ufually made for the

King’s Ships, to prevent Danger from Fire in, a
Gun not well fpunged, of Parchment ; fitted ex-
actly to the Bore of a Piece of Ordnance, and
containing its due Charge of Powder. There are

alfo Tin Cartridges, in which the Paper or Parch-
ment ones are both formed and carried.

CARUNCULJE Myrtiformes, are the Wrink-
lings of rhe Orifice ofthe Vagina, orMembranous
Inequalities, not to be reckoned in any certain

Number, which in Women with
,
Child, and af-

ter Child-birth are fo obliterated, that they are

altogether imperceptible ; there are for the molt
part four of them. Blanchard.

CARUNCULiE Oculi, are Glandules placed

at each great Corner of the Bye, which feparate

Moifture for moiftening the Eyes, the fame with

Tears, which afterwards by the PunEta Lachryma-

ls a, placed in the Bone of the Nofe, are difeharg-

ed into the Noftrils. Thefe are called Caruncula

Lachrymales by fome.

CARUNCUIJE PapiHares, are Ten little Bo-
dies that are in the Reins and Kidneys ; they are

properly little Bundles, which arife from the cen-

tring together of a great many fmall Channels,

which the Reins are in a great meafure made up
of ; and thofe receive the Serum from the little

DuBufs, and convey it into the Plevk. Blanchard.

CARUS, is a Sleep, wherein the Perfon afleefted

being pulled, pinched and called, fcarce fhews any

fign of either hearing or feeling ; it is without a

Fever, greater than a Lethargy, and lefs than are

Apoplexy. Blanchard.

CARYATIDES; an Order of Pillars in Archi-

tecture in the Form of the Bodies ofWomen with

their Arms cut off, and cloathed in a Garment

down to their Feet: Thele Figures do fupport the

Entablature. There are fome Columns of this Or-

der in the famous Building at Bourdeaux, called

the Tutellcs, and in the great Hall of the Smfs
Guards at the Louvre in Paris ;

where four Carya-

tides fupport a Gallery enriched with Ornaments

very well cut.

The rife of this Order of Pillars was this ; The
Inhabitants of Carya in Pelopmnefus did once trea-

cheroufly join with the Persians againft their own
Country ; but the Grecians got the Battle, and

put
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put all the Male Inhabitants of Carya to the Sword,

reducing the City to Allies. The Women they

took Captives, and carried in Triumph: And the

more to perpetuate the Memory of this bafe Acti-

on, they would not permit thefe Women ever to

put off their Triumphal Veftments ; but ordered

the ArchitCts of thofe times to exprefs them in

that drefs, as fupporting the heavy Weight of their

Edifices, inftead of ufual Columns

.

The Perfidy Order of Pillars had much the fame
Original : Whichfee. Vitruv. lib. z. c. I.

CASCABELL, is the hindermoft round Knob
or the utmoft part of the Breech ofa Piece ofOrd-
nance.

CASCADE, an Italian Word, fignifyingafall

of Water, whether Natural or Artificial.

CASCAN, in Fortification, is a certain Hole or

hollow Place in Form of a Well, from whence a
Gallery dug in like manner under Ground is con-

vey'd, to give Air to the Enemy’s Mine. Some
of thefe Cafcans are more hollow than others, be-

ng ufually made in the Retrenchment of the Plat-

form near the Wall.

CASEMATE, in Fortification, fometimes is the

Well with its feveral Subteraneous Branches or

Paflages dug in the Palfage of the Baftion till the

Miner is heat'd at work, and Air given to the

Mine.
Alfo a certain Vault made of Mafon’s Work,

in that Part of the Flank of a Baftion which is

next the Curtain, on purpofe to fire upon the Ene-

my, and to defend the Face of the oppofite Ba-

ftion of the Moar.
Sometimes it confiftsof 3 Plat-forms one above

another, the Terreplan of the Baftion being the

higheft. Behind the Parapet, which fronts along

the Line of the Flank, there are Guns placed la-

den with Cartridges of fmall Shot to fcour along

the Ditch ; and thefe are covered from the Ene-

my’s Batteries by Earth-works Faced or Lined

with Wall, and are called Orilions or Epaulments.

This is the beft Defence a Place can have.

CASERN, in Fortification, is a little Room, or

Lodgment, or Building, ereCted between the Rain
part and the Houles of Fortified Towns, to ferve

as Appartments or Lodgings for the Soldiers of the

Garrifon, to eafe the Garrifon : There are ufually

a Beds in each Cafern for fix Soldiers to lie 3 and

3 j but the 3d part being always on the

Guard, there are but 4 left in the Cafern, z in a

Bed.

CASE-SHOT, is when Musket Bullets, Stones,

old Pieces of Iron, &c, are put up into Cafes and

fo fhot out of great Guns. ’Tis chiefly ufed at

Sea to clear the Enemy’s Decks when they are

full of Men.
CASKETS (in a Ship) are fmall Strings made

of Sinnet, and fattened to the upper Fart of the

Yards in little Rings (which they call Grommets.)

Their ufe is to faften the Sail to its Yard when
'tis to be furl’d up. The biggeft and longeft of
thefe is in the middle of the Yard, juft between
7yes, and is called the Breajl Casket.

CASSIOPEA, or Cajfiopceia, the Name of one of
the Conftellations of the fix’d Stars in the Northern

Hemifphere, confifting of a 5 Stars, and -is placed

oppofite to the Great Bear on the other fide the Pole

Star.

CAST a Point ofTraverfe
,

in Navigation, figni-

fies to prick down on a Chart the Point of the Com-
jpafs any Land bears from you, or to find on what

Point the Ship bears at any inftantj or what Way
the Ship has made.

CASTOR , a fix’d Star of the fecond Magni-
tude in Gemini, whofe Longitude is 105°,, 41 *. ,

titude 10 s
, l'.

CASTOR and Pollux, are two Meteors which
fometimes in a great Storm at Sea appear fticlring

to fome part of the Ship, in the fhape of Balls
ofFire. Sometimes one is feen, and then ’tis caU’d
Helena 5 both of them are by fome call’d Tynda~
rides.

CASTOR and Pollux
, a Conftellation of the

fix’d Stars ; the lame with Gemini
, being one of

the 1 z Signs of the fydiack,

CASU Confimili, is a Writ of Entry, granted
where the Tenant by Curtefy, or Tenant by term
of Life, or for the Life of another, doth alien its

Fee, or in Tail, or for the Term ofanother’s Life,

CASU Provifo, is a Writ of Entry given by the
Statute of Gloucefter, in cafe where a Tenant ira

Dower alieneth in Fee, or for term of Life, or m
Taile, and lieth for him in Reverfion againft the

Alienance.

CATABIBAZON, the Dragon s Tail is fb call'd

becaufe it goes exaCtly againft the Dragons Head„

CATACATHARTICKS , are Medicines that

purge down wards.

CATACAUSTICKS, or Cauftickib Bpfle8son.

,
Suppofe an infinite number of Rays as B A

3 M, BD
,
proceeding from the radiating Point

B, and reflected at the Curve A M D, fo that the
Angles of Incidence be ftill equal to thofe of Re-
flection ; the Curve HFN to which the reflected

Rays are Tangents continually (or which conti-

nually touches the Productions of them A H, MFt

D N) is called the Cauftick̂ by BefleBion. Or it

will amount to the fame thing, ifone fays, that the
CatacaujHck. Curve is that which is formed by join-

ing the Points of Concourfe of the feveral reflected

Rays. Let the reflected Ray HA be produced
to t, and take AI~ AB, and fuppofe the Curve
ILIC deferibed by the Evolution (fee the Word
Evolution) of the Cauficl^ HFN, beginning at the
Point T. Again, fuppofing the incident and refled-
ed Rays B M, m F infinitely near to the incident

and reflected B M, MF$ and drawing out FM
P %

"
£#’
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to I, on the Centers F, B, let the little Arches

M O, Mi( be defcribech Thefe things pfemifed,
B

tis evident,

i. That the little Triangles MOm

,

MR
are always fimilar and equaL For the Angles

at O and R are Right ones ; and the Angle R/» M,
FmD are equalfromche Suppofitionof the Angles

of Incidence and Reflection, and Fm D — Om M,
as being vertically oppofite ; and theHypothenufe

Mm is alfo common to both Triangles : there-

fore they are fimilar and equal, and O m always

= R«*.
Z. ’Tis clear that O m is the Increment of

L M, and I(m the Increment of B M, and thefe

Increments are perpetually equal to one another.

Therefore their refpedtive Sums are fo too ; but

fche Sum of all 0 m (for the Portion AM of the

reflecting Curve AMD) is ML — IA, and the

Sum of all RM (for the fame Portion of the

Curve AM) is BM — BA, which are therefore

equal to one another.

3. From the Nature of Evolution, the Tangent of

the Cauftick, FL is— the Portion of the Curve
FH+ the Right-line H I, that is FM ML
— AH •+ HF-f- I A, and ML— I

A

— AH
~t~ HF - MF; but ML — IA —BM— BA,
and therefore the Portion df the Cauftick, HF
— BM — BA MF—-AH perpetually. That
is, the Portion of the Cauftick, HF formed from

the reflected Rays of the Curve AM, is equal to

the Difference of the incident Rays BM, BA,
added to the Difference of the reflected Rays M F,

A H. Or, taking any two incident Rays, as B A

,

B M, that Portion of the Cauftick, which is evolved

while the Ray B A approacheth to a Co-incidence

with B M, is - to the Difference of thefe Inci-

dents *4" the Difference of their reflected Rays.

Now knowing how to determine the Evoluta of

any given Curve, the Invention of the Catacau-

ftickjtovci thence is eafy.

Let the Point C be at the Evoluta of the re-

flecting Curve AMD, or which is all one, let

MC be the Radius of the Concavity for the Point

M $
and fuppofing the Arch M m infinitely fmall,

let Bm, Cm, Fm be drawn. Farther, upon the

Centers B, F, let the little Arches MR, MO be

deferibed; and from the Point C, the Perpendicu-

lars C E, C e, C G, C g, to the incident and re-

flected Rays. The Triangles M R*h, MOm
afe fimilar and equal, as was fhewn before, and

M(R~MO. Alfo the Triangles CEM and

C G M are fimilar and equal, and fo are C e m
and Cgm ;

for the Angles at E,e, G, g are right,

and MC,mC are common, and EMC —G MC,
and emC^gmC (becaufe MC, mC are Nor-

mals to the Curve by fuppofition of the Evoluta

,

and the Angles of Incidence and Reflection are

equal) therefore C E — G C, and C e — gC, and
j

GAT
cdnlequently CE— Ce — CG — Cg, that is9
E ft.- SG. Laftly, the Triangles BMR and
BE g* are fimilar, and fo are FM O, FG S„

Now B M — y, ME _r M G — a ; there-
fore BM-\-B E — zy — a ; let RM~OM
— x, and FM — wherefore FG — a— #
and let it be required to find which determines

the Point F in the Cauftick Then EQj
• ©

ax
and MR- alfo SG :

yx — ax,

y

ax—{x.

ax
and SG 4- MO — — But by what was fhewn

K
before RM — OM, and SG — QJE j therefore

£ft^-f- RM — SG -
1
- MO, vi%„

zyx ax aXa

and iy%— %a—ya, and * (= MF) —
%y

& E. I.

Corol. 1 . If the incident Rays are parallel, then

3 =. Xa. For y in this Cafe is infinite, and there-

fore zy — a — zy, the Quantity a vanifhing if

compared with yc

Corol. z. If the incident Ray BM touches the
Curve AMD in M, then a (—ME) is= 0 g
and therefore %(—MF) — 0)alfo ; From whence
it follows, that the given Curve AMD

,

and the

Cauftick, touch one another at the Point M.
Corol. 3. If the Radius of Concavity MC be

= o9 then again a— 0, and % — 0; from whence
it follows, that the Curve AMD and the Cauftick*

do cut one another at the Point M, and make an
Angle equal to the Angle of Incidence.

Corol. 4. If CM be infinite, then a (—ME)
is infinite likewife, and % (= M F) ==—y ; and
in this Cale of the infinite Diftance of the Point C,

the Arch M m becomes a Right-line.

Corol. 5. ’Tis eafy to apply all this that has
been faid, when the Curve AM D is convex to

the Radiating Point B (in which Cafe we fhall

ay \
have x ——.— j and to fhew when the re-

zy a/
fleded Rays will come converging or diverging.

Corol. 6 . When the Curve AMD is a Geome-
trick Curve, the Cauftick,will be fo too ; for if

AMD be a Geometrick Curve, the Evoluta will

be fo too ; that is, all the Points C may be Geo-1

metrically determined, and from the Evoluta

,

the

Points F of the Cauftick. may be Geometrically;

determined alfo. But farther, the Cauftick, upon
this Suppofition fhall always be redtifiabie too, for

Right-lines may always be found equal to any
Portions of it.

Carol. 7. ’Tis plain, that giving any z of the 3
Points B, C, F, that is, the Radiating Point, the

Point of the Evoluta, and the Point of the Cauftick,

the 3d Point ma; be determined.

By this general Theorem and its Corollaries
, the

Caufticks of particular Curves are eafily determi-

ned, however the Rays go, Converging, Diverg-

ing or Parallel; but we wiilfuppofe the fimpier

Cafe of parallel Rays. Thus in the common Pa-
rabola, if the incident Rays are parallel, and cue

the Ax at Right-angles, that is, are co-incidentwith

the Ordinates to that Ax, then we have

fo that taking in each reflected Ray the Length of
ia (4 being the refle&ed Ray intercepted be-

sted*
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tween the Point of Incidence, and the Point where

the Normal from the Evoluta meets that reflected

Ray) by this Means the feveral Points of the

Caufiick will be determined. The Length of the

Caufiick Curve alto taken from the Vertex of the

Parabola (where it begins) to any other Point, is

equal to the Sum of the Ineident and reflected

Rays,

As fuppofe AMD were the Parabola, whofe

Vertex A, and Ax A j£, and AH F were the

Caudicl beginning at the fame Point ; now be-

caufe the incident and reflected Rays at the Ver-

tex are equal to nothing ; that is, A B = o, and

A H— o, therefore the Curve A HF(— P M —
3 A -f- M F— AH by what was fhewn before)

In the Circle the

“D Rays PM being (as

before) parallel to

each other, and Nor-

mal to the Diameter

AC, we have alio

% — % a. But fince

the Evoluta of the

Circle is contracted

into the Center ; the

Radius M C being

biffe&ed in H, a perpendicular HF to the reflected

Ray MF gives the point F in the Caufiick- The
reflected MF is alfo equal to i the Incident B M
perpetually ; for M C being r, and MP = y,

we have from the fimilar Triangles MP C, M FH,
r y

* :y : : — : * = —. From hence ’tis clear, that

the Caufiick terminates at the point PC *
biffecting

the Radius C B at Right Angles to A C. Again,

the Portion of the Caufiick, A F— F, becaufe

A F — PM MF — y y \ y. But
thefe hints of Examples may fuifice, without de-

fending to thofe of other Curves, which are to be
done after the fame manner from the general Theo-

rems that thefe were, and the Conftrudtions like-

wife to be deduc’d. ’Twould be no difficult mat-
ter to fhew alfo what Curves thefe Caufiick* are in

every Example : As in the laft cafe of the Circle,

that the Caufiick is a Cycloid formed by the Revo-
lution of the Circle defcrib’d upon the Diameter
HM, along the Quadrant defcrib’d with the Radi-
us C H. That the Caufiick of the vulgar Semi-cy •

cloid when the Rays are parallel to the Ax of it, is

alfo a vulgar Cycloid, defcrib’d by the Revolution
of a Circle upon the fame Bafe. That the Caufiick
of a Logarithm Spiral , is the fame Curve, but
onlyfet in a different Pofition ; and the like in others.

CATACHRESIS, is a Trope in Rhetorick, by
which Liberty is given to borrow the Name of a
thing, though quite contrary to what it fhouid be,

becaufe it cannot be otherways Exprefs’d • as when
we fay a Silver Ink-horn j here Reafon demurs at

the Expreflion
; yet Neceffity obliges us to make

ufe of it. But perhaps Ink.-horn is corrupted front

Inkern or Inker.

CATACLIDA, is the Rib called the Subclavian,

CATACOUSTICKS, or Cataphonickj, is the

Science of Reflected Sounds, of which teaches the
Dodlrine and Properties of Echoes

.

CATADIOPTRICAL Telefcape, or pefieHing

Telefcope : See Tele/cope.

CATAGMA, is a breaking of Bones, or a Se-

paration of the Continuum in the hard parts of the

Body i which is afledred with fome hard Inftru«

ment forcibly impreffed upon the part ; whole Dif-

ferences are taken from the Form, the Part, and
feveral Accidents. Blanchard•

CATAGMATICK Medicines
, are fuch as are

nfed to help to Confolidate Broken Bones.

CATALEPSIS, or Catechus, is a Difeafe almoffc

like an Apoplexy , being an Aholition of all the

Animal Functions j except that the Refpiration re-

mains entire, and the Patientpreferves the fame Ha-
bit ofBody that he had before he fell fck.Blancbard,

CATALEPTICK Verfe : See Difpofition.

CATALLIS Captis, Nomine Difiritlionis ,
is a

Writ that lieth within a Borough, or within a Houle,
for Rent going out of the fame, arid warranteth a
Man to take theDoors,Windows,orGates for Rent.
CATALLIS fieddendis, is a Writ which lieth

Where Goods being delivered by any Man to keep
Unto a certain Day, and be not upon demand de-

livered at a Day j and is otherwise called, a Writ
of detinue.

CATAPASMA, a fragrant Powder which is

fometimes applied to the Scrobiculous Cordis , to
ftrengthen the Stomach,

CATAPHORA, is the fame with Coma
; they,

only differ in this, that Cataphora is taken as the
Genus to all forts of Stupors that are not attended
with a Fever. Blanchard.

CATAPLASM, is a topical Medicine of the
confidence of a Pultife ; it is ufually preferib’d two
ways, either boiled, or without it ; the former is

mote frequent, the latter of more efficacy : In the
former, they are to take fuch Vegetables as are
proper, as Roots, Herbs, Seeds, Flowers, Fruits,

&c. adding proper Meals, or omitting them; all

which are boiled up in a convenient quantity of
Liquor, v.g. Water, Beer, Milk, Honey, &c. to
the confidence of a Pultife : The latter is prepared
commonly of Vegatables fhred final! with theinfu-
fion of lo much Liquor only as may make it of the
former Confidence. You may add here Meal,
Crums of Bread, Oyls, Ointments, as in the for-

mer fort of Cataplafms. Blanchard.

CATAPTOSIS, is one Symptome of an Epi-
lepfie, when Men fall fuddenly to the Ground.
Blanchard

.

CATARACT, a Difeafe in the Eyes, and is

twofold, either beginnings as a Sujfufion only, or
confirmed, as a Qatarall properly fb call’d ; the
incipient is but a Suffufion of the Eye when little

Clouds, Motes, and Flies feem to fly before the
Eyes; but the confirmed ChtaraB, is when the Pu-
pil of the Eye is either wholly or in part covered,
and fhut up With a little thin Skin ; fo that the
Suri-beams have not due admittance to the Eye.
Blanchard.

CATARACT, is a Precipiece in' the Channel
of a River, caufed by Rocks, or other Obftacle
flopping the Courfe of its Stream, from whence
the Waterfalls with a great noife and impetuofity j

Clouds-
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as the CataraBs of Nile, Danube, l{hine

y
See.

GATARRHUS, is a Defluxion of Humours
from the Head towards the Parts under it, as the

Noftrils, Mouth, Lungs, &'c. Some diftinguifh it

by the Name of Loryzn, when it falls on the No-
ftrils, by that of Bronchus when on the Jaws; and

by the Word phume,\N\itr\ it falls on the Breaft.

CATCHES, are thofe parts of a Clock that

hold by hooking and catching hold of.

CA fEGORIA and [ the lame with Prxdicamen*

CATEGOREMA JT turn in Logick : See Prx*

dieament.

CATENARIA, is the Curve Line which a Rope
hanging freely between two Points of Sufpenfion

forms it felf into. What the Nature of this Curve

is, was enquired amongft the Geometers in Gali-

laus's time, but I don’t find any thing was done to-

wards a Difcovery till in the Year 1690, James

Bernoulli publilhed it as a Problem ; which, about

two Months after, Leibnit% declared he had found

out, and would communicate within the Year:
In December, 1690, John the Brother of James
Bernoulli communicated an Inveftigation of it to the

Editors of the ABa Eruditorum, Which was pub-

lilh’d afterwards June 1691. This Catenary or

Funicular he faith he found not to be truly Geome-

trical, but of the Mechanical Kjnd, becaufe its

Nature cannot be exprefled by a determinate Alge-

braick Equation; but Leibnitz gives its Conftrudi-

on Geometrically, In the Year 1697, the Month
of Auguft ,

Dr. Gregory publilhed a Method of In-

veftigation of the former and fome other new Pro-

perties of this C urve which you will find there,

from whence this Method of finding the general

Property of the Catenaria is taken.

x . Suppofe a Line heavy and flexible, the two

Extreams of which Fand D are firmly fixed in thofe

Points ; by its weight it is bent into a certain Curve

FAD
,
which is call’d the Catenaria.

A
a. Let B D and l d be parallel to the Hori-

zon, A B perpendicular to B D, and D paral-

lel to A B, and the Points B b infinitely near to

each other. From the Laws ofMechanicks any 3

Powers in JEcjuilibrio are to one anot er, as the

Lines parallel to the Lines of tfleir diredion (or in-

clined in any given Angle) and terminated by their

mutual Concourfes. Henceif Dd exprelfes the ab-

folute Gravity of the Particle D d (as it will if we

allow the Chain to be every way uniform) then D

will exprefs that Part of the Gravity chat ads per

pendicularly upon D d, and by the Means of which

this Particle endeavours to reduce it felf to a Ver

deal Pofition ;
fo that if this Lineola d be con

ftant, the perpendicular Acftion of Gravity upon

the Parts of the < 'hain will be conftant too, and

may therefore be exprefled by any given Right

Line a. Farther, the Lineola D will exprefs

the Force which ads againft that Cenatus of the

Particle D d (by which it endeavours to reftore

it felf into a Pofition perpendicular to the Horizon)

and hinders it from doing fo : This Force proceeds

from the ponerous Line DA drawing according
to the Direction D d, and is (extern paribus) pro-
portional to the Line DA, which is the Caufe of it,

Suppofing the Curve FAD j therefore as before,
whofe Vertex (the lowed: Point of the Catena)
A, ax is AB, Ordinate B D, Fluxion of the Ax— Bb, Fluxion of the Ordinate dd, the Re-
lation of thefe two Fluxions is thus, vi%. d s %

D d : : a : D A Curve ; which is the Fundamen-
tal Property of the Curve, and may fee thus expref-
fed (putting AB = x, and BD= y, andAD= c)

ax

CATHARPINGS, are (mail Ropes in a Ship
running in little Blocks from one Side of the
Shrouds to the other near the Deck, they belong
only to the Main-Shrouds and Fore-Shr©uds ;

Their ufe is to force the Shrouds taught, for the
eafe and fafety of the Mafts when the Ship rowls 5
they are alio at the fetting on of the Puttocks of
the Shrouds, but there they do not run in Blocks*
but are made faft.

CA HARTICK, is a purging Medicine which
cleanfes the Stomach, the Guts, and whatfbever
is vitious and heterogeneous in the Blood, and
throws it into the Common-Shore of the Guts,
Blanchard, See Purgatio & Vomitorium.
CATHEMERINA Febm, the fame with a Quo*

tidian.

CATHETER, is a Fiftulous Inftrument which
is thruft up the Yard into the Bladder, to provoke
Urine when its fupprefled by the Stone ; or into
whofe Cavity an Inftrument called Itinerarium is

thruft to find out the Stone in the Bladder, that
then the SphinBer of the Bladder may be Crown*
and an Incifion be made in the Perinxum.
CATHETERISMUS, is the Adminiftration or

Operation of injeding any thing into the Bladder
by a Catheter or a Syringe.

CATHETI, in a Right-angled Triangle, are
the Sides including the Right-angle. If it be id
the Singular Number, Cathetus.

CATHETUS, it figuifies the Perpendicular on-
ly, the other Leg being called the Bafe Alfo Ca-*

them, iu Catoptrickj, fignifies a Line drawn from
the Point of Refledion perpendicular to the Plane
of the Glafs.

CATHETUS, in Archiredure, is taken for a
Line fuppofed diredly to traverfe the Middle of
a Cylindrical Body, as of a Ballifter or Column,
In the Ionicl Chapiter it is alfo a Line falling per-

pendicularly, and palling through the Center or
Eye of xheVoluta.

CATHETUS of Incidence, is a Right Line
drawn from a Point of the Objed, perpendicular

to the Refleding Line.

CATHETUS of jpefieBion, or Cathetus of the

Eye
,

is a Right Line drawn from the Eye perpen-

dicular to rhe PeflcBing Line.

CATHYPNIA, a deep or profound Sleep;
fuch as Men are in by taking Opiates, or by le-
thargy, &c.

CATO-CATHARTICK Medicines, are fuch

as work downwards, and purge by Stool only;

Thefe are called alfo Catoretickj.

CATOCHE, the fame with Catalep/is.

CaTOPSIS, the fame with Myopia.

CATOPTRICKS, is that Part of the Science of

Optickj which treats of Pefex-vifion, and explains
' thtt
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the Laws and Properties of Reflexion.

CATORETICKS, the fame with Cathartickj.

CATT or Catt-FIead, a large Piece of Timber

fo called in a Ship ; tis fattened aloft over the

Hatofe, having at one End two Shivers
,

in which

is reeved a Rope with a Block, and at the End of

the Rope a large Hook, which is called the Catt-

Hool^: its ufe is to trife up the Anchor from the

Hawfe to the Top of the Fore-Caflle, where there is

fattened a Stopper (i. e. a Piece of Rope fpliced in-

to it) at the Anchor, which ferves to hitch the

Hook of this Catt-Rope into the Ring of the An-

chor.

CATT-HOLES, in a Ship, are Holes in her

Stern above the Gun-Room Port, and through

them, by Means of a Stem-faft (that is, fome Fa-

ttening* behind the Stern) to which a Cable or

Haxtfer is brought, a Ship (upon Occafion) is heav-

ed a-fteTn.

CAVALIER, in Fortification is aHeaporMafs
of Earth railed in a Fortrefs, to lodge the Connon

for fcouring the Field, or oppofing a Commanding
Work. Thefe Cavaliers are fometimesof a Round, I

fometimes of a Square Figure, the Top being

bordered with a Parapet to cover the Cannon

therein mounted. There mutt be 1 1 Foot between

Cannon and Cannon ; and if they are raifed on

the Enclofure of any Place, whether in the Mid-

dle of the Curtin, or in the Gorge or Baftion,

are generally 1 5 or 18 Foot high above the Terre-

plan of the Rampart.

A Cavalier is forhetimes called a Doubly Baftion,

and is defigned to overlook the Enemy’s Batteries;

and to fcour their Trenches.

CAVA VENA ; the greateft Vein in the Body
defcends from the Heart ; fo called from its great

Cavity, and into it, as into a common Channel,

do all the letter Veins, except the Fulmonaris
,
em-

*pty themfelves. Its Root may very properly be

faid to be in the Liver ; for by its Capillaries it

receives the Blood that is tranfcolated through the

Glandulous Parenchyma of the Liver, from the

Capillaries of the Porta, and by its attending

Trunk conveys it to the Heart. Thefe Capilla-

ries emptying all the Blood exhaufted out of the

Liver into the Cava, it is prettntly divided into

the Afcending and Defcending Trunk.. The Amen-
ding enters the Diaphragm and goes up the Thorax.

The Defcending Trunk, is fomewhat narrower than

the Afcending, and paffes down along with the

great Artery, continuing undivided till the fourth

Vertebra of the Loins. But in the mean time fends

forth divers Branches from its Trunk, as the Ve-

nx Adipofe, Emulgents, Spermatickj
,
Lumbares ;

All thele Veins being fent forth of the Trunk, by
the time it is come to the fourth Vertebra of the

Loins, where it turns to behind the Arteria Mag-
na, above or before which it had thus far dettend-

ed, and is then divided into equal Branches, called

Iliad
,
becaufe they pafs over the Os Ilion, &c. as

they go down to the Thighs.

This Vein carries nothing to the Liver, but re-

ceives the Blood from thence, carrying it, and
what it receives from its other Branches into the

Right Ventricle of the Heart, that it may be there

anew improved and infpirited.

CAUDA Lueida, the Lions Tail, a fix’d Star

of the firft Magnitude, whofe Longitude is 167°.

53'. Latitude n°. 1 6 1
. Right Afcenfion 173®. 9'.

CAVIN, in Fortification, is a hollow Place pro-
|

per to favour the Approaches to a Fortrefs, fo that

one may advance therein under Covert towards
the Enemy’s, as it were in a Trench. If it be with-
in Musket- foot, ’tis a Place of Arms ready made
to Hand ; and a Convenience for opening the
Trenches out of Fear of the Enemy's Shot.

C AULEDON, is the breaking ofBones acrofs,

when the Parts of the Bones are fo feparate that

they will not lie diredb.

CAULIFEROUS Herbs or Plants, amongft the

Botanifts, are fuch as have a true Caulis or Stalk, as

a greatmany have not.

CAULIS, is in Botany the Stalk of any Herb,
or the Stem or Trunk of a Tree.

CAUSA Matrimonii pralocuti, is a Writ which
lieth in Cafe where a Woman giveth Lands to a
Man in Fee-fimple, to the Intent he fhall marry
her, and refufeth fo to do in reafonable time, being

required thereunto by the Woman.
CAUSAL Propofttions

,
are thofe that contain

two Propofitions joined together by Conjunction

of the Caufe (becaufe, or to the end that) as.

Woe to the Rich, becaufe they have their Felicity

in this World. The Wicked are advanced, to the

end
,
that fallingfrom on high, t.heir fall may be the

greater.

CASUALITY, is the Action or Power of %

Caufe in producing its Effect.

CAOSAM nobisfigniflees, is a Writ which li-

eth to a Mayor of a Town, or City, (3c. that for-

merly by the King’s Writ, being commanded to

give Seifin unto the King's Grantee of any Lands

or Tenements, doth delay fo to do, willing him to

fhew Caufe why he fo delayeth the Performance

of his Charge.

CAUSODES, the fame with Caufus e Which
lee.

CAUSTICK Curves: See Cata-'cauflickj and
Dia-cauflicks. .

CAUSTICK Stones or Cauteries, ard thus fnade

of Lime and Gravelled Afoes : Put into a large

Earthen Pane one Part of Quick-lime, and two of

Gravelled Afoes, of of Calcined Tartar, both pow-
dered and mix'd ; on thefe pour good ftore of hot

Water, and then leave the Matter to kifule 5 or 6

Hours, then boil it a little r Then filtrate through

Cap-Paper, and evaporating the Liquor that patted

the Filtre, a Salt will remain at the Bottom. Put

this Salt into a Crucible, and melt and boil it till

all the Humidity which came from the Water is

exhaufted. The Matter will ftill remain fluid ;

and when by trying fome of it on the End of a

Spatula, you find it of a due Confiftence, and

that it looks like Oil in the Bottom of the Cruci-

ble, caft it into a Balon, and cut it, and form it

into Pieces while it is warm; put them quickly ih-

to a ftrong Glals Bottle, with a ground Stopple of

the fome Metal, for they will diffolve and be {poll-

ed if the Air come to them. Thefe are the ftrong-

eft Cauteries that can be made, and are foon and

eafily prepared.

CAUSTICKS or Efcharotickp, are thofe things

which burn the Skin and Fiefo into an hard Cruft*

as burned Brafs, unquenched Lime, fublimated

Mercury, and hot Iron, (3c.

CAUSUS, or a burning Fever ,
is that Which is

attended with a greater heat than other continued

Fevers, an intolerable Thirft, and other Symptoms,
which argue an extraordinary Accenfion of the

Blood. Blanchard.

CAUTERISATION, is an Artificial Burning

made by a Cautery,

€AV-
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CAUTERIUM, is a Chyrurgeon’s Inftrament

kiade of Irdn, Silver or Gold, which after it’s

heated, has an actual Power of burning into any

thing ; they differ in Bulk and in Form.
It is fometimes taken for a Potential Cautery,

prepared of Lixiviums, or Lime and Soap,

CAUTIONE Admittenda
, is a Writ that lieth

againft the Bifliop holding an Excommunicate Per-

fon in Prifon for his Contempt, notwithftanding

that he offerech fufficient Caution or Pledge to o-

bey the Commandments and Orders of the Holy
Church from henceforth.

CAZEMATE, a Term in Fortification : See

Cafemate.

CEGINUS, a fixed Star of the 3d Magnitude
in the Left Shoulder of Bootes

,
whole Longitude is

1 94
0
. 5'. Latitude 49°, 33b Right Afcenfion 21

5

0
.

39b Destination 39°. 27b

CELE, is a Tumour or Swelling in any Part of

the Body.

CELERITY, is the Velocity or Swiftnefs of a-

ny Body in Motion ; and it is defined to be an

Affediion of Motion by which any Moveable runs

through a given Space in a given Time.
CELERRIMI Defcenfus Linea, the Curve of

the fwifteft Defcent of any Body ; or that in

which an heavy Body defcending by its own Gra-

vity fhould move from one given Point to another

in the fhorteft Time. This was propofed as a

Problem by that excellent Mathematician M. John

Bernouli,
Profeffor ofMathematicks at Groningen j

and he did afterwards fhew that this Curve was

the fame with that which a Ray or Particle of

Light defcribes in Mediums which are not uniform j

for in fuch the Rarity affedfcs the Ray after the

fame manner, as the Acceleration of Velocity doth

the heavy Body in its Defcent. For if any heavy

Body deicend from any given Point, and defcribe

a Curve, and hath its Velocity in a Subduplicate

Ratio of the Altitude * And if a Particle of Light

coming from a given Point, and pafs through a

Medium whofe Rarity increases in a Subduplicate

Ratio of the Altitude or Depth, then will the Ve-

locity of the Particle or Ray of Light, be in a Sub-

duplicate Ratio of fuch Heighth or Depth ; and

consequently, fince the Velocity becomes the fame,

whether produced by the uniform Adtion of Gra-

vity, or by the Rarity of the Medium, the Line of

Defcent or Motion, or the Curve defcribed will be

in both Cafes the fame. There have been publifh-

ed many Methods of Inveftigating the Nature of

this Curve 1 and the following one (which is fhorc,

plain and eafy) recommends it felf to us with' this

Advantage, that two Noble Problems In two. di-

ftindfc Sciences, are folved at one and the fame

time, ?h? one an Optical one, the other a Media-

#ical.

Let us imagine the Medium A BC D to be

made up of Fluids of feveral different Degrees of

Denfities, but the Denfities (proceeding through

the feveral Intervals of the Parallels AC, C e, Dhf

El, Bo) to encteafe or diminifh in a certain Law.
In this Example we’ll fnppofe the Degrees of Ra-
rity in the Fluids to enfcreaie as we go from A to-

wards B ; fo that the Ray a b is turned by the
Refraction into b e, and b e into e h, and e h
into hi, Sc. from the Perpendicular be, e/

3
hi,

Sc. at the Points of Incidence, b, e, h. Sc. the
prick’d Lines being the feveral Incident Rays pro-
duced. The refradted Ray intercepted between
the Points b and 0, vi%. b eh l 0, is a Polygon
made up of all the Refracted Rays be, eh. Sc.
which defied! from one another by the Angles of
Refradtion made at the feveral Points b, e

, &c.
Now if the Diftances of the Parallels are leffen’d

infinitely, the Polygon b eh lo becomes a Curve
Line ; but alfo the Curve Ray in its Paffage thro*

the feveral Mediums, is fuppofed to take fuch x
Courfe, that it comes from the Radiating Point to

the Point to be enlightned in the fhorteft time, ’tls

evident (fince ’tis every where fo throughout the

Polygon b eh Id) that the Curve Into which that

Polygon degenerates (being the Curve which the
Ray by the continual Refradtion is bent into) is

the Curve of fwifteft Motion, or tha^ by which
the Light paffes from the Point b to the Poins 0 in

the fhorteft Time. And fince the Sines of the re-

fradted Angles c b e, f e h, Sc, are (till as the R&«
rities of the Mediums in thofe feveral Points, thae

is, as the Velocities of the Globulefof Light in thofe

Places 5 and fince alio thofe reframed Angles are
the Angles of the Inclination of the Lines b e, e

Sc. to the Perpendiculars be, ef, Sc. 'tis clear

that the Curve muft have this Property, that the

Lines of the Inclinations to a Perpendicular muft
be every where in the Ratio of the Celerities*

Now let the Law of the Rarity or Denfity of

the Medium be what it will, we may thus in ge-

neral proceed to determine the Curve. Let the

Medium F G D be determined by the Horizon-

tal Line FG to which AD is perpendicular, and
is the Ax of the Curve A HE, whofe Ordinate is

HCj and let the Ordinate H C ftill reprefent the

Rarities of the Medium in the Depths A C, or

which is all one, the Velocities of the Globule of

Light in the Points of the Curve AC The incurv-
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ved Ray, or the Semita of the Globule is the

Curve A MB, the Nature of which is to be en-

quired into. The Lines HCM and cnm ale paral-

lel to EG, and Mn parallel to AD. Let AC =

x,
Cc = Mn = x. CM —y, nm =y, AMt=

HC=v; and a a liable quantity ta-

ken at liberty. If we put M m for Radius, ’tis

plain that n m is the Sine of the refracted Angle

(or of the Curve’s Inclination to the Verticil Line

Mn at the Point M) therefore fince the Sines of

thole Angles are (as was fai d before) always as

the Celerities, then
m n

HC is a conllant Ratio, that

v y %
|s, — is a conllant Ratio ; fo that — (for the

v

Fluxions \ being taken equal, as they may then

— is alfoa liable Ratio) and ay £=: v%, and a ay

y

A

±zwzK> but 3 3 = yy -f- * xy therefore a ay y
o

i v x

v vyy -|- vv xx, and y

—

_ which is

a a — v v

She general Equation in Fluxions for the Curve

A MB. Now ’tis all one whether we conlider the

Increments of the Velocity as depending upon the

Medium more orlefs refilling the Globule, or whe-

ther abftradting from all Confideration of a Me-

dium. we luppofe them to be the Effedls of ano-

ther Caufe, but acting according to the lame Law
that was obferved on the former, fince on both

Sides the Curve is fuppofed to be run in the fhort-

eft Time. Now if we imagine the Globule to be

a heavy Body, and Gravity to be the Caufe of

the Acceleration ; then the Curve A H E will be

the common Parabola, fince H C or v reprefents

the Celerity for the Space X or A Cj and in this

Curve v is as x\. The conllant Line a being the

Parameter, and fo v—*Jax ; fubllituting this in

the Room of v in the general Equation* we have

y— J: —-— xx. From hence it follows, that

the Curve of fwifteft Defcent, viyy A MB, is the

Vulgar Cycloid, the Diameter of whofe generating

Circle G L 1C is= a, and whofe Bafe is A G, and

Vertex JC, GfC being perpendicular to A G.

,Two things fet this in the clearell light : i. To
prove that CM is — arcGL— LO-, ,And 2. from

thence that ML is = arc LI which is the

known Property ofthe Cycloid. ThatCM— arc
G L — L O is certain, in that the Fluxions of them
are perpetually equal in all Points of the Curve.

Let LO — s, and the arcLG— c, and its Flux-
ion Lp> ~c- then fince s,c=zax —• x x, we

ax — 2x x

have s =±
~

Again, c

tax — x x?

ax

\ax a x

S 2S

6

%X X

5 therefore c — s

tax — xx tax — xxi-
• ».

XX

T—v*
X

X x —y, therefore
ax— xx a — x

cT* =>»and c— / —y, viz.CM= Arch GL

LO. Now ifCM — GL .— LG, then MO, which
is — CO — CM, is = C O — GL -+- LO’
But GO — 1 Circle G LK— there-

fore M O, which is = C O— G L ~f- L O, is— GL -\- LK^— G L-\~LO $ that is, MO is —
L K, L O, and taking away LO,ML—LXj
So that ’tis clear the Curve is the Cycloid above
defcribed. £L E. I.

CELESTIAL Globe : See Globe.

CELLULJE Intejlini Colt • the little Cavities of
the Gut Colon, are where the Excrements lodge
fome while, that they may refrelh fome adjacent

Parc with their Heat, and digeft and ferment any
Crudities. Blanchard.

CEMENT* is both the Name of a Pall with
which Plates of Gold being ftratified are purified,

and according to Helmont and many others, is a*

ny Lute by which the Necks of Velfels in Di-
ftillation are joined, or as we commonly fay, c<?~

mented together. And alio Cement is the fame as

CEMENTATION, which is one of the Ways
of purifying of Gold, and as fome fay, of Silver;-,

and ’tis thus done, Stratify in a Crucible thin
Plates of Gold and Cernant, i. e. the Pall of that

Name which is made of one Part of Sal Armoni-

ack., two Parts of Sal Gemma:, and four Parts of
Potter’s Earth or powder’d Brick, and covering the
Crucible, make a violent Fire round about it, to
calcine the Matter for 1 o or 1 2 Hours, that the
corroding Salts may carry offthe Impurities of the
Gold. But this Purification is by no Means fo
good as that made with Antimony (which fee un-
der the Word Purification) for thefe Salts do fome-
times leave other Metals remaining with the Gold,
and befides, do often eat away the very Gold it

lelf.

CENCHRIAS, is a fort of fpread/'ng Inflamma-
tion, running like Wild-fire ; called alio Herpes Mi-
liaris, from the Refemblance it bears to the Seed of
the fmall Grain called Millet or Hyrfe, Blan-
chkrd.

CENCRIAS, a fpreading Ulcer, the fame with
Herpes Miliaris.

CENEANGIA, is, with fome, the fame as Phle-
botomy or Blood-letting.

CENTAURE, a Southern Constellation, con-
fiding of 40 Stars.

CENTESM, is the Hundredth Part of any
thing, and is commonly mentioned in our nev^ De-
cimal Divifions of Degrees, Feet, &c: \
CENTRAL-RULE, is a Rule found out and

eftablifhed by our Famous Mr. Tbo. Baker, late
Redtor of Hympton in Com. Levon, whereby he
finds the Center of a Circle defigned to ciit the
Parabola in as many Points as an Equation to be
conftrudted hath real Roots. How by this Means
he conftru&s all Equations as far as Biquadra-
ticks, you will find under the Word ConfiruBion of
Equations : And the Demonftration of his Central
Ryle I give here by it felf.

The Rules of Mr. Baker are thefe,

t.
2

f

.Lt+JL-i
8L 1

2L~ b CD,

* 4
"4
'<5LL ± jn -ill = d — DE.

Or by Contraction, becaufe L~ t
?
as is lup-

pofed, to avoid Fractions,

ft



i:*4-^±-|- = * = CD.

*<p 4 tfpp 4 tyg±ir= <t
— ED,

To difcover the Reafon of which Rules,

Suppofe any Parabola drawn as in the follow-

ing Figure: Then this Lemma may be premifed ;

That the Line IQ G being an entire Ordinate, and
cutting the Diameter C H confequently at Right

Angles in the Point H

;

’tis plain by Mr. Baker's

Property of the Parabola

,

That L : H1Q (the

Sum of the two Ordinates GO4 OH, or BC) : :

As HG, the Difference of thefe Ordinates : Is

to HC the AbfcijJ'a. Wherefore the Redtangle

under L the Latus Re&um or Parameter, and CH
the AbfcijJ'a, is equal to that under 1QH and HG,
or totheRedfcangle IQHG.

Suppofe then Mr. Bakers L. the Parameter

dr Latus ReBum belonging to this Parabola — p.

Let CD = b, CB" a

DE — d~FH.
GH= the Root fought ; Then will

FG= \ 4 d, and

,
H1Q~ z* 4- K-

And confequently by the Lemma,

"
\p (or L) by CH= %a$

A

Wherefore CH

2_*.

= CDq 4- ED$ ; that is,

\ba%— zb KK.

P

But EFq -f PGq = CEq

-J- 4<4 4-

^
Jr bb4 4 2^4 dd =r bb-\~dd

Expunge bb 4- d d

,

and there will remain

4aa%%4 4<4 4f d^a —

-

PP
%ds{ = O.

+ ^ 4

Then if you firft multiply all that Equation by

pp, and divide it afterwards by you will bring

it to this, 4aa% 4aQ{4^- 4pb*— 2#^4
m •+•

Or to reduce it to a more regular Form,

4 4^ *44 zppd
— 2pb%

Or if you had called the whole Line by the
Name of a (as Baker calls it p) the Equation
would ftand thus

5

4 2a^\ 4 ppZ+~zbp*_ Q
a a % %p b a

— 2bp ^

Now compare this Equation Member by Mem-
ber with one given to be folved in the ufual Form 3
as fuppofe 4*’ 4 «((4 r( 4 S = O.
Drawing any Parabola, take QC — \m (becaufe

2a — tn) and apply it into the Parabola at Right
Angles to the Ax A O . Next comparing the Coe-
ficients in the two next correfpondent Termsj

you have fp 4 aa — xpb— r, or pp 4 m *-

, A J r , ,

%p b — r : And confequently; b =:
2p

iP 4
m rn

8P P
Which is the Rule to find CD, or to determine

the Point D, nearly the fame (changing only the
Letters,) with Baker nf.rfl Pule.

Then again, compare the next two correfpond-
ing Terms in both Equations together, and you have

2ppd— 2bpa •=. $1 wherefore d—
,

W
Which being all a known Quantity, the Line ED
is known, and confequently the Central Point E
of the Circle to be deferibed, whofe Radius will
be E C or E G, and which will cut the Parabola.

fo as to give you the Points G, T and N ; front

whence letting fall perpendiculars to the Diame-
ter C H, they {hall be the three real Roots of this

5

Cubick Equation (44 m^ 4^+ S — O:
And which are Negative, and which are Affir-

mative, you will find in the ConflruBion of thefe

Equations by the Parabola : Which fee.

If the Equation had been a Biquadratick,afup~

pofe,

4 rntf — S — O.
Then the Circle would not have paffed through

the Vertex of the Diameter, but through another

Point to be found according ro the Rules mention-

ed in Des Cartes's Conftm&ion of Equations 5
S

which is, to let ~ (if S reprefent the abfolute

Number or fifth Term in fuch an Equation, and
have a Negative Sign,) at Right Angles to E C,

on the Vertex of the Diameter; but if it be 4 S,

S
then that Line 'J:— muft be inferibed in another

PP
Semicircle made on the Line jEC; which being

fet from the Vertex of the Diameter C, will give

in the Periphery of that Semicircle on EC, a

Point through which the Interfering Circle re-

quired fhall pafs. Seethe Manner how the Cot-

tral pule is inveftigated in the laft Term of a Bi-

quadratick, according to this Method of Mr. Ba-

ker, under the Word ConflruBion.

From which appears.

The Analytick. Method by which Mr. Baker

found this Rule ; for a Parabola being deferibed,'

and a Point in its Plain given in Pofition, he ex-

preffes two ways, the Radius of a Circle pafling

through
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through the Vertex of any Diameter ; that is, by;

Pofition of the given Center ; And Application of

this new Property, {That the JReBangle made of the

Parameter and Difference of the Abfciffa, u equal

to the ffeBangle made of the Sum of the tvoo Ordi-

nates into their Differences (to exprefs the Rjtio

of the Radius to the given Line of the Parabola ;

fo having an Equation of four Dimenfions, and re-

ceding the Equals on both Sides, he deprefles it to

a Cubicle, but adjoining to it a Quantity for the

Homogeneum Comparationu, thereby making the

Whole equal to nothing, the Equation fubfifts in

a Biquadratic^, having all. its Terms: If the Circle

be fuppofed to pals not through the Vertex of the

Diameter, but through a Point, which being join-

ed with the Vertex and the Center
, may terminate a

Eight-angled Triangle.

This Equation he compares with another like

it, and equal to it ; then by equating the Co-effi-

cients of thefe two Equations, he prefently diico-

vers the Central Rule ; whofe universal Extent ap-

pears in Biquadratic^ Equations, affeded under

all Parcdiek Degrees ; for all the other Cafes where

any other Terms are wanting, are but Corollaries,

or more compendious Conftrudions derived from

the general Rule. So that the Invention of the

pule feems as much due to the laft Equation of the

Coeffictient, as to the aforefaid Properties, which

is demonftrated by Archimedes in the SeBion of a

Parabolic^, Conoid by a Plane parallel to the Axis,

and is particularly ufed by Slufius in his Analyticks,

who thereby conftruds a Biquadratic4 Equation,

keeping all its Terms. But then the Andlyfis of

Slufius by breaking the Equation into two others

to find tw© Places, is very different from that

whereby our Author found his Central Rjile ; than

which nothing can be expeded more eafy, fimple

or univerfal, feeing any Parabola being once for all

deferibed, will give all the Roots, true or falfe,

of any Equation, without Redu&ion or any Alte-

ration whatfoever.

CENTRE of a Circle, or of a Sphere, is that

Point from whence all Right Lines drawn to the

Circumference or Surface are equal. To find the

Centre of a Circle, fee Chord .

CENTRE of a Dyal, is that Point where the

Axis of the World interfeds the Plane ofthe Dyal

;

and from thence, in thofe Dyals that have Centres,

all the Hour Lines are drawn. If the Plane of

the Dyal be parallel to the Axis of the World, it

can have no Centre at all, but all the Hour-Lines
will be parallel to the Style, and to one ano-

ther.

CENTRE ofan ESipfis or Oval, is that Point

where the two Diameters, the Tranfverfe and the

Conjugate interfed each other,

CENTRE of the Equant, in Aftronomy, is a

Point in the Line of the Aphelion, being exadly
diftant fo far from the Centre of the Eccentrique

towards the Aphelion, as the Suit is from the Cen-

tre of the Eccentrique towards the Perihelion .

CENTRE of Gravity, of any Body, is a Point

on which a Body being fupported, or from it fuf-

pended, all its Parts will be in ALquilibrio to one
another*

CENTRE
(common) of the Gravity of two Bo-

dies, is a Point in a Right- line connecting their

Centres; and lo pofited in that Line, that their

diftances from it fhall be reciprocally as the weight
of thefe Bodies : And if another Body be placed
in the fame Right-line, lo that its diftance from any

CEN
Point in it be reciprocally as the weight of both

the former Bodies taken together, that Point fhal!

be the common Centre ofGravity of all 3, &,c.

CENTRE of heavy Bodies, is in our Globe the

fame as the Centre of the Earth, towards which all

heavy Bodies do as it were naturally tend.

CENTRE of an Hyperbola, is a Point in the

middle of the Tranfverfe Axis ; and confequently,

is without the Figure, and common to the oppo-

fiteSedion,

CENTRE of Magnitude, of any Body, is that

Point which is equally remote from its extream

Parcs.

CENTRE of Motion
, of any Body, is that

Point about which any Body moves when faftned

any way to it, or made to revolve round it,

CENTRE of Ofcillation , See OfciUation.

-CENTRE ofa Regular Polygon or Regular Body',

is the fame with that of the mferibed Circle or

Sphere.

CENTRIFUGAL Force, is that Force by which
all Bodies which move round any other Body in a

Circle or an Ellipfis do endeavour to fly off from
the Axis oftheir Motion in a Tangent to the Perip-

hery of it. And this Force, as Mr. Hugens demon-
ftrates is always proportional to the Circumference

of the Curve in which the Revolving Body is car-

ried round.

The Centrifugal Force of any Body to the Cen-
tripetal, is as the Square of the Arch which the

Body deferibes in a given Time, divided by the

Diameter, to the Space through which an heavy
Body moves in falling from a Place where it was
at reft in the fame time.

If any Body fwim in ^Medium heavier than it

felf, (and in one lighter it cannot do fo) the Centri-

fugal Force is the diffrenee between the Specificfc

Weight of the Medium and the Floating Body.
What the Centrifugal Force in the Planets is, or

the Conatus Becedendi ab Axe motus, the endeavour
to recede from the Axis of the Motion

; you will

find explained under Planets ; where the Reafoh
of all their Motion is expouned.
CENTRIPETAL Force, is that Force by which

any Body moving round another is drawn down,
or tends towards the Centre of its Orbit ; and is

much the fame with Gravity : See Vis Centripeta

.

If a Body, being fpccifically heavier than any
Medium

,
finks in it, the excels ofthat Body’s Gra-

vity above the Gravity of the Medium, is the Cen-
tripetal Force of the Body downwards.
CENTROBARYCAL, is what relates to the

Centre of Gravity.

CEPHALA, is an obftinate Head-aeh,
CEPHAL/EA, an old obftinate Head ach.

CEPHALALGIA, fignifies in general, any pain
of the Head, but is moreefpecially taken for a new
Head-ach.

CEPHALALGICA are Medicines which purge
the Head. B'anchard.

CEPHALIGA, a Vein which creeps along the
Arm, between the Skin and the Mufcles; it di-
vides into two. Branches. The External Branch
goes down to the Wrift, where it joins the Bajili-

ca, and turns up the Back of the Hand, where it

gives a Branch which makes the SalviteUa, be-
tween the Ring-finger and the Little-finger. The
Ancients ufed to open this Vein in Difeafes of the
Head, but fince the knowledge of the Circulation
of the Blood, there is no difference whether one
be blooded in the Cepha’iea, Mediant or Bfiliea.

Q* " CEFHA-
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CEPHALICK Medicines

,
are Spirituous and

Volatile ones, ufed in Diftempers of the Head.

Alfo theoutermoft Vein in the Arm is called Cephas

lica, becatile it ufed formerly to be opened in Dif-

eafes of the Head rather than any other.

CEPHALOPHARYNGM,fignifies the firftPair

of Mufcles of the upper Part of the Gullet, which

proceed from befide the Head and Neck, and are

ipread more largely upon the Tuniel^ of the Gullet,

Blanchard.

CEPHALOPHARYNGMJM, is a Mufcle

that arileth from that part where the Head is join-

<ed to the firft Vertebra of the Neck ; from thence

marching down, it is fpread about the Pharynx

with a large Plexus of Fibres, and feemeth to

make its Membrane. This ftraightens the Throa*

in fwallowing.

CEPHALOPHONIA, is a Pain or Heavinefs

in the Head.
CEPHEUS, a Conftellation in the Northern

Hemifphere, confining of 17 Stars.

CEPI Corpus, in the Common-Law, is a Return

made by the Sheriff, that upon a Capias, Exigent,

or other Procefs,he hath taken theBody oftheParty.

CERATIAS, according to fome Writers, is a

Horned Comet, fometimes appearing Bearded, and

fometimes with a Tail or Train. Some ( omets

of this kind they will have to refemble the Figure

of a New Moon ; others that are Tailed, have a

croked Tail, bending either upward or downward

;

and others have their Tail of an equal Breadth

or Thicknefs.

CERATODES, the fame with Cornea 'Tunica

.

CERATOGLOSSUM, is the proper Pair of

Mufcles belonging to the Tongue, proceeding from

the Horns of the Bone called Hyoides, and joined to

the fides of the Tongue : Their ufe is to move or

draw the Tongue ftraight into the /Mouth, when

they ad joyntly; but if either the one or the o-

ther be contra&ed fingly, they move it to the Right

or Left-fide.

CERATUM or Cerecloath, is a Medicine appli-

ed outwardly, made of Wax, Oyls, and fometimes

Dull intermixed, thicker than an Ointment, and

lofter than a Plaifter.

CERCHNOS, is a certain Afperity of the La-

rynx, which to touch feels like a Collection of Ju-

mper-berries, whence proceeds a little dry Cough.

Blanchard

CERCIS, is the fecond Bone of the Cubit, cal-

led Radius becaufe it’s like the Spoke of a Wheel.

Blanchard

CEREA, are the Horns of the Womb in Brutes,

wherein xht Foetus is ulually formed.

CEREBELLUM, is the hinder part of the

Brain, confifting like the Brain it felf, of an Afhy

or Barkilh, Subftance and a white Marrowy o.ne,

wherein the Animal Spirits which perform invo-

luntary and meer Natural Actions, are fuppofed to

be generated in Man ; but not fo in Beafts; kfeems

£0 confift of a great many thin Plates that lay up-

on one another.
. . . _

. ,
. ,

CEREBRUM, the Brain, is ftridly taken for the

foremoft part of the Subftance, which is within

the Skull ;
and it is a Subftance of a fort peculier

to it felf. Outwardly it is covered with the Skin

called Pia Mater. It is wrought with many Turn-

ings and Windings. Its exteriour Subftance is

Afhy, wherein, the Animal Spirits are thought to

be generated : The Interior is white, which re-

ceives the Animal Spirits from the former, and

difcharges them by the Corpus Callofum, and the
Medulla Oblongata into the Nerves, upon which
voluntary Adions do chiefly depend. • Likewife
the Brain is the Subjed of Imagination, Judg-
ment, Memory, and Reminifcence; for the Ideas
or Species of things being received from the Or-
gans of the External Senfes, are carried to the com-
mon Senfory, or the Beginning of the Medulla Ob-
longata, and then by the Corpora Striata, and the
Corpus Callofum, there the Judgment and Imagi-
nation are probably formed : but the Seat of the
Memory is faid to be in the Cortical Part of the
Brain ; and if the Idea's after fome time chance to
be called for out of the Place of the Memory, then
it s properly faid to be Reminifcence or Remem-
bring. Sleep is likewife tranfaded in the Brain 5
concerning which fee in its proper Place. Blan~
chard. See Brain.

CERTIFICATE (in Law) is ufed for a Wri-
ting made in any Court, to give Notice to another
Court of any thing done therein.

CERTIFICATION of Affile of Novel Diffsifinl

&c. is a Writ granted for the re-examining, or
Review of a Matter palled by Affize before any,

Juftices , aqjl is called Certification of new Dr-
fcoveries.

CERTIFICANDO de Recognitions Stapula, is

a Writ direded to the Mayor of the Staple, &c,
commanding him to certify the Chancellor of a
Statute of the Staple, taken before between fuch
and fuch, in Cafe where the Party himfelf detain-

ed! it, and refufeth to bring it in.

CERTIORARI, is a Writ out of the Chancery

to an inferiour Court, to call up the Records of
a Caufe therein depending, that confcionable Ju-
ftice may be therein adminiftred, upon Complaint
made by Bill, that the Party which feeketh the faid

Writ, hath received hard Dealing in the faid Court.
CERVICAL or Vertebral Veffels, are the Arte-

ries and Veins that pafs through the Vertebra and
Mufcles of the Neck up to the Skull.

CERVICALIS Vena : Vid. Vertebralis.

CERUMINA, is the Filth or Wax of the Eai^
which feems to befweatoutfrom the Cartilages s

Others th :nk it comes from the Glandules which
border upon the Ears. It ferves to hinder Duft,
Motes or little Animals from getting into the
Bar

CERUSSE, or White-Lead, is Lead turned into*

a white Form by the Means of the Smoak or Va»
pours of boiling Vinegar.

C/ftSARlAN Section or Operation, is the cut-

ting open the Womb of the Mother to preferve the
Child : And the

CESARIAN Birth
, is that of a Child which

is born this way $ and thole that were lo, as Cue-

far, Seipio, Africanus Manlius, Sc. were called

Cafares, and Cafones ; a Cafo matris utero.

CESSAVIT, is a Writ that lieth upon this ge-
neral Ground, that he againft whom it is brought
hath neglected to pay luch Rents, or to perform
fuch Service as he is tied to by his Tenure, and
hath not upon his Land or Tenement fuffleient

Goods or Chattels to be diftrained.

CETUS, the Whale, a Southern Conftellation

confifting of 23 Stars.

CHACONNE (in Mufick) is a kind of Sard-

brand, whofe Meafure is always Triple Time.
CHAFE, Seamen lay a Rope chafes, when it

galls or frets by rubbing againft any rough and
hard thing. Thus they fay the Cable is chafed in

the
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the Hawfe, when it is fretted or Begun to be worn

out there.

CHAIN, is ah Inftrument ufed inSurveying, to

meafure Land withall ; of which there are feve-

rhi forts, as,

j. A Chain of too Foot long, each Link being

me Foofin length, and at each I o Foot there is a

Plate of Brafs, with a Figure engraven thereon,

to Ihew readily how many Feet are from the be-

ginning of the Chain : And for more eafe in ac-

countihg, there is, of fhould be, a Brafs Ring at

every five Links, that is, one between every two
Plates

.

This Chain is moft commodious for meafuring

of large Diftances or Lengths.

%. A Chain of 1 6 Foot and a half in Length,

and made fo as to contain too Links, with Rjngs

at every x oth Length.

This Chain will be good to meafure finall Gar

-

den-Grounds or Orchards by Perch or Pole Mea-

fure.

3. A Chain of Four Pole or Perches in Length

,

which is 66 Foot, or 22 Yards, for each Perch

contains 1 6? Foot. This whole Chain is divided

into 100 equal Paris or Links, whereof 25 are a

juft Pole or Perch ; and for ready accounting,

there is ufually a remarkable Diftindion by fome

Plate or large Ring at the End of every 25 Links

:

Alfo at the End of every 10th Link,
’tis ulual ro

fallen a Plate of Brafs with Notches therein, de-

noting how many Links are from the Beginning of

the Chain.

This Chain of all others is the moft commodi-

ous for Land-meafure

.

When you are to meafure any Line by the

Chain, you need to regard no other Denominati-

on, but only Chains and Links fet down With a

Prick of your Pen betwixt them : Thus if jrou

found the Side of a Clofe to be 6 Chains and 35

Links long, itmuft be put down thus, 6. 35.

But if the Links be under 10, a Cypher muft

be prefixed ; fo 7 Chains and 9 Links muft be

thus fet, 7. 09.

How to cajl up the Content of a Figure, the Lines

being given in Chains and Links.

Having multiplied Length by Breadth, or Bafe

by the half Perpendicular, &c. according to the

Rules for finding the Content of Figures under

the Word Area.

Buie 1 . From the Produd cut off 5 Figures to-

wards the Right-hand with a Dalh of your Pen, fo

fhal! thofe to the Left-hand fignify Acres.

2. If thefe five cut off to the Right-hand were

not all Cyphers, multiply them by 4, and cutting

off 5 Figures toward the Right-hand again, the

teft will be Beads or Quarters*

3. Alfo, if amongft thefe five Figures cut off

at the fecond Multiplication, there be any Figures

betides Cyphers, then multiply all the five by 40,

cutting off five again with a Dalh, and thofe on

the Left-hand fignify Square Perches or Poles. As
for Inftance,

CH A
Having a Square Field given, whofe Sides are

each of them 7 Chains, 25 Links, the Content of

this Square is required in Acres
, Bpods „

and
Perches.

Length 7. 2,5

Breadth 7. 1$

3625
1450

3075

Acres 5 25625

4

Bood 1
j
0250®

4@

Perch 1 00000

Anjw. 5 Acres, 1 Rood, and 1 Perch.

The Reafon of this pfadical Rule is plain, if

you confider that 5 Chains (or 20 Perches) in

Length, and 2 Chains for 8 Perches) in Breadth,

make an Acre (or 160 Square Perches;) alfo f
Chains multiplied by a, is the fame with 50®

Links by 200, which makes 100000 Square Links,

Wherefore ’tis evident, that 525625 Square

Links, (*'. e. the Produd of 7, 2.5 by 7, 25; di-

vided by 100000, that is, by cutting off 3 Fi-

gures on the Right-hand, leaves 5 Acres and 25625
Square Links over.

Alfo, if 25625 Square Links, do contain an

y

(

Quarter or Quarters of an Acre ; then "tis but

multiplying by 4, and dividing by 100000 (i. e,

five cut off from the Produd) they will contain

fo many Acres as now they do Quarters or Roods*,

for any number of Quarters multiplied by 4, pro-

duce the like number of Integers, and only Di-

vifion reduces them to the right Denomination 2

So that 15625 multiplied by 4, gives 1 02500;

which divided by 1 ooboo, leaves 1 Acre, and 25%

o

Quarters of Square Links over.

This laft Remainder 2500 (being the truenum-
ber ofSquare Links multiplied by 4) if multiplied

by 40 (which is i of 160) it muft as often contain

1 00000 fquare Links, as the ~ of 2500, i. e. 625;

containeth the Square Perches. \

Thus, 100000 divided by 160 gives 625,' as

anfwering so 1 Perch : Alfo 2500 multiplied by

40, gives 1 00000, or 1 Acre (aftef Divifion) or

five Figures cut off.

How bf the Chain to take an Angle in the Field,

Firft, meafure along the Hedge A B ihj final!

Diftance, as Ax, two Chains: Alfo, meafure

long the Hedge A C what number of Chains you!

pleafe, no matter whether they be equal to the

former or not, as A 3, two Chains ; Then mea*

fure the Diftance 2, 3, fuppofe it be 1. Chain 6®

Links»
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To plot which, draw the Line A B at plea-

sure, and fet off x Chains from A to 2 ; then take

in your Compaffes the Diftance A3, x Chains,

Setting one Foot in A, defcribethe Arch 2, 3 ; take

alfo in your Compaffes 1 Chain
,
68 Links,

let it

from 2 to 3, and through the Point 3 draw A C,

fo you have the Angle BA G of the Field truly

plotted.

The fame may be otherwife performed thus

;

Set a Stick in the Angle, and putting the King

at one End of the Chain over it, take the other

End in your Hand, and ftretch. out the Chain along

the Hedge A B, and where it ends at 5, fet a

Stick ; then ftretch the Chain along the Hedge AC,

and at the End thereof fet another Sick, as at 4,

then let loofe the Chain from A, and meafure the

Diftance 5, 4, which fuppofe 74 Links. Then
plot it as before.

By this Means you may Survey a Field by going

round the fame with the Chain only, by taking all

the Angles, and meafuring the Sides. The fame

may be plotted by Dire&ion given under the Word
Surveying.

CHAIN-SHOT, is two Bullets, or rather half

Bullets, with a Chain between them ; their ufe is

at Sea to fhoot down Yards or Mafts, ot cut the

Shrouds or any Rigging of a Ship.

CHAIN-WALLS, in a Ship, are the broad

Timbers which are made jutting out of her Sides

;

to which with Chains the Shrouds are faftned,

and by them fpread out, the better to fupport

the Mafts.

. CHAINS, in a Ship, are thofe Irons to which

the Shrouds of the Mafts are made faft to the

Chain-Walls at the Ship’s Sides.

CHALASTICK Medicines, are fuch as by their

temperate and moderate Heat do comfort and

ftrengthen the Parts to which they are applied.

CHALAZA, the Treadle of an Egg ; every

Egg has two of them, one in the obtufe, and the

other in the acute End : There is more of them in

the White, yea they ftick clofer to the Yolk, and

are faftned to its Membrane. They are fome-

thing long Bodies, more concrete than the White,

and whiter, knotty, have fome fort of Light,

as Hail, whence they have their Name ; for each

Chaldea confifts, as it were, of fo many Hail-

ftones feparated from each other by that White ;

one of them is bigger than the other, and further

from the Yolk ;
is extended towards the obtufe

End of the Egg ;
the other is lefs, and extends it

felf from the Yolk towards the acute End of the

Egg. The Greater is made up of two or three

Knots, like fo many Hail-ftones, which are mo-

derately diftant from each other, the lefs in order

to fucceed the greater.

It is alfo a Difeafe incident to Swine. Blan-

chard,

^riALAZIA, is a little Swelling in the Eve«>
lids like a little Hail-ftone.

1 ‘

CHALCANTHUM RubefaBum, Is only Vitriol

|

calcined to Rednefs.

CHALLENGE (in Common-Law) ilgnifiesafal
Exception againft Perfons or Things j as a Prifo-

I

ner may except againft the partial Impannelling
of a Jury, or againft the Infufficiency of the Ju-
rors.

|

CHALOUP : See Shallop .

CHALYBEAT, is that which partakes of the
Nature of Steel | thus Chalyheat Medicines, are a
Preparation of Steel or Iron, ora Compofition m
which Steel or Iron is an Ingredient.

CHALYBEAT Chryjlals of Tartars Sit Cream
of Tartar.

CHAMADE, is a Signal made by the Enemy,!
either by Beat of Drum or Sound of Tnimpev
when they have any Matter to propound 5 as
when they found or beat a Parley .

CHAMBER, that Part of the Cavity of &
great Gun where her Charge lies, is Called the
Chamber: Thofe Pieces which at Sea they call
Murtherers, have Chambers which are put in at
theit Breeches.

CHAMBRANLE, an Ornament in Mafonry
and Joyner’s Work, bordering the three Sides of
Doors, Windows and Chimneys, ft is different
according to the feveral Orders, and confifts of
three Parts, vi%. the Top, called the Traverfej
and the two Sides the Afcendantx.

CHAMPARTV (in Common-Law) fignifies a
Maintenance of any Man in his Suit depending
upon Condition to have Part of the things (be it
Lands or Goods) when recovered.

CHANCE-MEDLEY (fignifies in Law) the
cafual killing of a Man, not altogether without
the Killer’s Fault, though without an evil In-
tent.

CHANDELIERS, in Fortification, are Wood-
en Parapets made of two upright Stakes fix Foot
high, which fupport divers Planks laid acrofs one
another, or Bavins filled with Earth. They are
made ufe of in" Approaches, Galleries and Mines
to cover the Workmen, and to hinder the Be-
fieged from forcing them to quit their Labours.
The only Difference between Chandeliers and
Blinds, is, that the Former ferve to cover the Pio-
neers before, and the Latter to cover them over
Head.
CHANEL ,

in the tonick. Capital
,

is a Part
which is fomewhat hollow under the Abacus after

the Liftel, arid lies upon the Echinus, having its

Contours of Turnings on each Side' to make the
Valutas.

CHAOS : The ancient Ethnick, Philofophers

luppofe the World to be formed at firft out of a
Chaos, that is, a dark kind of turbulent Atmo-
fphere, or a diforderly Syftem of Mixture of all

forts of Particles together, without any Regularity

in any Refpetft. This the Greeks called tlvon

,
and the Latins Rudis Indigcftaquc Mo-

les . It is probable enough that the Notion
came from Mofes, who fays, the Earth was with*
out Form and void, and that Darknefs was upon the

Face of the Abyfs Though he gives no farther De-
feription of it, nor tells us whence it took its Ori-
ginal, and came into fuch a confufed State.

Mr. IVnifton in his late new Theory of the Earth,
fuppofes the ancient Chaos, the Origin of our
Earth, to have been the Atmofphere of a Comet j

" for
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which new, though indeed all things confider-

ed, not improbable AfTertion, he endeavours to

make out by many Arguments, drawn from the

Agreement which appears to be between them :

See his Theory, P. 69. So that according to him

every Planet is a Comet formed into a regular and

laftingConftitution,and placed at a proper diftance

from the Sun, revolving in a nearly Circular Orbit

:

And a Comet is a Planet either beginning to be de-

ftroyed or remade*, that is, a Chaos or a Planet un-

formed, or in its Primeval State, and placed as yet

in an Orbit very eccentrical.

CHAPEAU, in Heraldry, is a Cap of Dignity

ufed to be worn by Dukes ; ’tis of a Scarlet Co-

lour, lined with Ermines, and on it, as on a tVrtath,

£he Crefi of Noblemen’s Coats of Arms is born,

and by it parted from the Helmet, which no Crefi

muft touch immediately.

CHAPITERS (in Law) fignifies a Summary or

Content of fuch Matters as are to be enquired of,

or presented before Juftices in Eyre, Juftices of

Aflize, or of Peace in their Seifions.

CHAPITERS, in Archite&ure are the Crowns »

or upper Parts of a Pillar: Thofe that are defti-

tute ofOrnaments are called Gbapitars with Moul-

dings, fuch as the Tufean and Doricl
(. ;

the firft

whereof is the moft fimple, having its Abacus

Square without any Mouldings j but the Abacus

of the other is crooned with an Ajlragal and three

Annulets under thffe Echinus. All thole that have

Leaves and carv’d Ornaments are term’d Chapiters

with Sculptures, and the fineft of them is the Co-

rinthian, which is adorned with two Rows of

Leaves, as alfo eight greater, and as many ieffer

Voluta’s placed under a Body called a Tympanum.

Thefe are called ufually Capitals

i

CHAPPE, the Herald’s Term
for the Partition of an Efcutche-

on of rhisEigure ;
and they Bla-

zon it thus, Chappe Or, and

Vert.

.

CHARACTERISTICS of a Logarithm : See

Index or Exponent .

CHARACTERS, are Marks, Signs or Symbols

of things invented by Artifts, and peculiar to fe-

veral Sciences, by which the Knowledge of the

Things themfelves is always more expeditioufly

and moft times, more clearly conveyed to the

Learner ; especially after he hath a little enured

himfelf to them.

Charafters ufed by Mathematicians arc chiefly in

Geometry, Trigonometry and Algebra, and are aS

followeth

:

rn Is the Murk of Equality, though D. Cartes, I

know not why, inftead of it ufeth £>, in which

he is fcarcely followed by any Body ;
and this

(=r) mark with him, or his Commentators, fig-

nifies the Difference of two Quantities when
’tis not known which is the greateft ; which

now-a-days we mark thus . But now this

Sign = is univerfally ufed for Equal to ; and if

you fhould fee a — zb, you muft read it, a is

equal to twice b.

-4- Is in Algebra a Sign of real Exiftence in the

Quantity it ftands before, and therefore all

Quantities that have no Sign are always fuppo-

C H A
fed to have this Sign -\- before them. Tis cal-

led the Affirmative and Pefitive Sign, becaufe
it implies the Quantity ,to be of a Pofitive and
Real Nature ; and is direcftly contrary to the
following Sign — . r.

,

This Sign -1- is alfo the Mark of Addition

,

and
when you fee a -\- b, you muft read it a add-
ded to b ; or as the way ufually is, a more b ;

andyouaretofuppofeit tobethe Sum of thofe

two Quantities a and b. -

— Is the Note of Negation, Negative Exiftence

or Non Entity in Algebra. And whenever it ftands

fingly before any Quantity, it fhews that Quan-
tity to be no real one, but lefs than nothing ;

and therefore fuch Quantities are called Negative.

Thus -— 3 is a Negative 3, or 3 lefs than No-
thing. And though fuch Quantities as thefe

are only Imaginary, they have yet very great

ufe in Algebra. And any one may have a di-

ftinift Idea of fuch a Negative Quantity, if he
confider a Man to have in Cafe, or be worth but
1000 Pounds, and yet to owe to 1500; for then

that Man is certainly 500/. worfe than no-

thing ; which Quantity of 500 l. in refpeeft to

him, will properly be exprefled by -putting this

Negative Sign before it ; for its truly to that

Man— 500 /. or 500 /. lefs than, or worfe than
nothing.

This Charabler is alfo the Note of Sulftrattion

and when you fee a — b, you muft read it, a,

fubstrutting or abating, or as the ufual way is

now, a lefs b ; implying, that that Quantity is

the Difference between a and b,or the Remain-
der, when b the Ieffer is fubftradted from a the

greater. Therefore this Note (.as alfo doth the

foregoing) always belongs to the Quantity fol-

lowing it,

c/3 Is the CharaBer .exprefling the Difference be-
tween any two Quantities when ’tis not yet

difeovered which is the greater : And therefore

the Sign— cannot be ufed, becaufe it always
fuppofes the Quantity following to be lefs than
what precedes it.

X Is the CharaSler of Multiplication ] implying
the Quantities on each Side the Sign are to be
multiplied one into another. Thus ax b is to

be read a multiplied by b ; or the Rettangle

between, or Produtt of a and b. But this Sign
in Algebra is ufually omitted, and the Quanri-\
ties are put down like Letters in a Word. Thus
a b fignifi.es the Product of a multiplied by bc.

In compound Quantities the Sign is moft times
ufed, as aAr b x c d — e.

Is the Mark of Divifion : Thus a—f b fignifies

that the Quantity a is to be divided by b. But
moft times in Algebra the Quotient is expreffed

. a
Fra6tion-ways ; as fignifies the Quotient of

a divided by b. Some Writers exprefs it thus,

b) a ( ,
as in the common Divifion.

©- Is the CharaBer of Involution, as they call it)

that is, of producing the Square of any Quanti-

ty, or of multiplying any Quantity into it felC

In Branker and Pell’s Algebra, and fince that, its

Herds'

s

and others, 'tis placed in the Margin,
and fhews that the Step of the Equation a-

gainft which it ftands is to be multiplied by it

felf, or fquaied, or if it be a Square already)

then to be raifed up to that Power which the

Index fet after the CharaBer expreffes, v. gr.

I* ]©?
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dua-\- ^Hab-ir i*b a-j-bbbi fhews,

“that the of that Equation, which (was

a -h b) was, in the 4th Step, multiplied Cubi-

cally, or railed up to the 3d Power.

m> Is the Charafter of Evolution ; that is, of Ex-

traction of Hoots out of thefeveral Powers; and

is the Reverfe ofthe foregoing Sign

i : Is the Mark of Geometrical Proportion disjunct,

and is ufually placed between two Pairs of Pro-

portionals
,

as in the Golden Rule.; thus

4 : 6 :: 8 : 12 ; and fhews, that 4 hath the

fame Ratio to 6 that 8 hath to { i.

’! Is the Mark of Geometrical Proportion conti-

nued, and implies the Ratio tb be ftill carried

on without any Interruption, as, a, 4, 8, 16,

32, 64, 1 18 ~tt. Some French Writers ufe this

Mark for Arithmetical Proportion.

V' Is the Sign of Radically, and fhews (accord-

ing to the Index of the Power that is fet over

or after it) that the Square Cube or other

Root is extracted, oir is to be fo, out of any

Quantity 3 as t/'.i’s, or ^25, or V (*>) ^5>

fignifies the Square Root of 25 ; and \/25, or

V : (d) fignifies the Cube Root of Twenty
five. Sometimes this Radical Sign belongs to

as many of the following Quantities as have a

Line drawn over them 5 as, V: b -j- d fignifies

the Square Root of the Sum of b and d added

together : And y' (3f) f-t-c — g— 3 fignifies

the Cube Root of the Sum of/ and c, after g
is fubftra&ed from that Sum ; and that after

this, 3 is to be taken from the faid Cube Root.

r~ . or T Is the Charafter of Greater, and

1 or L The Sign of the Lejfer of any two
Quantities.

S 1

Is the Mark for Parallel, and implies, that a

Lines or Planes are equidiftant one from ano-

ther. v

A Triangle.

Square.

Q Re&angle.

O Circle, or Sol the Sun.'

Jl Equi-angular or Similar.

JL Equilateral

L. Angle.

L, Right-Angle.’

Perpendicular!

: : : Is the Mark for Arithmetical Proportion^

y, x
, Any Letters with Points fo over their

Heads, denote the Fluxions of variable Quan-
tities: And if they have z, 3 or 4 Points, they
denote Second, Third or Fourth Fluxions

:

See Fluxions.

— 1, —- 2, — 3, —4, &ct are the Exponents of
a Series of Erations in a Geometrical Progrefi-

fiom
'

t, j, it are the Exponents of y: x„ \/s \fx
r

£

which therefore in thenew Notation are written
thus, x\, xfi xi,&c. Alfo

xf, ftands for \/ x4 ; and in Fractions,"

x— *. x—- *. x — J
. ftand for— — ~3

, &c.

fo x£ -f- 4 exprefles the Product of xf into xf, and,;

* — 7— ? for x— f) is the Produbf of x —
into its felf, or the Square of x f»~ f (or xf is the Exponent ©f the Qiioriejgf
of xf by.xf.

a-\-b\ 1 Exprefles an Unite divided by a

a-p b\ ~3 Is an Unite divided by the Cube’

of a 4- b.

<1 -b b\ f Is the Biquadfatick Root of the Cube
of a -\~ b.

f

cm
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CHARACTERS CHYMICAL
Sir "A Uiltuti (B™C

^4Hum 0,0
Smalyazna, aaa. , TlP

-

Jthrnbick, 20C

dntimcny O ,
<5

Arfcmck, °-° 8
Sunptpnuntum, CED

^4«r! cbalcum. Q C
sAttud. com utils

1 V WV*

-JW V
—Mortis "W jr Speraiiny water

f —SLeyij VL,V? orStyyutMvater

t — 'Difillatu V
Afhes £
Math orMabieum JB

$d.uuiitn. arenpum, ompndBath JB

Sohutmu3£aruc orJIFaris 3©
Mdbuuxn vaporis Ag

JWt 'Armtntck, JS>

Moraoc c=A ^
Pm.4. ESS
Black Sulphur So
Mo Calcine cA,
Camphirc CHJ-O-O
Cinnabar rff""} <5 3

/ tTt/x 'Viva- ^
Calx m Central C

Cerufd ’p

A; Clement: 2Tv

fe1 Coagulate IT
, E

Copper or"Vemus $
CoptBumfacSs ’Ujfzf.&ry

Chryfhal y
Soman, Salt ©,© , E> , All

Crocus Sffariis v* b

Crocus ofCop. SeeJUs

Crucible, 4* 3
d- Oueurhite & A
Dup&fi 8

-toCDifkll cr%

Mifilled ’Vinegar

Hay . or Might O
March -W

A
wheelMere. <©

-tw Mix- 'f
to Miltntte V

|

Stowers opudnttrnotvt/ (

Milmgs of- Steel G~-">
^7/i "G #
G-lafft O'"

C-raveUed„djhe,.

Crtitu 2~&2.o o
Marts 3Com

“T

c c
" ^ "*

cffAR^ i
in Hbrafdiyf^niiils' viiatever

. thing is born in the Field of a Coat ofArms; whe-

ther Animal, Vegetable, or any other Reprefenta-

tion or Figure. Proper Charges are called Ordi-

naries: Which fee. Thus GuiUim, but Bloom

calls thofe Charges on which Rewards and Addi-
N

tions of Honour are often placed in a Coat of

Arms, fuch as Cantons
,
Quarters, Gyrons, Flashy,

CHARGE, the Seamen call a Ship, a Ship of

Charge, when fhe draws much Water, or fwims

deep in the Sea; and fometimes it’s ufed for an

unweildy Ship that will not ware not fteer, for fuch

a one they fay alfo is a Ship of Charge.

CHARLES’s WAIN, feven Stars in the Con-

ftellation called Vrfa Major.

CHART, is a Draught projected for the ufe

of Seamen, difeovering the Sea-coafts, Sands,

Rocks ; and is fometime taken for the Nautricdl

Compafs.

CHARTA Pardonationis fe defendendo,
is the

Form of a Pardon for flaying another Man in his

own Defence.

CHARTA Pardonationis utlagarit, is the Form
of a Pardon for a Man that is outlawed.

CHARTER-PARTY ,isan Indenture of Co-
venants and Agreements made between Merchants

or between Owners of Ships and the Matters

and Sea-faring Men, touching their Affairs, or

Commanders,
CHARTIS Ryddendu, is a Writ which lies a-

gainft him that hath Charters of Feoffment, de-

Ink, -fyJ-

Ircn O*
Mupit&r or Minn- Q
Mead or SatumfU.

,fi,
Si

Mrme, C , Q
giuok, Jjime, or CaLtviva -§/

Mithange t—t to Mute, JS/

Mutum Sapt&ntid ^
aSf£arcafpte J$k.,od% luS, •

iL

^Mercury ^
OSercury Suhhtnocte ijW

—dPr&cvpttzctecl Qcs=

a. Cdfotvth 0
S\£-ayr%etr cGb

yfflars Troti or Steel O*
Silyht ^
SVxtrc or Salt Meter CD

Oil °o

Idhilajopher? Sulphur /S

to CPr&oipttate

to Murify

Mou^ler ^ , $
Mot- Covered,

ttt

Quin-tefp.n,ce ^7 £
MLealptr jC ,W* , cWo
Metortr (W, (y*

Sand iiih.

~opVenus See JEs Ufht

Soap 0
Sal Mk.aH % C^J

Sal^drmonlack. ^
Salt Cotnan, 0 © 3" 3^

Sal C-emma 0—

*

Sulphur ff

Sulphur Mhtlofvphorum, fe.

black. Sulphur cfe

Sulphur Vtvum
to Sublime -/

"u- cCb

Spent '-5-. Sp. erfWine W
Stratum Super Stratum S.S.S

.

Sol or Cold ©
Silver C , 3

Malck 3C

Mortar

Mutia orMutty

Stricture IL

Vitriol CB ®-l

white Vitriol C
blew Vitriol ®+ '

Verdiyretpe, 0
Vvnepar 0 X
-difidled Vtneyar 0 , ‘X*

TTrtne Q

ufeth to deliver

them
CHASE, to Chafe is to purlue a Ship at Sea^

which is called Giving Chafe. A Stern Chafe is

when the Chafer follows the Chafed a-ftern, di-

re&ly upon the fame Point of the Compals : To lie

with a Ship’s Fore-foot in a Chafe, is to fail and
meet with her by the neareft diftance, and fo to

crofs her in her way, or to come acrofs her Fore-

foot. A Ship is faid to have a good Chafe, when,
(he is fo built forward on, or a-ftern, that fhe ca&
carry many Guns to (hoot forwards or backwards,
and fo hath either a good Forward, or A good Stern-

Ghafe.

CHASE-GUNS, are luch whofe Ports are ei-

ther in the Head (and then they are ufed in cha-

fing of others) or in the Stern, which are only ufeful

when they are purfued or chafed by any Ship or

Ships.

CHASE of a Gun, is irs whole Length;

CHAUSE-TRAPPES, of Caltrops
,

in Fortifi-

cation, are Iron Inftruments with four Spikes a-

bout 4 Inches long, made after fuch a manner,
that whatfoever way they fall, one Point will al-

ways lie uppetmoft like a Nail. They are ufually

fcatter’d and thrown into Moats and Breaches to

gall the Horfes Feet, and to ftop the hafty approach
of the Enemy.
CHECKY, the Hefald’s Term for a Bordureof

Ordinary that hath more than two Rows of
Checkers ; for if it hath only two, they call it

Counter- tamponed.

R ' CHEEKS

\
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CHEEKS, are (in a Ship) two Pieces of Tim-

ber fitted on each Side of the Maft at the Top*

ferving to ftrengthen the Maft there ;
and al-

fo having Holes in them (which are called

Hounds) through which the Ties run to hoiji the

Jards.

AHo the uppermoft Rail or Piece of Timber in

the Beak of a Ship ;
and thofe on each Side the

Trail Board, are called the upper and lower Cheek.

The Knees alfo which fallen the Beak-Head to

the Bows of a Ship are called Cheeks ; and fo

are the Sides of any Block, as alfo the Sides of

a Ship-Carriage for aPiece of Ordnance.

CHEIF, one of the Eight Ho-
nourable Ordinaries in Heraldry,

containing a Third Parr of the

Field ,
and determined by one

Line, either ftreight or crooked,

that is, hivehied, Engrailed, &c.

drawn through theGhief-Point of

the Efcutcheon. Thus the Field

is Gules, a Chi/f Argent. He
beareth Gules, a Chief Crencle,

or Embatteled, Argent.

Sometimes one Chief is born

upon another, which is called

Surmounting
,
and it is ufually ex-

preffed by a Line drawn along

the upper Part of the Chief ; for

if the Line be drawn along the lower Part of the

Chief, it is called a Fillet. The Former of thefe is

an Addition, the Latter a Diminution of Honour.

Chief Point : See Efcutcheon

,

CHEMIN de Bonds, in Fortification, is the way
of th^ Rounds, or a Space between the Rampart

and the low Parapet under it for the Rounds to go

about. The fame with the FaujfeBray.

CHEMISE, in Fortification, is a Wall with

which a Baftion, or any other Bulwark of Earth is

lined for its greater Support and Strength ; or it is

the Solidity of the Wall from the Talus to the

Stone Row.
CHEMOSIS, is the Tumor of the Albugineous

Tu-nick, that rnaketh the Black of the Eye appear

Concave, being a very great Inflammation of the

Eyes with vehement Pain ,
both the Eye-lids

being turned the Infide out, lo that the Eyes can

fcarcely be covered with them, whilft the White

of the Eye (lands higher, and the Red runs over

mod Part of the Iris.

CHERSONESUS, a Term in Geography, be-

ing the fame with Peninfula, and fignifies a Part

of the Land enclofed all round about with Water,

except one narrow Neck, by which it joins to

the Main Land ; and that Neck is called an

IJihmus.

CHESSE-TREES l
are two ftrall Pieces of

Timber with a Hole in them, on each Side of

the Ship, a little before her Loof for the Main

Tack to run through, and to which it is haled

down.
CHEVAUX de Frife, or Friefeland Horfe, in

Fortification, is a large Joift or Piece of Timber

about a Foot in Diameter, and ten or twelve in

Length ; into the fix Sides thereof are driven a

great number of Wooden Pins about fix Foot long,

eroding one another, and having their Ends arm-

ed with Iron Points. Their chief Ufe is to flop

up Breaches, or to fecure the Avenues of a Camp
from the Inroads both of Horfe and Foot. They

are much the fame with Turn-pikes.

CHI
CHEVILS, or Kevils, are final! Pieces of Tim-

ber nailed to the Infide of a Ship to belay or fa-
llen the Sheets and Tacky.

CHEVRON, one of the Honourable Ordina-
ries in Heraldry : It reprefents two Rafters of an
Houfe fet up as they ought to
(land

, and was anciently the
Form of the Prieftefles Head At-
tire. It contains the Fifth Part
of the Field, and is Figured
thus

:

He beareth Gules, a Chevron
Argent

, by the Name of Fulford.

The Chevron is divided into the

CHEVERONEL, which is the Moiety of a
Chevron

; and a Couple Clofe, which is the fourth
Part.

CHICANRY, is a trickifh and guileful Pra-
ctice of the Law.
CHILIADS

j fo the Tables of Logarithms are
frequently named by many Authors.
CHILIOGON, a Regular Plane Figure of

1000 Sides and Angles ; of which, though the
Eye can form no diftind View, we may have a
very clear Idea in the Mind ; and can eafily de-
monftrate that the Sum of all its Angles are e-
qual to 1996 Right ones; for the internal Angles
of every Plane Figure, are equal to twice as many
Right Angles as the Figure hath Sides ; except
thofe 4 which are about the Point in the Middle*
from whence the Figure is refoived into Trian-
gles.

CHIMES of any Clock.: How to calculateNum-
bers for them,

t
and to fit and divide the Chime

Barrel : See in Watch-work.
CHIRAGRA, is a fort of Gout in the Hands

only.

CHIROGRAPHER, is he that in the Common-
Pleas, ingrofles Fines acknowledged in that Court
into a perpetual Record (after they are acknow-
ledged and fully pafled by thofe Offices by whom
they are firft examined) and that writes and de-
livers the Indentures, one for the Buyer and a-
nother for him that fells, and makes another in-
dented Piece, containing alfo the Effed of the
Fine, which he delivers over to the Cuslos Brevi-
um, which is called the Foot of the Fine. The
Chirographer alfo, or his Deputy, proclaims all

:he Fines in the Court every Term, according to
the Statutes, and then repairing to the Office of
the Cuftos Brevium, there endorfes the Proclama-
tions upon the Back-fide of the Foot thereof, and
always keeps the Writ of Covenant, as alfo the
Note of the Fine.

CHIROMANCY, the fame with Palmiftry, is

a pretended way of Divination, telling of For-
turities, prefaging Futurities, or difeovering the

Tempers and Conftitutions of Pdrfons by a ri-

diculous Infpedion into the Hand, and Obferva-
on of Wrinkles and Strokes of the Skin.

CHIVES, is the Botanick Word by which our
Mr. Byiy renders the Latin Apices: Winch fee.

But Dr. Grew calls the Stamina on which the A-
pices are fix’d by rhis Name of Chieves

.

CHLOROSIS, or Morbus Virgineus, commonly
Icterus Albus or the Green-hckticfs, feems to be a
kind of Phlegmarick Pitnitous Dropfy, arifing

from an Obftrudion of the Menfes, want of Fer-
mentation in the Blood, and Detention or Deprava-
tion of the Ferment in the Womb

;
whereupon the

-Mufcu*



CHO CHO
Mufcular Fibres being obftrucfted, they become
Lazy and unfir for Ad:ion. 'Blanchard.

CHOANA, is a fort of Cavity or Tunnel in

the Bajis of the Brain, by which the ferous Excre-

ments are brought down from the Ventricles of

the Brain to the Pituitary Glandules ; alfothe Pel-

vis of the Beins, of which in its proper Place.

Blanchard.

CHOLEDOCHUS£>«<3,

#f,is theCommunion of

the Ductus or Porus Bilarius with the Ductus Cyfti-

eus,into one Paffage, and is thence called the Ductus
Communis Choledochus. This goes obliquely to the

lower End of the Duodenum
,
or the beginning ©f

the Jejunum ; and creeping obliquely between the

Tunicks of the Inteftine, hath the Return of the

Bile hindred fas by a Valve) from coming into the

Ductus again.

CHOLER : See Bile.

CHOLERA Morbus, is a depraved Motion of

the Ventricle and the Guts, whereby the Bilious

Excrements* are difcharged in great plenty up-
wards and downwards. Blanchard.

CHOLOGOGUES
, are Medicines which

purge Choler, Sulphureous and Bilous Humours j

as Bhubard, Senna, &c. according to the old No-
tion.

CHONDROSYNDESMUS
, the joyning or

uniting of the Bones by a Cartilage placed be-

twixt them.

CHORD, in Geometry, is a Right Line con-

necting the Extremities of any Arch of a Circle,

and is otherwife called a Subtenfe.

Prop. I.

A Chord (b c) is bifledted by a Perpendicular

(d a) drawn from (a ) the Center.

For the Triangle abc is an ifofceles, (becaufe
c a — b a) and therefore the Pependicular a d bif-

fedts the Bafe or Chord be (io. e. i. Eucl.) and
confequently the Ark b c is alfo by this Means
biffe&ed From whence are deducible and de-
monftrable thefe

Problems.

'*• To make a Circle pafs through any three
Points given, not lying in a Right Line.

a. To find the Center of any Circle.

3. Tocompleata Circle from an Ark given.

4. To deferibe a Circle about any Triangle
giycn.

1. Let the three Points be ABC ; join A 3
and A C, which biffed: in D and E, by drawing
the Perpendiculars D O and E O The Point O

r

where they crofs one another, mull be the Center,

becaufe they both pafs through it by this Pro-

pofition. With the Diftance A O draw the Circle,

and the Demonftration will be plain.

a. If the Circle had been given, or any Parc
of it, as fuppofe the Ark CAD, and the Center
of the Circle had been required: You need only
mark out any three Points in the Circumference

;
asfuppofe 4, B,C ; then proceed as before, you’ll

find rhe Center C.
1

3. The fame way alfo you may deferibe a Cir-

cle about the Triangle ABC; for the Perpendi-
culars that biffed: any two Sides of the Triangle,'

will, where they crofs, find the Center C, from
whence a Circle being drawn, it fhall circumfcribe

the Triangle ABC. The Demonftration is the
fame with the former.

N. B. The Cent er of a Circle may very eaflly

be found by the Square thus ; Apply the Cor-
ner of the Square any where to the Circum-
ference, as fuppofe at A; and draw D B
between the Poin ts where the Legs cut the

Circumference. The: .Line biffeefted, fhall
give C the Center of the Circle - for the
Angle DAB, being a Right one, £>R muft
be the Diameter, by 31, e. 3. Eucl. The half
of which DC or CR muft be the \adius.
R * ' CHORDA
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CHORDA Membrane? Tempan;

, is a certain

Nerve coming from the third Branch of the fifth

Pair, extended above the Membrane of the Tym-
panum or Drum of the Ear, and which goes alio to

the Mufcles of the Malleolus
, and then joins the

pertio Dura before it comes out of the Cranium.

CHORDAPSUS, fo Celfus names it, barbaroufly

called Miferere the
,
by others i lliaca Pajfio, by o-

thers Volvulus
,
commonly Ileus -

3 is an Ejection of

the Excrements at the Mouth only, becauie the Pe-

riiialtick. or Vermicular Motion of the Guts,where-

by the Excrements are excluded, becomes inverted,

Blanchard.

CHOREA Sancil Viti, is a lort of Madnefs,

which formerly was very common amongft fome

People, wherein the Perfon affeefted laid not down,

but ran hither and thither dancing to the laft Gafp

if they were not forcibly hindred. Horfiius fays.

That he hath fpoke with fome Women, who pay-

ing a yearly Vifit to the Chapel of Saint Vitus
,

which is near the City Vlme in Swedland, have

been taken with fuch a Violent fit of Dancing

Night and Day, together with a fort of Frantick-

fiefs in the Mind, that they fall together like fo

many People in Extafies j and are fenfible of little

or nothing for a Year together till next May, about

which time they perceive themfelves fo tormented

with a Reftleffneis in their Iambs, that they are

forced to repair to the fame place again about the

Feaft of Saint Vitus to Dance.

CHOREUS, vulgarly called Trocheus
,

is the

Foot of a Latin Verfe, confiftingof two Syllables,

where the firft is long, and the laft fhorr,s Annus j

fo that this is the Reverfe of an Iambus.

CHORIAMBUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verfe

compounded of a Chorus and an Iambus ; it con-

fifts of four Syllables, of which the firft and laft

are long, and the middle ones fhort; as Hijloriae.

CHORION, is the outer Membrane involving

the Feetus in the Womb j ’tis pretty thick, fmooth

within, but rough without-fide to which the Pla-

centa adheres : It hath many Veffels which fpring

from the Placenta, and from the Umbilical Veffels.

The former are difperfed through it before the

Foetus is fliaped (as Diemerbroeld affirms) but the

latter not till the Navel-Rope is grown out to a

juft length ;
at which time they enter in it, and are

intermixt with the former, and from this Mem-
brane are inferred into the Placenta to which the

Chorion adheres. This Membrane, the Chorion,

is always fingle, though the Foetus be Twins, though

then there is a double Amnion, treble, quadruple,

&c. if the Foetus are 3, 4, &c. Originally the

Chorion did inveft the Ovum, but when that is

brought down into the Womb, and is become a

Conception, this Membrane imbibes the Moifture

of that part very plentifully ; for while the Con-

ception lies Ioofe there, and is faftned to no part

by any Veffels which go from it, or come to it, it

feems to have its increafe juft as the Egg hath in

the Body of the Hen ; which whilft it is in the R<r-

cemus or Knot, hath no other Subftance but the

Yolk ;
and when it drops off from thence, and de-

feends through the Infundibulum, itreceives no Al-

teration, but when it comes into the Cells of the

Procefs of the Vterus, it begins (faith Harvey) to

gather a White, although it yet ftick to no part of

the Vterus, nor hath any Umbilical Veffels : But

juft as the Eggs of Frogs and Fifties gather them-

felves a White out of the Water, fo doth there

come out of the Plica or Wrinkles of the Womb

CHO
an Albugineous Moifture

, whence the Yolk
(by its vegetative and innate Heatj gathers and
concodls its White. After this manner doth the Cho-
rion imbibe that Albugineous Matter, which from
the firft Conception encreafes daily in itfand which
tranfudes through the Amnion in which the Embryo
fwims) till the Umbilical Veffels and the Placenta
are formed , from and through which the Foetus
may then receive its Nourifhment. And the Li-
quor which this Chorion imbibes, Dr. Gibfon takes
to be the Nutritious Juice which ouzes into the
Cavity of the Vterus out of the Capillary Orifices
of the Hypogaftrick and Spermatick Arteries, and
is ofthe fameNature with that which is afterwards
feparated in the Placenta, and carried to the Foetus
by the Umbilical Vein, and with that alfo which
abounds in the Amnious

, even till the Birth : For,
the Plaftick or Vegetative Vertue is only in the

:

Ovum it felf, and the Augment that the firft Linea-
ments of the Foetus receives,is only by Appofition of
this Nutritious Juice. But the Chorion is grown
fo denfe and thick by that time the Placenta and;
Umbilical Veffels are formed, that it is not capable
of imbibing more, but that which in this time is?

in it, doth in a little while tranfude into the Amnios

;

and fo it felfbecomes empty, and gives way to the
encreafe of the AUantoides (which from hence be-
gins to appear) and whole Liquor encreafes daily}
as the Fatus grows near to the Birth. This Opi-
nion, which feems indeed very probable,the Learn-
ed Dr. Gibfon in his Anatomy (laft Edition,

f. zio.)
propofes only as a Conjecture, and fubmits it to
the Cenfure of the Learned.

CHOORGRAPHY, is a particular Defcripaoif
of fome Country, as of England, France, or any
Shire or Province in them, &c.
CHOROIDES, is the folding of the Carotidal

Artery in the Brain,wherein is the GlandulaPinalis
It is alfo the Vvea Tunica, which makes the Ap-
ple of the Eye.

CHROMATICK, a Term in Mufick, being
the fecond of the three kinds, which abounds in
Semi-tones, and contains only the leaft Diatonical
Degrees. It is recorded in Hiftory, that Timotheus
the Milejian firft invented this fort of Mufick, in
the time of Alexander the Great, and the Spartans
baniftied him bcaufe being accuftomed only to the
Diatonic^ kind, they judged the Chromatick to be
too foft.

CHRONOLOGY, in the common fenfe of the
Word now, is the Arithmetical computing of
Time for Hiftorical Ufesj fo as thereby truly to
date the Beginnings and Ends of Princes Reigns,
the Revolutions of Empires and Kingdoms, Bat-
tles, Sieges, or any other Memorable A&ions.
CHRONOMETRUM Perpendiculum,ov Chro-

nofeepium, the fame as Pendulum 1 Which fee.

CHRONOSCOPE, the fame with a Pendulum
to meafure Time : See Pendulum

,

CHRYSOCERAUNIUS Pulvis, is the fame
with Aurum Pulminans : Which fee.

CHRYSTAL Mineral : See Sal Prunella.

CHRYSTALS of Copper : See Vitriol of Copper
or Venus

.

CHRYSTALS of Silver, or Vitriol of the Moon ’

is an Operation in Chymiftry, where by the Body
of Silver is opened and reduced into the form of
a Salt by Spirit of Nitre. ’Tis done thus ; Diffolve
an Ounce or two of Silver in about three times
the Weight of Aqua fortis, or which is better, good
Spirit of Nitre. Evaporate the Diffolutionin a

Glafs
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Glafs Cucurbite and over a Sand-heat till about

.1 ofthe Liquor is blown off,then let the Remainder

ftand without ftirring it,and it wiil ihoot into Chry-

ftals, which take out, and when they are dry, keep

them in a Viol well ftopt. Thefe C/tryflals are

ufed to make an Efchar.by touching any part with

them. They are alfo given inwardly in Droplies

fometimes, from two to fix Grains, and they will

purge gently. The Purgative Quality in thefe

Chryfials (there being no fuch thing either in the

Silver or the Spirit of Nitre) muft arife from the

new Texture and Conformation of the Parts of

both, happening from this Union of the Parts of

the Silver with thofe of Spirit of Nitre,

Thefe Chryfials may eafiiy be revived into good

Silver again, if you put them to diffolve, as they

will readily do in a Vefifel of hot Water, in the

bottom of which you (hall have laid a Plate of

Copper; the Silver will precipitate down in a white

Powder, which gather, wafti and dry, and then

melt it in a Cruciblewith a little Salt Petre, ’twill

run into goodSilver of the fame weight as at firft.

CHRYSTALS of Tarter : See Cream of Tarter.

CHRYSTALLINE Heavens
,

in the Pidmaick.

Syftem were two; One ferved them to explain the

flow Motion of the fixed Stars, and caufed them
(as they thought) to move one Degree Eaftward in

about 70 Years.

The Second helped them out in folving a Motion,

which they called the Motion ofTrepidation or Li-

bration ; by which they imagined the Sphere to

fwag from Pole to Pole.

CHRYSTALLINE Humour of the Eye : See

Humours.
CHRYSTALLIZATION, is an Operation in

Chymiftry, by which the Salts diffolved in any Li-

quor are made to Ihoot into little prettily figured

Lumps or Fragments, which they call Chryfials,

from their being pellucid or clear like Chryftal.

In order to bring the Salts duly to Chryflallfe,

you muft gently evaporate part of the Moifture ;

for if there be too much Liquor in propotion to

the Salt, it will not coagulate or chryftallize at all

;

and if there be too little, the Salts will all run into

one another, and not chryftallize regularly. The
general Rule to know when enough of the Moi-
Jfture is evaporated, is when a little Skin begins to

be on the Surface of the Liquor.

CHYLE, is a white Juice in the Ventricle and
Inteftines, proceeding from a light Diffolution and
Fermentation of the Victuals, efpecially of their

Sulphur and Salt with which Edible things abound,
and which by the Intervention of the Acid Hu-
mour in the Ventricle becomes white • for if you
pour an Acid upon any Liquor that is impregnat-
ed with Sulphur and Volatile Salt, it prefently

turns Milky, as is obvious in preparing Milk of
. Sulphur, or the Refinous Extracts of Vegetables.

Nay, Spirit of Harts-horn and of Soot
,
abounding

with Volatile Salt, if it be mix’d with an Acid, or
with but plain Water, grows to be of a Milky
Colour : At laft the Chyle after a Commixtion and
Fermentation with the Gall, and the Pancreatic^
Juice, either Volatile or Acid, paffing the LaBeal
Veins, &c. is mixed with the Blood. It is called

in Latin alfo Chymus. Blanchard. As to the man-
ner how this Chyle is firft made and perleded, fee

CHYLIFICATION, which is the Adionof the

Stomach, Guts, &c, in the making of Chyle, and
ns done thus, as I find the Accurate Mr. William
Cowper, Chyrurgeon, hath accounted for it in a Pa-
per pubifhsd in PhiloJ. TranfaBions

, N. 120,

C HY
The Aliment which is ufually taken down into

the Stomach ofAdult Perfohs, is fuch whole GrofI-

nefs Of Parts requires Maftication or Chewing:
In order to which, the Dentes Incifores are fome-
times employed to divide it from the iriore Bulky
Part, and to receive it into the Mouth ; and then
the lower Jaw being varioully moved by its proper
Mufcles, Maftication is begun, and carried On
by she AiTiftance ofthe Tongue, Cheeks, and Lips %
the two firft ftill applying the lefs divided Parts ol
the Aliment to the Dentes Mo/ares till there is an
equal Comminution of all its Parts; nor is' the
Addon of Maftication meerly performed for di-

viding the grofler Parts of the Aliments, but divers
of the Mufcles employed in the Motion ofthe low-
er Jaw, are at the fame time alfo ferviceable in

haftening the Saliva or Spittle, feparated from
the Blood by the Parotid Glands, thofe of the
lower Jaw, and under the Tongue, into the
Mouth ; the Salival Glands of the Cheeks and
Lips alfo contributing their Juice, do altogether

joyn with the Mafticated Aliment, before,or at the
fame time it’s made fit to be fwallowed ; which
Addon is called Deglutition.

Deglutition is thus performed : The Aliment, as
well what’s fluid as that mafticated, being lodged
on the Tongue, which does fomewhathollow it felf-

by means of its own proper Mufcular Fibres, for
the more commodious entertaining the largerQuan-
tity, its Tip and Sides are applied to the Indices of
all the Teeth of the upper Jaw, ('and Gingiva or
Gums of thofe that want Teeth) the Tongue is

fuddenly drawn up by the Mufculi Stylogloffi or
Mylogloffus, together with thole Mufcles which pull
the Os Hyoides upwards ; at the ffame time the
Fauces are drawn up, and their Cavity enlarged by
the Mufculi Stylopharyngai ; and about two thirds
of the Tongues fuperiour Surface is adequately
applied to the Roofof the Mouth ; the Epiglottis
from its Pofition being confequently deprefled, does
thereby cover the Glottis or Rfmula of the Larynx,
and prevents any part of the Aliment from def-
cending into theWind-pipe : In this part of theAdi-
on of Deglutition the Glands under the Tongue, and
excretory Duds of thofe of the lower Jaw are
comprefs’d, and their feparated Liquors or Spittle
voided by their Papilla, fituated at the lower part
of the Ercenumt or Ligament of the Tongue ; and
this is done by thtMufculus Mylo-Hyoidaus • When
the Aliment by the abovementioned Motion of the
Tongue, is forced into the Fauces or upper part o£
the Gula ; at the fame time the Gargareon, together
with the Vvula are drawn upwards by the Muf-
culi Sphanoftaphili, by which means any part of the
Aliment is hindred from afcending into the Fora-
mina Narium : The Fauces by the Mufculus Pery-
gopharyngteus and Oefopbagus are contraded, where-
by the the Aliment is not only comprefs’d into the
Gula, but rhe Matter feparated from the Blood by
the Glands of the Fauces, elpecially of thofe large
ones called Tonfilla, is forced out of their Cells or
Excretory Duds, to joyn with it in its defoent to
the Stomach by Gula, through which the latter
paffes-by the Adion of its Mufcular Fibres.

The Aliment thus impregnated with Saliva in
Maftication and Deglutition being received into
the Stomach, there meets with a Juice feparated
from the Blood by the Glands of that Part whofe
Excretory Duds open into the Cavity of the Sto-
mach : By the commixture of thefe Liquors,
whether of Saliva or thejuice of the Stomach a pren

peg
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Per Menftruum is compoled, by which the Parts of

Phe Aliment are ftill more and more divided by
its inlinuating into their Pores, and by which the

Air before imprifoned in their Iefs-divided Parts, is

not only fet more at liberty, but by the natural

Heat, it muft neceflarily fufFer fuch a Rarefadtion,

as that thereby the whole Stomach becomes ftill

more and mere diftended ; hence it is we havelefs

Appetite fometime after eating (when this Intu-

taefcency is made) than we had immediately af-

ter ; hence alfo arife thofe frequent Eructations

from divers Aliments, as old Peafe, Cabbage, and

divers other Vegetables we frequently eat ; all

which become very much difturbing in depraved

Appetites and weak Stomachs. Though we have

not ufed the Word Fermentation, yet we do not

fuppofe the Diflolution of the Aliment within the

Stomach can be done at leaft without an Inteftine

Motion of its Particles with the Menftruum ; but

we have omitted that Term, becaufe it may be

apt to lead us into an Idea of a greater Conflict

than in truth there really is.

At the fame time this Intumefcence and Agita-

tion of the Matter is made in the Stomach, the

Contents of the neighbouring excretory Ductus s,

namely, the Rile in the Gall-Bladder and Liver-

Dudts, and Pancreatick Juice in the Ductus Pan-

creaticus
,
are comprefs'd into the Inteftinum Duode-

num, through the Extenfion of the Stomach it

felf ; the refluent Blood of the Stomach at that

inftant being in fome meafure retarded, whereby

the Mufcular Fibres are more liable to be con-

tracted.

Nor can we conceive how the Liquor of the

Stomach, after having joyned with the Saliva and

Aliment, (hould be ftill fo plentifully excreted

from the Glands of that Part, as to irritate its

Internal Membrane, and excite its Mufcular Fibres

to contrad ,
fince the Mufcles of the Abdomen

would, like as in Vomiting, be drawn into a

Confent of Co-operating, and the Aliment would

be forcibly reje&ed by the Mouth : Befides, fliould

the Liquor of the Stomach be fo difturbed in Chy-

lification, what would it be lo foon as all its

Contents were difeharged ? The Irritation the

Stomach undergoes in Hunger, we are firmly

perfwaded does not arife but through an Accu-

mulation of the Saliva in the Stomach, in conjun-

ction with the Liquor of the Glands of that Part

;

whence it is we rather difeharge the Spittle at

that time by the Mouth, than to Puffer any more

of it to defeend into the Ventricle : Hence pro-

ceeds what we call the watering of the Mouth
;

hence alfo, when the Saliva is vitiated, the Appe-

tite is depraved.

The Stomach, by means of its Mufcular Fibres

contracting it felf, does gradually difeharge its

Contents by the Pylorus into the Duodenum, in

which Gut, after a fmall Semicircular Delcent, it

meets with the Pancreatick Juice and Bile; both

which joyning with it, renders fome Part of the

Aliment more fluid, by ftill difuniting the groffer

Parts from the more pure; and here Chylification

is made perfect.

The Bile which abounds with Lixivial Salts,

and apt to intangle with the groffer Parrs of the

Concocted Aliment, ftimulates the Guts, and de-

terges or cleanfes their Cavities of the Mucous

Matter, feparated from the Blood by the Glands

of the Guts, and lodged in their Cavities; which

not only motftens the Infides of the Guts, but de-

fends the Mouths of the Lacteal Veffelsfrom being
injured by Alien Bodies which often pais that
way.

The Contents of the Inteftines moving ftill on
by means of the Periftalticl^ot Worm-like Moti-
on of the Guts, whilft thofe thinner Parts fitted

for the Pores of the Lacteal Veffels called Chyle,
is abforbed by them, the thicker move ftill more
flowly on, and by the many Stops they continual-
ly meet with by the Connivent Valves, all the
Chyle or thin Parts are at length intirely abforbed,
the Remains being meerly Excrement!tious, are
only fit to be excluded by Stool.

The Analogous White Appearance of the Chyle,
whether in the Stomach or Inteftines, and al-

ways in the Verne Lacte<e and Thoracic!^ Duct, may,
be feen in the Commixtures of divers Liquids,
which feparated exhibit no fuch Appearance

;

nor is this Phenomenon any otherwife than a Tran-
fpofirion of Particles, whether by a Menftruum in-

finuating into them, dividing them into grofs Glo-
bules, as an Acid into Sulphur, as Vinegar with
Oil, &c. or elfe by Precipitation, as when aGum-
mous or Refinous Body is diffolved in a Spirituous

Menftruum, and mixed with a Phelgm ; fo (Tin-
cture of Myrrh and Benjamin, &c. make a milky
Appearance in common Water.
The Longitudinal and Tranfverfe Order of the

Fibres of the Guts, are the Inftruments by which the
Periftaltick Motion of them is performed, which
Motion is not only neceffary forpunfhing their Con-
tents forwards, but by reciprocal Contraction of
thofe Mufcular Fibres of the Guts,and Appofitionof
their Connivent Valves

,
the Mouths of the Lacteals

are difpofed to receive what is fitted for them y
hence it is we can by no Means make any Fluid
whatever pals from the Cavity of the Guts into

thofe Lacteal Veffels in a dead Animal.
A further ufe of this Contradtion of the Mufcu«

lar Fibres of the Inteftines, is to accelerate the
Chyle in its Progrefs in the Lacteals, till the Lym~
pha derived from the Extremities of the Arteries

of the Guts joins with it ; which Conjundtion is

made in the LaEleals before they leave the Exter-
nalSurface of the Inteftines. By this Means the
Progreffion of the Chyle is made towards the Me-
fenterick Glands, into whole Cells it is received,’

where it again mixes with a Juice brought in by
the Arteries of each Gland ; which Juice or Lym-
phatick Liquor not only farther dilutes the Chyle',

like that from the Arteries of the Inteftines, but
adds a frefli Impetus, by which its Motion is far-

ther carried on through the Vafa LaBeafecunds
generis ; (arifing out of each Mefenterick Gland,
and difeharging their Contents into the Eeccpta-

culum Chyli.) Here the Chyle meets and joins

with the Lympha fent through the Lymphatichi

Dulls from the inferiour Limbs and neighbouring

Parts, whereby the Chyle is not only farther pre-

pared, but its Afcenfion is promoted in the Tho-
racick Ducts, whole feveral Civilians and Inofcu-

lations (like the Veins of the Tefticles) with its

many Valves looking from below upwards, and
advantagious Scituaricn between the great Arte-

ry and Vertebra of theBack together with the Lym-
phedudts, difeharging their Lympha derived from

the Lungs and neighbouring Parts of the Thorax,'

does demonftrate the utmoft Art ftill ufed in or-

der to its Afcenflon towards the left Subclavian

Vein, where meeting with the refluent Blood of

the Superiour Parts, it paffes with it through the

defeending
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defending Trunk of the Vena Cava, and joins

with the refluent Blood of the inferiour Parts in

the Right Auricle of the Heart - whence its ex-

pelled by its Contraction into the Right Ven-

tricle when the Heart is in Diaflole • but by the

Syjiole or Contraction of the Heart, it’s again driven

out thence, into theArteriaPulmonaris,through whofe

Extremities, in conjunction with thofe of the Vena

Pulmonalis, it palfes to the Left Auricle and Ven-

tricle of the Heart, from whence it's again expel-

led in the Syjiole (as above) into the Aorta or Arte-

ria Magna, by whofe Branches it’s conveyed thro’

the whole Field of the Body : The three tricu-

fpid Valves in the Right, and two Mitral Valves

in the Left Ventricle of the Heart oppofing its re-

turn into the Veins, and the Semilunary Valves of

the Arteria Pulmonaris and Aorta preventing its

Ingrefs into the Ventricles, are fufficient (when

rightly confidered) to demonftrate the necefiity of

a Circulation of this grand Fluid called Blood.

Tfays Sanguification is begun, and as we have men-

tioned the divers Preparations of the Aliment be-

fore Chylification, fo heremay be obferved the va-

rious Mixtures and Preparations of Chyle in order

to Sanguification.

CHYLI Ppceptaculum : See Beceptaculum Chyli.

CHYLOSIS, the fame with Chylificatio.

CHYMIA, or Cherniy, is a Refolutionof mix’d

Bodies into their Elements j
and again, when it

can be done, Co-agulation or Redintegration of

the fame Elements into the Bodies which they

conftituted before : There are two Parts of it, So-

lution and Coagulation ; by the Addition of the A-

rabick. Article it is called Alchymia, or Alkjmia ; it

is called alfo Spagyria, Hermctica art, < art pcrfetti

Magijierii
,

art Segregatoria, Separatoria and De-

fiiUatoria. Blanchard.

CHYMICA ,
or Chymicalia

,
are Medicines

which the Chytnijfi prepare, that they may be ta-

ken in a lefs or more grateful Quantity. Blan-

chard
CHYMISTRY, is varioufly defined, but the

Defign of the Art is to feparate ufefully the pufer

Parts of any mix’d Body,from the more Grofs and

Impure. It feems probably to be derived from

the Greek Word Xvfcc, which fignifies a juice, or

the purer Subftance of a mix’d Body ; though

fome will have it to come from %ien>, to melt. It

is alfo called the Spagyric\, Hermetick, and Pyro-

technic^ Art, as alfo by fome Alchymy. TheRea-

fons whereof you may fee under thofe Words.

CHYMOSIS, or Chemofis, is a Diftortion of

the Eye-lids, arifing from an Inflammation
; alfo

an Inflammation of the Cornea Tunica in the Eye.

Blanchard.

CHYMUS, the fame with Chylus.

CHYRONIA, is a great Ulcer and of difficult

*

CHYRURGERY, or, as ’tis now-a-days pro-

nounced and written,Surgery, is the Third Branch

of the Curative Part of Medicine, and teacheth

how fundry Difeafesof the Body of Man may be

cured by Manual Operation. Some divide it into

thefe five Parts ; 1 . Syntbefis, a fetting together

of things feparate. 2. D'uereju, a leparating of

things that were continued before. 3. Diorthofis,

a correcting of things fqueezed together and con-

torted. 4. Exerefis, a taking away of Superflui-

ties. 5. Anaplerofis, a reflating of that which was
deficient.

CICATRISANTIA, arefuch things as by dry-

ing, binding and contracting, fill up Vlcers with
,

Flefh, and cover them with a Skin. B andhard.

CICATRICULA, is that little whitifh Speck
in the Coat of the Yolk of an Egg, in which the

firft Changes towards the Formation of the Chick
appear in an impregnated Egg : ’Tis commonly
called the Treddle. The Chick lodged In ;the Ci-

catricula is nourifhed only by the White of the Egg,
till ’tis grown ofa competent Largenefs; the Yolk
feeming to be referved by Providence for a more
ftrong and folid fort of Aliment, which is fitter for

the Animal when grown greater.

CICATRIX, Cicatrices, Scars or Marks which
are left after great Wounds or Ulcers : Some are

Simple, others accompanied .with Cavities
,
Dimi-

nution or Excfefcence in the Parts affetfted.

CICATRIZING Medicines: See Cicatrifan-

tia.

CILIA and Supercilia, are the Eye-brows, hard
Cartilaginous Bodies ; but > upercilia properly the

Hair upon the Eye-brows, at the Extremity of the

Forehead. 1

CILIARE Ligamentum, or Procejfus Ci'iaru, is

a Collection of fmall flender Filaments which take

their Rife from the inner Part ofthe Tunica Vvea in

the Eye, and thence run towards the Prominent
Part of the Chryftalline Humour, which they
compafs in and conned: to the Vvea

:

Its ufe is to

help, contrad, or dilate the Figure ofthe Chryftal-

line Humour, and to draw it farther from* or bring

it nearer to the Vvea , according as occafion

ferves.

CINCTURE * in Architecture, is that part

which makes the Middle of a Pillar , ’tis Conge

in French -

3 the Greeks called it drcqalyr, becaufe

that Part of the Pillar taking as it were, a Rife,

feems to fly from the Balls : It is no more than
the Rings of Ferrils formerly ufed to preferve

Wooden Pillars from fplitting, and Which they

afterwards imitated in Stone Work.
CINEFACTION, with fome Chymifts is ufed

for Calcination.

CINERITIA, or Subjiantia Conicalts, is the

External Subftance of the Cerebrum
; it is Soft,

Glandulous, and of an Afliy Colour, Blanchard*

See Cortical.

CINNABAR, is a Mixture of Sulphur and
Quickfilvef fublimed together ; and is either j&f-
tural, when this Mixture is made in the Earth by
Means ofthe Subterraneal Heat, and then ’tis cal-

led Native Cintiabr.r : Or elfe ’tis Artificial, which
is thus made, The Sulphur is melted in a great

Earthen Pan, and then is put into it by Degrees
thrice its Weight of Mercury, and the Mixture is

ftirred about till all the Quickfilver difappears. Af-

ter this the Mixture is cooled, and powdered, and
then fublimed in Pots with an open Fire, a hard
red Mafs will be raifed, fhaped like Needles. ’Tis

brownifh when in the Lump, but being powdered
finely, is of a very high Red, and is called Ver-

million. The chief Defign of this Operation is to

make the Mercury Portable ; which tis not fafely,

when in its natural Form, becaufe of its great

Weight and Fluidity.

Cinnabar is revived into Mercury, by mixing
with it in Powffier three times as much Quicklime,

and diftilling in a Glafs Retort, into a Receiver-

filled with Water, by Degrees of Fire
; the Quick-

filver will be found at the Bottom of the Receiver.

You may revive Quickfilver alfo by mixing an e-
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qual Quantity of Filings of Iron with the Cinna-

bar, and diftilling as before.

CINNABAR of Antimony, is thus made: Fill

a Retort half full of equal Farts ofPowder ofAn-
timony and Sublimate Corrofive ; and letting the

Veffel in Sand, proceed at firft as in the making of

Gutter of Antimony
,
which will alfo this way be

made. But when, the Fire being encreafed, you find

jfed Vapours begin to arife, fit on another Receiver,

but 'without luting the Junctures, andraife the

Fire by degrees till the Retort be red hot, in which
State it muft be kept three or four Hours. Then
the Velfels being left to cool, break the Retort,

and you will find, if the Operation fucceed (which

now and then it will not) the Cinnabar fublimed

and adhering to the Neck of the Retort. ’Tis ac-

counted a good Medicine for Epileptick and Ce-
phalick Diftempers.

CION, Columella, Gargareen, Gurgulio, Vva,
"Uvula, ZJvigena, Uvigera, Epiglottis, Sublinguium

,

is the Cover of the Wind-pipe
; it hangs betwixt

the two Glandules, called Amygdala:
,
above the

Chink of the Larynx, and is a Procefs from a Sub-
ftance, as one would think, Glandulous, Spungy,
and Red; which Columbus is of Opinion, arifes

from the Turned of the Mouth redoubled in that

Place. But Riolan fays, it proceeds from fome
Muffles which are terminated there. It is of a

Figure roundly oblong, in the upper Part thicker,

and ending acutely. Its ufe is to attemperate the

Coldnefs of the Air, and hinder the Drink from
falling upon the Noftrils : Sometimes this Uvula
fticksout too far, from the Humours that fall up-

on it, which cannot return by the Lymphaticf Vef-

fels, whence proceeds the falling of the Uvula,

Which we call Hoofof the Mouth. Blanchard.

The Uvula is moved by tv« o Pair of Mufcles,

the Pterigojlaphilinus Externus
,

and Internus ;

(which fee) and the former of thefe draws the

Uvula backwards, and the latter plucks it for-

wards, becaufe of the Pulley through which its

Tendon paffes, and which alters the Dire&ion of

its Motion ; both which Motions are neceflary for

Deglutition, for the Articulation of the Voice, as

well as to hinder any Drink, (3c. from going into

the Noftrils.

CIRCLE, is a Plane Figure bounded with one

only Line, and to which all the Right Lines that

can be drawn from a Point in the Middle of it

are equal to one another. And it may very well

be fuppofed to be made thus ; If you imagine

the Line A B faftned at one End to the Point at A,
but yet fo as to be moveable on A as a Center,

till the End B arrive at the Place where it began

;

the Line A B in its Motion deferibes a Figure, cal-

led a Circle
,
and the Point B, at the fame time,

deferibes a Curve Line called the Circumference of

s Circle»

From which Genefis *tis plain. That all Right'
Lines drawn from the Point A (which is called

tht Center) to the Circumference, muft. be of equal
length, or be equal to one another; And thefe

Lines are called Radius, and by fome Semi-Diame~
ter.

The Line D T palling through the Center, and
terminated at each End by the Circumference

,
is

called the Diameter
, and its half the Semi-Dia~

meter or Radius.

Thefe Diameters are all equal to one another,

and do divide the Circle into two equal Parts

which are called Semicircles.

Any Part ofthe Circumference of a Circle is cal»

led an Arf, which Ark is the Meafureof any Angle,

whofe Vertex or Angular Point is at the Cenetrof

that C ircle.

Every Circle is fuppofed to be divided into 36
equal Parts, which Parts are called Degrees ; of

thefe a Semicircle contains 180, and a Quarter of

a Circle 90, which is called a Quadrant, as C T.

To find the Superficial Content of any Circle

}

fee Area and Polygon ; where the Ground of the

Pra&ice is demonftrated. And fince *tis there

proved from Archimedes,
that a Circle is equal to a

BeElangle Triangle, one ofwhofe Sides is the Radius,

and the other the Periphery (or a Line equal to it.)

Let the Radius be called id (luppofing d to be the

Diameter) and whatever the unknown Ratio of

the Periphery be to the Diameter, let it be expref-

fed by r ; Then will the Periphery be r d ; and
con(e~
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Demonflration.

Y. The Triangles neb and c e d are fimilar,

becaufe the Angles at e are equal, and a — c, be-

caufe in the fame Segment ; therefore the Sides

about the equal Angles are Proportional, that is,

a e : e b :: e c : e d. Q. E, D,

Coroll. i. Hence, if two Chords cut each other,

the Product made by the Multiplication of the

Parts of one Chord, is always equal to the

Produd of the Parts of the other :

(That is, the Q of the Extreams aed = 0 of

the mean Terms bee.

Coroll. II. If one Chord (ad) be a Diameter,
and the other (b c) cut it perpendicularly $

then is b e, or its equal ec, a mean Propor:

tional between the Parts of the Diameter a e

and ed.

For if you imagine the Lines a b and b d to
be drawn, the Triangles x andy will be fimilar,

and therefore a e : e b :: e b z e d. And then
theQ acdzz Q<r b.

confequently the Perpendicular r d being multi-

plied by half the Radius, that is, by ±d, the Pro-

duct will be ~r dd = Area of the Circle (becaufe

of the Triangle.)

From which way of Notation may it be pre-

fently proved. That Circles are to one another

as the Squares of their Diameters.

For let the Diameter of one Circle be d, and of

the other D ; then their Areas will be \r dd and

\r D D, where being a common Efficient or

Multiplicator, alters not the Ratio ; for no doubt

\r dd : ir D D :: dd : D D.
,

g. E, D,

Proportion I.

The Parts of any two Chords cutting each

other in a Circle, are reciprocally Proportional;

(That is, a e : e b : : e c : e d.

Draw b a and c d.

Draw bf and ec: Then are the Triangles eac
and a bf equiangular, for the Lf~ i_ e being
in the fame Segment, and a is common.

§ There*

And this may be called the General Property of
the Circle arifingfrom the Nature of the Curve

.

And if you call the Diameter of the Circle ir

(becaufe the Radius is— r) and confider it as the

Axis of a Conick Section ; the Part a e in the Fi-

gure, will be the Abfciffa or intercepted Ax proper
to the Ordinate b e ; wherefore calling, as is ulual,

the Abfciffa x, and the Ordinate y, this general

Property of the Circle will be thus exprefled,

ayx— xx — yy i for a e being x, a d muft be
zr— x ; and that multiplied by x, gives zrx— xx
which muft be equal to Qb a = yy.

Proportion II.

If two Lines (as af and a e) from a Point (a)

without a Circle, be drawn to its Circumference
within (as to e and /) the Redangles made by
thofe Lines and their External Parts fhall be equal.

That is, [] e a b ~ Q / a c. Or thofe Lines are

to each other in a reciprocal Proportion of their

External Parcs, it e, a e : af : : a c : a b.
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Therefore a e : a c : : a f z a b, and then al-

|

ternately a e : af :: a c : a b.

Therefore ae x ab (=. e ab) — fax ae (—
/ a c.) E. D.

Problem I.

To divide the Circumference of a Circle into a-

ny number of Parts not above i o

.

Suppofe the Circle AB C D were to be di-

vided.

1 . The Diameter A C divides . the Circle into

two equal Parrs.

2. The Radius AE being made the Chord,

AB is the Side of the Hwotgow infcribed by 1 5 e. 4.

Eucl. Therefore.

3. The Line B D is the Side of an Equilateral

Triangle.

4. And AF the Side of a Square infcribed.

5. With the Diftance HF defcribe the Ark
FI; the Right Line FI is the Side of a Pentagon

inlcribed. loe. 1 3. £«c/.

6. The Line BH^DH is the Side of the

Heptagon1

t

F

7. The Line A X (which is the Chord of half

the Ark AF) is the Side of an OEtagon infcribed.

8. The Line D L (which is f of the Ark
BAD) is the Side of a Nonagon.

9. The Line £ I is the Side of a Decagon

.

Problem II.

To divide the Circumference of & Circle into

any dumber of equal Parts.

Upon the Diameter A B (of the given Circle

)

make an Equilateral Triangle AB D, and divide
the Diameter A B into as many equal Pam as
you defign there (hall be Sides of the Polygon to
be infcribed, or as the Circle is to be divided in-

to; and omitting two, e.g. from B toward A9

draw through the beginning of the third from £>, a
Right-Line, to the oppofite Concave Circumfe-
rence, and thence another Right-Line to the end
of the Diameter B.

Thus, e. g. to divide the Circumference into

three equal Parts, divide the Diameter A B into

three equal Parts ; and then omitting two of them’

through the beginning ofthe third, or through £2
draw the Right Line D 3 ; and from 3 the Line 5'

By which laft will be the Side of the Triangle to

be infcribed ; fo 4 B will be the Side of a Square’

B s the Side of a Pentagon, £7 of an Heptagon*
&c.

The Plane of any Circle may be confidered a„s

made up ofan infinite number ofConcentrical Pe-
ripheries, encrealfhg from the Center in Arithmeti-

cal Proportion; wherefore a Rank of fuch Peri-

pheries will be to a like Number equal to the great-

eft, as i to 2. Wherefore the Area of a Circle is

to the Surface of a Cylinder, whofe Height is e-

qualtothe Uadius, and its Safe that Circle, as 1 to

2. And confequently !

, if the Height of the Cy-

linder had been equal to the Diameter of the Cir-

cle (which is the cafe of a Cylinder circumfcribing

a Sphere) the Curve Surface ofthe Cylinder would

be equal to 4 times the Bafe of it ( L e. ) the

Surface ofa Sphere is quadruple to the Area of one

of its great Circles ; for the Surface of the Sphere

is equal to the Curved Surface of fuch a Cylin-

der ; as is proved elfewhere. Set Cylinder.

The Proportion of the Periphery of a Circle to

its Diameter is Iefs than 344* and greater than 34?.

to r.

I The Area of any Circle to the Square of its

Dk-
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Diameter : : is as -f

of the Periphery to the Laid

Diameter, as is proved under Cylinder.

The Area of any Circle is incommenfurable to

the Square of the Diameter ; and fo is alio the

Periphery to the Diameter. See Sturmms Mathef.

Enucleat. Prop. 43.

CIRCLE Eluant, in the Ptolemaick Aftronomy,

is a Circle defcrib’d on the Center of the Equant

its chief uie is to find the Variation of the firft Ine-

quality.

CIRCLE of perpetual Apparition
,

is one of the

lefler Circles parallel to the Equator, being defcrib-

ed by any Point of the Celeftial Sphere which

toucheth the Northern Point of the Horizon, and

carried about with the Diurnal Motion. All the

Stars that are included within this Circle never fet,

'

but are always vifible above the Horizon: And the

CIRCLE of perpetual Occultation, is another

Circle at a like diftance from the Equator, and con-

tains all thofe Stars which never appear in our He-

milphere. But the Stars fituated between thefe

Circles inceffantly rife and let at certain times.

CIRCLES of Altitude : See Almicanters.

CIRCLE of Declination on the Globe j So fome

Writers call the Meridians on which the Declina

tion or Diftance from the Equator of any Planet or

Starts accounted.

CIRCLES ofLongitude, on the Globe, are great

Circles pafling thro’ the Star and the Pole of the

Ecliptick, where they determine the Star’s Longi-

tude, reckon’d from the beginning of Aries. On
thefe Circles are accounted the Latitudes of the

Sttirs

CIRCLES ofPofition, are Circles palling by the-

common Interfe&ions of the Horizon and Meridi-

an, and thro’ any Degree of the Ecliptick, or the

Center of any Star, or other Point in the Heavens ;

and are ufed for the finding out the Situation or

Pofition of any Star, {'§c.

CIRCUITY of ABion (in Law) fignifies a lon-

ger courfe of proceeding than is needful, to recover

the thing fued for.

CIRCULAR Numbers, or Spherical ones, ac-

cording to fome, are fuch whofe Powers terminate

in the Root themfelves.

As for Inftance, 5 and 6
,

all whofe Powers do

end in 5 and 6
, as the Square of 5 is 25, the

Square of 6 is 3d, &c.

CIRCULATE, Circulation, in Chymiftry, fig-

nifies the giving a Motion to Liquors contained in

a double Veffel ( that is, when the Necks of two
Velfels are excellently well luted one into another)

excited by Fire and caufing the Vapours to afcend

and defcend to and fro ;
which Operation is in-

tended either to fubtilize the Liquors, or elfe to

open fome hard Body that is mingled with them.

The circulating Velfel is fometimes called a Peli-

cane, or a blind Alembicl{,

CIRCULATION of the Blood,is that Motion of

it which is produced by the continual Reciprocate

on of the Pulfe ; whereby there is a conftant Ex-

pulfion of the Blood from the Heart into the Arte-

ries, and as conftant and continual an Influx of

Blood into it out of the Cava ; and feeing the Vena

Cava, from whence the Supply comes, is never

drawn dry
; nor on the other Hand, the Arteries

which receive the Blood from the Heart continual-

ly, are unduly fwell’d with it ; it muft neceflfarily

follow (as our great Harvey firft plainly proved )

that this Motion proceeds circularly, and that the

Blood is continually driven out of the Heart into

CIR
the Arteries, and out of thefe into the Parts to be
nourilh’d ; from whence it is refbrbed by the Ca-
pillary Veins, which carry it into the larger, and
thefe into the Cava, from whence it returns to the

Heart again. TheReafbns enforcing the Neceffi-

ty of a Circulation of the Blood are thefe.

1 . The great Quantity of Blood that is driven
out of the Heart into the Arteries, at every Pulfe,

For though the Ancients who knew not this Circu-

lation, imagin’d, that only a drop or two was ex-

pell’d by every Syftole, which they were neceflitaf

ed to luppofe, to avoid the great Diftention that

the Arteries muft be liable to, if any confiderable

Quantity iffued into them ; yet it is certain and
demonftrable, that there muft needs an Ounce, ©r

more, be driven into them each time : For (taking

irfor granted, that there is no other way for any
Liquor to pafs from the Stomach to the Kidneys
but through the Heart, along with the Blood) fee-

ing if fome Men at fome times drink three Pints of
Drink, they ftull pifs it out again in half an Hour,
yea more of Tunbridge Water in that (pace : And
feeing. Secondly, that there is commonly as much
Blood as Serum, thac flows to the Kidneys ( the

Blood returning back by the Emulgent Veins) it is

clear,that by the twoEmulgents (which are none of
the largeftArteries) there mflft pafs in half an Hour
fix Pounds of Liquor, all which muft come from
the Heart , and how much more then may we
conceive to be driven thro’ all the other Arteries

that run through the whole Body ? This is moft
accurately evinced by Dr. Lower’s Experiment T

which is this ;
“ I cut afunder ( fays he

) both
“ the Cervical Arteries in a large Dog, and at the
“ fame time through an Hole made in the left fide
“ ofhis Breaft overagainft the Heart, I comprefs’d
“ the Trunk of the Aorta below the Heart with
“ my Finger, to hinder any Blood from defcend-
“ ing by it ; and, laftly, I took care alfo to ftrai-
“ ten the Brachial Arteries under the Axilla, "by
“ which means almoft all the Blood was driven
“ out of the Heart through the Cervicals (befides
“ that which was fent into the Vertebrals ) and
which is wonderful to be related, within the

“ twentieth part of an Hour the whole Mafs if*

“ fued out j fo that it is not to be denied but thac
“ all paffes through the Heart in that fpace. And
though it may be granted, thatamidft fuch Wounds
and Tortures the Heart does beatfomewhat quick-

er than at other times
;
yea the fame thing is part-

ly evident from Wounds in theLimbs when fome
notable Artery is cut afunder

; for ’tis Arrange m
how fmall a time aMan will bleed to Death even at

that one greatArtery : Yetwe may give a guefs ho'w

much Blood is fent out of every Pulfe, even from
ordinary opening of one Vein in the Arm, from
whence a notable quantity of Blood will iffue in a
fhort time, how much then may we fuppofe would
flow out of all the Veins, if they were open’d at

one time ? Seeing then ’tis evident fo great fuch a
quantity of Blood is expell’d out of the Heart at

every Sydole
,

and that for all that the Arteries

are not unduly diftended, nor any part fwell’d by
it, neither yet the Cava and other Veins emptied^
’tis certain that the Blood that is driven into the
Arteries flows back to the Heart by the Veins in a
conftant Circulation.

2. A fecond Argument to prove it, may be taken
from the Valves in the Veins, which are fo framed
that Blood may freely flow through them out of
the leffer Veins into the greater ( and fo into the

S 2* Cava
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Cava) but not on the contrary, out of the greater

into the lefs. Yea, if one blow into the Cava thro’

a Pipe, there will no Wind pafs into the fmalier

Veins ; but on the contrary, if you blow up the

lelfer Veins, the Wind will readily pafs to the lar-

ger, and fo to the Cava

.

3. And laftly, the fame thing is moft dear by
the Ligature in Blood-letting : For whether you
let Blood in the Arm or Foot, you always tie the

Fillet aboye where you intend to make the Orifice,

and then the Vein below the Ligature will pre-

fcatly fill and grow tumid, but above it will fall

and almoft difappear; which muft needs be from
hence, for that the Blood being driven along the

Arteries towards the extream parts, returns by the

Veins, and afcends upwards, which coming to the

Ligature, and being ftop’d there, fwells the Vein

below the Ligature, and fpurts out as foon as the

Orifice is made ;
but when the Fillet is looted a-

gain, the Blood flows no longer out thereat, but

holds on its wonted Channel, the Vein and the O-
rifice clofes up again,

Having fufficiently demonftrated the Circula-

tion of the Blood, we will fliew two things farther;

Firft, How the Blood paffes out of the Arteries in-

to the Veins ; and, Secondly, in what time it may
be fuppofed to pafs through the Heart in its ordi-

nary Circulation.

As to the firft, it was the Opinion of Pftolanw,

that the Blood circulated only through the larger

Veflels, by Anaftomofis or Inofculation of the

Veins with the Arteries ; and that that which run

into the fmalier, was all fpent on the Nutrition of

the Parts. But it is clear, that there muft be, a

Circulation even in the fmalleft,from the great quan-

tity of Blood that will flow out of the leaft Artery

in the Hand or Foot when it is cut
;

which it

were very abfurd to imagine to be all fpent on the

nourifhment of the refpe&ive Parts. Now there

are but two ways whereby the Blood can be fup-

pofed to pafs out of the Arteries into the Veins,

viXj. either by the former’s being continued to, or

opening into the latter by Inofculation, or elfe by

the Capillary Arteries letting out their Blood into

the Pores of the Subftance of the Parts, on whofe

Nutrition part is fpent, and the Remainder imbib-

ed by the gaping Mouths of the Capillary Veins.

That it is necelfary to admit of this latter way, is

evident, becaufe if part of the Arterial Blood did

not iffue into the Subftance of the Parts, they

could not be nourifh’d by it ; for while it is in the

Velfels, it may add Warmth indeed to the Parts

through which it flows, but cannot nourifh them,

feeing even the Veflels themfelves are not nourifh’d

by that Stream of Blood that glides along their Ca-

vity, but by Capillaries running through their

Coats ;
and if the Blood be driven into the Sub-

ftance of the Parts, and that in a greater quantity

than fuffices for their Nourifhment ( as was juft

now (hewn that it is ) what* is fuperfluous muft

needs enter the Mouths of the Capillary Veins,

from which it goes forward to the larger, and fo

to the Heart : But feeing this way of. transfufing

the Blood through the Subftance of the Parts, has

feem’d to fome not to anfwer to that hafty Circu-

lation of it as above demonftrated ; they have

thought it necelfary alfo to admit of the former

way, namely, Anaftomofes, by which the Veins

are continued to the Arteries, and that not only in

their larger Branches (as that notable one of the

Splenick Artery with the Splenick Vein) but alfo

in their fmalier Twigs in the extreme Parts. Butwe muft confider, that in a living Body the folid
Parts are infinitely more porous and permeable than
in a dead ; fo that tho* the Anatomifts find their
Subftance fo denfe and clofe, as to make it feem al-
moft impoffible they fhould permit fo quick a paf-
fage to the Blood through them, yet they ihould
rather believe it, than fuppofe fuch Anaftomofes
as they cannot difcover

( though it were not diffi-
cult to find them out if they had an Exiftence-)
for abating the fingle one of the Splenick Artery,
with the ftamus Splenicus of the Porta

( and perhaps
fome of the Arteria with the Vena Pulmonaris
the Lungs) none of the lateft moft accurate AnatcW
mills have been able to find out any. And as for
that mentioned, it feems rather to be of an Artery
with an Artery (fuch as are frequent in feveraf
Parts of the Body, as are alfo of one Vein with a-
nother) than of an Artery with a Vein j for
Porta from which this ftamm is propagated, is ge-
nerally reputed rather an Artery than a Vein.

And, Secondly
, as to the Space of Time in which;

the whole Mafs of Blood may ordinarily circulate
through the Heart, it is probably much fhorter
than many have imagined. For fuppofing that the
Heart makes two thoufand Pulfes an Hour (which
is the IeaftNumber any fpeakof,and fome have told
twice as many) and that at every Pulfe there is ex-
pelled an Ounce of Blood

( which we may well
fuppofe, feeing the Ventricles are wide enough to
contain two Ounces ; and that it is probable alfo
both that they are filled near full in the DiaftoleJ
and that they are near, if not quite emptied by the
ftrong Conftridion of the Heart in the Syftole) fee-
ing the whole Mafs ufually exceeds not four and
twenty Pound, it will be circulated fix or feven
times over through the Heart in the Space of an
Hour. And by fo much the oftner, by how much
the Blood comes fhort of the fuppofed Quantity,'
or the Pulfe either naturally, pr by a Fever, Spiri-
tuous Liquors, or violent Motion is rendredmore
frequent. By which quick Morion the Blood it

felf is kept from Coagulation and Putrefadion, and
the Parts are cherifh’d with vital Heat, which Heat
of the Parts is much according to the Slownefs or
Rapidnefs of the Circulation : So when wc fit ftill

and the Pulfe is flow or rare, we grow cold ; but
when upon running, or any other violent Exercife
the Pulfe becomes more frequent and quicks we
become hot.

CIRCULATORIUM,is aGlafs Veflel, where-
in the Liquor infufed by its afeending and defeend-
ing, rolls about as it were in a Circle : There are
feveral forts of thefe Veflels, but two efpecially of
moment and ufe, that called Pelicanus, and the o-
ther Diota Which fee ; as alfo Double Vejfel.

CIRCULUS, is a round Inftrument made of
Iron, ufed by Chymifts for the cutting off the
Necks of Glars Veflels; which is perform’d thus ;
The Inftrument being heated is apply’d to the
Glafs Veflel, and is there continued till it grow
hot ; then with fome drops of cold Water, or a
cold Blaft upon it, it flies in pieces. This way
they cut off the Necks of Retorts or Cucurbits.

'

CIRCUMAGENTES Mufculi
f are certain o->

blique Mufcles of the Eyes, fo called From their

helping to wind and turn the Eyes round about
CIRCUMAMBIENT : See Ambient.
CIRCUMFERENCE, is the outermoft bound-

ing Line of any Plane Figure, but it more proper-
ly belongs to the Perimeter of a Circle; as is ap-

parenc
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parent from the Genefis of a Circle. See Cir-

cle.

CIRCUMFERENTER, anlnftrumentufed in

Surveying, being the fame with the Theodolite :

Which fee.

CIRCUMFLEX Accent, in Grammar, is com-

pofed both of the Acute and the Grave
,
and it’s

exprelfed thus ( ).

CIRCUMGYRATION, is the wheeling Mo-

rion of any Body round a Center.

CIRCUM-POLAR Stars, are fuch Stars as

being pretty near our 'North Pole, do move round

it, and in our Latitude never fet, or go below

the Horizon.
\

A TABLE of Circum-Polar Stars.

£
Names.

Right - A-
fcenfion in

Difference
in Time
between Azimuth

=3 Time un- the Pole- under the

der the Star and Pole-Star.

ft, Pole-Star. the Pole.
c

H. M. S. H. M. S. ID. M.S!

}

Upper -

in J
Penult in Dra

gon’s Tail

Cor Caroli

Aliot.

Middle Great")

Bear’s Tail j

Tip of hisTail

Antepenult, in 1

Dr. Tail J
Upper Guard of7

the little BearX
Lower Guard
Draco,

Tycho

logue
26— 25— 24
20

r Guard

3, 27*

rj&o’s Cata- >
;ue J

Firft in his Head
Bright one ini

the Head, j
Lucida Lyra
North iaDraco's

upper Turn
South in its up-

per Turn
Swan's upper!
Wing X

Star in her Bread— in her T ail

Cepheut's rightT
Shoulder X

Girdle

Knee

>

>

00
00

ai

01

£51

02

02

02

03

03
04
03

04

05

06

06

Caffopeds Chair
Bread

Star in the Hip
— in her Knee

•— in her Leg
Foot of Andro-l

mein J
Nledufa's Head
Bright Star ini

his Side J

Capella in Auri-X
ga X

;— in his right!

Shoulder X
N in Gr. Bear’s!

right Foot f

o 04 260 37 IJDO 03 <53

O 20 17 0 03 I? O 19 12

3 5 440 co

39 25’p 00

07 02*0 03

28 $60 05

47 4°|° to

26 o 24

57 1$!°
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050 00 54
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44

49
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o 33 00

0 $7 00

t 16 48

1 55 48

I

50 2 24 36

2 27 O0oi

3 5 U0 2t

54 54p 24

36 430 30
o 30
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58 34
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05 34

37' 04

07 11 22

07

07
08

13 26
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10 30

08 45 35
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11

11
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12

13
l 3

53 3°
10 00

46 07

20 48

37 50
08 45
39 3 8

b 24

o 20

o 35

04 2 55 48

393 10 12

49 1

3

34 48

43 3 12 36

42! 45 °o

11 3 53 24

304 00 36

444 01 12

o 37 56

13 50 37

14 59 14

15 14 59

r 7

U

20

U 55

58 07
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O 21

© 19
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o OJ
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o 07
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3 II

0 14

O 20

o 31

Q 30

3 5d 24
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49,3 5 6 24:

20 3 45 00

3 37 12

? 18 36:

3 13 4 8

1 25 48
o 51 00
0 16 48
o 00 10
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1 OI 1

2

44
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1 12 00

2 13 48

2 26 24

3 40 48

? 55 12

3 28 12

E

E

E
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W
W
W

w
w
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w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w
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w
w
w
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w
w
w
l

V

E
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E

E
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E

E

E

The Table continued.

iH. Ms. |H. M. S. JD. M. S.

3 s. in the fameT
Foot X 20 55 23 O 20 13 3 21 00 E

3
—— in the left"!

Knee j
21 24 1$ 0 19 57 3 07 12 E

2 LowerLeader in!

the X 22 54 50 0 12 57 O 4* E
2 Upper Leader -—

22 57 59 0 14 20 i 47 24 B
3 Laft in Draco's!

Tail X 23 24 1

j

0 13 36 1 20 24 E

2 Gr- Bear’s left!

Thigh X 23 43 36 0 c6 38
.

0 59 24'E

N. B. ftands for 4 Stars in Charles’/ Ways,

The Ufe of this Table.

1 . For the Hour of the Night„

In a North Window (or any convenient
Place) hangup a fine String with a weighty Plum-
met, and placing your Eye at fome diftance
(backward) mark when any Star in the Table
comes to your String, fo that it cut both it and
the Pole-Star together; then from that Stars Right
Afcenfion (in the TableJ take the Right Afcenfion.

of the Sun (adding 24 Hours to the Star's (if need
be) the Remainder is the exadt Time of the
Night.

N. B. The Stars mark’d with W. in the laft Co-
lumn, come under the Pole after they have
been in the Vertical of the Pole-Star

-

when
they are Weft of the Pole.

2. To find a true Meridian,

Place afecond Line and Plummet behind the
former (which was for the Hour) and having by
the former obferved when any Star in the Table
comes to a Perpendicular with the Pole-Star then
count (by a Pendulum Clock or Watch) the’difte-
rence in Time expreffed in the fecond Column
and belonging to the Star you obferve

; then at
the Moment when the Account is up, bring the
two Strings and the Star all in a Right-Linef ahd
then your two Strings are in the Meridian.

*

The two laft Columns ferve for the lame
ufe.

For when any ofthefe Stars are under the Pole-
Star, making the two Strings cut both the Pole-
Star and the other ; thefe two Strings hang fo far
out of the Meridian Line, as is the Afimuth ex-
prefs’din the Table ; which Azimuth is fhewn to
be Eajl or Weft, as in the laft Column.

N. B. There are 3 Stars in the Table, which
being under the Pole-Star, are infenfibly near
the Meridian, vi{. Cafiio_peia's Hip, Cor Caro-
li, and Alioth ; fo that when they are un-
der the Pole-Star, a Meridian may be found

. (very near) by one Thread.
Obferve alfp, That there is juft four Hours

(wanting only one Second) between the com«
ing of Cor Caroli and the 24th Star of Drace
(in Tycho’s Catalogue) under the Pole-Star

t
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CIRCUMSCRIBED ; in Geometry, a Figure

is faid to be Circumfcribed
,
when either the An-

gles, Sides or Planes of the Outward Figure,

touch all theAngles ofthe Figure that is infcribed

CIRCUMSCRIPTION, in Natural Philofo-

phy, is the Termination or certain Bounds or Li-

mits of any Natural Body. They make it either

Internal, which belongs to the Bifence and Quan-

tity of every Body^ whereby it hath a certain de-

terminate Extenilon, Bounds and Figure : Or Ex-

ternal
,
which they call alfo Local, becaufeitis re-

ferred to the Place within which any Body is con

fined; fora Body is faid to be Circumfcribed Lo-

cally, or to be in a Place Circumfcript. vely, when

it hath a certain and determinate Vbi or Place, in

relpedt of the Cirbum-Ambient Bodies.

CIRCUMVALLATION, or the Line of Cir-

cumvallation, in Fortification, is a Trench border-

ed with a Parapet, dug round about the Befieg-

er’s Camp, within Gannon-ihot of the Place, to

hinder the Relief of the Befieged, and to ftop De-

ferters : It is ufually flank’d at the Diftance of a

Musket-ftiot with Redoubts and other imall Works,

or with Field Forts raifed upon the moft eminent

Pofts : Care muft be taken never to draw a Line

of Circumvallatton at the Bottom of a riling

Ground, left the Enemy, having feized on the Sta-

tion, {herald plant Cannon there, and by that Means

command the Line. This Line is ufually about

feven Foot deep, and twelve broad.

CIRRI, in Botany, are thofe fine Strings or

Hairs by which fome Plants faften themfelves in

order to their Support m their creeping, as Ivy,£$<?.

CIRSOCELE, is a Swelling of the preparing

Veffels about the Tefticles, fo that they fometimes

look like a Third Tefticie. Blanchard.

CIRCOS or Varix, is a Dilatation and Swel-

ling of the Veins7 crooking or winding, and ari-

fing in one or more Parts of the Body, infomuch

as the Veins threaten a Rupture. Blanchard.

CISSOID, the Name of a Curve Line invent-

ed by Diodes, and thus produced or generated.

Let there be two Diameters of a Circle A B
arid C D cutting one another at Right Angles.

A

Perpendiculars eg or B ge Then draw the Tranf-
verfe Lines D f and D F, &c. cutting thofe Per-
pendiculars in H and h, &c. by which Meansyou
may find as many Points as you pleafe

,
in thofe

Perpendiculars, through which to draw the Curve
D h Hh Bh (which may be continued below the
Circle if you pleafe.) And this is called the
Ciffoid.

A Way to deferibe which Curve Organically
the Second Figure reprefents.

A

Where two Rulers being fattened at C and Dt

and moveable upon thofe Points, interfedl one a-
nother, as at O, or in B j and then a Square, as
LG E, being fo placed that GE and LB are co-
incident ; as alfo the three Points O, B and E,
if the two RulersBe moved upwards, lo then the
interfering Point Q begins to afeend, and the
Square at the fame time moves upwards alfo,with
its upper Leg L G always parallel to C D, the
Interfecftion of the Point H, or Angle ofthe Square
with the Rule FD fhall, in itsAfcent, deferibe

the Curve BHD
,
which is the true Gijfoid.

Proportion.

If from any Feint of the Diameter CD (See FigJ
I. above) as from G, you draw a Perpendicular

, as

G E, through the Ciflbid, the Lines C G, G E,
G D and G H will be co ntinually proportionable.

Demonftration.

The Lines GE and IF being Right Sines,?

and alfo GD and 1C being verfed Sines ofequal
Arks, will be equal; wherefore becaufe of the

Circle, DI : IF (i. e. CG : G E) IF : IC$
i. e. GE : GD. But by Similar Triangles, DG:
GH :: DI : IF (that is, as CG : G£;) fois

CG, GE :: GE, GD :: GD, GH; that is,'

thofe Lines are all in continual Proportion.

& E. D.

How by the Help of this Curve to find two
mean Proportionals ; fee Sturm. Math.. Enucleat.

Prop, H. of Bool^ 2 . and Conf. I

.

CITADEL, is a Fort of 4, 5 or 6 Battions,'

built fomewhere near a City, that it may com*
mand it in Cafe of a Rebellion ; fo that the City is

not fortify’d on that Part againft the Citad-el
, tho*

the Citadel is againft the City. The moft ufual

Form
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Term for Citadels is that of a Pentagon, a Square

being too weak, and an Hexagon too big.

CIT LA, or Pica, is a depraved Appetite, when

People long for thofe things which are not fit to be,

nor never are eat, as Lime, Coals, Shells, Cloth,

Hides, Sand, (3c. Blanchard .

CIVIL-DAY : See Day.

ClVlL-LAW, is properly the peculiar Law of

each State, Country or City : But what we ufu-

ally mean by the Civil-Law,
is a Body of Laws

compofed out of the beft'of the Bpman and Greci-

an Laws, and which was in the main received and

obferved throughout all the Homan Dominions for

above Twelve Hundred Years. The Horn ms took

the firft Grounds of this Law from the Twelve

Tables, which were Abridgments of the Laws of

Solon at Athens, and of other Cities in Greece Ia-

mbus for Knowledge and Wifdom, to which they

added their own ancient Cuftoms of the City of

Hpme. Thele written Laws were fubjeCt to vari-

ous Interpretations, whence Controverts arifing,

they were determined by the Judgment of the

Learned ;
and t’nefe Determinations were what

they firft called Jus Civile, after their feveral

Cafes were compofed, which, left the People

Ihduid make them at pleafure, were fixed cer-

tain and folemn ; and this Part of their Law they

called ABiones Juris, Cafes at Law : And by the

by, the Homans had alfo their Plebifcita, which

were Laws made by the Commons without the

'Authority of the Senate. The Jus Honorarium,

which Was an Edicft of fome particular Magistrate;

the Senatus Confultum, which was an Ordinance

made by the foie Authority of the Senate ;
and

the Principals Conftitutio,
which was Enabled

by the Prince or Emperor. Thefe Laws grew

by degrees to a vaft number of Volumes ; and

therefore the Emperor Juftinian commanded his

Chancellour Tribonian, with the Afliftance of the

other Eminent Lawyers of that Time, to reduce

it to a perfedt Body. Suidas, and fonae others

refled on Tribonians Learning and Integrity in

this great Work ;
but no one can excufe his Hafte

and want of Care, for he did that ih Three Years

time, which the Emperor faith ( in the Cbnftituti-

ons) he could not have imagin’d would be effeded

In lefs than Ten. For this Law had now been in

pradiceabove 1000 Years, and the Volumes of it

were fwelled to the prodigious Number of sooo,

which ’twas impoflible for Tribonian to read over

in that time, much lefs to compare and digeft

them well. However this Body of Law is called

the Digefts or PandeBs.

This Body of the Civil-Law is divided into

three Volumes, which are ftill remaining; vi$.

the Pandccls or Digefls, the Code, and the Infli-

tutes : Which fee. Afterwards to thefe were ad-

ded the Authenticity, or Conftitutions of Juftinian,

called alfo Novella;: Which fee alfo under the

[Word Authentickj.

CIVIL YEAR, is die Legal Year, of Annual

Account of Time, which every Government ap-

points to beufed within its own Dominions ; and

*tis fo called in contradiftindion to the Natural

Tear, which is meafured exadly by the Revolution

of the Heavenly Bodies.

CLAMEA admittenda in Itinere Attiirnatum, is

a Writ whereby the King commands the Juftices

in Eyre to admit of one’s Claim by Attorney that

is employed in the King’s Service, and cannot

come in his own Perfon,

CLAMPS, in a Ship, are thofe thick Timbers
which lie fore and afr, under the Beams ofthefirft

Orlope, bearing them up at either End ; and are the
fame that the Bjfings are to the Deck.

CLARETUM, amongft the foreign Writers of
Pharmacy, is an Aromatick Wine, impregnated
with an Infufion, and fweemed with Sugar; it is

otherwife called Vinum Hippocraticum
, Hippocrds

Wine • alfo medicated Wine: It is. fo called be-
caufe it’s percolated and purified by a Wine Sack
or Bag, through which it is drained from its Dregs,
And this Bag is called Manica Hippocratis,

CLARIFICATION, is theWay to make Juices
or thick DecoCtions become clearer and finer,,

which is done three Ways ; by letting the Dregs
fubfide of themfelves , by Fermentation, or by
the Addition of Vinegar, White cf an Egg, or
Milk, (3c. either to precipitate the Dregs to the
Bottom, or gather them in a Scum.
CLARIGATIO, fo the Civilians call Arefto

fdBbfuper bonis mercatcrium alienigenorum: Which
fee.

CLARION, a Bearing in Heraldry of the fol-

lowing Figure ; Huby 3 Clarions

Topa%, being the Arms of the
Earl of Bath, by the Name of

Greenvile. Guillim takes thefe

Clarions to be a kind of old fafhi-

oned Trumpet; but others think

they rather reprefenc the Bidder
of a Ship ; or as fome fay, the

Heft for a Lance.

CLASPERS, thetwifted Ligaments or Threads
with which certain Herbs or Shrubs, fuch as
Briony and Vines takes hold of Trees or Plants
that grow about them.

Thefe Clafpers are of a Compound Nature, be-
tween that of a Root and a Trunk. Their Ufe
is fometimes for Support only, as in the Clafpers of
Vines, Briony, (3c. whole Branches being long,
flender and fragile, would fall by their own and
their Fruirs Weight ; but thefe Clafpers taking
hold of any thing which is at Hand, (which they
do by a Natural Circumvolution which they have,/
thofe of Briony have a Retrograde Motion about
every third Circle in the Form of a Double Clafp,
fo that if they mifs one way they may catch the
other). Sometimes the Ufe of Clafpers is alfo for
Supply, as in the TrunkHpots of Ivy

; Which being
a Plant that mounts very high, and being of a
clofer and more compadt Subftance than that of
Vines, the Sap would not be fufficiently fuppliedto
the upper Sprouts, unlefs thefe afllftcd the Mother
Root ; but thefe ferve alfo for Support too. Some-
times theyferve for Stabiliment, Propagation, and
Shade ; for the firft of tljefe fefve the Clafpers of
Cucumbers

; for thefecond, thofe, or rather the
Trunk Homs of Chamaemil ; and for all three

, the
Trunk Roots of Strawberries, which mightily feem
to delight in Shade.

CLAUDENT MufclesJ otherwife called Semi-
circular, are thofe that fhut the Eye lids, being
placed between the Inner Membrane of that Parc
and the Flejliy Membrane. Thefe two Mufcles be-
ing contracted, fhut up the Eye, the greater draw-
ing down the upper Eye-lid, and the lefs pulling
up the lower, which falls down again through its
own Gravity, and the Relaxation of its Fibres.
CLAVICULAR or Channel Bones

, are two lit-
tle ones which are fituated at the Bails of the
Neck abo>ethe Breaft, on each Side one ' They
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are pretty long and {mail, and at one End are join-

ed to the Production of the Scapula called Acro-

mion, by a peculiar Articulation which they call

Synchondrofis j at the other End they are joined to

the upper Part of the Sternum, by an Articulation,

which they call Arthrodia. They are in the Shape

of along (/) for the Palfage of the Veffels which

pals under them, and to facilitate the Motion of

the Arms : Their Ufe is to fuftain the Scapula, to

which the Arms are articulated ; and becaufe the

Pectoral Mufcle which pulls the Arm acrofs the

Breaft, is inferted near the upper End of the

Shoulder-Bone ; if the Clavicula did not keep the

Scapula to which the Head of the Humeras is al-

ways joined at an equal Diftance from the Sternum,

the upper Part of the Arm only, and not the Hand,

muft have been pulled forwards.

CLAVUS, is a Pain in a fmall Part of {he

Head, commonly above the Eye in the Eye-brow,

and feems as if that Part of the Head were bor’d

through with a little Augur or Wimble. Dr. Sy-

denham calls fuch a Pain in the Top of the Head
of Hyfterical Perfons, Clavus Hyfiericm,
CLAUSUM Fregit, fignifies as much as an

Action of Trefpafs j and is fo called, becaufe in

the Writ fuch a one is fummoned to anfwer,

Quare claufum fregit ? that is, Why he did fuch a

.Trefpafs ?

CLAYES or TVatles, a Term in Fortification

:

See Hurdles.

CLEAR Vifion : See Vifion.

CLEAT, is a Piece of Wood faftned on the

Yard-Arm of a Ship, to keep the Ropes from

Hipping oft' the Yard.

CLECHE, a Term in He-
raldry for any Ordinary being

pierced through with the fame

figure as here. He beareth

Gules, a Saltier Qleche, that is,

^g|Bp|pp one pierced through with ano-

CLEIDION, the fame with Clavicula

.

CLEPSYDRA, an Inftrument anciently ufed,

tfpecially among the Egyptians, to meafure Time

Ihy the running of Water out of one Velfel into

another : Firft invented by Seifto Mnafica, or at

leaft brought firft by him to Rome ; for Pierius in

his Hyeroglyphicks tells us, ThePriefts of Acanta
,
a

.Town beyond the River Nile in Egypt, did ufe

every Day to pour Water into a Velfel, by the

dropping of which through a fmall Hole they

meafured Time.

There were many kinds of them, but all had

xhis in common, that the Water ran gently thro'

a narrow Paffage from one Velfel into another

;

and in the lower was a Piece of Cork or light

Wood, which as the Velfel filled, rofe up by de-

grees, and fo fhewed the Hour.

Plutarch obferves one Inconvenience in thefe

Water-Clocks ,
i. e. that the Air, according to its

different Temperature, as to Heat, Cold, Denfity

or Rarity, had an Influence on the Running of the

Water, fo that it muft meafure Time unequally.

And another greater there was, which a good

while was unheeded, vi%. that the Water always

ran flower out, according as its Quantity and

Prelfure in rhe Velfel abated ;
to remedy this,

one Qrontes invented a Clepjydra in the Form of a

ftqali Ship floating on the Water, and which em-

ptied itfelf by Means of a Syphon, placed in the
Middle of it ; but which way the Hours by this
Means were made equal I cannot find, the De-
scriptions given of the thing being very oblcure.
Some of thefe Clepfydra were fo made, as thil

without changing the Dial the Hours were forne-
times longer and lometimes Ihorter, by Means of
an Inequality in the Index or Hand, and which,
Vitruvius fays, depended on the Management of
the Water : for in the long Days they made the
Hole narrower, and lo the Water ran proportiona-
biy flower ; and in the Winter, when the Days
were fliort, the Hole was made larger, which
made the Water flow the falter, and fo the Index
turned round alfo the falter.

CLERICO admitte?sdo, is a Writ directed to
the Bilhop, for the admitting of a Clerk to a Be-
nefice upon a ne admittas, tried and found for the
Party that procureth the Writ.

CLERICO captoper Statuum Mercatorum,
is a Writ directed to the Bilhop, for the Delivery
of a Clerk out of Prifon, that is in Cultody upon
the Breach of a Statute Merchant.
CLERICO conviBo commiffo Ecclefia in defeBu

Ordinarii deliberando, &c. is a Writ for the Deli-
very of a Clerk to his Ordinary that formerly was
convicted of Felony, by reafon his Ordinary did
not challenge him according to the Privileges of a
Clerk.

CLERICO infra Sacros Ordines confiitutio non
elegendo in Officium,

is a Writ directed to the Bay-
lifts, &c. that have thruft a Bailiwick or Beadle-
Ihip upon one in Holy Orders, charging them to
releafe him again.

CLERK Controuler of the icing's Houfe (where-
of there be two) is an Officer in Court, that hath
Place and Seat in the Counting-Houfe, and Autho-
rity to allow or difallow the Charges or De-
mands of Purfuivants, and Melfengers of the
Green-Cloth, Purveyers or the like : He hath alfo

the overlight and controuling of all Defaults, De-
feats and Milcarriages ofany ot the Inferiour Of-
ficers ; and fits in the Counting-Houfe with the Su-
perior Officers, vi%. the Lord Steward, Treafu-

rer, Controuler and Cofferer, either for correcting

or bettering things out of Order, with leveral o-
ther Matters.

CLERK of theABs, is an Officer of the Navy,?
who receives and enters the Commiffions and
Warrants of the Lord Admiral, and regifters the

Acts and Orders of the Commiflioners of the
Navy.
CLERK of Affile, is he that writeth all things

judicially done by the Juftices of Affile in their

Circuits.

CLERK ofthe Check ,
is an Officer in Court, lb

called, becaufe he hath the Check^and Controulment

of the Yeomen of the Guard, and all other ordi-

nary Yeomen or Ulhers belonging either to the

King, or Queen, or Prince, either giving leave,'

or allowing their Abfences or Defects in Atten-

dance, or diminilhing their Wages for the fame.

CLERK of the Crown, is a Clerk or Officer in

the King’s Bench, whofe Bufinels is to read,'

frame and record all Indictments againft Traitors,

Felons and other Offenders there arraigned upon
any publick Crime. He is otherwile called Clerk,

of the Crown Office, or Clerk ef the Crown in the

Kjngs Bench,

CLERK of the Crown in Chancery
,

is an Officer

there, that by himfelf or his Deputy is continu-

ity
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ally to attend the Lord Chancellor, or Lord

Keeper, for fpecial Matters of State, by Com-
miffion or the like, cither immediately from his

Majefty, or by Orderof his Council, as well or-

dinary as extraordinary : Alfo all general Par-

dons upon Grants of them at the King’s Coronati-

on, or at a Parliament, the Writs of Parliament,

with the Names of Knights and Burgefles, are

returned into this Office. He hath alfo the mak-

ing of fpecial Pardons, and Writs of Execution

upon Bonds of Statute Staple forfeited.

CLERK of the Errors
,

in the Court of Com-
mon-Pleas, does tranferibe and certify into the

King s Bench the Tenor of the Records of the

Caufe or Action, upon which the Writ of Error

(made by. the Curfitor) is brought there to be

judged and determined.

CLERK of the Errors in the King’s Bench, does

likewife tranferibe and certify the Records of fuch

Caufes in that Court into the Exchequer, if the

Caufe or Adtion were by Bill.

CLERK of the Errors in the Exchequer, does

tranferibe the Records certified thither out of the

King’s Bench, and prepares them for Judgment

in the Court of Exchequer, to be given by the

Juftice of the Common-Pleas and Barons there.

CLERK of the Effoigns, is an Officer belonging

to the Court of Common-Pleas, who only keepeth

the Effoign-Epll, and hath for entring every Effoign

SixPence, and for every Exception to bar the Ef-

foign, in Cafe where the Party hath omitted his

Time, Six Pence. He hath alfo the providing of

Parchment, and cutting it into Rolls, and making

the Number upon them, and Delivery out of all

the Rolls to every Officer, and receiving them

again when they be written.

CLERK of the Eftreats, belongs to the Exche-

quer, and every Term receiveth the Ejheats out

of the Lord Treafurer’s Remembrancer’s Office,

and writeth them out to be levyed for the King

:

He alfo maketh Schedules of fuch Sums ejlreated

as are to be difeharged.

CLERK of the Hamper, or Hamper, or Warden

ofthe Hamper, is an Officer in the Chancery,

whofe Bufinefs is to receive all Money due to the

King’s Majefty for the Seals of Charters, Patents,

Commiffions and Writs ; as alfo Fees due to the

Officers for Enrolling and Examining the fame.

He is obliged to attend on the Lord Chancellor or

the Lord Keeper daily in Term time, and at all

times of Sealing.

CLERK of the Juries, or Curata Writs, is an

Officer belonging to the Court of Common-Pleas,
which maketh out the Writs called Habeas Corpora,

and Dijlringas for Appearance of the Jury either

in Court or at Affizes, after that the Jury or Pan-

nel is returned upon the venire facias.

CLERK of the Kfngs Great Wardrobe, is an

Officer of the King’s Houfe, that keepeth an Ac-

count or Inventory in Writing of all things be-

longing to the King’s Wardrobe.

CKERK of the Kings Silver, is an Officer be-

longing to the Common-Pleas, to whom every

Fine is brought, after it has been with the Cujlos

Brevium, and by whom the EfFedt of the Writ of

Covenant is entred into a Paper-Book, and accord-

ing to that Note, all the Fines of that Term are

alfo recorded in the Rolls of the Court.

CLERK of the Markst, is an Officer of the

King’s Houfe, whofe Duty is to take Charge of

the King’s Meafujes, and to keep the Statjdards of

CLE ,

them
; that is, Examples of all the Meafures that

ought to be through the Land.
CLERK Marjhal of the Kings Houfe

, feems to
be an Officer that attends the Marflial in his Court,
and recordeth all his Proceedings.

CLERK of the Nichils or Nihils, is an Officef
in the Exchequer

, that maketh a Roll of all luchi

Sums as are nihiled by the Sheriff upon their

EJireats of Green Wax, and delivereth the fame
into the Lord Treafurers Remembrancer s Office, to

have Execution done upon them for the King.
CLERK of the Outlawries

,
is an Officer belong-

ing to the Court of Common-Pleas, being a Depu-
ty to the King’s Attorney General, for making Out
the Writs of Capias utlagatum after Outlawry 5
and the King’s Attorneys Name is to every one
of thofe Writs. And whereas feven Pence is paid
for the Seal of every other Writ betwixt Party
and Party, there is but a Penny paid for the Seal of
this, becaufe it goes out of the King’s Suit.

CLERK of the Parliament, is he that recordeth
all things done in the High Court of Parliament,
and engroffeth them fairly into Parchment Rolls,

for their better keeping to Pofterity. Of thefe

there be two, one of the Higher* the other of the
Lower, or Houfe of Commons.
CLERK of the Peace, is an Officer belonging1

to the Seffions of the Peace $ his Duty is at the
Seffions to read the Indidlmencs, to enroll the Adis,’

and draw the Procefs, to enroll Proclamations of
Rates for Servant’s Wages, to enroll the Difcharge
of Apprentices, to keep the Counterpart of the
Indenture of Armour, &c. alfo to certify in the
King’s Bench Tranfcripts of Indidtments, Out-
lawries, Attainders and Convidtions had before
the Juftices of the Peace within the time Emitted
by Statute.

CLERK of the Pell, belongs to the Exchequer

}

whofe Bufinefs is to enter Teller’s Bills into a
Parchment-Roll, called PeUis receptorum, and alfo

to make another Roll of Payment, called Pellis ex-
ituum, wherein he fetteth down by what Warrant
the Money was paid.

CLERKc/f/je Petty Bag, is an Officer in Chan-
cery, whereof there are three, and the Mafter of
the Rolls their Chief : Their Office is to Record
the Return of all Inquifitions out of every Shire,'

all Liveries granted in the Court of Wards, all

Oder les maynes, to make all Patents of Cuftom-
ers, Gaugers, Controulers and Aulnagefs, Sum-
mons of the Nobility, Clergy and Burgeffes to

the Parliament ; Commiffions diredled to Knights
and others of every Shire for feifing of Subfidies ;
Writs for Nomination of Colledlors for the Fif-

teenths, and all Traverfes upon any Office, Bill,

or otherwife, and to receive the Money due to the

King for the fame.

CLERK of the Pipe
, belongs to the Exchequer}

who having all Accounts and Debts due to the

King delivered and drawn out of the Remem-
brancer’s Office, chargeth them down into the
great Roll ; who alfo writeth Summons to the
Sherifl to levy the faid Debts upon the Goods and
Chattels of the faid Debtors

; and if they have no
Goods, then doth he draw them down to the Lord
Treafurer’s Remembrancer, to write Eftreats a-
gainft their Lands.

CLERK of the Pleas, is an Officer in the Ex-
chequer, in whofe Office the Officers of the Courc
upon fpecial Privileges belonging to them, ought
to fue, or be fued upon any Adtion.

T ~
‘ CLERK
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CLERK of the Privy Seal (whereof there be

four) that attendeth the Lord Keeper of the Privy

Seal $ or if there be none fuch, upon the Principal

Secretary, writing and making out all things that

be fent by Warrant from the Signet to the Privy
,

Seal, and are to be pafs’d to the Great Seal ;
as

alfo to make out Privy-Seals upon any fpecial oc-

cafion of his Majefty’s Affairs ; as for Loan of

Money, and fuch like.

CLERK of the Sewers, is an Officer belonging

to the Commiffioners of the Sewers, writing all

things that they do by vertue of their Commifllon

:

See Sewers.

CLERK of the Signet, is an Officer continually

attending upon his Majefty’s Principal Secretary ,

who always hath Cuftody of the Privy-Signet, as

well for fealing his Majefty’s Private Letters, as

alfo fuch Grants as pafs his Majefty’s Hand by Bills

figned. Of thefe rhere be four that attend in their

courfe, and have their Diet at the Secretary’s Ta-

ble,

CLERK of the Treafury, belongs to the Common-

Pleas, and hath the charge of keeping the Records

of Nifi prius, hath the Fees due for all Searches,

and hath the certifying of all Records into the

King's Bench, when a Writ of Error is brought,

and maketh out all Writs of Superfedeas de non mo-

lejlendo, which are granted for the Defendants,

while the Writ of Error hangeth. Alfo he mak -

eth all Exemplifications of Records being in the

Treafury.

CLERK of the Warrants^ an Officer belonging

to the Court of Common-Pleas, which entreth all

Warrants of Attorney for Plaintiff and Defendant,

and enrolleth all Deeds of Indentures of Bargain

and Sale, which are acknowledged in Court, or

before any Judges out of the Court.

CLEW, of the Sail of a Ship, is the lower Cor-

ner of it which reaches down to that Earing where

the Tackles and Sheets are faftned ; fo that when a

Sail is made gearing, or Hoping by degrees, fhe is

Laid to have a great Clew : And a Ship is faid to

Jpread a great Clew, when fhe hath a very long

Yard, and fo hath much Canvafe in her Sails.

CLEW-GARNET, is a Rope faftned to the

Clew of the Sail, and from thence runs in a Block

feized to the middle of the Main and Fore-yard ;

its Ufe is to hale up the Clew of the Sail clofe to

the middle of the Yard, in order to its being

furled.

CLEW-LINE, is the fame to the Top-fails, Top-

gallant-fails, and Spritfails, that the Clew-garnet

is to the Main-fail and Fore-fail, and has the very

fame ufe. In a guft of Wind, when a Topfail is

to be taken in, firft hale home the Lee Clew Line,

and then the Sail will be taken in the eafier.

CLIFF or Clejf, a Term in Mufick, fignifying

a certain Mark from the Pofition whereof the pro-

per Places of all other Notes in any Song or Lef-

fon are underftood, by proving the faid Notes from

thence according to the Scale of the Gam-ut ;

wherein are contained three Septenaries ofLetters,

vff. G, A, B, C, D, E, F; which feven Letters

of the Alphabet let at the beginning ofevery Rule

and Space reprefents as many Cliffs ; But of thefe

four are only ufed, and generally placed at the be

ginning of the Staves of every Leffon, either Vo-

cal or Inftrumental.

The Firft is call’d F-a-ut Cliff, and appropriat-

ed onlyko the Bafs or loweft Part,

The Second is C-fol-fa-ut Cliff, peculiar to the
inner Parts, as the Tenor and Counter-Tenor.
The Third is Gfol-re-ut Cliff, which is only fir

for the Treble or higheft Part.

The Fourth is B-Cliff, or B-fa-b-mi Cliffi which'
is proper to all Parts,, and ferves for the Flatting
and Sharping of Notes.

&

CLIMACTER.ICAL Tears

,

are certain obferv-
ajiC Years, which are iuppofed to be attended
with fome grand Mutation of Life or Fortune • as
the 7 th \ ear, the 21th,

( made up of three times
fcren) the 49th, (made of 7 times 7 ; the 6

2

f

,

(being 9 times 7) and the 8ift, ( which is 9 timei
9) which two laft are called the Grand ClimaBe-'
rickj. Aulus Gellius laith, This Whim came from
the Chaldeans firft, and ’tis probable Pythagoras had
it from them, who ufed to talk much of the Effi-
cacy of the Number 7, with which he #as migh-
tily in love.

° -

CLIMATE, is a Space on the Terreftrial Globe'
comprehended between two Circles parallel to the
Equator fo that from the beginning of the Climate
to that of another next to it, there is halfan Hours
difference in the longeft Summer-Day

. Each Cli-
matfe alfo is divided into two half Climates by a!

parallel Circle, which half Climate is call’d a Pa-
rallel', wherefore thefe Parallels muft differ frotn
one another y 0f an Hour in the longeft Days.
CLINCH ("of a Cable) is that part of it which'

is bended about the Ring of the Anchor, and then
feiz’d or made faft.

CLINCHING, is a kind of flight Calking ufed
at Sea, in a Profped of foul Weather, about the
Ports ; which is, to drive a little Oakam into them
Seams, that the Water may not come in at them.1

CLINOIDES, are four Proceffes in the infide
of the Os Splenoides, forming a Cavity called Geld
la Turfca, in the middle of that Bone

, in which
1

lies the Glandula Pituitaria.

CLITORIS, is a Part in the Pudendum Mulled
bre feated before •

tis a long round Body naturally,
about the bignefs of the Vvula It lies within the
Skin, nor doth any part of it appear outwardly,)
but juft its Extremity ; which is covered with a !

folding of the Skin made by the union of the Nym-
pho:, and is called its Prceputium. The Subftance
ofit confifts of two fpongy Bodies like thofe of the
Penis. They rife at two different places, in the
lower part of the Os Pubis, and approaching on
to the Body of the Clitoris, whole Extremity ^
which is of an exquifite Senfe, is called its Glansi
The two fpongy Bodies before they unite are called
by fome the Crura Clitoridis, and they are twice
as long as the Body of the Clitoris. It hath two
Mufcles arifing from the Protuberance ofthe Ifchi-

um, and are inferred in its fpongious Bodies; they
are called EreBores Clitoridn, becaufe they have
the fame Ufe as the EreBores Penis. The Clitoris

hath Veins and Arteries from the Hemorrhoidal
Velfels and the Pudenda, and Nerves from the In-
tercoftal Pair.

CLOATHED, the Seamen fay a Mali is cloa-
tiled when the Sail is fo long as to reach down to
the Gratings of the Hatches, fo that no Wind can
blow below the Sail ; and they fay a Ship fpreads
much Cloth, when fhe hath broad Sails.

CLOCKS and Clockwork. : How to calculate

all the Numbers and Proportions for any Move-
ment, &)c. fee under Watch-work.

CLOSE, in Mufick : See Cadence,

CLOSE*
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to clear the Deck of the Enemy when a Ship is
Boarded.

i
CLOSE, when any Bird is drawn in a Coat of

Arms with its Wings clofe down about it (/. e. not

difplayedj and in a ftanding pofture, they Blazon

it by this word Clofe ;
but if it be Flying they call

it Volant,

CLOSETT, a Term in Heraldry, fignifying

the half of a Barr, and the Barr ought to contain

one fifth part of the Efcutcheon, as the Fejfe doth

the third. See Fejfe.

CLOUDS, are a Congeries of (chiefly) watery

Particles, drawn or fent out of the Earth in Va-

pour; which, when thefe Particles are very near-

ly placed to one another, appear denfe and thick ;

but when they are more remote, are clear and

bright, and fometimes almoft tranlparent.

It hath been frequently Matter of difpute a-

mongft Naturalifts, how thefe Clouds are fufpend-

ed in a Medium which muft be lighter fpecifically

than themfelves. But his eafy to conceive that the

Parts which compofe Clouds are fo many little Bub-

bles, having a watery Skin over a little Sphere of

fluid Matter lighter than Air, and therefore may
eafily, like the Bubbles of Soap add Water which

Che Children blow up with a little Pipe, be fupport-

ed by the Air : but whenever they are broken by

the violent Agitation of Winds, or are driven a-

gainft the fides of Hills, &c. they muft change

their form of Bubbles and fall down in Rain. See

the word Vapour.

Mr. Boyle faith. An excellent Aftronomer allur-

ed him, That though he had many times accu-

rately mealured the Height of the Clouds,

yet he could never find any (even white ones) to be

A of a Mile high, and few did exceed i a Mile.

CLOYED ; the Seamen fay, when any thing

is got into the Touch-hole of a Great Gun, fo that

they cannot with a Priming-Iron make way for

the Powder to be put in to prime her, they fay the

Touch-hole is cloyed ; wherefore when Guns are

nailed, 8cc. they fay they are Cloyed.

CLYDON, is a Fluctuation of the Ventricle.

CLYPEAL Cartilage : See Thyroides.

CLYPEI-FORMIS, a fort of Comets refem-

bling a Shield : See Difcus.

CLYSMA; the fame with Clyfter,

CLYSSUS, among fome Chymifts
,

is a long

Digeftion and Union of Oily Spirits (efpeciallv Mi-

neral ones) together, in order to make a Compo-
sition or accurate Mixture of them. Sometimes

*tis taken for an Extraction and Union of the more
fubtle Parts of any Planr, Vid. Bolfinf. Chym. Lib.

3. SeB. 2. Schroder. Lib. 3. c. 17, Sometimes for a

Medicine made of the moft active and energetical

Parts ofany Ingredients.

COACERVATE Vacuum : See Vacuum.

COACH, the Council-Chamber on board a

Flagg- fhip.

COAGULATE, fignifies in Chymiftry, to give

a Confiftence-to Liquors by evaporating fome part

ofthem over the Fire, or elfe by mixing Liquors

together, which are of different Natures, to effedt

the fame thing ; by either of which, and many o»

ther ways a Coagulation may be effected.

COALITION, is the gathering together and
uniting into fenfible Maffes the minute Corpuf-

cles which compofe anylConcrete or Natural Body.
Coalefcency is commonly taken for the fame.

COAMINGS, aboard a Ship, are thofe Planks

or that Frame which raifes up the Hatches higher

than the reft of the Deck, in which Loop-holes for

Muskets to flioot out at are ufually made, in order

COASTING, it that Part of Navigation where
the Places affign’d are not far diftant, fo that a Ship
may fail in fight of Land, or within Soiindir^
between them.

,

0

For the Performance of which there is only re-
quired good Knowledge of the Land, the Ufe of
the Compafs, and Lead or Sounding-Line

; fuck
are the Voyages on the Narrow or Briti/h Seas"
between England, Holland and France, alfo all a-
oout the Haiti els Seas, and thole in the Mediterra-
nean are little elfe.

COAT, by Anatomifts, is taken for a Membra*
nous Cover of any part of the Body

; as the Coats
of the Eye, Nerves, Arteries, &c. ‘

COATS, in a Ship, are pieces oftarf d Canvale
which are put about the Malls at the Partners -

they are alfo put about the Pumps at the Decks*
that no Water may go down there

; and thefe are
alfo uled at the Rudders’s Head.
COCCAGIS OS, is a Cartilaginous kind of

Bone joined to the Extremity of the Os Sacrum 5
it is compofed of three or four Bones, of which
the lower is ftill lefsthan the upper,till thelaftend
in a final 1 Cartilage, and it refembles a little Tail
turn’d inwards : Its Ufe is to fuftain the BeBum
Intefimum ; it yields to the preffure ofthe Fcetusin
Women in Travail, and therefore Midwives ufe
to thruft it backwards; but fometimes they do it fo
ludely &. violently,that it ofccafions very greatPain

!

feverai badEffecfts.It’s calledO-r Coccygis,and becaufe
it is in fhape fomething like a Cuclsow’s Bill - its
Bones are fpongy and foft, and have neither’Pro-
cels nor Cavity, for the Spinal Marrow delcends
no farther than the bottom ofthe Os Sacrum which
terminates in the firft Bone of the Os Coccygis.
COCCYX, the lame with the Coccyzis Os :

Which lee.

COCHLEA, is a Cavity of the inner part of
the Ear, fo called from its Windings and Turnings,
for it has 3 Ripgs which mutually fiicceed
one another ; it is girt about With a very foft and
thin Membrane : See Ear.

COCKPIT, in a Man of War, is a place on the
lower Floor or Deck abaft the main Capftan ly-
ing between the Platform or Orlop and the Stew-
ard s Room, where are Subdivifiohs or Partitions
for the Purfer, the Surgeon, and his Mates.

'

COCK-SWAIN ot Cockfin, is an Officer a-
board a Man of War who hath the care of the
Barge or Shallop, and all things belonging to it ,
to be always ready with his Boats Gang or Crew’
and to Man the Boat on all occafioris : He fits in
the Stern of the Boat and Steers ; and he hath a
Whiftle to call and to encourage his Men.
CONCOCTION or DigeJHon, is rhe Fermen-

tation of the fmalleft Particles which our Nouriffi-
ment confifts of, that they may be made fit and
proper for the Nourifhffient and Increafe of a liv-
ing Body

; the firft ConcoBion is made in the Sto-
mach by a kind of Ferment ; as moft ffippofc;
which partly remains there, from the Relicks of
the former Meats, and partly flows thither' from
the Ceeliack' Arteries : The fecond is made in the
Guts by the Gall and Pancreatitis Juice ; the third
is in the Glandules of the Mefentery from' the Lym-
fha or Water which mixes it felf with the Chyle"
the fourth is in the Lungs, from the mixing the"
Air in fome meafure with the Blood there * The
fifth is in the Veffels and Bowels, as in the Spleen,
•Liver, TefticJes, &c. T %

"
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CODE ; from the Latin word Caudex, the Trunk

or Timber of a Tree, comes Codex, which fignifies

a Volume or Book, beeaufe anciently their Books

Were made of Wood, and the Leaves were almoft

like thofe of our prefent Table-Books. The Em-
peror Juftinian colleding together all the Pleas and

Anlwersofthe ancient Lawyers,
(
which in thofe

Days were in loofe Scroles or Sheets of Parchment

Or Paper) compiled them into a Book, which there-

fore he called Codex ; and this Book of the Empe-

ror’s hath ever fince, by way of Eminence, been

called the Code ; which is accounted the Second

Volume of the Civil Law, and contains Twelve

Books; the Matter of which is nearly the fame

with that of the Digeft, efpecially the firft Eight

Books ; but it differs from it in this, that its Stile

is by no Means fo pure, nor its Method fo 1 accu-

rate as that of the Digeft ; and that it determines

Matters of daily ufe,whereas the Digejl dicufles the

more abftrufe and fubtii Queftions of the Law,
giving you the various Opinions of the Ancient

Lawyers thereupon ; and therefore hath more

of polite ,
fine and witty Arguing in it

,
than

things of benefit and ufe to the generality of Man-
kind.

The Code is compiled from the Anfwers and

Determinations of 5 6 Emperors and their Coun-

cils, whereofmany Perfons were learned and skil-

ful Lawers ; as the famous Pacinian and fome o-

fhers, efpecially from the Time of Adrian to Ju-

stinian himfelf. And the Reafon why this Empe-

ror gave himfelf this new trouble was, beeaufe

he found the Digefi in many Places too fine and

fubtile for common ufe, and alfo very imperfed

in that relped, as by no means deciding abun-

dance of Cafes that do every Day occur : Thefe

Defeds he defign’d to Remedy by fetting out the

Code,
where abundance of things before omitted,

or too briefly handled, are there fully and diftind-

ly determined.

There is another Code called the Tbeodofian Code,

of good ufe to this Day, for there is no under-

standing the former Code without its help ; and this

was formerly of fuch Authority, that as Mr. Selden

and others tell us, it was for feveral hundred Years

in ufe in the Weftern parts of Europe, when that

Law was in manner difufed and forgotten. But

BOW the Theodofian Code is as much antiquated.

CODIA, are the tops ofPoppies, of which they

make Syrup; whence the word Diacodium ov&
rupus de Meconio.

COECUM Inteftinum, the Blind Gut, is the

4th in order from the Stomach, and the firft of the

Inteftina Crajfa or Thick Guts : In Children new

born, and in Quadrupeds its found full of Excre-

ments ; but in adult and found Perfons its Cavity

often difappears, and it only hangs like a Worm;
and ’tis in fuch about the bignefs, and half the

length of a large Earth-worm ; its Mouth which

opens into the Colon is pretty large : It takes its

Original rather from the Colon than the Ilium, to the

former of which itfeems to be a kind of Appendage.

3t is larger in Children than in Men : ’Tis not tied

to. the Mefentery at all, but being placed in the Ca-

vity of the Os Ilium, by its End it is joined to the

right Kidney, the Peritoneum coming between.

In Apes it is pretty large, but larger in Dogs ; and

in Conies, Squirrils, and Rats lafgeft of all, in

proportion to the bulk of their Bodies. It’s ufe in

dult Perfons very much undifeovered ; but in the

Foetus, or an Infant newly born, in which ’ris found

fuii of Excrement, it feems to be i. kind of Recep-
tacle for the paces of the Inteftines before the Birth,
or during the time that the Foetus doth not exone-
rate per Alvum. Dr. Glijfon thinks alfo that it

ferves in fuch Animals as have it large, for a kind
of fecond Ventricle or Bag, wherein the prepared
Aliments may beftored up, and fo long retain

-

ed
, till a richer

, thicker, and more nutritious
Juicemay be drawn from them. Others fay,it con-
tains a Ferment ; and others the Flatuofity of the
Inteftines; and others, that it feparates a Liquor
by fome Glands which are in its Cavity, whith
Liquor ferves to harden the Excrements as they
pals through the Colon.

CO-EFFICIENT of any generating Term in
Fluxions, is the Quantity which arifes by dividing
that Term by the generated Quantity.
CO-EFFICIEN1 S m Algebra, are fuch Num-

bers as are prefixed before any Letters or Species,
into which Letters they are fuppofed to be multi-
plied, and therefore with fuch Letters, or with the
Quantities reprefented by them, do make a Red-
angle or Producft, (conficiunt FroduHum) whence
they take their name. Thus Cb implies that the
Quantity reprefented by a b is multiplied into the
Co-efficient C, and that out of thefe two the Red-
angle or Produd C b is formed. If a Letter have
no Number prefixed, ’tis always fuppofed to have
the Co-efficient 1 , beeaufe every thing is once it

felf.

The Co-efficient in a Quadratick Equation is, ac-
cording to its Sign, either the Sum or Difference
of the two Roots. And in any Equation of an
higher nature, the Co-efficient of the fecond Term
is always the Aggregate of aU tfse {{cots, retaining
their proper Signs ; fo that if all the Negatives be
equal to all the Affirmatives, the fecond Term will
vanifh ; and where the fecond Term is thus want-
ing, ’tis a fign that the Quantities under contrary
Signs were thus equal.

The Co-efficient of the Third Term is the Ag-
gregate of all the Fellangles

, arifing by the Multi-
plication of every two of the Roots, how many
ways foever thofe Combinations of Two’s can be
had, as three times in a Cubick, fix in a Biqui^
tick Equation, (3c.

The Co-efficient of the Fourrh Term is the Ag*
gregate of all the Solids made by the continual Mul-
tiplication of every 3 ofthe Roots

, how often fo- 1

ever fuch a Trenary can be had, as there can 4 be
had in a Biquadratiek,Ten in an Equation ofFive
Dimenfions, (3c. And thus it will go on infinitely*

(3c.

^
COELIA

, KoiVia rS Koi\ov, in an Anatomical
Senfe fignifies any kind of Organical Cavity in an
Animal Body ; and hence Difeafes feared in the
Venters or Cavities of the Body are fometimes
called Ccdiack, AjfeElicns : See Cceliack.

COELIACK Artery
, that which arifes from the

Trunk of the great Artery after it enters the Aldo*>

men, and fpreads into two Branches ; the firft on
the Right-hand is the Gaftrica Dextra, which goes
to the Stomach, the Cifiica to the Gall-Bladder*!

the Epiplois Dextra to the Omentum, the Intcftina-

lis to the Inteftinum Duodenum, and to a part of
the Jejunum, the Gaftro-Epiplois to the Stomach,’

to the Omentum, and fome Branches to the Liver,

which enter the Capfula Communis to accompany
the Branches of the Porta.

The left Branch of tfie Cceliack, Artery (which is

called by fome Splenica
, beeaufe it goes toward

f
the
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the Spleen) on its upper fide fends forth the Ga-

firica Major,
which dividing into two parts after

it hath Cent a little Twig to the Stomach, makes

the Coronaria Stomachica and the Gajirica Siniftra.

And out of its loweft fide fpring the Efiflots Poflica,

which runs to the hinder Leaf of the Omentum and

the Colon annexed to it, and the Efiplois Siniftra

which goes to the loweft and left fide bfthe Omen-

tum.
COELIACK Paffion or Affection ,

is a kind of

Flux or Diarrhea, wherein the Aliments either

wholly changed, or only in part, pafs by Stool

without any Chylification, and it is two-fold ;
the

firft, in which the Meat is only digefted in the

Stomach ; the other when Conco&ion or Fermen-

tation is performed in the Stomach and Inteftines

both at once ; but by reafon that the LaEtcal Vef-

fels, or little Seats of the Guts, are obliterated

through long _fafting, a Purulent Dyfentary, or the

like, the Chyle is not diftributed. Blanchard. [Tis

called alfo Lienteria.

COELONIA, is a hollow and round Ulcer in

the Horny Tunicf of the Eye.

COELUM, is the Cavity of the Eye towards

the Corners. The Palate is alfo called Ccelum by

feme. B’anchard.

COFFER, in Fortification, is a hollow Lodg-

ment athwart a dry Moat from fix to feven Foot

deep, and from fixteen to eighteen broad, the up-

per part being made ofpieces ofTimber raifed two

Foot above the level of that Moat ; which little

Elevation hath Hurdles laden with Earth for its co-

vering, and ferves as a Parapet with Embrafures:

The Befiejged generally make ufe of thefe Coffers

to fepulfe the Befiegers when they endeavour to

pafs the Ditch, and they are diftinguilhed only by

their length from the Cafonnieres which are like-

wife fomewhat lefs in breadth : And it differs

from the Traverfe and Gallery
,

ih that thele are

made by the Befiegers,
and the Coffer by the Be-

fieged.

To fave themfelves from the Fire of thefe Cof-

fers, the Befiegers Efaule or throw up the Earth

on that fide towards the Coffer.

COFFRE, is alfo fometimes ufed for Caiffors

:

[Which fee.

COGITATION, properly is the Acftion of

Thinking ; but the Cartefians underftand by it

whatever we experience in our felves, and whereof

we are confcious, as all the Operations of our Un-
derftanding, Will, Imagination and Senfes.

COGNATION : See Agnation.

COGNATIONE: See Cofenage.

COGNISANCE, in Heraldry, is the fame with

*he Crefl, which in any Achievement helps to a-

dorn and marfhal a Coat of Arms;

. Alfo a Badge oh a Serving-man, or Waterman’s

Sleeve.

IntheLaW; 'tis the Acknowledgment of a Fine,

or Confeftion of a thing done ; as alfo a Power or

Jurifdidion : Thus Cognifance of Pleas is an Abili-

ty to call or caufe a Plea out of another Court

;

which no one can do but the King, unlefs he can

ihew a particular Charter for it.

COGNISEE or Connufee,\s hero whom the Fine

is acknowledged.

COGNISOR or Connufor, is he that paffeth or

acknowledged! a Fine of Lands and Tenements

to another.

COGNITIONIBUS Mittendis, is a Writ to a

Juftice or other that hath power to take a Fine,

who having taken acknowledgment thereof, defer-
red! to certify it into the Court of Common-Plea}

}
.

commanding him to certify it.

COGITRALL/wff : See Line.

; COHESION of the Parts ofMatter ’ is that
Quality, from whencefbever arifing, by which the
Parrs of all folid Bodies ftick or adhere to one ano-
ther : Some will have this to be effected by a cer-
tain Glue or Cement ; others by the Particles being
hooked and branchy, and fo to catch hold of one
another : Others will have it to be occafion’d by
an imaginary Funiculus or invifible Rope or String
which holds the Parts together ; others by bare
Reft only ; all which the famous James Bernoulli

in his Book de Gravitate SEtheris, endeavours to
refute, and thinks ’tis occafion’d by the Preflure of
the incumbent Air or jflEther,and near the, Earth of
the whole Atmolphere. This feeds to be confirm-
ed by the known Experiment ofthe Coheffon oftwo
well-pofited Marbles together, which yet will ea»
fily and fpeedily fall afunder, when put into thfe

exhaufted Receiver, where the external Preflure of
the Air is taken off ; and Bernoulli fuppofes the
whole Body of the iEther, as well as of the lower
Air to gravitate continually upon the Earth, and by
that means to keep all its Parts together : See
Vol. II.

;i .

CGHOBATE, a Term in Chymiftry, imply-
ing a repeating the Diftillation of the fame Liquor,!

having poured it again on the Matter which re-

mains in the Veflel. This Operation is ufed to o-
pen Bodies, or to volatilize the Spirits, and is cal-

led Cohobation.

COILE : See Quoile.

COINDICATIONS, are Signs which do not
indicate by themfelves alone, but together with, o~
ther Things, Circumftances, &c, help the PhyAdl-
an to form a Judgment.
COINS or Quoins, belonging to a Great Gun,’

are thole Wedge-like pieces of Wood which ferve

to raife or lower her Breech on occafiOn.

There are alfo a fort of Coins called Cantique
Coins, which are fhort, and having three Edges,
they are ufed in a Ship to put between Cask and
Cask to keep them from fowling one againft ano-
ther in the Hold : For the fame ufe almoft ferve a
third fort of Coins called Standing Coins

, which are
made of Barrel Boards, and are about 4 Inched
broad, and of a fit length to be driven in between
the Ends of the Cask about two or three Hoops
from the Chine-hoops, to keep the Butts from
jogging.

COINS. I thought it would be very ufeful to
give the Reader a Table oi the Ancient and Mo-
dern Coins ufed Ip moft Countries, which as I had
opportunity I collected, and are as followeth :

I. The Hebrew of Jewijh Coins, their Weight
and Value according to Dr. Cumberland,

.

, '
Value.

Shekel, was §• Of. Averdupois, zs. 4 d. iff. £
Bek/ih, was i a Shekel.

%ufa, was ~ Shekel* This is mention’d by the

Tdlmudifis

.

Gerah, Agurah
,
or ffeJJoitah is the -f- Shekel.

Talent
,
was in Weight 3000 Shekels.

ir 1 a cS Silver 353 /. 11 /. 10 d: £Valued, Jf-i Goid 5o«S4 3 10
Manah, in Weight 100 Shekels, value 60 Shekels:

The Ptrfian Darchmons
,
or Golden Danes, were e-

qualto iz Gerah/„

Tot
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The Roman Silver Denarius was 7 \d.

The Roman Gold Denarius s were double in weight.

The Roman Brazen As weighed 7 Ounce j va-

lued 3 Barth, Tf*:

The Ajfarium was f of the As.

Quadrant £ part.

jhe Mite was f of the At, or about f ofour Far-

thing.

Sejlertiw (mark’d thus IIS) was 2 Affes, and f of
the As, in Value 7 Farthings and of a Far-
thing.

Denarm (mark’d thus, X) was 1 o times the As}
and therefore was of our Money 7 Pence 3 Far-
things.

Seftenium was 8 1 x. 5 d. 2/.

dte Aecount of the Hebrew Coins/rew M-. JeakV Arithmetic^.

>

"Money

£

r

I

-Silver

Gold

11

M SHrf, of eaSunBrnry, in {v^to^rlilgMohey
.(£) Kings Shekel, half the SanCtuary Shekel, called Bck/ih

'(c) Third Part of the Shekel

’(d) Ru%, Fourth Part of the Shekel

(e) Gerah, Agurah, Kefhitah

(,f) Rahab i each' f0^. Troy,inValue 1

2

Silver'}

Golden Siculus or Shekel j Shekels of the Sanctuary j
01

fe) Adarkon

^ each half fo much

l

00

s.

ca

A.

06

00
00
00
00

01 03
00 10
00

00

£1°7 ,-

oii

10 00

Dracmon, or Darcon
0,0 15 00>,

Gold 100 Shekels!

)y. TroyS 1

tSiimsof Money

. (£) JAanch, or Mina

,

ora Pound, valuable
60 Shekelf

^

k, 30 Oy. Troy j°7
Ai) Chichar or TalentJ ^abo Shekels! , , , . fGold 4500

in Weight
,T 123 /£. Troyy

va ua e in
j. Silver 375

00 oe>

10 o©

00

00
o©
00

(4) This Piece of Coz« is often mentioned in Sa-

cred Writ, and looks like the Standard of all the

reft.On the oneSide wasfhewed theVeffel in which

the Manna was, infcribed in this Perigraph Shekel

tfrael 5 on the other Side the Rod of Aaron that

budded, with this InfcrRxxavi,Jcrufalem Kodjh ajh,

in Englifh ,
The Holy Jerufalem, called Shekel from

Shakal to weigh : For Money, at the firft, feems

be a Merchandife, exchanged or given for other

Commodities, as Gen. 23. 16 . after the Chaldee

called Silgha, and commonly with the Hebrews, Ke-

feph,
i. e. Silver j and being put abfolutely, ren-

dered a Silverling or Piece of Silver, by Expofi-

tors, as ufually as a Shekel, when the Quality is not

mentioned, is taken for a Silver Shekel.

(b) Firft mentioned, Gen, 24. 22. paid by all

as a Yearly Tribute, Exodus 30. 13, 15. 2 Chron.

24. 6, 9. towards the Repair of the Tabernacle

firft, and after of the Temple. Between this and

the Sanctuary Shekel fome mentioned a third fort

of Shekel , called the Common Shekel, valued at

20 d. of our Money, of which I find nothing but

uncertainty.

(c) In Nehem. 10, 32: noted as a Yearly Tri-

bute given to the Jews by a Civil Decree to the

Second Temple.

(d) 1 Sam. 9. 8. fpoken of and equal to the

old Attick Dram and Roman Benny, as leveral fay,

and by fome called Ru\, Ru^a, Rur and Rura.

(e) Agurah, render’d Gerah by the Chaldee Para-

phrafe, and alfo Megria or Megha in that Tongue ;

by the Arabians, Mega ; Greeks, Obolus ; and in

Englifh, a Piece ofSilver, i Sam. 2. 36. called alfo

in the Hebrew, Kejhitak, becaufe figned with the

Image ofa Lamb j fee Gen. 33. 19.Jofhua 24.32.

.Twenty of thefemade a Shekel, Exod. 30. 13.

{/) The Rahab, and Golden Shekel in Riders

Dictionary undervalued at 1 5 x. for though Hunt
in his Handmaid to Arithmetick. out of Breerwood de

~Nutnmis
,
mentioneth the Weight but two Attick

Drams, yet he yalueth it at 3 o’ Shill. Aijled in

his Encyclopedia ofArithmetickstiakts it 4 Drams,
which accounted ~ Ounce Troy, muft yield double

the Value of 1 5 Shil. And moft Authors agree

that the Gold Shekel Was equal in Weight with
the Silver Shekel, fo the Difference muft be onlyj

in the Value of the Metal. Some to keep up the'

Credit of differing Authors, conceive there were %
lores of Golden Shekels as well as Silver

,
the onq

double to the other.

(g) Thefe Golden Adarkpns and Drakmons feemt

to be Perjian, or Coins of fome other Nations’

and Current, not Coined in Judea, nor read of
till after the Captivity ; for though the Word be
ufed, 1 Chron. 29. 7. yet both Books of the Chro~

nicies, as moft take it, were penn’d by E%ra after;

his return from Babylon, in whofe Book mention is;,

made thereof, as in E%ra 2. 6 9. and 8. 27, &cd
in Greek called Drachnie,

and in Englifh rendredf

Drams. Aijled, in his Encyclopedia of Arithmed

tick, makes the Value equal to a Ducat ofHunga-

ry. But Hunt, who throughout his Book hath’

much loft himfelf in his Method, forgot himfelf

in valuing 2 Attick Drams in the Rahab at 30/F*

and 2 Attick Drams in the Adarkon (which he'

faith is the Weight thereof) at 1 5 x.

(h) The Maneh in Gold, by comparing 1 Kjngl<

10. 17. with 2 Chron. 9.

1

6. is found to be ioo-

Shekels, which Buxtorf and others underftand not

of the Holy but the Royal Shekel
.
TheManeh itf

BRck- 45.12. feems to be 60 Shekels, and hereto

feveral agree, but lome think it was now encreaf-

ed 1 9 Shekels more than of old, and call it the

new Maneh, valued neverthelefs with moft after,

the Holy Shekel*
in Silver at 7 1. to s. Buxtorftells

us alio of a Maneh of 25 Holy Shekels* The Af-

feniblys Annotations on Expk- 45. 12. make 3 forts

of Manehs, vi%. Common 15, the Kings 20, and

the Holy 25 Shekels but the Word Maneh is Sin-

gular and not Plural in the Hebrew Text there, as

noting all thofe Divifions to make but one Ma-

neh. ,

(?) The
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M~The Cbicbar, by fome wrote Kfchar, and

commonly tranflated Talent, contained 3000 She-

kels as may be collected from Exodus 38. 2,5, 16.

where the Silver collected is expreffed to be 100

T.Vnrc and 177S Shekels, v. g. and the Per-

paid ic at half a Sheckel a Pjece^ *«.

numbred to be 6o355 °, whereof the Half is

“ms which divided by 3000, the Sheklesm

one Talent, makes too Talents, and leaves the

odd Shekels remaining 3°) >775 f IO°

OOO

TheTdent thus valhed after the Holy Shekel,

makes the number of Talents mentioned in fome

Texts of Scripture, efpecially i Chron. 22. and 19", amount to fuchiMaffy Sums.
that fome

think the Talents are to be reckoned at the Kate

of the other Shekel ;
and others not improbably,

that the Jews had a Piece of Money or Plate of

Gold of fmall Value (as may be obferved ancient-

ly in Homer Iliad, Ub. x3 .)
called a Talent And

Fuller in his Pifgah fight ofPdefine Book 3. P-

as 7 fhews whereon fuch an Opinion may

be ftrengthened ;
and that the Talent mentioned

in fome Scriptures may be rather this than the o-

ther.

Tie Account both of the Hebrew Weight and Mo-

ney with their Value in Sterling-Money and

Troy-Weight, is contracted into the following

Table.

Hebrew Gold and Weights;

Chichar or Talent
\

1 \Maneh.

Maneh or Pound
Old New
60 50

1 I

New Old\%ahab.

Zahab or Shekel 3000 60 j
50 |

1 1
Adarkon

Adarbn or Dram\ 6000 120 |iool 2 1
1

1

Troy-Weight 125 /. 27/. 12/1?.T o%. d O3-
i

Sterling-Money 4500 190/. {75/di/. 1 os.\ 1 5 J
*

1

Hebrew and Silver Weights;
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The Bpman Libra, called alfo As, and by Tran-
flators commonly rendred a Pound, was divided in-

to 12 Ounces, and for every number of Ounces un-
der 12, a proper Nameufed; as.

ip]
10

9
8

7

Denux
Dextans and Decunx
Drodans

* * Bes
, Bejfs, and of old Des

Septunx

Semis, Semijfs, Semiffms, Scli-3.
bra, and Simbella j

°

Quincunx
5

Triens 4
Quadrant, and Triunx 3
Sextans 2,

Uncia 3

> Ounces.

i
Malines, P. 24. of his Lex Mercatoria, divides

Pounds, which he calls the Old Pound of the Bp-
mans, into

64 Dinariosl

128 Quinarios.

256 Seflertios„

640 Ajfes.

1280 SemilibeUd

d

2560 Teruncios,

ARcafon iswanting whyLegat makes thefymm
Libra of 1 zO%. but 1 of. O^, Troy, fince ifhereckon
by the Number of Grains (the Original of Weights)
at 5760 Grains of Affize in the Pound Troy •

it can
be but 1 o O*. juft; for 1 o times 6912, the Grains
in a Bpman Pound, and 1 2 times 5760 are equal S

But if he count the Pound Troy at 7580 Grains”
according to the Statute at 32 Grains of Wheat to
a Penny-Weight, the Troy Pound will be i 3f Qd
Bpman

,

* * Bet
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* * Bes

,
is the Mark Weight, two Thirds of

the Pound, Malines, P. 24. aforefaid, makes the

Bes or old Mark qf the Romans to be divided in-

to

1 6 Loos

,

of Tetradrams.

agf Tridrams.

31 Didrams,

64 Drams.

96 Qbolos, or Trcobolds,

128 Triobulos.

384 Obolos.

768 Miobolos.

3840 Moments.

h. Semiuncia. or the Half Ounce, is fometimes

called Ajjdrion and AJfarius 5 and by Aljied, Lo-

tbo, anfwering to a German Weight of that

Name.
c. Duella,

being double the Weight of the Sex-

tula, is fometimes called Bina Sextula.

d. Sicilicum
,
or Sicilictis

, and by Abreviation

Siclus, is | of an Ounce.

e. Sextula

,

ufed promifcuoufly with Sextans

,

and underftood, by import of the Name, to be ,

the Sixth Part.

f. Denarius, a Penny Weight, the feventh Part

pf the Ounce, whether ufed to weigh any thing

but Money as the other Divifxons thereof, fome-
what queftionable, fee among the Money. Al-
jied compares the Drachmal Denarius to the Ger-
man Weight Quintlein.

g. Qidnar, was half the Penny Weight, and a
Piece of Money fet afterward among the Rpman
Coins.

*, Between the Quinar and Scruple fome menti-
on a Weight called Tremijjis, containing 3 2 Grains,
being the 18th Part of an Ounce.

h. Quadrans, here, is £ of the Penny Weight;
and fo called Quadrans Denarii, to diftinguilh it

from Quadrans Libra, which was 3 Ounces.
i. Sextans, called Sextans Denarii to difference

it from Sextans Libra, was the fixth Part of the
Penny-Weight, and fometimes called Sextula.

k.- Obolus
,
or half a Scruple, called fometimes

Simplium
,
weigheth 1 2 Grains. If there be ano-

ther Obolus, as fome fay, which was the Third
Part of a Quinar, it feems to be a Piece of Coin,
and muff weigh 1 3£ Grains, and fo is all one
with the Sextans, according to the Tabulary Divi-
fions; yet this lort of Obolus they make to con-
tain but 1 o Grains.

Between the Obolus and the Siliqua fame men-
tion a Cerates, which they fay contains 6 Grains,

and fo is f the Obelus, or f of the Scruple.

\

c

itoman
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Roman Monies, md their English Vdues.

j i

rSextuIa, # Unciae

Semiuncia, 4 Uncia?

Uncia, ~ Affis

r. r t Sextans, f Affis,'

L'fi 'Un. CLuadrans
-

?
I lb. Aft.

r̂iuTO C : m*
Terunthis J

Triens, f Affis

^Semiffis, f Affis

rBrafs 4 As or Libra TV Denarii

"Decuffis, i o Affes

Viceffis, xo

) I

fMoney before

the Tranjlati-

on of the Im- 4
ferial Seat to

Brizantium.

Greater

I than the

LAs.

rNummi

Silver^ or

<

Triceffis, 3°
Quadraceffis, 40

^
Quinquaceffis, 56
Sexaceffis, 6®

Septuaceffis, 70
Odlaceffis, So

Nonaceffis, 90
cCentuffis, 100

"Teruntius, Denarii

Sembella, | Libella:

Libella, — Denarii

^ Obolus, 6 Denarii

i Seftertius, xf Afles

I

Vidoriarasl

Quinarius j

uNummuli JBigatus

Denarii

i

{Gold -

fBrafs •

Money after
[

the Tranjlati-
|

Silver

on of the Im~ 4
ferial Seat to S

Bizantium.
|

(Gold

Denarius *

Tremiffis, or Golden Triens
Semiffis, or Golden Drachma!
Imperatorius

Amient, or Confularis
Follis

S Ceratiuni Simple
l Ceratium Magnum

lua, or

Roman Sums of Money

, .J Siliqv

v Milliarafium
' Conftantine’s Piece
l Valentinian s Piece
Semiffis, or Half Piece'

Triens, or f of that Piece
.Scruple, or $ of that Piece

Quadrantes. Sefterriosi

I

Sportula, containing 100, or 10

|

Libra, a Pound of 9 6 Drams

UDenarios

t: s? d.

00 X00
@0 ©0 OOJ..
0© 00
OO 00

0© 00 gqtV

bd 00’ oof
ao 00 oe?
00 t

00 00J,
4

00 00 07i
00 0 i °$
<®o 01 lo|
00 02 06
00 °3 Oli
00 03 09
0© 04 °4l-

00 05 00
00 05 o7|
00 06 03
00 00 oottt
90 00 oo|
00 00 oo|
00 00 Olf
00 00 Olf

00 00 ° 3$
bo 00 °7i
00 00
00 00
00 ©5 O0
00 °7 06
00 if 00
00 15 00
00 00 00/7
00 00 Of
00 00
00 01 03
00 08 06#
00 10 00
00 05 00
00 04
00 02 06

00 01 o6i
Oq03 00

07 1 6 03

•

r l87 Io 00 .

The Brafs Vncia] mifprinted in Pftder, at f- df-
fis 9 for -jV Part of 3 Farthings, cannot be -f of our
Penny, counting 4 Cees to a Farthing as they do.

So alfo is As, zsob.q. for ob. qa, for As being
the 1 oth Part of the Denarius, muft be 3 Farthings,
10 times 3 making 30 Farthings, which is 7\d,
the Value of the Denarius. To the Brafs As was
the Silver Libella equal in Value.

Obolus, being $ of the Pfman Penny, is called
by Celfus, Sextans.

Seftertius, Engjifli’d a Seftertian, was ~of the
Hp77ian Penny, and being of the Mafculine Gender,
was differenced from the other being of the Neuter
Gender, and in numbring by thefe Seftertias, thefe

3 Rules are to be oblerved.

1 . If the Numeral Noun agree in Cafe
, Gender

and -Number with the Seftertian
, it fignifieth barely

juft fo much as was pronounced, as Decern Softertii
25 10 Seftertians,-

^ ‘
:

,
s

x. If the Numeral Noun of another Cafe j

joined with the Genitive Cafe Plural of Selferti,
it noteth fo many Thoufands, as Decern Sellert
urn (for Seilerriorum) is Ten Thoufand Seftertian

3 - If an Adverb be put without any Nurner
joined, as Decies, Vigefies, &c. or joined wii
Seftertium the Genitive Cafe Plural

, there is u)
derftood by it fo many Hundred Thoufand,
Decies Seftertium

_

is Ten Hundred Thoufand *S
ftertians. Alfted delivers it thus 9

From 1 Seftertian to 1000 in the Mafculine Ge
der, as^ ZJnus Seftertius, Decern Seftertii, cfc, is
Seftertian 1 o Seftertians, &c.

From 1 000 to 1 00000 in the Neuter Gender ar
Plural Number, as Singula Sifterti

a

1000 Seften
ans, Pina Seftertia

, 20 Seftertians, &Ca

From iooooo upward, all expreffed adveri
1

allY and h1 the Genitive Plural, as Semel Seftertii
iooooo,- Decies Seftertium ioovooo^ XJ j
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Jd&ttvriatus was fo called) becauie ltamped with

the Image otViblory
3
and Quinarius, becauie equal

in Value to 5 Brafs Ajfes, or half the Denarius.

Bigatus, home call Quadratic, had the Print of

a Cart or Chariot on it, and wasot Value equal

with Denarius.

Denarius, q. d. Dena <eris
y
becaufe it containeth

10 Ajfes, rendered a Penny. Mat. 18. 2,8. and 22.

1 9. at the old Rate was f of an Ounce, and at

the new f, and at this Rate all the other Coins

are valued in the Table. This is fometimes cal-

led the Drachmal Denary tor Diftindtion fake.

Some make 3 forts of Pence, the heavier weigheth

1 ~ Attick. Dram, the Mean of 1 Dram, and the

leaft lighter than 1 Dram by ^ of an Ounce, or

thereabouts. Some fay one was i of the Roman
Vnica

,
the Mean 7, and the lighter f. Budeus

makes the Attick, Dram and Roman Penny ot the

fame Weight and Worth, wherewith moil agree,

and accordingly each in the foregoing Tables are

valued at 7 id, after 5 Shillings the Ounce.

The Golden Denarius mentioned in Holyoke at

% s. 4id. Sterling,^ I have omitted, as not fatisned

in the Weight, nor certain of fuch a Coin.

The Golden Amient feems the Eldeft and Great-

Gieateft, a Piece coined by the Confuls, therefore
called Ccnjulans, weighed zf Drams.
The Imperatorius, or Piece of the Emperors

Coin 2 Drams.
The Drachmal 1 Dram, and the Triens of the

Iinperatorius.

After Confirmsme removed his Seat to BHanti-
umy now called Confiantinople

,

a City after his
own Name

, we read of Folds in Eufebius, a Brafs
Piece, as Lampridus

, or of Iron, as Eufiathius faith
fo called becaufe it reprefenteth a Leaf, in Latin
Folium, znd was TV of the Silver fitnple Siliqua

.

_

The Silver Siliqua or Ceratium was double : The
Simple f of the Milliarifium, valued 5 d. The Great
called Cerates

,

1 Dram equal to the Penny q ~d.
Milliarifium, weighed 2 Drams.
Confiantinesjitcc of Gold was called Romanus

Sohdus, at the Proportion of 7 s. 6 d. for a Dram
of Gold muft weigh if Dram.

Thefe continued currant till Valentinian, who
made his Coin fomewhat heavier.

Valentinian s Piece of Gold by fome is called
Sextula, and being valued at 1 or. Sterling muft
weigh if Dram.

rSemijfis
} _

fil ffl
Of which the < Tremijfis, or Triens C being -< f C was ^ i v

(.Scruple J CfJ If)
oi a Dram,

Sportula, fay lome, was a Lawyer’s Fee, or
j

pie. See Seldens Hifiory of Tythes, Chap* 4 P
an Alms diftributed by Princes among the Peo-

{ 37, 38.
*

'Accounts of Exchange cf Monty at [everat Places.

1 if ABeppOy the Exchange is made by Sulta-

Al nies of 120 Afpers,
or Dollars of 80

Afpers, every Afper 1 o Macherines.

3. 1. Alexandria
,
they account by Ducats, ei-

ther Ducat de Pargo, of 1 20 Maids, Ducat of Ve-

nice of 40 Maids, or Italian Ducat of 35 Maids.

I. 7. Ancona, Exchange is made on the Ducat

©f 21 Grofs (which is in Specie 23 Grois) which

Ducat is alfo 14 Carlini, and every Carlini 6 Bol-

Udini ; fo in the Ducat 84 Bollidini.

1
. 4. Arragon, the Rial or Ryal of Plate is

2,3 Dineros {Hunt faith 13) and the Ducat is 12

Ryals, whereon they make Exchange 3 and they

account by Pounds of 20 s. and izd. And the

Ducat of 1 2 Ryals, every Ryal of 1 jh. or 1 1 d

.

1. 8. Artois, and in feveral other Places they

Account and Exchange by Pounds or Livres Tour-

nois of 20 Stivers, or 40 Pence Flemifh, whereof

6 called Guilders or Florins makes the Pound Fle-

tnijh in alTthe 17 Provinces of the Netherlands.
3

which Pound is divided into 20 s. and every Shil-

ling into 1 2 d. (Sc.

Some reckon by the Pound Parts, which is

but 20 Pence, whereof 12 make 1 Pound Flemifh,

bur their Accounts, as alfo the Finances of the
Princes, are kept by Pounds Toumois, and both
Pounds divided in 20 j. and every Shilling into
1 2 Pence, admitting alfo the Subdiviiions of O-
boio’s, Maille, Heller, Hallnick, Corte, Mites,
Points, Engevin, Poor, and fuch like Copper Mo-
nies.

Alfied mentions the Florin in Germany to be 15'
Batz, every Batz 2 Albes, every Albe 8 Oboli or
Nummos 3 fo fhall the Florin be 30 Albes or 240
Oboli.

r. 4. Augufta or Aushurgh, Accounts on the
Dollar coined at 65 Creutzers, rifen fince to 72.
Exchange is made on the imaginary Rate of 6$
Creutzers.

A Creutzer is fometimes called a Schreikenlor*
ger, and in Latin Crucigerus and Cruciatus, being
Pieces damped with' a Crofs: Their Grofs make
1 2 Creutzers 3 their Lyon Piece half a Creutzer.'
They have their Snubourgh, Blapharc orBohemi-
co’s of 3 and 3} Creutzers. The Rix or Rycks
Dollar is 30 Albes of Sd. every Albe, or 72
Creutzers every Dollar as befere. See the fol-

lowing Table, and afterwards in Germany.

Grofs

:

Dollar
j

6

Bat% Albes. Creutzers. Lyon. Pence
. Black-pennies

.

18 30 72 144 240 288

3 3 17 24 40 48

3at%. 4 8 *3f 1

6

Albes. if 4r 8 9f
Creutzers. 2 3t 4

Lyons . 2

Penny, if

3. % Barbaryf
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3. 2. Barbary, generally Accounts are kept, and

Commodities fold by Ducats of 10 O?. each

Ounce divided into 8 Parts, which 8 Part is in Va-

lue nd. Sterling.

1 . 14. Barcelona, aS at Arragon.

1
. 4. Bavaria, Accounts and Exchanges both

are by Guilders of 7 s. and 30 d. to the Shilling.

1. 4. Bohemia, as in Germany, generally by the

Dollar of 14 Behemico’s, called alfo White Grofs,

each of 3 Creutzers : Other Divifions lee in the

Table following.
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1. 7. Bolognia, they account by Piaftra or

Pounds (called alfo Piaftri) each containing 20 Bo-
iognefi ; and exchange on the Ducat of 4 Piaftri.

1 . 8. Brabant

,

and in moft Places ot the Loro

Countries Monies are accounted by the Pound
Flemijh, containing 20 s. Flemijh, and every Shil-

ling 1 2 d. or Deniers, called tingle Stivers, two
of which make one double Stiver. See Flanders»

i. 4. Brejlaw, they reckon by Marks of 32
Grofs of 1 2 Hellers to the Grofs ; and exchange by
30 Florins, to have at Norenborgb 32 Florins, and
at Vienna 34 Florins.

1. 7. Calabria, Exchanges are made by the Na-
ples Ducat of 1 o Carlini.

1. 14. Cajlile, Exchanges are made on the Du-
cat of 375 Marvedies, which they call in the Bill

ofExchange Ducadas d’oro, or de Pefo : to be paid
out of the Bank is better by 6 or 8 fro Miliar.
See Spain.

1. 14. Catalonia, as at Arragon.

j J Cleves, \ both Accounts and Exchanges
' ** \Collen, f are made by Dollars of 72

Creators.

Marhj.Morkens. WhitePennies
shillings.

Their Guil-- or Stivers.

der is 1 - 4 1 1 ^ 1 24 1 48 |

Marini 12

Morken.

White Penny.

\

2
|

1.5. Conjlantinople, as Aleppo,

1.9. Dant^ickj they account by Polifh Guil-
ders of 30 Grofs, every Grofs 18^. They buy
with the great Mark of 60 Grofs, or the little

Mark of 1 5 Grofs
; alfo by the Scoc of 3 great

Marks : And exchange upon the Florin Polijh, or
the Pound Flemijh. They have Dollars of 35

Grofs of 3 Shillings, and new Dollars of 24, 2 6
Or 30 Grofs; Their Gilden is 80 Grofs, fo is
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*• benn>ark> they account by Marks of 20
Shillings, and exchange upon the Dollar.

I . <5 . Dublin ; See Ireland.
1 . 1 2. Edinbourgh

:

See Scotland.
1.4. Embden they reckon by Guilders, and ex-

change on theRjx-Dollar, but frota London hi-
ther and thither, upon the Pound Sterling

1.8. Fianders, as before in Brabant See a

S^TaSi*" of Moncy to
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Five fingle Stivers are currant in feyeral
of the Low Countries for fix Pence Sterling! o
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kens in fome Places are called Duyts ;
Mites in

fome Places of Flanders are called Cortes, Engcu-

ni, Points* Pites, Poors.

r; 7. Florence
,
they account by Crowns of 20 s,

12 d. to the Shilling % and exchange by a Ducat

called Largo
i
or Scripto in Banco. A Florin there

is 24 Quatrinh

1.3, France
,
generally they ufe Livres, Sols,

and Deniers, and commonly account by them, as

the Eng'ijh by Pounds, Shillings and Pence ; but

by an Edidt made 1 577, their Accounts are to be

kept in French Crowns of do Sols to the Crown,

or 3 Livres, that is, Pounds Tournois ; and Ex-

change is made thereupon, unlefs for fome Places

in Italy, where they exchange for number, to

have fo many Ducats for fo many Crowns of the

Sum, not in fpecie
,
but imaginary, yet repeating

the Value or Par. See further in the Table and

Notes thereupon.

Livres. Sols. Linns. Double/, Deniers.

French
] 3 "Tg o-

|
2 4,0 j

360 l
yxo I

Crown L ;vr
~

j
2o j- 3 j

iqo
|

24a
)

A
B Sols,

j 4 i 6 1
12 1

C Liart.
\ if I 3 1

:

D Double
|

a
|

E
There are alfo Petit Deniers and Mailles, but

not confiderable. A. This Crown here to make

exchange by is equivalent to the Silver Coins of

Lewis 1 3th and 14th, called Lewifes, and^
imagina-

ry^
and not to be accounted for the French Gold

Crown, which is a real Coin and of great Value

how, being worth about 8 s. Sterling. The Account

and Exchange agreed in reality 10 Sols then, and

yet commonly reckoned for an Englijh Shilling. Of

this Gold Crown was the Cardecue a Quarter, and

fo valued in Sterling Money at 1 8 d. and fliould be

wrote Quartid efcue, Efcue being French for a Crown.

B and C, the Livres (or Pounds, fometimes cal-

led Franks) and Sols (wrote fometimes Soulx) de-

rived from the Latin, Solidus, as Livre from Li-

bra, are different. Thofe commonly ufed are cal-

led Tournois, and valued with Sterling Money as

above. Of the Sols Barrois 14 make 20 Sols Tour-

nois. The Sols Mnufais is 2 Sols Tournois : The

Sols Paris is 1 F Sols Tournois. The Sols Bourdelots

is half the Sols Paris, and fo accordingly is the Li-

vre to be accounted.

D and E ; neither the Liarts nor Doubles,

though both Copper Coins, are ufed in common

Accounts. „ . .

1.4. Franckfort, their Guilder or Florin by

which they reckon is 60 Creutzers divided by 20 s.

and every Shilling into 12 Hellers according to the

Pound. But they exchange by the Dollar of 65

Creutzers, payable in the two Yearly Fairs or

Marts, one theWeek before Eafter, and the other

all the Month of September.

1.7. Genoa, all Accounts and Exchanges are

made by Crowns of 60 s. divided into 20 s. and

every Shilling into 1 2 Pence.

1. 4. Germany, every Batz, by which generally

they keep Accounts, is 4 Creutzers . They ex-

change on the Dollar, imaginary at 65 Creutzers,

and fo coined, as was noted before at Augufta,

though rifen to 72 in Value.

They have Pieces of 3,6 and 12 Creutzers,

and by them and their Batz they value their own

and Exotick Coins ;
as the Hungarian Ducat is 27

Batz; the Gold Guilder is 18 Batz; the Polijh

Guilder or Dollar is 1 5 Batz 9 Teflon s Batz,

A Guilder was the Name the ancient Romans gave
to an Ounce, and 8 Ounces made a Mark, and.
1 2 Ounces of Guilders a Pound ; and there\vere
coined Pieces called Nummi Dragmi or Grojhen, the
8th Part of a Dollar, Anno 1520 was the Gold
Guilder coined for a general Coin, and valued in
Holland at 28 Stivers, but now in Specie at double
the Price : Neverthelefs Corn brought from Po-
land and the Eaft Countries

, is bought and fold by
the fame at the old Value of 28 Stivers.

Angelicas was the fixth Part of a Dollar, mak-
ing 3 Batz or 1 2 Creutzers. Thefe Angelici be-
coming Tribute Bennies were allayed, and fo be-
ing made worfe, did obtain the Name of Batz or
Bats (fometimes wrote Batfes) quafi Bafe : And
in Thuringia they are called Gulielmi, and in Bo-
hemia, Bohemici, whereof they have alfo 12 Pieces
dividedly for 1 2 Pence

, which Penny is 2 Hel-
lers in Account all over Germany

.

2. 6 . Goa, their common Account is by their
ordinary Silver Coin a Pardaune Xerafin, having the
Image of Sr. Sehaftian on one Side, and 3 or 4 Ar-
rows bound together at the other, which is worth
3 Teftons, or 300 Res of Portugal, but varieth as
the Exchange rileth or falleth ; and accordingly
their other Coins and Accounts, of which fome
are imaginary and fome real. They have alfo

fome good and fome bad Monies ; for4 good Tan-
gas or 5 bad Tanga’s are reckoned to value t
Pardaune Xerafin ; and 1 Tanga is 75 Bafarves.
Of thefe Bafarves 375 make 1 Pardaune Xerafin,
and 15' good Bafarves are valued with 18 bad,
which are made of bad Tin. By thefe other Coun-
try Coins are rated, as the Larin of Perfta is worth
105, and 1 08 Bafarves, as the Exchange goes. A
Pardaune of -Ldr/wr is 5 Larins, and the Crowns
of Venice or Turkey are almoft worth 2 Pardaune
Xerafins. They have alfo a Paged, or Gold
Crown, on which is the Figure of their Idol,
worth about 8 Tanga’s ; and Gold Crowns of St.

Thomas with his Image on them, efteemed at 7 or
8 Tanga’s.

1. 1. Hamborough, their Dollar was firft coined
at 31 Shillings Lups, and many Years currant for

3 3,is now inhaunced to 54 n Lups, of 3 white Pen-’

ny, and every Shilling is 1 2 d. and every Penny 2
Hellers. They account by Marks of 1

6

s-. Lubijh,
and ix d. to the Shilling ; but exchange for London
upon the Pound Sterling, and for other Places on
the Rix Dollar of 33 s. now by therfi inhaunced
to 5 4*. Lubijh, or fo many Stivers Flemijh.

1. 8, Henault, as Antois.

1.4.

Hungaria, they account by Guilders of
10 Shillings, of 33 4. to the Shilling j and ex-
change on the Ducat and Rix-Dollar, worth 8
Shillings, formerly but 7*. 6 d.

1 . 6 . Ireland, they, as the Englijh, account by
Pounds of 20 Shillings Sterling, and Pence of 12 to

the Shilling ; only their Harper, valued in England
but 9 d. was with them counted 1 *. fo as their

Pound is but \ of ours, or 15*. Sterling ; and
thereon Exchanges are made.

1.4.

Lipfick, as Brefta.

r . I o. Lisbon : See Portugal.

1.8. Low Countries, generally as before at Bra*
bant.

1. 2. London, Exchanges are generally madq for

Germany and the Low Countries on the Pound Ster-

ling
; for France on the French Crown of 60 Sols

Tournois ; for Italy, Spain and other Places on the

Ducat, Dollar or Florin, according to the Cuftom
of the Place. 1 , 7,. Luca

(
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i . 7 . Luca

,
for divers Places in Italy, and Lyons

in France, Exchanges are made on the Ducat.

1.3. Lyons, as before in France.

1. 14. Madrid: See Spain.

1 . 7. Milan, Accounts are kept by Ducats Im-

perial, divided by 20 j. and 12 d. to the Shilling,

and Exchanges made on the fame, accounting

go s. to the Ducat Imperial 5 but they buy by a

Ducat currant of 1 20 s.

1. 7. Naples, they account by Ducats, Taries

and Grains. The Ducat is 1 o Carlini or 5 Taries,

for the Tary is 2 Carlini or Royals j
and here-

upon Exchanges are made for ffioft Places of Ita-

ly ;
but for Lyons they exchange by Number, as

12,5 Ducats for 100 Crowns.

1.5. Norembourgh, the Exchange is made on

the Dollar of 65 CreutZers, and many times on

the Guilder of Florin, of 60 Creutzers, which they

alfo divide into 20 /. and every Shilling into 1 2 d.

to keep Accounts by ; and fome fay the Creutzer is

4 d. every Penny is 2 Hellers, and 5 d. is called a

Fynfer or 5 Pennick,

1.7. Palermo, the Ducat is 13 Taries, 1 Tary
2 Carlini, 5 Ryals of Spain ate 6 Taries. They
account by Ounces of 30 Taries, to 20 Grains e-

very Tary, and every Grain 6 Piccolie. And
their Exchanges are made upon Florins of 6 Taries

or Tarii.

1.3 .Paris, as before in France.

1. 9. Poland, they account by Marks, and ex-

change on the Dollar, and alfo on the Florin of

48 s. The Mark is one Third Part of it.

i . 4. Pomerania
,
they divide their Money as in

the next Table following, account by Marks of

16 Snudens, and Exchange upon the Rix-Dollar

of 32 j. or 2 Marks Snudens, fo called to diftin-

guifh them from Marks-Lups and Shillings-Lups.

Marks- Lups- Shillings. „

Snudens.Shillings.Snudens

.

1

Rix-Dollar,
\

z
j

l6
Mfk-Lup- 8

32 ! 384

16
I

1 92

768
"384

Snuden. Shilling-
1

2
j

24 j 48
Lups, Shilling] 12 I 24

Snuden. Penny . 2

1. 10. Portugal, they account by Milrais, Du-
cats or Crufado’s, &c. as in the Table following,

and exchange by the fame Ducat of 400 Rais.

Ducats, or

Crufado’s.
Tejlons. Rials.

Mill-
1 2^

|
10 j 25

1

t âtes
‘ Ducat,or\ 4 ! 10

|

Crufado. fefion.\ 27 |

Vintaines, or

Half Rial.

5° 1

20
j

- 5 f

Rial.
j 2

Relies,

1000 I

4°° I

100
|

4° 1

Vintaine, or
|
20

j

Half Rial,
—

’

Of thefe Ducats, Rials (or Royals) an d Raies
(wrote alfo Reas, Reyfe and Res) are mo ft in ufe
forAccounr. They have Teftons alfo of 4 Vin-
taines

j 40 Raies are commonly accounted for fix

Pence Sterling, and fo accordingly were the other
Coins valued till the late Advance, whereby the
Teflon of 100 Raies were damped and made cur-
rant for 1 20 Raies, and fo rated at 1 s. 6 d. Ster-

ling, when before but 1 s. 3 d.

1 . 7. Puglia, as Calabria.

1. 9. Riga, they buy by Dollars or Florins Po-

LJh of 18 Farthings, whereof 11 makeioDol-

COI
lars, but they exchange upon the Rix-Dollar.

1.3 Roan, as before in France*

1.7. Roan Accounts and Exchanges are per-

formed by Ducats di Cameri, of 1 3 July or Guili,

every Ducat, which they divide into 20 s. and eve-
ry Shilling into 1 2 d.

2, 1 o J Rpffia,ihey have fmall Coift of 1

1

0%.

2 Penny Weight fine, called Dengen
,

whereof 320 Pieces weigh but a Mark of 8 Op.
They exchange upon the Dollar of Germany j but
for London upon their Rubble, which is valued as

a double Ducat, formerly accounted to a Mark
Sterling, or 1 3 s. 4 d.

1. 14. Saragoffa, as Arragon.

1 . 1 2. Scotland, they account by Pounds, Shil-

lings and Pence as in England, but one Pound
Scotch is but 20 d. Englifh. Their Mark is 1 37 s .

Scotch, currant in England at 13\d. Their Noble
or half Mark with them 6fSi with us 6\d. their

half Noble and third Part of their Noble pro-
portionably. They have alfo Turnoners, Pence
and Half-pence ; and bafe Money of Bodies, A-
chifons, Babees, Placks, accounting 6 Bo-
dies to 1 d. Sterling, or 12 d. Scotch ; 4 Bodies to

1 Achifon, 3 to 1 Babee, and 2 to 1 Plack ,
but

they exchange upon their Mark*
i. 14. Spain, as in- Madrid

,
Sevil, and other

Places their Accounts are all kept by Malvedies,
or Marvedies (wrote alfo Merveides and M.era-

vides) whereof375 are efteemed to make a Ducat
of 1 1 Rials, though really eyery Rial is 34 Mar-
veides, and fo maketh but 374, as in the Table
following ; and fo others keep Accounts accord-
ingly. Exchange is made on this imaginary Du-
cat of 375 Marveldes,to be paid in Bank with 5 on
the 1 000, which is the Salary of the Banker ; or
without the Bank to be paid without the fame.

Pieces of

Eight.
Rials Quartilids.Marveides.Carnadd's

Ducat.] x 1
•

x
8

I I 44 374 2244
Piece of 8

| 32
j

Light. ~Ri<ll,
\ 4

~”~[

Quartilio. I

272
1
16321

34 1
204 I

!
5i

1

Marveide.
\

£
[

A Rial is about 6id. Sterling.

1.4. Strasborough or Strausburgh
, they have

Blapharts, Grofs, Behemico's, all currant for 3
Creutzers apiece, 1 Creutzer at 2 d. one Penny at
2 Hellers, and 1 Heller at 2 Orthings.

1. 1

5

. Sweden, they reckon by Marks, whereof
8 make a Dollar, whereupon they exchange i And
2 Marks make a Clipping of 97 Stivers.

1: 4. Tirol, the Dollar is 72 Creutzers, and the
Creutzer 5 Fynfers or HelLrs.

2. II. Tripoli, as Aleppo

:

1. 14. Valentia, as Arragon.

1.7. Venice, Thirty Batz make 1 Souldey, and
20 Souldeys 1 Livre of Venice. Their Gold Du-
cat is valued equal to 40 Maides of Alexandria.

They have alfo CopperMoney, 1 Seffini make 2
Quatrini, and 1 Quatrine 4 Bagatini, and fo 3
Quatrini or 1 2 Bagatini make an Half-penny Ster-
ling, or thereabouts.

They account by Pounds Flemijhot 10 Ducats
of 20 Shillings, and divide the Ducat into 24
Grofs, and the Shilling into 12 d. and alfo by
the Ducat 124 ?. called Ducato di Banco, or Cur-
rant, and thereupon Exchanges are made.

s,j, Verona
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. 7. Verona, their Accounts are kept by 10 s.

and iz d. to the Shilling ; and they exchange upon
the Ducat of 93 x.

1
.
4. Vienna

,
both Accounts and Exchanges are

kept and made by Guilders or Florins of 8/. a piece,

3° d. to the Shilling, and 2 Hellers to the Penny.

They efteern the Rix- Dollars at 8 x. and the
Ducat at 1 2 x.

1. 4. Vim, they reckon by Pounds of 2 ox. and
1 2 Hellers to the Shilling ; and exchange on the
Dollar of 60 Creutzers.

Foreign Goldi

Albertines : See Ducats.

. , S with 3 Lions,
Angels ^ with 0>

fBatenborgh,

'o
\
Flanders

,

or beft Flemijh Angel,

- Jh. M.
to , Horn#,

<5$ Tboron,

[ Vienna

,

Chaftillion,

Crofs Daggers of Scotland,

The half thereof,

fFlemijh Crown,
Floret Crown of France

,

Charles’s French Crown,

I

Old French Crown,
, „ S Some

New French Crown, ^Others

8 1 Half Imperial Crown,U
I Italian Crown,

I
Four Crowns of Portugal,

j

King Philip’s Crown of Spain,

Scotch Crown,
jjThiftle Crown,

* f~or Ducat with the f of Portugal

,

\or Ducat with the -f- of Portugal

,

OS <Great Crufado, or the PortuguefeX

S / of Emmanuel of Portugal,
>

U
^Joannes great Crufado,

Dublion oi Spain,
;

r ... . T Single
Albertus or Albertines, ^ Douye

P/ecex

fo the

lb.Troy

Weight by

Malines.

/nwx. gr.

ioi.

O
c0
pa

„ . . < Single
Albertus of Auftna

,

^Double
a parts of the fame double Ducat,

a part of the fame double Ducat,

Arragon

,

Barbary ,
and elfewhere fSome

in Turkey, Tethers

Batenborgh with the f,

Bifhop’s Ducat,

Cajiile,

Denmark.,

|

Emanuel of Portugal

,

I Ferdinand and Carolus of Home,

Ferdinand of Batenborg

,

Florence

,

George Ppchem,

Guelders,

GuHelmut of Batenborgh,

Hamborogh

,

Holland
,

Hungary, or half Noble,

OtherHun&ary Ducats,

r Some as Venice.

Italy, "^Others

Majorca ,

M/irj of Batenborgh,

Navarre& fome others, as Majorca,

Nimmeghen with Stephen,

Nimmeshenoi 1665,

13

lo6i.

5

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
*7 ^

3

Weight
by ethers

pvpts. gr.

8 4

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

8

16

5i
9**

9H
57

5r

6-H

2

2

1

2

2

eli.
54J

5T
6
f4
64

22 204

22 2-o4

2

4
3

4
3
1

2

2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

1

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2 33
3 6

1 15

1 5

2

2

2

2
2

2

64

134

if

134

9f4
217

64.

6tt

64V
64
64

64
6Jr
6r

6Jr
6jr

6Jr
67%

134

9

9

5

5i

5

6f

5*

5

6%

6f
67

2 64
2 2414

1 7rVV

2 6
.7 T

4 *3^
2 677

4 J 34
i 57

22 l6

22 l6

2 67

4 13

3 o

4 13

3 9,
1 217
2 6t

2

2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

6

6

67

67
67
6

6i
6

6

5

6
6

4 *3

0/4 Value.

L s. d .

64
2 21.

a

2 7

2 6

4 *3
2 6

4 13

2 5

o 8
O 9

9

9

9

9

9
7
3

11

5

6

7

7
6
6

6
6

6
6

6

6

4
6

6

o

b

o

O
o

o

o

o
o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o
0
1

o

o
o

o
o

New Value.

L s. d.

3 8

3
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o

5

14
6

13

9
13
10

5

6

6
6

5

6

6

5

6

4
5

6
6
6
12

7
6
6
6

6

o
o

o

o

6

O

6

10

o
6

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2

o
o

4-4

o
2

O
6

6

o

o
6

0

7
6

4
6

2

3
6

4
6

1©

2

4
1

3

4
2

5.

4
4.

of1

1

12

1

1

1 2

9
12

11 ioi

9 IIA
II 4A

II 8

5 10

l-r

67

44

97
87

°i
97

n
94

94
7 HA

O

7

9
9
7
7

7
7

lo

7 Hi
7 94
4
8

8

6

1

34

4 6 4i

2 8*.

IS 2
8 8

17 4
11 57
17 34
12 104

1 1
8 74
8 34
8 6*
6 sr

8 54
8 7f
7 1

8 74
6 54
6 10^
8 24

7

06 3

o 13 0

o 5. 4

O 12 O

o 4 IO

94
8

1 5

8

8

8 o7

8 54

4
94
9
64

084
o 16 1 04
o 7 i4

o 15 54
o 6 6|

I)ucats;

r
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Q

fOfveald Ducat Ctifa,

Pancratius Alleb. H. as Ofeeaid.

Peter Rechem, as Geo. Rechem.

Portugal: See Crufadod, Milreys.

S ' Kome, f
Si"Sle

’ f Others
*\Double,

S.Viftor pancratius,zsGeo.Rechein,

r r - v fSome,
\Swgk; ^Others,

Spam, •spg^je

C Great

,

States oftheVn.Prov.with Letters,

The half thereof,

Stephanas of Batenborgh

,

^ Suevia

,

° , Valence

,

: rt I
Venice,

3 Viftor Batenborgh,as Geo. Rechem,

Q Viftor H. B. asMary oiBatenborgh

,

W. B. Margaret Loren,

Water Ducats,as Mary of Baten.

**«* fDouble
fDucats with the Chequer,asDew.

Floret of France,

The newFloret:SeeGilden.St.And
Golden Fleece

, or Toyfon d’ Or,

Golden Guilder, or Guildren,

St. {Ne^ or

Arnoldus

,

Carolus

,

i Clemmer

,

« Collen,

fthe Harp,

David of Triers,

Lxjtrectht,

^ Frederick of Bavaria,

Gulielmus

,

Horne,

Joannes,

Peter of Louvaine]

|
Philip,

J The Half thereof,

Renijh Guilder,

Saxon,

States of the Vnited Provinces

,

Lyons, Golden Lyon of Flanders,

f Part thereof,

|r Part thereof,

Louiffes ofLouis 1 38c 1 \oiFrance,

The Half thereof,

££, rMark of Bohemia,

JK 20 Marks of Scotland,

10 Marks of Scotland,

5 Marks of Scotland

,

,

5-46 Marks of Suevia

,

Milreys or Ducat of Portugal

$

Half Milreys,

% ^Counterfeit Milreys,
~
Bridges

,

Half Flemijk Noble,

Flanders, or Flemijh Noble,'

Gaunt,

o

-tu

3
'3

w
L~t

o
«L>

°o 4 Henry Noble of France,

^ The Half thereof,

Holland,

°v™T;
nd
}

Xf^eland, as QMnt,

19 oi. io6f
•

2 r 2 6 0 5 2 G 6 1 of

23 3 105 2 2 6 s 0 6 6 © e 7f
23 3 106# 2 6tt 2 6

2

0 6 6 0 8 6f
23 3 5 if 4 f3f 4 13 0 13 0 0 17 3

23 I 105 2
, 7

2 6f 0 6 6 O 8
5f

23 2 105 2 64 2 H 0 6 6 0 8 6f
23 2 5 if 4 I 3f 4 13 0 13 0 0 17 I

22 0 24 1

0

0 10 0 1 10 0 I 15 0
22 0 5 if 4 X 3 f 4 X 3 0 12 4 O 16 0
22 0 105 2 64 2 6a 0 6 2 O 8 0
19 of 5H 4 I 3 f . 4 I 3

J 0 10 5 O 13 Xof
13 I i°4f 2 7ttV 2 7 0 6 4 O 8 5f
13

23
3

3

105
10 6f

2

2 6yr

2

2
61
6*

0

0

6
6

6

6
0

0
8

8
7f

6f

21 3 io6f 2 2 6 0 6 X 0 7 97

13 °f 105 2 <54 2 6a 0 6 3 0 8 5 !
13 of 5 if 4 13 4 *4 0 1Z

\

6 0 1 6 1

1

22 0 1 oof 2
1 1

9?T 2 9 0 6
t

5 0 8 4i

23 si 8if 2 22^7 2 Hi 0 9 2 0 1

1

3v
18 3 I I2f 2 3f 2 6

4
0 4 9 0 6 44

18 1 I 08 2 5T 2 3a
4

3

0 4 10 0 6 51
l 8 3 I08 2 5f 2 0 5 0 0 6

4

7f
12 0 138 1 X 7ff 1 i 7a

2
2t i

0 2 7 0 3 3 -i

H 0 126 i 217 1 0 3 6 0 4
1*3 0 114 2 I JJ 2 2 0 3 6 0 4

4

4f
if

15

3
0

114

in
2

2

i 1 .9

2Tj>

2

2 2
0
0

4
4

8

0
0

0
5

5

1 ia
4

oa
17 2 x 14 2 iff 2 2 0 4 8 0 S 1 o.t

1 6 0 114 2 2 2 0 4 3 0 5
4

44H 0 117 2 I J„ 2 I 0 3 8 0 4
' l 4

6x
18 1 108 2 5 f

3

2 V 0 5 10 0 6
7

5f
4158s I Hr3r7 I 1 2a a 4 ii 0 6

1 6 0 I0 9f 2 ,1ft
4 7 ? 2

4-

4f 0 4 6 0 5 7
17 °f 1 r 4 2 A

I iw 2 2 0 .4 5 0 5 8f
15 3 1 1

1

2 3?7 2 3 f 0 4 2 0 5 5
15 3 222 I iff 1 if 0 2 1 0 2 8f

222 0 xoaf I ''All 2 8 0 6 0 0 8
17 3 1 13 2 Ifff- 2 24 0 4 8 0 5 i if
20 0 x 2of I 2'3fff 1 *3f 0 4 8 0 6 3l
13 3 89? I 16447 2 I6f 0 7 8 0 10 if
13 3 I 33f I I 9rT7 X 19 0 4 ii 0 6

s^\
13 3 l67f 0 - 6 I

21 1 i> 0 0 2 5 0 3 4f22 0 54 4 I of 4 8 0 x 5 0 0 15 6l
22 0 108 2 5 f 2 4 0 7 6 0 7

2

9f

36
d 6 0 0 7 6

22 0 6 1

6

6 lo 1 2 0 X 3 4
22 0 72 3 8 3 5 0 X 1 0 G 1 1 8
22 0 X44 1 16 X 14 0 5 6 0 5 XO

48
0 4 9 0 6 0

22 1 5 0 4 20 0 13 4 0 17 8?
22 1 96 2 12 2 10 0 6 8 0 8 10 1

21 0 48 5 0 4 20 1

0

12 6 0 16 8f
13 0 88f 2 1777 2 17 0 7 4 0 9 1

1

13 0 108 2 5f 2 5 0 6 0 6 8 if
13 0 54 4 I Of 4 10 0 12 0 0 16 3
13 G 54 '

4 XOf 4 10 0 12 0 6 1

6

3

22 0 K 4 i6ff 4 16 d 13 4 0 16 %l
22

23
*f
2

108

48
2

5

5 f
0

2

j

4
5

20
0

6

1

6

14
8

3

0

0
7

x8
n

I of
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Pezo of Peru, by Heylin, P. 1064,

rDc Lege and Legion

,

r , j Some,
I

Iul̂ 1 Others,

«JW
O

i tn
<U

'O
<±S
e *—a

l*»4

Scotland
,

Spain,

Some,
1

Others,

Double,

_ Of 26 Ryals,

es ^ Portuguefe: See great Crufado of

Portugal

^

Bourbon,

Cleves,

Dog and Cat, as Bourbon,

Fran. Frier,

Horn,

gutters, or Gutters,

,
c 6 Pound Scotch,

Pounds, ^ j. ^ p0Und Scotch

,

"Burgundy,

Campen and Stood,

Deventer, as Campen and SwoH,

Flanders,

Guddaf ot Year 1583,

.12 Guilders Ryder,

Guilders new Ryder,

Phillip Clincart,

Byder, with the Loaves^

f Some,
Scotland, Others,

States ofthe "United Provinces,

The Half thereof,— ~ * " "
1 3 #„ 4 d.

o

*T3

$4

Ruble °£\piiand,

' duftria, H[Double,
1

.0
W)

Cl
<U

to
T»-H
cj
!>>
O

Campen and SW/,
„ The Half thereof,

Flanders, or the Key,
o 1 The Half thereof.

Imperial Loyal,

The Half thereof,

Philip with the Spread-Eagle

,

l Philip of Spain,

Ship of Flanders, or Sohuytken,

Shock cCBohem, fome fay 8 s. fome

Stiver Pieces, 9J BatenborgX

Stiv. Pieces of '-and Fri^e, 5
Sultains of 120 Afpers,

Table of China,

Tomam of Perfia,by Heylin,V.S^

valued at 20 Crowns, feem-

eth not to be any Coin, but a

Denomination ufed in Ac
count,

%Jnicern ofScotland,

Xerijfe of Goa in India, by Heylin

By Grimfione, P. 1 97, worth 300

Bps of Portugal,

Reclines, or Gheckeenes of Venice,

1 0 6 6 0 8 0

1

1 ^ 6 108 2 57 2 5 0 4 9 0 6 4z
1
2 * 2-7 108 2 5 ? 2 5 O 5 9 O 6 77
I22 0 108 2 St 2 5 0 5 10 0 1 '97

19 2r 108 2 H
n

2 5 0 5 2 0 6 lit
2 V 3 * 108 2 2 5 0 5 10 0 1 9t
22 0 108 2 n 2 5 0

1 10 0 7 9i
22 0 54 4 IOf 4 8 0 11 8 0 15 <57

22 0 45 5 8 5 6 0 14 0 0 18 8

12 Or 1367 1 im r 18 0 2 7 0 3 4 *

9 Oj 156 I I2tf 1 0 1 9 0 2 2t

9 0 1 56 1 I2lf 1 I2f 0 1 8 0 % 2i
10 Of 156 1 I2tf 1 iii 0 1 1 s 0 2 5

1

9 3 156 I iatf 1 12-! 0 r 10 0 2 4t
22 0 So 3 0 3 0 0 10 0 0 io 6
22 0 40 6 0 6 0 r 0 0 1 I 0
Z3 Oi

2
105 2 2 67 0 6 3 0 8 5t

12 3 1 14 2 7ft 2 2 0 3 2 0 4 3i

Z3 3 105 2 2 67 0 6 6 0 8 7f

21 0 108 2 5t 2 5 0 5 6 0 7 5

14 0 114 2 2-tl 2 2 0 3 6 0 4 8~

23 3 105 2 6y 2 62 0 6 9 0 8 7f
14 0 1 14 2 2-iv 2 2 0 3 6 0 4
10 oi *14 2 6ft 2 a 0 2 7 0 3 4
19 27
22 O

22 O 36 6 16 6 12 1 O 0 1 3 4
22 0 72 3 8 3 6 0 lo 0 0 1

1

8

0 IO 0 0 13 4

23 3i 497 4 2ot
4
t 4 20

0

0
13

14
4
4

0

0
13

18
4
5

23 37 24! 9 i6-^ 9 16 0 8 8 i 16 10
23 0 4°x 4 20^. 4 20 0 H 2 0 17 9
23 0 99 2 1 ° iT 2 Jo 0 7 1 0 8 ioi.

6**3 0 <$9t 3 I°7T 3 I °7 0 10 0 0 12
23 0 1393

-
I I 7/r 1 *77 0 5 0 0 6 37

23 3T 69 3 "ft 3 1

1

0 1

1

0 0 13 2t
18 0 i05f 2 64$ 2 67 0 4 1

1

0 6 67
18 2 1 06f 2 6-fr

_ 1 *
IOJT

477

2 6 0 5 0 0 6 7t
23
22

0
1

69i
109

7

3

2
3
2

1 of

4t

0

0

10

6

c

3

0
0

12

7
7t
9

0 9 0 0 9 0

7 1 176 1 8t
r
t I 8> 0 1 3 0 6 62

23 1 90 2 15 2 1 <5 0 7 0 0 9 104
0 5 4r 0 7 2

5' 0 0 5 0 0

j

22 b 997 2 7 aJfJL
*• 2 10

0 6 0 0 8 5r

.

0 6 0 0 7 6

23 I 90 K2- 16 2 *5{- 0 7 <5 0 9 *9



Creiiciats,

Creutzers

or

CrofTes

3

Carolus

of

Batz

of

4

Creutzers.

Albi

of

coi coi

Foreign Silver .

rBambergh,
rSome

Collen, J Others

£Others
FranIlford, as Bambergh.

M.ent%, as Collen.

Noremberph and 7 , ,

Palatine of the RttineJ «*"»«**•
Frier, as Collen.

Alteen, or Atten of Mufcovia,
Altine of Poland,

Angel of Scrikelborgh

,

After of Turkey,

Babee of Scotland,

CBavaria,
"i

Brandehburgh

,

Colmograve,

Cojl of 1530,

,
Friburgh,

i Ottinge

,

Baynsburgh,

K°y>
Scafhufen

,

JTaunte,

Kemptor half

Munchien half Bats',

3 : See Snapbane:

Bemejh
,
or Bemijh of Sxvit%,

Bianco, or Biamco of Italy,

Blanks,

Half Buyters Blank of Holland,

Bo/igneo,

Carlini of Italy,

Carolus Guilder, as f bf the Philip's

Dollar.

rCarolus and Salshurgh
' Campidona,

Ernejlw

,

Frankiford,

Ottingus, i

Patavia,

LBeynsborgh, J
Caujleto, or Caveteto of Italy,

Cruciat of John of Cleve,

of Ausburgh and Vim,
of Poland,

_ _ c J Bavaria,"!
Crxep,,

Other 1 a Creutzer Pieces,

And fome
Frtfe,

i2<

10 Creutrers of^ \ Salsburgh,

Saxony,

6 Creutzers of1 \Vienna,
Other 6 Creutzer Pieces,

****«"«<%%
Other 3 Creutzer Pieces,

vA Crojfes and Harpe,

r France : See Louis.
Crowns of Vitaly,

l Turkey,

Cupjtoke,

Degben or^ f Mufcovia and
Denghen f ot

L Narde Iftjjia, f

Fine

o%. pvots.

4 18

5 I©

5 10

5 10

10 7*

5 7

4
4

8 7
5 5

8 7f

8 7i

10 10

8 7

10 10

8 7*
10 10

4 8 I

4 8*
5 IO

4 to

11 13

Pieces

to the

lb.Troy

Weight of

the Pieces,

o^.pwts. gr.

Sterling

Value,

s. d

Value iyfome
Authors*

s. d.

in 0 0 2I T5- 6 I -f- © S

345 O O l6j3f © i 4- © I

342 0 0 i6*f © s © S

179 0 1 8j^ © 2 —

»

© a

78*

i©9 *

186

144

78*

39*
384

57

6ii

fame

64*

iH!
114
123

375
129
136*
l8o

545*.

o 1

© s

6
o

o 3
fame.

X

1

a
i

0

1

I

I

I*

4tj

5t*

o I 16

o 3 14

b||

15

5tt

ai-|*

3 1m
aiii

a*f
22*4
15^
*°*F
8ojl£,
.8'*

I o—~~

o

o

to

o

a

O

O

®*4“

3 4-

iH-
sf-1-

ii+

7*4-

i*4-

®*4~

9*4-

8*4-
11 4-

8*4-

5*“—

4*4-

5*4-

©*•+•
I

24—
2*4“

i*4-

i*4-

o

to

o

0

$
6
1

4 -

A j.4?
8

1*
©!•

1*
ii
a

2t
8

4
1*
°*

3*
1

o*

9
11

S

5

5

©*
2
2

»*

©

o
©

*4

Denier*



£}uyts.'

Dollars

or

Ducats

of

co i C Ol

Denier, Petit Denier of

Dicken of a Wing,
~Albania

,

or theCrofs Dollar

,

Bafil of 6 Creators,

Batenburgh,
.

Bohemia, Ne.Op.S~
Bommel, j
Brifgaw,

Cambray, the fixteenth Part,

Cbriflopher , 45.

Friejland of 1601.

See Guelders.

pi r Dollar Ouncia,

|

Bjx Dollar of 1567.

Germany
, or 4

Others
Others'

|

Others

LOth:rs

Guelders and Friejland

,

^ Others

rSome
Guelders and Utrecht, i Others

(^Others

See Qttphen.

Gulielmus of Sweden,

j’ Gujlavus of Liege 38th.

< Holland,

Holland with the Crown,

Ifmenfen, as Bafil.

Luneburgh,

Philip,

Half of the Philip's Dollar,

Fourth Part,

Fifth Part,

Tenth Part,

Twentieth Parr,

Fortieth Part,

Two Third Parts of the fame Dollar,

, , JSome as Batenborgh.
Poland, T Others of 60 Greutqers,

Prince of Orange, or Lyon Dollar,

Beynsb urgh, Bafil.

Bjga,
Scotland with the Crofs Daggers,

States General of the United Provinces,

J Merchant’s Dollar

,

Suecia, or
or Imperial Dollar,

Tremone, as Brifgau.

Utrecht : See Guilders.

. Zealand with the Eagles,

j
\jZyutphen and Guilders of 1586.

Drier

,

Duplus,

Dupli Simple

,

Dupli Mais f of Guliel. of Turing,

ry Duyts Penny of Charles and Philip,

r Charles Limburgh,

1 1 Duyts of < Holland,

4 Philip and Mary,

17 Duyts,

j fCharles,

4 J
Guilders,

•• Liege,

7«

<

Philip,

Philip of Flanders

,

TwoJlanding Lyons

,

Li 7 Duyts of Since,

Fiabes in the Low Countries,

Finferbyn,

Fleece : See Stivers.

l 10 270 0 0 217 0 of-}-

j

T Not currant

l 10 3377 0 0 S 7T7 0 S InEngland.

I 4
4 8

10 IS 0 16 0 3 10 -f- 3 10

7 IS 1 37 0 11 i8f 3 J «"*•

4 3 s

10 15 IS 0 16 0 3 JOT— 3 10
6 10 IZ3 0 I 22{4 0 37-4- 0 3

IQ 10 12-I 0 18 *944 4 5 ?-{- 4 5

9 0 137 0 17 x8f- 3 7?— 3 7

1

1

S 127 0 19 44 4 1 of-b 5 0
10 ia ia-r 0 19 4f 4 7• x

4 7
IQ 13 IZt 0 19 4f 4 74-f- 4 7
10 I2f 0 19 4f 4 774- 4 7
1

1

0 I 2s,
2

0 19 4* 4 a 4- 4 9
1

1

3 I2i
a

0 19 4f 4 9x*4_ 4 lo

10 4 HI 0 16 2°f? 3 1 Oi-f- 3 lo

9 0 ia^f 0 9 22|fT 4 o|-f. 4 0

9 0 is 0 16 O 3 af+ 3 3

iO f© 13 9 18 Ilf? 4 47-4- 4 4
10 ia 13 0 1

1

”f? 4 4f+ 4 4

10 10 127 0 18 I 9ff 4 5f-h 4 S'

10 4 i*? 0 18 J 94f 4 3f-4~ 4 4
9 0 m. 0 18 0 3 7f 3 »
8 0 I3i

j
0 18 0 3 2f 3 3

10 1 6£ 15 0 16 0 3 I of 3 1 °

10 0 1 of 1 2 9f 5 of-i- S 0
10 0 a if

A
Q II 4* a 64+ a 6

10 0 4iY 0 s Hf 1 3 + 1 3
10 0 53t 0 4 1144 1 0 4- 1 0
10 0 I07f 0 a 5tt Q 6 -+- 0 6

5 0 I 07f 0 a .m O 3 Hh 0 3

5 0 2-147 Q 1 a-tia
1 4 }

O I7~b O IT

10 0 164 0 s 4 aaf 3 4 3 4

1

1

3t IS 0 1 6 0 4 of4- 4 0

9 0 13 0 18 iif? 3 84+ 4 0

10 2? 137 0 17 l8
7 4 ofH- 4 0

11 a nf 1 0 I 5 I 4“b S 0

9 0 1 2^y 0 19 22*77 4 °?4~ 4 ©

3 2

<
fa

S 2

9 0 13* 0 17 i8f 3 7?-“ 3 7
10 4 I 3T 0 17 1 off 4 04-f* 4 0

C.

S 7f

0 of

a 0 324 0 0 0 of-f- T Not currant

5 10 882 0 0 0 o?4-
j in England.

a IS 44° 0 6 I 3~r 0 o?4~ Nor this.

4 14 129 0 1 202.8
4 $

0 2?S- 0 a?

4 IS 1 20 0 a O
’

0 27-4- 0 af
6 © 144 0 1 16 0 2f+ 0 a?

II
X

270 0 0 aii 0 0 af
10 IO 147 0 s *51? 0 2f-h 0 47

9 10 X 4S
' 0 i 1 5ff 0 47~“ ° 4f

9 5 48 0 i Uff © 4 4- 0 4
1 4

r

0 07

Florins
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Florins by Heytin,

Franks of -Turley,

Franks of France, 3 to a Crown,

Gagatta of Italy

,

Gnibii of Rome,

Grot, otGroot,

3 Grof; or Deniers,
s- Flanders,

- \ Gaunt,
5 Greott or -< Philip of Flanders,

C Others,

5
~ Groots of 1 5 io»

")

Ma. Flanders,f

1

rAmbafs,
f Some,

Ausburgb, Others,

C Others of theBatz,

Bafil,

Bajfaw,

Bohemia, 1 ~ Silver Grofh,

Briflau, as Bajfaw.

Brifgrave

Campdo, > as Ba/ih

Corinthia
,
J

Coningflein

,

Curienfis, as Bajfaw.

Duodena, or the 1 2 part ofthe Si\, Grofh,

Ferdinando of Dant^ick.,

George and Wormejer

,

as Ambafs.

Kjmpton, as Bajfaw.

'Mark.grave, as Ambafs.

J j

Mary,

c - Melvin 3 Grofh {others^*
Meyfen,

Noiling, as Ambafs.
Poland

,

Poland fix Grojh,

Prague,

I

PruJfta, 3 Grojh alb

.

Reynsburgh,

,

M*hr£b, Others,

Saxony, as Coningflein

.

Scafhuyfin. as Bafil.

Sigifmund of 1 532 and 1535,
Sigifmundoi Prufli* X 534,
Others with the Arms of Danttfcfa
Silver Grojh common*
Taven, aS Bafil. v

I

Vienna, >

~ Silver Grojh,

L4 Grofh Penny,
r 0 a-

D

ouble,

| Albcrm
oHalr,

:3'3 1 C Quarter,

q O I Carolus, as f of -the Philip's Dollar.

\jclanders Silver Guilder,

Gulielmus of Turin

,

Harp of

j

Ireland
,
or Silver Harpi

Half Harp
Bafe Irijh Harp,

Old Harfi, ’

JunBine or Juftino of Italy

,

Lion of Gulielmi, { Others,

Livre ofprance: See Quar. Cro. by Heylin

Louis of : France,

Half, Quarter, and 8th part accordingly.

Lyarts of France, H,

v r (-Geneva,
't

•**" of in„!ee;

10

5

10

5

1

1

10

9
S

3

10

13

3

14

9 H
4 «**

5 7
6 4t

o

7

7f

3f

10 4
10 10

6

9
10

6

6

4

fe

i*i
I or

2r
12?

IO

IO
io

4
1

1

07

6

3
8

10

10

Io

6 1

11

1

1

3

9

4
n
Q

*5

15

13

15

15

Q

O

o

6

2 5

* 5

5

II 2

3 O

X 2

26+

117^
1467

14s
135

135

12©

94t
108

I 5 S

ii8t
ii6t

87

108

8744-

180

©

138
138

1 3-y

l8o

138

155
1187

39

69
69
69

132
87
81

! 4f
29?

5 8!
ii6t

129
82

164
82
102

150

179

2
I

, 15

I I5IJ

2
%
1

2
2
2

0

1

s8f
i8f

©

2|-r

5f
J 3fr

e4!

6|—
i8£r-

5r

<Sf&
8

1 17U
1 i 7ff'

17
1

1

1

a
6

3

3

3

1

2
2

16

8

4
2

1

2
1

2
2

1

1

o
o
o

o
o
o

7fv
8

* 7U
I 3fr
<4£
377

1 i-U-I I 2|

n 44

nil

I 9?r
18h
23‘-

107*
ej.2,
J 7

3

7 j

i° 4 ?

I I4T
22i«

sK

Hr
8H

3 4~
4i+

5 4~

S 4~

5|~
3 4-

3 —
*H-

3i4~

3~-h
24-4-

o

o
0

4
2
1

o

o
o
o
o
o

d
o

3 4~

«*+

4* 4-

4I4-

4 4-

3i4-

4H"
2t4-
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Shillings

of

.

Ryals

of

coi CO I

Maille, old Petit Maille,

Magenburgh, 3 Arms,
Other Piece,

Mark of Denmark.
f

Mark^ of Scotland,

Half and Quarter accordingly.wwiing,**7’

1
Medine of Cairo,

Murfenigo

,

Nummi Dragme,

r Bohemia 4°White*

Penny of J
Bohema

> 1 Black,
*
Holland

,

Penny called Brafs Penny,

Half thereof,

Half Muyters Black Penny$

Pfound, orPfound,
Plappot

,

Poali of Italy

,

Pound, 3 Pound of Scotland,

Palpate, as Ba/dpate of Scotland,
Half thereof,

r France

,

Quartid’efTe, or \ Lorrain,

Quart-Crow ofS Philip,!^

C Savoy
, J

Happen Munt%,

Hpuftick, -

cAlbertus of Auftria

,

1

Half and Quarter accordingly.

Pieces of his of 3 Ryals,

f Some,
Italy

, *s Others,

C Others,
Mexico 8 Bjals,

4 i^owie, Courfe Bjats,

Spain

,

Spanijh 8 \yals, called Pieces of Bight

States General of the United Provinces
y

The twentieth part of the fame, with

the Arrows accordingly.

Venice,

Bjder of Guelders and Friejland,

Salvator of Venice,

Sajfenars double,

Sctf/y' of Turkj,

Schaneberger,

Scya of Turkey,

Senube, or Snube of Bohemia,

Half thereof,

Sejlling,

rBridges of 1582, *

Dantyfck.

,

.
, :

8
,
Shillings of Danftick, of 1541*

Flanders,
[

Friejland of 1586,
Gaunt of 1583,
Germany,

g Guelders, as Friejland

! Hamborough,
,

I Lubesk.

\ M. E. and Philip of Flanders$•

Scotland, }

Spiff, or Helvetia,

Sill;} !

Sicherling, \ i

Snaphanen, coined for 3 Batf.

( Cleve,

Snaphanen of
y
Deventer,

LNimmeghen}
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Teftons,

or

Teaftons

Styvers

co i c o i

Soldi of Genoa

,

Souls or S ols of France,

Souls ftamped, called Soulx Marque,

The old Soulx with -b.

Ordinary French Soulx,

Late French Soulx,

Double Hand ofone Soulx,

Two Soulx Pieces, or "Baubles,

Four Soulx Pieces accordingly.
rCambray

,

Embden,

Gaunti of 1583,
Groennghen, 7 n 1
r . * > as Cambray .

Liege, f
States General of theVnited Provinces,

'Utretcht,

OId Styver,

New Styver,

Half Styer,

Quarter Styver Oort,

Eighth part Styver Duyt,

Old double Styver,

Old 3 Styvers,

r with the Eaglef}

Old four Styvers\ Charles, and %
{ Philip, J

Three Styvers or Fleece

,

Flemijh fix Styvers,

iCtmbrv,
-{others,

r- - _ I Guelders,
IFiytStpm

j g asCamhtf,
f Some,

Liege, “S Others,

v Others,
r
Baden, Chryfoflome,

n COttamanfl
Scrne

’ \Vimem, T
CaftHe, as Berne.

I Furore, Hercules, zndAlphonftu,

1 France Francifcus,

Friburg "Nicholas, as Berne.

Geneva,

Lorrain of 1524 andi 5 29,
Lucerno, Epifcopm, \ :j

_ -b
Mantua, Francis, 5 *SJSern'

, jf Galleacim and
-

)

M,te
’XLuievicm, f

Montferat, George, and
t
Guil,

Portugal, Jo. V. L. ;

cw»,
Sedun Nicot, Dan. Adrian

,

Selod, Vrfus, as Berne.

JCurones of France

,

Vieryfers, Double,

Single aco
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Englifto Coins

.

x
4 Farthings

^
r Penny.

.
12 Pence

|
r- make 1 -s Shilling:

20 Shilling's ) {.Pound.

I ,
s. a.

A Noble is 6 8

A Mark is 1 3 4

6 Carnadoes

54 Marveids

1 1 Ryals

8 Ryals

- 4 Quartiles

Spanifh Goins

,

Marveid,

|RyaI, 6 d.

make 1 SDucat.

Piece of 8

Royal.
4 L Engl*

Portugal



CO I

Portugal Coins.

4b Res "y TRyal = 6 d. Eng,

a? Ryals / XTeftoon,

4Teftoonsor> make 1 Ducat.

1 o Ryals \ /
a-4 Ducats k-Milt of Gold.

French Coins«

t 2 Demers
2° Souls C make ,

1 6 Souls \
4 CardeCues-'

Souls.-

i Frank or Liver.

'Cardecu.

Crown.

CO I

8 Pence

2 Groots

2 Single Stivers - .

2o Single Stivers
|

S

or 10 double Stivers

6 Guilders

Flemijb Coins.

o cGroot.

Single Stiver.

J Doub.Sdv.—3~dM
Gilder.

j LPound.

1 Small Piece

3 Small Pieces <

Z Nobles

3 Nobles

is 1

Scotch Coins.

2^ d. Englijk .

Noble= 67 do EngUjbo

Mark = 13\d. EngiijK

1 1. Scotch = 20 d. Englijk»

Injh Coin „

1 Harper is two 4! d. = 9 Englijk:

2© Harpers is 1/. Irijh, or 1 5 j. Englijk .

^ TABLE <?/ Efiglifh Gold Coins, (hewing their Weighty Finenefs, Value, &rc.

AWj of the Pieces

Pieces

to the

lb.Tr.

Old double Rofe Noble,

r Henry 8.

Double RofeJ Edward <5 ;

Noble oO Philip 8c M<i.

G Elizabeth,

Great Sovereign of K. James,

DoubleRofeNoble ofK.J/iw^,

Double Royal or Real,

Double old Sovereign,

Beft doubleSovereign ofHen1

Double Sove- J Edward 6. >
reign of L Elizabeth, J

DoubleSovereign ofKJames1
called Vnite or jacobus,

J

Laureat,or 20J. Piece ofJames,

Twenty Shil. piece ofChariest .

Old Rofe Noble,
r Henry 8.

Spurre Roy-\ Edward 6.

al of
'J

Phil. & Mary,

C Elizabeth,

Spurre Royal of James,

Double Noble of Elizabeth,

Old Noble, or Noble of Hen ,

Rofe Royal,

Old Sovereign.,

Beft Sovereign of Henry,
^

„ . c 5 Edward 6. >
Sovereign of

Elizabeth, 5
OldAng.Noble, orAng. ofHen.

Laft Angel Noble of Henry,

CEward 6.

"S Phil, and Mary,

(.Elizabeth,

Firft Angel of James,

Sovereign of K. James

,

cal-T

led Double-Britain Crown,

)

George Noble,

Laft Angel of James,

Half Laureat of James,

Ten Shilling Piece ofCharles i

.

Angel of Charles,

Half Spurre Royal,

Firft Crown of King Henry,

Single Noble of Elizabeth,

Half old Noble,

Salute *

13t

24

24
2 6-1

30

36

39|-

40
46!

48

534

53?

54i

60

69

72

72

80

79-f
80

i

97
100Z.

107J.

log"

pwts.gr. m.

10 6 8

I is o o
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o

o
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8 18 §
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6 16 o
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1

o

3
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4 11
© !

4

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

2
2

2

2

© o

ii 9

O
j

8

0

1

8

o

o

o

12

9

5

5

i'U

6
<'{ 'i

u

&c.
dr.

Commcm

Weight,

'iwts.gr. m. dr.

Q4°
°T4*T 10 0 0 0

0 9 22 P 0

0 9 16 5
0 E 21 6 16

>7J

823800 3
0

O 7 4® ©

O
|

6 1® 16 l8rl

2rr 5 20 9 i8|t
0

5 20 9 i8|t
4 2 0

5 © 0 0

© 4 23 0 ©

0 4 10 13 8

410 6 16% 4 10 0 0

2t?
4 1 *

4 o 0 0

> <
©

3 H 0 0

A 1
"?

1 2i— 380
1 01

|

II i

3 7 5

; * ,f

3 5’ 8

3 0 0
2 23 2

0

O 0

i- ; 0

0 9*_
1

0
0

54
I3tt 2 22 4 2I?_
0 2 22 4 2Ii~_

0
2 16 14
2 1 1 IO

4 1

9
0

A3 sl°67 2 9 0 0

, 5'4T

2 5 3

2 5 O
8

0
16 250 0

the

Fine

H

5'4’M"

244
17

29f-b
30

33t”

3 74

41
41

48

if-F

54
54f—
54ff
59* 4
60

66£

Car.gr.

23 3$

13 34

Value

1640.

* 16

5 16

i6«o. !»*

/. J.

22

23 3\
13 34
22 O

22 O

22 O

22 O
22 O

*3 3?

23 3+

*3

13
10

6

1 18

I 18

8.5

415

I 3 <0

2 P

O
O

l8

55

25
12
8

3 4
341
044
5 4

5 5

or
20 19

o 18

103

4;1

4
'

4

72

72-1-4

74r

80

% ,

82
'

'

82

89 4-

I0l|-

io8f

ioS-^I

io8§i

23

23 3.1

23 3f
^3 31

22 O

22 O

2.3 3t

23 34

22 O

23 34
*3 3?
22 0

22 o

m 3i
23 3 $
22 —j—

23 21

23 34

23 3

o

o

o

o

0

O 19 2

*4

16 6

16 0
16 0

*5 °

13 4

11 1

1

12 J
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1

V

11 0

10 10

1

1

0
10 0

10
r
o

10 0

9 (P
8 0

8 0

r8 • Q

7 It

o 17

o 14

0 12 8

O 12 10

O 12 8

0 II

O II

O II
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!

:iy.rr
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o 9
o 8

0 8

o 8

5

2t
24

9

6

9
8

8

8

7
5

6

6
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Names of the Pieces.

Bafe Crown of K. Henry,

called Crown, A
C J Edward 6.X

Crown of \El^ahethJ
Half Angel Noble of Henry

,
'138

Half laft Angel of Henry,

, T lf A r Edward 6.
Half An- \ phil. and Mary,
gel of lEUKabeth,
Half firft Angel of James,

Britain Crown of James,

Half George Noble,

Half laft Angel of James

,

New Crown of James, 1158-

Crown of Charles 1. 160

Two Parts of Salure, 162

Half Henry firft Crown, 201

Half Salute, 216

Half Rofe Crown, 240

Half Crown of 240

Quarter old Angel Noble, 276

Quarter laft Angel of Henry,

_ . ( Edward 6,
Quarter An-J pkil.dcMary,^ 288

Sel of
(.Elizabeth,

Quarter firftAngelofJames,

Half Britain Crown of James, 288

Quarter laft Angel of James,

’ieces I Weight by

to the Malines, &c.
]

lb.Hroyjpwt.gr.m, dr.

Common
Weight

pwt.gr%m, dr.

Pieces

to the

Ib.Troy

Fine,

1

Car.gr.

Value
|

Value

1640 j

1660
s. d.l. s. d. gr.

I

1

I

L20

iI2o

144

144

2ooo
2ooo
i 17 14

1 16 o o

1 16

I 12 o o

I 12 7 67-

I 12 o o

I II II 2f
t 4 13 3?-f

1 2 13 81000
1000
o 20 17 9/7

O 20 o o

O 20 O o

I 23 o o

I 19 o o

I 16 o o

I 15 12 12

14 14
12 o

1

1

1

1

1

1

I!

4
2

23

II

2
2
o

io

IO

io

Ala,
^3

1

o

if
IO?f

2 2
IC4T

o

o

o

o

o 21 Io o

o 20 o o

o 19 16 6

0197
0 *7 IS I 3f

2JL5.

3 1

12277 20 O

,1

1337? 22 O

144

1 45ft

148!
160

192

164
164

164^
2021722
3I7T7|23

2457720

267i’fi22

23 3f

13 3i

22
23

23
22
22
23

o o

H
n
o
o

3
4-

3
o

288

29 old-

197}
324

23

o

U

23 31

22 o

23 31

o 5 11

5 11

6 o

S 11

5

5

5

5

5

5

4
3
2

064
064
065

6 4

60
50
6o
°|°
00
op
op

i I o
1

1

2 II

o
!

o

2
2

90
90

5

5

S

5

5

5

4
4
3

3

3

2 110 3

10

9
10

4
4
7
2
2

tU !

2 11

2 1

1

COITION, is a Word fometimes ufed for that

mutual Attraction or Tendency towards each other,

which is found between Iron and the Magnet.

COLATURE, is that, which after boiling or

infufion of any Ingredients, is percolated or (train-

ed through a Sieve or Cloth ; or through Hippo-

grate’s Sleeve, as the Chymifts (peak.

COLCOTHAR, is the dry Subftance red as

Blood which remains after Diftillation of Vitriol,

commonly called Caput Mortuum ;
though when

Vitriol is calcined a good while in a ftrong Fire, it

will turn red, and is alfo called Golcothar.

COLD, is one of thofe Qualities of Bodies

which they call Primary, and is nothing but the

arriving of the minute and inlenfible Parts of any

Body at fuch a State, as that they are moreflow-

ly or faintly agitated than thofe ofour Fingers or

other Organs of Feeling ; for from this Effecft we
pronounce any Body to be cold.

Mr. Hobbs thought the Caufe of Cold to be on-

ly a Wind raking the condenfed or frozen Body.

Whether Cold be barely a Privation of Heat, or

rather a ftop put to that violent tumultary Motion

of the infenfible Particles of Bodies, as the Carte-

pans alfert ; or whether Cold be introduced by the

Entrance of adventitious Particles actually cold

themfelves, and therefore called Frigorifick Parti-

cles, according to the Opinion of the Learned and

Ingenious Gajfendus, is a Controverfy not fo eafy

to be determined as at firft Sight it may appear.

For though the conjiderable Encreafe of the Dimen

-

pons of the fame Quantity of Water when turned

into Ice, and the prodigious Force of Freezing, by

which Water may be made toliftup vaft Weights,

and to break to Pieces fome ofthe ftrongeft Bodies

that are ; and alfo fince it is true, that a brisk,

nay a furious Agitation of the fmall Parts of a

Mixture may be produced, and yet on the Con-
flict the Mixture Ihall become not only not Hot9

but fenfibly and confiderably Cold 5 though, I
fay, thefe feem to bid very fair for a Proof ofGaf
fendus's Opinion j yet, on the other Hand, ’tis

certain, that a bare Privation of Motion will pro-
duce, or rather occafion, Effects as confiderable as
any of thofe of Cold, as the Excellent Mr. Boyle

largely Ihews in his Dialogue about the Pofstive or
Privative Nature of Cold : And alfo, if it fhould
be ask’d how the Frigorifick Particles themfelves
become cold ? What degree of Gravity or Levity
they have ? What kind of Structure in them is pro-

per to produce fuch an Effect ? Whether fuch a
Structure be deftructible or mutable,or not ? Whe-
ther thefe FrigorifickParticIes be primitiveBodies or
not ? And whether there was not Cold in theWorld
till they were produced ? Ifthele or fuch like Que-
ries were made about the Nature and Circum-
ftances of the Frigorifick Particles, it would, I be-
lieve, puzzle the Maintainers of the Opinion of
Gajfendus to give fatisfactory Anfwers to them,
and therefore the Decifion of this Point muft be
fulpended further.

Mr. Boyle found, that though Water ulually ex*

pands it lelf in Freezing, yet ’tis alway firft con-

trailed or condenfed and that Spirit of Wine,
common expreft Oils, and Chymical Oil of Anni-

feeds it felf, will be notably condenfed when ex-

pofed to an intenfe Degree of Cold. And he
found that no other Liquor but Water, or one in

which there are ftore of Watry Particles, will e-

ver be expanded by Cold. The Reafon of which
perhaps may be, that Water contains more Air

in its Pores than other Fluids 3 and ’tis not impro-
bable, that from the Co-alefcence of many of the

Aereal Particles into one during the Acftion of
Freezing

/
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Freezing, their Spring may by that Means be en-

creafed, and fo they may from thofe numerous and

large Bubbles we obferve in Ice, which occafion it

to be fpecifically lighter than Water.

The Expansion of Water in Freezing is about
•

rV Part of the Space more than it before took

up.

The Expanfive Force of Cold is fo great, that if

the Barrel of a Gun be filled with Water, and then

have its Muzzle and Touch-hole well ftop’d, the

Water within the Barrel, when either by Natural

Cold or a Freezing Mixture it is turned into Ice,

will break the Barrel in feveral Places, asML Boyle

and many others have tried.

That Noble Philofopher contrived feveral Expe-

riments to eftimate or meafure the Quantity of

this Expanftve Force
,
which were made with a

Brafs Cylinder of two or three Inches in Diame-

ter, into whofe Cavity was put a Bladder filled

with Water, and ftrongly tied about the Neck,

and over it was put a Wooden Plug to ftop up

the upper Orifice of the Cylinder ; and on the Plug

was put a broad flat Board,* on which was laid as

much Weight as one time amounted to above an

Hundred Pound, another time an Hundred and

Twenty Pounds, and another time to two Hun-
dred fifty four Pounds ; and yet in all the Experi-

ments, when the Water in the Bladder was turn-

ed into Ice, it expanded fo as to raife up all this

Weight very confpicuoufly, as appeared by a Cir-

cle defignedly made on the Wooden Plug.

He tells us alfo,Thatby mingling together three

Saline Bodies, each of them purified by the Fire,

though there did arile a very great Commotion,

Hiding and Explofion, yet a very confiderable

Degree of Cold was thereby produced :And tho’ he

was under an Obligation of not difcovering what

thefe Ingredients were, yet he gives a Succedaneum

to that Experiment, by telling us, that by putting

good Salt of Tartar into Spirit of Vinegar, there

was a Struggle, Commotion and Hiding produ-

ced, and yet inftead of Heat, as is ufual in fuch

Cafes, a very fenfible Degree of Cold was pro-

duced.

Sylivius alfo acquaints us with a Method of pro-

ducing Cold, by mingling Spirit of Vitriol with a-

nother Saline Spirit.

If into 3 or 4 times its Weight of Water, you

put about half a Pound of Sal Armoniack. powder-

ed,, and ftir it about to haften the Diflolution, fo

great a Degree of Cold will, even in the Heat of

Summer, be produced, as is very furprifing ; for

if you nimbly fhake it, or ftir it about, it will pro-

duce actual Ice on the Outfide of the Glafs, if you

purpofely wet it with Water. This Noble Expe-

riment Mr. Boyle firft made, and thereby plainly

proved the Mechanical Produciblenefs of the Qua-

lity of Cold ; and the Experiment may be of great

Ufe Co cool Wine, in the hot Months, or in

fuch Places where no good Cellerage is to be had.

The Sal Armoniack. ,
by evaporating the Water

from it, may be recovered again, and will ferve

many times for the fame Experiment.

That Honourable Virtuofo found alfo, that by

(haking Gunpowder in four or five times its Weight

of common Water, a confiderable fenfible Cold-

nefs would be produced.

The Learned Dr. S'are produces a confiderable

Experiment (in Philof. Tranf. N. 1 50.J whereby a

confiderable Degree of Cold is made with a very

great Ebullition, as iq the former Experiment it

is produced without any. The Experiment is

only to pour into any ftrong Acid (he ufed moft-
ly Spirit of Verdigreafej a Quantity of the Vola-
tile Spirit of Human Blood ; by which Means he
tells us, that he produced fo much Cold, as that

the Spirit of Wine in an immerfed Thermofcope,
defeended within half an Inch of the Freezing
Point even in Summer. And this he thinks, very,

ingenioufly, may lerve to explain thePhenomenon
of the cold Fits in Agues.
And fince, if into this Mixture he poured a

fmall Quantity of Oil of Sulphur, the Matter
would immediately grow fenfibly warm, he not
improbably fuggefts, that fomething like this may
occafion the co ming of the Hot Fit afterwards,

when the Animal Spirits come to be mixed with
the Blood more Copioufly, than at firft in an Ague
Eit they can be.

Neither our Senfes nor common Weather-Glajfes,

can enable us to make an accurate Judgment of
the Degree of Cold.

For as to our Senfes, the Organs of Feeling are
in a continual State of Mutability, and that (in

general) appears Cold to us, which hath its Parts

lefs moved than thofe of our Hands or Bodies 5
and therefore if one Hand be very Cold, and the
other moderately Warm, the fame Water, for in-

ftance, will appear Warm to the Cold, and Cold id
the Warm Hand.

As to Common Weather. Glaffes, fome Part of the
Liquor being contiguous to the open Air, the
Weight and Preflure of the Atmofphere hath fo

great an EfFedt on them, that their fifing and fal-

ling depends more on that than on Heat and Cold,
and therefore they will often mif-inform us.

The Coldnefs of Places doth not folely nor prin-

cipally depend on their nearnefs to the Poles.

For Martinim, in his Atlas Chinenfis, faith, that

in China, whofe Latitude is no where above 42 De-
grees, the Rivers for four Months together (vi%.

from the Middle of November till the Beginning of
March) are fo frozen up, that loaden Waggons
do fafely pals on the Ice ; and that the Ships and
Veflels are all frozen up -

y and what is moft re-

markable, is, the Froft is ufually the Refult but of
one Days time, though it require many to thaw it

again.

A Dutch Mafter of a Ship, that went within a
Degree of the Pole, found the Sea open, and the

Weather tolerable enough.

COLDNESS Potential : See Potential Coldnefs.

COLICK, is a vehement Pain in the Abdomen
or lower Belly, and takes its Name from the Part

chiefly afteefted, vi\. the Gut Colon, which is

ftretch’d, prick’d and corroded by Winds or Ex-
crementious Humours, either remaining within its

Cavity, or fix’d to its very Coat.

COLLAR of a Ship, is a Rope faftned about

her Beak-head, unto which the Dead-man’s Eye is

feized that holds her Main Stay. There is alfo a
Collar or Garland about the Main-Maft Head,
which is a Rope wound about there to fave the

Shrouds from galling.

COLLATERAL AJfurance, is a Bond that is

made over andbefide the Deed it felf, for the

performance of Covenants between Man and
Man.
COLLATION, in a Logical Senfe, is the fame

as a comparing of one thing well with another ;

but now-adays *tis ufed for an Hmdfome Treat or

Entertainment

,

COL*
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COLLATIONE faBa uni pod mortem alteriiis,

is a Writ diredied to the Juftices of the Common-

Picas, commanding them to dired their Writ to a

Bifhop, for the admitting a Clerk in the Place of

another prefented by the King, who during the

Suit between the King and the Bifhop s Clerk is

departed this Life. For Judgment once pafs d for

the King’s Clerk, and he dying before Admit-

tance the King may beftow his Prefejitation to

another. . . ,

COLLATIONE Heremitagh, is a Writ where-

by the King conferreth the keeping of an Hermi-

tage upon a Clerk.

COLLlCLfi, are the joining of the PunEla La-

chrymalia into one Paflage on both Sides, which

derive the Humour of the Eye-lids into the Cavi-

ty of the Noftrils ;
the Holes that are made m the

very Tops of the Eye-brows defcend in little Chan-

nels, they fpread themfelves into a larger Chan-

nel, and are continued to the Tunick of the No-

ftrils. The fame Holes or Openings in Hares,

Calves, Rabbits, are not found in the very Eye-

brows, but a little more inward ;
and molt of all

in Birds, where they are larger than in any other

Creatures ; the iVfembrane which feparates the

Holes here is very fhort. Blanchard.

COLLIQUANS Mris, is one of the Nature of

ordinary burning Fevers
,
but by its exceftive Heat

they fay it fuddenly melts the Fat, Flefh and

Subftance of the folid Parts of the Patient’s Body ;

nayfometimes diffolves the very Blood in the

Veins

,

as fome tell you, and difchargeth the fame

by infenfible Tranfpiration, as Sweat, Urine or

Stool, &c.
COLLIQUATION, or melting of Metals

:

Thus, we fay Silver and Lead being melted or

CoUiquated together over a ftrongFire, will mingle

per minima, that is, unite throughly together.

COLLISION, is the ftriking ofone hard Body

againft another. ...
COLLUSION, in Common-Law, is a deceit-

ful Argument or Compact between two or more,

for the one Party to bring an Adion againft ano-

ther for fome evil Purpofe, as to defraud a Third

Perfonof his Right, 0c.

COLLUTIO, is a wafhing of the Mouth ; as

when ’tis done to clean or fallen bad or loofe

Teeth, or free the Gums from Ulcers, &c.
L

COLLYRIUM, is an oblong or round Tablet

or Trochisk

,

ufed formerly in Diftempers of the

Eyes, and was then called by the Arabian Name
of Seif or Sief It wasdiffolved in a convenient

Vehicle, that it might conveniently be applied ;

and from hence any Medicines, in a liquid Form,

defigned to cure Difeafes in the Eyes, are called

Collyrium.

COLOBOMA, is the growing together of ei-

ther Lips or Eye-lids; or the adhering of the Ears

to the Head preternaturally, &c.

COLON, is the fecond of the great Guts, ari-

fing from the Ccecum Inteftintim in the Right Flank,

and adheres to the Right Kidney ; thence it tends

up under the.Liver, and fometimes is annexed to

the Gall-Bladder, which dies it of a yellowifh

Clay-colour ; thence it goes on tranfverfely under

the Bottom of the Stomach, and on the Left-hand

is faftned to the Spleen ; after which it is faftned

to the Left Kidney, winding and turning very

obliquely there, but afterwards it defcends almoft

in a Right Line. It is the wideft and largeft of all

the Guts, and is ufually about 8 or ,9 Hands

Breadths long
; it abounds with Imali Cells or lit-

tle Cavities every where : It hath a Valve to hin-
der any thing from returning from the great Guts
into the fmall,

COLON, is a Point in Grammar mark’d thus,

( : ) and fhews a Sentence to be perfect or entire,

but yet the Senfe depending or continuing on ;
as in this of Seneca, Ante omnia necejje eft, feipfum
eftimare: Quia fere plus nobis videmur pcjfe, quam
pojftmus.

COLOUR
, may be coniidered two waysi

1. As it a Quality refiding in the Body that is

laid to be fo and fo coloured, or which doth mo-
dify the Light after fuch and fuch a manner : Or
2. As more properly the Light it felf, which fo

modified ftrikes upon the Organ of Sight, and
produces that Senfation which we call Colour.

The Peripateticks afiert Colours to be real Qua*
lities, and inherent in the coloured Bodies, and
luppofe that Light doth only difcover them, but
not anyway Effed theirProdudion.

Plato thought Colour robe a kind of Flame con-
fining of molt minute Particles, very congruous
to the Pores of the Eye, and darted againft: it

from the Objed. And fome Moderns will have
Colour to be a kind of internal Light of the more
lucid Parts of the Objed darkened, and confe-
quently altered by the various Mixtures ofthe lels

Luminous Parts.

Others, as did fome of the ancient Atomifts,
maintain Colour not to be a lucid Stream, but a
Corporeal Effluvium ilfuing out of the coloured
Body.

Others account for all Colours out of the various
Mixture of Light and Darknefs : and the Chy-
mifts fometimes will have it arife from the Sul-
phur, and fometimes from the Salt that is in Bo-
dies ; and fome alfo from the third Hypoftatick
Principle, Mercury.

The Cartefians, who make, the Senfation of
Light to be the Impulfe made on the Eye by cer-
tain folid, but very minute Globules, eafily permea*
ting the Pores of the Air and Diaphanous Bodies

:

Thefe, I fay, derive Colour from the various Pro-
portion of the dired Progrefs or Motion of thefe
Globules, to their Circumrotation or Motion round
their own Centres ; by which Means they are qua-
lified to ftrike the Optick Nerve after diftind and
divers Manners, and fo do produce the Perception
of various Colours

.

Dr. Hooli, in his Micrographies fays, ThePhan-
tafm of Colour is cauled by the Senfation of the
oblique or uneven Pulfe of Light ; and that this is

capable of no more Varieties than two, which a-
rife from the two Sides of the oblique Pulfe - fo
that there is in reality but two fimple Colours

,
Yellow and Blue; from the Mixture of which’
and a due Proportion ofBlack and White (that is’

Darknefs and Light) all Colours may be produ-
ced.

The incomparable Sr. If. Newton found by two
Experiments on Prifms, that there is a great Dif-
formity in the Rays of Light, aud that hereby
the Origin of Colours may be unfolded. The Do-
drine therefore of Colours, according to his Notion
and Experiments, are contained in the following
Propofitions.

°

1. As the Rays of Light differ in degrees of
Refrangibility, fo they alfo differ in their Difpofiti-
on to exhibit this or that particular Colour.

r

v
- Colours
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Colours are not Qualifications of Lights derived

from Refractions or Reflections of Natural Bo-

dies (as ’tis generally believed) but Original and
Connate Properties

,
which in divers Rays are divers.

Some Rays are difpofed to exhibit a red Colour,

and no other; fome a Yellow, and no other ; fome

a Green, and no other ; and fo of the reft. Nor
are there only Rays proper and particular to the

more eminent Colours, but even to all their inter-

mediate Gradations.

2. To the fame Degree of Refrangibility ever

belongs the fame Colour, and to the fame Colour

ever belongs the fame degree of Refrangibility.

The leaf Refrangible Rays are all difpofed to ex-

hibit a Red Colour, and contrarily thofe Rays
which are difpofed to exhibit a Red Colour

,
are all

the leaf Refrangible ; fo the mofi Refrangible Rays

are all difpofed to exhibit a deep Violet Colour ; and

«ontrarily, thofe that are apt to exhibit fuch a Vio-

let Colour
,
are all the mofi Refrangible : And fo

all the intermediate Colours in a continued Series

belong to intermediate Degrees of Refrangibility.

And this Analogy ’twixt Colours and Refrangibility,

is very precife and ftriCt - the Rays always either

exaCtly agreeing in both, or proportionally difa-

greeing in both.

3.

The Species of Colour,andDegree of Refrangi-

bility proper to any particular fort of Rays, is not

mutable by RefraCtion, nor by Reflection from

Natural Bodies, nor any other Caufe that could

be yet obferved when any one fort of Rays hath

been well parted from thole of other kinds, it af-

terwards obftinately retained its Colour notwith-

ftanding all Endeavours to change it. Though re-

fraCted with Prifms, and reflected with Bodies,

which in Day- light were of other Colours ; having

alfo intercepted it with the coloured Film of Air

interceding two cOmprelfed Plates ofGlafs ; tranf-

mitting it thro’ other coloured Mediums,
and thro

1

Mediums irradiated with, other forts of Rays,

and diverlly terminated it, and yet could never

produce any new Colour out of it: It would by

contracting or dilating become more brisk or faint,

and by the lofs of many Rays, in fome Gales, ve-

ry obfcure and dark ; but could never be feen to

change infpecie .

4. Yet feeming Tranlinutation of Colours may

be made where there is any Mixture of divers

forts of Rays ;
for in fuch Mixtures the Compo-

nent Colours appear not, but by their mutual al-

laying each other, conftitute a middling Colour ;

and therefore, if by Refradion, or any other of

the aforefaid Caufes, the difform Rays, latent in

fuch a Mixture, be feparated, there ftiall emerge

Colours different from the Colour of the Compofiti-

on : Which Colours are not new generated, but

only made apparent by being parted ; for if they

be again entirely mix’d and blended together,they

will again comppfe that Colour which they did be-

fore reparation. And for the fame Reafon Tranf-

mutations made by the conveneing ofdivers Colours

are not real ;
for when the difform Rays are a-

gain fevered, they will exhibit the very fame Co-

lours which they did before they entred the Com-

pofition ; as you fee Blue and Tellovo Powders,

when finely mix’d, appear to the naked Eye Green
;

and yet the Colours of the component Corpufcles

are not thereby really tranfmuted, but only blend-

ed, for when view’d with a good Microfcope, they

ftill appear Blue and Tellovo interfperfedly.

5.

There are therefore two forts of Colours, the

One
”

Original and Simple, the other compounded

of thefe. The Original and Primary Colours are
Red, Tellovo, Green, Blue, and a Violet Purple, to-
gether with Orange, Indico

, and an indefinite va-
riety of intermediate Gradations.]

6. The fame Colours in Specie with thefe Pri-
mal y ones may be alfo produced by Compofition ;
for a mixture of Tellovo and Blue makes Green ; . of
Red and Tellovo makes Orange

; of Orange and Tel-

lovoifh Green makes Tellovo : And in general, if any
two Colours be mixed, which in the Series of thole
generated by the Prifm, are not too far diftanc

one from another, they, by their mutual alloy,

compound that Colour which in the faid Series ap-
peareth in the Mid-way between them ; but thofe
which are fituated at too great a diftance, do no®
fo. Orange and Indico produce not the intermedi-
ate Green, nor Scarlet and Green the intermediate
Tellovo .

7. But the moft furprifing and wonderful Corn-
pofition was that of Wbitenef- There is no one
fort of Rays alone which, can exhibit this : ’Tis
ever compounded, and to its Compofition are re-

quifite all the aforefaid Primary Colours mixed
in a due Proportion ; for all the Colours of the
Prifm being made to converge, and thereby to be
again mixed as they were in the Light before is

was incident upon the Prifm, will produce Light
intirely and perfectly White, and not at all fen-
fibly differing from a direct Light of the Sun, un-
lefs when the Glaffes are not fufficiently clear.

8. Hence therefore it comes to pafs, that PVhitei

nefs is the ufual Colour of Light
; for Light is a

confufed aggregate of Rays indued voith all forts of
Colours, as they are promifcoujly darted from the

various Parts of Luminous Bodies. And of fuch a
confufed Aggregate is generated Whitenefs, if

there be a due Proportion of the Ingredients
; but

if any one predominate, the Light muft enclineto
that Colour, as it happens in the Blue Flame of
Brimftone ; the Tellovo Fiame of a Candle ; and
the various Colours of the fixed Stars:

9. Thefe things confidered, the Manner how
Colours are produced by the Prifm is evident: For
the Rays conftituting the incident Light, fince

thofe that differ in Colour proportionably differ in

Refrangibility, they, by their unequal Refractions,

muft be fevered and difperfedinto an oblong Form,
in an orderly Succeflion from the leaft refraCted

Scarlet to the moft refraCted Violet. And for the
fame Reafon it is, that Objects, when look’d upon
through a Prifm, appear coloured : For the dif»

form Rays, by their unequal Refractions, are
made to diverge towards feveral Parts of the Re-
tina, and there exprefs the Images of things co-
loured, as they do the Sun’s Image upon a Wall,
And by this Inequality of RefraCtions they be-
come not only coloured, but alfo very confufed
and indiftinCt.

1 o. Why the Colours of the Rainbow appear in
falling drops of Rain is alfo from hence evident j
for thofe drops which refraCt the Rays difpoled to
appear Purple in greateft quantity to the Specta-
tor’s Eye, refraCt the Rays of other forts fo much
lefs, as to make them pais befide it * and fuch are
the Drops on the Infide of the Primary Bow, and
on the Outfide of the Secondary or exterior one ;

So thefe Drops which refraCt in greateft plenty

the Rays, apt to appear Red towards the Specta-
tor’s Eye, refraCt thofe of other forts fo much
more as to make them pafs befide it; and fuch
are the Drops on the Exterior Part of the Primary,
and Interior Part of the Secondary Bow, if:
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Lignum Nephriticum, Leaf-Gold, Fragments of co-

loured Glaji, andfome other tranlparently colour-

ed Bodies appearing in one Pofition of one Co-

lour, and of another in another, are on thefe

Grounds no longer Riddles; for thofe are Sub-

ftances apt to refled one fort of Light, and tranl-

mit another, as may be feen in a dark Room, by

illuminating them with fimilar or uncompounded

Light: For then they appear of that Colour only

with which they are illuminated, but yet in one

Pofition more vivid and luminous than in another,

accordingly as they are difpofed more or lefs to

refled ortranfmit the incident Colour.

1 2. From whence alfo is manifeft the Reafon of

an unexpeded Experiment, which Dr. Hook in

his Micrography relates to have made with two

Wedge-like tranfparent Veffels ,
filled the one

with a Red, the other with a Blue Liquor;

namely, that though' they were feverally tranfpa-

rent enough, yet both together became opake ;

for if one tranfmitted only Red, and the other on-

ly Blue, no Rays could pafs through both.

13. That the Colours of all natural Bodies have

no other Origin than this, that they are varioufly

qualified to refled one fort of Light in
.

greater

plenty than another. And this was experimented

in a dark Room, by illuminating thofe Bodies with

uncompounded Light of divers Colours ;
for by

that Means any Body may be made to appear of

any Colour: They have there no appropriate Co-

lour, but ever appear of the Colour of the Light

caft upon them, but yet with this Difference, that

they are more brisk and vivid in the Light of

their own Day -light Colour, Minium appeareth

there of any Colour indifferently with which tis

illuftrated, but yet molt luminous in lied-, and fo

Life appeareth indifferently of any Colour with

which ’tis illuftrated, but yet moft luminous in

Blue ;
and therefore Minium refledeth Rays of

any Colour, butmoft copioufly thofe indued with

Red; and confequently, when illuftrated with

Day-light, that is, with all forts of Rays promi-

fcuoufly blended, thofe qualified with Red fhall

abound moft in the refleded Light, and by their

Prevalence caufeit to appear of that Colour: And

for the fame Reafon Bife refleding Blue moft co-

pioufly, fhall appear Blue by the Excefs of thofe

Rays in its refleded Light ; and the like of other

Bodies. And that this is the entire and adequate

Caufe of their Colours is manifeft, becaufe they

have no Power to change or alter the Colours of

any fort of Rays incident apart, but put on all Co-

lours indifferen tly with which they are enligh-

tened.

Thefe things being fo, it can be no longer difpu-

ted, whether there be Colours in the Dark ? nor

whether they be the Qualities of the Objeds we
j

fee ? no nor,
perhaps, whether Light be a Body ?

For fince Colours are the Qualities of Light, hav-
j

mg its Rays for their entire and immediate Sub-

bed, how can we think thofe Rays Qualities alfo,

unlefs one Quality may be the Subjed of and

fuftain another, which in effed is to call it Sub-

fiance ? We fhould not know Bodies from Subftan-

ces, were it not. for their fenfible Qualities ; and the

.

Principal of thofe being now found due to fome-

thing elfe, we have as good Reafon to believe that

to be a Subftance alfo.

Thus far went this wonderful Man, as long fince

as the Year 1675, as you may fee more at large in

COL
the Philofoph. Tranfacl, N. And as himfelf ac-
quaints us (with his ufual Modefty) in his excel-
lent Treatife of Opticfs juft now publifhed, and
come to my Hands while this Partis compofing at
the Prefs, where the Reader Will meet with am-
ple Satisfadion as to all Parts of the admirable
Dodrine of Light and Colours. And that the
World may fee that the Account he fo long ago
publifhed of this Theory was both intelligible and
certainly true, I have fubjoined the fubfequent
Experiments which came to my Hands a Year a-
go, and are inferted here alfo at the defire of their
Author, the ingenious Mr. John Perky of Old
Swinford in ff'orcefierjhire.

An Abftrad ofSr. If. Newton / t)o&rine concerning
Light and Colours.

1. Light confifts of an infinite number of Rays
right-lined and parallel, but of different Degrees
of Refrangibility when meeting with a different

Medium.

2. Each Ray according to its degree of Refran-
gibility, when fo refraded, appears to the Eye of
a different Colour.

3. The leaft Refrangible Rays appear of a
deep Scarlet, the moft refrangible appear Of a-
Violet Blue, the intermediate proceeding from
Scarlet to Yellowifh, then to light Green and
fo to Blue.

4.

' The Colours arifing from the different Re-
frangibility of Light, are not only the more noted
Colours of Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, but alfo all
the intermediate Degrees of Red to Yellovs, of
Yellow to Green, &c. differing as the Degrees of
found from Grave to Acute, in which there are
not only the Notes ofcommon Denomination, but
alfo indefinite intermediate Degrees of Sounds*
which are diftind different Sounds as the other.

*

5. Whitenefs (fuchas the Suns Light appears)
containing all thefe Degrees of Refrangibility, is

confequently made up of all the above-mentioned
Colours.

6 . Simple or Homogeneal Colours are fuch as
are produced by Homogeneal Light: or Rays, that
have the fame Degree of Refrangibility, and mix’d
Colours are fuch as are produced by Rays of dif-
ferent Refrangibility.

7. Rays of the lame Refrangibility produce the
fame Colour, which Colour is not alterable by mV
peated Refradions, only made more ftrong or faint
as the Rays are united or fcattered.

8. All Bodies appear of this or that Colour ac-
cording as the Surfaces are adapted to refled only
the Rays of fuch a Colour, or (at leaft) in more
plenty than the reft.

Experiments for Confirmation of theforegoing
DoStrine.

Experiment 1.

The great Experiment on which Sr, If Newton
grounds his Dodrine (and which he calls Experi-
mentum Cruets

)
is after this manner ; BE and

FG are two Boards about 4 or 5 Yards diftance
having in each of them a little round Hole at D
and H, about £ of an Inch Diameter; ABC is

a Prifm expofed to the Sun, Ij^L is another Prifm,
whofe Side I Ik is near parallel to the Side B G
of the other, and receiving the Rays DH, refrads
them to fall on a Paper n m,

X a '

The
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The Colours will fall from H to O on the Board

FG :• Let one only Colour (fuppofe Blue) fatl on

the Hole II, and it will be refracted by the Prifm

to fall (fuppofe) at M; then move the

Glafs ABC about its Ax, fo as to bring another

Colour (fuppofe the Red at O) to the Hole H,

and it will by the Glafs I K.L be refracted not to

M, but another Place (fuppofe N) fome diftance

from the other, and in like manner will each Co-

lour be refraded to fall on a different Place, tho’

the Glafs IK.L be held unmoved. This Experi-

ment proves the different Refrangibility of the

Rays of Light, and that different Colours do thence

arife.

For the” Holes’ D and H being fix d, andalfo

the Glafs IK.L, 'ns plain, that the Rays have a

like Incidence on the Glafs IIC.L, but the diffe-

rent Places where they fall on the Paper, as M,
N, l£c. fhew a different Refraction in the Glafs

jj^L ; and the Eye difcovers a different Colour,

according to the different Places on which, the

Rays fall, which demonftrates the fundamental

Doctrine of the Theory.

Sr. If. Newton directs this to be done in a dark

Room, where (no doubt) all will appear more

exact and lively. My Trial (for want of Conve-

niencies) was in an open Room, but it fucceeded

well enough to fatisfy me of the Truth.

He obferves, that the oblong Image of Colours

HO will be about 5 times its Breadth, which alfo

fhews the different Refrangibility of the Rays,

which otherwife would be near round as the Hole

D is.

Experiment II.

Being in a convenient Room, where the Sun

fhines through a Hole or open Cafement, turn

your Back towards the Sun, and hold the one End

of the Prifm fo to your Eye, that the Sun may

fhine on the other End ;
then move it fo about its

Ax that the Colours may appear fomewherc on

theWall ;
find the Colours with your Eye look-

ing through the other End of the Glafs, and there

will appear a Spot of perfect Light.
_

The Reafon of this Appearance is this; The

parallel Rays D E meeting with the Glafs at E,

and again with the Air at F, are feparated by

ehefe two Refradions, the leaft Refrangible appear

Red at r, and the moft Refrangible appear Blue

at b with the intermediate Colours between.

Thefe Colours being view’d by the Eye at E, the

Rays come back (near) the fame way they went,

and are therefore in like manner united at the

Eye, as they were in their Incidence from the Sun,

and confequently have the fame Appearance
(White) as the Light it felf. The Place where
the Spot of Light appears to the Eye is at G,where

the Rays would have fallen had theymot been in*

tercepted
, and of a Bignefs according to what

Light falls on the Glafs, whereas the coloured I*

mage byr will appear four or five times longer,

by realon of the /battering of the differently re-

fraded Ray.
Experiment III.

ABC is the Prifm, upon one of whole Sides is

put a Paft-board or thick Paper A B, or the like,

with a little round Hole at E, which being ex-
pofed to the Sun’s Rays D E, they are refraded
and carried (in Colours) toward H I.

HI is a Lens (or a common Magnifying Glafs )

broad enough to receive all the coloured Rays;
where they being made to converge by the Glafs,

they will be united in O, the Focus of the Glafs,

Hold a Piece of Paper L in the Focus, where
all the Colours are united, and the little Spot a.t O
will be perfed Light or Whitenels : But if the Pa-

per K^L be held farther or nearer off (as at M or

N) the Colours will appear. If any Colours be
intercepted, as at P, the Light near O will not be
clear White, but inclining to the remaining Co-
lours. If the Blue be wanting, the White will be
fomewhat Reddifh or Flefh-colour, and if the Red
be wanting, the White will encline to be fomething

Bluifh : And if only one Colour be let come to the

Lens, that Colour,without Alteration ,wiil be tranf-

/err’d to the Paper K. L,

This
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This Experiment {hews, ( i .)
That all the Co-

lours being united make Eight or Whitenefs. (z.)

That if any Original Colour be wanting, the

White will not be pure. (3.) That a Simple Co-

lour is not alterable by farther Refractions,

which alfo will appear if another Pnfm be put

£Lt O®

Experiment IV®

Let ABGH be a Piece of fine Silk of a lively

Scarlet Colour, whofe Edges AB and GH are

ftreight, parallel and fmooth ;
let CDEF be a-

COL

J c
cl..

D

H
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i as OB 1 IS 8 I 8 II Bfllhas* «A11

nother Piece of Violet Blue Silk, like and equal

to the other. Let them be placed, as in the Figure,

on fome black Cloth or Door, with their Edges in

a ftraight Line: View them through a Priim at

about two or three Yards diftance: The Ax of

the Prifm being parallel to the Pofition of the

Silks: So will the blue Piece CF appear lower

than the other as in cdef. TheReafonof

which Appearance is, that Blue is more Refran-

gible than Red.

This will more fully appear, if inftead ofthe Blue

Silk C F, there be let fall in the Place of C F,

the blue Rays from another Prifm (the other

Colours being intercepted by a Paper with a

fquare Hole for the Blue to pafs through.) If

the Silk A H and the blue Square C F be

view’d through a Prifm (as before) the Blue

will appear far below, as at IQ L, this being

a more perfect Blue than any Silk can

be of.

Experiment V.

Let MN be the black Cover of a Book, Pa-

•

i*
••••

per coloured Black, or the like.; upon which lay

in a ftraight Line 5 or 6 little Squares of White
Paper, about the Bignefs and at the Diftance as in

the Figure, firft Column : View thefe through a
Priim, fo as that the Row of little Squares have its

one End towards you, or be in a Plain perpendicu-
lar to the Ax of the Priim, and about two Foot
diftance from the Glafs ; fo will you fee a Stream,

of Colours proceeding from every Square towards
the next nearer you, the Colours arifing out of
each white Square. Move thefe Squares near to

one another, or put others between them, as in

the Second Column (ftill keeping them in a
ftraight Line) and you will fee as they come near,

that the Colours mixing one with another will al-

ter, approaching nearer to White till the Squares

touch, and then all the Colours being -perfedtly

mix’d they produce Whitenefs
,
and appear as in

the third Column, a white Line, only tagg’d with

Red at the Top and Blue at the Bottom, there be-

ing no other Colours coming from above to mix
with the uppermoft Red, nor any Colours below
the Blue at Bottom for it to mix with. If you
turn the Paper M N afide a little from its Per-

pendicularity to the Glafs, the third.Column,which
before appeared White, will all appear in Colours

arifing out of the White, and {beaming towards

you, being always in a Plain perpendicular to the

Axis of the Prifm.

From this Experiment and the foregoing Do-
cftrine we have the Reafon why a Sheet of white

Paper, or the like, appears coloured only at the

Edges, for there only the Colours want others to

mix with them : In the Middle, taking any Point*

the feveral Colours from fo many other Points meet
there as make White. For Inftance,

Let r r be any little Particle in the Middle of

a white Surface, whole other Colours {beaming
towards B

,
leave the Particle r r it felf Red, as

the Squares will do in the laft Experiment. The
Yellow of the Particle yy,

the Green of the Par-

ticle gg, the Blue of the Parti-

cle bb do all meet on the Par- jB

tide rr, which is Red.

(For if bb were a white Par-

ticle, and all Black about it, its

blue Colour would be feen upon

rr; and if gg were another,

its Blue would be below r r, and

its Green upon it, &c.) and fo

there being a Concurrence of all

the Colours thatmake up White,

it confequently appears White,

be laid of any other Particle lying fo far from the

Edges as to have other Particles between to trans-

mit their Colours.

If a Square Paper be held fo ftraight before you

that the two Side Edges be in a plain Perpendicu-

lar to the Axis of the Glafs, they will be White*

and no Colours appear but at the Top and Bot-

tom, the Streaming of the Colours being in fueh

a perpendicular Plain, as may be obferved by look-

ing at any white Spot through the Glafs, and then

turning it a little obliquely to the Horizon, or one

End higher than the other.

So in the Pofition of the Glafs D E (fee the

following Fig.) the white Spot afcends its Colours

towards b, and in the Pofition F G the Colours

ftream from a to c. If a black Spot, as A, up-

on a Paper be view’d through the Prifm, the

Top will have Green and Blue upon it, and un-

der the lower Part will appear Red and Yellow 5
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the Realon of which is, that the Blue comes

from the White above it, and appears on the

A

Black, there being no other Colours to mix with

k : The Red appears under the Spot, becaufe the

black Spot tranfmits no other Colours to mix with

the Redo

Experiment IV,

Hold the Prifm fo to the Sun, as thatthe Co-

lours may appear upon a large plain Wall, as at

AS; turn the Prifm fwiftly about its Axis, fo as

that the Colours may move fwiftly up and down,

‘ sfrom B to C.

C

So will there appear no Colour diftind, but a

faint white Streak between B and C, which fo ap-

pears, becaufe by the fwiftnefs of the Motion the

feveral Colours are confounded and mixed, and

therefore appear White. Then move the Glafs in

(uch manner, that the Colours, may move fide-

ways and fwiftly from B to D, in which Cale the

Colours will not difappear, but make a fort ofLift

of feveral Colours, becaufe they are not mix’d to

make Whitenefs, but each Colour keeps in its own

Line.

Experiment VII.

In a dark Room, having a little Hole for the

Sun’s Rays to come in, apply the Prifm to the

Hole, fo as that the Colours may appear on a Wall.

Hold a Quantity of Smalt, or Powder-Blue, or

blue Silk in the Colours feverally, and it will ap-

pear clear of the Colour of the Rays that fall on

it, (vi%.) Red while the Red Light falls upon it,

and Yellow when the Yellow Light falls on it
*

but of all the Colours ’twill moft ftrongly refled

the Blue, the Surface being moft difpofed to re-

fled thole Rays, &c.

Then view a Quantity of Vermilion, or a little

Piece of Scarlet Silk in the Blue Light, and ’twill

appear Blue, and Green in the Green Light ; but
of all the Colours ’twill moft ftrongly refled the

Scarlet Rays, and appear deepeft of that Colour.

This Experiment confirms the 8th Propofition,

That Bodies appear of the Colour of thofe Rays
that are moft plentifully refleded from the Body;

to the Eye* Thus far Mr. Perils.

I can now only give you forne ofthe Propofitions

of St.If.Nevetons excellent Book of Opticas,relating

to the Dodrine of Light and Colours, with fome-
thing from him by way of Proof and Illuftration in

the moft Eminent and Material Points.

Prop. t

Lights which differ in Colour, differ alfo in Def
grees of Refrangibility.

Prop. if.

The Light of the Sun confifts of Rays different-

ly Refrangible.
*>

Prop. Hi

The Sun’s Light confifts of Rays differing iri

Reflexibility j and thofe Rays are more
fiexible which are more Refrangible than o-

thers.

This, which feems to be a furprifing Property,

of Light not before difcovered, he proves in his

9th and 10th Experiments of the Firft Book;
where 'tis evident, that the Rays within a Prifm,

and refraded by its Bafe at their going out into

Air, being by the Revolution of the Prifm round
its Axis made fo oblique to the Bafe, as thereby to

begin to be totally refleded by it : Then he fhews
that thele Rays became firft of all totally refleded, 1

which before at equal Incidences with the reft had
fuffered the greateft Refradion ; and the fame
thing be found to happen alfo when the Refledion

was made by the common Bafe of two Prifms

placed fo together as to make a Parallelepiped,

as in the 10th Experiment.

Prop. IV. Probl. I.

To feparate from one another the Homogeneal
Rays of compound Light.

Prop. V.

Homogeneal Light is refraded regularly^ with-

out any Dilatation, Splitting or Shattering of
the Rays; and theconfufed Vifionof Ob-
jeds feen through refraded Bodies by He-
rogeneal Light, arifes from the different Re-
frangibilily of feveral forts of Rays,

This he proves in his 5 th, izth, 13 th and 14th
Experiments 1 from whence it appears, that the

crofs Pofition of a fecond Prifm to refrad the

Light of the Sun which came to it from a former
Prifm, placeed at the fmall Hole of a darkened
Room, did not at all dilate the Image or coloured

Speftrum as to Breadth, nor increafeitsDimenfions

that way : As alfo, that Homogeneal Light, refra-

ded by a Prifm, did not exhibit an oblong colour-

ed Image, as Heterogeneal Light doth, but that a
round
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round Spot of it was by the Prifm refracted exact-

ly in the lame Figure and of the fame Colour it

was before the new Refraction ; and moreover

that Flies and fuch like fmall Objects placed in

Homogeneal Light, and viewed through a Prifm,

were not thereby at all rendred confufed and in-

diftinct as to appearance, whereas if placed in

Heterogeneal Light, and viewed after the lame

manner, they feemed egregioufly confufed.

BOOKII. Prof. I.

The Phcenomena of Colours in reflected or re-

fracted Light are not caufed by new Modi-

fications of the Light varioufly impreft, ac-

cording to the various Terminations of the

Light and Shadow.

For by this 10th Experiment
,

Bool^l. ’tis evident

that the Sun s Light being tranlmited into a dark

Room through the parallel Surface of two Prifms

faftned together in the Form of a Parallelopiped,

became totally of one Colour (either uniformly

Yellow or Red) ar its emerging out of the Prifm :

In the Production of which Colour the Confine of

Shadows (he Ihews) can have nothing to do ,
be-

caufe the Light changes irom White to Yellow,

Orange and Red fuccelfively, without any altera-

tion of the Confine of Shadow : At both Edges of

the emerging Light where the contrary Confines

of Shadow ought to produce different Effects, the

Colour is one and the fame, whether it be White,

Yellow, Orange or Red j and in the Middle of

the emerging Light where there is no Confine of

Shadow afe all, tne Colour is the very fame as at

the Edges, the whole Light at its Entrance being

of one uniform Colour, whether White, Yellow,

Orange or Red, and going on thence perpetually

without any change of Colour, fuch as the Confine

of Shadow is vulgarly luppofed to work in its re-

fracted Light at its Emergence.

Neither can thele Colours arife from any new
Modifications of the Light by Refractions, be-

caufe they change fuccelfively from White to Yel-

low, Orange or Red, while the Refractions re-

main the fame ; and alfo becaufe the Refractions

are made contrary ways by parallel Superficies

which deftroy one another’s Effects.

He fhews alfo in Experiment the Firft of this 2d

Book, That by applying an Iron Wire, or fuch

like Body, to a proper Part of a very large Prifm,

pofited about 20 Feet from the Hole of a darkned

Room, you may fo intercept the Rays at their

Entrance, as to take away any one Colour (which

you pleafe) either wholly or in part, out of the

Speftrum or coloured Image, and leave the reft re-

maining ; which fhews that all Colours have an

Indifference to any Confines of Shadow
,

and
therefore the Differences of thefe one from ano-

ther don’t arife from the different Confines of

Shadow, whereby the Light is varioufly modell’d,

as hath hitherto been the Opinion of Philofophers.

Again, a Lens being placed about 8 Feet from the

Prifm at the Hole, had a Paper placed in its Fo-
cus, which, when it was fituate perpendicular to

the Light, appeared of its own colour White, but

when very much oblique appear’d Yellow and
Red when inclined one way, and Blue when turn-

ed another, and yet here the Confines of Light

and Shadow, and the Refractions of the Prifm
remained in all Cafes the fame. And the Reafon
of the Phenomenon (he fhews) is this, That the

Paper in one Pofture being more oblique to the
more refrangible Rays than to the lefs, is more
ftrongly illuminated by the latter than by the for-
mer ; and therefore the lefs refrangible Rays are
predominant in the reflected Light, and wherever
they are fo, they tinge the Light with Yellow or
Red

j as when the Paper being placed in the con-
trary way, and in an oblique Pofture, the more re-

frangible Rays become predominant ; and they al-

ways tinge the Light with Blues and Violet Co-
lours.

Prop. II.

All Homogeneal Light hath its proper Colour
anfwering to its degree of Refrangibility ; and
that Colour cannot bef changed by Reflecti-

ons and Refractions.

This is plain by Experiment, for after he had
feparated the feveral forts of Rays one from ano-
ther (as he fhews how to do in thq Experiments be-
longing to the 4th Propof. of his Firft Book,

)
and by

that means got a quantity of Homogeneal Light ;
this Spot ofHomogeneal Light was afterwards un-
capable of being changed by either Refraction or
Reflection, and all Bodies placed in that Homoge-
neal Light ftill appear’d of its Colour,, however
different their own proper Colours were from that.

From whence he concludes, That ifthe SunsLight
confided but of one fort of Rays, there would be
but one Colour in the whole World $ nor wofild
it be poffible to produce any new Colour by Re-
flections and Refractions ; andconfequently all the
variety of Colours depend upon the Compofition of
Light,

Prop. III. Problem,

To define the Refrangibility of the feveral forts

of Homogeneal Light anfwering to the feve-

ral Colours.

In this the Author is very curious and exact f
{hewing the Laws of the Refractions out of Glafs
into Air, whence by the 3 Axioms ofhis Firft Book,
the Laws of Refractions out of Air into Glafs are
eafily derived. And finding by Experiment, that
when Light goes out of Air thro’ feveral contigu-
ous refracting Mediums fas thro’ Water and Glafs)

and thence goes out again into Air, whether the
refracting Surfaces be parallel or inclined to one
another ; that Light, as often as by contrary Re-
fractions tis fo corrected, as that it emergeth in

Lines parallel to thofe in which it was incident}

continues ever after to be White i But if the emer-
gent Rays be inclined to the incidenr, the white-

nefs of the emerging Light, will by degrees, in

paffing on from the place of Emergence, become
tinged in its Edges with Colours. He thinks he
can gather two Theorems ( which he there gives)

and by which the Refractions of the Rays ofeve-

ry fort, made our of any Medium into Air, are

known by having the Refraction of the Rays of

one fort ; and alfo the Refraction out of one Me-
dium into another, may be had as often as you have
the Refractions out of them both into any third

Medium. And thefe Theorems, if admitted into

Opticks, would give a fcope to treat that Subject

voluminoufly after a new mahner ,
not only by

teaching thofe things which tend to the Perfection

of Vifion, but alfo by determining, Mathematical-

ly, all kinds of Phenomena of Colours which could
be produced by Refraction,
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Prop. IV.

Colours may be produced by Compofition,which
fhall be like the Colours ofHomogeneal Light,

as to the Appearance of Colour, but not as to

the Immutability of it,and the Conftitution of

Light-and thole Colours, by how much more
they are compounded,by fo much are they lefs

full and intenfe ; and by too much Compoli-

tion they may be diluted and weaken’d, till

they ceafe . There may alib Colours be pro-

duced by Compolition
, which are not fully

like any of the Colours of Homogeneal
Light,

Prop. V.
.Whitenefs, and all Grey Colours between White

and Black, may be compounded of other Co-
lours ; and the Whitenefs of the Sun's Light

is compounded of all the primary Colours

mixed in a due Proportion.

This he proves by many Experiments, and in

particular by this ; That a Lens being placed to

receive the colour’d Speftrum caft from a Prifm at

the Hole of a darkened Room, [the Light in the

Focus of the Lens converged, and there made a

bright Spot, which received on a white Paper

there, and in a right or normal Polition to the Rays,

appeared White on the Paper ; but if either the

Paper be moved towards the Hole,, or behind

the Focus of the Lens, it will prefently begin to ap-

pear coloured with the ufual Colours of the Prifm.

Now the Reafon of its appearing White at the Fo-

cus, was, becaufe there all the Rays were exactly

mingled ; for ifany Colour, fuppofe the Fed or

Blue,were by the Interpolition of fome Body inter-

cepted at the Lens ; the Image in the Focus would
never appear White, but fome how coloured ; fo

that to make Whitenefs theBlending or Mixture of

all the Rays is neceffary. And then in

Prop. VI. he propofes this Problem'.

In a Mixture of primary Colours, the Quanti-

ty and Quality of each being given, To know
the Colour of the Compound.

Prop. VIL
All the Colours in the Univerfe which are made
by Light, and depend not on the Power of I-

magination, are either the Colours of Homo-
geneal Lights, or compounded of fuch ; and

that either accurately or very nearly, accor-

ding to the Rule of the preceding Problem.

For Book II. Prop. I. he fhews, That the chan-

ges of Colours made by Refractions, do not arife

from any new Modifications of the Rays impreft

by thofe RefraCtions, and by the various Termi-

nations of Light and Shadow, as has been thecon-

ftant and general Opinion of Philofophers. He
has likewife proved,that the feveral Colours of the

Homogeneal Rays do conftantly anfwer to their

degrees of Refrangibility (
Prop. I. Lib. I. and

Prop. II. Lib. II. )
and that their degrees ofRefran-

gibility cannot be changed by RefraCtions and Re-

flections (
Prop. II. Lib. I. ) and by confequence,

that thofe Colours are likewife immutable : He
has alfo proved direCtly by refracting and reflect-

ing Homogeneal Lights apart, that their Colours

cannot be changed (Pr. IL L.II.) He has proved alfo,

That when the leveral forts of Rays are mix’d,

and in eroding pafs through the fame Space, they

do not a<t fo upon one another, fo as to change

each others colorifick Qualities ( Exp. X: L. IL )

but by mixing their Actions in the Senforium beget

[a Senfation differing from what either would do a-
pare ; that is, a Senfation of a mean Colour be-
tween their proper Colours ; and particularly,when
by the Concourfe and Mixtures of all forts of
Rays a white Colour is produced, the White is a
Mixture of all the Colours which the Rays would
have apart (Prop. V. Lib. 11.) The Rays in that
Mixture do not lofe or alter their feveral Colori-
fick Qualities, but by all their various kinds of A-
ctions mix’d in the Senforium, beget a Senfation
of a middling Colour between all the Colours
which is Whitenefs ; for Whitenefs is a Mean be-
tween all the Colours, having it felf indifferently
to all, fo as with equal Facility robe tinged with
any of them:ARedPowder mixed with a JittleBIue,

i
01 Blue with a little Red

, doth not prelently lofe
ts Colour; but a White Powder mixed with any
Colour, is prefently tinged with that Colour, and
is equally capable of being tinged with any other
Colour whatever: He has likewife fhown, that as
the Sun’s Light is mixed of all forts of Rays, fo its
Whitenefs is aMixture of the Colours of all forts of
Rays; thofe Rays having from theBeginning their
feveral colorifick Qualities, as well as their feveral
Refrangibilities, and retaining them perpetually
unchanged, notwithftanding any Refractions or
Reflections they may at any time fuffer, and that
whenever any fort of the Sun’s Rays is by any,
means ( as by Reflection in Exper. 9 and 10. Lib.
I.) or by RefraCtion, as happens in all RefraCtions,
feparated from the reft, then they manifeft their
proper Colours.

Thefe things having been proved, fays he, the
Sum of all this amounts to the Proportion here to
be proved ; for if the Sun’s Light is mixed of fe-
veral forts of Rays, each of which have originally,
their feveral Refrangibilities and colorifick Quali-
ties, and notwithftandingrtheir RefraCtions and Re-
flections

, and their various Separations and Mix-
tures, keep thofe their original Properties perpetu-
ally the fame without alteration

; then all the Co-
lours in the World muft be fuch as conftantly ought
to arife from the original colorifick Qualities of the
Rays, whereof the Lights confift by which thofe
Colours are feen : And therefore, if the Reafon of
any Colour whatever be required, we have nothing
elfe to do but to confider how the Rays in the
Sun’s Light have by Refleions, or RefraCtions, or
other Caufes been parted from one another, or
mixed together ; or otherwife, to find out what
forts of Rays are in the Light by which that Co-
lour is made, and in what Proportion ; and then,
by thelaft Problem,to learn the Colour which ought
to arife by mixing thofe Rays (or their Colours; in

that Proportion . After this in
*s

Prop. VIII. and IX.
He fhews,how by thefe difeovered Properties of

Light,to explain the Colours made by Prifms,

and alfo thofe of the Rain-bow. And then
in

. ^ _

Prop. X.
By the fame difeovered Properties of Light, he

explains the Permanent Colours of Natural
Bodies.

Shewing that their Colours arife from hence,
1

that feme Natural Bodies refleCt fome fort of Rays,
and others other forts, more copioufly and ftrongly

than the reft : As for inftance, Minium, Or Red-
lead, refleChs the leaft Refrangible, or Red making
Rays, moft copioufly, and thence appears Red.
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Bat Violets refled the moft Refrangible moft copi-

oufly, and thence have their proper Colour ; and

fo of other Bodies. Every Body refleds the Rays

of its own Colour more copioufly than the reft, and

from their Excefs and Predominance in the refled-

ed Light, hath its Colour.
TT ,

Then in his Second Book ,
Part I. and II. he

takes into Confideration the Phenomena of thofe

Colours which are ob'ferved in thin transparent

Bodies ,
making many excellent 'Obfervations a-

bout their Refledions and Refradions, and difco-

vering many things as wonderful as they are cer-

tain. And here he finds new reafon to conclude,

that the colorifiek Difpofitions of Rays are alfo

• connate with them and immutable ; and confe-

quently, that all the Produdions and Appearances

of Colours in the World are derived not from any

Phyfical Change caufed in Light by Refradion or

Refledion, but only from the various Mixtures or

Separations of Rays, by vertue of their different

Refrangibility or Reflexibility; and in this relped

the Science of Colours becomes a Speculation as

truly Mathematical as any other part ofOpticks ;

that is, as far as they depend on the Nature of

Light, and are not Creatures of the Imagination

only. And in Part the Third, he difcourfes again

of the permanent Colours of Natural Bodies, and

thews the Analogy between them and the Colours

of thin tranfparent Plates ; as alfo fhewing their

Conftitutions,whereby they refled fome Rays more

copioufly than others : As alfo about the Colours

which arife from the Infledion of the Rays of

Light : In all which there is intermixed many ex-

cellent Obfervations and curious Experiments re-

lating to this moft copious Subjed* See more un-

der Light and Colour, in Vol. II.

Prcmifcuous Obfervations and Experiments about

Colours.

It’s obfervable, that moft tranfparent Bodies

when they are either lplit, divided, or extended

fo that they have no fenfible thicknefs upon their

Surfaces, exhibit various Colours like thofe of the

Rainbow. Thus is it with Mufcovy Glafs when

fplit into exceeding thin pieces
,

and fine Glafs

when blown at the Flame of a Lamp into Bubbles

as thin or thinner than the fineft Paper ; and fo we
lee it is in thofe Bubbles which Children make

out of a mixture of Soap and Water , and thofe

which arife from the fhaking of almoft any Chy-

mical Oyl ,
or Spirit of Wine into very fine

Froth:

Mr. Boyle found that one Grain 6f Cochineal

diffolved firft into a pretty quantity of Spirit of U-
rine, and then that Diffolution diluted with Wa-
ter, would impart a fenfible, though but a faint

Colour, tofixGlaffes of Water, each of which

contained 43 Ounces and
f,

which amounts to a*

bove 125000 times its own weight : And this fhews

the very great Divifibility of the Parts of Matter

,

as well as the Inteftine Motion of the Parts of Fluid

Bodies.

Dr. Hook, in his Microgr. feems to think there

are but two Original Colours, vi%. Red and Blue,

which, pag. 64. he defines thus :

Red is an Imprejfwn on the Batina, made by an

oblique and confufed Pulfe of Light,
whofe ftrongeft

Part precedes, and its weakeftfollows. Blue, an lm-

prejfton made by an oblique and confufed Pulfe of

I Light, vohofe weakeft part precedes
, and its ftrongejh

follows. Out of thefe two he fuppofes all other
Colours may by mixture, &c. arife.

The Ways by which a Liquor may fuddenly
change the Colour of another Liquor, or of ano-
ther Body, Mr. Boyle thinks reducible to fuch as
thefe.

1 . By the Minute Particles of the Adventitious
Liquors infinuating themfelves into the Pores of
the other, and filling them up either perfe&ly or in
part; by which means the Light pafling through,
the Liquor will be differently refradted from
what it was before, when the Pores of it were
only filled with Air, or perhaps fome more fubtile

Fluid.

2. A Liquor may alter the Colour ofa Body, by
freeing it from thofe things which hindred it before

from appearing in its genuine and proper Colour;
as when Water wafhes off the Filth of ordinary
Bodies, and other Lixiviums or Menftruums clear

away, or fcour off the difcoloured Ruft of Me-
tals, &c.

3. By making a Comminution of the Parts of
any Body, and that either by really fubdividing
them and making them lefs, or elfe by disjoining

and feparating fuch Aggregates or Clufters of Par-
ticles which clung together before.

4. Contrary to the laft Way, the Colour of a
Body may be changed by means of a Liquors ma-
king Coalitions or Aggregates of feveral Particles,
which before lay too fcattered and difperfed to
exhibit any Colour ; and this way the new Co-
lours of Precipitates may be fuppofed in part to
arife.

5. A Liquor may alfo change the Colour of a
Body, by diflocating and changing the Site and Po-
fition of the Parts of it : Thus bruifed Fruits ap-
pear of a different Colour from their Ripe and
Natural ones ; and feveral Bodies are of a different
Colour when diffolved in a Menftruum from what
they had before.

6 . The chiefeft and moft important way of all,

as being that which doth contain many others
within it, is by affociating the Saline Corpufcles
or any other fort of the more rigid ones of the
Liquor with the Particles of the Body that it is

employed to work upon, and by that means muft
needs alter the Figure, Pofition, Bignefs and de-
gree of Motion of the Component Particles of
that Body.

The Learned Dr. Grew thus fums up the Refuk
of abundance of curious Experiments about the
Caules of Vegetable Colours.

1. While the Sulphur and Saline Principles of
Plants do only fwim together, and are not yet uni-
ted into one Precipitate, no Colour refults from
them, but the Contents are rather Limpid ; as u-
fually in the Roots and many other Parenchymous
Parts •

2. But when they are united, and the Alka-
lines are predominant, they produce a Green Co-
lour.

3. When the Sulphur and Alkaline ate more
equal, they make a Tawny.

4. When the Sulphur, Acid and Alkaline are
nearly equal, they produce a Yellow.

5. When the Sulphur is predominant, and
the Acid and Alkaline equal, it fnakes & Blue?
But,

^ 4, When

1
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6. When the hulphur and Acid are predomi-

nant to the Alkaline, it produces a Purple.

7. When the Sulphur is predominant to the Al-

kaline Principle, and the Acid to them both, it

produces a Scarlet : But,

8. When the Acid is predominant to the Alka-

line, and the Sulphur to them both, a Blood-Red ;

which is the higheft and moft Sulphurous Colour

in Nature, Anatom . of Plants
,
P. 2,7 6, 177.

-Experiments of thefudden Change of Colours .

1. Into a ftrong Solution of Sublimate in com-
mon Water (the Quantity a Spoonful or two)

drop 5 or 6 Drops of good Spirit of Urine (or al-

moft any Volatile Spirit) and the Mixture will

prefently appear White
; which Whitenefs may

immediately be deftroyed by pouring in a little

good Aqua Fortis. The Tribe of Vrinous Salts

are diftinguifhed by producing this white Colour.

2. Drop a large Drop of Syrup of Violets on

White Paper, it will fpread and exhibit a tolera-

ble blue Colour; then if you drop upon it any

Acid Spirit or Stygian Liquor, as fuppofe a Drop
of Spirit of Vitriol, ’twill immediately turn into

a fine Red ; whereas a Drop of Spirit of Urine

or any Volatile Spirit would have turned into a

lovely Green ; as alfo will a Drop of the Solution

of Copper in Spirit of Urine, though it be of a

deep Blue it felf. Note, To make the Experiment

appear the better, ’tis beft to ftir about or mingle

the Liquors with the Tip of your Finger.

3. The EffentialOil of Annileeds in cold Wea-
ther coagulates and turns Whitifti

; yet if on this

Whitifh Ointment, fpread on White Paper, you

let fall but a Drop or two of good Oil of Vitriol,

a Heat and Smoak will arife, and a Blood-red

Colour will be produced.

4. The Adiaphorous Spirit of Box mingled with

a Solution of Mercury in Aqua Fortis,
made firft

a deep Yellow, and then in a Minute or two turn-

ed as deeply Red-, and being digefted a Day or

two, let fall a white Precipitate. Mr. Boyle.

5. Anlnfufion of an Handful of fliced Lignum

Nephriticum in 4 Pound of Spring Water all Night,

will give the Liquor that is poured off into a clear

Glafs Vial a Colour almoft like that of Gold, pro-

vided you hold up the Vial between your Eye and

the Light; but when you hold it from the Lighr,

fo that your Eye be between the Light and it, it

will appear of a deep and lovely Blue Colour ;

which fine Blue Colour a few Drops of any Acid

Liquor will immediately make difappear, and a-

bout as many of Oil of Fartar per Deliquium or

any fuch fix’d Alkalizate Liquor will again reftore.

6. Every one knows, that red Rofe Leaves held

a while in the Smoak of Sulphur will turn pale ;

and yet if you infufe old difcoloured Rofe-Leaves

that have been long dried in a Glafs of Water,

it will fcarce impart any Colour to the Liquor ;

but on the dropping a due Quantity of the Spirit of

Sulphur, the Liquor will turn into a lovely Red.

7. Tin&ure of Red Rofe Leaves drawn with

Water and a little Oil of Vitriol was put into a

clear Vial about half full of fair Water, in fuch a

Proportion as that the Mixture was ver^f red, but

yet tranfparent ; then into it was drop’d leifurely

a little Spirit of Urine, and the Mixture being

fhaked, exhibited a fine Greenilh Blue.

8. If into a Spoonful of the Infufion of the Pow-

COL
derof Logwood in Water, which will be Red,

.

you drop two or three Drops of Spirit of Urine*
it will produce a lovely Purple

; but if the Water
which drew the Tin&ure from the Logwood, had
been impregnated with Spirit of Salt, the Drops
of Spirit ofUrine, inftead of Purple, would have
produced a Yellow Golour.

9. Three or four Drops of Oil of Tartar per
Deliquium drop’d into a Spoonful or two of clear
Solution of Sublimate in common Water, though
the Liquors are both Colourlefs, will in a trice
produce a deep Yellow Colour; which, by drop-
ping in four or five Drops of Oil or ftrong Spirit
of Vitriol; may be as foon deftroyed and made to
vanifh; and by putting in more of the Oil ofTar-
tar, recovered again, -fifr. The Tribe of Lixivi-
ate Salts are known and diftinguifhed by this Teft

'

that they will all produce this Yellow Colour,
when mix’d duly with a Solution of Sublimate.

*

10. Diffolve Filings of Copper in good Spirit
of Fermented Urine, the Solution will be deeply
Blue ; but if into a Spoonful of this you drop %
or 3 Drops of Oil of Vitriol, the Ceruleous Co-
lour will immediately vanifh, and the Liquor be-
come clear as Rock-water.

11. If three times its Weight of Oil of Vitriol
be, in a Glafs Retort placed in Sand, drawn off
from a Quantity of good Quickfilver, it will leave
a Calx as white as Snow ; which yet as foon as ever
common Water is pouted on it, turns into one of
the brighteft and lovelieft Fellow Colours in the
World.

iz. Diffolve Gamphirein Oil of Vitriol, and it
will impart a deep and almoft opake Red to the
Menftruum, though it felf be White, and the
Menflruum, if good, clear and tranfparent. And
if into the Solution you pour a little Water, the
Red Colour will vanifh in a trice, the Menftruum
grow pale, and the Camphire be recovered again
in its priftine Form.

A CATA L Q GV E of the Simple Colours?

i. Spanijh White, made of Chalk, and Alumn
burnt together.

z. Lapis Armenius, fuppofed to be the fame with
1

the common Blue Bice. />

3. Vltramarine, made of the blueft Lapis Lad
%uli, which is freeft from Gold Veins by
Calcination.

* "

4. Smalt, made of gaffer and Pot-ajhes calcin’d
together in a Glafs Furnace.

5. Litmofe, fuppofed to be the Juice of a Plant?
6. Indico, by fome faid to be a kind of Mud ad-

hering to the Froth about Reeds in India

i

Others fay it is a Plant like Rofemary called
hitil, growing in Gambia, which is gathered
and dryed, then wetted with fair Water, and
beaten to a Mud ; this Operation being re-
peated, it is dryed and fitted for ufe.

7. Indian Inic, whofe Compofition is fuppofed
to be burnt Rice.

8. Cerufs or Pfymithium, is the Ruft of Lead
made by a Vaporous Calcination.

9. Mafticot, is a kind of improper Calx ofTin.
i o» Gambodta, or Gutta Gamble, is fuppofed to

be the infpiffated Juice of a Plant that comes
from the Indies.

1

1

. Oker, a fort of Natural Earth?
iz. Orpiment

,
a fat inflammable Mineral, juftly

: ranked
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ranked amongft: Pyfins for its extream Cor-

rofive Quality.

i ij. ‘Umber, a native Earth.

14. Red-Lead, made of Litharge or burnt Lead,

by a Reverberatory Calcination, or of Cerufs

put on a Platter over the Fire, which muft

be continually ftirred till it has acquired a

Red-Lead Colour.

15 . Burnt Qker, is the common Yellow Oker

burnt in open Fire.

1 6 .
Cinnabar or Vermillion, there are two forts,

Native, or the Minium of the Ancients, which

is a Mineral that yields Quick-filver, whereof,

and of Sulphur, it chiefly confifts. It is found

in the Mines of Ifiria.

The Factitious Cinnabar is that which we now

ufe 5
and is made by a Sublimation of Mercu-

ry and Sulphur.

17. Carrmn, made of Cochineal.

1 8. Lake, is made of Flocks dyed, or Shavings

of Scarlet Cloth, or of the Cochineal Infed, or

'

elfe of Kermes-Berries, their Tin&ure being

extraded with a Lee of Pot.ajhes,
and then

precipitated with a Solution of Roch-Allum.

After the fame manner a Lake may be made

of a Plant or Flower. There is alfo another

fort of Lake made of Gum-Lac, by extrad-

ing its Tindure with Vrine.

19. Sanguis Draconis, is the Gum of a Tree

which looks like dried Blood; ’tis brought

out of feveral Places in the Eafi-Indies„

20. Earth Reddle, or Ruddle, found in many

Places of England.

xi. Lamp-black., made of Soot of Rofm or Pitch,

burnt in Places built on purpofe for it, that

keep in the Smoak.

COLUMN, in the Art Military, is the long

File or Row of Troops, or of Baggage of an Ar-

my in its March. To march in a Golumn, is to

march a great Depth, or in along File, inftead of

making a large Front. An Army marches in one,

two, three, or more Columns, according as the

Ground will allow, and the General fees expe-

dient.

COLUMN, in Architedure, is properly that

round long, Cylihiier or Part of a Pillar which is

called the Shaft, Trunk., Fuji, the Scapiis, Vivo,

Tige, &c. containing the Body of it from the Spire

to the Bafe, or from the Aftragal of theBafe to

the Capital.

COLUMNAS Cordis, are the Mufclesand Ten-

dons by which the Heart is contraded and dila-

ted.

COLURES, are two great Circles imagined

to pafs through the Poles of the World, one of

them through the Equinodial Points Aries and
Libra, and the other through the Solftitial Points

Cancer and Capricorn, thefe are called the Equi-

noctial and Solftitial Colures. And thefe divide the

Eclipticlfmto four equal Parts or Quarters, which
are denominated accordingly : And the Points

where thefe pafs through are called the four Cardi-

nal Points.

COLPUS, the fame with Sinus.

COLUMELLA, the fame with Cion.

COLUMMA Nafi, is the Flelhy Part of the

Nofe, prominent in the Middle near the upper

Lip.

COLUMMA Oris, the fame with Cion.

COLUMN, in Architedure, taken in the Iarg-

eft Senfe, is a fort of Pillar of a round Form, which

ferves to lupport or adorn a Building confifting of
a Bafe, a Shaft or Shank (which is properly the
Column

) and a Capital. Columns are different ac-
cording to the feveral Orders of Architedure.
The Tufcan being the ftiorteft and moft Ample,’

is feven Models long, comprehending its Bafe and
Capital, and diminifhed a fourth Part of its Dia-
meter.

The Dorick. ought to be Seven and a Half, or
Eight Diameters long ; and its Bafe and Capital
are fomewhat more beautify’d with Mouldings. -

The Ionick.Column is nine Diameters long, and
hath its Capital fet off with Valuta's or curl’d

Scrolls, differing in that Refped from others as

well as in its Bafe, which is peculiar thereto.

The Corinthian is the Richeft of all, having two
Rows of Leaves for the Ornament of its Capital*

with Stalks or Stems,, from w'hence ftioot forth

fmall Voluta’s. Its Length is Ten Diameters.
The Compofit Column is likewife Ten Diameters

long, and its Capital is made like that of the
Corinthian, with the Angular Valutas or the la-

nick.

COMA Somnolentum, is a deep Sleep, Iefs than
a Lethargy, without a Fever, wherein the Patient

being awakened, anfwers to any Queftion pro-
pounded to him, but falls into a profound Sleep
again, with his Mouth open and his under Jaw"
fallen, more like to one dead than alive. Blanchard.
COMA Vigil, waking Drowflnels, is a Difeafe

wherein the Patients are continually inclined to
Sleep but fcarce can Sleep, being affeded with a
great Drowflnels in the Head, a Stupidity in all

the Senfes and Faculties, and many times with a
Delirium too.

COMB, in a Ship, is a fmall Piece of Timber
fet under the lower Part of the Beak-head near the
Middle ; it hath two Holes in it, and fuppljes to

the Fore-Tacks what the Chefs-Trees do to the Main
ones, that is, to bring the Tacks aboard.
COMBATANT, the Heralds Word for two *

Lions born in a Coat of Arms in a Fighting Po»
fture, Rampant, and their Faces towards each
other!

COMBINATION, is the Art of finding how
many different Ways _a certain given Number of
things may be varied, or taken by one and one,

two and two, three and three, &c. See Vol. II.

COMBUST, a Term in Aftronomy, when a\

Planet is not above 8 Degrees and 30 Minutes di~

ftant from the Sun, either before or after him ; he
is faid then to be Combufi, or in Gombufiion.

COMETS, are what are commonly called Bin-
ting-Srars. The Ancients, efpecially Arijiotle and
his Followers, fuppoled them to be Meteors of
Exhalations fet on Fire in the higheft Region of
the Air : The Modern Aftronomers have found
them to be above the Orbit of the Moon, but yet

to defcend fo low as to move in the Regions of the
Planets : It is not improbable but that they may
be a fort of very Eccentrical Planets, and move Pe»
riodieally about the Sun.

Mr. A^out, a French Gentleman, was the firft
'

as I can find, who pretended to predid what
would be the future Morion of a Comet - which he
did for one that appeared Jan . i66f, and fent
Copies of them to the Secretary of the Royal
Society, Jan. %. 1664, Nen> Stile. He alfo did
the fame for a fecond Comet, which appeared the
Year following.

^ % iteviliUS
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PJevelius, in his Prodromus Cometicus

,
faith, he is

almoft pofitive no Account can be given of the

Phenomena, of Comets, without fuppofing the An-

nual Motion of the Earth.

Meafuring the Comet in the Year 1 66 he found

it to be diftant from the Earth above 5000 Semi-

Diameters of the fame ; and that its true Diame-

ter was then 25600 German Miles,which is 3 times

as long as the Diameter of the Earth.

He fuppofes all of them to move round the

Sun as their Center* and to be a kind of Spurious

Planets*

Their Train or Coma he takes to be occafioned

by the Beams of the Sun falling on the Head of

the Comet, and palling through the fame Reflected

and Refra&ed.

Afterwards, in 1 668, he publifhed his Cometogra-

fhia, wherein he fuppofes, that the Trajedory of

a Comet is nearly Redilinear, or that they always

move in a ftraight Line:

Yet he fuppofes alfo a Motion imprejfed, and an

Inclination of the Comets Disk to the Sun, as two

Caufes why Comets may fometimes deviate from

a ftraight Courfe, efpecially about the Beginning

and End of their Appearance.

He obferves. That this Line is fomething near

that of a Parabola fometimes, but never is the Ark

of any Circle : Alfo that there is in Comets a Li-

bratory Motion, like that in the Moon.

The famous Sr. Ifaac Newton, in his excellent

Principia Pbilof. Mathem. hath a large Difcourfe

of Comets, P. 473, &c. where he proves,

1. That they are above the Moon, and in the

Region of the Planets, becaufe they have no Di-

urnal Parallax, but an Annual one : For thofe Co-

mets which move forward according to the Order

of the Signs, are all at their Exit or Difappearance,

flower in their Motion than they were before, or

(Retrograde) if the Earth be between them and

the Sun; but they move fwifter than' ordinary

when they begin to dilappear, if the Earth be in

oppofition to the Sun : And on the contrary, if

they move contrary to the Succeflion of the Signs,

and have the Earth between them and the Sun,

then they move more lwifter than ordinarily at their

Exit ;
but ifthe Erth be in oppofition, they move

flower, and retrograde towards their going off.

This chiefly depends on the Motion of the Earth,

as it is in the Planets,who,according as the Earth’s

Motion agrees with, or is contrary to theirs,

appears fometimes retrograde, fometimes to move

flower, and other times more fwiftly.

If the Earth move the fame way with the Co-

met, and fwifter by its angular Motion round the

Sun than the Comet, the Comet, when beheld from

the Earth, will appear to be Retrograde.

And if the Earth move flower than it, the Mo-

tion of the Comet (fubdu&iug the Motion of the

Earth) will be, to appearance, flower.

But if the Earth move a contrary way to the

Comet,
it will then appear to move fwifter than

the Earth: All which he illuftrates and proves, and

Ihews alfo a Way from the Comet's, Parallax to find

its diftance. ’ _ . e

From the Confederation alfo of the Curvity of

theWay ofa Comet, he concludes, That when they

difappear, they are much below the Orb of Jupi-

ter 5 And that in their Perigeums and Periheliums,

they often defcend below the Orbits of Mars and

the inferior Planets.

From the Light alfo of the apparent Star that
is in the Head of the Comet, he concludes their
Vicinity to the Sun and Earth ; and that they can
by no Means be in the Region of the fixed Stars,

as fome have imagined, for then their Heads could
no more be enlightned by the Sun, than the Pla-
nets are by the fixed Stars.

Confidering alfo the Obfcuration of the Comet
by that thick Fume or Vapour with which its

Head is always encompafled, he concludes, That
they muft often defcend down below the Sphere
of Saturn, as he had before found by their Parallax*
The fame thing he concludes alfo by examining
into the Caufe of the Coma or Tail, and then draws
thefe Corollaries.

1. That Comets fhine by the Light of the Sun’s

Beams reflected from them.

2. That the Heavens are devoid of all Refi-

ftance, fuch as our Air and other Mediums have t

For thefe Comets move every way with all the

freedom that can be, obliquely, diredtly, and often

againft the Courfe of the Planets, and yet can con-

tinue their Motion for a very long while, even foJ

And therefore the Celeftial Regions cannot be filled

with Matter like the Cartejian Vortices, but muft
be almoft void Spaces.

Next, in Propof. 40. Bool^ 3. he proves. That
Comets move round the Sun in Conick Sections,

having their Vmbelici in the Center of the Sun ;
and that by Lines drawn from themfelves to the

Sun, they defcribe Area's proportional to their

Times of Revolution, aS the other Planets do

:

And he feems to think them a kind of Planets,’

and that they revolve in real Elliptical Orbits,

though they nearly approach to Parabola's. From
which Propofition he concludes,

1 . That if Comets do ever come about again,

their Orbits are very Eccentrical Ellipfes; and that

their Periodical Times are to thofe of the Planets

in a Sefquialteral Ratio of the Tranfverfe Axes ;
and therefore Comets being ufually above the Pla-

nets, and defcribing Orbits of longer Axes than

they, do really move flower than they ; and parti-

cularly, that if the Ax of the Orb ofa Comet were

4 times as long as the Ax of Saturn's Orbit, the

Time of the Revolution of the Comet to that of
Saturn, would be as 4 x ^4, or 8 to i ; that is,

1

240 Years.

After this, in feveral Lemmas, he prepares the

Way to determine the Species of the Coniek Sediti-

on a Comet defcribes ; to find its Place at any in-

termediate given Time ; and to determine the

Trajectory from three Obfervations, which he il-

luftrates by Examples.

Then he proceeds to confider more particularly,

what the Bodies of Comets are, and concludes that

they are folid, compaCt, fix’d and durable, like

thole of the other Planets. Refuting the old Opi-
nion of their being Meteors or Exhalations from
this. That in their Tranfits, fd near the Sun as we
find they do go, they would be perfectly diflipated,

difperfed and deftroyed.

The Heat of the Sun he had before fhewn to be
as the Denfityof the Rays, or reciprocally as the

Squares of the Diftances of Places from the Sum
Wherefore fince the Diftance of the Comet which
appeared in the Year 1680, being in its Periheli-

on December the 8th, was then to the Diftance of

the Earth from the Sun as 6 to 1000 nearly. The
Suns Heat in the Comet at that time was to his

Heat with us at Midfummer as 1000000 to 36, or

28000
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28000 to i ;

whereas the Heat of boiling Water,

as he tried, was but very little more than triple

the Heat of our dry Earth expofed to the Mid-

fummer Sun ; and the Heat ofred hot Iron he con-

jectures to be about 3 or 4 times as great as that

of boiling Water : Wherefore the Heat of the

dried Earth or Body of the Comet in its Periheli-

on, was near aooo times as great as that of red

hot Iron; and confequentiy, if the Comet had

been a Meteor, or an Aggregate of Vapours and

Exhalations, the Sun would have rendred it invi-

sible.

The Comet therefore acquired fo great, fo tm-

menfe a degree of Heat in its Perihelion, that it

muft needs be a long time before it will be Cold a-

gain ; for he computes that a Globe of red hot

Iron of the Dimenfions of our Earth, would fcarce

be cool in 50000 Years. If therefore we fuppofe

the Comet to cool 100 times as faft a red hot Iron,

yet fince his Heat was 2000 times greater than

that of red hot Iron, if you fuppofe his Body to

be of the fame Bignefs of our Earth, he will not be

cool in a Million of Years.

He oblerves alfo, that the Tails of all Comets

are longeft and largeft after their pading from the

Sun, or juft after their Perihelions ; which fhews

that the Sun’s Heat contributes to the encreafe of

the Tail : Whence ’tis more than probable, that

the Tail of a Comet is only a long and very thin

Smoak or train of Vapours which the ignited f\u-

cleus, or the Head of the Comet emits from it. And
this Notion he confirms after this, by refuting the

two other Opinions about the Origin of the Tail

of- a Comet.

For fome will have it to be only the Sun-Beams

fhining through the Head of the Comet,
as they do,

through a Crevife into a dark Place, and by that

Means come to appear in that Form.

But this Notion he {hews will not hold, becaufe

the Reafon that the Sun-Beams appear thus lucid

when his Rays fhine through an Hole or Chink in-

to a dark Place, is becaufe the Light is reflected

from the Particles of Smoak, fmall Duft, &c.

which continually fly to and fro in the Air, and

therefore is always more fplendid where the Air

abounds with the moft grofs and greateft number

of Particles of this Nature. But in a thin and

clearer Air, no fuch Appearance can well be ieen ;

and confequentiy in the Celeftial Regions, where

probably there is little or no Matter to refleCt, can-

not be vifible : For Light, as in the Sun-Beams on-

ly, is not difcernable, but only fo far as it is from

thence reflected to our Eyes.

Others will have the Tails of Comets to be

formed by the RefraCtion of Light as it palfes thro’

the Head of the Comet to the Earth : But this Opi-

nion he thinks preft with many fcarce anfwerable

Difficulties ; for firft, the Tails of Comets never

appear adorned with various Colours, which yet

are ulually the inseparable Concomitants of Re-

fraCtion. Again, the Light of the fix’d Stars and

Planets coming to us direCtlv, and tranfmitted di-

ftinCtly, plainly fhews that the Celeftial Mediums

it pafleth through have no refraCting Power. And
as to the Radiation and Twinkling of the fixed

Stars, that ought to be attributed rather to a Re-
fraCtion in our Eyes, or to be occafioned by the

tremulous Motion of the Air, becaufe when we
look on them through a Telefcope, there is no fuch

thing. The Tremor of the Air, and of the a-

fcending or defcending Vapours, may eafily occa-

fion a little quick fucceifive Diftortionof the Rays
from fo fmall a Point as the Pupil of one’s Eye g
but they cannot do fo from the much larger Aper-
ture of a Telefcope’s ObjeCt Glafs, which is the
Reafon why there is an apparent twinkling in the
former, but not in the latter Cafe ; and the Ceflfa-
tion of the Scintillation in the Latter, is a De-
monftration that there is a regular Tranfmifli-
on of the Rays of Light without any fenfible Re-
fraCtion.

Laftly, If the Tails of Comets were produced by
the RefraCtion of the Suns Light fhining through
them towards us, and according to the Figure of
the Heavens, were deflected to Parts oppofite to
the Sun, that DefleCtion in the fame Regions of the
Heavens muft always be made towards the fame
Parts : But this, by plain and undoubted Obfer-
vation, hath been found to be falfe in FaCt, and
therefore this Account cannot be the true one.

That the Tails or Beards of Comets do arifo

from the Nucleus or Head, and afeend towards
the Regions oppofite to the Sun, is confirmed by
the Laws which they obferve ; as, that lying in

the Planes of the Orbits of Comets which pafs

through the Sun, they deviate from the Oppoficion
of the Sun always towards thofe Parrs, which their

Heads, as they move forward, leave in thofe Or-
bit? : That to a Spectator placed in tfiefe Planes,

they appear in Parts direCfly oppofite to the Sun 5
but that if the Spectator deviate a little from thefe
Planes, their Deviation will become fenfible, and
every Day appear greater and greater: Thar, the
Deviation, all things confider’d, is lefs where the
Tail is oblique to the Orbit of the Comet ; as alfo

when the Head of the Comet approaches nearer to

the Sun, efpecially if the Angle of the Deviation
be obferved near the Head of the Comet ; befides

that thofe Tails which do not deviate appear
ftraight, but thofe that do, appear curved : That
the Curvature is greater where the Deviation is

greater, and more fenfible where the Tail is of the
greater length ; for in fhort ones it is hardly obferv-
able : Thatthe Angle of Deviation is lefs near the
Head of the Comet

,
and greater near the oppofite

Extreme, and therefore that the Tail turns its

Convex Parts towards the Place from which the
Deviation is made, and which are in a Right Line
drawn from the Sun through the Head of the Co-
met, and produced infinitely : And that thofe Tails
which are larger and longer, and which fhine

brighteft, are more fplendid towards their Convex
Sides, and are better defined, or more diftinCtly,

terminated there, than on their Concave Sides.

Wherefore the Phenomena of the Tails of Comets
depend upon the Motion of their Heads, and nor
upon that Region ofthe Heavens in which the Head
is feen, and therefore do by no means arife from
RefraCtion in the Heavens, but have their Matter
fupplied from the Head.

For, as in our Air, the Smoak of any kindled
Body afoends upright if the Body be at reft, bur
obliquely if it have a Lateral Motion any way i

So in the Heavens,where Bodies gravitate towards
the Sun, Smoak and Vapours ought to afeend up
from the Sun, and that in a Right Line, if the
ftnoaking Body be at reft, or obliquely, if it move
any way laterally, and by its progreffive Motion
doth always defert thofe Spaces from whence the
Superior Parts of the Vapours had afeended: And
this Obliquity will be lels where the Afcent of the
Vapours is more fwifo, viz, near the Sun, and near
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the fmoaldng Body. From the Diverfity ofthis O-
bliquity the Column of the afcending Vapour will

be incurvated ; and becaufe the Vapour in the

Precedent Side of the Column, is fomething newer

or more recent than the other, it will therefore be

a little more denfe, and consequently more copi-

ouJly refled the Light, and be defined or termi-

nated more diftindiy than the other Side.

That there may arife from the Atmofphere of

Comets ,
Vapours enough to take up fuch immenfe

Spaces, may be underftood from the Rarity of

our Air : For Air, near the Surface of our Earth,

takes up a Space 850 times as large as Water of

the fame weight with it ; and therefore a Column

of Air of 850 Foot high, weighs no more than one

ofWater ol but one Foot high, if they have both

the fame Bafe. But a Column of Air of the height

of the whole Atmofphere, weighs no more than a

Column ofWatet of about 33 Feet high, and of

the fame Bafe 5 and therefore if from this whole

Column of Air you fubtrad the lower Part as far

as the Height of 850 Foot, the remaining Column

will weigh equal to a Column of Water of 32

Foot; from whence ( by that Hypothefis which is

now confirm’d by many Experiments ,
it may be

fairly concluded, that the Comprejfton of the Air is as

the Weight of the incumbent Atmofphere ;
end that

Gravity is reciprocally as the Square of the Dijlance

of Places from the Center of the Earth. I found by

Calculation, faith he, ( the Ground of which he

gives in Prop. 22.Lib. 2.) that Air, at the Diftance

of our Earth’s Surface, of only one Semidiameter

of the Earth, is more rare than it is with us in a

Ratio much exceeding that which all the Space

below the Orb of Saturn bears to the Diameter of

a Globe of only one Inch in length. And therefore

a Globe of our Air of only one Inch in Diameter,

/if it had but the fame degree of Rarity which our

Air hath at the Diftance of 4000 Miles, or of the

Earth’s Semidiameter from us, would more than

fill all the Regions of. the Planets, as far as the

Sphere of Saturn, and much farther. Wherefore

fince Air, as you go higher, will ftill grow ltn-

menfely rare, and that the Coma or Atmofphere of a

Comet, counted from its Center is about io times

higher than the Superficies of the Nucleut, the Tail

of it afcending much higher,muft needs be exceed-

ingly rare.

And though, becaufe ofthe great Craffitude of

the Atmofphere of Comets, and the great Gravita-

tion of Bodies towards the Sun, and the Gravita-

tion of the Particles of Air and Vapour towards

one another, it may be that the Air in thefs Cele-

ftial Spaces, and in the Tails of Comets may not

be ratified quite fo much, yet *tis plain by this

Computation, 'that a very little Quantity of Air

and Vapours will fuffice to folve all the Phenomena

ofthe Tails of Comets

.

For the very great Rarity of the Tails of Comets

may be concluded by the fix’d Stars fo plainly ap-

pearing through them, as we find they do. The

Atmofphere of our Earth fhining with the Sun’s

Light, though perhaps its Thicknefs be but a few

Miles* yet quite extinguifhes all the Light of the

fixed Stars, and obfcures the Moon it felf
;
where-

as the immenfe Thicknefs of the Tail of a Comet,

illuftrated as our Atmofphere is by the Rays ofthe

Sun, will permit the fmalleft fix’d Stars to be

feen through it without any Diminution of their

Brightnefs.

And the Tails of moft Comets have no greater
Splendor than the Sun-beams exhibit when refle-

cted from a Stream of Motes, Duft, &c. in a
darken'd Room,of but one or two Inches in Thick
nefs.

At what time the Vapour afcends from the
Head to the Extremity of the Tail, may bealmoft
difcovered by drawing only a Right Line from
the End of the Tail to the Sun, and then noting
the Place where that Right Line cuts the Traje-
ctory : For the Vapour in the Extremity of the
Tail, if it afcend in a Right Line from the Sun,
will begin its afcent at the time when the Head of
the Comet is in the Place of Interledion,

But indeed the Vapour doth not afcend in a Right
Line from the Sun, but by retaining the Motion of
the Comet which it had before its Afcent, and com-
pounding it with the Motion ofits Afcent, it afcends
obliquely ; wherefore it will be a truer Solution of
the Problem, to fuppofe the Right Line which, in-

terfeds the Orbit to be parallel to the Length of
the Tail, or rather (becaule of the Curvilinear
Motion of the Comets) that it diverge from die Line
of the Tail. By this Means I found that the Va-
pour which was in the Extremity of the Tail,

Jan. 25. began to afcend from the Head before
December 11. and therefore had taken up more
than 45 Days in its Afcent : But all that long
Tail which appeared Decemb. 10. afeended in the
fpace of thofe two Days, which were then juft paft

fince its Perihelion ; wherefore the Vapour at "the
Beginning, when the Comet was near the Sun, a-
lcended prodigioufly fwift, and afterwards conti-

nued to afcend with a Motion retarded by the
Gravity of the Particles, and by that Afcent en-
creafed the Length of the Tail: But the Tail, as
long as it appeared, confifted alrnoft all of that
Vapour which afeended from the Time of the Peri-
helion ; and the Vapour which firft afeended and
compofed the Bounds of the Tail, did not vanifil

till it was both toe far off the Sun to be illuminat-
ed by him, and off' us to be vifible. Hence alfo
the Tails of Comets which are fhorter, do not a-
feend with a quick and continual Motion from the
Head, and then prefently vaniffi and difappear |
but are permanent Columns of Vapours and Ex-
halations, gathered from the Head by a very gen-
de Motion, and in a great fpace of Time ; which
yet by participating of that Motion oftheir Heads
which they had at che Beginning, they continue ea-

fily to move along with their Heads through the
Celeftial Regions. And from hence it may again

be concluded, That the Heavens are filled with no
Matter that hath any Power of Remittance or Re-
fiftance in it ; fince not only the Planets and Co-
mets themfelves, but even fuch very rare Bodies

as the Tails of Comets, can both move there very,

freely and fwiftly, and alfo continue that Motion
foravaftwhile together.

This excellent Author fuppofes the Afcent of
Vapours into the Tails of Comets, to be caufed by
the Rarefadionof the Matter in the Atmofphere at
the Time ofthe Perihelion- Smoak, faith he, in a
Chimney afcends up by the Xmpulfe of the Air in’

which it fwims or floats : And Air, rarify’d by Hear,'

afcends by the Dimunition of its Specifick Gravity,

taking the Smoak, and carrying it up along with
it. Why fliould not the Tail of a Comet be, after

the fame manner, fuppofed to be raifedby the Sun ?

for the Sun-Beams do not agitate any Mediums
which they pafs through, but only by Reflediom

and
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and Refraction. The reflecting Particles being

Hiade warm by this ACtion, do warm the iEther,

wich which they are compounded. This JEther

(or whatever you will call it) being rarified by the

Heat communicated to it, and having its Specifick

Gravity by which it defcended towards the Sun

before, now diminilhed by this RarefaCtion, a-

{bends’ and carries along with it thofe reflecting

Particles of which the Tail of a Comet is com-

To"the Afcent of thefe Vapours, it conduces that

they are carried by a circular Motion round the

Sun, and coniequently endeavour to recede from

the Sun, while the Atmofphere of the Sun, and

the Matter of the Heavens, doth either really reft,

or elfe being moved with no other Motion than

what they have from the Sun’s Circumrotation,

are moved very flowly. Thefe are the Caufes of

the Afcent of Vapours into the Tails of Comets ,

when they are within the Confines of the Sun,

where their Orbits are more curved, and where

Comets being within the denfer, and therefore hea-

vier Atmofphere of the Sun, have their Tails of

the greateft Length. For the Tails which are now

produced by preferving their own Motion, and .at

the fame time gravitating towards, the Sun, will

move about him in Ellipfes like their Heads, and

by that Ivlotion will always accompany and fieely

adhere to their Head: For the Gravity of the Va-

pours towards the Sun, will no more caufe the

Tails of the Comets to forfake their Heads, and to

fall down towards the Sun, than the Gravity of

the Heads can make them fall off from their Tails.

By their common Gravity they would either fall
,

down to the Sun together, or be together retard-

ed in their Afcent ; and therefore this Gravity doth

by no means hinder, but that the Heads and Hails

of Comets may receive and retain any Pofition to

one another, which either the above-mentioned

Caufes, or any other may produce:

Thefe Tails therefore which are thus produced

in the Perihelions of Comets,
will go off along with

their Heads into remotely diftant ^Regions, and

from thence, either with the Comets themfelves,

return again to us after a long feries of Years j or

rather being there rarified vanifh quite away by

little and little : For afterwards in the defcent of

their Headstowards the Sun, fome little fliort Tails

ought gradually and flowly to be produced from

tb Heads, which afterwards in the Perihelions of

fuch Comets defcend down into the Sun’s Atmo-

fphere muft needs be immenfely encreafed

,

for the Vapours in thofe free Spaces will continu-

ally be rarified and dilated, whence it comes to

pafs, that the Extremity of the Tail is always

much broader than the End next the Head of the

Comet.

And it appears agreeable enough to Reafon to

fuppofe, that thofe Vapours which are thus dilated,

rarified and diffufed throughout all the Geleftial

Regions, may by little and little by their own pro-

per Gravity, be attracted down to the Planets, and

become intermingled with their Atmofpheres. For

as to the Conftitution of this Earth of ours, it is

neceflarily required that there fhould be Seas, that

from them vaft Quantities of Vapours being raifed

by the Heat of the Sun, they may either gather

into Clouds, and then fall down in Rain to moiften

and nourifli the whole Earth, and to render it

Fertile - or elfe ("as fome Philolophers think with

good Realon) being condenfed by the cold Tops

of Mountains and Hills, run down from thence,
and form Springs, Fountains and Rivers - fo for
the Confervation of the Seas and Moifture of the
Planets, Comets feem neceflarily requifite - from
whofe condenfed Exhalations and Vapours all that
Moifture which is confumed in Vegetations and
Putrefactions, and turned into dry Earth, may, by
degrees, be continually re-fupplied and recruited

:

For all Vegetables do entirely grow and encreafe
from Liquors, and then, as to their greateft Part,
do turn by Putrefaction into dry Earth, and a Slime
perpetually is precipitated to the Bottom of putri-
fying Liquors. From hence the Quantity or Bulk
of dry Earth muft continually increafe, and the
Liquors or Moifture of our Globe continually de-
er eafe, and at laft be quite evaporated and loft, if

they had not as continual a Supply from fome Part
or other of the Univerfe. And I do alfo fulpect
(faith our Author) that that Sprit which is the
fineft, fubtileft, and beft Part of our Air, and
which is neceflarily requifite to theLife and Being
of all things, comes chiefly from Comets

.

The Atmofphere of Comets, as they defcend to-
wards the Sun, are fenfibly diminiftied by their
running out to afford Matter to produce the Tail,
and (certainly in that Part which looks towards
the Sun) do grow more narrow and contracted ~

but after this, as the Comets recede from the Sun
when they do not fo much run out into the Tail*
they are enlarged, ifHevelius hath rightly obferved
the Phenomena. But they appear leaft of all when
the Heads of the Comets, having been fb exceed-'
ingly heated by the Sun (in the Comet’s Perihelia

)

blaze out into thofe vaftly great and bright finn-
ing Tails, and when the Nuclei being, perhaps, 1

covered with a black thick Smoak, are covered by
thelower Parts of the Atmofphere 5 for all Smoak
is greater and more black and thick when the
Heat is very great.

Thus the Head of that Comet of which we have
been fpeaking, at equal Diftances from the Sun
and the Earth, appealed more obfeure after the
Perihelion than before. For in December it appear*
ed but like a Star of the 3d Magnitude, whereas
in November it was like one of the Firft or Se-
cond.

He concludes therefore, that Comets are a kind
of Planets moving round the Sun in vary excentri-
cal Orbits ; and as thofe Planets which are nearr\
eft the Sun, and revolve about him in lefler Or-
bits, are lefler than others, fo he fuppofes thofe
Comets which in their Perihelion come very near
the Sun, are lefs than others, and revolve in lefler

Orbits.

If a Comet in its defcent to, or afcent from the
Sun, approach near to a Planet as it pafles by,
and its Plain be different from that in which the
Planets move : By its attractive Povver it will, a-
greeably to the univerfal Law of Gravitation of
Bodies, draw it from the Plain in which it before
moved, and fo caufe it afterward to ,move to a
new one, inclined to the former, but palling thro*

the Sun as the former did.

Hence ’tis poflible, That though the Planets ori-

ginally revolved in the fame common Plain, yet
by the fubfequent Attraction of Comets, their Plains

may be inclined to one another and different, as
’tis certain, defaclo, they now are.

Dr. Gregory, in his Afironomical Phyf. & Geome-

trica Lib. 5. fhews. That the ancient Aftrononaers
and Philolophers believed Comets to be very Ec-

centrical

l
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centrical Planets revolving roufid the Sun ; and
that it was the Peripatetick School wich brought up
the Notion of their being nothing but Meteors and

below the Moon.

Caffmi obferved of the Comet which appeared

in the Year 1680, that it was but 22 or 23 Degrees

from the Sun, and yet to us appeared to have half

its Globe illuminated, or not to be either falcated

or gibbous ;
which alfo was obferved of the Comet

in the Month of April, 1 66 5 j and from thence he

concludes juftly, that thofe Comets were at that

rime not only higher than the Moon, but alfo than

the Sun himfelf ; becaule Mercury and Venus at

thatdiftance from the Sun do never appear full

but when they are lo.

The fame Perfon thinks it is too rafh in the Mo-
dern Philofophers to condemn as falie and ridicu-

lous, the Notion that hath been long received of

the bad Prefages of Comets ; for he faith, If the

Tail of a Comet ftiould be intermingled with our

Atmofphere, or if the Matter of itfhould, by its

Gravity, fall down upon our Earth, it may in-

duce changes in our Air, that may be very fenfi-

ble among Animal and Vegitable Bodies. Aflron.

P.408.
And P. 41 z. he fhewsthe Way of determining

the Way and apparent Place of a Comet. And
P. 418. from four obferved Places of a Comet to

determine its Trajedory, if it were PecHlineal ;

and at P. 4ZI. he gives the Method of determining

the true Trajedory of a Comet. At P. 446. he

(hews how to find the Pofition of the Bodies of

a Comets Orbit, and when the Comet will be in

them ; and P. 447. to find the Inclination of the

Plane of the Comet's Orbit to that of the Ecliptick.

And after this he fliews how to corred the Tra-

jedory, and to determine the Heliocentrick and

Geocentrick Placepf the Comet in' the Trajedory,

determined by the Method before given, for any

given Time; as alfo to make neceffary Tables for

readily finding the Places of Comets. From P. 448
to 460.
The Famous James 'Bernoulli in his Syfiema Co-

metarum, An. 1 682, fuppofes, That there is fome

primary Planet revolving round the Sun in the

Space of 4Years and 1 57 Days,and at the Diftance

from him of 2583 Semi- diameters of the Magnus

Orbvs : This primary Planet he fuppofes either

from his vaft Diftance or Smallnefs not to be vi-

able to us, but however, to have, at various di-

ftances from him, feveral Satellites moving round

him (chough none defending fo low as the Orbit

of Saturn ; )
and that thefe becoming vifible to us

when they $re in their Perigaum ,
are what we

call Comets.

COMITATU & Cajlro Commijfo,
is a Writ

whereby the Charge of a County, together with

the keeping of a Caftle, is committed to the

Sheriff,

COMITATU Commijfo, is a Writ or Commiffi-

on, whereby the Sheriff is authoris'd to take upon

him the Command of the County.

COMITIALIS Morbus, the fame with Epi-

lepfia.

COMMA, is one of the Points or Stops ufed in

Writing, and is thus mark’d ( ,) and is the leaft

in Power of them all, implying only a fmall Reft

or little Paufe, without breaking off the Sen-

tence,,

COM
COMMA, in Mufick, is the Ninth Part of a

Tone, or the Interval whereby a Semi-tone or a
perfed Tone exceeds the Impetfed. This Term
is ufed only in Theorical Mufick, to fhew the ex-
ad Proportion between Concords.

COMMANDING Ground, in Fortification, is

fuch as overlooks any Poft or ftrong Place : Of
this they reckon 3 forts; 1. A Front Commanding
Ground, which is an Height oppofite to the Face
of the Poft which plays upon its Front, z. A Be-
verfe Commanding Ground, which is an Eminence
that can play upon the Back of any Place or Poft.

3- An Enfilade Commanding Ground
, or Curtin

Commanding Ground, which is an high Place that
can with its Shot fcour all the Length of a ftrait

Line.

COMMENDAM, is a Benefice that being void,
is commended to the Care of fome lufficient Clerk,
to be fupplied till it may be conveniently provid-
ed of a Minifter. He tp whom the Church is

commended hath the Fruits and Profits thereofon-
ly for a certain time, and the Nature of the Church
is not changed thereby, but is as a thing depofited

in the Hands of him to whom it is commended,
who hath nothing but the Cuftody thereof which
may be revoked. When a Parfon is made a Bi-
fhop, there is a Ceffion of his Benefice by the Pro-
motion ; but the King may give him a Power to
hold it in Commendam.
COMMENSURABLE Magnitudes, are fuch as

are meafured by one and the fame common Mea-
fure ; as A and B by C

;

for C repeated 6 times, a\
meafures A; and repeat- B

|

—— '—

<

ed 3 times, meafures B ;
C

j

—

1

therefore A and B are

faid to be Commenfurable. Def. i, 2, &c. 10. c. el

Euclid.

COMMENSURABLE Numbers, whether In-
tegers or Fractions, are fuch as have fome other
Number which will meafure or divide them with-
out any Remainder: Thus 6 and 8, JL and £ are
refpedively Commenfurable Numbers.

COMMENSURABLE in Power : Right Lines
are faid to be Commenfurable in Power, when their

Squares are meafured by one and the fame Space
or Superficies. Def. 3. e. 10. Fuel.

COMMENSURABLE Surds, are fuch Surds ai

being reduced to their leaft Terms, become true

Figurative Quantities of their kind; and are there-

fore as a Rational Quantity to a Rational:

COMMINUTION, is a dividing ofa thing in-

to very fmall Parts or Farticles.

COMMISARY : In an Army there are two
forts of Commiflaries, 1 . The Ccmmiffary General

of the Mufters, or Mujler-mafler General, who
takes an Account of the Strength of every Regi-

ment, reviews them, fees that the Horfe be well
mounted, and all Men well armed and accoutred.

Z. The Commiffary General of Provifions, who hath
the Charge of furnifhing the Army with all things

of that kind.

COMMISSURES, a Word ufed frequently by
Mr. Boyle and others for the fmall Pores of any
Body, or the little Clefts, Cavities or Inrerftices

which are between the Particles pf any Body ;

elpecially when the Particles are broadifh and flat-

tifh, and lie contiguous to one another, like very
thin Plates.

COMMON Axis, in Opticky

:

See Axis.

COM-
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COMMON Divifor, is that Number which ex-

adly divides any two other Numbers ,
without

leaving any Remainder.

COMMON-PLEAS, is the King’s Court now

held in Weftminfter-Hall : all Civil Caufes, both

Real and Perfonal are, or were, in former times,

try’d in this Court according to the ftrid Law of

the Realm. The Chief Judge of that Court is cal-

led The Lord Chief Juftice of the Common-Pleas,
af-

fifted. with three or four Aifociates, which are cre-

ated by Letters Patents from the King, and as it

were inftalled or placed upon the Bench by the Lord

Chancellor and Lord Chief Juftice of the Court. For-

teftue, cap. 51. The reft of the Officers belonging

to this Court are the Cuftos Brevium, three Pro-

tonotaries, one Chirographer, fourteen Filacers,

four Exigenters, Clerk of the Warrants, Clerk of

the Juries, or Jurata Writs ; Clerk of the King’s

Silver, Clerk of the Treafury, Clerk of the Ef-

foyns, Clerk of the Outlawries ; whofe diftind

Fundions fee in their proper places.

COMMON Ray, in Opticks, is a Right Line

drawn from the Point of Concourfe of the two

Optical Axes through the Middle ofthe Right Line

which palfes by the Center of the Pupil of the,.

Eye.

COMMON Receptacle, :in Anatomy, is a cer-

tain Velfel, fo termed, becaufe it receives both

the Chyle and Lympha promifcuoufly, though fome

falfly call it the Receptacle of the Chyle in particu-

lar.

COMMON Section of two Planes : See Seftion.

COMMON Senfory, the common Perception of

all Senfations, or that which receives the Images

of fenfible things, or the Impreffion made by the

Objeds upon the Nerves, and according to thefe

Impuifes determines the Appetite and exerts other

Animal Adions.

COMMUNI Cuftodia, was a Writ that lay for

that Lord, whofe Tenant, holding by Knight-ler-

vice, dies, and leaves his eldeft Son under Age,

againft a Stranger that entreth the Land, and ob-

taineth the Ward of the Body : But now is become

of no uie.

COMMUNIA Placita non tenenda in Scaccaria,

is a Writ direded to the Treafurer and Barons of

the Exchequer,
forbidding them to hold Plea be-

tween two Common Perlons in that Court, where

neither of them belong to it.

COMPARATIVE Degree, in Grammar
,

is

when an Adjedive hath-joined to its natural and

Ordinary Signification the Word more, either adu-
ally or implied j as more wife, or worfe, that Is, more

had.

COMPARISON, in Grammar, is the Varia-

tion of the Senfe of an Adjedive, as to Degree ; as

good, better
, beft, are the three Degrees of Compa-

rifon of that word. .

COMPARTIMENT, is a regular orderly dif-

podtion of agreeable Figures all round any Pidure,

Map, Draught, &c. for its better Ornament.
COMPASS, in Navigation, is a Circle divided

into four Quadrants, reprefenting the four Cardi-

nal Winds, or Principal Points
, Eaft, Weft, North,

and South
;

and each Quarter fubdivided into

eight other equal Parts, making in all 32, Rhumbs
or Points. J

This thus graduated Circle being drawn on a
Chard, or Paft-board, hath a toucfit Needle or
Wire placed under it, and in its Center a Brafs
little Cell or a Conical Hollow, by which means it

hangs horizontally on an ered Pin, and keeps its

Lilly or North-Point always towards the North ; by
which means the Man at Helm, or Steerfmah
knows how to keep the Ship to her Courfe.

This Inftrument, though it be fubjed to Acci-
dents, and always to Variation, is yet of vaft ufe
in Navigation 5 as alio in Surveying, Dialling

, and
many other Parts of the Matkematicks.

The Learned Dr. Wallis conjedures, Thai: the
Compafs was invented by an Englifhman, becaufe
the word Compafs is uled in many parts ofEngland
for a Circle

.

COMPASS Dials, are fmall ones fitted in Boxes
for the Pocket, and fhew the Hour of the Day
by the Diredion of the Needle 5 which ffiews how
to place them right, by turning the Dial about till

the Cock or Stile ftand diredly over the Needle,
and point up to the Northward ; but theie can ne-
ver be very exad, becaufe of the Variation of the
Needle it felf.

COMPASS of Proportion, is an Inftrument to
divide Lines and Circles into proportional Parts at
one opening of the Compaffes, and is very much
ufed in reducing or inlarging of Maps or Draughts*
The French fometimes call a ScBor by this Name
the Compafs of Proportion.

COMPER.TORIUM, a Judicial Inqueft in the
Civil-Law, made by Delegates or Commiffionds
to find out, or relate the Truth of a Caufe.
COMPLEMENT of any Ark of a Circle, or

of any Angle, is what it wants of a Quadrant or
90 Degrees.

COMPLEMENT of the Courfe, in Navigationr,’

is the Number of Points the Courfe wants of 90
Degrees, or eight Points, viy. of a Quarter of the
Compafs.

COMPLEMENT of the Curtain
, in Fortifica-

tion, is that part of the Curtain which (being want-
ing) is the Demigorge.

COMPLEMENT of the Line ofDefence, is the
Remainder of the Line of Defence after you have
taken away the Angle of the Flank.

COMPLEMENTS in a Parallelogram, are the
two leffer Parallelograms C andJVtf, which are made
by drawing two Right Lines parallel to each fide

of the Figure, through a given Point in the Diago-
nal.

A a Propofttitla
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In every Parallelogram the Complements C and

M are equal : For Z -1- C-f- O — R-L M -j- .X", as

making up on each fide the great Triangle ,

made = by the Diagonal ; of which ^ =± 2<.and

0=X (
becaufe the Diagonal makes them fo J

wherefore the remaining Parallelogram C == M.

& £. 2>.

COMPLEX Terra/, in Logick
,
are fuch as are

compounded of fimple or fingle ones j which they

call Incomplex Terms,

COMPLEX, or Complicated Difeafes : See Com-

plication.

COMPLEXUS, a Mufcle of the Head, ferving

to move it backwards. It is alfo called Erigemi -

tiutjif becaufe it hath plainly a three-fold Beginning,

and feems to be compounded of 3 Mufcles j one

Beginning is from the tranfverfe Procefles of the

fourth and fifth Vertebra of the Thorax : The Se-

cond from the firft and fecond of thofe Vertebra ;

and the Third from the Spine of the 7 th Vertebra

of the Neck: After, in their Afcent, they all unite

together, and are inferted into the Occiput, fome-

times by one, and lometimes by a threefold Ten-

don.

COMPLICATION of Difeafes, is when divers

Diftempers feize on the Body at the fame time,

elpecially if they depend one upon another.

COMPOSITA, or Compound Medicines, are Me-

dicines made up of any Simple Medicines ; as cer-

tain Waters, Syrups, Ele&uaries, Opiates, Tro-

chisks, Ointments, Plafters, (3c.

COMPOSITE Order, in Archite&ure
,

which

is alfo called Italic^ and Ppman, becaufe it was the

Invention of the Ancient Romans, is fo called, be-

caufe it is compofed of the other four Orders,
vig.

Tufcan, DoriclL lonick, and Corinthian ; the firft is

compofed only of the lonick^ and Corinthian

.

COMPOSITION, in Painting, is ufed in the

fame Senfe with Invention or Defign : See Defign.

There is alfo a certain Method of Demonftration

in Mathematicks call’d by this Name of

COMPOSITION, which is the Reverfe of the

Analytical Method, or of Reflation : It proceeds

upon Principles in themfelves felf evident, on De-

finitions, Poflulates, and Axioms
,

and a previ-

oufly demonftrated Series of of Propofitions
,

ftep

by ftep, till it give you a clear knowledge of the

thing to be demonftrated. This is what they call

the Synthetical Method, and is ufed by Euclid in his

Elements.

COMPOSITION of Motion, is the Compoflti-

on ofthe leveral Directions or Declivities of Mo-
tion, whether equable or unequable.

If any Point be fuppoled to move or flow ( for

this Speculation gives an Illuftration of the Do-

C OM
drine of Fluxions ) according to one and the fame
Diredion ; whether it move equably or not, whe-
ther it Be accelerated or retarded in any Proportion
whatfoever, it will ftill keep the fame Right Line,
only the Celerity will be changed

,
and will be in-

creafed or diminifh’d according to the Forces with
which it is impelled.

Nay, if the Motion be fo compounded as that
the Diredions be made one quite contrary to the
other, as one fuppofe diredly downward, the o-
ther upward, (3c. yet ftill the Line of Motion will
be the fame. >

But if the Compounding Motions are not ac-
cording to the fame Line of Diredion, but fuch-
as do interfed each other

, then the Compound Mo-
tion will not be according to the Line of Diredi-
on of either ofthe former, but in a different one
from them both

j and this either ftraight or crook-
ed, according as the Diredions and Celerities fhall
require.

If two Compounding Motions be each of them
equable (or every where equally fwift ) whether
the Celerity of thofe Compound Motions be each
to other equal or unequal, yet the Line of the
Compound Motion will ftill be a ftraight Line

$
and this, though the Motions be neither at Right
Angles one to another, nor equally fwift, nor (each
to it felf) equable, if they be at leaft but Similar

,

that is, if they be both accelerated and retarded a-
like.

Thus, for inftance, if the Point a be impelled by
a double impulfe of equal force, both upwards
towards b, and alfo forwards towards d, ’tis plain,
that when it is gone forwards as far as e e, it muft
of necefiity be gone upwards as far as ef • and if

the Motions were both equable, it would always
go on in the Diagonal a c.

Nay, if the Motions be unequal as to Celerity,
1

fo as, v. gr. it move twice as faft upward as for-

ward, (3c. yet ftill it muft go on in the Diagonal
a c, becaufe the Triangles a ec, aec, (3c. and a c d
will ftill be Similar, being as rhe Morions are :

But if the Motions be Dijfimilar, then the Com-
pound Motion muft be a Curve

.

And this Confideration of the Compofition of
Motions is of great ufe in Mechanicks. See Dit-
tons Law of Motion.

COMPOSITION of Proportion, is the compa-
ring the Sum of the Antecedent and Confequenr
with the Confequent in two equal Ratio's, as fup-
pofe 4. 8 :

: 3. 6. they fay by Compofition of Pro-
portion, 1 2. 8 :: as 9. to 6. But,

There is, as Dr. Wallis well diftinguifhes it in
his Algebra {Engl. Ed. p. 8 5.) a great difference

between Compofition of Proportion by Addition,
and by Multiplication -

3 the Inftance above is of

Com-
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Compofition by Addition y but if it had been 4x8
it would have been Compofition by Multiplication.

In one word, Compofition of Proportion by Addi-

tion, is by Addition of the Indices of the Ratio's,

but by Multiplication, it is when the Ratio’s are

multiplied into one another. See more ofthis Mat-

ter under the Word Proportion.

COMPOSSIBLE ,
is an old barbarous word

Tifed to fignify fuch things as are capable of exift-

ing together, whereas fuch as cannot exift together

are called incompoffible things.

COMPOUND Intereji : See Intercfli

COMPOUND Numbers, are thofe which fome

Number may meafure befides Unity j as 15, which

is meafured by 5 and 3.

COMPOUND Quantities, in Algebra, are fuch

as are connected together by the Signs -4- and —

,

and are exprelfed either by more Letters than one,

or elfe by the fame Letters unequally repeated ;

thus a -p b— c, and l b — b arc Compound Quan-
tities.

COMPOUNDED ,
Compofite ,

or Aggregated

Flower of a Plant, is by the Batanifts accounted fuch

an one as confifts ofmany little Flowers concurring

together to make up one whole one, each of which

hath its Style and Stamina, and adhering Seed, and

are all contain’d within one and the fame Calyx or

Perianthium. This Compofite Flower diftinguifhes

a large Genus of Plants, which our Accurate Bota-

mft, Mr. Ray, divides as follows

:

Herbs of a Compounded or Aggregated Flow-

ers, are,

1.. Such as have a plain Leav’d Flower natural-

ly, and for the moft part lull, and having their

whole Body milky ( i. e. on cutting or cropping

yielding a milky Juice )
and thele have their

Seeds,

T. Pappous or Winged, i. e. having a litrle La-

nugo adhering to each Seed, by which the

Wind can carry it eafily Irom place to

place: Such as the Laftuca, Tragopogon
,

-< Scorponcra, Dens Leon is, Hieracium, and the

PiloJeUa.

z. Such as have folid Seed without any Pap-

pus or Down upon them $ as the Eringium

Luteum, Cicborium, Lampfana.

z. Such as have a Difcous Flower, that is, one

compofed of many fhort, thick, compreffed, fmall

Flofculi (
which fome by miftake call Stamina) fet

together fo as to make one flat or hollowifh Super-

ficies : And thefe alfo either ate fuch as have their

Seeds
'Pappous, as the Tujfdago, Petajites ", CarUna,

Helenium, Doronicum, Cony^a
, After, virga

Aurea
, Jacoba:a , Stadias Citrini

, Jacea,

Senecio, Eupatorium Avicenna, Cacalia Val-

4 garis, Gnaphalium Maritimum, and Mon-

fpelienfium.

Such whole Seeds are Solid and not Pappous,
as the Corymbiferous Herbs j which fee un-

l der that Word.

COMPULSION, is when in an Agent capa- i

pable of Volition, the Beginning or Continuation

of any Adtion is contrary to the Preference of his

Mind.

COMPUTO, is a Writ fo called of the Effedt,

becaufe it compelleth a Bailiff, Receiver, or Cham-

berlain to yield up hisAccotints : It lieth alio forEx-
ecutors of Executors ; and againft the Guardian in
Soecage, for Wafte made in the Minority of the
Heir.

CONAR 1UM
,
or the Gl'anduia Pinealis, is a

part of the Brain hanging in a ftnall Cavity called
the Anns in the hinder part ofthe third Ventricle of
the Brain, and leading into the 4th ; it is fo called
from being of the Shape of a Pine Cone. Des Cartes
fuppofed this Glandule to be the Seat of the Rati-
nal Soul ; but irs Subftance being the fame with
the reft of the Brain, it s probable it ferves for the
fame Ufe.

CONATUS Reccdendi ab Axe motus
, is the

.Endeavour which any Body moved circularly hath
to recede or fly off from the Center or Axis of its

Motion.

CONCATENATION of Caufes, is a Term
fometimes ufed to exprefs, that an Effedl is the Re-
fult ofa long Chain of Caufes depending upon, or
linked to one another.

CONCAVE and Concavity, fignifies the Hoi-
lownefs of any thing : See Convexity.

CONCAVE Glajfcs, are fuch as are ground hol-
low, and are ufually of a Spherical Figure, though
they may be of any other - as Parabolical, &c.

All Objcdts feen through Concave Glaffes appear
eredt and diminilhed or leffened.

What the Virtual Focus of a Concave Glafs is, fee
under that Term.
The confufed Appearance of a Point through

any Concave Glafs proceeds from the too great
Divergence of thofe Rays which fall on the Eye ;

wherefore, becaufe the more remote the Eye is

from the Glafs, the lefs will the Rays diverge*
therefore the farther the Eye is from a Concave
Glafs, the more diftinB will be the Appearance of
any Objedt through ir, though the more faint.
The Apparent Place of Objedts feen through

Concaves is always brought nearer to the Eye «

which is the Reafon why they help fhort-fighted
Perfons, or fuch as can fee only nigh Objedts di-
ftindtly. »

For a Rule to fit a Concave Glafs to the Eye of
fuch a Perfon, let him obferve nicely the Diftance
at which he can read Letters, or fee Objedts di-
ftinctly - which fuppofe ro be at 1 z Foot, then will
a Concave Glafs, whofe Virtual Focus is a Foot di-
ftant from ir, make that Perfon fee diftant Objedts
diftindtly.

The farther the Eye is removed from any Con-
cave Glafs the lefs the Objedt appears, and a leffer

Area of it is feen ; and when the Glafs is exadtly
in the Middle between the Eye and the Objedt, the
Objedt will appear the mojl diminijhed, that that
Diftance between the Eye and Objedt will allow
of.

CONCENTRATION, according to Dr. Grew,
is the higheft Degree of Mixture, and is when two
or more Atoms or Particles of the Mixture do touch
by Reception and Intrufion of one into the other ;

And this he takes to be the Cafe of all fixed Bo-
dies which are without Tafte or Smell, whole Cofi-
ftitution is fo firm, that till the Particles are as it

were unpinnd from each other, they cannot affedk
either of thofe Senfes.

CONCENTRICK Figures, are fuck as have
the fame common Center.

CONCEPTIO, a Grammatical Figure s Sec
SyUepfis.

A a % CQN«
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CONCEPTION, is the fimple Apprehenfion,

Perception, or Idea that we have of any thing

,

without proceeding to affirm dr deny any thing ar-

bour it.

CONCHA, is the winding ofthe Cavity of the

inner Part ofthe Ear.

CONCHOID, in Geometry, is the Name of a

Curve, called by its Inventor, Nicomedes, the Firft
Conchoid

,
and is thus produced.

If a Right Line, as BA Fbe fo conceived to be

moved within the Right Angles ADC, C D E ,

that the Point C keep always in the Perpendicular

C D, and the Point A run always in the Line

AD A ; by that complicated Motion ’tis eafie to

fee (by the Figure) that a Curve may be Orga-

nically defcribed by the Motion of B, the Point of

the Sliding Ruler B A F. And this Curve Nico-

medes calls Conchoides Prima, which hath this Pro-

perty, that though the Right Lines CBC b, &c.

drawn from the Center C to the Ambit of the

Curve,are not as in the Circle equal to one another,

yet that part of them which is between the Curve

and the Diredrix A E ,
as A B Ah, &c. is al-

ways of one and the fame length ; as is plain from

the Genefis of the Conchoid.

Proposition I.

"This Conchoid Bbb muft on both fides the Per-

pendicular C D b always approach nearer to the

Horizontal Line or DircBrix A E, andyet can

never coincide with it.

For the Lines ab a b being all of the fame length,

and but one only (
vi%. b D) perpendicular to A B,

it’s plain as they grow more remote either way

from the Perpendicular , they muft be (till more

and more inclined to the Diredrix A E and make

Angles more and more acute with it ; wherefore

the Point b muft continually come nearer and'near-

er to the Line A E.

Alfo, becaufe the Lines B A F and baf are ftill

Right Lines, as is alfo the Line A E ; and lince

the Point A can never go out of the Line A E, ’tis

impoffible that the Point b in the Curve can ever

come to be co-incident with the Point a (for 'twill

always be diftant from it the length of the Right

Line A B) and confequently the Curve can never
come to touch the Line A E. Q. E. D.

Propofition II.

Yet can there no Bight Line be poftibly drawn be-

tween the Curve and the Directrix, hut what
will cut the Conchoid when produced.

If luch a Line be drawn not parallel to A E, it

muft of neceffity cut the Curve at the End where it

goes offfrom the Diredrix.

But let a Right Line, as G H, be drawn paral-
lel to AE ; I fay, let it be never fo near to A E,
yet if produced it (hall cut the Curve : For make,
as D L I

C

: : D b . to a 4th, then it will be Al-
ternately and Inverlely, as D b. Dili that 4th to
IC, wherefore this fourth Proportional muft be
longer than I C, becaufe D b is longer than DI;
make this 4th the Radius of a Circle, and from C
ftrike an Ark ; it muft cut the Line G H lome-
where, becaufe the Radius ofit is longer than I C.
Let the place of Interfedion be inG, I fay, that
Point G is in the Conchoid

;

for draw C a G, and
it will be as DI. IC:: Ga. GC by fimilar A,
but G C was the fourth Proportional before found

;

and it was made before, as D I. IC :: D b . GC 2

wherefore G A and D b having the fame Proportion
to the fame third Quantity G C, muft be equal to
one another , and confequently the Point G is in
the Curve ( as is plain from its Genefis above de-
livered ; ) and therefore the Right Line G H will
cut the Curve. E. D

Coradary.

Hence may a Right Line DEE from any Point}’

as D, without a given Angle A 3 C, be fo drawn,
that the part of it E F contained within the Legs
of the Angle Ihall be equal to ^ a Line given.

From the Point D let fall a Perpendicular to
one Leg of the Angle, as B C, and making GH =
to^, through the Point H defcribe the Conchoid
I H Ki which muft be cut by the other Leg of
the Angle (by this Prop.) as fuppofe in,F, draw
D F, and E F is the Line required.

How by the help of this Conchoid, and the prece~
ding Corollary, tofind two mean Proportionals between
any two given Lines ; fee Mean Proportionals.

CONCORDS, in Mufick, are certain Intervals
between Sound, which delight the Ear when heard
at the lame time. Thele Concords are the Third
Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth, together with their O-
daves, as the Tenth, Thirteenth, Fifteenth,

&c. They are alfo of two forts, vi%. PerfeB and
JmperfeB : PerfeB Concords are the Fifth and

Eighth
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Eighth with all their Ocftaves : ImperfeB Con-

cords are the Third and Sixth with their O&aves.
The ImperfeB have yet another DiftinBion, vi%_. the

Greater and Lefler Third ,
as alfo the Greater and

LefTer Sixth. Some reckon the Vnifon among the

Concords, but others will not admit it into the Num-
ber of the Intervals.

CONCRETE, is the Subject in which any Qua-
lities inheres : SeeAbftraB.

CONCRETE, in Natural Philofophy and Chy-

miftry, figniftes a Body made up of different Prin-

ciples, and therefore is of much the fame fignifica-

tion as the Word Mix’d : Thus Soap is a FaBitious

Concrete
,
or a Body mix’d together by Art ; and

Antimony is a Natural Concrete
,
or a mix’d Body

compounded in the Bowels of the Earth.

CONCRETE, is alfo ufed in Logick in Con-
tra-diftin&ion to the Word AbftraB, v.gr. when
we confider any Quality, as Whitenefs, inhering

in any Subjed, as fuppofe in Snow, if we fay the

Snow is White, then we fpeak of Whitenefs in the

Concrete ; but if we confider Whitenefs by itfelf

as a Quality that may be in Paper, in Ivory, and

in other things as well as in Snow, we are then faid

to confider or to take it in the AbfiraB.

CONCRETE Numbers, are thofe which are ap-

plied to exprefs or denote any particular Subjed,

as z Men, 3 Pounds, -} of a Shilling, &c. where-

as if nothing be conneded with the Number, his

taken abftradly or univerfally : Thus 3 fignifies

only ah Aggregate of 3 Unities, let thofe Unities

be Men, Pounds, or what you pleafe.

CONCRETION, is the uniting together of fe-

verai fmall Particles of a Natural Body into fenfi-

ble Maffes or Concrete, whereby it becomes fo and

fo figured and determined, and is indued with

fuch and fuch Properties.

CONCURRING, or Congruent Figures, in Ge-

ometry, are fuch as being laid one upon another,

will exadly meet and cover one another ; and there-

fore ’ris a received Axiom in reference to Plane or

Superficial Figures, Quod qua fibi mutuo congruunt

funtaqualia ;
i. e. Thofe Figures which will exad-

ly cover one another are equal.

COND or Conn, in the Sea Phrale, is to guide

or condud the Ship in her right Courfe : He that

Conns ftands aloft with a Compals before him,

and gives the Word of Diredion to the Man at

Helm how to fteer.

If the Ship go before the Wind, or, as they call

it, betwixt the Sheets
,
then the Word is Star-board

or Fort the Helm (according as the Conder would

have the Helm put to the Right or Left Side of

the Ship) and then the Ship will always go the

contrary way. If he fay. Helm aMid-Jhip, he

would have the Ship go right before the Wind, or

diredly between her two Sheets. If the Ship fail

by a Wind, of on a Quarter Wind
,
the Word is,

A-looff ! keep your Luff ! fall not off 1 veer no morel

keep her to ! touch the Wind ! have a Care of the

Lee-Latch ! All which Expreflions are of the fame

import, and only imply, that the Steerfman fhould

keep the Ship near the Wind. On the contrary, if

he would have her fail more large, or more before

the Wind, the Word is, Eafe the Helm ! no near !

bear up! But if he cries Steady ! it means no more
than keep her from going in and out, or making

Taws (as they call it) howfoever fhe fails, whether

large or by a Wind ; and when he would have

her go juft as fhe doth, he cries, Keep her thus !

thus, &c.

CONDENSANTIA : See Incruftantia.

CONDENSATION of any Natural Body, is

when it takes up lefs Space, or is confined within
Iefs Dinienfions than it was before.

CONDITIONAL Proportions, are fiich aS have
two Parts bound together by the Conditional Par-
ticle

(if) of which the firft, where the Condition
lies, is called the Antecedent, and the other the Con-
fequent : Thus, If the Soul be Spiritual

, it is Im-
mortal, is a Conditional Propofitlon, wherein If the
Soul be Spiritual, is the Antecedent j it is Immortal

t

is the Confequent.

CONDYLI, are the Joints and Knuckles of the

Fingers.

CONDYLOMIA, is the knitting or jointing of
the Joints of an Animal Body : Alfo a certain Tu-
mour in the little Skin of the Fundament j an hard
and callous Swelling growing from black Humours
that flow thither, and rather troublefome than
painful. Sometimes alfo it is accompanied with an
Inflammation. Blanchard,

CONE, is a lolid Figure, whofe Bafe is a Cir-

cle, and is produced by the Revolution ofthe Plane

of a Right-angled Triangle round the Perpendicu-

lar Leg ; which Leg (or Axis) if it be equal to

the Bafe, the Solid produced is a Bight-angled Cone

fas z.) if it be lefs, it is an Acute-angled Cone 3 bfit

when greater, an Obtufe-angled Cone.

A Com
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A Cone isfaid alfo to be -Right as to the Poficion

of its Axis in reipedl to the Horizon j
i. e. when

its Axis is perpendicular to the Horizon ; but if

the Axis be not fo, ’tis called an Oblique Cone

.

A Cone is called Scalenous, when one Side of it is

longer than the other, as S.

The Solid Content of a Cone is found by multi-

plying the Area of its Bafe by j of its perpendicu-

lar Height.

For a Cone is but a Pyramid of infinite Sides,

and a Pyramid is equal to \ of its circumfcribing

Prifm, and a Prifm is but a Cylinder
,
having an in-

finite Number of Sides ; therefore a Cone is equal

to ~ of a Cylinder circumfcribing it. 7. e. iz.

Euclid,

See alfo the Demonftration under Proportion of

Solids.

Howto find the External Surface of a Cone, fee

Under the Word Pyramid.

If a Cylinder,
Sphere and Cone have the fame

Bafe and Altitude, the Cone is the Difference of

the Cylinder above the Sphere ; and Cylinder, Sphere

and Cone, are as 3, Z and 1. See Cylinder.

CONE of Hays, in Opticks, are all thofe Rays

which fall from any Point, as luppofe B, in any Ob-

G

je<5t, on the whole Surface of any Glafs, as G LS,
having its Vertex in B, and the Glafs for its Bafe $

fuch is the Cow G LS B.

CONFECTIONS, a Composition of Powders,

Gums, Sugar, Honey, Syrups, &c. made up into

one Subftance j and it is two-fold, either dry, as

Lozenges, f§c. or moift, as Preferves
,

Conferves, and

all forts of Antidotes. Blanchard.

CONFISCATE, in Law, fignifies to be forfeit-

ed to the publick Fifque or King’s Treafury : For

among the Romans the Emperour’s Treafure was

kept in Hampers or Baskets, which, in Latin, is

Fifcus. Now if a Man be indidled for Felonioufly

ftealing the Goods ofanother, though in truth they

are the proper Goods of the Perfon indi&ed, yet

if, when the Goods are brought in Court againft

him, as the Manner is, he fhall then difclaim

them, he doth by this Difclaimure lofe the Goods,

although he be afterwards acquitted of the Felony,

and they fhall be confifcated to the King ; but ir is

otherwife ifhe does not difclaim them. The fame

Law is where Goods are found in the Felons Pof-
fefilon, which he difavows, and afterwards is at-
tainted ofother Goods, and not ofthem, there the
Goods which he difavows are confifcated to the
Kingj but had he been attainted of the fame
Goods, they fhould have been faid to be forfeited,
and not confifcated, notwithftanding the Difavow-
menu So if an Appeal of Robbery be brought,
and the Plaintiff leaves out lome of his Goods, he
fhall not be received to enlarge his Appeal

; and
foraimuch as there’s none to have the Goods fo
left out, the King fhall have them as Confijcate, ac-
cording to the .old Rule, Quod non capit Chrifus,
capit Fifcw.

CONFUSED Vifion : See Vi(ion.

CONGE, a Term in Archite&ure ; See Apo-
pkyge.

CONGEALE, in Chymiftry, is to let fome
Matter that is melted fix or grow into a Confi-
ftency ; as when a Metal is left to cool which hath
been melted in a Crucible -

y or when Wax, Fat,
Butter, or the like, are taken from the Fire and
fet to cool, they fay, ’tis let Congeal.

CONGLOBATE^ a Word ufed for fiich of the
Glands in an Animal Body as are fmooth in their
Surface, and feem to be made up of one conti-
nued Sufiahce : They ferve to feparate the Lym~
pha from the Arterious Blood, and to return it by
the Lymphedu&s, either into the Chyliferous or
Sanguiferous Veffels, though fome think the Glands
of the Mefentery, and Breafts of Ladefcent Wo-
men ferve to feparate true Chyle.

CONGLOMERATE Glands, are fuch in an
Animal Body as are uneven in their Surface, and
are made up, as it were, of many lefTer Glands,
Their Ufe in the Body is to feparate feveral forts
of Juices from the Blood, and alfo to elaborate
and alter them, and by proper Duds to convey
them to their appropriate Receptacles and Cavities;
Thus the Parotides and Maxillary Glands feparate
and bring the Saliva into the Mouth by their pro-
per DuBs.

CONGREGATION, according to Dr. Grew',
is the leaft Degree of Mixture ; in which the Parts
of the Mixt are inconfiftent, and do touch each o-
ther but in a Point ; and he faith, he hath many
Arguments to induce him to believe, that the A-
toms or Particles of all Fluids, as fuch, do touch
one another only after that Manner.
CONGRUITY, by the Naturalifts is efteemed

a Relative Property of a Fluid Body, whereby any
Part of it is readily united with any other Parr,
either of it felf, or of any other Similar Fluid or
Solid Body.' And Incongruity is a Property by
which it is hindred from uniting with any Solid or
Fluid Body diftimilar to it.

CONGRUITY of Geometrical Figures „• See
Concur ring.

CONICK ScElions : See Sellions.

CONJERIES, is the joining or colledion toge-
ther of many Bodies or Particles in Mafs or
Lump.
CONIFEROUS Plants, whether Trees, Shrubs

or Herbs, are fuch as bear a Squammofe Scaly
Fruit, of a Woody Subftance, and of a kind of
Conical Figure, in which Cone are many Seeds,
and when they are ripe, the feveral Cells or Parti-
tions in the Cone gape or open, and the Seed drops
out : Of this kind are the Scotch Firrs, Male and
Female, and the Pine, which in our Gardens is

called
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called the Scotch Firr,

the common Alder, and the

Beech Tree.

CONJUNCTIVA Tunica, the fame with Ad-

nata. .

CONJUGATE Diameter, is the fhorteft Axis

cr Diameter in an Ellipfis.
.

CONJUGATE of the Hyperbola, is a Line

drawn parallel to the Ordinates, and through the

Center or middle Point of the Tranlverfe Axis ;

and is always a middle Proportion between the

Parameter (or Latus Reftum) and the Latus Tranf-

verfum. This Line alio is fometimes called the Se-

cond Axis or Diameter

.

CONJUGATION of a Verb, in Grammar, is

varying or forming it 'by Mood, Tenfe and Per-

fon. . ,

CONJUNCTION, in Aftronomy, is the meet-

ing of the Stars or Planets in the fame Degree of

the Zodiack ;
and is either Apparent or True.

_

CONJUNCTION Apparent, is when the Right

Line that is fuppofed to be drawn through the

' Centers of the two Planets, does not pafs through

the Center of the Earth.

CONJUNCTION True, is when that Right

Line being prolonged, pafles allb through the Cen-

ter of the Earth.

CONJUNCTION, in Grammar, is an unde-

clinable Word, which is ufed to conned or join

Words and Sentences together.

CONNIVENTES GlanduU, are thofe Wrin-

kles which are found in the Infide of the hiteftmum

Ileum and Jejunum. For the inner Tumck of the

Guts being longer than the Middle or the_Out-

ward, it doth frequently, and in many Places

wrinkle or bag out, by which Means the Pa ag

for theContents become ftrait ned.and confequently

the Matter defcends through the Guts more flow y,

fo that the LaCteals have the more time to imbibe

^CONOID, is a Solid produced by the Circum-

volution of any SeCtion of the Cone about its Ax,

and may be either a ...

CONOID Epileptical, when made by an EJtfi-

fis, and then is more commonly called a Spheroi ,

and if the Revolution be made round the Latus

Tranfverfum, it forms an oblong Spheroid; bu

round the Conjugate Axis, a Prolate or Oblate one\.

Such is the Figure of our Globe, and of the other

Planets.
, . , „

CONOID Hyperbolical, when made by an Hy>

^CONOID Parabolical, when it is produced by

the SeCtion called a Parabola turning about its^
CONOIDES, the fame Conarium. _

CONSCRIBED, the fame with Circumfcribed .-

Which fee.

‘ CONSECTARY, isaDedudion or a Confe-

quence drawn from a preceding Propofition, and

is the fame with Corollary.

CONSENT (in Medicine) is the depending of

one Diftemper upon another : Thus a Difficulty of
,

Breathing is faid to proceed by Confent from a

Tleurify, and in that Cafe does not require a parti-

cular Cure, becaule it ceafes as foon as the Dif-

cale on which it depends is removed
$ or the mu-

tual Sympathy or Correfpondency betwixt the

Parts of the Body, which is ufually faid io be occa-

fioned, I. By the Likenefs or Similitude of their

Kind, as when one Nerve is affeCted with the

Hurt of another, a. By the Similitude of their

Office or Fundion, as when the Intercoftal Mufcles
*

7

Buffer by an Inflammation of the Diaphragm. 3.
By a Communication of Veffels, for which Rea-
fon a Fit of the Stone in the Kidneys is frequently
attended With Vomitting. 4. By the Contiguity or
Neighbourhood of the Parts, as when the Inflam-
mation ofthe Pleura is communicated to the Lungs:
But the two Former may be reduced to the two
latter, which are the only real Caufes of a Confent
or Sympathy betwixt the Parts of the Body.
CONSEQUENCE or Ccnfcquentia, a Term in

Aftronomy : See Antecedence.

CONSEQUENT, in Mathematicks, is the lat-

ter of two Terms of Proportion, as if the Propor-
tion were of A to B, B is faid to be the Confe-

quent.

CONSERVA, a Ccnferve, is a Compofition of
Flowers or Herbs beat together, to every Pound
whereof, if they be dry, are added three Pounds
of Sugary if moifter two Pounds, fo that they
may be kept leveral Years. Blanchard.

CONSISTENT Bodies, fo Mr. Boyle calls fuch
as we ufually ftile folid or firm ones, and he
means fuch whofe Parts are firmly and confidently
united together, fo that they do not Hide over one
another’s Surfaces as eafily as the Parts of Fluid
Bodies do.

CONSOLE, is a kind of Bracket or Shoulder-
ing-Piece in Building, which hath a ProjeCture, and
ferves to fupport a Cornice, or to bear up Figures,
Butts, Veffels, and other Ornaments of the like
Nature.

CONSOLIDATING Remedies, are thofe things
which cleanfing with a moderate Heat and Force,
by taking Corruption out of Wounds and pre-
ferring the Temperature of the Parts, caufe the
Nourifhment to be fitly apply’d to the Parc af-
flicted. Blanchard.

CONSOLIDATION, is a Word ufed by Phy«<
ficians and Surgeons for the uniting ftrongly toge-
ther the FraCtures of broken Bones, or the Lips
of a Wound ; then they fay the Parts begin to corn
folidate or join together in one entire Piece, as

they were before the Frahture or the Solution of
Continuity.

CONSONANCE, in Mufick, is the Agreement
of two Sounds, the one Grave, the other Acute,

which are compounded together by fuch a Propor-

tion of each, as ftialj prove agreeable to the Ear.

A Vnifon is the Firft Confonance, an Eighth is the

Second, the Fifth is the Third, and then follows

the Fourth, and the Thirds and Sixths, major and
minor. There are other Confonances, which are

the Doubles or other Repetitions of the Former.
There can be but Seven or Eight Simple Confonan-

ces ; the PerfeEt ones are the Vnifon, the Eighth

and the Fifth, with their Correfpondents.

CONSPIRATIONE, is a Writ that lies againft

Confpirators.

CONSTABLE, is a Word varioufly ufed in our
Common-Law : Firft, For the Conjlable of Eng-
land, who is alfo called Marfhal ; his Office con-
fifteth in the Care of the common Peace of the

Land in Deeds of Arms and Matters of War.
The Court of the Conjlable and Marfhal determi-

neth ContraCfs touching Deeds of Arms out of the
Realm, and handling things concerning War with-

in the Realm, as Combats, Blazons of Armory,
&c. But he may not deal with Battel in Appeals*
nor, generally, with any other thing that may be
tried by the Laws of the Land. Out of his Ma*
giftracy were drawn thefe lower Conjlabks which

we’
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we call Conftables of Hundreds and Franchifes, and

firft ordained by the Statute of PVinchefter, which

appointed for the Conlervation of Peace and View
of Armour two Conftables in every Hundred and

Franchife : And thefe be now High Conftables, be-

caufe continuance of Time and increafe of Peo-

ple and Offences, hath again, under thefe, made
others in every Town called Petit Conftables, which

are in like Nature, but of inferior Authority to

the other. Befides thefe there be Officers of parti-

cular Places called by this Name, as Conjlable of

the Tower, Conftable of the Exchequer, Conftable of

Cover Caftle, (ftc.

CONSTAT, is a lort of Certificate made by

the Clerk of the Pipe and Auditors of the Ex-

chequer, at the Requeft of any Petfon who intends

to plead in that Court for the Difcharge of any

thing.

CONSTELLATION, or Afterifm, is a Com-
pany of fixed Stars, imagined to reprefent the I-

mage of fomething, and commonly called by the

Name of that Thing: There are 21 Northern and

1 2 Southern ones.

CONSTIPATION, is when the Parts of any

Body acquire a clofer Texture than what they had

before.

CONSTITUTIONS Baftlick.: See Bafilicft

Conftitutions.

CONSTRICTION, is the crouding the Parts

of any Body clofe together in order to Condenfa-

tion. _

CONSTRICTOR Laliorum,SphinBer (ft Orbi-

cularis Labiorum, a Mufcle which environs the

Lips with Orbicular Fibres, and when it acfts it

1
purfes them up j

wherefore fome Na'me it Often

-

latorius.

CONSTRICTORES Alarum Naftt ac Deprejforcs

LabiiSuferioris: ThefeMufcles arife from thefourth

Bone of the upper Jaw, immediately above the

Gums of the Dentes Inciftorii, and afeending, are

foon inferted to the Roots of the Ala Nafi. and fu-

perior Parts of the upper Lip ; they draw the up-

per Lip and Ala downwards.
CONSTRUCTION of Equations, in Algebra,

is the contriving fuch Lines and Figures as ffiall de-

monftrate the Equation, Canon or Theorem to be

true Geometrically. And this is often of great Ufe

to folve and illuftrate Algebraical Equations : And

the Manner of it you will fee in the following Rules,

which fhew you how to refolve Simple Equations

jnto Proportionals, and to build a Geometrical

Conftrucftion thereupon. And

1 . Thus if— = 2;, then c b : : a : ^ j by 1 2.
C

e. 6 . Euclid.

a a .

Or if -j- -==. x, then b : a :: d : x.

CON

Or if
h —- 2

X, then h—izb-ftg :: a : xl

2. If
a b -ft m n= #,the Confirmation and So-

r-fts
lution will be more ’difficult, becaufe no Letter in

the Numerator is taken twice ; but that it may be
fo, and that (a) (for Inftance) may be twice us'd*

make, as a : n : : m : to a Fourth Proportional,

which call
ft j then nm — ap, and confequent-

ab -ft ap
ly, —~r—’ = wherefore, by ftule 1 , r -ft sz

T S

b ~ft p : : a 1 x.

Or if this Equation were propofed, — xl

firft find a mean Proportional between a and V,

which fuppofe to btp j alfo another mean Propor-

tional between m and n, which let be q j then

pp qq
the Equation will ftand thus, —-—-— =r Xo

Let therefore a Right-angular Triangle be made,'

wherein the Perpendicular A ft = ft,
and the Bale

AB = qi therefore ffiall P B q ~ ftp -ft qq,
which, fince according to the Equation it is to be

divided by r— s,make,as r— s

:

PB(~Vpp-ftqq):i

P B : to a Third Proportional, and that flail be
.v fought.

a b m n
3. In this Equation -——-— — y

c ~|- d
Firft, Make, as aim it n :p, a Fourth Pro-

portional j

\
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portional ; then will -

g

-

j
~ ==^ »

an^ conse-

quently (as in Cafe 3) c-\- d : b p 1: a : y.

Or you might (as in Cafe a.) have found a

mean Proportional between a and b, as alfo be-

tween in and n, which being called (as there)

j) and y, the Equation would have ftood thus,

__ . ’phfen having taken AB—p, and
c —i'"’ d

on it, as a Diameter, drawn a Semi-circle, and ap-

plying inBC = g, the Square of AC will be ~pp
_ q q ;

which, fince it is to be divided by c -\-d,

make, as c -+- d : A C : : AC : y, the Quantity

fought.

4. Let this Equation
~Jfg~

— % be propofed

:

Firft, Find out (f) a Third Proportional to /
and a, then fp — a a ; the Equation will Hand

fpbc .
fbc

thus,
yyy

= K t
is, ^ — £

Secondly, Find a Fourth Proportional (y) to f„

p and b, faying, as ftp : : b:q ; then will fg
— p b7

and confequently the Equation will ftand

thus, *yj = that and therefore

(as Buie 1 .) g : y : : c : fought.

5. If this Equation = * were propofed,

Firft, Find a Fourth Proportional to m, h and 4,

which let be p ;
therefore p m — h k., arid confe-

pm
quently the Equation will ftand thus, yy

:

—

*— ; therefore m : p :: k: x, fought.
m 3

-X-

Conftruclion of all the Three Forms of Quadra-

tic^ Equations
, according to Mr. Oughtred’s

Method of Solution.

Draw two Concentrick Circles, as in the Fi-

gure, and let the Diameter of the Greater be cal-

led S, and the Diameter oi the Leffer be D.
Which Letters S and D do reprefent the Sum

and Difference of the Roots found, as H and d
do the Half Sum and Half Difference.

Since therefore his Theorem is, that S S— DD
= 4R, let be made a Tangent to the leffer

Circle, and a Right Sine in the Greater, and draw
the Hypothenufe H, and call the Bafe of the Tri-

angle d.

Then will HH—dd = B, (w*. %SS — ~DD
== B. i

)

wherefore UH— R -1- d d, and therefore

V:RH- dd: Thus H, if required, is found;
or if H had been given and d required. Now
fince HH — R= d d, therefore :HH—Bj=d.

And having thus found H and D, then H -|- d
(= O p) — the greatar Root a ; and H— d

{—p n) — the leffer Root e
,
which will be

Affirmative or Negative according to the Form
of the Equation.

CONSTRUCTION of Quadratics after ano-

ther Method, in Imitation of Des Cartes.

In the Firft Form, which is a a + d a = R
’

Let EC = a, the Leffer of the two Roots, and
DF or DT= dd, i. e. Halt the Co-efficient.

Then will BC — d a, and confequently

[\BCF — nTC, by 3 6 . e. 3. Euclid.

That is, ad -f- dd R.

In the Second Form, which is dd—da — B>
Make BC — a, the Greater of the two Roots
and DF or DF — id (Half the Co-efficient

;)

Thenwill Q-BCF—nTC* (bygd.eBj or 4<i— ad " B‘

In the Third Form,’ which is Sa— aa = i(f

Let FB~S, and C B or FR = a (the Greater
Root;) Thenwill FC or J^B = S— 4.

But by 36. e. 3. Eucl.

\]C B JC or RFC — BH or FLz
That is, 5 a a a = R.

/
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But if R.B beiuppofed equal to a (the Ieffer

Root) Then will R.F — S — a.

But QrFC == cjFL, that is, Sa— a a — By
by 36. e. 3. Eucl.

The Three Forms of Quadratickj may alfo be

conftru&ed another Way after the following

Manner, which agrees very well with Har-
riot’s Method of Solution by compleating the

Square.

Thus; Suppofe a a -f- d a — R

;

Draw a Line at pleafure, and on it fet the Co-
efficient d, and bifedl it : At any End of it eredb

perpendicularly a Right Line equal to the

Then, with the Diftance between the Top ot the

Line and the Middle of d

,

defcribe a Circle, which
1

will give you a, as you fee
; for then V:R will

be a mean Proportional, and a a a d ^ B. K>
by 14. e. 6. Euclid.

'

where the Co-efficient is the Sum of the Roots, on
S, as a Diameter, draw the Circle dpb- then ap-
ply, in a Line equal to the Square Root of R, the
abfolute Number perpendicularly as before

; and
then will S ~~~ a. R :

: s/: R. a ; (for fince S'= to the Sum of the Roots, if either be a, the
other mult be S— a

) and therefore Sa — aa—JE
CONSTRUCTION of Cubick^ and Biquadra-

tic^ Equations in Algebra.

This, I believe, was firft done by Des Cartes\
who (in the Third Book of his excellent Geometry)
hath given us a Method for the conftrucfting and
finding the true Roots of all Equations, not ex-
ceeding four Dimenfions, by means of a Parabola
and a Circle

; which Method was indeed not per-
fect, becaufe it would not conftrudh any Equations
but fuch as had their Second Term firft taken a-
way. However, becaufe it was that which gave
the firft Rife toBalters excellent Rule,and to what-
ever Improvements have been fince made in it, it s

proper to give you anAccount of it in the firftPlace.

When the Second Term is wanting, Des Cartes

reduces all Cubicle Equations to this Form, R.*.
a p \, a a q = 0; and Biquadratickj to this, R4.R
ap%%, riaq^, a a ar — 0 ; where a ftands for

the Latus Re'clum or Parameter of any given Para-
bola, and is fuppofed equal to 1, that its Power
may produce no Trouble in Operation : By which
Means the former Equations will ftand thus, RfR
p q — 0, and R4

.*. p q^, r — 0.

Let then any Parabola, as F AG, be fuppofed to

be defcribed, whofe Ax is AC D XL, and its Pa-
rameter 1 = a, make A C equal to \a, fo that the

Point C will always be within the Parabola

:

Then take in the Ax (downwards from C, if P
have a Negative Sign, but upwards in the Ax
produced when it hath a Pofitive one) CD — to

pp. rThen from the Point D (or C, if the Quanti-
ty p be wanting in the Equation) erecft a Perpen-

dicular to the Ax, as D E, and make it equal

to \q ; which DE muftbe on the Right-hand if it

have a Negative Sign, but on the Left if it be 4- q.

After which, defcribing a Circle on the Center E
with the Radius E A, it will (if the Equation beAnd here ’tis plain, that if to R, tfie known or

abfolute Number, you add the Square of Half the

Co-efficient, or of \d, ’twill give you the Square

of H,
or of I d a ;

from the Root of which, at

laft taking \d, there will remain a, the Lefler of

the two Roots fought.

In the Second Form, where a a — da — B,
Let %

x

be fuppofed= a

;

Then will xy—

a

— d ;

and confequently (all things being conftru&ed as

before) a a — ad =R (by 14. e. 6. Eucl.) And

here, as before, Q.{d +R— HH, which is equal

to gjid xr ; to the Square Root of which,

adding id, you have %x or py — a.

As to the Third Form, vi%. S a— a a — By
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only a Cubick one) cut the Parabola in as many
Points as the Equation hath true Roots ; and the

Affirmative ones will be Ordinates or Perpendicu-

lars let fall from thence to the Ax on the Right-

hand ; and the Negative Roots Perpendiculars let

fall on the Left-hand of the Axis.

But if the Equation be a Biquadratick one,

the Fourth Term r being there, and having a pofi-

tive Sign, then from .4 take Aft— r, and produce

A S — a or i. Make ftS the Diameter of a Circle,

and at A ered HA perpendicularly ; I fay, the

other Circle muftpafs through H, and its Radius

will be EH: But- if r have a Negative Sign; there

muft yet another Circle be drawn on the Diame-

ter A E, in which A

I

muft be applied equal to

A El, and that will find the Point I, through

which the interleding Circle muft pafs, and whofe

Radius will be IE, and Center E ;
which Circle

may cut the Parabola in i, a, 3 or 4 Points, from

whence perpendicularly let fall to the Ax will be
all the Roots, whether Affirmative or Negative ;

the former of which will be on the fame Side with
the Center E when tis ~t~ q, and on the other Side
the Ax when ’tis — q.

The Demonstration of all which he thus very
eafily gives us: If the Ordinate Gft, by this Con-
ftnillion found, be called

ft,
then the Abfciffa Ak.,

wiH be ft ft, becaufe the Ordinate is a mean Pro-

portional between the Parameter (here 1 ) and the

Abfciffa (by the firft Property of the Parabola ;)

wherefore, if from A ft you take AC — 4 ,

and alfo CD — ~p, you will find, by that Means,
the Remainder D JC or E M, which, in this No-
tation, will be ft ft— {fee Figure the

Firft) whofe Square will be Zf — ftK.P —
-1- \p p ~b \p -r fi.

And becaufe, by the Conftru-

Etion, D E or ftM ~ Lq, the Whole G M will

be “ ft -4- iq, and its Square will be ft ft "b y ft

-b \q y. Add then this and the former Square of

EM together, and you will have the Square of

the Radius EG, or Zf— ftftp -fi- q ft
-|- -\p P

H- jy y -V- “b •? 47* e° Euclid.) which Ra-
dius, or its equal E H, may be expreffed another

way, if we confider that E D — \q, and A D
— rp -+- h f°r then the Hypothenufe E A will

be v : Tyy ~b ipp -r Tp •+ i. Wherefore, fince

AH is a mean Proportional between AS — 1, and
A ft

— r, it muft it felf be noted by ft: r ; Alfb
fince E A AL is a Right Angle, the Square of EH= the Sum of the Squares of HA and E A, that
is, of HEorEG -^qq-btyp •+- \p 4- \4- r ;
which laft Quantity being equal to Zft — ft ftpby ft~\~ipp h~ ?y y ip -1- ? — oe

g

, as
was proved before : If you compare them together,

you will find this Equation to arife Zf — -\-

pftft —• y ft -f- r
; whence ’tis plain IKi is the

true Root. Q. E. D. E

Thus far went Des Cartes in this Matter ; but .

he confidering only the Axis of the Parabola, and
not thinking of what might be done by the other

Diameters, could not conftrud any Equations
but from which he had firft ejecfted the Second
Term. But our Baker took the Diameters or Pa-
rallels to the Ax alfo into Confideration, and by
that Means did exceedingly perfed and improve
this Conftrudion of Des Cartes

, and made it uni-

verfal for all Equations not exceeding four Dimen-
fions, without any previous Reduction of them,

or taking any of the Terms. '

And his Method is this, as you may find in hk
Clavis Geometrica.

Taking any Parabola, let the Parameter of La-
tus EeEium be called 1 — L, (that fo the Power of

L may create bo Trouble) and its Vertex a; then,

at Right Angles to the Ax, infcribe ftA — \p, (or

half the fecofid Term in the Equation) and then

(hall its Point A be the Vertex of the Diameter
AD, to be drawn parallel to the Ax; fo that the

Diftanceof this Diameter from the Ax is always

Zjf of p, or^of
j
t>L ffor L is — but to t ;) and

Confequently, when p — o, or when the iecond

Term is wanting (as in Des Cartes his Conftrujfti-

on) AD will be in the Ax, and the Points ft, a
and A all co- incident. Next in this Diameter
A/D, he determines the Point D by the Length
of A D, and then ereds in D a Perpendicular to

DA, as D H, whofe Length he determines alfo,

and by that Means finds H the Center of the Cir-

cle, which is to inreified or touch the Parabola :

B b 2, And
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And this he performs by what he calls his Central

Rule, oig.

,
h ,t£ + JL

• I
V ZL — 1L

b — AD | And,

. L+tL?
4 — 6L/L 4t-+-“77~ d— DH.

4L.L ‘ iLL

Which two Rules are demonftrated in his Book

and here, under the Word Central Rule, which

fee; and becaufe L = 1, they may be contracted

thus,

, = AD.
i
*

% L + U1
4 .

<5

i: — ±. --rz= d= DH.
4

And you muft obferve, That tin the Former of

thele Rules -I- fignifies downward from the Point

A, and — upwards from it; and in the latter Rule

fignifies towards the Left Hand, as— doth to-

wards the Right ; So according as the Affirmative

or Negative Roots prevail, H will he on the Left

or Right Hand of D.

And in both Parts if p q of r be = o, the

Member where it is found will vanilh and become

alfo =' o.

As to the Signs of the Quantities in his Rule,

he makes p always retain the Sign it hath in the

Equation, but q always puts on a contrary one to

what it had there : r is always with a pofitive Sign,

except when p r have contrary Signs in the Equa-

tion, and then r will always have a Negative

Sign in the Rule.

Having thus, by his Central Rule, found H the

Center of the Circle, the next Work is to deter-

mine the Radius ; and if the Equation be no higher

than a Cubick, HA is always the Radius

-

3 but if it

be a Biquadratic^ then fuppofing S, or that
the Fifth Term for abfohite Number; be a Nega-
tive Quantity, take in the Line AH ("produc’d
both Ways if there be occafion) A1~L above,
and AIQ=z Si and making I a Diameter, de-
fcribe the Semi-circle IfLI, and ered at the Point
A the Line AL perpendicularly; which there-
fore will be a mean Proportional between A If
and A

I

: I fay, the Circle muft pafs thro
5

L, and
H L will be the Radius.

But if it be -4- S
, you muft draw another Dia-

meter H A, and therein fit in or apply A % — to
L A before found (for now the Square ot A L is
to be taken from HA,as in the former Cafe it was
to be added to it) which will find the Point Z
thro

8

which the Circle muft pafs, and the Radius
will be H%, which Circle being drawn, it will cut
the Parabola in 4, 3, 2 or 1, orin no Point; and
according to the Number of fuch Interfe&ions*
will the real Roots of the Equation be found,
which will be always fo many Perpendiculars from
thofs Points to A D, as e. gr. NO on thefLeft
Hand, Mo on the Right, &c. Of which, if there
be noJL or Second Term, and alfo it be r, then
on the Left Hand are the Pofitive Roots, and the
Negative ones on the Right Hand : Biit if the Se-
cond Term be there, and with a Negative Sign,
as —p, then No on the Left Hand are Affirma-
tive, and the others M 0 on the Right Negative 5
but if it be -l- p, ’tis on the contrary,?;© Negative*
and Mo Pofitive;

The Demonftration of all,which is very eafy,

to one that hath confidered the Demonftration a-
bove given from Des Cartes, on which this entirely
depends; taking into Confideration alio the Proper-
ty of the Parabola, which Baker had from Mr.
Strode oi Maperton, that The Latus ReStum ; Is to
the Sum of any two Ordinates :: As their Difference 2

Is to the Difference of the Abfciffe.

CONSI RUCTION, in Geometry, is the draw -

ing of fuch Lines as are previoully neceffary for
the making any Demonftration appear the more
plain and undeniable; and this ConftruBion is. al-

ways of fuch things as are well known and fought
before.

CONSTRUCTION, in Grammar
, is the na-

tural, juft and regular placing and dilpofing of
Words in a Difcourfe, fo as to make proper and in-

telligible Senfe.

CONSULTATION, is a Writ whereby a’

Caufe being formerly removed by Prohibition from
the Ecclefiaftical Court, or Court Chriftian, to the
King’s Court, is, returned thither again ; for the

Judges ofthe King’s Court, if, upon comparing the
Libel with the Suggeftion of the Party, they do
find the Suggeftion falfe, or not proved, and there-

fore the Caule to be wrongfully called from the

Court Chriftian, then, upon this Confutation or
Deliberation, they decree it to be returned again ;
whereupon the Writ in this Cafe obtained is called

a Confutation.

CONSUMPTION, in general, fignifies a De-
feat of Nourilhment, or the conluming, wafting

or decaying of the Body, and particularly of the

Mufcular Flefh : ’Tis frequently attended with a
HeSlick. Fever, and is divided into feveral Kinds
according to the Variety of its Caufe, and the

Parts it principally affedls, as a ScorbuttcR Confum-

ption, a Confumption of the Lungs
, ©V.

I CON.
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CONTACT, is when one Line, Plane or Body 1

is made to touch another, and the Parts that do

thus touch are called the Points or Places of Con-

t&Ct* . . r

CONTAGION, the communicating of Irani-

ferring of a Difeafe from one Body to another, by

certain Steams or Effluvia tranfmitted from the

Body of the Sick Perfon. Some Difeafes are Con-

tagious by immediate contact or touch, as theMad-

nefs of a Dog, which is communicated by Biting

;

and the Venom of the French Pox, which is tranf-

mitted from the infe&ed Perfon in the Ad of Co-

pulation ;
fometimes the Contagion is propagated

by infeded Cloaths, as in the Itch and Leprofy :

And there are fome Contagions that are tranfmitted

thro’ the Air to a confiderable Diftance, as the

Plague and other Peftilential Diftempers ; in which

Cafe the Air is faid to be Contagious, that is, full

of Contagious Particles or Effluvia.

CONTEMPLATION, is the preferving of the

Idea which is brought into the Mind for fome time

adually in view.

CONTENEMENT, feems to be Free-hold-

Land which lies next a Man’s Tenement or Dwel-

ling-Houfe, that is, in his own Occupation.

CONTENT, in Solid Geometry, is the Meafure

of any Solid Figure, vig. in Cubick Inches or

Feet, &c.
CONTIGUITY, is only the Surface ofone Bo-

Ay’s touching that of another. But Continuity is

the immediate Union of the Parts which compfcfe

any Natural Body, fo that one cannot tell where

one begins and another ends.
h CONTIGUOUS

Angles, in Geometry,

are fuch as have one

Leg common to each

Angle, and are other-

wife called Adjoining

Angles. Thus, the

Angles a and b are

called ContiguousAn-
gles, but b and c Op-

pofite or VerticahSee

Angle.

CONTINENT, in Geography, is a great Extent

of Land, which comprehends feveral Regions and

Kingdoms, and which is not interrupted or fepa-

rated by Seas.

CONTINENT Gaufe of a Diftempef ,
is that

on which the Difeafe dependsdo immediately, that

it continues fo long as that remains, and no longer.

•Thus a Stone {ticking in the Vreters, is the Conti-

nent Caufe of a Suppreffion of Urine.

CONTINENT Fever, is that which perforins

its Courfe without either Intermiflion or Remiflt-

on.

CONTINGENT; is a Cafual Event; which

may or may not happen to come to pafs : ’Tis

fometimes alfo in Alathematickj ufed for the Word
Tangent.

CONTINGENT Line, in Dialling, is fuppofed

to arife from the Interfe&ion of the Plane of the

Dial with the Plane of the Equinoctial
; and con-

fequently in this Line the Hour Lines of the Dial

-and the Hour Circles interfecd each other. This

Line is always at Right Angles with the Subftilar

Line.

CONTINGENT Line, the fame with Tangent

Line.

CONTINUAL Claim, is a Claim made frond

Time to Time within every Year and Day to
Land of other Thing, which, in feme refpedt,

we cannot attain without Danger.
CONTINUAL Fever, is that which fometimes

remits or abates, but never perfectly intermits j
that is, the lick Perfon is fometimes better, but
never perfectly free from the Fever.

CONTINUAL Proportion
,

Arithmetical and
Geometrical : See ProgreJJion.

CONTINUANDO, is a Word ufed in Law,
when the Plaintiff would recover Damages tor fe-

veral Trelpaffes in the fame Adlion : For in one
Adtion of Trelpafs they may recover Damages
for divers Trelpaffes; laying the firft with a Conti-

nuando to the whole Time; and in this Form ;

CONTINUANDO Tr'anfgireffionem prtediilam,

pc. a prctdiHo die, (£c. itfque talem diem ; fo includ-

ing the laft Trelpafs.

CONTINUED Quantity, or a Continuum, is

that whofe Parts are infeparably joined and united
together, fo that you cannot diftirguilh where one
begins and another ends : See'Difcreet Quantity.

CONTINUED %ocle : See Zpcle.

CONTRABANDED Goods, are fuch as are
prohibited by Adi of Parliament of Proclamation
to be imported into, or exported out of this into
other Nations.

CONTRACT, is a Covenant or Agreement,
with a valuable or lawful Caufe or Confideration ;
or elfe one thing muft be given for another, which
is called Quid pro quo ; as if I fell my Horfe for
Money, or Covenant to make you a Lealeof my
Mannor in Confideration of fo much Money ; thefe
are Good Contrails, becaufe one thing is given for
another : But if a Man make Promife tome that
I lliall have Twenty Shillings, and that he will be
Debtor to me thereof, and after I ask the Twenty
Shillings, and he will not deliver it ; yet I lhall
never have an Adlion to recover, becaufe the Pro-
mife was no Contract, but a bare Promife, and
ex nudo Pablo non oritur AClio : But if any thing
were given for the Twenty Shillings, though it be
but the Value of a Penny, then had it been a Good
Contrail.

CONTRACTILE, is a Word ufed by fome
Phyficians toexprefs fuch Mufcles and other Parts
of the Body as are ufually contracted.

CONTRADICTORY Propofitions, in Logick,
are either fuch as confift of an Univerfal and PafV
ticular, of which one Affirms, and the other Denies
as thus ; All Right lined Triangles have the Sum of
their Angles equal to tveo Right ones • fome Right
lined Triangles have not the Sum of their Angles
equal to tveo Rjght ones, or elfe they are both Sin-
gular and Particular, one Affirming, the other De-
nying the fame Thing, as the Circle is Squaralle

,

the Circle is not Squarable.

CONTRA-Fiffura, or Counter-Fiffure, is a Fif-

fure on one Side of the Head, occafioned by $
Blow or Fall upon the other.

CONTRA Formam CbUationis, is a Writ that lies

where a Man hath given Lands in perpetual Alms
to any Religious Houfe, Hofpital, &c. For if they
Alien the Lands, then the Donor or his Heirs may
recover them by this Writ, but not of the Ali-
enee, altho’ he be Tenant ; tho’ in all other Adlf-
ons, where a Man defnands Free-hold, the Writ
lliall be brought againft the Tenant.
CONTRA Formam Feoffamenti, is a Writ that

lies for the Heir of a Tenant infeoffed of certain

Lands
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Lands or Tenements by Charter of Feoffment of

a Lord, to make certain Services and Suits to his

Court, and is afterwards diftrein’d for more than

is contained in the (aid Charter: This Writ lies not

for the Plaintiff* who claims to purchafe from the

firft Feoffee, but for the Heir to the firft Feoffee;

CONTRA-Indications, are divers Confiderati-

ons in a Difeale that.dilfwade a Phyfician from

ufing fuch a Remedy, when other things induce

him to iti

CONTRAMANDATIO Plachi,in Law, feems

to fignify a Refpiting, or giving the Defendant fur-

ther Time to anlwer j or an Imparlance, or Coun-

termanding what was formerly ordered.

CONTRA Mure, in Fortification, is a little

Wall built before another Partition Wall to {Leng-

then it, fo that it may receive no Damage from the

adjacent Buildings.

CONTRARY Propofitions, in-Logick, are two

univerfal Enunciations, of which one Affirms, and

the other Denies $ as all Squares are Parallelograms ;

m Squares are Parallelograms..

CONTRATE Wheel, is that Wheel in Pocket-

Watches and others which is next to the Crown-

Wheel, whofe Teeth and Hoop lie contrary to

thofe of other Wheels, whence it hath its Name.
CONTRAVALLATION, orThe Line of Con-

travaKation, in Fortification, is a Trench guarded

with a Parapet, and ufuaily cut round about a

Place bythe Befiegers, to fecure themfelves on that

Side, and to ftop the Sallies of the Garrifon ; ’tis

without Musket-Shot of the Town ; fo that the

Army forming a Siege, lies between the Lines of

Circumvallation and ContravaUation.

CONTRE-fiaeve d'yronde, a Term in Fortifica-

tion, the fame with the CounterSwallow s Tail, which

fee i

CONTRIBUTIONS Facienda, is a Writ that

lieth where more are bound to one Thing, and but

one is put to the Burden : As if Joint-Tenants

or Tenants in Common hold a Mill, fro indivifo,

and are equally to take the Profits thereof; the

Mill falling to Decay, and one or more of them

refufing to contribute towards the Reparation, the

reft ffiall have this Writ to compel them.

CONTROLLER, is an Officer who keeps a

Roll of all other Officer’s Accounts ; and in Eng-

land we have divers Officers of this Name, as Con-

troller of the King's Hotiff, Controller of the Navy,

Controller of the Cujloms, Controller cf Callts, Control-

ler of the Mint, Controller of the Hamper, who

takes all things fealed in Leather-Bags from the

Clerk, of the Hamper ; and Controller of the Pipe,

who writes Summons to the Sheriffs to levy the

Debts of the Pipe.

CONTUSION of a Bone, is the bruifing of a

Bone by fome hard and blunt Thing, that tho’ it

outwardly appear Whole, yet- inwardly it is really

Injured and out of Order.

CONVENTIO, is a Word ufed frequently

both in Ancient and Modern Pleadings at Law.

CONVENTION, is a Writ that lieth for any

Covenant in Writing not performed. Fits'-Herbert

calls ii &fVritof Covenant : Nat. Brev. Fol. 145.

CONVERGING, or Convergent Bays, in Op-
tickjr, are thofe Rays which going from divers
Points of the Objed, incline towards one another,
till at laft they meet and crofs, and then become

do Converge till they come to the Point B, and then
they Diverge and run off from each other in the
Lines BE, B F.

CONVERSE ° In Matthematicks one Propofiri-
on is caked the Convejrfe of another, when after a
Concluuon is drawn from fomething fuppofed in
the Converfe Proportion, that Conclujim is fuppofed -

and then that which in the other was fuppofed is
now drawn as a Concluficn from it. Thus, as when
two Right Lines are fuppofed to be parallel, and
another croffes them, 'tis demonftrable that the
Alternate Angles are equal ; fo tis equally true
Conveyfly, that if the Alternate Angles are equal
the Lines which are croffed muft be parallel
CONVERSION of ,Equations in Algebra, is

thus ; if the Quantity fought, or any Part or De-
gree of it be in Fractions, let all be reduced to one
common Denomination (by Multiplication of the
whole, by the Denomination of the Fradional
Parr) and then omitting the Denominators, con-
tinue the Equation in the Numerators only. Thus,

fuppofe «~i= -1-h+h milltiply aIi

by d, and it will ftand thus, d a — db~ a a -u
CC
CONVER«m.w^lkd by Vi,,a

- V°™rU.CONVERSION of Proportions, in Logick, is
the changing of the Subjed into the Place of the
Praedicate, and the Predicate into the Place of tffe
Subjed and yet always retaining the fame Quan-
tity of both Propofitions, as every Right-linedTri-
angle hath the Sum of its Angles equal to two
Right ones ; every Right lined Figure that hath
the Sum of Angies* equal to two Right ones, is a
1 riangle.

CONVEXITY, fignifies any Protuberancy or
lwelling out of any thing

; as Glafles are faid to
be Convex, when they are thicker in the Middle than
at the Edges ; or rather, when their Surface rifeS
up regularly (fo Vitelho defines itj above the Plane
of the Bafe ; as they are Concave, when the Surface
finks down regularly, or with a regular Curvity
below it ; fo that, the fame thing may be, and of-
ten is, Concave within, and Convex without.

Here follow fome Properties ofConvex Glaffef.

]“ a" ®bjed be in the Focus ofa Convex Glafs
and the Eye on the other Side the Glafs the Ob-'
jed will appear ered and diftind.

2. If asiy Objed be in the Focus of a Convex
Glafs and the Eye in the oppose Focus on the o-
ther Side, it will appear under the fame Angle, as

if
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if the Eye were in the Place of the Glals 3 and

confequently the Diftance being double in that Po-

fition of the Eye and Objed, it will appear thro’

the Glafs magnified under an Angle almoft double

of what it would appear to the naked Eye ; but

the Eye can fee no more of its Area than the

Breadth of the Glafs will permit.

Mr. Molyneux, in his DioptricaNova,
(hews how

to determine the vifible Area of an Objed in the

Focus of a Convex Glafs from the Diftance of the

Objed, and of the Eye from the Glafs, and the

Glafs s Breadth. P. 1 26. Prop. 34.
•

3. If an Objed be farther from a Convex Glafs

than the Focus, and the Eye on the other Side be

nearer than the diftind Bafe of the Glafs, it will

fee the Objed ered but confuted ; and it will be

mcft confufed when the Eye is placed in the di-

ftind Bafe.

4. But if the Objed being placed as before, the

Eye be farther from the Glafs than a diftind Bafe,

It begins to fee the Objed Inverted, and at a due

Diftance diftind.

5. If the Objed be nearer than the Focus, it

will appear ered and diftind to an Eye placed

on the other Side the Glafs, at any Diftance within

the Eye’s Power to difcern it.

CONVICT, in the Common Law, is he that

Is found guilty of an Offence by the Verdid of a

Jury : But Crompton fays, that Conviction is either

when a Man is Out-lawed, or appeareth and con-

fefieth, or elfe is found Guilty by the Inqueft.

CONVOCATION, is commonly taken for the

General Aflembly of the Clergy, to conlult of Ec~

ciefiaftical Matters in Parliament ; and as there

are two Houfes of Parliament, fo there are two

Places called Convocation% Houfes, the one called

The Higher, where the Archbifliop and Bifhops

lit feverally by themfelves ; the other. The Lower

Convocation Houfe, where all the reft of the Clergy

fit.' An Eoglifh Convocation or Synod, as it now
ftands for the Province of Canterbury, confifts of a

Prefident (the Lord Archbijhcp
)
and 21 Bifhops,

22 Deans, 53 Archdeacons, 24 Prodors of Chap-

ters, 44 Prodors for the Diocefan Clergy (2 for

each Diocefs) and one Precentor. Cowell j Inter-

preter:

CONVOLUTION, is a winding or turning

Motion which is proper to the Trunks of fome Plants,

as the Convolvuli or Bindweeds, and to the Clafpers

of Vines and of Briony ;
and Dr. Grew thinks that

all thofe Plants whofe Roots are twifted have

fuch a Convolution
; and he affigns two great Effi-

cient Caufes of this winding Motion, the S««and
the 'Moot: Methinks ’twere worth the while, as

Ais very eafy, to try whether there be any fuch

Convolution, or not in the Trunks of Plants, which
may eafily be done, as he hints, by tying a little Bit

of Paper to any of the Branches which are exadly
South

, North, &c. and then feeing whether it will

change its Pofition or not, in Refped of the Point

of the Compafs.

CONVOLVULUS : See Iliac Pajfwn.

CONUS Fuforitis, is a fort of Crucible made

COP
to melt Iron or any other Metal. Blanchard.

CONUSANCE, the lame with Cognifance.

CONLSANT, m the Common Law, fignifies
Knowing or Undemanding • as if the Son be Com-
fant, and agrees to the Feoffment. Cook upon Lit-
tleton. Fol. 159 .b.

CONVULSION, is a -Motion whereby the
Nerves, Mufcles and Members are contraded or
remitted againft the Will, or without it, as in the
Cramp, Epilepjy, &c. Blanchard.

CONVULSIVE Motions, are fudden and fwift
Concuffions or Shakings that ceafe and return al-

ternately,

CQOK-i^cow?, in a Ship, is varioufly feared in
fome, and generally in great Ships it is in the Fore-
Caftle • in fome other Ships it is feared in the
Hatch-way, upon the firft Orlope ; and for Ships of
War ("which are termed Men of War) it might
moft properly be there, in regard of Danger by
Fire, and the freer Ule of the Guns that lie in
the Fore- Caftle, efpecially if this Cool^Bpom (as
fome conceive) may be contrived to be movable,
and lo in a Fight be ftruck down into the Hold of
the Ship. But after all, I cannot apprehend how
it can be otherwife placed than in the Fore- Caftle
in great Ships, by realon of the Multitude of Men,
which require, neceffarily, the drefling of much
Meat, and as neceffarily a large and privateRoom
to drefs it in.

COPERCENERS, or Parceners, in Common
Law, are fuch as have equal Portions in the Inhe-
ritance of their Anceftors ; and as Littleton in the
Beginning of his Third Book, faith,' Parceners be
either by Law or by Cuftom $ Parceners by Law are
the Iflue Female, which no Heir-Male being come
in Equality to the Lands of their Anceftors. Par-
ceners by Cuftom, are thofe that by Cuftom of the
Country challenge equal Part in fuch Lands; as
in Kent, by the Cuftom called Gavel-kind: This,
amongft the Feudifts

,

is called Ad<equatio.

COPERNICAN Syftem , the fame with the
moft Ancient or Pythagorean Syftem of the World,
which Copernicus revived ; and it is fince improv-
ed, and now generally adhered to by Aftronomers,
and is as follows.

1 . The Sun is fuppcfed to be placed in the Mid-
dle, very near the Center of Gravity of the intire

Syftem, in the common Focus of every one of the
Planetary Orbits.

Next to him Mercury, in about three Month s
Time, defcribes his Ellipfts, and that fo near, that
we on the Earth rarely obtain a diftind View of
him.

Next to Mercury is the EUiptick Orbit of Venus,
whofe Peritid is 7 Months f ; and next to Venus
our Earth, with its Attendant the Moon perform
a joint Courfe, and mcafurcs out the Annual Pe-
riod.

Next to the Earth
, Mars alone, without any

vifible Guard or Satellite accompanying him, re-

volves about the fame Center in about two Years
Time.
Next to Mars, tho" at a mighty Diftance from

him, the largeft of the Planets Jupiter, with his
four remarkable Satellites, takes his Round in 1%
Years.
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And Laftly, Saturn with his five little Moons,

about him, according to Caffmi,
deieribes in 30

Years time, the fartheft and moft remote Orbit ;

and compleats the intire Planetary Chorus, as the

Figure reprefents.

Befides the Planets, whole Orbits are not very

different from Circles, there are another Species of

Bodies which are called Comets
,
revolving about

the Sun in fuch Ellipfis, as may pafs almoft for

Parabola's,
they are fo exceeding Eccentrical ; but

as regularly retaining their leveral Periods and Or-

bits as the Planets themfelves, of which fee Co-

mets.

COPHOSIS, is a Deafnefs in the Ears. Blan-

chard. _
COPIA LibeHi deliberando

,
is a Writ that lieth,

in Cafe when a Man cannot get the Copy of a Libel

at the Hands of a Judge Ecclefiaftical,

COPOS, is a Wearinefs of the Body, when the

Mufcles, or their Fibres rather, are loaden and ob-

ftrudted with fuch vifcous Humours, that they are

rendred unfit for Motion, Blanchard.

COPPEL, or Copple : See Cuppel.

COPROCRITICA ,
are Medicines which

purge away the Excrement in the Guts. . Blan-

^COPULA, in Logick, is the Verb that connects

any two Terms in an Affirmative or Negative

Propofition ; as God is Good, where ( is) is the Co-

pda. Riches alone make not a Man Happy,where

(make) is the Copula. .

COPULATIVE Proportions, are thole that in-

clude feveral Subjects or feveral Attributes joyn’d

together by an Affirmajiveor Negative ponjuncti-

on ; that is to fay, and (not) or (neither :

)

For (nei-

ther) does the fame thing as (and) in thefe forts of
Propofitions, for that (neither) fignifies (and) with a
Negative, which falls upon the Verb, and not up-
on the Union of the two Words which it joins ; as

if I fhould fay, That Knowledge and fiches done

make a Man happy : Here I unite Knowledge and
Riches, affirming of both that they don’t make a
Man happy.

COPY-hold, is a Tenure for which the Tenant
hath nothing to ffiew but the Copy of the Rolls

made by the Steward of the Lord’s Court; for the

Steward as he doth inroll and makeRemembrances
of all other things done in the Lords Court ; fo

he doth alfo of fuch Tenants as he admitteth

into the Courr, to any parcel of Land or Tene-
ment belonging to the Mannor ; and the Tranfcript

of this is called The Copy of the Court foil, which is

all the Tenant taketh fiom him, and keeps as his

own Evidence : This Tenure is call’d A Bafe Te-

nure, becaufe it holdeth at the Will of the Lord :

It is wont to be called Tenure in Villaruige by fome,

who alfo fay, that Copy-hold is but a new Name,
ye& it is not fimply at the Will ofthe Lord# but ac-

cording to the Cuftom of the Mannor : So that if a

Copy-holder break not the Cuftom of the Mannor,

and thereby forfeit his Tenure, he feemeth not fo

much to ftand at the Lord’s Curtefie for his Right,'

that he may be difplaced hand overhead at his plea-

fure. Thefe’ Cuftoms of Manners be infinite, va-

rying in one Point or other almoft in every feveral

Mannor.
Firft, Some Copy-holds are fineable at Will, and

fame certain : That which is fineabh at Will, the

Lord
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Lord raketh at his Pleafure, but if it exceed two

Years Revenue, the Chancery, Kjngs-Bench, Com-

mon-Pleas, or Exchequer, may reduce them to Rea-

fon. That which is certain is a kind of Inheri-

tance, and called in many places cuftomary, be-

caufe the Tenant dying, and the Hold being void,

the next of Blood, paying the cuftomary Fine (as

a j. for an Acre, or fuch like) may not be denied

his Admiflion. . „ _

Secondly, Some Cop-holders have, by Cuitom,

the Wood growing upon their own Land, which

by Law they could not have.

Thirdly, Copy-holders, fome be fuch as hold by

the Verge in ancient Demefne ; and although they

Jiold by Cop, yet are in Account a kind of Free-

holders, for if fuch a one commit Felony, the King

hath Annum, Diem & Vaflum,
as in the Cafe of

Free-hold. Some other hold by Common Tenure

,

called Meer Cop-hold, and they committing Felony,

their Land efcheateth to the Lord of the Mannor.

COR, the Heart, is a flefhy fibrous Subftance

made up of feveral Mufcles and Tendons $
it has

two Auricles or Ears ,
and as many Ventricles :

the Vena Cava, or great Vein, is fallen d to the

Right Auricle, and the Pulmonary Vein to the Left ;

the Pulmonary Artery is joyn’d to the Right Ventri-

cle, and the great Artery to the Left. It is cloath-

ed with a little Membranous Bag, called the Pe-

ricardium, wherewith it is joyned to the Mediafti-

num, and the Diaphragm ; its Balls is upwards,

and Point downwards, and it is placed in the Mid-

dle of the Cheft amongft the Lobes of the Lungs.

Its Ufe is to receive and dilperie the Blood to all

Parts in the Body. The Bafe of the Heart is en-

vironed round with a Plexus of Veins and Arteries,,

Our Excellent Dr. Lower was the firft that gave

us the true Mechanical Structure of the Heart, and

a very good rational Account of its Action : He ex-

plains the Syftole of the Heart, by the natural Me-
thod of mufcular Contra&ion ; but in order to ac-

count for its Diaftole, he hath recourfe to a certain

unaccountable Motion of Eeftitntion, which feems

not to be fo well grounded.

The Heart being a fingle Mufcle without an

Antagonift, appears to be of the Spinier kind ; and

Borellus in his Oeconomia Animalis, computes! the

Motive Power of a Man’s Heart to be more than

that of a Weight of 3000 lb. The Obftacles to

the Motion of the Blood through the Arteries, he

judges equivalent to 18000 lb. i.e. 6 times as

much as the Power of the Heart : He eftimates

the Power of the Elajlick Coat of the Arteries at

45000 lb. whole Adventitious Help to move the

Blood being deduced, he leaves the Heart with

a force ’but of 3000 lb. to furmount a Refiftance

of 135000 lb. that is, with 1 to move 45
- and ’

this mighty Power in the Heart he aferibes to the

Force of Percuflion. Dr. Drake, in his Difcourfe of

the Motion ofthe Heart in Phil. TranfaEl. N. 2,8 o.

fuppofes that Refpiration hath a great Influence to

afflft it ; and that even the Syftole or Conftri&ion of

the Heart is occafioned in fome meafure by the

help of the Diaphragm and Intercoftal Mufcles,

by whole Means the Blood hath a Paffage opened

for it into the Lungs, which denied would be an
Invincible Obftacle : And he thinks alfo that the

Syftole is furthered by the Situation and Capacity

of the Blood Veflfels of the Lungs, ih the feveral

Times ofthe Elevation and Depreffion ofthe Ribs

;

for by this Means a Paflage is opened to the Blood

to flow from the Right Ventricle of the Heart to

the Left thro’ the Lungs, to which it could not o~
therwife pafs, and the Oppofition which the Blood
contained in that Ventricle muft otherwife have
made to its ConftriBion, is taken off. And thus
the Dr. with great probability, fuppoks the Syftole

of the Heart to be much facilitated by the Acftiofa

of the Thorax 1 But he faith, that neither the Dia-
phragm nor Intercoftal Mufcles can contribute a-

ny thing towards the Diaftole,
the Caufe of which,

be it what it will, muft be equal to that of the

Heart, the Intercoftal Mufcles, and the Diaphragm,
to all. which it aefts as an Antagonift ,

dilating

the Hearr, as they conftridl or dole it. The Drv

thinks fuch a Power or Caufe is not to be found
any where in an Animal Body, and therefore it

muft be lought without it ; and he concludes that

this Caufe is the Weight of the incumbent Anno-
fphere prefling upon the Thorax and other parts of

the Body, which he proves from Mr. Boyle's Expe-
riments upon Animals in Vacuo

,
where, as foon as

the Preffure of the Incumbent Atniofphere is re-

moved, the Intercoftal Mufcles and Diaphragm
are contracted, and the Ribs elevated in an In-

ftant, and can’t by any power of the Will be made
to fubfide, till the Air is let in again to bear them
forcibly down : And* as in the Elevation of the Co-

fta, the Blood is in a manner folieited by the Paf-

fage now opened for it to flow into the Lungs ;

fo in the Depreffion of them by the Subfidence of

the Lungs, and the Contraction of the Blood Vef-
fels ( both which are confequent thereupon ) the

Blood is forcibly driven, as it were by an Embo-
lus, through the Pulmonary Vein into the Left

Ventricle of the Heart ; and that, together with
the general Compreffton of the whole Body, by the

Weight of the Atmofphere, which furrounds and
gravitates upon the whole Surface of it, is that

Power which caufes the Blood to mount in the

Veins, after the force imprefs’d upon it by the

Heart is broken and fpent, and which is fufScient

to force the Heart from its Natural State to Dilata-

tion. And thus by the Contraction of the Heart
(the proper Action ofall Mufcles) and its Dilatation

again this way* is the Circulation of the Blood fee

forward and kept going on.

GOR, is by the Botanifts ufed to fignfy the

inward foft pithy and fpongy part of any Tree or
Plant

}
which they call alfo Medulla and Matrix

Arboris.

COR Caroli, an Extraconftellated Star in the

Northern Hemifphere, fituated between the Coma
Berenices, and Vrfa major, fo called in Honour of

King Charles.

COR Hydra, a fix’d Star of the firft Magnitude
in the Conftellation ofHydra- its Longitude is 1 42
deg. 49 min. Latitude zz deg. 23 min.

COR Leonis See ftegulus or Baftlicus,

CORAGOBRACHIALIS, or Coracobrachieus,is

a Mufcle fo called from its Origination and Infer-

tion : It arifes partly flefhy, and partly tendinous,

from the Extremity of the Precejftus Coracboides Sca-

pula, and in its Defcent it becomes larger* ftriCtly

adhering to the Internal Tendinous Beginning of

the Biceps, and parts from it near its Tendinous
Infertion at the Middle of the Internal Part of the

Os Humeri :Thro’ this Mufcle paffes a large Nerve,
wherefore by fome it is called Perforatus. When
it acftethj the Arm is moved upwards, and turned
fome\Arhat obliquely outwards.

CORACOHYOIDES, are Mufcles which pro-

ceed from the Procefs of the Shoulder-bone, call’d

C C Cor4*
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Coracoides, and go on as far as the Bone Hyoides ;

their Ufe is to move obliquely downward.
CORACOIDES* is the Procefsof the Shoulder-

blade, in form of a Beek.

CORAM non Judies, is a Term in the Com-
mon Law, when a Caufe is brought into a Court -

wherein the Judges have no Jurifdidion.

CORBEILS, in Fortification, are little Baskets

about a Foot and a half high, eight Inches broad

at the Bottom, twelve at the Top; which being

filled with Earth, are frequently fet one againlt

another upon the Parapet, or elfewhere, leaving

certain Port-holes, from whence to fire upon the

Enemy under Covert
,

without being feen by

them.

CORD, in Geometry : See Chord.

CORDAGE at Sea, Signifies in general all the

Ropes belonging to the Rigging of a Ship.

CORDIALIA, are Medicines which are com-

monly thought to ftrengthen the Heart ; but they

only put the Blood into a fine gentle Fermentati-

on, which corroborates and facilitates the Motion

of the Heart. Blanchard.

CORDON, in Fortification, is aRow of Stones

made round on the outfide, and fet between the

Wall and the Fortrefs which lies in T'alu, or a

Slope, and the Parapet which ftands perpendicu-

lar after fuch a manner, that this Difference may
not be offenfive to the Sight ; fo that thofe Cordons

ferve only as Ornaments ranging round about

the Place ;
neither are they ufed but in Fortifica-

tions made of Mafon’s Work, the void Space be-

ing filled up with pointed Stakes in thofe that are-

railed with Earth.

CORDS, in Mufick
,

properly fignifies the

Strings of a Harp, Violin, Lute, or any other

Mufical Inftrument : But the Term is alfo appli-

ed to denote the Sounds which proceed from

fuch Inftruments, even from thofe that have no

Strings.
.

CORINTHIAN Order of Architecture
,

is fo

called from Corinth, the Place of its Invention.

It obferves the fame Mealure with the Ionich

,

and the Difference between them is chiefly in the

Capital : See Order and Column.

Vitruvius makes the Height of the Capital to be

two Modules, and this he divides into leven parts,

ofwhich the firft is for the Abacus, and the other

fix downwards is for the Ornament.

GORNACHINE Powder, the fame with what

is fometimes called the Earl of Warwick’.? Powder,

and by Foreign Writers frequently Pulvis de tri-

bus ; it is a purging Powder made of equal parts

of Antimonium Diaphoreticum, Diagridium
,

and

Cream ofTartar.

CORNEA Luna : See Luna Cornea.

CORNEA Oculi Tunica,
which is alfo called

Sclerotes, and Dura,
the hard Turned, proceeds

from a Tunicl

\

in the Brain called Dura Meninx ;

it is pellucid forwards, that it may tranfmit the

vifible Species : Its Sides are covered with the Al-

bugineous Tunic^ inwardly it contains the Aque-

ous Humour.

CORNICHE, or as we pronounce it Cornijh,

in Architecture, is the third and higheft part of

the Entablature, and is commonly ufed to fignifie

the uppermoft Ornament of any Wainfcot, (3c.

In reference to the Pillar, ’tis different according

to the different Orders of Architecture. In the

Tufcan his without Ornaments, and this Pillar of

all others hath the leaft Mouldings, The Dork\

is adorn’d with Dentils like the Ionict, and which
fometimes hath its Mouldings cut into it. The
Corinthian Pillar hath of all others the moft*Moul-
dings, and thofe very often cut with MidiHons
and fometimes Dentils, The Compofiie hath its
Dentils and its Mouldings cur, with its Channels
or Chamferings under its Platfond.

CORNICULARIS Procejfus : See Amyroides'
CORNICULATE Plants and Herbs, are Etch

as after each Flower produce many difiinCt and
horned Seed-pods

$ which Seed-veflels are called.
Silipua : This kind is called alfo Multiflimom -

fuch as the Sedurn or Sempervivum,Telephium,Sedum
Stellatum

, Juncus Floridus, Helleborus Niger, Fra

-

xinella, Aconitum
( or Napellm

) Aquilegia, Del-
phinum, Pceonia, Caltha Palu(lris, Althaa Lutea &c.
CORNISH Ring Of a Gun, is the next from the

Muzzle Ring backwards : See Ordnance.
CORNUA Uteri, are two lateral parts of the

Womb in fome Brutes, as Cows, Harts, Sheep
Goats, 13c. yet fome Authors have attributed the
fame parts to a Woman’s Womb from fomething
which imitates them there; for at the Sides of the
Bottom of the Womb, there is a fort of Protube-
ranee on both Sides, where the Vafa Deferentia are
inferted ; yet a Woman s Womb is rarely Bipar-
tite, as it is in Brutes.

x "

CORODIO Habendo, is a Writ whereby to
exaCl a Corody of an Abby, or Religious Houfe.
CORODY Habendo

, in Common-Law, fignh
lies a Sum of Money

, or Allowance of Meat
Drink, and Cloathing, due to the King from an
Abby, or other Houfe of Religion, whereofhe is
Founder, towards the reafonable Suftenence of
fuch a one of his Servants, being put to his Penfi*
on, as he thinketh good to beftow it on. And the
Difference between a Corody and a Penfion feems
to be, That a Corody is allowed towards the Main-
tenance of any of the King’s Servants that livetfc
in an Abby ; a Penfion is given to one ofthe King’s
Chaplains, for his better Maintenance in the King’s
Service, until he may be better provided of a Be-
nefice. It appears in Weft. 2. Cap. 25. That an
Affize fliall lie for a Corody

; and in others, That
Corodies belonged fometimes to Bifhops from Mo-
nafteries ; and alfo. That a Corody may be due to
a common Perfon, by Grant from one to another;
or of common Right, to him that is a Founder of
a Religious Houfe, nor holden in Franc-'Almoine

,
for that Tenure was difeharged of all Corodies in
it felf. And a Corody is laid to be either certain
or uncertain, and that it may be for Life

,
for

Years in Tail, or in Fee.

COROLLARY or ConfcElary, is an ufeful Con-
fequence drawn from fomething which hath been
already advanced or demonftrated

; as if from
this, w*. That a Triangle which has two equal fides
has alfo two Angles equal

; you fhould draw this
Conlequence, That a Triangle which has the three
Sides equal, has alfo its three Angles equal.

CORONA, in Architecture, is properly the
flat and molt advanced part of the Cornice, cal-
led by the French Larmeir, and by us the Drip,
becaufe it defends the reft of the Work from Wind
and Weather ; but it is often taken by Vitruvius
for the whole Cornice. : .

Corona, or the Flat-Crown, is alfo a particular
Member in the Dorick_ Gate, made by fo extra-
ordinary an Enlargement of the Larmier or Drip

,

that it hath fix times more breadth than Proje-
dure. This fort of Corona is no where found a-

mongft



mongft the Ancients, except only in the Writings

of Vitruvius.

CORONA Borealis, or the Northern Garland,

a Conftellation in the Northern Hemifphere,- con-

fifting of about 20 Stars.

CORONA Meridionalis, a Southern Conftella-

tion confi fting of 1 3 Stars.

CORONALE : See Front is.

CORONALIS Sutura, is a Cleft in the Head

made like a Comb, and joins as if the Teeth of

two Saws were clofely compacted into one ano-

ther : It is placed in the upper Part of the Skull

from one Temple to another, and 'is circumfcrib’d

with the Bones of the Forehead, and that parti-

cularly called Bregma ; in the Middle whereof the

Suture, ftiied Sagittalis, is terminated.

CORONARIA Vafa, are the Veins and Arte-

ries which furround the Heart to nourifh it : They

arife out of the Aorta before it comes out of the

Pericardium ; they incompais the Bafis of the

Heart like a Garland ; in their Circuit fend down

divers Twigs length-ways of the Heart, and when

they have incompalTed the Bafis and meet, they in-

ofculate with one another, but not with the Veins.

CORONATORE Eligendo, is a Writ which,

after the Death or Difcharge of any Coroner, is di-

rected to the Sheriff out of the Chancery, to call

together the Free-holders of the County for the

choice of another Coroner ;
and to certify into the

Chancery both the Election and Name of the Party

eleCted, and to give him his Oath.

CORONE, is an Acute Procefs of the lower

Jaw-bone, from its Likenefs to the Beek of a Ra-

ven called Roftriformis, in the Form of a Beek.

CORONER, is an ancient Officer of this Land,

fo called, becaufe he dealeth wholly for the King

and Crown : There be four of them commonly in

every County, and they are chofen by the Free-

holders of the fame upon Writ, and not by Patent.

His Office efpecially concerneth Pleas ofthe Crown.

There be alfo certain fpecial Coroners within divers

Liberties, as well as thofe ordinary Officers in eve-

ry County ;
as the Coroner of the Verge, which is a

certain Compafs about the King’s Court: And

there are certain Charters belonging to Colleges

and other Corporations, whereby they are licen-

ced to appoint their Coroner within their own Pre-

cinCts,

CORPORA Cavernofa Penis (by D’Graaf cal-

led Nervofa, and by others Nervea Spongiofa
)

are

two Capfulre or oblong Folliculi, fenced every where

without with a thick Membrane: They fpring

with two diftinCt Originals from the lower Side of

the OJfa Pubis, whence ftretching forwards, they

meet one another, leaving an Interftice before their

Conjunction, in which the Vrethra is conveyed :

Where they leave the Offa Pubis they are each co-

vered with a Membrane, and afterwards joined

to each other by the Intervention of a Septum In-

termedium, which, the nearer it comes to the Gians,

is the more diminifhed.

CORPORA O'ivaria: 'See Olivaria Corpora.

CORPORA Pyramidalia, are Protuberances of

the under Part of the Brain , they are in Length of

about an Inch.

CORPORA Striata, are Protuberances upon the

Crura Medulla Oblongata.

CORPORAL, is an inferior Officer in a Foot

Company, who hath charge over one of the Divi-

fions; places and relieves Centinels, and keeps good

Order in the Corps de Garde .* He receives the Word

of the Inferior Rounds that pafs by his Corps de
Garde. ,

CORPORATION, is a Body Politick autho-
rifed by the King’s Charter, being of Capacity to

take and grant, having a Common Seal, ($c,

Thefe are conftituted either by Prefcription,by Let-
ters Patent, or by Ad of Parliament, and are ei-

ther Spiritual or Temporal.

CORPOREITY, the School Term for the

Nature of a Body.

CORPS de Garde, is a Poll in an Army fome-
times under Covert, fometimes in the open Air, to

receive a Number of Men'who are relieved from
time to time to watch in their Turns for the Seen*

rity of fome more conilderable Poll ; and it often

alfo is taken for the Men thus watching, who are

called the Corps de Garde.

CORPUS cum Caufa, is a Writ iffuing out of

the Chancery, to remove both the Body and the

Record touching the Caufe of any Man lying in

Execution upon a Judgment for Debt, into the

King’s Bench, &c. there to lie till he have fatisfi-

ed the Judgment.
CORPUS Callofum, is the upper Part or Cover-

ing of a Space made by the joining together ofthe'

Right and Left Side of the internal Subftance of
the Brain. This Space forms the three Ventricles

or Foramen Ovale, and its Bottom is the Inrernal

Subftance of the two Sides of the Cerebrum gather’d

as it were into two Bundles, and are called the

Crura of the Medulla Oblongata „

CORPUS Glandulofum, the fame with the Pk
ftata.

CORPUSCLES, in Natural Philofophy, figni-

fy the Minute Parts, or Particles, or Phyfical A-
toms of a Body $ and by this Word is not meant
Elementary Parts, nor the Hypoftatical Principles

of the Chymifts, but fuch Particles, whether of 2.

fimple or compounded Nature, whofe Parts will

not be dijfolved, disjoined or dijfipated by ordinary
Degrees of Heat.

And that way of Philofophizing which endea-
vours to explain things, and to give an Account of
the Phenomena of Nature by the Motion, Figure,

Reft, Pofition, I§c. of Corpufcles or Minute Par-
ticles of Matter, is by the Honourable Mr. Boyle

called very properly the

CORPUSCULAR Philofophy j which was fo

very Ancient, that both before Epicurus and De«
mocritus, and even before Leucippus taught in

Greece, there was a Phcenecian Philofopher that ex-
plained Natural Phenomena by the Motions and
Affections of the Minute Corpufcles of Matter, as

very old Writers inform us ; and therefore this

kind of Philofophy fhould rather be called Phoenicia

ah than Epicurean. -

The chief Principles of the MechanicalHypothecs
of Corpufcular Pbihfopby, Mr. Boyle fums up in thefe

Particulars

;

,i . They fuppofe that there is but one Catholick

or Universal Matter, which is an extended, im-
penetrable and divifible Subftance common to ail

Bodies, and capable of all Forms.

2. That this Matter, in order to form the vaft

Variety of Natural Bodies, muft have Motion in

fome or all its defignable Parts ; and that this Mo-
tion was given to Matter by God the Creator of all

things, and has all manner of Directions and Ten-
dencies.

3. Matter muft alfo actually be divided into

Parts, and each of thefe Primitive Particles, Frag-.
C c 2 ments

#



taents or Atoms of Matter muft have its proper

Magnitude or Size, as alfoits peculiar Figure and

Shape.

4. They fuppofe alfo, that thcfe differently fiz’d

and fhap’d Particles may have as different Orders

and Pofitions
,
Situations or Pojlures, from whence

great Variety may arife in the Compofition of Bo-

dies.

CORRECTOR of the Staple, is a Clerk be-

longing to the Staple that Writeth and Recordeth

the Bargains of Merchants made there.

CORRIDOR, in Fortification, is the Covert-

way lying round about the whole Compafs of the

Fortifications of a Place, between the Outfide of

the Moat and the Pallifado’s.

CORROSIBILIT Y, is the Power of being cor-

roded, eaten or diffolved by any Corrofive Mtnftru-

11m or Liquor ; and the Honourable Mr. Boyle

reckons thefe Qualifications neceffary to render

any Body Corrofible.

1. That it be furniftied with Pores of fuch a

Bignefs and Figure, that the Corpufcles of the Men-

Jlruum or Solvent may enter them, and yet not be

much agitated in them, without alfo giving brisk

Knocks or Shakes to the folid Parts which confti-

tute the Pores or Cavities : For fometimes, though

the Pores of a Body may be large enough to let in

fome grofs Corpufcles, yet if thefe, for want of

Solidity or Rigidity, are too flexible, or are of an

Incongruous Figure to thofe Pores, a Diffolution

may not enfue ; as it happens when pure Spirit of

Wine is in the cold put upon Salt of Tartar ; or

when Aqua Fort is is put upon powdered Sul-

phur.

2. That its confiftent Corpufcles be of fuch a

Bulk and Solidity as doth not incapacitate them

from being dif-joined by the Adtion of the infinua-

ting Corpufcles of the Menjlruum.

3. That the Cohefion of the Parts ofthe Corro-

dible Body be not fo ftrid, as that they are not fe-

parable by the Adtion of the Diffolvent.

CORROSIO Chymica,
is a Diffolution of mix-

ed Bodies by Corrofive Menftruums.

CORROSIVE Medicine, is one that has a Pow-

er of Corroding

,

as Lime, Lapis Infernalis, and o-

* CORROSIVENESS, is the Quality that fome

Liquors which are called Menftruums have of dif-

folving or corroding Bodies.
. . ,

And the Attributes or Qualifications which feem

proper to render any Liquor Corrofive, Mr. Boyle,

in his Mechanical Original of this Quality, rec-

kons to be fuch as thefe : _
1 . That the Menflruum or diffolving Liquor con-

fift of, or abound with fuch Particles as^ are not

too big to get in at the Pores or Comminutes 01

the Body to be diffolved; nor yet fo fmall, as rea-

dily to pafs through them, as the Rays of Light

do through Glafs ;
nor muft they be unable, by

reafon of their great Slendernefs and Flexibility,

to disjoin the Parts they invade.

2. That thele Corpulcles be of a Shape fitting

to infinuate themfelves more or kfs into the Com-

miffures or Pores of the Body, m order to diffoci-

ate its folid Parts.

That thefe Particles have alfo a competent

degree of Solidity; in order to disjoin the Panicles

of the Body to be diffolved : And this Solidity dif.

fers much from the Bulk of the Corpufile, mention-

ed in the firft Requifite ;
for one thing may be much

more folid than another, tho it have, as to Bulk,

me lame jLiimennons : xnus the iralk of a Plant
may be as big as a fmall Iron or a Steel Rod, but
the Latter is much folider than the Former.

4. That the Particles ofthe Menjlruum be Agile;
and advantaged for Motion,in refpe&oftheir Shape,
or their Smallneifs, or their Fitnefs, to have their
A&ion befriended by the Preffure of the Atmo-
fphere, which may help to drive them into the
Pores of Bodies, or by the Agitation which thefe
intruding Particles may be fitted to receive in' thofe
Pores by the Tranfcurfion of fome fubtile Ethere-
al Matter.

CORRODENTIA : Cotroding things are things
which eat up and confume Excrefent Flefh with
their (harp Particles.. Blanchard.

CORRUGANT Mufcles, according to fome,’
are thofe that help to knit the Brows when one
frowns ; but they feem to be only a Part of the
Frontal Mufcles that have their Fibres running in
this Place fomewhat obliquely.

CORRUGATOR Supercilii
, is by fome Anato-

mifts reckoned as a Mufcle of the Eye-brows, help-
ing to knit them when we frown ; but it feems to;

be only a Part of the Frontal Mufcles, having Fi-
bres in this Place a little obliquely.

CORRUPTION? is the Deftrudtion, Extincti-
on, or, at leaft, the Cejfation, for a Time, of the
proper Mode of Exiftence of any Natural Body:
For whenever any Body lofes all, or any of thofe
Accidents which are effentially neceffary to the
conftitutingit of fuch a kind, itisthen faid to be
corrupted or deftroyed, and lofes its former Deno-
mination, being not now a Body of the Kind it

was before. But, as in Generation
, nothing Sub-

Jlantial is produced, fo here nothing Subjlantial is

loft or deftroyed, but only that Modification of the
Body which was its Form, and made it be of fuch
a Species.

CORTICAL Part of the Brain, is the outward
Subftance of the Brain, full of Labyrinths and
Meanders in the Outfide; it is covered with a
thin Skin, and is of an Afh-grifly Colour, being, 1

as Malpighius faith, only an Heap of little Oval
Glands, and full of little Veffels; inwardly the
Medullary Subftance is next to it. Its Ufe is thought
by fome to be for the generating Animal Spirits
from the Blood, and hence they are conveyed by,
the Medullary Subftance to the Nerves, and diftri-

buted through the whole Body : And the Seat of
the Memory and Sleep is placed there by many A-
natomifts.

CORTIN, in Fortification, fignifies the Wall or
Diftance between the Flanks of two Baftions.
CORUSCATION or Flajhing, is (by the

Cartefians)
an Exhalation fpread under a Cloud ;

which rufhing downwards is fet on Fire and
flafheth.

CORVUS, a Southern Conftellation in the Hea-
vens, confifting of feven Stars.

CORYMBUS, in general, fignifies the Top of
any thing; but among the old Writers about
Plants, Cofymbi were the Bunches or Clutters of I-
vy Berries : Some alfo call the Top of the Stalk of
a Plant, when ’tis fo fubdivided and adorned with
Flowers or Fruits that its makes a round Spherical
Figure, by this Name Corymbus, as the Tops of
Leeks, Onions, and of the Sambucus Aquatica;
&c. and others confound the Word with VmbeUa
which expreffes the Flowry Top of fuch Plants as
have their Branches and Flowers fpread round into
theForm of what ourWomen now call anUmbrella!

But
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But among our Modern Botanifts it is ufed for a

compounded dilcous Flower, whofe Seeds are not

Pappous, or do not fly away in Down ; fuch are

the Flowers of Daiftes, Coryi-Marygold, (3c. and

therefore the Accurate Botanift Mr. \ay makes one

large Genus of Plants to be fuch as have a com-

pound difeous Flower, but without any downy

Wings to carry off their Seeds, and thefe he pro-

perly calls

Corymbiferous Plants $
and thefe he diftinguifhes

into,

1. Such as have a Radiate Flower, as the Flos

Solis, Calendula, Caltha, Flos Africanus, Chry-

santhemum Sagetum, Buthphalmum, Ptarmica,

Abfinthinm Vmbelliferum, Millefolium, Beilis

Major (3 Minor, Parthenium, Chnmamelum,

(3c.

2. Such as have a Naked Flower, as the Abro-

tanum Fcemina, Eupatorium Caunabinum fce-

vnina, Coftus HortorUm, Ageratum, Abjinthium,

Artimefut, (3c.

To which he adds fuch as he calls

Corymbiferis Afftnes, i. e, fuch Plants as feem a-

kin to the Corymbiferous Kind, as Scabiofa,

Dypfacus, Carduus, Sphceroeephalus, Eryngium,

(3c.

CORYPHE, is the Crown of the Head ; alfo

the interior Extremity of the Fingers near the

Nails. Blanchard.

CORYZA or Gravedo, is a Defluxion of a

lharp Salt and thick Humour into the Mouth,

Lungs and Noftrils from the Ventricles of the

Brain by the Olfa&ory Nerves ;
for when it

grows thick, it can neither be Percolated by the

Reins, nor pafs from the Pituitary Glandule through

the Infundibulum into the Veins, and therefore it

diftils into the Noftrils by the aforefaid Nerves.

Blanchard.

CO-SECANT, is the Secant of an Arch which

is the Complement of another to 90 °.

CO-SINE, is the Right Sine of an Arch, which

is the Complement of another to 90 Degrees.

COSENAGE, or Cognatione, is a Writ that lies

where the great Grandfather is fenced in his De-

mefne, as of Fee, at the Day of his Death, ofcer-

tain Lands and Tenements, and dieth, and then

a Stranger entreth and abateth; for then fhall

his Heir have this Writ of Cofenage.

COSHERING, in the Feudal Laws ; as there

were many Privileges inherent by Right and Cu-

ftom, fo were there feveral then grievous Exacti-

ons impofed by the Lords, by a fort of Preroga-

tive or Seignioral Authority, as to lie and feaft

themfelves and their Followers (called Cojhering)

at their Tenant’s Houfes.

COSMETICKS, are Medicines which whiten

and foften the Skin, or, in general, any thing that

helps to promote the External Beauty or good Ap-

pearance of the Perfon that ufeth it.

COSMIC AL, a Term in Aftronomy, expref-

fing one ofthe Poetical Riftngsof a Star ; for a Star

is faid to rife CofmicaUy,
when it riles together

with the Sun, or with that Degree of the Ecliptic^

wherein the Sun then abides ;
and the Coftmical

Setting is when a Star fets or goes down in the

Weft, at the fame time as the Sun rifes in the

Eaft.

COSMOGRAPHY, is a Delcription of all the
feveral Parts of the vifible World, delineating them
according to their Number, Pofitions, Motions,
Magnitudes, Figures, and their other Properties.
The Two Parts of which are Aftronomy and Geo-
graphy.

COSSE and Coftick., the old Word for Algebra.

COST, (in the Plural Number Cotiqes) a Term
in Heraldry, fignifying a Fourth Part of a Bend.
COSTjE, the Ribs, are thofe Bones which, with

other Parts, makes the Cheft or Thorax - Backward
they are connected with the Vertelres of the Back 5
Forward with the Cartilages of the Breaft Bone

:

They are Twelve in number on each Side, the Se-
ven upper are called Cofta Vera, True, becaufe their

Cartilaginous Ends are received into the Sinus of
the Sternum ; the Five lower Spurious, becaufe they
are fliorter and fofter ; the broader Part of the
Rib is called Palmula, the ftraighter towards the
Vertebres, ftemulus. The Ribs are crooked like the
Segments of Circles, and grow flat and broad as

they approach the Sternum
,
but nearer the Verte-

bra they are rounder and thicker, and at thofe Ends
have each a round Head, which being covered with
a Cartilage, is received into the Sinus in the Body
of each Vertebra ; and at the Neck of each Head
there is a fmall Tubercle, which is alfo received
into the Sinus of the Tranfverfe Procefles of the

Vertebra ; and as they are thus articulated, the

Ribs make an Acute Angle with the lower Verte-

bra. Each one hath a imall Canal or Sinus run-
ning along the under Side,- in which lies a Nerve,
Vein and Artery : Their Extremities, which are

faftened to the Sternum, are Cartilaginous, and the

Cartilages make an Obtule Angle with the Bony
Part of the Rib. Thefe Cartilages are harder in

Women than Men, that they may the better fii-

ftain the Weight of the Breafts.

Dr. Keil obferves very well in his Anatomy
, PV

227. That if the Ribs had been articulated with
the Bodies of the Vertebra at Right Angles, the

Cavities of the Thorax could never have been en-
larged in breathing : If each Rib had been a rigid

Bone articulated at both Ends to two fix’d Points^

the whole Cheft had been immoveable. If the

Ribs had not been articulated to the Tranfverfe

Procefles of the Vertebra, the Sternum could not
have been thruft out to that Degree it is now, nor \

the Cavity of the Thorax increafed fo much as is\

requisite in Infpiration ; for when the Ribs are
pull’d up by the Intercoftai Mufcles, the Angle
which the Cartilages at the Sternum make with
the Bony Part of the Rib muft be increafed, and
confequentlyits Subtenfe, or the Diftance between
the Sternum and the Tranfverfe Procefles lengthen-
ed; Now becaufe the Rib can’t move beyond the
Tranfverfe Procefs, on the account of its being ar-

ticulated with it, therefore the Sternum mtift ei-

ther be thruft to the other Side, or elfe outwards *

It cannot move to the other Side becaufe of an e-

qual Preflure upon the fame Account there, and
therefore ’tis thruft outwards, or the Diftance
between the Sternum and the Vertebra is increai-

ed : The laft Ribs, which do. not reach the Ster-

num
,
and confequently conduce nothing to this

Atftion, are not articulated with the Tranfverfe
Procefles.

If we fuppofe the Cavity of the thorax to be
half a Spheroid, whofe Semi-Axis is equal to the

Height
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Height of the Thorax, or about 1 5 Inches, and the

Diameter of its greateft Circle 1 2 Inches, then the

Cavity of the Thorax will contain about 1130 Cu-

bick Inches ; but in an eafy Infpiration the Ster-

num is raifed ~~ of an Inch (as I am allured by

an exatft Experiment) and therefore on that Ac-

count the Thorax is inlarged to the Capacity of

1150 Cubick Inches. To this, if we add. the

Space which the Diaphragm leaves^ which is the

Segment of a Sphere whole Diameter is about 1

5

Inches, and the Solidity of that Segment 1 83 In-

ches, we fhall have 22 Inches more, if the Dia-

phragm defcends but one Inch ;
but if it defcends

an Inch and it then leaves room for 32 Inches

of Air more to enter j and if it defcends two In-

ches, the Cavity of the Thorax will be increafed

on the Account of the lylotion of the Diaphragm

alone to 86 Inches ; fo that in the leaft infpirati-

on which we can fairly fuppofe, the Lungs are

diftended with 42 Inches of Air, and fometimes

may receive above 70 or 1 00.

CO-TANGFNT, is the Tangent of an Arch,

which is the Complement of another to 90 De-

grees.

COTYLE, the fame with Acetabulum,
is the

Cavity of the Huckle Bone, which is appointed

to receive the Head of the Thigh Bone.

. COTYLEDON, the fame with Cotyle.

COTYLEDONES, or Acetabula Vterina, are

Glandules difperfed up and down the uttermoft

Membrane inyefting the Foetus, called Chorion

,

which feparate the 'Nutritious Juice from the

. Womb to nourifh the Foetus ; but this is found on-

ly in fome Animals $ the Placenta in the Womb
fupplies their Place in Women : The gaping meet-

ing of the Veins in the Womb alfo are called Co-

tyledones and Acetabula • Thefe Glandules are lo

called from the Refemblance they bear to the

Leaves of the Herb Pennywort
,
in Latin Cotyledon.

' COUCHANT, the Term in Heraldry for a

Lion born in any Coat of Arms, lying on his Bel-

ly, but with his Head eredb

COVENANT, is the Confent of two or more

to one thing, to do or give fomewhat. Covenant

is either in Law or in FaSl ; A Covenant in Law, is

that which the Law intendeth to be made, though

in Words not to be expreffed, as if the Lelfee do

demife or grant, &c. to the Lelfor for a certain

Term, the Law intendeth a Covenant on the Lef-

for’s Parr, that the Lelfee fhall quietly enjoy his

Leafe for his Term againft all Incumbrances.

Covenant in FaEt, isthat which is exprefly agreed

between the Parties. There is alfo a Covenant

Real, and a Covenant meerly Perfonal ; A Covenant

' \eal is whereby a Man tieth himfelf to pafs a thing

Beal, as Lands or Tenements, as a Covenant to

levy a Fine or Land, &c. A Covenant meerly Per-

fonal, of the other Side, is where a Man covenant-

ed with another by Deed to build him a Houfe,

or any other thing, of to ferve him, or to infeoff

him,
COVENANT is alfo the Name of a* Writ : See

Convention.

CO-VERSED Sine, is the remaining Part of

the Diameter of a Circle, after the Verfed Sine is

taken from it.

COVERTURE, in Law, is particularly ap-

plied to the Eftate and Condition of a married

Woman, who, by the Laws of our Realm, is fub

foteftate viri, and therefore difabled to make Bar-

gains with any, to the Prejudice of her Self or her

Husband, without his Alfent and Privity, or at
leaft without his Allowance and Confirmation;
and if the Husband alien the Wife’s Lands dm*
ing the Marriage, fhe cannot gain-fay it during
his Life.

COVERT-WAY, in Fortification, is a Space
of Ground level with the Field, on the Edge of the
Ditch three or four Fathom broad, ranging quite
round the Half-Moons and other Works toward
the Country : It is otherwife called Corridor, and
hath a Parapet railed on a Level, together with
its Banquets and Glacis, which from the Height of
the Parapet ought to follow the Parapet of the
Place till it is infenfibly loft in the Field: It hath
alfo a Foot Bank. One of the greateft Difficulties
in a Siege is to make a Lodgment on the Covert-
way, becaufe ufually the Befieged Pallifade it a-
long the Middle, and undermine it on all Sides t

This is fometimes called, and that commonly, the
Counterfcdrp, becaufe ’tison the Edge of it.

COVINE, (in Law) is a deceitful Affent or
Agreement between two or more, to the Preju-
dice of one another.

COUNT
,

(in Law,) fignifies as much as the
Original Declaration in a Procefs, though more
ufed in Real than in Perfonal A&ions, as Decla-
ration is more apply

s

d to Perfonal than Real.
COUNT-WHEEL, is a Wheel in the ftriking

Part oi a Clock, moving round once in 1 2 or 24
Hours . It is by fome called the Locking T/Pheel, be-
caufe it hath commonly 1 1 Notches in it at une-
qual Diftances from one another, in order to make
the Clock ftrike 1, 2, 3, 4,&c. *tis driven round
by the Pinion of Report.

COUNTER-APPROACHES, in Fortificati-
on, are Works made by the Befieged to hinder the
Approach of the Enemy

; and when they defign,
to attack them in Form,
COUNTER-BATTERY is one raifed to play

againft another.

COUNTER-BREAST-WORK, a Term in
Fortification, the fame with Falfe Bray.
COUNTER-CHANGED, is a Term in He-

raldry, when there is a mutual changing of the
Colours of the Field and Charge
in an Efcutcheon, by Reafon of
one or more Lines of Partition.
Thus in the Coat of the Famous
Chaucer, he beareth Party per
Pale, Argent and Gules, a Bend
Counter-changed, i. e. that Part of
the Bend which is in that Side of
the Efcutcheon which is Argent,
is Gules, and that Part of it which is in the other
Side, is Argent.

COUNTER-COMPONED; the Herald’s
Term for a Bordure, or any Ordinary which hath
two Rows only of Checkers of two different Co-
lours ; but when it hath three or more, they call
it Cheeky.

COUNTER-FORTS, are certain Pillars and
Parts of the Walls of a Place, diftantfrom 15 to
20 Foot one from another, which are advanced
as much as is poflible in the Ground, and join’d
to the Height of the Cordon by Vaults to fupporc
the Way of the Rounds and Part of theRampart ;
as alfo to fortify the Wall, and ftrengthen the
Ground ; neverthelefs they are not at prefent much
ufed, except in large Fortifications.

COUNTER-FUGUE, in Mufick, is when the
Fugues proceed contrary to one another,

COUNT
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COUNTER-GUARDS, or Envelopes, in For-

tification, are large Heaps of Earth in Form of a

Parapet, raifed above the Moat before the Faces

and the Point of the Baftion to preferve them 3 and

then they confift of two Faces, making an Angle

Saliant, and parallel with the Faces of the Baftion.

If they are defigned to cover one of the Faces of

the Baftion, they are fhaped like a Demi-Baftion,

with a Parapet on the Face and Capital, but none

on the Flank, which muft lie open and be expofed

to the Fire of the Place 5 but there are few Places

now Fortified after this Manner, by reafon of the

exceflive Charge it requires.

COUNTERMAND, is where a thing former-

ly executed, is afterwards, by lome Ads or Cere-

mony, made void by the Party that had firft done

*COUNTER-MARCH, in the Art of War,

fignifies changing the Face or the Wings of a Bat-

talion, and this is done either by Files
.
or by

Banks.
COUNTER MARCH by Files, is when thofe

Men that are in the Front of the Battalion go into

the Fear.

COUNTER-MARCH by Banks, is when the

Wings or Flanks of the Battalion change Ground
with one another.

CGUNTER-MINE, in Fortification, is a Sub-

terraneous Paffage made by the Befieged in fearch

of the Enemy’s Mine, to give Air thereto, to take

away the Powder, or by any other Means to fru-

ftratethe Effedl of it, though it fliould even happen

to be fired by the Affailants.

COUNTER-PART, a Term in Mufick, only

denoting one Part to be oppofite to another 5 as the

Bafe is laid to be the Counter-part of the Treble.

COUNTER-PASSANT, when two Lions are

born in a Coat of Arms, and one appears to be

paftlng or walking quite the contrary way with the

other, the Heralds call it by this Term Counter-

Voffant.
COUNTER-PLEA, in Common Law' figni-

fies that which the Demandant alledgeth againft a

Tenant in Courtefy or in Dower, who prayeth in

Aid of the King ; or him who hath the Reverfion

for his better Defence.

COUNTER-POINT, in Mufick, is a Term
whereby is underftood the old Manner of compo-

(ing Parts, before Notes of different Meafure were

invented 5 which was to let Pricks or Points one

againft another to denote the feveral Concords 3

the Length or Meafure of which Points was fung

according to the Quantity of the Words or Sylla-

bles whereto they are apply’d 3 fo that in regard

that in compofing our Defcant we fet Note againft

Note, as the Ancients did Point againft Point 5

the Term Counterpoint is ftill retained in thele

Compofirions.

COUNTER-SAILIENT, is when two Beafts

j

are born in a Coat of Arms in a Pofture of leaping

from each other diredly the contrary way.
COUNTERSCARP, in Fortification, is that

I
Side of the Ditch which is next the Camp, or pro-

perly the Talus that fupports the Earth of the Co-

; vert-way 5 although by this Term is often under-

ftood the whole Covert-way, with its Parapet and
Glacis ;

and fo it is to be underftood when tis

faid,The Enemy lodged themfelves on theCounterfcarp.

COUNTER Swallow's Tail, is an Out-work in

Fortification, in the Form of a fingle Tenaile, wi-

der next the Place, A e. at the Gorge, than at the

Head, or next the Campaign: The Sides of this
Counter Swallows Tail are not fo well flank'd from
the Place as thofe of the true Swallow's Tail, and
therefore ’tis not fo good.

COUNTER-TENOR, one of the mean or
middle Parts of Mufick, fo called as it were oppo-
fite to the Tenor.

COUNTER-TRIPPING 3 when two Staggs,
or other Beafts, are born in a Coat of Arms trip-

ping, i. e. in a walking Pofture, and the Head
of one is to the Tail of the other, the Heralds fay
they are Counter-Tripping.

COUNTERS, are Two Parts of a Ship 3 the
upper Counter is reckoned from the Gallery to the
lower Part of the ftraight Piece of the Stern The
lower Counter is between the Tranfbm and lower
Part of the Gallery.

COUNTING-HOUSE, in the King’s Houf-
hold : See Green Cloth.

COUNTY-COURT, is a Court held everf
Month by the Sheriff, or his Deputy the Vnder
Sheriff. >

COUPED, is the Herald’s Word for any thing
in an Efcutcheon which is born cut clear and even-
ly off, in oppofition to its being torn off, which
they call Erafed : Thus the Arms of Differ which
all Baronets carry, is a Dexter Hand.Condor cut
off at the Wrift.

COUPLE Clofe, a Term in Heraldry, fignify-

ing the 4th Part of a Chevron r Thefe are never
born but in Pairs, except a Chevron be between

-

them, faith Guillim
, but Bloom gives us an Inftance

to the contrary.

COURSE, in Navigation, is that Point of the
Compafs or Coaft of the Horizon on which the
Ship is to be fleered from Place to Place 3 or rather
the Angle between the Bumb-Line and the Me-
ridian.

COURSES, in a Ship, are her Main-fail and
Fore fail 3 when file fails under them only without
lacing on any Bonnets, they fay then Die goes under
a Pair of Courfes.

COURT, is a Word that has divers Significati-
ons, but in Law ’tis the Place where Juftice is ju-
dicially adminiftred, ofwhich you findThirry Two
feveral forts in Cromptons Book of JurifdiSlions
well deferibed, and of them moft are Courts ofRe-
cord 3

fome be nor, and therefore are accounted
Bafe Courts in comparifon of the reft. Befides
thefe, there are alfo Courts Chriftian, which are fo
called, becaufe they handle Matters efpecially ap-
pertaining to Chriftianity

3 and fuch as, without
good Knowledge in Divinity, cannot be well judg-
ed of 5

and therefore the Judges are divines as
Archbifhops, Bifhops, Archdeacons, and the like.

COURT-BARON, is a Court that every Lord
of a Mannor hath within his own Precindls : And
this Court is twofold 3 as if a Man having a Man-
nor in Town, to grant the Inheritance of the Co-
py-holders thereunto belonging to another

3 this
Grantee may keep a Court £or the Cuftomary Te-
nants, and accept Surrenders to the ufe of others
and make both Admittances and Grants. The ©!
ther Court is of Free-holders, which is properly
called the Court Baron, wherein the Suitors that
is, the Free-holders, be Judges, whereas of the o-
ther, the Lord or his Steward is Judge.
COURT of Chivalry, or the Marshal's Court -

the Judges are the Lord High Conftable and the Earl
Marjhal of England. This Court is the Fountain
of Martial Law,' and the Earl Marjhal is riot only

ona1
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one of the Judges, but alfo to fee Execution

done.

COURT 6f Delegates: See Delegates

.

COURT of Peculiars, is a Spiritual Court

held in fuch Parifhes as are exempt from the Jurif-

di&ion of the Bifhops, and are peculiarly belong-

ing to the Archbifhop of Canterbury.

COURT of Requejh, is a Court of Equity of

the fame Nature with the Chancery, but inferior to

it,, being principally inftituted for the Help of fuch

Petitioners as in Confcionable Cafes deal by Sup-

plication to His Majefty. This Court had a(fum-

ed fo great Power to it felf, that it grew Burthen-

fom and Grievous* and therefore was taken away

with fome others by a Statute made 1 6 and 17

Car. I. Cap. 1 o.

COURTINE, or Courtatn : See Curtain.

COURTESY, or Curtify of England, fignifies,

with us, a certain Tenure, whereby a Man mar-

rying an Inheritrix, that is, a Woman, feifed of

Lands ofFee-fimple or Fee-tail General ; or feifed

as Heir of the Tail Special, and getteth a Child by

her that cometh alive into the World, though both

it and his Wife die forthwith ; yet if (he were in

Polfeffion, he (hall keep the Land during his Life;

and is called Tenant per legem Angliae, or Tenant by

the Curtejy ofEngland, becaufe this Privilege is not

allowed in any other Country except Scotland,

where 'tis called CurialitasScotke.

COUTEUTLAUGH, he that willingly receiv-

ed! and cherifheth, or hidethan Out-Law.

COWARD ;
when a Lion is born in any E-

fcutcheon with his Tail doubled or turned in be-

tween his Legs, they call it a Lion Coward.

COXiE Os, the Hip Bone, called otherwife In-

nominatum, and Ilium Coxendicis, becaule it con-

tains the Gut called Ilium ; it is annexed to the

Sides of the Os Sacrum : In Infants it confifts of

three Bones, Ilium, Ifchium and Os Pubis, which

are joined together by Cartilages till feven Years

of Age, then it is diftinguifh’d by a Triple Line :

It grows into one continued Bone in Adult Perfons.

COXENDIX, the fame withCVx/?, and the Or

Ifchium, is the Third and Inferior of the Offa Inno-

minata, having a large Cavity called Acetabulum

Coxendicis, which receives the Head of the Thigh

Bone-; the Circumference of this Cavity is tipt

with a Cartilage called its Supercilium : Where it

joins the Os Pubis ; it hath a large Hole called the

Foramen ifchium and Pubis, about whofe Circum-

ference the Mufcles called Obturator Extemus and

Internus do arife. At its lower End it hath a large

Protuberance, on which we fit, and from whence

the Benders of the Legs arife; and a little above

this behind, it hath a (mall acute Procefs, between

which and the former Protuberance lies the Sinus

of the Ifchium, through which the Tendon of the

Obturator Internus pa(fes. ... e

CRABB, an Engine ofWood with three Claws

placed on the Ground like a Capftern, which is

ufed to launch Ships, or to heave them into the

D
°CRADLE, fo the Ship-wrights call a Frame of

Timber raifed along the Outfide of a Ship by the

nildoe ferving the more fecurely and commodi-

oufly to help to Launch a Ship : This is much ufed

in Italy, Spain and Turkey, where, for Safety s fake,

they alfo trim a great Ship in ibe Cradle.

GRAFT is a Sea Word figmfying all manner

of Lines, Nets, Hooks, 6c. which ferve for Fifli-

ing ;
and becaufe thofe that ufe the Fiftung Trad

ufe final! Velfels, fuch as Ketches, Hoys and
Smacks, 6c, they call all fuch little Velfels Small
Craft

.

CRAMA, Croma, Chrama
,

is a Mixture of any
whether Medicines or Elements. Blanchard

.

CRANAGE, (in Law) is a Liberty to ufe a
Crane for the drawing up of Wares from the.Vef-
fbls at iny Crick of the Sea or Wharf unto the
Land, and to make Profit of it : It fignifies alfo
the Money taken and paid for the fame.
CRANE Lines, in a Ship, are Lines going from

the upper End of the Spric-Sail-Top-Maft to the
Middle of the Fore-ftays ; they ferve to keep the
Spnt-Sail-Top-Maft upright and fteadyin its Place,
and ftrengthen it, in order that it may bear its

Yard and Sail the better.

CRANE’* Bill, a fort of* Borceps ufed by Surge-
ons, fo Named from its Figure.

CRANIUM, is the Compages of the Bones of
the Head, to which belongs the Bones of the Fore-
head, of the Sides of the Head, of the hinder
Part of the Head, of the Temples, the Bone called
Sphenoides

, and another called the Os Cribriforme ?,

It is like a Kpdrot or Helmet to the Head, which
defends it from external Injuries ; its upper Part
is double: Some call it Calva and Calvaria .-

. See
Calva.

Each Bone in the Cranium is made up of two
Tables or Lamina, between which there is a thin
and fpungy Subftance made up ot fome Bony Fi-
bres which come from each Lamina, called in
Greek Diploe, in Latin Meditullium, In it there
are a great number of Veins and Arteries, which
bring Blood for the Nouriftiment of the Bones.
The Tables are hard and (olid, becaufe in them
the Fibres of the Bones are clofe to one another.
The Diploe is fofr, becaufe rhe Bony Fibres are at
a greater Diftance one from another, by which-
Contrivance the Cranium is not only made lighter,,

1

but is alfo le(s Subject to be broken. The Exter-
nal Lamina is fmooth, and covered with the Peri-
carnium ; the Internal alfo is (mooth, but on it- there’

are feveral Furrows made by the Pulfe of the Ar-
teries and the Dura Mater, whilft the Cranium was
fofc and yielding.

The Bones of the Cranium are joined by four
Sutures, the Coronate, the Lambdoidalis, the Sa-
gittate, and the Squamofa ; the three Firft of
which are called Suturce ver<e, the Laft Falfa. The
Bones of the Cranium are fix proper, as the Os
Frontis, making the Front of the Skull ; the Os
Occipitis, which makes the hinder Parr ; the OJfa
Parietalia and Temporum

,
which conftitute the

Sides ; and two Common Bones , as the Os Sphe-

noides, and the Os Ethmoides
$ all which fee under

thofe Words.

CRANK, the Sea Term for a Ship that cannot
bear her Sails, or can bear but a fmall Sail for fear

of overfetting ; and they fay (lie is Crank, b the

Ground, when (lie cannot be brought on Ground
without Danger ot overthrowing' her.

CRAPULA, is an Head-ach proceeding from
too much Wine. Blanchard.

CRASIS.in Grammar, is the fame with Synerefisl

and draws two Letters belonging to different Syl-

lables into one Syllable, as Vement for Vehement

.

CRASIS, or Temperamentum, is< a convenient

Mixture of Qualities in an Animal Body. Blan-

chard

.

CRATER, the Name of one of the Southern

Conftellations confiding of u Stars,

CRA-
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CRATICULA, is a Chymical Inftrument made

of fquare Pieces of Iron as thick as one’s Finger,

placed fo near one another in Acute Angles, that

there’s half a Finger s Space betwixt then! : It is u-

fed in making of Fires to keep up the Coals. Blan-

chard.

CREAM of Tartar, isTartar boiled in a great

deal of Water, fo that as much of it as can may be

there diffolved ; then the Dilfolution is paffed hot

through Hippocrates his Sleeve, and about half

the Liquor being evaporated, the Remainder is

fetinacool Place, and the Tartar will {hoot into

Chryftals, and fome of it be like a Cream on the

Top of the Water : This Latter is properly the

Cream of Tartar, and the Former are Chryftals of

Tartar, though both are of the fame Nature and

Ufe.

Sometimes the Ruft ofIron powdered is boiled

in the Water along with the Tartar, and then the

Chryftals are called the ChalybeateChryftals ofTartar.

CREEPING Index : See Brachiolum .

CREMASTER, the Name of a Mufcle, other-

wile (from its ufe) called Juftpenfor Tefticuli : ’Tis

defigned ro keep the Teftes from hanging down
too much, and alio to raife them up in Coitu. ;

CRENELLE, a Term in Heraldry, fignifying

the fame as Embatteled : Which fee.

CRENYLES, in a Ship, are fmall Ropes fpliced

into the Bolt-ropes of the Sails of the Main-Maft
and Fore-Maft ; they are fattened to the Bowling

Bridles, and are alfo to hold by when a Bonnet is

Ihaken off.

CREPUSCULUM fignifies Twilight, either

Morning or Evening : See Twilight .

CRESCENT ; the Herald’s

Term for an Half Moon, which

they draw of this Figure, and

though it be fometimes born as

Coat Armour, yet is ulually

the diftinguilhing Mark of the ad

Brother or Family from the Firft.

CREST, in Heraldry* fignifies that Reprefen >

tation, whatever it be, whether Animal, Vegeta-

ble or other Artificial things, which is born on a

Wreath Chapeau, &c. on the Top of the Helmet in

any Atchievement : This they call alfo the Cogni-

fance.

CRIBATION, the Chymift’s Word for fitting

any Powder, or palling through a fine Sieve.

CRIBROSUM Os : See Ethmoi des.

CRIBRUM benediftum antiquorum, the Anci-

ents fancied two Cavities placed long ways in the

Reins ; one uppermoft, wherein the fefous Blood

was poured from the Emulgent Arteries ; another

lowermoft, which they fancied was diftinguifhed

with a certain Tranfverfe Membrane full of lit-

tle Holes like a Sieve ;
whence they called it Co-

latorium, a Strainer ; and Benediftum Cibrum
,
a

bleffed Sieve, through which they would have the

Serum percolated into the Vreters, and the good

Blood ftay behind for the Nourilhment of the

Reins. Blanchard,

CRICOARYTiENOIDES, areMufcles which

proceed from the Cartilage Called Cricoides lateral-

ly, and are inferred into the Arytanoides, which,

whilft they draw the Arytcenois fideways and out-

wardly, the Opening or Rimula of the Larynx is

dilated. Blanchard.

CRICOIDES, is the Cartilage of the Larynx or
Windpipe in Fafhion of a Ring.

CRICOTHYROIDES
, a Pair of Mufcles

which proceed from the Cartilage of the Larynx
like a Ring from the Fore-part of the Cricoides,

and are terminated in that which is call’d the Scuti~

formis ; they dilate the opening of the Larynx by-

moving a little obliquely : Its ufe is to pull up the
Annularis.

CRIMNOIDES, or Crimoid.es
,

is Urine with
thick Sediments at the Bottom like Bran. Blan~
chard.

CRISIS, is a fudden change in a Difeafe either

towards a Recovery or Death : It fometimes fig-

nifies a Secretion of Humours, but is more fre-

quently taken for a Judgment paffed upon a Dil-

eafe ; one Crifts is called perfeft, another imperfeft ;

the Perfeft is that which frees the Patient perfect-

ly from the Diftemper, and it is either Salutary or

Deadly ; an Imperfeft Crifish that which does not

dearly determine the Tendency of the Difeafe,

but leaves Room for another Crifts ; and this is

two-fold, either for the Better, or for the Worfe -

the Former is that which does not quite take away
the Difeafe, but enables the Patient to bear it bet-

ter ; the latter is when the Difeafe become more
violent and dangerous. Blanchard.

CKISTA Galli.
,

is the Third Part of the Bone
Ethmoides, or the inher Procefs, not much unlike

the Comb of a Cock; it arifes betwixt the Olfac-

tory Nerves, and has the Extremity of the third

Cavity of the hard Skin of the Brain; called Durd
Mennix, implanted in it.

CRIST.®, are Excrefcencies of Flefh growing
about the Fundament, the Roots whereof are of-

ten chapt and cleft. Blanchard,

CRITERIUM , or Criterion, is a Judgment
made of the Truth or Falfhood of a PrOpofition,

the Nature or Qualities of any EffeCt, 13c,

CRITHE, or Hordeolum, is a little oblong Puff
or Swelling which grows to the Eye-brows where
the Hairs are ; fo called from its Refemblance to

a Barly Corn. Blanchard.

CROCI, is a Word the Botanifts ufe fometimes
for the Apices of Plants .* Which fee.

CROCUS Martis, or Saffron of Steel, fo cal-

led from its reddifh Colour : Of this there are fe-

vefal kinds, and diverfe ways prepared.

CROCUS Martis Aperient, opening Saffron of

Mars : Mr. Lemery, with great probability, afferts

the belt way of preparing this; is only to wafli Iron

Plates, and then expofe them to the Dew till they

have contracted a Ruft, which Ruft is the Crocus,

and may be feraped off, and the Plates wafhed and
expofed for more. He gives another good Way,
which is, to expofe Filings of Iron (Tor Steel is

not fo fit for Medicinal Ufes) in ah Earthen Pan to

the Rain, till they become a kind of Pafte, which
is dried and powdered, and expofed again to the

Rain, and this for twelve times. Others calcine

Filings of Iron or Steel with an equal Weight of

common Sulphur ; and fome heat a Bar of Iron

Red or rather White Hot, and then clap it between
two Rolls of Brimftone, and the Iron will melt
and run down into a Veffei of Water below :

Steel fo prepared, Or by the former way, is called

Mars cum Sulphurs preeparatus. Dr: Willis's Way
was to mix Tartar with Steel Filings, and no
doubt many other Proceffes cJf this kind there are,
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all of which may be good Aperitives ;

tho’ many
aflert the giving Filings in Subftance is as good a

Way as any,

CROCUS Marti Afiringens, Binding Saffron of

Steel, is the Filings of Iron deprived of their more

Saline Parts, which is done by wafhing them 5 or

6 times in ftrong Vinegar, and then calcining

them 5 or 6 Hours in a ftrong Fire in a Pot, or up-

on a Tile.There are many other ways ofpreparing

this Afiringent Crocus, but this is a very good one.

CROCUS Metallorum, is a kind of Impure and

Opaque Glafs of Antimony of a Liver Colour,

whence often called Hepar, or Liver of Antimony,

made by firing equal Parts of Powder of Antimo-

ny, and Salt Petre well mix’d, in an Iron Mortar

covered with a Tile. ’Tis kindled by dropping in

a Coal of Fire, a great Detonation enfues, which

when over, ftrike the Mortar to make the Matter

fall to the Bottom : The fhining Part is the Crocus

or Liver, which muft be feparated from the Drofs,

walked and kept for ufe. Of this ufually is made
the Emettick_ "Urine, or Vinum BenediSlum, by in-

filling an Ounce of the Crocus powdered,in a Quart

of Wine for 24 Hours.

CRONICAL: See Acronical.

CROSS, one of the Honoura-

ble Ordinaries in Heraldry, con-

taining one* fifth of the Field.

There is great Variety in its Form,

according to the Lines that com-

pofe it; but a plain Crofs is figured

thus, by the Name of Ifainsford.

He beareth Argent, a. Crofs Sablet

Sometimes there is a Line

drawn parallel to the Out-line of

the Crofs, and then the Field is

fuppofed to appear through ; this

is called a Crofs voided, and born

thus.

He beareth Argent ,
a plain

Crofs voided Assure ; and fome-

times the Crofs is couped as well as voided.

CKOSS-Bar-Shot, is a round Shot or great

Bullet, with a Bar of Iron put through it.

CROSS-LETTS, are little

plain Crolfes, whofe Ends alfo

bear the Form of a plain Crofs.

They are thus Figured, and are

frequently born Fitcbee, that is,

pointed at Bottom : Vid. Fitehee

.

CROSS-Staff, is an Inftrument made of Box

or Pear-Tree, commonly called the Fore-faff,
be-

caufe of taking forward Obfervations ; and may

be made alio a Backoff, by adding a fourth Vane

and Sight. ’Tis ufed by Seamen to take the Me-

ridian Altitude of the Sun or Stars in order to find

the Latitude; ’tis alfo by fome ufed m Surveying,

t0

CRo1sj“k, in a Ship, is a fmall Yard flung

at the upper End of the Mizen-Maft under the

Top ; it hath no Halliards nor Tyes belonging to

it.Its Ufe is to fpread and hale out theMizemTop-

Saii Sheets. This is alio called the Crofs-Tree-Tard.

CROSS Piece, is a great Piece of Timber go-

ing a-crofs the Bins of a Ship, and unto it is the

Cable belayed when Ihe rides at Anchor.

CROSS Frees, in a Ship, are 4 Pieces of Tim-

ber bolted and let into one another a-crols at the

Head of the Maft : Their Ufe is to keep and bear
the Top-mafts up, for the Foot of the Top-maft
is always fattened into them. Thole who are
more nice, call only thofe two of thefe Timbers
which go athwart Ships, the Crofs Trees ; and then
the others they call the Treffel Trees.

CROSS Tree Tard, is a Yard (landing fquare
juft under the Mizen Top, and to it the Mizen-
Top-fail is fattened below.

CROSSIERS, are four Stars in Form of a Crofs,
which ferve to (hew thofe that fail in the Southern
Hemifphere the Antarticll Pole.

CROTAPHICK Artery, fo fome erroneoufly
call the Tendon of the Mufcle called Crotaphites
or Temporalis

.

CROTAPHITES : See Temporalis

.

CROTAPHIUM, a Pain in the Head.
CROTCHET, a Term in Mufick^: See Notes

and Time.

CROWN, in Geometry, fignifies a plain Ring
included between two concentrick Perimeters, and
is generated by the Motion of fome Parr ofa Right
Line found a Center, the faid moving Part not be-
ing contiguous to the Center.
The Area of which will be had if you multiply,

its Breadth by the middle Perimeter ; for a Series

of Terms in Arithmetick Progreffion being n x

*• e- the Sum of thefirft and laft multiplied

by i the Number of Terms, the middle Element
ct —}— CO

muft be —— ; wherefore that multiply’d by

the Breadth or Sum of all the two Terms, will

give the Crown.

CROWN-WHEEL, of a Watch, is the upper
Wheel next the Balance, which, by its Motion,
drives it ; and this in kpyal Pendulums is called

the Swing-Wheel.

CROWN-WORKS, in Fortifications, dre cer^

tain Bulwarks advanced towards the Field to gain
fome Hill or riling Ground, being compofed of a
fpacious Gorge, and two Wings that fall on the Conn-
terfcarp near the Faces of the Bafiion, fo that they
are defended by them, and prelent on the Side of
the Field an entire Bafiion between two Demi-Ba-
ftions, whofe Faces look towards one another,'

Thofe Works have alio their Half-Moons
, and are

raifed only to take up and fecure fome large Space
1

of Ground, or to defend the Head of a Camp
when it is intrenched.

CROWNED Horn-worl^, is a Horn-work. with a
Crown-work. before it.

CROW-FEET, in a Ship, are lmall Lines of
Ropes put through the Holes of the Dead Mens
Eyes, and divided by that Means into 6 or 10, or

fometimes more Parts : They are of no ufe at all,’

but are there left hanging by the Boat-Swain to

make a (hew of fmall Rigging. They are placed

at the Bottom of the Back-Stays of the Fore-Top-
Maft, Mizen-Top-Maft, and Gallant-Top-Maft.
There goes alfo a Rope divided into 2 or 4 Por-

tions from the upper End of the Sprit-Sail-Top-

Maft to the Fore-Top-Maft Stay, which they call

the Sprit-Sail Top-Sail Crow-Foot.

CROWS-FEET,(called alfo Caltrops and Chaufft

Trapes

)

are Irons fo made with 4 Points of 2, 3 or

4 Inches long, that which way foever they fall, one
Point may beuppermoft ; the fhorterare to (fiow
on Bridges, the longer on the Ground, to gall the

Feet of a Body of Horfe.

CRUCIBLE, is a Chymicai VefTel made of

Earth.
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eiaa

'3 aab

3 abb
. bb b

— Cube of a -4- b—— of of 28.

Thus;, fuppofe 28 were propofed to be cubed,

write it down fo that there may be room to write

a Figures between

each Place ; as, a 8

I fay, the Cube of a — *

or 8, is 8 or 8000 ;
8 . . .

then 3 times the 96 . „ =

Square of a (which 384 .

is 1 a) multiply’d by 511

8, gives 96 =— 3Aab ;
——

—

which place orderly 2195a

under the 8, as you —
fee. Next, 3 times the Square of 8 is 19a, and

that multiply’d by a gives 384 = 3abb, which

write alfo orderly, as you fee : And laftly, the

Cube of 8 is 5 1 a, which muft be written down fo,

that the firft Figure of it to the Right Hand may
ftand under 8 in the Root ; and then adding all

together, you have ai95a, the true Cube of 28.

if the Number to be Cubed had confifted of 3 or

more Places, asluppofe 185,
You muft proceed as before to find the Cube of

a8, the two firft Figures toward the Left-hand,
which is a 1 95 a; then after that you are to ac-

count that Number as the Cube of ei, and go on to

find the other Members as follows.

Imagine the next Fi

8 5

2195 z =. aeia

1 1760=34 eib

2i 00=3 b b A

125 r=:b b b

23149125

gure 5. to ftand a Places

farther to theRight-hand,

and let that be b, and 28

or 280,4; proceed there-

fore thus , 3 times the

Square ol 28 is 2352,
which multiply’d by 5,

makes 1 1 760 = 3 a ab $

write that down there-

fore as you fee : Then —
lay, 3 times the Square

df 5 is 75, which multiply’d by a 8, gives 2 100

p: %b b et ; write that alfo down as you fee : And
laftly, write the Cube of 5 ,

which is 1 25
— b bb,

in its proper order, as was Ihewed above, and tH£h

adding all together, the Sum will be 23149125,
the Cube of 285.

And after the fame manner you muft proceed

on, let the Number to be cubed be never fo large.

And this Method of the Compofition of a Cube

Humber being well underftood, the Extraction of

the Cube Root will be Very eafy and intelligible by

the following Directions.

Suppofe you were to extraCt the Cube Root out

of this Number 23149125 :

j. Beginning at the Right-hand, make a Prick

or Point over the firft Figure 5, and then over e~

very third Figure afterwards ; as many Points as

there ace, fo many Figures will you have in your

Root.

2. Find that Cubicle Humber which is next lefs

than 23 (the firft Part of

the given Cube) which is
^

8, and place its Cube Root

2 in the Quotient ; then

write down 8 under, and
fubftraCi it from 23, and
to the Remainder bring

down the next Cube 1 49 ;

fo will 1 5 1 49 be the Re-
folvend. And thus have

23149125 (28

8 aaa

15249 Refolvend
12 = 344
6 ~ 34

126 Divifor,,

you found a the firft

Member of the Root,
which is 2 or loo ; you
muft next try to find b

}

(that is) fuc-h a Number,
as that 3a a b, 34 b b, and
b b b added all together;

ftiall not be greater than

1 5 1 49 the Refolvend, for

from thatNumber it muft
be fubftraCled, Since

therefore a — 2, 3 times

4 a will 1 2, which write

down as you fee; and
multiplying 4 alfo by 3,
it produces 6, which fet

down under the Former
the order as you fee.

126) 15149 (8

96 = 3aab

384 —-$bb&

5 12 — bbh

S 3952

1 1 97 1 25 Ref

(84:

2352 =
= 3 *

344

23604 DivJ

a b

23604)1197125 (185

125 —bbb
2100—^abb

11760 ~ 3aab

119712,5

m
Add the two laft Num-
bers together, and they
make 126, which is to be
called a Divifor, and
is to divide all the Re- .

folvend except the laft

*
'
Q

Figure on the Right-
hand: Enquire therefore how often yoii can have
126 in 1514, and though you canhave it 9 times
and more, yet 9 times will be too much, as you
may foon find if you multiply 9, which is b, ac-
cording to the Conditions above mentioned

; let
therefore the Figure to be placed in the Quotient
be 8 = b, then, by 8 multiplying 34 4, I find the
ProduCl to be 96, which I Write down under the
Refolvend as you fee : Alfo fquaring 8, I multiply
it by 34 or 6, and the ProduCt, which is 384, I
write down alfo under 96 ; and then cubing 8, I
write 5 1 2 under the former Numbers, only one
Place more to the Right-hand

; and adding all to-
gether they make 13952, which fubftra&ed front
the Refolvend 1 5

1 49, leaves 1197; to which bring-
ing down the laft Cube 125, you have 1 197 125
for a new Refolvend : Then for a new Divifor trip-
pie 4 or 28, and it makes 84 = 34, which place
under the Refolvend one Place backward to the
Left-hand : Tripple alfo the Square of 4 or 28,
and the ProduCl 2352, = 3a a write under the laft
Number 84, a Place yet more backward to the
Left-hand, as you fee. Add the two laft Products
together for a new Divifor

, and write it on thM
Left-hand of the laft Refolvend3 and fince on trial
you will find it may be had 5 times in the Refol-
vend, place 5 in the Quotient alter 28, then cube 5
and write it under the Refotvehd : Alfo fquare 5 S

and multiply that Square by 3 times 28, it makes
2100, which write down under 125, only a Place
backward to the Left-hand, as you fee ; then mul-
tiply 3 times the Square of 28 by 5, and the Pro-
dud (which is 11760) fubicribe (after the fame
manner) under 2100. Laftly, add the 3 laft found
Numbers together, and you will find their Sum to
be 1 1 97 1 25, which is exaCHy the Refolvend ; and
fo the Work is over, and 285 the true Cube Root
of the given Number 23149125.

If the Number be not an exaCl Cube, yoii muft
add to the laft Remainder as many times 3 Cy-
phers as you defign Decimal Places in the Root,
and fo proceed as before.

CUBIFORME : SeeCuboides.

CUBI I ,
or the Vina

, in Anatomy is a long
hard Bone with a Cavity in its Middle, and lies

on the Infide of the Arm, reaching from the El-
^ d 1. bow



CULClIC

bow to the Wrift; but Lome make it to confift of

two Bones, the one called the Vina, and the other

Radius. _ , r .

CUBITiEUS Intemus & Extemus, areMufcles

of the Wrift, the one ferves to bend, the other to

extend it *

CUBITiEUS Extemus,
is one of the Extenders

of the Wrift, ariling from the External Knob of

the Os humeri, and is inferred in the upper .and

external Part of the Os metnearpi of the little

^CUBITiEUS Intemus, is one of the Benders of

the Wrift, fprings from the inner Extuberance of

theO-r humeri, and palling along the Vina, ends in

the fourth Bone of the Carpus, and the Os metacar-

pi of the little Finger.

CUBITAL Mufcle : See Anconaut.

CUBO-Cuhe, the fixth Power of any Number

or Quantity.
, r

CUBOIDES, is the leventh Bone of the Tar[us

of the Foot ,
it lies in the lame Rank with the

Offa Cuneiformia : It is called alfo Grandinofum

and Cubiforme ;
behind 'tis joined to the Os Cal-

as before to the two outer Bones of the Meta-

tarfus, and on its infide iris joined to the Os Cunei-

^ CUCULLARIS, and Trapezius, is a Mufcle of

the Scapula, fo named, becaufe this with its Fel-

low covering the Back reprelents a Cowl It anfes

Flelhv from the OsOccipitis, Tendinous from the

Li,amentum Colli, and Apex of the Spine of the

laft Vertebra of the Neck, and eight fupenor of the

Thorax - from which broad Origination becoming

Thick and Flefhy, it’s fo inferred to the CUvicula,

and Tendinous to the Spina Scapula. Each Mu-

fcle is Triangular, and both conjointly compofe a

Lozenge or Trapezium, whofe large Diameter ex-

rends from the Occipt to the i yth Vertebra ; the

fhorter from near the Extremity of theSfma Sen-

*ulre on one Side to that of the other. They con-

fain a triple Series of Fibres, the Middle paffing

dircdly tranfverfe from the {sift. Vertebra of the

Thorax: Thofe above defeend, and thofe beneath

afeend to their Infertion, whereby_ the Scapula is

variouftY moved according to their Directions,either

obliquely or upward, direCtly back, or obliquely

^°CUCUPHA a Medicine for the Head, made

of Odoriferous and Cephalick Spices beat to Pow-

der and ftitched between two Pieces of Silk, or

elfe fewed within a Cap and worn upon the

Head againft Catarrhs and other Difeafes of the

Head. Blmcha
^jCXJKBlte ;

fo the Chymifts

call a Glafs, Earthen or Copper Body

of this Shape, becaufe it fomethmg re-

fembles a Gourd. ThisVelfel, with

its Head, is moft commonly ufed m
Diftillations or Rectifications: They

call it ufually a Body.

UCURB1TINI Lumbrici, are broad Worms

breed in the Inteftines like the Seed of a

TirURBlTULA, or Cucurbita, a Cupping-

r
s is a wide hollow Veffel made of Glafs or

which is applied to the Body with Scanfi-

’

n or without it, to divert, to drive the Blood

the other Part, or to drive it out : If it beap-

i without Scarification it is called Cucumta cce-

nd Ventofa .
Cupptng-Glajfes ase appked to the

more Flefhy Parts, where the large Veffels and
Nerves cannot be hurt. The Drawing, which is

performed by thefe Glaffes
?

is done thus ; After
the Skin is fcarify’d, the Air in the Cupping-Giajfes
is rarify’d and dilated by the Flame of the Towr

that is fired within it, which, after it is cooled and
condenfed, takes up lefs Room than before

; fo
that the External Air prefling upon the Flefh with-
our, forces the Blood into the Glafs. There are
two forts of Gupping-Glajfes, fays Celfus, one of
Brafs, and the other of Horn; the Former isopea
on one Parr, and fhut on the other ; the Latter is

equally open on one Part, on the other has a little

Hole : Burning Tow is thrown into the Brazen
one, and fo its Mouth applyU and forc’d upon
the Body till it fticks. That of Horn is apply’d 1

fingly by it felf, and by a violent fucking at the
little Hole, which muft prefently be ftop’d up dole
with Wax, it fticks as fall as the other ; but if o-
ther things fail, then a little Cup or Goblet with a
ftraight Mouth may be very fitly apply’d to the
fame EffeCt : After it has ftuck, if the Skin be
fcarify’d before with a Pen-knife, it draws out
the Blood ; if it be whole and entire, it draws out
the Flatulent Matter ; therefore, where the Mat-
ter within is hurtful and offenftve, it muft be ap-
ply’d the formerWay; where there is an Inflam-
mation the Latter. The Egyptians at this Day ufe
thofe of Horn, as appears from Profper Alpinus

*

Blanchard.

Now in England we commonly ufe Cupping-

Glajfes without Fire, which are evacUted by a
fmall Syringe which works like an Air-Pump

;
and

for Scarification they have an Engine that doth it

all at once with great Safety and very little Pain 5

and this was the Invention of the Ingenious MrJ

Havthjbee in Wine-Office Court in Fleetflreet
,
who

makes thebeft Air-Pumps, and all Pneumatiek En-
gines that ever I faw.

CUDDY, in a firft Rate Man of War, is a Place

lying between the Quarter-Deck and the Captain
Lieutenant’s Cabbin under the Poop, vs hich is di-

vided into Partitions for the Mailer and the Se-

cretary’s Officers.

CUI ante Divortium, is a Writ that a Woman'
divorced from her Husband hath to recover Lands

or Tenements from him, to whom her Husband
did alienate them during the Marriage, becaufe

{he could not gainfay it:

CUI in Vita, is a Writ of Entry that a Widow
hath againft him to whom her Husband aliened

her Lands and Tenements in his Life-time ; which

muft contain in it. That during his Life-time file

could not withftand it.

CULMIFEROUS Plants, (fee Plants, N. 23.)

are by the Botanijls accounted fuch as have a

fmooth jointed Stalk, and ufually hollow ; and

at each Joint the Stalk is wrap’d about with fingle,

narrow, long, fharp pointed Leaves, and their

Seeds are contained in chaffy Husks.

CULMIEEROUS Plants, are of two kinds,"

either having, i.a greater, or, 2. a ftnaller Grain

or Seed.

CULMIFEROUS Plants, with a greater or

larger Seed or Grain, are fuch as are called Fru~

mentaceous and Cereales, becaufe their Seeds are

ufed for Food ;
as for Bread, Beer, Broth, &c.

Thefe they call the Frumenta, and are

S'pleat#.



CRU
fc * ,n,l fo tempered and baked as to endure the
E

?;« Fire They are ufed to melt Metals, to

lutt MtoS, Oars’, &c. and are of this Figure;

A French Crucible,

A German Crucible.

CRUDITY, in Difeafes, is when the Blood (as

in continued Fevers) is not yet duly fermented and

brought to a right Confiftence. Crudity of the

Stomach, is when Meat, out of a Defect of Nou-

rifhment, or fome other Caufe, is not rightly fer-

mented and turned into Chyle ; and it is threefold,

Apepfta, Bradypepfia, and Difpepfia, of which m
their proper Places. Blanchard.

.

CRUOR Blood : See Sanguis. Helmont makes

a Diftindtion betwixt Sanguis and Cruor ; the For-

mer whereof, he fays* is the Blood in the Arteries

,

the Latter, that in the Veins
. _

CRURA, are the two Heads or Beginnings of

the Marrowy Subftance of the Brain, called Me-

dulla Oblongata.

CRURA Medulla Oblongata, the Internal Sub-

ftance of the' two Sides of the Cerebrum, gathered

together as it were into two Bundles.

CRURAL Artery, by fome faid to be the Ar-

tery of the Thigh, among whofe Mufcles it divi-

deth it felf : It is a Continuation of the Iliack Ar-

tery which pafllng out of the Abdomen, and en-

tring into the Thighs, it loies its former Name,

and is called Cruralis. Befides
:

fome lefs remarka-

ble Branches, before it come to the Ham, it fends

forth the External and Internal Mufcle ; under the

Ham it produces the two Poplitaa’s, and lome-

what lower the Sureties , Afterwards the Trunk

it felf is divided into the Branches called Anterior

and Poflerior $
and the laft of thefeisalfo fubdivi-

ded into two fmaller Branches which defeend to

the Foot.

CRUCAL Vein • the Blood is conveyed from

the lower Extremity of the Body by fix Veins
0
cal-

led The greater andfmaller ifehia, Mufcula, Pop-

Htaa, and Saphcena, which joined together, com-

pofe the Trunk of the Crural Vein, which afeends

to the Groin and ends in the Iliaca

.

CRUREUS, or Fmnorevs, is a Mufcle of the

Leg, fo called from its Situation on the Bone of

the Thigh, like the Mufcultts Branchieus, on that

of the Arm ;
its Origination is large and flefhy,

being continued from between the greater and lef-

fer Trochanter of the Thigh-Bone forwards to its

lower Part ;
that is, immediately above its Inferior

Appendix. Its Flelhy Fibres defeend diredtly, and

become perfe&ly Tendinous a little below the up-

per Part of the Tendon of the ReBus, where it

joins with it, and the Tendons of the Vafius Exter-

ntt$ and Internus, which paffes over the external

CUB
Part of the Patella, (or on each Side of it) and is

inferred to a Prominence at the Superior and Fore-

Part of the Tibia | it helps to extend the Tibia,

CRUS, or Magnus Pes, is all that Part of the

Body which reaches from the Buttocks down to the

End of the Toes j and it is divided into the Thigh,-,

Leg and Foot. Blanchard.

CRUSTA LaBea, is a Species of Achor
, Scurf,

or crafty Scab, only with this Difference, that an

Achor infedts only the Head, but this not only the

Facej but almdft the whole Body of an Infant at

the time of its
.
firft fucking. Blanchard„ Crujla

LaBea turns white, but Achors have only one Co-
lour.

_

CRUSTACEOUS, Shell-Fifhes, are fitch as

Lobfters, Crabs, Craw-fifhes, &c. which are co-

vered with Shells confifting of feveral Pieces, and
which ufually are fofter too than thofe of the Tejla-

ceous Shell-Fifhes, which are all entirely of one

Piece, and ufually much harder, thicker and
ftronger than the former, as the Oyfter, Scollop,

Cockle,

CRUSTULA, is the fame as Ecchynoma in the

Eye, being a Delcent of Blood from the Arteries

into the Tunica ConjunBiva,occafioned by a Wound,
Stroak, &c.
CRYMODES, is a cold fhivering Fever, but

many times accompanied with an Inflammation of

the inner Parts. Blanchard.

CRYSORCHIS, is an abfeonding of the Tefti-

cles in the Belly. Blanchard.

CRYSTALLINUS Humor Oculi, called alio

Glacialis, the Chriftalline Humour of the Eye, lies

immediately next to the Aqueous, within the open-

ing of the Tunica Z)vea, like a Glafs
.

put over a
Hole, collects and refradts the Rays which ftrike

upon it from all Parts : Its Subftance is like Glue
or the Gum of a Tree, very pellucid, and of a
Confiftence like melting Wax, which, though it be
prefs’d, does not yet eafily yield and feparate.. In

Men it is fliaped like a Lens or Convex Glafs,

which rifes thicker in the Middle than atthe Edges

:

This Humour is the leaft of all three, but is much
more folid than any of them, arid is cloathed with

a fmall Membrane of its own called Araned
, by

reafon of its Thinnefs, like to a Spiders Web.
CHRYSTALLOIDES Tunica

,
the fame with

Aranea Tunica,

CUBATURE, in Geometry, is finding exadtly

the folid Content of any propoled Body ; as the

Quadrature of a Surface is finding the Area of

that Surface. There is a little Book lately writ-

ten by one Fantit a French-man, Entituled, De la

Cubature de la Sphere
,
in which, with great Affu-

rance, he pretends to find Geometrically the Solid

Content of any Portion of a Sphere ; but how lit-

tle the Succefs anfwers the Boldnefs of the Title, I

leave the Reader to judge;

CUBBRIDGE-HEADS fo lometimes are the

Bulk;Heads of the Fore-Cafilc and the Half Decks

called • the one the Cubbridge-Head before, the g~

ther the Cubbridge-Head behind

CUBE, is a folid Body of fix equal Sides, which

are all Squares ;
’tis one of the five regular Bodies,

and its Content is found by multiplying any one

Side or Face by the Height : See a Table of the

different Weight of a Cubick Inch and Foot of fe-

veral Bodies under the. Word Weight.

CUBICAL Artery
,
by fome is faid to be a Branch

of the Axillary,

D d 2. CUBICK
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CUBICK Equations, in Algebra, are fuch whofe

higheft Power conlifts of three Dimentions, oris a

Cubical Quantity ; as a a a — 3 bb a = zc c c
*

where the higheft Power of a the unknown Quan-
tity is a Cube.

Our excellent Harriot (hews the Original of all

fuCh kind of Equations, to be either from the con-

tinual Multiplication of three Lateral or Simple E-
quations into one another, after they are firft redu-

ced to the Form of Binominals j or elfe by multi-

plying a Lateral Equation into a Quadratick
; by

both which Ways the fame Quantity will be pro-

duced, as in Ehis Example.

Let a ~\- b — ol by multiplying of which con-

a -1- c — 0 tinually, you will produce the

a— d~oJ following Quantity, vig. aaa
4~ baa ~b be a can — b da <— da a — c d a

— bed — 0 ; which is anOrigmal CubickJLquation,

as he calls it. And by this Means he {hews, That
every Cubicl\ hath, either Real or Imaginary, three

Roots, fometimes all Affirmative, fometimes all

Negative, orfome Affirmative andfome Negative:
Of this fee more in Harriot himlelf, or in Dr. iVal-

ius Algebra, where he gives a large Account of

this Method.
As to the Solution of Cubick Equations, though

Harriot
,
Des Cartes

,
and others, have given very

good Rules, yet no Body hath deduced fo eafy,

natural and demonftrative a Method for it, as the

profound Dr. tValhs in his Algebra, Chap. 46.

which he tells us he did in the Year 1 647, and is

as followeth.

Since Ougbtred proves, Ch. 18 .Art. 15. of his

Clav is. That T^c ~ ^ %;£%, and Xc ~ 7̂

—

%A X, they may be reduced, thus, 7^ c — 3A ^= 7̂ , and X

c

-|- ^AX— l

Z^' And then he found,

that 3 .4A was the triple Redangle of the two

Quantities A and E, whofe Sum is Z^ and ‘7̂

the Abfolute Number was the Sum of their Cubes

in the Former, but X the Difference of them, and

*X the Difference of their Cubes in the Latter.

And he found alfo, that all Cubick^Equations might

be reduced to one of thefe two Forms ; for as for

thefe two, T^c — 3A% —— 7̂ , and X

c

-
1
- 3AX

r= — Xc, where ‘Z and ‘X are Negative Quanti-

ties, they only differ from the Former, in which

they are Affirmative, in this, that here X and ^
will be Negative Quantities, whereas there they

will be Politive.

So that all Cubicli Equations being reducible to

thefe two Forms, the only Difficulty remaining is

this, Having the Be8angle of two Quantities, with

the Sum or Difference of their Cubes, to find the

Quantities themfehes,
and confequently, their Sum

and Difference.

Which is performed by refolving a Quadratick

Equation of a folid Root for one whofe Root is

a Cube or fome higher Power.)

A Ac Ale

Tc- E c - Ac -'
-^Tc- Ac +

j£
‘Z, andfo — —jB<?

Ac
A _

— Ac,
Ac

^ , and —
f-E Ec Ec

Be = Ac 4- E c =r‘Z ;
wherefore (multiplying

by or Ec, and then tranfpofing the Terms)

Ac c— (X Ac — — Ale —Ecc — *Z Ec,whofe

A c

Roots are \*X i : £‘Z q% — A c — ^

And by the like Procefs it will be found, that

A c Ac
A c —- zz ‘X— g c

—“Ac; and confequent-

ly, A c c — (XA c — Ai c — A c c4~ ‘X Ec, whole

„ Ac
Roots are y': Xq

,
-1- Ad c Jjr

(X—
xS C

And then \vill the Sum or Difference of their

Cubick Boots be A 4 A — Z^, and A— E — X, the

Roots fought in thofe Cubick Equations

:

That is,

*Jc + y: i‘Z q %
—Ac 4- V: C. 4-i.‘Z

^li'Xqr-Ac — AA-E—T^, J:C -Y-?X
4- V- 5‘Xqi Ec — y/C — fX 4- V'-xXqi
4~ Ec — A— E — X.

N. B. If, as was faid above, the Abfolute

Quantity be Negative, as— ‘Z, or— ‘X, the

Roots then will be—• A — E — — Z, and
•— A E zz — X.

How to conftrad Cubick Equations after Mr.
Adder’s Way by the Parabola, fee ConfiruElicn of
Equations.

Mr. Halley (how oiir Learned Savilian Profeffor

of Geometry at Oxon) in Philof. Tranfail. N. 1 90.

gives a good Way to extrad the Roots of all Cubick

Equations by the help of the Tables of Sines.

CUBICAL Humber, is that which is produced
by the Multiplication of a Square Number by its

Root: Thus 64 is a Cubick. Number, and is made
by multiplying 1 6, the Square of 4, by the Root 4.'

In Algebra the third Power in a Series of Geome-
trical Proportionals continued is called a Cube

,

as a is the Root, a a the Square, and aaa the

Cube : And all Cubicl^ Numbers may be ranged in-
1

to the Form of Cubes, as 8 or 17, whole Sides are

Z and 3, and their Bafes 4 and 9.

Theorem: Every true Cubical Number produced

from a Binominal Root, confifts of thefe Parts,'

viq. The Cubes of the greater and leffer Parts

ofthe Root, and of 3 times the Square ofthe

greater Part multiplied by the leffer, and of 3
times the Square of the leffer multiplied by
the greater.

As is plain from bare Algebraical Multiplication

in the following Example.

a a H~ za b 4- b b

a 4- b

a a a 4- zaab-\- abb
a ab -\- a b b b h h

a a a 4- 34 a b 4- 3* b b 4- bbh

From whence *tis very eafy to underftand both

the Compofition of any Cubick Number, and alfo

the Reafon of the Method for extrading the Cube

Boot out of any Number given,

Thus,



CUN
Spcate, wholeSeed is either,

i „ Larger and more Oblongs and that eafily fepa-

rated from its Husk by Pounding, or Beating,

or Thralhing, as Wheat (Triticum

)

and Jfye

(Secale j) or not lo eafily parting with its Husk,

as Spelt, in Latin %ea, a fort of Baftard Wheat

which grows plentifully in Italy, Germany and

’France.

To which they add Barley {Hordeum) and Bice

(Oryp) which are contained in a thicker Husk

than Wheat and B.ye.

WhofeSeed isclofeand more round, as Pa-

nick,, which is a Seed mnch fown in Germany

,

and eaten by the Inhabitants.

Paniculate or Jubate, whofe Seed is either

More Oblong, as Avena Oats ; or

Boundijh, as Scordium and Milium.

Paniculate and Spicatejimul, as the Indian M.aep.

They reckon alfo fome Culmiferous Herbs which

.are not Efculent
,
or ufually eaten by Men ;

and

tthefe alfo are either

Spente, as the Phalaris (
Canary Grafs) and Loli-

u\m ;
or

Paniculate,
as the Lacryma Jobi.

CULMINATE, is a Word ufed by Aftronomi-

cal Writers, to exprefs a Star s or the Sun’s being

upo n the Meridian, or having the greateft Altitude

that: it can have that Day.
r

]fhe Culminating of any Star, or being on the

Meridian, may be found by the Globe thus ;

Ue&ify your Globe and Hour Index, and bring

the Star to the Brazen Meridian ; then the Index

widl fhew the Time of the Star’s Culminating.

CULMUS, in Botanicks, is properly the Stalk

of.' Corn or Grafs, but of no other Plant, for that

Is tailed Caulis

.

,

CULVERING, a fort of Ordnance, of which

there are the Extraordinary,
the Ordinary, and the

Liftfitted Culvering.
.

Culvering Extraordinary has Inches Bore,

r| Foot long, weighing 4800 Pound Weight 5 its

Load above 1 a Pound, carries a Shot 5-? Diameter,

weighing zo Pound Weight.

Culvering Ordinary, is a Size leffer.

Culvering of the leaf Sip, is that whofe Dia-

meter is 5 Inches Bore, iz Foot long, weighing

about 4000 lb. carries a Shot 3 Inches $ Diameter,

weighing 14 lb. 9 Ounces.
.

CULVERTAILE, the fattening m of a Ship s

Carlings into the Beam is fo called.

CUN, or Cond, a Sea Term, fignifying to di-

rect or guide : To Cun a Ship is to diredl the Per-

fon at Helm how to fteer her : See Cond..

CUNEIFORME Os, is a Bone fo called from

the Refemblance which it hath to a Wedge; by

the Ancients called Multiforme,
by reafon of the

various Proceffes on the Infide and Outfide, which

renders it rough and unequal : It is fituate in

the Midft of the Bafis of the Brain, and is placed

under it like a Bafts, fo that it touches upon moft

of the Bones of the Head and the Upper Jaw.

Blanchard.

CUNEIFORMIA Offa, are thofe Bones of the

Tarfus of the Foot which are accounted the Fourth,

Fifth, and Sixth ; and thefe are fo called* becaufe

they are large above, and narrow below
,

like

Wedges: They link all three at the Side of one a-

nother, having their Upper part Convex, and their

CUS
Lower Concave, by which means the Mufcles and
Tendons in the Sole of the Foot are not hurt when
we go. At one End, each hath a Sinus receiving
Os Naviculare

,
and at the other End they are join-

ed to the three inner Bones of the Metatarfm - the
inmoftof thefe Bones isthelargeft, and the mid-
dle one the leaft.

CUNEUS, a Triangular Prifm, hi a Wedge.’
CUPPEL or Compel, an Inftrumeni in Chymi-

ftry in the Form of a Difh, made of Afhes well
wafh’d ( to cleanfe them from all their Salt) or of
Bones throughly calcined : Its Ufe is to try and
purify Gold and Silver 5 which is done by min-
gling Lead with the Metal, and fo expofing it in
the Coppel to a violent Fire a great while ; the Im-
purities of the Metal will then be carried off in
Drofs, which Brofs is called Litharge of either
Gold or Silver : Tis by the Refiners ufually cal-
led a Teft.

CUPPING GLASSES: See Cucurbitula.

CURATIO, is a right Way or Method of find-
ing out by Symptoms and Indications proper Re-
medies for any Difeafe, in order to the Recovery
of Health. Blanchard.

CiJRCULIO, the fame with Cion.

CURIA avifare vult, is a Deliberation that the
Court intends to take upon any Point or Points of
a Caufe, before Judgment be refolved on.

CURIA Claudenda, is a Writ that lieth againft
him that fliould fence and clofe tip his Ground, if
he refufe or defer to do it.

CURIASSIERS, are Horfemen that wear Ar-»

mour.

CURSITOR, is an Officer or Clerk belonging
to the Chancery

,

that maketh out Original Writs £

They are called alfo Clerks of the Courfi ; and
there be of thefe twenty four in number, which
have allotted to each of them ieveral Shires, in
which they make out fuch Original Writs, as arfe

by the Subjed required, and are a Corporation of
themfelves.

CURTAIN, in Fortification, is the Front of
the Wall of a fortified Place between two BajUons j
or the longeft ftraight Line that runs about the
Rampart, drawn from one Flank to the other ’

and bordered with a Parapet five Foot high, b,e*

hind which the Souldiers ftand to fire Upon the
Covert-way and into the Moat. Befiegers leldom
carry on their Attacks againft the Curtain, be-
caufe ’tis the beft flank’d of any Part. \\

CURTATION of a Planet
, in Aftronomy, ac*

cording to fome, is a little part cut off from the
Line of his Interval or Diftance from the Sun.
CURTESY ofEngland : See Courtejy of Engf

CURVATURE, fignifies Crookednefs.
CURVE, the fame with Crooked

.

CURVES or Curvilineal Figures
* are in GedP

metry, fuch as are terminated or bounded by
Curved or Crooked Lines

; as Circles and EUipfes £
and all Conick Sections, Spherical Triangles, &ce

are Curves.

CUSTODE Admittendo, and Cufiode amovendo]
are Writs for the admitting or removing of Guar-
dians.

CUSTODES L ibertails AngUe authoritate Par-
liamenti, was the Stile wherein Writs and other
Judicial Proceedings did run during the late Times
of Trouble, vf. from the Murther of King Charles
the Firft, till the Ufurpation by Cromwell, men-

tioned



CUT
tionedand declared traiterous by the Stat, i% Car.

i. Cap. 3.

CUSTOM, is (both by Comhioh Lawyers and

Civilians, taken to be) a Law or Right not com-

iilitted in Writing, but eftablifhed by long ufe,

and by the Confent of our Anceftors hath been,

and is daily practiced and ’tis either General of'

Particular : A General Cuftom, is that which is al-

lowed through all England. Particular Cuftorii is

that which belongeth to this or that County, or to

this or that Lordfhip, Town, or City.

CUSTOMS and Services
,

or Confuetudlnibus

& Servitiis
,

is a Writ of Right clofe which lieqh

againft the Tenant that deforceth his Lord of the

Rent or Service due to him : Of this fee more at

large in the Old Nat. Brev. Fol. 77.

CUSTOS Brevium, a Clerk belonging to the

Court ofCommon-Pleas,
whofe Office is to receive

and keep all the Writs, and put them upon Files,

every Return by it felf $ and at the End of every

Term, to receive of the Protonotaries all the Re-

cords of the Nifi prius, called the Poften.

CUSTOS Placitorum Corona,
feems to be the

fame with Cuftos ftotulorum.

CUSTOS Bptulorum
,

is he that hath the cufto-

dy of the Rolls, or Records ofthe Seffions of Peace

;

and as fome fay, of the Commiflions of Peace it

felf : He is always a Juftice ofPeace and Quorum

in the County where he hath his Office.

CUSTOS Spiritualium,
or Cuftom ofthe Spiri-

tualities, is he that exercifeth Spiritual or Ecclefi-

aftical Jurifdicftion in any Diocefs during the Va-

cancy of the See, which, by the Canon-Law, be-

longs to the Dean and Chapter ,
but at prefent

with us in England, to the Archbifhop of the Pro-

vince by Prefcriptipn : Howbeit, divers Deans

and Chapters do challenge this by ancient Char-

ters from the Kings of this Land.

CUSTOS Temporalium, the Perfon to whofe

cuftody a vacknt See was committed by the King

as Supreme Lord ,
who as a Steward of the Goods

and Profits, was to give account to the Efcheator,

and he into the Exchequer : His Truft continued

till the Vacancy was fupplied by a Succeffor, who
obtained f the King’s Writ De fteftitutione Tempora-

Hum, which was commonly after Confecration

yet fometimes before.

CUT a Feather ; if a Ship hath too broad a

Bow, they fay fhe will not Cut a Feather ; that is,

fhe will not pafs through the Water fo fwiftly as

to make it foam or froth.

CUTANEOUS Diftempers, fuch as affed the

Skin, as the Itch, or Scab, tic.

CUTANENUS Glands and Vejfels, are fuch as

are placed or terminated in theC««r or Skin.

CUTICLE, Scarjf Skin, is a Cover of the Skin

without Senfe, extended outwardly over the

whole Skin like a Membrane, full of innumerable

fmall Pores, accommodated to the avoiding of In-

juries from abroad, to the Hunting up of the Cu-

taneous Vejfels, and to the more accurate perfect-

ing of Tadile Qualities : It is nourilhed by the

Blood , for if it be loft or perifhed, it comes a-

gain, though irs Velfels be but little confpicuous.

Blanchard.

Mr. Luenhoeck found by his Microfcope, that

the Cuticula confifted of an infinite Quantity of

very fmall Scales, fo minute, that a fmall Grain

of Sand would cover near 200 ofthem ; fo that he

think* there are no proper Pores in the Skin, but

CYC
that the Moifture comes out under or from be-
tween the Scales.

CUTIS, is the Skin of a living Man ; but Pet-
it is that which is fleed off, and it is the outer-
moft Cover of the whole Body, or a pretty thick
Membrane wrought of feveral Filaments of the
Veins and Arteries, Nerves, and Nervous Fibres,

complicated and interwoven with one another, full

of Glandules and Lymphedu&s, or Velfels that
convey away the Vapours and Swear, abounding
with a great number of Pores here and there, and
fenfibly perforated in many places to let in and out,

as ocafion requires ; as at the Mouth, Noftrils,

Eyes, Ears, Privities, Fuhdament, &c. it is thick-
eft of all upon the Head, moderately hard in the
Neck and Back, finer in the Face, Perns, and ou-
ter Skin of the Scrotum j thin on the Sides, and
thinneft of all on the Lips ; in fome places, as the
Elbow, Forehead, Soles of the Feet, it flicks very
clofe together. Blanchard.

CUTT-BASTION : See BaJHon.
CUTT-WATER, the Sharpnels of the Head

of a Ship below the Beaft

,

’tis fo called becaufe
it cuts or divides the Water before it comes to the
Bow : This is called alio the JKfiee of the Head.
CUVETTE, in Fortification, is a deeper Trench

about four Fathom broad, which is ufually funk
in the Middle of the great dry Ditch till you
meet with Water, and ferves both to prevent the
Befiegers Mining, and alio the better to keep off
the Enemy.
CYCLE, is a continual Revolution of certain

Numbers, which fuccefiively go on without any
Interruption from the Firft to the Laft, and then
return again to the Firft, and fo circulate perpetu-
ally. In the Calendar there are three principal

Cycles, viZj the Solar, the Lunar, and the Cycle of
Indiption.

CYCLE of the Sun, is a Revolution of 28 Years,
1

in which time the fame Dominical Letter comes
about again in the fame Order, and Leap-years
expire, and the 29th Year the Cycle begins again t

This Cycle fervesko find the Dominical Letter for
any Year paft, prefent, or to come.

To find the Cycle of the Sun.

I{ule. To the Year add 9, and divide the Sum
by 28, the Remainder is the Cycle of the Sun,

Example.

To 1701 add 9, the Sum 1710 divided by 28,
the Refidue 2 is the Cycle of the Sun.

CYCLE of the Moon, is a Revolution of 19
Years, in which time the New Moon's return to
the fame Days they were on before, and fhe be-
gins again her Courfe with the Sum This was
invented by Melon the Athenian, and is called
the Golden Number. That which occalioned pro-
bably the pitching upon this Number, was their
Obfervationsthat the Lunar Eclipfes happen near-
ly again on the fame Day ofthe Month 1 9 Years
after the former ; ofwhich ’tis eafy to give many
modern Inftances. Enneadecateriaes is with fome
the Name of this Lunar Cycle.

CYCLE of IndiBion, is a Revolution of three
Luftrums or fifteen Years, after which thofe who
ufed it began it again. This is more ancient
than the precedent ones, and hath nothing to do

with



CYC
with the Heavenly Motions;, being eftablifhed by

Conftantine, A. D. 31

2

. Sept. 24 . who fubftituted

them in the room of the Olympiads They were

fo called according to lome Authors, becaufe they

denoted the Year that Tribute was to be paid to

the Republick. To find this IndiBion, fubftrad

312 from the Year given, and divide the Remain-

der by 1

5

,
and omitting the Quotient, what re-

mains is the Year of the Roman IndiBion.

Example
, A.D. 1700

312

15)1388 (92

J_35
38

8 — IndiBion.

CYCL1SCI, are Surgeons Inftruments, where-

with they fcrape away corrupt Flefh, or the like :

they are made in the form of an Half-Moon.

CYCLOID : If on a Right Line, as AE a

Wheel or Circle be imagined to make one entire

Revolution, or to move till the Point A come to

touch the Line again at E : The Circle will de-

fcribe the Line A E equal to its Periphery j and

the Point A will defcribe a Curve Line AaFE,
which is called a Cycloid or Trochoid

,
and the

Space contained within this Curve and the Sub-

tenfe A E is called the Cycloidal Space.

From the Confideration of which Genefis, his

very plain, that the Point a which defcribes the

Curve, will every where be diftant from d the

Point of Contact, by fuch a part ofthe Circle as

is the Diftance of that Point of Conrad from A
the Beginning of the Line. Thus when Ad is a.

fourth part of the whole Subtenfe, then will d a

be a Quadrant of the Generating Circle ; when

Ac is half that Line, then the Ark is a Semi-

circle, &c. So likewife at the other End, when
the Ark a c is an Odant, e E will be an eighth

part of the Line A E.

Tropofition.

Any Semi-ordindte in the Cycloid (or the Eight

Line B F, or b f
) is equal to its corresponding

CYC
Eight Sine in the Generating Circle, (as B D,
b d) together with the Arch of that Sint, A D,
or a d.

This is is proved from the Confideration of the

Manner of the Generation of the Cycloid above de-
livered : For fince the Right Line C E is equal to

the Semicircular Ark ADC
, the Right Line D F

mult be equal to the Quadrantal Ark A D ; for

the feveral Arks of the moving Circle do every

where generate Right Lines equal to themfelves ;

wherefere any Semi-ordinate drawn to the Curve
of the Cycloid muft be compounded of df or

D F
,
vi%. a Right Line equal to the Part of the

Ark that hath revolved, and of b d and B D the

Right Sine of that Ark in the generating Circle.

Corollaries.

t

:

Hence ’tis plain, that by means of the Cy-

cloid a Right Line may molt eafily be found equal
to any given Ark of a Circle, or to its whole Cir-

cumference j and'confequently the Quadrature of

the Circle may Geometrically be had, if this Cy-
cloid be a true Geometrical Curve, as indeed it is

not,

2. Ifyou fuppofe d e, De, and d e to be every
where drawn equal to the Right Lines b d, B D,
and b dj the Curve Line conneding their Excre-
mities will be an Ellipfis

(
by a Propof. which you

will find under the word Elliptical Space ) for the
whole Aggregate of all thele Right Lines, or the
Elliptical Space will be double of the Semicircular
one ; i. e. as B e is to B B

;

and confequently the
Curvilineal Space A e C D A will be equal to the
Semicircular Space ADC A.

3. -D F (t. e.D e -\- e F)~ Quadrant D ^where-
fore fince the Whole B G = to a Semi-circle, the
Remainder B D-\-F G muft alfo be equal to a Qua-
drant; butB D ~D e (by Cor. 2.) wherefore e F
will be equal to EG; and the fame way of argu-
ing will always prove ef above, equal to fg be-

low ; wherefore all the Indivifibles in each being
equal, the Space eeAfF will be equal to ths
Space FGE. Hence,

4 . Tis plain
,

that the Cycloidal Spade is always

triple of the Generating Circle

.

For the Redangle B C EG is equal to the whole
Circle (becaufe on one fide is the Radius, and the

other the Semi-circumference, that is, is equal to
the Semi-ellipfis Ae GDA ; wherefore, if out of
it you take the Quadrant of the Ellipfis B eeC Bf

what remains, which is the TrapefiunLSl e G E C,
muft be equal to the other Quadrant of the Ellip-

fis, or to the Semi-circle. But it was proved in

Cor. 3. That the Trilinear Space FGE was equal
Ee "

x9
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D acroydes, are Ulcers which continual-

ly fend forth Matter. Blanchard.

DACTYLS, is the Foot of a Latin Veffe

eonfifting of three Syllables, whereof the firft is longj

and the other two Ihort ; as Carmina

DACTYLONOMY, is the Art of Numbfing

Oh the Fingers.

DADO, a Term in Architecture, by fome Wri-

ters ufed for the Dye, which is the Part in the Mid-

dle of the Pedeftal of a Column between its Bafe

and Cornice i ’Tis of a Cubick Form, whence the

Name of Dye is given to it.

DAILY MOTION of a Planet : See Diurnal

Motion.

DAMAGE, is generally taken to fignify any Hurt

or Hindrance that a Man taketh in his EftatCj but

in Common Law it is a Part of that the JufOfs be

to enquire of, palling for the Plaintiff or Defendant

in a Civil Adtion, be it Perfonal or Real : For after

Verdidt given-of the Principal Caufe, they are like-

wife asked their Confciences (touching Cofts, Which

rae the Charges of the Suit,called of the Civilians Ex-

pense Litis ? )
and Damages, which contain the Hin-

drances that the Plaintiff or Demandant hath differ-

ed, by means of the Wrong done to him by the De-

fendant or Tenant.

This Word Damage (in Law) has two feveral

Significations, the one Pro-perly and Generally
,
the o-

ther StriBly and Relatively : Properly, as it is in Ca-

fes where Damages are founded upon the Statute of

z H. 4.Cap. i. and 8 H. 6. Cap. 9. where Cofts are

included within this Word Damages ; for Damage
,

in its proper Signification, is faid a Demendo, when

by Dimunition a thing becomes worfe ; and in this

Senfe, Cofts of Suits are Damages to the Plaintiff,

for by it his Subftance is diminifhed. Butwhen the

Plaintiff declares the Wrong done him to’’ the Da-

mage of fuch a Sum, this is to be taken Relatively

,

for the Wrong which is paffed before the Writ

brought, and are affelfed by Reafon of the Trefpafs

aforefaid, and cannot extend to the Cofts of Suit

which are future and of another Nature.

DAMAGE CLEERE ;
Damna Clericorum is now

affefs’d by the Tenth Part in the Common Pleas, and

the Twentieth Part in the Kjng$ Bench and Exche-

quer, of all Damages (exceeding five Marks) reco-

vered either by VerdiCl, Confeffion or Judgment of

the Court in all ACtions upon the Cafe, Covenant,

Trefpafs, Battery, Falfe Imprifonment, Dower, and

all others wherein Damages are incertain, which the

Plaintiff was to pay to the Prothonotary or chief Of-

ficer of that Court wherein they are recovered, be-

fore he fliall have Execution for them. This was

Originally only a Gratuity given to the Prothonota-

ries*and their Clerks for drawing Special Writs and

Pleadings, which afterwards grew to a Certainty ;

but now this is taken away by 17 Car. z. C. 6. for

that it was an unneceffary Charge and Burden upon

the King’s Subjects.
. ,

DAMAGE Feafant, in Common Law, is when

Stranger’s Beafts are in another Man’s Ground with-

out Licence of the Tenant of the Ground, and there

do feed tread, and otherwife fpoil the Corn, Grafs,

Goods/ and foch like 5
in which Cafe the Tenant

whom they Damage may therefore take, diftrain and

impound them as well in the Night as in the Day :

But in other Cafes, as for Rents and Services, and

fuch like, none may diftrain in the Night,

DAMNATA Terra, is the fame with the Capui
Mortuum of the Chymifts, being only the Earth or
Mafs that remains in the Retort, (3c. after all the o-
ther Principles are forced out by the Fire.

DANCETTE, a Term in Heraldry, when the
Out-line ofany Bor-

dure or Ordinary is la a a a a

£,“p
& ss WWW

out very largely* in ..

which only it differs from Indented.

There is a bearing of a Bend
called double Dancette ; thus, he
beareth Aspure , a Bend double

Dancette Argent

.

DARKENED Roomi See Qbfcura Camera.

DARK Tent, is the Term which fome Writers

give to a Box made almoft like a Desk with Optick
Glaffes, to take the Profpedt of any Building, For-
tification, Landskip, &c. This is a Portable Camera
Obfcura, or Darkened Room 1 See the Defcription un-
der Obfcura Camera.

DARSIS, is an Excoriation of the Skin. Blan-

chard.

DARTUS, is the fecond or inner Tunick.of the

common Coats which immediately cover the Tefti-

cles ; it arifes from the Membrana Carnofa and
feems to be Mufcular from its Power of conftrudt-

ing and wrinkling it felf up j it adheres to the Tu-
nica Vaginalis that lies under it by many Membra-
nous Fibres. Ruyfch faith, that it hath the Membra-
na alfo under the Carnofa Adipofa.

DASSYMA, is a Superficial Inequality of the

inner Part of the Eye-lids, accompanied with aRed-
nefs. Blanchard.

DATA, is the Term in Mathematicks for fuch
Things or Quantities as are fuppofed to be given or

known, in order to find out thereby other Things or
Quantities which are unknown or fought for ; and
Euclid ufes the Word Data (of which he hath a
particular Tradt) for fuch Spaces, Lines and Angles,

as are given in Magnitude, or to which we can af-

fign others equal : See Given.

DATIVE CASE, is the third Cafe in the De-
clenfion of Nouns, Pronouns, (3c. and is fo called,

becaufe ’tis ufually governed by a Verb, which im-
plies fomething to be given to fome Perfbn, and the

thing is put in the Accufative Cafe, and the Perfort

in the Dative.

DAVISV Quadrant, is the common Back Qua-
drant : See its Defcription under the Word Back?

flaff.

DAVIT, a Piece of Timber in a Ship, having a

Notch at one End, in which, by a Strap, hangs a

Block called the Fijh-Block.- And the ule of this

Block is to hale up the Fluke of the Anchor, and to

fallen it at the Ship’s Bow or Loof. This Davit is

Ihiftable from one Side of the Ship to the other, as

occafion ferves.

There is a fmall Davit in the Ship’s Boat which

is fet over her Head with a Shiver, in which is

brought the Buoy Rope wherewith to weigh the

Anchor ; and it is made laft to the Carlings in the

Boat’s Row,
DAY.
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DAY, is either Natural or Artificial ; the Former

is determined by the Motion of the Sun round the

Earth in 24 Hours j the Artificial Day is the Time

betwixt the Sun’s Rifing and Setting; to which is

oppofed Night
,
which is the Time that the Sun is

under the Horizon.
...

The Natural Day is alfo called Civil, became it

is by divers Nations reckoned divers Ways ; the Ba-

bylonians began to account their Day from the Sun-

rifing; the Jem and Athenians from the Sun-letting,

whom the Italians follow to this Day, beginning

their firft Hour at Sun-let: The Egyptians began at

Midnight, as we account our Agronomical Day,

but the Vmbri began at Noon.

The Natural Day,
beginning at Noon or Mid-

night, is always equal j but that which is accounted

from Sun-rifing orfetting is unequal; and the Ar-

tificial Day is every where unequal, but juft under

the EquinoBial Line

.

DEAD-MENS-EYES, in a Ship, are a kind of

Blocks,
having many Holes in them, but no Shivers ;

and through them the homier

s

go, which make faft

the Shrowds below to the Chains. Sometimes, but

rarely, the Main-Stays of a Ship are fet taught by

Dead-Men s-Eyes and Lanniers.
*

The Crowfeet al-

ways do reeve through Dead-Men s-Eyes.

DEAD-RECKONING, at Sea, is that Eftimati-

tion, Judgment or Conjecture which the Seamen

make of the Place where a Ship is, by keeping an

Account of her Way by the Lag, by knowing the

Courfe they have fteered by the Compafs, and by

rectifying all with Allowance for Drift, Lee, Way,

&c. according to the Ship s Trim ; fo that this Reck-

oning is without any Obfervation ofthe Sun, Moon

and Stars, and is 16 be rectify’d as often as any good

Obfervation can be had.

DEAD-RISING, a Term in a Ship for that Part

of her which lies aft between the Keel and her Floor

Timbers, and next adjoining to the Stern Poft under

the Bread Room in a Man of War.

DEAD-WATER, is the Eddy Water juft behind

the Stern of a Ship ;
and if a Ship hath a great Ed-

dy follows her Stern, they fay Jhe makes much Dead

Water : This is fo called becaufe it doth not pafs

away fofwiftiy as the Water runnirfg by her Sides

doth.

DE BENE ESSE, a Term in Common Law, as

when the Defendant’s Depofition or Bail is only al-

lowed for the prefent, but after more full Examina-

tion is either to ftand or fall.

DEBENTUR, was a kind of Writing firft given

in the late times of the Ufurpation to the Souldier,

to fecure the Payment of his Arrears ; ’tis ufed al-

fo in the Exchequer ; and in the King’s Houfe Deben-

tures are given ufually to the Servants, for the Pay-

ment of their Wages, Board-Wages, and the like.

TheWord is mentioned in the Acft of Oblivion, 12

Car. z.C.z. and fince the late Revolution hath been

ufed in many Ads of Parliament, efpecially in that

which relates to the forfeited Eftates in Ireland, out

of which the Soldiers Debentures are appointed to

befatisfied, n W. 3 °
t

.

DEBET and Solet, is a Writ of Right which hath

thofe Words in it, as formal Words not to be omit-

ted; as if a Man fue for any thing that is now firft

of all denied, and which hath been enjoyed by him-

felf and his Anceftors before him ; as for a Mill,

common of Pafture, &c. then both Debef and Solet

muft be uled in the Writ of Righr.

DEBILITY, is a Weaknefs of the Body proceed-

ing from Swooning, Fainting, Hunger, Difeafe or

otherwife. Blanchard.

DEBITO, is a Writ that lieth where a Man ow-

eth Money upon Obligation or other Bargain for
any thing fold unto him.

DEBRUISED, a Term in Heraldry,when a Pale

,

&c. is born upon any Beaft in an Efcutcheon, for

any folid thing fold unto him.

DEBRUISED, a Term in Heraldy, when a Pale,

&c. is born upon any Beaft in an Efcutcheon, Tor
then they fay the Beaft is debruifed of the Pale,

DECAGON, is a plain Figure in Geometry, ha-
ving i o Sides and Angles ; and if they are all equal
to one another, ’tis then called a Regular Decagon

,

and it may be infcribed in a Circle,

Pfopofitioh.

The Side of a Regular Decagon is in Power and Length
equal to the greateft Segment of an Hexagon, cue

according to Extream and Mean Proportion, 9. e,

13. Euclid,

Let the Line d b, the Radius or Side of an Hexa'-

gon cut into Extream and Mean Proportion in e
t

(P. 1 1 . <?. z. Euclid.) be applied to the Circle in the
Point b, and then produced till b a the Side of a
Decagon

,

or the Chord of 3 6

I fay ba is equal to b e, and the Qba — Qb el
Draw be, ac, and del

Demonftration.

The Angle h ca~ 36% and confequently the e-
qual ones eba and a, each= 72°. wherefore d be
muft be = 1 08 Alfo fince d b = b e, the— Angles
d and d c b muft be exaeft= 36°. and therefore the
whole Angle a c d= yz\ or the Angle ofa Pentagon

*

wherefore the Aha he and a d c are Similar, and
confequently id*, a e:: dc : ab, that is, a d i d b°-
dbiba ; wherefore the whole Line da is cut into
Extream and Mean Proportion; and therefore fince
db is alfo fo divided by the Suppofition, the whole
Line da:bd it as the whole Line dbiba, but in
the fame Proportion is b d to be; wherefore b a.

muft be equal to b e, and the Power of one to the
Power of the other.

A Fortification alfo confifting of 1 o Baftions, is
fometimes called a Decagon

.

DECAMP, vMien an Army raifes its Camp and
departs from the Place whence it lay before,they lay
it is Decamped,

DECANT ; to Decant a Liquor, is to pour offthe
clear Fart of it by Inclination

,

as the Chymifts fpeak,
that fo it may be without any Matter or Sediment -

and this Adtion the Chymifts call a Decantation *

DECEMTALES: See Tales.

DECEPTIONE, is a Writ that lieth againft him
that deceitfully doth any thing in the Name of ano-
ther, for one that receiveth Damage or Hurt thereby
DECIDUOUS, is that which is apt of ready td

fall, and is ufed in Reference to the Flowers and
Seeds of Plants : Thus the Botahifts fay * in fome
Plants the Perianthturn or Calyx is deciduous with the

Flow,
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Slower; *.<?. falls from off the Plant with it, but

in others it is not.

DEGIES TANTUM, is a Writ which lieth a-

gainft a Juror which hath taken Money tor the giv-

ing of his Verdid ; called fo ofthe Effed, becaule

it is to recover ten Times fo much as he took,

DECIMAL FraBion, is that which hath for its

Denominator i . with a Cypher or Cyphers annex-

ed; as-^, tIv* &c -

Which Denominator, for Brevity and Conveni-

ence fake, is moft commonly expreffed by a Point

or a Comma fee on the Left-hand of the Numera-

tor | thus, ,5 is -At. ,46 is t
4
At. and ,125 is a Hun-

dred Twenty five Parts of any thing, luppofed to

be divided into 100 fuch Parts.

Tv. B. As Cyphers fet on the Right-hand of Inte-

gers do increafe the Value of them Decimallyt as 2,

20, 200, &c. fo when fet on the Left-hand of FraBi-

ens, they decreafe the Value Decimally,
as ,5. >05.

<.005. &c. but fet on the Left-hand, or on the Right-

hand of Fractions, they fignify nothing, but only

to fillup Places $ thus, ,5000. or 0005. is but five

Units.

1: To reduce any Vulgar FraBion, as fuppofe 4
of a Pound, Shilling, Mile, Yard, Day, Hour, CS’c.

to a Decimal FraBion of the fame Value, whofe De-

nominator fh.aH be 1 000 ; (I fay 1 000, for (oorioo

are not large enough to do it without a Fradion.)

Say, by the Buie of Three, As 8 the Denominator

of the Vulgar FraBion : Is to 5 its Numerator :: So

will 1000 the Denominator affigned : Be to a 4th

Term, which, by working, you’ll find to be ,625.

and therefore T~V, or ,625 . is a Decimal of the fame

.Value with the former Fraction

2. Addition and SubftraBion of Decimals is per-

formed juft as in Integers, only care muff be taken

about duly placing each Part ; as to which be fure

to place all the Points one under another, then add

or fubftrad as in common Arithmetick, diftinguifh-

ingfrom the Sum or Remainder fo many Figures

for Decimals, as are the moft Decimal Places in

any of the given Numbers, as in the following Ex-

amples.

In Addition, ,73 S6? 64,58

.7°S - 9,7

,86 ,005

2,80067 74,2.8s

In Subfiraftion, From 35,5
Take 20,9867^

Remains 14,51321

From 16,05

Take 10,9999

Rem. 5,0501

Multiplication of Decimal FraBions

General Rule.

£
Tis no matter in what order either Multiplicand

or Multiplicator ftand, onlyobferve, That there mufl

bejuft as many Decimal Parts cut off by the feparating

Point from the Product, as there are Decimals in both

FaBors : The Work is juft as in Integers.

Example t. Where one Decimal multiplies ano-
ther,

.365

,22

73°
73 p

5,08030

Here the Produd is only 8030, but a Cypher is

prefix’d to make up the five Decimal Places,there be-
ing fo many in both Fadors.

>- '
- * *• V. - • •

.

,0006 ',464

>5 *9

,00030 ,4176

Example 2. Where one Fador is in Integer, the
other a Decimal Fradion.

4^64 3,65 46*4
9 22 9

41 >7*

t

73°
.730

80,30

417.6

Note, That when a Decimal FraBion or mix’d
Number is to be multiplied by an Unit, with Cy-
phers annexed thereto, fas 10, 100, 1000, &c.) ’tis

only removing the Separatrix fo many Places to-

wards the Right-hand in the Multiplicand, as there
are Cyphers annexed to the Unit : Thus, if ,7652,
were to be multiplied by

10
100
1000
10000

The Produd will be

The Reafbn of which is, becaule there can be
no more Decimals in the Produd than were in both
the Fadors 5 and the Cyphers any where on the
Right-hand may be omitted, as being of no Value
here.

By Multiplication
, Decimals are reduced to the

known Parts of luch Integers as they are Decimals
of, in this manner : Multiply the given Decimal by
the Number Ihewing howmany known Parts ofthe
next inferior Denomination are equal to that Inte-

ger, and purfue this as far as it will go, v. gr.

What is the Value of this Decimal ,8667 ; that is,

,8687 of a Day, or of a Pound Sterling,

8,687 of a Day= 20 h.

24 (5 °'. ss''-

34748
17374

,8687 of a Pound=
(20 17s. 4do if.

17,374°
12

20,8488
60

7480
374°

56,9280
60

4,4880

4

55,6800 1,952©

To find the Value of any Decimal of a Pound of
Englijh Money, there is this ready Rule in Pradice :

Suppofe it were required to find the Value of ,8687
of a Pound ; double the firft Figure 8, and becaule

6 fthe next Figure) exceeds 5, add the Excefs,
which is 1, to the former Double, and ’twill make

it

s
/
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...4, —***.

it 17 ;
account thole for Shillings : Then imagining

that 1, by which 6 exceeded 5, to be taken as 10,

and to ftand before the next Figure 8, it will make

18; from which abate 1, and the Remainder 17

is the Farthings, which make 4 d. 1 q. fo that the

. Decimal was. 17 /. \d. 1 q.

Alfo ,319 of a Pound — 6 r. 4 d. 3 q.

If the Second Figure be juft 5, add one to the

Shillings, and account the third Figure for the Far-

things ; if it be lefs than 5 ,
add nothing to the Shil-

lings, but account it as lb many times Tens the

third Figure for Farthings.

Divifion of Decimal Fractions.

General Rule.

Work in all Cafes as in Divifion of Integers, but

only obferve, that there be juft as many Decimal

Places (and no more) in the Divifor and Quotient

together, as there were in the Dividend.

2.2)8,030(53,65 22)8,030(3,65 22)80,30(3,65

66 66 66

143 143 143

132 132- 132.

no no 116

110 i 10 no

o o' 6

In Decifnal Divifion there are Nine Cafes, all per-

formed by the General Rule with a few Directions,

as followeth.

1. To divide a whole Number by a - greater

whole Number 5

To the Dividend add Cyphers at Pleafure, and

the Quotient will be all Decimal Parts, ac-

cording to the Number of Cyphers added *

Thus, if 22 were to be divided by 365.

365) 22,0000 (,602,

5, To divide a mix’d Number by a mix’d Num-
ber :

1

2,2) 80,30 (36,5
Here, the Dividend having two Places of Deci-

mals, and the Divifor one, there rauft be one
in the Quotient.

6. To divide a mix’d Number by a Decimal
Fraction, as if 80,30 were to be divided by
,365, here add three Cyphers to 80,30 the Di-
vidend, becaufe it may have as many or more
Decimal Parts than are in the Divifor, and it

will ftand

Thus, 365) 80,30000 (22,00
73°*

. 73°*

And becaufe the Dividend hath five Places of

Decimals, and the Divifor but three, there mult
be two in the Quotient.

7. To divide a Decimal by a whole Number

:

22) ,8030 (,0365
Here needs no Cyphers be annexed, becaufe the

Dividend is (apparently) bigger than the Di-

vifor • but becaufe the Dividend has four Pla-

ces in it, and the Divifor none, a Cypher muft
be prefixed in the Quotient to fupply it, and
fo the true Quotient will be ,0365.

8. To divide a Decimal by a mix’d Number.

„ , . .
3,65) ,8030 (,ii

Here *tis plain the Quotient muft be ,22. becaule
there are four Decimals in the Dividend, and
but two in the Divifor.

9. To divide one Decimal by another :

,22)8030(3,65
Here tis plain by the General Rule 5

But fometimes Cyphers muft be added to the Di-
vidend, as when the Divifor is bigger than thd

Dividend

:

Thus, ,365) ,22,0000 (,602
Where fix Places of Decimals being in the Divi-

dend, and three in the Divifor, three muft alio

be in the Quotient.

2190

xood

730

270

2. To divide a leffer whole Number by a great-

er mix’d Number

;

Add as many Cyphers to the Dividend, as (at

lealt) there are Places in the Divifor:

Thus, 3,65) 22,0000 (6,02
• * *

Here, becaufe there are four Decimal Places in

the Dividend (by the annexed Cyphers) and

but two in the Divifor, there muft be two in

the Quotient.

3. To divide a whole Number by a Decimal

Fradion, annex (at leaft) as many Cyphers

to the Dividend as there are Places in the Divi-

for :

Thus, ,365) 22,0000 (602

Here, there being three Places of Decimals in the

Divifor,- and but three in the Dividend, there

can be none in the Quotient.

4. To divide a mix’d by a whole Number

:

2,2) 80,30 (36,5

Here, there being no Decimals in the Divifor but

three in the Dividend, there muft be three in

the Quotient,

Note, That when any Number (either Decimal
or Mix’d) is given to be divided by an Unit,
with Cyphers annexed thereto (as 10, 106,

1000, &c.) it is only removing the Separatrix

in the Dividend fo many Places farther toward
the Left-hand as there are Cyphers annex’d
to the Unit, prefixing Cyphers to the Dividend
to fupply the vacant Places (if need be

:)

Thus, if 7562 were to be divided

756,2

j 1 ,
75,62

By -jiooo
J*

The Quotient is <7,562
1 0000
100000

,7562
.,07562

DECIMIS Solvendis pro Poffejfionibus alenigenarum^

is a Writ, or Letters Patents, yet extant in the Pc*
gifler, which lay againft thofe that had farm’d the

Priors aliens, Lands of the King s, for the Redtor
of the Parilh to recover his Tyth of diem.

DECK, of a Ship, is a Planked Floor on which
the Guns lie, and the Men walk to and fro. In great
Ships there are three Decks, Firft, Second, and
Third, beginning to account from rheloweftj and
fome alfo have an Half Deck., which reaches from
the Main Majl to the Stem of she Ship. There is

alfo a Quarter Deck, which is from the Steerage a-
lofc to the Mafter s Round-Houfe. There is alfo

fometimes a Spare Deck, which is the uppermoft of
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all,' and is between the Main Maft and the MiJJen i

This Deck. i-s called alfo the Orlope : Which fee.

DECLARATION (in Common Law) is a (hew-

ing in Writing the Grief and Complaint of the De-

mandant or Plaintiff, againft the Defendant or Te-

nant, wherein he is fuppofed to have received fome

Wrong : And this ought to be plain and certain*

both becaufe it impeaches the Defendant, and alfo

compels him to anfwer thereto.

DECLENSION, of aDifeaie,is when it recedes

from its Height, and the Patient is beyond danger

:

See Acme.

DECLINATION Apparent, is the Diftance of

the apparent Place of a Planet from the Equator.

DECLINATION of the Sun, is the Diftance of

the Parallel to the Equator which the Sun runs in a-

ny Day from the Equator it feif: And this Diftance

(on the Globe) is reckon'd on the Meridian ; and ac-

cording as this Diftance is towards either of the Poles

of the World, *tis called North or South Declination.

To find the Suns greateft Declination ; you muff

by fome very large Quadrant, or fuch like Inftru-

ment, take the Sun’s greateft Meridian Altitude, and

his leaft at the twoSolftices ;
the Difference between

which is the Double of the Sun's greateft Declina-

tion, or.the Diftance of the Tropicks j wherefore

half of it is the thing fought.

To find the Sun's or Stars Declination by the Globe

or Sphere j Bring the Sun’s Place, or the Star to the

Meridian, and the Degrees from the Equino&ial

there reckoned either North or South, are the Decli-

nation at Noon.

To find the Declination of the Sun Trigonometri-

cally, having given his greateft Declination and Di-

ftance from the next EquinoBial Point.

Say, As Pad. is to the Sine of the Suns Dijlance

from the next EquinoBial Point, fo is the Sine

of the Suns greateft Declination to the Sine of this

frefen Declination.

Example

:

Suppofe the Sun's Diftance from the

next Equinoctial Point to be 30°. 00. The
greateft Declination 23®. 30',

Then to the Sine of 30°. oof

add the Sine of 2,3 °. 30'.

And the Sum ( lefs Rad. ) = Sine

of ii°- 3°f

9,698970
9,600700

y 19,199^70

which is the Sun’s prefent Declination required.

How to find the Declination of a Planet or Star

that hath Latitude, fee Newtons Aftron. Britan, p.i o.

In the Pythagorean or Copernican Syftem, the Sun’s

Declination is expreft by the Complement of his Di-

fiance from the Pole, or by the Diftance of the Pole

from the Horizon of the Disk. , and is called the Re-

flexion : And the Proportion to find it is this

;

J

As Rad. to the Sine of the Diftance of the two

Poles of the Ecliptick and the Equator : : So is the

Sine of the Sun’s Longitude to the Co-fine of his

Diftance from the next Pole : The Complement of

which laft, is the RefleBion, the Diftance of the Sun

from the Horizon of the Disk, or his Declination.

DECLINATION of the Mariners Compafs is

its Variation from the true Meridian of any Place.

How to find this, fee in Variation.

DECLINATION True, is the Diftance of the

True Place of a Planet from the Equator.

DECLINATION of a Wall or Plane for Dials,

Is an Arch of the Horizon comprehended either

between the Plane and the Prime Vertical Circle,

if you account it from the Baft or Weft, or elfe be-
tween the Meridian and the Plane, if you account
it from the North or South.

There are many ways given by Authors for find-
ing the Declination ofa Plane “ of which, all thofe
that depend on the Magnetick Needle deforve to
be fufpeCted on many Accounts. The common
Method alfo, by finding the Sun’s Horizontal Di-
ftance from the Pole of the Plane, is fubjedt to many.
Errors and Difficulties. Mr. Oughtred's way, by a
Semi-circle drawn on a Square Board, is the plain-
eft and eafieft Method that can be well thought on
of that Nature ; but then there is difficulty in fet-

ting the Pin truly perpendicular, as well as in placing
the Board truly horizontal and at the fame time is

required the Sun’s Declination
' and. Azimuth to be

had exactly. The very beft way therefore that I
ever met with for finding the Declination of a Plane,
is to get, on a large fquare piece of Brafs or Wood*
a Limb accurately divided into 360 Degrees, (and
if it can be

) every 5 Minutes - on the Center of
which moves an Horizontal Dial, purpofely made
for the Latitude of the Place, and which hath a
Email bit of fine Brafs fixed on its Meridian Line,
like a fiducial Edge, to cut the Degrees in the Limb.
The Ufe of which is very eafy for at any time
when the Sun fhines, you need only apply that fide
of the Square to the Plane where are 60 Degrees on
the Limb j and then fetting it as nearly as you can
horizontally, turn the Dial about, till it ffiew ex-
actly the true Hour of the Day ( which before rnuft
be rightly found, and a Watch fet to it ) and then
will the fiducial Edge cut the Degrees of the Plane’s
Declination

; and which way to account it will be
eafily feen, becaufe the Dial pointing true North
gives you an Idea of all the Points of the Compafs,
And this Method will be of great ufe to fuch,’

whofe Bufinefs is to make many Dials in or near
the lame Latitude.

DECLINATORIES
, are Boxes fitted with a

Compafs and Needle, to take the Declination of
Walls for Dialling, (3c.

DECLINING EreB Dials, how to make ; foe

Dial In EreB declining Dials. (PlanesJ
DECLINING EreB Planes t See EreB declining

DECLINING^ SnMninZ \ D .

thofe

whofe Planes neither face diredlly any of the four
Cardinal Points ; nor are they either perpendicular

or parallel to the Horizon.

For the deferibing ofthefe Dials ; firft make an
EreB one for the given Declination, according to the
Direction in EreB Declining Dials ; then let the

Height ofthe Stile above the Subftile be the

r Difference between 7 n r 'J a j

f Sum of %
Co-Latitude and

Inclination,

l Declination

.

,

DECLINING^ } Pl4«e,:(KDhlfUne,:

DECLIVIS MuJcuius: SeeObliquus defeendens feu
Dcclivis .

DECOCTION
,

is a boiling of fome Plants,

Roots, Seeds, (3c. for Medicinal Ufe, being the

fame as Apo^em : "Which fee.

DECORTICATION, the peeling or unhusking

of Roots, Seeds, Fruits, (3c. or the freeing ofthem
from their Barks, Rinds, Husks, or Shells.

DECORUM or Decency, in Architecture, is a

fuiting of all the Parcs and Ornaments of a Building,

fo as they lhall become the Station j as Vitruvius

fhews, when he fpeaks of adjufting the foveral Or-
ders
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ders to their Natural Affedions ; and he , as Mr.
Evelyn obferves, would never have placed a Corin-

thian Column at the Entrance into a Prifon, nor one

of the Tufcan Order before the Portico of a Church.

DECREPITATION of Sea Salt, or of Sal Gem-

ma, is a word ufed by the Chymifts for a kind of

Calcination of Salt thus ; an earthen Unglazed Pot

is heated red hot over the Fire, and then an Ounce

of Salt is thrown into it, and the Pot is prefently co-

vered, a great cracking Noife arifes, whence comes

the word Decerpitation. If more Salt be to be

decrepitated, the Pot muft be kept ftill red hot, and

you muft proceed as at firft. The Defign of it is

to free the Salt from luperfluous Moifture, but it

renders the Salt fo porous and apt to imbibe the

Humidity of the Air, that it muft always be kept in

a Viol well ftop’d, or elfe the Air will foon moiften

it anew.
DECUPELATION, the fame with Decantation

:

L
Which fee.

DECUSSATION, a Term in Opticks, is the

eroding of any two Lines, Rays, &c. when they

meet in a Point, and then go on apart from one a-

nother.

DECUSSORIUM ,
is a Surgeon’s Inftrument,

wherewith the Dura Mater being highly prefled, is

accurately adjoined to the Skull, that the Purulent

Matter gathered betwixt the Skull and the Skin,

called Dura Meninx
,
or Mater, may be evacuated

by a Hole made with a Surgeon’s Inftrument, called
'

Trepanum . Blanchard.

DE DEONERANDA pro rata Portionis
,

is a

Writ that lies where a Man is diftrained for Rent

that ought to have been paid by others proportiona-

bly.

DEDIMUS Potejiatem ,
is a Writ whereby a

Commiflion is given to a private Man, for the Spee-

ding of fome Ad appertaining to a Judge | and by

the Civilians is called Delegation.

DEEDS, in Common Law, fignify Writings,

that contain the Effed ofa Contrad made between

Man and Man : See more in Fait.

DEEP Sea-Line, is a fmall Line to Sound With,

when a Ship is invery deep Water at Sea ; at the End
of it is a piece of Lead, called the Deep-Sea-Lead,

at the Bottom of which is a Coat of white Tallow, to

bring up Stones, Gravel, Sand, Shells, or the like

from the Bottom, and to know the Differences of

the Ground, which having been before difeovered

by other Obfervations, and entred in their Books,

they guefs by their Soundings What Coafts they are

upon,though they cannot fee Land. If it happens that

no Ground come up upon the Tallow, they guefs

they are upon Ou%ie Ground, which they difeover

by founding again with a Woollen Clbth upon the

Lead, whereby this Ground will be brought up.

D E EJfendo quietum de Tolonio, is a Writ which

lieth for them which are by Privilege freed from the

Payment of Toll.

DE Expenfis Militum, is a Writ, commanding the

Sheriff to levy fo much a Day for the Expences of a

Knight of the Shire ; and a like Writ to levy Two
Shillings a Day for every Citizen and Burgefs, cal-

led De expenfis Civium & Burgenfium.

DEFAULT, in Law, is a Non-appearance in

Court, without fufficient Caufe made out.
' DEFECTIVE or Deficient Nouns, in Grammar,
are fuch as want either a Number, a particular

Cafe, or are Indeclinable.

DEFEIZANCE, fignifies (in Law) a Condition

relating to a Deed, as an Obligation, Recognizance,

or Statute, which being performed by the Obligor

or Recognizor, the Ad is difabled and annulled, as

if it had never been done. The Difference between
a Provifo or a Condition in Deed, and a Defei^ance,

is this, That a Provifo or Condition is annexed or

inferred in the Deed or Grant, whereas a Defei^atice

is ufually a Deed by it felf.

DEFENCES, in Fortification, are all. forts of
Works that cover and defend the oppofite Pofts, as

Flanks, Parapets
, Cnferhates, Faujfe-Brays : ’Tis al~

moft impoffible to fix the Miner to the Face of a Ba-
ftion till the Defences of the oppofite one are ruin’d

i. e „ till the Parapet of its Flank is beaten down,;
and the Cannon in all parts that can fire upon that

Face which is attacked, are difmounted,
DEFENDANT, a Term in Law, is he that fu-

eth in an Adion perfonal, as Tenant is he which is

fued in an Adion real.

DEFENDEMUS, a word ufed in Feoffment o,r

Donation, and bindeth the Donor and his Heir to

defend the Donee.
DEFENSIVE or Defenfitive Medicines, in Surge-

ry, are Remedies applied outwardly to prevent an
Inflammation, or any other Symptom that feems to

threaten any Part, from ariving fo far as to that Part.

DEFERENT, in Aftronomy, an imaginary Cir-
cle or Orb (in the Ptolemaick^Syflem, which is there
luppofed, as it were to carry about the Body of the
Planet.

^

’Tis tjie fame with the Eccentrick. The
two Points where the Epicicle interfeds the Defe-
rent, are called the Points ofthe greatefi: Elongation.
DEFICIENT Nouns : See DefeElive.

DEFICIENT Numbers, are fuch, whole Parts
added together make lefs than the Integer, whofe
Parts they be j as Eight, whofe Parts being One,
Two and Four, make but Seven ; likewife the Parts
of Sixteen make but Fifteen, and ofForty five make
but Thirty three.

DEFILE, in Fortification, is a ftraight narrow
Lane or Paflage, through which a Company of Horle
or Foot can pafs only in File, by making a fmall
Front, fo that the Enemy may take an Opportunity
to ftop their March, and to Charge them with lo
much the more advantage, in regard that thole in
the Front and Rear cannot reciprocally come to the
Relief of one

(

another. Hence to go off File by File
is called Defiling.

DEFINITION, is an exad Defcription, explain-
ing the Nature of a thing by Eflential Attributes ;

And there are three things neceflary to make a De-
finition good.

1. It muft be Univeffal
; i. e. it muft contain the

whole Thing defined 5 therefore (as the Author of
the Art of Thinking would have it

) the common De-
finition of Time, to be the Meafure of Motion is not
good ; for Time may be the Meafure of Reft aS
well as Motion.

1 • ^ muft be proper, that is, it muft agree with
the Thing defined.

3. It muft be clearer than the Thing defined, that
is, it ought to render the Idea of it more plain and
diftind ; and make us as much as may be to under-
fond the Nature of it, and be ferviceable to us to
give a Reafon of its principal Properties, which is
that which we ought chiefly to confiderin Definitions

.

DEFLAGRATION, in Chymiftry, is the en-
kindling and burning of, in a Crucible, a Mixture
of Salt of fome Mineral Body, with a Sulphurous
one, in order to make a Purification of the Salt, or
a Regulus of the Mineral

; of which fee Sal Prunel-
la and Pcgulus of Antimony.

DEFLECTION, is the Tendency of a Ship from
her true Courfe by the Reafon of Currents, &c.
which divert her, and turn her out of her right way

'

DE-”
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DEFLUVIUM, is a Diftemper in Trees, where-

by they loi'e their Bark ; ’tis caufed by a {harp Hu-

mour, that diffolves the Glew whereby the Bark is

faftned to the Wood ; and fometimes by too much
Drought.
DEFLUXION : See Catarrh. -

DEGLUTITION, Swallowing, is an Animal

Adtion, whereby Meat chaw’d in the Mouth, or a-

ny thing more liquid, defcends into the Stomach

by the Motion and Contradlion of the Fibres of the

Gullet. Blanchard.

DEGRADATION, is a Term in Painting,which

expreffes the leffening and rendring confufed the

Appearance of diftant Objedts in a Landskip, fo as

they fhall appear there as they would to an Eye
placed at that diftance from them.

DEGREE, is the 360th part of the Periphery of

a Circle, it is fub-divided into 60 parts, called Mi-
nutes, and each of them again into 60 parts more,

called Seconds, and fo into Thirds, (3c.

DEGREE Parodied : See Parodied.

DEGREES of Fire : The Chymifts reckon four

Degrees of Fire. Thefirft is made by only 2 or 3

Coals, and is the molt gentle Heat of all. The 2d.

is with 4 or 5 Coals, or only juft to warm the Vef-

fel fenlibly, but fo that you may endure your Hand
upon it for fome time. The 3 d. Degree is when
there is Heat enough to make a Pot boil that is full

of 5 or 6 Quarts of Water. The 4th. Degree is as

great a Heat as can be made in a Furnace } but all

thefe muft admit of fome Variations, according to

the Circumftancesof the Operations, Furnaces, Vef-

fels. Quantity of Matter, (3c.

DEJECTION, the fame with EjeBion ; is going

to Stool, or an Evacuation of the Excrements by
the Periftallick Motion of the Gurs.

DELEGATES, in Law, are Commiflioners de-

legated or appointed by the King’s Commiffion, to

fit upon an Appeal to him in the Court of Chancery,

and is granted in Three Cafes ; Firft. When a Sen-

tence is given in an Ecclefiaftical Caufe by the Arch-

bifhop or his Official. Secondly, When a Sentence

is given in any Ecclefiaftical Caufe in Places exempt.

'Thirdly, When Sentence is given in any Admiralty

in Suits Civil or Marine, by order ofthe Civil Law.
DELETERIOUS, or Deletery Medicines,are. fuch

Things or Particles as are of a poifonous Nature.

DELF, one of the Abatements of Honour in He-
raldry, being a Square in the Middle of the Efcut-

cheon. See Abatements of Honour.

DELIGATIO, Swathing, is a part of Surgery

that concerns the Binding up of Wounds, Ulcers,

broken Bones, &c: and it is either Simple or Com-
pound : The Simple is either equal or unequal ; the

equal is only round, which lwathes the affeefted

Member without any Declenfion to either fide ; the

unequal is divided into Afcia and Sima, which at

leaft differ upon the Account ofone being greater

and the other lefsj Afcia declines little from a Round,

but Sima much. There are a great many more Di-

ftineftions ofSwathing, taken from the Likenefs of

the Parts which are fwathed, or from certain Ani-

mals and other Things. Blanchard.

DELIQUIUM Animi,
Swooning, the fame with

Eclipfts,Lipothymia,Syncope,Afphyxea,Lipopfycbia, (3c.

DELIQUIUM Chymicum, is either a Diftillation

by the Force of Fire ; or a melting of the Calx,

which is fufpended in moift Cellars, and a Refolu-

tion of it into a Lixivious Humour ; thus when Salt

of Tartar, or any fuch fixed Alkali is fet in a Cellar

» or fome fuch cool place in an open Veffel, it will run

into a kind of Water , which the Chymifts call Oil

of Tartar per Deliquium,

DEL
DELIRIUM, is a Depravation of thelmagina-

tion and Judgment, arifing from a tumultuary and
diforderly Motion of the Animal Spirits, occafioned
by a Fever 5 whereupon the Perfons affeded fpeak

and incongruous things. Blanchard.

DELrHINUS, the Dolphin, a Conftellation in
the Northern Hemifpiere, containing 10 Stars.
DELTOIDES, Is the Name of a triangular Mu-

lcle, in Form like tne Gretf Letter AS 1 it proceeds
from the Clavicula or Channel-Bone, from the up-
per Procefs ofthe Shoulder-Blade, and from the Pro-
cels of the fame, which is called Spiniforme ; and
being faftned to the Middle of the Os humeri, lifts
it diredly upwards, or fom.ewhat forwards or back-
wards, according to the Direction of its differing
Series or Fibres.

DELUGE, the fame with an Inundation or over-
flowing ofthe Earth, either in parr, or in the whole,
by Water. There have been feveral very notorious
Deluges or Floods, whole Memorials are recorded
in Hiftory ; as that of Ogyges which overflow’d al-
moft all Attica

, and that of Deucalion which drown-
ed all Thejfaly in Greece; but the moft terrible one
that ever was, was that which is ulually and very
properly called the Vniverfal Deluge, or Noah’s
Flood

, which overflow d and dedroyed the whole
Earth, and out of which only Noah and thofe with
him in the Ark efcaped.

Men have been very follicitous to account for this
dffmal Judgment Philofophically, and to dilcover
from whence fuch an amazing Quantity of Water
could come as was neceffary to cover all our Globe
to the Height of x 5 Cubits above the higheft Hills,
for to that Height, Mofcs faith exprefly, Gen, vii. 20.
the Waters prevailed ; and fome have made fo bold
with him, as to deny there were any Mountains at
all before the Flood, though he exprefly mentions
them as a Standard for the Height of the Water}
and others have denied the Univerfality ofthe De-
luge, though the Text be as plain as Words can
deliver, That all the Hills over the whole Earth were
covered. Others have had recourfe to the fluffing of
the Earth’s Center of Gravity, and fo will have its

Parts all drowned fuccefllvely : And our famous
Theorift, Dr. Burnet, makes an Earth as it were
on purpofe to be drowned at that time ; which being
in the Form of an orbicular Cruft on the Face of
the Sea (as we now call it, for he faith there was
none before the Deluge) fell down into the Water,
and fo drowned its Inhabitants.

Now for my own parr, I fhould not at all be in

care how to find Water for fuch a Cataftrophe, if

that were all that appeared neceffary to enquire af-

ter j for I could eafily believe, that the Great Cre-
ator of the World could foon either educe Subterra-

nean, bring down Superceleftial, or create Waters
on purpole for fuch an Occafion ; for nothing can
be too hardforOmnipotence to effeeft - and Idare not
make my Underftanding a Judge how far it may be
expedient for Him to make ufe of His Almighty Po-
wer without Secondary Caufes.

But the Matter lies not here, the S. S. tells us.

That the Warers of the Deluge came from two
Funds, the Great Deep below and the Bains above ;

to thefe therefore we muft flick and look no further.

Again, when we look into the Internal Parts of the

Earth, even to the Greateft Depth Men have ever

digg’d or min’d, we find there that the Body
of the Terreftrial Globe is compofed of Stra-

ta, Rows or Layers lying one over another, and
which appear to every one that obferves them to be

Sediments of a Flood ; befides, in the Bodies of

thefe Strata
,
though never fo folid

,
nay even inclof-
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ed within the Solidity of the firmeft Flints, Marble,

Stone, (3c, we find a prodigious variety of the Ex-

nvia or Remains of Fifties, fuch as their Shells,

Teeth, (3c. as well Marine ones, as thofe which

live in Lakes and Rivers : And from a due Obfer-

vation of thele, and repeated Confiderations upon

them, it was, that tne Learned and Ingenious Dr.

Woodward, Profeffor of Phyfick in Grejham College ,

founded what he delivers upon this Subject ; which

therefore is not fo much a Theory, as neceffary De-

ductions and unavoidable Confeqiiences drawn from

Matter of Fad,
And from hence it is, and hence only, that he

deduces the following Inferences relating to the V-
niverfal Deluge, in his Natural Hiftory of the Earth ;

which appear to me very realonable, and are theie.

i

.

That thefe Marine Bodies, and the other Spoils

of Freih-water Fifties were born forth of the Sea by

the Univerfal Deluge, and on return of the Water

back again from offthe Earth, they were left behind

at Land.

a. That during the time of the Deluge, whilft

the Water was out upon, and covered the Terre

-

(trial Globe, all the Stone and Marble of the Antedi-

luvian Earth ; all the Metals in it ; all the Mineral

Concretions ; and in a Word, all Foflils whatever

that had before attained any Solidity, Were totally

dijfolved ; their conftituent Corpufcles were disjoin-

ed, and their Cohefion perfectly ceafing ; and that

the faid Corpufcles of thofe {olid Foffils, together

with the Corpufcles of thefe which were not before

folid, fuch as Sand, Earth, and the like ; as alio all

Animal Bodies and Parts of Animals Bones, Teeth,

Shells -

3 Vegetables and Parts of Vegetables, Trees,

Shrubs, Herbs ; and, to be fhort, all Bodies what-

foever that were either upon the Earth, or that con-

flituted the Mafs, if not quite down to the Abyfs,

yet quite down to the greateft Depths we ever dig *

all thefe, he fays, were affirmed up promifcuoufly in-

to the Water, and fuftained in it, in fuch manner,

that the Water, and Bodies in it, together made uj>

one common Mafs.

3. That at length all the Mals that was thus born

up in the Water was again precipitated and fubfid-

ed toward the Bottom : And that this Subfidence

happened generally according to the Laws of Gra-

vity : That Matter, Body, or Bodies which had the

greateft Quantity or Degree of Gravity, fubfiding

firft in order, and falling lowed: ; that which had
the next, or a ftill leffer Degree of Gravity fubfiding

next after; andfoin their feveral Courfes : That

which had the Ieaft Gravity finking fiot down till

laft of all, but fettling at the Surface of the Sedi-

ment, and covering all the reft : That the Matter
fubfiding thus, form’d the Strata of Stone, Earth,

Marble, Coal, (3c. of which Strata lying one upon
another, the Terreftrial Globe, or at leaft as much
of it as hath ever been difplayed to Human view,

doth mainly confift.

4. That the Strata of Marble, Stone, and of all

other folid Matter attained their Solidity, as foon as

the Sand or other Matter, whereof they confift, was
arrived at the Bottom, and well fettled there ; and
that all thofe Strata which are folid at this Day,
have been fo ever fince that time.

5 . That thefe Strata lying thus one on another

were all originally parallel ; and they were plain,

even and regular, rendring confequently the Sur-

face of the Earth even and fpherical ; that they
were contiguous and not interrupted or broken as

we find them now ; and that the whole Mafs of the

Water lay then upon them, above them all, and
conftituted a Fluid Sphere environing round all the

Globe. .

DEL
6 . That after fome time, by the Force of an A-

gent feated within the Earth, thefe Strata were bro-
ken on all fides the Globe ; that they were dijlocat-

ed, and their Situation varied, being elevated in
fome Places, and deprelfed in others

; and from
hence arofe all the Mountains, Valleys, and other
Inequalities ofour prefent Earths Surface

; all the
Caverns and Grotto’s, all the Perpendicular and
Horizontal Fiffures ; the Channel of the Sea, all I-

Hands, (3c. In one word, the whole Terraqueous
Globe was put, by this Difruprion and Diftocation

of the Strata
,
into the Condition which we now be-

hold it. Nat. Hijl. of the Earth. Part 2.

And afterward, in Part the 3d. confidering far-

ther this Matter of the Univerlal Deluge, he con-
cludes from his Obfervations ;

1 . That the Deluge of Noah was truly Vniverfal.

and laid the whole Earth under Water, covering all,

even the higheft Mountains, quite round the Globe.
2. That at the time of the Deluge, the Water of

the Ocean was firft brought out on the Earth and that

it was immediately fucceeded by that of the Abyfs
which was alio brought out on the Surface of the
Globe.

3. That upon the Difruprion of the Strata, and
the Elevation of fome, and the Depreffion of others
of them, which followed after that Dilruption to-

wards the End of the Deluge, this Mafs of Water
fell back again into the depreft and loweft Parts of
the Earth into Lakes and other Cavities into the AN
veusot Channel of the Ocean

; and through the Fif-

fures whereby this communicates with the Ocean
in the Abyls, which it filled till it came to an /Equi-
librium with the Ocean.

4. That the Deluge commenced in the Spring Seal

fon, the Water coming forth upon the Earth in the
Month which we call May.

5. That the Deluge did not happen from an acci-
dental Concourfe of Natural Caufes, but that many,
things were then done, which never could poffibly
have been done without the Afliftance of a Superna-
tural Power : That the faid.Power adedin this Mat-
ter with Defign, and with the higheft Wifdom : And
that as the Syftem of Nature was then, and is ftill

fupported and eftablifhed, a Deluge neither did nq£
could happen naturally.

The Learned and Ingenious Mr. Whiflon, now
Mathematical Profelfor of the Univerfity of Cam-
bridge, in his New Theory of the Earth, fuppofes, and
indeed makes it very probable from feveral furprifing

Co-incidences (as the exad Correlpondence between
the Solar and Lunar Year, fuppofing, as he doth,
that the Earth moved in a Circular Orbit before the
Deluge : That the Earth at the Time of the Deluge
fhould be in its Perihelion, which is indeed the natu-
ral Effed of a Comet’s palling by at that time, and
drawing it from a Circular to an Elliptical Orbit

;

And aho, That the Moon was then in fuch a Place
of its Orbit, as to be equally attraded bythe Earth
when the Comet paffed by; I fay, he renders it very
probable, that a Comet defcending in the Plane of
the Ecliptick towards its Perihelion, paffed juft be-
fore the Earth on the firft Day of the Deluge t The
Confequences of which he thinks would be, That
this Comet, when it came below the Moon, would
raife a prodigious, vaft and ftrong Tide, both in the
fmail Seas, which, according to his Hypothefis,
were in the Ahridiiuvian Earth (for he allows no
great Ocean there, as in ours) and alfo in the Abyfs,
which was under the upper Cruft ofthe Earth. This
Tide he fuppofes would rife and encreafe ail the time
of the approach of the Comet towards the Earth,

1 and would beat its greateft Height when the Comet
E f 2 was
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was at its leaft Diftance from it. By the Force of

which Tide, and alfo by the Attraction of the Co

met, he judges, that the Abyfs muft put on an Ellip-

tick, or rather exactly Oval Figure, whofe Surface

being much larger than the former Spherical one,

the outward Cruft of the Earth incumbent on the

Abyfs muft needs accomodate it ielf to that Figure,

which yet it could not poffibly do while it held lolid

and conjoined together 5 and therefore he concludes,

that it muft of neceflity be extended, and at laft

broken by the violent Force of thefaid Tide and At-

traction, and confequently have innumerable Gaps

and Clefts made quite through it, out of which the

included Water of the Abyfs muft ilfue, and fo help

to occafion the Deluge.

He fuppofes further. That this Comet in its De-

fcent towards the Sun, palfed fo dole by the Body

of the Earth, as to involve it felf in its Atmofphere

and Tail for a good while, and confequently left a

vaft Quantity of Vapours both expanded and con-

denfed on its Surface a great Part of which being

very much ratify'd after their firft Fall, would be

foon drawn up into the Air again, and afterwards

fall down on the Earth in vaft and prodigioufly vio-

lent Rains ; which was the Caufe of the Forty Days

Rain mentioned by Mofes in his Hiftory of the De-

luge. But the, other great Rain, which with this

Jafted for 150 Days, was caufed (he faith; by the

Earth’s coming a fecond time into the Tail of the

Comet: And from this double coming of the Earth

into, firft, the Atmofphere, and then the Tail of the

Comet, he fuppofes half the Water of the Deluge to

be derived, as the other half came from the Abyfs

;

whofe Waters he fuppofes were continued to be

brought out from the Preffure of that Water which

came from the Comet, which he thinks would prefs

downwards with a mighty Force, and endeavour to

fink the outward Cruft of the Earth down into the

Abyfs, and this would force the Subterranean Wa-

ter up’ through the Clefts and Fiffures before made

in the Cruft by the Violence of the Tide above-

mentioned. And at laft, to remove this vaft Orb

ofWaters again, he fuppofes a mighty Wind to have

arifen which dried up fome, and forced the reft

down into the Abyfs through the Clefts or Fiffures

by which it came up in a good meafure before ; on-

ly that a goodQuantity indeed retired into theAlveus

of the great Ocean (now firft made) and into leffer

Seas and Lakes, &c. From the Calculation of this

Comet he concludes. That the Deluge began on the

17th Day of the Second Month from the Autumnal

Equinox (or on the 27th Day of November, in the

Julian Stile extended backward) in the 2365 th Year

of the Julian Period, and in the 2349* Year be-

fore the Chriftian /Era. Heafferts alfo. That the

Waters of the Deluge were ftill, calm and free from

Commotions, Storms, Winds and Tempefts of all

fnrrs during the whole time the Ark was afloat upon

-hem : That at the Deluge the Earth was firft divid-

ed into two vaft Continents almoft oppofite to one

another and feparated by a vaft Ocean, as it is now

;

and alio, that fince the Deluge there neither hath nor

will be any great or general Changes m the State of

the World, till a Period be put to the prefent Courfe

of Nature. How he makes out thefe things the

Reader will find in his New Theory oftheEarth,which

is very well worth the careful Peruial of e\ cry

Mathematical and Philolophical Reader.^

DEMAINE, or Demefn, Dominicum, is a French

Word otherwife written Domaine, and fignifieth, as

Hottoman faith, Patrimonium Domini, in verbisfeu-

dalibus, verbo Dominicum, where, by divers Autho-

rities, proveth thofe Lands to be Dominicum,

which a Man holdeth originally of himfelf, and
thole to btfwdum which he holdeth of a Superior
Lord.

In England no common Perfon hath any Be-
rnnines limply underftood, for all dependeth either

mediately or immediately ofthe Crown - for when
a Man in pleading would fignify his Land to be his
own, he faith, That he is or was feiz'd thereof in
his Demaine

,
as of Fee, Lit. lib. 1. C. 1 . whereby

he meaneth, That although his Land be to him and
his Heirs for ever, yet it is no true Demaine, but
dependeth upon a Superior Lord, and holdeth by
Service or Rent in lieu of Service, and by both
Service and Rent.

This Word Demaine is diverlly taken j fometimes
more largely, as of Lands and Tenements held for
Life, &c. and fometimes more ftri&ly, as for fuch
only as are generally held in Fee. This Word is

fometimes ufed for a Diftindtion between thole
Lands that the Lord of the Mannorhath in his own
Hands, or in the Hands of his Leffee, demifed up-
on a Rent for Term of Years or Life, and fuch 6-

ther Lands appertaining to the faid Mannor, which
belongeth to the Free or Copy-holders. And the
reafoii why Copy-hold is accounted Demaines, is,,

becaufe they that be Tenants to it, are judged in

Law to have no other Right, but at the Will of the
Lord 5 fo that it is reputed ftill after a fort to be in
the Lord’s Hands : And yet in common Speech that
is ordinarily called Demeans that is neither Fee nor
Copy. Note allb, That Demaine Is fometimes ufed
in a more fpecial Signification, and is oppofite to

Frank-Fee * For Example
, Thofe Lands which

were in the Poffeffion of Edward the Confejfor, are
called Ancient Demaine, and others be called Frank*
Fee, Jgitchin, Fol. 98. And the Tenant which
holds any of thofe Lands, be called Tenants in An-
cient Demaine , the other Tenants in Frank Eee,

and alfo Tenants of the Common Law j the Rea-
fon is, becaufe Tenants in Ancient Demaine cannot
befued out of the Lord’s Court.

DEMI-BASTION, is a kind of Fortification that
hath only one Face and one Flank.

DEMI-CANNON lowejl, the Name of a great
Gun j the ordinary ones are about 6 Inches Bore,
5400 lb. Weight 5 fome 10, fome 1 1 Foot long, and
carries a Shot of 30 Poupd Weight $ it carries point
blank 1 56 Paces 3 its Charge ofPowder, is 14 Pound
Weight. There are alfo two Sizes of Demi- Can-
non above this, which are fomething larger, as the

Demi-Cannon Ordinary, which is 6\ Inches Bore,
12 Foot long, weighs 5600 Pounds ; its Charge of
Powder is 17 Pounds 8 Ounces, carries a Shot 6i In-
ches in Diameter, and whofe Weight is 32 Pounds,
and the Piece (hoots point blank 162 Paces.

Demi-Cannon of the largefi Sis'e, is 64 Inches Bore,'

1 2 Foot long, of 6000 Pounds Weight
; its Charge

is 1 8 lb. of Powder, and the Piece (hoots point blank
1 80 Paces.

DEMI-CULVERING, a Piece ofOrdnance j the
common fort of them are 44 Bore, 27001b. Weight,
1 o Foot long, carries a Shot of 1 o Pounds 1 1 Oun-
ces, is charged with 7 Pounds 4 Ounces of Powder,
and (hoots point blank 175 Paces.

Demi-Culvering of the lowejl Si^e, is 4^ Inches
Bore, 10 Foot long, of 2000 lb. Weight

; its Charge
is 6 Pound 4 Ounces of Powder

; it carries a Ball
of 4 Inches Diameter, and of 9 Pound Weight, and
its level range is 1 74 Paces.

Demi-Culvering ofthe Elderfort is 44 Inches Bore'
10 Foot long, and f of 3 000 lb. Weight ; its Charge
of Powder is 81b. and 8 Ouncei, the Ball Is 4 In-
ches 4 Diameter, weighs 12 lb. 11 Ounces, and the
point blank Shot is 178 Paces. DEMI-
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DEMI-DISTANCE of Polygons : See Polygons'.

DEMI-DITON, a Note in Mufick, being the

fame with Tierce Minor : See Monochord.

DEMI-GORGE, in Fortification, is half the

Gorge or Entrance into the Baftion, not taken di-

' redly from Angle to Angle where the Baftion joins

to the Cortine, but from the Angie of the Flank to

the Center ofthe Baftion, or Angle the two Cortines

would make were they thus protraded to meet in

the Baftion.

DEMI-QUAVER, a Note in Mufick : SeeNotes

and Time.

DEMISE, (in Lawj is applied to an Eftate either

inFee-fimple, Fee-tail, or for term of Life, and io

It is commonly taken in many Writs : The King’s

Death is in Law termed theDemife of the Kjng.

DEMOCRACY, is a Form of Government

where the fupreme Power and Authority is lodg’d in

the People, and they choofe all Adminiftrators and

Officers.

DEMONSTRATION, is a Chain of Arguments

depending on one another, and founded primarily

on firft and felf-evident Principles, or plain Propofiti-

ons eftablilhed and proved from them, and at laft

ending in the invincible Proof of the thing to be de-

mon#rated, as the Conclufion.

DEMURRER, (in Common Law) fignifies a

kind of Paufe upon a Point of Difficulty many Adi-
on. In Chancery the Defendant demurrs to the Plain-

tiffs Bill, averring it to be defedive in fuch and

fuch a Point ; and demands the Judgment of the

Court thereupon, whether he fhall be compell’d to

make any further or other Anfwer thereunto, rfc.
,

DENEB, the fame with Cauda Lucida or Lion s

Tail, a Star fo called : Which fee.

DENIZEN, (in Law) fignifies an Alien that is

enfranchifed by the King’s Charter, and in all re-

fpeds almoft to do as the Kings Native Subjeds do,

to purchafe and poffefs Lands, and to be capable

of any Office or Dignity ; yet it is fhort of Natura-

lization, becaufe a Stranger Naturalized may inherit

Lands by Defcent, which a Man made only a Deni-

zen cannot.

DENOMINATIVES, inLogick, are fuch Terms

as take their Original and Name from others.

DENOMINATOR of a FraBionf.
is theNumber

below the Line, {hewing the Nature and Quality of

the Parts which any Integer isfuppofed to be divid-

ed into: Thus in 8 the Denominator fhews you,

that the Integer is fuppofed to be divided into 8

Parts or half Quarters ; and the Numerator 6 fhews,

that you take 6 of fuch Parts, i. e. three Quarters of

the Whole.
DENOMINATOR ofany Proportion, is the Quo-

tient arifing from the Divifion of the Antecedent by

the Confetpuent : Thus, 6 is the Denominator ofthe

Proportion that 30 hath to 5, becaufe 5) 30 (6.

This is alfo called the Exponent of the Proportion or

' Ratio.

DENSE ;
that Body is faid to be Denfe or Thick,

when it hath more of Matter, in proportion to the

Space or Room it takes up, than other Bodies have

;

and the being under thefe Circumftances is called

the

DENSITY of Bodies
,
as that which produces it

Is called Condenfation.

The Denfity of Water to Air is, as Sr. If. Newton

ftates it, as 800, or 85 o to 1, allowing the Mercury

in the Barafcope 30 Inches; though Mr. Boyle and

fome others make it as 1000 to 1 ; but I judge the

former Proportion comes neareft the Truth.

The Denfity of Quick-filver to Water is as ijf-

to 1 ;
and when the Quick-filver is extraordinary

PEP
good as 14 to 1 nearly ; and Confequently the Den-
fity of Quick-filver to Air is as 1 1 6 x 7 to 1

.

Sr, Ifaac Newton afferts the Denfity of the Planets
Sol, Saturn, Jupiter, and of our Earth, and the
Moon, to be as xoo, 60, 7 6, 387 and 700, and
concludes the Sun to be a little denier than Jupiter,
and our Earth 7 times more denfe than the Sun.
DENTARPAGA : See Forfex,

DENTIDUCUM : See Forfex.

DENTIFRICE, is a Medicine for the whiten-
ing, fcouring, and faftning the Teeth

,
and for

ftrengthning the Gums.
DENTILS, in Architecture, is a Member of the

Ionicf Cornice, fquare and cut out at convenient Di-
ftances, which gives it the Form of a Sett of Teeth

s

and the Original of its Name.
DENTITION, is the Time that Children breed

Teeth, which is about the feventh Month, or later ;
and ufually the upper Teeth come firft, though in
fome the under ; and amongft thefe the Fore-Teeth
firft. Blanchard.

DEOBSTRUENT Medicines, Remedies that o»
pen QbftruCtions.

DEODAND, a thing devoted or confecrated to
God for the Pacification of His Wrath, in cafe of
Mifadventure, whereby any Chriftian Man cometh
to a violent End, without the Fault ofany Reafona-
ble Creature ; as if a Horfe Ihouldftrike his Keeper,
and fo kill him

;
in this Cafe the Horfe is to be a

Dedoand, that is, given to God, that is, to be fold
and diftributed to the Poor, for an Expiation ofthac
dreadful Event, though effected by an unreafonable
Creature.

DEOPPILATIVE
, the fame with Deobftruent

Medicines : Which lee.'

DEPART, a certain Operation in Chymiftry is

called the Depart
, becaufe the Particles of Silver

are made by it to depart from Gold when they
were before melted together in the fame Mafs, and
could not be leparated any other way.

’Tis done by melting the united Metals together
in a Crucible with a ftrong Fire, and while the Mat-
ter is in Fufion calling it into a Velfel of cold Wa-
ter the Mixture will be divided into very final!
Grains, which being collected again, and having A-
qua. fond poured on them, the Menftruum will dif-
folve the Silver, but leave the IGold at the Bottom
in a Powder; which, after the Solution of the Silver
is gently poured off, mult be walhed to fweeten it.

This is intended for a kind of Purification of Gold ~

but all the Particles of the Silver will fcarce befepa-
rated from it even this way. The only way to puri-
ty Gold exaCtly, is by Antimony : Which fee under
Purification

;
if you would purfue this

Depart farther, and get your Silver out of the
Aqua fond

; put then into an Earthen Pan a Plate oi
Copper, and on it pour 1 o or 1 2 times as much Wa-
ter as the Quantity ofyour impregnated Aquafend ;
into which put in thq Menftruum of Aquafond, and
let the Mixture lie ftill for fome Hours, or till you
find the Copper-Plate to be covered all about with
the Powder or Precipitate of Silver, and that the
Water begins to turn Blue ; then filtrate the bluilh
Water, and this is that which is called Aqua Secunda.

Dry the Powder of Silver, and melt it into atx Ingot
in a Crucible, with a little Salt Petre. Ifyou fteep
a Plate of Iron fome Hours in this Aqua Secunda
you will have another.

Depart ; for the Menftruum will let go the Cop-
per which it had diffolved, and which made it look
Blue to prey upon the Iron, and you will have your
Copper in Powder on the Iron-Plate : And if you
filtrate this Diffolurioa, you may get the Iron out of

it
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it, by laying in it a Piece of Lapis. Calaminaris, the

Iron will depart out and fall to the Bottom in a Pow-

der, and the Stone will be diflolved, or at leaft as

much of it as the Msnjiruum can contain. If you

again filtrate this Water, and then pour upon it

drop by drop the Liquor offixd Nitre, the Lapis Ca-

laminaris will be precipitated to the Bottom : And

laftly, if you filtrate this Water as before, and after

having evaporated a Part of it, fet the reft in a cool

Place, you will have Chryftals of Salt Petre which

will burn like the ordinary fort. Note, Thatthough

the Silver, the Copper, and the Iron could not be

gotten perfectly out of the Menfiruum,
yet the Li-

quor of fix’d Nitre will precipitate all the Lapis Ca-

laminaris
,
and the remaining Particles of the Silver,

Copper and Iron.

DEPARTER, or Departure, from a Plea or Mat-

ter, is where a Man pleads a Plea in bar of an Acti-

on, and being replyed thereunto, doth in his Rejoin-

der fhew another Matter contrary to his firft Plea,

that is called a Departure from his Bar : It is applied

alfo to a Plaintiff, who in his Replication fliews new

Matterfrom his Declaration. So if a Man. plead a

general Agreement in Bar, and in his Rejoinder al-

ledge a fpecial one, this ffiall be adjudged a Depar-

ture in pleading : So in Trefpafs, if the Defendant

will plead a Difcent, and the Plaintiff replies, that

after this the Defendant infeoffed him ; and the De-

fendant effoins that this Feoffment was upon Condi-

tion, for the Breach whereof he entred ; this is a

Departure, for it is new Matter.

DEPARTURE in defpight of the Court, .is when

a Tenant or Defendant appears to an Adtion, and

hath a Day over in the fame Term, or is called after,

though he had no Day given him, fo that it be in

the fame Term: If he do not appear but make de-

fault, it is a Departure in defpight of the Court, and

therefore he fhall be condemned.

DEPHLEGMATED, i . e. cleared from its

Phlegm or Water, is a Term ufed by the Chymifts

to exprefs that any Spirit is pure and unmix'd with

Water or Phlegm, which, to effedt, they rectify it,

as they call it, that is, diftilit over again ; and when

’tis fully deprived of all Water and Phlegm, or at

leaft as much of it as it can well be, they fay fuch

a Spirit is well dephlegmated.

DEPILATORY, an external Medicine that takes

away the Hair from any Part of the Body.

DEPOSITION, is the Teftimony of a Witnefs

fet down in Writing by way of Anfwer to the Inter-

rogatories exhibited in Chancery, where fuch Witnefs

is called a Deponent

.

DEPOSITION, in the Senfe of the Grammari-

ans, is the Termination of the Dimenfions of a Latin

or Greek Verfe, fo as to difcover whether it beper-

fedfc, redundant or deficient; wherefore in this re-

fpedk they reckon four kinds of yerfes ;
Acatale-

Hick^, where no Syllable is wanting at the End ;

CatJeBick., where a Syllable is wanting at the End;

BrachycataleElick., where a Foot is wanting at the

End • and Hypercatale&ick, where a Syllable or

two are Redundant, and this kind is called alfo Hy-

permetros.
' DEPRESSION of Equation : See Equation, N°. 3.

DEPRESSION of the Pole ; fo many Degrees as

you fail or travel from the Pole towards the Zenith,

you are faid to deprefs the Pole
,
becaufe it becomes

(refpedlively) as much lower or hearer to the Hori-

DEPRESSOR vel Deprimens Auricularum, a Mu-

feleof the Ear, in Beafts ferving to deprefs or let

fall the Ear.

DEPRESSOR Labii Inferiors}: It’s difficult to

determine whether this be one only, or two Mu"
Eles, it lying between the Deprejfores Labiorum Com-
munes, poflefles that Part of the lower Jaw called
the Chin, and afcending with a dired and tranfverfe
order of the Fibres, is inferred into the nether Lip,
in depreffing of which it turns it outwards.
DEPRESSOR Labiorum, is a Mufcle that ariles

Flefhy from the lower Edge of the inferior Jaw’
Bone laterally, and alcends directly to its Interiores

at the Angle of the Lips : This, with its Partner
and the Quadrati ading, exprefs a lorrowful Coun-
tenance, in drawing down the Corners of the Mouth
*nncl C^licdcs

DEPRESSOR Opuli, is a Mufcle of the Eye
which arifes from the prpfoundeft Part of the Orbit,

and paffes diredly to its Infertion to the oppofite
Part of the Globe of the Eye.
DEPRIMENS, or Humiiis, one of the ftraight

Mufcles which move the Globe of the Eye ; its Ufe
is to pull it downwards.
DEPRIVATION, is a bereaving or taking a-

way, as when a Bifhop, Parfon, Vicar or Prebend
is deprived or depofed from his Preferment for any
Matter in Fad or in Law ; as if a Schifmatick or
meer Lay-man be prefented, admitted, inftituted

and induded, this is good Caufe of Deprivation

.

DEPTH of a Squadron or Battalion, is the Num-
ber of Men that are in a File ; which of a Squadron
is three, and of a Battalion generally fix ; whence
comes it that we lay a Battalion is drawn up 5 deep,

or 6 deep.

DEPURATION, is the cleanfing of any Body
from its excrementitious Dregs, or more grofs

Parts.

DE quibus fur dijfei, is a . Writ of Entry s See
Fitfh. Nat. Brev. Fol. 19 1.

DERAIGNE, or Dereigne[(in LawJ fignifies the'

Proof of a thing which one denies to be done by
himfelf, and the Adverfary affirms it, defeating and
confounding the Aflertion of his Adverfary, and
fhewing it to be without and againft Reafon or Pro-
bability.

DESCANT, in Mufick, fignifies the Art of com-
pofing in feveral Parts, and is threefold, vi^. Plain

,

Figurate and Double.

Plain Defcant, is the Ground-work or Foundati-
on of Mufical Compofition, and confifts altogether

in the ordinary placing of many Concords.

Figurate or Florid Defcant, is that wherein Dif-

cords are concern'd, as well (though not fo much)
as Concords ; and may well be termed the Orna-
ment or Rhetorical Part of Mufick, in regard that

in this are introduced all the Varieties of Points, Fi-

gures, Syncopes, Diverfities ofMeafures, and what-
soever elfe is capable of adorning the Compofition.

Double Defcant, is when the Parts arefo contrived,

that the Treble may be made the Baf, and on the

contrary, the Baf the Treble.

DESCENSICN oblique: See Oblique Defcenfion.

DESCENSION RJght : See Right Defcenfion.

DESCENSORIUM, a Chymical Furnace, in

which Subftances are diftill’d by defcent, or down-
wards,

DESCENT in Lav? : Vid. Difcent.

DESCENTS, in Fortification, fignify the Holes,

Vaults, and hollow Places made by undermining the

Ground, as the Counterfcarp or Covert-way ; fo that a
DESCENT into the Moat or Ditch, is a deep dig-

ging into the Earth of the Covert-vtay in Form of a

Trench, of which the upper Part is covered with
Madriers or Clays againft Fires, to fecure thePafiage

into the Moat.

DE-
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DESCENT of heavy Bodies : If a Body defcend

from A by its proper Gravity, it will come to the

Center S in the fame time as another fuch like Bo-

dy by its Revolution lhall defcribe the Quadrant

AD E, Brine. Phyf. Math. Lib. i , Prof. 38. Cor, 1 „

A
'"'••i'll:.

Wherefore abftradling from the Reliftance of the

Medium,
all Bodies itiuft needs defcend equally

fwift, and come to the Center from the fame

Height at the fame time, as in Fad is found by Ex-
periment true.

An heavy Body let fall from any Height near the

Surface of our Earth, defeends in a Second of Time
1 Feet EngUJh, or 197 Inches and f.

Proportion I.

The Velocities of defending heavy Bodies are pro-

portionate to the Times from the Beginning of their

Falls. This follows (faith the Learned Capt. Halley,

Philof. Tranf N. 179.) becaule the Adion of Gravi-

ty being continual, in every Space of Time the fol-

lowing Body receives a newimpulfe, equal to what

it had before in the fame Space of Time received

from the firft Power ; v. gr. in the firft Second of

Time a Body hath acquired a Velocity, which in

that Time would carry it to a certain Diftance ;

fuppofe 32 Foot, 2 Inches, and there were no new
Force, it would continue to defcend at that rate

with an equable Motion : But in the next Second of

Time, the fame Power Of Gravity continually ad-
ing thereon, fuperadds a new Velocity equal to the

Former, fo that at the End of two Seconds, the Ve-

locity is double to what it was at the End of the

Firft; and after the fame manner may it be proved

to be triple at the End of the third Second, and fo

on ; wherefore the Velocities of falling Bodies are

proportionate to the times of their Falls, Q. E, D.

Proportion II.

The Spaces deferibed by the Fall of a Body
, are as

the Squares of the Times from the Beginnin2 of
the Fad.

6

Demonftration.

Let AB reprefent the Time of the Fallof a Body,

B C perpendicular to A B the Velocity acquired at
the End of the Fall, and draw the Line A C ; then
divide the Line A B reprefenting the Time into as

many equal Parts as you pleafe, as bbbb, &c. and
from thefe Points draw the Lines be, b c, £sV. pa-
rallel to B C ; ’tis manifeft, that the feveral Lines
b c reprefent the feveral Velocities ©f the falling Bo-
dy, in fuch Parts of the Time as A b is of A B:
It is evident likewife, that the Area ABC is the
Sum of all the .Lines b c taken together, which ac-

cording to the Method of Indivifbles, are infinitely

many ; fo that the Area ABC reprelents the Sum
of all the Velocities

,
between none and B C ftippo-

fed infinitely many ; which Sum is the Space dt*

feended in the Time repreferred by A B, And by:

the lame Reafon the Area’s Abe will reprefent the
Spaces defeended in the Times A b ; fo that the
Spaces defeended in the Times AB, Ab, are as the
Area's of the Triangles ABC, Abe ; which, by
the 20th of the 6th of Euclid, are as the Squares of
their Homologiow Sides AB, A b, that is to fay, the
Times; wherefore the Defcents of falling Bodies are
as the Squares of the Times of their Fall. e. h.

Proportion III.

The Velocity which a defending Body acquires in a*
ny Space of Time, is double to that wherewith it
would have moved the Space defeended by an equa-
ble Motion in thefame time.

Demonftration.

Draw E C parallel to A B, and A E parallel to
to B C

, and compleat the Parallelogram A B C E *

it is evident that the Area thereofmay reprefent the
Space, a Body moved equally with the Velocity BC
would defcribe in the Time A B, and the TriangleABC reprefents the Space deferibed by the Fall of
a Body in the lame time A B (by the foregoing Pro*
portion.) Now the Triangle ABC is half the Pa-
rallelogram ABC E, and confequently the Spate de-
feribed by the Fad is half what would have been de-
feribed by an equal Motion with the Velocity B C in
the fame time * wherefore the Velocity B C at the
End of the Fad, is double to that Velocity which, in
the Time AB, would have deferibed the Spacefal-
len, reprefented by the Triangle ABC with an equa-
ble Motion. £>. E. D„

u

‘i f'V' '-n d : -y /• .)'_•? • • .

Proportion IV,

All Bodies, on or near the Surface of the Earth, in
their Fall defcendfo, as at the End of the firft Se-
cond of Time they have deferibed 16 Feet, one
Inch, London Meafure, and acquired the Velo-
city of %z Feef 2 Inches in a Second.

This is made out from the 25 th Prop, of the ad
Part ofMr. Hugemus de Hdrologio Qfcidatorio

; where-
in he demonftrates the time of the leaft Vibrations
of a Pendulum

,
to be to the Time of the Fall of a

Body from -the Height of half the length of the Pen-

dulum,
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dulum, as the Circumference of a Circle to its Diame-f
ter i whence, as a Corollary, it follows, That as the|

Squares of the Diameter to the Square ofthe Circum
ference, fo half the Length of the Pendulum vibrat-

ing Seconds, to the Space defcribed by the Fall of a
Sody in a Second ofTime ; and the Length of a Pen-

dulum vibrating Seconds being found, 39, 115, or f-

Inches, the Defcent in a Second will be found by the

aforefaid Analogy r 6 Foot and one Inch j and by the

laft Prof. the Velocity will be double thereto ; and
near to this it hath been found by feveral Experi-

ments, which, by reafon of the Swiftnefs of the Fall,

cannot fo exactly determine its Quantity.

From thefe Four Propofitions all Quefiions concern-
ing the ferfendicular Defcen't of Bodies are ealily

folved j and either Time, Height or Velocity being af
figned, one may readily find the other two.
From them likewife is the Dodtrine of ProjcBs

deducible, afluming the two following Axioms, vig.

1. That a Body fet amoving, will move on con-

tinually in a I\ight Line with an equable Motion, un-
lefs fome other Force or Impediment intervene,

whereby it is accelerated, or retarded, or defleded.

2. That a Body being agitated by two Motions at

a time, does by their compounded Forces pafs through
the fame Points as it would do, were the two Mo-
tions divided and a&ed fuccejfively.

The Learned Mathematician Mr. Kfil, in his

Examination of Dr. Thomas Burnet's Theory of the

JEatth, P. 1 24. proves. That the Direction of heavy
Bodies is not towards the Center of the Earth any
where but at the Equator or at the Poles : However
they will be all perpendicular to their Horizons, and
fb there can be no Error in levelling of Lines, and
in finding the Rifings and Fallings of the Ground

:

And from hence (as he fhews, P. 128.) ’tis plain,

the Surface of the Earth cannot be exactly Spheri-

cal, but the Earth’s Equatorial Diameter to its Polar

is as 692 to 689. 'A
_

", .

DESCRIBENT, a Term in Geometry, exprel-

fing fome Line or Surface which by its Motion pro-

duces a Plain Figure or a Solid : See Dirigent.

DESICCATION, is an Evaporation of fuper-

fluous Moifture by Heat.

DESICCATIVE Medicines, are the fame with
Drying ones.

DESIRE, is an Uneafinels in the Mind upon the

abfence of any Thing whofe prefent Enjoyment car-

ries the Idea of Delight with it ; and is greater or

lefs as that Uneafinefs is more or lefs vehement.
DE SON Tort Demefne, are Words of Form in

an Adion of Trefpafs, ufed by way of reply to the
Plea of the Defendant, when the Defendant fays.

He did what he did by the Command ofhis Mafter;
the Plaintiff replies, That the Defendant did it De
Son Tort Demefne, vi%. of his own Wrong, &C.
DESPAIR, is the Thought of the Unattainable-

nefs of any Good, which works differently in Men’s
Minds, fometimes producing Uneafinefs or Pain,

fometimes Reft and Indolency.

DESPOTICK, is the fame as abfolutely Supreme,
as when a Prince has gain'd fuch an Abfolute and
Defpoticl^ Power, that he will not be regulated by
the Laws of his Country, but will govern only by
his foie Will and Pleafure.

DESPUMATION, is a Term in Pharmacy, and
fignifies the clearing and cleanfing ofany Liquor by
letting it boil fo as to take off the Scum.
DESSEIN, (in .French) fignifies two things in

Painting, either, in general, the Defgn or Thought
that the Painter had about any great Piece, whe-
ther there be drawn only the Ouvlinw (or Contours >)

or whether he hath proceeded farther to put in the
Shadows or the Colours j and if there appear much
Mafterly Skill of Judgment in the Thought or De-
fign, we fay the Defign was Great and Noble, &c.

It alfo fignifies the juft Meafures, the Proportions
and external Forms which thofe Objedts ought to

have that are drawn in Imitation of Nature $ and
in this Senfe ’tis one of the Parts of Painting, and
may be called ajuft Imitation of Nature„

DESTILLATION, is an Extraction ofthe moift
or undtuous Parts which are rarified into Vapour or
Smoak, as it were, by the Force of Fire.

Dejlillation is performed per Vefcam
3

i. e. in a Cm-
curbite (before deferib’d) by a Retort, by Deliqui-

um, by Flitre, by Defcent, &c. and that either in

Balneo Marice, Sand, Vapours, Dung, the Sun
,
a Re-

verberatory, &c.
DET, or Debt, is a Writ that lies where any Sum

of Money is due to a Man by realon of Account,
Bargain, Contract, or Obligation, or other Speci-

alty to be paid at a certain Day, which is not paid,

then he lhall have this Writ $ but Adtion of Debt
will not lie for Money due to a Lord by his Tenant
for any Rent-Service, but he muft diftrain for it:

So for Rent-charge or Rent-feck, which any Man
hath for LifeIn Tail or in Fee, he fhall not have
ny Adtion of Debt as long as the Rent continues,

but his Executors may have an Adtion of Debt for

the Arrearages due in the Lives of their Teftator.

DETACHMENT, a Military Term, fignifying

a certain Number of Soldiers taken out of a greater

Body, on purpofe to be-employed in the Underta-

king of lome particular Enterprife ; it is to form a
kind of flying Camp, to relieve a Party already en-

gaged in Battel, to join a feparate Army, to afiift

at the Siege of a Place, to enter into fome Garrifon,

&c.
DETENTS, in a Clock, are thofe Stops which,'

by being lifted up or let fall down, do lock and un-
lock the Clock in ftriking.

DETENT-fU'w/, or Hoop-Wheel, in a Clock, is

that which has a Hoop almoft round it, wherein there

is a Vacancy, at which the Clock locks.

DETERGENT : See Abftcrgent.

DETERMINED Problem, in Geometry, is that

which hath but one, or but one certain Number of
Solutions. This Problem hath but one only Soluti-

on, vig. To deferibe an Ifofceles Triangle on a given

Line, whofe Angles at the BafejhaU be double to that

at the Vertex : But this following hath two Soluti-

ons j To find an Ifofceles Triangle whofe Area and Peri-

meter are given.

A determined Problem may be either Simple or

Linear, Plane, Solid or Surfolid : Which fee.

DETERRATION, is a Removal of the Earth,

Sand, £9*c. from the Mountains and higher Grounds,

down into the Valleys and lower Parts : This is

occafioned by Rain, which walh the Earthy Matter

down by Degrees $ but this cannot be very confide-

rable, or much raife the Surface of the Earth, as

fome have imagined, becaufe a good Part of it is

funk into the Clefts and Caverns of the. Rocks and
Mountains, a great Quantity is born down into Ri-

vers and thence into the Sea, and the richer and fi-

ner Part helps to compofe the Bodies of Plants and

all Vegetables.

DETERSIVE Medicines, are fuch as are ufed to

cleanfe the Body from fluggifh, vifeous and glutinous

Humours.
DETINUE, is a Writ that liethagainft him, who

having Goods or Chattels delivered him to keep, re-

fuleth to deliver them again ; and he taketh his A-
dtion of Detinue that intendetb to recover the thing

* delivered
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delivered, and not the Damages fuftained by the

Detinue

.

DETONATION, is a Chymical Word, exprel-

fing the thundring Noife that is often made by a

Mixture being enkindled in the containing Yeffel ;

for the volatile Parts do fly out -with great Velocity

and Impetuofit.y : 'Tis the fame with Fulmindtion.

DETRUSOR-URINiE, isa Mufcle which is by
fome reckoned the firft proper Membrane of the

Bladder, lying under that which is derived from the

jperitoneum * its Carnous Fibres embracing the whole
Bladder like a Hand (as Spige(iu$ reprefents it) com-
preffes it in the Evacuation of the Urine.

DEVASTAVERUNT bond tefiatoris, is a Writ
lying againft Executors for paying Legacies and
Debts without Specialty, before the Debts upon the

faid Specialties.be due, to the Prejudice of Credi-

tors. ‘

DEVENERUNT, is a Writ directed to the El-

cheator, when any of the King’s Tenants holding

in Cnpite dies, and when his Son and Heir within

Age and in the King’s Cuftody dies, then fhall this

Writ go forth, commanding the Efcheator, that by
the Oaths of twelve good and lawful Men, he en-

quire what Lands or Tenements, by the Death of
the Tenant, come to the King.
DEVISE, pr Divife, (in Common Law) is when

a Man in his Will bequeaths his Lands or Goods.to
another after his Deceafe and he to whom the Lands
or Good§ are bequeath’d is called the Devi/e.

DEVOURING, if any Fifties are born in an
Efcutcheon in a feeding Pofture, the Herald s Term
for it is Devouring, becaufe Fifli fivallow all their

Meat whole.

DEUTEROPATHlA, is a Difeafe that proceeds
from another Difeafe ; for Example, as the Head
ach from the Diftemper of another Part, the Mor-
bifick Matter being tranflated thither from its former
Repoflrories. Blanchard.

DEW, is compofed of Steams of the Terreftrial

Globe, which, for a while, fwim to and fro in the
Air, but at laft convene into Drops, and then fall

down again to the Earth.

DEW of Vitriol
,
lo fome Chymifts will call a kind

of Phlegm which is drawn from Vitriol in Balneo

Maria, or with a gentle Heat.

DEXTER Side Or Point, is the Bight Side or Point
in an Efcutcheon : Vid. Efcutcheon.

DIABETES, fo Gallen calls it, and Agineta Dip-

facus, from the great Thirft that attends it ; and as

others will have it, from a certain fort of Serpent
called Dipfacut, found efpecially in Libya, which
poyfons with its Bite, and brings an unquenchable
Thirft upon the Perfon affe&ed ! The Difeafe is too
great a Fufionof the Blood, whereupon the Serum
paffes the Reins, and is voided in great Quantities
by the Pafifages of the Urine. Blanchard.
DIABROSIS, is a Solution of the Continuum by

Corrofion of the Parts, Blanchard

.

DIACLISMA, is a wafliing of the Mouth to

cleanfe it, or to ftrengthen the Teeth or Gums.
Blanchard

.

DIACOPRAiGIA, a Medicine of Goat’s Dung,
andufed againft Tumours in the Spleen and Glan-
dules behind the Ears, called Parotides. Blanchard.
DIACOUSTlCKS, or Diaphonickj, is the Con-

iideration of the Properties of refra&ed Sound, as
it paffes through different Mediums.
DIACRISIS, is a Diftindion and Dijudication of

Difeafes and Symptoms. Blanchard.

DIA130CHE, is a fucceeding by a Crifis„ Blan-
chard. «

DIADROME, the lame with the Vibration,
o®

Motion, or Swing of a Pendulum.
DIURESIS, in Anatomy, is the eating out, or

conluming of the VefTels of an Animal Body, whenr

from fome cutting corroding Caufe, fome Ways and
Paffages are made which naturally ought not to have
been - or when fome which really are, yet are dik-
ed more than ordinary, fo that the Humours which
ought to have been contained in the Veffelsrun out,

Blanchard.

DLERESIS in Grammar, is the Divifion of one
Syllable into two, as in this Verfe of Tibullus, Sta-

mina non ulli dijfoliis enda Deo
,
for Dijfoluenda . This

DIAERESIS is ufually noted by two Points plac-

ed over a Letter, td Ihew that it is .founded by it

felf, and not joined with any other, fo as to make a
Diphthong • as Aera by the Points over the e, is di-

ftinguilhed from Aira: ’Tis alfo a kind of Meta-
plafm or Addition to a Word, by dividing one Sylla-

ble into two, as Aulei, by a Diarefis,
is of three

Syllables, inftead of Aula.
DLETETICA, is a Part 6f Phyfick that prelcribes

the Ufe and Knowledge ofthefix non-natural things^

as the Phyficians fpeak.

DIAGONAL, in Geometry, is a Line drawn
acrofs from Angle to Angle in any Figure, and is by

fome called the Diameter 3 as in this Figure, a b is
called a Diagonal

.

Propofitions.

1. Every Diagonal divides a Parallelogram into %
equal Parts j for the 2

A

's acb and abd have the
Sides c b — ad, ac — db (becaufe opposite ones
of the Figure and the Angle cab— to the alter-*

nate one a db, wherefore they are equal to each o-
ther. ft A. D.

'

. 'v
1

• \V"
2. Two Diagonals AD and BE being drawn in

any Parallelogram, do biffed: each other’ I fay
A C — C D, and B C C E j for in the Triangles

% and X
,
the Vertical Angles at C are equal, and

the alternate ones BAD and A DB are alfo e-
qual, and the Side AE— B D $ therefore all

. th©
Sides of ^ are equal to thofe of X, and cbnfequeftt-
ly A C == C D, and E C = CB. ft £, D.

3.

A Line (as LN, palling thro
5

the middle Point
(m) of the Diagonal ofa Parallelogram"^ D) divides
the Figure into two equal Parts : I fay Z -f- R
T *T A ; for ^ -j- T 4- X (becaufe of the

G g ' Di$~-
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Diagonal) and the Triangle ^— Triangle X, as

having the vertical Angles at M, and the alternate

ones DAB and ADC, and alfo the Side A M
and M D, all refpedtively equal to each other

;

therefore the remaining Trapezium iQ when the

A

Triangle is taken away, muft be equal to T
when X it taken away ; but if be equal to T,

and %= X then ^ K muft be equal to X -1- T,

and each. wiH be equal to half the Parallelogram.

Q, E. D.

DIAGONAL Scale : See Scale.

DIAGNOSTICKS, a Term in Medicine, are

the prefent Signs whereby to judge of a Difeafe, or

a Knowledge whereby Men underftand the prefent

Condition of a Diftemper ; and they make it three-

fold, either a right Judgment of the Part aJfeEled, ©f

the Difeafe it felf, or of its Caufe.

DIAGRAM, is a Scheme for the Defignation or

Demonftration of any Figure. **

DIAGRYDIUM, or Diacrydium, Scamony pre-

pared by boiling it in a hollowed Quince $ fome pre-

pare it with Juice of Quince, and others with Juice

of Lemons, or of pale Rofes.

DIAL, the firft Sun-Dial that was fet up in Pome

was by Papyrius Gurfor,
about the Year of the City

447, (and before that there is no mention, faith Pli-

ny, of any Account of Time but of the Sun fetting

and riling : ) This Dial was fet up in the Temple of

Quirintis, but it went not right. About 30 Years

after this, M. Valerius Mefola (fays Varro) being

Conful, brought out of Sicily from the taking of

Catana another Dial, which he fet up on a Pillar

near the Rgftrum j but for want of its being made

for that particular Latitude, it could not go true.

Neverthelels they made ufe of it 1 1 Years, and then

Martius Philippic, who was Cenlor with L. Paulus

,

fet up another that was moreexadt. The Greeks al-

fo were a long time without Clocks and Sun-Dials.

Some attribute the Invention of Sun-Dials toAnaxi-

menes Milefrn, and fome to Thales. There are ma-

ny kinds of Dials mentioned by Vitruvius, as, one

invented by Berojus the Chaldean, which was on a

reclining Plane parallel, almoft, to the Equinodtial

;

on this was an half Circle, and then ’twas called

Hemicyclui.

Ariftarchus Samius found out the Hemijphere Dial
,

and there were fome Spherical ones, with a Needle

for a Gnomon. The Dijcus of Ariflarchus was an

Horizontal Dial, with its Limb raifed up all round

to prevent the Shadow from extending it felf too

far off.

DIAL-PLAINS, are plain Superficies upon which

the Hour-Lines are drawn in any Latitude, and may
be diftinguifiied into Parallel, Perpendicular and Ob-

lique, according to their Pofition with refpedt to the

Horizon of the Place where they are made.

V

Parallel Plains or Dials are Inch as He level with
the Horizon, and on that account termed Horizontal
Dials. ,

Perpendicular Plains are fuch as (land eredt to the
Horizon, and fuch are all thofe that are fet againft
an upright Wall or Building ; which are of two
Sorts, vis;, cither DireEl or Declining - and thefe are
often called Mural Dials.

EreEl, DireEl
,
South, Weft, North, Eafi Plains, are

thole Walls or Plains which face any one of the four
Cardinal Points of the Horizon, and the Dialsma.de
upon fuch a Plain are called EreEi, DireEl, South

Weft, North, Eaft Dials.

EreEi
south,

y

Wib f Plains declining Eaft or Weft,

are thofe Plains which lie open to any two of the

Cardinal Points
,
as to the ^ and Eaft ,

or to the {
S
Nml’} and »#•

Oblique Plains
,
reclining from the Zenith, or in-

clining to the Horizon, are alfo of tv/o iorts, vi%. ei-

ther direit Reclining, or Declining and Reclining.

DireEl South, Weft,
North or Eaft Pgcliners, are thofe

reclining Plains which lie open to any one of the
Cardinal Points of the Horizon,

orPgdining
j Plains declining Eaft

Weft, are, thofe Plains which face any two of the

Cardinal Points \xmh, and Eaft, or to the

DIALECT, is the peculiar Manner of Idiom,

fpelling and pronunciation of any Language in par-

ticular Places of the Nation: Thus among the

Greeks, the lonick. and Doric!

1

Way of Speaking and
Writing was different from the Athenian, which
therefore are called the Dialects of the Greek Lan-
guage ;

and fo it is in all Countries.

DIALECTICAL Arguments, in Logick, are fuch

as are barely probable, but do not convince or de-

termine the Mind to either Side of the Queftion, rho'

fome will have DialeEUcks to be the fame as the Art

of true Reafoning in general, and to be as compre-
henfive as univerfal Logick.

DIALEIMMA, the fame with Atyrexia.

DIALLING-GLOBE, is an Inftrument made of

Brafs or Wood, with a Plane fitted to the Horizon ;

and an Index particularly contrived to draw all forts

of Dials, and to give a clear Demonftration of that

DIALLING-SPHERE, is an Inftrument made of
Brafs, with feveral Semi-circles Aiding over one ano-

ther on a moving Horizon, to demonftrate the Na-
ture of the Dodtrine of Spherical Triangles, and to

give the true Idea of drawing Dials on all Manner
of Planes : See more in Dial.

DIAMETER, is a Line that paffes through the

Middle of any Figure from one Corner to ano-

ther ;
and this fhould rather be called the Diagonal.

DIAMETER of a Circle, is a Right Line which

paffes through the Center of a Circle, and is termi-

nated at each End by the Circumference dividing the

Circle into two equal Parts.

DIAMETER of a ConickSeElion, is a Right Line

drawn through the Middle of the Figure, and bif-

fedting all the Ordinates ;
and if it biffed! them at

Right Angles, 'tis called the Axis of the SeElion, and

often the Ax.
DIAMETER Conjugate, in the Ellipfts,

is the fhort-

! eft Axis or Diameter

.

W
DIAMETER
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DIAMETER Conjugate,

in the Hyperbola, is a

Line drawn parallel to the Ordinates, and through

the Center or middle Point of the Tranfverfe Axis,

and is always a middle Proportional between the

Lam Re&um, and the Lam Tranfverfum

,

DIAMETRICALLY Oppofite ,
is when two

things are oppofed to one another right acrofs, or

dire&ly contrary, as one End of a Diameter is to

another. ,

DIANA’S Tree

;

dmolve an Ounce or Stiver m 3

Ounces of Spirit of Nitre, then pour the Diffoluti-

on into a Matrafs, in which before you had put 1

8

or 20 Ounces of Water, and two Ounces of Quic^-

filver : The Glafs muft be filled up to the Neck 5

and all muft lie ftill on a round of Straw in fome

cool Place for 40 Days together, during which time

the Tree will begin to fpread forth its Branches, and

will have little Balls at the End which will reprefent

Fruit.

Another like a Firr Tree may be thus made ; dif-

folve an Ounce of Coppel Silver in 3 Ounces of A-

qua Fortis ; fet the Glals in Sand, and evaporate

about half the Moifture, after which add to the

Remainder 3 Ounces of good diftilled Vinegar ;

let it be a little hot, and keep it ftirring ; then put

the Matrafs into a little cool Place for about a Month,

and then the Tree will rife up to the very Top of

the Liquor.

To recover the Silver again in both thefe Experi-

ments : In the Former take the whole Matter and

Ihake it together, and then boil it for about \ an
,

Hour in an Earthen Veflei ; then let it cool till it’s
'

juft no more than luke-warm, and pour upon it gent-

ly a Quart of Water, in which you had before dif-

folved 2 Ounces of Salt ; a white Precipitate will

fall down, which gather and dry. Put it into a

Retort in a Sand Furnace, fitting to it a Receiver

filled with Water, and beginning with a ftnall Fire

at firft, increale it till the Retort is red hot. The
Quick-filver will diftil Drop by Drop into the Re-

ceiver i continue the Fire till no more will come ;

you will find the Mercury in the Bottom of the

Receiver, which wafh and dry with a Linnen Cloth

and Crumbs of Bread. The Silver will remain in

the Retort, which may be recovered into pure Sil-

ver, by melting the Matter in a Crucible with a lit-

tle Sait Petre.

In the latter Experiment, to get the Silver again,

you need only pour fait Water upon the whole fhak-

ed together, which will precipitate a white Powder,

and that Powder melted in a Crucible with a little

Borax or Salt Petre, will run into fine Silver. Be-

caufe this way of making Dianas Tree is very tedi-

ous, Mr. Homberg hath given us, in the Memoirs

Mathem. & de Phyfique, A. D. 1692. P. 146. the fol-

lowing Method of making this curious Experiment

in lefs than a Quarter of an Hour’s Time.
Take four Drams of Filings of fine Silver, with

which make an Amalgam, without heat, with two
Drams of Quick-filver ; then diffolve |this Amalgam
in 4 Ounces of Aqua Fortis : Pour this Solution into

ix Paris Pints of common Water (which is about 3

Gallons Englijh ;) ftir it about a while to mingle it

well together, and then keep it in a Glafs Veffel

well ftop’d.

When you would make the Experiment, take a-

bout an Ounce of it and put it in a fmall Viol,

wherein put alfb about the Quantity of a fmall Peafe

of the ordinary Amalgama of Gold or Silver,\vhich

fhould be as foft as Butter, and fet rhe Viol at reft

for about two or three Minutes
;

prefently after

which you will fee feveral fmall Threads or Filaments

arifing perpendicularly from the little Bulb of the

DIA
|

newly put in Amalgama, and which will fenfibly

grow, and thruft out on the Sides fmall Branches in

the Form of a Tree. The Bulb or Ball of the A~
malgamavsiW grow hard,and be like aPellet of white
Earth, but the little Tree will be of the Colour of
bright Silver.

Only obferve, That the V/ater which ferves once
for this Experiment, will not ferve a fecond time.
Mr. Homberg faith, you may vary the Form of

this Metalline Tree almoft as you pleafe : The
ftronger you make the firft defcribed Water, the
thicker will the little Tree be in Branches, and the
fooner formed ; but if that be weak, the Branches
will be fparing, /lender, and flow in growing : And
afterwards he fhews how feveral other kinds of Trees
may be formed alfo by Chryftallization and by Di-
geftion.

DIAPASMA, according to Pliny
,

is a dry Medi-
cine made up of dry Powders, to be fprinkled upon
fomething, as either upon Cloaths to perfume them,
or upon Ulcers or Wounds feveral ways, or upon
Drink to make it more delicious. Blanchard.
DIAPASON, a Greek Word, fignifying a Chord

including all Tones 5 ’tis the fame with what we
call an Eighth or an OEave, becaufe there are but
feven Tones or Notes, and then the Eighth is the
fame again with the firft. Ariftotle lays, it was
not called DioEto, as it fhould have been, becaufe the
ancient Harp, and which hath all the Tones then
known, had but 7 Strings, the Terms whereof are
as 2 to 1

. y
DIAPEDESIS, is an ErruptionJpf the Blood by

reafon of the Thinnefs of the Velfels. Blanchard

.

DIAPENTE, an Interval ofMuficl whofe Terms
are as 3 to 2, it being the fecond of the Concords,
and makes an OQave with the DiateJJdrcn ; it is o-
therwife called a perfeEl Fifth.

DIAPER, in Heraldry, fignifies

a Bordure fretted all over with fome
fuch things as Bordures ufed to be
charged with, all appearing be-

tween the Frets; a bearing which
hath been ufed in fome French and
Belgicl^ Coats of Arms.

DIAPHANEITY, is the Property of fuch a Bo-
dy as is Diaphanous

,
which is one that is tranfpa-

rent like Glafs, the Humours of the$Eyes, the Tuni-
ca Cornea, &c. And fuch a Body hath its Pores fo
ranged and difpofed, that the Beams of Light can
pafs freely through them every way.
DIAPHORESIS, Sweating, is a Perfpiration of

all manner of Effluvia through the invifible Pores of
the Body.

DIAPHORETICKS : See Sudorificks.

DIAPHRAGMATICK-ARTERY, is by fome
faid to iffue from the Trunk of the Aorta, and
thence to go to the Diaphragma.

DIAPHRAGM, by fome called Septum Tranf-
verfum and Difcptum The Midriff, is a Mufcle
compofed of two others, which divide the Middle
from the Lower Cavity ; the Firft and Superior Mu-
fcle arifes from the Sternum, and the Ends of the
laft’Ribs on each fide. Its Fibres from this Semi-
circular Origination

,
tend towards their Center,

and terminate in a Tendon or Aponeurcfis, which hath
always been taken for the Nervous Part of the Dia-
phragm. The Second and Inferior Mufcle comes
from the Vertebne of the Loins by two Productions,
of which that on the Right Hand comes from the
Firft, Second and Third Vertebra.?. That on the
Left Side is fomething fhorter, and both thefe Pro-

G g % duCHons,
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dions join and make the Lower Part of the Midriff,

j

which joins its Tendon with the Tendon of the O-
ther, fo as that they make but one Membrane or,

rather, Partition.

The Diaphragm is covered with a Membrane
from the Pleura on its Upper fide, and by the Pe-

ritoneum on its Lower one ; it is pierced in the

Middle to make a Paffage for the Vena Cava, and

in its Lower part, for the Oefiphagus, and for the

Nerves which go to the Upper Orifice of the Sto-

mach. And again, between the Production of the

Inferior Mufcle, paffes the Aorta, the Duftus Tho-

racius, and the Vena Azygos.

The Diaphragm receives Veins and Arteries cal-

led Pkrenicefrom the Cava and Aorta,and fometimes

on its Lower Part two Branches from the Vena Adi-

pofd, and two Arteries from the Lumbares. It hath

two Nerves which come from the third Vertebra of

the Neck, which pafs through the Cavity of the

Thorax, and are difperfed in the Mufcles of the Dia-

phragm.

In its Natural Situation the Diaphragm is Convex

on the Upper fide towards the Breaft:, and Concave

on its Lower one towards theBelly : Therefore when
its Fibres Swell and Contrad, it muft become plain

on each fide, and confequently the Cavity of the

Breaft is inlarged to give Liberty to the Lungs to

receive the Air in Infpiration ; and at the fame time

the Stomach and Guts are preft for the Diftributi-

on of the Chyle. But it diminifhes the Cavicy of

the Breaft when it refumes its Natural Situation,

and prefles the Lungs for the Expulfion of the Air

in Expiration.

DIAPHRATONTES, are the* Membranes cal-

led the Pleura, which cover the Infide of the Tho-

rax, and leave a kind of Partition in the Middle,

called Mediajiinum . Blanchard.

DIAPTHORA, is a Corruption of any Part of

the Body.
DIAPLASIS, is the Setting of a Limb which was

out of Joint.

DIAPLASMA, is an Ointment, or Fomentation.

DIAPNOE, the fame with Diaphirefis.

DIAPYEMA, the fame with Empyema.

DIAPYETICA, are Medicines which ripen and

oncod Purulent Matter.

DIARIA Febris, the fame with Ephemera.

DIARRHiEA, is a Loofenefs in the Belly which

jedsfeveriil Bilious, Pituitous, and other Feculent

'^DIARTBROSIS, is a good Conftitution of the

[ones, whereby they are apt to move eafily and

irongly ;
fuch as is in the Arm, Hand, Thigh,

°DlASTOLE, is the Dilatation or Expanfion of

re Heart, when the Blood flows into it, from the

lace where it is as it were accending tne Lungs.

DIASTOLE is alfo an Accent in Grammar,which

lews that thofe Words or Sentences to which it is

dioined are to be Separated, and is marked thus

)
Tis alfo the making long a Syllable which is

a

DIASTYLE, is a fort of Edifice, where the Pil-

rs ftand at fuch a diftance one from another that

[ree Diameters of their Thicknefs are allow d for

*DIATESSARON (a Wordufedin Mufick) fig-

fving an Interval compofed of one greater Tone,

2 leffer and one greater Semi-Tone ; its Proporn-

! being as 4 to 3? In Mufical Compofition tis

tiled a Perfeft Fourth.

DIATHESIS, is the Natural or Preternatural

Difpofition of the Body, whereby we are inclined to
perform all Natural Adions ill or well. Blanchard.
DIATONICK, a Term which fignifies the Or-

dinary fore of Mufick which proceeds by different
Tones, either in afeending or defending 5 it con-
tains only the two greater and leffer Tones, and the
greater Semi-Tone.

DICHOPHYIAj is a Fault in the Hair, when it

parts and disjoins too much. Blanchard.

DICHORJEUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verfe
confifting of four Syllables,ofwhich the Firft is long,
the Next fliorr, the Third long, and the Laft fhort.

’Tis compounded of two Chorem, as Comprobare .

DICROTUS, is a Pulfe that beats twice.
DIDYMI, are Twins.
DIEM claufit extremum, is a Writ that lieth for

the Heir of him that holdeth Land of the King

,

either by Knight-Service or Soccage, and dieth be
he under or at full Age, direded to the Efcheator
ofthe County, to enquire of what Eftate the Party
died feized, and who is next Heir to him, and of
what Value the Land is.

DIES CRITICI : See Critici Dies

.

DIES-DATUS
( a Term in Law ) fignifying a,

Pefpite given to the Tenant or Defendant by the
Court.

DIESIS, in Mufick, is the Divifion of a Tone
below a Semi-tone, Or an Interval compofed of a
leffer or imperfect Semi-tone ; fo that when Semi-
tones are placed where there ought to be Tones, or
when a Tone is fet where there fhould be only a
Semi-rone, this is called Diefis.

Enharmonical Diejis, is the Difference between
the Greater and the Leffer Semi-tone.

Thefe Diefis are the leaff fenfible Divifions of a
Tone, and are mark’d on the Score in Eorm of
St. Andrew’s Crofs.

DIEU SON ACT, are Words ufed in our Law;
anditisaMaxim, That the Aft of God fhall pre-
judice no Man ; and other if a Houfe be beaten
down by Tempeft, or rather Aft of God, the Leffee
for Life or Years fhall net only be quit in an Addon,
of Wafte brought againft him, but hath by the Law
a fpecial Intereft to take Timber to build the Houfe
again, if he will for his Habitation. So wihen the
Condition of an Obligation confifts in two Parts,

in the Disjundive, and both are poiTible at the
Time of the Obligation made, and afterwards one
of them becomes impoffible by the Aft of God, the

Obligor is not bound to perform the other part, for

the Condition fhall be taken beneficially for him.
DIFFERENCE, in Logick, fignifies an Effential

Attribute belonging to any Species that is not found
in the Genus, and is the Vniverfal Idea of that Spe-

cies ; thus Body and Spirit are two Species of Sub-
ftance, which do contain in their Ideas something;

more than is in that of Subftance
; in Body we firft

find Impenetrability and Extenfion, in a Spirit a

Power of Thinking and Reafoning, fo that the Dif-

ference of Body is impenetrable Extenfion, and the

Difference of a Spirit is Coagitation.

DIFFERENCE, in Marhematicks, is the Re-
mainder when one Number or Quantity is fubftra-

ded. from another-

DIFFERENCE of Afcenfion : See Afcenjsonal Dif-

ference.

DIFFERENCE of Longitudes, of two places on

the Earth, is an Arch of the Equator, comprehend?

ed between the Meridians of thofe two places.

DIFFERENCES in a Coat of Arms ; So the He-
ralds call fuch things as diftinguifh one Family from

another, or Perfons of the fame Familyffrom each o-

ther. They are by Guillim accounted either An-
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dent or Modern : The Ancient ones are the Bordures

of all kinds j the Modern are the File or Labe, Cre-

[cent, Mullet
,
Martlet, &c.

DIFFORM, is a Word ufed in Opposition to V-
niform, and fignifies that there is no manner of Re-

gularity in the Form or Appearance of a thing. The
Botanifts life it as a Diftin&ion of the Flowers tif

Plants : See Flower.

DIFFUSION, is ufually taken to fignifie the &i-

fperfing of the fubtile Effluvia of Bodies into a kind

of Atmofphere all around them j thus the Light dif-

fufed by theRays oftheSun,Bluing all found from that

amazing Body of Fire ; and thus are the Magneti-

cal Particles diffufed every where round about our

Earth in Parts adjacent to it.

DIGASTRICUS or Biventer, is a double Bellied

Mufcle (whence its Name) which arifes from the

Procefs called Mammiformis or Majloides, whence

defcending it becomes Tendinous, palling through

the Stylohyoidaus, and an Annular Ligament faftned

to the Os Hyoides - from which Bone fome Tendi-

nous Fibres do arife, and join with its fecohd flefhy

Belly, afcending from thence to its Infertion at the

Middle of the Inferior Part of the Lower Jaw. The
Middle Tendon of this Mufcle, and its Partner, paf-

£ng through two Annular Ligaments, fix’d to the

©i Hyoides, as Ropes through a double Pulley, is a

wonderful Contrivance of the Author of Nature to

render them capable ofpulling the Lower Jaw down,
which had their Progrefs been diredt from their O-
xiginations, they could not have been performed.

Nor is there any Proceffes, whether of the Vertebra

of the Neck, or the neighbouring Parts, that could

give an Origination to thofe Mulcles below their In-

fertion, as in fome Quadrupeds - wherefore the Di-

vine Architect of Human Bodies haS placed this

double Pulley below their Terminations, whereby
they perform their defigned Office. Hence Diglu-

tition is hindred when thefe Mufcles are in Adtion,

they then preventing the Afcent of the Tongue and
Larynx-, neither can we at that time draw the lo-

wer Jaw down, becaafe the Center of Direction is

pulled upwards $ wherefore we are obliged on that

Occafion to keep the Jaws clofe together. But in

Dogs and other Voracious Animals, who have thefe

Mufcles arifing from the Tranfverfe Proceffes of the

firft Vertebra of the Neck, thefe Adtions are not de-

pendant ; whence it is they devour their Aliment
fo quick.

DIGEST otPandefts ; the iff Volume orTome of

the Civil Law is called theDigeft,orPande£ls Digefts

becaufe the Author hath put, or digefted all things,

every Book and Title in its proper and natural Place

and Order ; and Pandefts from irdv and
as containing and comprehending in it felf all that

ever Juftinian drew or collected out of 150000
Verfes of the old Books of the Law.

This Digefi was colledted from the Works of 27
Venerable and Eminent Old Lawyers, whereof fe-

deral were before Chrift, and the Others flourifh’d

in the Time of the Emperors, even unto the Time
of Maximinus, as we find from Spartianus and Lam-
pridius in that Emperors Life. The Tome of the

Digefts is divided into 7 Parts, and they again into

5 o Books; To this Tome Sir Thomas Bjdley adds the

Inftitutions or Inftitutes • which fee under that
Word. .

DIGESTER, a Veffel fo called by its Inventor
Mr. Papin, and is a kind ofBalneum Maria Claufum.
DIGESTIO Chymica, a Chymical Digeftidn, is

when things are digefted by an Artificial Heat, juft

as they are naturally in the Stomach, which is when
fome Matter is put over a gentle Heat, to infufe it

DiL
in fome proper Mehftruum or Liquor fit to diflblve

it, that fo it may, as near as can be, be like the EG
fed; of a Natural Heat.
DIGESTION, the Concodlion of the Aliments:

or the Diffolution of them, by which they are turn-
ed into Chyle.

Mr. Charles Leigh, then of Bra^sn-Nofe College id

Oxon, has a Difcoiirfe concerning Digeftidn, pub-
lifhed in Phil. TranfacL N. 162. wherein he fuppoies

that there is neceflaiy to Digeftion in the Stomachs
ofAnimals, x. A Liquid Menftruum, which by its

peculiar Faculty operates upon their Meat, and helps

to diffolve it. 2. A gentle Heat in the Stomach,
which he thinks it receives from the Liver, and
therein [falls ih with the Opinion of Dr. Glijfoni

3. ’Tis neceffary that the Stomach have a Natural
Situation. 4 . That the Omentum be aflifting ; for

it hath been found by Anatomy, that where the <?~

mentum hath been purified in an Human Body, it

was always accompanied with a bad Digeftion and
lofs of Appetite 5 and ’tis alfo obfervable, that thofe

Creatures which have no Omentum, as Hares and
Conies, Gjc. do help their Concodlion by doubling
their hinder Legs

,
and refting their Bellies upon

them. 4.
3

Tis neceffary that the Stomach fliould

have a Tunica Villofa
,
which both helps to divide

the Mea,t into fmall Parcels, and alfo keeps the Tu-
nica Carnofa from being to much diftended, which
would by degrees weaken and injure its Tone.
5, ’Tis neceiTafy that the Guts Ihould lie in a wind-
ing Pofition, and be of a good length ; for other-*

wife the Meat digefted in the Stomach would pals
away too faft.

The firft of thefe, the Liquid Menftriium or Natu-
ral Ferment of the Stomach he thinks confifts ofthefe
Ingredients j 1. The Saliva, or Spittle. 2. The
Juice contained in the Stomachical Glands. And
3. The Nitre-aerial Spirit of the Nerves.
DIGESTIVE Medicines, are either Internal of

External.

The Internal are ufually prefcribed to prepare the
Body by Purgation, which they do by making the
Humours fluid, attenuating and drawing vifcous
or tough Subftances, tempering fuch as are fliarp,

diluting Salts, blunting, concentrating, and imbi-
bing Acids, £§c.

External Digeftives, are fuch as ripen a Tumor,1

or generate good and laudable Matter in a Wound.
DIGIT, in Aftronomy, is the Twelfth Part of

the Diameter of the Sun or Moon 5 Us ufed to ex-
press the Quantity of an Eclipfe.

. \\
DIGITATUM Folium, among the Botanifts ik

the Term for the Leaf of a Plant, which either is

compofed of many Ample Leaves fet together upon
one Foot-ftalk, as ih the Cinque-foil, Vetches, &c:
or elfe when there are many deep Gaftiesor Cutsift
the Leaf, as in thofe of Straw-Berries, Hops, &c.
DIGITORUM Tenfor i See Extenjor Digitoruvh

Communis.

DIGI I S, or Monades, a Term in Arithmetic^
fignifying any Integer under Ten, as r, 2, 3, a, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9,

DIJAMBUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verie offour
Syllables, and compounded of two lambickj, fo
that the firft and laft are fliort, and the two middle
long, as Severiias.

DILATATION, among the Anatomifts, is when
any Paffages or Receptacles in the Body are too
much ftretched or diftended

5 and in general, fcfifc-

nifies a thing’s taking up more {pace than it did Be-
fore,

DILATORIUM, is a Oiyrurgeon s inftfumeht
wherewith ihp Month is dilated of opened : It is

V
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called likewife Speculum Oris, becaufe by ic one

may fee into the Months
DILATORES Alarum Naft, are fmall thin Mu-

feles, having a double order of Fibres decuffating

each other, not unlike the Mufculi Intercoftales j they

pull up the A/a, and dilate the Noftrils.

DILEMMA, is an Argument compounded ufual-

ly of four or more Propofitions, and fo dilpofed, that

own or grant which you will of them, yet ftill the

Argument {hall prefs you, and hem you in with Dif-

ficulties not readily to be folved or furmounted, e-

fpecially if the Dilemma be juft j in order to which,

the Divifion and Enumeration of the Parts muft be

adequate and entire
j your Antagonifl mufi be truly

preffed and affefted with one or more ofthe Proportions ,

and theArguer himfelf free from a Poflibility of ha-

ving the Dilemma returned upon him.

DILUTE, is a Word frequently ufedby the Wri-

ters of Chymiftry and Pharmacy, and fignifies the

Difiolution of the Parts of a dry Body in a moift

or liquid one ; for when the Body is fo dilfolved,

they fay ’tis diluted.

DIMENSION, in Geometry, is either Length,

Breadth orThicknels : Thus, a Line has, they fay,

one Dimenfion, vft. Length ; a Surface two, vi\.

Length and Breadth ; and a Body or Solid hath all

three Dimenjions. 'Tis ufed alfo with regard to the

Powers of any Root in an Equation, which are

called the Dimenfions of that Spot ; as in a Biqua-

dratick Equation, the higheft Power hath 4 Dimen-

Sions, or its Index is 4.

DIMETIENT, the fame with Diameter.

DIMINISHED Angle, a Term in Fortification :

See Angle.

DIMINUTIO : See Litotes.

DIMINUTION, in Mufick, is nothing elfe but

the diminifhing or abating fomewhat of the full Va-

lue or Quantity of any Note.

DINUS, according to fome, is the Name of a

Difeafe called ufually the Vertigo.

DIOPTER, is the fame with the Index or Alhi-

dada of an Afirolabe or the like Inftrument.

DIOPTRA, is an Inftrument ufed by Chyrurge-

ons, whereby one may fee into the Matrix ; other-

wife called Dilatatorium, wherewith the Womb is

dilated and enlarged in the Extradion of a dead

Foetus out of it, or in the infpeding any Ulcers that

are in it : ’Tis alfo called the Speculum Matrices.

DIOPTRICKS, is a Part of Qptickj treating of

the different Refradions of the Light palling through

different Mediums, as the Air, Water, Glaffes, &c.

DIORTHOSIS, a Chyrurgical Operation, by

which crooked or diftorted Members are made
even, and reftored to their primitive and regular

Shape.

DIOTA, the Chymift’s Term for a circulating

or double Veffel.

DIPLASIASMUS, is a Reduplication of Dif-

eafes j alfo two Mufcles of the Arm, which ferve to

turn it about. Blanchard.

D1PLOE, is the lower thin Plate or Shell of

the Skull i alfo a double Veffel ufual with Chy-

mifts.

DIPLOMA, the fame with Diplos ; fometimesit

is taken for a complicated or folded Cloth.

DIPPING Needle, is an Englifh Difcovery (Dr.

Wallis thinks by Mr. Biagrave, or fome other Gre-

fhamite^ Phil. Tranft 2,76.) of a Property in the

Magnetic}^ Needle that befides its Polarity or Vera-

city, which is its Diredion towards the North in a

Horizontal Poficion, it hath alfo a Diredion of Al-

titude above the Horizon and that it will (if duly

poized about an Horizontal Axis) always point to a

determinate Degree of Altitude or Elevation above
the Horizon in this or that Place refpediveiy.

DIPSACUS, according to fome is the fame with
Diabetes.

DIPTERQN, in Architedure, is a Name which
the Ancients attributed to thofe Temples which were
encompaffed with a double Row of Pillars, making
two Portico’s, which they called Wings $ but we
commonly call them IJles, from the French Word
Ailes of the fame Signification.

DIPTOTES, are fuch Nouns in Grammar as
have but two Cafes, as Suppeta, Suppetias, &c.
DIRECT | in Aftronomy, a Planet is faid to be

direSt, when by its proper Motion it goes forward
in the fodiack. according to the Succeffion of the
Signs,

^

or rather when it appears fo to do, the Ob-
ferver s Eye being placed on our Earth.

DIRECT, Eretl, Eaft qr Weft Dials
,
are thofe

whofe Planes lie diredly open to the Eaft or Weft
Points of the Heavens, or parallel to the Meridian
of the Place

To draw this Dial, the Styles Height may be
found according to the Bignefs of the Plane, and
the Diftance of the Hour Lines from each other, by
the Diredion given under Polar Dials, making of
them a Table, as in the following one, for the Lat,

51 Deg . 31 Min .

Hours.

Angles

at Pole.
Tangent. Hours.

Eaft. D. M. Inch P. Weft.

4 - 30 00 5 77 8

5 15 00 z 6 8 7
6 Subftyle. 00 00 6
7 15 00 z 68 5
8 30 00 5 77 4
9 45 00 10 00 3

10 60 00 17 3Z z
11 75 00 37 3Z 1

IZ Infinite. Infinite.

Then ' to defcribe the Dial, draw the Horizontal
Line A B; and with 60 Deg. from your Chords
defcribe the prick’d Arch C D, whereon fet the Co-
Latitude of the Place from G to D. From A,
through D, draw ADE, reprefenting the Equator
of the Dial 5 then choofe a Point in this'Line to be
the Hour of 6, as at E. Draw 6 e 6 at Right
Angles with the Equator ; and from E let off the
feveral Tangents as you find them in the Table,and
thofe fhall be the feveral Points for the Hours, and
through each Point draw the Hour Lines parallel to

the Equator 6 e 6.

The Style may be a ftraight Pin equal in Height
to the Right Line 6,9. in either Dial 5 or which
is better and more ufual, a Rod or Ledge ot Iron
fupported by two Legs, and fet upon the Line 6,6.

and o{ the fame Height 6
,9 as the Pin.

v



A Direct, EreB, Enft Dial, hat. 5 1 Deg. 3Z Min.

The tTfyl Dial is made after the fame manhef,

only fee and numbred a contrary way.
DIRECT, EreB,

South or North Dials: See Prime

Perticals.

DIRECT, EreB Planes: See Dial Planes'.

DIRECT {|S|> Plains : See Dial Planes.

DIRECT Soufi DUls, are

, , , r S Incline to the J Horizonl
thole whole U*ne,\KeMneltom ^\ ên

>
h >

and lie diredly open to the South or North.

Theie Dials are deferibed after the lame manner
•with DireB South Dials

,
only obferving this Rule in

placing the Style.

In South Incliners, the Difference of the Angle of

Inclination, and the Height of the Pole, is the Height

of the Style above the Plane.

If the Pole's Height be
'"f

than the Angle

of Inclination, then the j- Pole is elevated,

and the Center is

In DireB North Incliners, the Sum of the Angles

of Indination and Elevation of the Pole, is the Height
of the Style above the Plane.

Note, That Reclining Dials are to be made after

the fame Manner
; for South Incliners are North Re-

diners, and North Rediners the fame with South In-
diners, the one being the Bark-fide of the other.

DIRECT Ray, in Ofticks, is the Ray which is

carried from a Point of the vifible Objed diredly to
the Eye through one and the fame Medium.
DIRECT Sphere ; See Right Sphere.

DIRECTION, a Term in Mechanicks, where-
in, bythc Line of DireBion, they always mean the
Lineof Motion that any Body obferves, according to

the Force impreffed upon it, and which is determin-
ed or direBei to move fuch away.
DIRECTRIX of the Conchoid : See Conchoid.

DIRIGENT, a Term in Gometry, expreffing
the Line of Motion, along which the Defcribent Line
or Surface is carried in the Genefis of any Plane or
Solid Figure,

Thus, If the Line a b move among the Line a c?

fo that the Point a do always keep In the Line a o
a Parallelogram, as abed, will be form’d, of which

the Side ab is the Defcribent, and the Line 4Cthe

Derigent * So alfo if the Surface abed he fuppo-

fed to be carried along the Line c e, in a Politic ft

always parallel to it felf in its firft Situation, the
Solid a df h will be formed where the Surface ad
is the Defcribent, and the Line c e is the Dirigent,,

DISABILITY, in Law, is taken notice of four
feveral ways ; nig. by the Ad of the Anceftor ; by
the Ad of the Party ; by the Ad of Law ; and by
the Ad of God.

1 . Difability by the Ad of the Anceftor, is if a
Man be attainted of Treafon or Felony ; by this

Attainder his Blood is corrupted, and thereby him-
felf and his Children are difabled to inherit.

2. Difability by the Ad of the Party himfelf; as
if one Man make a Feoffment to another that then
is Sole, upon Condition that he fliall enfeoffa Third
before M. and then fuch Feoffment is made, the Fe-
offee takes a Wife; he hath by that difabled himfelf
to perform the Condition according to the Truft in

him repofed, and therefore the Feoffer may enter
and out him. Alfo if a Man be excommunicated,
he cannor, during that Time, fue any Adion, but
fliall be thereby difabled ; and foin other Cafes.

3. Dijability, in Ad of Law, is properly when a
Man, by the foie Ad of Law, is difabled, and fo is

an Alien born ; and therefore if a Man born out of
the King’s Ligeance will fue an Adion, the Tenant
or Defendant may fay that he was born in fuch a
Country out of the King’s Ligeance, and demand
Judgment if he lhall be anfwered

; for the Law
is our Birth-right, ro which an Alien is a Strin-
ger, and therefore difabled to take any Benefit there-
by.

4. Difability by the Ad of God, as to be Non
comfos mentis, or Nonfane memories, which lo difables
him, that in all Cafes wiiere he gives or pafles any
thing, or Eftateoutof him, after his Death it may
be difannulled and avoided.

DlSCENT, in Common Law, fignifies an Order
or Means whereby Lands or Tenements are derived
ilnro any Man from his Anceftors, as to make his
Difcent from his Anceftors, and is to lliew how and
by what Degrees the Lands in Queftion Came to him
from his Anceftors. And this Difcent is either Line*
al or Collateral

; Lineal Difcent is convey’d down-
wards in a right Line from the Grandfather to the
Father, and from the Father ro the Son, and from
the Son to the Nephew, &c. Collateral Difcent is

fpringingout of the Side of the whole Blood as
Grandfather, Father’s Brother,

DISCENS five Difciformis Cometa, (according to
fome) is a Comet refembling the Shape of a round
Dilh or Platter

; and the Chief of this kind is called
a Solar Comet, from the Iikenefs of its Rays to rbofe

of



DIS DIS
of the Sun- and otherwife Rofa and Chryfeus, from
its bright Silver Colour mix’d with a Golden or Am-
ber Colour: Thofe of this fort, which are notab-
folutely circular, but refemble the Figure of a Shield,

are thence termed Ciypei formes.

DISCLAIMER, in Law, is a Plea containing an
exprefs Denial orRefufalj as if the Tenant fue a
Replevin upon a Diftrefs taken by the Lord, and the

Lord avow the taking of the Diftrefs, faying, That
he holdeth of him as oi his Lord, and that he di-

ftrained forRent not paid, or Service not performed ;

then the Tenant denying himfelf to hold of fuch

Lord, is faid to difclaim, and the Lord proving the

Tenant to hold of him, he lofes his Land.
DISCONTINUAL Proportion : See Difcrete Pro-

portion.

DISCORDS, in Mufick, are certain Intervals of

Sounds, which being heard at the fame time offend

the Earj neverthelefs when orderly taken and inter-

mix’d with Concords, they make the beft Mufick,
Thefe Difcords are the Second, Fourth and Seventh,

with their Odfaves ; that is to fay, all Intervals ex-

cept thofe few which precilely terminatethe Concords

are Difcords.

DISCOURSE, in a Logical Senfe, is that rational

Adtion of our Mind by which we form or infer any
new Judgment from others before made ; or where-
by we can infer or conclude one thing from ano-

ther.

DISCRETE or Disjunct Proportion
,

is when the

Patio between % Pairs of Numbers or Quantity is

the fame, but there is not the fame Proportion be-

tween all the four Numbers : Thus ,
if thefe

Numbers 6 : 8 :: 3 : 4, are confidered, the

Ratio between the firft Pair 6 and 8 is the fame as

that between 3 and 4, and therefore thefe Numbers

areproportionalj but ’tis only difcretely or disjundbly,

for 6 is not to 8, as 8 to 3 ; that is, the Proportion is

broken off between 8 and 3, and is not continued

all along, as it is in thefe following, which are called

Continual Proportionals, vh{. 3:6:: 12: 24.

DISCRETE Quantity, is luch as is not continued

and joined together, as Number, whofe Parts being

diftind Units, cannot be united into one Continuum ;

for in a Continuum there are no adual determinate

Parts before Divifion, but they are potentially Infi-

nite ;
wherefore it is ufualiy and truly faid. That

continued Quantity is divifible in Infinitum.

DISCRET1VE Propofitions, are thofe where vari-

ous Judgments ate made and denoted by the Parti-

cles (but, notwithflanding) or Words of the like

Nature either exprefs’d or underftood : Thus, For-

tune may deprive me of myWealth, but not ofmy Vir-

tue’. They who crofsthe Sea change only their Country,

but not their Difpofition, are called Difcrete Propofiti-

ons.

DISCUS, among the Romans, was a round Quoit

of Metal or Stone about a Foot in Diameter, which,

in ancient Exercifes, they threw in the Air to fliew

their Strength : Alfo they gave the fame Name to a

round Shield confecrated to the Memory of fome

famous Hero, and hung up in the Temples of their

Gods as a Trophy for fome great A&ion. From the

Figure of either of which, but rather from the for-

mer, comes out the Word fo much in ufe ataong

Aftronomers, vis{. the Disk, of the Sun or Moon ;

by which they mean the Round of the Planet’s Bo-

dy as it appears to us.

DISCUS, is ufed by the Botanifts to denote the

middle, plain and flat Part of fome Elowers, fuch

as Caltha, Flos Solis, &c. becaufe ’tis in Figure like

the ancient Difcus : And they reckon two kinds of

Plants with a Difcous Flower j

1. Such as have the Flowercompounded,and the
Seed pappous, but the Leaves and Stalks are not
Milky when broken.

2. The Corymbiferout Plants
, whofe Flowers are

compounded into a Difcous Figure, but their Seeds
are not Pappous : Of the former kind are the Flea-

banes, Ragweeds, Groundfcls, &c. and of the latter

are Daifies, Chamemile, Vanfy, Wormwood, &c.
DISCUSSION, hath two Senfes among Wri-

ters $ fometimes it fignifies the clear treating or hand-
ling of any particular Point or Problem, fo as there-

by the Word implies to Jhake off thefe Difficulties

with which it is embarralfed; and thus we fay fuch

a Point was well difcufifed, when it was well treated

of and cleared up. But
DISCUSSION is alfo ufed in a Medical Senfe,

for the difperfing the Matter of any Tumor or

Swelling in the Body, and therefore the Surgeons de-

fine Difcuffion to be an Evacuation of fome thin Mat-
ter gathered in any Part by infenfible Evaporation ;

and this is procured by the Natural Heat being in*

creafed by proper Medicines.

DISDIAPASON, a Term in Mufick, denoting

a double Eighth or Fifteenth.

DISEMBOGUE, when a Ship palfeth out of the

Mouth of fome Gulph, they call it Difemboguing :

They fay alfo of a River, that at fuch a Place, or

after it hath run fo many Leagues, it difembogues it

felf into the Sea.

DISJUNCT Proportion, the fame with Difcrete :

Which fee.

DISJUNCTIVE Propofitions, are thofe wherein,

the Disjunctive, Conjunctive (or) is found 5 as, ei-

ther the Sun moves about the Earth, or the Earth a-

bout the Sun 3 Men are guided either by Intereft or

Fear.

DISLOCATION, the fame with Luxation of

putting a Limb or any Bone of the Body out of

Joint.

DISMES Decimec are Tythes, and dignify the

Tenth Parc of all the Fruits of the Earth, or tame

and profitable Beads ol it, or of Men’s Labour.

DISMOUNT, in the common Military Ufe, is

to unhorfe, as to difmount the Cavalry ; but they

call it alfo Demounting of Cannon, when they are

thrown off the Carriages, and are broken, or any

Horfe rendred unfit for Service.

DISPART, a Term in Gunnery, fignifying the

fetting a Mark on the Muzzle Ring of a Piece of

Ordnance, or thereabouts, fo that a Sight-Line ta-

ken upon the Top of the Bafe Ring againft the

Touch-hole, by the Mark fet on or near the Muz-
zle, may be parallel to the Axis of the Concave Cy-

linder. The common Way of doing which, is, to

take the two Diameters of the Bale Ring, and of

the Place where the Difpart is to Hand, and divide

the Difference between them into two equal Parts,

one of which will be the Length of the Difpart,

which is fet on the Gun with Wax or Pitch, or fa-

ttened there with a Piece of Twine or Marlin : But

an Inftrument may be made to do it to all poflible

Nicety.

DISPENSATORY, is a Bcok ufed by Apo-

thecaries, wherein all Medicines, at Ieaft the molt

ufual, are contained and prefcribed, that they may
be prepared in the Shops all the Year round.

DISPLAYED, the Term in Heraldry for an Ea-

gle in an ereCt Pofture, and her Wings fpread a-

broad.

DISPONDEUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verle

confiding of four Syllables, and thofe all long, as

Concludentes, lb that this is a Ccmpofition of two

Sponde’s,

DI-
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DISPOSITION ? See Method. In Architecture

they call the juft placing of all the feverai Parts ofan

Sifice, according to their proper Order, Difpojition.

B
DISQUISITION, an Enquiry into the Nature,

Kinds and Circuinftances of any Problem, Quefti-

on or Topick, in order to gain a right Notion, and

10
DISSElSW^in Law, fignifies an unlawful dif-

poffeiTmg a Man of his Land, Tenement, or other

immovable or incorporeal Right.

DISSEISIN upon Diffeifin, is where the Dtjfetfir

apTeiffed by another.

DISSEMINATE Vacuum : See Vacuum .

TYTSSIMILAR Leaves
,
are the two firft Leaves of

any Plant at its firft Emoting out of the Grout13

and are fo called becaufe they ufually are of diffe-

rent Form from the common Leaves of the grown

Plant Thefe Dr. Grew Obferves to be nothing but

the very Lobes of the Seed expanded and thus ad-

vanced. Their Ufe is for the Protection of the

Plume, which being young and tender is thus guard-

ed on each Side, and alfo hath feme Ram or Dew

gradually conveyed down to it by this Means.
h
DISSIMILAR Parts, in Anatomy, (by iome call-

ed Compound and Organical) arefuch as can be di-

vided into various Parts different from one another ;

as the Hand is into Veins, Muffles, Bones, &c.

whofe Portions are neither of the fame Nature nor

Denomination.
DISSOLVING Medicines : See DtJcuJJion.

tyiSSOT UTION, is when Electuaries andPow-

are mingled and’diffolvedin Water or a Deco-

^DISSONANCE, inMufick, isadifagreeableln.

terval between two Sounds, which, being continu-

ed tosether, offend the Ear.
. _ , c

DISTANCE, in Navigation, is the Number of

Degrees, or Leagues, &c. that a Ship has failed

from any given Point.
. . r

DISTANCE of the Buftions, in Fortification, is

the Side of the Exterior Polygon.

nTSTFMPER. a Term in Painting for the work-

ing up of Colours with fomething elfe befides bare

Water or Oil ;
for if the Colours are prepared with

the former of thefe, that kind of Painting is called

Limning i and if with Oil, tis called Phm,% m
Oil and limply Panting ;

but if the Colours are

mii’d with Sife, Whites of Eggs, or any fuch pro-

per glutinous or uneftuous Subftance, and not with

Oil they then fay ’tis done in Dijlemper, as the ad-

mirable Cartons are at Hampton Court.

DISTENTION, is when Parts are puffed up,

dilared or relaxed by anything; as the Guts by

Wind railed from Effervefcencies within them,

whence Oppreffions and Pains frequently proceed.

Blanchard. _ c .

DISTILLATION, is drawing off fome of the

Principles of a Mixture, as the Oil, Spirit, Water,

&c. in proper Veffels, by the help of a Fire ; and

is two^
Jj~cenfum} when the Matter to be diftilled

is above the Fire.
.

z. Per Defcenfum, when the Matter to be diltil-

led is below the Fire, and fo the Vapour not being

able (by the Contrivance of the Veffel) to rife up-

ward, is forced to precipitate and to diftil down to

the Bottom of the Veffel.
.

Oil of Cloves, if you would have it White, is

beft made this Way.

Diftillation of Vegetables or Minerals is very dif-

ferent, according to the Nature of the-Body to be

diftilled. Acid Spirits are drawn in a ftrong Re-

tort, and with very greatFkes, and ulually in a Rfe=

verberatory Furnace. Ponderous Woods are diftil-

led in a Retort after the fame manner, and with

near the fame Degree of Heat, fuch as Guajacum#

Box, &c. and in thefe firft comes a little Phlegm;
and then the Fire increafing, the Spirits fly out in

white Clouds ; when they ceafe to come, the Mat-
ter in the Receiver is filtrated through a Tunnel
lined with Cap-Paper; the Spirit will pafs, but

leave the Black Fetid Oil in the Tunnel, which af-

terwards may be reeftify’d (if it be worth while) by

making it up into Pellets with Sand, and then di~

frilling it over again in a naked Fire, there will

come over a clear Oil. The Spirit alfb may be re-

ctify’d by diftilling it over again in a Glafs A-
lembick : Put Fire to the black Coals remaining in

the Retort, and they will foon kindle and turn to

Allies ; which Allies may be calcined a while in a
Potter’s Furnace, and then a Lixivium being made
of them with Water, and then the Water filtrated

and evaporated, the fix’d Saltof the Wood will re-

main at the Bottom ; and thus all the fiye Principles

may be drawn from Amber, Ponderous Woods, c$c.

Plants that are Odoriferous are to be diftilled per

Veficam, but firft let a ftrong Decodrion of the fame
Plant be poured hot upon the Plant it felf bruifed

and put into the Body, and there let the Matter di-

geft two Days, the Veffel being clofe ftop’d: Then
fit all things for Diftillation, and with a Fire of the

fecond Degree draw off about half the Water you
poured on the Plant ; this will be a very good Wa-
ter, and tafte and fmell ftrongly of the Plant.

Prefs through a Cloth ftrongly what remains in

the Body, filtrate and evaporate in a gentle Heat rill

the Matter be of the Confiftence of thick Honey.
This is the Extraft of the Plant ; but the Extradis

of Odoriferous Plants- are not fo good as thofe of
Vegetables which are not fo, becaufe abundance
of the finer Volatile Parts evaporate with the

Moifture.

Dry what remained in the Cloth after Expreftion,

and then burn it (with more of the Plant dried, if

you will
: )

Make a Lixivium of the Allies, and then

filtrate and evaporate to drinefs, and the fix’d Salt

of the Plant will remain at the Bottom. And thus

may Balm, Wormwood, Sage, Hyffop, &c. be di-

frill’d, and their Waters, Oils and Exrra&s made,
and their fix’d Saks gain’d.

To diftil Plants that are hot Odoriferous, ’tis beft

to proceed thus
;
pound the Plant, and then fill two

Thirds of the Vejica or A'.embick with it, and after

that pour on a good quantity of the expreffed Juice
of the fame Plant, fo that the bruifed Matter may
float in the Juice, and not kick to the Bottom or

Sides of the Veffel : Then fit on the Head, and
draw off about half as much Water as \ ou ufed

Juice ^this will be a very good diftill’d Water of

that plant. Prefs through a Cloth what remains in

the Still, and let the Juice fettle; then filtrate it,

and after that, in a fmall Hear, evaporate about two
Thirds of the Liquor in a Glafs or Earrhen Veffel ;•

then remove the Veffel into a Cellar, or fome fuch
cool place, and the EJJential Salt will {hoot out in-

to Chryftals, which gather, and keep in a Viol well
ftop’d ; or you may make the ExtraSl and fixed Salt

of it as above directed, as of an Odoriferous
-

plant.

To diftill a Spirit from any plant like that ofScur-
vy Grafs,- they proceed thus : The plant is pounded'
to a Pulp in a Marble Mortar, and then put into am
Earthen Veffel fo as to fill it but half full; after

which the expreffed Juice of the fame plant is pour-
H fa ed
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ed on upon it till it be about 6 Inches above the

Matter : After this they mix with it all about a Pint

of Yeft of Barm, and then flopping the Vefiel, they

fet it to ferment, either in the warm Sun, or in Horfe

Dung, for three or four Days, or more if it be cold

Weather : As foonas you perceive that it hath done
fermenting, and that its Surface begins to fink or

fubfide, put the Matter lpeedily into a Cucurbite or

Vefica, and luting on the Head, fet theVeffelin a

Balneum Vapor ft, and diftil, with a gentle Fire, about

two Pints of the Liquor, which will be very Spi-

rituous ; ,and if you redify again, and draw off

half of it, it will be a very fine Spirit. What re-

mains in the Body may be diflill’d farther, and a

Water will run off, that is as good or better than

any diftill’d Water of that plant drawn the common
way.

After this Manner alfo the Ardent or Inflammable

Spirit of Roles, &c. may be drawn.

DISTINCT Bafe, in Opticks, is that precife

Diftance from the Pole of a Convex Glafs, in

which Objects, beheld through it, appear diftinSl

and well defined ; fo that ’tis the fame with what
is otherwife called the Focus. The DiftinEl Bafe is

caufed by the Collection of the Rays proceeding

from afingle Point into the Objed,into a fingle Point

in the Reprefentation; and therefore Concave Glaf-

fes, which do not unite but fcatter and diflipate the

Rays, can have no real Diftinftt Bafe.

DISTINCT Vifion : See Vifion.

DISTORTION, is when the Parts of an Ani-

mal Body are ill placed or ill figured.

DISTRESS, in Law, fignifies a Compulfion in

certain real Adions, whereby to bring a Man to

appear in Court, or to pay a Debt of Duty deni-

ed -

3
the EffeCt thereof, moft commonly, is to drive

the Party diftrained to replevy the Diftrefs, and fo

to take his Adion of TrefpafsagainfttheDiftrainer,

or elfe to compound with him for the Debt or Duty
for which the Diflrefs was made. There are feve-

ral things not diflrainable
,
for a Diflrefs muft be of

a thing whereof a valuable Property is in fome Bo-

dy, and therefore Dogs, Bucks, Coneys, and the

like, that be fierce naturce
,
cannot be diftrained. id.

Although it be of a valuable Property, as a Horle,

(yet when a Man or Woman is riding of him) or

an Ax (in a Man’s Hand cutting of Wood) and the

like, are for that time priviledged, and cannot be

diftrained. 3 . Valuable things (hall not be diftrain-

ed for Rent, for Benefit and Maintenance of Trades,

which, by confequence, are for the Common-
wealth, and are by Authority of the Law there j as

a Horle in the Smith’s Shop j Materials in theWea-
ver’s Shop for making Cloth ; Cloth or Garments

in the Taylor’s Shop, Sacks of Corn or Meal in a

Mill, nor in a Market, nor any thing diftrained for

Damagefeafant, for it is in Cuftodia Legft. 4. No-
thing fhall be diftrained for Rent, that cannot be

rendred again in as good a Plight as it was at the

time of the Diflrefs taken ;
as Sheaves or Shocks of

Corn cannot be diftrain’d for Rent, but for Da-

mage-feafant they may. 5. Beafts belonging to the

Plough fhall not be diftrain’d, but Goods may. 6.

Furnaces, Cauldrons, or the like, fix’d to the Free-

hold, or the Doors or Windows of a Houfe, or the

like, cannot be diftrained. When a Diftrefs that

hath Life in it be taken, it muft be brought into the

common Pound, or kept in an open Place, where

the Owner may give it Food.

Diftrefs is taken to be either fleal or Perfonal : JD/-

flrefs fleal is made upon immoveable Goods, as the

Grand-Cape and Petit-Cape, by which the Land it

felf is feized. Diftrefs Perfonal, is made by taking

a Man s moveable Goods, and detaining them fojt

Security of his Appearance to the Suit. Diftrefs is
alfo either Finite or Infinite 3 Finite is that which is

limitted by Law, how often it fhall be made to
bring the' Party to Trial of the Adion : Diftrefs In-
finite, is with Limitation until the Party come, as
againft a Jury that refufeth to appear Super certified-
tione Aflijfie, where the Procefs is a Venirefacias, ha-
beas corpora, and Diftrefs infinite, &c.
DISTRlBUTIO Chyli, the Chyle is diftributed

when, after a due Fermentation in the Ventricle
and the Guts, it foaks into and through the Glandu-
lous Tunick of the Inteftines ; and palling through
the Ladeal Veins, and its proper Channel along the
Side of the Thorax, at laft falls into the Subclavi-
an Vein, that it may circulate with the Blood, and
receive its Colour. Blanchard.

DISTRICHIASIS, is a double Row of Hair o*
the Eye-lids.

DISTRINGAS, is a Writ direded to the Sheriff
or any other Officer, commanding him to diftrain
one for Debt to the King, &c. or for his Appearance
at a Day.

DISSYLLABLE, is a Word confuting only of z
Syllables, as Vertue.

DITONE, a double Tone, or the greater Third,
is an Interval in Mufick which comprehends two
Tones ; the Proportion of the Tones that make the
Ditones, is as 4 to 5, and that of the Semi-ditones as

5 to 6.

DIVERGENCE Point : See Vertical Focus.

DIVERGENT, or Diverging flays, in Opticks,
are thofe flays which going from a Point of the vi~
fible Objed, are difperfed, and continually depart
one from another according as they are romoved
from the Objed.
DIVIDEND, in Arithmetick, is the Number pro-

pofed to be divided into certain equal Parts. ,

DIVIDUAL, is that part of the Dividend di-

ftinguifhed by a Point, in working by the Rule of
Divifton in Arithmetick.'

DIVINATORIA Virgula : See Virgula Divi

-

natoria .

DIVISIBILITY, is that Difpofition of a Body’
whereby it is conceived to have Parts into which it

may adually or mentally be divided.

All Quantity is infinitely, or rather indefinitely di-

vifible j for fhould it be otherwife, it would be di-

vifible into Parts that are not Quanta, which cannot
be, for no accidental Change can deftroy the effenti-

al Properties of a Being: Yet this infinite Diviftbi-

lity can never adlually be effeded, becaufe when
you have divided a Line, or any other Quantity, in-

to any number of Parts, every one of thefe Parts is

further divifible into as many Parts as the whole was,
and foon, as is many ways demonftrable in Geome-
try ; wherefore there can be no fuch thing as a de-

terminate Number of adual Parts in any continued
Quantity ; which is farther alfo demonftrable ffbm
the Confideration of incommenfurable Quantities,

as that the Diagonal of a Square is incommenfurable

with its Side, as Euclid proves, Lib. 10. Prop. 117.
And that the Parts in any Line are Infinite or Inde-
finite, will plainly appear by the following Diagram .

Let the Line a b be conceived to be drawn paral-

lel to de at the perpendicular Diftance cd, which
fuppofe to be half an Inch : ’Tis plain, the Line de
being capable of being infinitely produc’d, there

may be taken in it as many Points 0, tv z, e, as

you pleafe ; and from a to each of them can a
Right Line be drawn, as in the Figure, which will

divide the Line cd, though but of ~ an Inch in

Length, inro as many Parts as you talce. in the low-
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er Parallel d e. And though the

Divifions in the Line c d do Brill

leffen upwards, yet they can ne-

ver become nothing, becaule no

Line drawn from a to any Part

of de, though never fo remote,

can poffibly ever coincide with the

upper Parallel a b.

See alfo the Learned Mr. Keifs

4th Philofophical Leblure, read in

the Univerlity of Qxon
i
and late-

ly publifh’d.

And that the Parts of Solid Bo-

dies are almoft infinitely fmall, and

that they are capable of being di-

vided wonderful minutely, the

Honourable Mr. Boyle ihews by

thefe Inftances.

i. APiece of Silver Wire was

drawn fo Imall, that the Weight of

but a Grain would reach to 27

Foot or 3 24 Inches in Length ; and

fince an Englifh Inch can eafily be

divided into 200 equal Parts, one

Grain of thft Wire may be divid-

ed into 64800 Parts ; and fince

this Divifion relates only to the

Surface of the Wire, its Solidity

may eafily be conceived to confift of many Millions

of fuch Parts.

2. One of the Oval Cafes of Silk-worms was

drawn out into a Length that much exceeded 300

Yards, and yet weighed but two Grains and an half;

fo that each Cylindrical Grain of that Silk, was at

leaft 120 Yards in Length.

3. A Grain of Leaf Gold Was extended into an

Area of above 50 Inches; and then fuppofing the

Area reduced to a Square, and its Sides divided af-

ter the Manner above-mention’d, i. e. fo that there

be 200 Divifions in an Inch : If parallel Lines be

fuppofed to be drawn through thofe fubtile Divifi-

ons, the Area will be divided into no lefs than two

Millions of little Squares.

4. If you luppofe the Silver Wire mentioned a-

bove to be gilt with Gold (and allow for the Gild-

ing 8 Grains of. Gold to an Ounce of Silver, which

yet is more than is commonly ufed) you will find

an Ounce of Gold may cover as much Wire as will

reach to 1 5 5
i Miles in Length.

5 . By dilfolving One Grain of Crude Copper in

a good Proportion of Spirit of Sal Armotiiack a

deep Blue Colour was produced, and after this a

good Quantity of diftill’d Water was,put to it to di-

lute it, yet fo as that the Blue Colour did ftill re-

main vilible ; and on the comparing the Weight of

the Liquor with the Grain of Copper firft diffolved,

It was found, that Grain was capable of imparting

a fenfible Colour to above 5 13620 times its Bulk of

Liquor.

DIVISION, in general, fignifies the diftributing

or parting of any Whole into its proper Parts, and

Is only a Compendiuruof SubfiraSlion ; for the Di-

vifor is fo many times contain’d in the Dividend
,
as

there ireVnitsm the Quotient
; fo thatfubftradiing

continually the Divifor from the Dividend, and ac-

counting an Unit for each time, the Sum of thofe

Units is the Quotient .

In Divifion theNumber or Quantity to be divided,

is called the Dividend ; that by which you divide,

the Divifor ; and the number of times that the Di-

vidend contains the Divifor, is called the Quotient or

Quote
, and fometimes the Parabola ; the Reafon of

which lee under that Word,

In all Divifion, as one is to the Divifor : : io is

the Quotient to the Dividend ; wherefore though in

whole Numbers the Quotient muft always be lefs

than the Dividend, yet in Fractions it muft always

be greater.

Thus, Jet 36 be divided by 4, the Quotient is 9,

lefsthan36, becaufe, fince 1 : 4 9 : 36; 1 being

lefs than 4, 9 muft alfo be lefs than 36 : But if £

were to be divided by ~, the Quotient will be

much bigger than the Dividend f, becaufe as 1 :
-f

: : f, (i. e.) as 1 : is to the Divifor :: lo is the

Quotient to the Dividend ; but 1 is greater than £

or wherefore -}4 muft alfo be greater than f.

DIVISION in Species or Algebra, is, in general,

the reducing the Dividend and Divifor to the Form
of a Fraction, which Fraction is the Quotient

:

Thus, if a b were to be divided by cd, it muft be

a b „

placed thus, and that Fraction is the Quotient ;

though fome choofe to write it thus, c d) ab, or

a b dr,which laft Mark e d dr is the common Chara-

cter for Divifion»

For the performing the TVork. of Divifion Algebrai-

cally, obferve thefe Rules.

1Jl I{ule. When the Dividend is equal to the Di-

vifor, the Quotient is Unity, and muft be pla-

ced in the Quotient, becaule every thing con-

tains it felf once.

id. fule. When the Quotient is exprefs’d Fracti-

on-ways (as in Simple Divifion) if the fame
Letters are found equally repeated in every

Member of the Numerator and Denominator,
caft away thofe Letters, and the Remainder is

a b abc
the Quotient : Thus, {a, and (c, &c.

3 d. Kile. When there are any Co-efficients, di-

vide them as in common Arithmetick, and
to the Quotients annex the Quantities ex-

360 a b
prefs’d by Letters: Thus,

^
- f 1 5 a.

4th. Kile. The general Way of Divifion of Com-
pound Quantities, is like the ordinary Way in

common Arithmetick, refpecft being bad to the

Rules of Algebraick Addition, Subdu&ion, and
Multiplication ; as alfo, that like Signs give

and unlike—* in the Quotient, taking care

to divide every Part of the Dividend by its

correlponding Divifor (i. e. that whofe Let-

ters fliew it of the fame kind with the other)

to prevent a Fraction which would otherwife

arife :

Thus a ~j~ b) aa-\~ab — ca — cb (a — cf

a a —[— a b

0 6 — ca *— cb
-— ca -— cb

o

That the fame Reafon for like Signs giving a po=

fitive and unlike a negative Quotient, muft hold in

Divifion as well as in Multiplication, is clear from
confidering the Nature of Divifion (which is only

refolving the thing into its Parts) therefore, fince e-

very Dividend is nothing elfe but the Product of

the Divifor and Quotient multiplied by each other,,

H h %
,

the
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the Quotient muft confift of fuch Signs which could

produce the Dividend ; therefore if the Dividend

be divided by a Quantity that hath a fimilar Sign

with it, the Quotient muft be pofitive ; if by a

Quantity having a diffimiiar Sign, it muft be a Ne-
gative.

It may be a General Rule in Compound Diviflon

in Algebra, always to place fuch a Letter in the

Quotient, as will, when multiplied into the Divi-

for, produce the Dividend, for that is always a Re-
ctangle under the Divifor and the Quotient.

An Example of Compound Divifion in Algebra.

1 6) ^ — 8^— 124^—64 te
4 ~b-8^-f 4

8*4 — 124^
8 A*— 128 ft

AKK— 6A
4^— 64

division in whole Numbers is thus perform’d.

1 . To divide by one Figure is very ealy, as fup-

pofe 67 5 9 were to be divided amongft 3 Men, how

much is each Mans Share ? Set the Numbers down

as you fee here ; 3) 6759 (2253.

And then fay, 3 is contained in 6 (the firft Figure

towards the Left-hand of the Dividend) twice ;

wherefore I place 2 in the Quotient ; then I go on

to the next Figure, and fay, 3 is found in 7 twice,

and there is one over : I place 2 in the Quotient a-

cain * and I imagine the one that was over to ftand

before the next Figure 5, which will make it 15 :

Then I enquire how oft I can have the Divifor 3 in

, 5 and finding it juft 5 times, I place 5 in the Quo-

tient. Then I go to the laft Eigure, and ask how

often I can have 3 in 9, which I find to be 3 times,

I write 3 in the Quotient ; and fo the Operation is

over 2253 being the true Quotient, or the number

of Pounds that each Man muft have.

2. When you are to divide a Number by a Di-

vifor that confifts of 2,3, or more Places, the Ope-

ration is more tedious and difficult (it being indeed

the hardeft Leffon in Arithmetick) but yet it may,

with a little Pradice, be readily perform’d thus

;

fuppofe 940488 Crowns were to be divided among

a Ship’s Company confifting of 263 Men, what is

each Man’s Share.

It Set down the Numbers as you fee ; then firft

diftinguifh by a Point a Part ofthe Dividend, which

fliall be greater than, or at

leaft equal to the Divifor,

which is called the Divi-

dual, and is firft to divid-

ed : Then feek how often

you can have 263 in 940,
which, becaufe it is ufually

the hardeft Task to find ex-

actly, obferve carefully this

Rule Firft fay, I can have

2, the firft Figure of the Di-

vifor, 4 times in 9, the firft

of the Dividual, and there

will remain 1, which r I

imagine to ftand before 4,

the fecond Figure of the

Dividual? which will therefore be 14 ; but then

confidering 6, the Figure of the Divifor, I find !
cannot have as I ought, 6 four times in 14 ; where-
fore I conclude I cannot have 363 four times in 940 :

I try next then what will 3 do - and I find I can
have 2 three times, and that there will remain
3, which 3 I imagine to ftand before 4, the fecond
Figure ofthe Dividual, and then it 'will make it 34;
trying therefore with 6, the fecond Figure of the Di-
vifor, I find I can have phat 3 times in 34, and more
than enough will remain to be placed before o, the
laft Figure of the Dividual ; I therefore place 3 in
the Quotient juft after the crooked Line

3
and by

that Figure which is the

2 d. Operation, ! multiply the Divifor 263, and
write the Product 789 orderly under the Dividual
940. Then,

3 dly, I fubftrad the Produd 789 from the Divi-
dual, and there remains 151.

4thly. To which I bring down 4, the next Figure
to the Right Hand of the Dividual, and which, to

ffiew that I have clone with, I mark, by putting a
Point under it ; fo I have now 1 5 14 for a new Divi-
dual. Then do I enquire again, by the Method gi-

ven in the firft Article, how often I can have 263 in

1514, and comparing thofe Numbers rogether ac-

cording to that General Rule, and which a little

Pradice will make very eafy, I find I can have it

but 5 times ; wherefore I put 5 in the Quotient, and
by that multiply my Divifor, and fubfcribe the Pro-
dud 1315 orderly under the laft Dividual. Then I
fubftrad it alfo from thence, and find a Remainder
of 199- tc which Remainder I bring down the next
Figure 8 from the Dividend (having alfo pointed it

there) and then I have 1998 for a new DividuaJ 5
with winch, as before, comparing my Divifor 263,
I find that I can have it but 7 times ; wherefore
placing 7 in the Quotient, by that I multiply the
Divifor 263,and fubfcribing the Produd orderly un-
der the Dividual 1998, fubftrading it alfo from
thence; and to the Remainder, which is 157,
bringing down 8, the laft Fi ure of the Dividend,
I have 1578 for a new Dividual ; with which, com-
paring as before, the Divifor 263, I find, on trial,

that I can have it juft 6 times in it ; fo I write 6 in

the Quotient; by that Figure 6 multiply the Divifor,
1

fubfcribe the Produd 1578 under the Dividual, and
making Subftradion, find no Remainder; where-
fore I conclude the Divifion is ended, and that 3576
is the true Quotient, or Number of Crowns each

Man is to have for his Share.

And this Example, if carefully heeded, will be
fufficientto teach any one the Way of dividing by
more Figures than one ; the feveral Operations of

which Method are briefly fumm’d up in this Latin

Verle,

Die quot, multiplica, fubduc, transferqyfecunduml

The only true Proof of Divifion is by Multiplica-

tion, for the Produd of the Quotient and Divi-

for muft always be equal to the Dividend : Thus,

3576 multiplied by 263, produces 940488, becaufe

what is destroyed by Divifion is reftored by Multi-

plication.

DIVISION Geometrical ox Divifion in Lines, is

called Application ; the Defign of which, when it is

exercifed about the Conftrudionof plain Problems,

is only this, vi%. a Redangle being given, as alfo a

Right Line, to find another Right Line, lo that the

Redangle contained under it, and the Right Line

given, ffiall be equal to the Redangle firft given ;

which EffeBion ox Conftruftion is called the Applica-

tion of a given Redangle to a Right Line given;

%6f) 940488 (35'
t ® «

?89

1315

1998
1841

iS?8
1578
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and the Right Line arifing by fuch Application is

called the Parabola or Geometrical Quotient
,
and may

be found out by the Buie of Three, by making, As

the Line given : Is to one Side of the Redangle :

:

So is the other Side : To the Line fought.

Not unlike to which is D. Cartes’s Way of work-

ing Divifion in Lines by Scale and Compafs: Thus,

fuppofe ac (— 6) were to be divided by a d = 3,

make any Angle at pleafure, and therein fet offfirft

a d (=3) the Divifor, and then on the fame Leg

a u. = to Unity : Then on the other Leg of the An-

gle fet ac (=6) the Dividend, and join d c,

and to it, through u, draw ub\\ to dc, which fhall

cut off ab the Quotient fought j for, as a d :au ::

a c : a b ;
that is, As the Divifor : Is to Unity : :

So is the Dividend : To the Quotient $ on which

depends the Realon of all Divifion.

DIVISION in Decimal Fractions : See Decimal

Fractions.

DIVISION in Vulgar Frailions : See FraBions.

DIVISION of Logarithms : See . Logarithms
,

N°. 7.

DIVISION by Logarithms :See Logarithms^ 0
, 9.

DIVISION of Proportions : Sec Proportions, NR9.
DIVISOR, in Arithmetick, is the dividing Num-

ber, Ihewing how many Parts the Dividend is to be

divided into.

DIVORCE, or Devorce, is, in the Common Law,
a Separation of two Perfons adually married toge-

ther, and therefore is the Solution of the Vinculum
Matrimonii, and is not only-a Men/a fed etiam a
Thoro ; and therefore a Woman thus divorced re-

ceived all again that {he brought with her. This is

only upon a Nullity of the Marriage, upon fome
Effential Impediment, as Confanguinity or Affinity

within the prohibited Degrees, Pre-contra#, Impo-
tency, or fuch like ; of which there are 14 ufually

fumm’d up in thefe Verfes by the Divines and Civi-

lians 5

Error, Conditio, Votum, Cognatio
, Crimen,

Culm, Difparitas, Vis, Ordo, Ligamen
, Honefias,

Si fis Ajfinis ; Ji forte coire nequibis ;

Si Parochi & duplicis deft prafentia Tefiis,

fiapturafit mulier, &c,

DIURESIS, is a Secretion of the Urine by the

Reins, which is done after this Manner ; There
are little Glandules placed near the Emulgent Arte-
ries, wherewith the Serum is feparated from the

Blood, and is conveyed by little Channels (of

which the Subftance of the Reins does principally

confift) to the Caruncul<e PapiUares
,
thence to the

Pelvis, thence to to the Ureters, thence to the Blad-
ders, and fo out of Doors. Blanchard.

DIURETICKS, are thole Medicines which by <

parting, diffolving, and fufing the Blood, do precipi-

tate the Serum by the Reins into the Bladder, Blan,

DIURNAL Motion of a Planet
, is fo many De-

grees and Minutes, &'c. as any Planet moves in 24
Hours 5 alfo the Motion of the Earth about its

Axis (in the Copernican Syflem) is called its Diurnal

Motion
,
which caufes the Vicillitudes of Days and

Nights.

DIURNAL Arch, is the Arch or number of De-
grees that the Sun, Moon or Stars defcribe between

their Riling and Setting,

DIUTURNITY, is the long Continuance or

Duration of any Being,

DIZZYNESS : See Vertigo.

DOCK, is a Pir, great Pond or Creek by the

Side of an Harbour, made convenient to work in,

in order to build or repair Ships, and is of two
forts.

1. A Dry Dock,
,
where the Water is kept out of

the Dock, by great Flood-Gates till the Ship is built

or repaired, but after that, can ealily be let in to

Float and Launch her.

2. A Wet Dock., is any Place in the Ouze out of
the Tide’s way, where a Ship may be haled in,

and fo dock, her felf, or fink her felf a Place to lie in,

DODECADACTYLUM, is the firft of the

fmall Guts, beginning from the Pylorcus of the Sto-

mach, and ending where the Gut Jejunum Begins

:

It is fo called as if it were the Length of the twelve
Fingers, which yet is never obferved in any Men a-
mongft us 1 perhaps the Ancients miftook, from in-

fpedting the Guts of fome Brutes : Tis molt ufually
called Duodenum. Blanchard.

DODECAEDRON : See Regular Bodies. This.
Solid confifts of twelve Quinquangular Pyramids

„

whofe Vertexes or Tops meet in the Center of a
Sphere that is conceived to circumfcnbe this Solid,
and confequently have their Bales and Altitudes e-
qual ; wherefore, having found the Solidity of one
of thofe Pyramids, and multiplied it by the number
of Bafes, (Up. 1 2,) you have the Solidity of this
Dodecaedron.

The following Figure being drawn on Paftboard,
cut halfthrough, and then folded up; will repxefent
a Dodecaedron,

Its Solidity is found by multiplying the Bafe into

f of 1CS Diftance from the Center 12 times : And to
find this Diftance, take theDiftance of two parallel
Faces, the Half is the Height.
DODECAGON, a regular Polygon confifting

?!
twelve equal Sides and Angles : In Fortification

.tis a Place with twelve Baft10ns.. DODE*
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DODECATOMERY : The twelve Signs of the

fodiacf, Aries, Taurus, &c. aie fo called, becaufe

each of them is the twelfth Part of the %pdiack.

DOGMATICK MEDICINE, is a Rational

Pradtice of Phyfick ; Hippocrates was its firft Author,

and after him Galen
j
therefore thofe Phyficians are

called Dogmatical, who, upon the Principles, as they

pretend, of the School Philofophy, rejedt all Medi-

cinal Vertues that they think not reducible to mani-

feft Qualities ; but Galen hath long ago obferved ve-

ry well of fuch Men, that they muft either deny

plain Matter of Fad, or aflign but very poor Rea-

sons and Caufes of many Effedts they pretend to ex-

plain.

DOME, fo the Chymifts call the arched Cover

to their Reverberatory Furnace: See the Figure of

it under that Word, or in Furnace,,

DOME, in Architecture, is a round, vaulted or

arched Root of a Church, or any fuch great Build-

ing.

DOMINICAL LETTER, one of the firft feven

Letters of the Alphabet, wherewith the Sundays are

mark’d throughout the Year in the Almanack,.

To find the Dominical Letter.

Divide the Year, its 4th, and 4 by 7, what’s left

fubftradl from 7, the Letter’s given. A 1, B 2, C3,

D 4, E 5, F6
,
G 7.

Example.

In the Year
_

17 01

The 4th Part, omitting Fractions, is 425
To both which add the Number 4

The Sum is 2130

Which Sum divided by 7, leaves 2 remaining, and

2 from 7 leaves 5, which {hews,the Dominical Let-

ter for the Year 1701, is the Fifth in the Order ofthe

Alphabet, that is, E.

DOMINICUM, Demain, or Demefne, are Lands

not rented to Tenants, but held in Demefne,
or in

the Lord’s own Ufe and Occupation.

DOMO REPARANDA, is a Writ for one a-

gainft his Neighbour, by the Fall of whofe Houfe

he feareth Hurt to his own.

DONJON, in Fortification, is generally taken

for a large Tower or Redoubt of a Fortrefs, where

the Garrifon may Retreat in cafe of Neceffity, and

Capitulate with greater Advantage.

DORICK Order ofArchitecture, was invented by

the Dorians a People of Greece, whence the Name :

If its Columns are Simple and Plain without Pila-

Jiers, Palladio faith they ought to be 7 Modules and

one Half, or 8 Modules high. The Intercolumnia-

tions are to be little lefs than 3 Diameters of the

Column : And this Manner of Building is by Vitru-

vius called Diajlyle.

But if the Columns have Pilafters, their Height,

reckoning Bale and Chapiter, muft be 17 Modules

and a
; and by the by, though the Module in all the

other Pillars be a Diameter divided into 60 equal

Parts, yet in this Order the Module is to be account-

ed but as the Semi-diameter, and is therefore 30

fuch Parts according to Palladio.

This Pillar hath no proper Bafe,which is the Rea-

fon that moftly in the Ancient Buildings you fee

them without any Bafe at all, as in MarceHus his

Temple at Ppme, &c.

But when the Attick Bafe is given it, it much

augments its Beauty, and then the Height of the
Bafe is fo be 4 the Diameter of the Column.
The Capital’s Height alfo ought to be half the

Diameter of the Pillar at the Bale, and the Archi-
dure the fame Height. The Freefe Is a Module and
r in Height, and the Cornice is a Module and

f. The
Triglyph is one Module, and Its Capital the 6th Part
of one j the Metops or Space between Triglyph and
Triglyph, is in Length the” fame with the Height of
the Tryglyph.

This Order being defigned to reprefent Solidity

to us, ought not to be ufed but in great and malfy
Buildings, as the Outfide of Churches and publick
Places.

The Entablature here is more Maffy and Tall
than in the other Order, becaufe the Strength of the
Column is fo much greater, it being ufually ~ of
the Column. The Cornice muft be without any
Foliage or Trimming, and if you allow Modillions,

they muft be Square and Plain.

The Freefe here hath a regular Ornament, which
are the Triglyphs j the Metops or Space between
which fiiould be exadtly Square.

The Architrave of this Pillar hath alfo a peculiar

Ornament, which are certain Pendulous Drops un-
der the Triglyphs, which yet feem as it were to be
faftened to it.

DORMANT, is the Herald’s Term for the Po-
fture of a Lion born Jleeping in any Coat of Arms.
DORSI LONGISSIMUS, is a Mufcle which

arifes in Common with the Sacrolumhalis from the

Spine of the Os Ilium, and the fuperior Part of the

Sacrum, and all the Spines of the Vertebra of the

Loins, Externally Tendiuous, Internally Flefhy : In

its Afcent it is inferred to the Tranfverle Procefles of

the Vertebra of the Loins, and as it marches over

the Iaft Rib this great Mufcle divides its felf into

Two, the Outermoft of which is the Sacrolumhalis,
but the Innermoft next to the Spine is the Longiffi-

mus Dorfi, which afeends with a partly Flefhy and
partly Tendinous Outfide, and Fibres palling fome-

what obliquely outward ; part of which Tendinous
Fibres arile diftindt from the inferior Spines of the

Vertebra of the Thorax and Superior of the Loins,

from which arife fome Flefhy Fibres afeending ob-

liquely inwards, and are inferted to the fifth, fixth,

and leventh Spine of the Thorax, as expreft by Bid-

loo, and called Semi-Spinalis. The other larger Part

of this Mufcle afeending on the Thorax, divides its

felf into many diftindt Flefhy Portions, not much
unlike a Palm Branch, which are inferted in a two-

fold Manner to thetranfverfe Procefs of each Verte-

bra of the Thorax and Tubercle of each Rib, as al-

fo to the tranfverfe Procefles of the Vertebra of the

Neck.
When this and its Partner aefts, they are not only

ferviceable in keeping the Trunk of the Body eredt,

and bending it backwards, but they are alfo ufeful

in Progrelfion, as it may be obferved when either

Leg is moved forwards, this Mufcle on the fame

Side is in Adtion, which feemeth to be advantagi-

ous in rendring the Os Ilium at that time ftable, fo

that the Thigh may be the more commodioully ele-

vated, in regard it is lo moved by a Mufcle arifing

from the Vertebra above the Os Ilium, namely the

Pfoas.

DORSIPAROUS and Dorfferous Plants, are fuch

as are of the Capillary kinds without Stalks, and

bearing their Seeds on the Backfides of their Leaves

:

Thefe are called by fome Botanifts Epiphyllos, and

by ethers Hypophyllofpermce : See Capillary Plants.

DOR-
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DORSUM, or Tergum, the Back, is the hinder

Part of the Thorax ;
but the Dorfum of the Hand or

Boot is their Outfide. Blanchard.

DOSE, is a fet Quantity of Phyfick, being ufu-

ally as much as is given at once.

DOTE ASSIGNANDA, is a Writ that lies for

a Widow, where it is found by Office that the

King’s Tenant was feized of Tenements in Fee or

Fee-Fail at the Day of his Death, &c. and that he

holdeth of the King in chief, &c. for in this Cafe

the Widow cometh into the Chancery,and there mak-

eth Oath that ffie will not marry without the King’s

leave, and hereupon ffie ffiall have this Writ to the

Efcheator.

And this lort of Widow is called the Kjngs

Widow.
BOTE unde nihil habet, is a Writ of Dower that

lieth for the Widow againft the Tenant which bought

Land of her Husband in his Life time, whereof he

was feized lolely in Fee-Simple or Fee-Tail, in fuch

fort as the Ilfue of them both might have inherited

it.

DOUBLE-DESCANT : See Defiant.

DOUBLE Horizontal Dial
,

invented by Mr.

Cugthred, and made of Brafi with a double Gnomon
,

one to ffiew the Hour on the outward Circle, the

other to ffiew the fame Hour in the Stereographies

Projection (drawn on the Plate.) This not only

finds the Meridian, Hour, Ebc. butfhews the Suns

Place, Riling and Setting, Declination, Amplitude,

Altitude and Azimuth, Diurnal Arch, and many

ufeful Propofitions ; and may be very well applied

to the making of Dials.

DOUBLE or Flanked Tenaille : See Tenaille.

DOUBLE-PLEA, in Law, is that wherein the

Defendant alledgeth for himfelf two feveral Mat-

ters in bar of the ACtion, whereof either is fuffici-

ent to effeCt his Defire in debarring the Plaintiff.

And this is not to be admitted in the Common Law,

wherefore it is well to be obferved when a Plea is

double, and when not, for if a Man alledge feveral

Matters, the one nothing depending on the other,

the Plea is accounted Double ; if they be mutually

depending one on another, then it is accounted but

Angle.

DOUBLE-VESSEL, in Chymiftry, is when the

Neck of one Bolt-head or Mdtrafi is put and well

luted into the Neck of another ; and this is ufed

for the Circulation of Spirits, in order to their be-

ing exalted and refined as high as can be : See

Matrafi. Of this there are feveral Figures ; ’tis

fometimes called a Pellican, and alfo Diota.

DOUBLING, in a Military Senfe, is to put two

Ranks or Files of Soldiers into one, fo that when the

Word of Command is Double your Banks, then the

zd, 4th and 6th Ranks are to march up into the

firft, third and fifth, fo that of 6 Ranks they make
but 3, leaving double the Interval there was be-

tween them before, which is not fo when they dou-

ble the half Files, becaufe then 3 Ranks ftand to-

gether, and the 3 others come up to double them,-

that is, the 1, z and 3 are doubled by the 4, $ and

6th, or on the contrary. Double your Files is for

each other to march to that next to it on the Right

or Left, according to the Word of Command, and

then the 6 Ranks are turned into 1 z, the Men {land-

ing 1 z deep, the Diftance between the Files being

now double of what it was before.

DOUCINE, in Architecture, is an Ornament of
the higheft Part of the Cornice

,
or a Moulding cut

in Form of a Wave, half Convex and half Con-
cave.

DOWER, in Common Law, fignifies that which
the Wife bringeth to her Husband in Marriage, call-

ed by fome Maritagium ; but it is taken moll com-
monly for that which ffie hath of her Husband af-

ter the Marriage is determined* if ffie out- live him*
and this is the third Part of all the Lands of which
the Husband was in his Life Time actually feized,

in an Eftate of Fee-Simple or Fee-Taih
DRABLER, a fmall Sail in a Ship, the fame to a

Bonnet (which lee) that a Bonnet is to a Courle*

and is only ufed when the Courfe and Bonnet are

too fhoal to Cloath the Mali.

DRACO, a Conftellation in the Northern He-
mifphere confifting of 33 Stars.

DRACO VOLANS, with the Meteorlogifts, is

a Fat, Heterogeneous, Earthy Meteor, appearing

long and finous* fomething in the Shape of a flying

Dragon ; and this Shape they will have to arife

from the latter Part of the Matter of this Meteor,

being fired with greater Impetuofity than what
comes firft out of the Cloud ; and they fuppofethe

broken Parts of the Cloud, and the Sulphureous

Matter which adheres to them, forms the apparent

Wings of this imaginary Dragon.
DRACUNCULUS, is an Ulcer which eatsthro^,

even a Nerve it {elf. Blanchard„

DRAGON’S Head and Tail, or the Nodes of
the Moon, in Aftronomy, are two Points where the

Orbit of the Moon, which makes with it Angles of

5 degr. cuts the Orbit of the Sun or the EclipticS,
the one of them tends Northwards, the Moon be-

ing there to have North Latitude, and the other

Southwards, where ffie commences South. This her
Deviation from the Ecliptic^ feems, according to

fome Men’s Fancy, to make a Figure like to that

of a Dragon, whofe Belly is where he has the great-

eft Latitude, and the InterfeCiions reprefent the

Head and Tail 5 from which Refemblance 'tis fo

called 4

But Note, Thefe Points abide not always in one
Place, but have a Motion of their own in the %o-
diack, and Retrograde almoft 3 Minutes a Day, and
compleat their Circle in about 19 Years; fo that the
Moon can be but twice in the Ecliptic

S

during her
Menftrual Period, but at all other times will have
Latitude as they call it.

DRAPERY, fignifies, in Painting or Sculpture,’

the Cloathing of any Human Figures, and when
the Folds of Garments hang eafy and natural,

and yet appear ftrong, we fay the Drapery is very
good.

DRASTICK Remedies, are thofe that operate
quickly and effectually.

DRAUGHT CompaJJes, are Compajfies with feve-

ral moveable Points to draw fine Draughts of Charts
p

Maps, Architecture, Fortification
, Dialling,

DRAW, a Ship is faid to draw fo much Water,
according to the Number of Feet ffie finks into it

*

Thus, if fifteen Foot from the Bottom of her be
under Water, or if ffie fink into the Water fifteen

Foot perpendicular, fire is faid to draw fifteen Foot
Water: According as ffie draws more or lefs Water*
ffie is faid to be of more or lefs Draught„

DRAW-BRIDGE, is a Bridge made after the
Manner of a FJo®r, to be drawn up or let down (as

Occafion ferves) before the Gate of a Town of
Caftle.

DRAWING Medicines : See Epifpdiick.

DRIFT-SAIL, in a Ship, is a Sail ufed underWa-
ter 1 its veered out right a-head upon the Sea in a
Storm, having Sheets faftned to it as other Sails have,
its Ufe being to keep the Ship’s Head right upon the
Sea * It’s alfo ufeful to hinder a Ship’s driving with

& Chr-'
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a Current, and fo generally ufed by Filher-Men,e-

fpecially in the North Seas,

DRIP, in Architecture : See Larmier.

DRIVE, a Ship is faid to Drive, when an An-

chor being let fall, it will not hold her fait, but that

fhe fails away with the Tide or Wind ; the beft way
to help with is to veer out more Cable (for the more

Cable ihe has out, the furer and fafer fhe rides) or

elfe to let fall more Anchors.

Alfo when a Ship is a Hull or a Trye, we fay fhe

Drives to Leeward, or in with the Shear* according

the Way fhe makes.

DROPS, in Architecture, the fame with Guttee,

which fee.

DROPSY : See Hydrops.

DRY ; Bodies are called Dry, when the Pores

intercepted between their more ftable Parts are not

filled with any vifible Liquor.

DRY Moat : See Moat.

DUCES TECUM, is a Writ commanding one

to appear at a Day in the Chancery, and to bring

with him fome Evidence, or other thing, that the

Court would view. There is another kind of Duces

tecum directed to the Sheriff, upon return that he

cannot bring hisPrifoner withont danger of Death,

he being adeo Languidus ; then the Court grants a

Habeas Corps in the Nature of a Duces tecum licet

Languidus.

DUCKUP, a Word ufed at Sea by the Steerf-

man, or he that is at Helm, when either Main-Sail,

Fore-Sail, or Sprit-Sail hinder his Sight fo, that he

cannot fee to fleer by a Land Mark or the like, for

then his Word is Duckup the Clew Lines Of thofe

Sails: And as to the Sprit-Sail, when a Shot is to be

made by a Chafe Piece, and the Clew of that Sail

hinders the Sight, they fay, Duckup the Clew Lines

of the Sprit-Sail ; that is, hale the Sail out of the

way.
DUCTILITY, is an eafy yielding Extenfion and

Spreading of the Parts ofany Metal under the Ham-
mer, &c. and this is moft remarkably the Property

of Gold, whofe DuBility is fo great, as to be really

wonderful ; for Mr. Bphault tells us, That Gold

Beaters of one Ounce of Gold, make 2790 fquare

Leaves of Gold, each containing two Inches and ten

Lines ;
and by deducting the Waftes that are cut

off (which amounts to near one half of it) the Sur-

face of every Leaf of Gold will be found to contain

1 1 56 fquare Lines ; fo that all of them joined to-

gether Side by Side, will make a Surface of 3 1 5 5 880

fquare Lines. And if the third Part be added to

this, as a Conflderation for the Lofs in the making,

Twill follow, that Gold Beaters
,
out of oneOunce

of Gold,
beat 4270840 fquare Lines.

DUCTUS ADIPOSI : See Saculi Adipofi.

DUCTUS ALIMENTALIS, fo our moft accu-

rate Anatomift Dr. Tyfon calls the Gula, Stomach

and Inteftines, all which make but one continued

Canal or DuCt : And this DuBus he very truly

makes the proper CharaCteriftick of an Animal, or,

as the Schools would exprefs it, the Proprium Quarto

Modo, for all Animals have this DuCt, and none but

Animals.

DUCTUS BILARIUS, 1 See Poms Bilari-

DUCTUS HEPATlCUS,i this and the

DuBus Syflicus together make the DuBus Communis

Choledocus, which goes obliquely to the lower End

of .the Duodenum, or Beginning of the Jejunum,

and after it hath pierced the firft Coat, it runs near

two Fingers Breadth between the Coat before it o-

pens into the Cavity of the Inteftine, which ob-

lique In feition ferves inftead of a Valve to hinder .

the return of the Bile into it again.
|

DUCTUS CHYLIEERUS, is a Veffel, in the

lower Part whereof, called the Beceptaculum Chaliy
,

all the LaBeal Veins, and many Lymphsedudts, are

terminated. It arifes about the Kidney on the Left
Side, andafeending along the Thorax near the great

Artery, ends at the Subclavian Vein on the LeftSide.

It is furniftied with feveral Valves, that the Matter
which afeends by it may not fall down again betwixt
the fourth and fixth Vertebra : It is varioufly forked
or divided. It’s Ufe is to convey the Chyle and
Lympha from the lower Parts to the Heart. This
Dudtis alfo fometimes called the DuBus Communis
Lymphrum

, becaufe the Lymphatick Velfels difeharge

themfelves into it, and very ufually DuBus Tho-
racius.

DUCTUS CYSTICUS, is a Pipe going from
the Neck of the Gall Bladder to that Part where the

Poms Bilarius joins it ; T is ofthe Bignefs ofaGoofe
Quill ; it goes not in a ftraight Line, but as it were
depreft by the Liver ; feveral fmall Bilary Dudts
open into it, and its inner Membrane hath many
Wrinkles, which retard the Motion of the Bile.

DUCTUS PANCREATICUS, is a little Chan-
nel which arifes fram the Pancreas or Sweet-bread,

running all along the Middle of it, and is inferted

into the Duodenum, near, or not far off, the Paffage

which conveys the Bile : It carries a Juice, which
it difeharges into the Duodenum, to ferment and vo-
latize the Meat from the Acid Ferment of the Sto-

mach and the Mixture of the Gall. The Learned
Dr. Graaf got a Juice out of if that was fomething

acid ; though others doubt of it, and of many Dif-

eafes which Silvius attributes to the Effervescency

of this acid pancreatick Juice with the Gall in the

Duodenum. However there is fometimes an acid

Juice found in it, and often a fait and auftere, bat
frequently an infipid Liquor. This Canal was firft

found by Virtfungus, and is frequently from him
called the DuBus Virtfungianus.

DUCTUS RORIFERUS, (fo the Noble Bit-

Jius calls it) the fame with DuBus Chyliferus.

DU< TUS SALIVARES, otSaUvarii, are Paf-

fages which proceeding from the Maxillary Glandu-

les or Parotides
,
go as far as the Jaws and Sides of

the Tongue, where they emit the Juice we call Spit-

tle, which conduces to the better chewing and
{wallowing of folid Meat, and much to its Fermen-
tation to. Stem was the firft who difeovered the

DuBus Salivaris exterior, as he tells us in his Book
De Mufculis.

DUCTUS THORACIUS : See DuBus Chylife-

rus

DUCTUS UMBILICALIS: See Funiculus.

DUCTUS URINARIUS: SeeVreters.

DUELLISTS, fo Mr. Boyle calls the two Princi-

ples of thole Chymical Philolophers,who will needs

explicate all the Phenomena of Nature from the

Dodtrineof Alkali and Acid, and the fuppofed Ho-

fiility that there is between them, fo that whenever

they meet, they do as it were engage and fight a

Phyfical Duel.

DULCIFIED Spirit of Sal Armoniacl^ : See in

Volatile Spirit of Sal Armoniaclb
DULCIFY, when equal Parts of Spirit of Wine,’

and any acid Menftruum, fuch as Spirit of Salt,

Nitre, Vitriol, &c. are digefted together for 3 or 4
Day’s Time ,

the Chymifts call it Dulcifying the

Acid Spirit ; and after that ’tis called Spiritus Salis,

Nitri, Vitrioli Dulcis, &c.

DUM fuit infra cetatem, is a Writ which lies for

him that before he came to his full Age, made a

Feoffment of his Land in Fee, or for Term ot Life,

or
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in Tail, to recover them again from him to whom
he conveyed them.

DUM nonfuit combos mentis, is a "Writ that lieth

againft the Alienee or Leffee, for him that not be-

ing of found Memory, did alien any Land or Te-

nements in Fee-Simple, or for Term of Life, Fee-

Tail, or for Years.

DUODENUM, is the firft of the Inteftines or

Guts, and is about ix Finger’s Breadth long ; ’tis

continued to the Pylorus, from which turning down-

wards, it runs under the Stomach immediately a-

bove the Vertebra towards the Left Side, and ends

at the Firft of the Windings under the Colon : At

its lower End there are two Pipes or Canals which

open into its Cavity, one from the Liver and Gall

Bladder, called the Duftus choledochus communis, the

other from the Pancreas,called the Ductus Pancreati-

cut. This Inteftine differs from the Jejunum and

Ileum, in that its Paffage is ftraighter and its Coats

are thicker.

DUPLICATE PROPORTION, or patio, muk
be well diftinguifhed from Double : In a Series of

Geometrical Proportionals,the Firft Term to the Third

Is faid to be in a Duplicate Patio of the Firft to the

Second, or as its Square is to the Square' of the Se-

cond : Thus in z, 4, 8, 1 6. the Patio of a to 8 is

Duplicate of that of x to 4, or as the Square of x

ro the Square of 4 j wherefore Duplicate Patio is the

Proportion of Squares, as Triplicate is of Cubes, &c.

and the patio of x to 8 is laid to be compounded

of that of x to 4, and of 4 to 8.

DUPLICATION, is the doubling of anything,

©r multiplying of it by z ;
alfo the folding of any

thing back again on its felf.

DURABLE FORTIFICATION : See Fortifi-

cation.

DURA ABATER : See Mater Dura.

DURATION, is the Idea which we have of the

Continuation of the Exiftence of any thing, and is

the fame thing with Time, when this is mathema-
tically and abfolutely confidered ; but the vulgar

Time is the Meafure of this Duration taken from

the Motion of the Heavenly Bodies, &c.

Mr. Loqk. defines Duration to be the Idea which
we have of perilhing Diftance, of which no two
Parts exift together.

DURESSE, a Term in Law, fignifyinga Plea

ufed byway of Exception by him, that being caft

into Prifon at a Mans Suit, or otherwife by Beat-

ing or Threats hardly ufed, doth unwillingly feal

unto him a Bond during his Reftraiht ; for the Law
holdeth fuch Specialty void, but rather fuppofeth it

to be by Conftraint, and DureJJe pleaded ftiall avoid
the Adtion. '

,

DYALLING, is the Art ofdeferibing Hour-Lines
truly on any given Plane, fo as thereby to fhew
the Hour of the Day when the Sun ftiines.

It is founded pn this Suppofftion, That the whole
Earth is but a Point in comparifon of the Magnus
Orbis, or the Sphere of the Sun’s Motion round it

{or of it round the Sun ; ) and therefore the Hour
Lines drawn on any Plane, are in Effecft the fame
with thofe right Lines produced by the mutual Xn-
terfedtion of a great Circle of the Sphere, parallel

to the Plane of the Dyal, and to the Planes of the
feveral Hour Circles.

For the Plane of every Dyal is parallel to fome
greater Circle of the Sphere, which is a$ far From
the Plane ofthe Dyal, as is the Point affigned for
the Apex or Point of the Style.

The Situation therefore of the Plane is the firft

thing to be confidered, and this, properly fpeaking,
isonly in refpedt of the Horizon or the Meridiane

In Reference to the Horizon, if a Plane lie exr
adily parallel to it, it is called properly an Horizontal.

Plane, and the Dyal drawn on It an Horizontal

Dyal.

If the Plane be perpendicular td the Horizon,
as

all thofe of Wills are fuppofed to be, the Dyal de-

feribed on it is called an Ereft mural Dyal : If the

Plane be oblique to the Horizon, it either hangs over

towards you, making an acute Angle with it, and
then ’tis called an inclining Plane, or elfe it falls off

backward from it, making an obtufe Angle with it,

and then tis called a fieclining Plane j and if it re-

cline back equal to the Complement ofthe Latitude

of the Place, it lies in the Plane of the Equinodti -

al, and is called therefore an EquinoBial Dyal.

In refpedt of the Meridian, a Plane is either Di-
reft or Declining. The Plane of a Dyal is Direft,
when it refpedts one of the 4 Cardinal Points Direft-
ly, or when ’tis either parallel to the Meridian', as

are all diredt Eaft or Wed Dyals (which therefore

are properly called Meridional) or perpendicular to it,

as are all Direct, Erect North and South Dyals, which,
becaufe they lie in the Plane of the Prime Vertical

Circle, are rightly called Vertical Dyals by moft Au-
thors.

The Plane of a Dyal is Declining, when it is not
diredtly oppofite to any of the four Cardinal Points,

but declines or deviates fome way form the Meridi-
an or the Prime Vertical Circle.

The Fundamental Scheme for Dyailing, is the
Projection of the Sphere on the Plane of any par-
ticular Horizon, which you will find how to make,
under the Word Projection.

To find upon any Dyal whether the Parallels of
the Sun’s Courfes, &c. will be Parabola s, Hyperbo-
la's, Ellipfes or Circles

.

The Stile of a Dyal being look’d upon as the
Earth’s Axis, therefore upon any Point thereof {as
c) which being defigned for the Point to trace the
Parallel by, project the Sphere.

Then the Sun being in any ofthe Parallels of De~’
cllnation, for Inftance, as A B the Tropic/^ of Can-

&
‘ Xi:

cer, will carf the Shadow of the Point 0 (the EartH
9

!
Center) in a ftraight Line, fo that when the Sdti
hath performed one Diurnal Revolution, the Sha-
dow of the Point doth trace a Conical Surface CDB
whofe Vertex is G, and is firfiiiar to the Cone,
ABCi No\y the Lines CD, CE, C A, C B of
thefe Cones, may be conceived to be infinitely ex-
tended.

1. Theft, whatever Plane is parallel td the Safe
of the Cone D E of A B, the Shadow of the Point:
c will deferibe upon that Plane a Circle.

?!
- *.

H
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z. If any Plane cut either of thefe Cones parallel

to either of the Sides, the Shadow of the Point C
willdeferibe upon that Plane a Parabola.

3. If a Plane cut the Cone, and likewife dhe of

its Sides produced beyond the Vertex, the Shadow
of the Point c will deferibe upon that Plane an Hy-

perbola.

As here the Plane A B cuts the Cone DC E, and

alfo the Side D C produced to therefore the Pa-

rallels upon that Plane are Hyperbolas.

4. if a Plane cuts both Sides of 'the Cone under

the Vertex, the Shadow of the Point C will de-

feribe upon that Plane mEJMpJis.

DYE* in ‘Archite&ure, is the Middle of the Pe-

deftal, o/Ahat Part which lies between the Bafe

and the Cornice ; being lb named, becaufe it is

frequently made in the Form of a Cube or Dye, and

is alfo called Dado by the Italians.

DYPTERON, or a Dypterlik. Figure or Order
of Pillars in Architecture, is where the Temple, E-

difice, &c. is environed round with a two-fold Range
of Pillars in the Form of a Double Portico. This

Vitruvius tells us, Ch. 1. Book_ 3. was the Figure of

the wonderful Temple of Diana at Ephefus, which

was above 200 Years in Building, all Afia contri-

buting to its Expence % Thefe Columns were all of
Marble, and 70 Feet high.

^
DYSESTHESIA, is a Difficulty of, or Fault in

Senfation. Blanchard.

DYSCRACY or Intemperature, is when lome
Humour or Quality over-abounds in the Body.

Blanchard.

DYSENTERY, is a Loofenels accompanied with

Gripings in the Belly, wherein Bloody and' Puru-

lent Excrements, and fometimes Membranous Pie-

ces of the Inteftines to are excerned, always, or ve-
ry frequently, attended with a continual Fever and
a Drought. Blanchard.

DYSEPULOTICA, are great Ulcers beyond
Cure. Blanchard.

DYSOREXIA, a want of Appetite, proceed-
ing from an ill Difpofition or dimindhed A&ion of
the Stomach. Blanchard

.

DYSPATHY, is an Impatient Temper, or a
Languiftiing under fome grievous JDifeafe or Trou-
ble of Mind. Blanchard.

DYSPEPSIA, is a Difficulty; of Digeftion, or
Fermentation in the Stomach and Guts. Blanchard.
DYSPHONIA, is a Difficulty of Speech from an

ill Difpofition of the Organs. Blanchard.

DYSPNOEA, is a Difficul ty ofBreathing, where-
in the Breath is drawn often and thick, occafioned

by the Stuffing of the Lungs. Blanchard.

DYSTHERAPEUTA, are Difeafes of difficult

Cure. Blanchard.

DYSTHRIACHISIS, is ia continual Defluxion
of Tears from the pricking of Hairs in the Eye-lids
which grow under the Natural Hairs. Blanchard'.

DYSTICHIA, is a doublle row of Hair on the
Eye-lids. Blanchard.

DYSTOCIA,is a Difficult] r of bringing forth; or a
preternatural Birth ; as whe# 1 the Foetus comes forth
obliquely, tranfverle, or wit h its Feet foremoft, or
when the Paflages are ftrt titned by Inflammation
or otherwife, or when the Fietus is very large, weak,
fat, or dead. Blanchard.,

DYSTRICHIASIS, is Ivhen the Hairs grow in-

verfe. Blanchard.

DY3URIA, is a Dif ficyJty of Uriffe, proceeding-

from an ill Difpofition cf the Organs, or from an
Obftrucftion ofthem b y dhe Stone, GrhTel, or Vif-

cous Clammy Humou rs, accompanied with an Heat
of the Urine. Bland bard.

EAR

EAR. This curious Inftrument of Hearing, is

divided into the External and Internal Ear.

The
EAR External, is compofed of a Cartilage cover-

ed with a Skin very delicate, under which you meet

with another Nervous Tegument that immediately

embraces the whole Cartilage ; which, after fome

few Folds, terminates in that part of the Ear which

is called the Concha, for its Refemblance to the En-

trance of a fmall Shell : Befides thefe, it hath two
Mufcles ;

The Firft is made up of certain Carneous Fibres

fixt to that part of the Pericranium that covers the

Mufculous Crotaphytes, and defeends in a ftraight

Line to .infert it telf at the upper part of the fecond

Folding of the Ear.

The Second likewife confifts of five or fix Carne-

ous Fibres, that take their Rife from the Upper and

foremoft part of the Apophyfes Mafioides, and de-

fending obliquely for about an Inch, terminate at

the Middle of the Concha.

Arteries it hath from the Carotides
,
one Branch

of which paffeth behind, and the other before ; and

the Diftribution of thefe is attended by Veins from

the External Jugular.

The Hole of the Ear, is a Tube reaching from

the Concha to the Tympanum„ and confifts partly of

F£ A R

a Cartilage, and p? trtly of a Bone, the Skin that co-

vers it is furnifhed 1 with an infinite Number ofGlan-
dules of a yellowil /h Colour, each of which hath
its Tube opening into the Cavity of the Ear, and
fending forth that yellow glewy Subftance, which is

commonly found there : At the End of this PafTage

is leated the Men abrane, called the Tympanum, or

Drum, being alir 10ft round, dry, thin, and tranfpa-

rent, and is inch; ifed in a Channel cut in the Bone
at the End of th e Tube.

After this M embrane fucceeds a Cavity called

the Barrel, frotr 1 the likenefs it has to the Barrel of a
Drum, being or

t the Sides encompafled by the Bone,

doled before by that Membrane, and behind by
the Surface of the Os Petrofum. This Barrel con-

tains in it two Channels, two Apertures, four Bones,
three Mufcles, and one Branch of the Nerve.

^

The Chann el thait goes from the Ear to the Palate,

is called the A quedutX.
TheApem ires, or r Windows, are fituated in the

Superficies of .“the O* Petrofum, oppofite to the Tym-
panum-, the fughefle is the Oval-Window ,

in the

Bottom of vt rhieh is a Email Edge whereon the Bafis

of the' Incus xefts ; thei other
,
which is called the

Round-Window, h as ,a fmall Channel, in which
is fet a very* fine, d .ryy ,and diaphanous Membrane,
like chat.of the Tynipann.^
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The firft of the Bones is called Malleus, whole

Length is about T
4
r of an Inch, the Diameter of its

,

greadth is pn^ Third of its Length.

The Second is the Incus, the longeft of whole

Legs is. joined to the Stapes by the Mediation of the

fourth Bone, :

. , soooo

Of the three Mufcles which .are contained inRus

jCavity, two belong to the Malleus, the Third to the

Sump#.- The Braticfcof the Nerve which

paifes behind the Tympanum, has been taken by

home' forAbe Tendon of the Mui'cle of the Malleus,

and is .a .Branch of the fifth Pair.

The two 'Windows open , intp.a .Cavity which is I

hewnin xhzMsiP.etrofum called -the Labyrinth, divi-

ded llikewife,into three Parts, the Entry of the
\

ii'abynnthf .theithree Semi-circular Canals, and the !

Concha. :.aks. ;
'

, a ; i fA..j

The Entry of the Labyrinth is firuated Behind

the Oval Window, and hath nine Apertures,

4he Oval ope, rand;the Right one,.,the. fi|ft of which

-leads into the upper Part of the Concha
;
five belong

nodhe Semi-eircular Canals, and the two faft tranf-

•mit two -Branches of the foftcr Portions of, the Au-

-ditory Nsrpe.yi&c.
'

, u >-U .-..-7'

Thz ExlewM 'Ear colleds , the’-Spunds, and aug-

•.ments: the Imprclltpn by the various Reflexions the

Voice undergoes ip - its Paffage thro' the Folds of it.

The jlife of the Mutcles is, thought, to contraX or

dilate the Concha, as- the Tremblings of the.: Air are

dtrong.orweak. .h.;

, Jn, the InternaLEar the Tympanum, is ftretphed and

made flack again by the Mufcles of the Maljeus; in

the Tenfion of it both Mufcles aX, but in the Relax-

tion, only the External, whole AXion it is to re-

duce; it from a Concave to
.
a Rain, as is manifeft

from; the Infertion of the Mufcles ; the Determinar

rion of which AXion proceeds from die various Di*

fpolitions and Appulfe of the , ObjcXs, as afharp

Note is caufedby a Body,whofe Parts are fo difpo-

Led, as to be capable of very quick Vibrations,

which they as fuddeniy imprefs on the Air : On thq

contrary, the flat Note proceeds
,
from the

.
floweij

Strokes of a Body, with Parts that can only be io a-j

gitated ; to which Differences the Tympanum readi-j

ly complies, and does, asit were, pupon their par-

ticular CharaXer ; this is delivered thence, to the

Malleus,, and fo forward, till at laft the,fame Flu-

. Xuation is caufed in the Os Petrojum, and in, the La-

tsbyrintb.

The AquiduX ferves chiefly for the Ingrcfs and

. Egrefs of Air to and from the Cavity, into, which

it opens.

From the Communication of the harder Portion

of the Auditory Nerve, with the Branches of the

, Fifth Pair, which are diftributed to the Organs of

• the Voice, proceeds that Sympathy between Speak-

ing and Hearing. From the Communication of o-

ther Nerves follow the Motions of the Body, and
even of the- Spirits, which often accompany the

Sounds we hear ; as in the . EffeXs of Mufitl^,

&C. \

EARING, aboard a Ship, is that Part of the Bolt-

Rope for Rope wherein the Sail is fewed) which
at the four Corners of the Sail is left open in the

Form of a Ring : The two uppermoft of which
' four Earings are put over the Yard-Arms to fatten

the Sail to the Yard.; and into the lower Earings

the Tacks and Sheets are feized, or, as they call it,

are there bent unto the Clew.

EARTH : The Surface of the.whole Earth Mr.
Kjil, in his Examination of Drv Burnet s Theory,

makes to be 1 70981 01 2 Italian Miles, and the Ita-

lian Mile is little lefs than the Englijh one.

EAR
The Ambit of the Earth (or the Circumference

of a Great Circle of it) according to the French

Mealures, is 123249600 Paris Feet, of' 2464924
Englijh Miles.

The Mean Semi-diameter of the Earth is

196158000 Paris Feet, or 3933 Miles (of 5000
Feet to a Mile;

)
But the Earth is higher at the ,E-

quator than at the Poles by 82500 Feet, or 17
Miles.

So that the Radius of the Earth may betaken in

a round Number as 200000000 Feet.

The Solid Content of the, Globe of the whole

Earth is .30000 000000 ,00,0000 000000 Cubick
Feet,

•
•

" ;

1 c

Acppf4i-ng to .
Mr.: Caffiii, the E^h-s greateft

Pittance from the Sun "is 223^4,' mean pittance

22000, and leaft Pittance 8022 Semi-diameters of

the Earth.

On Suppofition that the Sun’s Parallax be 32 Se-

conds, wliich is a Mean between 40 Seconds and

24 Seconds, the Earth’s mean Pittance from the

Sun will be 54000000 of Miles. Mr. PKhifton.

Sr. If.Newton takes the Eartit’s Diameter,feen from

the Sun, to be 24 Seconds, and confequently the

Sun’s Parallax to be 12 Seconds ; which agrees

with our Accurate Aftronomer Mr. Flanjlead, and
Horroxs Obfcrvations

;

',
and, then the Pittance from

the Earth to the Sun will be much greater.

The Figure of our Earth is mott probably that of
an Oblate Spheroid, fwclling out towards the Equa-
torial Parts, and flatted or contraXed towards the

Poles ; fo that the Diameter of it at the. Equator, is

longer, than the Axis by about 34 Miles, according

to Sr. If. Newton ; for the Polar Diameter or Axis :

Is to the Equatorial one :: As 689 : To 692,.

If the Earth were ever in a Fluid State, its Re-
volution round its Axis mutt neceffarily make it

put on fuch a Figure ; becaufe near the Equatorial

Parts muft needs be the greareft Centrifugal Force,

and confequently there the Fluid would rife and
{well mott.

And that it fliould be fo now, feems ncceffary to

keep the Sea in the EquinoXial Regionffrom over-

flowing the
:
Earth thereabouts.

Experiments alfo made on Pendulums, which re-

quire different Lengths to fwing Seconds here, and
at ;he Equator, prove the fame thing*

And if whap Mr. CaJJjni fays, in Philofophical

TranfaElions, Numb. 278. is certain from Experience,
.vi%. that the Degrees of one and the fame Meridian
on the Earth, increale about Part as yoti go
Southward, or are longer towards the Equator in

any Proportion, then the Earth mutt needs, be of
fuch a Figure ; as indeed is that of Jupiter, as ap-

pears from Obfervation.

The Learned Dr. Gregory
,
in his Aftronomia Geo-

metrica & Phyfica, Prop. 5 2. Lib. 3. fhews a Me-
thod to determine the Figure of the Earth exaXly,
and to find the Ratio of the Axis of it to its Equa-
torial Diameter: And demonftrates. That the

Earth muft be of the Figure now mentioned, vi%.

an Oblate Spheroid,

He fhews alfo, That the Prolate Spheroidical Fi-

gure of the Earth, is the Reafon both of the Re-
ceflionof the EquinoXial Points; and alfo, That
the Earth’s Axis doth twice every Year change its

Inclination to the Ecliptick, and as often return

back again to its former Pofition. Aftron . Pag. 77.
Lib. 1 Prop. 64.

The Earth’s mean Revolution, in reipeX of the

fix’d Stars, is 23 Hours, 56 Minutes.

I 1 - 2 Captain,
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Captain Halley

r
in his Obfervation of Mercury in ! Time of the Sun is by the Rule ofThree difcoverable

the Sun at St. Helena
, 1677. tells us, That the An- \ thus ;

nual Motion of the Earth is fo exceeding fwift, as
|

As the Cube of the Meow’s Diftance,, 4.6 equal to
far to exceed that of a Bullet (hot out of a Cannon,
and to be after the Rate of 3 Englijh Miles and an

half in a Second, which is 210 Miles in a Minute,

and 12660 Miles in an Hour.
The Axis of the Earth is inclined to that of the

Ecliptick, in an Angle of 66 Degrees 30 Mi-
nutes.

And tho’ in one Annual Revolution, its Axis ap-

pears to keep exactly parallel to it felf ; yet in many
Years this Polition becomes fenfibly changed. Greg.

Ajlron.

The Earth doth nor deferibe an Orbit round the

Sun properly by her own Center, but by the Com-

mon Center of Gravity of the Earth and the Moon.

And this is the Reafon ofthe Inequality of the Earth’s

Motion. Greg. Aftron.

The Earth’s Horizontal Parallax to an Eye at the

Sun’s Surface will be 16 Minutes, the Half of the

Sun’s apparent Diameter.

Our moll Accurate Aftronomer Mr. Flamfleed,

found the Diftance of the Pole-Star from the Pole

to be greater about the Summer Solftice than at the

Winter, by about 40 or 45 Seconds; and this he

faith, he confirmed by repeated Obfervations, made
for above feven Years fucCeflively, as he acquaints

Dr. Wallis in a Latin Letterto him in the Year 1 698,

which Letter is publilhed in the Third Volume of

Dr. Wallis's Latin Works : And fince that he hath

told me. That he finds a fenfible Annual Parallax in

others of the fixed Stars, as well as that ; and from

thence he concludes (I think very juftly) that the

Earth muft move Annually round the Sun.

As to the Realon of the Parallelifm of the Earth’s

Axis in all Parts of its Annual Orbit, fee the

Word Parallelifm.

That the Earth is nearer to the Sun in December

,

than it is in June-, and confequently, that its Peri-

helion is in the Month of December is plain.

Firft, Becaufe the Sun’s apparent Diameter is

then greater than at Midfummer.

And alfo, Beaufe the Earth moves much fwifter

then, by one 25 th Part, than at Midfummer.

And from hence it is, that there are about eight

Days more in the Summer Half-Year, from March

to September, than in the Winter, from September to

March.

Mr. Whifon, in his Lemmata, proves very eafily,

That the Annual Motion belongs to the Earth about

the Sun, not to the Sun about the Earth.

From when from the Moons Orbit, and the Pla-

net's Orbits, and Periodical Times, ’tis certain, That

the Law of Gravitation towards the Earth and to-

wards the Sun is the fame ; and by confequence, aH

the Periodical Times of Bodies revolving about each

of them, are in the fame Proportion to one another,

compared with their feveral Diftances from each of

them : On'which Hypothefis this Proportion fuits the

Phenomena of Nature, the lame muft be the true

one, and to be fully acquiefc’d in .

Now ’tis known, That on the Hypothefis of the

Earth's Annual Motion, her Periodical Time exaiftly

fuits, and is fo between that of Mars andWenus, es

the Proportion oblerved through the whole Syjlcm ;

but on the other Hypothefis ’tis enormoufly different:

For when the Moon undoubtedly, and on this Hy-

pothefis, the Sun alfo revolves about our Earth;

and when the Diftance of the Sun is to that of the

Moon, as about 1 0000 to 46 ; and the Moon s Pe-

riodical Time lefs than 28 Days ; the Periodical

97336 : To (the Cube of the SunsDiftance 10000
equal to 1000000000000, or almoft as 1 to
10000000) :: So muft the Square of the Moons Pei
riodical Time, 28 Days equal to 784 : Be to the
Squareof the Suns Periodical Time, 7840000000,
whofe Square Root 88204, are Days alfo, equal to
242 Years.

So that on the Hypothefis of the Sun’s Revolution
about the Earth, its Periodical Timemuft undoubt-
edly be 242 Years, which all Experience attefts
to be but a fingle one : So that the Controverfy be-
tween the Ptolemaic/^and Pythagorean Syferns of the
World, is to a Demonftration determined, and the
Earth's Annual Motion for ever unqueftionably e-

ftablifhed.

N. B. This Computation is upon a Supposition,'

that the Suns Horizontal Parallax is 32 Se-
conds, which Mr. Whiflon takes as a middle
Rate : But if you fuppofe it to be but 1 o Se-
conds, which agrees much better with the Ob-
fervations of our greateft Aftronomers, Mr.
Elamfiead and Mr. Cajfmi, who both make the
Sun to be diftant from us 11000 Semi-diame-
ters ofour Earth ; then the Sun’s Motion thro*
the Magnus Orbis, will be found not to be
performed in lefs than 597,3 Years, as
ny one may eafily find by Calculation,
above.

a-

as

He tells us alfo. Lemma 5 6. That if our Earth
once revolved about the Sun in a Circular Orbit,
whole Semi-diameter were equal to the Earths O-
riginal Diftance from the Sun, 6 Degrees paft its

Perihelion, the Annual Period was exadtly equal to
1 2 Synodical or 13 Periodical Months. ’Tis evi-
dent, that 1 2 Synodical, or 13 Periodical Months,
(equal to each other in this Cafe) are 355 Days, 4
Hours, 19 Minutes. ’Tis alfo evident, that the
Eccentricity of the Earth’s Orbit, or the Diftance
between the Focus aud Center of its Ellipfs, was, ac-
cording to the ancient Aftronomers, Hipparchus and
Ptolomy, Tv~ of the intire middle Diftance. By
the Moderns ’tis found fomewhat lefs, (and thofe
who know Sir If Newton's Philofophy, will eafily al-

low of fome Diverfity in different Ages) by Tycho

’twas determined to be near
; by Cajfmi fince

and laft of all, by our moft Accurate Obferver
Mr. Flamfiead or near rU~, as Cajfmi had0.0 oo> TVc
before determined.

AH which confidered, we may very juftly take
the Middle between the Ancient and Modern Eccen-
tricity, ~4t, for the true Original one, and about

for the Difference

Circular

84 6
I o o o 9

or more nicely T.

between the Ancient Semi-diameter of the
Orbit, and the middle Diftance in the prefent E
cliptick one ; the Point of Acceleration being a-
bout 6 Degrees paft the Perihelion, not juft at it.

Then, by the Golden fule, As the Cube of 1 00000
(the middle Diftance in the Edipfis) : To the Cube of
98154, (the Semi-diameter of the Ancient Circle) :

:

So i§ the Square of 525949, (the Number of Mi-
nutes in our prefent Solar Year) : To the Square of
the Number of Minutes in the Ancient Solar Year,
whofe Root being 511459 Minutes, or 355 Days,

4 Hours, 1 9 Minutes, appears to be exadly and
furprifingly equal to the Lunar Year beforemention-
ed.

Upon



Upon this Hypothecs the Ancient, Solar and Lu-

nar Year were exactly commenfurate and equal

;

and 1 1 Days, i Hour, 30 Minutes fhorter than the

prefent Solar Year.

EARTH, which the Chymifts call Terra Damna-

ta, and Caput Mortuum

,

is thelaftof the five Chy-

mical Principles, and is that which remains after all

the other Principles are extra&ed by Diftillation,

Calcination, &c.

EARTH-BAGS, in Fortification, the fame with

Canvas-Bags, which fee.

EARTHQUAKES : Mr. J397A thinks that Earth-

quakes are often occafioned by the fudden fall of

Ponderous Maffes in the Hollow Parts of the Earth,

whereby thofe terrible Shocks and Shakings are

produced.

The Learned Dr. Woodward, in his Effay towards

a Natural Hiftory of the Earth, gives the following

Account of Earthquakes', which is much the belt of

any I have feen.

He fuppofes the Subterranean Heat or Fire,

which is continually elevating Water out of the

Abyfs, tofurnilh the Earth with Rain, Dew,. Springs

and Rivers, when it is flopped in any Part of the

Earth, and fo diverted from its ordinary Courfe by

fome accidental Glut or Obftru&ioh in the Pores or,

Paffages through which it ufed to afcend to the Sur-

face, becomes by this means preternaturally alfem-

bled,in a greater quantity thanufual, into one Place j

and therefore caufes a great Rarifadtion and Intu-

mefcence of the Water of the Abyfs, putting it into®

Very great Commotions and Diforders, and at the
j

fame time making the like Effort on the Earth,which

is expanded upon the Face of the Abyfs ; and that

this Occafions that Agitation and Concufllon of it,

which we call an Earthquake,

That this Effort is in fome Earthquakes fo vehe-

ment, that it fplits and tears the Earth,making Cracks,

and Chafms in it fome Miles in length, which open

at the Inftant of the Shock, and clofe again in the

Intervals betwixt them ; nay, ’tis fometimes fo ex-

treamly violent, that it plainly forces the fuper- in-

cumbent Strata, breaks them all throughout, and
thereby perfectly undermines and ruins the Foun-
dation of them ; fo that thefe failing, the whole Tract,

affoon as ever the Shock is over, finks down to

rights into the Abyls underneath, and is fwallowed

up by it, the Water thereof immediately rifing up,

and forming a Lake in the Place where the faid Trad:
before was.

That feveral confiderable Tradls of Land, and
fome with Cities and Towns (landing upon them $

as alfo whole Mountains, many of them very large,

and of great Height, have been thus totally fwal-

low’d up.

That this Effort being made in all Directions in-

differently, upwards, downwards and on every fide,

the Fire dilating and expanding on all Hands, and
endeavouring proportionably to the Quantity and
Strength of it, to get Room, and make its way thro’

all Obftacles, falls as foul upon the Water of the A-
hyfs beneath, as upon the Earth above, forcing it

forth which way foever it can find Vent orPaffage,

as well through its ordinary Exits, Wells, Springs,

and the Outlets of fivers ; as through the Chafms
then newly open’d ; through the Camini or Spiracles

of JEtnd, or other near Vulcano s • and thofe Hia-
tus at the Bottom of the Sea, whereby the Abyfs
below opens into it, and communicates with it.

That as the Water refident in the Abyfs, is, in all

Farts of it, ftored with a confiderable Quantity of
Heat, and more efpecially in thofe where thefe ex-
traordinary Aggregations of this Fire happens

5 fo

likewife is the Water which is thus forced out of
it, inlomuch that when thrown forth, and mixed
with the Waters of Wells, of Springs, of Efvers, and
the Sea, it renders them very fenfibly hot

That it is ufually expelled forth in vaft Qhahfities,
and with great Impetuofity, infomuch that it hath;

been feen to fpout out of deep Wells, and fly forth

at the Tops of them upon the Face of the Ground |

with like Rapidity Comes it out of the Sources of
Ejvers, filling them fo of a fudden, as to make them
run over their Brinks, and overflow their Neighbour
ing Territories, without fo much as one drop ofRaiti
falling into them, or ahy other concurrent Water to

raife arid augment theiii.

That it fpews out of the Chafms opened by the

Earthquake in great abundance, mounting up in

mighty Streams to an incredible Height in the Air,

and this oftentimes at many Miles Diftance from a-

nySea.

^
That it likewile flies forth of the Vulcano'

s

in vafl

Floods, and with wonderful Violence : That ’tis

forced through the Hiatus’s at the Bottom of the Sea
with fuch Vehemence, that its puts the Sea immedi-
ately into the moft horrible Diforder and Perturba-
tion imaginable, even when there is not the leaft

Breath of Wind ftirring, but all . till then calm and
ftill, making it rage and roar -with a moft hideous

|

and amazing Noife, railing its Surface into prodigi-

j

ous Waves, and tolling and rouling them,about in a

|

very ftrange and furious manner ; bverfetting Ships
in the Harbours, and finking them to the Bottom,
with many other like Outrages.

That ’tis refunded out of thefe Hiatus’s in fuch
Quantity alfo, that it makes a vaft Addition to the
Water of the Sea, railing it many Fathoms higher
than ever it flows in the higheft Tides, lo as to pour
it forth far beyond its ufual Bounds, and make it

overwhelm the adjacent Country
j by this means

ruining and deftroying Towns and Cities, drown-
ing both Men and Cattle * breaking the Cables of
Ships, driving them from their Anchors, bearing
them along with the Inundation feveral Miles up
into the Country, and there running them aground $
branding Whales likewife, and other great Fifties,

and leaving them at its return upon dry Land.
That thefe Phcenomena are not new, or peculiar

to the Earthquakes which have happened in our
Times, but have been obferved in all Ages, and par-
ticularly thefe exorbitant Commotions of the Wa-
ter of the Globe,

This we may learn abundantly from the Hiftory
of former Times and ’twas for this reafon that
many of the Ancients concluded rightly enough,
that they were caufed by the Impulfes and Fludtua-
tion of Water in the Bowels of the Earth ; and
therefore they frequently called Neptune, $ctWx Qav%
as alfo

s

£vooiyai@-, and Tivct/jogoyetiys^

by all which Epithets they denoted his Power of
fhaking the Earth.

They fuppofed that he prefided over all Water
whatever, as well that Within the Earth, as the
Sea, and the reft upon it • and that the Earth was
fupported by Water, its Foundations being laid
therepn * on which Account it was, thajt they be-
llow d upon him that Cognomen Tctthox.®-, or Sup-
porter of the Earth, and that of or The
Suflainer of its Foundations .

They likewife believed, that
, he having a full

Sway and Command over the Water, had Power
to ftill and compofe it, as well as to move and, difturb
it, and the Earth by means of it j and' therefore
they alfo gave him the Name of A?W/®-, of The
Efiablijher 5 under which Name letefal Temples

were
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were consecrated to hurt, and Sacrifices offered

whenever an Earthquake happen’d, to pacify and

appeafe him, requesting, that he would allay the

Commotions of the Water, Secure the Foundations

of the Earth, and put an end to the Earthquake.

That the Fire it SellV which being thus affem-

bledand pent up, is the Caufe of ah. thefe Pertur-

bations, makes its own way abb forth, by what

Paffages Soever it can get vent, through the Spira-

cles of the next Vulcano’s, through the; Cracks and

Openings of the Earth above' mentioned, through

the Apertures of Springs, efpecially thole of the

Therm*, or any other way that it can Either find or

.make; 9
and bging thus oitcharged the Earthquake

ceaieth till the Caufe, returns again, and afrefh Col-

ledion of this Fire commits the lame Outrages as

before,
;

That there is Sometimes in Commotion a Portion

of the Abyfs of that vaft Extent, as to. fliake the
T-'-'-e. : In uCriCnci.JAC'

pens to be Such a Stra&ure and Conformation of
the Interior Parts of the Earth, as that the Fire
may pals freely' and without Impediment from
the Caverns wherein it affembles unto thofe Spira-
cles, it then readily and eafily gets

;
ohq from time

to time, without fhakihg or diffurbing the Earth *

But where Such Communication is 'wanting
5

, or Paf-
Sages not Sufficiently large and open; fo that it cannot
come at the laid Spiracles without firft forcing and
removing all O&ftades, it heaves up and fliocks the
Earth \yith greater op lefler Impetuofity, according
as the,Quantity of FSfe thus affefnbled is greater or
left, till it hath, hnadp’its way to the Mouth of the
Vulcano, where it rumeth forth Sometimes in mighty
Flames, with great Velocity, and a terrible bellow-

Minute precisely in, Countries that are many Hun-
dreds of Miles d iffant Tropi each other

;
and this,,

even though they happen to be parted by. the Sea

lying betwixt them : Aral there wants not Inftanccs

of iiich anUniverfal Concuiiion of the whole Globe;

as muff needs, imply fin Agitation, of the whole

Aluyils

That thoqgh the Abyfs be liable to’ thefe Com-
motions in all parts it,

;

and' therefore
;

po/ Coun-

try can be wholly exempted from the Effeds of

them; yep thefe Effects are no where very remark-

ble,- nor are there ufuajly any greafDamages done

by Earthquakes, except only in ' thofe Countries

;which aie Mountainous,, and consequently Stony

and Caygmoq^ underneath, and efpecially where

the Difpolition ofthe. Strata is Such, that thofe Ca-

verps;open into, the Apyfsp and fo freely admit.
(

and

entertain the Fire, which aflembling therein, is the

Caufe of the Shock ; It naturally fteerihg its Courfe

that, Way where it’ finds die readieft Reception,

which is towards thofe
,

Caverns, this being indeed

much the Caufe of Damps in Mines. Befidcs, that

thole Parts of the Earth which abound, .with Strata

of Stone or Marble, making theftrongeft Oppositi-

on to this Effort, are the molt furioufly Shattered,

and fufter much mope by it, than thbfe which cqn-

flft of Gravel, Sand, and the like fixer Matter,

which more eafily give way, and make not fo great

Refinance ;
an Event

;

obfecvable not only in this,

but all other Explofions whatever.

But above all, thofe Countries which yield great

Store of Sulphur and Nitre, are, by far, the moft

injured and inconuffoded by Earthquakes
;

thofe

Minerals confirming in the Earth a kind of Natu-

ral Gunpowder, which taking Fire upon this Af-

fembiy and Approach of it, occalions that murmur-

ing ’Noife, that Subterranean Thunder which is

heard rumbling in the Bowels of the Earth during

Earthquakes, and by the Afliftance of its explofive

Power,, renders the Shock much greater, lo as

Sometimes to make miferable Havockand Deftru-

dlion.

And ’tis for this Reafon that Italy, Sicily, Ana-

tolia, and Some Parts of Greece, have been fo long

and fo often alarm’d and harrafs’d by Earthquakes,

thefe Countries being alb Mountainous and Caver-

nous, abounding with Stone and Marble, and af-

fording Sulphur and Nitre in great Plenty.

That JEtna, Vejuvius
, Hecla, and the other Vul-

cano’s, are only fo many Spiracles Serving for the

Difcharge of this Subterranean Eire when ’tis thus

preternaturally affembled* That where there hap-

That therefore there are, Scarcely any Countries
that are murh annoyed with Earthquakes, that have
not one of thefe Fiery Vents, and- thefe are constant-

ly all in Flames when any Earthquake happens, they
Viilrmi'nmrr S 1 Ti. ..Ad .. ^ .AL

pjvertjcula, whe'reby it gains an E'xit, Would rage
hi the Bowelsofthe Earth much more furioufly, and
make greater. Havock than now it. doth.

So that though thofe Countries where’ there are
inch Vulcano s, are ufually more or lefs troubled
with Earthquakes

; yet were thefe Vulcano'

s

want-
ing, they would be more troubled with them than
now they are

; yea, irx all probability, to that t)e-
gree, as to rendepthe Earth for a yalh.Space around
.thgm perfe&ly’ ujuiiHa^itaEle.

,

In one Word, fo Beneficial are thefe' to the Terri-
tories where they fire, 'that there do not want In-
fiances of lome which have been refeued and whol-
ly delivered from Earthquarkes by the breaking
forth of a new Vulcano there, this continually dis-

charging that Matter, which being fill then bam-
, cado’d up and Imprifoned in the Bowels of the Earth,
was the occafion of* very great and frequent Cala-
mities.

That moft of thefe Spiracles perpetually, and at

all Seafons, fend forth Fire more or lefs ; and though
it be Sometimes fo little that the Eye cannot difeern
it ; yet even then, by a nearer approach of the Bo-
dy, may be discovered a copious and very fenfible

Heat continually iffuing out.

EASE, in the Sea Phrafe, is the fame asflacky, or
let go flacker : Thus, they fay Eafe the Bowling,

Eafe the Sheet, i. e. let it go flacker.

EBBING, and Flowing of the Sea ; See Tides.

EBULLITION: The great Boiling, Strugling

Effervefcence which arifes upon the minglingor

together of an Acid and an Alkalizate Liquor ; and
from hence any Inteftine violent Motion of the Parts

of a Fluid, occafioned by the Struggling of Parti-

cles of different Natures, is called by this Name, E-
bullition.

That a confiderable Ebullition may be produced

without Heat [da veniam verbo

)

nay, that a Degree
of Cold may be produced greater than was in ei-

ther of the Bodies fingly, and that it fhall arife pure-

ly upon their Mixture, though accompanied with a

great Struggle, Tumult, Noife and Froth.

Mr. Boyle plainly proves from thisExperiment

:

He Shook one Part of Oil of Vitriol into i a Parts

of commonWater; the Mixture was at firft fenfi-

bly warm : Then the Ball of a ThermofCope was
placed within it, till the included Spirit had gained

the Temperament of the Mixture
; but then a con-

venient Quantity of Volatile Salt of SalArmoniack
1 being
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being gradually put in, to fatiate the add Spirits of

the Mixture, the Spirit in the Therraofcope de-

scended above an Inch.*

EBOLICA, are Medicines which help the De-

livery in hard Labour : Alfo Medicines which

caufe Abortives. Blanchard.

ECCENTRICITY, in the Ptolomaick. Aftrono-

my, is that Part of the Linen Apfidum lying between

the Center of the Earth and of the Excentrick ;
{i.

e.) that Circle which the Sun is fuppofed to move

in about our Earth, and which hath not the Earth

exaCtiy for its Center : And the Ancients found this

muft be fuppofed, becaufe the Sun fometimes ap-

pears large,
and then it is neareft to us, and fome-

times fmaller, and then further off.

ECCENTRICITY Simple or Single, in the new
Elliptical Aftronomy, is the Diftance between the

Center of the Ellipfe and the Focus ; or between

the Sun and the Center of the Eccentrick.

ECCENTRICITY Double, is the Diftance be-

tween the Foci in the Edipfe, and is equal to twice

the Single Eccentricity.

ECCENTRICK Circles, are Circles not having

the fame Center. Of which kind feveral Orbits

were invented by Ancient Aftronomers, to folve the

Appearances of the Celeftial Bodies.

The Eccentricks of the Planets they called alfo

Deferentsi becaufe they feemed to carry the Body of

the Planet round in their Circumferences.

ECCENTRICK Equationfin the old Aftronomy,

3s an Angle made by a Line drawn from the Center

of the Earth, and another drawn from the Center

of the Eccentrick, to the Body or Place of any Pla-

net j the fame with the Projlaphcerejis ; and is equal

to the Difference (accounted in an Ark of the Ec-

cliptick) between the Suns or Planets real and appa-

rent Place.

ECCENTRICK Place of a Planet, is that very.

Point of the Orbit, where the Circle of Inclination

cOming from the Place ofa Planet in his Orbit, falls

thereon with Right Angles.

In Philofoph. TranfaEt. N. 57. there is aGeometrick

Method of Signior Caffini for finding the Eccentrici-

ties of the Planets i

And in N. 1 28. there is another DireCt and Geo-
metrical Method for finding the Aphelions, Eccen-

tricities and Proportions of the Orbits of the Prima-

ry Planets. By Mr. Bailey.

ECCHQPROTICA, the fame with Catharticum.

ECCHYLOMA, the fame with ExtraElum

.

ECCHYMOMA, are Marks and Spots in the

Skin, arifing from the Extravalation of Blood,

Blanchard.

ECCHYMOSlS, the fame with Ecchymoma.
ECCOPE, the fame with Extirpatio.

ECCRIM0CR.ITICA, are Signs to judge of a

Diftemper from particular Excretions. Blanchard.

ECCRISIS, is a Secretion of Excrements out of

an Animal Body, or out of feme Part of it.

ECHINUS, among the Botanifts, is the prickly

Head, Cover of the Seed, or Top of any Plant: So
Called from its Likenefs to a Hedge-hog.
ECHINUS, in Architecture, is a Member or

Ornament firft placed on the Top of the Ionick_ Ca-

pitals, taking its Name from the Roughnefs of the

Carving, refembling the prickly Rind of the Chef-

nut, and not unlike the Thorny Coat of a Hedge-
hog*

.

This Ornament is made ufe of by Modern Ar-
chitects in Cornices of the Ionick. ,

Corinthian and
Campofite Orders, and generally fet next to the Aba-
cus, being carved with Anchors, Darts and Ovals,

or Eggs ; whence ’tis called Ove by the French, and

Ovolo by the Italians ; but the Englifh Workmem
commonly call it the Quarter Bound.

ECLEGMA, the fame with a Lin&us
,
Lamba-

tive
,
Loch, or Lohoch

,
being a Medicine defign’d to

heal or eafe the Lungs in Coughs, Peripneumonies,

&c. being ufually compofed of Oils and Syrups;

and fometimes Powders incorporated together into

a Confiftence thicker than a Syrup, but not fo thick

as an Electuary.

ECLIPSE, is a Deprivation of the Light of one

of the Luminaries, when by their Conjunction in

the Orbit of the Sun, or in the Ecliptick, his Face,

by the Inierpofition of the Moons Body, is hidden

from our Sight; or when by their Oppofition in the

lame Orbit, the Moon, by the Shadow of the inter-

vening Earth, is oblcured.

So that in a Lunar Eclipfe, fhe really lofes her

Light; and is obfcured, by wanting the Illumina-

tion of the Sun either totally or partially. But in an

Eclipfe of the Sun, he lofes not his Light, but only,

we are deprived of it in part by the Interpofition of

the Moon s Body between us and the Sun : And
therefore this ought rather to be called an Ecliple of

the Earth ; for 'tis the Earth that is deprived of Light,

and not the Sun.

A Central Eclipfe of the Moon, is when not only

the entire Body of the Moon is covered by the Sha-

dow, (which is a Total one ; as when it is covered

by it in part, it is called a Partial one) but alfo the

Center of the Moon paffes through the Center of
that Circle, which is made by a Plane cutting the

Cone of the Earths Shadow at Right Angles with
the Axis, or with that Line which joins the Cen-
ters of the Sun and the Earth.

For the Method of Calculation of the Eclipfes of
both the Luminaries, fee Dr» Gregorys Aftronomy;

Book. IV. Sell. 7 and 8 ; and Mr. Flamfteed’s Do-
ctrine of the Sphere, in Moors Mathematick?, Parc

the Second.

Becaufe the Earth (or Sun) always moves in the

Ecliptick, the Moon can never be Eclipfed, but
when her Flenilunium happens in or near her Nodes

,
(that is, in the InterfeCtion of the Plane of the Or-
bit with that of the Ecliptick.)

The Shadow of the Earth obfcuring the Mctohi

though projected into a Cone of a vaft Length, yec

reaches not fo far as the Planet Mars, for he is ne-

ver Eclipfed by it, tho’ he be in the Plane of the E-
cliptfek, and at Oppofition to the Sun. A

If the Moon be fo near the Node, that the Aggre*
gate of the apparent Semi-diameters of the Moon
and of the Earth’s Shadow be greater than the

Moons Latitude, fhe will be Eclipfed, otherwife not.

And becaufe the Sum of the Semi-diameter of the

Moon and of the Earth’s Shadow, is always greater

than that of the Semi-diameters of the Sun and
Moon ; for the Former is never lefs than 53'. and
the Latter never greater than 35'. ’tis plain, that Lu-
nar Eclipfes may happen in a greater Latitude of
the Moon, or when (he is farther from the Node than

Solar ones ; and in this RefpeCt, of one and the

fame Place upon the Earth, will more often become
vifible there ; though in regard to the View of the

whole Earth, the Sokr Eclipfes will happen more
frequently.

Our moft Accurate Aftronomer Mr. Flamfteed, in

the Second Part of his Excellent DoCtrine of the

Sphere, which is Printed in theEirft Vol. of Sir

Jonas Moors Mathematicks, gives you an Orthogra-

phick Projection of the Sphere on a Plane touching

the Moon's Orbit, at Right Angles to the Line con-

necting the Centers of the Eajth, Sun, or given

Star, by Right Lines proceeding from any of them



to the Sphere* whereby are determined the Moon’s

Parallaxes in Altitude, Longitude and Latitude j

and by it he {hews alfo to determine the Breadth of

the Semi-diameter of the Disk, of the Penumbra,
and the Earth’s Shadow in an Eclipfe, and how that

of the Sun is made.

He teaches alio very briefly and plainly, how the

true Places of the Sun and Moon, her Latitude, Ho-
rary Diftance, Horizontal Semi-diameters and Pa-

rallaxes may be found by Calculation
, as alfo, how

to find the fame way, the Times of the mean and
true Conjunctions or Oppofitions of the Luminaries ;

as alfo, the principal Phafes of a Solar Eclipfe for

the Meridian of London, with the Longitudes from
it, and the Latitudes of fuch Places as the Eclipfe

will be feen at, or where the faid Phafes {hall ap-

pear
j
that is, where the Eclipfe begins in the Ver-

tex of the Rifing, or ends in the Vertex of the Set-

ting Sun : Where he Rifes or Sets Centrally Eclipl-

ed ; where the Eclipfe ends in the loweft Point of

the Rifing, or begins in the loweft Point of the

Sun Setting ; where the Sun is Centrally Eclipfed

in the Meridian ; and to mention no more where
the Sun is Centrally Eclipfed in the Nonageflimal
Degree, without the help of Nonageffimary Ta-
bles ; of which he gives an Example, and demon -

ftrates the Reafon of the Calculus.

He gives there alfo a Geometrical Conftrucftion

of Eclipfes, {hewing bow to find the exacft Con-
junction, (3c. of the Luminaries, Digits then dark-

ned. Inclination of the Cuffs, End of the Eclipfe,

or Time when any poflible number of Digits {hall

bedarkned, by Scale and Compafs ; all which is

done with great Plainnefs, Brevity and Accuracy,

and is very well worth the Mathematical Reader’s

Perulal.

ECLIPSIS, in a Medicinal Senfe, is a Defection

of the Spirits, or Fainting, or Swooning.

ECLIPTICK, is a great Circle of the Sphere,

fuppofed to be drawn through the Middle of the

Zodiack (which fee) and making an Angle with

the EquinoCtial (in the Points of Aries and Libra) of

'23°. 30k which is the Sun’s greateft Declination.

This is by fome called Via Solis, or the Way of

the Sun, becaufe the Sun, in his Annual Motion,

never deviates from this Line, as all the other Pla-

nets do more or lefs; from whence the Zodiack

hath its Breadth. ’Tis this Line which is drawn
on the Globe, and not the Zodiack ; but in the New
Aftronotny, the Ecliptic^. is that Path or Way a-

mong the fix’d Stars, which the Earth appears to

defcribe to an Eye placed in the Sun, 1

a$ in, its An-
nual Motion it runs round the Sun from Weft to

Eaft : And it you fuppofe this Circle to be divided

into iz equal Parts, they will be the i z Signs, each

of which is denoted or diftinguiflied by fome Afte-

rifm or Conftellation.

'Note^ If the Spectator’s Eye be fuppofed to be on
the Earth, the Sun will appear always to be

in the oppofite Sign to what the Earth is in.

ECLYSIS, is when the Strength of the Patient

is a little decayed, proceeding from a want of a

iufficient Warmth and Spirits in the Body. Blan-

chard. fix

ECPHRACTICUM, isaMedicine good againft

ObftruCtions.

ECPHRAXIS, is a taking away of ObftruClions

in any Part. Blanchard.

ECPHYSESIS, is a Difeafe in which the Patient

breaths thick.

,
ECPHYSIS, is any Procefs that coheres with or

adheres to a Bone. A
’

E CPIEMA, the fame with Empyema.
ECPIESMA, is a Juice fqueezed out 5 alfo the

Dregs which remain of any thing that is fqueezed j
iikewife a FraClure of the Skull, wherein the brok-
en Parts prefs upon the Meninges or Skin of the
Brain. Blanchard „

ECPIESMUS, is a very great Protuberance of
the Eyes.

ECPLEXIS, is a Fright or Stupor,

ECPNEUMArOSlS,the fame with Expiration,

l

ECPTOSIS, the fame with Luxation.
ECPUCTICA, are condenfing Medicines 1 See

Incrajfantia

.

ECPYESIS " See Empyema.

liCRITHMUS, is a Pulfe which obferves no
Method nor Number, incident to any Age. Blan-
chard.

ECTHLIMA, is an Ulceration arifing from a
violent Compreflion in the Surface of the Skin.
Blanchard.

ECTHLIPSIS, is a Figure in Grammar relating
to the Dimenfion of Latin Verfes, whereby the Let-
ter M, with its preceding Vowel, is Cut off, becaufe
the lucceeding Word begins with a Vowel, as in
this Verfe

;

G Curas Hominum l Quantum eft in Pftbus Inane >

Where the urh in Quantum is entirely cut off, and
not founded before the Vowel e.

ECTHYMATA, are Pimples or certain break-
ings out in the Skin, as the Small Pox, (3c. Blan-
chard.

'

ECTHYMOSlS, is a Commotion or Intume-
fcence of the Blood 3 alfo a Cheerfulnefs ofthe Mind.
Blanchard.

ECTILLOTICA, are Medicines which con-
fume Callous Parts, and pull out Hairs, (3c. Bim-

''

chard.

ECTROPIUM, is a growing of the Eye-lids,’

when the lower is fhorter than the upper. Blan-
chard.

ECZEMATA, are extreme hot, or, as it were
burning Pimples : Some take. Ifarea for Eczema
but it is a Miftake.’ Blanchard.

EDDY, is when the Water at any Place runsj;

back contrary to the Tide or Stream, and fo falls

into the Tide or Current again. The Seamen call

alfo thatEddy Water, which falls back, as it were,
on the Rudder of a Ship under Sail, the Dead Wa-
ter. They call alfo an Eddy Wind, that which re-

turns, or is beat back from any Sail, (3c.

EDULCORATION, (i. e. Sweetning) is aTerm
ufed' by the Chymifts for the clearing of any Mat-
ter from the Salts it may be impregnated or mixed
with, by wafhing it throughly in common Water.
EFFECTIONS, is a Word ufed by Geometers,’

in the fame Senfe with •’ the Geometrical Conftrullion

of Propofitions, arid often of Problems or PraBices 5
which,, when they are deducible from, or founded
upon fome General- Prppqfition, ate called the Geo-
metrical Eff'eBionsthereumo belonging.

EFFERyESCENCE, a Word much ufed by the
Modern Philofophers arid Chymifts

; it expreffes a
greater Degree of Motion and Struglingof thefmall

Parts of a Liquor, than we underftand by the Word
Fermentation

,
and implies a great Ebullition or Boil-

ing up with fome Degree of Heat; and is the ufual

Term for the Efletft of pouring an acid Liquor, (as

fuppofe Oil of Vitriol) on an Alhplifd'te, one, as on
Oil of Tartar per Deiiquhm

; for a Very great Com-
motion,
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Motion, ftruggling Heat, and Boiling will imme-

diately arife $
which may be called a great Efferve-

fcence.

Lemery defines it to be an Ebullition or Boiling of

any Liquor without the reparation of its Parts ;

but that doth not fully exprefs the Meaning of the

Word.
EFFLUVIUMS, arefuch very fmall Particles or

Corpufcles, as are continually flowing out of all

mix’d Bodies.

The very great Subtilty and Finenefs of the Ef-

fluvia of many Bodies, appears from their being a-

ble, for a long time together, to produce fenfible

Effects, without any fenfible or, at leaft, confiderable

Diminution of the Bulk or Weight of the Body that

emits them.

And that thefe Effluviums may confiderably ope-

rate upon, and have great EfFed on Bodies within

the Sphere of their Activity, Mr. Boyle proves from

thefe Confiderations ;

i . That the Number of the Particles or Corpu-

fcles emitted as Effluviums out of any Body, is

vaftly great.

z. That they are of a very penetrating and per-

vading Nature, and fo can moft eafily infinuate

themfelves into the Bodies they operate upon.

3. That they are moved with vaft Celerity, and

oftentimes with all manner of Directions, and very

various Modifications.

4. That there is often ai wonderful Congruity

or Incongruity of the Bulk and Shape of thefe Ef-

fluvia to the Pores of the Bodies they penetrate in-

to and ad upon.

5. That efpecially in Animal and Organical Bo-

dies, thefe Effluvia may excite great Motions ofone

Part of the curious Engine upon another, and there-

by produce very confiderable Effeds in the Animal

Oeconomy.
6 . That they may have fometimes a Power to

make themfelves be affifted in their Operations by

the more Catholic^ Agents of the Vniverfe ; fuch as

Gravity, the PrefFure of the Atmofphere, Light,

Magnetifm, &c.

EGESTION, the fame with DejeBion.

EJECTIONE Cuftodia, is a Writ which lieth

properly againft him that cafteth out the Guardian

from any Land during the Minority of the Heir.

EJECTIONE Firm#, is a Writ that lieth for the

LefFee for Term of Years, that is caft out before his

Term expired, either by the Leflor or a Stranger.

EIRE, or Eyre, in Britton, Cap. a. fignifies the

Court of Juftices Itinerant. And Juftices in Eyre,

are thofe which Bra&on in many Places calleth Ju-
fticiarios itinerantes, of the Eyre. The Eyre alfo of
the Foreft is nothing but the Juftke Seat otherwife

called, which is, or fhould by Ancient Term, be
held every three Years by the Juftices of the Foreft.

ELABORATORY : See Laboratory.

ELASTICK Force, primarily, is the Force of a
Spring when bent, and endeavouring to unbend it

felf again.

In Phyficks,’tis taken for the Endeavour of Spring-
ing or Elaftick Particles, when comprefs’d or crowd-
ed into a little Room, to dilate and evolve them-
felves again : Wherefore by this Name they fre-

quently call fuch an Explofion of Animal Spirits as
is frequent in Cramps or Convulfions. The EfFed
of this Power, or this Quality in Bodies, is called

Elafticity ; and Bodies that have it, Elafticli Bodies.
And as a Soft Body is that which when prefs’d

yields to the Stroke, and lofes its former Figure, and
cannot recover it felf again

$ fo an

Elaftick. Body is that which though it yields for a
while to the Stroke, yet can afterwards recover its

former Figure by its own natural Power ;
and if it

can do this with the fame Force as that which preft

upon it, we fay ’tis perfedly Elaftkal.

If there were no Elafticity, the Laws of Motion
found by Mathematicians about the Percullion of
two Bodies would hold univerlally, and be without
Exception true : And the Bodies (as Mx.Kftil ob-
ferves in his IntvoduB. ad Veram . Fhyficam. P. 1 51.)

would move jointly that way towards which the

ftronger Body tended before the Shock or Percuiif

on, and with a Celerity eafily determinable by
thofe Laws of Motion. But becaufe there are ve-

ry few Bodies without fome Degree of Elafticity,

even loft Clay, Wax, &c. containing within them
fome Particles of Elaftick Air ; from hence it is,that

Bodies which ftrike or move one againft another,

do fpring or leap back, and move with very dif-

ferent Yelocities, fometimes one way, fometimes a-

nother.

If you imagine a String or Wire to be drained^

and faftened firm at each End, then ’tis plain, that

if either the Middle Part of the String (or any o-
ther) be either drawn by the Hand, or prefs’d by a
Weight out of the right Pofition it was at firft in 5
then if the Force that removed it, be not greater

than the Elaftick Force of the String, the String
will fly back, and if the Weight or Body be not
removed, drive it before it as the String of a Crofs-
bow doth the Bullet ; and the acquir’d Velocity of
the String will carry it beyond its firft right Pofition
towards the oppofite Parts, and that fo far as till

the Motion that way be equal to the Elafticity of
the String ; and then being quite deftroyed, the
String will return again as before 5 and thus fpring-
ing forward and backward

, would (abftradly
from the Refiftance of the Medium) like a double
Pendulum, make continual Vibrations. Thus alfo,

if you fuppofe any Weight to fall on an immovably
fix’d and perfectly Elaftick Body ; on the Contact,
the Parts of the Elaftick Body will fpring back or
recede inwards, till the Elaftick Force be raifed up
equal to the Momentum of the falling Body

; and
then this latter ceafing, the Elaftick Force will caft
the Body upwards or from it, with the fame Velo-
city it eame down, or was impelled againft it, re-
covering again its former Figure

; but if both the
Bodies being Elaftick, neither of them be fixed or
immoveable, then the Elaftick Force will ad equal-
ly in each Body, and produce equal Mutations of
Motion.

And from this Elafticity in Bodies arifes that Re-
filltion or leaping back from one another, which we
obferve in many Bodies on their moving fwiftly one
againft another. The ufual Method to judge whe-
ther Bodies are endowed with this Elaftick Quali-
ty or not, is to enquire whether, on being (truck,
they give any Tinnitus or ringing Sound, or indeed
any fenfible Noife

j for if they do, you may con-
clude them in fome meafure Elaftical

j
and that they

are fo in proportion to the Strength and Acutenefs
of the Sound they omit.

Mr. Kjil gives thefe Rules for the Motion of
Elaftick Bodies.

THEOREM,
1£ two Bodies perfedly Elaftick ftrike one a-

gamft another, there will be or remain in each the
fflme relative Velocity as was before

; that is, fuch
Bodies will recede from each other with the fame
Velocity that they met together with.

k Far
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For the compreffive Force, or the Magnitude of

the Stroke in any given Bodies, arifesfrom the re-

lative Velocity of thofe Bodies, and is proportional

to it : And Bodies perfedfly Elaftick, will reftore

themfelves compleatly to the Figure they had be-

fore the Shock; or in other Words, the Reftitutive

Force is equal to the Compreffive, and therefore

muft be equal to the Force with which they ac-

ceded, and confequently they muft by Elafticity re-

cede again from each o;her with the fame Velocity.

& E. D.

COROLLARY.
Hence taking equal Times before and after the

Shock, the Diftances between the Bodies will

be equal: And therefore the Diftances ofthe Bodies

from the common Center of Gravity will, in the

fame Times, be equal.

Whence the Laws of the meeting of Bodies per-

fectly Elaftick are eafily deduced, which he doth by
this Problem.

PROBLEM.
To determine the Byiles of the direEl Meeting dr

ShocI^ of Bodies ferfe&ly Elaftical.

One ConftruCtion will ferve for all Cafes of this

Problem.

Let there be two Bodies, A and B, perfectly Ela-

ftical, whofe common Center of Gravity let be C,

and let D be the Point of Concourfe where the Bo-

dies meet; make CE alwaysequal to C D. Then

I fay, that after the Concourfe or Shock, the Right

Line CE will exprefs the Velocity of the Body A,

from E towards A ; and the Right Line E B will

exprefs the Velocity of the Body B
,
from E to-

wards B.
A i C B K
0

j
. i 0 |

E <*D

A 2 a B K '

0 .L -. 0
E CD

A 3 C E a K
....... 0 1

— — O •

E D

DEMONSTRATION.
Since the common Center of Gravity of any Bo-

dies,proceeds on with the fame uniform Progreffion,

and with the fame Velocity both before and after

the Shock and Impulle, as he proves in Theorem 18 ;

and that in a Time equal to that in which the Body
A moves the Length AD, or the Center of Gravi-
ty C, moves the Length C D ; and after the Con-
courfe, the fame Point C will move the Length D jR0

= to DC. This being fo, let K^a be taken equal
to C A

;
then, lince by Cor. of the preceding Theo-

rem, taking equal times both before and after the
Impulfe, the Diftances of the Bodies from the com-
mon Center of Gravity will always be equal ;
then at what lime the common Center of Gravity
will be in IQ, the Body A will be found to be in a;
and therefore after the Impulfe, its motion will be
from D towards a

,
and its Velocity will be exptef-

fed by D a, which is the Length run over in that

Time. But becaufe C E — C D, or to IQC, and
C a " the Difference between the Right
Lines CE and C A,- will be equal to the Difference

between the Right Lines IQ D and IQa
5

that is,

E A — D a : But the Right Line D a expreffesthe
Velocity ofthe Body A after the Shock or Impulle,
and confequently its Velocity will alfo beexpreffed
by the Right Line E A. Belides, lince the relative

Velocity of thefe Bodies remain the fame both be-
fore and after the Shock,and that the right Line EA
denotes the Velocity of the Body A, the Velocity
of the Body B, muft neceflarily, after the Impulfe,
be denoted by the Line E B, and the Direction of
the Motion will be from E towards B.

COR. i.

Hence, if the Body B be at reft, the Points D
and B will be co-incidenr, as in the Cafe ofthe three
firft Lines in the Figure : And becaule B: A ::
A B : C B,therefore,by Compofition, B+ A : AA :

:

AB: C B ; and doubling the confequent Terms of
the Proportion, B -{- A : z A : : AB :zC B ; that

is, in Words, As the Aggregate or Sum ofthe Bodies :

Is to to the Double ofthe moving orftrikjng Body :: So
will the Velocity of. the ftrikjng Body be before the

Shock : To the Velocity of the quiefcent Body after it.

• 0 "
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C O R. II.

Wherefore if the Bodies A, B are equal, the

Sum or Aggregate of them muft be zA

:

Whence
the Velocity of the Body B, after the Shock, lhall

be equal to AB, the Velocity of the Body A be-

fore it ; and confequently, the Points E and A being

coincident, A E, the Velocity of the moving Body
after the Impulfe or Shock, will be •= o ; that is,

none at all. Which alfo may be eafily Ihewn
thus ; becaufe the Bodies A and B are equal, A Q
will be = CB — CD — CE ;

wherefore the

Point E will coincide with A, and confequently

the Body A, after the Shock, will be at reft, and
the Body B will move with the Velocity E B
or AB.

If therefore a ferfeBly Elaftick Body ftrike direEl

-

ly againft another equal to it, and which is at red ;

after the Shockthe moving Body will lofe all its Moti-
on, and the Quiefcent move on with the Velocity of the

Former.

C O R
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COR. III.

If the Bodies A and B are equal* and both move

the fame way, as in Line the 4th of the Figure,

they will move alfo both the fame way after the

Shock, and with the mutual Exchange of their Ve-

locities,

For fince CE t=zCD, and AC — CB ; C E —
A C, that is, EA, muft be = C D — C B, or to

B D-, and confequently, the Velocity of the Body

afte/the Shock, will be equal to that of B before

it. Befides, fince A A — E D,E B will be = A D ;

and therefore the Velocity of the Body B after the

Shock, muft be equal to that of A before it.

C O R. IV,

If the equal Bodies B and A move with contrary

Diredions, as in Line the iothof the Figure, they

will alfo, after the Cqncourfe and Shock, move

contrary wap, and with their Velocities counter-

changed.

For fince A C = C B, and C E = C D, AC—
C E ;

that is, A E muft be equal to C B — CD,

or to BD; and therefore the Velocity of the Body

A, after the Shock, will be equal to that of B be-

fore it. Befides, fince E A — B D, A D will be

— EB : But A D expreffes the Velocity of the

Body A before the Shock, and E B the Velocity

of B after it, wherefore the Truth of this Corollary

is plain.

After this he fhews a very eafy Method to bring

thefe Theorems to Practice, by a Calculation in

Numbers.
For fuppofe ( 1 )

the Bodies A and B both move

the fame way, and that the Velocity of the prece-

dent Body B be c, and that of the fubfequent A
be C; wherefore the relative Velocity of thefe two

Bodies will be C— c, and the Sum of their Moti-

ons the fame way AC -\- B c: Let x denote the

Velocity of the fubfequent Body A after the Con-

courfe and Shock ; then becaufe the relative Veloci-

ty of Bodies before and after the Shock continues

the fame, the Velocity of the Body B will be ex-

preffed by x ~\- C — c.

For the relative Velocity of Bodies is equal to

that by which the Velocity of the Swifter exceeds

that of the Slower ; and therefore that Excefs muft

be expreffed by C — c. Wherefore, fince the Ve-
locity of the fubfequent Body A — x, its Motion
towards D muft be Ax: And fince the Velocity of

the preceding Body B — x -E C — c, its Motion
alfo towards D muft be expreffed thus

,
B x -E B C

-— BC ; and the Sum of thefe two Motions will

be equal to the Sum of the former Motions : That
is, in Species, A x Bx BC — B c — AC
+ Bc; and by Tranfpofition, Ax 4- Bx — zBc
— BC AC and then by Divifion, x —
a

B

c — BC -|- AC . c , t» T. .— = Velocity of the Body A.

— AC — BC 4- 2 Be
-4- c-

A —E B
And fo alfo the Velocity of the Body B is — x -\-

A -E B
A C BC —E xB c —E AC —E B C —« A c —- B c

A HE B
2 AC— Ac -E Be

A-\- B
If BC

AC —BC -E %B c

be greater than AC -E x B c, then x of

A -\-B
a Negative Quantity -

and confequently, the Velocity of the Body A will

have a contrary Direcftion, and its Motion towards
D will be Negative.

If the Body B be at reft, that is, if c — 0, then
the Velocity of the Body A after the Shock will

, .

AC — BC
be ~i B ,

forwards or backwards accord-

ing as the Sign ~E or — prevails.

If the Bodies A and B, with the Velocities C
and c moves contrary ways, and confequently meet
one another diredly - their Motion the fame way
will be expreffed by AC — Bc, and the relative
Velocity of the Bodies will be C -E c.

Let then .* ftand for the required Velocity of
the Body A after the Shock ; its Motion that way,
which it went before the Shock, will be expreffed
by A x, and the Velocity of the Body B will be
x H- C -E c (for the relative Velocity of Bodies is

not altered by the Shock) and then the Motion in
the Body B towards D, will be B x -f- B C
B c | wherefore the Sum of the Motions the fame
way will he Ax Bx -\- BC B c

9 which (by.
his 1 4th Theorem about the Laws of Motion (will
be — A C — Be $ fo that A x -\- B x~ AC —
ns* - n 1

C — Be — 2 B CiB C >— 2 Be, and * = —— *

—

A —E B
And the Velocity of the Body B will be
AC — BC — 2 Be

•C c —
i "

AC — BC

A -E* B
2B e -E- AC —E A c -E SC —E Be

2 AC -E-Ac
A-\- B

Be
A -E £

If BC -E- 2 Bc be greater than A C, the Moti-
on of the Body A will be backwards or a contrary

, • u-u n-r- A ^ — B C — 2 Be
way; in which Cafe x or——

~

A B
will be a Negative Quantity.

Whatever be the Phyfical Caufe of Elafticity, Sir

Ifaac Newton, Prop, 23. Book 2. of his admirable
Princip. demonftrates. That “

Particles which mu-
“ tually avoid or fly from one another by fuch For-
“

ces as are reciprocally proportional to the Diftan-
“ ces of their Centers, will compofe an Elaftick
“ Fluid, whofe Denfity fliall be proportional to its’

“ Compreffion.

And ViceVerfa,
tc

If any Fluid be Compofed of
“ Particles, that fly of avoid one another, and
“ hath its Denfity proportional to its Compreffion,
“ then the Centrifugal Forces of thofe Particles
“ will be reciprocally, as the Diffances of their
“ Centers.

,

ELATERlSTS, Mr. Boyle’s Word, arefuch as
hold the Dodtrine of EUterium, or the Spring and
.Weight of the Air, which he defends againft
Limit, '

ELATERIUM, is the Juice of wild Cucumbers'
made up in a thick and hard Confiftence : Alfo, ac-
cording to fome, any Medicine that purges the
Belly.

ELECTICA : See. Attraberitia*

Ski
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ELECTION de Clerk, is a Writ that lieth for

the Choice of a Clerk
,
aligned to take and make

Bonds called Statute-Merchant ; and is granted out

of the Chancery upon Suggeftion made. That the

Clerk formerly affigned is gone to dwell in another

Place, or hath Hindrance to lett him from following

that Bufinefs, or hath not Land fufficient to anfwer

his Tranfgreffion if he fhould deal amifs.

ELECTRICITY, is the Quality that Amber,

Jett, Sealing-wax, &c, have of attracting all kinds

of. very light Bodies to them, when the attracting

Body is rubbed or chafed. And this is moft proba-

bly the Effect of a Material Effluvium (as the No-
ble Mr. Boyle expreffes it in his Notes on this Qua-

lityj iffuing from, and returning to the EleBrical

Body, and affifted alfo in fome Cafes by the Exter-

nal Air. For the Solution of this Phenomenon
there are feveral Hypothefes, and all Mechanical.

1 . Cabanis fuppofes. That adtual Streams do iffue

out of the EleCtrick Body when agitated by Attri-

tion j and that thefe do dilcufs and repel the Am-
bient Air, which, after it hath been driven off a little

way, makes, as it were, a little Whirl-wind from

the Refinance which it finds in the remoter Air, to

which thefe EleCtrick Steams did not reach : And
that thefe Steams fhrinking quickly back again to

the attracting Body, do, in their Return, attraClor

bring along with them fuch Light and fmall Bodies

as they meet with in their way. To which Mr.

Boyle adds. That the Gravity of the incumbent At-

mofphere furmounting the {pecifick Gravity of the

little rarified Atmofphere of the EleCtrick Body,

may probably facilitate the Tendency of the fmall

Particles of Matter towards the attracting Body.

2. Gur Famous Gilbert, Sir if. Digby. Gajfendm,

Dr. Brown, and many others, fuppofe, That on rub-

bing or chafing, the EleCtrick Body is made to emit

Rays or Files of an unCtuous Nature, which, when

they come to be condenfed and cooled by the. Am-
bient Air, do lofe their Agitation, and then fhrink

back again into the Body from whence they fally’d

out, and by that Means do carry along with them

fuch light and fmall Jodies as happen to be fattened

or {ticking to their further Ends. Gajjendus thinks

alfo. That thefe unCtuous Effluvia being emitted all

manner of ways, do decuffate frequently, or crofs

one another ; and by this Means do take the better

hold of Straws, &c. into whofe Pores they infinuate

themfelves.

3. DesCartes not being able to imagine that fo fo-

lid a Body as Glafs was capable of emiting Effluvia ;

(tho’ it is certain that two pieces of Glafs rubbing

one againft another, will fend forth an unpleafing

Odour, which mutt confift of material Effluvia) he

had recourfe to the Operation of his Materia Prima

for the Solution of EleBricity ; but he fpeaks of it

doubtingly himfelf,and unintelligibly to the Reader,

as it apears to me ; therefore I {hall refer you to the

Place it felf, where if you think it worth while,

you may fee what he faith at large. Vid. Cartes

Princip. Lib. 4. Chap. 184. p. 2 io.

Mr. Boyle, in order to prove EleCtricity to be a

Quality which hath, like all others, in Natural Bo-

dies, a Mechanical Original, hath given us the fol-

lowing Obfervations and Experiments about this Ef-

feB ; from whence a very good guefs may be made
how EleBrical AttraBion is produced, vi%.

r. That EleCtrical Bodies do not at all, or at beft

but very rarely attraB, but when they are warm'd,

and thereby iollicited to emit Effluvia more copi-

oufly.

2. That thefe Bodies warm’d only by the Fire,

don’t attraCt fo forcibly as they will when heated

ELE
by rubbing ; tho’ if they are firft warmed at the
Fire, and then rubbed afterwards, they will attraCt
moft fpeedily and powerfully. So that Heat feems
neceffary in general to put the Parts into Agitation 5
and rubbing or chafing in particular, to give them
their moft proper Modification.

3 . TerJjon ( as he calls it
) ox Wiping, is almoft

univerfally neceffary, as well as Attrition or Rub-
bing to produce EleCfricity • for thereby the Steams
or Effluvia can the better get out. When there is no-
thing to flop up,or choalc the. Pores of the attracting

Body.

4. The Magnetical Effluvia will pervade all man-
ner of Bodies freely ; yet the Interpofition of the
fineft Linnen or Paper will hinder the Operation of
all EleCtrical Particles ; which feems to confirm
their being fomething of an unCtuous Nature.

5 . This EffeCt is very much weaken’d ifthe "Wea-
ther be thick and cloud y, and efpeeially if the South
Wind blow, as Kjrcher afferts from his own Expe-
rience. But, it always continues fome time after it

is once excited by rubbing and chafing, and doth
not ceafe in an Inftant. :>

6 . EleCtrical Bodies attraCt all things indifferently,

whereas the Magnet draws only Iron and Steel.

7. Our Excellent Naturalift fufpended a fine large
piece of very EleCtrical Amber by a Silken Thread,
and then had one end of it rubbed ftrongly on a lit-

tle Cufhion, and then he found that when the Am-
ber was made to hang perfectly at reft, if the Cu-
fhion was brought near it, tho’ not to touch it, it

would plainly make the Amber tend towards it,

and follow it. From whence it plainly appears,

that other Bodies can draw or move the EleCtrick

ones, as well as it, the others 3 and that it is by acci-

dent only, and not from necefifity, that the fmall

attracted Bodies go to the EleCtrick one.

8. By many repeated Experiments he found this

EleCtrical Quality to be producible and deftruCtible.

9. He found alfo that a piece of Amber did fen-

fibly attraCt when the Air was pumped out of the

Receiver ; which confirms the Hypothefis of thofe

that fuppofe aCtual Strings or little unCtuous Rays
to go out of the EleCtrical Body.

1 o. He found alfo that after an EleCtrical Body
had been well rubbed, there was a certain Nick of
Time in which the light Body would inftead of
being attracted, be actually driven away from the

EleCtrical Body, by the Effluvia going briskly ofit

and not yet returning again ; which much confirms

the Hypothefis of Gilbert, Digby, Brown, &c. men-
tioned in N. 2. See Vol. II.

ELECTUARY, is a Medicine ofa Confiftence’

thicker than a Syrup or LinCtus, and compofed of
hard things reduced to Powder, and accurately

mixed with Syrups, Conferves, Honey, £=?e.

ELEGIT, is a Writ Judicial, that lieth for, him
that hath recover’d Debt or Damages in the King’s

Court againft one not able in his Goods to fatisfie,

and direCted to the Sheriff, commanding him that

he make delivery of half the Parties Lands or Tene-
ments, and all his Goods, Oxen and Beafts of the

Plow excepted.

ELEMENTS, is a Word ufed by Natural Philo-

iophers, in the fame fenfe ufually as Principles ; and
by the Elements and Principles’, or as

. they lome-

times call them the Elementary Principles of a Na-
tural or Mixed Body, they mean thofe fimple Par-

ticles out of which the Mixed is compofed, and into

which ’tis ultimately refolvable.

The Word comes from L, M, N, three of the x
;

Letters of the Alphabet ; and is alfo frequently ufed

for the firft Principles or Rudiments of any Science.

Thus
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Thus the Propofitions of Euclid are called his Ele-

ments, becaufe they contain the firft Principles of

Geometry,
ELEOSACHARUM, is Sugar incorporated with

feme Drops of diftilled Oil, fo as to make the Oil

more eafy and agreeable to be fwallowed by the

Patient.

ELEPHANTIASIS Arabum
0
of which the Greeks

fpeak nothing, but the Arabians do frequently, is

a-kin to a Varix or crooked Swelling in the Veins,

and proceeds from thence, and is only a Tumour
in the Feet. Avicenna treats of this Diftemper,

where he fpeaks of the Varices ; yet chafes differs

from him, and Jfaly Abbas follows the Greeks, who
fay, That an Elephas is a Dileafe which corrupts all

the Members of the Body, and is, as it were, an

an Vniverfa' Cancer. But neither is he confident

with himfelf, when he writes, That Vlcers in the

Legs and Feet are called Elephas $ and that Ele-
?

fhanticiis Morbus is an Apofthume proceeding from

Melancholly in the Legs and Feet ; and the Sign of

it is. That the Shape of the Foot is like the Figure

of an Elephant. All the reft treat feparately of a

Leprofy and an Elepiantia, and make the latter to be

a Swelling of the Feet proceeding from Melanchol-

ly and Pituitous Blood, and the crooked Swelling

of the Veins, whereby the Feet refemble the Feet

of an Elephant in Shape and Thicknefs : And this

fort of Tumour is often feen in Beggars who wan-

der much. Blanchard.

ELEPHANTIASIS Grecorum, which the Ara-

bians called a Leprofy : It is called alfo Elephas, Ele-

phantiafis, and Elepbantia, from an Elephant, as

feme think, becaule it makes People big like an E-

lephant, which is a foolifh Notation of the Word

;

for the Body is no bigger, tho’ the Dileafe be. O-
ihers think ’tis fo called, becaufe the Diftemper ly-

ing in the Legs, make them ftiff and equal like an

Elephant ; or becaule ’tis a ftrong vehement Dif-

eafe like an Elephant, with luch like Stuff. Galen
,

in his 14th Chapter of Tumours, fays, that “ This
<e Difeafe is called Saturiafmus when it firft begins,
tl becaufe it makes the Face like that of a Satyr ;

*<
for the Lips are thick, the Nofe fwells, the Ears

“ decays, the Jaws are red, the Forehead is fet with
“ Tumours like fo many Horns. ” Though others

think it is called Saturiafmus, becaufe the Perfons

afflidled are much inclined to Leaehery at the be-

ginning as Satyrs are. Celfus defcribesit thus, “ The
“ whole Body (fays he) is fo affeited, that the ve-
u ry Bones may be faid to be corrupted. The upper

“ Parts of the Body are full of Spots and Tumours,
" the Rednefs whereof is gradually turned into
te Black ; the Top of the Skin is unequally thick,
“

thin, hard, foft, rough, as if it had Scales on it

;

u the Body decays, the Bone, Calves of the Legs,
u and Feet fwell : When the Difeafe is old and in-

“ veterate, the Toes and Fingers are hid in the

“ Swelling, and a fmall Fever arifes, which ealily
“ confumes a Man loaden with fo many Infirmities.
“

’ Blanchard.

ELEVATION of a Mortar-piece or Gun
,

is the

Angle which the Chafe of the Piece, or the Axis of

the hollow Cylinder makes with the Plane of the

Horizon.

ELEVATION of the Pole,is the Height or Num-
ber of Degrees that the Pole in any Latitude is raif-

fed or appears above the Horizon.

ELEVATION of the Pole
,
in Dyalling, is the

Angle which the Style makes with Subftylar Line.

To find the Elevation or Height of the Pole,
having

given the Declination and Meridian Altitude or

Zenith Diflance of the Sun or Star.

Note
,

1. If the Sun or Star have no Declination,"

the Zenith Diftance is the Latitude or Height of the

Pole ; and if the Sun or Star come to the Meridian
due North, the Latitude is Southerly; ifitcometo
the Meridian South, the Latitude is Northerl y.

2. IF the Sun or Star be in the Zenith, theDe-
clination is the Latitude ; and if the Declination be

Southerly, the Latitude, is Southerly ; but if the

Declination be Northerly, the Latitude is Northerly,

Bjile. 1 .

If the Declination be North or South, and the

Meridian Altitude be the fame way that the Decli-

nation is, the Difference between the Declination and
Zenith Diftance, is the Height of the Pole towards

which the Declination is.

Example D

Declination North, 23% 33' E K
Zenith Diftance North, 8, 30 ZK

Latitude North, ,15, 00 EZ
But if the Declination be lefs than the Zenith

Diftance, then the contrary Pole to the Declination

is elevated ; as

Zenith Diftance South, 48°, 30? ZK
Declination South, 20, 00 EK
Latitude South, '

28, 30 EZ
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Example %.

Zenith Diftance North, 50®, oof

Declination North, 1 5, 00

Latitude South, 35, 00

Eule 1 „

Ifthe Sun or Star’s Declination be North or South,

and the Zenith Diftance be contrary to the Declina-

nation, the Sum of the Co-altitude and Declination

is the Height of that Pole that the Declination is to-

wards.

Example.

Zenith Diftance South, 31®, 3 of ZK
Declination North, 20, 00 EK
Latitude North, 51, 30 EK

Note, If the Declination be the fame way that the

Meridian Altitude is, and greater than the Meridian

Altitude, then the Sun or Star may have two Meri-
dian Altitudes in 24 Hours, vi%. the one above the

Pole, and the other below.

In fuch Cafe the Sum of the Co-declination and
Altitude is the Height of the Pole

, towards which
die Declination is.

Example.

Declin.North 2t°, 30’, its Compl. 6 8°, 30'

Meridian Altitude North, 10, 30

Elevation of the North Pole, 79, 00

But if the Meridian Altitude be greater than the

Declination, then the Difference between the Zenith

Diftance and Co-declination is the Height of the

Pole
,
towards which the Declination is.

Example.

Declination North, 22% 30^

Zenith Diftance, 10, 3° North

Latitude North, 12, 00

Note, Which way foever the Meridian Altitude

be, if the Meridian Altitude and twice the Co-de-

clination be lefs than 180 Degrees, the Sun or Star

hath two Meridian Altitudes in 24 Hours, and the

Latitude is found by the 2d I{ule.

E LI

Example;

Meridian Altitude South, 77% oof
Declination 62% oof North Compl 28, 00

28, 00

Sum, 133, 00

Which is lefs than 180®, oof, therefore
Zenith Diftance South, 13°, oof
Declination North, 62, 00

Latitude North,

ELEVATOR, the fame with Elevatorium.
ELEVATOR Labii Inferiors, is aMufcIe which,

with its Partner, lies within the lower Lip. They
arife Flefhv from the Inferior Part of the Gums of
the lower Jaw which belong to the Dentes Incifori-
os

, and delcend diredtly to their Implantations in the
Inferior Part of the Skin of the Chin. Hence it is

when thele adf, they make divers Indentations in
the Chin, as may be obferved in living Perfons,
when the lower Lip isdrawn upwards.
ELEVATOR Labii Superiors, is a Mufcle which

ariies Flefhyfrom the Fore-part of the Os Quartum
°f the upper Jaw, immediately above the Elevator
Libiorum . anddefcends Obliquely under the Skin of
the upper Lip, joining with its Partner in a middle
Line from the Septum Narium, to its Terminati-
on in the Sphinller Labicrum. Its Name fhews its

Ule.

ELEVATOR Labiorum
,

is a Mulcle which lies

between the ^ugomaticus and the Elevator Libii Su-
periors Proprius. It arifes from the Os Quartum of
the upper Jaw, and defcends to its Infertion under
the Termination of the ... Its Name fhews its

Ufe.

ELEVATOR Oculi, is a Mulcle of the Eye, cal-
led Superbus from its Moral Signification, it being
one of the common Marks of a haughty Difpofition
to look high 1 wherefore its oppofite Mufcle is cal-
led Humilis. This Mufcle arifes fharp and flefhy
near the Place where the Optic\ Nerve enters the
Orbit ; and becoming a Flefhy Belly, makes a thin
Tendon inferred to the Tunica Sclerotic on the Supe-
rior and Fore-part of the Bulb of the Eye under the
Adnata.

ELEVATORES, or Elevating "Mufcles, are thole
that ferve to draw the Parts of the Body up-
wards.

ELEVATORIUM, fo called from the lifting

up, is a Chyrurgeon's Inftrument, wherewith Pie-

ces of Sculls that are deprelfed are raifed up a-
gain.

ELIXATION, is the boiling of any thing for a
Medicinal Ufe in a proper Liquor, in order that
the thing may impart its Vertue to the Liquor ’tis

boiled in.

ELIXIR, the Chymift’s Name for a very fine

and ufeful Tincfture
j as Elixir Proprietatis

, Sa-
tis, &c.

ELIXIR Proprietatis, is a Tin<5hire of Myrrh,
Aloes and Saffron, drawn by Spirit of Wine and
Spirit of Sulphur. This is Paracel/us his Way, and
is really the beft of any, tho* many others are pre-

fcribed.

ELLIPSIS, in Grammar, is that Figure where-
by fome Part of our Difcourfe is left out or re-

trenched
; as in the Latin Exprefiion, Paucis te volo,

in which Words Verbis aloqui are left out: This
Figure is very common in the Oriental Langua-
ges.

ELLIP-
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ELLIPSIS, in Geometry, is an Oval Figure ;
’tis

produced from the Sedion of a Cone by a Plane

cutting both Sides of the Cone (but not parallel to

theBafe, for then it produces a Circle) and meet-

ing with the Bale produced, as FDIQEO. in the

fecond Figure following.

But firft I will give you Dr. Wallis s General and

Geometrical Way of demonftrating the General

Property of the Ellipfe, and which he expreffes

thus.

PROP. I.

in the Ellipfe the Squares of the Ordinates are equal

to the Differences between two fieBangles, of which

the Greater are as the Abfcijfie $ the Leffer as the

Squares of the Abfciffa:.

For,

i. The Squares of DO are == Redangles BD
xDS every where, becaufe S B is the Diameter

of a Circle.

i. Drawing then SF parallel to A a, the Latus

Tranfverfum,
and producing the B S's every where

to F, the Lines D S will every where be= D F
— FS, where the DF's are all equal, becaule SF
parallel A a.

3. You will find alfo. That the Redangles under

B D and D S (•= DOq) will be = to the Red-
angle under B D and D F, deduding that under

B D and FS : That is, BDx DS — B D -\-

DF— BDX FS.

4. Alio becaufe the D F's are all equal, the Red-
angles B D F will ftill be as the BD s j and thofe

BD’s, becaufe of the fimilar Triangles ADB, will

ftill be as the D A’s, or the Abfciffa:. Wherefore

the Redangles B DF will every where be as the

Abfciffa: A O ; which is the Proof of the firft

Part. r »
:

5. But the Squares BD X FS, fince both the

B D's and F S’s are every where as the A D’s
,
muft

be in a duplicate Ratio o£ or as the Squares of the

the Abfcilfae A D.

6. Wherefore, fince the Square of the Ordinate

D 0 (= D B x DS) is equal to BD x D F —
BD x FS (Prop. 3.) the Propofition is plain.

COROLLARY I.

Hence ’tis plain. That if you have the Right

Lines BD and D S, you have the Ordinate D O
,

but, not e contra
,
becaufe the Lines B D, D S may

vary infinitely, and yet make a Redangle equal to

DOq. Wherefore the Conick Writers thought to

determine the Ordinates another Way, for inftead

of B D, they took in the Sedion the Line A i>
or the Abfciffa; and inftead of AS they fiibfti-

tuted another imaginary Line, fuppofe L A (which
they called the Latus BeSlum) fand ordered it la-

titat it Ihould be a fourth proportional reciprocally

to the Lines AS, B D and DA: So that every
where it Ihould be B D x AS = D Ax L A ,

B D
and confequently the Latus fieBum = y-- x A Sp

,
DA

and AS ~ — x LA.U B
*

PROP. II.

The Square of any Ordinate (I IQ in the Ellipfis, w
equal to the Bed:angle (IL) under the Latus Re -

ctum (E L) and the Ahjcijfa (E I) lefs
,

or aba-

ting out of it another BpBangle made by the fame
Abfciffa (ED) and a fourth Proportional (fi S) to

the Latus Tranfverfum, the Latus Redum (D E)
and the Abfciffa,

Draw a Parallel to the Sedion, as M B, which
note with b, and continue the Axis of the Sedion
till it meet with the Diameter of the Bafe of the
Cone produced in the Point F, and draw it on to
M, and call A M, c.

Draw alfo the Latus Primarium E P, and paral-
lel to it NO through any given Point : I call the
Side of the Cone, in which the upper Vertex of
the Sedion is, a. Let the Abfciffa E I be noted
with e b; and then (working by the fimilar Trian-
gles B C A, and E IN) according to the Rule of
Proportions, N I will be expreffed in this Notati-
on by e c. Let the produced Part of the Bafe M C
be called d j and the Latus Tranfverfuhi, or Tranf-
verfe Diameter E D, be called 0 b • Then will I

D

be= c b — 0 b. '

Since the Triangles BMC, D E P, and D E Q
are all Similar, work for a fourth Proportional to
exprefs E P, and you will find it to be od

; and I O
in this Notation (by the fame Way of working)
will be 0 d — e d.

Here alfo, as in the Parabola and Hyperbola, the
Square I Right-angle N 10, which you will

find in the Ellipfis, muft be noted by 0 e c d—
eecd

; as in the Hyperbola ("you may fee) ns
0 e c d — eecd.

If therefore you divide oecd — eecd=
the Square of the Ordinate I IQ, by El the

Abfciffa in this Notation == e b, it will ftand thus,

oecd — eecd, 0 c d — e s d~~
7b

~~— or T
~— ’

which is equal

to the Line IS, and which, with the Abfciffa

El~ e b, will make E $ a Redangle = to 1 IQ
Square.

And if you work here to find the Latus fieBum,
according to the Canon given in the Parabola, by

r . f ode ode
faymg, as b :c :: od: -j-

t you will have -
j
-

for
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for the Lam HeSlum, which you fee is plainly

one Parc of the Line IS $ and the other, vi%.

is a fourth Proportional to b, c, and e d; that

is, in Apollonius's way, to ob the Latus Tranfver-

fumy

—— the Latus Helium, and e b the Abfciffa,

„ . e cd
(for the fame Quantity —j- comes out both ways.)

Wherefore, the Square of the Applicate Hi I, is e-

qual to the Remainder of the Redangle 1 L, con-

tained under the Latus Helium and Abicilfa ;
when

out of that Redangle another is taken, which is

made by the fame Abfciffa, and a fourth Proportio-

nal RS to the Latus Tranfverfum, Latus HpQum,
and the Abfcifla. £>. E . D.

COROLLARIES.

i. Hence the Reafon of the Name Ellipfis given

to this Sedion is evident, becaufe the Square of the

Ordinate islefsthan, or defedive of the Redangle

under the Latus ReSww and the Abfciffa.

COROLLARY II.

The Latus Hfblum here, as well as in the Para-

bola and Hyperbola, is here found by making. As

b
,
parallel to the Sedion : Is to c, the produced

Diameter of the Bafe of the Cone : : So is o d, the

o c d
Latus Primarium : To —

y ,
the Latus Re««m E L.

And here, if the Quantity above and below the Line

o cd b
be multipliedby b, you will have > a Quan-

tity equal to the Former, but more agreeable to

Apollonius's Way of Expreffion, who gives this Ca-

non for the Latus H^Eum, As bb — the Square of

the Parallel to the Sedion : Is to c d = to a Right-

angle under the whole Bafe and the Part produced
oc db

: : So is o b — Latus Tranfverfum : To (or

o c d
the Latus Re#«m.

COROLLARY III.

Which Latus HeHum may be had Geometrically

thusj

Having the Ordinate R J, and the Abfciffa E I

,

find a third Proportional (F H) to E l and R

I

(-EF |) and then find a fourth Proportional to

J D, (the Difference between the Latus Tranfver-

fum, and the Abfciffa,) to the third Proportional

F H, before found, and to the Latus Tranfverfum ;

and then that fourth Proportional (hall be the Latus

MeUum fought L E. j

COROLLARY IV.

Hence may as many Points as you pleafe be
found to draw an Ellipfis, whofe Latus Helium and
Tranfverfum are given, by finding Ordinates, and
applying them to the Axis ; Thus,
Take any Abfcifla, as E I, and then make. AsHE j EL 1

1

So D

I

i IS. Then find a mean
Proportional between this Fourth, IS and El
which will be JR, the Ordinate fought, whofe
End R, when rightly applied, will always be in
the Curve of the Ellipfis.

PROP. III.

In the Ellipfis the Square of the Ordinates, R J GF
are as the Hebiangles DIE and D F E, made by
the Lines lying between the Ordinates

, and the Ver-
tices of the Latus Redum.

L A

Let E

F

be here called i b, as El was before
called e h ; then it will be plain from what hath
been laid in the precedent Propofition, That the
Square G F, the Ordinate will be in this Notation
oied-r-eied. Alfo the Redangle D FE will,

by multiplying DF —ob — i b) by F E (— i b)

be found to be oibb — i i b b.

Now fince, by Prop, i . the Square K^I — oec d— ee c d, and here we have found the Square G F— oied— e i c d ; it muft needs be that the
Square RI : Square GF::oecd— eeedi
oi cd — e ic d j that is, (dividing all by c d) as
0 e — e e, is to oi — i i.

But the Redangle DIE : D FE :: ee — ee ;

01 — i i (for by bare Multiplication the Redan-
gle DIE will be found equal to oeb b >— ee b b,

and DFE was above found to be = oi b b —-

i i b b) which two Quantities divided by b b, will

leave oe — ee, and o i.— it;) wherefore the
Square R J : Square G F : : Redangle DIE t

Redangle DFE. Q.E. D.

Which Propofition may be better expreffed thus.'

In an Ellipfis the Squares of the Ordinates, are as the

fieStangles under the Segments of the Diameter
, or

Axis Tranfverfum.

Which is certainly true alfo in a Circle, where the"

Squares of the Ordinates are equal to luch Redan-
gles, as being mean Proportionals between the Seg-

ments of the Diameter.

CORO L-
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COROLLARY I.

* -

In an Ellipsis, drawing an Ordinate as J AA and

fuppofe the Focus to be in N, and the Latus ReUum

LM applied in N at Right-angles to the Axis

Then will the Square of \ ihe Latus

ooc c da 1

Rebtum) = Square of IN be = Where‘

fore by this Proportions, As Square I iy : Square

LN :: Redangle DIE : Redangle DN£;
' b o c c d d , ,

that is, o oc d — eec d i
— :i 0 eb b

e ebb i Wherefore the Redangle BN E
4

o o c d

4
Now Redangle BN E-f- the Square of C N =

Square C£ (by 5.?. z. Euclid) and confequently

CN Square — CE Square — Redangle DNE :

0 obb 0 0 c d „ „ „ ;

That is,
— — —7— (for CE ~\ok) And
4” 4

therefore CN, the Pittance from the Center to the

V : 00 bb —< 0 0 c de

Focus, is equal to — ~ ;

COROLLARY II.

And from hence will arife this Canon for deter-

mining the Foci oi an Ellipfis from the Square of

half the Latus Tranfverfum ;
Subftrad the fourth

Part of the Figure (or I of the Redangle under

the Latus Eeclum and Tranfverfum) and then extrad

the Square Root of the Remainder : That fhall be

the Diftance of the Focus from the Center, and

then fubftrad that from half the Latus Tranfverfum,

and it gives E N the Diftance of the Focus from

the Vertex.

COROLLARY III.

Which Rule is very eafy in Pradice, for
0 0 bb

is only the Square of C E (half the Latus Tranfver-

0 0 c d
fum)

and —— nothing but the Redangle of 7
A

0 b 0 cd
D E into L M the Latus Rectum (for —- x ~-r~ =r

do c d
*)

Wherefore find MN a mean Proportional be-
tween L M and MO (~jBE-3 ) then on C

M

(= C £) deferibe a Semi-circle, and in it apply

M N, and then draw C N, which fhall be the Di-
ftance of the Focus from the Center.

COROLLARY IV.

Since in Cor. 1. twas proved, That the Redan-
gle B N E s- CN Square r= C E Square

; that

is, Redangle B N E — C E Square — CN Square,

Cali C N Square, mm- and then will the ReCt-
_ 0 0 b b

angle B NE = (C E Square) — mm:
. 4*

Which Notation, as one of the fame Nature in the

Hyperbola, will be of ufe hereafter.

PROP. IV.

In the Ellipfis, The Latus Redum : Is to the Latus
Tranfverfum : : As the Square of any Ordinate

9

IJy : Is to the Rectangle B I E, made by the Lines
intercepted between it and the Vertices of the La-
tus Redum.

For the Latiy ReSlum is ~~p~t and the Latus

Tranfverjum 0 b ; the Square of the Ordinate oecd— eec d, and the Redangle Bt£ is eobb —
e e b, iif is b, as hath been fftewn in the former
Propofitions : Place therefore thefe four Quantities
in the Form of Proportionals, vi%Q

oed
As —j— t 0 b l l deed —— eecdioebb e e bha

b

And multiplying the Excreams and Means, you
will find the fame Quantity 0 0 e b c d —> 0 ee be d
produced both ways, which fliews they are truly
proportional. £. D.

COROLLARY I.

Wherefore, if the Latus Return and the Ax
Tranfverfus be given in the Ellipfis, tis eafy to fir

the fecond Axe, by making, As 0 b :
— -

;
*

A >

(" Redangle BCE) : To = Square A Cj

Wherefore AC is knowfy and CQfifequefitly it#
Double A B,

Whole
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Whole SqUare muft be coed — Rectangle of the
Latus Rfftum into the Tranfverfum * i. e. the Figure,
as Apo!lonius calls it. Wherefore the Axis Secundus,

and any Second Diameter, is a mean Proportional
between the Latus Rectum and Tranfverfum ; or to

fpeak with Apollonius
, is equal in Power to the Fi-

gure,

COROLLARY II.

Since the Square of A C — -- and the Squ.

of C N (the Diftance of the Focus from the Cen-

„
oobb — oocd, „ . r n

ter) = , by Corol. i . of Prop. 2.

Put them into one Sum, and they will make
oobb

which therefore muft be equal to Square A N, and

confequently the Line A N z= — j i.e.to half the
%

Latus Tranfverfum.

Wherefore, if you have the Axes in an Ellipfis,

’tis eafy to find the Foci ; for you need only open

the Compajfes to the Diftance D C, and fetting one

Foot in A
t crofs the Tranfverfe Diameter in the Points

N and K

COROLLARY III.

Since by Cor. 1. Prop. 2. the Redangle DNE
was proved equal to which, by Cor. prece-

4
ding, = AC q, 'tis plain Redangle D N

E

= AC
Square.

COROLLARY IV.

The Square of C E (“half the Tranfverfe Dia-

meter) : Is to the Square of AC half the Diameter

fecunda : : As Latus Tranfverfum : To Latus Rectum.

oobb 0 0 c d . . .
, , ,For -— : ——— :: 0 0 b b :oo c d :: 0 b b : 0 c d

4 4
oh b 0 c d , 0 c d

* *

~b~
*

b

fum, Latus Epctum

: : ob 1 j i. e. Latus Tranfver-

COROLLARY V.

Alfo fince C E Square : AC Square : : 0 b :

5 that is, by this Prop. As Redangle DIE:

Square I iy. Therefore Square CE : Square AC ::

Redangle D I E: Square 1

1

\,; that is alfo (by

Cor. 3.) As Square C E : Redangle DNE:: Red-
angle DIE : Square 1 AL-

COROLLARY VI.

Wherefore there will be found a new and ufeful
Way of expreffing the Square of the Ordinate
(which we found above in Prop. 1. was 0 0 c d—
e ecd) if you make, As C E Square

(
0 0 bb\

Redangle DNE — — — mm
,
by Corol.

ft.

Prop. 2.) : : So Redangle D I E : To a fourth Pro-
portional j which working Algebraically by the
Bpile of Three

, will be found to be oebb — eebb
4emm \m m e e

~~
o

+ —ftl
The Advantage of which Notation will Effici-

ently appear in the next Propofition.

PROP. V.

In the Ellipfis, the Aggregate or Sum of the Eight
Lines FftN and Fftn, drawnfrom the fame Point

K, *n the Curve of the Ellipfis, to both the Foci N
and n, is always equal to the Tranfverfe Diameter
or Axis D E.

E

The Proof of which depends on the Confideration-

of the Redangied Triangles I I^N and I Iftn,

where the Sides being given, the Hypothenufes are

eafilyhad.

For if (as in Cor. 4. Prop. 2.) you call C N — m]

, •„ 1 ft: oobb — oocd
then will m be

, and IN— Cl
4

-1- C N= 40 b — e b + m -

y but I n will be ~
C n— C I — m — \ob -ft eb.

Wherefore the Square of IN— ft ob b —- 0 ebb
-1- e ebb -\- 0 b m — ze b m -j- mm ; and the Squ.

of In — ft 0 b b •— oebb-\-eebb— ob m -f-
zeb m -ft m m.
Now if to each of thefe Squares you add the

Square of lift, which (by Cor. 6. of the precedent)

was 0 e bb e e bb
4 e mm am me e

-1- 3-
, the

0 00

Sum will be IftN Square (or the Square of the

Hypothenule) which is — ft 0 b b - 0 b m -j- zebm
4emm A.e e mm

-1- mm — - ——-— .

0 0 0

And Square iy n — ft ob b — 0 b m -ft ze b m
Ae mm 4 e e m

-I- rn m ' -i- .

0 00

And confequently extrading the Roots of thofe

Equations (which is very eafy) you will have iy N
ze m— ftb-ftm — , and Jftnszz {0 b — m -ft

ze m
0 Which
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Which two added together, are manifeftly equal

to o b the Tranfverle Diameter, ft E. D

COROLLARY I.

From whence ariles the Reafon of the Ordinary

Way ufed by Gardeners, &c. to defcribe Ovals or El-

liffis'

s

by two Pins in the Tranfverfe Diameter at N
and n,and a String mov’d about them by another Pin,

as F; for by this Means the Point F will always be

in the Elliffis ; and fince a Circle is defcribed by a

String moving round one Pin placed in the Center
j

3

tis plain a Circle is an Elliffis, whofe Foci are co-

incident.

COROLLARY II.

Hence alio ’tis eafy to defcribe an Elliffis on a

Plane Geometrically ,
by only Scale and Comfafis : For

having drawn the Axis Tranfverfus D E, and in it

taken the Foci n and N ; at a Diftance, not more

than half the Tranfverle Axis, with the Coiiipafles

in N ftrike an Ark, as /, and fet the fame Diftance

from E to G.

Then opening the Compalfes to the remaining Di-

ftance G D, with one Foot in n crofs the Ark/, and

that Point will be in the Elliffis : And thus you may
find as many Points as you pleafe with all Readinefs

imaginable.

ELLIPTICAL Comfajjes, is an Inftrument made
in Brafs, to draw at one Revolution of the Index,

any Elliffis or Oval.

ELLIPTICAL Dyal, is an Inftrument made com-
monly of Brafs, with a Joint to fold together, and
the Gnomons to fall flat, commodioufly contrived

to take little room in the Pocket. By it may be
found the true Meridian, Hour of the Day, Riling

and Setting of the Sun, with feveral other Propo-
fitionsof the Globe.

ELL
ELLIPTICAL S'face, is the Area contained

within the Curve of the Elliffis,

The Elliftical Sface d a e b i Is to a Circle defcri-

bed on the Traniverfe Axe d e : : As the Conjugate
Diameter, or Axis fieftus a b i Is to the Tranfverle

Axe d e.

Draw fo\ gn perpendicular to Cel

Then will / o ; f c it gn : g c.

And therefore f o : gn : : / c : g c.

: : a c z c e.

: : ah : de.

But this Proportion of/oign : : abide will be
true, wherever the Perpendiculars,fo and gw are
drawn ; that is, of all the Indivifible of the outer
Circle and Elliffis .- Wherefore the Plain Sfaces
made out of them* muft, in the whole, be in the
fame Proportion to one another : That is, the Ellif-
fis to the Circle, is as the Conjugate a b, to the
Tranfverfe Diameter dc. ft E. £>.

COROLLARY I.

Wherefore the Quadrature of the Elliffis wilt be
had. when that of the Circle is found, and vice
verfa* x

y
‘

CORLLAR Y II.

The Elliffis is a mean Proportional between the
greater and lelfer Circle ; For a Circle, or any fi-

milar Figure on a b : Will be to one of the fame
Kind onde::Asw&:Toa third Proportional j i. e.

As the Elliffis : Is to the greater Circle : : So is

the lelfer Circle : To it, vi*. as ah tod e

.

LI The
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The Xnve/ligation of the Tangent to the Ellipfe.

Let B E =± q, BG = x, FC = 7, CD=
AC— t.

B E the TranTverfe Ax, H the Center, F A the

Tangent, F C, OD Ordinates.

C D is fuppofed indefinitely fmall.

By Similar Triangles,

Becaufe C D is indefinitely fitiail.

AC? : FC? :: AD? : GD?
But GD? = OD?
Wherefore AC? : FC ? : : A D ? : O D ?.

But F C ? : O D ? :: ECxBC : EDxBD, By the Curves Property.

Therefore AC? : AD? :: ECxBC:ED x BD, By Equality of Proportion,

u II (I E!

t
1

: t
1

-1- it n 4- n 1
:

:
qx — xx : q x —• a;

5 1 , n. c c » ,

—j— q yi ,— x —™ ^ The Iaft Step m Symbols.

Wherefore t
2 qn — Znxt z — n z

1
1 — ztn qx\ By forming an Equation, and calling off the Terms

— zt nx z n z qx — nn x

x

J common on both Sides.

Therefore^-^_ « » - .* = 2tJX-
J.

Ey dividing all by ».

And confequently - »**» = Ujx-X.
Caftingofr orpmting „

Wherefore tq — zx t = zq x — zx x By dividing all by t.

0.

And therefore /= &, E. 1. By dividing by q — zx.

PROPOSITION. I.

I fay, AC : CE :: BC : CH.

t : zq — zx :: x : q — zx

q
Wherefore t : q — jf x

I! II II II

AC:CE::BC:CH. & E. L

By the Iaft Equation refolv’d into an Analogy.

By dividing the fecond and fourth Term by z.

PROP,
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PROPOSITION It

I fay, HC : HB :: HB : HA

x l x I % q —« x i t

Wherefore
J-

And therefore

xix :: q x
zqx ix x

4
q— lx

x + x ::

X : q—’X-i-

.That is,
4

%q

x

—- Z x

x

q •=> % x

q— x

II

x l —— % l

%
. i qx

q—ZX
i!

By the laft Step of the laft Propofitioni

By Subftituting the Value of t.

By Compounding,

By calling off Contradictories,

q q q
2

Or,

But q
— x i q x —p- x . I

qx

. r—i* ..

1 xBut q — X

q q q
1

Wherefore — x : ~ : q :

And confequently, — x :

q q«* — • » » i. . •

Z Z Z zq — \X
HC : HB : : HB : HA

By exprefling the laft Term in two Parts,

By compounding the two laft Terms,

Calling off Contradictories.

By a Step before.

By Equality of Proportion.

By Dividing the two laft Terms by z.

Sir If Newton. Prof. XI. Prob. 6 , of Princip. Philofoph. Mathemat. demonfttates. That if any Body re-

volve round another in an Ellipfis, the Centripetal Force or Gravity of it will be in a Duplicate Ratio) or

as the Square of its Diftance from the Vmbelicus or Focus.

ELMINTHES, or Helminthes, are little Worms
bred in the Guts

;
efpecially that called ReElum, or

the Lowermoft, the Strait or Great Gut.

ELODES, or Helodes, a fort of Feaver accompa-

nied with a violent and perpetual Swearing.

ELONGATION, in Aftronomy, fignifies the Re-

moval of a Planet to the furtheft Diftance it can be

from the Sun, as it appears to an Eye placed on the

Earth j but this is moft commonly taken notice of in

Venus and Mercury.

The utmoft Elongation of Venus can be but 45
Degrees, and that of Mercury but of 30 Degrees ;

which is the Reafon this Planet is fo rarely feen.

ELONGATION, in Chyrurgery, is an imper-

fect Luxation, occafioned by the ftretching or leng-

thening of the Ligaments of any Joint. Blanchard.

ELOPEMENT, is when a Married Woman de-

parts from her Husband and dwells with an Adulte-

rer ;
for which, without voluntary Reconcilement

to the Husband, fhe fliall lofe her Dowry j nor {hall

the Husband in fuch cafe be compelled to allow her

any Alimony .

ELYTHROIDES, or Vaginalis, is a fecond pro-

per Tunick which mediately involves the Tefles.

EMANCIPATION, a Term in the Roman Law,
iignifying the fetting free ofa Son from the Subjecti-

on of his Father ; which was fo hard by the Roman
Law, that ( they fay

) before a Son could be releaf-

ed from fuch Subjection, he (hould he fold (imagi-

narily) three rimes by his Natural Father to another

Man ; and this Perfon the Lawyers called Pater Fi-

duciarius
, a Father in Tiuft : After this he was to

be bought again by the Natural Father, and then on

his manumitting of him he became Free. Now
they called this imaginary Sale Mancipatio, and con-

fequently, the fetting of any Perfon free frofti it, E~
mancipation, Blount,

embat
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EMBATTELED, or Crenelle, a Term in Heral-

dry, when the Our-line of any Ordinary is of this

Figure,

which reprefen ts the Battlements of a Wall or Ca-
ttle.

EMBLEMENTS (in Law) are the Profits of Lands
which have been fowed ;

but fometimes it is taken

more largely, for any Profits that arife and grow na-

turally from the Ground, as Grafs, Fruit, Hemp,
&c. If the Tenant for Life fow the Land, and af-

terwards die, the Executor of the Tenant for Life

fhall have the Emblements, andnothe inReverfion:

But if Tenant for Years fow the Lands, and before

he hath reaped his Term expires, there the Lelfor,

or he in Reverfion, fhall have the Emblements.

EMBOLISM, is the Excefs of the Solar Tear a-

bove the Lunar, whereby the Lunations happen eve-

ry fubfequent Year, eleven Days fooner than in the

foregoing ; which,when they amount to thirty Days,

make a new Month, called the Emboltfmical Luna-
tion, or Embolifmatical Month ; which muft be add-

ed,to make the common Lunar Tear equal to the Solar.

EMBOLUS, is the Sucker ofa Pump or Syringe;

which, when the Pipe of the Syringe is clofe ftopt,

can’t be drawn up, but with the greateft Difficulty

;

and when forced up by main ftrength, will, on be-

ing let go, return again with great Violence.

The Arifiotelians attribute this EffeCt to the com-

mon Notion of Nature’s abhorrence of a Vacuum.

But Mr. Boyle found, that in his exhaufted Recei-

ver the Sucker would be eafily drawn up, tho’ the

Orifice of the Pipe were clofe ftopt, as it would be

when open in the common Air, From whence it

ieems plain, that the Difficulty of drawing back this

Embolus or Sucker, when the End of the Syringe is

ftopt, arifes from the Preflure of the Atmofphere

on the external End of the Sucker ; which having

at the other End no Counter-prejfure, nor Spring of

the Air toballance it, muft prels with all its Weight
and keep down the Sucker ; but when by pumping

the Air out of the Receiver, this Preffure, or its e- ;

quivalent Spring of the Air is taken away, there is

nothing to keep down the Sucker, and fo it may be

eafily drawn up. He found alfo, That when the

Sucker could in vacuo thus eafily be drawn back,

yet on the Re-admiflion of the Air it would be forc’d

in again ,
and raife along with it a confiderable

Weight, which was fufpended at the external End
of the Sucker. Vid. Continuation of Phyfico. Meehan.

Exp. Part i.

EMBRACEUR, or Embrafour, (in Law) is he

that when a Matter is in Trial between Party and

Party, comes to the Bar with one of the Parties (ha-

ving received fome Reward fo to do
)
and fpeaks in

the Cafe, or privily labours the Jury, or ftands there

to over-look and Purvey them, thereby to put them

in Fears and Doubt of the Matter
,

the Penalty

whereof is zo l. and Imprifonment at the Juftice’s

Difcretion. fiut Perlons learned in the Law may
fpeak in the Cafe of their Clients.

EMBRASURE, in Architecture, is the Enlarge-

ment made in the Walls, to give more Light and

greater Convenience to the Windows and Doors of

a Building.

EMBRASURES, in Fortification, are the Holes

in a Parapet, through which the Cannons are poin-

ted to Fire into the Moat or Field : They are ge-

nerally i z Foot diftance from one another ; every

one of them being from 6 to 7 Foot wide without,

and about 3 within ; their Height above the Plat-

form is 3 Foot on that Side toward the Town, and

a Foot and a half on the other Side toward the
Field, that io the Muzzle Imay be funk on occafion,
and the Piece brought to flioot low.
EMBROCATION,

(
from g Irrigation,

or Wetting) is a kind of Fomentation, wherein the
fomenting Liquor is let cliftil, drop by drop, or very
flowly, upon the part of the Body to be fomented.
EMBRYO, is the Foetus in the Womb of the Mo-

ther, after its Members come to be diftin&Iy form’d.
EMBRYO! EILAS EES, an Inftrument with

which Chyrurgeons break the Bones of a dead
Child, that it may be the more eafily taken out of
the Womb.
EMBRYOTOMY, the Anatomical Diffedlion

of an Embryo or Fcetus.

EMBRYULCUS, an Iron Hook with which
Chyrurgeons pull a dead Foetus out of the Mother’s
Womb.
EMERGENT, the fame with Emerfion.
EMERSION, in Aftronomy, is the Time when

any Planet that is eclipfed begins to emerge or get out
of the Shadow of the eclipfing Body. When any
Body alfo, lighter in Specie than Water

,
being

thruft violently down into it, rifes again, ’tis faid to
emerge out of the Water ; and this is the moft pro-
per Signification of the Word.
EMETICK, or Vomative Medicines, are thole

which with their pungent Particles contraCl the Fi-
bres of the Stomach upwards, and fo ejeCt at the
Mouth whatfoever is ofienfive to the Stomach, as is

the commonly received Notion. But Dr. Furcel, in
his Book of Vapours, p. 39. fuppofes that Vomiting
is caufed by Salts, which prick and corrode the
Nerves of the Stomach, from whence the Spirits

flow to the Brain in greater quantity
; and either by.

the Proximity of the Origin of thofe Nerves, or by
the Angle of Incidence, they are forced into the
Nerves belonging to the Diaphragm, and the Mu-
fcles of the lower Belly both which contracting
themfelves, fqueeze the Stomach into aleis.com-
pals, and fo make it ejeCI its Contents : And tho*

fome part of the Matter may go downwards by the
Pylorus, yet the far greater Quantity muft go up-
wards, becaufe when the Diaphragm is contracted,
it forces down the- Liver, and makes it comprefs the
Pylorus, and hinder any thing from palling out that
way ; and this Account he confirms by the Experi-
ments of Dr. Chirac, an eminent Anatomift at Mont-
pellier in France, and of his own made upon Dogs,
above twenty times : And how he folves the Diffi-

culty ofthe Mufcles of the Diaphragm, and of the
Abdomen contracting themfelves both at the lame
time, when they are really Antagonifts to one ano-
ther, you will fee in his Book, p. 43.
EMETICK Tartar, is only Cream or Chryftal of

Tarrar powder’d 8c mix’d with a quarter part ofOo-
cus Metallorum, and then the Mixture is boiled in an
earthen Pan in a fufficienr quantity of Water

,
for

about 8 or 9 Hours : It muft be ftirred about con-

tinually, and new Water put in as the Former boils

away. The hot Liquor at laft is ftrained through

a woollen Cloth, and then about half of it is gently

evaporated; the reft islet to cool; and it will

fhoot into Chryftals. ’Tis a fine, gentle, yet cer-

tain Vomative. The Dofe from 3 or 4 Grains to

10 or iz.

EMMENAGOGUES ,
are Medicines which

excite the Menfes.

EMMOTION, is a Liquid Medicine which is

injeCLed. into Ulcers.

EMOLLIENTIA ,
foftning things, are fuch as

with a moderate Heat and Moifture diflolve thofe

Parts which before cohered clofe
; dilfipating others,

make them loofe and foft. EMPLA-
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EMPLAMEMT, according to our Learned Dr.

Crew, is the outmoft Part of the Flower of a Plant

encompaiTmg the Foliation of the Attire : Tis

compounded of the three general Parts of all Plants,

the Skin, the Cortical
,
and the Lignous Bodies, each

Empaler being (whether confuting of one or more

Pieces) as another Leaf, and is deligned to be a

Guard and a Band to the Flower where it is weak

and tender j
and therefore fuch Plants as have

Flowers with a firm and flrong Balls, as Tulips,

&c. have no Empalement, nor need any.

EMPANEL, in Law, fignifies the Writing and

Entring the Names of a Jury inro a Parchment Sche-

dule ot Roll of Paper by the Sheriff, which he hath

fummon’d to appear for the Performance of fuch

pnblick Service as Juries are imploy’d in.

EMPARLANCE, in Common Law, fignifies a
j

Defire or Petition in Court ol a Day, to paufe what

is belt to do : And ’tis called by the Civilians Peti-

onom induciarum.

EMPASMA, the fame with Catapafma.

EMPATTEMENT, according to fome, is the

fame with Talus in Fortification ; which fee.

EMPERICKS, are the fame with Mountebanks,

or bold ignorant Pretenders to the Practice of Phy-

fick. However Empirical Medicines, as fome are

pleafed to call the very beft in ufe, are by no means

totally to be flighted, nor that Practice ol this Art,

which is built on Experience, to be condemn’d
;

but only the daring Attempts of fuch ignorant Pre-

tenders as are no way qualify‘d to judge of the

Symptoms of a Difeafe, nor the peculiar Circum-

ftances of their Patient’s Temper and State of Body.

EMPHATICAL, is ufed in two Senfes ;
when

any thing is fpoken with great Earneftnefs and E-

motion of Mind, we fay, ’twas fpoken very Em-
phatically, or with a great Emphafis. 'Tis ufed alfo

by the old Natural Philofophers for thofe Apparent

Colours (as they would call them) which are of-

ten feen in Clouds before the Riling, or after the

Setting of the Sun, or thofe in the Rain-bow, ©c.

And thefe, becaufe they are not permanent or laft-

ing, they will not allow to be true Colours : But

fince thefe Emphatical Colours are Light, modified

chiefly by Refraction, and with a Concurrence of

Reflections, and fome other accidental Variat,ons$

and being the proper ObjeCts of Sight, and capa-

ble as truly to affeCt it as other permanent Colours

are, there is no realon for excluding them from the

number of true and genuine Colours, fince all o-

ther Colours are only Modifications of Light as

thefe are.

EMPHRATICK, the fame with Emplattomena
,

or Ernplafiickj.

EMPHRAXIS, is an ObltruCtion in any Part.

EMPHYSEMA, is an Inflammation or a windy
fwelling or blowing up any Part of the Body. Blan-
chard,

EMPHYTON Therm,on, or Calor Innatus, is the

Innate Hear, or Heat firft fuppofed to be produc’d

In the Foetus from the Parent’s Semen, which after-

wards, when Refpiration is begun, and the Foetus

fubfifts of itfelf, decays forfooth, by Degrees. Ma-
ny Philofophers and Phyficians call this Heat an in-

nate or native Spirit, and lay that it confiftsof three

Parts of a primogenial Moijlure, an innate Spirit and
Heat . Whence Fernelius defines innate Heat to be
a primogenial Moijlure every way qualified with an
innate Spirit and Heat. Blanchard.

EMPIRICAL Medicine
,

'

now-a-days called

Quacking, is a pra&ifing Phyfick, without enquiring
either into the Nature of the Difeafe, or of the Me-
dicines employed to cure them j but depending fole-

ly on the Authority of experienc’d Medicines; which
are uiually apply’d too univerfally, in all Cafes and
Circumftances alike. Acron Agrigentinus was the
firft Author of ir, who negle&ing the Reafons of
things, contented himlelf with bare Experience.

Quacky firft flourilhed amongft the Egyptians ;

from this Trade came Mountebanks ;• and thofe that
now praClice Phyfick after this bold and heedlefs
rate, are called Emperickj.

EMPLaSTRUM, a Plaifter, as a Medicine ap-
plied outwardly to the Skin, lpread upon Linnen
or Leather : It is commonly made of Oils, or of
thofe things which are of a like Confiftence with
Oil

; as Swine’s-greafe, Butter, ffimy, vifcous Ex-
tractions from Gums, Roots, ©c. Alfo of Powder
and Wax, or thefe thingr which are of a like Con-
fiftence with Wax, as Rofin, Pitch, Gum, ©c. The
Mafs whereof being yet hot, is formed into a Cy-
lindrical Figure. Blanchard.

EMPLASTICKS, 7 are Salves which fo

EMPLATTOMENA,f conftipate and Ihut up
the Pores of the Body, that Sulphurous Vapours
cannot pafs. Blanchard.

EMPNEUMATOSIS, is an alternate Dilatation
of the Thorax, whereby the external Air is conti-

nually breathed in, and by the ’Wind-pipe and the
Lungs, is communicated to the Blood to accend it.

Blanchard.

"
EMPORIUM, is often ufed for the common Sen-

fory in the Brain.

EMPROSTHOTONUS, is a continual Con-
traction of the Mufcles of the Neck towards the
E ore-parts. Blanchard:

EMPYEMA, properly fo called, is a Collection
of purulent Matter in the Cavity of the Thorax ;
but largely taken, fignifies the fame in the Abdomen
too. Blanchard.

EMPREUMATA, are little Feaverifli Remains
after a Crifis ; alfo that thick vifcous Matter which
fubfides to the Bottom in diftilled Waters. Empy-
reuma fignifies alfo that Tafte and Smell of the Fire
which in Diftallations affeCfs fome Oils, Spirits and
Waters, by reafon of their being drawn off by too
great a Degree of Heat.
EMRODS : See Hemorrhoids

.

EMULGENT VeJJels, are the two large Arte-
ries and Veins which fpring, the Former from the
defcending Trunk of the Aorta or great Artery, the
Latter from the Vena Cava. They are both inferred
into the Kidneys, and the Emulgent Arteries cdrry
the Blood (with the Serum

) to them, and the Emul-
gent Veins bring it back again after the Serum is fepa*
rated from it by the Kidneys.
EMULSION, is a Liquid Medicine to be taken

inwardly, of the Form and Colour of Milk, whence
comes its Name

(QuaJiLacmentiens.)

EMUNCTORIfiS, are the Cavities into which
the Excrements ofan Animal Body are emptied, as
the pituitous Humour of the Brain, into the No-
ftrilsj the yellow thickifh Humour, which we call
Ear-wax, into the Ears ; the Excrements, into the
Bowels; the Urine, into the Bladder, ©c.
ENiEMON

, is a Medicine which flops the
Blood, or which, by binding, cooling or drying,
clofes the Paffages of the Veffels which were open ;
flops or dim inifhes the Fluidity and violent Motion
of the Blood. Blanchard.

ENjEOREMA, is that Crafs Subftance which is

fufpended in the Middle of the Urines, call’d the
Hypoftafis Vrince. Blanchard.

ENALLAGE, a Figure in Grammar, whereby
there is a Change either of a Pronoun, as when a
PofTeffive is put for a Relative, as Suns for Ejus

3

or
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or of a Verb, when one Mood or Tenfe is put for a-

nother, &c,

ENALURON, the Term in Heraldry fora Bor-

dure charged with Martlets, or any kind of- Birds :

Thus they fay, he beareth Argent

,

a Bordure A-
\ure, charged with an Enaluron of Martlets

; mean-
ing, that there are Marlets all round the Bordure,

ENARTHROSIS, is (in Anatomy) a kind of

Jointing, when the Cavity that receives it is deep,

and the Head of the Bone that is inferred is oblong,

as may be leen in the Huckle-bone and its Cavity ;

in the principal Bone of that Part of the Foot which
immediately fucceeds the Leg, with the Bone call’d

Cymbiforme.

ENCATHIS, or Encanthis
, is the Caruncula La-

crymaid ; which fee.

ENCAUMA, or Epicauma, is a deep, hard, and

crufty Ulcer of the Eye. Blanchard,

ENCEINTE, a French Term, in Fortification,

fignifying the whole Enclofure, Circumference^ or

Compafs of a Fortified Place, whether compofed of

Baftions or not.

ENCEPHALOS, is whatfoever is within the

Compafs of the Skull, as the Brain, the Cerebellum,

the Medulla Oblongata, &c.

ENCHARAXIS : See Scarlficatio.

ENCHEIRESIS Anatomica, is a Redinels in

DiffeCtions, when an Anatomift fhews the Parts of

a Body dexteroufly and expeditioufly.

ENCHYMONA, is an Afflux of the Blood,

whereby the External Parts are render’d black and

blue ;
as in the Scurvy, Blood-fhot Eyes, &c. Alfo

an Afflux of the Blood by the Quicknefs and Sud*

dennefs of its Motion,as inAnger andjoy. Blanchard.

ENCHYTA, or Infundibulum, is an Inftrument

wherewith Liquids are inftilled into the Eyes, No-

ftrils and Ears.

ENCHYSMA, the fame with Clyfter.

ENCOPE, is ah Incifion of any Part, as in a

Gangrene, &c.

ENCRANIUM, the fame with Cerebellum

.

ENCROACHMENT, or Accroachment, in Com-

mon Law, fignifies an unlawful gaining upon the

Right or Poffeffions of another.

ENDfor End : When a Cable, Hawfer or other

Rope of a Ship is run clear oft" from the Block or

Place it was wound about, they, lay at Sea, ’35
'is run

cut End for End.

ENDECAGON, a plain Figure in Geometry,

eleven Sides and Angles.

ENDEIXIS, is an Indication of Difeales, where-

by is fhewn what is to be done : As for Example,

a Plethora, or too great fulnefs of Blood, indicates

the opening of a Vein. Blanchard,

ENDEMICAL, Endimial, or Endemious Difeafe,

is what fome call Morbus Vernaculus, & Communis

;

that is, a Difeafe which always infedts a great ma-

ny in’ the fame Country, proceeding from fome

Caufe peculiar to the Country
(
'where it reigns : Such

is the Scurvy to the Hollanders ; intermitting Fe-

vers to the Inhabitants of our Submarine and Mar-

ftiy Places, &c.

ENDITEMENT, or Indictment, in Common

Law, is the fame with Accufatio in the Civil Law,

tho’ in fome Points it differs.' It may be thus defin-

ed : An Indittment is a Bill or Declaration made in

Form of Law (for the Benefit of the Common-

wealth) exhibited as an Accufation of one for fome

Offence, either Criminal or Penal, unto Jurors, and

by their VerdiCt found and prefented to be true, be-

fore an Officer, having Power to punifh the fame

Offence. It is always at the Suit of the King, and

differs from an Accufation in this, that the Preferrer
*
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is no way tied to thePfoof thereof,upon anyPenaliy*
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ENDORSE, a Term m Heral-
dry, fignifying- the f Part of a Pale ;

and fome fay it is not ufed but
•when the Pale is between two of
them

j but this Guillim finds fault

with as too bold a Saying.

(

He beareth 'Or , an Endorfe
Gules.

ENDORSED, when two Lions are born ram-
pant, and turning their Backs to each other, the
Heralds fay they are Endorfed ; but if their Faces
be towards each other, they call it Combatant.
ENDOWMENT, fignify the giving or affirm-

ing of a Dower to a Woman
; alfo the fetting or fe-

vering of a fiifficient Portion for a Vicar towards
his perpetual Maintenance when the Benefice is ap-
propriated i and fuch a Vicarageis called a Vicarage
Endow’d.

ENDOWMENT dela pluis belle part, is where a
Man dying, feizedoffome Lands holden in Knight s
Service, and other fome in Soccage, the Widow is

fped ofher Dower,rather in the Soccage Lands,than
thofe holden in Knight’s Service, as being le pints
belle part, the fairer Part.

ENEMA, the fame with Clyfter.

ENERGETICAL Bodies or Particles, are fuch
as are eminently adfive, and which produce mani-
feft Operations of various Natures, according to the
various Circumftances and Motions of fuch Bodies
or Particles.

ENERGY, in a Medicinal Senfe, is an Agitation
or Operation of the Animal Spirits and Blood.-

ENFANS Perdans, the fame with Forlorn Hope in
an Army y which fee,

ENFILADE, in Fortification, fignifies a Situati-
on of Ground which difcovers a Poft according to
the whole Length of a Right Line, fo that it can be
fcoured with the Cannon, and rendred almoft De-
fcncelefs : Wherefore to

ENFILE or Enfilade the Curtain or Rampart, is

fweep the whole Length of it with the Cannon.
ENFRANCHISE, to make Free, to incorpo-

rate a Man into a Society or Body-politick, or to
make one a Free Denison.

ENGINE, in the general, is any Mechanick In-
ftrument compofed of Wheels, Screws or Pulleys,
in order to lift, caft, or fuftain any Weight, or to
produce any confiderable Effiecft which cannot fo
eafily be obtained by the bare Application ofMen’s
Hands without fuch help

, fuch as Warlike En-
gines, Engines to raife Water, Cranes, &c.

And here I think it proper to give the Reader a
Defcription of two very ufeful Engines, which are
the Invention of one of our own Nation, Thomas
Savery, Efq; a Gentleman very skilful in all things

of this Nature, and now Treafurer to the Sick and
Wounded Office.

The Firft is an Engine to row Ships or Boats at

Sea, or in a River, when there is a ftark Calm or
very little Wind.
A Defcription of this the Inventor publifhed in

the Year 1698, with his Anfwers to the Objections
raifed againft it by Mr. Dummer and others : And
the Thought is fo .Natural, and the Manner of its

working fo plain and eafy, that ’tis an amazing thing .

to one that there is no more ufe made of it.

He fits a Wheel to the Drum-head of the Capftan,
whofe Teeth turn a Trundle-head

; through which
is run an Iron Bar that reaches clear a-crofs, and
goes through the Sides of the Ship

; and on its Ends, .

without Board, at a convenient Diftance From rhe

Ship’s

\
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Ship's Sides, are faftened two Drum-heads like

that on the Capftain, in which are fitted, to take

out at pleafure, 6 or 8 Paddles $ and at the outer-

moft Ends of the Paddles isfaftned an Iron Pin with

an Head to it ; by which Means, and by the help

of a Cord, taking an half turn round about all thefe

Pins, both the Paddles may be fwifted or {train'd,

and ftrengthened lo, that they {hall all work propor-

tionably ; and alfo the Paddles may with a Luff

Tackle be the more handily and eafily lifted in and

out, in order to be fitted into or taken out of the

Drum-heads of the Bar : See the Figure annexed.

Now here if the Men will but work, if there be

enough of them, and the Paddies be made propor-

tionably large, according to the number of the Men
that can be brought to work at the Capftan ; I can-

not fee but that the Engine will give the Veflelfrefh-

er Way than any Oars can do, work'd by the fame,

or a far greater number of Hands, as the Experi-

ments that have been tried do abundantly {hew, ac-

cording to the beft Information I can get of the Mat-

ter.

The other Engine is for railing Water by the

Force of Fire, in which he hath {hewed as great In-

genuity, Depth of Thought, and true Mechanick

Skill, as ever difcovered it felf in any Defign of this

Nature.

The Dejcripion of this Engine is as follows .

(See the Figure.,)

A denotes two Furnaces, Whofe Fire-places are

B, i, 2, and their Funnel or Chimney C.

In thefe two Furnaces are placed two Veffels of

Copper, which he calls Boylers, the one a larger, as

JL, the other a fmaller, as D.

Thefe Boylers hav e each a Gage Pi-pe, as G and

N, of which G goes within eight Inches of the

Bottom, but N reaches only half way down the

great Boyler.

By thefe Pipes, before the Engine can work, you

muft firft fill the fmall Boyler quite full, and the

great Boylertwo Thirds full of Water : Then light

the Fire at B i
,
and make the Water in L boil, by

which Means the Steam of it being quite confined,

muft needs be wonderfully comprefled, and there-

fore will, on the opening of a Way for it to iffue

out (which is done by turning R the Handle of the

Regulator from you) rufti with a great Force thro'

the Steam Pip O, i, into the Receiver P, i, dri-

ving all the Air before it, and torcing it up into the

Force-Pipe through the Clack R, i ,
as you will

perceive by the Noife and Ratling of the Clack.

And when all the Air is thus driven out, the Re-
ceiver P, i, will be very much heated by the

Steam : When you find that it is throughly empti-

ed, and is grown very hot, as you may both fee and
feel

,
then pull the Handle of the Regulator to-

wards you, by which Means you will ftop the

Steam -Pipe O, i, fo that no more Steam Can yet

come into it, but you will open it a Way into 0, 2,
and by that Means fill the Receiver P, i with the

Steam, as the other was before. While this is do-
ing let fome cold Water be poured on the Receiver-

P, i, by which Means the Steam there being
cooled, and condenfed, and contracted into a very
little Room, and confequently prefling but very little

(if at all) on the Valve or Clack R, i, at the Bot-
tom of the Receiver P, i . There is nothing there

to counterballance the Preflure of the Atrriolphere

on the Surface of the Water in the lower Part of

the Sucking-Pipe T; wherefore it will be prefled

up, and afeendinto, and fill the Receiver P, i, dri-

ving up before it, as it rifes, theClack orValve R, 3,
which afterwards falling down again and {hutting

clofe, hinders the Defcent of the Water that Way.
Then (the Receiver P, % being in the mean time

emptied of its Air) turn the Handle of the Regula-
tor from you, and the Force of the Steam coming
from the Boyler, will he all upon the Surface ofthe

Water contained in the Receiver P, t, where it

gravitates or prefles hard upon it, and ftill encreafes

its Spring or Elafticity till it comes to over-ballance,

or exceed the Weight of the Water in the Recei-

ver, which then it will neceflarily drive up through

thePaflage Q^, R, i, £>., into the Force-pipe

S, and at laft difeharge it out at the Top, as you
fee in the Figure.

After the very fame Manner, tho' alternately, is

the Receiver P, 2 filled with and emptied of Wa-
ter 5 and by this Means a conftant Steam is kept

continually running out at the Top of the Force-

pipe S, and fo the Water is raifed very eafily from
the Bottom of the Mine, (3c. to the Place where it is

defigned to be difeharged.

Only I fliould add, That after the Engine begins

to work, and the Water is rifen into and hath filled

the Force-pipe S, then it fills the little Ciftern X,
and by that Means feeds the Pipe TT, which he
calls the Condenfing-pip, becaufe Water is conveyed
down from thence to cool the Receivers when
throughly heated by the Steam, in order to make
them Suck, (as 'tis ufually called) the Water out of
the Well up into the Receiver.

Alfo a little above that Ciftern goes the Pipe E,
which conveys Water from the Force-pipe into D
the lefler Boyler, which is there placed to replenifh.

the greater Boyler L when the Water in it begins

to be almoft confumed. Now when there is need
of doing this, turn the Cock E fo, that there can
be no Communication between the Force-pipe Si
and the lefler Boyler D j and putting in a little Fire
at B, 2, the Water there will grow prefently hot

;

and when it boils, its own Steam* which hath no

j

vent out, prefling on its Surface, will force the Wa-
ter up the Pipe H, through R , into the great Boy-
ler L, and fo long will it run till the Surface of the
Water in the Boyler D, get to be as low as the Bot-
tom of the Pipe and then the Steam and Wa-
ter will run together, and by its Noife and ratling

of the Clack f, will give him that works the En-
gine fufficient Aflurance that D hath emptied and
difeharged it felf into L

,
and carried in as much

Water as is then neceflary ; after which, by turn-

ing the Cock I again, you may let new cold Wa-
ter out of S into D the lefler Boyler, as before

:

And thus will there be a conftant Motion, and a
continual Supply of the Engine without fear ofDe-
cay or DifordeE

Alfo to know whether L want feplenifhing or

not, you need only turn the Cock JV, and if Wa-
ter come out* there is no need to replenifh ; but if

Steam only come, you may conclude there is : And
the like will the Cock G do in reference to the lefler

Boyler D, {hewing when 'tis neceflary tofupply

that with frefli Water from S ; fo that in working
the Engine there is very little Skill or Labour requir-

ed, it being only to be injured by either a ftupid or
wilful NegledL
Of theUfes and Application of this Engine, the

Reader will find a full Account in the Inventor’S

Book called the Miner s Eriendc

ENGLM m
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ENGIZQMA, is a Blow upon the Skull, where-

with the Bone defcends to the inner Membrane of

the Brain, and prefles upon it. Alfo an Inftrument

in fuchlike Cafes. Blanchard.

ENGONhSlS Hercules, the Name given by A-

ftronomers to one of the Northern Conftellations,

containing about 48 Stars.

ENGONIOS* is the bending of the Arm or

Leg*.

ENGRAILED, a Term in Heraldry, when a

Bordure, is formed by a Line of this Shape -

rrrrvYYV^
9

and the little Arches\urn outward from the Center

of the Efcutcheon ; for if they turn the other way,

*cis called Invented.

ENGYSCOPE, the fame with a Mkrofcope, be-

ing an Inftrument to view fmall Bodies diftindt-

ly ; and ’tis fo called, becaufe it brings the Eye

much nearer to thefe lmall Bodies, and confequent-

ly makes them appear to us to have larger Parts

and Dimenfions than they had before : See Micro-

Jcope

.

ENHARMONICAL, 7 a Term in Mufxck, u-

ENHARMONICK, 5 fually applied to the laft

of the three kinds of Mufick, abounding in Diefis,

which are the leaft fenfible Divifion of a Tone : See

Diefis.

ENIGIMA, or Biddle, is an obfeure Allegory’

where the Natural Senfe of the Words are not pre-

fently perceptible, being, in Appearance, frequent-

ly Contradictory.

ENIXIJM-SAL, is the Chymical Term for

what they otherwife call a Neutral Salt
,
which par-

ticipates both of the Nature of an Acid and an Al-

kali ; as Common Salt, Nitre, Allum, Vitriol, &c.

ENNEADECATERIDES, the fame with the

Golden-Number, which fee j
or the Cycle of the

Moon.
ENNEAGON, is a Polygon of Nine equal

Sides.

ENNEATICAL Days, fignifies every ninth Day
of a Sicknefs, which fome will fuppofe doth bring

fome great Alteration in the Difeafe.

ENNEATICAL Tears, are every ninth Year of

ones Life, which, by fome weak Men, are thought

to bring a great Mutation ot Fortune along with

them. „ „
ENNEEMIMERIS, is one kind of the Ccefura of

a Latin Verfe, where, after the fourth Foot, there

is an odd Syllable ending a Word, which helps to

make the next Foot with the following Word ;
as

in this Xnftance,

Hie lam Niveum Molli fultus Hyacintho,

Where all the four kinds of the Ccefura occur.

ENORTHROSIS: SeeDiarthrofs.

ENQUEST, is taken for an Inquifition by a

Jury, which is the moft ufual Trial in allj Caufes

both Civil and Criminal within this Realm ; for in

Caufes Civil, after Proof is made on either Side of

fo much as each Party thinketh good for himfelf;

if the Doubt be in the Fad, it is referr’d to the

Difcretion of twelve indifferent Men, empanell’d

by the Sheriff for that Purpofe ;
and as they bring

in their Verdid, fo Judgment paffeth ; for the Judge

faith. The Jury findeth the Fad thus, and the

Law is thus. For the Enqueji in Criminal Caufes,

lee Jury.

ENS, or Being, is whatever hath any kind of
Being or Exiftertce ; for that which hath no Exi-
ftence nor Effence, is really nothing at all. This
the Schools, (who make a great Variety of Beings)
call Ens Beale, and Ens Pofitivum, to diftinguifh it

from their Ens Bationis, which is only an imagina-
ry thing, a Creature of the Brain, and exifts no
where but in the Underftanding.
ENS PRIMUM, according £0 the Cant of Pa~

racelfus, is the moft Efficacious Part of any natural
mixt Body, Vegetable, Animal, or Mineral, which
he pretends to have been able to feparate from
them, and with it to effed prodigious things to-

wards the Rennovation andReftauration of Youth :

And though he delivers his Proceffes fo obfeurely,
as to encourage no Body to try them

; yet Mr. Boyle
gives us a Procefs of Mr. L. F. Chymift to the
French King, whereby the Ens Primum, or Effence
of any Vegetable, may eafily be obtained, as he
had tried himfelf, and is as follows.

Gather, at a convenient Seafon of the Year, and
Time of the Day, Balm, for Inftance, or fome o-
ther fitting Herb (for all Plants cannot this way be
turned into Water) beat it to a foft Mafs or Pulp
in a Marble Mortar, and then putting it into a
Bolt-head hermetically fealed, digeft it for 40 Days
in a Dunghil, Or fome Analagous Heat : After this

take out the Matter, which will now be much more
liquid than before, and feperating from it the Dregs
or groffer Parts, digeft it anew in a gentle Bath,
that the remaining groffer Parts alfo may fubfide ;
filtrate it, and then add to it the fix’d Salt drawn
from the former Dregs dried and calcined. To this

prepared Liquor add equal Parts of the Liquor of
good Sea Salt, well purified, melted, and then let

run per Deliquium. Seal up then the Mixture in a
Bolt-head, and let it be expofed' to the Sun for fix

Weeks longer ; at the End of which Term there

will fwim upon the Liquor the Ens Primum of
the Plant in a liquid tranfpar^nt Form, fometimes
of a Green, and fometimes of a Reddifh Colour,
according to the Nature of the Plant thus manag-
ed. -

‘

Mr. Boyle fays, That Mr. L. F. affured him once
in the prefence of another Vertuofo, to whom he
appealed for the Truth of the Fadt, as having been
made acquainted with the Operation, That a fpe-

cial Friend of his thus drawing the Effence of Balm,
tried it upon himfelf for about a Fortnight, taking
it according to Paracelfus his Defcription ; before the

End of which Time the Nails of his Hands and
Feet came off without pain, being fucceeded by a
Sett of new ones ; and convinced him fo far of the

Efficacy of it, that he having no need of any fuch
help, left off taking it, and tried it no farther; but
that giving it to an old Woman of 70 Years of Age,'

who ferved in the Houfe, it produced the Menfes
again, and that fo copioully,’ as wonderfully to ftar~

tie the old Woman.
Nay, he told Mr. Boyle further, on his enquiring

why he did not rry it on Beafts, That he gave of it,

tho’ but in a little Quantity, as having not much of

it left, to an old Hen, who on the fixth Day began

to moult her Feathers till fhe grew ftark naked ; but

before a Fortnight was palled, received others in

their room, which were fairer and better coloured

than the former Feathers.

This is an odd Relation, but however ’tis eafy to

make Trial of Matter of Fadt; and I wonder no

one hath attempted all this while to profecute a

thing which is fo eafy to effedt, and whofe Succefs

would reward fufficiently the Explorer’s Pains and
Time if it will do.

ens;
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ENS Venerzs, is a Sublimation of equal Parcs of

the Powder of Cyprus Vitriol, calcined till *tis of a

dark Colour, and of Sak-Armoniack into the Form

of a Yellow Flower ; and they are fo called from

fome Particles of Copper which they have carried

away from the Vitriol : The Chymifts calling Cop-

^ Mr. Boyle commends them as an admirable Me-

dicine in the Rickets, obftinate Cachexies, lofs of

Appetite, and all Obftru&ions. Their Dole is from

fix Grains to a Scruple.

ENSCONCED: See Infconced.

ENSIFORMlS Cartilago, or Mucronata, is the

loweft Part of the Sternum, or the Breaft-bone ;

and becaufe of its pointed triangular Shape, *tis

called Mucronata and Enfiformis : ’Tis about an Inch

long, and on the Outfide of it there is formed a

Cavity in the Breaft called Scrobiculus Cordis, or the

Heart-Pit; and a gnawing Pain which is fometime

felt here, is called Cardia’gia
,
the Heart-bum : But

this Pain proceeds not from the Heart, but from

the upper Orifice of the Stomach, which lies under

this Cartilage, and hath the Name of Cardia, be-

caufe of its great Confent with the Heart, as fome

fancied formerly.

ENTABLATURE/ or Entablement, a Term in

Architecture, fignifying the Architrave, Frife, and

Cornice of a Pillar, being, in efied, the Extremity

of the Flooring, which is either fupported by Pil-

lars, or by a Wall, it there are not Columns.

ENTAYLE, in Common Law, fignifies Fee-

tail, or Fee-intailed, or Abridged.

ENTELFCHIA, a Greel^Word ufed by Arifio-

tle to exprels the Human Mind: They tell us,

thatHermalaus Barbarus went to the Devil to know

the Meaning of it ; and either the Devil for him,

or his own great Underftanding, renders it Perfetii

habia ; by which his Readers are much the wi-

fe*.

The Ancient Commentators on Arifiotle interpret

it by the Word ABus, and mean by it a kind of

Subjlantial Form, by which ACtion is produced in

the Body.

The Modern Peripateticks come nearer to what

perhaps was Arifiotle’s Meaning ; for they make a

kind of Motion and happy Modification of Matter

qualifying the Whole, to be able to perform fuch

Ads are as proper to it : And thus Cicero in his

Tufcul. Queft. renders Entelechia, qucedam quafi Con-

tinuata & ferennis Motio.

ENTERENCHITA, is a Clyfter-pipe, which is

alfo called Syphon and Syringa.

ENTEROCELE, or Hernia Inteflinalis, is the

fall of the Inteftines, efpecially of the Ilium, thro'

the Procelfes of the Peritoneum, dilated into the

Groins, or outward Skin that covers the Scrotum.

Blanchard.

ENTEREOEPIPLOCELE, a fort of Rupture,

in which the Guts and Caul fall down into the

Scrotum together. Blanchard.

ENTEREOMPHALUS, or Hernia Vmbelicalis,

a Rupture of the Navel, or the bunching out of

the Guts at the Navel, which is common with

Teeming Women.
ENTERPLEDER, in Common Law, fignifies

as much as Cognitio frcejudicialis in the Civil ; that

is, the difcuffing of a Point incidentally falling out

before the principal Caufe can take end. For Ex-

ample, Twofeveral Perfons being found Heirs to

Land by two feveral Offices in one County, the

King is brought in doubt to which of them Livery

ought to be made, and therefore firft they muftis-

ENT
terplead ; that is, formally try between themfelves

who is the right Heir.

ENTHYMEME, is a Syllogifm perfed in the

Mind, but imperfed in the Bxpreffion
; becaufe

fome one of the Propofitions is fuppreft, as being

too clear and common, and eafily fupplied by the

Underftanding of thofe with whom we difcourfe

:

As, Every Eight-lined Triangle hath all its three

Angles juft equal to two Eight ones ; therefore it will

be Jo in an I/'oceles ; where the Propofition, that an

Ifoceles is a Eight-lined Triangle, is omitted, as be-

ing fufficiently known , and therefore it would
have been impertinent to have inferted it.

ENTIRE Tenancy, is contrary to Several Tenan-

cy, fignifying the foie Pofleffion in one Man, where-

as the other fignifieth Joint or Common in more.

ENTOYRE, the Term in Heraldry to Blazon a

Bordure when it is charged with things without

Life, fuch as Bezants, Plates, &c.

ENTRING-LADDER, in a Ship, is of two
forts ; one is ufed by the Ship’s Sides in a Harbour,

or in fair Weather, for Perfons to go in and out of

the Ship ; the other is made of Ropes with final!

Staves for Steps, and is hung out of the Gallery tti

enter into the Boat, or to come aboard the Ship

from thence, when the Sea runs fo high, that they

dare not bring the Boat to the Ship’s Side for fear

of Staving of her.

ENTRUSION, in Law, fignifies a violent or

unlawful Entrance into Lands or Tenements, being

utterly void of a Polfelfor by him that hath no Right
unto them.

ENTRUSION de gard, is a Writ rhat lies

where the Infant within Age entred into his Lands,

and held his Lord out ; for in this Cafe the Lord
{hall not have the Writ de communi Cujlodia, but

this.

ENTRY, a Term in Law, fignifies properly the

taking Pofleffion of Lands or Tenements : 'Tis u-

fed alfo for a Writ of Pofleffion.

And in the Plea of Entry there be three De-
grees.

Fifft, Where a Man demandeth Lands Or Tene-
ments of his own Seifin, after the Term is ex-

pired.

The Second is, Where one demandeth Land
or Tenements, lett by another after the Term is

expired.

The Third, Where one demandeth Lands or

Tenements of that Tenant that had Entry by
one to whom fome Anceftor of the Plaintiff did lett

for 'a Term now expired ; according to which De-
grees, the Writs for more fit Remedy are varied.

A Writ of Entry differeth from an Aflife, be-

caufe it lieth for the moft part againft him who en-

tred lawfully, but holdeth againft Law ; whereas

an Affile lieth againft him that unlawfully difleifi-

ed: Yet fometimes a Writ of Entry lieth upon an

Intrufion.

There are five things which put the Writ of En-
try out of the Degrees, Vis'. intrufion, Succejfion

^

Dijfcifin upon Diffeifin, Judgment, and Efcheat.

1 . intrufion, is where the Difleiior dies feifed,

and a Stranger abates.

2. Succejfion,
is when the Dilfeifor is a Man of

Religion, and dies, or is difpofed, and his Succef*

lor Enters.

3. Diffeifin upon Diffeifin, is when the Dilfeifor

is difleifed by another.

4. Judgment, is when one recovers againft the

Dilfeifor,

„ M ffi z

\

5 . EJcheat
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5. Efcheat, is when the Difleifor dies without

Heir, or doth Felony, whereby he is Attaint, by

which the Lord Enters
,

as in his Efcheat,

ENTRY ad Coemmunem Legem, is a Writ which

lies where Tenants for Term of Life, Tenant for

Term of another’s Life, Tenant by the Curtefy, or

Tenant in Dower, aliens and dies, he in the Re-

verfion fhall have this Writ againft whomfover is

in.

ENTRY ad terminum qui preteriit, lies where

a Man Leafes Land to another for Term of Years,

and the Tenant holds over his Term, the Lelfor

fhall have this Writ.

ENTRY caufa Matrimonii pralocuti, is a Writ

which lies where Lands or Tenements are given to

a Man upon Condition, That he fhall take the Do-
nor to his Wife within a certain time, and he e-

fpoufes another, or otherwile difables himfelf that

he cannot take her according to the faid Condition,

then the Donor and her Heirs fhall have the faid

Writ againft him, or againft whoever elfe is in the

faid Lands.

ENTRY in cafu Provifo, lies ifTenant in Dower,
alien in Fee, or for Term of Life, or for another’s

Life living the Tenant in Dower, he in the Rever-

fion fhall have this Writ.

ENTRY in cafu confimili, is a Writ that lies

where Tenant tor Life, or Tenant by the Curtefy

aliens in Fee, he in the R everfion fhall have this

Writ.

ENTRY fine affenfu Capitali, lies where an Ab-
bot, Prior, or fuch as has Convent or Common
Seal, aliens Lands or Tenements of the Rite of

the Church, without the Affent of the Convent or

Chapter, and dies, then the Succeffor fhall have
this Writ:

ENVELOPE, in Fortification, is a Mount of

Earth, fometimes raifed in the Ditch of a Place, and

fometimes beyond it, being either in form of a

fimple Parapet,
or of a fmall Byimpart bordered

with a Parapet. Thofe Envelopes are made when

one would only cover the weak Places with fingle

Lines, without any Defign of advancing toward the

Field, which cannot be done but by Works that

require a great deal of Breadth ; fuch as Horn-

works, HalfMoons, &c.

Thefe Envelopes are fometimes called Sillons, Con-

tregardes, Conferves, Lunettes
, &c.

ENUNCIATION, with the Logicians, is the

fame as aPropofition.

ENURNY, the Herald’s Term for a Bordure of

a Coat of Arms being charged with any kind of

Beafts.

ENVY, is by fome well enough defined to be

an Uneafinefs of the Mind, caufed by the Confide-

ration of a Good we defire, obtained by one we
think fhould not have had it before us.

EPACMASTICA, is a Fever that commonly

grows ftronger. Blanchard

.

EPACT, is ufed for a Number, wherby we

note the Excefs of the common Solar Tear above

the Lunar
,
and thereby may find out the Age of

thfe Moon every Year : For the Solar Tear confut-

ing of 365 Days, the Lunar but of 354, the Lunati-

ons every Year get 1 1 Days before the Solar Tear ;

but thereby in 19 Years the Moon compleats 20

times 1 2 Lunations, or gets up on whole Solar Terr ;

and having finifhed that Circuit, begins again with

the Sun ;and fo from 1 9 Years to 1 9 Years : For the

ftrft Year afterwards, the Moon will go before the

Sun but 1 1 Days 5
the fecond Year 22 Days, which

is called the Epaft of that Year 5 the third Year 33
.

Pays |
but 30 being an entire JLunation, caft th^t a'

way, and 3 fhall be that Year’s EpaSi, the next Year
14 j

and fo on, adding Yearly 1 1 Days, and call-

ing away 30, when the Number amounts to more.

To find the Epact, having the Prime or Golden
, Number given

, you have this

RULE.

Divide hy 3, for each one left add Ten.

30 rejeft j the Prime makes Epadt then

„

Example.

Anno 1701, Golden Number 11, divided by f
leaves 2 ; therefore 1 o times 2,

fwhich is 20, added
to 11, makes 31, from which take 30, the Remain-
der is 1, the Epaft for the Year i7or.

EPANORTHOSIS, is a Greeks Word, the fame
with CorreBio or Erhendatio in Latin ; and fignifies

a Pathetical Form of Speech, in which thefirft Ex-
preffion appearing too weak, the Speaker ftill en-

deavours to corredt or mend it, by ufing ftronger

ways of fpeaking.

EPAPHALESIS, is an irritated or repeated Phle-
botomy. Blanchard.

EPAR : See Hepar.

EPARMATA, are Tumours of the Glandules,
called Parotes, behind the Ears. Blanchard.

EPAULE, in Fortification, is the Shoulder of
the Baftion, or the Angle of the Face and Flank. ^

whence that Angle is often called the Angle of the

Epaule.

EPAULMENT, in Fortification, is a Side work.

made either of Earth thrown up, ofBags of Earth,

Gabions, or of Fafcines and Earth, of which latter

make the Epaulments of the Places of Arms for the
Cavalry behind the Trenches are. Sometimes
the Word
EPAULMENT is ufed for a Demi-Bajlion ; and

fometimes it fignifies a Square Orillon, which is a
Mafs of Earth almoft Square, faced and lined with
a Wall, and defigned to cover the Cannon of a Ca%e-

matte.

EPENTHESIS, in Grammar
,

is the Addition of
of a Vowel or Confonant in the Middle of a Word ;

but if it be prefix’d, ’tis called ProtheJjs, if added
at the End Paragoge.

EPHELJEUM, is the Place from the Hypogaftri-

um, or Part of the Abdomen
,

to the Secret Parts.

Blanchard.

EPHELIS, or Ephellides, is Freckles in the Face,

Neck, or Hands, &c.
EPHELCIS, is that bloody Subftance which

is brought up in fpitting of Blood : Alfo a Shell or

Cruft that is brought over Ulcers. Blanchard.

EPHEMERA, or Diaria, is a continued Fever

which lafts but a Day ; if it lafts above a Day, it

is called Synochw Simplex, Blanchard.

EPHEMERLS, thole Books or Journals which

contain the Daily Motions of the Planets, and o*

ther Circumftances relating thereto, for every Day
in the Year, are called an Efhemem, or Epbeme*

rides.

EPHIALTES, or Incubus, the Night-Mare, is a

depraved Imagination, whereby People afleep fan-

cy that their Wind-pipe is opprefs’d by fome fuper-

incumbent Body ; and that their Breath is ftop'd :

This feetns to proceed from a Compreffion of th®

Cerebellum, when the Ventricles are too full of Moi.
fture ; for if thofe who are thus affedted lie upon

their Backs, then the whole Bulk of the Brain lies

upon



upon the Cerebellum j
whereupon all the Pores and

Paffages being Hop’d by lo much Weight, the

Spirits are hindred from influencing the Nerves,call-

ed Per vagum
,
and the Intercofial Nerve j which be-

ing thus deftitute of Spirits,the Lungs are oppreffed

and flag,and cannot perform their Office. Blanchard,

EPHIDROSIS, is Sweating,

EPHIMERIS, or Ephimerides, is a Diary or Dai-

ly Regifter of the Motions and Places of the Hea-

venly Bodies, efpecially fhewing their Place at

Noon : The fame with Ephemeris.

EPHIPTIUM, or Sella Equina, or Turfica, is

Part of the Bone Sphenoides, wherein the Pituitary

Gland is placed.

EPIALA, a kind of continual Fever, wherein

both Heat and Cold is felt at the fame time. Blan-

chard.

EPICARPIUM, is a Medicine applied outward-

ly like a Plaifteror a Cataplafm ; applied to the

Pulfe or Wrift of the Hand to drive away intermit-

ting Fevers.

EPICAUMA, is a crufty Ulcer that lomedmes

happens to the Black of the Eye.

EPICERASTICA, are Medicines which obtund

and temperate fharp Humours.
EPlCHEIRESISj the fame with Encheirefis.

EPICHEREMA, is a kind of Complex Argu-

mentation confifting of many Propofitions depend-

ing one upon another, whereby at laftfome particu-

lar Point is made out : As when Cicero, in his Orati-

on pro Milone, argues, That thofe who lay in wait

to deprive a Man of his Life, or of his Money, mayv

by the Law of Nature, of Nations, and by com-

mon Practice, be juftly flain : And therefore, fince

it appears that Clodius did by feveral Adis prove

himfelf to be in fuch a Defign, ’twas lawful for

Mile to kill him. *Tis a kind of Sorites, which fee.

EPICRASIS, is a gradual Evacuation of ill Hu-
mours in the Blood.

EPICUREAN Philcfophy ,
was the Natural Phi-

lofophy firft taught by Epicurus and Democritus, and

afterwards delivered in Verfe by Lucretius : It is

much the fame with the prefent Mechanical Philofo-

phy, which fee.

EPICYCLE, a little Circle whofe Center is in

the Circumference of a greater ; or a fmall Orb,

which being fixed in the Deferent of a Planet, is

carried along with its Motion, and yet with its

own peculiar Motion, carries the Body of the Pla-

net fattened to it round about its proper Center,

which Ancient Aftronomers attribute to all the Pla-

nets, for folving their Appearances, except theSun.

EPICYEMA, is a Superfoetation.

EPIDEMjlCK Difcafe, is one proceeding from a

common Caufe, fpreading it felf over divers Coun-
tries at divers times 5 fuch are the Plague, Malig-

nant Fevers, &c.
EPIDERMIS : See Cuticula,

EPIDIDYMIS, or Epididymida, or Pariftata, in

Latin Supergeminalis
; and it is a winding Velfel,

making a Figure like the Winding of crooked Veins
that are fwoln with ill Blood, and is affixed to the

Back of the Tefticles : Its greater Globe is annex-
ed to the Tefticles, confifting of one Veffel or Paf-

fage above five Ells long : The letter Globe is con-
nected to the Velfel that carries the Seed. Blan-
chard. See Tejles.

EPIGASTRICK Artery, is faid by fome to be a
Branch of the Iliacl^ Artery ; and diftributes it felf

amongft the Mufcles of the Epigdfirius.

EPIGASTRIUM, is the Fore-part of the Abdo-
men or lomrmoft Belly, whofe upper Part is called

Hypochondrium, thp middle Part Vmbilicttlis, and the
lowermoft Hypogajirium,

EPIGLOTTIS, is the fifth Cartilage of the La-
rynx, the Cover of the Opening of the Wind-pipe i

It is alfo called Sublinguium : See Cion

.

EPIGONATIS, is the Whirl-bone of the Knee.
EPILEPSY, or Morbus Caducus, is the Falling*

Sicknefs, becaufe that the Perlbns affedled fall

down on a fudden ; or Herculeus
, becaufe it is

hard to be cured -

3 alfo Lues Deifica, Sonticus, Co-

rtiitialk
,

Sacer, &c.

EPINYCTIDES, are Pimples that fend forth

Matter, and are painful, efpecially in the Night.

Blanchard.

EPIPAROXYSMUS, is when a Patient en-

dures more Eits in a Fever than ufual, which hap-

pens in inordinate Converle. Blanchard.

EPIPEDOMETRY, in Mathematicks, fignifies

the meafuring of Figures that Hand on the fame
Bafe.

EPIPHONEMA, is an Exclamation containing

fome Sentence, or great Senfe, placed at the End
of a Difcourfe 5 being a prefling and lively Re-
flection upon the Subject whereof we fpeak.

EPIPHORA, in general, fignifies a Defluxion

of Humours into any part ; but is more efpecially

applied to denote the Defluxion of a thin Rheum
from the Eyes, which is commonly called involun-

tary Weeping, and flows continually from the Cor-
ners of the Eyes.

EPIPHYSIS* Appendix, Adnafcentia, Addita-

mentum, fignify one Bone that grows to another by
fimple and immediate Contiguity, though not with
fo even a Surface, but with fome kind of Ingrefs

of one Bone into the Cavity of the other, like that

Coarticulation wherewith the Bones form the Joints,

but without any Motion. Blanchard.

EPIPHYLLQSPERMQUS Pis/^j, are the fame
with the Capillaries, which bear their Seed on the

Back-part of their Leaves: See. Capillaries.

EPIPLASMA, the fame with Cataplafmai
EPILOCELE: See Enteroepiplocelei
EPIPLOIS dextra, a Branch of the Cceliac\ Arte-

ry, which runs through the Right Side of the in-

ner or hinder Leaf of the Caul, and the Colon that

is next to it;

EPIPLOIS poflica, is a Branch of the Cceliac\Ar~
tery, fprir.ging out of the lower end of the Splonica

,

and running to the hinder Leaf of the Omentum
,

and the Colon annexed to it.

EPIPLOISfmijlra, is a Branch of the Cxliac Ar-
tery* and is bellowed on the Lower and Left Side
of the Omentum.
EPIPLOMPHALUM, is a Navel Rupture, when

it jets out by reafon of the Inteftines or Caul bear-
ing too hard upon it.

EPIPLOON, Omentum, or Bpticula
, the Caul,

is a Cover fpread over the Inteftines, arifing from
the bottom little Ventricle, and the Back of the

Gut Colon ; to wit, from the Doubling of the Peri-
toneum : It is fhaped like a Net, or a Fowler's Bag $

and abounds with feveral Sanguinary Veffels. Its

Ufe is to cherifll the Stomach and the Guts with its

Fat. Blanchard.

EPISARCIDIUM, the fame with Anafcard.

EPISEMASIA, is the very Time that a Difeafe
firft feizes a Perion ; and is properly called Signified-

tio. Blanchard.

EPISION, is the Place of the Secret Parts, or
Aqtidlicuius. Blanchard

.

EPISPASTICKS, the fame with Attrahcntia or
Blitters.

EPiSPHiERIA, are Windings and Turnings in
the outer Subftance of the Brain, that the Sangui-
ferous Veffels may pafs more fecurely, Blanchard.

EPISTO -
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EPISTOMIA, are the utmoft Gapingsand Meet-

ings of Veffels*

EPISTROPHEUS, or Cardo, is the feeond Ver-

tebrae of the Neck.j fo called from turning, be-

caufe the Head turns upon it. Blanchard.

EPISTYLE, in Architecture, is a Mafs of Stone,

or Piece of Timber laid upon the Capital of a

Pillar.

The Ancient Grecians frequently made ufe of

this Word, to fignify that which we call the Ar-

chitrave.

’Tis the firft Member of the Entablature
,
and is

ufually broken into two or three Diviflons, which

the Architects call Fafcia, Swathes, Fillets, Bands,

or Lifts.

EPITHEME, is a Medicine of a Liquid Form,

externally to be applied to fome particular Part.

EPITRITUS, a Foot of a Latin Verfe confut-

ing of four Syllables ; of which the Grammarians

reckon four kinds.

The Firft is compounded of an Iambus and a

Spondeus, as Salutantes, where the firft Syllable is

fhort, and all the reft long.

The Second is made out of a Trochceut and a

Spondeus ; as Concitati
,
where the firft Syllable is

long, the feeond fhort, and the two laft long.

The Third is compounded of a Spondeus
,
and

an Iambus ; as Communicans, where the two firft

Syllables are long, the third fhort, and the laft

long.

The Fourth confifts of a Spondeus and a Trocheus -

3

as Incantare, where the three firft Syllables are long,

and the laft fhort.

EPITROPE, is a Figure in Rhetorick, whereby

we freely grant a thing that might be deny’d, to ob-

tain another that we defire.

EPNEUMATOSIS, the fame with Expiratio.

EPOCHA, or Epoche, in Chronology, fignifies

fome remarkable Occurence, from whence fome

Nations date and meafure their Computation of

Time.
' The Julian Epocha takes its Name from Julius

Ccefars Reformation of the Eyman Calander ; which

was done 45 Years before Chrift, in the 708 Year

from the building of Epme, and in the 731 O-

lympiad.

The EthiopichyAbyffyn, or as fome call it, the Dio-

clejian Epocha ;
others the JEra of the Martyrs, be-

caufe it bore Date with a very fevere Perfecution :

This Epocha began Aug. 29. A. D. 284. and in the

firft Year of the Emperor Dioclefian. ’Tis ufed by

the Egyptians and Abaffynes.

The Turkifh or Arabick, Epocha,
which they call

the Higeira, bears Date from Mahomet's Flight from

Meccha, A. D. 6zi. July 16.

The Perfick or Jefdegerdick. Epocha
,

takes its

Date either from the Coronation of the laft Perfion

King Jefdegerdis, or Jefdagerdis,as fome fay ;
or from

his being conquered rather by Ottaman the Saracen,

which was June ‘i 6. A. £>.632.

EPOMIS, is the upper part of the Shoulder, cal-

led alfo Acroneum.

EPOMPHALUM, is a Plaifter, or any fuch

thing, applied to the Protuberances of the Navel.

EPULIS, is an Excrefcence in the Gums, which

is fo large, as fometimes to hinder the opening of

the Mouth.
EPULETICK Medicines

,
are the fame with Ci-

catri^antia.

EQUABLE Motions, are luch as always continue

the fame Degree of Velocity, and are neither acce-

lerated nor retarded ; but if there be an Accelerati-

on or Retardation of the Velocity of two or more

Bodies, and it be exacftly and uniformly the fame
in them both or all, they fay fuch Bodies are

EQUABLY Accelerated or Retarded.

EQUALITY, is the exadt Agreement of two
things in refpedk of Quantity.

EQUANIMITY,is an even,equal,calm Frame of
Mind and Temper under good or bad Fortune ;
whereby a Man appears to be neither Difpirited,

Soured, nor rendred Uneafy by Adverfity
$ nor puf-

fed up, nor overjoy’d with Profperity.

EQUATION, or the Total Proflapherejis
,

in the

Ptolomaick Theory of the Planets, is the Difference

between the Planets mean and true Motion j or the

Angle made by the Lines ofthe true and mean Mo-
tion of the Center : But the

EQUATION or Phyfical Proflapherefis, is the

Difference between the Motions ofthe Center ofthe
Epicycle in the Equant, and in the Eccentric^ ; as the

EQUATION, or Optical Proflapherefis,
is the

Angle made by two Lines drawn from the Center

of the Epicycle to the Centers of the World, and
of the Eccentricity

EQUATION of the Orbit
,
is the fame with the

Total Proflapherefis, or Equation Total.

EQUATION, in Algebra, is a mutual compar-
ing of two equal things of different Denomina-
tions ; as 3 s. — 36 d. to Crowns — zl. ioj.

50 s. =. 600 d.
— 2400 Farthings, &c. a—b -f- d.

The Terms of an Equation
,
are the feveral Quan-

tities or Parts of which any Equation is compofed,
connected together by the Signs -hand — : As in

this Equation a — b -4- c, the Terms are a, b, and
c, where ’tis fuppofed, that fome Quantity repre-

fented by .s, is equal to the Sum of b and c, or to b
and c added together.

Whenever any Queftion or Problem is propofed

in Algebra, we always fuppofe the thingfought or
required to be kriovon or done $ and then by putting

the Letter a,or fome other Vowel (moft now ufe the

laft Letters of the Alphabet ?, x,y) for the unknown
Quantity, or for the Thing fought, and Confonants

for whatever is known or given
,
in order to diftin-

guifli one from the other. The Queftion or Problem
is firft throughly confidered, and then duly ftated $

and after this judicioufly compared
, transformed,

and varied by Addition, Subftracftion, Multiplicati-

on, Divifion, Extraction of Roots, &c. according

as the Nature of the Thing and the Rules of Art

direct ; till at laft the Quantity fought, or at leaft

fome Power of it, becomes equal to fome kjiown or

given Quantity, and fo is it felf of confequence di-

fcovered.

After a Queftion is duly ftated, ’tis proper to

confider whether it be fubject to any Limitations or

not : To which end the Writers of Algebra give

thefe general Rules.

1 . If the Quantities fought or requir’d, are more
than the number of the given Equations, the Que-

ftion is capable of innumerable Anfwers : See JKfr-

fers Algebra, p. 301. Vol. 1.

2. But if tlffe given Equations, independant one

upon another, as juft are many as the Quantities

fought, then the Queftion hath only one certain and

determinable number of Anfwers.

3. If the Quantities fought or required are Iefs in

number than the given Equations, the Queftion is

yet more limited, and is fometimes difcoverable, to

be impoifible to be refolved, by reafon of fuch E-

quations being inconfiftent with each other.

Equations,
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Equations) in order to be refolved, muft firft be

prepared and reduced ;
which may be done by the

following Rules, n
j pf the Quantity fought, or any Part or De-

gree ot it be in Fractions, let all be reduced to one

common Denomination, and then omitting the

Denominators, let the Equation be continued m
a 4 b

the Numerators only; v.gr. 4 * — *°°

= B. Then firft.

a b 4 c d
B, and then a

Or if a
a a 4 oc

b" r 4
,4 b -J-

c d ttx c B ,

i . multiply all by d, and it will ftand thus, a d

. jb a a c c —{— d b -1- d b . Or if d 75

— lb b 4 c— z ;
multiply all by 4, then 4 a —

3 oo
+= 3 b h4 4 c — 4 g- This is calied bY Vie-

ta ,
Ifomeria, and by others Converfion,

\ When there is an Intermixture of Quantities,

known and unknown, in any Equation let all the

unknown Quantities (byTranfpofitiort) be made to

poffefs only one Side ot the Equation, and all the

known ones another.
,

Tranfpofition is alvyays done by putting the Quan-

tity over to the othef Side with a contrary Sign to

what it had before. The Demonftration of which

Rule depends on that Axiom, That if to, or fromE-

quals, you add or fubftrad Equal, theSums or Re-

mainder will be equal
, _

Thus, Suppofe a — 34 — do, then a — 34 H

60 94 : Or if a -b b — d b -J- c 4- e, then

a — -\- d. If 44—300 = 3**4 4 J
—

4 g, then 4 ^ — 3°° 4 3 bb 4 4 c— 4g. If 36

4 44 == a — do, then a — 140/

3 If the higheft Power or Species of the unknown

Quantity, be multiplied into any knowh Quantity

or Quantities, let the Whole be divided by fuch

known Quantity or Quantities.

Thus, if 5 a a = 30000, a a — 6000.

1 00

If b a 4 da == 100, then a —

If dee4 dde~%, thence 4 d e =
This is called fometimes Depreffion, and by Vieta,

Parabolifmus. .

4. If all the known Quantities happen to be mul-

tiplied into any Degree of the unknown one
,

let

all be brought down (by Divifion,) to the Ioweft

Degree thereof that can be.

As if a a a a -\- b a a a — % 3)
a a, then by Di-

vilion of all by a a, a a 4 b a = q q.

If aa-\- ab — a c~ a d ~~ fa, then a

b

— e—d—f, by Divifion, and a — d—

b

4 c

— f, by Tranfpofition.

If e a 4 9 e — 7 e = l 5 e 4 ' 34 e ~ 1 °. e
>
then

will c 4 9 — 7 — 15 4 34 — 1 °> by Divifion.

And e4 2 — 39 - therefore, by Tranfpofition,

ie
—

37. This Rule is that which Vieta calls Hypo-

bibafmus,

5. If any one Member of the Equation be a

Surd Root, all muft be r-aifed up to that Power,

and then the Equation continued.

Thus, if y/: b a 4 £= c, then, by Tranfpofiti-

on, VrTT— c— b
,

and by this Rule cc—
zb c -\- bb v=c a b : x\nd by Rule the Third, d

—
c c —— z b c 4" b b~—

h •

EQUATION (
Annual) of the mean Motion of

the Sun and Moon, and of the Moon’s Apogee and

Nodes,

The Annual Equation of the mean Motion of die

Sun, depends upon the Eccentricity of the Earth’s

Orbit found him ; and is 1 6 f§- fubh Parts, of which
the mean Diftance between the Sun and the Earth

is 1060 : From whence, by fome, us called the

Equation of the Center ; and this, when greateft^

i Deg, 56b 2,0R The greateft Annual

Equation ofthe Moons mean Motion is 1 1 >. 40 ’><,

of its Apogee zo>. and of its Node 9'. 30". And
thefe four Annual Equations are always mutually

proportibriable to one another ; fo, that when any

of them is at the Greateft, the three others alfo will

be Greateft ; and when any one Lefs, the reft di-

minilh in the fame Ratio : Wherefore, the Annual

Equation of the Center (of the Sun) being givem

the other three corfelponding Equations will be gi-

ven ; fo that one Table (/. e. of the Central Equa-

tion) may ferve for all.

EQUATION of Time

,

or of Natural Days, in

Aftronomy, as the Noble Tycho hath alferted, and

our Famous Mr. Street demonftrated, is the Diffe-

rence between the Sun’s true Longitude, and hi§

fight Afcenfion.

Let the Center of the Sun be fuppofed at a, and
of the Earth at e : Let tzt, e reprefent the Earth’s

Longitude in the Eclipdck, and the like Arcli

projected intb theEquatior : Let b be the Earth’s

(or Suns) right Afcenfion in its true Place
$ g h \£

ajDiameter of the Equinoctial, and Meridian, of
the Earth’s apparent Diiirnal Revolution ; a V is

the Semi-diameter of the true Meridian and Equi-
noctial fuppofed in the Heavens ; and g b is fuppo-

fed to be parallel to a b, tho’ they appear here but

as one Line. Let c d be drawn parallel to af and
be alfo a Diameter of the EquinoCtial and Meridi-

an of the mean or equal Revolution. ” It will then

be plain, that c eg, which is the Angle ofthe Earths

Libration, mUft be equal to b af, the Difference of

Longitude and right Alcenfion ; arid confequently

muft be the true Equation of Time, or the Diffe-

rence between the equal and apparent Time.

Dr. CVallis thus accounts for the Inequality ofNa-
tural Days'.

The Natural Day is meafured not only by one
intire Converfion of the EquinoEial or 24 Equino-

ctial Hours, (which is indeed taken to be per-

formed in equal Times) but increafes by fo much,
as anfwers to that part of the Suns (or Earth's An-
nual Motion) as is performed in that Time. For-

when that part of the EquinoCtial, which (with
the Sun) was at the Meridian Yefterday at Noon;
is come thither again to Day 1 It is not yet Noon,

(becaufo



EQU EQU
(becaufe the Sun is not now at the place where Ye-

fterday he was, but is gone forward about one De-

gree more or lefs) but we muft ftay till that place

where the Sun now is, cptnes to the Meridian, be-

fore it be now Noon.
This Additament (above the 24 EquinoCtial Hours,

or intire Converfion of the Equinoctial) is upon a

double Account unequal.

Firjl, Becaufe the Sun, by reafon of its Apog<eum

and Perigceum, doth not at all times of the Year,

difpatch in one Day an equal Arch of the Ecliptic

but greater Arches near the Perigceum
,
which is a-

bout the middle of December ; and leffer near the

Apogceum, which is about the middle of June ; as

will appear fufficiently by the Tables of the Sun's

Annual Motion.

Secondly, Though the Sun fhould in the Ecliptic

k

move always at the fame rate, yet equal Arches of

the Ecliptic4,
do not in all parts of the %pdiacl{ an-

fwer to equal Arches of the Equinoctial, by which

we are to eftimate Time j
becaufe fome parts of it,

as the twoSolftitial Points, lie nearer to a parallel

Pofition to the EquinoCtial than others 3 as thefe a-

bout the two Equinoctial Points, where the Ec iptic\

and Equinoctial do interfed : Whereupon an Arch
of the Ecliptick. near the Solftitiai Points, anfwers
to a greater Arch of the Equinoctial, than an Arch
equal thereto near the Equinoctial Points ; as doth
fufficiently appear by the Tables of the Sun’s right

Afcenfion;

If you imagine another Sun to move in the Hea-
vens in an equal Emotion, not in the Ecliptic^ but
in the Equinoctial ; the Difference between their

coming to the Meridian every Day (or to any one
and the fame Hour-circle) will be the Equation of
Time. And becaufe the true Sun, and that Point of

the Equator where his right Afcenfion ends, come
always to the Meridian together, the Equation of
Time may be defined to be thatlpace ofTime which
is paffed over,while an Arch of the Equator,compre-
hended between the extream Point of the true Suns
Afcenfion, and the place of the feigned Sun, paffes

over the Meridian : And if this Arch be turned into

Time, it gives the true Equation of Time. Dr, Greg.
Ajlron'.

A/r.Flamfteed’sr^/w of Equation of Natural Days,

Leap-Year.

Jan Febru. March. April. May. June. July. \Augujl. Septern. October. Novemb Decern

,

M. S. M. S. M. s. M s. M. S. M. S. M. ;S
0
M. s. M. S. M. s. M. S. M S.

I 8 47 H 49 10 00 0 4 1 4 1

0

0 59 4 47 4 26 3 ob
1

*"> 13 22 15 19 5
" 28

2 9 10 H 48 9 43 0 24 4 1

1

0 47 4 55 4 ^1

6

4 19 13 3 d 15 10 4 §59
3 9 3 i H 46 9 26 0

*
8 4 12 0 34 5 2 4 £ 5O J 4 39 13 49 15 01 4 »3 i

4 9 54 14 43 9 9 0 7 4 13 0 22 5 9 3 0-54 5 0 H 2 H 50 4 i
2

,

5 1

0

15 14 40 8 51 0 22 4 12 0 * 10 5 15 3 43 5 20 14 14 i 4 38 3 33

6 1

0

36 14 3 d 8 33 0 37 4 10 0 *
3 5 20 3 3 i 5 4 i *4 26 14 26 3 3

7 i °^55 14^31 8^!‘s 0 ^ 5 i 4 ^ 10 0 < 16 5 ^>5 3 § l8 6^ * 14 ^37 14 ^13 2 33
8 11 B * 4 s 26 m P

7 s 57 1 Ctn 6 A £“ O 8 °s 29 e P
5 R 30 3 ^ 5 d£ 22 *4 R 47 14 £ 00 2 3

9 1 1 3-32 14 S*20 7 J=r39 1 0*19 4 pr
5 0 Er42 5 ^34 2 £>53 6 cr43 14 cr-57 13 ^45 1 33

10 1

1

49 H 13 7 20 1 31 4 2 0 5 5 5 37 2 38 7 3 15 6
l

13 30 1 4
1

1

12 5 14 5 7 1 1 47 3 59 1 7 5 40 2 24 7 24 15 15A 13 0 34
12

13

12 0
0
22

37
133
13

° 57

,48

do 43
6 2-34

1

2

0
0 57

9

3 03 0 54
5 °

» ft
I O
1°

20

,33

5 0 43

5^45
2
I

9

54

_ rt

7 0
8° 44

4

15

15

O 24O ^

» 3 °

12

.X
0 56

^38
0

b
4

*26
14 12&51 13 £>39 ds> 5 2 0

3
19 O O

45 I&4d 5 »45 I 38 8| 24 15
l
36 12 1*9 0 *56

*5 13 5 13 29 5 46 2
_
3 ° 3 39 I 59 5 4d I 22 8

^
43 15

5
42

|

IZ 00 1 26

16 13 18 13 18 5 27 2 4 1 3 33 2 1

1

5 46 I 5 9 3 15 47 « 4° 1 5 d

ii 13 30 13 7 5 9 2 5 i 3 26 2 22 5 45 0 48 9 13 »5 5 i II 20 2 ^15
18 13 4 1 12 5 d 4 50 3 0 3 19 2 35 5 44 0 31 9 42 15 54 io 59 2

g 34
19 13 5 i 12 44 4 31 3 8 3 1

1

2 4 i 5 42 0 * I3 10 2 15 57
I

10 37 3 0*23

20 *4 0 12 32 4 13 3 16 3 3 2 59J 40 0 * 5 10 21 15 59 I O 14 3 51

2! 14 9 12 18 3 54 3 24 2 54 3 10 5 37 0 22 10 39 16 00 9 5 ° 4 21

22 17 12 5 3 3d 3 32 2 4d 3 22 5 33 0
§ 4° 10 57 1 6 01 9 26 4 § 4°

13 *4 24 II 5 i 3 17 3 39 2 37 3 33 5 29 0 to 59 1

1

15 16 00 9 2 5 ^ l6

24 14 39 1

1

3 d 2 59 3 45 2 27 3 44 5 15 I
I

19 1

1

32 15 59 8 37 i 5 £>43
15 14 35 1

1

21 2 40 3 5 o 2 17 3 54 5 19 I 39 1

1

49 15 5 d 8 6 1

1

2d *4 39 i i 5 2 22 3 54 2 6 4 4 5 13 I 58 12 6 *5 54 7 45 6 37
27 H 43 10 5 o 2 5 3 58 I 5 d 4 13 5 7 2 17 12 22 15 50 7 I9

I

7 3
28 14 46 10 34 1 47 4 2 I 45 4 22 5 0 2 37 12 37 i 5 46 6 52 7 29

29 H 47 10 17 1 13 4 5 1 34 4 31 4 52 2 57 12 53 15 4° 6 24 7 54

3 ° 14 49 A 8 1 22 4 39 4 44 3 18 13 8 15 34
**

> 5 7
-

8 18

3 i 14 49 2 57 !

1 1

1

4 35 3 38 15 27 8 4 i

Tbe
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Tbe Firjl after Leap-Year.

Jan.

M. S-

Febru.

M. S

9

9

9 48

1

2

3

4
5

6

7
8 1 1

p

10

10

9
10

1

1

12

13

H
15

ro 50

11^9

ii 0*43

ii 2.

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24
25

26

27

4
26

*4

H
H

10 14

31

12 18

120 34
11 £>47
13 H» 2

13 15

1613
13

13

13

14

27

38

48
58

7

14

14
14

H
H_
14

H
28 14

0,

48
46

44
4i

37

March. April. May.
|

June.

M. S. M„ S. M. SJM. S. M. S-IM. SJJV<f SJM. S.

Decemv

M. S. M. S.

H
H 32

14^27
14S 21

s O
i 4 tri 5

H 7

13 59
1 3 §

5°

13

13^31
13 21

10 4
9 47

9 3°

9 13

8 5 5

8 37
8^19
8£ 1

70-43

7 2

7 6

6847
6° 28

6^io
5 5 i

13

12

12

12

12

15

22
28

34

l8

42

45

47
2914 48
3° 1

4_ 49

3114 49

10

59
41

35
22

12 8

11 54
1 1 40
11 24
ii 9

O 45
o 28
0*12
o * 3

18

33

4
4
4
4
4

10

1

1

12

13

12

4 1

1

o ^48 4^10
4^81 Si 2O

1 0*16

1 28

5 32

5 14

4 55

4 36

4 17

10

10

10

54
38
21

2

2
1

1 34
i 17

5 °

42
22

3

45

26

9

5 i

1 41

i|
5

«

2 _27
2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

38

48
57
6

14

22
30

37

33

49

40 8

4 3

4 0

3 3 56
o

3 t=> 5
1

3 §46
3 4°

4
28

21

13

5

i 01

3

3

4
4
4

53

57
1

4
7

2 56

2 48
2 39
2 28

2 19

2 9
i 59
1 -48

1 37
I 25

14

2

o 50

9 37
o 25

o * o

o 13

o 26
o 39
0 52

1 4
I ^17
1^30
1 0-43

I 56

4 45

4 53

5 °

5 7

5 13

5 18

5 ^24
5^29
5 ^33
5 36

2 8

2020
o „

a
fr

3a

2^44
56

3

3

3

3

3

4
4
4
4
4

7
19

3 °

4 i

5 i

5 39
5§42
5 p44
5 »45
5 46

5
'

46

5 45

5 44
5 42
5 4°

4 281 3 53

4^18 4
4 r

8 4 34
3^57
3 46

3 34
3021
3°, 8

2^55
2 41

2 27
2 13

1 58

1 42
1 26

9
52

1

1

1

20

29

37

5 38

5 34
5 30

5 26

5 20

5 14

5 8

5 2

4 54
4 46

i

b

0*35
0*17

o j 8

0036
Q

0 cs 55
1 § *4

1 34

1 53
2 12

2 32
2 52

3 13

4
5

5

13 1815 21

14J13 3215 1 5

13 4615 3

13 59 14 53

14 ii~
55

J 5

3 ^

5 ^56
6 £ 17

6 £38
6 58

7 19

7 g 39

7^59
82 1915
" 5

1! 15

5815
1815

14 23

H ^34
Hg 44
H °*54

H 4

15

15

15

13
rt
O Z2
°28

8

8

9

9

9
10

i 34

45

H 4 f

14 29'

H^ 7

Hr 3

130*49

13 34

5 33

5 § t4^38
4 | 9

40

13

13
o

* 7
<?

12^43
12 |

24

5

3

3
2

2
1

1

jo

40
10

40
1

1

12

II 45

37
57
1 6

15

15

15

10 34
10 52
11 10

1 1 28

11 45

4 37 3 33

1 8

29
39
410
10 26

610 45
n ^57

8

9
10

1

1

12

13

H
15

59
21

43

Febru. March.

M. S. M. s.

H 48 to 8

H 47 9 55

H 45 9 34

H 42 9 17

H 38 8 53

The Second after Leap-Year.

12

12

12

12

13

2

18

33

49
4

53
56

58

1 1 4

10 42
10 20

59 9 56
0 9 *32

L 9 8

59 8 43
St 8 17

» 55 7 5 i

5 i 7 25

47 6 59

4 ^ 6 3s

0 41
o II

0*19
0 * 49
1 19

1 49
2 ^18
Z
- A

l
3 0*7 6

3

4

45

H

15 29

4042
5 9

5 & 3<5

6

6

6

1

7

__4

30

57

33
48

8 12

8 25

14 38

14 ^28
11 £ 2414s 23
1

1

0*40 14 cr 1

4

1

1

57 H 9

12 H H 1

120.30 13 s 52

12^4413 ^43
12^58
13 12

8 41

84*24
8S 5n J

70*47

7 29

7 10

6052
6^33

13 f?34 6^15
13 24} 5- 5°

16 13 24 13 13' 5 37
17 13 35 13 2 5 18

18 13 46 12 5 ° 5 0

1.9 13 5<5 12 37 4 H
20 H 5 12 25 4 25

21 14 13 1

2

12 4 3

22 H 20 1

1

57 3 44
23 H 27 11 45 3 26

.24 H 32 11 28 3 8

25 H 37 1

1

13 2. 49

26 H 4 i 10 58 2 31

27 H 44 1

0

42 2 13

28 H 47 1

0

25 I 55

29 H 48 I 38

3° H 49 I 22

3 i H 49 I 5

April. May. Jun

M. S. M. S. M.

0 49 4 9 1

0 32 4 H 0

0*16 4 12 0

O* I 4 i 3 0

0 14 4 12 0

0 29 4 11 0

0 44 4 ^i° 0 *
0 58 4S 8 0 *
1 12 40- 6 0

1 26 4 4 0

1 38
1 ^51
2 S 3o J

2 0-I 4
2 24

2 35
2 o 46
2 a 5 ^

3 § 4
3 12

S.

4 1

3 § 57

3^52
3 2 47
3 4 *

20

28

35

42

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

5

53

1 1

I ^14
p

47
1

2

3 52
1 2

3 5<S. 2

4 o' 1

4 3’ 1

4 6 1

35
29
23

15

7
'

5 ?

50

4 i

31

21

1

1

1

51

40
28

1 -vp

2,

17

3

3

3

3

3

3

4
4
4
4

N n

July : s

M. S A

4 43

4 5 i

4 58

5 5

5 1

1

5 H
5 ^23
5 H 28

5 0*32

5 35

5 38

5 g 4 1

5^43
^ 5^45

5 46

5 5 46
1 5 45

? 5 44
1 5 42
3 5 40

4 5 38
6 5 35

7 5 31

8 5 27
8 5 22

9 5 16

9 5 10

8 5 3

7 4 56

5 4 48

4 39

S.

30

4 ^20
p

3 37

§H
3 kk"

2

2

2
I

I

I

o

o

o

° * 3

o *

o

Septem. October. I
s

M. S. M. S. IN

3

4

48

9

13

13

14 I

28 1

4 29 13 42 1

4 5 ° 13 56 1

5 10 H 8 1

5 3 i

5 ^ 5 i

6S 12

6 0*33

14 20 i

14^31
14 R 41
140*51

6 53 15 1

7 H H 11

7 g 34

7^54
8 < 14

1 5 0 20
0

1 5 t=)2o

15 1 32
8 33 15 38

8 53 15 44
9 13 15 49

? 9 32 15 52

9 52 15 55

j 10 1

1

15 57

410
1 10

0 I I

30

48
6

15

1 6

16

59
1

0

9 1

1

24 15 59

9 ii 4 i 15 57

9 11 58 15 55

7 12 H H 52

7 12 29 15 48
712 45 H 43
8 13 C 15 37

8 H 31

p
• R

13

12

S. M. S.

23 5 42
1 5 5 § 13

5 4 t^45
55 4 1

16

44 3 47

32 3 17
izo 2 47
6 2 17

*52 1 47
38 1 18

21 0 38

4 0*18
H7 0 * c*

28 6 42

9 I 12

5 ° 1 42
30 2^11
9 2 S 40

47 3 O* 0

25 3 38

Ih*
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Tbs Third after Leap-Yeaf.

fan Eebru. March . April.
|

May . June. July . Auguft , Seftem.

;

October. Novemb Decern .

M. S. M. s. M. s. M S. M. S. M. S.M. S
.
M. s. M. S.tM. S. M. S. M S.

I ,8” 53 14 49 10 V IO 20 53 4 9 1 8 4 4 i 4 32 3 43 13 1

1

15 28 5 49
2 l9 15 14 47 9 54 q 3 d 4 1

0

0 56 4 39 4 j 23 4 4 13 25 15 17 5 0 20

3 9 37 H 45 9 38 0 2o 4 12 0 43 4 57 13 4 24 13 39 15 8 4 »52
4 9 59 14 42 9 2 ( 0 *5 4 4 13 0 31 5 4 4 ^ 2 4 45 13 53 14 58 4 |

2 3
5 10 20 14 39 9 4 0 1

1

4 12 0 19 5 IO 3 51 5 5 14 5 14 47 3 54
6 to 4 1 14 34 8 46 0 2 6 4 12 0 # * 5 13 3 40 5 26 14 17 14 35 3 25
7 1

1

<loo 14 ^129 8 ^28 0 ^41 4 ^'ll °* 7 5 ^,22 3 3 27 5 ^4d 14^28 14^23 2 55
8 r 1

P
rt
O

18 hS 24 8 P
r-rO

1

0

0 P
r-r

n 55 A S^ n 9 0 20 5 S 27 3
sr

14 7 Id S
‘ r-i

39 14 3
i° 2 25

9 1

1

tr 36 1 4 cr r8 7 P'52 1 fcr 9 4s- 7 0 33 5 3ff I 6 3- 28 14P-49 13 P'50 I 55
1 0 1

1

54 14 1

1

7 34 1 22 4 4 0 46 5 35 2 48 6 84 14 59 13 41 I 25

1

1

1

2

10 14 3 7 15 1 35 4 1 0 5S 5 38 2 34 7 9 15 9 13 25 0 5 d

12

13

1

2

12

ft
O
O
26

A 1

r 3§54
!3~>45

6

6

r-t

O
O

56

,3 8

1

2

O
O
>-s

48
0 3

§ 5 8

53 1 «
11

24
5 § 4 i

5 ->43

2

2

20

5

7829
7 -,49

15018
15^25

130 8
0 _12^51

0

0

26
*14

H I 2 &55 I 3 &3 <S 6 19 2 0
3

1

1

0 0 48 I &*27
5 ??45 I 5 c 8

1 9 u | 3 i I2<i 33 O * 34
15 13 9 13 26 6 0 2 22 3

55

43 I 30 5 46 I 34 8
*
29 15" 37.

12 14 I 4
1 6 13 21 13 15 5 4 i 2 33 3 37 2 2 5 46 I 17 8 48 15 43 n 55 I 34
17 13 23 13 4 5 23 2 43 3 3i 2 0 H 5 45 I c 9 8 15 48 II 35 2 ^ 4
18 13 43 12 53 5 4 2 5Z 3 24 2

°
>26 5 44 O 43 9 28 15 52 IO 14 2 P 09

n 33
19 13 53 12 4 1 4 45 3 1 3 17 25,38 5 43 O 26 9 47 15 55 IO 53 3 P* 2

20 H 3 12 28 4 26 3 IO 3 9 2 50 5 41 0 * 9 10 7 15 57 IO 31 3 31

21 H 1

1

l 2 15 4 7 3 18 3 0 3 2 5 39 O *
9 IO 27 15 59 IO 8 4 O

22 14 i 8 12 1 3 49 3 26 2'
5 2 3 13 5 3d O 27 IO 43 1

6

0 9 44 4 0 20

23 14 15 I I 47 3 31 3 33 2 43 3 25 5 32 O 4d 1

1

1 16 1 9 20 4 ^5°
24 14 3i II 32 3 13 3 4i 2 34 3 3 6 5 28 I 5 1

1

19 16 0 8 55 5 £>23

25 H 36 I I 16 2 54 3 46 2 24 3 40 5 23 I 24 1

1

37 15 58 8 30 5 5°

26 H 4° I I 1 2 3i 3 5i 2 14 3 57
i

5 17 I 44 1

1

54 15 5d 8 4 6 17

27 14 43 I O 46 2 17 3 55 2 4 4 7 5 II 2 3 12 1

0

15 33 7 38 6 44
28 14 46 IO 3o 1 42 3 59 I 53 4 1

6

5 5 2 22 12 26 i5 49 7 12 7 1

0

29 14 4? 1 *5 4 3 I 42 4 25 4 5 8 2 42 12 4i 15 44 6 45 7 3d

3° 14 48
I

4 6 I 3i 4 33 4 5° 3 3 12 57 15 38 6 17 8 0

31 H 49 1
i 9 I 19 4 4 14 3 23 1

8‘ 24

EQUATOR : See EquinoHial.

EQUIC RURAL : See Ififceles.

EQUICULUS, or Equus minor, a Conftellation

in the -Northern Hemilphere confifting of 4 Stars.

EQUILATERAL Triangle: See Triangle.

EQUILIBRIUM, in Mechanicks, is when the

two Ends of aBallance hang fo exa&ly even and

level, that neither doth afcend or defcend, but do

both keep in a Pofirion parallel to the Horizon ;

which is occafion’d by their being both charged

with an equal Weight.

EQUIMUTIPLES, are Numbers or Quantities

multiplied by one and the fame Number or Quan-

tity : See Propcfttion N°. 13-

EQUINOCTIAL, (in the Heavens) or Equator

on the Earth, is a great Circle, whofe Poles are

the Poles of the World. It divides the Globe into

two equal Parts, that is, the Northern and Southern

Hemifpheres. It palfes through the Eafl and Weft

Points of the Horizon ;
and at the Meridian is raif-

ed as much above the Horizon, as is the Comple-

ment the Latitude of the Place.

Whenever the Sun cometh to this Circle, it mak-

eth equal Days and Nights all round the Globe,

becaufe he then always rifes due Eaft, and lets due

Weft, which he doth at no other time of the Year,

whence it hath its Name. All Stars alfo which are

under this Circle, or which have no Declination,

do always rife due Eaft, and let full Weft, &c.

All People living under this Circle, (which, in

Geography, is called the Line) have their Days and
I

Nights equal At Noon the Sun is in their Zenith,’

or direCtly over their Heads, and calls no Shadow.
From this Circle (on the Globes) is the Declina-

tion or Latitude accounted on the Meridian.

And the Circles which run through each Degree
of Latitude or Declination, are called Parallels of
Latitude or Declination.

Through this EquincBial all the Hour-Circles are

drawn at Right Angles to it, and through the Poles

of the World, at every 15 th Degree,on the Celefti-

al Globe.

And the Equator on the Terreftrial Globe is di-

vided by the Meridians into 36 equal Parts.

The Natural Day is meafured by the Revoluti-

on of the Equator, and is ended when the fame
Point of the Equator comes again to the fame Meri-

dian, which is in 24 Hours.

Wherefore fince the Equator (as all great Cir-

cles are) is divided into 360 Degrees, each Hour
mull be T~ of that Number, or 15 Degrees ; there-

fore 1 Degree of the Equator will contain 4 Minutes

of an Hour j and 15 Minutes of a Degree,will make
a Minute oi an Hour, or 60 Seconds

; and confe-

quently 4 Seconds anlwerto one Minute of a De-
gree.

Hence the following Tables are made for con-

verting Degrees and Minutes, of the Equino-

ctial into Time, and Vice Verfa.

Hence
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1 TABLE I. TABLE II.
1 .

! To convert Parts of the Equi- To convert Time into Parts of the

noCtial into Time. Equinoctial:

Degrees. Hours. t Hours. Degr. Minut.
]

Degr. 3

Minutes; 1 2 Second 1 2

Seconds. 2 ! 3 Thirds 2 - 3

Thirds. 3 4 Fourth 3 4

1 0 4 1 15 £ 0 15

2 0 8 2 30 2 0 3 °

3 0 12 3 45 3 0 45

4 0 16 4 10 4 1 0

5 0 20 5 75 5 1 15

10 *
0 40 6 90 6 1 0

15 1 0 9 135 10 2 3 ®

30 2 0 32 180 20 5 0

60 4 0 IS 225 30 7 30

90 6 0 18 270 40 lo 0

180 12 0 21 315 50 12 30

360 24 0 24 630 60 15 0

Whofe Ufe is this

:

Suppofe you would readily know how many
Hours, Minutes and Seconds, (3c. there are in

1 9 Degrees, 1 3 Minutes, 7 Seconds of the

Equator.

Again, for the Ufe of this Table.

Suppofe you would find how many Degrees, Mi-
nutes, Seconds, C3c. of the Equator, anfwer
to 13 Hours, 25 Minutes, 17 Seconds, and

9 Thirds.

*

H. t li in

Againft 1 s Degrees,in the firft!

Table, you find i
O O O

Againft 4 Degrees 0 16 0 0

Alfo againft 10 Minutes you")
40

will find j
O O

And againft 3 Minutes 0 0 12 0

Then againft 5 Seconds you!
will find >

And againft 2 Seconds you!
# O O O 8

have f

Add all up together, and it!

makes J
1 1 6 5 1 28

Againft 21 Hours, in the 1
Table, you find f

Againft a Hours
Againft 20 Minutes you 7

have i

And againft 5 Minutes
Then againft 10 Seconds!'

you find J
And againft 5 Seconds

Againft 2 Seconds

Then againft 6 Thirds1
there is j

And againft 3 Thirds you!
have j

All which added rightly to-1

gether, make S

Deg. 1 Hi
a.

315 0 0 0

30 0 0 0

5 0 © 0

X IS 6 0

0 2 3© ©

0 X U\ 0
0

3 ©\ 0

© © 1 3©

© © © 45

35 i 49 17 is;

EQUINOCTIAL Colure : See Colure. r

EQUINOCTIAL Dial, is that whole Plane lies

parallel to the Equinoctial.

To make this Dial, is no more than with 66
Degrees of your Line of Chords to defcribe a Cir-

cle, wherein draw two Diameters eroding each
other at Right-angles $ then divide this Circle into

24 equal Parts or Hours, which fubdivide as you
pleafe.

Note, That every Hour is 1 5 Degrees, therefore

the Half-hour will be 7 Degrees, 30 Minutes,
and the Quarter 3 Degrees, 45 Minutes.

N n 2 That
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Thatbeingdone,fecup a ftraightPin perpendicular

to the Plane in the Center of the Circle, and place

the Plane parallel to the Equinoctial, and the Meri-

dian Line true Klorth and South, and the Dial is

fitted.

Thefe Dials are commonly fet up in a Frame to

be elevated to any Latitude.

EQUINOCTIAL Orient

:

See Orient.

EQUINOCTIAL Occident : See Occident.

EQUINOXES, are the precife Times in which
the Sun enters into the firft Points of Aries and Li-

bra- for then moving exactly under the Equino&idl,

he makes our Days and Nights equal. This he doth

twice a Year, about the loth of March
,
and 12th

of September ; which therefore are called the Ver-

nal and Autumnal Equinoxes.

It is found by Agronomical Obfervation, That
the EquinoCfial Points (which are the firft Points of

the Signs Aries and Libra) go backward every Year
50 Seconds.

And our admirable Sr. Ifaac Newton
,
taking the

Matter into Confideration according to his Princi-

ples, found, by Calculation, That they muft recede

49 Minutes, 5 8 Seconds, which is furpriflngly near
the Truth.

The Space from the Vernal to the Autumnal Equi-

nox, is 8 or 9 Days longer than from the Autumnal
to the Vernal, by reafon of the Pofition of the Peri-

helion of the Earth’s Orbit near the Winter Solftice.

EQUINUS Barbatus, a kind of Comet, called

alfo Equinus Ellipticus, Equinus Quadrangularis : See
Hippeus.

EQUIPOLLENCE, in Logick, is when there is

an Equivalence or Agreement, either as to the Na-
ture of the Thing, or as to the Grammatical Senfe

of any two, or more, Propofitions ; or in plain

Words, when two Propofitions fignify one and the

fame thing, tho’ they exprefs it after different man-
ners, they are properly faid to be Equipollent.

EQUITY, is the Virtue of treating all other

Men according to common Reafon and Juftice, or

as we would be gladly treated our felves, when
we underftand rightly what is our due.

EQUITY, in the Law, ufually fignifies the Court

of Chancery, where Controverfiesarefuppofed to be

determined according to the exaCt Rules of Equity

and Confcience, by mitigating the Rigour of the

Common Law, tho’ even by the Common and Sta-

tute Law there is alfo an Equity. Equitas Sequitur

Legem, is an old Maxim in Law ; but from the

great ercreafe of Suits in Chancery, fome have
thought fit to give it this Conftrudion, That in all

Caufes after a Man has been at Law, he muft go
into Equity.

EQUIVALENCE in Things, is that which ex-

reffes an Agreement in Nature or Circumftances,

etweenany two things propofed.

EQUIVOCAL, in Logick, is that which hath

a doubtful or doubble Signification.

Any Equivocal Word, is that which contains more
Significations than one, or that which ferves for fe-

veral Notions : See Homonymous.

EQUIVOCAL Generation, is the Production of

Plants without Seed : Infects or Animals without

Parents in the Natural Way of Coition between
Male and Female.

The Learned World begins now to be fatisfied

that there is nothing like this in Nature ; and fince

the Ufe of Microfcopes, and a more particular Ap-
plication to Enquiries of this kind, a prodigious

Number of Plants have been difcovered to have

Seeds ;
and of Animals

(
InfeSls

) have been found to

be produced Univocally, or in the ordinary way of

ERE
Generation, which before were thought to be Equi-
vocally produced. See Vol. II.

ERASED, the Herald’s Word, expreffing any
thing violently torn off from its proper Place j and
tisufed in Contradiftindion to Couped, which fig-
nifies a thing clean cut off.

ERECT Declining Dials, are thofe whofe Planes
are not diredly oppofite to any of the four Cardinal
Points, but Decline from the Meridian or Prime
Vertical Circle.

For the drawing of the Hour-Lines on thefe Di-
als, there is given the Latitude of the Place

, and
the Declination of the Plane, in order to find,

Firft, Tho Height of the Style above the Plane.

Secondly, The Dijlance of the Subjlyle from the
Meridian.

Thirdly, The Inclination of the Meridians, or

Difference of the Meridian
; which are all the Re-

quilites neceffary to be known before the Dial can’
be defcribed.

1. To find the Style's Height above the Plane, fay,

As the Radius, is to the Co-fine of the Plane’s
Declination :

So is the Co-fine of the Elevation of the Pole to
the Sine of the Style’s-Height.

2. To find the Subjlyle's Dijlance from the Meri-
dian, fay.

As the Radius, is to the Sine of the Plane’s De-
clination :

So is the Co-Tangent of the Elevation of the Pole

'

to the Tangent of the Subjlyle s Dijlance.

3. To find the Inclination of the Meridians, fay,'

As the Radius, is to the Co-Tangent of the De-
clination :

So is the Sign of Elevation of the Pole, to the
Co-Tangent of the Inclination of the Meridians.

Thefe being found; Then with a Line and
Plumet, let fall a Perpendicular to the Horizon, and
that fhall be the Meridian or Hour Line of 1 2.

Then if your Plane decline place

the Subjlyle s Dijlance (from the Line of Chords) to

the ilt} Hand of the Meridian.

Alfo having found the Inclination of the Meridi-
ans, find what Angle each Hour makes at the Pole
with the Subjlyle, by fubftrading 1 5 Degrees for
each Hour that is between the Subjlyle and Meridi-
an, as long as it can be done from the Inclination of
the Meridians

; and by adding 1 5 Degrees for the
other Hours.

And with the Hour-Angles at the Pole, find the
Hour-Arches by this Proportion.

As the Radius.Ts to the Sine ofthe Style'sHeight ::

So is the Tangent of the Hour-Angle : To the
Tangent of the Hour-Arch.

Of thefe Hour-Angles and Hour-Arches frame a
Table, as was fhewed in a making a Horizontal-
Dial

Example
'
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Example.

A South EreB Dial, Declining Eafivoard 45 De-
grees, 00 Minutes. Latitude 31 Degrees, 31 Mi-

nutes.

The Requifites may be found by the foregoing

Cannons, vi%.

The Height of the Style, 26 06

Subfiyle's Difiance from the Meridian, 29 2,1

Inclination of Meridians
* 51 57

Now, fince the Inclination of Meridians is lefs

than 60 Degrees, and greater than 45 Degrees, ’tis

certain the Subfiyle muft be between 8 and 9 of the

Clock.

Then the Hour-Angles at the Pole are alfo found

by fubdudting 1 5 Degrees from the Inclination of

Meridians (fuppofed to be fet againft 1 z) the Re-

mainder will be for the Hour 1 1 5 and from that

Angle againft 1 1, fubftradt 1 5 Degrees, the Remain-

der fet againft 103 and from that Remainder fub-

dutft 1 5 Degrees* the Refidue fet againft 9 ; and

that becaufe ’tis lefs than 1 5 Degrees, take the Dif-

ference to 1 5 Degrees, whieh fet againft 8 3 then

by continual Addition of 15 Degrees, you’ll have

the Numbers againft the remaining Hours.

Laftly, Find the Hour-Arches according to the

Canon given for that Purpofe, vi%. by the continu-

al Addition of the Sine of the Style s Height, z6

Degrees, 6 Minutes to the Tangent of every Hours

Difiance from the Subfiyle, and that will give new
Tangents of the Hour-Arches, as in the following

t
Table.

The Eafi Decliner.

I Hours.
Angles

at Foie.

Hour
Arches.

1 D. M- D. M.
3 83 3 74

1
^ 68 3 47

5 53 3 3°. 20

6 38 3 19 01

7 23 3 10 37

8 8 3 3 34

Subfiyle Subfiyle Subfiyle

9 6 57 2 26

10 11 57 10 3

11 36 57 18 19

12 57 29 21

1 66 57 45 58

2 81 57 72 *7
I* WMr^bhm

ERE

To defcribe the Dial

Firft draw the Horizontal Line AC B, and at

Right-angles to it the Meridian C O il ; then
with 60 Degrees of your Line of Chords, from C
defcribe the Semi-circle AO B 3 and fet off 29
Degrees, zi Minutes (the Difiance of the Subfiyle

from the Meridian) from 0 to N, on the Weft Side
of the Meridian* becaufe the Plane declines Eaft.

Set off alfo the feveral Hour Arches (as) 10 De
grees, 37 Minutes for 7 and 5 a Clock, 18 Degrees,

1 9 Minutes for 1 1 and 1 a Clock, f'Sc. both ways
from the Subfiyle on the. Circle NRO3 and draw
Lines from the Center C through thefe leveral

Points:" So you’ll have the true Hour Lines de-
fired.

Then from your Chords, fet off the Style’s Height
id Degrees, 6 Minutes from Nto R5 and a Right-*

line
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line drawn through 2^from C, reprefents the Axis or

Style, and your Dial is finilhed ; as alfo three others,

vft. a South Ereft Dial, declining Weft as much ; and

a North Ereft Dial, declining Eafi and Weft as much,

only placing the Numbers of the Hours and the

Style reprefentatively upon each Plane.

An Ereft Declining Dial may be Geometrically made
thus :

Having given the Elevation of the Pole, andDe-
fclination of the Plane $

Firft draw two Lines interfering each other at

Right-angles : From the Point of Interfedlion, fup-

pofe h, make the Angle eb d equal to Elevation of

the Equator j make another n b d equal to the De-
clination of the Plane. Draw d e perpendicular to

the Meridian ; from any Point taken at pleafure,

fuppofe d, make b n— de; from n let fall a Per-

pendicular to the Meridian n m ; let this Perpendi-

cular nm be transferred, and fet upon the former

Perpendicular on the other Side of the Meridian

equal to dp.

Let the Subftyle be drawn through b and p; unto

which, in the point p, draw a Perpendicular for

the Contingent, as pr: Then from b, through r,

draw the Style, whofe Altitude above the Subftyle

lhall be equal to the Angle p b r.

From f to the Style, let fall the Perpendicular

p s
• make p o on the Subftyle equal to p s: From o

,

at any Diftance, defcribe the Equinedlial Circle,

which divide into 14 or 48 parrs, beginning your

Divifion in that part of the Circle, W, which is cut

by the Ruler applied to 0 and x, (which is the

point of Interfe&ion of the Contingent and the Me-
ridian.

Make points in the Contingent, where “tis cut by

a Ruler applied to the Center 0, and every Divifi-

on ;
through which points, from the Center b, draw

the Hour-Lines.

ERECT Declining Planes'. See Dial Planes,

ERECT Direct Planes : See Dial Planes.

ERECT DireIt Eaft or Weft Dials : See Direft

Ereft Eaft or Weft Dials.

ERECT Direft South or North Dials : See Prime

Vertical.

ERECTORES Penis, by fome called Erigentes,

by others Direftores, by Spigelius, Collaterales Penis j

are a pair of Mufcles arifing Flefliy from the out-

ward Knob of the Os Ifchium, below the Begin-

ning of the Cavernous Bodies of the Penis, in whofe

thick Membranes they are inferred : Their Ufe is

to help to ereeft the Penis, which they do by pulling

towards the Offa Pubis, whereby its greateft Vein

is comprelt, and the refluent Blood denied its paf-
fage under thofe Bones, and therefore the Penis muft
fwell.

ERICTHONIUS : See Auriga.

ERIDANUS, or ftadus, a Southern Conftellati-
on confifting of 28 Stars.

ERMENOIS, is when the Field is Or, and the
Powdering is Sable.

ERMIN, in Heraldry, fignifies

a Coat where the Field is Argent,

and the Powdering is Sable.

And on the contrary,

ERMINES, is when the Field

is Sable, and the Powdering Ar-
gent.

ERODENTIA, are Medicines which grow and
prey upon the Flefh with their Acute Particles. Blan-

chard.

ERPES : See Herpes.

ERRHINES, are Medicines defigned to purge
away pituitous Humours from the Head, without
making the Patient fneeze, tho’ to be taken up the

Nofe. They are either Liquid, Soft, or Solid.

The Liquid are made of the Juices of Cephalic

&

cleanfing Herbs, extracted by Wine or other Li-

quors j to which Spirit of Wine is fometimes ad-
ded 5 or of a Decocftion of fit Simples, to which
are addded fometimes Juices, Honey, Syrup, and
Powders too.

The Soft is made of Powders, with Honey, Oil,

or Juices, boiled to a kipd of Ointment.
The, Solid is given either in form of a Powder,"

and that has place efpecially in Medicines which
provoke Sneezing ; or in form of a Pellet, arid it is

called Nafale, and is prepared of fit Powders mixed
with vifeid Extractions from Seeds, Gums, Roots,

&c. with Wax, or with Turpentine. Blanchard.

ERRONES, or Erratic1^, or Wandring Stars 5

the fame with the Planets.

ERROR, in Law, fignifies a Fault in pleading^!

or in the Procefs, and thereupon the Writ of Error

is brought to remedy- this Overfight ; which Writ
is that which lieth to redrefs falie Judgments given

in any Court of Record.

There is Iikewife a Writ of Error to reverie a
Fine or Recoveries ; and for redrefling and pre-

venting Errors in Fines and Recoveries : Vide the

Statute Z j Cl. C. 3. for inrolling them $ and vide the

1 6th of Car. z. C. 4.

ERYSIPELAS, is a Swelling of a bright yellow-

ifh Colour, inclining to Red (whence its Name is

derived) poflefling the Skin, and going no deeper,

attended with a pricking Pain, but not beating $ it

hath a Sympatomatick Fever accompanying it ufu-

ally ; it is apt to fpread, and fometimes blifters the

Skin : If the Skin be prelfed with the Finger, it

yieldeth, and the Rednefs vanifhesfor a time.

ERYSIPELOTODES, is a Swelling like the for-

mer, tho’ with eafier Symptoms ; and therefore may
be taken for a kind of Baftard Eryftpelas -

} in it the

Skin is of a more dark Colour.

ERYTHREMATA, are red Spots like Fleabites,"

commonly in Peftilential Fevers. Blanchard.

ERYTHROIDES, is the Red Membrane of the

Tefticles, the firft of the proper Tunicks. Blanchard.

ESCALDE.or Scalade, is a furious Attack,upon a
WaB,
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Wall, of a Rampart, carried on with Ladders to

mount up upon it, without going on in form,breaking

Ground, or carrying on of Works to fecurethe Men,

ESCARP : See Scharp.

ESCHAR, is a Cruft, or hard Skin, Rind, or

Shell brought over any Ulcer, or raifed with a red

hot Searing Iron.
. T _ . „

ESCHAROTIE, is a Searing-Iron, actual bone,

a Cautery, or the like, which burns the Skin and

Flefh into a crafty Subftance. Blanchard.

ESCHEAT, in Law, fignifies any Lands or o-

ther Profits that fall to a Landlord within his Man-

nor by way of Forfeiture, or the Death of his Te-

nant,dying without Heir General or Special,or leav-

ing his Heir within Age, and Unmarried. Mag.

Charta, Chap. 31.

ESCHEATOR, is an Officer who takes notice

of the King s Efcheats in the Country, and certifie

them into the Exchequer.
ESCOCHEON of Pretence, is an

Inefcocheon, or little Efcocheon,

which a Man that hath married an

Heirefs, and hathlffue by her, may
bear over his own Coat of Arms,

and in it the Arms of his Wife ;

and the furviving Iffue will bear

both Coats quarterly.

M

ESCOUAbE, is ufually the third part of the

Company of Foot ;
’tis fo divided for mounting of

Guards, and for the more convenient, relieving

one another : ’Tis equivalent to a Brigade of a

Troop of Horfe.

ESCUTCHEON (from Scutum a Shield) is the

Coat or Field on which any Arms are born in He-

raldry ; ’tis ufually of this Form :

And in it the Heralds give divers

Names to feveral Points or Places:

Thus, the Point D, they call the

Dexter Chief; C, is the Middle

Chief; and S, the Sinijler Chief

Point ;
H, is called the Honour

Point ;
and F, thz FeJfe Point ; N,

is called the Nombril Point ; and d,

the Dexter Bafe ; B, the Middle Bafc ; and s, the

Sinifler Bafe-Point.

ESPAULEMENT, the fame with Epaulement
,
a

Work in Fortification made on the fide of a Baftion,

q£ either Earth thrown up, Gabions, Fafcines, &c.

And thofe Epaulements which are for the Places of

Arms for the Cavalry behind the Trenches, are uf-

ually made only of Fafcines and Earth. This Word

fignifies alfo fometimes a Demi-Bafiion ; and fome-

times ’tis ufed for a Square Orillon, or a Square

Mafs of Earth, faced or lined with a Wall, defigned

to cover the Cannon of a Casemate.

ESPAUL, or Epaule ;
(which fee) in Fortificati-

on, the fame with the Shoulder of a Baftion, or the

Angle of the Shoulder ;
which fee.

ESPLEES, a Term in Law, fignifying the full

Profit that the Ground or Land yieldeth.

ESPLENADE, a Term in Fortification, the fame

with the Glacis of the Counterfcarp originally;

but now ’tis ufually taken for the empty Space be-

tween the Glacis of a Cittadel, and the firft Houfes

of the Town.
ESSENCE, is that which conftitutes the peculiar

Nature" of any thing, and makes it be what it is.

Thus the Effence of a Circle is, that its Radii, or

Semidiameters be all equal ;
the Effence ofa Square

is, that it have 4 Right-angles, and 4 equal Right-

lined Sides. •

ESSENCE alfo, in Chymiftry, fignifies the Bal-

famicl^ part of any thing feparated from the thicker

Matter, fo that whenever this is done by means of
Extradion, the Balfamick part is called Effence,
by way of Eminence ; fometimes thickned Juices
are called Effences : But ’tis better to call thefe by
their one Name, to avoid Confufion. Some call

Compounds of Oil and Sugar Effences ; but it is

an Abufe of the Word. Blanchard.

ESSENDI quietum de Tolonia
,

is a Writ that li-

eth for Citizens and Burgeffes of any City or Town,
that hath a Charter or Prefcription, to exempt them
from Toll through the whole Realm, if the fame
happen to be any where exaded of them.
ESSENTIAL Properties

, are fuch as neceffarily

depend on the Nature and Effence of any thing.

Thus ’tis the Effential Property of every Redilineal
Triangle, to have the Sum of its 3 Angles equal to

2 Right ones : And of every Redangled Triangle to

have the Square of the Hypothenufe equal to the
Sum of the Squares of the Legs.

ESSENTIAL Salt of Plants is thus drawn : The
Plant is pounded in a Mortar, and its Juice extra-
ded and filtrated, which after that is fet in a Celler,
or fome fuch cool Place to Cryftallize, and the Salt
will ffioot out into Cryftals every way. This Salt
is the true or Effential Salt of the Plant; for here
’tis no change at all made in by force of the Fire
but the means ofdrawing it areeafie and natural.
ESSERE, Sora, and Save, are little Pufhes of

Wheels, fomething red and hard, which quickly in-
fed the whole Body with a violent Itching, as ifone
were ftung with Bees, or Walps, or Flies, or Nettles

;

yet they vaniffi after a little time, and leave the
Skin as fmooth and well colour’d as before. It dif-
fers from an Epinychis in this, that an Epinychis
fweats out Matter, but an Effere does not. Blan-
chard.

ESSOYNE, in Law, fignifies the Allegation of an
Excufe from him that is fummon’d to appear, and
anfwer to an Adion Real, or to perform Suit to a
Court-Baron upon juft Caufe of Abfence. This the
Civilians call Excufatio.

The Caufes that lerve to Effoyne any Man fum-
mon’d, are divers ; but drawn chiefly to 5 Heads :

Whereof
The Firft Ultra Mare, whereby the Defendant

fhall have 40 Days.

The Second, De Terra SanBa, where the Defen-
dant fhall have a Year and a Day, and thefe muft
be laid in the beginning of the Plea.

The Third is called, Malo Veniendi
, call’d alfo

Common Effoyne.

The Fourth is, De malo leBi.

The Fifth, De Servitio Bcgis.

ESSONIO de malo leBi, is a Writ direded to
the Sheriff, for the fending of 4 lawful Knights to
view one that hath Effoyn'd himielf, De malo leBi.

ESTIVAL Occident : See Occident.

ESTIVAL Orient : See Orient.

ESTIVAL Soldice.

ESTOPPEL, (in Law) fignifies as much as an
Impediment, or Bar ofan Adion, growing from his
own Fad, that hath, or otherwife might have had
this Adion.
ESTREAT, in Law, is ufed for the true Copy

or Tuplicate of an Original Writing*

For Example, Of Amerciaments or Penalties fet
down in the Rolls of a Court, to be levied by the
Bayliff, or other Officer, of every Man for his Of-
fence.

ESTREPE, in Law, is to make Spoil by a Te-
nant for Life in Lands, or Woods, to the Preiudice
of him in Reverfion.

Bayliff

/



And Eflrepament fignifies the Spoil made by Te-
nant for Life upon any Lands or Woods, to the Pre-

judice of the Reverfioner.

ESURINE Salts
,
are fuch as are of a coroding,

fretting, and eating Nature ; they abound in the Air

of Places fituate near the Sea fide, and where great

Quantities of Coal are burnt ; as appears from the

fpeedy rufting of the Iron-Bars in the Windows,
&c. of Houles built in fuch Places.

ETAPPE, in the Art ofWar, is the Allowance of

Provifions and Forage, which Soldiers have in their

March thro’ the Kingdom to or from Winter-Quar-

ters. Wherefore the

ETAPPIER, is he that contracts with any Coun-
try, or Territory, for furn idling Troops in their

March with Provifions and Forage.

ETATE probanda : See AEtate probanda.

ETCHING, is a way ufed in making Prints, by

drawing with a Needle upon a Copper-plate cover-

ed over with a Ground ofWax, 6?c. and well black-

ed with the Smoke of a Link, that it may take off

the Figure of the Drawing or Print, which having

its back-fide TinCtured with White-Lead, will by
running over the ftroken-out Lines with a Stiff

,

imprels the exaCt Figure on the Black or Red
Ground ;

which Figure is afterwards with Needles,

drawn deeper quite thro’ the Ground, and all the

Shadows and Hatchings put in ; and then a Wax
Border being made all round the Plate, there is pour-

ed on a fufficient Quantity of well-tempered Aqua
Fortis, which infinuating into the Stroaks, and made
by the Needles in the Ground, eats the Figure of the

Print or Drawing into the Copper-Plate. There is

no certain Time in which this is done, but ufually

the Aqua Fortis will eat deep enough in about half

an Hour. Browns Ars PiBoria.

ETHERIAL O//, fo the Chymifts call a very fine

or exalted Oil, or rather Spirit that is inflamable

;

as Oil of Turpentine, &c.
ETHICKS, is that Art which teaches us to feek

out thofe Rules and Meafures of Human Addons,

that lead to trtie Morality and Happinefs ; and which

acquanits us with the Means to practice them.

TheWriters upon it ufually divide into two Parts;

The Firft contains an Account of the Nature of

Moral Good and Evil : And.

The other Enumerates the feveral Virtues in

which the PraCtice and Exercife ofMorality confifts

;

and which are the proper Means for us to obtain

true Felicity,the End of all Moral ACtions.

ETHMOIDALIS, is a Suture that furrounds a

Bone ofthat Name, and feparates it from the Bones

which are about it. *

ETHMOIDES, is a Bone which refembles a

Sieve, placed above the inner part of the Nofe, and

full of little Holes to receive the Serous and Pitui-

tous Humours from the foft Pappy Proceffes of the

Brain. Blanchard.

ETYMOLOGY, is that part ofGrammar, which

teaches the Original of Words, in order the better

to diftinguifh and eftablifh their true Signification.

EVANID, fo fome call thofe Colours which are

not of very long duration, as thole in the Rainbow

Clouds before and after Sun-fet, &c. Thefe alfo

are called Fantajlical and Emphatical Colours

;

which fee.

EVAPORATION, in Chymiftry, is when any

Liquor is fet over a gentle Heat, that the Fire may
gently carry off fome of the Moifture, and yet not

leffen the Quantity of the Matter the Liquor is

impregnated with ; to Evaporate to a Pellicle : See

Pellicle. '

EUCHYMIA, is a good Temper of the Blood,
other Juices, or Fluids in an Animal Body.
EUCRASIA, is a good Temper of the Parts of

the Body.

EVECTION, or Libration of the Moon, is an
Inequality in her Motion, by which, at or near the
Quarters, fhe is not in that Line which paffeth thro’

the Center of the Earth to the Sun, as fhe is at her
Syzygies, or Conjunction and Oppofition, but
makes an Angle with that Line of % Degrees 5©
Minutes, according to the Obfervation of Tycho
and Bullialdus.

9

The Moon revolving uniformly about her Axis
. in a Months time, makes her Day to be of a Month
in length

;
and her Face always is turned the fame

way towards the lower Umbilicus of her Orbit ; and
for that Reafon, and the Pofition of the Umbilicus
deviates this way and that way a little from the
Earth ; which is her Libration in Longitude : But
her Libration in Latitude, is occafioned by the In-

clination of the Moons Axis to the Plane of the

Orbit.

EVEN Humber, is that which may be divided
into two Parts ; as 4, 10, 40, &c, are Even num-
bers, iorafmuch as each of them may be divided in-

to two equal Parts.

EVENLY Even, is that which an Even Humber
doth meafure by an Even one

; as 3 a is laid to be a
Number Evenly. Even, becaufe 8, an Even Humber

,

doth Meafure it by 4, which is likewife an Even
Humber.

EVENLY Odd, is that which an Even Humber
doth meafure by an Odd one ; as 30, which a or

6, Even Humbert
,
do meafure by 15 or 5 Odd

Humbers.

EUEXIA, is a good found Habit of Body.
EVOLUTION, is ufed by Dr. Pell, and others,

for the Extraction of Roots out of any Powers ; and
fo is direCtly contrary to Involution ; which fee.

EVOLUTION, in TaBickj, is theMotion made
by a Body of Men in changing their Pofture, or

Form of drawing up ; either to make good the

Ground they are upon, or to polfefs themfelves of

another ; that fo they may attack the Enemy, or

receive his Onfet more advantagioully : And thefe

Evolutions, are Doubling of Banks, or of Files, Coun-

termarches, and Wheelings.

EUPEPSlA, a good and eafie Digeftion.

EUPHORIA, is the well- bearing of the Opera-
tion of a Medicine ; rhat is, when the Sick Perfon

finds himfelf eas’d or reliev’d by it ; then they fay

it wrought upon the Patient cum Euphory.

EUPNOEA, is a right natural Refpiration.

EUPORIA, is an eafie Preparation of Medicines,

or the Eafinefs of their Operation. Blanchard.

EURITHMY, in Architecture, fignifies the ex-

aCt Proportion between all the Parts of a Building.

EUSARCOS, is one that is well flelhed. Blan-

chard.

EUSTOMACHUS, is a good Stomach ; as alio

Meat convenient for it.

EUSTYLE, in Architecture, is a kind of Edifice

where the Pillars are placed at a moft convenient

diftance one from another ;
the Intercolumniations

being all juft two Diameters and a quarter of the

Pillar, except thofe in the middle of theJFace before

and behind, which are in diftance three Diameters.

EUTHANASIA, is a foft quiet Death, or an

eafie Paffage out of this "World.

EUTHROPIA, is a due Nourilhment, of the

Body.
EXACERBATIO : See Paroxyfmus.
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EXACTION, in Law, is a Wrong done by an

Officer of one pretending to have Authority in ta-

king a Reward or Fee for that which the Law al-

lows not. The Difference between Exaction and

Extortion is this.

Extortion, is where an Officer extorts more than

^ExTaion, is where he wreft a Fee or Reward

where none is due.

EXiERESIS, is an Extradion of things out of

the Body that are hurtful to it.

EXAGOON, the fame with Hexagon

.

EXAMINERS in Chancery, are two Officers that

Examine, upon Oath, Witneffes produced on either

fide upon fuch Interogatories as the Parties to

any’Suit do exhibit to that purpofe ; and fometimes

the Parties themfelves are by particular order ex-

amined alfo by them. -rue
EXANASTOMOSIS, is an opening of the Ex-

tremity of the Yeffels. Blanchard•

EXANTHEMA, is a certain Efflorefcence upon

the Skin of the Head, like thofe which appear in the

Skin of the whole Body. It is deferibed two ways by

Senertus ;
one is, thatatleaft it changes the Colour

of the Skin
,

as in continued malignant Fevers,

wherein the Skin is fpotted as with Flea-bites ; the

other is, when certain little^ Swellings break out of

the Skin, which may be call’d Papilla. Blanchard.

EXARTHREMA, the fame with Luxatio.

EXARTICULATION : See Dijlocation.

EXCENTRICK, the fame with Eccentrick..

EXCFPTIO, is the incorporation or mixture of

dry Powders with fome Moifture or other. Thus

Eleduaries are made, Powders and Pulps are mixt

with Honey or Syrup ; and the Powder of Pills with

Syrup, Honey, Wine or Juice,

EXCEPTIVE Propofitions, are thole where a

Thing is affirmed of the whole Subjed, except

fome one of the Inferiors of the Subjed, by ad-

ding a Particle of Exception, which denotes that

what is predicated does not agree with that In-

ferior, which vifibly includes two Judgments, and

renders thofe Propofitions compofed in Senfe. As

if one (hould fay, None of the Seds of the ancient

Philofophers, except that of the Platonic, have ac-

knowledg’d God to be Incorporeal. The Covetous

Man does nothing well, but when he dies.

EXCHANGE, in Common Law, is as much

as Permutation with the Civilians. It hath a pecu-

liar Signification, and is ufed for that Compenfation

which the Warranter muft make to the Warrantee,

Value for Value, if the Land warranted be reco-

vered from the Warrantee.

EXCHEQUER, is the Court or Place to which

are brought all the Revenues belonging to the

Crown.
This Court confifts, as it were* of two Parts,

whereof one dealeth Specially, in the hearing and

deciding of all Caufes appertaining to the Prince’s

Coffers: The other is called, The Receipt of the Ex-

chequer, which is properly employ’d in the receiving

and paying Money. It is alfo a Court of Record,

Wherein all Caules touching the Revenues of the

Crown are handled.

EXCISION, the cutting out, or cutting off of

any part of the Body.

EXCLAMATION, is a violent Extenftonof the

Voice, when the Mind comes to bedifturbed and a-

gitated with fome furious; Impulfe or Paffion.

EXCLUSIVE Propofitions, are thofe which de-

note, that a Predicate fo agrees with its Subjed, as

to agree with that alone, and no other : Whence it

follows* that they include two various Judgments,

EXE
and by cohfequence are compofed in Senfe. Which
is expreffed by the Word (only) or lome fuch like

Words : Thus, Virtue only makes Nobility
i
nothing

elfe renders -a Man truly Noble.

EXCOMMUNICATIO Capiendo, is a Writ
direded to the Sheriff, for the Apprehenfion ofhim
who ftandeth obftinately excommunicated Forty

Days ; for fuch a one not feeking Abfolution hath,

or may have, his Contempt certified into the Chan-

cery •, whence iffueth this Writ for the laying of him
up without Bail or Mainprife until he conform
himfeif.

EXCOMMUNICATIO Dcliherrmdo, is a Writ
to the under Sheriff, for the Delivery of an Excom-
municate Perfon out of Prifon, upon Certificate of

the Ordinary of his Conformity to the Jurifdidion

Ecclefiafhcal

EXCOMMUNICATIO Redpiendo
,

is a Writ
whereby Perfons excommunicated being for their

Obftinacy committed to Prifon, and unlawfully de-

livered thence before they have given Caution to

obey the Authority of the Church, are commanded
to be fought for, and laid up again.

EXCORIATION, is when the Skin is rubb’d

or torn off, or fretted away from any part of the

Elefh.

EXCORTICATION : See Decortication.

EXCREMENTS, of an Animal Body
,

are

whatfoever is feparated from the Aliments after

Concodion, and is to be thrown out of the Body ;

as the Moifture of the Mouth, , Spittle, Snot, Milk,

Bile, Sweat, the Wax of, the Ears, the Excrements
of the Belly and Bladder. Blanchard.

EXCRESCENCE, any fort of Swelling, and
more particularly a Flefliy Tumour.
EXCRETION, the feparating of Excrements

or Excrementitious Humours from the Aliments
and Blood.

EXECUTION, in Common Law, fignifies the

laft Performance of an Ad : As of a Fine, or of a
Judgment ; that of a Fine, is the obtaining Pofleffi-

on adually of things contained in the fame by ver-

tue thereof, which is either by Entry into the Lands
f

,

or by Writ.

There are two forts of Executions, one Finals

another with a Quofq- tending to an End.

An Execution Final, is that which maketh Mo-
ney of the Defendant’s Goods, or extendeth his

Lands, and delivereth them to the Plaintiff 5 for

this the Party accepteth in Satisfaction, and this is

the End of the Suit, and all that the King’s Writ
commandeth to be done.

The other Sort with a Quofq; is tending to an
End, and not Final, as in the Cafe of a Capias ad
Satisfaciendum, &c. This is not Einal, but the

Body of the Party is to be taken, to the intent and
purpofe to fatisfy the Defendant ; and his Impri-

fonment is not abfolute, but until the Defendant do
fatisfy : So that the Body is but a Pledge for the

Debt.

EXECUTlONE»/rf«V«tfe, is a Writ command-
ing Execution of a Judgment.
EXECUTIONE fadenda in TVithemamium, is

a Writ that lieth for the taking of his' Cattle, who
formerly hath convey’d out of the Country the Cat-
tle of another; fo that the Baylift having Authority

from the Sheriff to replevy the Cattle fo convey’d

away, could not execute his Charge.

EXECUTOR, is he that is appointed by any,
Man in his Laft Will and Teftament, to have the
difpofing of all his Subftance, according to the Con-
tents of the faid Will. This Executor is either Par-
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thing only be committed to his Charge : Vniverfal,

if all.

EXECUTOR defon tort, is he that takes upon
him the Office of an Executor by Intrufion, not be-

ing fo conftituted by the Teftator, nor for want
thereof appointed by the Ordinary to Admini-
fler.

EXEGESIS Numerofe aut Linealis, is the Numeral
or Lineal Solution or Extradlion of Roots out of

Adfecled Equations in Algebra, firft invented by Vie-

ta, Qfanam calls it La Rhetique. Of this you have

a very good Account by the Famous Mr .Collins, in

Phil. Tranf. N. 46.

EXEMPLIFICATION of Letters Patients, is a

Copy or Duplicate of Letters Pattents, made from
the Inrollment thereof, and fealed with the Great
Seal of England $ which Exemplifications are as

effectual to be fued or pleaded as the Originals

themfelves.

Note, That nothing but Matter of Record ought
to be Exemplified.

EXEMPLIFICATIONS, is a Writ granted for

the Exemplification of an Original.

EX. gravi Querula, is a Writ that lieth for him
to whom any Lands or Tenements in Fee within

a City, Town, or Burrough, being devifable, are

devifed by Will, and the Heir of the Devifor en-

treth into them, and detaineth them from him.

EXHALATION, is whatever is raifed up from
the Surface of the Earth orWater by Means of the

Heat of the Sun, that of the Subterraneal Fire, &c.

fuch as Vapours, Mills, Fogs, &c.

EXHAUSTED Receiver, is that Body or Vef-

fel of Glals, &c. which hath the Air drawn out of

it by Mr. Boyle's
,
or any other Engine for that pur-

pofe j and which, tho’ not containing an abfolute

Vacuum, feems to be empty off all trueElaftick

Air, and therefore is, properly fpeaking, Exhaujled

of Air.

EXHAUSTIONS, a Term in Mathematicks,

where they have what they call, The Method of Ex.»

hauftions, of frequent Ufe in the Ancient Mathema-
ticians, luch as Euclid

,
Archimedes, &c. This is

founded on what Euclid faith in his Tenth Book,

vi%, That thofe Quantities whofe Difference is left than

any ajfignable, are equal for if they were unequal,

be the Difference never fo fmall, yet it may be fo

multiplied, as to become greater than either of

them ; if not fo, then it is really nothing. This

he aflumesin the Proof ofthe firft Prop, of Book 10,

which is, That iffrom the greater of two Quantities

you take more than its Half, andfrom the Remainder

more than its Half, and fo continually
,

there will at

length remain a Quantity lefs than either of thofe pro-

fofed.

On this Foundation they demonftrate. That if

a Regular Polygon of infinite Sides be inscribed in,

or circumfcribed about a Circle, the Space that is

the Difference between the Circle 'and the Polygon

will, by degrees, be quite exhaufted, and the Circle

equal to the Polygon : VId. Arckimed. de Dimenfione

Circuli. Wallis‘s Algebra, P. 280. Pardie’s Elements

of Geometry, Book. 4. Prop. 28.

EXHIBIT, in Law, is when a Deed, Acquittance,

or other Writing, is in a Chancery Suit exhibited to

be proved by Witnefs ; and the Examiner writes on

the back, That it was fhewed to fuch a one at the

fame time of his Examination : This is there call’d

An Exhibit.

EXIGENDARY : See Exigenter.

EXIGENT, is a Writ that lieth where the De-
fendant in an Adlion Perlonal cannot be found, nor I

any thing within the County whereby he may be
f

EX O
Attached or Diftrained > and is dire&ed to the
Sheriff, to proclaim and call five County Days one
after another, charging him to appear under the
the pain of Outlawry. This Writ lieth alfo in an
Indictment of Felony, where the Party indidted
cannot be found.

EXIGENTER, is an Officer in the Court of
Common Pleas, whereof there are Four. They make
all Exigents and Proclamations in all Adions where
Procefs of Outlawry doth lie, and Writs of Super-

fedeas
,
as well as the Protonotaries upon filch Exi-

gents as were made in their Offices. But making
Writs of Superfedeas is now taken from them by an
Officer in the lame Court.

EX Mero motu . are Words formerly ufed in any
Charter of the Prince, whereby he fignifieth. That
he doth that which is contained in the Charter of
his own Will and Motion, without Petition or Sug-
geftion made by any other j and the Effed of thele

Words, are to bar all Exceptions that might be
taken unto the Inftrument wherein they be con-
tained, by alledging. That the Prince in palling

that Charter, was abus’d by any falfe Suggeftion.

EXOMPHALOS, is a Protuberance of the Na-
vel, common to Infants.

EXONERATIONS Se&ce, is a Writ that lieth

for a King’s Ward to be disburthened of all Suit,

&c. to the County, Hundred, Leet, or Court-Baron,
during the time of hisWardfhip.

EXOPHTHALMIA, is a Protuberance of the

Eye, out of its natural pofition.

EXOSTOSIS, is a Protuberance of the Bones
out of their natural place.

EXPANSION. Mr. Lock. faith this Word ex-
preffes the Idea which we have of Lafting Difiance,

all whofe parts exift together, which is a Metaphysi-
cal Notion of the Word. What is meant by it in a
Phyfical Senfe, you will in part fee under Explofion,

Tho’ Expanfion, among Naturalifts, is often taken
alfo for the fwelling or increafe of the apparent
Bulk of the Fluids when agitated by Heat. And
the Quantity of this, in feveral Inftances, Mr. Halley

gives in Philof Tranf N. 1 97. wherehe ffiews, That
by Experiment Water was found by him to expand
it felf one 26th part of its Bulk when it was made
to boil, but hardly would it expand at all by a mo-
derate Hear.

i
But Mercury did with a very gentle Heat expand

it felf one 74th part ofits ufual bulk when cold.

Spirit of Wine, with an Heat (at higheft) that was
much lefs than that of boiling Water, expanded it

felf gradually till it had encreafed to a 1 2th part of
its bulk when cold, and then fell a boiling and e-

mitting Bubbles copioufly.

There is alfo an Expanfion of Water made by
freezing, which Mr. Boyle, in his Book of Cold ,

tells us,he found to be about fo part of a Space more
than the Water ufually takes up.

The Law of the Expanfion of Air is this, That the

Spaces unto which Air ofagiven Quantity is comprejfed,

arereciprocallyproportionable to the compreffing Weights.

Philof. Tranf. N. 13. Whence Dr. Gregory

proves, Afiron. P. 407. That a Globe ofAir ofbut
one Inch in Diameter, if it had fo great an Expan-
fion as it will have at a Simidiameter’s Diftance

of the Earth from it, will fill all the Planetary Regi-

ons, as far as, and rar beyond the Sphere of Saturn.

EXPARTE tails, is a Writ that lieth for a Bay-
lifl or Receiver, that having Auditors affigned to hear

his Account, cannot obtain of them realonable Al-

lowances, but is call into Prifon by them. The man-
ner in this cafe, is to take this Writ out of the Chan-

cery, diredied to the Sheriff, to take the four Main-
pernors,
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pernors, to bring his Body before the Barons of the

Exchequer, at a Day certain, and to warn the Lord

to appear at the fame time.

EXPECTANT, Fee, in Common Law, fignifies

Land given to a Man, and to the Heirs of his Body,

the Remainder to him and his Heirs : Here is a Fee-

fimple Expectant after the Eftate Tayle.

EXPENSIS militum levandis. is a Writ directed

to the Sheriff, for levying the Allowance for Knights

in Parliament.

EXPENSIS militum non levandis ah hommibus de

dominico, nec a Nativis, is a Writ to prohibit the

Sheriff from leviyng any Allowance for the Knights

of the Shire, upon thofe that hold in ancient De-

mefne, &c.
EXPECTORATION, the raifing and cafting

forth of Phlegm, or other Matter, out of the Lungs.

EXPERIMENTUM Cruets, is fuch an Experi-

ment,as like a Crofs fet up where divers ways meet,

to dired Travellers in their true Courfe, guides

and direds Men into the true Knowledge of the Na-

ture of the Thing they enquire after.

EXPIRATION, is an alternate Contradion of

the Cheft, whereby the Air, together with fuliginous

Vapours, is expelled by the Wind-pipe.

EXPLOSION, properly fignifies a Hiding off

the Stage, but by Naturalifts an Adion of the Ani-

mal Spirits, whereby the Nerves are fuddenly con-

traded 5 the Reafon is. That fome Heterogeneous

Particles are mixed with the Animal Spirits, by

which they are violently expanded and driven into

a Confufion, like the parts of fired Gunpowder.

That violent Effervefcence ,
Ebulition and Expan-

Eon which arifes from the mixture of fome contra-

ry Liquors, is called Explofion, of which Mr. Boyle

gives feveral Experiments at the End cf his Experi-

ments about Flame and Air 5 as when Spirit ofNi-

tre and Spirit of Wine, Oil of Vitriol and Oil of

Turpentine, and when Oil of Vitriol and Sal Armo-

niac are mingled together.

EXPONENT of the Eatio,or proportion between

any two Numbers or Quantities, is the Quotient a-

rifing when the Antecedent is divided by the Confe-

quent. Thus 6 is the Exponent ofthe Ratio which

30 hath to 5 . Alfo a Rank of Numbers in Arith-

metical Progreffion, beginning from o, and placed

ever a Rank .
of Numbers in Geometrical Progref-

fion, are called Indices, or Exponents : And in this is

founded all the Reafon and Demonftration of Loga-

rithms 3 for Addition and SubJlraBion of thefe Ex-

ponents, anfwers to Multiplication and Divifion in

the Geometrical Numbers, as you will find more at

large in the Word Logarithm.

EXPRESSION, in Chymiftry or Pharmacy, is

the Term for the Addon of preffing out the Juices or

Oils of Vegetables ; and thus Oils fo made, are

called Oils by Exprejfion 3 as thofe made by Fire are

called Stiliatious Oils.

EXPREST Oils, are thofe that are prepared by
fqueezing out the oily Juice of Fruits or Seeds ; fuch

as Oil Olive, Oil of Sweet and Bitter Almonds.

EXTASY, is a Depravation of the Judgment and
Imagination, familiar to Mad and Melancholy Per-

fons, x ...

EXTEND! facias, is a Writ commonly called,

A Writ of Extent, whereby the Value ofthe Land,
,f$c. is commanded to be made and levyed in di-

vers Cafes.

EXTENSOR Carpi Epdialis, is a Mufcle of the

Wrift, by fome called Bicornis and Epdiceus extemus.
It has two Beginnings, and indeed feems to be two
diftindl Mufcles, the outermoft arifing flefhy above
the external Pertuberance of the Os Humeriimmedi-

ately below the Supinator EpdiiLongus,in its defeent

becomes a flefhy Belly, and grows Tendinous above
the middle of the Egidius. The other Beginning of
this Mufcle is partly Flefhy and partly Tendinous
below the former, either from tjhe Apex of the Extu-
berance of the Os Humeri or fuperior part of the

Eadius
,

and continues Flefhy fomewhat lower
than the Superior, both Tendons marching under
the Extenforis Pollicis

, run under the Ligamentum
Annulare, and are inferred to the luperior parts of

the OJfa metacarpi of the Fore and Middle Fin-

gers.

EXTENSOR Carpi Vlnaris, is a Mufcle of the

Wrift, which hath an acute tendinous Beginning from
the outward Extuberance of the Os Humeri, and
becomes Flefhy as it defeendeth, according to the

Length of the Cubit, growing Tendinous again as

it marcheth over the inferior part of the Vina 3 and
palling under the Annular Ligament, it is inferred

to the fuperior part of the Metacarpal Bone of the

Little Finger. If this Mufcle and the Vlnaris Flex-

or a6t, they move the Hand fideways towards the

Vina 3 and in like manner, ifthe Eadialis Flexor and
Extenfor a61

,
they move it towards the Eadius.

EXTENSOR Digitorum Communis, feu Digito-

rum Tenfor, is a Mufcle of the Fingers, which has

an acute tendinous Origination from the outward
Extuberance of the Os Humeri between the Exten-

fores Carpi
,
becoming Flefhy in lefs than half its

progrefs. It’s divided into three portions, which
become fo many Tendons, (of which the Middle-
moft is the longeft) palling under their Annular Li-

gaments between th&Ipweft parts of the Vina and
Eadius, march feparately over the Dorftm Manus,

and remitting tendious Filaments to each other as

they pafs the firft Internodes of each Finger, and
are afterwards inferted t§ the fuperior parts of the

firft, fecond, and third Bones of the four, middle,

and third Fingers. to

There being no Force required in the Extenfion

of the Fingers^ we need not wonder that the Mu-
Icles employ’d in that Office, are no larger in pro-

portion to their Antagonists.

EXTENSOR, Indicis, feu Indicator, is a Mufcle
of the Fingers, which arifes Elefhy from the middle
of the external part of the Vina, next the Efidius,

immediately below the Extenfores Pollicis, and de-
fending obliquely, becomes Tendinous as it pafles

under the Annular Ligament at the lower part ofthe
Eadius and Garpus

,
palling over the Os Metacarpi

Indicis, and joining with the Tendon of the Exten-

for Communis
,
is inferred with it to the fuperior part

of the third Bone of the Fore Finger. The Tendon
of it is fometimes divided. Its Name declares its

Ufe, which is to extend the Fore Finger.

EXTENSOR primi Internodii Pollicis, is a Mu-
fcle of the Thumb which arifes Tendinous from the

upper part of the Vina, immediately below the Su-

pinator Epdii brevis, foon growing Flefhy, and be-

comes Tendinous again as it defends obliquely o-

ver the Tendons of the Eadialis Extenfor, and is

inferted to the fuperi®r part of the firft Bone of the

Thumb. This is divided into two, and fometimes
into three diftindl Mufcles.

EXTENSOR Secundi Internodii Offis Pollicis
, is

a Mufcle of the Thumb, which arifes broad and
flefhy from that part of the Epdirn next the Vina

,

and becoming Tendinous, paffes under the fame
Involucrum- with the Tendons ofthe Extenforprimi?

&c. to its Implantation of the fuperior part of the
fecond Bone to the Thumb.
EXTENSOR tertii Internodii OJJis Pollicis

,
is

a Mufcle of the Thumb, which has a broad, partly

Oo % tendir
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tendinous, but chiefly flefliy Origination from the

Vina
,
immediately below the beginning of the Ex-

tenfor primi Internodii, or between it and the Indi-

cator ; as alfo from the Ligament between the laft

named Bone and the Radius, whence defcending

obliquely, becoming Tendinous as it marches in a

proper Sinus on the inferior Appendix of the Radius,

wherein it's encloled by its Annular Ligament, and

paffes over the two Tendons of the Radialis extenfor,

to its Infertionat the fuperior part of the third Bone

of the Thumb. When this ads, it does not only

extend the Thumb, but brings it fomewhat back-

wards, infomuch that fome Perfonscan place it on

the fuperior and back part of the OJfa Metacarpi.

EXTENSOR minimi digiti, is a Mufcle which

arifes partly Tendinous at the Extremity of the ex-

ternal Apophyfis ofthe Os Humeri ; and partly Flefliy

from the fuperior part of the Vina
,

between the

Extenfor Communis Digitorum, and Mufculus Vlna-

ris Extenfor, and becoming Tendinous as it paffes

under the Ligamentum Annulare at the Carpus ; it is

there divided into two, fometimes three Tendons,

which are united one at its Infertion to the fuperior

part of the third Bone of the Little Finger. Its

Name declares its Adion.

EXTENSOR Pollicis Pedis Brevis, is a Mulcle

of the great Toe, arifing Flefliy from the forepart

of the Os Calcis, being dilated into a Belly, foon

becomes a long flender Tendon, paffing obliquely

over the upper part of the Foot, and is inferted to

the fuperior part of the fecond Bone of the Great

Toe, which it extends or pulls upwards.

EXTENSOR Pollicis Pedis Longus, is a Mufcle

of the great Toe, which takes its Beginning large

and flefliy, from the fore part of the Fibula, from

immediately below its fuperior Appendix
, to four

Finger's Breadth above the inferior one, and defcend-

ing under the Ligamentum Annulare of the Tarfus,

between the Tendon of the Tibialis Anticus and

thofe Tendons of Extenfor Pedis Longus, and march-

ing along the luperior part of the Foot, is inferted

to the upper part of the fecond Bone of the Great

Toe. Its Name intimates its Ufe to be to extend

the Toe. \
EXTENT, in Law, hath two Significations,

fometimes fignifying a Writ or Commiffion to the

Sheriff for the valuing of Lands or Tenements ;

fometimes the Ad of the Sheriff upon this Writ.

But it frequently fignifies the Eftimate or Valuation

of Lands, which, when done to the utmoft Value,

was faid to be in the full Extent.

EXTERGENT Remedies : See Abftergent.

EXTERIOR Polygon : See Polygon exterior.

EXTERIOR Talus : See Talus.

EXTERNAL Angles .- See Angles external.

EXTERNUS AUris, vet Luxator externus, Is a

Mufcle which lies in the upper part of the Meatus

Auditorius, having a fliort flefliy Body, with a long

flender Tendon. It arifes from the external and

fuperior Margin of the Meatus Auditorius, foon be-

coming a flender Tendon, paffes diredly to the

upper part of the Membrana Tympani, on which it

defcends for fome fpace to its Infertion in the long

Frocefs of the Malleus, where it is contiguous to

the faid Membrane. This draws the Manubrium

of the Malleus, together with the Membrana Tym-

pani, forwards.

EXTIRPATIONE, is a Writ Judicial that ly-

eth again ft him, who, after a Verdid found againft

Mm for Land, (3c. doth malicioufly overthrow a-

ny Houfe upon it, (3c. And 'tis either ante Judici-

um, cr poji Judicium:

EXTINGUISHMENT, in Law, is an Effed

of Confolidacion - as if a Man have a Yearly Rent
due to him out of any Lands, and afterwards pur-
chafe the fame Lands ; now both the Property and
Rent are confolidated or united into one Poffeffor,

and therefore the Rent is faid to be extinguijhed»

Alfo, where a Man hath a Leafe for Years, and
afterwards buyeth the Property ; this is a Confoli-
dation of the Property and the Fruits, and is an
Extinguijhment of the Leafe. So if a Man have a
High-way Appendant, and after purchafe the Land
whereon the High-way is, then the High-way is

exfind ; and fo it is of Common Appendant.
EXTIRPATION, is the cutting off or out of

the Body any Part ; tho* cutting off a Part is more
properly called Amputation.

EXTORTION, a Law Term, fignifying an un-
lawful or violent wringing of Money, or Money-
worth from any Man : As alfo, the Exadion of un-
lawful Ufury, winning by unlawful Games, and all

taking more than is due.

EXTRACT, is that pure, unmix'd, and effica-

cious Subftance, which, by the help offome Liquor,
is feparated from the duller and more unadive parts

of Plants, (3c. This Extrad isufuallyof the Con-
fiftence of a ftiff Eleduary. All Extrads of Vege-
tables are made after the following manner.

Bruife the Body, or ponder it grofly, and then
let it fteep' warm a convenient while in fome proper
Water, as from iz Hours a Day, (3c. according to

the Nature of the Plant ; at leaft, let 'the Liquor
juft boil, and then prefs it hot thro’ a Cloth; after

this evaporate the filtered Liquor to its due Confl-

uence.

Thus are the Extrads of Rhubarb, Gentian,
Wormwood, (3c. made.

EXTRA Judicial, in Law, is when Judgment
is given in a Caufe or Cafe not depending in that

Court where fuch Judgment is given, or wherein
the Judge has not Jurifdidion.

EXTRACTION, is a feparating of the fubtle

Part of a mixed Body, from the more grofs : For
Example, when the Strength of any Medicine is

extraded by Spirit of Wine, that which is left af-

ter the Evaporation of the Menfiruum is called the

Extrad.

EXTRACTION of Roots, in Mathematicks, is

the Method of finding out the true Root of any
Number of Quantity given : See Square Root, Cube

Root, (3c.

In Philof. Tranf. N°. 149. the Ingenious Mr. Abr. de
Moivre gives the following Method of Extruding
the Root of an Infinite Equation.

THEOREM.
If a% b f

1 4- c h- dxf -4- e ~\-f%
s
,

'c. — gy by 2
-f- iy 1

-f- + ly %
-f- my*,

V.

Then will ^ be = — y H- —^~~y 7
-Ta s

— lb A B — c A 1 k.— b B 1— 1 b AC—— / T~_
icA'B — dA? I — zbBC^z h AD

~a
y

3 c AB'- — % c A- C— 4 dA'* B — e A %
, ,—-— — y 4-

&

— zb BD — b C C — zl A E >— cB* --

c AB C — 3 c A 2 D — 6 d A 2 B l
•— ^.d A i C

•
5 e A*B —fA6

„ ^" -

y , (3c.
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For the underftanding of this Series, and in order

to continue it as far as we pleafe, it is to be obler-

ved,

1 . That every Capital Letter is equal to the Co-

efficient of each preceding Term : Thus, the Let-

^ ^ b — bA 2

ter B is equal to the Coefficient - •

2. That the Denominator of each Coefficient is

always a.

3. That the firft Member of each Numerator is

always a Coefficient of the Series gy -|- hy‘ -MTS
Sc. The firft Numerator begins with the Coef-

ficient g, the fecond Numerator with the iecond

Coefficient h, and fo on.

4. That in every Member after the firft, the Sum
of the Exponents of the Capital Letters is always

equal to the Index of the Power to which this

Member belongs : Thus, confidering the Coeffiei-

^— bB*'— %b AC — % c A 2 B — d A 2

,—— — ———- which

belongs to the Power y
4
,
we {hall fee that in every

Member b B 2

, 2 b AC, 1 c A 2 B d. A* the Sum
of the Exponent of the Capital Letters is 4 (where_

it may be taken notice of, that by the Exponent of

a Letter, is meant the Number which expreffes

what place it has in the Alphabet : Thus 4 is the

Exponent of the Letter D.) Hence is derived this

Rule for finding Capital Letters of all the Members

that belong to any Power,

Combine the Capital Letters as often as you can

make the Sum of the Exponents equal to the In-

dex of the Powers to which they belong.

5. That the Exponents of the fame Letters which

are written before the Capitals, exprefs how many
[Capitals there are in each Member.

6. That the Numeral Figures or Vncire that occur

in thefe Members, exprefs the number of Permuta-

tions which the Capital Letters of each Member are

capable of.

For the Demonftration of this,

Suppole Ay By 1 -4- C y* 4~ Dy4
, Sc.

Subftitute this Series in the room of and the Pow-
ers of this Series in the room of the Powers of %

;

there will arife a new Series : Then take the Coeffi-

cients which belong to the feveral Powers of y, in

this new Series, and make them equal to the corre-

fponding Coefficients of the Series gy -f- by
1 4-

i y
i

, Sc. and the Coefficients A, B, C, D, Sc.
will be found much as is determined in the Theo-

rem.

This Theorem might have been made much more
general, byfuppofing

n n -+ 1 «-+ 2, m m 1

a K +• b K Hb Sc. — gy hy
v ' m -+• 2,

&c- Then all the Powers of the Se-
ries Ay-4- By 2

,-fc- Cy*,Sc. defigned by the uni-
verfal Indices, muft have been taken fucceffively.

This Theorem mzy be applied to what is called
the Beverfion of Series ; fuch as finding the 'Number
from its Logarithm given

; the Sine from its Arl^ j
the Ordinate of an Ellipfisfrom an Area, given to be
cut from any Point in the Axis.

But to make a particular Application of it, we’ll
fuppofe this Problem was to be folved, vi%. The

Chord of ah Ark being given, to find the Chord of

another Ark that fhall be to the firft as n to 1

.

Let y be the Chord given, ^ the Chord requir’d?

Now theArk belonging to the Chord y, isy

3y* y y^

+ 41T5? 4
- and the Ark belonging to the

Chord is % 4-~ 4- -\
*
d6

*

The firft of thefe Arks is to the 2d, as * to there-

fore multiplying the Extremes and Means together,

we fhall have this Equation, ^4- =r^ -1-
~
0 ([*

+ n zV’ ~ ” >

+
112 d 6 >

&e-

4~
*r
6 d*

4~
3 n y

%

40 d4

Compare thefe two Series with the two Series

of the Theorem, and you’ll find a ~ 1, b~ o,

6 d, >
d — o, e —

4 0 d4

-
, _ . _ t n

' = *?» t=o, ( - “n

,f—o,g— nt
h-=zo,

m == o, Sc.

„ n — n 3

Hence 3= #7 4— .f $ Gfe. Or ny 4-

ri
1

2^x-$d2
J*’^c‘ ûPP°^nS -A to denote the whole

preceeding Term, which will be the fame Series

as Sir Ifaac Newton has firft found.

On the fame Method this general Problem may
be folved.

The Abfciffa correfponding to a certain Area in

any Curve being given, to find the Abfciffa, whofe
correfponding Area fhall be to the firft in a given

Ratio.

The Logarithmetick Series might alfo be found,

without borrowing any other Idea, than that Loga-
rithms are the Indices of Powers.

Let the Number, whofe Logarithm we imagine,

be 1 -i- ^ ; fuppofe its Logarithm to be a % 4- b

Sd
Let there’ be another Number 1 -1- y: There-

fore its Logarithm will be ay by* 4-cy*. Sc.
n

Now if I Hr »— i 4-> s>
it follows, ,\\

.

That a % 4-h sf 4~
, Sc. : ay 4- by i 4-

c y'\ Sc. : : n : i.

That is, ai(-\-b^ 2 4- ^z'ridy 4-
nby 2 -\-ncy 1

. Sc.
Therefore we may find the Value of 4, expreft

by the Powers of y.

Again, fince 1+^=1 4-y 5 therefore * =
1.i + r

TL . ..

n n—~
That is, t{ — ny 4- — n ——

1
y
% 4-

«

n 1 n — 2
X y

r
, Sc.

a 3
Therefore ^ is doubly expreft by the: Powers of

y : Compare thefe two Values together, and the
Coefficients a, b, c, Sc. will be determined, ex-
cept the firft (a) which may be taken at pleafure,
and gives accordingly all the different Species @f
Logarithms,

fk
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The following Converging Series for the Extr&Sting of the Roots of all Equations^ whe-

ther Simple or Jdfeiied^ the late Mr, Waftel of the Navy-Office fent me, and defirecl

me to

r4— to any Abfolute Number,,
„ \N= to any Number aftumeeL

jn to the Exponent of any Power,

VJ, y, r, s, &e. the feveral Coefficients in any Equation,

n it n i ~ n ~ 2 Z-. K-. 3 J-+ IX« pxx i*x rxx S, &e. = A*

"Then, in any Equation, it will be

•+ "S-

And we have univerfally.

St

n it n — i _ s- 2 i « — 3 it
ij + i'Xa— i N p Xn —*zN qx n— 3 N rxn — 4N » ffic.

n — I __ n

± iXN J X » — i N
*- 3

jN
» — 4 _

JXk — iN rx»
.

» •

•

vj t bl I . ,

• vr
f _

•;

In which Series obferve,
(

I. That the fame Sign in the given Equation, muft be in the Theorem or Series refpedtively.'

II. Any Term which is wanting in the Equation, muft be omitted in the Series.

III. The Quotient at every Operation muft be made a new N.

IV. That it terminates in the Root, or fallsinto a Series, if it be a Surd.

,V. Such Series will be produced (in Number of Places) by a Geometrical Progrefllon from Unity,
(whofe Ratio is two) each Operation.

yI. The nearer N is taken to the true Root, the fooner it will converge to it.

And in his Edition 6f Parfons Arithmetic

k

, 7
Bool^ 2. Chap. 21. you may fee a farther Account of this

Series, and the fame exemplified in Numbers. !

EXTRAMUNDANE Space, is the infinite, emp-
ty, void Space, which is by fome fuppofed to be ex-

tended beyond the Bounds of the Univerfe, and
confequently, in which there is really nothing at

all. .

EXTRAVASATED, in Anatomy, is whatever

is put or let forth out of the Veifels, as Blood out

of the Veins or Arteries, into the Cavities of the

Body, &c:
EXTREME and Mean Proportion, in Geometry,

is when a Line is fo divided, that the whole Line is

to the greater Segment, as that Segment is to the

other.

Or, as Euclid exprefles it, when ’tis fo divided,

that the Redtangle under the whole Line, and the

leffer Segment, fhall be equal to the Square of "the

greater Segment.

The Invention whereof is as follows.

Let the given Line be A B = a, and for the

greater Segment put x 5 the leffer will be a t- x.

Then by the Hypothefis,

.
- '• % i x J IS

X A*.
'

a : x : a

Therefore a a ax = x x, confequently a a
== x x ax.

And by adding | a-

a

on each Side, to make x. x
-]- n x -t- i a a a compiear Square,

0 V <

\j

is r
X /.

• rr.

, , v 1 l.t.
: 'US',..: •

sd Jliw

•

; A’i f

;

'<1.. ktoj; wi<
-

1

?r\Mh

The Equation .will ftand tjius 5

I a a = x x * k
; > • 2!; •

'yn \ :

•-] A-
, V. on ;nc” 7 , ( < 1 ns to -

.

i’T
. -•x i

Now
si rAw.'i

.... y, :0 .q ,r r. , :
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Now fince the latter is exactly a Square, its Root

x ~ a "VL a a • and by Tranfpolidon it will

"be Vl (i ci — ^ a = x which laft Equation is a

Cannon to find x.

For at the Foot of A B— a, fet at Right-angles

CB "La : Then draw C A, the Square of which

is equal A B q
-1- C B q

" l a a. And therefore

A C=V£ a d ;
make CD — C A.

From whence C B " La being taken as the

Cafe requires, there remains B D ~x ;
which,

transfer into A B, it fhall find the Point E, where

AB is cut according to Extreme and Mean Propor-

tion*

The Synthetical Demonftration whereof,
‘ Euclid gives

in the 1 1 . e. z

.

This cannot be done exactly in any Numbers ;

but if you would have it tolerably near, add toge-

ther the Square of any Number, and the Square

of its half, and extract as near as you can the

Square Root of the Sum ; from whence taking

half the whole Number, the Remainder is the grea-

ter p2,rc«
EXTUBERANCES, are Swellings forth, otRi-

fings up in the Flefh, or other Parts of the Body.

EXULCERATION, is a Solution of continui-

ty, proceeding from fome gnawing Matter, and in

foft Parts of the Body is attended with a lofs of their

Quantity j it differs from an Abfciffe which common-

ly follows a Crifis.

EXUVUE, the Shells, and other Marine Bo-

dies, which are found every where in the Bowels

of the Earth, and which were certainly left there at

the Univerlal Deluge, becaufe they are now proved

by Dr. Woodward and others, to be the Beal Spoils

of once living Animals, and not Stones, or Natural

Foffils, he very properly calls the Exuviae ofAnimals.

EYE, is the wonderful Organ of Sight : The
Eyes are placed in two large Cavities, which they

call Orbita, hollowed out of the Bones ofthe Scull

on each fide of theNofe ;
which Orbita are invefted

on their Infide with their Pericranium, and to it the

Feet and Origines of the Mufcles adhere firmly.

Thefe are the fxrft containing part of the Eye ; the

next are the Palpebrce, or Eye-lids ; which fee under

Palpebrce.

The Eye hath four Tunicles, of which one is

called Common, and the other three Proper.

The Common Tunicle is called Adnata, and this

Springs from the Pericranium, and is fpread over

all the White ofthe Eye, above the Sclerotica, reach-

ing as far as the Iris. By this the Eye is kept firmly

Within its Orbit, from whence it is alfo called con-

junctiva. It is of very exquifite Senfe, and has

many Capillary Veins and Arteries creeping through

it, which are moft confpicuous in an Ophthalmy,
or Inflammation of the Eye. Under this Tunicle

are the Tendons of the Mufcles extended and ex-

panded to the Circumference of the Iris, which in-

creafes its Whitenefs ; and fome take them for a

1 fecond Tunicle, calling it Innominata.

The Proper Tunicles ofthe Eye are three, accord-

ing to the threefold Subftance of the Optick-Nerve.
For this Nerve (as all the other) confifts of two Tu-
nicles fpringing from this, the Dura and Pia Mater,
and an inner Marrowy Subftance.

From the Dura Mater fpringeth the utmoft Coat
of the Nerve ; and from the Tunicle that is fpread

i next under the Adnata, called Sclerotica from its

hardnefs ; but in its forepart where it covereth the
i Iris aud Pupilla, it is named Cornea, from its tran-

fparency, tho
5

fometimes this latter Name includes
the whole Tunicle, as well behind and on the Sides,

as before.

That which HetK nextunder ths Cornea, is much
thinner than it, and is called Choroides$ from its re-

fembling the Membrane Chorion, wherein the Feetus
is included in the Womb. Its forepart is otherwife
called Vvea, becaufe it is fomewhac of the Colour
ofa Grape. This fprings from the Pia Mater, and
is fpread from the Bottom or Center of the Eye be-

hind, all over the Eye to the Pupilla j to whofe Cir-

cumference when it is come, it becomes double,

making with one part the Iris
,
with the other the

Ligamentum ciliare.

On the infide it is of a duskifh Colour (in Man)
but blacker on the outfide. But where it makes
the Iris, it is ifdivers Colours, refembling the Rain-
bow, from whence it borrows its Name : Yet in

fome it is more Blue, in others Black, in others Grey.
This Tunicle is perforated before as wide as the

Pupilla (or Sight of the Eye) to permit the Rays of
vifible Species to pafs into the Cryftalline Humour.
Next unto which Cryftalline Humour lies the

Ligamentum ciliare, the fecond part ofthe duplicated

Vvea. This confifts of (lender Filaments, or Fibres
(like the Hairs of the Eye-lids) running like fo many
Black Lines from the Circumference of the Vvea
to the Sides of the Cryftalline Humour, which
they encompafs and widen, or conftringe as there is

occafion, by contracting or opening the Foramen of
the Vvea.

The third Tunicle is made of the Medullar Sub-
ftance of the Optick Nerve, and is called Betina, or

Betiformis, (Net-like :) This feemeth to.be the princi-

pal Organ of Sight. For as Dr. Briggs well argues,
neither the Cryftalline Humour, through which the
Rays pafsmuch refraefted ; nor the Tunicle Choraides}
are at all fit for this Ufe : For this latter part (as ri-

fing from the Pia Mater ) cannot communicate the
Impreffions ofthe Rays to the Medullar part of the
Brain, which it does not all touch : Whereas the
Medullar Fibres of the Batina have communication
therewith, as fpringing therefrom, and therefore
can well perform that Office. The Fibres of this

Tunicle are extended from the Bottom or inner Cen-
ter of the Eye, where the Optick Nerve enters it,

as far as the Ligamentum ciliare
, (to which it affords

Animal Spirits for the Continuance of its Morion.)
If one take this Tunica Betina, and put it into
warm Water, fhaking it a little, to wafts off the
mucous Subftance that cleaves to it, and then hold
it up to the Light, thefe Filament will appear very
numerous, like the Threads of the fineft Lawn.
Next to the Tunicles of the Eyes, are the Hu-

mours contained in them to be confidered • and
thefe are in number three, Aqueus, Cryfiallinus,

and Vitreus„ The fecond weighs as much again as

the firft, and yet not fo much as the third by a fixth

part. The Chryftalline is the moft denfe of Con-
fidence by much

j and the Glaffie more denfe than
the Watry.
The Aqueous Humour is outermoft, being pellu-

cid and ofno Colour (as neither are the other two)
It fills up that Space that is betwixt the Cornea and
the Cryftalline Humour before. If any thickifti

Particles fwim in it, then Gnats, Flies, Spiders-
Webs, and the like, will feem to be flying before
the Eyes : But if thofe Particles grow ftill thicker,

and clofe together, fo as to make a Film, and this

be fpread before the Hole of the Pupilla, then is

the Sight quite taken away, which Difeafe is call’d

a Cataract,

This
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This Humour is very clear and thin, and there-

fore eafily diifipable j but by which way its Ex-
pence fhould be fupplied, is difficult to determine.

Some think it is fed by the Arteries, out of which
this Water ilfues through I know not what Glands

j

others derive it from the Nerves, and a third fort

from the Lymphedudts.
But Dr, Anthony Nuck,. refutes all thefe Opinions.

The firft, from the Non-appearance of any

Glands.

The fecond, from the no (or at the moft a very

fmall quantity of ) Liquor that at any time can be

obferved in the Nerves ; whereas if the Tunica cor-

nea be prick’d, and all or the greateft part of this

Aqueous Humour be let out, he has found by re-

peated Experiments, that it will be recruited again

in fix Hours fpace.

The third Opinion he refutes from the general

Office of Lympheduifts , which is, to bring back

from the Circumference to the Center, and not con-

trarily, becaufe the Valves wherewith they every

where abound cannot admit of that Motion. Where-
fore exploding all thefe Opinions, he eftablifhes a

new one of his own, upon the Score of the new
Veffels that he has obferved to terminate in the Tu-

nica cornea^ (which he calls DuHus Oculorum aquofi,

which we (hall defcribe from him by and by) affirm-

ing, That thefe Duds are the Conduits by which

this Humour is fed, and that they fupply it ordina-

rily with feveral Drops daily, becaufe of the conti-

nual Tranfpiration of it, by Pores looking from

within outwards. As to the Particles of this Hu-
mour, from feveral Experiments he has made, he

thinks it is demonftrable :

i ; That it contains in it a very limpid and pel-

lucid Water.

%, Vifcid and Tenacious Particles.

''3. A Salt and an Acid.

4. Earthy Particles.'

5. That it wants not allb its Volatile Spirit.

The Cryfialltne Humour (fo called from its being

as clearly tranfparent as Chyftal) is placed betwixt

the Aqueous and the Vitreous, but not exadtly in

the Middle or Center of the Eye, but rather to-

. wards its Fore-part. It is inclofed in the Bofom, as

it were, of the Vitreous Humour, and is flattifh on

theFore-fide, but rounder behind. It is more bright

and thick than either of the other two.

It has been the common Opinion, That it has

been inclofed in proper Membrane, which is called

either Chryjiallina from its Tranfparency, Aranea

from its moft fine Contexture. But Dr. Briggs, a

very accurate Anatomizer of the Eye, denies any

iuch Tunicle, affirming, That it is meerly adventi-

tious when the Humour is expofed for feme time to

the Air, or is gently boil’d.
*

As to the Collection or Reception of the Rays of

things vifible, this Humour is the primary Inftru-

ment ofSight 5 tho’, as was faid before, the Tunica

\etina is the Principal as to Perception, becauie

through it the Rays are communicated to the com-
mon Senfery.

The third and Iaft Humour of the Eye is the Vi-

treout
,
fo called, becaufe it is the like to molten Glafs.

This is thicker than the Aqueous, but thinner than
tiie Chryftalline

,
and much exceeds them both in

Quantity, for it fills up all the inner or hinder He-
mifphere of the Globe of the Eye, and a pretty deal
towards the lateral Superficies of the former. It is

round behind, but hollow in the middle forwards,
to receive the Chryftalline into its Bofom. This
Humour is alfo faid to be feparated from the other
two by a proper Tunicle called Vitrea, which the
aforefaid Ingenious Author likewife denies.

The Eyes have Arteries from the Camides, which
beftow Twigs on their Mufeles, and on their Tuni-
cles ; and thefe are accompanied witfi Veins fpring-

ing from the Branches of the Jugulars. As for their

Nerves, they either aflift the Seiife of Seeing, and
are called the Optick Nerves, which we have rec-

kon’d from the fecond Pair ; or ferve for the mov-
ing of them, being inferred into their Mufeles ; and
to this Purpofe ferve the third and fourth Pair, as
feme Twigs of the Fifths

As to the Lymphedudts, befides thefe Vefleis, Dr.'

Anthony Nuck_, whom we cited but juft now, has
difcovered a fifth fort of Veffel, called by him, Du-

8us oculorum aquofi, which he believes to recruit the
continual Confumption of the watry Humour of the
Eye.

He fays. They are ofan uncertain Number, and
may be plainly difcern’d to run along the Tunica Scle-

rotica, and to penetrate at length the Cornea, where
their Orifices have fuch a Valve as the Ureters have
in the Urinary Bladder, or the Torus bilarius in the

Vefica fellea.

In the Tunica Sclerotica, and Cornea,they are of a
dusky Colour, but not before they arrive thereat.

They admit of a Probe of a pretty bignels, and are

of a ftronger Make than Lymphedudts.
He has- taken great Pains to trace them to their

Origine, but has not yet been able to follow them
farther than to the Optick Nerve : So that he knows
not whether their Rife may be from feme Gland not
yet difcovered, or whether the Glandula pituitaria

may not fend forth feme Shoots that conftitute thefe

Duds.
The Adtion of the Eyes is Vifion : (See that Word)

Which is very well defined by Diermerbroek, vi%.

That it is a Senfe whereby from the various Motion
of vifible Rays collected in the Chryftalline and Vi-
treous Humours, and darting upon the Tunica Reti-

na, the Colours of vifible Objedts are perceived,

with their Sight, Diftance, Greatnefs, Figure, and
Number ; the Medium of which Perception is the

Light.

EYE, in a Ship ; the Hole wherein the Ring of
the Anchor is put into the Shank, is called the Eye of

the Anchor ; and the Compafs, or Ring, which is

left of the Strap to which any Blocks is fei^ed, is cal-

led alfo the Eye of the Strap.

EYE, in Architecture, is the middle ofthe Voluta

of the Ionicl^ Chapiter, which is cut in the Form of
a little Rofe.

EYE-LIDS : See Palpebra.
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FACE, in Architecture, is a flat Member,which

hath a great Breadth, and fmall Procedure j

as in Architraves, &c. It is alfo taken for the

Front, or Exterior part of a great Building, which

immediately prefents it felf to view.

FACE of a Bajlion, or of the Bulwarks, is the moffc

advanced Part of a Baftion toward the Field, or the

Diftance comprehended between the Angle of the

Shoulder, and the flanked Angle.

FACE of a Place, is the Curtain together with

the two Flanks raifed above it, and the two Faces

of the Baftion that look towards one another, and

flank’d the Angle of the Tenacle.

FACIES Hyfocratica, is when the Noftrils are

Iharp, the Eyes hollow, the Temples low, the Laps

of the Ears contracted, and the Lobes inverfed, the

Skin above the Forehead hard and dry, the Com-
pletion pale, livid, of a leaden Colour, or black.

Blanchard.

FACTITIOUS, fignifies made by Art, and is u-

fually taken in oppolition to theWord Natural : Thus
Soap is a factitious Body, or Concrete, made by

Art ; but Fullers-Earth is a natural Concrete, form’d

in the Bowels of the Earth by the Author of Na-
ture.

FACTORS : In Multiplication the Multiplicand

and Multiplicator are often called FaBors, becaufe

they do, Facere ProduBum, make or conftitute the

ProduCt.

FACULJE, are certain bright or fhining Parts,

which the Modern Aftronomers have fometimes ob-

ferved upon, or about the Surface of the Sun 3 but

they are but very feldom feen.

FACULTY, in Law, is uled for a Pfiviledge or

Special Power granted unto a Man by Favour, In-

dulgence, and Difpenfation, to do that which by the

Common Law he cannot do.

FACULTY is a Power or Ability to perform any

ACtion. The Ancients ufually reckon three forts of

Faculties, 'Natural, Vital, and, Animal j and accor-

ding to their DoCtrine, the

Natural Faculty, is that by which the Body is noii-

rifhedand augmented, or another like it generated:

So that it may be diftinguifh’d into the three Facul-

ties rhat perform their Functions ofNutritiongrowth,

and Generation : And the Firft of thefe was alfo fub-

divided into the AttraBive, Bytentrix, ConcoBrix,

and Expultrix Faculty.

Vital Faculty, is that which preferves Life in the

Body, and performs the Functions of Pulfe and By-
fpiration.

Animal Faculty, is that by which the Soul per-

forms the Functions of Imagination, Byafoning, Me-
mory, Senfe, and Motion.

But thefe, like moft other DiftinCtions of the An-
cient Poilofophers, are both ulelefs and ill ground-

ed.

FAECES : See Excrements. ’Tis alfo taken for

the grofs Subftance that fettles after Fermentation,

.or remains alter Diftillation.

FAINT, or Feynt ABion
,

is as much as Feigned

ABion, vi%, fuch an ACtion, as though the Words
of the Writ be true, yet for certain Caufes he hath

no Tide to recover thereby ;
whereas in a falfe A-

Ction the Words of the Writ are falfe.

FAINT Vifion : See Vifion.

F A L

FAIT (in Law) a Deed, which is a Writing feaL
,ed and delivered, to prove and teftify the Agree-
ment of the Parties whofe Deed it is 3 and confifts

of three principal Points, Writing
,
Sealing and De-

livery,

By Writing is ftiew’d the Parties Name to the
Deed, their Dwelling-places, Degrees, Thing grant-
ed, upon what Conlideration, the Eftate limited,
the Time when granted, and whether Simply, or
upon Condition,

Sealing, is a further Teftimony of their Con-
fents, as appears by thefe Words, In witnefs where-

of, &c. In cujus rei tefiimonium, CSc.^without which
the Deed is inlufficient.

Delivery, tho’ it be fet laft, it is not the leaft ;

for after a Deed is Written and Sealed, if it be nor
Delivered, it is to no purpofe : And rherefere in all

Deeds care muft be taken, that the Delivery be Well
proved.

FAKE, is one Round or Circle of a Cable quoil-
ed up out of the way : The Seamen will ask ( as a
Cable is veered out) howmany Fakes there are left 3
that is, how much is behind unveered out.

FALCATED, the Aftronomers fay the Moon,:

or any Planet appearsfalcated, when the enlightned.

Part appears in the Form of a Sickle, or Reaping-
hook 3 which is while Ihe is moving from the Con-
junction to the Oppolition, or from New Moon to
Full 3 but from Full to a New again, the enligh-
ten’d part appears gibbous, and the Dark falcated,

FALCON : See Faucon.

FALCONET: SecFauconet.

FALL, the Seamen call that part of the Rope of
a Tackle which is haled upon, the Faff. Alfo a Ship
is faid to

FALL off, when being under Sail, fhe keeps not
fo near the Wind as fire Ihould do. They fay alio
that a Ship hath

FALLS when fhe is not Flujh, but hathRifings of
fome Parts of her Decks more than others.

FALLING-SICKNESS : See Epilepfy.

FALLOPIAN Tubes, or the Tubes Fallopiance in
Anatomy, are tWo flender Veffels %uated "on bach
fide the Vterus{ whofe Ule is to afford a Paffage to
a more fubtil part ofthe Genitura Mafculina towards
the Ovaria, to impregnate the Eggs that afterward^
are to drop into them from thence 3 and when they
are, as it were, ripen’d to convey them along their
inner Caviry to the Vterns.

Thefe TnAeare about four or five Fingers breadth
long, and their Subftance is compofed oftwo Mem-
branes which come from the external and internal
ones ©f the Womb

3 they have the fame Arteries,

Veins, Nerves, and Lytnphaticks, as the Ovaria
have. They take their Name from their firft Dis-
coverer Fallopius.

FALSE Attach : See Attach.

FALSE BRAYE,in Fortification,is a fmall Mount
of Earth four Fathom wide, eredfed on the Level
round the .foot of the Rampart, on that fide towards
the Field, and feparated by its Parapet from the
Berme,and the Side ofthe Moat. ’Tis made ufe of to
Fire upon the Enemy, when he is already fo far ad-
vanced, that you cannot force him back from off
the Parapet of the Body of the Place : And alfo £0
receive the Ruins which the Cannons make in the
Body of the Place.

p P ^ FALSE
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FALSE Claim? fin Law) is where a Man claims

more than his due.

FALSE Imprifonmbnt
,

is a Trefpafs committed

againft a Man, by Imprifonhig him without lawful

Caufe.

FALSO Judicio
,

is Writ that lieth for falfe Judg-

ment
,
given in the County, Hundred, Court-Baron,

or other Courts, being no Courts of Record^ be the

Plea Real, or Perfonal.

FALSE Pojition : See Pofition.

FALSO retorno brevium ,
is a Writ Which lies a-

gainftthe Sheriff, for Falfe returning of Writs.

FALX, in Anatomy, is one of the three Proceffes

made by the doubling of the Dura Mater ; it rifes

by a narrow Beginning from the Chrifta GalU, to

which it is faftned ; and as it approaches the Hinder

part of the Head, it grows broader and broader,

till it terminate where the Longitudinal Sinus ends.

It divides the Cerebrum into two Hemifpheres, near

as deep as the Corpus Callofum.
3

Tis called Falx

from its refembling a Sickle.

FAMES Canina : See Cynodes Orexis.

FANCY : See Phantafy, ox Imagination.

FANTASTICAL Colours
, the fame with thofe

called Emphatical ; which fee.

FARCIMINALIS tunica, the fame with the Al-

lantoides.

FARTHELL , Farthelling is the fame with what

the Seamen now call Furl or Furling which is tak-

ing up their Sails and binding them clofe to the

Yards.

FASCIA Lata, vid. Membranofus Mufculus.

FASCIA, aTerm in Architecture, as the Fafcia's

of the Architrave ; which are the three Bands of

which it is compofed.

Vitruvius admits no Fafcia's in the Tufcan or Do-

rick. Orders ; but is not imitated by any in that par-

ticular Circumftance.

FASCIjE, in the Planet Mars, are certain rows

of Spots parallel to the Equator of that Planet,

which look like Swathes or Fillets wound round a-

bout his Body.
FASCIALIS, a Mufcle fo called : See Sartoriu s.

FASCIATION, is a binding of Swathes about a

Limb that is to be cured.

FASCICULUS : See Manipulus.

FASCINES, or Faggots, in Fortification
,

are

fmall Branches of Trees, or Bavins bound up in

Bundles ; which being mix’d with Earth, ferve to

fill up Ditches, to make the Parapets of Trenches,

Some of them are dipt in melted Pitch orTar,

and being fet on fire, ferve to burn rhe Enemies

Lodgments or other Works.

FASHION-PIECES ,
are thofe two Timbers

which defcribe the Breadth ofthe Ship at the Stern,

and are the outermoft Timbers of the Stern, on each

fide, except aloft, where the Counters are.

FASTIDIUM Cibi, the fame with Anorexia.

FASTIGIUM, the fame with Fronton -

} which

fee.

EATT of Animals, the learned Dr. Grew takes to

be a curdling or coagulating of the Oily Parts oh the

Blood, either by fome of its own Saline Parts 5 or

by the Nitrous Parts of the Air mingled therewith :

And hence it is, that fome Animals, as Coneys, and

Field-Fares, grow fat in Frofty Weather, the Oily

Parts of the Blood being then ordinarily coagulated

with a greater Abundance of Nitrous Parts received

from the Air into their Bodies ; and for the fame

Reafon it is, that the Fat of Land Animals is hard ;

whereas that of Fifties is foft, and runs all to Oil,

becaule the Water in which they live, hath but few

Nitrous Parts in it, in comparifon of Air.

And that which induced him to make thefe Con-
clufions,was this Experiment:
He took Oil-Olive, and poured upon it highly

redified Spirit of Nitre, and then digefted them to-
gether for fome Days j by degrees the Oil became
of the Colour and Confidence of Marrow, and at
laft congealed, or hardned into a white Fat or But-
ter, which would diffolve only by the Fire like the
Fat of Animals : And he obferved, that this Oil
hardned into Fat moft, upon the Exhalation offome
of the Sulphureous Parts of the Spirit of Nitre -

which Exhalation was effeded by unftopping the
Glafs, after fome time of Digeftion, and fullering
the Oil to diffolve and thicken divers times by fuc-
ceffiye Heat and Cold. And from hence he infers.

That the true congealing Principle, is a Spirit of Ni-
tre feparated from its Sulphur : And he fays. Ifwe
would get this

,
we might congeal Water in the

midft of Summer. Power of Mixture, Lett. 1. p.
^33 -

FAT, in the Sea Phrafe, is the fame with Broad,
Thus, if the Truffing in, or Tuck, of a Ships Quar-
ter under Water be deep, they fay fhe hath a Fat-
Quarter,

FACUS and Frumen, the fame that Pharynx.
FAL7CON, a fort of Cannon, whofe Diameter

at the Bore is 5^ Inches, Weight 750 Pound,
Length 7 Foot, Load 2 a Pound, Shot 2 i Diame-
ter, and 2 T Weight.

FAUCONET, a fort of Ordnance, whofe Dia-
meter at the Bore is 4 2 Inches, Weight 400 Pounds,
Length 6 Foot, Load

1 f Pound, Shot fomething
more than two Inches Diameter, and 1 Pound
weight.

FAVUS : See in Achor.

FAYLING of Record, is when an Adion is

brought againft one who pleads any Matter or Re-
cord,' and avers to prove it by Record ; and the
Plaintiff faith, Nul tiel Record, whereupon the De-
fendant hath a Day given him to bring it in, at
which Day he fails, or brings jn fuch a one as is no
bar to this Adion ; this is faid to be failer of Record.

FAYNT-PLEADER, in Law, fignifies a Falfe,

Covenous, or Collufary Manner of Pleading, to the
Deceit of a third Party.

FEALTY, in Law, fignifies an Oath taken at

the Admittance of every Tenant, to be true to the
Lord of whom he holdeth his Land.
FEAVER, is a Fermentation, \or inordinate Mo-

tion of the Blood, and a too great Heat of it, at-

tended with Burning, Thirft, and other Symptoms,
whereby the Natural Oeconomy or Government of
the Body is varioufly difturb'd.

Leavers, in general, may be divided into two forts,
3

vi%. Continual, or Intermittent : Continual Leaver is

ihat whofe Fit is continued for many Days, having
its Times of Remiffion, and of more Fiercenefs,

but never of Intermiffion.

Intermittent Leavers, commonly called Agues, have
certain Times of Intermiffion, beginning, for the

moft part, with Cold or Shivering, ending in Sweat,
and returning exadly at fet Periods.

As for the feveral Subalreran Spices of Continual

and Intermitting Leavers, you will find them t>arti-

cularly enumerated in the Books of Phyficians.

EEAZING, at Sea, is the ravelling out of the

Cable on any great Rope at the Ends.

FEBRIFUGE, is a Medicine which will cure
an intermitting Feaver : Thus we fay the Cortex

Peruvianus, or Jefuits-Bark., rightly given, is the moft
certain Febrifuge.

FECULiE, are Dregs that fufide in the Squee-
zing c-f certain Vegetables j as in Briony, &c.

FEE
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FEE, Feudum vel Feodum, in Common Law* fig-

nifies, as Sir Henry Spelman defines ic, a Right which

the Valfal hath in Land, or Tome immoveable thing

, of his Lords, toufe the fame, and take the Profits

, thereof Hereditarily, rendring unto his Lord fuch

Feudal Duties and Services as belong to Military

Tenure, the meer Propriety of the Soil always re-

maining to the Lord.

This ’Vtford Fee is fometimes uled with us for the

Compals or Circuit of a Mannor or Lordlhip ; alfo

for a Perfonal Right Incorporeal, as to have the

I keeping of Prifons in Fee. And ’tis taken for a Re-

ward or Wages given to one for the Execution of his

i Office : As alfo, for that Confideration given a Ser-

jeant at Law, or Counfellor,or a Phyfician, for their

Counfel and Advice in their ProfeiTion.

FEE-ABSOLUTE, or Fee-Simple , is that of

which we are feized in thefe general Words, To us

and our Heirsfor ever.

FEE-CONDITIONAL, or Fee-Tail* is that

whereof we are feized to us and our Heirs with Li-

mitation; that is, the Heirs of our Body, And

this Fee-Tail is either General or Special

General, is where Land is given to a Man, and the

Heirs of his Body.

Fee-Tail Special, is that where a Man and his

Wife be feized of Lands, to them and the Heirs of

their Bodies. .

FEE-FARM, in a Legal Senfe.fignifies Lands held

of another in Fee, that is, in Perpetuity to himfelf

and his Heirs, for fo much Yearly Rent as it is rea-

fonably worth, more or lefs, fo it be the Fourth

Part of the Worth, Old Tenures.

FFE-SIMPLE : See Fee-Abfolute,

FEE-TAIL : See Fee-Conditional.

FIELD, in Heraldry, is the whole Surface of

any Efcutcheon or Shield, being fuppofed to be o-

vedpread with fome Mettal, Furr, or Colour; and

containing the Charge, if there be any. In Blazon-

ing a Coat, you muft always begin with the Field :

See Blazon.

FELLOWSHIP, or Partner(hip, in Arithmetick,

is a Rule of very great Ule to ballance Accounts a-

mofigft Merchants and Owners of Ships; for when
any Number ofPerfons put together a general Stock,

fo that it be required to give to every one his pro-

portional Share of the Lofs or Gain.

The Golden Buie feveral ways repeated, willfully

anfwer fuch Queftions.

For, As the whole Stock, (orgeneral Antecedent,) : Is

to the Total thereby gain'd or lojl (which is the gene-

ral Confequenr) : : So each Mans particular Share :

Ts to his proper Share of Lofs or Gain .

Wherefore let the ieveral Moneys of every Part-

ner be gathered into one Sum, which makes the Firft

Term ; the common Gain or Lofs the Second
; eve-

ry Man’s particular Share the Third ; working the

Golden Buie fo many feveral times as there are Part-

ners.

There be two Parts of this Rule, without Time,
and with Time .

FeUoveJhip without Time*

Example i.

A, B, and C freight a Ship with Wine ; viz. A lays

o«f 1342I.B, 1.178 1 . C, 630!. the whole 212 Tun
of Wine is fold at 32 1. a Tun : What fhall each

Man receive ?

Firft find out the Price received, by multiplying

zi 2 by 32, which makes 6784 : Then add up the

feveral Stocks, 1342/. 1178 L and 630 1. which
makes 3150/. and theWork,Hands thus

;

fi342 Anfwer 2890,1994-
3130 : <5784 :: “S1178 : Anfwer 2537,001

‘

L 630 : Anfwer 1356,800

Proof 3150 67S4

Example

A hath Half a Ship, B a Quarter, C one Sixteenth
?

and D three Sixteenths : The Majler of the Ship

brings an Account, and clears 120I. How much
tnufi each Perfon have ?

Account the Ship is 16, and the Gain i 20 If

t6-: izo ::

"8 : Anfwer 60

14 ' Anfwer 34
>1 : Anfwer 7, $

-3 * Anfwer 22, 5

i6 llo

FeUowfhip With Time.

Example 1.

A Ship's Company take a Prispt of 300 I. which is to

be divided amongft them, according to their Pay
and Time they have been on Board : The Officers

and Midjhip-men 5 Months
,

and the Sailors 3
Months t The Officers, one with another, 40s. per

Month ; the Midfhip-tnen 30 s. per Month ; and
the Sailors 22 S. per Month : There were 6 Officers*

iz Midjhip-men, 84 Sailors i What mujl each

Party have of the Pri^e ?

For a general Stock I begin firft with the Offi-

cers, which are 6, and that multiplied by the Rate
of 40 s. gives 240, which multiplied by 5 Months,
make 1 200 j.

After the fame Faftiion I find the Midfiiip^men’s

Stock 1800/. and the Sailors 5544/. All added to-

gether make 8544/. for the whole Stock ; and the
Work ftands thus, Jf”

f 1 200:Anfwer 42,1 23 2

1

!544:3 oo::-4 r8oo:Anfwet 63,2029 ^-299,'99=3(06
L 5 544:Anfwefi 94,6629

'

Which Decimals redu-

ced, gives for

f Officers 4i 2

4 Midfliip-men 63 4
4 Sailors 194 13

6

p 2 Exam—
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Example z„-

A, B, C enter into Partnerfhlp, the Firjl of Janua-
ry, for a whole Tear $ A the fame Day disburfed

l oo 1 . whereof be received back, again upon the firjl

of April 20 I. B payeth on the firjl of March 66 1 .

and more the firfi of Auguft ioo 1. C payeth the

firjl of July 140 1 . but the firjl of Qdrober with-

draweth 40 I. At the Tear's End their clear Gain is

1 42 1 . How much thereof ought every particular

Perfon to have ?

A 51 /. B 55 /. Ci<5 l. which makes the whole
Gain 142/. without Confideration of Intereft. For
A 1 00 into 3, is 309 /. and 80 into 9 —- 720, in all

1 02b /. for A : For B, 6b into 1 6, is 600, and 1 00

into 5, is 500, in all upo for B : For C, 140 into

3, is 420, arid 106 iri 3 j
is 360; into all jzo for C.

Now 1020 -f- 1 too 720 — 2840 for the

General Antecedent, and the Gain 142 for the Ge-

neral Conlequent ; then the Rule ftands thus j

f 1020 : Anfwer 5 i

2840 : 142 : : s-n oo : Anfwer 5 5

& 720 : Anfwer 36

142/.

FELO defe, is he that commit^ Felony by Mtir-

fhering of himfelf.

FELONY, in Common Law, is accounted any

Offence, that is in Degree next Petit-Treafon, and

comprifeth divers! Particulars, as Murther, Theft*

killing of a Mans Self, Sodomy, Rape, wilful

burning oi Houfes, and fuch like.

The Difference between Felony arid lighter Offen-

ces* is this. That the Punifhmerit thereof is Death ;

yet not in all Cafes : For Petit-Larceny, which is

the dealing of any thing under the Value ofTWelve

Pence, is Felony, becaufe the Indidlment againft

fuch a one muft have thefe Words Felonice Cepit •

and yet this is not punilhed by Death, thb’ it be

lofs of Goods. Any other Exception I know not,

but that a Man may call that Felony, which is un-

der Petit-Treafon, and punilhed by Death. And
of this may be reckon’d two forts, one lighter, that

forthefirft time may have the Benefit of the Cler-

gy, another that may not.

FEMOREUS : See Cruretts.

FEMUR, and Femen, the Thigh, the Part from

the Buttocks to the Knee ; it is fo called from bear-

ing, bec'aule it holds up, and fuftains an Animal.

It con lifts but of one Bone, but that the greateft

and longeft in the whole Body, whofe external and

forePart is gibbous or riling, but the internal hin-

der Part flat and bending. Grammarians make
Femen to be the hinder flelhy Part ; and Femur the

former outward Part. Blanchard.

FEND, (for defend) is the Sea Word for laving

a Boat from being dalh’d againft the Rocks, Shore,

or Ship’s Sides. This they call Fending the Boat ;

and accordingly

FENDERS with them lignilies any Pieces of old

Cable Ropes or Billets of Wood, which ’they hang

over the Ship’s Side to keep other Ships from rub-

bing againft her : Boats have the fame, as alfo little

fhort Staves, called by this Name of Fenders, with

which they keep the Boat from beating and Having

againft the Ship’s Side.

FENESTRA Ovalis, is a Hole in the Barrel of
the Ear, whereon the Balls of the Stapes ftands : It

is the Fntry to'the Vefitbulum.

FJBNES7RA Rotunda, is a Hole in the Barrel of
the Ear, which leads to the Cochlea, and is covered
by a fine Membrane, inchafed in a Rift of this Hole,
FEOD : See Fee .

FEODARY.
FEOFFEE, is He that is infeoffed, or to whom

the Feoffment is fo made.
FEOFFMENT, in Common Law, fignifies rany

Gift or Grant Of any Honours, Caftles, Manners,
Meflu?ges, Lands, or other corporeal and immovea-
ble things oflike Nature unto another in Fee- Simple •

that is, to him arid his Heirs for ever, by the Deli-

very of Seifin, and the Poffeflion of the thing gi-

ven, Whether the Gift be made by Deed orWriting :

And when it is in Writing, ’tis called. The Deed of

Feoffment 5
and in every Feoffment, the Giver is cal-

led the Feoffor:, ot Feoffator, !

:

And the proper Difference between a Feoffer and
a Donor, is* that the Feoffor gives in Fee-Simple,

the Donor in Fee-Tail.

FEOFFOR, is he that Infeo'ffs, or makes a Feoff'

ment to another, of Lands or Tenements in Fed-
Simple.

FERbFMOUtli’J, a Bearing

in Heraldry of this Figure. It re-

prefents the Iron-Ink, or Ink of a

Mill ; and is born by the Name of

Bevertham
,
and alfo by the Name

of Turner,

FERMENTATION, is an eafy, gentle, flow

Motion of the Inteftine or inward Particles of a
mix’d Body, arifing ufually from the Operation of

fome Acftive Acid Matter, which rarifies, exalts*

and fubtilizes the foft and fulphureous Particles,

ns Leaven or Teaft rarifies, lightens, and fer-

ments Bread, or Wort, &c. And this Motion dif-

fers much from that ufually called Ebullition or Ef-

fervefcence, which is a violent boiling and ftrugling

between an Acid and an Alkali, when mix’d toge-

Hence any gentle Motion of the Parts of the

Blood, or Juices in the Body occafioned by fome-

thing Which helps to clarify, exalt, and iubtilize

them, and to reduce them into an Healthful and

Natural State, is called by this Name of Fermenta-

tion, as well as in the expreffed Juices of Fruits,

&c. Lemery confounds Effervefcence and Fermenta-

tion together, but I think erroneoufly.

FERRUGINOUS, that which hath in itfome-

thing of the Nature of Iron; as thofe Waters have

which are otherwife called Chalybeate, fuch as thofe

of Tunbridge-Wells, &c.

FERUIJE, which the Surgeons call Splinters

l

are little Chips or Planes, which are made of diffe-

rent Matter, according to the Nature and Neceffities

of the Places to Which they are applied, as ofBarks

of Trees, of the Bark of the Herb Sagapene,
in

Latin, Ferula ;
whence they have their Name

'

They are made of Firr, Paper glew’d together.

Leather, &c. which are apply’d to Bones that have

been loofened or disjointed after they are fee again.

Blanchard.

FESSE,
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FESSE, one of the Honourable Ordinaries in

Heraldry, reprefenting a broad Girdle, or Belt of

Honour, which Knights at Arms
were anciently girded withal t It

poflefleth the Center of the Ef-

eutcheon, and contains in Breadth

one third part thereof; thus.

He Beareth A\ure, a Fejfe or, by

the Name of Eliott.

The Fejfe is divided into the Barr,

and the Clajett of the Barrulet ;

which fee.

Fejfe Point, is the very middle Point: Seethe

Word Efcutcheon.

FEUDE. Littleton makes a Feude a Tenure :

The Civilians define it to be a Grant of Lands, Ho-

nours or Fees made either to aMan at theWill ofthe

Lord, or Sovereign, or for the Feudatories {i. e. the

Perfon to whom the Grant is made) own Life, or

to him and his Heirs for ever ; upon Condition that

he and his Heirs (in Cafe where the Feude is per-

petual) do acknowledge the Giver and his Heirs to

be their Lord and Sovereign, and {hall bear Faith

and true Allegiance to him and his for the faid

Tenure, and {hall do fuch Service to him and his for

the fame, as is between them covenanted, or is

proper to the Nature of a Feude.

And hence the laft Volume or Tome of the Civil

Law, is called the

FEUDES : That is, the Books of Cuftoms and

Service that the Subject or Vaflfai doth to his Prince

or Lord for the Lands, Tenures, or Fees that he

holdeth ofhim.

This Part of the Civil Law was not rtiiich in ufe

in the Old Emperor s Time ; but it feems to be

acknowledged by Juflinian in
j
his Novels ; where

he calls them : Some derive them from

the ancient Clienteles among the Romans,
before

thrift’s Time, as Badaus in particular : Others

bring them from the Practice of Alexander Severus,

who to encourage them to perpetual Service in his

Wars, divided the Lands of the Enemy amongft his

Soldiers. So Lampridius in the Life of Alexander

Severus',

But others refer it to the Time of Conflantine the

Great, who fettled the Lands out of which the Sol-

diers had formerly their Wages, on them and their

Heirs for ever, provided they found and maintain-

ed for ever fuch a Number of Soldiers.

But let its Original be what or when it Will, it

came but late into the Body of the Civil Law, and
to conftitute, as it doth now, a particular Volume
Of it. /
The Compilers or Collectors of it, were Oherturn

de Horto
, and Giratdus Compagijius, two Senators of

JMidan, who drew it partly from the Civil Law,
and partly from the ancient Cuftoms of MiUan, but
without any good Form of Order. For the Original

Of Feudcs, lee Cujacius, and Sir Henry Spelmans

Glojfary.

FIBRA Auris, the fame with Lohus Auris.

FIBRiE, Fibres, by the Anatom'ifts are account-
ed little round oblong Veflels, and are either Muf-
tulous or Nervous.

The Nervous, are fuch as have no Valves, and
by which the Spirits ftoW conveniently from the

Nerves to the feveral Parts.

The Mufculous Bibres receive the Blood from
the Arteries, and difcharge themfelves into the
Veins, and have a great many Valves : They are
tailed Long, Round, or Oblique, from their Form

and Situation. Some Email Threads interwoveK

with Trees and Leaves, are called Fibres too ; and
fo are the Imall Threads which ftick to their Roots,

and which fatten the fmall Roots to the Earth : Alib,

thofe Strings which go from the bottom of the bul-

bous Roots are called by this Name $ add in general,

it fignifies any fmall Strings which compofe the

Texture of any Part of an Animal or Vegetable

Body. v ;

FIBULA, & Term in Surgery, as the Ancients

mention it; for if there be a Wound in the Fiefh p

fays Celfus, that gapes, and cannot eafily be clofed,

it,is improper to few it, you muft apply a Fibula :

But becaufe this way of doling the gaping of

Wounds by Fibula s wasufual amongft the Ancients,,

they have not been at all follicitous in defcribing ei-

ther their Matter or Form, Guido tells us. That
they made thefe Fibulas of Iron Circles as it were*

or Semicircles crooked backward on both fides. ; the

Hooks whereof being faftned on both Tides to the

gaping Wound, anfwered exactly one another; but

fince this muft be an infupportable Pain to the poor
Patient, it is hardly credible, that they meant any
fuch thing by their Fibula’s,

The Opinion of Fallopius is more probable, who
tells us. That it was only fewing up the Wound
with a Needle and Thread, which is commonly
ufed at this Day. . . , . w

SanElorius writes thus, We need not difcourfe

much ofFibulas, fince the ufe of them is almoft out
of doors ; and tho’ the Ancients have not defcrib’d

them, yet they forbear not to acquaint us how to

ufe them, 4s Argenterius falfely imagines : For not
only Phyficians, but fome of the Ancients knew the

Form of them, fince Corn. Celfus has inform’d us.

That Fibulas as Well as Satures, were made ofa
Needleful of foft untwifted Silk or Thread, where-
with they fewed the gaping Lips of the Wound
together.

Some call Acia, or this Needlefull of Thread,
Vinculum, Ligatura, CoUigatio Obligation Ligamen-
tum ; all which fignifies tying or binding. Who-
ever would be further inform’d in this Particular,

may confult the Incomparable Rhodius, in his Dif-

fcoUrfe about Acid. Blanchard

FIBULA, of Facile minus. in Greek rrspbw, is

the letter and outer Bone of the Leg ; it feems to

join the Mufclesof the Leg like a Button or Clafp,

in Latin Fibula ; it is the hinder Bone betwixt the

Knee ahd the Feet, lmaller thah the other Bone
called Tibia, and faftened outwardly to it, as the
Bone called Radius in the Arm is to the Cubit * its

round Head does not extend as' far as the Knee up-
ward, but receives the lateral Knob of the Tibid

in a fmall Sinus which it hath in its inner Side

;

downwards it goes farther than the other Bone cal-

led Tibia, and therefore is.altogether as long a Bone
as that, tho

8

much fmaller. They part in the Mid-
dle, becaule the MuTcles that extend the Feet and
Toes are placed there ; in which Interval a {len-

der, broad, membranous Ligament joins them toge-

ther lengthways : It is joined likewife to the Tibia}

by its lower End, which, is received into a fmall Si-

nus of it ; and! then it extends info a large Procefs

which forms the outward Ankle, embracing the ex-
ternal Side of the Ajlragalus

FICHANT Flanf; See Flank,.

FICHANT Line of Defence

:

See Fixed Line of
Defence;

FICUS;
«
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FICUS, are the external Protuberances of the

\

Anus
,

otherwife called the Piles. They are alfo

fometimes called Marifi*, and Sycofes.

FIDD, an Iron Pin ufed at Sea to iplice or fallen

Ropes together. ’Tis made tapering and (harp at

one end. There are alfo Fidds of Wood, which are

inuch larger than the Iron ones. The Pin alfo in

the Heel of the Topmaft, which bears it upon the

Chefs-trees, is called a Fidd. There is alfo a Fidd

Hammer
i
whole Handle is a Fidd, or made taper-

ing into that torm.

FIELD-Fort : See Fortin.

FIERI facias, is a Writ Judicial that lieth at all

times within the Year and Day, for him that hath

recovered in an Acflion of Debt or Damages, to the

Sheriff, to command him to levy the Debt or the

Damages of his Goods againlt whom the Recovery

was had.

FIFTH, a term in Mufick, the lame with Dia-

pente ;
which fee.

FIGHTS, in a Ship, are the wafte Cloths which

hang round about her in a Fight, to hinder the Men
from being feen by the Enemy j and they call thofe

Bulkheads afore or abaft the Ship which are put up

for Men to Hand fecure behind and Fire on the Ene-

my in cafe of Boarding, Cl.ofe Fights.

FIGURAL, or Figurate Numbers, are fiich as do

or may reprefent fome Geometrical Figure, in rela-

tion to which they are always confidered ; and are

either Lineary,
Superficial, or Solid ; which lee.

FIGURATE Defiant : See Defiant.

' FIGURATIVE Speeches, are ways of expreding

our felves, in which we ufe an improper Word,

which cuftorn has applied to another fubjedh

FIGURE, in Phyficks or Natural Philofophy, is

the Surface or terminating Extreams of any Body.

FIGURE, in Conicks, according to Apollonius,

is the Redangle made under the Latus Rettum and

Tranfverfum in the Hyperbola and Ellipfis.

FIGURE, in Geometry, is a Space compalfed

round on all Sides, and are either Rettilineal, Cur-

rvilineal or Mixt.

FIGURES, in Arithmetick, are the 9 Digits or

Numeral Charaders, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and o.

FIGURES, in Difcourfe. are extraordinary ways

of Speaking, different and remote from fuch as are

Ordinary and Natural, and they are either Gram -

matical or Rhetorical.

FIGURES Curvilineal, are fuch as have their

Extremities crooked, as Circles, Ellipfis's, &c.

FIGURES Grammatical, are ufed in Conftru-

dion, when we digrefs from the common and or-

dinary Rules, as by omitting fome Word; and

leaving it to thofe to whom we fpeak, to fupply it.

FIGURES Mixt, are fuch as are bounded partly

by right Lines, and partly by crooked ones, as a

Semicircle, Segment of a Circle, &c.

FIGURES Plane, (or Plane Surfaces)are fuch as

are terminated and bounded by right Lines only.

FIGURES Rectilineal, are thole that have their

Extremities all right Lines, as Triangles, Quadrila-

terals, &c. Polygons Regular, Irregular, &c.

FIGURES Rhetorical, ferve fometimes toexprefs

the Commotions and violent Agitations of the Mind

in our Paifions or warm eager Difcourles ; and

fometimes only to embellifh and adorn our Speech,

or to move the Audience the more pathetically.

FILACER, is an Officer in the Common-Plea's,

fo called, becaufe he Files thofe Writs whereon he

makes Procefs. There are fourteen of them in their

feveral Divilions and Counties. They make out all

original Procefs, as well Real, as Perfonal and

Mixt j and in Adions merely Perfonal, where the

m

Defendants be Return'd or Summon’d, there goeth
out the Diitrefs infinite until Appearance : if he be
Returned nihil,there Procels of Capias infinite.il the
Plaintiff will ; or after the third Capias the Plaintiff

may go to the Exigenter of the Shire, where his

Original is grounded, and have an Exigent or Pro-
clamation made.
FILAMENTS, little, thin, fleRder Rags like

Threads, fuch as fometimes appear in Urine : Alfo

the fmall Fibres or Threads which compofe the

Texture of the Mufcles, &c. or other Parts Gf any
Animal or Vegetable Body, are fometimes called

b y this Name.
FILE, or Label, in Heral-

dry is of this Form, tho’ fome-
times of more and fometimes of

fewer Points, ’Tis fometimes

born as a Charge in a Coat Armour, of which Guil-
lim gives many Inftances : But 'tis ufually the dif-

ference or mark of Diftindion which the Elder Bro-
ther bears in his Coat during his Father's Life.

Some diftinguifh File and Label ; calling the File

the upper Horizontal Line, and the Label the Point

that ilfues from it.

FILE, in Military Language, is a row of Men
(landing one behind or below another from the
Front to the Rear.

FILET, a little Member in Architecture, which
appears in the Ornaments and Mouldings, and is

otherwife called Lifiel.

FILLET, in Heraldry, is a 4th part of the Or-
dinary called a Chief, and is placed in the chief Point
of the Elcocheon.

FILTRATION, is the paffinga Liquor (in order

to its Purification) through a woollen Cloth, or uf-

ually through a Coffin of brown Paper ; and this the

Chymifts mean when they direct you to Filtrate

any thing.

The mod exact way of Filtration, is to take a
long piece oflinnen or woollen Cloth, and dipping
one end ofit in the Liquor to be Filtrated, hang the
other (which muft be the longer end) over the brims
of the Velfel, and you will fee the Liquor rife up
and run over the brims through the Body of the
Feltre ; and it will do fo Very pure, and free from
all Dregs.

The Caufe of the afcent of Liquors in the p/re,is
generally faid to be, that the Liquor fwelling thole

parts of the filtre that touch it, by entring into the
Pores of the Threads of which it is compofed, do
raife them up, make them touch, and wet thofe

that are next above them ; and thefe again the next
Threads, and fo on till you come to the brims of
the Veflel, and then the Liquor runs over and de-

fcends in the other part of the Filtre, which hangs
down, by its own natural Gravity.

But 'tis certain that in very (lender glafs Pipes,

whofe Cavities are notmuch larger than Hairs, Wa-
ter or any Fluid (but Quickfil ver) will afcend in

them to a confiderable height, as foon as ever you
dip their ends into it ; and in Pipes or Tubes of
much larger Bores, the Liquor will be higher (fome-

thing) Within the Tube than without it. And yet

here the fwelling of the parts of the glafs Pipe cannot

be urged as the Reafon for the afcent of the Water
in them.

If alfo you fill a Pipe of a moderate Bore with the

powdered Calx ot a Metal, (as Mr. Boyle tried it with

Minium or red Lead) and then immerle the lower

end of this Tube in Water, the Water (hall gradually

arife in the Tube till it attain the height of 30 or 40
Inches ; and yet it cannot be faid that any of the

Particles of this Metalline Powder, are fwelled at

all by the Water. Therefore
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Therefore the true caufe of the alcent of Water

i- in a Filtre, is probably this : That every Filtre be-

i ing compofed of a great numberi of long fmall folid

: Bodies, which lie very clofe together, the Air get-

j ting in between them, Iofes much of its preffure, and

cannot gravitate there fo ftrongly as it doth on the

Fluid without them : Wherefore the parts of the

Water between the Threads of the Filtre muft be

prelfed upwards, and afcend till they come fo high,

as by their weight to counter-ballance the general

prelfure on the other parts of the Surface of the

the Water.

FIMBRIATED, a term ih He-

raldry, fignifying that an Ordinary

is edged round With another of a

different Colour, as thus.

He beareth Or, a Crops
,
Patee

Gules Fimbriated Sable.

fes, are fuch great, wife arid good

Ends as God Almighty, the Author of Nature, had

in Creating and Proportioning, in Adapting andDif-

pofing, in Preferving and Continuing, all the feveral

Parts of the Univerfe. On this fubjedt the Honou-

rable Mr. Boyle hath a very good Difcourfe : And

that good Mathematician Mr. Keil of Oxford, in his

Refutation of Burnet’s Theory of the Earth, {hews

that Final Caufes are the beft Principles for Men to

regulate their Philofophical Theories and Speculati-

ons by.

EINE, in common Law, hath divers Applicati-

ons ; for fometimes ’tis ufed for a formal or ceremoni-

ous Conveyance of Lands or Tenements, or of any

things Inheritable, being in ejfe tempore finis, to the

end to cut of all Controverfies. Others define it to

be a final Agreement had between Perfons concern-

ing any Lands or Rent, or other thing whereof any

Suit or Writ is between them hanging in any Court.

A Fine hath in it five elfential Parts.

1. The Orignal Writ taken out againft the Cog-
nifor.

2. The King’s Licence, giving the Parties liberty

to accord ; for which he hath a Fine called the

Kings Silver, being accounted a part of the Reve-

nue of the Crown,
3. The Concord it felf, which thus beginneth

Et eft concordia talis, &c.
4. The Note of the Fine, which is an abftracft of

the original Concord, and beginneph in this manner

:

Soil. Inter R. Querentem & S. & E. uxorem ejus. de

forciantes, &c,

* 5. The Foot of the Fine which beginneth thus :

FLzc eft finalis concordiafacia in curia Domini Regis

apud Weftmonafterienfis a die Pajclxc in quindecim

dies, anno, &c. So as the foot of the Fine includeth

all, containeth the Day, Year, and Place, and be-

fore what Juftice made.
This Word Fine lometimes fignifies a Sum of

Money paid for an Income to Lands or Tenements
let by Leafe ; and fometimes, an Amends, Pecu-
niary Punifhment or Recompence upon an Offence
committed againft the King and his Laws, or a-
gainft the Lord ofthe Mannor.
FINE adnullando levato de Tenemento quod fuit

de antiquo demenico : Is a Writ to the Juftices for

the difanulling of a Fine levied of Lands holden in

Ancient Demefne to the Prejudice of the Lord.
FINE capiendo pro terris, &c. Is a Writ lying for

one that upon Convidtiori by a Jury, having his

Lands and Goods taken into the King’s Hands, and
his Body committed to Prifon, obtaineth Favour for

a Sum of Money, &c. to be remitted his Imprifon~

ment, and his Lands and Goods to be re-deliver’d

unto him,

FINE/orcc, fignifies an abfolute Neceffity or Con-
ftraint not avoidable; as when a Man is conftrained

to do that which he can no way avoid, we fay, He
doth it de fineforce.

FINE tevando de Tenementis tentis de Ipge in Ca-

pite, &c. is a Writ directed to the juftices of the

Common-Pleas, whereby to licence them to admit

of a Fine for Sale of Lands holden in Capite.

FINE non capiendo pro pulchre placitando ,
is a

Writ to inhibit Officers of Courts to take Fines for;

fair Pleading.

FINE pro rediffeifiam capienda, &c. is a Writ that

lieth for the Releafe of one laid in Prifon for a Re-

feifin, upon a reafonable Fine.

FINES for Alienation, are reafonable Fines paid

to the King by his Tenants in Chief, for Licence to

Alien their Lands.

FINITE, is what hath fixt and determined Bounds

or Limits fet to its Power, Extent or Duration,

FINITOR, the fame with Horizon; and ’tis fo

called, becaufe the Horizon fimfhes or terminates

your Sight* View or, Profpedt.

FIRMAMENT, by fome Aftronomers is taken

for the Orb of the Fixed Stars, or an Eighth Hea-
ven : But more properly, ’tis that Space which is ex-

panded or arched over us above in the Heavens.
FIRMNESS or Solidity. Mr. Boyle defcribes to

confift principally in this, That the Particles com-
pofing fuch Bodies as we call Firm or Solid, are pret-

ty grofs ; and either are Jo much at Reft, or are fo

Intangled one with another, that there is a mutual
Cohtefion oftheir Parts ; and that they cannot flow

from, Aide over one another, or diflufe themfelves

every way from one another, as the Parts of Fluid

Bodies can ; and confequently the Figure of Firm
or Solid Bodies, ought rather to be attributed to the

Connexion of the Parts that compofe them, than to

the Impreftioris Of outward Bodies.

And in his Hiftory of Firmnefs, he proves by Ex-
periments, and good Confiderations upon them, the

feveral Parts of the above given Defcription. As,

1 . He fhews the Grofsnefs of Parts are
(
cceteris

paribus) requifite to Firmnefs or Soliditv, becaufe

Minutenefs he had before proved, was neceffary to

the Parts of Fluid Bodies.

2. Reft alfo, and juxta Pofttion of Parts, he de-

monftrates by many Experiments, are in a degree

abfolutely requifite to produce this effedf. And,

3. The Preffure and Weight of the Incumbent
Atmofphere he judges contributes much toward it,

becaufe of the ftrong adherence of two pieces of
Polifhed Glafs, or Marble together, in the open Air,

which will immediately feparate in the exhaufted

Receiver.

4. The Texture ofthe Bodies, and the Figures of

their Parts many contribute much to this Effedt; as

if they be of an hooked Form, or any way entangled

one in another, they muft be disjoined with difficul-

ty, and confequently will be in the form of a Solid.

And ’tis a very furprifing Experiment, that two
parts of Spirit of Wine, mixed with one of Spirit of
Hartfhorn, or Urine (both highly redtified) will, in

a Minute, unite into a confident Body, or white
Coagidum ;

which fome call Offa alba.

FIRST MOVER : See Primum Modile.

FISHES, are pieces of Timber ufed to ftrengthen

the Mafts or Yards aboard of a Ship, when they be-
gin to fail in a Strefs of Weather. They both nail

the Fifties on with Iron Spikes, and alfo would them,
as they call it ; that is, winding Ropes hard round

about
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about them. There is alfo a Tackle called

The'Fifh, which hangs at the End of the David
by the Strap of the Block, ,

in which is the Runner
of the Fifh-hook

; by which Means the Fluke of the

Anchor is haled up to the Ship’s Bow, or Chainwale

.

Perhaps this Tackle was called a Fifh, from that

which the Ancients called the Dolphin
, which was

a pointed and vaftly heavy Piece of Iron, and which
they ufedto heave up by a Tackle to a good Height,

and then, when they Came near enough to the Ene-

my’s Ship, let it fall at once, which would break or

pierce a Hole through the Bottom of the Enemy’s
^Veflel, and fink her.

FlSSURA Offs, is the Term for a Cleft or a Fra-

cture of a Bone lengthways.

FISSURES, the feveral Layers or Strata
,

of

which the Body of our Terreftrial Globe is com-
pofed, are diftinguifhed from one another, and di-

vided Horizontally or Parallelly by fome Interrupti-

ons which they call Fijfures and thefe are interfer-

ed again by other Fiffures, which, by reafon of their

Scituation, are called Perpendicular FiJJures : See

Fpoodveard's Nat. Hill, of Earth, P.lo.

FISTULA, is a long Cavity, ftrait or winding a-

bout, in any Part of the Body, being a narrow and

callous Ulcer of difficult Cure, proceeding ufually

from an Apofteme. Blanchard.

Fiftulds differ from winding Ulcers in this, that

Fiftulas are callous and hard, but Ulcers are not.

Blanchard.

FISTULA Lachrymalis, is when the PunBum La-

crymale, the little Hole in the Bone of the Nofe,

through which the Liquid Matter of the Tears

pafles to the Noftrils, is grown hard and callous

from an Ulcer of the Carunculce (which are Glan-

dules placed at the greater Corners of the Eye) by

which means there happens a continual Defludtion

of Tears, Blanchard.

FISTULA Pulmonis, in fome Writers, is the fame

with the Afpera Arteria.

FISTULA Sacra, is that Part of the Back-bone

which is perforated, Blanchard.

FISTULA Vrinaria, the fame with the Ure-

thra.

FITCHEE, the Term in He-

raldry, when the lower Part of a-

ny Crofs is fharpened into a Point,

thus.

Assure a Crofs Potent Fitchee.

FIXED Line of Defence, in Fortification, is drawn

along the Face of the Baftion, and terminates in

Ehe Gourtine.

FIXED Signs of the Zodiack, according to fome,

are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius. And they

are fo called, becaule the Sun pafles them refpe-

&ively in the Middle of each Quarter, when that

particular Seafon Ss more fettled and fixed than un-

der the Sign that begins or ends it.

FIXITY, or Fixtnefs, is the oppofite Quality to

Volatility • and the Excellent Mr. Boyle reckons

thefe Qualifications following to be the moft con-

ducing for the refidring of a Portion of Matter

Eixt.
,

_

i. That its Corpufcles be fingly of aproportio-.

nate large Bulk or Groflnefs, lo as to be too big

and unweildy to be carried up by Heat, or to be

buoyed up in the Air.

z. That thefe Corpufcles have alfo a proportio-

th c Degree of Ponderoufnefs or Solidity,

3. That their Figure and Make alfo be fuch as

renders them unfit for Avolation, either from their

Shape, being branched, crooked, hooked, &c, fo

that they be entangled one with another, and can-

not eafiiy be extricated, loofened, or feparated :

And therefore whatever will produce thefe three

Requifites in any Body, will render it of a Fixe

Nature.

4. To thefe may be added alfo the bringing the

Corpufcles or Particles of any Body to touch one

another in a confiderably larger Part of their Sur-

face.

FIXT Nitre, is Salt-petre melted in a Crucible,

and then made to flame-, by throwing in a Spoonful

of Powder of Coals $ and this is repeated till no
Flame nor Denotation arife : After this ’tis cooled,

powdered, and diflfolved in Water, and then eva-

porated into a fine white Salt. ’Tis a Salt much
like that of Tartar, and is ufed, like ir> to help draw
Tindures out of Vegetables. Some Chymifts give

it the Name of Alkyihefl, becaufe ’tis, as they lay, a

kind of Univerlai Diflolvent. If this Salt be expo-

fed to the Air in a cool Place, it will all diffolve into

a Water, or as they fay, run per Deliquium 5 and
this is called, The Liquor of Fixt Nitre.

FIXED Stars, are fuch as do not, like the Pla-

nets or Erratic4 Stars, change their Pofitions or Di-
fiances in refpect of one another.

Becaufe thefe Fixed Stars have no fenfible Paral-

lax arifing from the Annual Motion of the Earth,

they are juftly efteemed to be at fuch an immenfe

Diftance, as to have no fenfible EfFedfc on our

Earth.

The Honourable Mr. Roberts hath a pretty Dif-

courfe about the Diftance of the Fixed Stars, which

is publifhed in Philof. Tranf. N. 209. The Subftance

of which is as follows.

Since the Pythagorean Syjlem of the World has

been revived by Copernicus, (and now by all Mathe-

maticians accepted for the True one) there feemed

Ground to imagine, that the Diameter of the Earths

Annual Courfe (which, according to cur beft Aftro-

nomers, is at leaft 40000 times bigger than our

Earth’s) might give a fenfible Parallax to the Fixed

Stars, though the other could not, and thereby de-

termine their Diftance more precifely.

But though we have a Foundation to build on, fo

vaftly exceeding that of the Ancients, there are

fome Confiderations may make us fufped, that e«

ven this is not large enough for our Purpole.

Mr. Hugens (who was very exad in his Aftrono-

mical Observations) tells us, he could never dis-

cover any vifible Magnitude in the Fixed Stars, tho®

he ufed Glafles which magnify the apparent Dia-

meter above a hundred times.

Now, fince in all likelihood the Fixed Stars are

Suns (perhaps of a different Magnitude) we may,

as areafonable Medium, prefume they are generally

about theBignefs of our Sun.

Let us then (for Example) fuppofe the Dog-flax

tobefo.
The Diftance from us to the Sun being about a

hundred times the Sun’s Diameter, it is evident,

that the Angle under which the Dog-ftar is feen in

Mr. Hugens Telefcope, muft be near the fame with

the Angle of its Parallax to the Sun’s Diftance, or

Semidiameter of the Earth’s Annual Courfe ; fo that

the Parallax to the whole Diameter can be but dou-

ble fuch a Quantity, as even to Mr. Hugens nice

Observation, is altogether infenfible.

The

\
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The Diltance therefore of the Stars feem hardly

within the reach of any of our Methods to deter-

mine ; but from what has been laid down, we may
draw lome Conclulions that will much illuftrate the

prodigious vaftnefs of it.

i. That the Diameter of the Earth’s Annual Orb
(which contains atleaft 160 Millions of Miles) is

but as a Point in comparifon of it j at leaft it muft

be above doco times the Diltance of the Sun : For

if a Star fliould appear through theaforefaid Tele-

fcope half a Minute broad (which is a pretty fenli-

ble Magnitude) the true apparent Diameter would

not exceed, 1 8 third Minutes, which is lefs than the

dooo Part of the apparent Diameter of the Sun, and

confequently the Sun’s Diltance not the 6000 Part

of the Diltance of the Stars.

z. That could we advance towards the Stars 99
Parts of the whole Diltance, and have only rh ?art

remaining, the Stars would appear little bigger to

us than they do here ; for they would Ihew no other-

wife than they do through a Telefcope, which mag-

nifies an hundredfold.

3. That at leaft Nine Parts in Teh of the Space

between us and the Fixed Stars, can receive no great-

er Light from the Sun, or any of the Stars, than

What we have from the Stars in a clear Night.

4. That Light takes up more time in travelling

from the Stars to us, than we in making a iVeft-In-

dia Voyage (which is ordinarily performed in fix

.Weeks:) That a Sound would not arrive to us from

thence in 50000 Years, nor a Gannon Bullet in a

much longer Time. This is eafily computed by al-

lowing (according to Sir Ifaac Newton) ten Minutes

for the Journey of Light from the Sun hither ; and?

that a Sound moves about 1300 Foot in a Second.

But Sir Ifaac Newton doth not allow above 968 Feet

for the Motion of Sound in a Second of Time :

And the Florentine Academicks make it about toot*

Feet. I '.I
!

l

Our Learned and Accurate Mr. FIamfeed faitb,he

hath difcovered a fenfible Parallax of the Earth’sAn-

nual Orbit in refpefit ol the Fixed Stars ; of which he

publilhed an Account in a Letter to Dr. PVdllts, ih

theYearjHffoS. which is Printed in the Third Vo-

lume of Wallns Mathematical Works in Latin.

FLAGS, on Board a Ship, are Colours, Anci-

ents, or Srandards which the Admirals of a Fleet

bear on their Tops, The Admiral in Chief carries

his on his Main-Top, the Vice-Admiral his at the

Fore-Top, and the Rere-Admiral his at his Mijfen-

Top, A;.}'- : :

FLAIR, the Seamen fay that the Work doth-flair

aver, when a Ship being houfed in near the Water,

a. little above that the Work hangs over a little too

much, and fo is let out broader aloft than the due
Proportion will allow.

FLAMMA Vitalis-, iome do fuppole that there

felides in the Heart of Animals fuch a fine and
kindled, but mild Subftance^ as they call a Vital

Flame ; and to its Prefervation they judge the Air

taken in by Refpiration to be neceifary, as it is to

the Confervation of ordinary Flame.

The Excellent Mr . Boyle, by feveral Experiments
purpofely made in his Exhaufted Receiver about
the Relation between Flame and Air, found that

the Vital Flame of Animals (if the Life may be fo

called) did furvive or outlaft the Flame of Spirit of

Wine, or of a Wax or Tallow Candle; fince the

Animals would remain alive and well for 3 or 4'

Minutes after the Receiver was. evacuated', where-
as no common Flame would laft there one. Minute.

FLA
The Light of Glow-worms that Noble Gentle-

man found alfo, would prefently be deftroyed by
the Exhaufting Morion of the Air, by his Engine,

as it would be re-produced again by its admilfion

into the Receiver.

FLANCH, an Ordinary in Heraldry, formed by
an Arch-line, which begins at the

Corners of the Chief, and ends in

the Bafe of the Elcutcheon, thus.

He beareth Ermin, two Blanches

Vert.

Planches are always born by

Pairs : The Planch bends in more
than the Flask.

FLANK, in Fortification, is that Part of the

Baftion which teaches fromrheCourtine to theFace,

and defends the oppofite Face, the Flank, and the

Curtain.

There is alfo the Oblique or Second Flank ,

which is that Part of the Courtine where they can

fee to fcour the Face of the oppofite Baftion ; and
is the Diltance between the Lines Ra^ant and Fit-

chant.

The Low, Covered, or Retired Flank, is the Plat-

form of the Cafemate, which lies hid in the Ba-
ftion.

The Flankj of a Battalion or an Army, are its

Sides.
. L - :

They ufe alfo the Word to Flank: an Army ; that

is, to difcover and fire upon its Sides.

Any Fortification which hath no Defence right

forwards, is on that Account Faulty and Defective j
and to render it Compiear, one Part muft be made
to flank. another. The Courtine therefore is rhe
ftrongeft Part of any Fortified Place, becaufe it is

fldnked by the two Flankj at its Ends.

FLANK, is- alfo a Term of War, fignifying one
Side of a Battalion of an Army ; as to Attack the
Enemy in Flank, is to difcover and fire upon them
on one Side.

FLANK of the Courtine, or Second Flank., is chat
Part of the Courtine between the Flank! and the
Point where the Fitchant Line of Defence terminates.

To FLANK, in general, is to difcover and fire

upon the Side of any Place ; but to

FLANK a Place, is to difpofe a Baftion, or o-
ther like Work, in fuch, a manner, that there fhall

be no Part of it but what is defended
; fo as you

may from thence play upon Front and Rear : For
any Fortification that hath no Defence, but juft

right forwards, is Faulty; and to render it. com-
pleat, one Part ought to be made to Flank the o-
ther: Hence the: Courtine is always the ftrongeft

Part of any Place, becaufe ’tis flanked at each find.

Fitchant FLANK, is than: , from whence a> Can-
non playing, fireth its Bullets directly in the Face of
the oppofite Baftion.

FLANK Ra^ant, is the Point from whence the
Line of Defence begins, from the Conjunction of
which with the Courtine, the Shot only razeth the

|

Face of the next Baftion, which happens when the
. Face cannot be difcovered but from the Flank
:
alone.

Retired FLANK, or the Lower or Covert Flank.,

\

is that Exterior Part thereof which advanceth to fo-

cute the Innermoft, which advanced Part, if it be
rounded, is called the OriHon ; fo that this Flank.
Retire, as the French call it, is only the Platform of
the Cafemate which lies hid in the Baftion.

Simple FLANKS, are Lines which go from the
Angle of - the Shoulder to the Courtine, and whofe

' - - Q; <3 prim
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principal Fun&ion is the Defence of the Moat and
Place.

FLANK’D, or Double TenaiUe: See TenaiUe.

FLANKING Line of Defence : See Rafant Line

of Defence

.

FLANKING Angle : See Angle,

FLANK’D Angle, is the Angle formed by the

two Faces of the Baftion, and io forms the Point

of the Baftion.

FLASK, is in Heraldry an Ordinary made by
one Arch-line drawn downwards to the Bafe Point :

It feems to be the Reprefentation of a Bow, when
bended ; and they are always born double* thus*

The Field is Or, Two Plaskj

Attire.

Some Heralds fay, The Flask, is

a Reward for a Man of Virtue
and Learning, who hath deferved

well of his Prince in an Embafly.

FLAT ; to fiat a Ship* is to hale in the Fore-fail

by the Sheet, as near to the Ship’s Sides as may be,

which is called* Flatting in the Fore-fail. This is

done when a Ship will not fall off from a Wind
without it, though the Fore-Iheet was haled aft.

FLAT Baftion : See Baftion.

FLAT-BOTTOM’D Moat : See Moat.

FLAT Crown : See Corona.

FLATUS, are EfFervefcencies excited in the

Body from Wind let in, or from Flatulent Meats

or from the Bile and Pancreatick Juice mixed toge-

ther, whence Wind and Noife.

FLEDWIT, a Term in Law, fignifying a Dif-

charge or Freedom from Amerciaments, where one

having been an Outlaw’d Fugitive, cometh to the

Peace of our Lord of his own accord.

FLEMESWITE, in Law, fignifies the Liberty

to challenge the Cartel, or Amerciaments of your

Man, a Fugitive.

FLESH, of any Animal Body, is by Anatomifts

defined to be a Similar and Fibrous Part, foft and

thick : Of this they reckon five Kinds.

,. Mufculous, Fibrous, or Fiftular Flefh, fuch

as is the Subftance of the Heart, and other Muf-

cles.

z. Parenchymcus Flefh, as that of the Lungs, Li-

ver, and Spleen was thought to be by the Ancients ;

but’fince the Ufe of Glafles ’tis plainly difcovered

that there is no fuch thing as a Parenchyma, proper-

ly fpeaking, but that all the Vifcera, as well as

other Parts of the Body, are Vafcular, and nothing

but Plexus, or Net-work of fmall Veflels and Ca-

na
^‘ vifcerow, fuch as the Flefh of the Stomach and

Qut$

4.
Glandulous, as that of the Tonftls, the Pan-

creas
,
the Breafts, (3c.

.

, spurious, fo they call the Flefh of the Lips,

Gums' the Gians of the Penis, (3c. becaufe ’tis of a

Conftitution different from all the reft.

FLEXOR Carpi Radialls, is a Mufcle of the

Wrift which arifeth Tendinous from the Internal

Extuberance of the Os Humeri, becoming Flefhy,

adheres ftri&ly to the Pronator Radii Teres
,
and in

half its Oblique Progrefs to the Carpus it becomes

a flat Tendon which paffeth over the Annular Li-

gament, and is inferred to the upper Part of the 0/

Metacarpi,
which fuftains the Fore-finger: Its Name

fhews its IJfe. - . - ,

FLEXOR Carpi VlnarK, is a Mufcle of theWnft

which arifes Tendinous from the fame Tubercle of

the Shoulder -bone, with the Flexor Radialis ; as aU
fo from the fuperior and external Part of the Vina,

where the Mufculus Perforans doth arife ; and conti-
nuing Flefhy according to the length of the Vina,

is partly inferted by a fhort ftrong Tendon into the
fourth Bone of the Carpus, and partly into the Os
Metacarpi

, which fuftains the Little-finger. Its

Name declares its Ufe,
FLEXOR Secundi Internodii Digitorum Pedis l

See Perforatus Pedis.

ELEXOR Tertii Internodii Digitorum Pedis: See
Perforans :

FLEXOR Tertii Internodii, or Longiffimus Polli-

cis, is a Mufcle of the Thumb, which is obferved
to have a twofold Beginning,

The Firft and Superior of which arifeth acutely
from the Internal Extuberance of the Os Humeri,

between the Perforatus and Perforans, becoming a
Flefhy Belly, and then Tendinous, joins with the
middle Tendon of its other larger Head.
The Second or Inferior Origin of this Mufcle (is

that Part of it which is commonly defcribed) ari-

fing with a double Order of Flefhy Fibres for forae

lpace on the Radius, from immediately below its

Superior Part, which uniting in a middle Line or
Tendon (not unlike the Fibrill<e of a Feather, join-

ing to their Stamina) which palling over the Articu-

lation of the Carpus, becomes entirely Tendinous,
as it runs over the Flexor primi (3 fecundi Internodii,

to its Implantation at the Superior Part of the third

Bone of the Thumb.
FLEXOR Pollicis Brevis, is a Mufcle of the

Great Toe, which arifeth from the Superior Part of
the Os Cunefortne Medium, and running over the

Termination of the Mufculus Peroneus, is implanted
into the Offa Sefamoidca of the Great Toe, who are
likewife tied to the Superior Part of the fecond
Bone of the faid Toe which bends it.

FLEXOR Pollicis Pedis Longus, is a Mufcle of
the Great Toe, which is a direcft Antagonift to the

Extenfor Longus : It arifes oppofite to it from the

Back-part of the Fibula, with a double Order of
Flefhy Fibres, running to a middle Tendon (like

the Flexor tertii internodii Pollicis Manus) which
ceafeth to be Flefhy as itpafles over the Juncture,

and runs through a Channel on the Internal Part of
the Os Calcis, under the Tendon of the Mufculus

Flexor Digitorum Longus Perforans, over the Flexor

Pollicis Brevis, and is inferted to the uppet End of
the fecond Bone of the Great Toe : Its Ufe is to

bend the Toe.

FLEXOR primi (3 fecundi Offs Pollicis
, is a

large difgregated Flefhy Mufcle, arifing from the

Ligamentum Tranfverfale Carpi, Bones of the Car

-

.

pus, at the Bafis of the Mons Luna, and Os Meta-

carpi of the Middle Finger, whence it pafles to its

Inlertion partly to the Offa Sefamoidca of the fe-

cond Internode, and partly to the firft Bone of the

Thumb : This (as Vefalius writes) may be divided

into Three. Its Atftions are various, according to

the Diverfity of its Series of Fibres ; fo it bends the

firft or fecond Bones of the Thumb, either diredtly

or obliquely towards the Carpus and Vela Manus.
FLIE, that Part of the Mariner’s Compals on

which the 31 Winds are drawn, and to which the

Needle is fattened underneath, they call the Flie.

FLOATING-BRIDGE ,
is a Bridge made in

form of a Redoubt, confifting of rwo Boats co-

vered with Planks, which ought to be fo folidly

Framed, as to bear both Horfe and Cannon.

FLOND, or Figurative Defiant

,

a Term in Mu-
fick . See Defiant,

FLOOR.
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FLOOR, in a Ship, ftricftly taken, is fo much

only of her Bottom as fhe doth reft upon when fhe

liethon Ground ; and therefore thofe Ships that have

long, and withal broad Floors, lie on the Ground

with moft Security, and are not apt to Seel (that is,

to fall on the one Side ;) whereas the other which

are Granclffy the Ground, (as the Sea Phrafeisj that

is narrow in the Floor, cannot be grounded without

perii either of being overthrown, or, at leaft, of

wronging her Sides. And note, the Word Over*

thrown isufed when a Ship is brought to be trim-

med a-ground, and fo by fome Mifchance doth fall

over on her Side ; but when a Ship at Sea is turned

over on the one Side, Ihe is faid to be Over-fet.

FLORY, a Term in Heraldry,

When the Out-lines of any Ordi-

nary are drawn, as if crim’d with,

or in the Form of Flowers.

Thus this Crofs they call a

Croft-Fiery*

PLOTSON, br Flotfam, is a Word proper to

the Sea, fignifying any Goods loft by Shipwreck,

and lie floating and fwimming upon the Top of the

Water ; which, with Jetfon, and Lagon, and others,

are given to the Lord Admiral by his Letters Pa-

tent.

Jetfon,
is a thing caft out of the Ship, being in

danger of Wreck, and beaten to the Shore by the

Waters, or caft on the Shore by the Mariners.

Lagon
, or Lagan, or Ligan, is that which lieth in

the Bottom of the Sea.

Shares, are‘Goods duetomoreby Proportion.’

FLOWER of a Plant : According to Dr. Grew,

the Flowers of Plants have commonly thefe three

Farts ; .

The Empalement, the Foliation, and the Attire ;

which Words fee.

And Mr. \ay reckons, that every perfedt Flower

muft have the Petala, the Stamina, the Apices, and

the Stylus

:

Wherefore whatever Flower wants a-

ny of thefe, is to be look’d upon as in that refpedt

imperfedfc.

In moft Plants there is a Perianthium, Calyx,
or

Flower-Cup, of. a ftronger Confidence than the

Flower it felf, and defign’d to ftrengthen and pre-

ferve it ; it compafles the Flower about at the Bot-

tom.

Mr. Pay divides alfo the perfedl Flowers of Plants

(now reckoning them perfedt if they have the Pe-

tala without the Stamina

)

into Simple Flowers,

which are not compofed of other fmaller ones, and
which ufually have but one Angle Style.

%. Compounded, Aggregated, or Composite Flowers,

which are fo compounded of many little Flofculi,

as that they all make but one Flower.

Simple Flowers are Monopetalous
, which have the

Body of the Flower all of one entire Leaf,

tho’ fometimes cut or divided a little way into

many feeming Petala or Leaves, as in Borage,

Buglofs, (Sc, Or,

Polypetalous
",

which have diftindt Petala, and
thofe falling off fingly, and not altogether, as

the feeming Petala of the Monopetalous Flow-
ers always do.

—__4

And both thefe he divides into
'

Uniform ”)

and > Flower

s

a

Dijforrn J

The former have the right and left Hand Parts'
and the forward and backward Parts of the
Flower all alike.

But thofe he accounts to have a Difform Flower

j

which have no fuch Regularity ; as in the

Flowers of Sage, Dead-nettle, (Sc,'

A Monopetalous Difform Flower alfo , he divides

into,

1. Semifftular ; i.e. fuch whofe upper Part re-

fembles a Pipe cut off Obliquely, as in the
Arijlolochia„

a. Labiate, and this either with 'one Lip only,7

as in the Acanthum and Scordium : Or with
two Lips, as in the far greateft Part of the
Labiate Flowers. And here the upper Lip of

the Flower fometimes is turned upwards

,

and fo turns the Convex Part downwards, as

in the Ghamcerijfus, (Sc. But moft ufually the
Upper Lip is Convex above, and turns the hol-

low Part down to its Fellow below, and fo re-

prefents a kind of ^Helmet or Monlfs Head,
And from hence thefe are frequently called

Galleate, Cucullate
,
and Galericulate Flowers, as

you will find in Books of Botany : And in this

Form are the Flowers of the Lamium, and
moft Verticillate Plants. Sometimes alfo the
Labium is entire, and fometimes jagged or di-

vided.
'

* 1

3, Corniculate ; i.e. ftich hollow Flowers as have
on their upper Part a kind of Spur, or Little

Horn ; as in the Linaria, Delphinum, (Sc: And
the Corniculum or Calcar is always impervious
at the Tip or Point.

Compounded Flowers are either,

i» Difcous, or Difcoidal, that is, wbofe little Flof-

culi are fet together fo clofe, thick, and even,
as to make the Surface of the Flower ^lain
and flat; which therefore, becaufe of its round
Form, will be like a Difcus

:

Which Disk is

fometimes Eradiated, when there are a Row of
Petala ftanding round in the Disk like the
Points of a Star, as in the Metricdria

, Cha-
namelum, (Sc.

Sometimes Nafed ; i. e. having no fuch radiating
Leaves round the Limb ojf its Disk ; as in the
TanaCetum.

z. Flanifolious, which is compofed of plain Flow-
ers fet together in Circular Rows round the
Center, and whofe Face is ufually indented,

notched, uneven, and jagged ; as the Aracia,
Sonchi, (Sc*

3. Fijlular, which is compounded of many long,
hollow little Flowers like Pipes, all divided
into large Jaggs at the Ends.

ImperfeEl Flowers, becaufe they want the Fatala]
are called Stamineous, Apetalous

,

and Capsdace*
CJIS.
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And thofe which hang pendulous by fine Threads

like the Juli, are by Toumefort called Amenta-
ceottf

,
we call them Cat’s-Tails.

The fame Writer fifes alfo the Term Campani-

formvs for fuch Flowers as are in the Shape of a Bell 5

and Infundibuliformx for fuch as are in the Form of
a Tunnel.

He diftinguiflies alfo foine Difform Monopetalow
Flowers by the Name of Perfonati ; by which he
means fuch as exprefs the gaping Mouths of fome
Animals ; and diftinguiflies thefe from what he calls

Labiati, in that the Stylus of Pijlillum of thefe doth
not end in a GapfuLa Seminalk

,
as it doth in thofe.

FLQWER-DE LIS, the Mark
of Difference in Heraldry for the

Sixth Brother of any Family

:

8

Tis alfo often born as Coat Ar-

mour.

FLOWER of Sulphur or Brimjlone
,

is made by
putting the Sulphur grofly powdered into a Glafs

Body placed in a fmall open Fire, and having put

over, or into its Neck, another Velfel of Earth of

the fame Form, but ,unglazed , the Fire will fub-

lime the Flowers, and make them adhere to the

upper Velfel, which muft be changed every half

Hour.
FLOWERS : That fine mealy Matter which in

Sublimations in Chymiftry is carried up into the

Head and Aludels, and adheres to them in theForm
of a fine Powder, the Chymifts Call Flores or Flow-

ers : See Aludels ;

FLOWN-SHEETS : The Seamen fay a Ship

fails with Flown-Sheets, when her Sheets are not

haled home clofe to the Blocks : They lay alfo, Let

fly the Sheet ! When in a great Guft of Wind, for

fear the Ship fhould over-fet, or fpend her Top-

mafts, they would have the Sheet go a-mairi, or as

far as it will run, becaufe then the Sail will hold

no Wind ; and when the Sheets are thus let go,

they fay. Her Sheets are Flown.

FLUID Body: The Excellent Sr. If.Newton de-

fines a Fluid Body to be that whofe Parts eafily give

Place, and move out of the way on any Force im-

pelled upon them, and by that means do fo very ea-

fily move over one another ; which is a much better

Definition than that of Des Cartes, That a Fluid is

a Body whole Parts are in continual Motion ; be-

caufe ’tis neither apparent that the Parts of all Fluids

are fo ; nor that the Parts of fome Solid Bodies are

not fo.

FLUIDITY feems to confift in this. That Parts

of any Bodies being very fine and fmall, are fo di-

fpofed by Motion and Figure, as that they can eafily

Aide over one another’s Surfaces all manner of ways

:

It feems requifite alfo, as Mr. Boyle obferves, That
they fhould be varioufly and leparately agitated

to and fro, and that they fhould touch one another

hut in fome Parts only of their Surfaces: And that

Excellent Genrleman, in hisHiftoryof Fluidity, in-

timates, That the Conditions requifite to conftitute

a Fluid Body are chiefly thefe Three :

I . The Littlenefs of its Parts : Thus we fee the

Fire,by dividing Metal into Parts very fine and Imall,

will melt them, and make them Fluid And Acid
Menftruums after the fame manner diflolve them
and fufpend them in Liquor

; and Fire will turn the

hard Body of common Salt almoft all of it into a

Liquor, by Diftillation • though tis not improbable,
that the Shape and Figure of thefe fmall Parts may
conduce much towards producing this Quality of
Fluidity : For we find in the Diftillation of Oil Olive
(which Is a Fluid made only by Preffure) that moft
of the Oil will by the Addon of the Parts of the
Fire, (note, it muft be done in a Retort) be turned
into a kind of confident Subftance like Butter.

z. It feems requifite to Fluidity that there be
ftore of vacant Places interlperfed between the
Corpufcles of the Fluid Body.; for elfe there will
not be room for each Particle to’ continue its Motion
and Agitation on the Surfaces of the neighbouring
ones. For,

3. The chief Condition requifite to conftitute a
Fluid Body

^
is. That its Particles be agitated vari-

oufly, and apart, either by their own proper Moti-
on, or by fomething of Subftance which tumbles
them up and down by its Palfage through them.
That this Qualification chiefly is requifite to Fluidi-
ty, you may gather from that common Experiment
of putting Powder of Alabaftef, or of common
Plaifter of Pam, finely lifted in a flat-bottom’d Vef-
fel over the Fire ; for in a little time the dry Pow-
der will boil like Water, and imitate all the Moti-
ons of a boiling Liquor; it will tumble varioufly o-
ver in great Waves like that; it will bear ftirrlng
with a ftick or Ladle like that, without refilling, as
it will do when cold ; nay, if you ftir it ftrongiy,
near the Side of the Veflel, its Waves will appa-
rently dafh up againft the Sides ; but yet if you
take any of it our, and lay it fpeedily on a Piece of
White Paper, you will fee ’tis nothing but a dry
Powder.

So that from hence ’tis plain, there is a real Diffe-
rence between a Fluid Bddj and a Wetting Liquor ;
for not only this boiling Powder, and melted Me-
tals, but the Air, /Ether, and even Flame it felf,

are properly Fluid Bodies, though not moift Li*
quors.

This Noble Gentleman found allb, That b'f
blowing the Smoak of Rofemary into a Glals Pipe,
and then holding the Pipe (when filled) upright,
the Surface of the Smoak would accomodate its

felf to a level Situation ; and which way foever you
inclined the Tube, the Superficies of the Smoak
would lie parallel to the Horizon ; and when the
Glafs was much enclined, would run along it like

Water.

Whence he infers, That in order to the ren-
dring a Body Fluid, there is no need that its Parts
fhould be fo clofely condenfed as thofe of Water
are.

Dt.Hook, in his Micograph. P. 12. hath a pretty
Experiment or Two to prove this Account of Flui-
dity, vi%. that of a Dilh of Sand fet on a Drum-
head briskly beaten by the Sticks, or on the upper
Stone of a Mill, turning fwiftly round on the
(empty) lower one ; it will in almoft all Refpecfts

emulate the Properties of a Fluid Body. For a
heavy Body will immediately fink in it to the Bot-
tom, and a light one emerge to the Top ; each
Grain of Sand hath a conftant vibrating and dan-
cing Motion ; and if a Hole be made in the Side of
the Dilh, the Sand will fpin out like Water : See
VoL II.

FLUOR Albus, or Fluor Xdterinus
,

is a continual
Evacuation of corrupt Humours from the Womb, or
the Pores in the Vagina. Blanchard.

FLUORES, a Word ufed by the Modern Mi-
neral Writers for fuch foft tranfparent fparry

kinds of Mineral Concretions, as are frequently

found

/

I
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found among Oars and Stones in Mines and Quar-

ries.

FLUSH ; when the Deck ofa Ship is even from

Stem to Stern, without any Falls or Rifings, they

fay her Deck lies Flujh Fore and Aft.

FLUX and Reflux of the Sea : See Tide.

FLUX-POWDERS, or as the French call them,

Fondants, are Powders prepared to facilitate the Fu~

fion of the harder Metals, and to melt Oars in or-

der to difcover what Proportion of Metal they hold

or contain.

Powder of Antimony alone is a very good Flux in

many Cafes, and by it you may readily melt Iron

.or Steel in a Crucible, with an ordinary Charcoal

Fire.

Mr. Boyle gives an Account of a Flux-Powder he

ufed, which was compoled of Tartar, Sulphur, and

Arfenickj,

FLUXION, the fame with Catarrh

.

FLUXIONS. Sir Ifaac Newton
,
in his Admira-

ble Princip. Phil. Math.P. 250. lays down this

Lemma.

That the Moment of "any generated Quantity, in

equal to the Moments of all the feveralgenerating

Terms, multiplied into the Indices of their Pow-

ers
,
and into their Coefficients continually.

Let a, h, c, (3c. reprefent the Moments of any

Quantities A, B, C, &c. increasing or decreasing

by a perpetual Fluicion j then will the Moment or

Mutation of the Redfcangle A B be A b a B ;

and of the Content of ABC, the Moment will be

ABc Ab C -f- a B C i and of the Powers

A 1
, A\ A4

,
the Moments will be ± a A, 3 a A 1

,

} _r s I

4 aA* $ and the Moments of A', A z

, A\ AT,

I

A*’
—

~ ,
will be \a A

AT
_ A -f 2

f 4 A T
,
—

* a A
j
— 2 a A*— J

, and

i A
~~~ 1 refpedtiVely.

And generally, the Moment of any Power, fup -

n ft it - - fpi

pofe A will be — a A —
, &c.r ? mm

The Demonftration of which Lemma is this.

C A S E i.

Suppofe any Redtangle, as A B^ made or encrea-

fedby a perpetual Motion ; and from the Sides A B
let there be fubftradted the | Moments, as | a and
.§.£ : Then it will ftand A — la, and B — ^b.
Multiply them into each other, and there will arife

AB — ~ aB — A -\-\ah.
Suppofe alfo A and B encreafed by the half Mo-

ments, as A -j- i a, and B iA ; and that thofe

thus augmented Quantities were multiplied by one
another j

then there will arife A B -\- ^.a B A-
1 Ab A- \ a b tor the Product : From which fub-
dudting the former Redtangle A B — ~ aB —
\b A ~\~ a b, the Difference will be aB A b.

Q. B. D. Which is the firft Inftance.

C A S E II.

Let AB be t= to G : This multiplyed by C,
gives G C, or ABC $ and its Moment, by the laft

Cafe, will be g C -f- Gc, that is, (if inftead of

G and^, you had put AB and AB -j- A b) aBC
Ab C A- ABc

.

And thus it will ever be in
the Quantities produced by continual Multiplication
of unequal Fadtors.

CASE III.

Let A
, B

,

and C, be all equal | and then the Mo-
ment of A% or of the Redlangle AB, will be
% a A " a B A b 5 and the Moment of ABC
or A\ will be 3 a A2 — aBCArAbC -|-A B c.

And in the like manner if n reprelent the Index of
any Power of A, the Moment of An will be
net A n ~ 1. Q. B. D„

CASE IV.

Wherefore, fince “ multiplied by A = 1
” the

Moment of ~ multiplied By A

,

together with

1

~2 multiplied by a, will be the Moment of 1, that

is, nothing.

I — i — a
Further, the Moment of or A , is

AS.* j.

And generally, fince ” multiplied by An ~
1 1

the Moments of multiplyed by An
, together

5 n — 1

with — multiplied by n a A , will be no-

thing, And confequently the Moment of — • of

— n.

A will be — A n l
\ Q. B. D.

CASE V.
i

And fince A 1
into A~, produces A, the Moment

A A
of A z

into 2 A\ will be a (by Cafe 3.) and there-

ol ^
fore the Moment of A 3 will be 2, Aft

or % a A
=” z

fL
\ \

And generally, if A n be put equal to B, A m fhal!

be equal to B n
5 and confequently m a A m ~ 1 “

to nb B n ~ % and m a A~~ 1
equal to nb B~ r

, or

2 And therefore ~ aA f is equal to b-s

A n

m
i. e, is equal to the Moment of A~*° Q* Et

CASE VI.

Wherefore the Moment of any generated Quan-
tity A m B n

, is the Moment ofA n multiplied by Bn
,

together with the Moment of B n multiplied into
A m

; that is,, m a A m ~ 1 n bB n — l
. And this

whether the Indices of the Powers be Integers or
Fradtions, Affirmative or Negative.
And the fame Reafon holds in the Produdfs of

any Numbers multiplied by themfelves continually
as long as youpleafe, or to as high Powers as you,
will £. Bo D.
On which Foundations the Algorithm of Fluxi-

ons, according to our way of Notation, may be

thus
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thus eftabliflied ; as 1 have before {hewed in a good

meafure at the End of my Algebra
,
Pag. 115.

Where Ifhew, That by the Doctrine of Fluxions

,

we are to underftand the Arithmetick of the infig

nitelyfmall Increments or Decrements of indetermi-

nate or variable Quantities • or as fome call them,

the 'Moments or infinitely fmall Differences of fuch

variable Quantities. Thele infinitely fmall Incre-

ments or Decrements our incomparable Sir Ifaac

Newton calls very properly by this Name of Fluxi-

ons : For, as indeterminate and variable Quanti-

ties, vig fuch as in the Generation of Curvilineal

and other Figures, by Local Motion, are continual-

ly increafing or diminifhing, he rightly denominates

Flowing Quantities
,
as being fuch as are perpetually

augmented or leffened by the Flux or Motion of a

Line, Surface, (3c. So he calls the Celerity or Veloci-

ty of the Augmentation or Diminution of thefe

Flowing Quantities by the Name of Fluxions . And
becaufe all Figures may be conceived to be genera-

ted by Local Motion, as is now very commonly fup-

pofed among Geometers, therefore ’tis much more

Natural to conceive the infinitely fmall Increments

or Decrements ofthe variable and flowing Quantities

under the Notion of Fluxions,than under that of Mo-

ments,or infinitely fmall Differences, as Leibnits, Nie-

wentiit, and the Noble Author of Analyfe deslnfini-

ment Petits choofe rather to take them j though even

that Way alfo is not without its Ufe in many Gafes.

The Excellent Sir Ifaac Newton fuppofes the Ab-

fciffa of a Curve, or any Other flowing or variable

Quantity to be uniformly augmented j and there-

fore for its Fluxion he puts 1 or Unity ; and the o-

ther flowing Quantities he denotes ufually by the

Letters v, x, y, g, and expreffes their Fluxions by

only repeating the fame Letters with Points or
•o j © • *

Pricks over their Heads ; thus, v, x,y, % 7 which

are the Fluxions of the former flowing Quantities.

And this Method is much more natural and fliorter

than Niewentiits,
or the French one with the Diffe-

rential d multiplied into the flowing Quantity, to

denote the Fluxion.

And becaufe thefe Fluxions themfelves are alfo

Indeterminate and Variable Quantities, and do con-

tinually increale or decreafe, or grow greater or lef-

fer • therefore he confiders the Velocities' with

which they do fo increafe or diminifh, as the

Fluxions of the former Fluxions : And thofe may

be called Second Fluxions, and are noted with
• » * ® » • ,

two Points over them f thus, y, x, And if you

go on again, and confider the perpetual Augmenta-

tion or Diminution of thefe, as their Fluxions alfo,

you may make third, fourth, or fifth Fluxions, (3c.

which will be noted thus, y, x, % ° y, x, 35
‘

‘

. and fo on ad Infinitum. If the flowing

Quantity be a Surd or a Fraction, he thus expreffes

its Fluxion ;
let the Surd be Via— b, its Fluxion

is Via -—b ;
and the Fluxion of the Fradlion

See Dr. Wallis s Algebra, Lat. E-
x x

dit. Pag. 391 '

The main Bufinefs of the Algorithm or Arithme-

tic of Fluxions confifts in thefe two Things:

L From the Flowing Quantity given, to find the

Fluxion.

II. From the Fluxion
,

to find the Flowing Quan-

K tity.

As to the former of thefe, the Learned Dr. Wal-
lis, in the Place abovemention’d (from Sir Ifaac
Newtons Papers) gives this general Rule.

Let each Term of the Equation be multiplied fepa«

rately by thefederal Indexes of the Powers of all

the Flowing Quantities contain d in that Term "

And in every fuch Multiplication let one Egot or

Letter of the Power be changed into its proper

Fluxion : Sofhall the Aggregate of all the Pro-
ducts connected together by their proper Signs be
the Fluxion of the Equation defired.

And all the Cafes of it are demonftrated by Sir

Ifaac Newton in the Lemma above delivered, which
I iliall exemplify by particular Inftances.

I. In the General ; To exprefs the Fluxions of
Ample variable Quantities, as was faid before,

you need only ufe the Letter or Letters which ex-

prefs them, with a fmall Point over their Heads

:

Thus, the Fluxion of x is x, and the Fluxion of

y is jy , and the Fluxion of x -f- y + v -F s{ , is

x-hy -f- v (3c.

And (inyerfely) the Flowing Quantities in this

Gale, will be eafily had from the Fluxions, by on-
ly

1

writing the Letters without the Points over

them.

N. B. For the Fluxion of Permanent Quantities*

when any fuch are in the Equation, you muft
imagine 0 or a Cypher ; for fuch Quantities

can have no Fluxions, properly {peaking, be-

caufe they are without Morion, or Invariable.?

II. To find the Fluxions of the Produces of two
or more variable or flowing Quantities : Multiply
the Fluxion of each Simple Quantity by the FaCtors of
the ProduCts, or the Produd of all the reft, and con-

ned the laft Products by theirproper Signs 5 the Sum or

Aggregate is the Fluxion-fought.

Thus, the Fluxion of xy is xy 4= xy\ a»d the'

Fluxion of x y is xy ^ -1- x y % x y % 5 and
• VT ®

the Fluxion of xvyg, is x vy -\~ x v y g -\-

xv y ^ -1- x v y % ; and the Fluxion of a. -j- x x

by b — y (the common Product being ab -\-b x
• • a • a

—y a -— xy) will be b x — ya — x y— xy.

Demonfiration of Pule %.

Suppofe xy — to any Redlangle made or increa-

fed by a perpetual Motion or Fluxions of either of

the Sides x or y along the other $ and let the Mo-

ments or Fluxions of the Sides be x and y : By
which we underftand the Velocity with which either

ther Side moves to form the Rectangle.

From
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city a having no Fluxion, there can be no Product
ofthe Fluxion of the Numerator into the Denomina-
tor, as there would have been, had a been x9

or any other Variable Quantity.
©

Alfo the Fluxion of ZL will be fLf
,

From the Sides fubdud the half Fluxions of

x
thofe Sides, aiid it will ftand thus $ #—— ,

and

Multiply thefe one into another, aud the Pro-
9 • i 6

yx xy xy
dud will be xy — —• -

1
- —~l

% % 4

Then to the Sides add the half Moments or Flux-

x y
ions, and it will be thus ; x i

and y-\-~ ’

[Which multiplied alfo into one another, will pro-

H 6 * * •

• yx xy xy ‘

duce xy ~f-
—

- + —1 -4-
X 2/

After which fubftrad the former Product; from

this laft, and the Difference will be only x y-\- xy,

the fluxion of xy, according to the Rule.

The Inverfe of this Rule finds alfo (in this Cafe)

the Flowing Quantity from the Fluxion * viy, if each

Member of the Fluxion be divided by the Fiuxiona-

ry Quantity or Letter, or by changing the Fluxio-

nary Letter into that proper Flowing Quantity of

which it is the Fluxion ; for then the Quotes con-

neded by their proper Signs, will be the Flowing

Quantities fought : Only if the Letters be all ex-

actly the fame, the Flowing Quantity will be a Sim-

ple one, whofe Parts are not to be connected toge-

ther by the Signs -4- and —, as in the firft three

Examples of this Rule.

III. To find the Fluxion of any Fradioni Mul-

tiply the Fluxion of the Numerator by the Denomina-

tor, and after it place (with the Sign —)
the Fluxion

of the Denominator into the Numerator, and divide

tht whole by the Square of the Denoniinator.

Fluxion of

or

and the
a a

'

—
, will be

-** — **.
a a “4* % a x 4- x x

9>

xa

X
Thus, the Fluxion of — is

y

xy — x y

~~Tf j forfup-

x
pofe — K* then will x—y^% which equal

Quantities will have equal Fluxions ; therefore

* r=y % -4- V, and *— % y= %y ; and dividing

zJH. t=z % = ( becaufe

x

all by y-
• -

yx— xy

yy

the Fradion

x

y
= V

: Wherefore this laft is the Fluxion ot

= % i
becaufe £ being= •—

, %
j y

X
will be equal to the Fluxion of i And the Flux-

ion of — will be
x

x a

x x ; for the Permanent Quan-

—- : becaufe — x x and -4“
aa -f- za x -f- x x

t> -

xx deftroy one another: Alfo the Fluxion of

—- or x 1— i, is fZHZ \ Here alfo the Reverfe
* \ x*‘S
of the Rule ferves to find the Flowing Quantity
Irom the Fluxion : As if the Flowing Quantity of

the Fradion were required,
X
-fST.Jf.JL % Firft mul-

4 . yy
tiply it by the Square of the Denominator, and it

will be x y — xy i from which take away —•

xy, whtch was placed after it, and it will be xy i
omit the Point and ’tis xy, which, becaniey is the

X
Denominator of aFradion, will at laft be —

.

y

Before the Fluxions of any Power, whether per-
fed or imperfed, can be found, the following way
of Notation muft be well underftood.

If a Series of Geometrii Progreflionals be in this

Order,

I t> Xo X Xq o X^ a X^ 6 X\

Their Indexes or Exponents will be in Arithme-
tical Progreffion, and ftand thus j

-
.

i* i. 3= 4 » 5 - f.

But if they are Fradions, as,

X X X X* X^ X s X s
’’X

1

Then their Exponents will be Negative, and ftand
thus, —— i . —, x, 3, r— 4. — 5,, •— 6i —— j,

4

'

\\

For if you fuppofe x — %, then will — = t, and

I x . 4~
x = 4, and^ = $,

Or if you exprefs the GeofnetricalSeries by means
of the Exponents, it will ftand thus, x ~ 1

, x - t p

&c. and if it w ere expreffed thus, x°
,
then it will

be x° ext 1 - becaufe a is the Denominator of the

Ratio, in which Unity is not affeded. Thus al-

x 3 and 1fo — = x ~ 4
, and

1

x4 x*

X x — X, X % X X, &c.
Alfo the Exponent of X will be f, becaufe

as aJ: x, is a Mean Proportional between t andar;

fo t, is an Arithmetical Mean between o and 1.

.

And the Exponent of x will be f, becaufe

as x is the firft of the two Mean Proportionals

between 1 and x; fo f is the firft of the two Arith-

metical Means between o and 1

.

148
For fince 1 . x„ x x. x x x. are cohtinually Propor-

tional, therefore their Cubes .or any ether Roots,

will
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ion t. ) 5 - oil ; a .

3

will bealfo continually Proportional ; that is, : i

(— i). V^'ATX (“ a) -77-.

So alfo,

.v. at 3
. #4

. a;
3

. ;; : Wherefore the Roots
of the

5 th Power of thofe Quantities will be 4L j

That is,

y ? . r s 1 r

\ i
.
\fx. y'-vK ^xK tfx*. .(=#.)

Alfo, for the fame Reafon ,
the Exponent of

.y
1 il >- , • ;i

V : a-
4
,
will be f.

3 ::o

-V"i IK;.: X-.
t -

N, B. Always place the Index of the Letter (or

Ppwer); over that of the Radical Sign.'

/; I. . ,v .
..

Thus, iti Fradions, the Exponent of — will

be— i ,
of -77-77 will be— |, of 7 Will be
V:*

5

V : xts

I

f’ of
JTs

will be •— Z, £sV.

» - Jj $ • ^ f

N. EVf^ahd* % or V: * and at*, or vr:*
4

>

and* 5

, are only two different ways, of Notation

for one and the fame thing, the former in the old,

the latter in the new way*

. . t . _ 3
So likewife — and % 1

are all one : and
a: w

. ' X. a i

is x 5
,

The way of reading or exprefling Quantities fo

denoted is thus j x
~

3
is Unity divided by the

z

Cube of x, and if it were X \ it mutt be read,

Unity or One, divided by the Cube Root of the

7 th Power of

Or if p
—

3.

Then will Np = N 3 ’ and N p ~h 3

And Negatively,

: N
, &c;

N p= zv and N~ p ~h 3 = Ne
: &c,

Alfo, as o is an Arithmetical Mean between a
Pofitive and a Negative Quantity equally diftant
from it * (/. e.) 6.0.6 are Arithmetically Pro-
portional . So is 1 a Geometrical Moan between an
Affirmative and Negative Power, at equal Pittan-
ces from it.

That is, N~ p‘

1. ~r.'

Wherefore 1 =N~ p xN p
. And dividing all

byNP.~-N-t:

So that 2 p is all one with N “ 2 p
.

And to add fome Examples of Multiplication and
Divihon in this way.

a: W x 1
x.Arf.=>

1
3 X X i

I I— T.s — _.s» &C.

tr

vx

r I , I .

And -7-77 divided by — will ftand in this Nota-
<j
x *

tion | thus, r~ (- x-')x~ }(—x - f

)

•_ : x i
x ..

“ (x 3 •”
J

VX X ; &c, j

alfo. That the Sum of any two Exponents

oftwo. Numbers or Quantities, in any Geome-

trick Progreflion, makes the Exponent of the

Produd of thofe two Terms.

Thus, at
“

*

,
or x K. is the way of exprefling

it . » dL »d—

the Produ&of a; 3 into x~, and x 3 5

, or
2 z m -;y !i

x Tr
,

is the Productof x
_

3 into x J.

Alfo x 3
~~ 7

,
orx~~~ % is the Produd of

x ' T into it felf, or the Square, of a: Z*

And the Difference between the Exponents of a-

ny two Terms, is the Exponent of the Quotient a-

rifing by Diviflon of the greater by the lefs.

Thus, x* T or x
'

4
is the Exponent of the

£ Z ' ;

Quotient of x 1 by x 3
-, C^c*

Let p reprefent the Exponent of N any Number

at plealure j
and let. p 3= 1.

Then will N p = N1
’ N p ~ N2

,
and

N- : N1
’ N -N+

;i .•

IV. This being well tmderftootl; there is this
general Rule for the finding the Fluxion of any
Power, whether Perfed, or Imperfed, ^ Multiply
the Bower (firft bought one Degree lower) by the Index
of time firft Power

j and then, that Produtt by the
Fluxion of the Boot. ’ > -

?

Thus the Eiuxion of will be z xx, for x x

— x x a:
5
but the Fluxion of xx* == x x xx

— 1 x x, &c. and the Fluxion of* 5
will be 3 x xxl

That of x 8 will be 8x 7 x, &c. or if m exprefs the

Index of any Power, as fuppofe xm , then, its Fluxi-

on will be m x m ~ 1
x, or m x x m 1

: For x m
brought one Degree lower (rn being a general In-

dex) mutt be x , then that x by m the Index,

makes m. x and this laft by the Fluxion of
m — 1

the Root produces m x x.

If the Power be produced from a Binomial, &e.
as fuppofe xx -1- 1 X y -\-yy, its Fluxion will be

a e e . a

z x x -y- z, x x -j- z xy+ zy y, by working accor-

ding to this Fourth and the Second Rules.

If the Exponent be Negative, as fuppofe x
”

or its Fluxion will be — ~ “ ~ 1

m

ifyou would do it by way of Fradion,

m x x m A
: Or

,m — 1
' ’

mx"
,
2 m

for
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/for the Square of is as well * 2 * as x «2) or ac-

cording to Sir If Newtons Way, which is yet flior-

m x

ter,
x m

-
: See Cafe 4. P.2 5 a. of his Prmcipia.

If the Power be Imperfect, i. e. if its Exponent

be a Fradion, as fuppole J-.x* ; or in the other

m m
-

Notation x
n

,
let us iuppofe a*

11 =
j

“ Thei
J

if youraifeupeach Member to the Power of n, it

will ftand thus, x m = sf" 5
the Fluxion^ of which

will be, by this general Rule, w x m 1 x == n

h - 1 L Wherefore 3 will be i Cby
1 a 1 »

^

.m — 1

dividing both Parts by » *
B “ 1

5 j
and

m x x

n%
n — I

m — 1

n
nW

-X
n x,Qt~ x j:x m

”, by putting

inftead of w 3
w ~

*, its Value nx m ~ n : So that

to find the Fluxion of any kind of Power you

muft proceed thus

:

'Multifly the Power given by its Index or Exponent,

and then that Product by the Fluxion of the Root of

the Power given j and after that, fubduhl One or ’Uni-

ty from the Index of the Power.

As for the Fluxions of Surd Quantities, Mr. Hayes

gives the following Examples in his Treatife ofFlux-

ions lately printed, which will make the thing plain

to any one that will render himfelf ready at the

Practice of this Art,

RULE V.

To find the Fluxions of Surd Quantities^

Let it be requir’d to find the Fluxion of

Va r~x— xx ,
of a r x — x #lf. Suppofe

a rx'—xxIf = K 5 then is zrx-—xx — KK>

and confequently rx— xx — %%s and by Di~

The Fluxion of a y •— x x| 5
,

is ~ 3 x ay — x x'f_

X ay— z x x ; which being reduced, will be found

equal to the Fluxion thereof formerly found.

The Fluxion of Vxy -\-y y ", is X

xy-j-yy
|

1 xy x -jr xy —L zy y (
Article - i 5 . /

• • •

yx -I- xy -f- zyy

2Vxy -1- y y

is

“ The Fluxion of Va* -1-axyy

— f X ef -T" a x yy\
a o

a

y

4 x -4- a axyy

* x ay x +2. axyy

avV H- a xyy

The Fluxion of \ja x -\~ x x -J-
V a*-f-a.xyy

is = (by the Art. ao. Rule, and the preceding Ex-

ample)

— i X ax ~V- x x -j- V a 4: a xyy

a y
2 x -j- 2 a x y y

aV'fl
4

-l- a xyy

a x -+- 2 x x ___________

X a x a x x *4
~

(
by Subftitution

)

rx — x x _
•

yifion
” " — K —

%
r m « ©

~^===.——— = to the Fluxion of V a r x — xx
V a rx-—xx

Let it be required to find the Fluxion of

ay— x *!
3

5 for ay — xxj 3 put % , and then

S} — xx~f, and ay — zxx = f *
- i. .

And multiplying by 3, 3 ay —~ 6 xx "= %
5

3 5

2
.
• i • »

and confequently, 3 a %
3 y —r 6 %

s x x = ^equal

(fubftituting ay — x x\
2 — %T) '3 a' y

2
y — 6

• . ® •

a2
x* y y -J- 3 a x4 y —- 6 a 2

y
2 x x -f- 1a ay x 3

X *— 6 x* x — to the Fluxion of ay — xxf
The Fluxions of imperfed Powers may be alfo

inveffigated by (Art. ao.) the General Rule, and
exprefs’d otherwife, and more briefly thus

:

The Fluxion of a r x —• x #[-*-, is equal f x

2 r x <— xxf x a r # —* % x x —
* •

rx — x x

V%r

x

— xx’

,\Ja x x x -1- Vd4 -1- a x y y

ay 2 X -4- a axyy

a \ja x -|- x

x

—j— V /j
4 + a xyy x aV a^~p a xyy

The Fluxion of is (Art, 14- ao.)
V xy y y -,H

(finding the Fluxions of the Numerator -and De-

ax— xx
nominator

)

3
— —

2

3ja x x
x V X )y -h .. v y

yx + xy -j- zyy

aVxy -4- y y

31

x fja at -4- X x

x x yy

To find the Fluxions of Quantities compounded

of Rational and Surd Quantities : Let it be re-

quir’d to find the Fluxion of b x 2 + c a ^ -j- e a
*

x Vx x a~a == T Put b x' c a X e ‘
t*

a= p, and Vx x -h aa~q. Then the given

Quantity is p q = ^ ,
arid the Fluxion there-

ofis ti + i i = v But

add p is — a bxx -\-cax- therefore in' the E-

quation pq -1- qp — if in place of p, q,

p, q, we reftore the Quantities they repreferit, we

b XI -i- c ax z -\-c a2 xxx .

.

fhall have 7/
— 4- a £

xxx -J- a a

\(x x -\- a a xx -\-caxVxx -j- a a xx
Which being reduc’d to one Denomination, gives

’3 b x3
-l- a a c x * -1- ea z x zb a z x -f-W a* x x

x -4- a a

= s[ = to the Fluxion of the given Quantity,

R t RUL

1
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plain, that v

RULE VI.

%find the Fluxions of Powers, where the Exponents
of thofe Powers are themfelves Fluent Quantities.

By Mr. Humphry Ditton Mafter of the New Mathe-
matical School in Chrift s HofpitaL

Let ^ y, x, and v be flowing Quantities ; the

Varieties that may happen here are reducible to thefe

following Cafes.

y x

It is ehher %
y
, %

y ~* x
) K

yx
> V » K y

5 in which
laft Cafe x is the Exponent of y, as y it felf is ab
fo of st.

CASE I;

Let \
y be propofed, and fuppofe s'* = v; then

K + ti'
y ^y — v+ v

> but s[ +* t|-
y
~*'
y = K

y y

a

,^-y K
y ~* y ~ 1

K ( rejecting all the confequent

Terms of the Series in which any Powers or Pro-

ducts of Elutions would be found) ergo v -\-v —
and

*

£ — v ~ v, but froth whence ^
y
~hy

@

4- y% y '*y ~ 1

Z ~-, K
y — is for that reafon the

j/alue of the Fluxion required,

CASE II.

i: Let ^ then <+ <}»** *

= ^ but * r^-H'-**-***

Z-+X X H-* - I
•

y -+XJ y *

K -fx
x -+ * z -r x — l

‘

y ~*xy y

Next for the Rule Inversely, to find the Flowing
Quantity belonging to the Fluxion of any Power,
whether Perfect or Imperfed, proceed thus :

L Take the Fluxionary Letter or Letters*out of
the Equation.

II. Augment the Index of the Fluxion by i or
Unity.

III. Divide the Fluxion by the Index of its Power
fo increafed by Unity.

Examples.

If % xxx were propofed * by taking away a?
it will be 3 x X ; and by in,creating its Index by
Unity, it will be % xxx: Then dividing it by /
its now (augmented) Index, the Quotient wil) be
.v x x,

the Flowing Quantity required.

ki

ergo H

A
CASE III.

Suppofe
n

m xx m

Again *

— i

a Fluxion propofed :

taking away the Fluxionary x, it will be
r

: By augmenting the Index by Unity,

n
n —
— X m
m

n

Sg — Vi

3* Let *== -y,then v-\~v = ^ _i_ ‘^\yx -+y*-+*y

— -*•>*+*> q_ Xy X ^
yx + xy — i

£
from whence afiifes %

yx yx ~¥ xy
-f- x > x

CASE IV.

4. Let ^ then0 *4- a= 4 3}
*
> ^yx~ x y

XX

X
ji:

- yx-^rxy — y x yx -bxy — y x

== sc+y ** =< ** 4
• * ® •

1
.

yx-j-xy — yx J

A, thence: % ** -4- *

V. a
3 — * * = w

CASE V.
X

Laftly, Let X.
y = v, the Fluxion of y

* =

(*. e. taking away —- 1 ) it will be — x m
; Andm

laftly, by dividing the remaining Part of the Fluxb
n

on by prefixed to, or multiplied into the

n

Quotient will be x m
: Which is the Flowing

Quantity r—

~

t~ &

You will find Examples enough of this Iwverjfi

Method
,
the Calculus Integralis, or Summatory Arith-

metic^ in Mr. Hayes’s Book of Fluxions. Seel, 4.

Some bfiances of the Proportions of Fluxions iti

'various Cur/vesi by Mr. H. Ditton.

Let # and v exprefs Abfcifles, y and s' the Cor-
refpondent Ordinates univerfally : Then in the

r x xx r v v v

4-xy y —y 5 ergo we have v 4-

w = K ii

y •+>
£ -4* X

-*xy

o o

Circle we have y : ^ :

:

•?

And fuppofing the Abfciffe to flow uniformly, and
• • ®

confequently x = v, we have 7
: \ : : r sp— x% %

ry -—vy : x :

I. X'
• y -+ ,y >

?+ ==^

1 . *
y -y

x x-bx—l‘
°*xy y

t
} y — 1

5 and thence it is

5 the Fluxi-

ons C e, H /, are to one another, as B O to GO
the Point g being ever determined by the Perpendi-
cular h g, let fall from h the InrerfedHon of the
Radius O G, with the Line D h.

ry — v y
Tis certain thatg 0 = , from the Sb

milar Triangles GFO,
hg 0’

3 for hg " DB
ry v—= 7, and ^ : r © ; : jy :
— *—

„

K

AC
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AB~x D B => OF=b
AF~v Ce => O B= at

c;
H -

• » 4 4

C
tv-Ic :\k

£ • 9
• «

''••• L

.At mk
• * *

b: is 0
« ' , »

» ’
r ,

>

\ » : ;

'

^
*

* 1 »

4 . • * ?
4 . > * «

v : ; >
4 ^ » *

4
*

••

«

,

%

72 — I .

B 9 *1) a; 17

'
1 »» r » i « «

’

k

In tiie Parabolick Curves, pitting p the Para-

meter — i, then y r±x
n
, and 3 = v n

,
then> :

77 — I . 72 — I . « — I 77—1

3 :: »a? at

72— I 72—1

^
n

- K
*

Therefore in the common Parabola, y

— : — that is, the Fluxions of the Or.
y 3 -

dinates are reciprocally as the Ordinates.

. Therefore if an Hyperboloid be form’d from the

Parabola, that is, one whole Ordinates (to the

Convex Side of the Curve, and parallel to one of

the Alymptotes) be a Series of Reciprocals to the

Subfecundans ; and one Afymptote being the Axe
of the Parabola, and the other the Vertical Tangent
of the Parabola:; then the Fluxion of the Parabo-

lical Ordinates ihall be as the correfponding Ordi-

nates in the Hyperboloid.

In the Vulgar Cycloid, the correfponding Circu-

lar Ordinates being called s and t, from the Na-

cure ofthe Cycloid^= s + c, and ^ ^ -4- the

Quantities c and C expreffing the Circular Arches.

• •

But from the Nature of the Circle s 4- e r=
* ® -j

. . > * .

2 rX — XX

that y : % : :
-

, and t C —
zr— x zr —

z r v — v v

v

fb

j: zr — XX tz
s t

zr — v x s. So that the Fluxions of the Cy-
cloidick Ordinates, are in the Ratio compounded
of the Segments of the Diameter directly, and the
Circular Ordinates Inverfely, or as the Re&angles
under thofe Segments, and the Ordinates alternate-

ly taken.

In the Circle putting c, C, the Fluxions of the
Curve correfponding to the equal Fluxions of the

• e

r x . r v—

,

and C — -7—
;

y k
r r~

-
“•

:: K : that

is, the Fluxions of the Curve are reciprocally as
the Ordinates.

Abfcilfes x and v, we have c

and confequently, c:C :

fio.

FLUXUS Chylofw
, the fame with Ccelikca paf-

FLUXUS Hepaticus
, is a kind of Dyfentery,

wherein black fhining Blood, and much over-heat-

ed and tonified,, as it were, is driven ©utof the

Guts by the Fundament : It is fometimes taken

for a Dyfentery, wherein lerous (harp Blood is eva-

cuated. Blanchard

.

FLY : See File.

FLYING-CAMP, is a (mill Body of an Asmy„
confuting of 4, 5, or 6000 Men, and fometimes

of a greater Number, as well Foot as Horfe, which
continually keeps the Field, making divers Motions
to prevent the Incurfions of the Enemies, or to

fruftrate their Enterprifes ; to hinder Convoys, to

harrafs the adjacent Country, and to throw it felf,

as occafion ferves, into any Befieged Place.

FLYING-PINION, is a Part of a Clock, ha-

ving a Fly or Fan, thereby to gather Air, and fo to

bridle the Rapidity of the Clock’s Motion when the

Weight defcends in the Striking Parr.

FOCILii May us, is the greater Bone of the Cu-
bit called Vina ; or the leflferBone of the Leg, cal-

led Fibula.

FOCILE Minus, is the lelTer Bone of the Cu«
bit called Radius ; or the lelfer Bone of the Leg
called Tibia.

FOCUS, is with fome a Place in the Mefentery,

or other Parts, whence they formerly deduced the

Original of Feavers,

FOCUS, of an Ellipfis, is a Point towards each
End of the longer Axis ; from whence two Right
Lines being drawn to any Point in the Circumfe-
rence, Ihall be together equal to that longer Axis:
See, Ellipfis.

FOCUS of a Parabola, is a Point in the Axis
within the Figure, and diftant from the Vertex by
a Fourth Part of the Parameter or Lattss Re8uma

To find it, fee Parabola
, ConfeSlary 5.

It is called the Focus, becaufe it is the Point where
the Sun’s Rays will be united, when reflected from
a Parabolick Concave

, and confequently will there
burn Bodies ; and hence by fome it is called the
Burning-point : See more under Parabola.

FOCUS, in Optickj, or the Foeth of a Glafs, is

the Point of Convergence or Concourfe, where the
Rays meet and crois the Axis after their Refradtion
by the Glafs.

How to find this Point or Focus, Mr. Molyneux
,

in his Excellent Dioptrica Nova, gives feveral
demonftrarive Ways, Pag. 10, 11, iz, &ca

As,

1 . If there be a Body of Glafs whofe Surface is

Convex, or the Segment, of a Sphere, the Focus
will be diftant from the Pole or Vertex of the Glafs
almoft a Diameter and half of the Convexity.

z. In the Plano-Convex Glafs, the parallel Rays
are united with the Axis, or its Focus is from the
Pole of the Glafsat the Diftance of a Diameter
of the Convexity, if the Segment be but of 30 De-
grees.

In a Plano-Convex Glafs, As 107 : 193 :: So
is the Radius of the Convexity : To the Refradted
Ray taken in its Concourfe to the Axis, which in

Glaftes of large Spheres, is almoft equal to the
Diftance of the Focus taken in the Axis.

3. In Double Convex Glades ofthe fame Sphere,’

the Focus is diftant from the Pole of the Glafs about
the Radius of the Convexity, if the Segment be
but 30 Degrees.

But if the Convexities are unequal, or if the
two Sides are Segments of different Spheres;

R r z Then
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Then the Rule is.

As the Sum of the Radii of both Convexities :

To the Radius of either Convexity alone :

:

So is the double Radius of the other Convexity :

To the Diftance of the Focus,

N.B. The Rays which fall nearer the Axis of

any Glals, are not united with it Fo foon as
'

thofe which are farther off : Nor will the Fo-
cal Diftance be fo great in a Plano-Convex
Glafs, when the Convex Side is towards the

Qbjed, as on the contrary. Wherefore that

Learned Gentleman concludes truly, That in

viewing any Object by a Plano-Convex Glafs,

the Convex Side ftiould be turned outward:
As alfo in burning by filch a Glafs, P. as»

FOCUS Virtual: See Virtual Focus.

i. In Concave Glaffes, when a Ray falls from
Air parallel to the Axis, the Virtual Fociis, by its

firft Refraction, is at the Diftance of a Diameter
and a Half of the Concavity.

z. In Plano-Concave Glaffes, when the Rays

fall parallel to the Axis, the Virtual Focus is diftant

from the Glafs the Diameter of the Concavity.

3. In Plano-Concave Glaffes, As 107 : 193 ::

So the Radius of the Concavity :

To the DiftanCe of the Virtual Focus'.

4. In Double Concaves of the fame Sphere, Pa-

rallel Rays have their Virtual Focus at the Diftance

of the Radius of the Concavity.

But whether the Concavities be equal or une-

qual, the Virtual Focus,
or Point of Divergency of

the parallel Rays is determined by this Rule :

As the Sum of the Radii of both Concavities

:

Is to the Radius of either Concavity :

:

So is the Double Radius of t’other Concavity :

To the Diftance of the Virtual Focus.

5. In Concave Glaffes, if the Point to which the

incident Ray Converges, be diftant from the Glafs

farther than the Virtual Focus of parallel Rays.

The Rule finding the Virtual Focus of this Ray is

this 5

As the Difference between the Diftance of this

Point from the Glafs, and the Diftance of the Vir-

tual Focus from the Glafs :

Is to the Diftance of the Virtual Focus : :

So the Diftance of this Point of Convergence

from the Glafs :

To the Diftance of the Virtual Focus of this

Converging Ray.

6 . In Convex Glaffes, if the Point to which

the Incident Ray Converges, be nigher to the

Glafs than the Virtual Focus of parallel Rays $ the

Rule to find where it erodes the Axis is this :

As the Excefs of the Virtual Focus more than this

Point of Convergency : Is to the Virtual Focus :

:

So the Diftance of this Point of Convergency

from the Glals :

To the Diftance of the Point where this Ray
croffes the Axis.

7. To find the Focus of a Menifeus Glafs, fee

under the Word Menifeus.

Practical Rules for fndmg the Foci of
Glaffes.

For Convex Sphericf^ Glaffes.

\

1. For Glaffes of Imall Spheres, (that is, of deep
Convexities) apply them to the End of a Scale of
Inches and Decimal Parts, and expofe them before
the Sun ; and upon the Scale we fhall find the bright
Interfe&ion of the Rays exaCtly meafured out j
or expofe them in the Hole of a dark Chamber, and
where a White Paper receives the diftind Repre-
fentation of diftant Objeds, there is the Focus of
this Glafs. This is an univerlal and certain way for

all Convexes.

For a Glafs of a pretty long Focus, obferve
fome diftant Objects through it, and recede from
the Glafs till the Eye perceives all in Confufion

,
or

till the Objeds begin to appear Inverted 5 here the
Eye is in the Focus.

If it be a Plano-Convex Glafs, make it reflect the
Sun againft a Wall ; we fhall on the Wall perceive
two forts of Light j one more bright, within ano-
ther more obfeure $ withdraw the Glaffes from the
Wall till the bright Image is at its fmalleft, the Glals
is then diftant from the Wall about the fourth Part
of its Focal Length.

If it be a Double Convex, expofe each Side to the

Sun in like manner, and obferve both the Diftan-

ces of the Glafs from the Wall. The firft Diftance is

about half the Radius of the Convexity turned
from the Sun $ and the fecond Diftance is about
half the Radius of t’other Convexity likewife :

Thus we have the Radii of the two Convexities $
whence the Focus is found by this Rule 5

As the Sum of the Radii of both Convexity c

To the Radius of either Convexity ::

So is the Double Radies of the other Convexity i

To the Diftance of the Focus,

The Foci of Concaves are obtain’d by Refledi-

bn ; for as a Concave Mirror, or Speculum, burns

at the Diftance of about half the Radius of the

Concavity 5 fo a Concave Glafs, being fuppofed a1

Reflecting Speculum, fhall Unite the Rays of the

Sun at the Diftance of about halfthe Radius of the:

Concavity

Mr. Halley’s Dodrine of the Eoci of Spherical

Glaffes of all Sorts, expoled either to Diver-

ging, Converging, or Parallel Rays, is as fol-

lows : See Appendix to Molyneuxs Dioptricks,

PROPO SITION.

To find the Focus of any Parcel of Rays Diverging
from, or Converging to a given Point in the Axis
of a Spherical Lens, and inclined thereto under

thefame Angle
,
the Ratio of the Sines in RefraBi

-

n being kriovon.

Let G L be the Lens.

P any Point in its Surface,

V the Pole thereof.

Cthe Center of the Sphere whereof it is a Seg-

ment,

O the ObjeB or Point in the Axis, to or from
which the Rays do proceed.

OP a given Ray.

Let the Ratio of Relradion be as r to s : Make
CR to CO, as s to r, for the Immerflon of a Ray j

or
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or as r to s forthe Emerfion ; (that is, as the Sines

of the Angles in the Medium which the Ray enters,

to their correfponding Sines in the Medium out of

which it comes.)

And laying CR from C towards O, the Point R
fhall be the fame for all the Rays of the Point O.

Then draw the Radius P C, if need be, conti-

nued j
and with the Center R, and Diftance OP,

fweep a touch of an Arch interfering PC in

The Line being drawn, fhall be parallel to the

Refraded Ray ; and P F being made parallel there-

to, fhall interfed the Axis in the Point F, which is

the Focus fought.

Or make it, As C Q*: C P : : C ]{ : C F, and
* C F fhall be the Diftance of the Focus from the

Center of the Sphere.

i

Demonftrationl

Let fall the Perpendiculars P x on the Axis

,

Cy on the given Ray, and C ^ on the refraded

Ray.
Then P F and £LR are parallel by Conftrudi-

on, whence the Triangles &.RC and P F C are

fimilar.

And cp,- - - C F : PFj
That is. CR : OP :

:

CF : PF
Now C F : P F :

:

C S : Pa; TW,

Whence CR: OP:: C 2 : P X
And CR: :: OP : Px

Again, G R : CO : : As the Sines of Refradion,

hy Gonftrudion j that is, as s to r, or r to s 5 and
r s s s

as C R: C 3:: CO= or — CR: — or— C

: : P O : Px
Blit P O : Px :: C O : C y^

r s

Therefore C y — — or — Cr:
l g ^

That is, C y : C % :

:

As the Sines of Refradi-

on.

Butm} it the Sine of the

D‘

The feveral Cafes of Rays Diverging or Con.
verging, as they enter the Curve Surface of a Con-

vex or Concave Lens, are for the Reader’s Eafe deli-

neated in Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4 : And the like Cafes of E-
merging pays in Fig. 5, 6, 7, 8.

FOC
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Fig, 7.

fig: i:

All which are drawn with the fame Letters to

their refpedive Points, only in lome the Point F
falling far diftant, is to be underftood in the Inter-

fedion of the Line P F with the Axis,

This thus demon ftrated, in the moft difficult

Cafes will give all the Rules for the Foci of Rays
parallel to the Axis, as likewife for the principal

Focus, where the Rays neareft the Axis do unite 5

All which Rules are colleded in thefe following

Corollaries.

COROLLARY I.

It 6 P be equal to C R, then the Points and
C are coincident, and the Rays O P, after Refra-

dibn, run on parallel to the Axis.

COROLLARY II.

If the Point £>ffall on the fame Side of the Axis^

as is the Point P, then the Beams after Refradion
do tend on, eitherDiverging or Converging, as be-

fore : But if <2, fall on the other Side the Axis, as

in Fig. 1. the Diverging Rays are made to Con-
verge by a Convex, or the Converging to Diverge

by a Concave Glafs.

COROLLARY III.

If O P do exceed CR, the Focus is in all Cafes

on the lame Side of theGlafs as is the Center of
the Sphere C.

But contrarywife, if O P be lels than C A. ,
the

Focus falls on the other Side'of the Glafs beyond
the Vertex V.

COROLLARY IV.

An Objed may be lo placed, that the Rays nex£
the Axis of a Convex Glafs lhall have an Imaginary
Focus tranfmitting Diverging Rays, when the more
remote Parts thereof lhall make them Converge to

a real Focus,

COROLLARY V.

If G V the Diftance of the Objed from the Pole
or Vertex of the Glafs, be taken inftead of O A\
theh will C <2, be the Difference of O V and C -

and as that Difference is to C , fo is the Radius
C V, to C F, the Diftance of the principal Focus
from the Center of the Sphere, whereof the Glals
is a Segment.

Or elfe. As C (f: To O P or R& : : So P C : To
V F, the Focal Diftance from the Pole of the Glals.

Whence follows a General Rule for the Foci of
all Glaffes only according to Cor. 3. if 6 V do ex-
ceed CR, the Focus is on the fame Side of the
Glafs, as the Center of the Sphere : But if C
be greater, then the Focus is on the oppofite Side of
the Glafs j whence it will be determined, whether
the Focus be Real or Imaginary.

CO ROD
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COROLLARY VI.

What has been faid of one Surface of a Lens, is

eaiily applicable to the other ; taking F, the Focus
of the firft Surface, as an Objedr, and ufing it as O
in the Figures for Emerging Rays ; whereby the

Focus of both Surfaces will be determined, as* in

9 -
+

Fig. U

COROLLARY VII.

Hitherto we have confidered only Oblique Rays,
either Diverging or Converging : It now remains
to add fomething concerning Rays parallel to the
Axis.

In this Cafe the Point O muft be considered as
infinitely diftant 5 and confequently OP, O C, and
C R, are all infinite j and OP, O C are in this

Cafe to be accounted always equal, (fince they dif-

fer but by a part of the Radius of the Sphere
G PVL, which is no part of either of them 5

)

wherefore the Ratio of C R to OP will be al-

ways the fame, vi^. as s to r for Immerging Rays,
and as r to s for thofe that Emerge ; and by this

Propotfiion, C F is to P F in the fame Ratio.

This Problem has been very fully confidered by
the Celebrated Dr. Wallis, in his Treatife of Alge-

bra, Pag. 158, but the Conftrutftion thereof muft
be; repeated here : See Fig. 1 .

preceding, and this

following one.

Fig. %:

00 c

Let
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tet GPVL be a Lens, VC or P C the Radius

$f its Sphere ; and let it be required to find all the

Points /, /, fo as C/, may be to Vf in the gi-

ven Ratio of s to r for Immerging Rays, or as r to

3 for the Emerging.

Divide C V in K., and continue C V to F, that

C PI may be to V iC ,
and C F to VP in the pro-

pofed Ratio: Then divide JCT equally in the Point

a; and with that Center lvveep the Circle Fi^F;
this Circle being drawn, gives readily all the Foci

of the parallel Rays OP, OP: For having conti-

nued C P till it interbed the Circle in F, P F flfall

be always equal to Vf, the Diftance of the Focus

qf each refpedive Parcel of Rays 0 P, from the

Vertex or Pole of the Lens.

Demonfiration.

Draw the prick’d Line F F, and by what is deli-

vered by Dr. Wallis in the afore-cited Place, VF
and C F will be always in the fame propofed Ra-

tio;
. ,

-

Again, Vfbeing made equal to P F, CP and Cf
will be likewife equal, as are CP and VC ; and

the Angles P Cf, VC F being ad verticem, are alfo

equal : Wherefore Pf will be equal to V F, and
confequently Cf to Pf in the fame Ratio as C F
to VF; whence, and by what foregoes, the Points

f, f, are the feveral refpedive Foci of the feveral Par-

cel of Rays O P, O P. 2- E. D.

That CF is to P F in the Ratio of the Refrac-

tion in the Cafe of parallel Rays, will yet be more
evident, it it be confidered, that the Angle at C is

equal to the Angle of Incidence, and the Angle at

P to the Refra&ed Angle ; wherefore P F the Side

oppofite to the Angle at C, is as the Sine of the

Angle of Incidence ; and C F oppofite to the Angle

at P, is as the Sine of the refpedive refraded An-

F OC
gle. Whence in all Cafes of parallel Rays, C F is

to P F in the fame con Itant Ratio of Refradion,
If it fhall be defired to efFed in Numbers what

We have here done by Lines, it will be moft eafy

to adapt a Calculus to the foregoing Geometrical

Conftru&ion.

i
For if in the Triangle P 0 C, there be given the

Radius C P equal to Unity, C O the Diftance of

the Objed from the Centei of the Sphere, and the

Perpendicular P x, equal to the Sine of the Angle
P C O

, the Side PG~ 2»R will be equal to

Vc~0 2
-f CP

2
-f a CO in VCP 2 _Fx 2

.

Then, As QJ^or P O :To P x :: So CR:To
the Sine of the Angle C 2Jl> and the Complement
to 1 80 Degrees of the Sum of the Angles C P O and
C 2»R> is the Angle C R equal to C FP ;

and as

Px : To PO :: So is the Sine ofthe Angle CR
To C&.; and as C 2j To CP :: So C R : To C F,
which is the Diftance of the refpedive Focus of all

the ;
Rays PO, from the Center of the Sphere C.

But the Foci of Rays parallel to the Axis may
Recomputed more readily, following the Footfteps

of the Conftrudioh ; for thereby it will appear,
that the Radius of the Circle F, vi%, a F, is e-

r s rr
qual to ~ CP, and C a — CPIu rr -— ss rr — s s

*

for Emerging Rays, as in Fig. 1 . but for Immer-
ging Rays, as in Fig. z. C a will be found to be

—- — CP: And fuppofing the Diftance of the
I if J v

Rays from the Axis = Px in the Cafe of parallel

Rays Emerging, the Diftance of the Focus will be
found,

PF— r r

rr — s s
; VR P* — P x 1 4

/ rs
J— CPy rr— s

s

Li r r

r r 1— s s

That is, r to s

P

x

— CP:

as 3 to %.

PF=lVcP*-Px 2 4 V|CP* —
— CP.

And for Immerging Rays, the Focal Diftance is
found by a like Rule

:

PF
ji r

r r
— VCP 2 - Px* -|-

, r sV—— cp 2
ss

rr — ss rr — ss
p x 4- CP

„

That is, r and s being as 3 to 2, as before,,

PF = f VCF 2

4- CP,
p X 2 4 c P tPx

Thefe Canons are fo eafily deduced from the
Conftrudfons, that mere is no need to trouble the
Reader with their Demonftrations, only you have
here added two Tables computed from them, with
little more Work than a continual Addition

; which
may, by way of Example, ferve to inftrudand ex-
ercife the young Student in this Part of the Mathe-
maticks.

Suppofe CP the Radius of the Sphere of Glafs
2 Inches, and the Ratio of Refradion as 3 to % -

at each Tenth of an Inch diftance from the Axis the
Foci are as follows,

S C §&*
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For Emerging Raj.s.

P.r

0

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
io

PJF £;

\/a 2.9600+- \/5.76004-2

\/f 2.92764-

y

5. 7276— 2

1 2.85044-V 5 .6304—2

V 12.66844-^/5.4684—

2

\/12.44,164-^/5.2416—

2

y 12.15004-^/4.9500—

2

y 11.79364-^/4.5936—

4

y 1 1.37244- V:^ 1 724—2
\/i 0.88644- V/3 .6864—2

V/io.3356*f-V/3*i;5d—

2

y 9.72004-V2.5200—

2

For Immerging Rajs.

Par P F

0 y2 .56oo4-V 5 .
76004-2

1 -^2.5 5364-V 5 ‘7 f
36+-2

2 y 2 . 53444- V 5 *73444~ 2

3 y2 . 50244- y 5 .70244-2

4 ^2 .45764- y 5 .65764-2

5 y2 *40004- y 5 .6coo4- 2

7 y2 .32964- y 5 . 52964-2

2 ^ 2 .24644- y 5 .44644-2

8 y 2 .i 5044- y 5-3 5°4“f~ 2

9 ^2 .041 64- y 5,
24164-2

10 y 1 .92004- y 5 . t 1004-2

But it is to be Noted, That thefe Foci for Xm-

nerging Rays rauft not be taken for the Foci of a

^ano-Convex, when the Convex-fide is towards

tie Obieft ; for the Plane-fide, by its Refra&ion,

loes contrad the Focal Length by about a Semi-

iameter of the Sphere 3 thefe fuppofe the Body of

Jlafs continued.

The fame Ingenious Author, as an Inltance of the

ixcellence of the Modern Algebra, gives alfo in Phi-

Tranf. N. 205. a Way to find the Foci of all Op-

ick Glalfes univerfally ; and filews of what great

ife his and fuch Theorems are : But having enlar-

ged fo much already, I can only refer the Algebrai-

cal Reader thither, where he will find fufficient Sa-

isfaCtion. „ r ,

FODINA, is the Labyrinth mthe Bone of the

' fJeCULA, fignifies a Powder which fubfides to

he Bottom in certain {trainings of Vegetables; for

t is prepared of fome preen, wafhed, and pared

loots beat together with a little Water, then {trai-

led, that there may' fubfide a white fort of Powder,

vhich is ro be dryed lightly.

FOETUS, is the Young of all kind of Crea-

ures, more efpecially Human ; immediately after

he Conception it is called an Embryo
,

but when

ts Formation in the Womb is perfectly fimflied, it

s properly termed the Foetus

.

Dr. Drake, in Philof. Tranfatt. N.281. ingenioufly

ells us, That the Nourifhment of the Foetus in the

Womb (which he makes to have a little more than

Vegetative Life, and to be a Graft, as it were, upon

the Stock of the Mother) is by Transfufion of the
Blood from the Hyfterick Arteries, immediately to
the Umbilical Vein, together with fuch Nutritious
juices and Aerial Particles as the Blood is fuppofed
to carry along with it : By which Means fo much
of the Imgulfe of the Mother’s Blood is preferved,
as is fufficient to maintain that Languid Circulation
which the Foetus enjoys

; for the Blood being driven
through the Arteries of the Vterus into the Vmbili-
cal Vein

,
is conveyed dire&ly to the Sinus of the

Porta
,
and thence, by a Ihort and direCt Palfage,

thro’ the Cava to the Heart ; where, palling thro’
the Foramen Ovale to the Left Ventricle, and thro*

the Canalis Arteriofus from the Bight and Pulmonary
Artery, it is all delivered, without coming at the
Lungs, to the Aorta j and from thence again, by
the Vmbilicdl Arteries to the Veins of the Uterus

,

making a fort of Epicycle to the main Circulation in

the Mother.

And this is confirmed by the Experiments of the

Accurate Mr. Cowper, who, by pouring Mercury into

a Branch of the Uterine Artery of a Cow, that went
into one of the Cotyledoties of the Uterus, filled with
that Metal thofe Branches of the Vmbilicdl Veins

which went from the Cotyledon to the Navel of the

Foetus.

FOLIAGE, the branched Work in Tapeftry or

Painting ; alfo a kind of Ornament ufed in Corni-

ces, Frizes, Capitals of Pillars, and other Mem-
bers of Architecture ; lome of which reprelent the

Leaves of the . Herb BranhyUrfine or Bear s-Foot^,

and others thofe of divers forts of Trees, as the Oak,
Laurel, Olive, Vine, &c.

FOLIATE ,* to foliate Looking- Glafles, is to

fpread a Compofition of fomething which will firm-

ly adhere to the Back of theGlafs, and there refieCk

the Image. This is called the Foile, and is ufually

made with Quickfilver mix’d with fome other Ingre-

dients.

FOLIATION, according to Dr. Grew, is one of
the Parts of a Flower of a Plant, being the Collecti-

on of thofe Fugacious Coloured Leaves (in ,Latin

Petala ) which conftitute the Compafs of the

Flower ; and alfo, fometimes to fecure and guard

the Fruit which fucceeds the Foliation
, as in Ap-

ples, Pears, &c, and fometimes ftands within it,

as in Cherries, Abricots, &c. for thefe being of a
very tender and pulpous Body, and coming forth in

the colder Part of the Spring, would be often in-

jured by the Extremities of Weather, if they were

not thus protected and lodged up within their Flo-

wers.

The Foliation alfo is ferviceable to the Growth of

the Fruit in its Infancy or Embryo-State, being al-

ways proportionable to the Nature of the Fruit, and

to the Plenty of the Sap by which the Fruit is fed

or fupplied. Anat.of Plants, P.37.

The DoCtor oblerves. That the Flowers of all

Plants are perfectly formed or finifhed in all their

Parts long betore they appear in fight, ufually 2 or

3 Months, and fometimes Half a Year or more :

And though ufually the Flower appear betore the

Seed, yet is the Seed firft formed, and then the
' slower.

FOLLICULUS, a Tetm in Botany, fignifying

the Seed-Vetfel, Caffula Seminalis
,

the Cafe, Husk,

Coat, or Cover, which fome Fruits and Seeds have

over them j as that of the AlksKengi, the Pedicula-

ris, &c.
FOLLICULUS Fellis, or Vejica Bilaria, is a lit-

tle Bladder faftned to the Concave Part of the Li-

ver, and receives the Bile, which in Procefs of time

empties
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empties it felf into the Gut Duodenum, by a Dutftus

or Paflagc called Choiedocus Ductus.

' ^OMAHANT, a Star of the firft Magnitude in

Aquarius, whole Longitude is 329 Degrees 17 Mi-

nutes; Latitude a 1 Degrees 3 Minutes. _
FOMENTATION, is the bathing ofany Part ot

the Body with a convenient Liquor ;
which is ufu-

ally a Decodion of Herbs in Water, Wine, or Milk :

Alfo applying of Bags fluffed with Herbs and other

Ingredients, which is commonly tailed a Dry Fomen-

tffifin. . , TT ,

FONTANELLiE, or IJfues, are little Ulcers

which Surgeons make in found Parts of the Body,

to evacuate Humours, cure Difeales, or prevent

them; IJfues tre made either with an attual or a

potential Seering-Iron, with a Lancet, and a Pair of

Scilfers, &c. You muft always obferve to make

Jtjues betwixt two Mufcles. Blanchard.

FORAMEN Lacrymale See Lacrymale Punclum.

FORCE, in Common Law, fignifies an Offence,

by which Violence is ufed to Pcrfons or Things ;

,

and is either Simple or. Compound.

Simple Force, is that which is fo committed, that

it hath no other Crime adjoined to it : As if one

by force do enter into another Man s Poffeflion with-

out doing any other unlawful Ad.

Mixt or Compound Force
,

is that Violence which

is committed with fuch a Fad, as of it felf only is

Criminal; as it any by force enter into another

Man’s Poffeflion, and tb kill a Man, or ravifh a Wo-
man there, &c.

Force is alfo divided into true Force, and Force af-

.
ter a fort, with feveral other Branches ; isforcible

Entries, forcible Detaining ,
unlawful Aflembly,

Routs, Riots, Rebellions, £§c.

FORCEPS, is in Inftrument wherewith dead

and corrupt Parts (alfo things befides Or againft Na-

ture) arefeifed, cutoff, or pulled out; they are of

feveral Shapes, as long, crooked with Teeth, with

Beaks, in fafhion of an Half-Moon, fuch as will o-

pen the Mouth or the Womb, and by which you

may fee into either of them
;
which, according to

the Difference of their Shape, arc of different life.

Blanchard.

FORCIBLE detaining or holding of Pojfejfon, is

a violent Ad of Reliftancc by ftrong Hand of Men
Weapon’d with Harnefs, or other Adion of Fear in

the fame Place, or elfewhere, whereby the lawful

Entry of Juftices or others is barr’d or hinder’d.

FORCIBLE Entry, is a violent adual Entry in-

to a Houfe or Land, &c, or taking a Diftrefs ofany

Perfon weapon’d, whether he offer in Violence, or

for of Hurt to any there, or furioufly drive any out

of the Poffeflion thereof.

FORE-CASTLE of a Ship, is that
,

Part where
the Fore-Maft ftands, and ’tis divided from the reft

of the Floor by a Bulk-Head ;. that Partof the Fore-

Caflle which is aloft, and not in the Hold, is called

the Prove.

FOREFOOT, a Sea Term for ohe Ship’s lying

or failing crofs anothers way
; as if two Ships being

under Sail, and in ken of one another, one of them
lies in a Courfe, with her Stem fo much a Weather
the other, that if they both hold on their Courfe,

the Windward Ship will run or go out a-head of the

other ; and then they fay fuch a Ship lies with the

others Forefoot, tho’ as foon as (he has paffed her,

or gone out before her a-head, they do not fay, ftie

paffed by her Forefoot, but that fhe is gone out a-

head.

FOREJUDGED the Court, is when an Officer

of any Court is expelled the fame for fome Offence,

or for not appearing to an A&idn by Bill fil«d a-

.gainft him ; and in the latter he is not to be read-
mitted till he fhalt appear, but fh.aH lofe his Office,

and be Forejudged the Court.

FOREJUDGER, in Law, fignifies a Judgment,
whereby a Man is deprived, or put by the thing in

queftiom
' ’

|

FORELAND,’ a Term in Fortification, the fame
(with Berme.

|

FORELOCKS, in a Ship, are little flat Wedges
• like pieces of Iron, ufed at the ends of Bolts, to keep

the Bolts from flying out of the Holes : They are

ufed alfo to keep faft down the Cap-fquares ofthe

Carriages for the Guns ; thefe are alfo called Fore-

, lackeysi ......
. FORE-MAST of a Ship, is a round large piece

bf Timber, feared in her fore-part or Fore-caftle, on

which is born the Fore-fail and Foretop-fail-Yards;

Its Length is ufually | of the Main-maft ; the Fore-

top-maft is half the Length of the Fore-maft, and

the Foretop-gallant-maft is half the Length of the

Foretop-maft.
; FOREREACH ; the Seamen fay one ShipjW-

;

peaches upon another,’ when both Sailing together,

file fails better of out-goeth the other.

FORE-STAFF : See Crofs-ftajf, being an In-

ftrument ufed at Sea, for taking the Altitude of the

Sun, Moon, or Stars, with ones Face towards the

Objed.
FOREIGN, is in Law ufed a’djedively, being

joyned with divers Subftantives in feveral Senfes :

As
FOREIGN Anfveer, is luch an Anfwer as is not

triable in .the County where it is made.
FOREIGN Attachment

,
is an Attachment of

Foreigners Goods found within a Liberty or City
5

-

in the Hands of a third Perfon, for the Satisfa&ion

of fome Citizen, to whoift the faid Foreigner ow-
eth Money.

'

FOREIGN Matter 5 that is, Matter triable in

another County.

FOREIGN Oppofer, or Appofer, is an Officer in

the Exchequer, to whom all Sheriffs and Bayliffs do
repair to be appofed by him of their Green Wax,
after they are appoled of their Sums out of the Pipe-

Office; and from thence draws down a Charge
upon one of them to the Clerk of the Pipe : His
Bufinefs is to examine the Sheriffs Eftreats with the

Record, and to ask the Sheriff, what he fays \to

exery particular Sum therein.

FOREIGN Plea, is a Refufal of the Judge as

Incompetent, becaufe the Matter in Hand was not

within his Precincft.

FOREIGN Service, is fuch Service wherby a
mean Lord holdeth over of another, without the

Compafs of his own Fee ;
or elfe that which a Te-

nant performeth either to his own Lord, or to the

Lord Paramount out of his own Fee.

FOREST, is a large Wood priviledged to hold

the King’s Game of all kind.

The Properties of a Fofeft are thefe

;

Fifft, A Foreft, as it is truly and ftritftly takefc,

cannot be in the Hands of any but the King, for

none hath Power to grant Commiflion to be a Ja-
ftice in Eyre, or the Foreft, but the Kings

The fecond Property confifts in the Courts, as

the Juftice-Seat every three Years, the Swainmote

thrice every Year, and the Attachment once every
forty Days.

The Third Property, are the Officers belonging

to it, for the Prefervation of the Vert and Venifofi -

as the Juftices ofthe Foreft, the Warden or Keeper,
Verderers, Forefters, Agiftors, Regarders,- Baylifts,

Beadles, and fuch like;

S f z : FO-
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FORESTER, is a Sworn Officer of the Foreft,

appointed by the King’s Letters-Patent to walk the

Foreft both early and late, watching both the Vert

and Venifon, attaching and prelenting all Trefpafles

againft them within their own Bayliwick or Walk :

And tho’ thefe Letters-Patents be ordinarily

granted by quam diufe bene gejfcrint ,
yet fome have

it to them and their Heirs, and thereby are called

Foreflers in Fee.

FORFEITURE, in our Language,, fignifies ra-

ther the Effect of tranfgrefling a Penal Law, than

the Tranfgreffing it felf, as Forfeiture of Efcheats.

FORFEITURE of Marriage, is a Writ lying a-

gainft him, who holding by Knights Service, and

being under Age, and Unmarried, refufes her whom
the Lord offers him with his Dilparagement, and

Marrieth another.

FORFEX, is an Inftrument to pull out Teeth

with.

FORGERY : See the next following, vi%.

FORGER of Falfe Deeds
,
in Law, fignifies ei-

ther him that fraudulently maketh and publiffieth

Falfe Writings,
td the Prejudice of any Man’s Right;

or elle the Writ that lieth againft him that com-

mitteth this Offence, which by fome is called. The

Writ of Deceit.

FORELORN-HOPE, is the Enfans Perdue in

an Army.
FORM of any- Natural Body, is the Effential,

Specifical, or diftinguifhing Modification of the Mat-

ter of which it is compofed, fo as thereby to give

it fuch a peculiar manner of Exiftence : And this is

an Aggregate or Convention of as many particular

Qualities, as ferve to denominate the Body of fuch

a Nature, and to give it fuch a Name, and which

diftinguifties it from other Bodies. Thus the Quali-

ties of greateft Specifick Gravity, Fixity in the Fire,

Dudility under the Hammer, Paucity and yet

Largenels of Pores, Diffolubility in Aqua Regia and

not in Aquafortis,
and Yellownefs of Colour make

up the Form of that Metal which we call Gold. So

that ’tis not any kindoffubftantial Soul or Subftance

diftind from Matter, but only fuch a proper and

agreeable Convention of Accidents, as by common
confent are reputed fufficient to make a Portion of

Univerlal Matter, belong to this or that Determi-

nate Genus or Species of Natural Bodies. But yet

fome are of Opinion, That the Human Soul may
properly enough be called, a Subftantial Form.

FORMED Stones,
are with the Writers of Na-

tural Hiftory, fuch Bodies as being either pure Stone,

Flint, or Spart, are found in the Earth fo formed,

as that they bear a near Refemblance to the ex-

ternal Figure and Shape of Mufcles, Cockles,

Perewinkles, and other Shells. There hath been

a great Difpute amongft the Naturalifts, how thefe

Bodies came thus formed, and a great many have

been very fond of (what appears to me as a very

abford Opinion) vi%. That thefe are only a Lufus

Natura, only the Sports and Diverfions of Nature to

make her felf Merry in the dark Regions of the
f

Earth. But Dr. Woodward, in his Natural Hiftory

of the Earth, advances a very fair Solution of this

Difficulty, and proves, that thefe formed Stones, by

the Diffolution of the Earth at the Deluge, were

then made by being caft into the Cavities of thofe

Shells which they reprefent, the Shells ferving as

Moulds to give them their proper form.

FORMEDON, is a Writ that lies for him that

hath Right to any Lands or Tenements, by Vertue

of an Entail : It lieth in three forts

;

i ,
Formedon in the Defcender, which lieth for the

Recovery of Lands, &c. given to one and the Heirs

FOR
of his Body, or to a Man and his Wife, and rhe
Heirs of their Bodies, or to a Man and his Wife be-
ing Coulin to the Donor in Frani-Marriage, and af-
terwards alienated by the Donee; for after his
Deceale, his Heirs Hull haye this Writ againft the
Tenant or Alliance.

a, Formedon in the Reverter
, lieth for the Donor

or his Heirs, where Land entail’d to certain and their
Iflue, with condition for want of fuch Iflue, to
revert to the Donor and his Heirs, againft him to
whom the Donee alienateth, after the Iflue extind
to which it was entail’d.

3, Formedon in the Remainder, lieth where a Man
giveth Lands in Tail, the Remainder to another in
Tail ; and afterwards the former Tenant in Tail
dieth without Iflue of his Body, and a Stranger a-
bateth, then he in the Remainder fhall have this
Writ.

FORMEE, the Term fometimes uled for the
Crofs Pattee in Heraldry : See Fatee.
FORMER, is the Name of a piece of Wood

turnd round and fitted to the Bore of a Piece of
Ordnance, on which are founded the Carriages
which hold the due Charge of Powder for the Gun.
FORMULAS, is the Word ufed for the Phyfici-

an’s Prefcriptions. Blanchard.
FORNIX, is the Callous Subftance ofthe Brain;

fo called, becaufe it feems to fuftain the Cavities of
the Ventricles, and the Bulk of the impending Brain
like an Arch of Vault.

*

FORESTAL, is to be quit of Amerciaments and
Cattle arrefted within your Land, and the Amerci-
aments thereof coming.

FORESTALLING, fignifies the Buying or Bar-
gaining for any Vi&uals or Wares coming to be fold
towards any Fair or Marjcet, or from beyond the
Seas towards any City, Port, Haven, Creek, or
Road of this Realm, and before the fame be there,
to the intent to fell the fame again at a higher and
dearer price;

FORT, is a Caftle, or a place offtnall extent, for-
tified either by Art or Nature.
FORT-ROYAL, is that which hath 26 Fathoms

for the Line of Defence.

FORT-STAR, is a Redoubt, conftituted by Re-
entring and Salient Angles , which commonly have
from 5 to 8 Points : See more under the Word
Sconces.

FORTIFICATION, or Military Architecture,
is an Art fhewing how to fortifie a place with Ram-
farts, Parapets, Moats, and other Bulwarks

, to the
end, that a lmall number ofMen within may be a-
ble to defend themfelves for a confiderable time a-
gainftthe Aflaults of a numerous Army without ; fo
that the Enemy in attacking them muft of neceffity
fuffer great loft.

Fortification is either Regular or Irregular, and
with refpecft to Time, may be diftinguifh’d
into Durable and Temporary.

Regular Fortification, is that which is built on a
Regular Polygon, the Sides and Angles whereof are
all equal ; being commonly about a Musket-fljpt
one from another.

Irregular Fortification, is that where the Sides
and Angles are not all uniform, equi-diftant, nor
equal one to another.

Durable Fortification,«is that which is railed to con-
tinue a long while.

Temporary Fortification, is that which is eredied
upon an emergent occafion for a little time

; fuch
are all forts of Works caft up for the feizing or main-

taining
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The Explanation for the “Plate of Fortification.

A A Single Bafiion.

B A double Baftion or Cavalier, to over-

look the Enemy’s Baftions, arid to

fcour their Trenches.
C A Platt Baftion

;

which is made when
the Line of Defence is too long ; e.

exceeds 150 Fathom? which is the

Diftance a Musket will be fure to do
Execution. Wherefore this Piatt-

Bafiion is placed in the middle of the

Curtain.

D A Half-Baftton placed on the Side of a
River.

E A Bafiion Tenailled
; when the Angle

of the Baftion is lefs than 70 Degrees.
F A Ravelin which covers the Gates,

Bridges and Curtains. Sometimes
thefe Ravelins have Flanks made to

them, as G.
G A Ravelin with Flanks.

H An HalfMoon, made to cover the

Flanked-Angle of Baftion. The
Gorges of HalfMoons are circular.

I Counter-Guard, which are raifed in-

ftead of HalfMoons.

K A Single Tenaille.

L A Queue Dfronde, or Swallow*s-Tail

:

So called, becaufe its Sides inftead of

being parallel, openorfpreads towards
the Head, and grow narraw at the

Gorge.

M A Bonnet, a Pefire, or Briefids Cap

:

Some call them Double Tenailles. But
they differ from a Tenaille, becaufe its

Sides are not parallel, but fpread or

open out towards the Campaign like a

Swallow*s Tail. This Work hath two
Angles Saillant

,
and two Inwards.

N A Horn-work, whofe Heads is fortified

with two Demi-Baftions, or Efaul-

ments
,
joyn’d by a Curtain, andclofed

by parallel Sides ending at the Gorge
of the Work. Thefe Horn-works are
ufed to cover the Gates, &c. inftead of
Tenailles.

N 2, A Horn work
, whofe Sides are not

parallel.

O A Crown-work
,
whofe Defign is to co-

ver fome large Spot of Ground to de-
fend a Rifing-Ground, or to defend
the Head of a Camp that is intrench-

ed : Tis the largeft of all Outworks,
having a large Gorge, and two Sides

s

ending towards the Campaign in two *

Demi-Baftions
; each of which joins

by a Curtain, to an entire Baftion
that is at the Head of the Work.

P Tenailles to defend the Ditch.

CfiAn Half-Moon covered withtwo Coun-
ter-Guards RR, to make it the
ftronger.

S S Places of Arms on the Counterfcarp
,

being open Spots of Ground for the
Garrifon to Rendezvous on an Alarm,
&c.

A The Ditch

.

T T, &c. The Counterfcarp, or Covered*

way.

gg, kc. The Glacis.

V A Retrenchment within or behind a
Breach ; as X.
W A Place for a Magazine.

Ill Pallifades.

a a Redoubts.

bbb Batteries.

c Lines of Communication.

d d Trenches
,
by which the Approaches

are carried on.

e Mine under the Glacis and Covered-

way of the Horn work .

f A Lodgment at the Foot of the Glacis*

Explanation of the Profile.

v a The Bafe of the Rampart 70 Feet

t s, qo Its Height 1 " - 16

rs The lnward Talu — • 16

& a The Outward Talu. * 8

I q The Bafe of the Parapet - — 2

1

Z d The Inward Height — — 6

n p The Outward Height 4
n q The Outward Talu of the Parapet 2

& d The inward - 1
' 1

y l The Breadth of the Poot-Ban\ » — 3

y x The Height of it -———- 1
ts

1ty The Terre-Plane. — 2 5

a e The Berme

eg The Breadth of the Moat ——

—

if Its Depth - — «-——
fb Its Breadth at the Bottom

es^g The Talus\ each —
e g The little Ditch at the Bottom of the.Moat

q vj Its Depth ———

—

g c The Covert-may

ecl The Seat of the Parapet - -

c f Its Height

fd The Glam

3 Feet

1X2
12
88
12
18

60
6
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raining of a Poft or Paffage, as alfo Circumvallations,

Contravallations,
Redoubts, Trenches

,
Batteries

,
&c,

Tt:e principal Maxims of Fortification, are thefe ;

i . Every place within the Fortification ought to

to be flank’d ;
that is, ieen fidewife, or defenfible

from the other Parts, fo that there may be no place

in which an Enemy can lodge himfelf undifcovered

by thofe that are within, and that both from the

Front, the Sides, even from Behind if poflible.

The Fortrefs ought to command all Places

roundabout j
and thetefore all the Out-works muft

be lower than the Body of the Place.

3. The Works that are moft remote from theCen -

ter of the Place, ought always to be open to thofe

that are more near.

4. The Angle Flanquant, or the Point of the Ba-

ftion, ought to be at leaft of 70 Degrees, or as fome

fay (Mr. Vauban) not more than 100, or lefs than

60.

5. The Angle of the Court ine ought never to be

lefs than 90, or greater than 100 Degrees, becaufe

if it be larger ’tis too much lubjedl to the View of

the Enemy.
The greater the Flanks and Demigorge is in pro-

portion to other things, the better ; becaufe there is

both more Room to retrench in, and alfo becaufe

there may be made retiring Flanks, which add very

much to the Strength of a Place, •

7. The Line of Defence ought never to exceed

Point-blank Musket-fliot, which is about 120 or 115

Fathoms.

8. The Bajlibns that are not too little, nor yet

too exceflively big, are to be preferred before o-

thers $ and the Angle of a Baftion fhould not exceed

100, nor be lefs than 60 Degrees.

9. The greater the Angle that is made by the

outward Polygon and the Face fhall be, the greater is

the Defence of the Face.

10. Wbatfoever enclofes a durable Fortification,

inuft be either Flank, Face, or Curtain ; and built

fo well, that the firft Difcharge of the Cannon may
not be able to pierce through it.

11. ’Tis impoffible to fortify a Triangle after

the common Way, becaufe the Angle of the Gorge
is always lefs than 90 Degrees.

1 2 . The Acuter the Angle at the Center is, the

Place is by fo much the ftronger, becaufe it will

have the more Sides.

13. In & Regular Fortification the Face muft never

be lefs than half the Curtain ; and the Faces of the

Baftion ought to be defended by the Small Shot ofthe
oppofite Flanks.

14. Dry Trenches are preferrable to thofe filled

with Water, efpecially in great Places, where Sal-

lies, Retreats, and Succours are frequently neceffa-

ry ; but in fmall Fortreffes, Heater Trenches that can-

not be drained are beft, becaufe there is no need of
Sallies, Succours, &c.

FORTINS, or Field-Forts
$ are Sconces or little

Fortreffes, whofe Flanked Angles are generally di-

ftant one from another 1 20 Fathom, but their Ex-
tent and Figure are different, according to the Si-

tuation or Nature of the Ground ; fome of them
having whole BaftionS, and others only Demi-Ba-
ftions. They are made ufe of only for a time, ei-

ther to defend the Lines of Circumvallation
,
or to

guard fome Paffage or dangerous Poft.

FOSSILS
; all Bodies whatever that are dug out

of the Earth, are by Naturalifts commonly treated

of under this general Title of Foffils : But thefe

anay be diftinguifhed into two Giaffes0

Firft, Such as are Natives of the Earth : Or,
Secondly, Such as are Adventitious and repofited

in the Earth by the Vniverfd Deluge
, or by fome

other means.

Of which latter fort are the Exuvia of Sea and
Land Animals j the Fojfl-Shells

,
Bones, Teeth

,
&c,

which are plentifully found in the Earth, and by
fome Writers have been erroneoufly thought a fort

of Stones that are peculiar, and as they fpeak, fui
Generis.

: ,

The following Table of fuch Foffils are Natives

of the Earth
,

confifts only of the Heads and Titles

extracted out of a Natural Hiflory of thefe Bodies,

compofed by Dr. Woodward, and founded wholly
upon Experiments and Obfervations made upon
them.

In this Table they are rank’d and diftribiited ac-

cording to their Natural Properties
,
and their Rela-

tions to each other.

C. I P A R T H S.

The Englifh,
Bohemian

, and the Armenian Boles.

Umbre. Ochre, yellow and red.

Tripela. Terra Militenfis.

Chalk. Steinomarga, or Lac Lunar;
The common black Vegetable Earth.
Loam. Marie; Clay.

Terra Lemnia. Tobacco-pipe Clay.’

Argilla, or Potter’s Earth. Porcellanai

Steatites, or Soap-Earth. Fuller s-E arch,

C.2. STONES.
Sedl. 1 . Thofe that„arefound in larger Maffes]

Lapis Molaris, or Milftone. Grind-ftone.
Sand-ftone, or Saxam arenarium. Free-ftone.’

Saxum calcarium, orLime-ftone, Whetftone,
Ragftone,

Lapis fiflilis, or Slate.

Hone. Oilftone. Touchftone.
Alabafter. Marble.

Ophites. Porphyrires.

Secft. 2. Stonesfound in lejfer Maffes.

Art. 1. Thofe that do not exceed Marble in Hard*
nefs.

§• 1 0 Thofe that are of an indeterminate Figute and
Texture.

Thecoarfer or gritty Pebbles.

Lapis Violaceo Odore.

§. 2. Thofe that are of an indeterminate Figure
, but

of a regular Texture.

Gypfum Striatum, Englifh Talck;
Amianthus five Asbeftos. Alumen plumofum.’
Talck.

§. 3. Thofe that are commonly of determinate Figures„

Selenites. Lapis Specularis, or Mufcovy Glafs.
Ludus Helmontii, or the Waxen Vein.
Lapides Tubilis referti, or the Piped Waxen Vein.’
Belemnites, or the Thunder-ftone.
The Foflil Coralloid Bodies, fimpie and branched*

and the Stones related to them,
Srelechites, Mycetites. Porpites.

Aftroites, The Honey-comb-ftone.

Fluor
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Fluor or Spar, Staladites, Stalagmites.

Gfteocoliai
* - - - . *0* f 'w ; . :

Art. 2. Stonesfound in leffer Majfcs, that do exceed

Marble in Hardnefs„

Thole comprehended under this fecond Article,

are ufually called Gemms or Precious Stones. The
whole Tribe of thefe are exhibited here ; and in-

deed none but them, excepting Pebbles and Flints,

which are rank’d of courle along with the Agate-

kind, to which they really belong.
-- -> - •• •!. • . ‘ . \.*\A V

* -
• s.

'

§. i . Thofe that are Opakg.

‘
. .

__

'-> i •= •-» - .1 .

Sudivifion I. Of one Colour.

The Tufcois. The Nephritick Stone. The Mala-
chite. The two laft are fometimes a little varie-

gated .

w * V!
'
! A fl »

e \

Subdivifion 2, Of different Colours mix'd in the

fame Body.

Lapis Lazuli. Heliotropium, or Blood-ftone.

The Jafper. • .jvr,.

(ill- . TiD,. : . ,;i .

•
'

!

' :

§. 2. Semi-pellucid Stones. ' -

Stibdivifion i ..With Colours changeable
,
according to

the different Pofition of the Stone to the Light.

Oculus Cati. The Opal.

Subdivifion 2. With Colours permanent.

The finer Pebbles and Flints, Agates. The Chal-

cedony.

Mocho-ftones. The Oculus Beli, Onyx, and Sar-

donyx.

The white Carnelion. The red Carnelion, and

The Beryl^

§. 3. Stones Diaphanous
,
with Colours.

§§; i . Tellow, or partaking of it.

The Topaz. The Jacinth.

§§. 2. Bed, or partaking of it.

The Granate. The feveral forts of Rubies.

The Amethift.

§§. 3. Blue, or partaking of it.

The Saphire. The Water Saphire.

The Aquemarine.

§§.4. Green, or partaking of it.

The Emerald. The Chryfolite.

n. 5 . Stones Diaphanous
, and without Colours.

Cryftal. The Pfeudo adamantes.

The white Saphire. The Diamond.

C. 3. S A L T S.

Foflil or Rock Salt. Sal Gemmeum.
The Tincal of Perfia. The Natron of Egypt.

Nitre, or SaltPetre.

Alum. Vitriol.

C. 4. BITUMINA.

§. I. Liquid.

Naptha. Petroleum, Oleum terra; Parbadenfc.

§. 2. Solid.

Succinum, or Amber. Bitumen. Piffafphalton.

Gagates, or Jet. Kanal. Coal.

C. s. METAL LICK MI NER A L S.

Mercnry. Cinnabar, the Mineral out of which'
’tis drawn. Arfenick.

Sulphur. Pyrites. Marcafita. Cobalt.
Lapis Calaminaris. Antimony.
Bifmuth, or Tin-Glafs. Speltre, or Zink,
Nigriea fabrilis Merreti, or Black Lead.

G. 6. METALS.
Tin. Lead. Silver. Gold.
Copper. The Lapis Armenus is a Copper-Ore:
Iron. The Haematites is an Iron-Ore. There k

alfo a little Iron in the Loadftone. Manganefe,
Emery, the iEtites ferruginofa, the Mineral Be*
zoar, the Geodes, and the Enhydros.

' • - * - •
:

•
. A

''"'
I .

"
•

’
1

...

FOTUS, the fame with f'omentum'.
FOVEA Cordis, the fame with Ariticardium.
FAUGATE, or Fongafs, is a fmall Mine dug in

form of a Well, in a Place ready to be gained by
the Enemy, fo that when they have made them-
felves Matters thereof, it is fpr&ng like a Mine by
the Means of a Saucidge.

They are alfo prepar’d under a Work which is

to be blown upj and are charged with Barrels or
Sacks of Powder cover’d with Earth.

FOULE, a Word uled- at Sea in two Senles^'
when a Ship has been long untrimmed, fo that
Grafs, Weeds, Barnacles, or Periwincles, flick or
grow to her Sides under Water, fhe is then laid to
be foule. They fay alfo a Rope is foule, when it is

either tangled in it felf, or hindred by another, fo
that it cannot run or be haled.

FOULE-WATER : A Ship is laid to make. foule
Water, when being under Sail, fhe comes into fuch
Shole or fhallow Water, that though her Keel do
not touch the Ground, yet fhe comes fo near it, that
the Motion, of the Water under her raifeth the Mud
from the Bottom, and fo pulleth or fouleth the
Water.

FOUNDER : A Ship is faid to founder at Sea,
when by any extraordinary Leak, or by a great
Sea breaking in upon her, fhe is fo filled with Wa-
ter, that file cannot be freed of it, nor is fhe able
to fwim under it, but finks with the Weight
thereof.

FOURCH, in Law, fignifies a Delay, putting

off or prolonging of an Adion,
FOURTH, a Term inMufick; the fame with

Diateffaron : Which fee.

FRACTION, is a broken Number, fignifying

one or more Parts proportionably of anything divi-

ded. It confiftsof two Parts, which are two Num-
bers fet one over another, as {• : Of which two
Numbers, that below the Line is called the Denomi-
nator, becaufe it denominates or fhews the Nature
or Kind of the Parts any Whole is divided into ;

and the Number above the Line is called the N«-
mcrator, becaufe it numbers or tells us howmany of

thofe Parts the Frailion doth confift of. Thus •£• fup-

pofes fome Whole to be divided into 8 equal Parts,

and then that you take 5 of them, or 5 fuch Parts.

In all FraSlions, As the Numerator : Is to the De-
nominator : : So is the Frailion it felf : To that

Whole of which it is a Fradion. Thus, fuppofe \
of
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of a Pound be equal to 15 s. then ’tis plain, 3:4::
15 s : 20 ,

From which general Axiom will follow thefe Co-

1 rollaries.

1 . That there may be infinite FraBions of the

fame Value one with another
; for the^e may be

infiniteNumbers found,which (hall have the Propor-

tion one to another as 3 has to 4.

2. When the Numerator is lefs than the Denomi-

nator, the Fraction is lefs than the Whole,, and con-

fequently is what they call a Proper Fraction.

3. But when the Numerator is either equal to, or

greater than the Denominator
,
the FraBion is called

Improper
,
becaufe ’tis equal to, or greater than the

. whole. Thus £ is equal to 1, and £ is equal to 1

and 4:.
,

Fractions are either Single or Compound.

Single Fra clions are iuch as have but one Numera-
tor and one Denominator, as L

Compound FraBions, or FraBions ofFraBions., are

fuch as confiftof more than one Numerator and one
Denominator, as §• of of and are always con-

nected by the Word Of

Reduction of FraBions

.

I. To reduce FraBions to their leaf Terms.

Rule 1. If both Numerators and Denominators

are even Numbers, divide each by 2 as long as you

can, till an odd Quotient arifeth, and then have

recourfe to the 4th Rule, which is General.

Thus, this Fradion tttv will by BifTeCtion be

reduced to j~i, and^ will be reduced to i.

, Rule 2. If both end in Cyphers* cutofi an equal

I Number of them from both, and then proceed by

ihe other Rules.

Thus, §4~~ will become if,

3. If both Numerator and Denominator end in

5, or one in 5, and the other in o, they may be al-

ways reduced into leffer Terms, by dividing each

by 5.

Thus, 5) Ui (=rVv, and (= U-
4. When by none of the former Rules you can

reduce them wholly, try this Method, which is

General; that is, find the greateft Number that will

divide both Numerator and Denominator without any

Remainder ; and then dividing both Parts of the

Fraction by that Number, take the Quotients for a

new Fraction, which fhall be of the fame Value
; and in its leaft Terms.

,

The Greateft Common Divifor to any two Num-
i bers is thus found :

Divide the Greater by the Leffer, and then di-

vide the laft Divifor by the Remainder, and fo con-
i tinually till nothing remain; and then take the laft

Divifor for the Greateft Common Meajure lought.

It after all Trials ftill there remains Unity, then
1 the FraCtion cannot be reduced farther.

Thus, in reducing
-j-fy into its leaft Terms, 'twill

be found to be -J, the Greateft Common Divifor be-
ing 13.

FRA,

91) it? (l

91

26 (91 (3

78

13} 16 (2 '

26

00

But this Rule may alfo be very much abridg’d by
this Method, vi%. When you find any Remainder to he

more than half the laft Divifor, fubftraCt it from the

Divifor, and divide that Divifor by the new Remain-
der found by fuch SubftraCtion : As fuppofe you
were to find the Greateft Common Divifor in this

FraCtion

744) 899 (i

, 744

*55) 744 (4
620

... 124
155
124

310 *55 (5

1 5 5

o'

Which laft Remainder 1 24 being more than half

155, I fubftrad it from it, and there remains 315
which dividing 155 without Remainder, I find to

be the Greateft Common Divifor to thofe two Num-
bers.

t

II. To find the Value of any FraCtion in the known
Parts of its Integer

.

As fuppofe it was requir’d to know what is

of a Pound.

Multiply (9) the Numerator by (20) the Num-
ber ofknown Parts of the next inferior Denominati-
on, and divide the ProduCt by (16) the Denomi-
nator of the given FraCtion ; the Quotient will be
r 1 s. and the Remainder (4) being multiplied by
(1 2) the number of known Parts in the next inferi-

or Denomination ; and dividing the ProduCt (48)
by (16) as before, the Quotient will be 3 d. So
that you find that of a Pound is 1 1 jr. and 3 d,

20

9

1 6) 180 (u

20

12

16) 48 (3 d.

m

o®
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III. To reduce a mix'd Number fas 4'.'
)
into an Im-

proper FraBion of thefame Value

.

Multiply (4) the Integer Part, by (iz) the De-
nothinator of the Fraction • to the Produdt (48)
Add the Numerator; the Sum (59) fet over the

former Denominator (12,) Thus will be an Im-
proper FraBion of the lame Value with the mix’d
Number given ; for 1 2 nqw divides that Product
which before it help’d to produce, and therefore

the Value mufi be the fame as before.

IV. To reduce a whole Number into an Improper Fra-

Bion.

1. If no Denominator be alllgn’d, draw a Line
tinder it, and fet Unity beneath that Line, and

#

tis

done. Thus, if 8 were given to be reduc’d, write

it in this manner, f.

2. But if there be a Denominator (as fuppofe 3}
given, multiply (8) the given Number by (3) the

1*

aflign’d Denominator, and fet the Product over (3)

and ’tis done, and Hands thus, 2

j ; for the Number
8 is multiplied by 3, and then that Product divided

by 3, which makes it of the lame Value now as

before.

V. To reduce an Improper FraBion into its equiva-

' lent mix'd Number, as fuppofe -fr.

Divide (59) the Numerator by (12) the Deno-

minator ; the Quotient (4fi) will be the mix’d

Number fought.

VI. To reduce a Compound FraBion into a Single one.

Multiply all the Numerators continually foranew
Numerator, and all the Denominators for a nevv

Denominator.

Thus, 7 of | of I- reduced, will be if

VII. To reduce FraBions of different Denominations

to others of thefame Value,
having the fame com-

mon Denominator.

1. Reduce them always to their leaft Terms.

2, Then multiply all the Denominators for a com-

mon Denominator; and multiply continually the

Numerator of each Fradtion into all the Denomi-

nators except its own, and that will give new Nu-
merators to be let over the common Denominator,

Thus, it it was requir’d to reduce f, and and

£ in one common Denominator

:

I fay, 3 into 7, into 6, produces 1 26 for a com-

mon Denominator.

Then 2x7x6= 84, therefore f = r%%.

And 3X4X6- 72, therefore f = ~7
Ar.

Alfo 5x7x3 = 105, therefore f= Iff.

Addition in Vulgar Fradtions.

1. If the FraBions propofed have equal Denomi-

nators, only add the Numerators, and fee the Sum

over the common Denominator.

Thus, -1- tt " t#-
;

.

1. But if they have not a common Denominator,

they muft be reduced to others of the lame Value,

that have a common Denominator ;
then add as in

life flrft Bplc.

3 If Compound FraBions are. given to be added,'
they muft firft be reduced to fxngle ones of the fame
Value, and then they will fall under thefe two
Bples foregoing.

4. When Fractions of different Denominations
are given to be added, they muft be reduced ihto

Fradtions of the fame Denomination, (or which
have the fame common Integer) by the Bjde for

reducing Compound FraBions.

Thus, if 4 of a Pound, f of a Shilling, and 7
of a Penny were propofed to be added together,

they muft all be brought into the Denomination of
Pounds.

Thus, f of a Shilling is f of of a Pound,
(which reduced, is *4 of a Pound

: ) So % of a Pen-
ny is f of 7'y of Ti of a Pound (which being re-

duced, is -rsfo) then thofe two Fradtions^ and
may be added by the fecond Ifale,

5 . To add mix'd NumberSi
'

; c* .
<

1 ’ !

1 . Add the Integers in both Numbers together,
1

then add the Fradtional Parts, and if their Sum. be
a Proper Fradtion, only annex it to the Sum of the

Integers.

2. But if it be an Improper Fradtion, reduce it

to its equivalent mix’d Number ; and adding the

Integral Part to the firft Sum of the Integers, fet

the remaining Fradtional Parc after the Integers,

and ’tis done.

Thus, 5f + 4? —

SubJlraBionof Vulgar Fradtions.'

1. Ifthey have a common Denominator, fubftradt

the Ieffer Numerator from the greater, and fet the

Remainder over the common Denominator.

ThuS, from Tl take 7V, and there remains fz .

2. If they have not a common Denominator,’

they muft be reduced to Fradtions of the fame Va-
lue, having a common Denominator ; and then as

in the lit Bute.

Thus, i-f =r. —j£ xc if.

3 . To fubftradt a whole Number from a mix’d
Number, or one mix’d Number from another.

Reduce the whole or mix’d Numbers to Impro-

per Fradtions, then proceed as in the 1 ft or 2d
Buie.

N. B. This Buie is General ; yet there are Par-

ticular Buies, which in fome Cafes are more
Expeditious ; as follows.

Particular Rules.

1. TofubftraB a whole Numberfrom a mix’d,

Subftradt the whole Number from the Integral

Part of the mix’d Number ; then to the Remain-
der annex the Fradtional Part of the mix?d Num-
ber.

Thus, 3 from 3 ?, leaves 2f.

2 ; TofubftraB a FraBionfrom 1 or Unity.

Subftradt the Numerator from the Denominator,
1

and place the Remainder over the Denominator,

and ris done.

Thus,’ f from 1, leaves £.

3. To
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3. To fubJlraB a FraBion from any whole Number

greater than Unity.

Subftrad the Fra&ion from Unity (by 2d) then

from the whole Number given fubftraCt that Unity,

and place .the remaining Integer before, and the

Fractional Part (firft found) after it, fo fhall that

mix’d Number be the Remainder fought.

Thus, | from 7, leaves 6f

.

'4, To fubftraB a mix d Numberfrom a wholeNumber.

Firft fubftraCt the Fractional Part from Unity,

borrowed from the whole Number given, and fet

down the Remainder ; then adding the Integer

borrowed, to the Integers of die mix’d Number,

fubftraCt the faid Sum from the whole Number,

and to the Remainder annex the Fractional Part

firft found, and ’tis done.

Thus, 3? from 9, leaves 5$.

5. TofubJlraB a FraBion from a mix'd Number.

1 . If the FraCtion given, be lefs than the fracti-

onal Part of the mix’d Number, only fubftraCt the

FraCtion from the Fractional Part, and annex the

Remainders to the Integer-part of the Mix’d, and

’tis done.

Thus, a from leaves 6 f.

2. But when the FraCtion given is greater than

the Fractional Part of the mix’d Number;
SubftraCt the FraCtion from Unity, and add the

Remainder to the Fractional Part ofthe mix’d Num-
ber ; then Ieffening the Integral Part of the mix’d

Number by Unity, annex the Fractional Part (laft

found) to it

:

Thus, 7from 6J-, leaves 5
a.

CASE I.

6. To fubJlraB one mix'd Numberfrom another.

When the Integral Part, and Fractional Part of

the mix’d Number to be fubftraCted, are both Ieffer

than the Integers and Fractional Parts of the other

mix’d Numbers; only fubftraCt the Ieffer Integer

from the greater, and the Ieffer FraCtion from the

greater, and to the Remainder of the Integers an-

nex the Remainder of the FraCtion, and ’tis done.

Thus, 2-1 from 5-I, leaves 3t!, or 34.

CASE it.

When the Fractional Part of the Mix’d Number
(to be fubftraCted) is greater ihan the Fractional

Part of the other Mix’d Number

:

Firft, SubftraCt the greater FraCtion from Unity,

and add the Remainder to the Fractional Part of

the other Mix’d Number ; which Sum, as the Fra-

ctional Part of the Remainder fought, is to be

kept.

Then add Unity to the Ieffer Integral Part, and
fubftraCt the Sum from the greater Integral Part,

and to the Remainders annex the Fractional Part
before referved, and ’tis done.

Thus, li from 7}, refts 4^;

Multiplication of Vulgar Fractions.

1. When the Fractions propofed are both Angle

Fractions, only multiply the Numerators one by

FRA
another for a new Numerator, and the Denomina-
tors for anew Denominator.

Thus, p into f, produces -}k

2. If one be a Mix’d or w hole Number, it muff
be reduced to an improper FraBion

, and then pro-

ceed as in the laft Rule.

Thus, 4 into 5f, gives 44 ; and § into ~ — 4\

N. B. In Multiplication ofFraBions the ProduCt
is lefs in Value than either Multiplicand or

Multiplicator
; becaufe in all Multiplications,

As Unity : Is to the Multiplicator : : So is the

Multiplicand :To theProduCt ; or,As Unity : Is

to either FaCtor : : So is the other FaCtor: To
the ProduCl;, But Unity is bigger than either

FaCtor (if the Fractions are proper) and there*

fore either of them muft be greater than the

ProduCt.

Thus in Whole Numbers, if 5 be multiplied by
8, ’twill be, As 1 : 5 : : 8 : 40 ; or, 1 : 8 :

:

5 : 40. Wherefore in Fractions allb, As 1 :\:i
X £ XX a

cit* * X * ® ^ * 1 X
8

6
. 3 a ?

U1
? 1 • • '4 * JT*

But 1 is greater than, either {- or 4 : Wherefore
either of them muft be bigger than 44.

Divifion in Fractions.

1. When the Fractions propofed are both Angle,’

multiply the Denominator of the Divifor by the
Numerator of the Dividend ; the ProduCt is the
Numerator of the Quote.
Then multiply the Numerator ot the Divifor,

by the Denominator of the Dividend f the ProduCt
is the Denominator of the Quotient.

Thus,
f) 4 '44.

2: If either Dividend, Divifor, or both, be
Whole or Mix’d Numbers, reduce them to Improper
FraBions ; and if they be Compound Fractions, re-

duce them to Simple ones, and proceed as in the

firft Rule.

N. B. That in Divifion of FraBions, the Quo-
tient is always greater than the Dividend ; be-

caufe in all Divifion, As the Divifor; Is to U~
ty : : So is the Dividend : To the Quotient ;

as if 3 divide 1 2, ’twill be, As 3 : 1 : : 1 2 : 4.

Now 3 is greater than i, wherefore 12 rhuft

be bigger than 4 : But in Fractions, As |- : 1 :

:

J : 44 ;
where 4 is lefs than 1 ; wherefore |

muft* alfo be lefs than 44.

FRACTURA Offs, the breaking of a Bone, is a

Solution of the Continuum in the hard or bony parts

of the Body.
FRENULUM, is a membranous Ligament un-

der the Tongue, which being extendeded too far to-

wards the Tip of the Tongue, hinders Children in

lucking, whence they are faid to be Tongue-ty’d.

ERiENUM, is that Ligament whereby the Pre-

puce is tied to the lower part of the Gians of the

Penis.

FRAISES, in Fortification, are pointed Stakes fix-

ed in Bulwarks made of Earth, on the one fide of

the Rampart a little below the Parapet. Thefe Stakes

being from 7 to 8 Foot long, are driven in almoft

halfway into the Earth, and prelent their Points

fomewhat Hoping toward the Field. They ferve to

prevent Scalades and Deferdon.

FRAME, is the Out-work of a Clock or Watch,

confifting ofthe Plates and Pillars, and which con-

tains in it the Wheels and the reft of the Work.

Tt ' FRAN.-
X
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FRANCHISE, in Law, is taken to be a Privi-

lege or Exemption from ordinary JurifdiCtion, and

fometimes an Immunity From Tribute : It is either

Perfonal or Real 5 that is, belonging to a Perlon im-

mediately, or elfe by means of this or that Place, or

Court ofImmunity, whereof he is either Chief, or

'a Member.
FRANCHISE Bpyal, is where the King granteth

to one and his Heirs, that they fhall be quit of Toll.

FRANK-ALMOIN, in Law, fignifies a Tenure
or Title ofLands or Tenements bellow’d upon God ;

that is, given to fuch People as bellow themfelves

to the Service of God, for pure and perpetual Alms.

FRANK-BANK : See Free-Bench.

FRANK-CHASE, is a Liberty of Free-Chafe,

whereby all Men (having Ground within that com-
pafs) are prohibited to cut down Wood, (3c. with-

out the View of the Forefter, tho’ it be in his own
Demefnes.
FRANK FEE, in Law, is that which is in the

Hands of the King or Lord of the Mannor, being an-

cient Demefne of the Crown ; whereas that which
is in the Hands of the Tenant, is ancient Demefne
only.

FRANK-FORM, is a Land or Tenement, where-

in the Nature of the Fee is changed by Feoffment

out of Knight’s-Service for feveral Yearly Services ;

and whence neither Homage, Worfhip, Marriage,

nor Relief may be demanded, nor any other Ser-

vice not contain’d in the Feoffment.

FRANK-FOLD, is where a Lord hath benefit

of Folding his Sheep within his Mannor for the Ma-
nuring of his Land.

FRANK* LAW, is taken for the Free Enjoyment

of all thofe Privileges which the Law permits to a

Man not found guilty of any heinous Offence. And

he that lofetb his Fran^-Law,
is laid to fall into thefe

Inconveniences

:

Firft, That he may never be impannelled upon a-

ny Jury or Aflize, or otherwife ufed in teftifying any

Truth.

Secondly, If he have any thing to do in the King’s

Court, he mull not approach thither in Perfon, but

appoint his Attorney.

Thirdly, His Lands, and Goods, and Chattels

mull be feized into the King’s Hands; and his Lands

mull be eftreated, his Trees rooted up* and his Bo-

dy committed to Prifon.

FRANK-MARRIAGE, is a Tenure in Land Spe-

cial, whereby a Man hath Land with a Woman to

him and the Heirs of his Body, without doing any

Service, but Fealty to the Donor

.

FRANK-PLEDGE ,
in Law, a certain Pledge

or Surety for Free-men.

FRANK-TENEMENT : See Free -hold.

FREE; the Seamen fay,The Pump frees the Ship,

when it throws out more Water than leaks into her

;

but on the contrary; when it cannot throw out the

Water as faft as it leaks in, they fay, The Pump

cannot free her : A.lfo bailing or lading out Water

Out of a Boat, is called, Freeing the Boat.

FREE-BENCH, Franl^-Ban^, in Law, fignifies

that Eftate in Copy-hold Lands that the Wife, be-

ing efpoufed a Virgin, hath after the Deceafe of her

Husband, for her Dower,

FREE HOLD, or Frankj-Tenement, is that Land

or Tenement which a Man holdell in Fee, Fee-tail,

or at the leaft for Term of Life ;
and ’tis either Free-

hold in Deed, or Free-bold in Law.

Free-ho’din Deed, is the Real Poffeflion of Lands

or Tenement in Fee, Fee-tail, or for Life*

Free-hold in Law ,
is the Right that a Man hath

to fuch Lands or Tenements before his Entry or

Seifure.

FREESE, a Term in Architecture : See Fri^e.

FREEZING : The Cartejians explicate Freezing
by the Recefs, or goiqg out of the Etherial Mattel
from the Pores ofthe Water or other Liquor ; which
being once done* the finer Parts are too fmall and
flexible to keep the long, flender/ and Eel like Par-
ticles ofWater fluent, or in the form of a Liquor.

But the Corpufcularians afcribe the freezing of
Water more probably, to the Ingrefs of Multitudes
of cold or frigorifick Particles

, as they call them,
which entring the Liquor in Swarms, and difperfing

themfelves every way thro’ it, do crowd into the

Pores of the Water, and hinder the wonted Agita-
tion of its Parts/ and wedge it up as it were into the
hard or confillent Body of Ice.

Freezing Mixture, is what is mix’d together in or-

der to freeze other Bodies. Mr. Boyle in his Hiftory
of Cold fhews, That not only all forts of Salts, whe-
ther Alkjtqalite or Acid, but even Ardent Spirits^

fuch as that of Wine j alfo Sugar and Saccharum
Sfi-

turni, mix’d with Snow, are capable of freezing o-

ther Bodies ; and the fame EfFeCt was alio very emi-
nently. produced by the Mixture of Oil of Vitriol

,

or Spirit of Nitre with Snow, &c.
That Ice is fpedfically lighter than the Water out

of which it is by freezing made
,

is certain bjp its

fwimmingin it; and that thisLevity ofIce proceeds
from thefe numerous Bubbles, which are produced
in it by fits Congelation, is equally plain ; but how
thofe Bubbles come to be generated in freezing, a\id

what Subftance they contain in them (if they are nor
quite emptyJ is an Enquiry ofgreat Importance, and
perhaps if difcovered may help us much to under- \

ftand the Nature of Gold,

Mr. Hobbs afferts, That they are occafloned by the

common Air, which intrudes into Water iri its
,

agulation, and fo expands it.

But Firft, No fuch Ingrefs of Air into Water ap-
pears in its Coagulation ; and that it doth not get

into frozen Oil is plain, becaufe that Body is con-
denfed by being frozen.

Secondly, Mr. Boyle fhews by undoubted Experi-

ments, That Water frozen in GlafFes fealed herme-
tically, and in Brafs Bodies or Veflels clofely ftopt,

hath yet been turn’d into Ice abounding with thefe

Bubbles.

Thirdly, He proves alfo by Experiment, That
Water kept a while in the Exhaufted Receiver, till

all its Bubbles were emerged and gone, being after-

terwards turn’d into Ice by a freezing Mixture, that

Ice had fcarce any Bubbles at all in it. Whence ’tis

plain thefe Bubbles are filled with fome Matter
which is within the Water, if they are filled witha-

ny thing : But he proves alfo by plain Experiments,

that they have none, or at leaft exceeding little true

Elaftick Air contain’d in them. See Vo1; II.

FREEZLAND-HORSE, the fame with Chevaux

de Freeze.

FRESCO, in Architecture, to Faint in Frefco, is

a fort of Painting which is made upon the Plaiftring

of an Edifice before it be dry.

FRESH-DESEISIN, in Law, fignifies fuch a Dij-

feifin, as a Man may feek to defeat of himfelf, and
by his own Power, without the help of the King or

Judges.

FRESH-FINE, is that which is levied within

a Year paft.

FRESH-FORCE, is a Force done within forty

Days : For if a Man be diffeifed of any Lands or

Tenements within any City or Boroughs, or defor-

ced from them after the Death of his Anceftor, to

Whom he is Heir, or after the Death ofhis Tenanc

for Life, or in Taile, he may within forty Days after
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his Tide accrued, have a Bill out of the Chancery

to the Mayor, &c.

FRESH-SHOT, in the Sea Phrafe, fignifies the

falling down of any great River into the Sea, fo that

the Sea has frefh Water a good way from the Mouth

of that River, which fometimes by accident is by

the Defcent of Land-Waters on a fudden ; and as

this is more or lefs, they call it a great or fmall

Frefh-Shot.

FRESH-SUIT, in Common-Law, is fuch a pre-

fent and earned: Purfuit of an Offender, as never

ceafeth from the time of the Offence committed or

difcovered, until he be apprehended : And the Ef-

fect of this in the Purfuit of a Felon is, that the Par-

ty purfuing fhall have his Goods again ; whereas o-

therwife they are the King’s.

FRETT, a Bearing in Heraldry of this Figure.

Diamond
,
a Frett Topa% : The

Coat Armour formerly of Henry

Lord Maltrevers, and now quar-

tered by the Duke of Norfolk,

Here is but one Frett, but fome-

times the Frett is of eight pieces
,

and then ’tis fpecified to be fo ; but

if it confift of more ,
’tis called

Frette,

FRIABLE, a Word ufed in reference to fuch Bo-

dies as will eafily on rubbing break, crumble* or

divide into fmall parts.

FRIGID Zp.ones r See Zpnes.

FRIGORIFICK Particles,
are fmall Particles of

Matter, actually and effentially Cold, which entring

and penetrating other Bodies, do (according to the

Opinion of GaJJendus and others ) produce in them

that Quality which we call Cold : See Cold.

FRISE, or Freefe, in Architecture, |is that round

part of the Entablature which is between the Archi-

trave and Cornice4 This the French call the Gorgerin

or Collier.

FRODMORTEL, or rather Freemortoll, in Law,

is an Immunity or Freedom granted for Murder or

Man-flaughter. Coveel.

FROENULUM, or Frcenum penis
,

is a Mem-
brane which ties the Preputium to the Glafids of the

Penis.

FRONT, in Perfpective, is the Orthographical

Projection of an Object upon a Parallel Plane.

FRONT* in Fortification, is what the French

call Tenaide de Place, and the Face of a Place. It is

that which is comprehended between the Points of

any two neighbouring Baftions ,
viq. the Gourtine,

the two Flanks which are raifed upon the Courtine,

and the two Faces of the Baftions which look to-

wards one another.

FRONT-LINE, inPerfpective : See Line of the

Front.

FRONTALE, of Frontlet
,

is an external Medi-

cine* frequently applied to the Forehead for a Pain

or Heat in the Head : It is made forthe moftpartof

Herbs, Flowers, Seeds, Meal moiftned with Vine*

gar of Rofes. Blanchard.

FRONTALIS, is a Mufcle which arifes thin,

broad, and flefhy from the upper part of the Os

Frontts, near the Sutura Coronalls, and defcending by
the Pofterior and Forepart of the Temporalis

,
meets

with its Partner near their Infertions to the Skin of

the Eye-brows ; thefe draw up and wrinkle the

Skin of the Forehead.

FRONTATUM, is a Term ufed by Mr. Ray,
and other Botanifts, to exprefs that the Leaf of a

Flower
( Petalum) grows broader and broader, and

at laft perhaps is terminated by a Right Line ; and
’tis ufed inoppofition to Cufpidatum, which expreffes

that the Leaves of a Flowet end in a Point.

Thus Marygolds Petala habeni Frontata.

But Flofs Solis
, cufpidata.

FRONTIS Os, or Coronale, is a Bone of the Cra-

nium, in form almoft round ; it joyns the Bones of

the Sinciput and Temples* by the Coronal Suture,

and the Bones of the upper Jaw by the Sutura Tranf-

verfalis
, and the Os Sphcenoides by the Sutura Sphe-

noidalis. It forms the upper part of the Orbir, and
it has four Apophyfes, which are at the four Angles

of the two Orbits. It has two Holes above the Or-
bits, through which pals the Vein, Artery, and fome
Twigs of the firft Branch of the fifth pair of Nerves,

It has alfo one in each Orbit, a little above the Os

Planum, through which a Twig of the Opthalmick
Branch of the fifth pair of Serves paffes to the Nofe,

it is the Orbiter Internus. It has two Sinus’s above
the Eye-brows, between its two Tables ; they are

lined with a thin Membrane in which there are feve-

ral Blood- Ve'ffels and Glands, which feparate a

Mucous Serofity, which falls into the Noftnls. The
Infide of this Bone has feveral Inequalities, made by
the Yeffels of the Dura Mater. It has two large

Dimples, made by the anterior Lobes of the Brain.

Above the Crifla Gadi it has a fmall blind Hole,

into which the End of the Sinus Longitudinalis

is inferted,. From this Hole it has a pretty large Spine
which runs up along its Middle ; inftead of this

Spine there is fometimes a Sinus
,
in which lies the

Sinus Longitudinalis
,
which ought to be obferved

carefully by Surgeons in Wounds of this place. This
Bone is thicker than the Sinciput Bones, but thinner

than the Os Occipitis : In Children it is always di-

vided into its Middle by a true Suture.

FRONTON, is a Part or Member in Archite-

cture, which ferves to compofe an Ornament raifed

over Doors, Crofs-works, Nitches, &c. fometimes
making a Triangle, and fometimes part of a Circle.

It is alfo called Faftigium by Vitruvius, and Pedif-
ment by the French.

FROZEN Zpnes : See Zones.

FRUCTIFEROUS, is that which produces Fruit;

and is a Word ufed by my Lord Bacon and others,

for fuch Experiments in Natural Philofophy,. which
are advantageous to the Experimenter in Point of
Gain or Profit.

FRUMENTA and Frumentaceous Plants, are\by

the Botanifts ^reckon’d all fuch as have their Culm
(or Stalk) pointed, and their Leaves like Reeds;
and which bear their Seed

( which is fit to make
Bread, or be ground into Flower) in Ears, like com-
mon Corn ; for they reckon two kinds of Fruges

,

Frumenta and Legumina : See Grarriineous and Cul-

miferoUS Herbs.

FRUSTRUM, in Mathematicks, fignifies a Piece

cut off, or feparated from any Body ; as the Fru-

Jlrum of a Pyramid or Gone
, is a part or piece

thereof cut off ( ufually ) by a Plane parallel to the

Bale.

All Round and Square Timber that is tapering

may be conceiv’d as the Fruftrum of a Cone or a Py-

ramid. To find which, take the following Theo-
rem, which in the main is Mr. Ougbtred'S, who at

Pag. 99. of his admirable Clavis, gives this and two
others for the fame purpofe. *

Given
B, the Side of the grea-~)

terBafe, /Tho below I fuppofe B
b, tjhe leffer Bafe’s Side,> and b to reprefent the
A

,
the Height of the V Areas of the two Bafes.

j

Fruftrum# _)

Ttz Whole
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Whole Height a 4- A = Ht

or

Firft, To find a, fay, As B
b A

b : b i: A:
b A

X
B— b

Now BH “ 3 times the whole Pyramid,

becaufe any.Prifm is 3 times a Pyramid of the fame

Bale and Height with it , by 7 e to Euclid
,
and

b a — 3 times the upper Pyramid. Wherefore

^ ^
equal to the Fruflrutn of the Pyramid

required ; which Theorem in Words is this

:

Multifly the lower Bafe by the whole Height
, and

from the Produbt fubtrabl the upper Bafe multi-

ply d by the Height of the Top-piece wanting ; and

then one third of the Remainder Jhad give the

Fruftrum.

And the fame way you may proceed for the Fru-

firum of a Cone; only ’twill be more difficult to

find the Circular Bafes.

FUGA Vacui ; it is a Notion of the Peripateticks,

and fome other Ancient Philofophers, that there is

an Abhorrence in Nature of a Vacuum ; and this in

Latin they call Fuga Vacui, or Nature’s endeavour

to avoid a Vacuum.

FUGILE, an Impofthume in the Ears. Blan-

chard. '

FUGITIVES Goods, are the proper Goods ofhim

that flieth upon Felony, which after the Flight law-

fully found, do belong to the King or Lord of the

IVlannor.

FUGUE, in Mufick, is fome Point confiding of

4, 5, 6, or any other number of Notes begun by

fome one fingle Part, and then feconded by a third,

fourth, fifth and fixth part ( ifthe Compofition con-

fifts of fomany) repeating the fame or fuchlike Notes,

fo that the feveral parts follow, or come in one after

another in the fame manner, the leading parts ftill

flying before thofe that follow.

FUGUE-DOUBLE, is when two or more diffe-

rent Points move together in a Fugue
,
and are al-

ternately interchanged by the feveral parts.

FULIGINOUS Vapours, according to fome, are

thick, impure, and footy Vapours.

FULMINATING Powder i See Auram Fulmi-

nant, and Pulvis Fulminant.

FULMINATION, the fame with Detonation ;

which fee,

FUMIGATiO Chyrhica
,
is an Erofion of Metal by

Smoak or Vapour.
; FUMIGATION, is making one Body receive the

Smoak of another
,

in order to impregnate it with

the more Volatile Parts of the Body burnt.

FUNCTION, (the fame that A&ion) is, in re.

ference to any Operation of the Organical Parts of
an Animal Body, an effe&ive Motion produced in
the Part by the proper Aptitude, or Fitnefs of fuch
Part for the Ufes the Author of Nature defigned it.

FUNDUS Plant#, the Botanifts call that the Bot-
tom of a Plant where the Stalk and Root juft meet
and joyn.

FUNGUS, is a foft fpungy Flefh which grows
upon Wounds
FUNICULAR Hypothefis , was advanced by

Francifcus Linus, againft the Notion of the Spring
and Weight of the Air ; and he fuppofes. That the
Sufpenfion of the Mercury in the Torricilian Experi-
ment, is not caufed by the Weight, of the Atmo-
fphere preffing on the Mercury in the Bafin, but by
a kind of Funiculus of fome very fine and thin Sub-
ftance ; which being exceedingly rarified by a forci-
ble Diftenfion, is continually contrading it felf up,
or becoming more diftended according to the diffe-
rent Temperament of the external Air, and by this
means occafions the rifing and falling of the Quick-
filver in the Barometer.

But ’tis ftrange that this little Rope or String at
the Top fhould be able to fuftain all the Mercury
requifite to form a Column of 30 Inches in length 5
and that as part will run out of the Tube when
there is more Mercury in it, fo none at all fhould
run out after it is come to its due length : Since Mer-
cury is a Fluid Body, how comes the Funiculus to
turn it into a folid one ? And by its little Strings hold
it fo altogether, that none can fun out ?

FUNICULUS, Inteftinum, Laqueus, or DuBus
Vmbilicalis, the Navel-ftring, is a Membranous
Channel of Conduit in the Foetus

, which reaches
from the Navel to the Placenta in the Womb ; it

contains two Arteries, one Vein, and the Urinary
Paffage in the Foetus, faith Blanchard. Indeed the
Umbilical Veffels between the Navel and the Pla-
centa are wrapt up in a Production of the Chorion
and the ^ramo»,which is generally about a Foot and
an half long, that the Motion of the Foetus may not
pull the Placenta fromthe Womb : The Ufe of this

Navel-ftring is to carry the Mothers Blood by the
Veins to the Foetus, for its Nourifhment ; and that
which is unfit for this Purpofe, is carried back by
the Arteries to the Placenta, while the Foetus is ftill

fupplied with more from the Vein ; fo that there is

a continual Circulation of Blood between the Mo-
ther and the Foetus.

FURCALE Os, the fame with Furcula.

EURCELLA, the fame with Furcula.

FURCHE, fo the Heralds call

the Form of this kind of Croft in a
Coat of Arms,

FURCULA Superior, is the upper Bone of the
Sternum or Breaft-bone ; others call it Jugulnm.
Blanchard.

FURFURATION, or Furfures, is when Dan-
driftfalls from the Head in Combing ; it comes for
the moft part from that Skin which is uuder the
Hair ; alfo from the Beard and Eye-brows. Blan-
chard.

FURFURES, the Scales that fall from the Head,
and fometimes from the Skin of the other parts of
the Body, occafion’d by the Separation of the Cun*
cula or Scarf-skin from the Cutts

, or true Skin.
Blanchard.

FURLE.
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FURLE, the Sea Word for wrapping up and

binding any Sail clofe to the Yard, which is done

firft by haling up the Braces, and then wrapping the

Sail clofe together, and fq binding it faft to the Yard

with the Caskets, and Furling-lines. This was

formerly written Farthel, becaufe the Sail is thus

made up in a Bundle or Farthel ; but tis now every

where corrupted into the Word Furle.

FURLING-LINES, are fmall Lines made faft

to the Top-fails, Top-gallant-fails, and to the Mifen-

yard-Arms, to furle up thofe Sails. Indeed the Mif-

feri hath but one Furling-Line, but all the reft have

two, one at each end.

FURNACE, the Chymifts have feveral forts of

Furnaces, as the Reverberatory j which fee under

that Wofd : A Wind Furnace
,
or Furnace for Fufions,

which is fo called, becaufe the Wind comes forci-

bly to blow the Coals, in order to Melt or Fufie the

Matter in the Crucible or Coppel. This Furnace for

Fufionsj
is in form juft like the Reverberatory, only

lefs, and there is no need of laying the two Crofs

Bars there mention’d. They frequently alfo ufe

Moveable Furnaces, whofe make is like that of the

Reverberatory, and they are made of d Pafte con-

lifting ofthree parts of Powders of broken Pots, and

two parts of Clay well temper’d together with Wa-
ter.

Lemery gives the following Figure of a fmall

Moveable Furnace for Fufionsi

e The Chimney.

d The Dome, confuting of

twd pieces.

r Three Regifters or Holes,

to’ let in the Air to come to

the Fire.

FURNITURE of a Dial
,
are fuch Lines as are

drawn thereon for Ornament j as the Parallels ofDe-
clination, Length ofthe Day, Azimuths, Points of the
Compafs

, Babylonifh and fevtijh Hours
, 8cc.

FURRING of a Ship, is laying on double Planks
on her Sides ; this is done after the Ship is built, and
is by the Sailors called Plants upon Plan!£ : But there
is another way of Furring which is more properly
fo called

$ and that is, when a Ship’s Planks are
ripped, and new Timbers are put on the former
Timbers, and on them other Planks ; which is done
fometimes to make a Ship bear her Sails the better.
FURRS, in Heraldry, are ufed in the Doublings

of the Mantles pertaining to a Coat of Arms, and
fometimes to the Oo3.t it felf z They axe ufually of
two Colours ; as Erwins and Ermines, which are
black and white : Erminois and Fean, which are
black and yellow : Vairy, which is white and blue :

Verry which is yellow and red, or the like Colours.
FURUNCULUS, a Boyl, is an acute Swelling

aS
fI

aS a ^8eons Egg, attended with an Infkmati-
and 1 ain, efpecially when it begins to corrupt and
putrme

; when it is open’d, and the Matter let put,
part of the Flefh underneath is turned into Corrup-
tion of a whitifh and reddifh colour, which feme

call the Ventricle of the Furunculus
; there is no dan*

ger in it, tho’ you apply no Remedy to it 5 for k
ripens of it felf, and burfts 1 but the Pain makes it

more eligible to apply as Remedy, becaufe that frees

the Patient fooner from his Trouble. Blanchard

.

FUSAROLE, is a fmall round Member in Ar*’

chitediure, cut in form of a Collar, with fomewhat
long Beads under the Echinus, or Quarter Round
of Pillars of the DoridL lonick[, and Compofte Or®

ders .

FUSE or Fufel of a Bomb, or Granado-fhell, is

that which makes the whole Powder, or Compo-
fition in the Shell take Fire- to do the defigned Exe-
cution ; ’tis ufually a Wooden Pipe or Tap filled

with Wild-fire, or fome fuch Compofition, and is

defign’efto burn fo long, and no longer, as is the

Time of the Motion of the Bomb from the Mouth
of the Mortar to the Place where it is to fall ; which
Time Mr. Anderfon makes to be about 2,7 Seconds

;

fo that the Eufe muft be contrived either from the

Nature of the Wild- fire, or the length of the Pipe

which contains it, to burn juft that Time.
FUSIL, in Heraldry is a Rhomboidical Figure,

more flender then a Lozenge. Thus,

And fometimes thus

,

The latter of which feems to be the true Figure,'

for the Fufil was anciently a kind of Spindle ufed in

Spinning.

The Word Fufil alfb fignifies a Fire-lock ; whence
comes our Word Fujileers, i. e. Soldiers carrying
only Fire-Arms, and without Pikes.

.
FUSILIERS, are (in an Army) the fame with

Mufqueteers, and are fo called from the Word
Fufil, which fignifies fometimes a Musket,
FUSILLY, in Blazon, is when the Field of an

Efcutcheon is divided throughout into Fufils, as

thus :

He beareth Fufil Sable and Er-
win*

The like is to be underftood of

L°Kengy> or Pretty, refpe<ft being
had to the Figure.

FUSION, in Chymiftry, is the fame as Melt-
mg ; fo that their Furnace for melting of Metals is
called the Furnace for Fufions. The Cauje of Fufion,
or the Reafon of melting Metals, &c. is this, That
by the Force of the Heat or Fire, the Cohefion of
the Parts is diflolved, and the Matalline Particles
being disjoined, and having a Figure proper to Hide
over one another’s Surfaces, are moved with a moft
rapid Motion, and fo' put on the Form or Appea-
rance of a Fluid.

, .

FUSY, is that Part of a Watch about which the
Chain or String is wrapped, and is that which the
Spring draweth, being in Form commonly taper.
In larger Works going with Weights it is Cylindri-
cal, and is balled the Bartel.

la
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To find what Number of Turns the Fttjy will have,

ufe this Proportion

:

As the Beats of the Ballanee in one Turn of the

Great-Wheel or Fw/y, (fuppofe 26918) : Is to the

Beats of the Ballanee in one Hour (20196) :: So
the Continuance of the Watches going in Hours

F U T
(fuppofe 16) : To the Number of the Turns ofthe
Fujy fn)

That is, 26928 : 20196 :: 16 : 12.’

FUTTOCKS, are the Comparing Timbers in
a Ship j which make her Breadth $ thofe below
next the Keel are called her Ground-Futtockj

j the
other the Vpper-Futtockj.

GAL GAN

G ABEL, according to fome of our Ancient

Records, Statutes, Charters, &c. .fignifies a

Rent, Cuftom, or Duty yielded or done to

the King, or any other Lord, not by Contract: or

Bargain, but impofed by the Will of the Lotd. Both

the Word and Thing it felf is grown quite out of

Fafhion in England, where no Duty can be impofed

upon the Subjed but by Ad of Parliament ; but in

France it is ftill practiced, where it fignifies an Ex-

cife upon Salt, and is a very heavy one.

GABIONS, a Term in Fortification, fignifying

Baskets made of Ofier-Twigs, equally wide at the

Top and Bottom, about four Foot in Diameter,

and from five to fix high ; which being filled with

Earth, are fometimes ufed as Merlons for the Bat-

teries, and fometimes as a Parapet for the Lines of

Approach, when it is requifite to carry on the At-

tacks through a Stony or Rocky Ground, and to

advance them with extraordinary Vigour. They

ferve alfo to make Lodgments in fome Polls, and

to fecure other Places from the Shot of the Ene-

mies, who neverthelefs endeavour to fet the Gabi-

ons on Fire with Pitch’d Faggots, to render them

ufelefs.

GAGE, when one Ship is to Windward of ano-

ther, fhe is laid to have the Weather-gage of her :

The Seamen call alfo trying how much Water a

Ship draws Gaging, or rather Gauging of her-, and

it is thus done ; They drive aNail into a Pike near

the End, and then put down this Pike by the Rud-

der till the Nail ketch hold under it, for then as

many Feet as the Pike is under Water, is the Ship s

Gage, or the Depth of Water (he draws.

GAGE, in Common Law, fignifies a Pawn or

Surety : See more in Wage.

GAGE-POINT : See Gauge-Point.

GALAXY, or Via LaElea : See Milky-Way.

GALE, the Sea Word for the blowing of the

Wind at Sea : When the Wind blows not fo hard

but that a Ship can carry her Top-fails a Trip,

(that is, hoiled up to the higheft) then they fay it

is a Loom-Gale j
when it blows very ftrong, they

fay it is a ftiff, or ftrong, or at leaft, a frejh Gale ;

but when it blows fo hard and violently that a Ship

cannot bear any Sail, they fay it blows a Storm.

When two Ships are near one another at Sea, and

there being but little Wind blowing, one of them

finds more of it than the other, they lay that the

Ship Gales away from the other.

GALEA, is a Pain in the whole Head, lo called

from the Likenefs of the Place, becaufe it takes in,

or encompaffes the whole Head like an Helmet j
in

Latine Galea. Blanchard.
TT , e .

GALEA is likewife ufed when the Head of the

Foetus is clothed with Part of the Membrane called

Amnion, as it comes into theWorld 5
they lay then

it hath a Galea, Blanchard.

GALENICK-MEDIGINE, is that Pfiyfick which
is built upon the Principles of Galen, and therefore
they are Galenifts who embrace the Foundations of
that Art, which are fetched from Galen and his Prin-
ciples ; though tis now frequency oppofed to the
Chymical Method of Pradice, which, they fay, is

much Ihorter. Blanchard.

GALL : See Bile.

GALL-BLADDER
, the fame with Folliculus

Fellis.

GALLACTOPHORI, are Du&us's which carry;

Milk, and convey the Chyle (as fome Modern Au-
thors have fancied) a ftrait way from the Guts to

the Glandules of the Breafts ; yet the Arteries are

more properly fo called, becaufe they carry the

Chyle along with the Blood to the Breafts, wherein

the Milk is feparated and referved for the Ufe of

the Foetus.

GALLERY, in a Ship, is that Beautiful Frame
which is made upon the Stern without-board, into

which there is a Paflage out of the Captain’s Cab-

bin, which is called the Great Cabbin 5 and thefe

Galleries are indeed rather for Stately Shew, and

the Captain’s Pleafure, than any other Benefit ; for

in Ships of War all open Galleries of this kind are

to be avoided, in regard of the Facility of an Ene-

my’s Entrance, and boarding of the Ship that way.

GALLERY, in Fortification, is a covered Walk,’

the Sides whereof are Musket-proof, confifting of a

Double Row of Planks lined with Plates of Iron j

the Top being fometimes covered with Earth or

Turf, to hinder the Effed of the Artificial Fire of

the Befieged. Thefe Galleries are frequently made

ufe of in the Moat already filled with Faggots and

Bavins, to the end that the Miner may approach

fafe to the Face of the Baftion when the Artillery

of the oppofite Flank is difmounted.

GALREDA, a thick vifeous Juice that is ex-

traded by boiling from the Griftly Parts of Ani-

mals, and is ufually called a Geliy.

GANG : To Man the Boat, in the Sea Phrafe,

is to put a Gang ofMen (whichis a Company) into

her : They are commonly called the Coxfwain s

Gang who hath the Charge of her.

GANGWAY, fignifies all the feveral Entrances,

Ways, orPaffages from one Part of the Ship to the

other ;
and whatfoever is put in any one of thefe

Paffages, are faid to belaid or putin the Gangway.

GANGLION, is an Humour in the Tendinous

and Nervous Parts, proceeding from a Fall, Stroke,

orotherwife: It refills if ftirred ; if prelfed upon

the Side, is not diverted, nor can be turned round.

B'anchard. '

• c
GANGRENE, is a Cadaverous Corruption ol a

Part, attended with a beginning of Stink, Blacknefs,

and Mortification. Blanchard.
GARB
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GARB, the Term in Heraldry for a Wheat-Sheaf.

GARBOARD-PLANK, the firft Plank of a Ship

faftened on her Keel ; as

GARBOARD-STRAKE, is the firft Seam in a

Ship next to the Keel.

GARD DU-CORD, or Gard-du-Gut : See Gar-

decaut.

GARDECAUT, or Gard-du-cord, is that which

flops the Fufy of a Watch when wound up, and

for that end is driven up by the String j
fome call it

Guard-Cock, ,
others Gard-du-Gut.

GARDEYNE DEL ESGLISE, or Church-War-

dens, are Officers chofen in every Parifli to have

the Care and Cuftodyof the Church Goods ; and

they may have an AElion for the Goods of the

Clstrch, and divers other things they may do for

the Benefit of the Church : They are to join with

the Overfeers for the making of Rates, and other

Provifion for,the Poor of the Parifli.

GARDIAN, or Guardian, fignifies generally him

that hath the Cuftody or Charge of any Perfon or

thing ;
but moft commonly him that hath the Edu-

cation or Protection of fuch People as are not of

fufficient Difcretion to guide themfelves and their

Affairs, being indeed as largely extended as their

Tutor and Curator among the Civilians ; for whereas

Tutor is he that hath the Government of a Youth

until he come to fourteen Years of Age ; and Cura-

tor, he that hath the impofition and ordering his fi-

liate afterwards, Until he attain to the Age of five

and twenty Years; or that hath the Charge of a

Frantick Perfon during his Lunacy ; both thefe with

us are called Guardians.

A Tutor is either Teflamentarius, or a Pratore da

-

tus ex Lege Atilia ; or laftly, Legitimus : So we
have three forts of Guardians in England, one or-

dained by the Father in his laft Will, another ap-

pointed by the Judge, the third caft u'poti the Mi-
nor by the Law and Cuftom of the Land.

As to the firft: of thefe, a Man having Goods or

Chattels, may appoint a Guardian to the Body or

Perfon of his Child, by his Laft Will and Tefta-

inent, until he come to the Age of fourteen Years,

and fo the difpofing and ordering of his Eftate lo

long as he thinks meet, which is commonly to one

and twenty Years of Age. The fame he may do
of Lands not holden in Capite, or by Knight’s-Ser-

vice ; but the ancient Law in this Cafe is very

much altered, and in all Cafes gives the Father Po-
wer to appoint a Guardian for his Child

;
but if the

Father order no Guardian to his Child, the Ordinary
may appoint one to manage his Goods and Chat-
tels till the Age of fourteen Years ; at which time
he may choofe him another Guardian

,
as by the

Civil Law he may his Curator •, for this Rule holds,

that is,
’•Invito Curator non dat'ur. And for his Lands

the next a-kin on that Side, by which the Land
cometh not, ftiall be Guardian, 'who was formerly
called Guardian in Soccage,

,

GARDIAN, or Guardian of the Spiritualties, is

he to whom the Spiritual ’furifdiEiionof any Dio-
cefe is committed during the Vacancy of the See.

And the Guardians of the Spiritualities may either

be Guardiatt in Law, or Jure Magififatus, as the
Archbifhop of any Diocefe within his Province ; or
Guardians by Delegation, as he to whom the
Archbifhop or Vicar-General doth for the time de-
pute. t

GARDIAN,or rather Warden of the Cinque-Ports,
is a principal Magiftrate that hath the JurifdiEtion
of thofe Havens in the South Eaft-part of England,
which are commonly called; The CinquS Ports ; that
ish the five Ports or Havens ; who there hath all

GAR
that Jurifditfbon that the Lord High Admiral of
England hath in Places not exempt.
GARGAREON, the fame with the Epiglottis#

or Cover, of the Wind-pipe ; which fee.

GARGARISM, is a Liquid Medicine which is

ufed to cleanfe the Mouth and the adjacent Parts,

by gargling or moving it up and down in the
Throat without fwallowing ; and it is either a Be«
coElion, wherein convenient Syrups are diffolved,

or diftilled Waters mixed with Syrups, and fome-
times with Mineral Spirits. Blanchard.

GARLAND, in a Ship, is that Collar of Rope
which is wound about the Head of the Main-mall,
to keep the Shrouds from galling.

GARNET, is a Tackle in a Ship, having a Pen-
dant coming from the Head of the Main-mail, with
a Block ftrongly feized to the Main-ftay juft ovef
tfie Hatch-way ; in which Block is reeved the Run-
ner, which hath a Hook at one End, in which is

hitched the Slings
; and at the other End is a Double

Block, in which the Fall of the Runner is reeved,
that fo by it any Goods or Casks that are not over-
heavy, may be haled andhoifed into, or out of the
Ship ; when this Garnet is not ufed, it’s faftened a"
long by the Stay at the Bottom of it,

GARNISHEE, is taken for the Party in whofe
Hands Money is attached within the Liberties of
the^City of London, fo ufed in the Sheriff of Lon-
don s Court, becaufe he has had Garnijhment or
Warning, not to pay the Money, but to appear and
anfwer to the Plaintiff’s Creditors Suit.

GARNISHMENT, in Law, is a Warning gi-
ven to one for his Appearance,for the better furniffi-

ing of the Caufe and Court
; as if one is fued for

the Detinue of certain Evidences and Charters,
and faith, That

o
the Evidences were delivered to

him, not only by the Plaintiff, but another alfo ;
therefore prayeth that that other may be warned
to plead with the Plaintiff, Whether the faid Con-
ditions be performed or no ? And in this Petition he
is faid to pray Garnijhment : Neve Book of Entries
Fol. xi 1. Col. 3.

GARRISON, is a certain Number of Officers
and Soldiers that defend a Place.

GARTER, a Term in Heraldry, fignifying the
Moiety or half a Bend : See Bend.
GAS, a Word ufed by Van Helmont, and feems

defigned to fignify in General a Spirit not capable
of being coagulated : But he ufes it loofely in ma-
ny Senfes ; as he calls the Vital Principle in Man,
Gas Vitale

; that Siilpherous or Arfenical, or any
other way noxious Damp which is found in fome
Mines, he calls Gas Bmgue Sulphureum Nay,fome-
times he calls the Air its Gas Ventofum, as he doth
Water Gas Salium -

y and in fhort, fpeaks very unin-
telligibly and inconfiflently about it, as the Chymift’s
Manner is in other things.

GASTEROCNEMIUM, is the Calfof the Leg,
whence its Mufcles are called G fierocncmii, from
their fwelling like a Belly: Therefore two of thefe
Mufcles are called Gafterocnefnii.

GASTEROCNEMIUS Externus, alfb Gemellus
is a Mufcle of the Tarfus, fo called, becaufe ('with
the Soleus or tnternus of that Name) it compofes
the Calf of the Leg: It is alfo called Gemellus, from
its being as it were double. It has two diilinEt
Flefhy Originations, from the fuperiorand hindmoft
Parts of each Tubercle of the lower Appendage of
the Thigh Bone, which in their Defcent are each
dilated into two large Flefhy Bellies, the innermoA
of Which is thickeft and largefl, having each a dif-
fering Series of Flefhy Fibres, and join to each o~
ther near where they make a broad ftrong Ten-

don,’
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don, which narrowing it felf, joins with the great

Tendon of the Gajlerocnemius Interims, four Fingers

breadth above itslnfertion to the Os Calebs. When
this Mufcle adls, the Foot is faid to be extended or

pulled backwards, which Motion of it is very ne-

teffary in Walking, Running, Leaping, and Stan-

ding on Tiptoe, &c. Hence it is, thofe that walk
touch, that carry heavy Burthens, Chairs, &c.

and who wear low-heel’d Shooes, have thefe Mu-
fcles larger than others.

GASTEROCNEMiUS Interims

,

is a Mufcle of

the Foot, which is placed under the Gajlerocnemius

Externus and Plantaris

.

It is alfo called Soleus from

its Figure, refembling a Sole-Fifh. It’s externally

flefhy Partis covered with a Tranfparent Tendi-

nous Expanfion, which makes it appear of a livid

Colour. Its Beginning is partly Tendinous, but

chiefly Flefhy from the hindermoft Part of the up-

per Appendix of the Fibula, and Back- part of the

Tibia, that is below the Insertion of the Subpoplite-

us, and increasing to a large Flefhy Belly compofed

of various Orders of Flefhy Fibres, fome of them

underneath aptly expreifing the Figure of the Top
of a Feather, whofe Stamina here being Tendinous,

join with the great Tendon, which is about a Fin-

ger’s Breadth in Length, and inferted to the Superior

and hindmoft Part of the Os Calebs. The Foot, to-

gether with the Toes, being as it were a Leaver

to the whole Body, ought therefore to be attended

with Mufcles of great Strength to extend it ; where-

fore we find thefe Mufcles fo much to exceed the

Antagonift, the Tibaus Anticus, as well in the advan-

tageous Conftru&ion of their differing Series of

Flefhy Fibres, as their Magnitude and Infertion at

the Extremity of the Os Calebs, whereby they are

not only rendred Serviceable in Walking, Running,

Leaping, &c. but do alfo fupport the Tibia in Stan-

ding, left the fuperincumbent Preffureofthe Weight

of the Body fhould make them incline forwards at

their Articulations with the Talus.

GASTRAOEPIPLOICA, is the Vein and Artery

which goes to the Ventricle and Cawl.

GASTRORHAPHIA, is a Connexion or a Su-

ture in the Wounds of the Abdomen.

GASTROTOMYj the cutting of the Abdomen :

See Ccefarean SeQion.

GATE of the Sea, or a Sea-Gate, is when two

Ships lie aboard one another in a Wave or Billow,

and by that Means Sometimes become Rib-broken.

GAVEL, in Law, fignifies Tribute, Toll, Cu-

ftom. Yearly Rent, Payment, or Revenue
, of

which there are leveral Kinds, as Gavel-Corn
,
Ga-

vel-Malt, Out-Gavel, Gavel-Fodder, &c.

GAVELET, is a fpecial and ancient kind of Gef

favit ufed in Kent, where the Cuftom of Gavel-

kind continncth, whereby the Tenant fhall forfeit

his Lands and Tenements to the Lord of whom he

holdeth, if he withdraw from him his due Rents

and Services. Mr. S. in his Hifiory of Gavel-bind,

fays, That this Gavelet was not a Rent or Service,

but fignified a Rent or Service withheld, denied, or

detained, caufing the Forfeiture of the Tenement

to the Lord ;
with which the Lord Coke agrees,

where be fays, That Gaueletum is as much as to

fay, to ceale, or to let to pay the Rent. And it

feems this Writ lay in London as well as Kent.

GAVEL-KIND, fignifies, in Law, a Cuftom,

whereby the Land of the Father is equally divided

at his Death among all his Sons, or the Land of the

Brother at his Death equally divided among all his

Brethren, if he have no Iffue of his own. This Cu-

ftom is ftill in force in divers Places of England e-

fpecially in Ken^» ’Urchenfield in Hertford/hire, and
elfewhere, though with fome Difference : And all

Gavel-kind Land in Wales are made defcendible ro
the Heirs, according to the Courfe of the Com-
mon Law. In Gavel-kind, tho’ the Father be hang-
ed, the Son fhall inherit

; for their Cuftom is.

The Father to the Bough, the Son to the Plough,

GAUGE-POINT, of a Solid Mfafure, is the
Diameter of a Circle, whofe Superficial Content is

equal to the Solid Content of the fame Meafure :

Thus, the Solid Content of a Wine Gallon being
23 1 Cubick Inches, if you conceive a Circle to
contain fo many Inches, you may eafily find the
Diameter of it, which fhall be the Gauge-Point for
Wine Meafure

:

After the like Manner the Gauge-
Point for Ale Meafure, &c. is found. Vid. Wind-
gate’/ Pule of Proportion

,
Ch. I o.

GAUGING, is the finding the Capacities or
Contents of all forts of Veffels which hold Liquids

,

Powders, Meal, Corn, &c.
If thefe are of a Square Form like hollow Cubes

or Parallelopipids, &c. fuch as many forts of Back
Coolers, Fats, &c. their Content is eafily found, by
multiplying the Area of the Bale by the perpendi-
cular Altitude, as you find the Solidity of Paralle-

lopipids and Prifms.

If they are of a Cylindrical Figure, as Bufhels,

1

Gallons, you muft, as near as you can, find the
Area of the Circular Bale, and multiply that by the
perpendicular Altitude, as before.

If they are Casks of the ufual Form ofour Hogs-
heads, Barrels, &c. Mr. Oughtred considers them
as Segments of a Spheroid, cut off by two Planes
perpendicular to the Axis.

And then Mr. Cafvoell thus eafily deduces his The-
orem for meafuring Wine and Ale Casks

:

Suppofe CEB a Quadrant of an ElHpfis,' whofe
Semi-Axis are C B and C E ; and let the Ratio of

the Semi-Parameter to C B, be as l to t : And
let EC, F D, mn, HG, be confidered as the Radii
of Circles, which when turned round the Axis B C,

fhall form a Spheroid

:

Therefore the Elemental
Circle

D F r= / O CB — 0 C Dj
OnM <=— x O CB — C n S*

OGH t=* QCB — CG J

Wherefore the Fruftrum of the Spheroid is =r
l l

-~pxCB — iQCG: — fpx.~ © C B —
/

7 O C G =
P

fl P X * Q c E -
1- Q H~g"\

Which
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Which laft is Mr.Oughtred’s Theorem j
in Words

thus

:

Add twice the Area of the Circle at the Bung,
to

the Area of the Circle of the Head ;
and then

multiply that Sum by one Thirdof the Length of

the Cask, (which p /lands for here, as being a

Perpendicular to the Planes of thefe Circles)
the

ProduH ts the Content of the Vejfel in Cubick,

Inches.

But perhaps, faith Mr. Cafwed, moft of our Cask

had better be confidered as Frujlra of a Parabolick

Spindle ; and then the Ground of their Menfuration

he thus deduces. *

m n

Siippofe A the Axis of a Parabola, and P an Or-
dinate to that Axis, divided into innumerable Parts

by B, C, &c. drawn parallel to the Axis, whofe
Differences from A, fuppole n, m,

fB — A -— n
That is, <C — A— m

Le — A — x

fB i ~A i — zA n n n
Therefore < C 1 — A z — zAm -\-mm

4E 1 = A 1 — zA x x X

But A 1
, A ,

&c. is a Series of Equals, there-
fore — p A 1

,
and z An, z Am, &c. (by the Na-

ture of the Parabola) is a Series of Secundans
,

therefore = p x f A x. And n n, mni, x x, is a
Series of Quartans, therefore = \p X x.

Therefore the Fruftrum of a Pyramidoid, made
of A1

, £% C?% is —p xA z — f A x -f- pxx=zfPx : \xx-\-z A 1 -1- (A 1 — iAx —

)

E z — xx == ip* : z A 1
4- E 2 — \xx.

Therefore if a Segment Of a Parabola, cut off by
a Line parallel to the Axis, be turn'd about its or-
dinately Applicate P ; the Fruftrum of the Acute
Parabolick Conoid, fo generated, or as fome call ir,

a Parabolick Spindle , is x : z Q A-\- © E~ f 0 *•

So that the Fruftrum of a Parabolick Spindle, is

lefs than the Fruftrum of the Spheroid of the fame
Bafeand Height by f © x x f P ; and for the moft
Part gives the Capacity of Casks nearer the Truth
than the Theorem of Oughtred, who luppofes Casks
to beFruftra of Spheroids ; or than that of others,
by multiplying the Circles at the Bung and Head into
half the Length of the Cask , which fuppofes it to
be a ParabolickConcid : Or laftly, than with others.

to fuppofe them for Fruftra of Corns - Which is far-

theft of all from the Truth.
<

The Common Rule for all Ale or Wine Casks, is

to take the Diameters at the Bung and at the Head j
by which you muft find the Areas of the Circle

there ; then you muft take f of the Area of the

Circle at the Bung, and f of the Area of the Cir-
cle at the Head, and add them together into one
Sum, which Sum multiplied by the internal Length
of the Cask, gives the Content in Solid. Inches:

Which you may turn into Gallons, by dividing by
28a for Ale, and 231 for Wine Gallons.

But certainly 'tis eafier and fhorter to ufe the

Theorem, as Mr. Oughtred exprefles it, as above-
faid, vi%. fpx 2 O C E -f- H G, than to make
Fractions of the Areas of thole Circles, as in the

common way.
GAYNAGE, in our Law, fignifiesmoft properly

the Profit that comes by the Tillage of the Land
held by the bafer kind of Soke-men.
GAZONS, in Fortification, are Pieces of frelh

Earth covered with Grafs cut in Form of a Wedge,
about a Foot long, and half a Foot thick, to line

Parapets and the Tranfverfes of Galleries.

GEMELLES, the Term in He-
raldry for the bearing of Bars by
Pairs or Couples in a Coat of Arms

:

As,

He beareth Gules on a Chevron
Argent, three Bars GemeHes Sable

,

by the Name of Throgmorton.

/

GEMELLUS, is a Mufcle of the Cubit, fo cal-
led from its double Origine ; it arifeth firft Tendi-
nous from the fuperior Part of the inferior Cofta of
the Scapula internally, and as it palfeth between
the two round Mufcles, it grows Flelhy, and in its

Defcent joineth with its other Beginning, which a?
rifes broad and Flelhy from the upper and back-
part of the Os Humeri, under the Deltoid Mufcle ;
and being Tendinous on the outfide, and Flelhy
within, is fo inferred to the fiiperibr and external
Part of the XJlna, called Olecranuth and Ancon, or
the Elbow. Its Ufe is to extend the Cubit • If we
examine the two Beginnings of this Mufcle, we
Ihall find them interwoven with various Orders of
Fibres, whereby it is rendred capable of perform-
ing the Extenfioh of the Cubit with a greater
Strength ; Which appears in Tumblers when they
afe walking on their Hands, who by an immediate
Extenfion of their Cubits, can return to their Feet.
GEMINI, a Mufcle ferving to move the Thigh

outwards.

GEMINI, one of the 12 Signs of the Zpdiack
being the Third in Order ; alfo a Conftellation of
that Na:me.

GEMINOUS Arteries, fo fome call the tWo final!

Arteries which defcend to the Joint of the Knee,
between the Proceffes of the Thigh-bones.
GEMMA, among the Botanifts, is the Turgid

Bud of any Tree when it is beginning to bear. 'Tis
called alfo Oculus.

GENA Mala, is the Part of the Face from the
Nofe to the Ears : Alfo the Chin and the jaw-bOne
is fometimes fo called, which is either upper or lo-
wer. Blanchard.

GENERATING Line or Figure, in Geometry, is

that which by its Motion or Revolution produces
any other Figure Plane or Solid. Thus a Right Line
moved any way parallel to it felf, generates a Paral-
lelogram

;
if round a Point in the lame Plane, with

one End fattened in that Point, itgenerates & Circle.
U u Qni
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One entire Revolution of a Circle in the fame Plane,

generates the Cycloid ; the Revolution of a Semi-

circle round its Diameter, generates a Sphere,

Sir Ifaac Newton ufes the Word
GENERATED, or Genited Quantity

y
in a very

large Senfe ;
for whatever is produced either in A-

rithmetick by the Multiplication, Divifion, or Ex-
traction of Roots ; or in Geometry by the Inventi-

on of the Contents, Areas, and Sides; or of Ex-
tream and Mean Proportionals, without Addition

and Subtraction.
GENERATION, is the Production of anything

in a Natural Way, which before was not in Being :

For when in any Parcel of Matter there is produced

fuch a Concurrence of all thofe Accidents which
(’tis agreed) are necelTary and lufficient to conftitute

a determinate Species of things Corporeal ; we then

fay a Body belonging to that Species is generated.

So that here, properly fpeaking, no New Subftance,

but only a new Ejfcntial Denomination
, Modificati-

on, or Manner of Exiftence is produced or genera-

ted : And when that Union of Accidents which
denominates a Body generated is deftroyed and dif-

folved, that Body lofing its ElTential Modification

is faid to be Corrupted.

GENEROSA, a Law Term for a Gentlewo^

man, if fhe be really fo, and named Spinfier in any

Original Writ, Appeal, or Indictment, fhe may a-

bate and quafti the fame ; for fire hath as good
Right to that Addition, as a Baronefs or Dutchefs

have to theirs : The fame may be faid of Generofus,

a Gentleman, z Infi. 66 8.

GENESIS, in Geometry, is the Formation of a-

ny Plane or Solid Figure by the Motion of fome
Line or Surface, which Line or Surface is always

called the Defcribent ; and that Line according to

which the Motion is made, is called the Dirigent.

GENICULUM, in Botany, is the Knot or Joint

in the Stalk of any Plant.

GENIOGLQSSUM, is a Pair of Mufcles pro-

ceeding inwardly from the Fore-part of the Lower
Jaw, under another Pair called Geniokoydes

,

and en-

larging themfelves, are faftened into the Balls of the

Tongue : Thefe ferve to pull the Tongue forward,

and to thruft it out of the Mouth.

GENIOHYOIDEUS, is a Mufcle ofthe Os Hy-

oides, which, with its Partner, are fhort, thick,

and flefhy, arifing from the internal Parts of the

Lower Jaw-bone called the Chin
, and dilating

themfelves, are foon leffened again, and inferred to

the fuperior Part of the Fore-bone of the Os Hy-
oides. Thefe a&ing, pull the Os Hyoides

, &c, both

upwards and forwards, and affift the Genioglojfa in

thrufting the Tongue out of the Mouth.

GENUS, in Logick, is an Idea fo common and
univerfal, that it extends it felf alfo to other Vni-

verfal Ideas. Thus a Right-lined Figure of four

Sides, is a Genus, in refpedt of a Parallelogram or a

Trapezium. And in like manner Subftance is the

fame in refpetft of Subftance extended, which is a

Body ;
and Thinking Subftance, which is a Spirit.

The Logicians divides Genus into Summum or the

higheft Genus, which hath nothing above it to be a

Species of: And Subalternate, which is fometimes,

or in fome refpe&s, a Genus, and in others a Spe-

cies.

GEOCENTRICK, fignifies any Planet or Orb
that has the Earth for its Center, or the fame Cen-
ter with the Earth.

GEOCENTRICK Latitude of a Planet, is its

Latitude feen from the Earth ; or the Inclination of

a Line connecting the Planet and the Earth, to the

Plane of the Earths (or true) Eclipuck : Otherwife

ns the Angle which the aforefaid Line (connecting
the Planet and the Earth) makes with the Line

s

which is drawn perpendicular to the Plane of the
Ecliptick.

Thus in the Eigufe annexed, the Angle g T<? is

the Mealure of the Planet g, her Geocentrick La*-
titude when the Earth is in T, and the Angle et g
the Mealure of it when the Earth is in t..

GEOCENTRICK Place of a Planet, is fuch as'

it would appear to us from the Earth, if our Eye
were there fixed.

GEODAiSIA, Surveying, or the Art of meafaring
Land : See. Surveying.

GEODiETICAL Numbers, are fuch as are conli-

dered according to thole Vulgar Names or Denomi-
nations, by which Money, Weights, Meafures, &c.
are generally known, or particularly divided by the
Laws and Cuftoms of feveral Nations.

GEOGRAPHICAL Mile
, is the Sea Mile, or

Minute
, being one doth Part of a Degree ofa great

Circle on the Earth s Surface.

GEOGRAPHY, is a Defcription of the whole
Globe of the Earth, or known Habitable World ;
together with all its Parts, Limits, Situations, and
others remarkable things relating thereto.

GEOMETRICAL,or Algebraical Curves,are fuch,

as that when their Nature or Property comes to be
exprefledby an Equation, the two variable Quanti-
ties in that Equation (as x and y, the Abfciffa and
Ordinate,, are called in the Dodrine of Fluxions)
are both, or do both denote (freight Lines, then that
is truly a Geometrical or Algebraical Curve.

But when one of the Variable or Flowing Quan-
tides in fuch an Equation denotes a Curve-Line, then
that Curve is called a Tranfcendent Curvet.

GEOMETRICAL-PLANE ; See Plane.

GEOMETRICAL Progreffion or Proportion : See
Progrejfion.

GEOMETRICAL Solution of a Problem, is when
the Thing is folved according to the Rules of Geo-
metry, and by fuch Lines as are truly Geometrical
and agreeable to the Nature of the Problem.
Thus Des Cartes's Way offinding two Mean Pro-

portionals is a Geometrical Solution, becaufe done
according to the Nature of the Problem, which is a
Solid one ; and alfo becaufe performed by the Pe-
riphery of a Circle and the Parabola

, which are truly

Geometrical Curves, and agreeable to the Nature
of the propofed Problem : But then the Solution of
it by Diocles is not Geometrical, becaufe both the
Ciffoid (by which he performs ir) is no- true Geo-
metrical Curve, and alfo being a Line of the Second
Gender (as they call it) it is proper only to a Surfolid
Problem.

GEQMS-
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GEOMETRICK Places : Set Places Geometrical.

GEOMETRY, originally fignifies the Art ofmea-

suring the Earth, or any Distances or Dimenfions

: on or within it • but ’tis now ufed for the Science of

{
Quantity, Ektenfion, or Magnitude, abjlracicdly confi-

de red, without any regard to Matter.

Geometry, very probably, had its firft Rife in Egypt,

where the Nile annually overflowing the Country,

and covering it With Mud, obliged Men to diftin-

guifh their Lands one from another, by the Consi-

deration of their Figure ; and to be able alfo to

meaflite the Quantity of it, and to know how to

plot it and lay it out again in its juft Dimensions, Fi-

gure, and Proportion : After which ’tis likely a far-

ther Contemplation of thofe Draughts and Figures,

help’d them to difeovermany excellent and wonder-

ful Properties belonging to them, which Speculati-

dn Continually was improving, and is ftill to this ve-

ry Day.
GEOMETRY is ufually divided into Speculative

and PraBical : The Former of which contemplates

and treats of the Properties of continued Quantity

abftradtedly : And the Latter applies thefe Specula-

tions and Theorems to Ufe and Practice, and to

the Benefit and Advantage of Mankind. See Yol. II.

GERMINATION, is the growing or fprouting

out of Vegetables, or of any Parts of them.

GIBBOUS, is a Term ufed in reference to the

enlightened Parts of the Moon, while fhe is mo-
i ving from Full to the Firft Quarter, and from the laft

Quarter to Full again ; for all that Time the dark

Part appears horned and falcated, and the light one
bunched out. Convex, or Gibbous.

GIFT-ROPE, is the Boat-Rope, which is fa-

ttened to the Boat when fhe is fwifted, in order to

her being towed at the Stern of a Ship.

GILD, or Guild, in Law, fignifies a Tribute, dr

fometimes an Amerciament ; and fometimes alfo a

Fraternity or Company combined together, with
Orders and Laws made among themfelves by the

Prince’s Licence.

GILLA Vitrioli, is only a Purification of White
Vitriol, by diffolving it in the Phlegm of Vitriol,

andtheh filtrating the Solution, and either chryftal-

lizingit, or evaporating ad Jiccitatem, to gain the
1

Salt or Gilld, which accordingly will be in the Form
either of Chryftals, or a dry Salt at the Bottom *

GINGLIMUS, is an Articulation of a Bone
when it both receives and is received : Of this Arti-

culation there are three forts.

The Firft is when the End of a Bone has two
Protuberances and one Cavity, and the End of the

i Bone which is articulated with it has two Cavities
and one Protuberance, as the Humerus and the Vina ;

• or when a Bone at one Extremity receives another
; Bone, and at its other Extremity it is received by
the fame Bone, as the Padius and Vina.
The Second Sort is when a Bone at One End re-

1 ceives another Bone, and at the other End is recei-

' vedby a third Bone, as the Vertebra do.
The Third is when a Bone has a Cavity which

i receives the long Procels of another Bone* which
i Procefs turris'in the Cavity like the Axle-tree in a
Wheel

, as the fecond Vertebra of the Neck is arti-

culated with the firft ; but this is no true Gingli-
mus.

GIRDING-GIRT : The Seamen fay a Ship is

Girt, or hath a Girding-Girt, when her Cable be-
ing fo rite, or ftrained, that upon the running of
the Tide, fhe cannot go overit with her Stern-part;

but will lie a-crofs the Tides.
GIVEN, is a Word often ufed in Mathematicks,

and fignifies fomething which is fuppofed to be

known: Thus, if a Magnitude be known, or tha£

we can find another equal ta it, they fay, ’Tis &
given Magnitude, or that fuch a thing is given in

Magnitude. If the Pofition of any thing be fuppo-
fed as known* they fay. Given in Pofitions : Thus,
if a Circle be a&ually defer ibed upon any Plane,

they fay, its Center is given in Pofition ; its Circum-
ference is given in Magnitude

j
and the Circle both

in Pofition and Magnitude. But a Circle may be
given in Magnitude only; as when only its Diame-
ter is given, but the Circle not actually deferibeef

If the Kind or Species of any Figure be given, they
fay, Given in Specie. If the Ratio between any
two Quantities is known, they are laid to be given
in Proportion. See Barrow’s Definitions and Propo-
sitions of Euclid's Data, at the End of the Elements
put forth by that Great Geometrician, Anno 1678.
GLACIALIS Humor : See Humores Oculi.

GLACIATION, the turning of Water, dr any
other Liquor* into Ice ; See Freezing.

GLACIS, a floaping Bank in Fortification : It fig-

nifies a very gentle Steepnefs, but is more efpecially

taken for that which rangeth from the Parapet of

the Cover d-way to the Level on the Side of the

Field.

GLAND : See Glandula.

GLANDULA : A Glandule is a Subftance of a
peculiar Nature, Flefliy, White, or Gray ; and it

is two- fold: Adventitious, as thofe Kernels which
are fometimes under the Arm-holes, and in the
Neck, as the Kjng's-Evil ; a Swelling in the La-
rynx and middle ofthe Wind-pipe, &c. Or Perpetual

and Natural, aS the Thymus, Pancreas, Glandula,

Pinealis, &c. The Perpetual is again two-fold, ei-

ther Conglobated in one entire Piece, which fends
the feparated Humour into the Veins, as the Pitui-

tary Glandule, the Pinealis
, the Glandules of the

Mefentery of the Groins, &c. Or Conglomerated
in a Clutter, which convey the Juice by their own
Channels into fome notable Cavities of the Body 3
as the Pancreas

, the Glandules of the Breajl
, the Sa-

lival Glandules
,

There are alfo difeovered by Dr. Havers a fore

of Glands, which he calls Mucilaginous Glands;
which lee under Mucilaginous.

GLANDULA Guidonis, is a Tumor like a Glan-
dula, foft, fingle, moveable, without Roots, and
feparated from the adjacent Parts.

GLANDULA Pinealis : See Conarium. \ V

GLANDULA Pituitaria, is alittle Body in the
Sella Equina, a Place in the Brain lo called, cover’d
oyer with the Pete Mirabile in many Brutes, but
notin Men: It receives the Serous Humour from
the Infindibulum and the Pete Mirabile, which it

fends into the Jugular Veins and the Lymphatick
Veflels.

GLANDULiE Lumbares, are three Glands de-
feribed by Bartholin, and by him fo named, by rea-
fon of theirlying tiptin their Loins : He thus deferibes
them, Pag. 191. of his Anot. Edit. 1674.
The two largeft lie one upon another betwixt the

delcending Cava and Aorta, in that Angle which
the Emulgents make with the Cava : The third
being fmaller ftands over thefe* under the Appen-
dices of the Diaphragm. They have Communica-
tion, or are knit to one another by fmall Lacfteal
Branches, efpecially the two larger.

He once thought them to fupply the Place of the
common Reeepticle in Man; that not being fo
plain in him as in feveral Brutes : But fince a Recep-
tacle is acknowledg’d as well in Men as Brutes, Dr.
Whartons Opinion concerning their Ufefeems more
probable,

T c % That

\
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That they fupply the Place of thole larger Glands

1

that are found in the Mefenteries of Brutes, but are

not Natural to Men : And for this Reafon he pre-

fumes, That all fuch Animals as want thofe greater

Glands in the Mefentery, have thefe Lumbares as

well as Men.
GLANDULiE Odoriferce, are certain fmall Glan-

dules difcovered by that Accurate Anatomift Dr.
Tyfon, in that Part of the Penis where the Prceputi-

um is contiguous to the Bulanin ; and he gives them
this Name from the great Scent which their lepara.

ted Liquor emits : In fuch Perfons as have the Pre-

puce longer than ordinary, thefe Glands are not only

more, but larger, and feparate a greater Quantity
of their Juice, which lodging there, often grows
acid, and corrodes the Glands : Thefe are very
confpicuous in moft Quadrupeds, efpecially in Dogs
and Boars.

GLANDULE Pennies, feu Capfula; Attrabilares,

are Glands which lie between the Aorta and the

Kidneys, a little above the Emulgent Veflels : They
are two in Number, one on each Side, wrap’d up in

Fat : They fomerimes change their Situation, and
their Figure is alfo various ; for in fome they are

Jlound, in others Oval, Square, Triangular, of a
Trapezial or Irregular Figure ; the Right is ordina-

rily bigger than the Left, and each about the Bignefs

of a Nux Vomica. Their Ufe is not certainly known;
they feem to feparate a Liquor from the Arterial

Blood before it goes to the Kidneys, for the liquify-

ing the Blood which is thick after it comes from
them.

GLANS, in Botany, is that which being con-
tained within a fmooth biit hard Bark, and contain-

ing but one Seed, hath its Hinder-Part (which ad-

heres to the Tree) covered with a kind of Cup,
while the Fore-part is bare ; as Acorns, &e. but
properly Gians is the Fruit without the Cup.
GLANS, the fame with Bdlanus and Suppoftori-

urn.

GLANDULUM Corpus
,
the fame with Profata.

GLANDULOSA Tunica Intcdinorum : See Pa-
pill# Intefinorum

.

GLASS of Antimony : See pegulus of Antimony

.

GLASSY Humour of the Eye

:

See Vitreous Hu-
mour.

GLASSY Tunicle : See Vitreous Tunicle

.

GLAUCOMA, is a Fault in the Eye, or a
Tranfmutation of the Chryftalline Humour into a

Gray or Sky Colour.

GLAUCOSIS, the fame with Glaucoma.

GLEBE-LAND, Church-Land
,
is moft commonly

taken for Land belonging to a Parilft Church belide

' sheTythe.
GLENE, the fafne with Pupilla ; alfo the Cavity

of a Bone which receives another within it.

GLENOIDES, are two Cavities in the lower

Part of the firft Vertebre of the Neck.
GLOBE or Sphere, is a found fblid Body, every

Part of whofe Surface is equally diftant from a
Point Within it; called its Center: and it may be

conceived to be formed by the Revolution of a
Semicircle round its Diameter.

When fuch a Body as this hath all the Parts of

the Earth and Sea drawn or delineated on its Sur-

face, like as in a Map, and placed in their Natural

Order and Situation, it is called the Terrefirial Globe.

But if on its Surface it hath the fixed Stars and
the Images of the Conftellations drawn, together

With the Circles of the Sphere below delcribed, ’tis

then called the Celefiial Globe.

And when the following Circles are fuppofed to

be defcribed on the Convex Surface of a Sphere,
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which is hollow Within, and after this you imagine
all Parts of the Sphere’s Surface to be cut away,
except thofe Parts on which: fuch Circles are de-

fcribed, then that Sphere is called an Armillary

Sphere, beCaufe it appears in the Form of fevers.]

Circular Rings or Bracelets put together in a due
Pofition.

There are. Ten Eminent Circles* upon the Globe
or of the Sphere ; Six of which are called Greater,

and the Four other Lejfer Circles .

,

A Great Circle of jhe Sphere is that whofe Plane,

paffcth through the Center of the Sphere, and di-

vides it into two equal Parts or Hemifpheres.

A Lejfer Circle is that which is parallel to a Grea-
,

ter, as the Tropickj and the Polar Circles are to the

Equator, and as the Circles of Altitude are to the

Horizon.

Or Lejfer Circles are fuch as do not divide the

Globe into two equal Parts.

The Greater Circles are,

I. The Horizon, which is a broad wooden Cir-

cle encompaffing the Globe round about, having
two Notches, the one in the North, the other in

the South Part of it, for the Brazen Meridian to

ftand in.

There are ufually accounted two Horizons

:

Firft, The Vifible or Ssnfible, which you may
conceive to be made by fome great Plain, or the
Surface of the Sea ; and which divides the Heavens
into two Hemifpheres, the one above, the other (ap-
parently) below the Level of the Earth.

This Circle determines the Riling and Setting of
the Sun, Moon, or Stars, in any particular Latitude ;
for when any one of them comes juft to the F.aftern
Edge of the Horizon, then we fay it Rifeth ; and
when it doth fo at the Weftern Edge, we fay it

Setteth. And from hence alfo the Altitude of the
; Sun and Stars is accounted, which is their Height

j

in Degrees above the Horizon.

II. The other Horizon is called the Peal or patto-
nal, and is a Circle which encompalfes the Earth
exatftly in the Middle, and whofe Poles are the
Zenith and Nadir ; that is, two Points in its Axis,
each 90 Degrees diftant from its Plain (as the Poles
of all Circles are) and the one exatflly over our
Heads, and the other direcftly under our Feet. This
is the Circle which the Wooden Horizon on the
Globe reprefents.

On which Broad Horizon feveral Circles are
drawn, the innermoft of which is the Number of
Degrees of the Twelve Signs of the Z^odiack.

,
viK?

30 to each Sign : For the Ancient Aftronomers ob-
ferved the Sun in his (apparent) Annual Motion, to
defcribe always one and the fame Line in Heaven,
and never to deviate from this Track or Path to

the North or South, as all the other Planets did
more or lefs ; and becaufe they found the Sun alfo

to Ihift, as it were backward, through all the parts

of this Circle or Path, fo that in his whole Years
Courle he; would Pjfe, Culminate, and Set with e-

very Point of it ; they diftinguilhed the fixed

Stars that appeared in or near this Circle into'

Twelve Confutations or Divifions, which they called

Signs ; and becaufe they were moft of them ufually

drawn in the Form of Animals, they called this

Circle by the Name of the Zpdiack.
,
and the very

middle Line of it the Ecliptic^.: And fince every

Circle was divided into 360 Parts or Degrees, a

twelfth
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twelfth part of that Number muft be 30, the De-

grees in each Sign,

Next to this you have the Names of thofe Signs ;

next to this the Days of the Month, according to the

5Julian Account
,
or Old Stile, with the Calendar

;
and

then another Calendar according to the Foreign Ac-

count, called the New Stile.

And without thefe is a Circle divided into Thirty

two equal Parts, which make the Thirty two

Rhumbs or Points of the Mariner’s Compafs, with

the firft Letters of the Names annexed ; andfince

a thirty fecond Part of 360 Degrees is 11 Degrees

1 5 Minutes, they account that each fingle Point of

the Compalsis 1 1 Degrees 1 5 Minutes.

The Vfes of this Circle in the Globe are,

s. To determine the Riling and Setting of the

Sun, Moon, or Stars, and to ftiew the Time of it

by the help of the Hour-Circle and Index- as fhall

be Ihewed hereafter.

2. To limit the Increafeand Decreafeof the Day
and Night : For when the Sun rifes due Eaft, and

fets Weft, the Days are equal.

But when he Rifeth and Setteth to the North of

the Eaft and Weft, the Days are longer than the

Nights ; as on the contrary, the Nights are longer

than the Day£, when the Sun Rifeth and Setteth to

the Southward of the Eaft and Weft Points of the

Horizon. /

, 3 . To ftiew the Amplitude of the Sun, or of any

Star; and alfo, on what Point of the Compafs it Ri-

feth and Setteth.

, ,1 t
'

. . ,
•

«
_

... *
!

'
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II. The next Great Circle is the Meridian, which

is reprefented by the Brazen Frame or Circle in

which the Globe hangs and turns : This is divided

into four Nineties, or 366 Degrees, beginning at

the BquinoBial, ’Tis called the Meridian, becaule

when the Sun comes to the South Part of this Cir-

cle, ’tis then Meridies, Mid-Day, or High-Noon, and

then the Sun hath its greateft Altitude for that Day,
which therefore is called the Meridian Altitude. The
Plane of this Circle is perpendicular to the Horizon,

and paffeth through the South and North Points

thereof through the %enith and Nadir, and through

the Poles of the World. In it, each way from the

EquinoBial on the Celcftial Globe, is accounted the

North or South Declination of the Sun or Stars

;

and on the Terrefirial, the Latitude of a Place

North or South ; which is all one Quantity with

the Elevation or the Height of the Pole above the

Horizon : Becaufe the Diftance from the Zfnith to

the Horizon, being the fame as that between the E-

quinoBial and the Poles, if from each you imagine

the Diftance from the Pole to the Zenith to be taken

away, the Latitude muft remain equal to the Poles

Height.

There are two Points of this Circle, each 90
Degrees from the EquinoBial, which are called the

Poles of the World ; and a Diameter from thence

continued through the Center of either Globe, is

called the Axis of the Earth or Heavens, on which
they are fuppofed to turn round.

Thefe Meridians are various, and change ac-

cording to the Longitude of Places ; for as foon as

ever a Man moves but one Degree, or but a Point

to the Eaft or Weft, he is under anew Meridian :

But there is (or fliould be) one fix’d, which is cal-

led the Firft Meridian.

And this on fome Globes paffes through Gratiofa,

one of the Azores Iflands ; but the French place

the Firft Meridian at Fero
, one of the Canary

Iflands.

The Poles of. the Meridian are the Eaft and Weft
Points of the Horizon.

On the Terrefirial Globe there are ufually drawn
Twenty four Meridians, one through every 1 5 De-
grees of the Equator, or through every 1 5 Degrees
of Longitude.

The Vfes of this Circle are
i

Firft, To fet the Globe to any particular Latitude,,

by a proper Elevation of the Pole above the Horizon
of that Place : And,

Secondly, To ftiew the Sun or Stars Declination,

right Afcenfion, and greateft Altitude; of which
more below.

III. The next Great Circle is the EquinoBial
, as

it is called on the Celeftial, and Equator on the Ter-
reftrial Globe. This is a great Circle, whofe Poles
are the Poles of the World : It divides the Globe in-
to two equal Parts or Hemifpheres, as to North and
South ; and it paffeth through the Eaft and Weft
Points of the Horizon, and at the Meridian is al-

ways as much raifed above the Horizon, as is the
Compliment of the Latitude ofany particular Place.
Whenever the Sun cometh to this Circle, it makes
equal Days arid Nights all round the Globe, becaufe
it always Rifeth then due Eaft, and Sets due Weft,
which it doth at no other Time of the Year. All
Stars alfo which are under this Circle, or which have
no Declination, do always Rife due Eaft, and Set
full Weft.

All People living under this Circle (which in Ge-
graphy, or rather by Navigators, is called the Line)
have the Days and Nights conftantiy equal; and
when the Sun is in the Equinoctial, he will be at
Noon in their Zenith, or directly over their Heads,,
and fo their erect Bodies can eaft no Shadow.
From this Circle, both ways, the Sun or Stars

Declination on the Celeftial, or Latitude of all Places
on the Terrefirial Globe:, is accounted on the Meri-
dian : And fuch leffer Circles as run through each
Degree of Latitude or Declination parallel to the
Equinoctial, are called Parallels of Latitude, or Pa-
rallels of Declination.

Through every 15 Degrees of this Equinoctial
the Hour-Circles are drawn at Right Angles to it

on the Celeftial Globe, and all pafs through the Poles
of the World, dividing the Equinoctial into 24
equal Parts.

And the Equator on the Terrefirial Globe is divi-

ded by the Meridian into 36 equal Parts; which
Meridians are equivalent to the Hour-Circles on
the other Globe.

IV. The Zgsdiack. is another Great Circle of the
Sphere, dividing the Globe into two equal Parts:
When the Points of Aries and Libra are brought to
the Horizon, it will cut that and the Equinoctial
Obliquely, making with the former an Angle equal
to the Sun’s greateft Meridian Altitude in any Lati-
tude

; and with the Equinoctial, an Angle equal to

23 Degrees and 30 Minutes, which is the Sim’s
greateft Declination. This Circle by Aftronomers
is accounted as a kind of a broad one, and is like a
Belt or Girdle round the Globe : Through the Mid-
dle of it is drawn a Line called the Ecliptick., or
Via Solis, the Way of the Sun-, becaufe the Sun ne-
ver deviates from it in its Annual Motion, as the
Planets do all more or lefs,whence it hath itsBreadth

i

This Circle is mark’d with the Characters of the-

Twelve Signs, and on it is found out the Sun’s Place,

which
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which is under what Star or Degree of any of the

Twelve Zpdaical Cancellations he appears to be at

Noon. By this are determined the Four Quarters of

the Year, according as the Ecliptick is divided into

four equal Parts ; and according as the Sun goes on

here, he hath more orlefs Declination.

Alfo from this Circle the Latitude of the Planets

and fixed Stars are accounted from the Ecliptick to-

.
wards its Poles.

The Poles of this Circle are 23 Degrees 30 Mi-

nutes diftant from the Poles of the World, or ofthe

Equinodial ,
and by their Motion round the Poles

of the "World, are the Polar Circles defcribed.

In thefe Poles of the Ecliptick all the Circles of

Longitude which are drawn through the Zodiack

do determinate, as the Meridians and Hour-Circles

do in the Poles of the World, and as the Azimuth

or Vertical Circles do in the Zenith and Nadir.

V. If you imagine two Great Circles palling both

through the Poles of the World, and alio one of

them through the Equinoctial Points, Aries and Li-

bra, and the other through the Soljlitial Points, Can-

cer and Capricorn.

Thefe are called the two Colures,the one the Equi-

noctial, the other the Soljlitial Colure. Thefe will

divide the Ecliptick into four equal Parts or Quar-

ters, which are denominated according to the Points

where thefe pafs through, called the Four Cardinal

Points, and are the firft Points of Aries, Libra, Can-

cer, and Capricorn.

Thefe are all the Great Circles.

VI. If you fuppofe two Circles drawn parallel

to the Equinodial, at 23 Degrees 30 Minutes di-

ftant from it, one towards the North, the other

towards the South, thefe are called the Tropickj, be-

caufe the Sun appears, when in them, to turn back-

ward from his "former Courfe, the one the Tropick

of Cancer, and the other the Tropick of Capricorn,

becaule they are under thefe Signs

.

VII. If two other Circles are fuppofed to be drawn

through 23 Degrees 30 Minutes, reckoned on the

Meridian from the Polar Points, thefe are called the

Polar Circles : The Northern is the Artick, and the

Southern the Antartick Circles, becaufe oppofite to

the former.

Thefe are the Pour Lejfer Circles.

And thefe on the Terreftrial G 'obe the Ancients

fuppofed to divide the Earth into Five Zpnes, vig.

two Frigid, two Temperate, and the Torrid Zpne.

Befides thefe Ten Circles lately defcribed, which

are always drawn on the Globe it felf, there are

fome other necelfary Circles to be known, which

are barely imaginary, and fuppofed only to be

drawn upon the G lobe.

j. Meridians, or Hour-Circles, which are great

Circles meeting all in the Poles of the World, and

crofting the Equinoctial at Right Angles ; thefe

are fupplled by theMeridian,Hour-Circle,and Index.

2. Azimuths, or Vertical Circles, which likewife

are Great Circles of the Sphere, and meet in the Zp-

nith and Nadir, as the Meridians and Hour-Circles

do in the Poles : Thefe cut the Horizon at Right

Angles, and on thefe is reckoned the Sun’s Altitude

when he is not in the Meridian. They are repre-

sented by the Quadrant of Altitude, which being

fix’d at the Zenith, is moveable about round the

Globe through all the Points of the Compafs.

. 3. There are alfo Circles ofLongitude of the Stars

and Planets, which are Great Circles pafling thro' f
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the Pole of the Ecliptick, and in that Line deters
mining the Stars or Planets Place or Lon°itude
reckoned from the firft Point of Aries.

4* Almacanters, or Parallels of Altitude are Cir-
cles having their Poles in the Zenith, and are al-
ways drawn parallel to the Horizon. Thefe are
Lejfer Circles of the Sphere, diminifhing gradually as
they go farther and farther from the Horizon.

In refped of the Stars there are alfo fuppofed to
be Parallels of Latitude, which are parallel to the
Ecliptick, and have their Poles the fame with thofe
of that Circle.

5. Parallels of Declination of the Sun or Stars
which are lelfer Circles, wbofe Poles are the Poles
of the World, and are all drawn parallel to the E-
quinodial, either North or South and thefe (when
drawn on theTerreftrial Globe) are called Parallels
of Latitude^

definitions
.

.

1 • Latitude of any Place, is an Arch of the Me-
dian of that Place, intercepted between its Zenith
and the Equator $ and this is the fame with an Arch,
of the Meridian, intercepted between the Pole and
the Horizon ; and therefore it is often expreffed by
the Poles Height, or Elevation of the Pole: The
Realbn of which is, Thatfrom the Equator to the
Pole, there always being the Diftance of 90 De-
grees, and from the Zenith to the Horizon the fame
Nujmber, and each of thele 90 Degrees containing
within it the Diftance between the Zenith and the
Pole ; that Diftance therefore being taken away
from both, muft leave the Diftance from the Zenith
to the Equator, equal to the Diftance between the
Pole and the Horizon, or to the Elevation of the
Pole above the Horizon.

2. Latitude of a Star or Planet, is an Arch of a
Great Circle reck<»ned on the Quadrant of Altitude,
laid through the Star and Pole of the Ecliptick, from
the Ecliptick towards its Pole.

3. Longitude of*a Place, is an Arch ofthe Equator
intercepted between the Meridian of the Place
and the firft Meridian : Or it is more properly
the Difference, either Eaft or Weft, between the
Meridians of any two Places, accounted on the E-
quator.

4 . Longitude of a Star, is an Arch of the Eclip-
tick, accounted from the beginning of Aries to the
Place where the Stars Circle of Longitude croffeth
the Ecliptick ; fo that it is much the fame as the
Stars place in the Ecliptick, accounted from the be-
ginning of Aries.

5. Amplitude of the Sun, or of a Star, is an Arch
of the Horizon intercepted between the true Eaft
or Weft Points of it, and that Point upon which the
Sun or Star Rifes or Sets.

6. Eight Afeenfion of the Sun, or of a Star, is that

part of the Equinodial reckoned from the beginning
of Aries, which Rifeth or Setteth with the Sun or
Star in a Right Sphere : But in an Oblique Sphere
it is that Part or Degree of the Equinodial which
comes to the Meridian with it, (as before) reckoned
from the beginning of Aries.

1 . A Eight or DireB Sphere, is when the Poles
are in the Horizon, and the Equator in the Zenith.
The Confequenee of being under fuch a Pofirion of

the Heavens as this (which is the Cafe of thofe who
livediredly under the Line) is, That the Inhabitants

have no Latitude nor Elevation of the Pole : They
can nearly fee both the Pole of the World : All the

•

' Stars
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Scars in the Heavens do once in 24 Hours Rife,

Calumniate, and Set with them ; the Sun always

Rifes and Delcends at Right Angles with the Hori-

zon, which is the Reafon they have always equal

Day and Night, becaufe the Horizon doth exadtly

biffed the Circle of the Sun’s Diurnal Revolution.

2. A Parallel Sphere, is where the Poles are in the

Zenith and Nadir, and the Equinoctial in the Hori-

zon • which is the Cafe of iuch Perfons, if any

fuch’there be, who live diredly under the North or

South Poles.

' And the Confequences of iuch a Pohtion are,

That the Parallels of the Sun’s Declination will alfo

be Parallels of his Altitude, or Almacanters to them.

The Inhabitants can fee only fuch Stars as are on

their Side the Equinodial ; and they muft have 6

jMonths Day, and 6 Months continual Night every

¥ear; and the Sun can never be higher with them

than 23 Degrees 30 Minutes (which is not fo high

as it is with us on February 1 oth.)

3. An Oblique Sphere

,

is where the Pole is eleva-

ted to any Number of Degrees lefs than 90 : And

Confequently the Axis of the Globe can never be at

Right Angles to, nor in the Horizon ; and the E-

quatot, and Parallels of Declination, will all cut

rite Horizon Obliquely, from whence it takes its

Name.
, o • , n

Oblique Aficenfion of the Sun, or Stars, is that I art

or Degree of the Equinodial reckoned from the

beginning of Aries
,

which Rifes and Sets with

them in ah Oblique Sphere.

Afcentional Difference, is the Difference between

the Bjght and Oblique Afcenfton,
when the Leffer is

fubftraded from the Greater.

On the Terreftnal Globe.

1. A Space upon the Surface of the Earth, rec-

koned between two Parallels to the Equator

,

wherein the Increafe of the longeft Day is a Quar-

ter of an Hour, is by fome Writers called a Parallel.

2. And the Spate contained between two fuch

Parallels, is called a Climate Thefe Climates be-

gin at the Equator ; and when we go thence North

or South, till the Day become half an Hour longer

than it was before, they fay, we are come into the

Firfi Climate ; when the Days are an Hour longer

than they are under the Equator, we are come to

the Second Climate, &c. Thefe Climates are ac-

counted in Number 24, reckoned each way to-

wards the Poles.

The Inhabitants of the Earth are divided into

three forts, as to the falling of their Shadows.

1. Amphifcii, who are thole which inhabit the

Torrid Zpne, or live between the Equator and Tro-

picks, and confequently have the Sun twice a Year

in their Zenith ; at which time they are Ajcii, i. e.

have no Shadows, the Sun being Vertical to them.

Thefe have their Shadows call to the Southward,

when the Sun is in the Northern Signs ; and to the

Northward, when the Sun isin the Southern Signs,

reckoned in refped of them.

2. Heterofcii, who are thofe whole Shadows fall

but one way ; as is the Cafe of all fuch as live be-

tween the Tropicks and Polar Circles : For their Sha-

dows atNoon are always to the Northward in North

Latitude, and to the Southward in South Latitude.

3. Perifcii, are fuch Perfons that inhabit thofe

Places of the Earth that lie between the Polar Cir-

cles and the Poles, and therefore have their Sha-

dows falling all manner of ways, becaufe the Sun

at lome times of tnc Year goes clear round about

them.

The Inhabitants of the Earth, in refpedt ol one
another, are alfo divided into three forts.

1. Periled, who are fuch as inhabiting the fame
Parallel (not a Great Circle

)

are yet directly oppo-
lite to one another, the one being Eaft or Weft
from the other exa&ly 180 Degrees, which is theft

Difference of Longitude : Now thefe have the

fame Latitude and Length of Days and Nights,
but exactly at contrary Times 5 for when the Sun
Rifeth to one, it Sets to the other.

2. Antced, who are Inhabitants of fuch Places,

as being under a Semi-circle of the fame Meridian^

do lie at equal Diftances from the Equator
,
one to-

wards the North, and the other towards the

South. /

Now thefe have the fame Degree of Latitude,

but towards contrary Parts, the one North, and the

other South -

} and therefore muft have the Seafons

of the Year diredtly at contrary times one to the

other.

3. Antipodes

,

who are fuch as dwell under the

fame Meridian, but in two oppofice and equi-di-

ftant Parallels, and in the two oppofite Points of

thofe two Parallels ; fo that they go Feet againft

Feet, and are diftant from each other an entire Di-

ameter of the Earth, or 180 Degrees of a Great
Circle.

Thefe haye the lame Degree of Latitude, but

the one South, the other North, and accounted

from the Equator a quite contrary way 5 and there-

fore thefe will have all things, as Day and Night,

Summer and Winter, direcftly contrary to one ano-

ther,.

PROBLEMS.
I. Tofind the Latitude of any Place.

Bring the Place to the Brafs Meridian, and the

Degrees of that Circle, intercepted between the

Place and the Equinoctial, are the Latitude of that

Place either North or South.

Then to fit the Globe lo that the Wooden Horizon

{flail reprefent the Horizon of that Place, elevate

the Pole as many Degrees above the Wooden Hori-

zon, as are the Latitude of that Place, and it is

done ; for then will that Place be in the Zenith.

If after this you reiffify the Globe to any particu-

lar Time, you may by the Index know the Tjtne
of Sun-riling and Setting with the Inhabitants of
that Place, and confequently the preleht Length of
their Day and Night,

PROBLEM It

To find the Longitude of Places;

\ . . • -

Bring the Places feverally to the Brafs Meridian,’

and then the Number of Degrees of the EquinoSli-

al, which are between the Meridians of each Place,

are their Difference of Longitude either Eaft or

Weft.

But if you reckon it from any Place Where ft

Firft Meridian is fuppofed to be placed, you muft
bring that Firfi Meridian to the Brazen one on the

Globe ; and then turning the Globe about, till the

other Place come thither alfo, reckon the Number
of Degrees of the EquinoBiat, intercepted between
that Firfi Meridian ,

and the proper one of the

Place, and that is the Longitude of that Place, ei-

ther Eaft or Weft,

1

P R Q.
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PROBLEM III.

For the Dijlances of Places on the Terrejlrial Globe.

See the Problem on the Celeftial Globe, For find-

ing the Dijiancc between two Stars.

PROBLEM IV.

To find what Places of the Earth the Sun is Vertical

to at any time ajfigned.

Bring the Suns Place, found in the Ecliptick on

the Terreftrial Globe, to the Brazen Meridian, and

note what Degree of the Meridian it cuts ; then

by turning the Globe round about, you will fee

what Places of the Earth are in that Parallel ofDe-
clination, (for they will all come fuccelTively to that

Degree of the Brazen Meridian) and thole are the

Places or Parts of the Earth to which the Sun will

be Vertical that Day ; wrhofe Inhabitants w'ill then

be Afcii,
that is, their eredfc Bodies at Noon will

call no Shadow.

Problems on the Celefiial Globe.

Suppofe May the ioth,i7oi,the Sun’s Place to be

Juft at the Entrance into the firft Degree of Gemini

.

PROBLEM I.

To reBify the Globe : Or, To render it in the General

fit to refotve any Problem ;
which Rectification

therefore is alwaysfuppofed to be the firjl thing done

:

To do which,

Bring the Sun’s Place, found in the Ecliptick on

the Globe, to the Meridian, and the Hour-Index

to 1 2 at Noon.

PROBLEM II.

For the Suns Declination

'

Bring the Sun’s Place for that Day, ("which here

and below is fuppofed to be given) to the Meridi-

an as before, and then the Degrees ofthe Meridian

,

reckoned from the EquinoRial eitherNorth or South,

are the Suns Declination at Noon, either North or

South, according to the Time of the Year, vi%.

from March the loth to September the 12th, North;

and thence to March again South : And the Decli-

nation for May the 10th will be 20 Degrees and a-

bout 1 2 Minutes North.

PROBLEM III.

For his Amplitude either Fjfmg or Setting.

Bring the Sun’s Place to the Horizon, either on

the Eaft or Weft Side, and the Degrees of the Hori-

zon, accounted from the Eaft Point, either North or

South, are the Amplitude required, vi%. May the

10th, the Sun’s Amplitude will be 34 Degrees to the

North of the Eaft.

And at the fame time you have in the outer Cir-

cle of Rhumbs the Point which the Sun Rifes or

Sets upon, N. E. by E. or N. W. by W.

PROBLEM IV.

For his PJght Afcenfm.

Bring the Sun’s Place to the Meridian , and the

Number of Degrees intercepted between the be-

ginning of Aries, and that Degree of the Equino-

ctial, which comes to the Meridian with the Sun, is

the EJght Afccnjion.

GLO
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If you would have it in Time, account every 1

5

Degrees to be an Hour, and every Degree to be 4
Minutes.

N. B. The Reafon of bringing the Sun’s Place
to the Meridian in this Problem, is to fave the
Trouble of putting the Glob® into the Pofition of a
Eight Sphere : For properly, Right Afcenfion is that

Degree of the Equinoctial which Rifes with the Sun
in a Bjght Sphere. But fince the Equator is always
at Right Angles to the Meridian, if you bring the

Sun’s Place thither, it muft in the Equinoctial cut
his Right Afcenfion : Thus in the Inftance of May
the 1 oth, the Sun’s Right Afcenfion will be 59 De-
grees, or 4 Hours wanting 4 Minutes.

PROBLEM V.

For the Oblique Afcenfion:

Bring the Sun’s Place to the Horizon on the Eaft-

fide, and the Number of Degrees intercepted be-

tween that Degree of the Equinoctial which is now
come to the Horizon, and the beginning or firft Point

of Aries is the Oblique Afcenfion. Thus, May the

10th, the Sun’s Oblique Afcenfion is 30 Degrees

15 Minutes;

Of thofe two Afcenfions take the Leffer from the

Greater, the Remainder will be,

PROBLEM VI.

The Afcenfional Difference.

Which therefore is the Difference in Degrees be-

tween the Right or Oblique Afcenfion, or the Space
between the Sun’s Riling and Setting, and the Hour
of Six : Wherefore his Afcenfional Difference turn-

ed into Time, will give the Time of the Sun’s Ri-
ling or Setting before or after Six. Thus, from 5 9
Degrees take 30 Degrees 15 Minutes, there will

remain 2 8 Degrees 45 Minutes, the Afcenfional Dif-

ference in Degrees, and in Time 1 Hour 5 5 Minutes ;

and fo much doth the Sun Rife before Six, and Set

after it.

PROBLEM VII.

For the Suns Effing or Setting.

Bring his Place to the Horizon, either Eaft or

Weft, and the Hour-Index fhall fhew the Time ei-

ther of his Riling or Setting accordingly ; which.

May the 1 oth, is 5 Minutes after 4 in the Morning,

and 5 Minutes before 8 at Night.

The Time of the Sun’s Setting doubled, gives

the Length of the Day, which thep wiH be 1

5

Hours 50 Minutes ; and the Time of this Riling

doubled, gives the Length of the Night, which.

May the 1 oth, is 8 Hours 10 Minutes.

PROBLEM VIII.

For the Suns Meridian Altitude, or Deprejfion at

Midnight.

Bring his place to the Meridian, above the Hori-

zon, for his Noon Altitude, which will fhew the

Degrees of it accounted there from the Horizon

;

which, May the 10th, will be 58 Degrees 42 Mi-

nutes. For his Midnight Depreflion, below the

North Point of the Horizon, you muft bring the

Point in the Ecliptick, oppofite to the Sun’s prefent

place, to the South part of the Meridian above the

Horizon; and the Degrees there intercepted be-

tween that Point and the Horizon, are his Midnight

DeprelEon 1
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Depredion 5 which, May the 1 oth, will be 1 8 De-

grees 42 Minutes.

PROBLEM IX.

For the Stlris Altitude at any Time of the Day given.

FeBify the Globe
,
and fit the Quadrant of Altitude3

that is, fcrew the Brafs Quadrant of Altitude to

the Zenith ; or in our Latitude, fcrew it fo that the

graduated Edge cut 51 Degrees 30 Minutes on the

Meridian, reckoned from the Equinoctial.

Then turn about the Globe till the Index fhew

the Time propofed, and ftay the Globe there ;
af-

ter which bring the Quadrant of Altitude to cut

the Sun’s Place in the Ecliptick, and then that Place

or Degree of the Ecliptick fhall fhew the Sim’s Al-

titude on the Quadrant.

Thus, May the 1 oth, the Sun’s Altitude at Nine

a Clock in the Morning will be 43 Degrees 30

Minutes.

PROBLEM X.

To find the SunsHour or Alitude when he is due Eajl

or Wejl above the Horizon.

FeBify the Globe
,
and fit the Quadrant of Alti-

tude j
then bring the Quadrant to cut the true Eaji

Point, and next turn the Globe about till the Sun’s

Place in the Ecliptick cut the graduated Edge of

the Quadrant ,* for then that Place will fhew the Al-

titude and the Index of the Hour.

Thus, May the i oth, the Sun will be Eaft at 5

Minutes paft Seven in the Morning, and his Alti-

tude then is 26 Degrees:

PROBLEMS
To find the Suns Altitude or Time of the Day on any

Azimuth given 1 Or, When the Sun is on any given

Point of the Compafs.

Set the Quadrant of Altitude to the Azimuth gi-

ven, then turn the Globe till his place in the Eclip-

tick touch the graduated Edge of the Quadrant ;

fo fhall that place give the Altitude on the Quadrant,

and the Hour-Index the Time of the Day.

Example.

May the 10th, the Azimuth being 60 Degrees
from the South toward the Eaft, or the Point of the
Compafs which the Sun is then on being S. E. by
E. and near half a Point more Eafterly ; his Alti-

tude will be (nearly) 46 Degrees, and the Hour of
the Day a little more than a Quarter paft Nine in

the Morning.

PROBLEM XII.

To find the Declination and Fight Afcenfion of any

Star.

Bring the Star to the Meridian, and then the De-
grees intercepted between the Equino&ial and the
Point of the Meridian cut by the Star, are its De-
clination

; and the Meridian cuts and fhews its

Mjght Afcenfion on the EquinoBial, accounting it

from the beginning of Aries„

PROBLEM XIII.

Tofind the Longitudeand Latitude of any Star

l

Bring the Solftitial Colure to the Brafs Meridian^
and there fix the Globe ;

then will the Pole of the
Ecliptick be juft under 23 Degrees 30 Minutes, ac-

counted from the Pole above the North Point of the

Horizon, and upon the fame Meridian ; there fcrew
the Quadrant of Altitude, and then bring its gradu-

ated Edge to the Star Jaftigned, and there ftay it 5

fo will the Star cut its proper Latitude on the Qua-
drant, reckoned from the Ecliptick s

and the Qua-
drant will cut the Ecliptick in the Star’s Longitude*

or its Diftance from the firft Point of Aries„

PROBLEM XIV.

To find the Time of any Stars Fifing, Setting
,
or Cul-

minating, i. e. being on the Meridian.

FpBify the Globe and Hour-Index, and bring the
Star to the Eaft or Weft part of the Horizon, or to

the Brazen Meridian, and the Index will fhew ac-
cordingly the Time of the Star’s Pjfing, Setting

, or
Culminating, or of its being on the Meridian.

Thus, May the 1 oth, ArBurus will be on the Me-!

ridian at about i ofan Hour after 1 o at Night ; Cor
Leonis will be Setting about one in the Morning ;

and the firft Star in the Head of Aries will be Effing
about an Hour after.

PROBLEM XV.

To know, at any Time affigned, what Stars are Fifing
or Setting

; what are on the Meridian, and how
high they are above the Horizon ; and on what Azi-
muth or Point of the Compafs they are j by which
means the real Stars in the Heaven may eafily be

known by their proper Names, and rightly difiin-

guifhed onefrom another»

FeBify the Globe, and fit the Quadrant of Altitude}
and fet the Globe, by the Means of the Compafs,
due North and South j then turn the Globe ancj.

Hour-Index to the Hour of the Night afligned
j fo

will the Globe, thus fix’d, reprefent the Face or Ap-
pearance of the Heavens for that Time.
Whereby you may readily fee what Stars are in

Or near the Horizon ; what are on or near the Meri-
dian ; which are to the North or which to the
South, &c. And the Quadrant of Altitude being
laid over any particular Star, will fhew its Altitude

and Azimuth, and on what Point of the Compafs it

is ; whereby any Star may eafily be known, efpeci-

ally if you have a Quadrant,or any fuch Inftrument,
to take the Altitude of any real Star fuppofed to be
known by the Globe, to fee whether it agree with
that Star which is its Reprefentative on the Globe
or not.

PROBLEM XVI.

Given the Suns Place
, and any Stars Altitude, to find

the Hour of the Night,

FeBify the Globe and fit the Quadrant
, then move

the Globe to and fro till the Quadrant cut the
Star in its given Altitude, for then the Hour-Index
will fhew the Hour of the Night : And thus may

X k. the

Ate
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the Hour of the Night, be known by a Star’s Azi-

muth. or its Azimuth from its Altitude.

Example.

May the i cth, the Sun being in the firft Degree

of Gemini, I take the Altitude of Lucida Lyra,

which I find to be 5 1 Degrees, or I find its Azimuth

to be two Degrees to the Northward of the Eaft ;

then bringing the Quadrant of Altitude to cut that

Star in 5 1 Degrees of Altitude, I find the Hour-

Index points at Eleven a Clock at Night ; as it would
alfo have done had the Star been brought to the Azi-

muth on the Globe.

PROBEM XVII.

Tofind the Difiance between any two Stars.

If the Stars lie both under the fame Meridian,

bring them to the Brazen Meridian, and the De-
grees between them there reckoned are their true

Pittance,

Thus Capella, or the Star in the Left Shoulder

of Auriga
,

and Ejgel ,
which is in Orion's Left

Thigh, are nearly unto the fame Meridian ; and

being both brought to the Brazen Meridian of the

Globe, their Pittance there will be found to be 54
Degrees.

If they are both in the Equinoctial, or have both

the fame Declination, i. e. are both in the fame

Parallel, then bring them one alter another to the

Brazen Meridian, and the Degrees of the Equino-

ctial intercepted between them, when thus brought

to the Meridian feverally, are their Pittance.

If the Stars are neither under the lame Meridian,

nor parallel, then either lay the Quadrant of Alti-

tude from one to the other, (if it will reach) and

that will fhew the Diftance between them in De-

grees ;
or eife take the Diftance with Compafles,

and apply that to the EquinoClial, or to the Meri-

dian.

Which Method of Proceeding alfo will fhew the

Pittance of any two Places on the Terreftrial Globe

in Degrees ; and by Multiplication by 70, you will

have it in Miles. Wherefore to find how far any

place on the Globe is from another, you need only

take the Diftance between them on the Globe with

a pair of Compafles; and applying theCompaffes

to the Equator at the beginning of Aries, or at the

firft Meridian, you will there find the Degrees ;

which multiply by 70, and that will turn it into

Miles.

Thus the Diftance between London and Jamaica

being on the Globe 69 Degrees, I multiply that by

70, and it gives me 4830 Miles ; and fo far is Ja-

maica diftant direftly from London,
or in an Arch of

a Great Circle.

GLOBULUS Nafi, is the lower cartilaginous

moveable part of the Nofe.

GLOSSOCOMIUM, is a Chyrurgeon’s Inftru-

mentfor broken Limbs; fo called from the Shape

of a Merchants little Casket, which was formerly

carried upon the Back. Blanchard.

GLOTTIS, is the Chink of the Larynx,
which

is covered by the Epiglottis. '

GLUTEI, are fix Mufcles which move the But-

tocks, on each Side three.

GLUTiEUS Major, a Mufcle of the Thigh, lo

called from its being the largeft Mulcle of thofe

which compofe the Buttocks : It has a large Semi-

circular Beginning, forwards meerly Tendinous

'.from near two Thirds of the External Parts of the

Spine of the Os Ilium * backwards its Origination
is thick and flefhy from the pofterior part of the
Spine, and hindermoft part of the Sacrum laterally,

and the whole Os Coccygis ; as alfo from a broad Li*

gament that’s extended between the two laft named
Bones and the Tubercle of the Os Ifchium ; itsFle-

fhy Fibres defcending difgregately, in an almoft Se-

mi-circular manner, become Tendinous as they ap-

proach the great Trochanter
,
where it s united with

its firft defcribed Tendinous Beginning, defcending

over the External Part of the great Trochanter, and
after being joined with the Tendon of the Membra-

nofus, proceeds to cover and ftri&ly embrace all the

External Mufcles of the Tibia, like as the External
Tendon doth of the Biceps of thofe of the Cubit •

But the other part of ipprocceeding from the Flefhy

Body of this Mufcle, is largely inferted to the Lines
Afpera, on the back-part of the Os Femoris

, neat
four Finger’s Breadth below the great Trochanter.

The firft defcribed Tendinous Beginning of this

Mufcle doth not only ferve to fupport its Fleftxy Bo-
dy, hut its Fibres interlecfting thofe of the Membra-

nofus, as they cover all the Mufcles ot the Ti-
bia, do more adequately include them, whereby
they are corroborated in their Acftion : When this

Mufcle adts it pulls the Thigh diredtly back-
wards.

GLUTiEUS Medius, a Mufcle of the Thigh’
which lies chiefly under the Tendinous Beginning
of the Glutaus Major, and arifing Flefhy from al-

moft the whole External part of the Os Ilium, in its

defcent becomes thicker and flefhy, and is inferted

by a fhort ftrong Tendon to the Superior and Ex-
ternal Part of the great Trochanter in a Semi-circu-
lar Manner. Mr. Cowper thinks this Mufcle is em-
ployed to turn the Thigh inwards, tho’ others fay.

it ferves to extend it.

GLUTAIUS Minor, is a Mufcle of the Thigh,'
which lies totally under the Glutaus hkedius, it be-
ing fo much lefs than that, as that is than the Glu-
tceus Major. It arifeth Semi circular, Broad, and
Flefhy from the Dorfus llii ; from hence its Flefhy
Fibres defcend to their partly Tendinous and partly
Flefhy Infertion,, like the Medius, at the Superior
Part of the Root of the great Trochanter

.

The Fibres of this running parallel with thofe of
the Medius, aflift it in' all its Actions : They alfo af-

fift in rendring the Articulation of the Thigh-bone,
with the Coxa, more ftable in Handing eredt.

GLUTIA, are two Prominences of the Brain,’

called Nates.

GLUTOS is the greater fiotater (an Apophyfis) in

the upper part of the Thigh-bone, named Trochan-

ter. Blanchard.

GNOMON, in a Parallelogram, is a Figuremade
of the two Complements, together with either ofthe

the Parallelograms about the Diagonal.

Thus here, in the Parallelogram A B, the Gnomon,

is M -f- £ -f- x H- N, or M -1- r -f s N.
GNOMON, in Dialling, fignifies the Style, Pin,

or Cock_ of a Dial, the Shadow whereof pointeth

out the Hours.

The
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The Gnomon of every Dial is fuppoled to reprfc-

fent the Axis of the World j and therefore the two

Ends of Extremities thereof moft diredtly anfwer

to the North and South Pole.

GNOMONICKS, the fame with Dialling.

GOARING j
the Seamen fay a Sail is cut Godr-

ing, when tis cut doping by degrees, and is broa-

der at the Clew than at the Baring
,
as all Tog-fails

and Tog-gallant Sails are.

GOBONATED, a Term in

Heraldry for a Bordure of this

Form 5 which is neither Cheeky ,

nor Counter-comgoned,
but of a dif-

ferent Divifion from both.

GOLDEN-NUMBER i See Cycle of the Moon,

to find the Golden-Number'.

To the Year add i, and divide the Sum by 19*

the Remainder is the Golden-Number.

Example.

To 1701 add i, the Sum 1703, divide by 19,

the Remainder 1 1 is the Golden-Number for that

GOLDEN-RULE : See Buie of Three.

GOLDEN Sulphur of Antimony
,

is made by

boiling the Drofs, arifing in the makingfof Regulus

of Antimony^
in a little more than its Weight of

common Water in an Earthen Pot for about half an

Hour, and then ftraihing the Liquor, there is Vine-

££<ir poured upon it, on si Rcddifti or Gold-

colour Powder will precipitate % It muft be gather-

ed by Filtration and dried ; ’tis an Emetick 5 the

E>ofe from a to 6 Grains.

GOMPHOS, is when the Pupil of the Eye, .go-

ing beyond a little Skin of the Tunica Vvea, is like

that Swelling of hard Flefh in the Corner of the

Eye called Clavus. Blanchard.

GOMPHOSIS, or Conclavatio, is when one Bone

is fattened into another like a Nail, as may be feen

in the Teeth. Blanchard.

GONARGA, the Gout in the Knee.

GOOD-A-BEARING ,
or Good-behaviour, in

Common Law, fignifies an exadt Carriage or Be-

haviour of a Subjed to the King and his Liege-

people, whereunto Men upon their evil Courfe of

Life or loofe Demeanor are fometimes bound : He
that is bound to this, is more ftri&ly bound than to

the Peace ; for the Peace is not broken without an

Affray, but this Surety, de bona geftu,
may be for-

feited by the Number of a Man’s Company, or by
his or their Weapons or Harnefs.

GOOSE-WING : When a Ship fails before a

Wind, or with a Quarter Wind, and in a frefh

Gale, the Seamen fometimes, to make the more
haft, do ungaral the Miffen-yard, and then they

launch out both Sail and Yard oyer the Quarter on

the Lee-fide, fitting Guyes at the further End, to

keep the Yards fteddy with a Boom , and this booms
out the Miffen-fheet, and all this they do to give

the Ship the more way, which otherwife, with thefe

Winds, the Miffen-fail could not do, and this Sail

fo fitted is called a Goofe-voing
,
and fometimes a (bid-

ding Sail,

GORGE, Gulla, or Neck, in Architecture, is

ihe narrowed: part of the Tufca ri or Dorick Capi-

G R A
tals lying between the Aftragal above the Shaft of
the Pillar and the Annulets. It is alfo a kind of
Concave Moulding, larger, but not fo deep as a
Scotia, which ferves for Compartments, Cham=
brances, &c,

GORGE, in Fortification, is the Entrance of the

Platform of any Work.
GORGE, in all other Out-Works, is the Inter-

val betwixt their Wings on the Side of the great

Ditch : But it ought to be obferved, that all the

Gorges are deftitute of Parapets
,

becaufe if there

Were any, the Befiegers having taken Poffeflion of

a Work, might make ufe thereof, to defend them-
felvesfrom the Shot of the Place 5 fo that they are

only fortified with Pallifadoes to prevent a Sur-
prize.

GORGE of a BaQion, is nothing elfe but the

prolonging of the Curtains from their Angle with
Flank, to the Center of the Bafiion where they
meet : But when the Baftion is flat, its Gorge is a
right Line which terminates the Diftance compre-
hended between two Flanks.

GORGE of the Ravelin, or of a Half-Moon,
is

the Space contained between the Extremities of the

two Faces on the Side of the Place.

GORGED, the Herald’s Term for the Bearing
of Crown, Coronet, or fuch like thing about the
Neck of a Lion or a Swan, &c. for then they
fay the Lion' or Cygnet is Gorged with a Ducal
Coroner, G?c.

GOTHICK, in Architecture, is an Order fo
far different from the Ancient Proportions and Or-
naments, that its Columns are either too maffy in
a Form of Vaft Pillars, or as fiender as Poles, ha-
ving Capitals without any certain Dimenfions r

’

carved with the Leaves of Brank-Vrfin, Thijlles,
Coleworts, &c.
GRACILIS, is one of the Mufeles of the Legs’

fo called from being the moft fiender of them : It

arifeth fomewhat broad, partly Tendinous and part-
ly Flefhy from the OsPubis ihternally, between the
firft and fecond deferibed Heads of the Triceps, and
in its (freight Defcent in the Infide of the Thigh
grows narrow, and becomes Tendinous a little a-
bove the Sartorim

,
and is fo inferred (immediately

beneath it) to the Tibia. It aflifteth in bending the
Thigh and Leg inwards.

GRAMINEOUS Herbs, amongft the Botanifts^

are fuch as have a long narrow Leaf and no Foot-
ftalk. ‘ y-

Thefe Bifhop Wilkins (in his real Character)
ranges into fuch as are either,

1. Frumentaceous, i. e. whofe Seed is ufed by
Men for Food, either Bread, Drink, or Broth j or
fuch as Wheat, Rye, Barley, ($c. Or,

%. Not Frumentaceous , more properly called

Grades, which have an hollow-jointed Stalk not
branched, and a Stamineo.us Flower : See Gramino.
and Graffes. Thefe Frumentaceous Herbs are fome-
times called Cercoles.

GRAMMAR, is the Art of Speaking and Wri?
ting any Language truly. It takes its Name from
the Greek Word Gramma

, which fignifies a Letter,

becaufe it treateth primarily of the Formation of
Articulate Sounds, which are reprefented by Let-
ters.

GRANADO, is a little hollow Globe or Ball of
Iron, or other Metal, about two Inches and a half
in Diameter, which being filled with fine Powder,
is fet on fire by the means of a fmall Fufee fattened
to the Touch-hole 5 as foon as it is kindled the Cafe
flies into many Shatters, much to the Damage of all

W ? %
'

tha-t’
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chit ftand near. Thefe Grariadoes ferve to fire clofe

and narrow Paffages, and are often thrown with the

Hand among the Soldiers, to diforder their Ranks,

more efpecially in thofe Pofts where they ftand

thickeft j as in Trenches
,
Redoubts, Lodgments

,
0c.

GRAND-ASSIZE: See Affile.

GRAND-CAPE : See Cafe and Attachment,

GRAND CLlMACTERICKS : See Climate-

Yl j T

GRAND-DISTRESS, is fo called, becaufe of

the Quality and Extent thereof j for thereby the

Sheriff is commanded, Quod diftringat tenentem, ita

quod ipje nec aliquis per ipfum ad ea Manum appondt,

donee habuerit aliud praceptum, 0 quod de exitibus

eorundem nobis refpondeat, 0 quod habent corpus

eUy 0c.
This Writ lies in two Cafes, either when the

Tenant or Defendant is Attached, and fo return'd,

and appears not, but makes Default ; then a Grand-

Difirefs is to be awarded: Or elfe when the Te-
nant or Defendant hath once appeared, and after

makes Default, then this Writ lies by the Common
Law in lieu of a Petit-Cape.

GRANIVEROUS, are thofe Animals that feed

upon Corn and other Seed.

GRANT, in Law, fignifies a Gift in Writing of

luch a thing as cannot aptly be pafled or conveyed

by Word only, as Rents, Reversions, Services, Ad-
vowfons in Grols, Common inGrofs, Tythes, 0c.

Or made by fuch Perfons as 'cannot give but by
Deed, as the King and alL Bodies Politick : Which
Difference is often in Speech neglected, and then it

is taken generally for every Gift whatfoever, made
of any thing by any Perfon ; and he that granteth is

named Grantor, and he to whom it is made the

Grantee. A thing is laid to lie in Grant which can-

not be affigned without Deed, 3 Ppp. 63.

GRANULATION, in Chymiftry, fignifies pour-

ing a melted Metal Drop by Drop into cold Water,

that fo it maygranulate or congeal into fmall Grains.

The beft way is to pour the Metal through an Iron-

Cullender, or through anew Birchen Broom.

GRAPHOIDES, a long, fharp, and (lender Ap-

pendix of the Temple-Bones, fomewhat bow’d like

a Cock’s-Spur : Alfo the Mufcle called Digadricus.

GRAPHOIDES, is a Procefs like the Pen for

a Table-book ; about the Bails of the Brain it in-

clines backward.

GRAPNEL, is a kind of Anchor for Boats or

Gallies to ride by : They differ from other Anchors

in that they have tour Flukes and no Snack, though

there are fome with three Flukes, with which they

ufe tofxveep for Hawfars or fmall Cables : In Men
of War alfo thefe Grapnels, or at leaft alighter kind

of them, are ufed to be thrown into an Enemy’s

Ship, in order to catch hold of fome of her Gra-

tings, Rails, Gunwales, 0c. this is done in order

to boarding of her.

GRATINGS, in a Ship, are fmall Ledges of

fawed Plank framed one into another like a Lattice

or Prifon-grate, lying on the Upper-Deck between

the Main-maft. and Fore-maft, ferving for a De-
fence in a clofe Fight ; and alfo for the Coolnefs,

Light and Contrivance of the Ship’s Company.-

There is alio another Grating in the Head of a

Ship, where the Neceffary-Houle ftands.

GRAVE-ACCENT, in Grammar, fhews when
the Voice is to be deprefs’d, and is exprefs’d thus,

(')•

GRAVEDO, the fame with Coryza.

GRAVELLED-ASHES, are the Lees of Wine
dried and burn’d to Allies : So that they are a kind

of Calcined Tartar.

GRAVING of a Ship
, is bringing her firft a-

ground, and then burning off (with Reeds, Broom,
0c.) all the Filth and Foulnels that fticks to her

Sides without-board, in order to pay her anew,
GRAVITAS Acceleratrix : See Vis Centripeta

.

GRAVITY, or as it may be called, the Vis Cen*

tripeta
, is that Quality by which all Heavy Bodies

tend towards the Center of the Earth, accelera-

ting the Motion as they come nearer towards it.

And this Admirable and Univerfal Law of Nature
is that which (generally fpeaking) keeps ail Bodies

in thofe Places and Stations which they are defigned

for.

About the Caufe of this great and Catholick Af-

fection of Matter there have been various Senti-

ments.

1 . Arifioile will have all Earthy Bodies, by a Na-
tural Inclination, to tend towards the Center of the

Earth, as to their proper Place, Sub Concava Luna
But it hath been proved over and over, that there

is no fuch thing as Pofitive or Abfolute Gravity 01

Levity.

2. Copernicus affertS Gravity to be an Innate Prin-

ciple in all the Parts of Matter, when they are by
any Means feparated from their Wholes, to reduce
themfelves thither again theneareft way, or in Right
Lines. But this is not to affign any Phyfical Gaule
of this great Effect, but only to fay Bodies de-
feend, beCaufe they are heavy, of becaufe they
defeend.

They alfo that explain Gravity by Vniverfal At*
tradion, do only give us another Word, but rib I~

dea of the Caufe of Gravity.

3. Gajfendus and Kepler

p

and many others, define

Gravity to be a Motion impreffed on all Bodies by
a certain Magnetick Attraction of the Earth of
Globe, to which any Body defeends.

Thefe will have the Earth to be one great Mag-
net or Loadjione, continually fending out Magnetical
Effluvia, which lay hold on all Bodies and draw
them towards the Earth : See Gilbert and Kjtcher
de Magneto.

4. Des Cartes fuppofes the Particles of his Cele-
ftial Matter, by being reflected from the Surface of
the Earth, and confequently afeending up again,

from thence to drive down into their Places theTer-
reftrial Bodies which they find above them, Scbf
2o, 21, 22, 23. of his Principia Philofcphy.

But tis very difficult to conceive, and, I think,
1

implies a kind of Contradiction, that Bodies fhould
be forced downwards by a continual Impulfe of o-

tber Matter tending upwards, and acting upon all

Parts uniformly and equally.

The Ingenious Mathematician Mr.Kpil of Ballot

-

College, Oxon
,
hath alfo Efficiently overthrown this

Hypothefis in the Preface to his Introdublio ad Ve~

ram Phyficam.

5 . Vojfrn, and fome others, will needs have the

Diurnal Motion of the Earth round its Axis to be
the Caufe of the Defcent of heavy Bodies : Where-
as ’tis demonftrable, from Experiment and the Do-
ctrine of the Laws of Motion, That the Reverfe
of Gravity would thence enfue : For all Bodies mo-
ving circularly, do always endeavour to recede ab
Axe Motus ; and all Ioofe Bodies would then be
caft off from the Earth in a Tangent to the Parallel

Latitude of any Place.

<£. Other
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6. Others miftaking the Effed for the Caufe,

will have the Preffure of the Atmofphere to occafion

Gravity or the Defcent of heavy Bodies : But ris

plain by Experiments made in Vacuo
,
That the At-

mofphere, like all other Fluids, doth hinder the

Delcent of heavy Bodies, rather than further them

or caufe them ;
for a Feather in Vacuo will defcend

as faft as a Bullet or Stone in the open Air.

* The Learned Dr. Hook, in his Micographia,

p feems to think, that by fuppjjfing our Globe

of Earth, Air, and Water environ'd round with a

Fluid very fubtle and heterogeneous to them all,

and which can freely prevade the Pores, not only of

Glafs but even of the clofeft Metals j the Endea-

vour of this Fluid to detrude all Earthly Bodies

from it, may, by that and lome other Properties,

make ali Bodies move towards the Center of the

Earth : And he faith he can prove, by many Expe-

riments, that there is fuch a Fluid. But this Opini-

on appears to be Defective on the fame Account

that the Cartefian is ; which fee.

8. The Learned Mathematician Capt. Edmund

Halley, owns Gravity to be an Effed unfolvable by

any Philosophical Hypothefis ; and Modeftly and

Religioufly refolvesit into the immediate Will of our

All-wife Creator, who by appointing this Law
throughout all the Material World, keeps all Bo-

dies in their proper Places and Stations, which,

without it, would foon fall to Pieces and be utterly

deftroyed. Philcfoph. TranfaSt; N. 1 97.

Sir Ifaac Newton, Book 2* Prop. 19. Carol. 5. ob-

ferves very well, That of all Bodies confidered

Within the Confines of any Fluid, there is a twofold

Gravity
,
the one True and Abfolute,

the other Appa-

rent, and Vulgar, and Comparative,

Abfolute Gravity, is the whole Force by which any

Body tends downwards ; but the Relative or Vul-

gar is the Excefs of Gravity in any Body above

the Specifick Gravity of the Fluid, whereby it

tends downwards more than the Ambient Fluid

doth.

. In reference to Abfolute Gravity, the Parts of all

Fluids and all Bodies do really gravitate in their pro-

per places, and therefore by their joint Weights do

make the Weight of the Whole : For every heavy

Whole is an heavy Body, as we find by Experience

in Veffels filled with all kinds of Liquors ; and the

Weight of any Whole is equal to, becaufe com-

pounded of, the Weight of all its Parts.

The latter kind of Gravity is fuch, that in refe-

rence to it Bodies do not gravitate in their Places,

or rather do not, when compared one with another,

pre-gravitate ; but by hindring one another in their

mutual Endeavour to defcend, do remain in their

proper places all one as if they were not heavy at

all. Thofe things which do not pre-gravitate in

the Air, Water, &c. the Vulgar take to have no
Gravity ; and only judge thofe to be heavy Bodies

which they fee pre-gravitate or delcend, becaufe

they cannot be fupported by the ordinary Gravitati-

on of the Fluid, or by its Preffure all manner of
ways.

So that the Notiofi of Weight among the Vulgar,
is only the Excefs of any Bodies Weight above that

of Air: And confequently they account thofe

things to be Light, which being lels heavy than Air,

are fupported by it, or buoyed up in it.

,,, G R A
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Whereas thefe Comparatively Light Bodies are
not fb really, fince in Vacuo it hath been found by
Experiment, that they defcend as faft as other hei
vy Bodies do in the Air, (Vid, Mr, BoyleV Experi-
ments of his Air-Pump.)

The Properties of Gravity are very weU enumerated
by Capt . Halley in Numb, 170. of Philofophical
Tranfadions.

1 . That by it all Bodies defcends towards a Point,
which either is, or is very near to the Center of
Magnitude of the Earth and Sea j about which the
Sea forms it felf into a Spherical Surface, and the
Prominences Of the Land, confidering the Bulk of
the Whole, differ but infenfibly therefrom.

2. That this Point or Center is fixed within the
Earth, or at leaft hath been fo ever fince we have
any Authentick Hiftory: For a Confequence of its

Shifting, though never fo little, would be the over-
flowing of the Low-Lands on that Side the Globe
towards which it approached.
And this he thinks would well account for the

Univerfal Deluge, To have the Center of Gravita-
tion to be removed for a Time towards the Middle
of the then inhabited World.
And he faith. That a Change of its Place but the

2000th part of the Radius of our Earth, would be
fufficient to lay the Tops of the higheft Hills under
Water.

3. That in all Places equi-diftant from the Cen-
ter of the Earth, the Force of Gravity is nearly
equal;

But indeed all Places on the Earths Surface are
not at equal Diftances from the Center ; becaufe,,
as Sir Ifaac Newton hath proved, the Equatorial
Parts are fomething higher than the PolarParts ; the
Difference between the Earth’s Diameter and Axis
being about 34 Englijh Miles, which hath been
confirmed by the Neceffity of making a Pendulum
fhorter (in thofe Places) before they will fwing Se-
conds.

4. Gravity equally affeds all Bodies, without re-
gard either to their Bulk , Figure, or Matter : So
that abftrading from the Refiftence of the Medium
the moft CompaEl and Loofe, the Greatefi and Smal-
leji Bodies would defcend equal Spaces in equal
Times, as appears from the quick Defcent of very
light Bodies in the exhaufted Receiver. Whence a
very great Difference may be obferved betwixt
Gravity and Magnetifm ; the latter affeding only
Iron, and that towards its Poles j the former all Bo-
dies alike in every Part.

Hence alfo may be concluded there is no fuch
thing as pofitive Levity, thofe things which appear
light being only comparatively fo. And whereas
feveral things rife and fwim in Fluids, "tis only be-
caufe they afe not, bulk for bulk, fo heavy as thofe
Fluids : Nor is there any reafon why Cork, for In-
ftance, fhould be laid to be light, becaufe it fwirns
on Water, any more than Iron, becaufe it will fwim
on Mercury .

5. That this Power increafes as you defcend, and
decreafes as you afcend from the Center of the
Earth ; and that in Proportion of the Squares ofthe
Diftances therefrom reciprocally : So, as for In-
ftance, at a double Diftance to have but a Quarter
of the Force, &c. which is highly agreeable to Rea

for?.
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fon, bccaufe the gravitating or attracting Power muft

needs be exerted more vigoroufly in a fmall Sphere,

and more feebly in a greater, in Proportion, as it is

contracted or expanded. Wherefore feeing the Sur-

faces of Spheres are to one another, as the Squares

of their Radii, their Power at feveral Diftances

will be as the Squares of thofe Diftances reciprocal-

ly • and then its whole Addon upon each Spherical

Surface, be it great or fmall, will be always equal.

Mr, Hugens, in the laft Propofition of his Fourth

Part of his Book De Horologia Ofcillatorio, fhews by

Experiments moft accurately made, That Gravity

is that Force by which a Body placed any where

near the Surface of the Earth is impelled towards

the Center after the Rate of 1 57* of Paris Feet m

a Second of Time.

The very Learned and Ingenious Capt. Halley, in

his DiCcourfe about the Caufe of Springs in Philof.

Tranfatt. N. 192- feems to think, That there may

be fome Matter which may have a Conatus diredly

mnrrarv to that of Gravity ; as is, faith he, the

Cafe inVegetation, where the Sprouts tend direCtly

upwards, or againft the Perpendicular.

GRAVITY of Bodies, is either Specifick or Abfo-

lute: See SpecifickGravity.

GREAT-BEAR : SttVrfa Major.

GREAT Circles of the Globe or Sphere,
are thofe

whofe Plane palling thro* the Center of the Sphere

divides it into two equal Parts or Hemispheres ; of

which there are Six drawn on the Globe, the

Meridian, Horizon, Equator,
Ecltpnck,, and the

£W
rREEN-CLOTH ,

or Counting-Houfe of the

Kings Hopifhold,isfo called, becaufe the Table ftands

*1 covered with a Grem-Clotb :
,

Here <it the

T nrd^Steward, Treafurer of the King s Houfe, Con-
L
!fl!r Matter of the Houfhold, Cofferer, two

ks d the Green-Cloth, and two Clerks Con-

millers, for Daily taking the Accountsof all Expen-

ds of the Houlhold making Provifions and or-

dering Payment forthe fame, for the good Govern-

ment of the Kings Servants, and paying the Wa-

ses of thofe below Stairs.
$ GREEN-WAX, in Law, ligmfies the Eftreats

r c;nPc Iflues, and Amerciaments in the Exche-

ouer undet the Seal of that Court made in Green-

mx, to be levy’d in the County : See Foreign Ap-

GREGOREAN-YEAR, Tie New Account or

Ten. stile, inftituted upon the Reformation of the

•alendat by Pope Gregor

y

XIII. (from whom it

kes the Name) in the Year 1 581; whereby ten

lavs being taken out of the Month oi OSIober, the

lays of their Months go always ten Days before

J
t As for Inftance, their Eleventh is our Firft

lav * Which Neve Stile or Account is ufed m molt

arts' beyond the Seas ; and is called from Pope

regory, the Gregorean Account.

GRENADO : See Grenada-Shed.

GRIPE of a Ship, is the Compafs or Sharpnejs ot

er Stem under Water, and chiefly towards the Bot-

m. of the Stem : And the Defign of fhaprng her

>, is to make her Gripe the more, or keep a good

Vind-j for which end fometimes a F«ilfe Stem is put

n upon the true one. c . , , .

GRIPE alfo is the Sea Phrafe for a Ship s oeing

pt to run her Head or Nofe too much into the

ITind for then, they lay She Gripes. And there

re two Caufes of this Effedj either over-loading

a Ship a- head, the Weight ofwhich preffes her Head
Ho down, that it is not apt to fall offfrom the Wind t,

or elfe the Staying or Setting her Mails too much aft,

which will always be a Fault in a fhotc Ship that
draws much Water, and will caufe her to be conti-

nually running into the Wind : But in Floaty ShipsJ
if the Malts be not ftayed very far aft, they will

never keep a good Wind.
GROMETS, in a Ship, are fmall Rings fatten*

ed to the upper Side of the Yard of a Ship, by
Staples, to tie unto it, or to fallen the Laskets.

^
GROUND-TACKLE, is the Sea Term for a

Ship's Anchor, Cables, &c. in general ; or whate-
ver is neceffary to make her ridefafe at Anchor ir»

proper Ground.
GROUND-TIMBERS, in a Ship, are thofe

Timbers which lie on her Keel, and are fattened to

it with Bolts through the Keelfon. They are fo

called, becaufe the Ship lies at reft upon them when
(he is a-gtound.

GROUNDING of a Ship, is bringing of her on
Ground to be trimmed, made clean, fcruhbed, or

have lome Leak (topp’d in her.

GRY, according to Mr. Locl^, is a Meafure con®

taining T~ of a Line : A Line is T§- of an Inch, an
Inch of a Philofophical Foot, and a Philofophi-

cal Foot is of a Pendulum, whofe Diadromes or
Vibrations, in the Latitude of 45 Degrees, are each
equal to one Second of Time, or of a Mi-
nute.

GRYPHUS, a fort of crooked Pincers ufed by
Surgeons.

GUARDANT, the Term in Heraldry for a
Lion born in a Coat of Arms, when his Face is

turned towards the Spectator, and he appears in a

Pofture of Guard or Defence (as it were) ©f bim-
felf.

GUARD-COCK : See Gardecaut.

GUDGIONS, in a Ship, are the Eyes drove ini

to the Stern-Poll, into which the Pintles of the

Rudder go, to hang her on.

GUEST-ROPE, is that Rope by which the

Boat is kept from Steeving, or going too much in

and out as Ihelies in the Tow of a Ship.

GULA or Gullet See Oefophagw.

GULBE ,
in Architecture ,

the fame with

Gorge,

GULES
,

fo the Heralds call

the Red Colour in the Arms of

Gentlemen ; but in thofe of the

Nobility they call it Ruby ; and

in Sovereign Prince’s Coats Mars.

‘Tis expreffed in Engraving by per-

pendicular Strokes or Hatches,

thus,

GULF, in Geography, is a Part of the Ocean
or Great Sea,which runs up into the Land thro’ nar-

row Paffages, which are called Streights ; as the

Gulf of Florida in America, the Arabian Gulf or

Red-Sea in Africa, the Perfian Gulf in Afia, and the

Gulf of Venice, or the Adraticl^-Sea in Europe.

GUMMA Gallicum, is by fome the Term for the

eating out of a Bone in rhe French Pox.

GUNTER’S-LINE, is the Common Line of

Numbers, invented firft by Mr. Gunter, and fo com-

monly known that there is no need of a Defcriptiors

of it here; it being not only done by the Inventer

in his Book of the SeClor, but alfo by Everard

,

Proven, Patridge, in their Sliding Rules, and almoft

every one that hath written of Practical Mathema-
ticks. See Vol. II.

GUNTER’S-
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GUNTER’S-QUADRANT, is an Inftrutnent

made in Wood or Brafs, eurioufty contrived to find

the Hour of the Day and Azimuth, withmoftPro-

pofitions of the Globe $ as alfo Heights and Diftan-

ces.

You have a full Defcription of it in Mr. Gunters

Book of the Sedor but tis by no means fo good

to find the Hour of the Day as Mr. Collins Qua-

drant See Quadrant.

GUNTER’S-SCALE, called by the Common
Seamen ufually, The Gunter

,
is a large plain Scale,

with the Dines of Artificial Sines and Tangents fit-

ted fo to a Line of Numbers, that they can by the

Goinpalfes work all Queftipns in plain Dialling, &c.

With tolerable Exadnefs, if the Scale be large and

good. It hath its Name for being the Invention of

tfie above-named Mr. Gunter, and is now common*

Jy put on all our Scales, and on our Sedors, where
they are ufually called^ The Artificial Lines.

GUNWALE, or Gunnel
,
of a Ship, is that Piece

jof Timber which reaches on either Side of the Ship

from the Half-Deck to the Fore-cattle, being the

uppermoft Bend which finifheth the upper Works of

the Hull in that Part, and wherein they put the

Stanchions which fupport the Wafte-Trees j
and

this is called the Gunwale, whether there be Guns
in the Ship or no : And tfie lower Part of any

Port, where any Ordnance are, is alfo termed the

Gunwale.

GURGULIO, the fame with Cion, or the Epi-

glottis ; which fee.

GUTTA fiofacea, is a Rednefs with Pimples,

wherewith the Cheeks, Nofe, and whole Face is

deformed, as if it were fprinkled with red Drops

:

Thefe Pimples or Wheals often increafe to that de-

gree, that they render the Face rough and horrid,

and the Nofe monftroufly big.

GUTTA-SERENA, or Amaurofis, is a Dimnefs,

or even total Lofs of the Sight, caufed by a Watery
Humour flowing down from the Brain upon the

Optick Nerves.

GUTTiE, or Drops, in Architedure are cer-

tain Parts in Form of little Bells, which, to the

Number of Six, are put below every Triglyph in

the Architrave of the Doricl
(_
Order. They are fo

called by Architeds from their Shape, reprefenting

the Drops of Water, which having run along the

Tryglyphs, ftill hang under the Clofure between
the Pillars.

GUTTAL-CARTILAGE, in Anatomy, is that

which includes the third and fourth Griftle of the

Larynx, which feem to be but one, by reafon of

the common Membrane with which they are co-

vered.

GUTTE de l' Eau, Drops of Water ; thefe in

Heraldry they paint Argent or White.
GUTTE de Larmes, when they are Drops of

Tears, and thefe in Heraldry are painted Blue or

GUTTE de Or, Drops of melted Gold $ all

which kinds are fometimes born in Efcutcheons.

GY R
GUTTE de Sang, the Term in Heraldry for

Drops of Blood born any how in a Coat of Arms -

if the Drops are of any other SubftanCe thev are
called accordingly.

?

GUTTORIS Os, the fame that is called Byaides
Os.

GUVE de fionde, a Term in Fortification, fig-

nifying the fame as a Ample or aJingle Tenailie * See
Tenaille.

GUY ; a Guy in a Ship, is any Rope ufed to
keep oft' things from bearing or falling againft the
Ship Side when they are to be hoifted in : Thus, if

anything is to be haled in over the Gunwale, it ir

gently eafed in by a Guy-fiopc fattened ufually to the
Stanchions of the Wafte-Trees.

That Rope alio which is made faft to the Fore-
matt at one End, and is reeved thro' a Angle Block
feized to the Pendant of the Winding- Tackle, and
then again reeved through another feized to the Fore-
matt, and whofe Ufe is to hale forward the Pen-
dant of the Winding-Tackle, is allb called a Guy.
GYMNASTICKS, that Part of Phyfick which

treats of the Rules that are to be obferved in all

forts of Exercifes, in order to the PreferVation of
Health. This is faid to be invented by one Herodi-
cus, born at Selymbra a City of Thrace, or, as fome
fay, at Leutini in Sicily : He was Brother to Gearv
gins the Famous Rhetorician and Philofopher.

This Herodicus was at firft Matter of an Academy,
where young Gentlemen came to learn Warlike and
Manly Exercifes ; and whom he oblerving to be
very Healthful on that Account, he made Exercife
become an Art, in reference to the Recovery of
Men out of Difeafes, as well as prefcrving them
from them, and called it Gymnaftick., which fie
made a great Part of his Pradice of PhyAck : Bur
Hypocrates, who was his Schollar, blames him fome-
times for his Excejfies in this kind of PhyAck, and
his want of Judgment in prefcribing this Method of
Cure in Feavers, (fic. And Plato, in his Phcedr. ex-
claims againft him with great warmth on this Ac-
count, and faith, he ufed tq enjoin his Patients to
walk from Athens to Megara, (which is about 25
Miles) and to come home again on Foot as they
went, as foon as ever they had once but touch’d the
Walls of the City.

GYNiECIA, in general, are the Accidents inci-
dent to Women ; but Hypocrates takes them more
ftridly for the Courfes, Blanchard.

GYNiECOMASTUM, is a growing of the
Breafts. Blanchard.

GYRON, an Ordinary in He-
raldry, confifting of two ftreight

Lines ifluing from divers Parts of
the Efcutcheon, and meeting in

the Felfe Point
j thus,

He beareth Sanguine a Gyron if*

Suing from the Dexter Point Or„

1



H ABEAS Corpora, is a Writ that lies for the

bringing in a Jury, or fo many of them

as refuie to come upon the Venire facias,

for the Trial of a Caufe brought to iifue.

HABEAS Corpus, is a Writ which a Man Indid-

ed for a Trefpafs before Juftices of Peace, or in a

Court of any Franchife, and being apprehended

and imprifoned for the fame, may have out of the

King’s-Bench, to remove himfelf thither at his own
Cofts, and to anfwer the Caufe there.

And the Order of this Cafe is, firft to procure a

Certiorari out of the Chancery, directed to the laid

Juftices for the removing of the Indidment into

the King’s -Bench ; and upon that, to procure this

Writ to the Sheriff, for the caufing of his Body to

be brought at a Day.
HABENDUM, is a Word of Form in a Deed

or Conveyance, every of which muft have two

Parts, viz. the Premifes, and the Habendum.

The Offices of the Premifes is to exprefs the

Names of the Grantor, Grantee, and the Thing

granted.

The Office of the Habendum is to limit the

Eftate fo, that the general Implication of the Eftate,

which (by Conftrudion of Law) paffeth into the

Premifes, is by the Habendum controlled and qua-

lified.

HABERE facias Seifmam, is a Writ Judicial,

which lieth where a Man hath recovered Lands in

the King’s-Court, directed to the Sheriff, and com-

manding him to give Seifin of the Land recovered.

This Writ is fometimes iffuing out of the Records

of a Fine, executory, direded to the Sheriff of the

County where the Land lieth, and commanding

him to give the Cognifee, or his Heirs, Seifin of

the Land whereof the Fine is levied, which Writ

lieth within the Year after the Fine or Judgment,

upon a Scire facias, and may be made in divers

Forms.
There is alfoa Writ called Haberefacias Seifmam,

ubi Rex habuit annum, diem, & vaftum ; which lies

for the Delivery of Land to the Lord of the Fee,

after the King has taken his Due of Lands of him

that was convided of Felony.

HABERE facias vifum, is a Writ that lies in "di-

vers Cafes, where view is to be* taken of the

Lands or Tenements in queftion.

HABITUDE, is a Dilpofirion of the Mind or

Body, acquir’d by reiterated or repeated Ads ; as

Skill and Knowledge in the Sciences, Virtue,

Vice, Excellence in Painting, Writing, Dancing,

HiELOSIS, according to fome, is a refleded In-

verfion of the Eye-lid.

HAEMALOPS, the Extravafation of Blood a-

bout the Eye, occa/ion’d by a Blow or Contufion,

commonly called a Blue-Eye : Alfo the Rednefs of

the Eyes proceeding from an Inflammation, or the

Diftenfion of the Blood-Veffels in the Eye, or that

which we cal1 a Rlood-fhotten Eye.

HiEMATOSIS, the fame with Sanguification ; it

is performed in all the Parts of the Body, and not in

any peculiar Part, as the Heart, Liver, Spleen, as

fome formerly imagined : See Blood.

HAEMODIA, a painful Numnefs of the Teeth,

proceeding from the Irritation of the Membranes

that furfound their Roots, or of the Nerves that
are difperfed through their Subftance. 'Tis ufoaljy
occafioned by the eating of Acid Fruirs, or the Vo-
miting of Acid Humours : We commonly fay
in Englifh, that the Teeth are fet on Edge.
HAEMOPTYSIS, is the fpitting of Blood from

the Lungs, which proceeds either from a 1wearing
out at the Glandules of the Larynx, with which
its Tunick. is cloathed within to wit, when the O-
penings of the Arteries are too much relaxed

5 or
from fome great Veffels that are broke, or out of
the little Bladders of the Lungs themfelves. Blan-
chard.

HAEMORHAGIA, is a Flux of Blood at the
Noftriis, Mouth, or Eyes, &c.
HAEMORRHOIDS S, are Swelling Inflammati-

ons in the ReBum, or about the Fundament, red
and painful, which fometimes fend forth Blood or
Matter. Blanchard.

HEMORRHOIDICAL-VEINS, are either Ini
ternal or External.

The Internal are Branches of the third and laft

Divifion of the Vena Mefenterica, which is it felf

the right Branch of the Porta : This is lpread thro*
the Middle of the Mefenterium, and goes to that
Part of the Colon which lies on the LeftSide to the
ReBum, and thence down to the Anus.

The External Hcemorrhoidal-Veins arife from the
Vena Hypogaftrica, and fometimes from a double
Branch of it fpreading about the SphinBer of the
Anus

;

and this Hypogaftrick-Vein is, in it felf.

Part of the Internal Branch of the Vena Iliaca.

HiEREDE AbduBo, is a Writ that lieth for a
Lord, who having the Wardfhip of his Tenant
under Age, by Right cannot come by his Body,
for that he is conveyed away by another.

HAEREDE deliberando alit qui habet cuftodiam
terra, is a Writ direded to the Sheriff, willing to

command one, having the Body of him that Is

Ward to another, to deliver him to him, whole
Ward he was by reafon of his Lord.

HAERETARE, inLaw, fignifies to give a Right
of Inheritance, or make the Donation Hereditary
to the Grantee and his Heirs.

HAERETICO Gomburendo, is a Writ that lies

againft him that is a Heretick ; vis> that having
once been convided of Herefy by his Bifhop, and
having abjured it, afterwards falling into it again,

or into fome other, and is thereupon committed to

the Secular Power. Sir Edvoard Cofy, in his 1 ath
Report, Fol. 93, is of Opinion, that this Writ lies

not at this Day.
HAILE ; to haile a Ship, is either to call to her

to know from whence fhe is, and whence fhe is

bound j or elfe to falute her , and wifh her

Health.

HALE $ to hale a Ship, is the fame thing as

what we call pulling a-Jhore.

HALF-MOON, in Fortification, is an Out-
work that hath only two Faces, forming together a
Saliant-Angle, which is flanked by fome Part of the

Place, and of the other Baftions.

Thefe HalfMoons are fometimes raifed before

the Curtain, when the Ditch is a little wider than

it ought to be ; in which Senfe ’tis much the fame

with a Ravelin, only the Gorge of an HalfMoon
is
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is made bending in like a Bow or Crefcent, and is

moft times ufed to cover the Point of a Baftion,

whereas Ravelins ®re placed before the Curtain ;

but they are Defedive, as being ill Flanked,

HALLIARDS, in a Ship, are thofe Ropes by

which they hoife up all her Yards. The Crofs-

Tack and the Sprit-lail Yard indeed have no Hal-

liards becaufe they are always flung j tho’ in fmall

Craft^ or Veflels, they have Halliards to the Sprit-

fail Yard.
.

HALO, or Halos
,

is a certain Meteor in Form ot

a bright Circle or Ring that furrounds the Sun,

Moon, or Star, but more efpecially the Moon.

Thefe Halo's or Crowns do fometimes appear

colour’d like the Rainbow : And our Incomparable

Sir Ijaac Newton gives a Hint of the Solution of

the Phenomenon in his Opticks, Pag. h i. flaw-

ing that it ariles from the Sun or Moon’s Alining

thro’ a thin Cloud, confifting of Globules of Hail

or Water all of the fame Size. And he gives you

two Obfervations of his own, of the adual Ap-

pearance of colour d Halo's ; one about the Sun,

June, 169a; the other round the Moon, Febr. 19.

1664, at Night.

HALO, is a reddifh Spot or Circle of Flefh

which furrounds each Nipple in the Breafts of

Women.
, . ,

HANDSPIKE, is a Wooden Leaver, with which,

at Sea, they Traverfe the Ordnance, or heave with-

al in a Windlafs to weigh up the Anchor.

HARIOT, or Heriot
,
in Law, is taken for the

beft Cattle that a Tenant hath at the Hour of his

Death, due to the Lord by Cuftom. And there is

Hariot Service and Hariot Cuftom. Hariot Service is

u&er the Death of a Tenant in Fee-fimplej and Ha-

riofcuftom is after the Death of a Tenant for Life.

Alio Elariot Service is often exprefs’d in the Grant

of a Man, that heholds by fuch Service to pay Ha-

riot at the Time of his Death, thatholdeth in Fee-

fimple. Hariot Cuftom is when Hariot

s

have been

paid Time out of Mind by Cuftom, and this may

be after the Death of a Tenant for Life : And for

this the Lord may diftrain and feize ; but of right,

neither the Lordnor Officer fhould take Hariot be-

fore it beprefented at the next Court holden after

the Tenant is dead, that fuch a Beaft is due for a

Hariot. If the Lord purchafe Part of the Tenancy,

Hariot Service is extinguifli’d ; but it is not fo in

Hariot Cuftom. And if the Lord ought to have a

> Hariot when his Tenant dieth, and the Tenant de-

vifeth away all the Goods, yet the Lord fhall have

the Hariot, for the Law preferred! the Cuftom be-

fore the Devife.

HARMONOE, is, in fome Authors, an Anatomi-

cal Term, and fignifies the fame with Mendofa Su-

tura,
vi%. a jointing together the Bones of the Head,

particularly thole of the Nofe and Palate, by a

• ftreight Line.

HARMONICAL Proportion ]
or Mufical, is

when, of four Numbers, As the Firft : Is to the

Fourth : : So is the Difference of the Firft and

Second : To the Difference of the Third and

Fourth.

As 5 : 8 : : 11 : 30, are Mufical Proportionals,

becaufe 5 : 30 :: 8-—

5

: 30 — it :: 3 : 18.

Suppofe in Species the four Terms A, M, N, E, let

it he, A : E : : M — A : E— N.

Wherefore A E — AN— ME— AE. Thele
AN

Terms being rightly ordered, ’twill be

*£ M
i" £jand iB~N” Ai

-

In Words thus i

If the Rediangle, contained under the firft and
third Terms, be divided by the Excels of twice
the firft above the fecond $ the Quotient will be
the fourth Term in Harmonkal or Mufical Proporti-

on: Wherefore it is neceffary the Terms fhould
be fo given, that the double of the firft may exceed

the fecond.

A Right Line, as A D, is faid to be divided Har-
monically, if being cut into 3 Parts, A B, EC, and
C D, the Cafe be fo, that as the Whole AD (or ^ s

is to either Extream a or c : : fo fhall the other Ex-
tream be : to the indeterminate Part m That is,

\W.la j Z} therefore * c.

And to divide any given Right Line thus harmo-
nically, as fuppofe A D

,

From either End of it draw a Right Line, as D G,
1

making an Angle with it, and ofany Length : Con-
ned! the End of this Line with the otherEnd A, by,

drawing A G 5 and then taking any Point, as B, at

pleafure, in the given Line there draw E F paral-

lel to D G, and in it take B E equal to B F$ then
draw E G

,

and that fhall find the Point C requi-

red ; and then calling, as above, the whole Line

^ : AB — a : B C — m, and C D — C : I fay

^ : a :: c : m.

For the Triangles AD G, ABF, and BE C
are all fimilar ; and confequently AD : AB iz

DG:B F—BE; butasDG: BE : ^C D z BC
(by working about the equal Angles D and E BC:)
Wherefore, by Equality, A D: A B : : C D:€ B %

that is,e^ : a :: c: m. E. D.
And from hence tis plain, That the Ratio of the

whole Line AD to the Segment B, may be taken
at pleafure : But that the intermediate Part B C,

muft be lefs than either A B or CD.
HARMONY, is an agreeable or pleafing Union

between two or more Sounds, continuing together

at the fame time.

Harmony is naturally produced by Confondncei,

but Art has difcover’d the way to make it yet more
agreeable, by the Mixture of Dijfionances

.

HARPINGS, in a Ship, is properly her Breadth

at the Bow ; tho’ fome call the Ends of the Bends,

which are faftened into the Stem, by the fame
Name.
HATCHES, ofa Ship, are the Doors in the Mid-

ftiip, or between the Main-mafl and Fore-maft, by
which any Goods of Bulk are let down into the

Hold. Hence the

HATCH-WAY, is that Place which is diredtly

over the Hatches $ fo that to lay a thing into the

Hatch-way, is to put it fo that ch& ^Hatches cannot

be come at, or opened.

Y y HAURL
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HAURIANT, the Term in Heraldry proper to

blazon Fifties, when they are born in any Efcut-

cheon in an ered or perpendicular Pofture, as if

they were putting up their Heads above the Water

to breath.

HAWSER, (or Halfer) is a Rope confining of

three Strands, being a kind of a little Cable, fer-

ving for many Ufes on board a Ship, as to fatten

the Main and Fore-fhrouds, to warp a Ship over a

Bar, &c.
HAWSES, of a Ship, are two round Holes un-

der her Head or Beak, through which the Cables

pafs when fhe is at Anchor. They fay a Ship hath

a Bold Hawfe,
when the Holes are high above Wa-

ter. A Frefh Hawfe, is when there is a Sufpicion

that the Cables are ‘fretted in the Holes. To Fresl
(,

the Hawfe, is to lay new Pieces upon the Cable in

the Hawfe. They call it burning in the Hawfe,

when the Cable endures an extraordinary Strefs.

Clearing the Hawfe,
is untwifting the Cables, which,

by reafon of the Ship’s winding, are intangled one

with another.

HEAD-ANGLES : See Angles*

HEAD-LINES, in a Ship, are the Ropes of all

Sails which are next to the Yards, and by which

the Sails are made faft to the Yards.

HEAD-SAILS, are thofe Sails in a Ship which

belong to the Fore-matt and Bolt-fprit, becaufe they

govern the Head of the Ship, and do make it fall off

and keep out ofthe Wind ; thefe, in Quarter Winds,

are the chief Drawing Sails.

HEAD-SEA, is when a great Wave or Billow of

the Sea comes right a-head of a Ship as fhe is in her

Courfe.

HEART : See an Anatomical Defcription of it

under the Word Cor.

HEAT, one of the Four Primary Qualities, and

feems to confift only, or at lead: chiefly, in the local

Motion of the fmall Parts of a Body Mechanically

modified by certain Conditions, of which the Prin-

cipalis the vehement and various Agitations of thofe

fmall infenfible Parts.

In which Defcription it appears* there are thefe

Three Conditions neceffary to produce Heat-,
,

/. i . Thatthe fmall Parts be vehemently and ra-

pidly agitated, or moved, in a much greater Degree

than is neceffary to produce the Quality we call

Fluidity.

2. That the Determinations of the infenfible Cor-

pufcles thus vehemently agitated be alfo very vari-

ous, fome moving up, fome down, fome to the

Right Hand, others to the Left, &c. And hence,

though Air and Water are, we find often, very vehe-

mently moved, as in Tempefts and Catarads
; yet

there is no reafon to exped that they fhould grow

hot upon this Motion, becaufe the Vehemency be-

longs to the Progrdffve Motion of the whole Body ;

and notwithftanding that, yet the Parts it confifts

of may not any thing near be fo much quickned

in their Motions, made according to other various

Determinations, as to grow fenfibly hot ; but in

Bodies very hot or enkindled, the rapid Motion of

the infenfible Parts feems to have all manner of Di~

regions, and to be darted round, in a kind of burn-

ing Sphere, all manner of ways.

3. ’Tis requifite alfb, to the Production of Heat,

Thatthe thus varioufly and vehemently agitated

Panicles be alfo fo fmall as, generally fpeaking, to

to be fingly infenfible : For unlefs they are exceed-
ing fine and fubtle, they cannot penetrate readily
into the Pores of Contiguous Bodies, and fo warm
or burn them.

As to the Operation of Heat upon our Senfes, the
Refult of which we often call Heat

, it is ufu-
lually eftimated by its Relation to the Organs ofour
Feeling ; for we don’t efteem any Body to be hot,
unlefs the Motion of its fmall Parts be violent or
brisk enough to increafe or furpafsthat of the Parti-
cles of the Objed: For if it be more languid in the
Orient than in the Sentienr, we pronounce the Body
to be cold ; but if it be more violent in the Objed
than in the Sentient, we fay the Body is hot; as a-
ny one may Experiment by putting his Hand, when
cold, into warm Water; for then the Water will
appear warm to him ; whereas, had his Hand been
hot, it would have felt cold.

The Intenfnefs of Heat (as alfo of Light) always
is as theDenfity of the Rays or Particles of Fire
which occafion it; and that Denfity is astheDi-
ftance from the Radiating Point reciprocally : See
Quality.

The Learned and Curious Dr. Slare, in Philofoph.

TranfaB.N. 213. hath publifhed feveral ftrange Ex-
periments about the Produdions ofFlame and Fire,
from the bare Mixture of two Liquors actually cold 5
which two Liquors are a Vegetable Oil (the Kinds
of which, proper for this Purpofe, he there gives you
in a Table) and a Compound Spirit of Nitre 5
which Spirit is made By Diftillation (in a Retort)
of equal Parts of Salt Petre and Oil of Vitriol, in a
Sand Furnace with a great Fire.

And one thing is very remarkable as to his two
Liquors, That tho’ Gunpowder cannot he made by
firing to give any Explofion in the Exhaufted Re-
ceiver, yet thefe did fo in a very rapid manner,
blowing up the Receiver, and breaking out in a
great Flame.

The Learned and Ingenious Captain Halley hath
a Difcourfe in Philofl TrdnfaB. N. 203. about the
proportional Heat of the Sun in all Latitudes, and
of a Method for colleding the fame : Where he
fhews, That the Simple Adion of the Sun is, as all

other Impulfes or Strokes, more or lefs forcible, ac-
cording to the Sines of the Angle of Incidence, or
to the Perpendicular let fall on the Plane, whence
the Vertical Ray (being that of the greateft Heat)
being put for Radius, the Force of the Sun, on the
Horizontal Surface of the Earth, will be to that,

as the Sine of the Sun’s Altitude at any other
Time.

This being allowed for true, it will then follow,'

That the Time of the Continuance of the Sun’s Ali-

ning being taken for a Bafts, and the Sines of the
Sun’s Altitudes ereded thereon, as Perpendiculars,

and a Curve drawn through the Extremities of
thofe Perpendiculars, the Area comprehended ftiall

be proportionate to the Colledion of the Heat of all

the Beams of the Sun in that Ipace of Time.
Hence it will follow. That under the Pole the

Colledion of all the Heat of a Tropical Day, is

proportionate to a Redangle of the Sine of 23 De-
grees and a Half into 24 Hours, or the Circumfe-
rence of a Circle ; that is, the Sine of 23 Degrees
and a Half, being nearly tv of Radius, as Hi. into

1 2 Hours. Or the Polar Heat is equal to that of
the Sun continuing 1 2 Hours above; the Horizon at

53 I>e-
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53 Degrees height, than which the Sun is not 5

Hours more elevated under the Equinodial.

But that this may be the better underftood, he ex-

plains it by the following Figure.

Wherein the Area Z G H H, is equal to the A-

rea of all Sines ofthe Sun’s Altitude under the Equi-

noctial, ereded on the refpedive Hours from Sun-

rife to the Zenith ; and the Area SHHSis in

the fame Proportion to the Heat for the fame 6

Hours under the Pole on the Tropical Day
; and

0 H CL, is proportional to the colleded Heat of

12 Hours, or half a Day under the Pole, which

fpace O H H Q. is vifibly greater than the other

Area H Z G H, by as much as the Area HGQ,
is greater than the Area ZGGj which that it is

fo, is vifible to fight, by a great excefs ; and fo much
in Proportion does the Heat of 24 Hours Sun-fhine

under the Pole, exceed that of 12 Hours under

the Equinodial j
whence, Ceteris paribus, it is rea-

fonable to conclude, That were the Sun perpetual-

ly under the Tropick, the Pole would be at leaft as

warm, as it is now under the Line it felf.

But whereas the Nature of Heat is to remain in

the Subjed, after the Caufe that heated it is remo-

ved, and particularly in the Air ; under the Equi-

nodial, the 12 Hours abfence of the Sun does very

little ftill the Motion imprefs’d by the paft Adion of

bis Rays, wherein Heat confifts, before he arifes

again j
but under the Pole, the long abfence of the

Sun for 6 Months, wherein the Extremity of Cold

does obtain, has fo chill’d the Air, that it is, as it

were Frozen, and cannot ( before the Sun has got

far towards it) be any ways fenfible of his Prefence,

his Beams being obftruded by thick Clouds and

perpetual Fogs and Mills, and by that Atmofphere

of Cold, as the Honourable Mr. Boyle was pleafed to

term it, proceeding from the everlafting Ice, which
in immenfe Quantities does chill the neighbouring

Air, and which the too foon retreat ofthe Sun does

leave unthaw’d, to er.creafe again, during the long

Winter, that follow this fhort Interval of Summer.
But the differing Degrees of Heat and Cold in

differing Places, depend in a great meafure upon
the Accidents of the neighbourhood of high Moun-
tains

,
whofe Height exceedingly chills the Air

brought by the Winds over them ; and of the Na-
ture of the Soil, which varioufly retains the Heat,

particularly the Sands, which in Africa, Arabia,

and generally where fuch Sandy Deferts are found, 1

do make the Heat ofthe Summer incredible to thole

that have not felt it.

In profecution of his former Thought, he com-
puted the following Table for every tenth Degree of
Latitude, to the Equinodial and Tropical Sun, by
which an Eftimate may be made of the intermediate

Degrees*

Lat.
Sun in

MM
1 ® *=4 0

j

Sun in

So
Sun in

VS.

0 20000 18341
:

18341
11 I9696 20290 15834
20 18797 *1737 13166
30 1732

1

22651 10124
40 I532I 23048 6944

50 11855 22991 3798
60 IOOO0 22773 1075
70 6840 ^3 543 l

ob'©

80 3473 34^73 000

90 0000 25055 000

Then he gives the following Corollaries, very well

worth Note.

COROLLARY l

That the Equinoctial Heat, when the Sun be^
comes Vertical, is as twice the Square of the Ra-
dius; which may be propofed as a Standard to

compare with, in all other Cafes.

COROLLARY 1L

That under the Equinodial, the Heat is as the
Sine of the Sun’s Declination.

COROLLARY III.'

That in the Frigid Zones, when the Sun Sets not]
the Heat is as the Circumference of a Circle into
the Sine of the Altitude at 6. And confequently,
that in the fame Latitude thefe Aggregates of
Warmth, are as the Sines of the Sun s Declination j
and at the fame Declination of the Sun, they are
as the Sines of the Latitudes, and generally they
are as the Sines of the Latitudes into the Sines of
the Declination.

COROLLARY IV.

That the EquinoCHal Day’s Heat, is every where
as the Go-fine ofthe Latitude.

COROLLARY V.

In all Places where the Sun Sets, the Difference
between the Summer and Winter Heats, when the
Declinations are contrary, is equal to a Circle into
the Sine ofthe Altitude at 6, in the Summer parallel,
and confequently, thofe Differences are as the Sines
of Latitude into, or multiplied by the Sines of De-
clination,

COROLLARY VI.

From the foregoing Table it appears. That thd
Tropical Sun under the Equinodial, has of all o-
thers the leaft Force : Under the Pole, it is greater
than any other Day ’s Heat whatfoever, being to that
of the Equinodial, as 5 to 4.

From the Table; and thefe Corollaries, a general
Idea may be conceiv’d of the Sum of all the Adions
of the Sun in the whole Year, and that part of Heat
that arifes fimply from the Prefence of the Sum be
brought to a Geometrical Certainty,

* i %
, tS.
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The Heac of the Sun for any final! Portion of

Time, is always as a Redangle, contain’d under

the Sine of the Angle of Incidence of the Ray pro*

ducing Heat at that Time.

The Excellent Sirlfaac Newton, at the End of his

Opticks, juft now puplifh’d, renders it probable,

tho’ he propoles it but as a Query ; That Flame is

a Fume, Vapour, or Exhalation heated red hot ;

that is, fo hot as to fliine : Becaufe Bodies don’t

flame without emitting a copious Fume, and this

Fume burns in the Flame.

The Ignis Fatuus, is a Vapour fhining without

Heat, and there feems to be the fame difference be-

tween the Vapour and Flame
,

as between rotten

Wood Ihining without Heat, and burning Coals of

Fire. In diftJling hot or ardent Spirits, if the Head
of of the Still be taken off, the afeending Vapour
will take Fire at the Flame of a Candle, and be

turn’d into Flame ; and the Flame will run along

the Vapour from the Candle to the ‘ till.

Some Bodies heated by Motion or Fermentation,

if the Heat grow intenfe, fume copioufly ; and if

the Heat be great enough, the Fumes will fhine and

become Fiame Metals in Fufion ufually don’t Flame

for want of a copious Sulphur ; except Spelter,

which Fumes copioufly, and thereby Flames.

All Flaming Bodies, as Old Tallow, Wax, Wood,
FofliU Coals, Pitch, Sulphur, &c. by Flaming wafte

and vanifti into burning Smoke ; which Smoke, if

the Flame be put out, is very thick and iifible, and

fometimes fmells ftrongly, but in the Flame lofes

its Smell by Burning ; and according to the Na-
ture of the Smoke, the Flame is of feveral Colours,

as that of Sulphur is Blue, that of Copper open’d

with Sublimate, Green, that of TaHow, Yellow,

££c. Smoke palling through Flame cannot but grow

red hot, and red hot Smoke can have no other ap-

pearance but that of Flame.

As great Bodies probably conferve their Heat the

longeft, fo the Reafon of it feems to be, That their

Parts heat one another : Whence great, denfs, and

fix'd Bodies, when heated beyond fuch a Degree,

may emit Light fo copioufly, as by the Emillion and

Readion of its Light, and the Refledions and Re-

adions of its Rays within its Pores to grow ftill

hotter, till it come to fuch a Period of Heat, as is

that of the Sun : Wherefore we may fuppofe the

Sun and fix’d Stars to be great Earths vehemently

hot, whofe Heat is coriferved by the Greatnels of

thebodies, and the mutual Adion and Readion

between them and the Light which they emit ; and

whofe Parts are kept from fuming away, not only

by their Fixity, but alfo by the vaft Weight and

Denfity of the Atmofpheres incumbent upon them,

and very ftrongly prefling them, and condenfing the

Vapours which arife from them. See Vol. II.

HEAVE, at Sea, fignifies to throw away, or to

fling any thing over-board, this they caU, Heaving

'it over-board ;
alfo turning about the Capftan, is

called. Heaving at the Caftan ;
likewife when a

Ship being at Anchor, rifeth and falleth by the force

of the Waves, fhe is faid, To Heave and Set

.

HEAULME, (or as they write it, Heawme)
is the

Herald’s Term for an Helmet, or Head-piece.

HEAVY Bodies Defcent : See Defcent of Heavy

Bodies.

HEBRAISM, is the proper Idiom of the Hebrew

Tongue.
HECTICA, is a Continued Fever, arifing from

the very Habit of the Body, and introduced in a

long Time, and has fo rooted itfelf into the very

Conftitution, that it is very difficult ever to cure

it : For the moftpart it is accompanied with an Ul-
cer of the Lungs, Leannefs, and a Cough. Blan-
chard.

HEEL, that part of the Foot of any Maft which
is pared away flanting on the aftward fide of the

Foot, in order that the Maft may be fayed after*

ward on i The Seamen call the Heel of the Maft §
3ut the Heels cf the Top-mafts are Squares, and in

that they put the Fid of the Top-maft.
Alfo if a Ship lie on one fide, whether fhe be a*

ground or a-float, they fay, She Heels offward, or to

the Shore, a-ftarboard, or a-port,

HEGEMONIC®, are the Principal Adiions in a
Humane Body, as the Adions Animal and Vitab
Blanchard .

HEGIRA, a Term in Chronology, fignifyingthe

Epocba, or Account of l ime ufed by the Arabians

and Turks, who begin their Computation from the

Day that Mahomet was forced to make his Efcape

from the City of Mecca, which happen’d on Friday

July 1 6 . A. Dt 6zz, under the Reign of the Empe-
ror Heracleus.

HEIGHT of a Figure, is the Perpendicular Line
drawn from the Top to the Bafe (fometimes pro-

ducedj either within the Figure or without it.

HEIGHT of the Pole : See Altitude ofthe Pole.

HEIR, a Word having not altogether the fame
Signification with Civilians

; who call Hceredem,

qui ex teflamento fuccedit in univerfum jus Teftatoris ;

as in Common Law, which calls him Heir that

fucceeds by Right of Blood in any Man’s Lands or

Tenements!in Fee ; for by the Common Law no-

thing pafleth Jure H<ereditatis, but only Fee : Move-
ables, or Chattels immoveable, are given by Te-
ftament to whom the Teftator lifteth, or elfe are at

the Difpofition of the Ordinary, to be diftributed

as he in Confcience thinketh meet. Every Heir,

having Lands by Defcent, is bound by the binding

Adis of his Anceftors, if he be named, Qui fentis

commodum, fentire debet & onus'.

HELCYDRA, are certain little Ulcers, thick

and red ; and in the Skin of the Head, like the

Nipples of the Breafts, which fend forth Matter.

Blanchard.

HELIACAL-RISING, is when a Star, having

been under the Sun’s Beams, gets from the fame fo

as to be feen again.

HELIACAL-SETTING, is when a Star, by the

near Approach of the Sun, firft becomes inconfpicu-

ous j this is, reckon’d in the Moon but at 17 De-
grees diftance, or thereabouts , but in other Stars,

’tis alfoon as they get diftant, or come near the Sun
by the Space of a whole Sign.

HELICE Major and Minor
, the fame with Vrfa

Major and Minor.

HELICOSOPHY, is the Art of Delineating all

forts of Spiral Lines in Plano.

HELIOCENTRICK Place of a Planet, is faid

to be fuch, as it would appear to us from the Sun.

if our Eye were fix’d in its Center.

Heliocen-

9
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Heliocentrick Latitude
t
of a Planet.

If the outer Circle reprefent the Orbit of the '

Earth round the Sun, and then the inner one be

placed fo as to be inclined to the Plane of the other

( for which reafon it appears in the form of an El-

lipfisj when the Planet is in N or n ( which Points

are call’d its Nodes ) it will appear in the Ecliptick,

and fo have no Latitude ; but if it move to P, then

being feen by the Sun, it will appear to decline

from the Ecliptick, or to have Latitude, and the In-

clination of the Line © P to the Plane of the E-

cliprick, is called the Planet’s Heliocentrick. Lati-

tude

,

and the Meafure of it is the Angle P O q, fup-

pofing the Line P q to be perpendicular to the Plane

of the Ecliptick : And this Heliocentrick Latitude

will be continually increafing till it come to the

Point A, which they call the Limit or utmoft Ex-

tent of it, and then it will decreafe again till it

come to nothing in N $ after which it will increafe

again till it come to B ; and, laftly, by decreafing

again till the Planet come to be in n, &c.

HELIOSCOPES, are a lort of Telefcopes fitted

lo as to look on the Body of the Sun without of-

fence to the Eyes.

Of thefe Dr. Hook. hath written a little Trait,

and propofes, that by inferting 4 Reflecting Glaffes

into aTellefcope, the Sun’s Rays fhall come to the

Eye, but with -f^- part of their ufual Strength, And
this Way the DoCtor prefers to all others.

But without any futh long Apparatus, Mr. Hu-
ger!s Way, of only ufing a Plane-GIafs blackt at the

Flame of a Lamp or Candle on one fide, and placed

between the Eye-Glafs and the Eye, will anfwer the

Defign of an Heliofcope very well : The Truth of

which I have often found myfelf by Experience.

HELIX, is the Exterior Brim of the Ear, fo cal-

led from its winding. The Interior is called Sea-

fha.
HELIX, in Geometry, is the fame with Spiral ;

which fee.

HELLENISM, is the Imitation in Latin
,
Or any

other Language, of the proper Idiom of the Greek.

Tongue.
HELM, a Tiller of a Ship, is that Beam or

Piece of Timber that is fattened into the Rudder,
and lo comes forward into the Steerage, where he
that ftands at Helm fteers the Ship, by holding the

Whip-ftafF in his Hand, a piece of Wood for that

purpofe, fattened into the Helm.

Tbe Terms of Art belonging to the Helm, are,

1 . Port the Helm ; That is, Put the Helm over
to the Left fide of the Ship,

2. Starboard the Helm j That |§? Put it to the

Right fide of the Ship. »

3. Bjght the Helm, or Heim a Mid-Jhip $ That is *

Keep it even with the Middle of the Ship,

4. Bear tip the Helm ; That is. Let the Ship go

more large before the Wind.

5 . Bear up round That is, Let the Ship go dl»

redly before the Wind, in the Middle between her

two Sheets.

HELM alfo* with the Chymifts, is the Head of

any Still or Alembick, becaufe ’tis in Figure fome-

thing like an Helmet, of Steel Cap, ufed by the Ca-

valry in War: So that to bring a thing over the Helm*

is the fame as to force it by Fire up to the Top of

the Veffel, that it may diftil down into the Receiver

by the Nole or Beak of the Head | and when they

fay* That fuch a thing cannot be brought over the

Helm, they mean, ®tis of too fix’d a Nature to be

raifed into Vapour, or Salt, by the force of Fire.

;

HELMINTHAGOGUES, or Helminthickj,
are

Medicines that expel Worms, or bring ’em away

I

by Stool. Blanchard

I HELOS, or Clavus, is a round, white, callous

Swelling of the Foot, like the Head of a Nail, and
fixed in the Roots of the hard Skin of the Foot.

|

Blanchard.

HE vlERALOPIA, or Acies No&urna, is when
one fees better in the Night than in the Day. Blan-

chard.

HEMICRANIA, is a Head-ach in either Part of

the Brain.

HEMIPAGIA, the fame that Hemicrania.

HEMIPLEGIA, is a Palfie on one fide below
the Head, proceeding from an Obftrudion in one

part or other of the Spinal Marrow ; or from &

Blow ;
whence it comes to pafs, that the Animal

Spirits are obftru&ed in their Paffage. Blanchard,

HEMIPLEXIA, the fame with Hemiplegia.

HEMISPHERE, is the Half of a Globe or Sphere

when ’tis fuppofed to be cut thro" the Center in the

Plane of one of its greateft Circles. Thus the E»
quator divides the Terreftrial Globe into the Nor-
thern and Southern Hemifphere, and the Equino-
ctial, the Heavens after the fame manner.

The Horizon alfo divides the Earth into 2 Hemi-
fpheres, the one Light, and the other Dark* accor-

ding as the Sun is above or below that Circle. \\

Alfo Maps or Prints of the Heavens, Conftella-

tions, &c. patted on Boards, are fometimes called

Hemifpberes, but ufually Planifpheres.

The Writers of Optickj prove, that a Glafs Hernia

Jphere unites the Parallel Rays at a Diftance of &
Diameter and one third of a Diameter from the

Pole of a Glafs. Molyneux Dioptr. Nov. p. 94.
HEMITRlTiEUS, an irregular Intermitting Fe-

ver that returns every Day, but with this difference

from a Quotidian, that the Fit comes twice every

other Day.
HENDECAGON, in Geometry, is a Figure that

hath 1 1 Sides, and as many Angles.

Hendecagon, in Fortification, is taken for a Place

defended by 1 1 Baftions.

HENIOCHUS, one of the Northern Conftella-

tions ofFix’d Stars : See Auriga.

HEPAR, the Liver, the Flefliy large Vifcus
,
pla-

ced in the Right Hypochondrium ; its Convex and
Upper-fide reaches a little beyond the Cartilago XL
phoides, and touches the Diaphragm ; its Concave
and Under-fide covers the Pylorus, and part of the

Stomach, as alio part of the Colon, all the Duode-

num i
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mm, a part of the Jejunum, and of the Omentum ;

and when we are Handing* its loweft Extremity

reaches near to the Navel.

Its Figure is almoft round and pretty thick y its

Upper Convex-fide being fmooth and equal, but the

lower Concave one by no measts fo. In its Middle

and Fore-part it is divided into two, by a Fiffure

where the Umbilical Velfels enter. The Gall-Blad-

der is faftned to its Under-fide, where are three Im-

minences that the Ancients called Portte, of which

one pafles for a little Lobe.

When it is full of Blood, it is of a dark red Co-

lour ;
but when the Blood is wafh’d out of it

,
it

looks pale, and feels foft.

It is fatten’d to the Body by two Ligaments

:

The firft, which is large and ftrong, comes from

the Peritoneum, that covers the Diaphragm, and pe-

netrating the Subftance of the Liver, joynsthe Cap-

fula of the Porta.

The fecond is the Umbilical Vein, it comes from

the Navel, and enters by the great Fiflure of the

Liver to joyn the Porta : After the Birth, it degene-

rates into a Ligament, but is of little ufe for the

fattening the Liver : 'Tis cover’d with a common
Membrane from the Peritoneum, befides that every

Lobe and Gland has its proper Membrane : The

common Membrane of the Liver being raifed, its

Subftance appears, which is compofed of feveral

Lobes of Glands, of a Conick Figure, not eafily to

be diftinguilh’d in the Liver of Men : Thefe Lobes

are difpofed all along the Sides of each Branch of

the Veflels in the Liver, they are every one cover’d

with a proper Membrane, and ty’d to one another

by other Membranes in fuch a manner, as that they

leave alfo little Intervals betwixt them, which are

more viiible in Filh, and other Imperfed Animals j

every Lobe receives fmall Veflels, which are con-

tinued to the little Glands of which each Lobe is

compofed. v ,

The Veflels ofthe Liver, are the Vena Cava and

the Porta ;
they are accompanied with many fmall

Branches' of the Arteries, which come from the

Caliack and Mefenterica Superior, which two bring

the Blood for the Nouriftiment of the Liver : The

Porta brings the Blood full of Bile for Secretion
,

and the Cava carries back the Blood that remains

from both : The Vena Porta and the Cava enter the

Liver by its Concave-fide, and are equally diftri-

buted through all its Subftance : Where ever there

is a Branch of the one, there is a Branch of the o-

ther 5
fo that each Lobe, and each Gland in the

Lobe, whether on the Convex, or on the Concave-

fide, receive the fame Veflels.
.

The Vena Porta difcharges, by the Extremity of

its Branches, the Blood, as yet full of Bile, into

the little Glands which form the Lobes, of which

the Parenchyma ot the Liver is compofed, where be-

ing feparated from the Bile, which is taken up by

the Bilary Veflels :( which accompany the Branches

of the Porta) and carried to the Gall-Bladder or Du-

odenum, it is carried back by the Branches of the

Cava ;
it receives its Nerves from the Plexus Hepa-

ticus of the Intercoftal Nerve.

Befides thefe Veflels, the Liver has Lymphatick

Veflels, moft of which open into the conglobated

Glands’ near the Porta ,
on the Concave-fide of the

Liver /from thence the Lympha is carried by other

Lymphaticks to the peceptaculum Chyli.

We come now to the Excretory Veflels of the

Liver, which are, the Veficula Fellis, and Parus Bi-

larius : The Veficula Fellis, or Gall Bladder, is fixed

to the Concave-fide of the Liver j its Figure is like

that of a Pear y
’tis of a different bignefs almoft in

every Subjed y the biggeft is about the bignefs of a
little Hen’s-Egg

y when the Liver is in its natural

Situation, the bottom or largeft part of the Blad-
der is downwards, and the Neck or narroweft Part
upwards y and the Point touches the Stomach, as
well as the Colon, where it frequently dyes them
Yellow. This Bladder is compofed of three Coats,
the outermoft is common to it within the Liver ,
the next which is proper to it, is thick and foiid,

compofed of Tranfverfe, Oblique, and Streight Ei-

bres : The third is thin and nervous : J his laft

Coat is cover’d within by a kind of Cruft or Mucus*
which preferves it againft the Acrimony of the Bile *

Malphigius has remarked fome little Glands be-

tween its Coats
,
where the Cyftick Arteries end %

which gave him ground to think that it was the fame
in the Porus Bilarius. The Bile is brought into the
Gall-Bladder by fome fmall Veflels which arife from
the neighbouring Glands, and uniting, form one or
two Pipes which open at the Neck of the Bladder :

Thefe Duds I could never difcover in any Liver
but an Ox’s, tho’ I have reafon to think they are
likewifein a Human : From the Neck of the Gall-

Bladder there goes a Pipe, not in a {freight Line
with the Bladder, but as it were more deprefs’d in
the Liver ; it is called DuBus Chyjlicus

y

fome fmall
Bilary Duds open likewife into it, and its inner
Membrane has feveral %£<*?, which retard the Mo-
tion of the Bile. To this Pipe (which is about the
bignefs Of a Goofe-Quill) is joyn’d another, called,
DuBus Hepaticus, or Porus Bilarius y thele two toge-
ther make the DuBus Communis Choledochus

, which
goes obliquely fo the lower end of the Duodennm

,

or the beginning of Jejunum : After it has pierced
the firft Coat, it runs near two Fingers breadth be-
tween the Coats, before it opens the Cavity of the
Inteftine which oblique Infertion ferves inftead of
a Valve, to hinder the Bile to return into DuSlus
Communis, having once enter’d the Inteftine. The
Gall-Bladder has two Veins from the Porta, which
are called Cyjiica GemeUce y it has fome Imall Arte-
ries from thtCceliaca Dextra, and fome Lymphaticks.
The Porus Bilarius is another Excretory Veflel

of the Liver j it has as many Branches as the Vena
Porta, which it accompanies through every Lobe
and Gland in the Liver, where ever there is a Branch
of the one, there is a Branch of the other, and thefe
two are enclofed in one common Caplule, as in a
Sheath : The Ufe of this Capfule is to facilitate the
Blood and Bile, by the Contradion of its Fibres

:

All thefe Branches unite, and make one Pipe of the
bignefs of a fmall Quill, which joyns, as we have
faid, at the end of the DuBus Cyjlicus, for the car*
rying the Bile from the Liver to the Inteftines, by
the DuBus Communis Cholydochus.

The Infertion of the Porus Bilarius into the DuBus
Cyjlicus, is Oblique, with its Mouth looking to-

wards the DuBus Communis
y by which means it

is impoflible that the Bile, which comes from the

Cyflus,
can enter the Porus.

The Bile which is found in the Gall-Bladder, is

thinner, and different from that which is in the Po-
rus Bilarius. This Malpighius proves by an Expe-
riment, which is this. That having tied the DuBus
Cyjlicus, he remarked, that the Bile which came by
the Porus Bilarius was of a different Tafte, Smell,

Colour, and Confiftency from that in the Gall-Blad-
der.

The Ufe of the Bile is to flieath or blunt the A-
cids of the Chyle ; becaufe they being entangled

with its Sulphures, thicken it fo, as that it cannot
be fufficiently diluted by the Succus Pancreaticus to

enter the LaBeal Vejjels

y

this appears not only from
the-
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the Analysis of the Bile, which yields more of a

Lixivious than of a Volatile Alkaline Salt ; but like'

wife from what Lunenhoeckhs.s obferved. That of

the great quantity of Acid Salts he has feen amongft

the Aliments of the Stomach, he never could find

rhp Chvle, after it had palled the Duodenum

.

Becaufe feme Chyle is almoft always palling

through the Duodenum ,
therefore it was necefTary

that the Bile likewife fhould be continually poured

into it from the DuBus Hepaticus. In a Dog, whofe

DuBus Communis Colidochus,
was near as big as in

Man’s I have gather’d it at the rate of z Drachms

in a Hour ;
but becaufe a great quantity of Ali-

ments requires a greater quantity of Bile, therefore

according as the Stomach is more or lefs diftended

with Food, it preffes out of the Gall-Bladder a pro\

portionable quantity of Gall, to be mixd with the

Chyle in the Guts. Dr. Keil.

HEPATICK Medicines are, for the molt part,

fuch as are both Diaphoretical and DiureticaL

HEPATICA Vena, the fame with Bafilica.

HEPATICK Aloes
,

is the fineft fort of Aloes,

brought commonly from an Ifland in Perjia
,
caJte^

Succotra ,
whence the Name Aloes Succatrina : Tis

called Hepatick,
becaufe 'tis near the Colour of the

Liver.
, „ . ,

HEPATICUS Morbus ,
or Hepatick Plux, is a

Deie&ion, of a watery fharp Blood, like the wafhing

ofElefh, when the nervous Juice, or watery Blood,

being not rightly concoded, but fharp, is difeharg-

ed into the Guts : Alfo when black fhining dried

Blood is driven into the Guts. The Difeafe is fo

called, becaufe they attributed Sanguification to the

Liver. Blanchard.

HEPIALA : See Epiala.

HEPTAGON, in Geometry, is a Figure of fe-

veral Sides and Angles j and is call’d a Regular

Heptagon, if thofe Sides and Angles be equal.

HEPTAGON, in Fortification, is taken for a

Place that hath 7 Baftionsjfor its Defence.

HEPTANGULAR Figure, in Geometry, is that

which confifteth of 7 Angles.

HEPTHEMIMERIS ,
is a Cefura in a Latin

Verfe, where after the third Foot there is an odd

Syllable, which ferves to help make a Foot with

the next Word 5 as in this :

Me latus Niveum moUi fultus Hyacintho.

HERCULIUS Morlus, the fame with Epilepfia.

HEREDITAMENTS, in Law, fignifies all fuch

things immoveable, be they corporeal, or incorpo

real, as a Man may have to himfelf and his Heirs,

by way of Inheritance ;
or not being otherwife be-

queathed, do naturally and of courfe defeend to

him and his next Heir of Blood, and fall not with-

in the compafs of an Executor or Adminiftrator, as

Chattels do. It is a Word of large extent, and

much ufed in Conveyances j for by the Grant of

Hereditaments, Ifles, Seigniories, Mannors, Houfes

and Lands of all forts, Charters, Rents, Services,

Advowfons, Commiifions, and whatever may be

inherited, will pafs.

HERETICO Comhurendo : See Heretico Com-

burendo.

HERISSON, in Fortification, is a Beam arm’d

with a great quantity of fmall Iron Spikes or Nails,

having their Points outward, and is fupported by a

Pivot, upon which it turns, and ferves inftead of a

Barrier to block up any Paffage. They are fre-

quently placed before the Gates; and more efpecial-

ly the Wicket-Doors of a Town or Fortrefs, to fe-

cure^thofe Paffages which muft of neceffity be often

open’d and fhut.

H ET
HERMETICAL Philofophy

, is that which pre-

tends to folve and explain all the Phenomena of

Nature, by the three Chymical Principles
,

Salt ,

Sulphure, and Mercury.

HERMETICAL Phyfick, is that Hypothesis in

the Medicinal Art, which refers the Caufe of all

Difeafes to Salt, Sulphure, and Mercury.

HERMETICAL Sea', or Hermes’s Seal
, or to

Seal or Stop up any Glafs Hermetically, is to heat

the Neck of the Glafs till ’tis Juft ready to melt,

and then with a pair of red hot Pincers to pinch

or clofe it together. This way are all Thermometers

fealed up, and the Chymifts feal up thus a Liquor

in a Matrafs, or Bolt-head , when they defign it

fhould be long circulated in a gentle Heat.

HERMETICK Art, is the fame with Chymi-
ftry. ’Tis alfo called from Hermes, or Mercury,

whom the Chymifts will needs alferc to have been

the firft and moft famous Chymift.

HERNIA, or Pamex, is properly the Falling of

the Inteftines, Cawl, ©c. by the Proceffes of the

Peritoneum dilated into the Groin: Alfo a Protu-

berance of the Navel. The Falling down of the

Womb is improperly fo called ; as alfo Swelling in

the Larynx; winding Tumours ot the Spermatick

Veffels; Diftenfions from Flatulent Matter j wate-

ry Humours, or Swellings. Blanchard.

HERPES, a fpreadingand windiag Inflammation,*

is two-fold j, either Millarts, or Puftularis, like Mil-

let-feed, which feizes the Skin only, and itches ;

or Exedens, confuming - which not only feizes the

Skin, but the Mufcles underneath : The Caufe of

it is, That the Glandules of the Skin are too much
fluffed with Salt Particles, which are kept there by;

others that are vifeous, whence proceed the little

Ulcers like Millet-feed, that occafion an.itching in

the Skin, which if the Peccant Humour abound,

they grow into a Cruft, and eat the Parts they lie

upon. Blanchard.

HERSE, in Fortification, is a Lattice,
or Port-

cullice
,
made in the. form of a Harrow, and befec

with many Iron Spikes. It is ufually hung by a

Cord faften’d to a Moulinet, which is cut in cafe of

Surprize, or when the firft Gate is broken with a

Petard, to the End that the Herfe may fall, and flop

up the Paffage of the Gate, or other Entrance of a

Fortrefs. Thefe Herfes are alfo often laid in the

Roads to incommode the March as well of ths

Horfe, as of the Infantry.

HERSILLON, in Fortification, is a Plank ftuck

With Iron Spikes, for the fame ufe as the Herfe.

HETEROCLITES, in Grammar, are fuch Nouns
as are of different Declenfions in one Number, from

what they are in the other.

HETEROCRANIA, is a Pain in one Part or o-

thef of the Head.

HETEROGENEAL Nouns
,
in Grammar, are

fuch as have one Gender in the Singular Number,
and another in the Plural, as Tartarn. Tartaray,

Locus ,
Loca, ©c.

HETEROGENEAL Numbers, are Mix’d Num-
bers confifting of Whole ones (or Integers) and of

Fractions.

HETEROGENEAL Surds , are fuch as have

different Radical Signs ; as

%aa % and Ij : bb : : 7, and 1/ % 19.

How to reduce Surds to Homogeneal ones, lee uri-

c?€f Surds

HETEROGENEAL Light, is by our Admirable

Sir Ifaac Nevoton iaid to be that which confifts of

Rays of differing Degrees of Refrangibility : Thus,
tile
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the common Light of the Sun or Clouds is Hetero-

geneal, being a Mixture of all forts of Rays : See

Colours.

HETEROGENEOUS Panicles
,
are fuch as are

of different Kinds, Natures, and Qualities, of

which, generally, all Bodies are conipofed : And
therefore, when in Chymiftrya Body is analyfed or

diffolved by the Fire, or any MenfirUum ; if Parts

or Principles of different Natures (fuch as Salt, Oil,

Spirit, Water, and Earth) can be Separated from it

;

thole are called Heterogeneities (by Helmont) be-

caufe they are all of very different Kinds or Na-
tures from one another.

HETEROSCII, in Colmography, are fuch In-

habitants ofthe Earth as have their Shadows falling

but one way ; as thofe who live between the Tro-

picksand Polar Circles, whofe Shadows at Noon in

North Latitude, are always to the Northward, and

in South Latitude to the Southward.

HEXACHORD, a certain Interval of Mufick

or Concord, commonly called a Sixth ; and is two-

fold, vi%. the Greater and Leffer.

The Greater Hexachord is compofed of two grea-

ter Tones, two leffer Tones, and one greater Semi-

Tone, which are five Intervals: But the Lejfer Hex-

achord confifts only of two Greater Tones, one Lef-

fer Tone, and two Greater Semi-Tones.

The Proportion of the former, in Numbers, is as

3 to 5 ; and that of the other, as 5 to 8.

HEXAGON, in Geometry, is a Figure of fix

Sides and Angles ; and if thofe Sides and Angles

be equal, ’tis called a Regular Hexagon.

HEXAHEDRON, is the fame with the Cube,

being a Regular Solid of fix equal Sides or Faces

:

See Regular Bodies.

The following Figure, being cur in Pafte-board

and folded up, will reprefent the Hexahedron or

Cube.

i; j-lLU'v „.".m j-f '
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HEXASTYLE, an Ancient Building which had

fix Columns in the Face before, and fix alio be-

hind, as is the fame with the Pfeudodiperon.

HIDROA, are Pimples about the Secret Parts,

proceeding from a fharp Humour. Blanchard.

HIDRONOSUS, is a Feaver, wherein the Pati-

ent fweats extreamly : The Englijh call it the

Sweating-Sicknefs. Blanchard.

HIDROTICK Medicines
,

are thofe that pro-

cure and promote Sweating : See Seudorifickj.

HIPPEUS, or Equinus, a Comet that fome Wri-

ters will needs have to refemble a Horfe : But the

Shape of this kind of Comet is not always alike,

as being lometimes Oval, and fometimes imitating

a Rhomboides.

Its Train, in like manner, is fometimes fpread

from the Front or Fore Part; and at other times

from the Hinder Part .* Therefore they are diftin-

guifhed into Equinus Barbatus, Equinus Quadrangu-

laris, and Equinus Ellipticm.

HIPPUS, is an Affe&ion of the Eyes, wherein

they continually fhake and tremble, and now and

then twinkle, as it happens in riding. Blanchard.

HIRCUS, Hires, or Hirqui, the Corners of the
Eyes : See Canthus. Blanchard.

HIRCUS, a fix’d Star ; the fame with CapUa,
HIRCUS, a Name given by fome Writers to a

fort of a Comet encompaffed by a kind of Main,
feeming to be rough and hairy, by reafon of its

Rays appearing like Hairs : It is alfo fometimes
round, without any Train or Bufh.

HIRQUUS, the fame with Canthus.

HITCH, is a Sea Word, to catch hold of any
thing with a Hook or a Rope, and to hold it fail

,

Thus they fay, when the Boat is to be hoifed in.

Hitch the Tackles into the Rings of the Boat ; fa

Hitch the Fijh-hooh to the Fluke of the Anchor
# when

they are about to weigh the Anchor.

HOISE : See Hoy/e.

HOLD, of a Ship, is all that Part of it #hich
lies between the Keelfon and the Lower-Deck;
wherein, divided by Bulk-heads, are the Steward’s

Room, the Powder Room, the Bread Room, and
the Boatfwain’s Room

;
and in a Merchant-Man^

the Goods or Lading in general.

HOLD-OFF, is a Term at Sea, ufed about hea-

ving in the Cable at the Capftan : For if it be very
ftifl and great, or have lain long in a Slimy or Oazy
Ground, unlefs that Part whteh is heaved in by, be
haled away hard from the Capftan, the Cable will

furge or flip back ; therefore it muft be haled away
as faft as it comes in, that the Cable may keep clofe

about the Whelps: And thisWork is called Holding-

off, and may be done by Hand with a fmall Ca-
ble; but in all great Ships they either hold off with

Nippers, or elfe bring the Cable alfo to the Jeer-

Capftan.

,

HOLLOW-TOWER ,
in Fortification , is a

1 Rounding made of the Remainder of twoBrifures,

to join the Curtain to the Orillon, where the Small-
Shotare plaid, that they may not befo much expo-
fed to the View of the Enemy. And the

HOLLOW-SQUARE, is a Body of Foot drawn
up, with an empty Space in the Middle for the Co-
lours, Drums, and Baggage, facing and covered by
the Pikes every way to oppofe the Horfe.

HOMAGE, is the Submiflion, Promifefand Oath
of Service and Loyalty which a Tenant makes to

his Lord, when he is firft admitted to his Land,'

which he holds of the Lord in Fee (
J
tis probably

derived from the Word Homo ; ) becaufe the Form,'

as appointed by Stat. 17. Edw. 2. in thefe Words;
When a Free-man ffhall do Homage to his Lord, of

whom he holdeth in Chief, he fliall hold his Hands
together between the Hands of his Lord, and fhall

fay thus

;

I become your Man from this Day forth for my
Life, for Member, and for Worldly Honour ; andjhak

l

owe you my Faith for the Land I hold of you, faving

the Faith that Iowe unto our Sovereign Lord the King
,

and to mine other Lords.

And in this manner the Lord of the Fee, for

which Homage is due, taketh Homage of every Te-
nant as he cometh to the Land or Fee.

HOMAGE is fometimes ufed for the Jury in a

Court-Baron, where it confifteth moft commonly
of fuch as owe Homage unto the Lord of the

Fee.

HOMAGE Ancefiral, is where a Man and his

Anceftors, time out of Mind, held their Land of

their Lords and his Anceftors by Homage : And if

fuch Lord have received Homage, he is bound to

acquit the Tenant againft all other Lords above

him of every maimer of Service. And if the Te-
nant
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Bant hath done Homage to his Lord, and is implea-

ded, and vouches the Lord to Warranty, the Lord

is bound to warrant him 3
and if the Tenant lofe

he {hall recover in Value againft the Lord fo much

ot the Lands as he had at that time of the Voucher,

or any time after.

HOMAGIO BefpeBuando, is a Writ direded to

the Efcheator, commanding him to deliver Seifin

of Lands to the Heir that is full Age, notwithftan-

ding his Homage not done, which ought to be per-

formed before the Heir have Livery, or his Lands,

except there fallout feme reafonable Caufe to hin-

der it.

HOMICIDE, in Common Law, fignifies the

Killing of a Man, and it is divided into Voluntary

and Cafual.

Homicide Voluntary, is that which is deliberate,

and committed of a fet Mind and Purpofe to kill

3

and is either with a precedent Malice, or without

:

The Former is Murder, and is a Fellonious Killing,

through Malice prepenfed, of any Perfon living in

this Realm under the King’s Protedion : See Mur-

der, Man-Jlaughtef
,
Chance-medley.

Homicide Cafual, is either meerly Cafual or mixt.

Meerly Cafual, is when the Slayer kills a Man
by pure Mifchance, being about his lawful Occafi-

ons 3 as in the Cafe of an Axe flipping out of a

Man’s Hand, or falling off while he is felling a

Tree. „ .

But ’tis accounted Mixt, when there is Negli-

gence, or fome other unwarrantable Circumftance,

feized with the Adion.

HOMINE capo in Withern*Amium, is a Writ to

take him that hath taken any Bond- man or Woman,
and let him or her out of the Country, fo that he

or Ihe cannot be replevied according to Law,

HOMINE eligendo ad cuftodiendam- peciam Jibuti

fro mercatonlus aditi, is a Writ direded to a Cor-

poration, for the Choice of a new Man to keep the

one Part of the Seal, appointed for Statutes-Mer-

chant, when the other is Dead.

HOMINE replegiendo, is a Writ to bail a Man
out of Prifon : In what Cafe it lies, fee the New
Hoof of Entriey.

HOMOCENTRICK, the fame with Concen-

HOMOGENEAL, fignifies of the fame Kind or

Sort, or that Which differs not in Nature, &c. The
fame with Homogeneous.

HOMOGENEAL Numbers, are thofe of the

fame Nature and Kind ; And
HOMOGENEAL Surds, are fuch as have one

Common Radical Sign • As

i 5

; V : 27 * and y : 3.

HOMOGENEOUS Pdrtides, are fuch as are

all of, tfie fame Kind, Nature, and Properties :

As the'Parfs of 'pure W^tep, of med Earth with-

out any. Salt in it ; or the Parts of the finer Metals,

luch as Gold, Silver, &c. Tis .ufed in OppdfitiOn to

Heterogeneous 3. which fee.

HUMGGEMAL liifff, is that whofe Rays
are all of one Colour and Degree of Refrangibility,

Without any Mixture of others : See Colours.

HOMOGENEUM Comparationis, fo Vieta calls

the Abfolute Number in a Quadratick or Cubick, &c.
Equation

3 and this Number always poffeffeth one
Side of the Equation, and is the Produd of the

Roots multiplied one into another 3 therefore Ough-
tred expreflesitby this Charader JE, becaufe ’tis a
Redangle between the two Roots A and E. The
Reafon of the Name is, that all the Roots* which
q • - - — •

being multiplied into one another, do produce the

Abfolute Number, muff be Homogeneous one to a-
bother : See Abfolute Number.

I HOMOIOMERICAL Principles of Anaxagoras ;

This Ancient Philofopher fuppofed that there were
in all . mixt Bodies, (luchas Elefti, Fruits, &c.) ,de-

terminate Numbers of fuch Similar Principles, as

when they came to become Parts (ex gr.) of an A-
nimalBody, would there make fuch Maffes and
Combinations as their Nature required, vi%. the

Sanguinary Particles would then meet all together,

and make Blood 3 the Vrinous Particles would
conftitute Urine 3 the Ojlecus ones Bones 3 the Corne-

ous ones Flejh, &c.

HOMOLOGOUS, in Geometry, fignifies thofe

Quantities which are alike to one another in Bea-

fon 5 as when we fay, there is the fame Beafon of

A to B, as of C to D : Here A is Homologous to

C, as B to D, becaufe of the Similitude between.

Antecedents and Confequents: So that the two
Antecedents, and the two Confequents, are the Ho-
mologous Terms in any Proportion 5 and when
Triangles are Similar, the Sides which are the two
Antecedents or the two Confequents, are called the

Homologous Sides : And fuch Triangles are al-

ways to one another as the Squares of fuch Homo-
logous Sides, as you will find proved under Tri-

anglesv

HOMOLOGOUS Things, in Logick, are fuch

as agree only in Name, but are of very different

Natures 3 and therefore are the fame with what
they otherwife call Equivocal Terms.
HOMOPLATA, Scapula, Spatula, Scapula A-

perta, the Shoulder-Blades, are two large, broad,

and triangular Bones which conftitute the Breadth
of the Shoulder 3 thin, efpecially in the Middle, but

thick in its Procefles, and are fituated on each Side

of the Upper and Back-part of the Thorax 3 the up-
per Edge of them is called Cofta Superior 5 their

lower Cofta Inferior : Each has three Procefles 3 of

1 which, the Firft runs all along the Middle of their

Outfide, and is called their Spine, whofe End, which
receives the Clat/icula, is called the Acromion, or the

I Shoulder-point. Caraccides, or Anchoralis, is the

Name of the Second Procefs 3 as the Third is called

Cervex : Thefe two latter are tied together by a
ftrong Ligament, which ferves to keep the Head of
the Humerus in the Cavity of the Cervex. The Ufe
of the Homoplata, or Scapula, is to receive the Ex -

tremities of the Clavicula and Humeri, for the eafi-

er Motion of the Arm, and to give Eafe to the Mu-
fcles which move it.

HOMOTONA, is a continued Feaver that ads
always alike. Blanchard

HONOUR-POINT, in an Efcutcheon : See

Efcutcheon.

HONEY-COMBS, are certain Holes or Cavi-

ties within the Body of a Great Gun, wherein there

is danger of fome Sparks of Fire being lodged, or

Pieces of Cartridges, where they ufe Parper Car-

tridges.

HOOKS, of a Ship, are all thofe forked Tim-
bers which are placed diredly upon the Keel, as

well in her Bun as in her

HOOP-WHEEL : See Detent-Wheel.

HOPLO Chryfma ,
the Armarium of Weapon

Salve : See Armarium.

HORDEATUM, is a liquid Medicine taken in-

wardly, prepared of Barley beat and boil’d, with
the Addition of fuitable and well-ftrained Liquors 3

to which are frequently added Almonds, and the

Seeds of White Poppies,, &c. Blanchard.

HORDEOLUM* the fame with Critha.

Z * HORIZON
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HORIZON, is that Great Circle which divides

the Heavens and the Earth into two Parts or He-
mifpheres, diftinguifhing the upper from the lower :

It’s either Senfib'.e or Apparent, or the Rational or True

Horizon-.

The Senjible or Vifible Horizon, is that Circle

which limits our Sight, and may be conceived to

be made by fome great Plain, or the Surface of the

Sea.

It divides the Heavens and Earth into two Parts,

tfie one Light, and the other Dark, which are fome-

times greater or leifer, according to the Condition

of the Place, &c.

It determines the Rifing and Setting of the Sun,

Moon, or Stars, in any particular Latitude
; for

when any of thefe appears juft at the Eaftern Part

of the Horizon, we fay it Rifes j
and when it doth

fo at the Weftern Part, we fay it Sets : And from

hence alio the Altitude of the Sun or Stars is ac-

counted, which is their Height above the Horizon.

The Rational, Peal, or True Horizon, is a Circle

which encompafles the Earth exacftly in the Middle,

and whofe Poles are the Zenith and 'Nadir
j that is,

the two Points, one exa&ly over our Heads, and

the other under Feet.

Horizon on the Globe or Sphere, is abroad wooden
Circle encompafting it round, and reprefenting the

Hational Horizon, having two Notches in the North

and South Parts of it for the Brazen Meridian to

ftand in.

On this broad wooden Horizon feveral Circles

are drawn, the innermoft of which is the Number
of Degrees of the 12 Signs of the Zodiack, vi%.

30 Degrees to each Sign.

Next to this you have the Names of thofe Signs

;

then the Days of the Month, according to the Julian

Account, or Old Stile, with the Calender ; and

then a Calender according to the Eoreign Account,

called New Stile : And without thefe is a Circle di-

vided into 32 equal Parts, which make 32 Rhumbs
or Points of the Mariner’s Compafs, with the firft

Letters of their Names annexed.

The Vfe of this Circle on the Globes, are,

1. To determine the Rifing and Setting of the

Sun, Moon, or Stars; and to (hew the Time of it

by the Hour-Circle and the Index.

2. To limit the Encreafe and Decreafe of Day
and Night : For when the Sun Rifes due Eaft, and

Sets Weft, the pays and Nights are equal : When
he Rifes and Sets to the North of the Eaft and

Weft, the Days are longer than the Nights : But

the Nights are longer than the Days, when the Sun

Rifes and Sets to the Southward of the Eaft and

Weft Points of the Horizon.

3. To (hew the Amplitude and Point ofthe Com-
pafs the Sun Rifes and Sets upon.

HORIZONTAL, or Bafe-Line ofa Hill, how to

End : See Surveying.

HORIZONTAL Dials, are thofe whofe Planes

lie parallel to the Horizon of any Place.

For the drawing of thefe Dials, you muft have al-

ways given the Latitude of the Place, or Height of

the Pole above the Horizon, (which is equal to the

Height of the Style
)
by the help of which you may

find the Hours Diftancefrom the Meridian by the fol-

lowing Proportion

:

As the Radius : Is to the Sine of the Styles Height %

:

So is the Tangent of the Hour (or Angle at the
Pole) :

To the Tangent of the Hours Difiance from i%
?, (or

the Hour-Arch.)

Example*

Suppofe an Horizontal Dial was to be drawn for
the Latitude of 5 1 Degrees 32 Minutes.

Firft, Find the Diftance of the Hours 1 and 11
from the Meridian, according to the preceding
Cannon %

Thus,’

To the S. of the Styles Height-5

1

0 32 f— 9.893745
Add the Tangent of the Hour-i 5 00 — 9.42805 %

Sum—Rad,=T.ofth^H. Arc. 1

1

0
50!— 1 9.321797

Which is the Diftance of 1 and 1 1 from the Mem
dian Line.

In like mannerfind the reft of the Hours Difiances

and place them in a Table

:

Thus,

Latitude 32 Degrees 51 Mi-
nutes North.

Hours. |

Angle

l
at Pole.

Hour
Arches.

G. M. G. M
12 00 00 oo„ 00

1 t 1 15 00 II 50
10 2 30 00 24 20

9 3 45 00 38 03
8 4 60 00 53 35

7 5 75 00 71 06
6 90 00 90 00

For the Style, make the Angle BC A — to rhe
Latitude of the Place.

So fhall B C A be the Style or Cock, which muft
ftand perpendicularly on C : 1 2, and Pointdue North.

If you would Calculate for every Half-Quarter,
1

you muft fay,

As R : S Latitude :: T, 1 Degree 52 Minutes ; !

To the Tangent of the firft Half-Quarter’s Diftance

from the Meridian :

:

So T, 3 Degrees 45 Minutes : To T, of the firft

Quarter of an Hour’s Diftance :

:

So T, 5 Degrees 37 Minutes : To a Quarter and
Half-Quarter’s Diftance :

:

So T, 7 Degrees 30 Minutes : To the Half-Hour’s

Diftance, C§c.
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To defcribe the Dial, refped muft be had to

the Bignefs of the Plane, arid the Place for the Cen-

ter C determined ;
and then through C draw C 1

2

for the Meridian (which will alfo be the Subftilav

Line and Hour-Line of 1 2) and at Right Angles

to it 6 C 6 for the Hour-Line of Six. Then on C,

with a Line of Chords* whofe Radius is proper for

the Largenefs of the Dial, draw a Circle, and from

£„both waysjfet the feveral Diftances of the Hour-

Arks,found by Calculation, in the Circumference of

that Circle Then lay a Ruler to C, and draw
Lines from thence through all thofe Divifions, they

will be the true Hour-Lines on the Plane of the

Dial.

N. B. This Pradice ferves to draw an EreB Ver-

tical Dial ; only in Calculation you muft ufe the

Complement of the Latitude inftead of the Lati-

tude, and the Hours muft be numbered differently.

To draw an Horizontal Dial Geometrically.

Let two Lines be drawn Square-wife, vi%. b d

for the Hour of 12, and be for the Hour of 6;
draw the Style b e fo, that the Angle eb d may be

equal to the Elevation of the Pole ; take (where
you pleafe) any Point in the Meridian Line, lup-

pofe d, from which, unto the Style
,

let fall a Per-

pendicular as d e, and transfer it into the Meridian

ip df: Then draw id perpendicular to the Meri-
dian in d, for a Line of Contingen ce.

From/, as a Center, deferibe a Circle repre-

fenting the Equinoctial at any confiderable Diftarice

(the bigger the better) and divide it into 24 Parts

for Hours, and 48 Parts for Half-Hours : But it is

enough for ani Horizontal Dial, if one Quadrant be-
twixt the Hours of 12 and 6 be divided into 6 Parts
or 12.

Make Points in the Contingent, where it fhall be
cut by a Ruler applied to the Center and every
Divifion in the Equinoctial.

Draw the Hour-Lines from the Center b, and
every correfpondent Point in the Contingent, erect-
ing the Style over the Meridian, according to the
Angle i b do

H OR

Horizontal Dial.

HORIZONTAL Line
, any Line drawn parallel

to the Horizon upon a Plane : See Line.

HORIZONTAL Parallax : See Parallax.

HORIZONTAL Projection : See Projection.

HORIZONTAL Range, or Level Change, of a
Piece of Ordnance, is the Line it deferibes parallel

to the Horizon or Horizontal Line.

Capt. Halley, in Philof. Tranf.N. 2 16. gives two
very ready Theorems, the one to find the greateft

Horizontal Range at 45 Degrees Elevation, by any
Shot made upon any inclined Plane, with any Ele-

vation of the Piece whatfoever; and the other to

find Elevations proper to ftrike a given Objed with
any Force greater than whatfuffices to reach it with
the middle Elevation.

PROP. I.

A Shot being made on an inclined Plane, having the

Horizontal Difiance of the ObjeCt it ftri\es, with
the Elevation of the Piece, and the Angle at the

Gun between the ObjeCt and the Perpendicular ; To
find the greateft Horizontal Range of that Piece

*

laden with thefame Charge
; that is, half the La-

tus Redum of all the Parabolae made with the

fame Impetus.

R U L E.

Take half the Diftance of the Objed from the

Nadir, and take the Difference of the given Eleva-

tion from that halt ; the Verfed Sine of that Diffe-

rence fubftrad from the Verfed Sine of the Diftance
of the Objed from the Zenith ; Then (hall the Dif-

ference of thofe Verfed Sines : Be to the Sine of
the Diftance of the Objed from the Zenith : : As
the Horizontal Diftance of the Objed ftruck : To
the greateft Range at 45 Degrees.

PROP. II.

Having the greateft Horizontal Range of a Gun, the

Horizontal Diftance and Angle of Inclination of an
Objeft to the Perpendicular ; Tofind the two Eleva-

tions necejfary to ftrike that ObjeCt.

RULE.
Halve the Diftance of the Objed from the Na-

dir
; this half is always equal to the half Sum ofthe

two Elevations fought : Then fay, As the greateft

Z 7, % Horizontal
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Horizontal Range : Is to the Horizontal Diftance

of the Objedt : : So is the Sine of the Angle of In-

clination, or Diftance of the Objedt from the Per-

pendicular : To a fourth Proportional ; which

Fourth being lubftradfed from the Verfed Sine of

the Diftance of the Objedt from the Zenith, leaves

the Yerfed Sine of half the Difference of the Ele-

vations fought j
which Elevations are therefore had,

by adding and fubftradting that half the Difference

to and from the aforefaid half Sum.
HORN-WORK, in Fortification, is an Out-

work which advanceth toward the Field, carrying

in the Fore-part, or its Head, two Demi-Baftions

in Form of Horns, Thefe Horns, Epaulments, or

Shouldrings, being joined by a Curtain, {hut up on

the Side by two Wings parallel one to another, are
j

terminated atthe Gorge ofthe Wotk, and fo prefent

themfelves to the Enemy. .

'

HOROLOGIOGRAPHY, the Art of making

Dials
,

Clockj, or other Inftruments, to fhew the
j

Time of the Day.
^

HOROMETRY, the Art of meafuring or divi-

ding the Hours, and keeping Account of Time.

HOROPTER, in Opticks, is a Right Line drawn

through the Point of Concourfe, parallel to that

which joins the Center of the Eye.

HOROSCOPE, a Word in great requeft with

the Canting Aftrologers j and fometimes they put
j

either for a Figure of the Twelve Houfes (as they
\

call the Signs of the Zodiack) eredired to tell other
j

Men’s Fortunes, and to fhew their own Folly $ or

elfe for the Degree of the Afcendants, or the Star
j

afcending above the Horizon, at the Time the

Queftion is put, any Thing enquired for, or a Na-

tive born: But molt properly Horofcope fignifies the

firft Houfe or Afcendant, and is that Part of the

Zodiack which is rifing at the Time of the

Scheme.
HORRIFICA Febris, is that Feaver m which

the Patient is often feized with fliaking Fits and
j

horrible Agonies ;
’tis otherwife called Phricodes ;

which fee. Blanchard. I

HORS de fon fee, is an Exception to avoid an
j

Atftion brought for Rent, iffuing out of certain

Land by him that ptetendeth to be the Lord, or

for fome Cuftom and Services ; for if he can jufti-
\

fy that the Land is without the Compafs of his
|

Fee, the Adion falls.
|

HORSE, is a Rope in a Ship, made faft to one

of the Fore-maft Shrouds, having a Dead Man’s
j

Eye at its End, through which the Pendant of the

Sprit- fail Sheets is reeved. Its Ufe is only to keep

the Sprit-fail Sheets clear of the Flukes of the An-

chor : Alfo he that heaves the Lead out of the

Shrouds, has a Rope which is there fattened to pre-

ferve him from falling into the Sea, which alfo is

called a Horfe, and fo alfo is the Wap called, which

is that whereby the Shrouds are fet Taught, alfo

thofe little fhort ZT^pr leized to the Middle of the

Top-maft and Top-gallant-maft Stay, wherein are

reeved the Top-fail and Top-gallant-fail Bowlings,

are alfo called Horfes

.

HCRSE-SHOOE, in Fortification, is a Work

fornetimes of a round, and fometimes of an oval

Figure, raifed in the Ditch of a Marlhy Place, or

in low Grounds, and bordered with a Parapet. It is

made to fecure a Gate, or to ferve as Lodgment for

Soldiers to prevent Surprizes, or to relieve an over-

tedious Defence. ' \

HOTCHPOT, in Law, fignifies a Commix-

ture, or putting together of Lands of feveral Te-

nures, for the equal Divifion of them : As if a

Man/ feized of thirty Acres of Land in Fee, hath

Iffue two Daughters, and gives with one of his
Daughters, to a Man that marries her, ten Acres
of the fame Land in Franl^marriage, and dies feiz-
ed of the other twenty Acres : Now if fhe that is

thus married will have any Part of the twenty A-
cres whereof her Father died feized, fhe muft put
her Lands, given in Frankymarriage, in JHotchpot

;
that is, flie muft refufe to take the lole Profits of the
Lands given in Franks marriage, and fuffer the Land
to be commixt and mingled with the other Land
whereof her Father died feized ; fo that an equal
Divifion may be made of the Whole between her
and her Sifter, and thiis for her ten Acres fhall

have fifteen, elfe her Sifter will have ' the whole
twenty of which her Father died feized.

HOUNDS, in a Ship, are Holes in the Cheeks
at the Top of the Mafts, through which the Ties
run to hoife the Yards : A Top-maft hath but one
Hound.

HOUR, is the 24th Part of a Natural Day, con-
taining 60 Minutes, and each Minute 60 Seconds*
&c. Thefe are Afironomical Hours, which always
begin at the Meridian, and are reckoned from
Noon to Noon,

But fome Hours are begun to be accounted from
the Horizon, which, when the Account begins at
the Sun’s Rifing, are called Babylonijh Hours j who
begin with the Sun’s Rifing, and reckoned on 24
Hours to his Rifing again the next Day.

Others are reckoned after the fame manner, only
begin at the Sun’s Setting inftead ofhis Rifing; and
thefe are called the Italian Hours, becaufe the Italic

ans account their Time after this Fafhion.

There is yet another kind of Hours, which are
called the Jevpijh Hours, becaufe of old the Jevos ac-
counted their Time this way : Thefe are one 1 zth
Part of the Day or Night, reckoned from the Sun
Rifing to Sun Setting (be the Days or Nights long
or Ihort f) and thefe were called, as we find in Holy-

Scripture, the Firft, Second, or Third, &c. Hour
of the Day or Night.

HOUR-CIRCLES, the lame with Meridians^

are Great Circles meeting in the Poles of the World,
and crofting the Equinoctial at Right Angles : They
are fuppofed to be drawn thro’ every 15 th Degree
of the EquinoEtial and Equator, and on both Globes
are fupplied by the Meridian

,
Hour-Circle

, and
Index.

The Planes of the Hour-Circles are perpendicular

to the Plane of the Equino&ial, which they divide

into 24 equal Parts.

HOUR-LINES, on a Dial, arife from the Inter-'

lecftion of the Plane of the Dial, with the feveral

Planes of the Hour-Circles in the Sphere, and
therefore muft be all Right Lines.

To find the Hour of the Day Trigonometrically
,
having

the Latitude of the Place, the Suns Altitude at

Six, and prefent Altitude given.

In Summer,

Say, As the Co-fine of the Latitude : Is to the Dif-

ference of the Sines of the Altitude at Six, and

prefent Altitude :

:

So is the Radius : To the Sine of the Hour frt>m

Six.

In

J
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In Winter,,

Say, As the Co-fine of the Latitude * Is to the Sum

of the Sines of the Altitude at Six, and prefent

Altitude :: ,

So is the Radius : To the Sine of the Hour from

Six.

To find the Hour of the Day, having 'the Co-

Latitude of the Place =38 Degrees 30 Mi-

nutes.

The Sun’s Co-Altitude= 60 Degrees, and his

Co-Declination = 76 Degrees 5 3 Minutes 5

Proceed and fet all things thus 3

Co-Latitude 38° 0.2.05853

Co-Declinar.76 53 =0.011481

Difference 38 23
Co-Altitude 60 00

Sum 98 23
Difference 21 37

Half Sum 49 11 Sine 9.878984

Half Differ. 10 48 Sine 9.272726

Sum of all the 4 Sines 1 9.379044

Their half Sum 9.689522

Which laft Logarithm is the Sine of 29 Degrees

i 7 Minutes, and this doubled, gives 5 8 Degrees

17 Minutes, and then converted into Time, gives

38 Hours 51 Minutes, and fo much did it want of

Noon thenj that is, ’twas 8 a Clock, and 9 Mi-

nutes before Noon.
HOUSED- 1N, the Seamen fay ofa Ship, which,

after the Breadth of her Bearing, is brought in too

narrow to her upper Works, that fhe is Houfed-in

or Pinched- in too much.

HOWLE, when the Foot-hooks of a Ship are

fcarfed into the Ground-Timbers and boulted, and

then the Plank laid on them up to the Orlop, the

^Carpenters fay, they begin to make the Ship Howie.

HOY, is a fmall Yeffel or Bark, whofe Yards

are not a-crofs, nor the Sails fquare like thofe of

Ships ; but her Sails are like a Miffen, and lo fhe

can He hearer the Wind than a Veffel with crofs

Sails can do : A Ketch is a fmaller Veffel of this

kind.

HOYSE, is the Sea Word for haling up any thing

into the Ship for getting up a Yard, &c. Thus they

lay, Hoife up the Yard 1 Hoife the Water in I &c.
HUE-AND-CRY : Manrvood,

in Forejl Lavt>,C. 1 9.

Num. 11. faith, That Hue fignifies the Complaint
of the Party, and Cry is the Purfuit of the Felon

upon the High-way upon that Complaint ; for if

the Party robbed, or any in the Company of one
robbed or murdered, come to the Conftable of the

next Town, and will him to raife the Hue-and-Cry,

(that is, make the Complaint known, and follow

the Purluit) after the Offender, defcribing the Par-

ty, and fhewing, as near as he can, which way he
went

; the Conftable ought forthwith to call upon
the Parifh for Aid in feeking the Felon j and if he
be not found there, then to give the next Conftable

Notice, and the next, until he be apprehended, or

at leaft, until he be thus purfued unto the Sea-fide.

HOROSCOPE: See Hygrofcope.

HULL of a Ship, is her Main Body, without a-

ny Mafts, Yards, Sails, or Rigging.

To Hud, or lie a Hull, is fpoken ofa Ship, when
either in a dead Calm (to preferve her from beating

her Sails againft the Mafts) or in a Storm when fhe

can’t carry ’em, all her Sails are taken in to pre-

ferve them, lo that nothing but her bare Poles,

her Mafts, Yards, and Rigging are abroad ; this is

called Hulling ; her Helm is tied down to the Lee-

fide of the Ship, and then if fhe be a good Sailer*

fhe will lie eafily under the Sea, and make her way
one Point before the Beam.
HULLOCK of a Sail

,
is when in a great Storm

fome fmall Part of a Sail is cut and left loole : Its

chiefly ufed in the Milfen-fail, to keep the Ship’s

Head to the Sea, then all the reft of the Sail is made
up, except a little at the Milfen-yard Arm : Alfo

when a Ship will not Weather-Coyl, to lay her Plead

the other way,they loofe a Hullocl^ ofher Fore-fails 5

and then changing the Helm to the Weather-fide,

fhe is then made to fall off, and to lay her Head
where her Stern lay before.

HUMECTATION, is the moiftening of any
mixt thing, in order to prepare it for fome Operati-

on, or that its belt or fineft Parts may the better be
extracted : Thus Agarick

, ,
&c. are moiftened while

they are pounding, left they fhould exhale too faft 5

I

and Caffia is moiftened,the better to extracft its Pulp;

HUMERUS, the Shoulder-bone, being the firft

Bone of the Arm j tis long and round, its Suhftance

or Fibres are pretty folid and compad: ; it has a
wide and long Cavity in its Middle, in which is

1

contained its Marrow. At its upper-end it has a
round Head covered with a Cartilage, which is re-

ceived into the Cavity of the Neck of the Scapula 5

but becaufe this Head is much larger than the Ca-
vity, therefore it is furrounded with a ftrong Liga-
ment, which rifes from the Edge of the Cavity of
the Scapula. At its lower End it has two Protube-

rances ; the one External, which receives the Ex-
tremity of the Badiw ; the other Internal, which
is received into the Semi-circular Sinus of theVlna

:

On the Forerfide ofthis Protuberance there is a fmall

Sinus, which receives the fore Procefs of the Vina 3

and on the back-fide there is another large Sinus,
which receives the Olecranium. There is another

fmall Protuberance on the Side of this, from which
the Mufcles that lie on the Inlide of the Arm arife.

HUMID : Bloom
,

in his Heral-

dry, gives you a Fejfe of this Form,
which he calls Fejfe Humidi

j| j

' A jfl \ .

;

HUMIDITY, is the Quality
Moifture, or the Power of wetting others, which
fome Liquors and Fluids are endowed with. This
differs very much from Fluidity, as you may fee un-
der that Word ; and feems to be meerly a relative

thing depending on the Congruity ofthe Component
Particles of the Liquor, to the Pores of fuch parti-

cular Bodies as it is capable of adhering to, pene-
trating a little into, or wetting.

Thus for Inftance, Quickfilver is not a moift Li-
quor, as to our Hands or Cloaths ; but may be
called fo in reference to Gold, Tin, or Lead, to
whofe Surfaces it will prefently adhere. Now e-

ven Water it fell, that wets almoft every thing, and
is the great Standard of Moiftured and Humidity, is

®OE
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hot capable, as it appears, of wetting every thing ;

for it ftands, and runs ealily off in Globular Drops

on the Leaves of Cabbages and many other Plants,

and will not wet the Feathers of Ducks, Swans,

and other Water FoWl, as it will other Things.

And that Texture only may caufe, a Fluid to be

Humid, is plain from hence, That though neither

Quickfilver alone, Lead, or Bifmuth will adhere to

Glafs
;

yet being mixed together, they will form a

Mafs that will do fo ; as is plain from luch a Com-
polition being frequently ufed to Foliate Looking-

Glaffes, Vid. Mr. BoyieV Hijlory of Fluids and

Firmnefs,
Pag. 187.

HUMILIS : SzeDeprimens.

HUMOURS : The Ancients made four Hu-

mours in the Blood, the Bilous, Pituitous, (Yellow

and Black Choler) Melancholick, and the Blood,

properly fo called, and that according to the four

Peripatetick Elements : But this Opinion is cafhier’d

fince the Invention of the Circulation of the Blood

$

yet they are found when the Blood preternaturally

departs from its due Temperature ; but they do

not conftitute an integral Part of the Blood, for the

Blood is only one Humour ; if otherwife, Tartar in

Wine, and Dregs in Beer, were conftituent Parts of

Wine and Beer. In Blood that is let, there appear

only three different Species of Bodies ; for in the

Surface you fee a kind of a Fibrous Cruft of coa-

gulated Blood, which fpreads it felf over the whole

Mais ; then you fee certain red Particles amongft

the Fibres, which grow black about the Bottom by

reafon of their Fewnefs : Laftly, you fee the Serum

wherein it fwims. But if any one will proceed

more accurately, diftil the Blood, and diffolve it

Chymically, he fhall find five pure Bodies in it

;

to wit, Spirit, Sulphur, or Oil, Water, Salt, and

Earth.

There are three general Humours which wafli the

whole Body, Blood, Lympha, fa fort of pure Wa-
ter) and the Nervous Juice ;

but there are feveral

particular Humours,
as Chyle, Bile, Spittle, Pancre-

atick Juice, Seed, &c.

There are alfo Humours in the three Membranes

that cloath the Fcetus in the Womb, which are three

in thole Animals that have Bladders : At the Be-

ginning, when the Egg falls down from the Ovaria

into the Womb, the Humours which are to thisPur-

pofe in the Bottom of the Womb, firftfink into the

Membrane called Chorion, and then into the Amni-

on ; but in Procefs of Time, when the Foetus is

formed, and the Navel-Veffels are extended to the

Chorion and the Amnium, we imagine that the Nu-

tritious Humour, being received by the Opening of

the Veins, is carried to the Foetus, and thence, by

the Arteries, fome Part of it is carried into the Am-
nion, as into the Child’s Store-houfe ; fo that at

the faid time the Liquor of the Membrane Amnion

may he increafed upon this double Account. Blan-

chard.

At iaft, when the Time of Delivery draws near,

that way of Sweating through feems to ceafe, and

the others only take Place ; unlefs (as Whamn
writes) the Nutritious Humour defcend from the

Placenta by the Navel-String, and by the little foft

Protuberances, thence pals into the Cavity of the

Amnion The tile of thefe Humours is to nourifh

the Foetus at the Mouth.

The Third Humour is the Urine, which flows

from the Bladder by the Urinary Paffage, into the

Urinary Membrane.
HUMOURS of the Eye, are Three : The Wa-

tery or Aqueous, which is contained between the

Tunica Cornea and "Uvea

,

[
* y o

f '
" 1 1 —

*

a. The Chryjlalline or Icy Humour, which is con-
tained in the Tunica "Uvea, and is thicker than the
reft.

3, The Vitrious or Glajfy Humour, bigger than
any of the reft, fills the backward Cavity of the
Eye.

The Aqueous Humour ferves to moiften and levi-

gate the two other denfer Humours, as alfo the Tuni-
ca "Uvea and Retina, and perhaps (faith Diemer-
broeckf) too nourifh them to. When this fails, grows
dreggy, or too thick, the Sight prefentiy grows dull
and imperfed. If it be fo dreggy as that pretty
large Particles are formed, and fwim about in it*

the Perfon fancies he lees Flies and Motes always
before his Eyes ; and if thefe Particles grow alto-

gether in a Film or Membrane* and fo come to co-
ver the Pupil, ’tis called a Sujfujion, which is the
Beginning of a Cataraft,

The Vitrious Humour,fome fay,ferves to dilate the
Rays which it receives from the Chryjlalline, and to
bring them to the Retina : Or, as others think, it

helps to colled the Rays refraded by the Chryjlal-

line into one Point, that the Vilion may be the more,
diftind and vivid.

The Chryjlalline Humour
,
which fome call Gla-

cialis, is the primary Inftrument of Vilion, in re-
fped of its colleding and reception of the Rays,,

which coming hither, dilated by the Aqueous Hu-
mour, are colleded and conveyed to the Eetina.

HURDLES, or Clays
, in Fortification* are made

of thick and .Twigs of Willows or Offers*,

I
being 5 or 6 Foot high, and from 3 to 4 Boot
broad. They are interwoven very clofe together*

and ufually laden with Earth, that they may ferve
to render Batteries firm, or to confolidate the Paf-
fage over Muddy Ditches ; or to cover Traverfes

:

and Lodgments for the Defence of the Workmen*
againft the Artificial Fires or Stones that may be
caftupon them.

HURTS, a Term in Blazony : See Balls.

HUSTINGS, a Court held before the Lord-
Mayor and Aldermen of London ; an Error or At-
taint lies there of a Judgment or falfe Verdid in

the Sheriffs- Court.

HYALOIDES, is the Vitreous Humour of the
Eye, contained betwixt the Tunica Retina and the
"Uvea.

HYBERNAL Occident : See Occident.

HYBERNAL Orient : See Orient.

HYBONA, is an Incurvation of all the Verte-

bres.

HYDATIDES, are little Watery Bladders in

the Liver, Spleen, or fome other Vifcus, common
to Hydropical Perfons: But Dr. Tyfon luppofes

them to be a Species of Worms, or imperfed A-
nimals.

HYDATOIDES, is the Watery Humour of the

Eye, contained betwixt the Tunica Cornea and
"Uvea.

HYDRA, a Southern Conftellation, confifting

of 16 Stars, and imagined to reprefent a Water-
Serpent.

HYDRAGIA : See Pence Lymphatic#.

HYDRAGOGUES, are Medicines which, by
Fermentation and Precipitation, purge out the Wa-
tery Humours.
The Ancients thought this was done by fome

peculiar Texture, and that thence its Vertue arofe

to purge away Serofities or Watery Humours
only.

HYDRAULICKS, the Art of making all forts

of Engines to carry or raife Water, or which are

moved by Water, and ferve for other Ufes: The
Word
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Word fignifies Sound made by Water, becaufe when I

Organs were firft found out, they were blown by

the Fall of Water inftead of Bellows.
_

You have many Ancient Water-Engines defcri-

bed by Hiron, and which are called Machine Hy-

draulic*. Athenaus attributes the Invention of the

Water Organ to Ctefibius ; but others fay Plato

firft found out the founding Clepfydra,
which told

the Hour of the Night by the Noife of Pipes blown

by the Air forced by the Fall of Water : Mr. Oy-

nam confounds this Word with Hydroftaticks.

HYDRAULO-PNEUMATICAL Engines, are

fuch as taife Water by means of the Spring (either

Natural or Forced) of the Air.

The Honourable Mr. Boyle mentions a very pretty

Fountain, which he calls Hydraulo-Pneumatical, and

which was made by the Spring of the Air prefling

up Water in a Pipe, when in the Exhaufted Recei-

ver the Weight of the Atmofphere was taken off :

See Continuation of Phyfico-Mechanical Experiment

Experim. 4. .

And you may eafily try the thing, if you fill but

any middle fiz d Vial about half full of Waiter,

and then, with Sealing-Wax or Cement, faften in

its Neck a long flender Glafs Pipe, (a Piece ot To-

bacco-pipe or Quill will do) one of whofeEnds

{hall be below the Surface of the Water in the

Glals ; for then, if the Mouth of the Bottle be ac-

curately {topp’d, theWarmth of your Hand only will

fo increafe the Spring of the included Air, that it

m

will make the Water rife up, and run out at the Top
ofthe Pipe ; and if you blow ftrongly in at the Top,-

and force a good Quantity of Air into the Bottle,

the Spring of the Air fo forced in, will, on the re-

moval of your Mouth, drive the Water up the

Pipe with a great Force 5 and if the Orifice be Ve-

ry flender, or the Cavity of the Pipe very imall, it

will make the Water imitate an Artificial Fountain,

which will keep running for near half a Minute.

A Defcription of the Common Hydraulick Engine

ufed to quench Fire, &c. from Philofoph. Tranf,

Numb, 1 28.

The Engine is a Cheft of Copper, as A, tranf*

portable by means of two Wooden-Bars, like a Se-

dan or Chair. This Cheft is pierced with many
Holes above BB, and holds within it the Body of

a Pump EFM, whofe Sucker DE is raifed and

abafed by two Leavers C O .• Thefe Leavers have

each of them two Arms, and each Arm being fit*

ted to belaid hold on by both Hands of a Man.

Each Leaver is pierced in the Middle by a Mortife

a a, in which an Iron Nail, which paffes through

the Handle of the Sucker, turns round when that

Sucker is raifed or lowered.

Near the Body of the Pump there is a Copper-

Pot 1 H JKi, joyn’d to it by the Tube G ; and ha-

ving another Tube K^N JL, which in N may be

turned every way.

To make this Engine play, Water is poured up-

on the Cheft, to enter in at the Holes that are in the

Cover thereof: This Water is drawn into this Body
of the Pump at the Hole F, at the time when the

Sucker is raifed ; and when the fame is let down,1

the Valve of the lame Hole F (huts, and forces the
Water to pafs thro’ the Hole : For

.
in the Tube G,

of which the Valve H being lifted up*, the Water
enters
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enters into the Pot, and filling the Bottom, it enters

thro’ the Hole R into the Tube R N L, in fuch a

manner, that when the Water fs higher than the

Tube RN L’ and the Hole, of the Tube G is fhut

by the Valve if, the Air inclofed in the Pot hath

no blue
9 and it comes to pafs, that when you con-

tinue to make the Water enter into the Pot by the

Tube G, which is much thicker than the Aperture

of the End A, at which it muftilfue, itmuft needs

be, that the Surplus of the Water that enters into

the Pot, and exceeds that which at the fame time

iffues through the fmall End of the Jet, comprelfes

the Air to find Place in the Pot, which makes that,

whilft the Sucker is rais’d again, to make new Wa-
ter by the Force of its Spring, mean time that a

new Compreifion of the Sucker makes new Water
to enter, and caufes alfo a new Compreifion of Air

:

And thus the Courfe of the Water which iffues by
the Jet, is always entertained in the fame State,

becaufe that proportionably
,

as the Impulfe is

ftrong, the Water entring fafter, and confequendy

in greater Quantity into the Pot, makes a greater

Compreifion of the Air, which, the more ftrongly it

is comprefs’d and penn’d in, returns alfo wit h the

greater Force into its Native State, by means of its

Spring, and therefore throws out the Water with

greater Force.

HYDRENTERGCELE, is a Falling of the In-

teftines, together with Water, into the Scrotum

Blanchard.

HYDROA, are certain little, broad, rnoift, itch-

ing Pimples, like Millet-feed ; fometimes without

itching, which render the Skm ulcerous and rough 9

tho’ to expel the Sweat by the Skin, is hinared

fometimes by its Thicknefs 9 fo that the Matter be-

ing lodged there, and the fubtler Parts being either

carried back by the Lymphatick Velfels, or evapo-

rated. the Skin lwells. This Diftemper is familiar

and common to Boys and young Men, efpecially

of a hot Conftitution, when they ufe too much Ex-

ercife in Summer : It infeeds the Neck, Shoulder-

blades, Breads, Arms, Thighs, yet more frequent-

ly the Secret Parts and the Fundament. Blan-

chard'.

HYDROBELE, is a Swelling of the outermoft

Skin of the. Scrotum
,

proceeding from a Watery

Humour. Blanchard.

HYDROPS ad Mutalum, the fame with Diabetes.

HYDROGRAPHICAL-CHARTS, are certain

Sea-Maps, delineated for the Ufe of Pilots and o-

ther Mariners 9
wherein are mark’d all the Rhumbs

or Points of the Compafs and Meridians parallel

to one another, with the Shelves, Shallows, Rocks,

Capes, &c.
HYDROGRAPHY ,

is an Art which teacheth

how to deferibe and meafure the Sea ; giving an

Account of its Tides, Counter-Tides, Soundings,

Bays, Gulphs, Creeks, &e. As alfo the Rocks,

Shelves, Sands, Shallows, Promontories, Harbours,

Diftance from one Port to another, aqd other things

remarkable on the Coafts.

HYDROMANCY, a pretended Divination by

Water.
HYDROMEL, Mead, is a Decodlion of Water

and Honey.
HYDROMPHALUM, is a Protuberance of the

Navel, proceeding from Watery Humours in the

Abdomen. Blanchard,

HYDROPHOBIA, is a Diftemper highly Con-

vulfive, accompanied with Pury, and fhu fining of

all things that are Liquids and Splendid 9
fometimes

with a Delirium^ a Feaver
,

and other Symptoms,

and not without great danger of Life, proceeding

from the Bite ol a Mad Dog, or a Contagion ana-
lagous to it.

In Philofoph. TranfaB. N. 147. there is anllnftance

of one having this Difeafe, occafioned by the Bite

of a Mad Dog.
HYDROPICA, are Medicines that expel the

Watery Humour in a Dropfie.

HYDROPS, a Stagnation Of the Watery Hu-
mour in the Habit of the Body, or fome Cavity of

it : And it is either General, as an Anafarca, and
Afcites 9 to which fome add a Tympany, but ill

:

Or Particular, confined to one Part, as a Dropfie in

the Head, Breafts, Hand, Foot, &c. Blanchard.

HYDROPS ad Matulam
,

the lame with Dia-

betes

HYDROSTATICKS, is that part of Staticks

which relates to the Gravities and Equilibria of Li-

quors 9 and alfo comprehends the Art of Weighing
Bodies in Water, or fome other proper Liquor,

thereby to eftimate their Specifick Gravity, and to

deduce thence many other ufeful Theorems.

And this (as is obftrved by the Honourable Mr.

Boyle) is a part of Phiiofophy which ought to be look-

ed upon as the moft ingenious of any : The Theo-
1 ms and Problems of this Art, being handfeme Pro-

ductions of Reafon, and affording Difcoveries, not

only pleafing, but alfo furprifing and wonderful :

Nay, very many of the moft familiar, as well as

moft obtrufe Phenomena of Nature, can hardly e-

ver be throughly underftood without Hydroftatical

Principles. ’Tis an Art alfo not only delightfully

Speculative, but practically Ufeful : It may be of

the higheft Importance to Shipping and Navigation,

to thole that deal in Salt-works, and to thofe whofe
Bufinefs ’tis to enquire into the Gravities and Mag-
nitudes of fome Bodies 9 the exaCfc Knowledge of

which would very much conduce to their Intereft.

But of the great Ufefulnefs of[this Art, fee more un-

der Specific!^ Gravity.

And that Admirable Gentleman, the Honoura-
ble Mr. R. Boyle, confidering that all Perfons are not

acquainted with, and cannot readily digeft rigid

Mathematical Demonftrations, that it might be of

great advantage to prove the Truth of fuch ufeful

Propositions, as thofe given us by Hydroftatical Wri-
ters, in a Senfible and Phyfical way: As alfo, That
fome things before palling for receiv’d Truths,would
then be difeover’d to be palpable Errors, as well as

many Noble and Ufeful Difcoveries this way com-
municated to the World :

Confidering this, I fay, That Noble Author re-

duced the chiefeft of the Hydroftatical Theorems

into the following Paradoxes 9 which you will fee

he made clearly out by Experiment and fenfible

Proof,

Though before he comes to them, He thinks fit to

premife tfiefe Things as Poflulata or Lemmata.

i . That if a Pipe, or Tube, open’d at both Ends,’

and placed perpendicularly to the Horizon, have

its lower Orifice under Water, there will pals an

Imaginary Plane 6r Surface parallel, as to Senfe, to

the upper Surface of the Water, which lhall touch

that lower Orifice of the Tube.

»; That each part of this Surface or Plane will

be alike preffed (if at all) by the Weight of the per-

pendicularly incumbent Water, which cannot but

be granted, finee the Water being fuppofed art ho-

mogeous Fluid of equal Gravity every where, and

equally’ high above the aforeiaid Plane, there
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ho reafon be aflign'd why any one pare of it fhould

be more or lefs prefled than any other.

3. That though in this Cafe the Liquor will keep

its former Pofition, yet if any one part of it comes

to have a greater Weight incumbent on it than ano-

ther, then- that part will be difplaced and deprefled j

as is the Cafe when a Stone or other Body, fpeci-

fically heavier than Water, finks down in it, and

tends to the Bottom.

for in what part foever of the Water the Stone

is, that part being more prefled upon than the reft,

muft yield and give way to the Motion ofthe Stone

downward, till it come to the Bottom.

And on the other hand, if any part of this ima-

ginary Surface be lefs prefled upon than the reft,

it muft, by the greater preflure of the reft, be im-

pelled upwards, till it have an height equivalent to

ballance the preflure made on the other parts of the

Water j which latter part will appear highly rea-

fonable and grantable by any attentive Confiderer.

And its Truth in Facft he proves by this Ex-
periment :

If a fmall Tube, open at both Ends, be held or

placed perpendicularly a little beneath the Surface

of the Water, in any Veflel; [ Note, ’Tis beft to ufe

one of Glafs, that the Experiment may be the more vi-

fible ; 3 then will the Water rife in the Tube as high
and a little higher (for a Reafon which you will

find given hereafter ) than the Surface of the Wa-
ter without: But ifyou gently pour Oil of Turpen-
tine, or any other Liquor which will not mix with
jWater, tipon that contained in the Veflel

,
you will

fee, that as the Oil grows higher and higher on the

Surface of the Water, and prefifes confequently more
and more upon it, fo will the Water rife within the

Orifice of the Tube, and defeend again proportion-

ably as you take offthe Oil ; which plainly proves,

That the Weight of the Oil prefling more on the

Surface of the Water without the Tube, than the

bare Air only can do within it, forces up the Wa-
ter fo high in the Tube, till the Cylinder of Water
within the Tube, doth as much gravitate on that

part of the Water the Orifice of the Tube, as the

Air, Oil and Water together do on all the others

without it.

PARADOX I.

That the Vpper Parts of aU Fluids, as Water
, &c. do

prefs upon the Lower.

Provide a Glafs Jarr, near of the fhape in the Fi-

gure annexed ; ( though a long Drinking -glafs, like

that ufed for Mum, may do well enough.) Fill it

with Water near full, as up to A B : Then take a
fmall Glafs Pipe or Tube, open at both ends, and
dipping the lower end into Oil of Turpentine, you
may, by flopping the Top with your Finger, fuf-

pend as much of the Oil as you pleafe in the Tube

:

This done, move the Tube into the Glafs of Water,
and thruft.it down till yhe upper Surface of the Oil
in the Tube, be near a? low as the upper Surface of
the Water : And when you, take your Finger from
the Top of the Tube, you will fee the Oil will not
fun out at the lower Orifice of the Tube. Nay,
if you thruft the Tube lower down into the Water,
that Liquor will rife up into the Tube, and bear
the Oil above it ; but if you raife the Tube up, lo

that the uppef Surface of the Oil in it be higher

iqnfiderably than that of the Water
^
the Oil will

drop out of the Tube, and rife up to the Top of
the Water. The Reafon of which is this : When
the Imaginary Surface G H, on which the End
of the Tube P £ leans, j s as mucb, and n0 more,
prefled upon by the Oil in the Pipe, than the other
Parts of that Surface are by the Parts of the Water
perpendicularly incumbent on them, there is an Equi-
librium between the Oil and the Water, and fo the
Oil cannot run out ; and when you fink the Tube
down as low as O, the incumbent Water doth
more gravitate on the Surface or Plane E F, than
the Oil in the Tube doth on the Part under it ; and
confequently the Water will be forced up into
the Tube, and will bear the Oil above it • and the
Water will rife fo high, as that the Water and Oil
together in the Tube N O, do gravitate as much on
the Surface E F, as the other incumbent Parts of
the external Water do : But if you raife the Tube
up into the Pofidon JfS, the Oil in it prefling more
on the Imaginary Surface I i(, than the incumbent
Water doth on any other part of it, the Oil muft
run out, till fo much defeend out of the Tube as
will bring the Gravity of the Oil to an Equilibrium
with that of pf the Water. All which plainly prove
the Truth of the Paradox or Propofition, That the
Vpper

]
Parts of aU Fluids

,
do gravitate or prefs upon

the Lower. For if you try the Experiment with any
two other Liquors, which will not mingle one with
onother, it will fucceed

; provided the Bore of the
Pipe be not too large.

A a' & f k Ft; B.r
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PARADOX it

That a lighter Fluid may gravitate or prefs upon

a heavier.

Fill the fbrmei Jarr with Oil of Turpentine, in-

ftead of Water, and then place in it a Tube of the

fame Bore as the former, in which you fhall have

fufpended a Column of Water, as before you had

of Oil : And you will find that though the Water

be heavier than Oil of Turpentine, yet if you do

not take your Finger from the upper Orifice till

iuch time as you have funk the Pipe fo low as that

the upper Surface of the Water in it be a little be-

low the Surface of the Oil in the Glafs ; I fay,

that then on taking off your Finger, you will find

the Water in the Pipe will not run out : That if

you fink the Tube lower, or pour more Oil into

the Veffel, the Oil will rife up in its Lower End ;

and that if you raife- it higher, the Water will run

or drop out, and fall to the Bottom ot the Veffel.

Which plainly fhews, That a Liquor lighter in

Specie, may buoy up and keep fulpended one that

is heavier ; and the Reafons are in effedk the fame

as thofe given for the Solution of the Phenomena of

the Firfl Paradox ; the only Difference being, that

the Oil and the Water have changed Places, the

Oil now being in the Jarr, and the Water in the

Tube*

HHl

This Second Paradox our Author alfo very ingenioufly

illuflrates and confirms by the following Expert*
ment.

Into a long Glafs Pipe, fealed at one End, and
whofe Bore was about half an Inch in Diameter
he poured a quantity of Water 3 and then having
a fmall Glafs Bubble about the Bignefs of a Pea,'

with a very fmall and flender Stem, as you fee in
the Figure annexed j which Bubble was fo exa^ly

poifed, by forcing Water into it, that tho
9

it would
not fink in a Veffel of Water, yet a very little

more Weight would make it do fo.

This Bubble being put into the Glafs Pipe, did
fwun on the Top of the Water contained in it |
but when he poured Oil of Turpentine (very gent-

ly, to prevent confounding the two Liquors) on the

Water in the Pipe, and that till it had attained a
convenient Height above the Surface of the Water,
he found that the Bubble, which before fwam on
the Surface of the Water, did now fink down to

the Bottom, and ftay there as long as the Oil was
kept upon the Water ; but if either the Tube was
very much inclined any way, or if the Oil, by a
Scyphon or otherwife, were drawn off, the Bub-;

ble would then emerge to the Top.

The Reafon of which Phenomena he truly ftates

to be this, That when the Oil was poured on, that

did (though a lighter Fluid by its proper Gravity)

prefs on the Water on which it was incumbenr, and
by that means did force fome of it to enter in at the

little Stem of the Bubble ; which, by that means be-

ing rendred in the whole more heavy, did fink to

the Bottom : But when the perpendicular Preffure
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of the Oil upon the Watet was taken off, by incli-

ning the Tube, or removed by drawing off the Oil

quite, the Air in the Bubble, which before was
compreft, did now by its Spring force out the newly

admitted Water again, andfo reduce the Bubble to

its former Degree of Gravity, fo that it would be

fufpended in the Water as before.

He found alfo, that pouring on more Water

would produce the fame Phenomenon, if, by a

Wire, he firft thruft down to, and then kept at the

Bottom of the Tube the aforefaid poifed Bubble 5

for though it would readily emerge on the removal

of the Rod or Wire, when no more Water was
poured into the Tube, yet, that if the Wire kept

the Bubble at the Bottom till he had poured in

more Water, to about two or three Foot high, into

the Pipe, the Bubble would then, on the removal of

the Wire, ftay there, and not rife at all till the

fame Quantity of Water was taken out which was
before added : Which Experiment doth Nobly Jl-

iuftrate and Prove his firft Propofition, That the up-

per Parts of the fame Fluid
,
do prefs or gravitate on

the lower,

PARADOX III.

If a Body contiguous to the Water he altogether, or in

Parts, lower than the upper Surface of the Water
,

the lower Part of the Body will be prejfed upward by

the Watey which toucheth it beneath.

This appears from the Firft Experiment, where

the Oil of Turpentine was kept in an open Tube
from defcending or running out of it by the Pref-

fure upwards of the Water on its lower Parts.

And by the Second Paradox it appears, that Oil,

a lighter Fluid, could prefs upwards, or keep Wa-
ter, a Fluid in Specie heavier than it, fufpended in

an open Pipe.

But in order to eftimate how much the Preffure

of the Water againft the lower Parts of any Body
doth amount to, let us fuppofe a Parcel of Oil,

heavier than Water, as fuppofe that of Cinnamon,
Cloves, Guaicum, &c. were taken up into a Tube,
and then that Tube were, as in the former manner,
immerfed into a Veffel of Water, and there placed

fo fhallow, that the Oil, on removing of the Finger

from the Top of the Tube, would drop out. The
Drop G, being heavier in Specie than Water, would
(by

,

Lemma 3.) fink to the Bottom, but not fo

quickly as it would in the Air
j and fince, if it

were of a Matter equi-ponderant to Water, *tis

plain it could not fink at all, any more than emerge 5

it doth now fink by no greater a Degree of Gravity,

than that by which it furmounts a Quantity of Wa-
ter equal to it in Bulk : And therefore it will lofe in

the Water juft as much of the Weight it would have in

the Air, asfo much Water as is equal to it in Bulk
,., if

weighed in the Air alfo, would amount to ; which is a
Phyfical Demonftration of the Grand Theorem ofHy-
droftatickj, firft put in a clear Light by our Noble
Author Mr. Boyle.

The Preffure of Water alfo againft the lower
Parts of any immerfed Body, is confirmed by at-

tending to the Eeafon why any Body lighter in Spe-
cie than Water, doth emerge out of it § which is

this. That there is a greater Preffure or Weight on
every other Part of the imaginary Surface of the
Water (as fuppofe I IQ in Fig. 1.) than there is on
that on which the emerging or rifing Body leans ;

and confequently to produce an Equilibrium in the
Fluid, the Parts immediately under the rifing Bo-

H YD
dy being prelfed by the reft every way, muftcosR
tinually force it upwards, till it lattain the upper

Surface of the Water 1 For the emerging Body is.

continually prelfed upon by two Columns of Wa-
ter, one bearing againft its upper, and the other

againft the lower Parts ; the Length of both which
Columns being to be accounted from the Top of
the Water, that which preffes on the lower Part,

will be the longer by the Thicknefs of the afcending

Body
,

and confequently over-ballance it by the

Weight of as much Water as will fill the Space that

Body takes up : Wherefore the greater Difparky
there is between the Specifick Gravities of Water
and the emerging Body, and the larger the Particles

are that emerge, the fwifter will they afcend.

And this will help us to account for thefe

things.

1 . For the Reafon of that Experiment, That if

two Pieces of a Stick of the fame Bignefs, but of
unequal Length, as O P, and QR, are permitted

to rife from the Bottom of a Veffel of Water at

the fame time, the longeft \yill come firft to the

Top, which muft be becaufe the Columns of Wa-
ter which prefs againft the lower Ends of both be-

ing equal, but that fhorter which preffes on the up-
per End of the longer Piece, it muft be left prelfed

downwards than the other, and fo by the general

Preffure upwards will rife fafteft.

2. From hence we may eafily conceive one Rea-
fon, (for I affert not that *tis the only one) why ve-
ry minute Corpufcles, either higher or heavier in

Specie than the Liquor they are mingled with, may
be kept there a good while without emerging to the

Top, or precipitating to the Bottom ; For their

A a a % Thick-
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Thicknefs being indefinitely made (mail, the Diffe-

rence between the two Columns before mentioned,

will be fo too, and confequently either of them can

very little over-ballance the other.

3. We may from hence account for the Quantity

of that Part of any Floating Body which is beneath

the Surface of the Water, which is always in Bull^e-

qual to as much Water as the whole Floating Body doth

weigh : For this Floating Body doth by its lower

Part prefs on the fubjacent Parts of the imaginary

Surface of the Water X W, juft as much as the

Columns of Water to the Altitude AX or BW
do on all other Parts; that is, juft as much as the

Water would do if it were in the Space which the

Part immerfed takes up, or as much as a Quantity

of Water equal in Bulk to the immerfed Part would

do.

And from hence his clear, That the Weight of

that mighty Ship, the Royal Sovereign, is the fame

with that of fo much Water as is in Bulk equal to

the immerfed Part of her, or to that Part of her

Hull which is underneath the Surface of the Sea.

Which Aflertion Mr. Boyle found accutately enough

to hold true by the following Experiment

:

A broad {hallow Veflel of Giafs being near filled

with Water, he placed floating in it a Giafs Tum-

bler or ftiort Drinking Giafs ; and to make it a little

refemble a Ship, he fitted a Wooden Deck, with a

Maft, &c. to it ; and then he funk it by ballafting it

with*Sand, and made it draw as much Water (as

the Seamen fay) as he thought fit : Then did he,

by accurate Marks, diftinguilh how high the Water

in the containing Giafs did rife on the Sides of the

Veflel: This done, he took the Tumbler out, wi-

ped it dry, and weighed it, and then found a Quan-

tity of Water exadtly equal to that Weight ; which

Water, when put into the broad Giafs, rofe up to

thofe Marks exactly which he had before obferved

the Tumbler had raifed the Water to.

PARADOX IV.

That to account for the raifing of Water in Bump]
&c. there needs only th§ competent Weight of an
External Fluid

.

Take up in a {lender Giafs Tube about an Inch

in height of any deeply tinged Liquor (fuch as a
Infufion of Brazil-wood and Cocheniel, &c. in Wa-
ter, for elfe 'the Phenomena will not be confpicuous)

and then flopping the upper End with your Finger,

place it in a Giafs Veflel filled with the fame tin-

ged Liquor, and that fo low, that the upper Sur-

face of the Liquor in the Tube be at leaft an Inch
below that of the Liquor of the Veflel : Then pour
on Oil of Turpentine for about 3 or 4 Inches height

above the Water in the Veflel, and you will fee, on
the removal of your Finger from the Top of the

Tube, that the tinged Water will be raifed or im-

pelled upward near as high as the Surface of the

Oil. '

Now here no abhorrence ofVacuum can be preten-

ded, astheCaufe of theAfcent of the Water, for

the Tube is full of Air, and the External Air hath
a free Ingrefs into it: But the plain Reafon is this.

That there being a greater Preflure made by the
Oil and Water together on the imaginary Plane that

pafles by the lower Orifice of the Tube without
the Tube, than within it, (for within there is a
Preflure only of an Inch of Water, and of a Co-

.

lumn of Air) the Parts of the Water at the Bottom
of the Pipe muft be rhruft upwards into it, till it

rife fo. high as to gain an Equilibrium with the
reft.

And this will eafily account for theAfcent of the

Water in the Pumps :

Where the external Air prefling every where on
the Surfaceofthe Water in the Well, but not on
that within the Fump, becaufe ’tis taken off by the

Sucker; which is therefore with foft Leather,

made ftanch on purpofe.

On the raifing therefore of the Sucker, the Wa-
ter muft follow it (if the Pump be good) becaufe

the Weight of the whole Atmofphere prefies on the

Surface of the Water in the Well, (but not at all

within the Body ofthe Pump) and foraifes or forces

it up into the Cavity of the Pump. And that

this Preflure of the Air is the Caufe of the Waters

rife, is more than probable, becaufe no Pump can

ever raile Water above 33 or 34 Foot ; which is

found to be exadily agreeable to the different Gra-

vities of Air and Water, allowing for the great

Height of the Atmofphere : Of which more elfe-

where.

PARADOX V.

That the Prejfure of an External Fluid, is able to

keep an Heterogeneous Liquorfufpended at thefame
Height in feveral Pipes, though they be of different

Diameters.

Take a pretty wide-mouth'd Glals, fas in Fig. 5.'

following) of a convenient Depth, and put into it a

fufficient Quantity of Water well tinged with Bra-

zil, &c. then fit to it a Cover of Cork, through

which bore, with a red-hot taper Iron, feverai

round Holes, to admit Tubes of different Bignefles

or Sizes. Letthefe Tubes ftand nearly upright in

the Veflel, and reach all with their lower Orifices

below the Surface of the Water ; Then at an Hole
purpofe-
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purpofely left for it, pour in gently, by a Glafs Fun-

nel, a good Quantity of Oil of Turpentine, and

you will plainly iee the tinged' Water rife equally,

(/. e. to equal Heights) in all the Tubes, tho’ of ve-

ry different Bores and Sizes.

The Reafon of which will thus appear.

Let E F reprefent the Surface of the Water in

the Velfel ;
when the Oil comes to be poured upon

it. not being of a Nature fit to mingle or incorpo-

rate with it, it will fwim at the Top, and with an

equal Gravity prefs upon all Parts of the Surface of

the Water, and confequently well raile or prefs up

the Water in the Tubes, till it come near to the

fame Height irAhem, as the Oil is at in the Glafs,

to bring the Liquors to a Ballance. But there is no

Reafon why the Water filould be raifed to a greater

Height in any one Tube than in another ; becaufe

the Oilpreffes uniformly and equally on all Parts of

the Surface of the Water ; and confequently can

force up the Water no higher in the fmalleft Tube
than in the greateft; for fhould. it do fo, the Warer

in the fmali Tube muft be of a larger Length than

the correfponding Column of Oil (whofe Diameter

is equal to the Orifice of that Tube, and which

keeps it up by equi ponderating with it) doth re-

quire : But then it muft be heavier than it, and fo

would fink down, and drive the fubjacent Water

away to make room for its Defcent : Wherefore no

Cylinder of Water in any Tube, can be higher

than an equal Cylinder of Oil that bears or buoys

it up ; and this being the Cafe with them all, they

muft be all of the fame Height ; that is, the Water
will rife as high in one Tube as in another,

be their Bores never fo different ; and the Rea-
fon is, becaufe each one is born up by a corre-

fponding Column or Cylinder of Oil, whofe Di-
ameter is the fame with that of the Orifice of the

tube,

HYD

PARADOX VI.

If a Body he placed under Water, with its utfermoii

Surface parallel to the Horizon, the diretft Preffure

which itfufiains,
is no more than that of a Column

of Water
,
having the Horizontal Superficies of the

Body for its Bafe, and the Perpendicular Depth of

the Water for its Height. And if the Water that

leans on the Body be contained in Pipes open at

both Ends, the Preffure of the Water is to be ejii-

mated by the Weight of a Pillar of Water, whofe

Bafe is, equal to the lower Orifice of the Pipe,
and

its Height equal to a Perpendicular reachingfrom

thence to the Top of the Water ; though the Pipe be

much inclined any way, or though it be neverfo ir~

regularlyfhaped $ and much broader in fome other

Places than at the Bottom,

Take a flender Glafs Pipe of an even Bore, turn-

ed up at one End like this in the Figure ; dip this

Tube (open at both Ends) into Oil of Turpentine

till the Liquor be riien up to two of three Inched

in the longer Leg, whofe upper Orifice then flop

with your Finger ; and then remove the Tube into

a Glafs of Water, and hold it fo that the Surface
of the Oil in the longer Leg of the Pipe be but a
very little higher than that of the Water : And
then, if you take away your Finger that ftopt the
Pipe, you will fee the Oil will keep its Ration, and

|

not at all, or at leaft but very little, rife or fall 5

I

but if you fink the Tube lower, the Oil will rife 5
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if yt>u raife the Tube higher, the Oil will run out
at the lower End: From whence it appears, That
of all the Water in the Glafs, no more prefled on
the Orifice of the Pipe, than a Cylinder equal to it

in Diameter, and in Length equal to the Diftance
between the Orifice of the Pipe and the Top of
the Water fas you may alfo.eafily find if you make
a Syphon, whole {hotter Leg {hall be long enough
to contain fuch a Cylinder of Water as will counter-

poife the Oil in the longer,,) For when, by railing

up the Pipe, you fhorten that Cylinder, the Oil
will run out : As when by finking it lower, and fo

lengthening the Cylinder of Water, the Oil will

be forced up higher into the longer Leg of the Tube.
You will find alfo by Experiment, That this Pa-

radox will hold, whatever be the Figure of the

{horter Leg of the Tube, whether opening broad
like a Tunnel by Degrees, or whether it have a
Spherical, or otherwife figured Cavity of confidera-

ble Dimenfions in the Middle of it.

For our Noble Author found, by providing a Sy-
phon of the Figure annexed, and pouring in Mercu-
ry till it reached up to the Bottom of the Globular
Part of the {horter Leg, and to an equal Height in

the longer Leg of the Syphon ; he found, I fay,

that if he poured Water in at the Top of the longer

Leg, it would drive up the Mercury into the Ball of

the {horter Leg, and more than half fill its Cavity

;

(which it would have filled quire, had the other

Leg been long enough.) And that this Ball in the

Middle of the {horter Leg, though it held a great

Weight of that heavy fluid Mercury, did no more
hinder the Mercury from rifing to its due Height,

according to the different Specifick Gravity of thofe

two Liquors, Water and Mercury, than if the {hot-

ter Leg had been every whereof the fame Dimenfi-
ons with its upper Orifice D : For the great Quan-
tity of Mercury which was Forced up into the Ball,

was there, in a good meafure, fupportedby the Bot-
tom and Sides of it, and no more gravitated on C,
than what lay perpendicularly over it between B
and C.

And farther, to make out the latter Part of this

Paradox, he took three Glafs Pipes, Lf
O, G, of

fuch irregular Shapes as the Figure adjoining fliew-

n

eth , and thefe, by Holes purpofely made for them
in a Covert of Cork, he placed obliquely within a
Glafs Velfel filled with Water up to A B. Then
by the help of the Tunnel T, he gently poured in

Oil of Turpentine, till its upper Surface reached to
F B; which Oil he found did, by its Preffure on the
Surfaceof the Water, raife it up to an equal Height
in all the three Pipes, SC HO-
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If a Cylindrical, or otherwife Figured Veflel,

have, by a Hole made inks Cover or Lid, a Pipe

of any length fattened there, and the Veffel by that

Pipe be filled with Water, as alfo the Pipe it ttlfj

the Bafisof that Veffel doth fuftain a Preffure equal

%o that of a Column of - Water, whofe Bafe is the

fame with the Bottom of the Veffel, and its Height

that of the Veffel, Pipe, and all.

This Paradox Stevinus adds by way of Appen-

dix to the laft; but the ways he propoles to Ex-

periment its Truth, are not fuch as will anfwer

trial ; and therefore Mr, Boyle devittd the follow-

ing Experiment, which (though not fo accurate as

fome other) doth yet very well deferve to be confi-

dered.

He ordered a Tin or Laton Veffel to be made ol

the adjoining Shape, which had a loofe Bottom,

CD, made of a flat Piece of Wood, covered with a

foft Piece of Bladder, and greafed on the lower Side

hear the Edges, that fo leaning on the Rim of Wood
G H, contiguous every where to the Infide of the

Laton, it might eafily be lifted off from it, and yet

lie fo clofe upon it at other times, that the Water
fhould not get between them. To the Middle of

the loole Bottom was fattened a long String, that

came up through the Body of the Pipe A B.

The Inftrument thus fitted, there was Water
poured in at A, which preffed againft the falfe Bot-

tom C D, and kept it fo tight down, that no Wa-
ter ran out. When the Veffel and Pipe were both

filled with Water, the upper End of the String JQI
was fattened to the Beam of a good Pair of Scales,

and then as much Weight was put into the oppofite

Scale, as did lift up the falle Bottom C D, from
the Rim G H, and fo let out the Water -

3 and this

Weight he found to be very confiderably more than

what would have ferved to lift up as much Water
as that Veffel did contain, had it been in an open

one of the common Shape : But he neither tells us

the Meafure of the Veffel, the Height of the Tube,

nor the Weight which was required to raife the

Bottom j which if he had done, twere very eafy to

have calculated the Quantity and; Weight of a Co-
lumn of Water, which fhould have had the Bottom

for its Bafe, and the united Length of Tube and

Veffel for its Altitude.

This Paradox^ in the Memoirs Mathcmatique & de

Phyfique, A. £>» 1 692. P. 12. is thus ftated by
Mr. Varignon, ;

'

If there be two Tubes or Veffels, having the

fame Heights and Bafes, both filled with Water,

but one of them made fo tapering upwards, that it

fhall contain but 20 Ounces of Water, whereas

the other holds 200 $ the Bottoms of rhefe two
Tubes fhall fuftain an equal Preffure of Water, vig»

each of them that of the Weight of 200 Ounces,
the Quantity of the Liquid Contained in the greater

Tube.
This is undoubted Fadl, and agreed upon by all

to be true, as long as the contained Liquor conti-

nues Fluid 5 but if it fhould freeze, then it will by
no means hold the letter Quantity of Ice, (to be fure)

being much lighter than the greater.

This Reafon therefore of this furprifing Pheno-
menon feems to depend much on the Nature ofFlui-

dity i and accordingly Mr. Varignon efpoufes the

Opinion of thofe who ‘ aflert. That the 2a Ounces
of Water in the tapering, or otherwife Unequally

form’d Tube, as long as the Water continues liquid,

doprefs and effectively charge the Bottom of the Vef-

fel, as much as 200 Ounces would do in a uniform
Cylindrical Tube of the fame Bafe and Altitude.

Others fay the ftraitned Sides ofthe unequalTube,
by hindering the riling of the Water, do help to fu-

ftain the Weight; and that the Bottom alone is not
charged with the whole Preffure, but a good Part of

it taken off by the Sides.
\

Mr. Varignon thinks the Matter eafily folvable in

the former way, thus

:

The Tube B AC FHIQEDB (See the following

Figure) having its bottom Part DI^HF much
larger than its upper Shank BC FD; I fay, hath
its Bottom KH charged with as great a Weight or
Preffure of Water, as if it were a Cylindrical Vef-
fel, as QfFH 1^, of the fame Bafe and Altirud®

with the unequally fliaped Tube.
Draw the Lines, as you fee in the 'Figure, fo

fhall (fV reprefent a Column of Water in the fup-

pofed truly Cylindrical Veffel, having the Diame-
ter of its Bafe double to that of R L, B M, or
A O.

Then will the Column of Water B N, bearing

upon the Arm MN of the Libra L N, whofe
Hypomochlion is imagined to be at M, be a Counter-
ballance to the Column of Water E M, which is

kept down from attending any higher by the Side
of the Veffel E L, juft as the Weight at 7^, at the
End X, of the Libra E X, whofe Hypombchlion is

at 7
;

is ballanced by the Side of the Veffel E D,
which hinders the Arm EY from attending. Now
E T bgjng = T X, the Weight luftained by the Hy~

pomoc'k!ic&
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gomochlion at 2, is double to that at wherefore
the fubjacent Point M, or that part of the Bottom
of the Veffel L N, mud be charged with double
the Weight of the Column ofWater BN; or which
is all one, will be prefled with the Weight of the
Column of Water N, which may be fuppofed to
reach quite up to the Top.

Let us then take ANLK^E Z>, as equivalent to

fuch a Column ; then will that Water be a Ballance J

on the Hygomochlion L, to the Water leaning on the

other Arm of the Libra K.L, and kept down by

the Side of theVeflel K.E; and confequently, the

part of the Bottom Ki N, will fuftain a Preflure e-

qual to that of the Column of Water QN ; for

this, by the above-mention’d way of arguing, is

the fame as that of the Water contained in the Space

ANK.D B.

And thus, on the other Side, it may be proved.

That the remaining part of the Bottom N if, is

prefled upon by the Water A NHFC,
equivalent

to the Weight of the Column of Water TN, reach-

ing up to the Top*.

From whence it follows plainly* That the Wa-
ter in the Tube BDK.HFC, prefles or gravitates

on the Bottom equally with the Weight of the Cy-

lindrical Column 9 THJC, having an equal Bafe

Yiithit.

All which Method of Arguing, will be clear e-

nough to one that confiders ’tis the Property^ of all

Fluids, from the known Laws of Hydroftatickj, to

have their infinitely fmall Columns, of which they

confift, to be every where a Ballance to one ano-

ther.

HYD

P A R A D O X VII.

That a Body immerfed in a Fluid
\ fuflains a lateral

Frcjfure from the Fluid; which alfo encreafeth as

the Body is placed deeper beneath the Surface of the
Fluid.

Take a flender Giafs Tube, and let it be bent fo

near the Bottom, that the lower Part FG may ve-
ry nearly make a Right Angle with the other Pars

IS

E F. Dip this Pipe or Syphon in Oil of Turpentine?,

and take up about 3 or 4 Inches of it in the Pipe,

which you may keep there by applying your Fin-

ger to the upper Orifice.

This done, move the Syphon into a Giafs ofWa-
ter, and place itfo there, that the longer Leg may
ftand perpendicularly to its Surface, and, that the

other lower Leg may be fo far below the Surface of

the Water, as that the upper Surface of the Oil in

the longer Leg, be but a little higher than that of

the Water in the Giafs : For then if you remove

your Finger from the Top, the Oil in the Tube will

very little, if at all, change its Station ; which fhews

plainly, that there is a lateral Preflure againft the

Oil at the lower Orifice G, which hinders its run-

ning out, though prefled by the Cylinder of Oil

contained in the perpendicular Leg. And as if you

raife the Pipe up higher (keeping itftillin its perpen-

dicular Pofture) the Oil will drop out ; fo if you

fink it lower, the Water will get in at G, and force

the Oil all out of that Leg G F, and raife the Oil

proportionably in the perpendicular one E F: Nay,

if you thruftit low enough, the Water will fife up

into the longer Leg, and bear the Oil above it

;

which laft Circumftance proves. That Water hath
' a lateral
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a lateral Prelfure againft it felf, as great as the per-

pendicular one from above, fince that only can force

the Water up into the perpendicular Leg.

If alio keeping the Tube at the lame Depth, you

turn the Horizontal Leg here and there, or place

its Orifice G in any part of the imaginary Plane

F G, the Oil will keep its former Station in the

Tube, and neither rife nor fink ; which Ihews, That

this lateral Preflure is equable and uniform in all

Places or Parts of a Velfel of Water, at the fame

Diftance from its Surface.

Our Noble Author confirms the Truth of this

Paradox by the following Experiment

:

A fmall Glafs Bubble X, of the Figure in the

Scheme annexed, with a very {lender Neck, and fo

well poifed, as that it could juft float in the Water,

and no more, being provided; y?as put into a wide-
mouth’d Glafs Velfel, near filled with Walter, and
there left to /float at the Surface of that Liquor,

Then a Cover or Stopple of Cork was well .fitted

to the Mouth of the Glafs, and was thruft hard into

it; after which there was an Hole burnt (with a

hot Iron) thro’ the middle of tfie Cork; into which
was put a long flender Glafs Pipe, reaching a good

H YD
way into the Glafs, and ftanding perpendicularly

to the Surface of the Cork.

Alfo in another Part of the Stopple was another

fmall Hole burnt, and into that was fitted another

fmall Glafs Tube, which lay doping, but yet reach-

ed a pretty .way down below the Cork,

The upper Orifice of this doping Tube was well

ftopt with Cement : With the fame Matter alfo

were all the Jundures between the Cork and the

Glafs, and between the Tubes and the Cork care-

fully ftqpt.

This all done, the Velfel was inclined fevera!

ways, that the Bubble X might get as far as it

cOuld from the Pipe j and then more Water being

poured in at the upper Orifice of the open Pipe E F,

till it reached to a good Height, as fuppofe to iC in

the faid Tube, the Bubble X would prefently fink

to the Bottom of the Velfel, and there continue as

long as the Water was continued at the fame height

in the Tube £F (the reafon of which you have

already in Experiment z. Paradox a.) Now this

proves. That the Prelfure of the Water contained in

the Tube E F, doth not only affed the Parts of the

Water immediately fubjacent to it, but alfo thole

that are remote from it ; nay, and above it, fince it

could force the Water into the Bubble X, and fo

make it fink, tho’ it lay not near the Orifice F of

the open Tube.

PARADOX VIII.

That Water may be made to deprefsa Body lighter than

it felf, as well as to buoy it up.

A flender Glafs Syphon EFGH» whole Ihorter

Leg G H was about 3 or 4 Inches long, a.ndturn’d

B b b up
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tip as near as could be parallel to the longer E F,

was dipt in Oil of Turpentine, till the Oil filled

the fhorter Leg, and rofe to an equal Height in the

longer.

Then the Orifice E being ftopt with the Finger,

the Pipe was moved into a Glafs Veffel of fair

Water, and funk down there till the Surface of

that Liquor was about half an Inch above the Sur-

face of the Oil in the Syphon : And then the Finger

being removed from the Top, the Oil in the fhorter

Leg was immediately driven downwards about an

Inch j and as the Tube was funk lower, much
more, till at laft the Oil was driven out of that

Leg quite, and the Water following it fupported

the Oil in the longer Leg, railing it alio in the

fame Proportion. The reafbn of which is obvious

from what hath been faid in the former Para-

doxes.

Our Author found alfo, that when he ufed. a

Syphon of the Figure annexed, the Water would

offa

firft prefs the Oil Horizontally from L to M, then

downwards from M to N, and at laft (by finking

the Tube ftill lower) upwards from N P : From
whence it appears, that Water preffes againft any

Body placed in it all manner of ways, and that

proportionably to the Depth ©f the Body in it.

HYD 1

PARADOX IX.

Thai whatever hath been faid of Pojitive Levity
, a

Parcel of Oil, lighter than Water, may be kept in

that Liquor without afeending in it.

This may very eafily be experimented, by taking

only a frnall Glafs Tube, and immerfing it an Inch
of two under Water: Stop the upper Orifice with
the Pulp of your Finger, and then a Column of
Water of an Inch or two in length will remain fuf-

pended in the Tube : Keep it fo, and next dip the

fame Tube into a Veffel of Oil of Turpentine, and
removing your Finger, as much Oil of Turpentine
as you pleafe will arife into the Tube; which, by
putting on your Finger to the upper Orifice, may
be there eafily fufpended, as the Water was before.

Keep it lo, and then immerfe the Tube in a Glafs

of Water 3 or 4 Inches beneath its Surface, and you
will find on the removal of your Finger, that the

Water will rile up into the Tube, and keep the par-

cel of Oil fulpended between two little Columns of
Water. The Reafon of which is fuffiaently ac-

countable from many things already delivered.

PARADOX X.

That the Caufe of the Afcenfion of Water in Syphons,

and its flowing thro' them, may be explicated with-

out having recourfe to Natures Abhorrence of a Va-
cuum.

Provide a pretty large Cylindrical Glals Tub®
Veffel of about 18 Inches, or 1 Foot long, as

ABC B % provide alfo a Syphon of two Legs, IQB
and KG, with a hollow Pipe, as K_E, opening in-

to, or communicating with them ; to each of thefe

two Legs of the Syphon (one of which muft be

longer than the other) tie with a String a Tube of

Glafs I and H, fealed at the Bottom. Pour then

in Water at E, and let it run out at I and H

,

till

it hath filled the Tubes hanging at the Ends of

.

~
“

T
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the Legs of the Syphon fo far, that the End of

each Leg be a little beneath the Surface of the

Water.
This done, and the Pipe and Syphon fattened in

its true eredt Pofition, if you fill the Veflel ABC D
with Oil of Turpentine* till it reach higher than

the Syphon J(, flopping in the meantime, if you

pleafe, the upper Orifice of the Pipe E with your

Finger.

After this you will find the Oil to prefs fo on the

Water in the Tubes I and H, as to force it up in-

to the Legs of the Syphon as high as ; and that

on the removing of your Finger from the Top E,

the Water will begin to run out of the upper Tube
I into the lower one H, as in or thro’ a common
Syphon or Crane.

'

I Q <
_

•:
i
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Now 9

tis plain, in this ingenioiifly contrived Ex-
periment, that the Water runs through the Legs of

the Syphon, tho’ the Air coming down by E Ki,

. path a free Communication with them both, fo

that here no fuga Vacu'i can be pretended as the

Caufe of the Waters running; but that *tis plainly

secafioned by the Preflure of the (lighter Fluid,)

Oil of Turpentine, on the Surface of the Water in

the Tube I, till it force it up into the empty Leg
of the inlerted Syphon as high as 2*G and then it

defcends down into the lower Veflel or Tube H,
thro’ the other longer Leg of the Syphon. Indeed
the Oil will gravitate on the Surface of the Water
in both the Tubes I and Hj and there being a lon-

ger Column of Oil over H, than there is over J, by
about an Inch in length, the Preflure will be greater

on the Surface of the Water in H, by the Weight
of an Inch of Oil of Turpentine, But then it

mutt be confidered, that the Column of Water
which defcends in the Leg G, though refitted in its

motion by the Weight of an Inch of Oil, more than
the Water which tends downwards in the Leg F, is

yet alfo longer by an Inch than the other Column
of Water in the fhorter Leg F-y and an Inch of Wa-
ter of the fame Dimenfions being heavier than an
Inch of Oil, the Tendency or Motion of the Wa-
ter mutt be from F towards G, not from G to-

wards F ; arid confequentiy the Syphon will work
or run that way.

The Application of this Experiment to the Solution
of the Motion of Water through Cranes or Sy-
phons is very ealy:

,
For when once a Syphon, by Sudlion or other-

wife, is filled with the Liquor, ’tis to tranfmic; if

the Legs of it be not above 34 or 35 Foot in length*
and one ol them be longer than the other, the Li-
quor mutt continue to run thro’ it as iong as there
is any to rife in it, or that the Syphon hold ftanch :

For fince the Preflure or Weight of the incumbent
Atmofphere is capable of railing Water in Pipes'
(where it cannot come to prefs) to the Height of 34
or 35 Feet, as our Noble Virtuolo proves in his
Phytico-Mecbamcal Experiments • and here being
manifeftly no Gravitation of the Air on the Water
included in the Syphon, as long as the Syphon is

right and ftanch the Water mutt continue to keep
running, becaufe the Difference of the Preflure of
the Air on the lower Veflel of Water, and on the
upper, being nothing near fo confiderable as the Dif-
ference between the Weight of the Water in the
longer Leg of the Syphon, and that in the fhorter*
the Tendency or Motion mutt be out of the fhorter
into the larger.

'

Burthen, if never fo little an Hole be made in the
Crane or Syphon, or any Leak be there, the Water
can no longer run, becaufe the Air now comes to
prefs on the Water within the Syphon, as well as on
that without it, and confequentiy mull, hinder
Courfeof running.

PARADOX XL

That a Solid Body, as Ponderous as any known, though
on the Surface of the Water, it willfink by its own
Weight • yet if it be placed in a greater Depth
than that of 20 times its own Thicknefs, will not

fink., if its Defcent be not ajjtfled by the Weight of
the incumbent Water

.

Fill a deep Glafs Veflel, of about 2 or 3 Feet in
length (a large Tube, fealed at the End, will do

1

very well) with Water* as in the Figure : If then
a little Cylinder or Cube of folid Brafs, as E be
any where placed, either at the Surface, Middle,
or towards the Bottom of the Veflel, ftill it njuft
fink to the Bottom, becaufe the compound Column
of Water and Brafs together (which Brafs is al-

Bbb * Hiojl
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oft 9 times as heavy as common Water) will gra-

vitate or prefs more than any Column of Water on-

ly of the fame Length and Diameter ; and conle-

quentlythe Brafs will difplace the Water under it,

and fink lower and lower till it come to the Bottom $

and this is the Cafe of a Stone, or any other heavy
Body, &c. Butyer, if youfuppofe this Piece of

Brafs placed on the imaginary Surface LM, above

9 times its depth under Water, and that it were
pofiible to keep off the Preffure of the Water perpen-

dicularly incumbent upon it, it is not reafonable to

fuppofe, That the Brals fhould fink at all, but be

fupported and buoyed up there : For the Brafs can

in this Cafe charge the Water under it at F, with
no more than juft its own proper and abfolute

Weight j whereas all the other Parts of the Surface

L M, are charged or preffed upon by Columns of
Water, which, fuppofing them to be of the fame
Diameter with the Piece of Brafs, are fingly heavier

than the Brafs, becaufe they are above 9 times as

long as the Brafs is thick 5 and therefore they pref-

ling or gravitating more on L M than the Brals

doth, muft keep the Brafs fufpended ; which cannot

fink, becaufe it cannot remove a Weight of Water

heavier than it lelf. And from the fame Principles

'tis plain from Reafon, That if the Brafs be placed

yet lower, and the Preffure of the incumbent Water

be, as before, taken off, inftead of finking, it muft

needs rife, and be forcibly lifted upward. This al-

fo muft be the Cafe of a Piece of Gold, if it were

placed in thefe Circumftances in a Veffel of Water,

where the perpendicularly incumbent Preffure was
kept off, and the Gold above 19 times its own
Thicknefs in the Liquor.

To make good which probable Reafoning by Ex-
periment, our Author proceeded thus

:

A large deep Glafs Veffel was provided, of the

Figure annexed, which was filled with Water near

to the Top, as to XT: Then at the Bottom of a

G:afs Tube, open at both Ends, there was, by
good Cement, fattened a Brafs Valve, into which
was turned and fitted a Piece of folid Brafs £ F,

which, thoTt would flop the Valve exa&ly, would
yet eafily fall out, if notfufpended or fupported by

any thing : To the upper Side of this Brals Piece
£ F let there be a Button fattened, whereby it may,1

by means of a String coming up through the Pipe
P O, be drawn up clofe, fo as to flop the Valve.

All things being thus fitted, if you fink the Tube
with its Valve and Brafs Stopple, and by the String
keep the Stopple faft in, till the Brafs be about 9
times its Thicknefs beneath the Surface of the Wa-
ter in the Glafs Veffel, you will find, tho’ you loofen

the String, that the Brafs Stopple will not fall out

;

becaufe the Valve being clofe, and the Sides of the

Glafs Tube not capable of being premeated by the

Water, there can no more of thatLiquor prefs upon
the Brafs Stopple perpendicularly j but whatever
Preffure it fuftains, is from the Tendency of the

Water upwards, which muft needs ferve to fupport

it, fince that is greater than the Weight ofthe Brafs.

But if you raife the Tube up towards the Top of

the Water, the Brafs Weight over-ballancing there

the Preffure of the Water upward, it will foon, if

not held by the String, flip out of the Valve and
fall down, and the Water will immediately rife in

the Tube.
And if, inftead of railing the Tube up towards

the Surface of the Water XT, you fhould fink ir

i
down much deepertoward the Bottom,you will find

than
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that this Brafs Stopple, which will fall out readily

in the former Station, will now fupport a confidera-

bie Weight fas L) fattened to it by a Bottom made

on the under Surface of it 3
but that on the railing

of the Tube upward, this additional Weight will

make the Stopple drop out much fooner than before:

As fuppofe, when the Tube is raifed only to the

Height of 3 or 4 Inches, &c. which Experiments

do abundantly confirm the Truth of this Paradox 3

and no doubt can be made, but that if a Gold

Stopple had been ufed inftead of a Brafs one, and

the Tube let down into the Veffel, till the Gold had

been above 19 times its Thicknefs under Water, e-

ven that ponderous Metal would have there remain-

ed without finking,

N. 2J. This Experiment may moft readily and ea-

fily be tried (as I have often done my felf) with

Mercury : If you take a flender Glafs Tube or

Pipe, of about f of an Inch Bore, or rather lefs, and

dipping the lower End into a Veffel of Mercury,

you then ftop the upper End with your Finger, by

which means .you may keep half an Inch, more or

lefs, of that ponderous Fluid fufpendedin the Pipe 5

and then if, keeping your Finger thus, you im-

merle the Tube into a long Glafs of Water, till the

little Column of Mercury be more than 13 or 14

times its length under Water, you will find On re-

moving your Finger, that the Mercury will be

kept fufpended in the Tube by the Prelfure of the

Water upwards ;
but that if you raife the Tube

up but a very little above the former Station, the

Mercury will immediately run out : Whereas, if

before you had removed your Finger from the Top,

you had funk the Pipe fo low, as that the Mercury

were 12 or 14 Inches, &c. below the Surface of

the Water, that then the Mercury would be violent-

ly forced up, and make feveral Afcents and Defcents

in the Tube, till by degrees it had gained its proper

Station in it, according to the Laws of Specifick

Gravity.

Indeed this Experiment will not be of a very long

Continuance, becaufe the Water will by degrees get

up between the Mercury and the Sides ofthe Tube 3

but it will laft a few Minutes, and longer if the

Tube be very flender, which is time enough tofa-

tisfy any one of the Truth of this Paradox.

From hence may the Adhefion of the twopolifhed

Marbles together, when the upper is fufpended,

and a great Weight hung to the latter, be eafily ac-

counted for: For fince the Atmofphere preffes or

gravitates with its whole Weight on the under Sur-

face and Sides of the lower Marble, but cannot do
fo at all on its upper Surface, which is clofely con-

tiguous to the upper and fufpended Marble, it mutt
needs keep the Stone buoyed up or pendulous, till

fuch time as either the Air infinuate it felf in be-

tween the Stones, or that a Weight be affixed to the

lower Stone, which exceeds the Weight of a Pillar

of Air, whofe Diameter is that of the Marble, and
its Height reaching to the Top of the Atmofphere :

And that this is the Reafon of their Cohefion, is

plain, becaufe when they are thus fufpended, and
do adhere to each other in the Receiver of the Air-
Pump, on a very few Pumpings of the Air out of
the Receiver, they will immediately disjoin and fall

afunder.

Thus far went this Excellent Gentleman : But
that the Mathematical Reader may alfo be pleafed in
his way too, he has the following fhort Account of

Hydroftaticks, drawn up from Dr. Wallis and fomb

other Authors.

PROP. I.

Let the Veffel A J^l B he fill’d with W$ter
, or any 0*

ther Fluid, whofe Surface we fuppofe to be even $

{which, though in reality it will not be a Plane, but

part of the Surface of a Sphere concentrical with

the Earth 3 yet we {hall all along confider it as a
Plane, or as differing infenfible from one 3 ) Ifay,

if this Surface befuppofed even atfirft, "twillfill re-

main fo 1

Which is thus demonftrated

:

Let the even Surface A B of the Veffel A KffE
(See Fig. 1 .)

be either not preffed at all, or elfe pref-

fed equally in every Part, as will be the Cafe, al-

lowing the Preflure of the Air, which is an Homo-
geneal Body with relpedl to Gravity, and preffes

equally in all the Parts of fo fmall a Surface. Now
fince the Parts of the Fluid below are all adled up-

on by Gravitation, they cannot attend, and lb ele-

vate any part of the Surface A B ; nor can the

Fluid lubfide in one part, and fo be elevated in ano-

ther, being the Prelfure againft the Bottom is every,

where equal, and conttquently hinders one ano-

ther’s Subfidence, fuppofing the Fluid divided into

any number of equal Columns : Hence it follows,

from the contrary Prelfure of thefe equal Columns
at the Bottom of the Veffel, that there can be no
Motion 3

that is, the Surface will remain even with-

out any manner of Difturbance. £>. E. D. See

Dr. Wallis’/ Mecha. Prop. 8. Cap. 2. de defcenfugra-

vium.

But if the Fluid be put out of this State by fom#
external Force, fo that one part of it, as D, {Fig. i.J
be elevated above the reft

, do but remove the
Force, and it will return to its former Horizontal
Pofition, partly upon the Account of its Fluidity ;
the Parts above flowing down into thofe Places
that are below them, and alfo becaufe the fubjedted
Part C being more preft than the other Parts of the
Surface A B, this Prelfure will be continued to the
Bottom of the Veffel

5 where, by realon of the re-
fiftance made by the Bottom, it will be communi-
cated to thofe Parts that are lefs preft, forcing them
to attend lo long till the Equilibrium be again re-
ftored, i, e. till A B become even and parallel to
the Horizon. So that altho the Surface be not a
Plane, as it was fuppottd in the foregoing Propofi-
tion, yet if the Force be removed, that made its
Surface unequal, it will again recover its former
State,

1 There

*
•
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There may be feme Accidental Variations which

we (hall not at prefent confider, as that the Parts of

the Fluid may happen to be tenacious, &c.

If the Fluid be preffed more in one part than a-

nother, as in C, by reafon of the incumbent Body

D (
Fig; i.) (which Body is fuppos’d to be fpecift-

cally heavier than Air) then \vill the part of the

Fluid C fubfide, forcing the other Parts of A B td

rife, in order to make way for it j and this will

happen till fuch time as C is no more preffed than

any other Parts of the Surface A B.

And what we have faid of A B is equally true

of any parallel Surface with the Fluid
;
as of E F,

whofe Surface is Horizontal, and will remain fo,

the Preffure being every where equal : But if the

immerged Body A be fpecifically heavier than the

Fluid, the fubje&ed Part G, as fuftaining a greater

Weight, will be depreft, forcing the Fluid to rife in

the parts about EL and MF, which parts have a

lels Preffure upon them than the part L M.

E F

COROLLARY I.

Fig. i . If the Body D be precifely as heavy as

fo much Air equal to it in Bulk, then will NO,
that Portion of the Surface which D infills upon,

have the fame Preffure upon it with A N and OB j

and confequently the Surface will retain its Horizon-

tal Pofition, 1 as having ftill every where an equal

Preffure upon it.

COROLLARY II.

If the Body D (Fig. z.) be fpecifically lighter

than Air, and if it be fuppofed not to fly away,

then will that part of the Fluid it infills upon, be

lefs preffed than A N and O B, and confequently

will rife fo high, till and D together be equal in

Weight to that Column of Air whofe Room they

poffefs j for then, and not till then, the Preffure up-

on ANO B will be equal.

B

COROLLARY HI.

If the Body D (Fig. 3.) be fpecifically heavier

than Air, but lighter than Water, it will then de-

prefs that part of the Fluid that is under it, and fub-

fide fo far into the Water (luppole to G) until the

Gravity of that part of it which is above the Sur-

face of the Water, w-. I, bears the fame Proporti-

on to as much Air as equals it in Bulk : * As the
Gravity of as much Water as is in Bulk equal to
(vi%. I) bears to the Gravity of the immerfed part
G. 1 To illullrate which, put G for the Gravity of
I, g, for the Gravity of an equal Portion of Air,

M for the Gravity of and m for the Gravity of
L 5 then, before the parallel Surface E F can have
an equal Preffure upon it,. GAf mull be equal to

g m (/. e.) G : g : : m : M.
'

' • ’
. ,

.
.

, ..

COROLLARY IV.

If D or H (Fig. 1.) be. Bulk for Bulk, heavier
than Water, then will C and G, the Parts they in-
fill upon, have a greater Preffure upon them than*
the other Parts of the two Surfaces A B and E F 5
and this will be every where true, fo that D or H
rnuft fink to the Bottom of the Veffel

‘

’ ‘

\ .1
•!

COROLLARY V.

If D (Fig. 1.) be precifely as heavy as Akv
then (by Cor. 1.) it will infill Upon the Surface
without fubfiding at all ; for it will be the fame
thing as if fo much Air preft in the room of it z

But if it be fpecifically as heavy as the Fluid it is

immerged in, then where ever it be placed within
the Fluid, there it will remain ; for as to Gravita-
tion, there will be no Difference between the Fluid >

and it.

PROP. II.

If A be a Body fpecifically lighter than B (Fig: 4.)

an equal Portion of the Fluid (in which it is immer-
ged) then will it rife with a Force proportionable ta

the Excefs of Gravity of B -
J- above A.

For the Gravity ofA put x ; for that of

(y reprefenting the Excefs of Gravity ofB above A)
then take a Body, as D

,
with the Gravity 7, and let

D -F A be immerged in the Veffel A BCD, and it

will fubfide fo far, till x y : x : : y : is to the
Gravity of a Quantity of Air equal to D, (which,

becaufe ’tis very inconfiderable, may be negledled)

or till B, a Quantity of Water equal in Bulk to the
immerfed part A, lhall be equal in Gravity to the
whole D -\~ A: But a Quantity of Water, equal
in Bulk to A, lhall (by the Suppofition) have its

Gravity equal to the Gravity of D A $ there-

fore A is the part immerled.

From this Equilibrium it is evident, That the

Force with which A preffes upwards, is equal to the
Gravity of D downwards; but the Gravity of D
is equal to the Excefs of Gravity of B above A ;

therefore



therefore A afcends with a Force proportionable

'to the Excels of Gravity of B above A. E. D.

PROP. HI.

If the Body A (Fig. 4.) be fuppofed heavier than B,

(an equal Portion of the Fluid in rohich it is im-

merged) it gravitates veith the Excefs only of its

Gravity above that of B.

Demonfiration.

Let the Gravity of B be= x, and that of Aczz

*4- y • then thefe two Forces being diredfcly con-

trary, x and X deftroy one another, fo that A only

gravitates with the Gravity by which A exceeds

B.

COROLLARY.
Hence it is manifeft, That of Bodies immerfed

in Water, or any other Fluid, we only perceive

the Difference between the Weights of the immer-

fed Body, and of fuch a Quantity of Water, or a-

ny other Fluid, in which the Body is immerfed,

Which is equal to the Bulk of that Body.

PROP. IV.

All Fluids prejs uponfubje&ed Bodies according to their

perpendicular Altitude, and not according to their

Latitude.

Which is thus demonftrated

:

Let there be a Veffel A L B JWH C D E full of

Water (Fig. 5.) then becaufe the Column B F is

heavier (becaule longer than H G) ’tis certain;

that if the Veffel was open at Hj GH would afcend

till fuch timeastheColuinns BF and GH were in

an Equilibrium, or of an equal Height $ but feeing

the Veffel at H is fhut, and confequently hinders

GH from alcending,the Preffure Upwards upon H is

equal to the Difference of the two Columns B F and
fi'G, i. e. B L. And fince all Preflure is reciprocal,

i. e. as much as H is preffed upwards by the Liquor,
fo much it preffes the Liquor downwards againft

the Bottom (Adlion and Re-atftion being always e-

qual one to another : )
If to this Preffure be added

the Gravity of G H, the Preffure upon the Bottom
G, will be the fame as if it had the entire Column
BF infilling upon it.

The fame may be domonftratedof all the reft of
the equal imaginary Columns j and confequently

’tis evident, That the Bottom of the Veffel E D
fuftains as great a Preffure, as ifNE O D were full

of Water. Q. E. £>.

S C H O L IV M, by Mr. Dhtml

The Momenta of Fluids prefling upon any Fund;

may be look’d upon as Products ; the Quantity of

Matter being one of the Fadrors that cdtopofe thefe

Momenta : The other, the prejfing Velocity
,
gravi-

tating Conatus
,
or whatever elfe you pleafe to call

it ; only remember, that in the following Confide-*

rations I fhall make ufe of the Wordprejfive Velocity

j

as being the fitteft I can at prefent think of.

CASE L

In Veffels having equal Altitudes, the’ different

Forms, the Momenta will be equal from Prop. 4.

therefore their Quantity of Matter, and preflive

Velocities, will be reciprocally proportional : So
in the Cylindrick Veffel B C F E (Fig. 6.) and

the Conical one LG E, the Moments being equal,

the Quantity of Matter in the former : will be to

the Quantity of Matter in the latter reciprocally : r

as the preflive Velocity of thewholeFIuidin the lat-

ter : is to that in the former. But the Ratio of their

Quantities of Matter is known from Geometry ;

therefore the Ratio of their preflive Velocities will

be known too.

A Bg I H

E

1st \
p

' X
D C O F

CASE ih

In the Veffel LCF, ’twill be an eafy thing td

find the Momenta of the Fluid prefling upon the

feveral imaginary parallel Funds, as CF,
for the Momentum ofLCF 2 Is to the Momentum
of L I Li:: zs the Momentum of the Cylinder

B G FE

:

to theMomentum of the Cylinder G I H.
But univerfally, the Momenta of Cylinders are as

thdr Altitudes, by the laft : Therefore let L G V
be what Figure it will, the Preffure upon a Fund,
as I JC : is to the Preffure upon a Fund, aS CF in the

Veffel continued fo far i : as the Abfciffe L a : is to

theAbfciffe LO that is, as la, to CO: And if

you fuppofe it a parabolick Veflel, as I a q, to

COq, &c.

N.B. We here confider the Fund IIC, as ma-
king a diftineft Veffel, and not meerly an imagina-

ry one ; fo that L I^ and LCF may be confi-

dered as two diftineft Veffels.

From what js faid may be found the Proportion

of the preflive Velocities in the Veffels L C F, LIKj
for we know the Ratio of their Momenta, and the

the Ratio of their Magnitudes ; therefore that alfo

ofj their preflive Velocities, the other Fadtor of their

Momenta will be known too.
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But the Momenta of VefTels of different Heights,

having the fame common Fund, will be as thofe

Altitudes.
*

Suppofe A D and AC two parabolick VefTels,

having the fame common Abfciffe A B

;

then will

their Momenta upon the common Fund A B, be as

their Ordinates B C and B D, i, e. as the Area’s of

the two Semi-parabola’s AD B and AC B, or in a

Sub-duplicate Ratio of their Parameters, as i$ evi-

dent from ConickS.

Likewife in Hyperbolical and Elliptical VefTels,

having the fame Tranfverfe Diameter and AbfcifTa

common to both, the Preflure upon the common
AbfcifTa, as a Fund, will be as the Area’s AC B and

ACD of the Semi-EUipfis and Semi-Hyperbola.

CASE III.

But now we come to confider the VefTels LIF
and LCF, (Fig. 6.) as communicating with each

other : And here the prefllve Velocities will be very

different from what they were in the former Suppo-

lition; In order toexprefs the Proportions of which,

we muft confider the Momenta of the feveral Por-

tions of the Fluid taken from the Vertex, and i-

magin’d to be cut ofl by Plains parallel to the Bafe

:

And firft, the MomentUih of the Portion L 1 1C
upon the Fund CF, is equal Momentum of

AM BN, on the Fund OCj therefore the Mo-
mentum LCF: Is to the Momentum of L IF :

:

As the Momentum of the Cylinder AB DC : To
the Momentum of the. Cylinder AM. BN; i

,
e. as

L O, L a. But having the Momenta’s and Quanti-

ties of Matter, we can eafily find the other Factors

;

that is, the preflive Velocities of LC F and L I F,
upon the Fund C F; which maybe expreiTed thus

:

LO
The Ratio of the Momenta’s is equal to —

-

it

LCF
and the Ratio Of the Magnitudes is equal to

therefore the Ratio of the prefllve Velocities will

L O x L I F
De La x LC F

CASE IV.

To compare together the preflive Velocities in

both thefe diftindt Cafes, (vi%. z, 3.) ’twill be only

neceffary to confider. That in the Firft Cafe, where

we imagined a different Fund, as IF , the Mo-
mentum of the Portion L IF., is equal to that of

the Cylinder G H I Fi and in the Latter Cafe,

where we fuppofe all one arid the fame VefTel, and
fothe Fluid LIF prefling on the Fund C F, that

then the Momentum of that Portion L I

F

will be

equally the Momentum of the Cylinder AM BN

;

therefore the two Momenta’s being as the Cylinders

A MB N and G IFH>
(which have equal Alti-

HYP
tudes) will be as M N to I Ff *• *. as NP r©
ik

But having the Ratio of the Momenta’s, we have
alfo that of the preflive Velocities of one and the
fame Quantity of the Fluid LI Ft when concei-

ved as prefling upon the Fund I

F

in One Cafe,
arid on the Fund C F in the other.

fQ

CASE V.

Let B E (Fig. 8.j be a Veflel fill’d with Mercu-*
ry to the Altitude A E ; then, as in the way ofma-
king the Torricellian Experiments, take a pretty long
Glafs Tube, fhut at the End D, but open at C,
which fill with Mercury j and flopping the open
End C, invert the Tube, and put the faid End C
into the Mercury B E : ’Tis evident from the firft

and general Propofition, That if the Mercury con-
tained in the Tube, prefs more upon C, than fch$

Air upon the other Parts of the Mercury which are
expofed to it ; *tis evident, I fay. That, the Mercu-
ry in thfe Tube will defeend lo far (fuppofe to I)

till the Preflure be equal on all the Parts of the Sur-
face of the Stagnant Mercury in the Veflel : But if

the Mercury in the Tube prefs lefs upon C, than the
external Air does on the Mercury without, then the
Mercury within the Tube will afeend fo high, til!

the Preflure of the Mercury within the Tube be e-
qual to that of a Column of Air Of the fame Dia-
meter in any Part of the Veflel without.

This is clear from Prof. 1. and needs no other
Demonftration.

But here it may be enquired. Why, if the eredl

Tube Cl (Fig. 9.) be pUt in an Oblique Pofitiori,’
1

as in G E, the Quickfilver fhould notwithftanding

be found at the fame perpendicular Height as be-

fore; fince GE being longer than C I; ’tis certain

there muft be more.Mercury contained in that, than
in this ?

To



To this I Anfwer :

, The Figure of the Surface of the Mercury in the

Bafe E of the Tube EG will become Elliptical,

and confequently enlarged by this Oblique Pofition |

for tho’ it will be of the fame Breadth ftill, yet it

will be fo much longer, as is the Ratio of the Dia-

meter E,
to the the Diameter C ; i. e. as the Tranf-

yerfe Axe of that Ellipfis to its Conjugate.

But I ftiall demonftrate, That the Diameter of

the Bafe C : Is to the Tranfverfe of the Bafe E :

:

As the Length of the Tube Cl : Is to the Length

of the Tube E F.

For fuppofe LC M the Bafe of the eretft Cylin-

der C D, which will be a Circle ; and N C O the

Bafe of it cut Obliquely, which will be an Ellipfis.

Then let the Cylinder C D he reclined into the

Pofition E G, fo that NCO may become NE O,

i. e. in an Horizontal Pofition ; the Cylinder E F
will be equal to an ered Cylinder upon the fame

Elliptical Bafe N E O, and between the fame Pa-

rallels H F, NO: From F therefore let fall FC per-

pendicular to N E O produced, and by this Means

We fhall have theTriangles F EC and E NL fimi-

lar ; for the Angles at C and L are right, and the

Angle FEC = LN E, feeing each of them, toge-

ther with LEN, makes a Right Angie: Therefore

F El FC (is Cl):: NE:EL : : 2 NE : 2 J5 L j

Or as the Bafe E : Is to the Bafe C. Q £• E>.

And now the Reafon plainly appears, why more

Mercury is kept fufpended in E G than in C I;
'{Fig. 9.) For the Bafe E of the Oblique Tube EG:
Is as much greater than the Bafe C of the eredt

Tube CD:: As is the Length of the Former :

Than the Length of the Latter.

But then it may be further enquired. Why, in

the two equal Cylinders E F and E H, ( Fig, 9.)

the Mercury fhould not rife higher in the Former

than in the Latter, fince Dr. Wallis has demonftra-

ted. Cap. 2. Prop. 1 9. That equal Bodies gravitate

in proportion to their Declivities j and confequently

the Gravity of the Fluid within the Tube E F, be-

ing weaken’d by the Obliquity of the Tube, ’tis

but reafonable to fuppofe, That the Mercury fhould

be raifed to a greater Height than in the ered Tube
E H, whofe Pofition does not at all weaken or hin-

der the Gravitation of the Fluid.

But here it ought to be confider’d. That tho’ the

Gravity of the Fluid in the Tube E F be leffened in

proportion to the Obliquity of the Tube, yet at the

fame time the Preffure upwards is Weakened or hin-

dered in the fame proportion, the Angles EFC and
FEH being equal ; fd that here is a fort of Com-
penfation made, and the fame Force which keeps
she Mercury fufpended in E H, will be no more

than fufficientto buoy up that in E F of an equal
Altitude with the Former.

Alfo, fince Tubes and Veffels, having the fame
or equal Bafes and Altitudes with Cylinders and
Prifms, may, notwithftanding, contain more or left

Mercury than thofe Cylinders and Prifms (as is ap-

parent from Fig, ii.) it may very reafonably foe

ask’d, Why the Mercury ftands at the fame Height
in all ? Vi%. Why in the Tube C H, with a round
Head, the Mercury fhould ftand at the fame Height
that it does in the Cylinder C I, upon the fame or
an equal Bafe ? And why in the Vefiel D B, it

fhould not rife higher than it does in E D B F P

The Reafon of thefe two Phenomena I take to
be this

:

Firft, In the Tube C FF, the Mercury contain'd
in the Head, without the infcribed Tube Cl, is

not fupported by the Bafe C, but by the Sides of
the Head of the Tube ; and confequently the Pre£>
lure upon C, is the fame in both Tubes C H, Cl j
therefore the Altitude of the Mercury in both of
them muft be the fame.

Secondly, Although the Veffel D if B be much
lefs than the Circumfcribing one, yet it will be an
eafy Matter to account for the Mercury’s riling no.
higher in that than in this; for at thofe parts of
the Bafe, as C, where the Mercury has a free Af-
cent, it arifes to a certain determinate Height, as
C I, in the Veffel D fB ;

but the Afcent of the o-
ther Parts D E and E B, is impeded by the Sides
of the Veffel Df and FfB, as much as if E D t
preft upon it

;
therefore it cannot rife any higher

than the Mercury in the Circumfcribing VeffelEDBF

:

PRO P, V.
\

’

\

'

If the Mercury in the Tube C D (See Fig. y.) he
kept fufpended at the Altitude C I, yet if the Ag-
gregate of the Tube and Mercury be left to itfelf
to defcendfreely, it willfink into the Stagnant Mer-
cury Jo far, till the Gravity D I or DC {the
Part above the Surface A B) bears thefame Pro-
portion to the Gravity of as much Air equal to it in
Bulk : : As the Weight of a Quantity of Mecury
equal in Bulk to that Part immerfed, bears to the
Weight of the immerfed Part of the Tube, together
with the Mercury included in Cl.

For the Air upon the Outfide D, of the Top of
the Tube D C, is very nearly equal to the Preffiire
of the Air upon the other parts of the Surface of
the Mercury AB$ but this PrefTure upon the Top
of the Tube being added to the Preffure of the
included Mercury, together with the Weight of
the Tube, will make the Preffure upon C more
than double to the Preffure upon any other Part

Gee 1
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being the Effect of a double Column of Air of the

Diameter of the Tube : and the Weight of the

Tube and incumbent Air being not fuftained other-

ways, (by Cor. 3. Prop . 1.) the Tube will fublidefo

far, till the Part above the Surface bears the fame

Proportion to as much Air equal to it in Bulk, as a

Quantity of Mercury equal in Bulk to the Part im-

merfed, bears to the immerfed Part* & B. D.

COROLLARY I.

If the Tube DI be kept fufpended with its End
C juft under the Surface of the Mercury, the

Weight of, or Tendency of the Tube downwards,

is equal to that Gravity of a Column of Air, infill-

ing upon the Top of the Tube DI, together with

the Excefs of the Gravity of the Tube above an

equal Portion of Air ; or, which is nearly the fame

thing, equal to the Weight of the inclofed Mercury

D C, together with the forementioned Excefs.

COROLLARY II

But if D C, the Altitude of the inverted Tube,

be lefs than Cl, (where the Mercury, as in a com-

mon Barometer, would Hand, were it not hinder’d)

and confequently, if the Air prefs more upon the o-

ther Parts, than the Mercury DC does upon C ;

then will fo much of the Weight of the Tube and

Mercury be abated, or fo much Weight may be

fuppofed to be taken out of the Scale P, (Fig. 1 2.)

as is equal to the Excefs of the Prelfure upon the

other Parts above that upon C ; for the Force up-

wards in C can fuftain fo much Merc ry
, as is con-

tained in a Tube whofe Altitude is C 1 ; Therefore

if the Altitude C D be lefs than C 1, tis plain

the Prelfure upwards at C will be able to buoy

up as much more Weight than DC, as DC Wants

ot Cl; that is, fo much Weight may be taken out

of the Scale P to bring it to an Equilibrium.

. For the Prelfure of the incumbent Air upon the

Parts of the Surface A B, furrounding C, is fuffici-

ent to fuftain either a Column of Air of an equal

Altitude, or a Column of Mercury of an equal

Weight with the former, or a mixt Column made

up of ’em both, which does not exceed the Gravity

of one of them, but cannot fuftain them both to-

gether, or any thing more than what is equal to the

Gravity of one.

Suppofe the Part C of the Surface of the Mercu-

ry A B (Fig. 1 2.) expofed to the open Air, then

there will be fuftained a Column of the incumbent

Air, equal to what is fuftained by every other equal

Part of the Surface ; but neither Mercury, nor any

thing dfe more intenfively or fpecifically heavier

HID
than Air, for that would deftroy the Equilibrium
by Prop. 1 .

*

2. If, as in the Torricellian Experiment, which
fuppofe made, the Prelfure of the incumbent Air
be kept from adting upon G by 1, the Top of the

Tube C I, or any hoW elfe ; the Prelfure at C up-
wards will then fuftain a Column of Mercury equal
in Gravity to a Column of Air upon the lame Bafe,

but it can fuftain nothing elle ; fo thatithe Tube*
with the incumbent Column of Air upon the Top
of it, muft be fuftained fome other way, either by
the Hand, or by an equal Weight in the oppofite

Scale, (3c.

3. If the Prelfure of the incumbent Air be kept
off only in part ; that is, if the Pondus in the Scale
P, be lefs' than the Gravity of the Air retting upori

theTop of the Tube, and the Tube itfelf
5 then C

will fuftain a mixt Column, i. e. partly of Air,

part of Mercury : And the Quantity of Air fuftain-

ed by C, is equal to the Excels of the Weight of the

incumbent Air and Tube above the Pondus P ; and
the Mercury within the Tube wants juft fo much of
the Weight of the Mercury in the laft Cafe, as that

Excefs amounts to.

4 If the Pondus in the Scale P, be greater than
the Weight of an incumbent Column upon the Top
of the Tube, together with the Tube itfelf, then

it will elevate the Tube out of the Mercury.

This Matter will ftill be more clear by the fol-

lowing Inftanees.

Suppofe C, (Fig. 12.) that Part of the Surface

A B upon which the Tube infills, to be lo large, as

that being expofed to the open Air, it can fuftain a
Column of Air of 1 o Ounces : Then it the Torri-

cellian Experiment be made, and C be defended

from the Gravitation of the Air upon ir, then will,

in its room, be fulpended a Column of Mercury, or

any other Fluid which does not exceed 1 o Ounces.

Let us imagine the Weight of the Tube to be
two Ounces ; then will the Weight of the Tube, to-

gether with the incumbent Air, be equal to 12

Ounces nearly, (I fay nearly, for any one will per-

ceive, from Prop. 5. that it won’t be exadlly fo;

)

from which, Prelfure C muft be entirely freed,

which may be done by the Hand, orby 12 Ounces
in the Scale P.

Now let us fuppofe 4 Ounces taken out of the

Scale P, then there will remain only 8, which can-

not be a Ballance for 1 2 : Therefore the Tube D C
will fink down into the ftagnant Mercury, (the

Prelfure downwards upon C being greater by 4
Ounces, than the Prelfure any where elfe on the

Surface of the ftagnant Mercury) till the included

Mercury weigh only 6 Ounces.

But here it may feem ftrange. Why 8 Ounces in

the Scale P, can buoy up the Tube equal to 2

Ounces, added to the Weight of the incumbent

hir equal to 1 o Ounces : But the Reafon of this is

evidenr, for the Preffure upwards in C, is4_Oun-

ces greater than any where elfe; or, which is the

fame thing, 4 of thofe 12 Ounces (the Weight of

the Tube and incumbent Air) will not be perceived,

by reafon of the contrary Tendency of the Mercury,

upwards at C ; fo that there will remain only 8

Ounces, equal to the Weight of the Pondus in P.

But if, inftead of 4 Ounces, the whole Pondus

had been taken out of the Scale P, C would then

have a greater Prelfure upon it than it is able to

bear, and confequently will give way, and fuffer

the Tube and' Mercury to fink quire down to the

Bottom of the VelfeL
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If, inllead of 4 Ounces, 2 only had been taken

out of the Scale P, there will remain 10 Ounces,

which will take off 10 of the 12 Ounces, (the

Weight of the Tube and Air together) and the re-

maining 2 Ounces will prefs upon C, which, with

8 Ounces of Mercury* will make 3 o ; fo that the

Mercury in the Tube, in this Cafe, will weigh 8

Ounces, as before it weighed only 6 ; i. e. the Tube

will afcend till the Mercury within it weigh 2

Ounces more than before.

If 2 Ounces more be added to P, the Tube will

rife until the Mercury in it weigh 2 Ounces more

than before, i. e. 10; but if any more Weight be

added to P, the Tube will be elevated out of the

Mercury.

From the foregoing Principles ’twill be no diffi-

cult Matter to account lor that Experiment of Wa-
ter riling higher in very narrow Tubes, than the

Surface of the Water in which they are immers’d

;

for if you take a very flender Tube, open at both

Ends, and put one End in a VelTel of Water, the

Water within the Tube will be found fornething

above the Level of the Water without, more and

more proportionably to the Smallnefs of the Tube
in which the Experiment is made^

Bphtiiilt, in the Eirft Part of his Phylicks, Cap. 22.

Sett. 85, tells us, That he thinks this Phenomenon
may be thus accounted for : He fancies. That the

Particles of Air cannot move fo briskly in flender

Pipes, as in larger; and confequently, are hinder’d

from exercifing a Force fufficient to deprefs the

Water.
Tho’ had but this Gentleman made the fame Ex-

periment with Mercury, he would have found the

quite contrary Effedt, and that the Mercury in fmall

Tubes is depreft below the Mercury without.-

Befides, his Solution will appear precarious to a-

ny one that conliders the thing; for I wonder what
a free Motion of the Particles of Air have to do in

deprefling or elevating Liquors contain’d in Tubes

:

This is certainly the Effedt of Gravity,whofe Adtion

is Redtilinear ; but this Redtilinear Preflure is no
more hinder’d in fmall Tubes than in larger.

And therefore the Reafon why Water in fmall

Tubes rifes higher than the Level Of the Surface

without
,

according to Hydroftatical Principles,

muft be either becaufe the Preflure without is in-

creafed, or the Preflure within the Tube diminiflied ;

but the Preflure without does not feem to be increa-

fed by barely putting the Tube into Water, and
therefore it follows, the Preflure within is leflen’d :

How this can be, is now to be accounted for.

Let there be a fmall Cylindrical Tube, abed, im-
merfed in the Surface of the Water c d, upon which
Surface let the Cylinder ofAir efgh likewife infill:

:

Then let us fuppofe, that upon the Diameter of each
Tube can ftand a certain determinate Number of
Particles of Air, vip. 8 ; or let 8 Particles of Air,

placed in a Right-line, be equal to the Latitude of

both Tubes : I fay, it can feldom, nay, I believe,

it can never happen, that the Eight can be intro-

mitted in the Cavity of the Tube ; for the upper
Edges of theTube will intercept the Firft and Eighth,
fo that only fix can fall upon the Water : And the
fame will hold true of any other Series of Globules,
whofe two Extream Particles will always fall upon
the Brinks of the Tube. Hence it is, that the
whole Round of Globules infilling upon the Edges
of the Tube* together with am and bn, which
they perpendicularly infill upon, gravitate only up-
on the Edges of the Tube, and never come to the
Water f r

f which is only gravitated upon by a Cy-,

linder of Air, whofe Diameter confifts of fix Glo-
bules : But ’tis quite another thing in the Aerial Cy-
linder efgh, taken in any Part of the Surface

without, where the Extream Globules are not in-
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tercepted by the Sides of the Cylinder g e and e hj
which are purely imaginary, but adl freely upon
the fubjedled Liquor : Confequently the Fluid
without, is more adied upon than the Fluid within^’

by how much the Series of Globules infilling upon
this, exceeds the Series of Globules infilling upon

!
that ; fo that the Liquor without muft fubfide a

|

little, forcing that within the Tube to afcend, till

fuch time as the Preflure be every where equal %

But this is fcarce perceivable in Tubes of larger

Diameters ; for the Air infilling upon the Brinks
of a Tube, bears a greater Ratio to the Air with-
out, whofe Preflure is not hinder’d, in fmall Tubes
than in larger, as the fubfequent Calculation will
make appear.

Let the Diameter of the Aereal Cylinder eghf
be 7 Globules, and that of the Cylinder of qr be
6 Globules

; then the Area of the Bafe of the for-
mer will be 38!-, and that of the latter 284, whofe
Difference is ioTf ; fo that ef is preft upon above
i more than the Bafe of the latter c d

:

But if
die Diameter of the Bafe of the External Cylinder

C c c 2 fee
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be 14 Globules, and that of the Internal one a Glo-

bule lefs, 1 3 ,
the Area of the former Will be

a 54, and that ofthe latter 1 3 iff, whofe Difference

will be 2ir|:j fo that the Prelfure of that is now
fcarce f part greater than the Prelfure of this :

From whence it appears, That the Difference ot

Prelfure is a great deal lefs in large Tubes than

in fmali.

Upon the fame Principles ’twill follow, That
lighter Liquors will fife higher in fmali Tubes than

heavier : And now we fhall give an Account, why
Mercury in a very fmali Tube fhould fubfide below

the Level of the external Mercury.

And here it may not be improper to obferve,

That fome People, from the Afcent of Liquors in

fmali Tubes, have vainly hoped for a perpetual

Motion ; for, fay they, 'tis but making a Tube
extreamly fmali, and not too long, and then the

Afcent ot the Liquor being proportional to the

Smallnefs of the Tube, ’twill flow out at the Top,

and that continually : But had thofe- People but

throughly confider’d the Matter, they could not

have drawn any iuch Conclufion
; for though the

Liquor contained in the Tube be forced to the

Top of the Tube, by reafon of a lels Prelfure ; yet

when it comes to the Top, it meets there with the

Globules which before aded only upon the Edges

of the Tube, and confequently is hinder’d from o-

verflowing, the Prelfure above and below being e-

qual.

But here it may very well be objected. That

tho’ the Aereal Cylinder gh ef prefs upon the fub-

jeded Liquor, yet this Prelfure is not wholly deri-

ved to the Tube, but partly broken ; for the Glo-

bules of Water s t, cannot fo exactly flow into

the Tube, but the extream Globules s and t, muft

light on the Edges of the Bottom of the Tube, and

confequently their Prelfure be rendred ineffectual,

as were a and b above j and this being true of the

whole Round of Globules, they fee no reafon why
the Water fhould afcend at all, being the Prelfure is

equally debilitated both above and below.

To obviate which Objection, it may be confi-

dered, That the Particles of Water are more volu-

ble and flexible ;
upon which account they ealily

glide into the Tube,without buffering any confidera-

ble Detriment ; whiift thofe of Air, being more ftiff

and rigid, buffer much from the Sides of the Tube

:

Belides, the Particles of Water are fmaller than

thofe of Air, as Mr. Boyle has prov’d by feveral Ex-

periments, and confequently, though the extream

Globules j and t do light upon the Edges of the

Tube, yet ftill the Prelfure upwards will be greater

than the Prelfure downwards, and the Water forc’d

to afcend.

Thefe things being confidered, ’twill be no diffi-

cult Matter to account for the fubfiding of Mercury

in fmali Tubes below the Level of the Mercury

without ; for by the Law of Contraries, the Parti-

cles of Mercury will be more grofs than thofe of

Air ; and confequently the Prelfure of the Particles

of Mercury below, upwards will be lefs than the

Prelfure of the Air down, and the Mercury forced

to defcend.

LEMMA.
Hitherto we have only taken notice of the Gra-

vity of the Air, without any regard to that other

remarkable Property of it ; I mean its Elafticity,

which Mr. Boyle has prov’d by various Experiments.

Now this Elafticity is a Power that Air comprelfed,

either by its own Gravity, or any other way, has

of reftoring it felf to its former State
j and this

Elaftick Force ads indifferently every way,’ tho"
in cafe any part of the comprelfed Air be lefs prefs’d

upon than the reft, ’twill that way endeavour to
free it felf from the Prelfure upon its other Parts,
in order that the Prelfure may be equal every
where ; and this reftitute Force increafesin propor-
tion to the Compreffive, and is always equal to it.

If any one defire a fuller Account of this Matter,'

he may confult Dr. Wallis's Mechanical Philofopby,

P. 1. C. 13. Pr, j. and L. 14. Pr. u. This being
premifed, I proceed to the following Propofition.

PROP VI.

The Elallicl» Force of Air contain’d in any Veffel^ and
which K of the fame Nature with the external Air

f

i. e. k neither more nor lefs comprefl, does the fame
thing as the whole Weight of the external Air„

Let there be a Tube, as D, or a Velfel, as ET, of
any Form, whofe Orifice at E isopen, andconfe-
fequently the internal Air communicates with theex-
ternal 1 then ’tis plain, that if the external Air be
more compreft than the internal, that it will dilate

it ielf, compreffing the internal till fuch times as there
be an Equilibrium ; but on the contrary, if the in-

ternal be more compreft than the external, then
will this dilate it felf, compreffing the other till the
Equilibrium be again reftor’d •> i. e. till the Elafticity

of the included Air be equal to the compreffive
Force without ; or, which is the fame thing, to the
whole Weight ofthe incumbent Air : And if Abe
doled, the Elafticity of the included Air will ftill

be equal to the Weight of the external incumbent
Air ; for the Elafticity won t be in the leaft altered

by the Orifice being flopp’d j therefore the Propofiti-

on is clear.

PROP. VII.

If the Orifice E, of the Tube D, or the Veffel H, (fill’d

with Air of thefame Nature with the external Air

)

be fut into the Surface AB of a Veffel of Mercuryf
that Fluid will neither rife nor be depreft.

Demonfiration.

For C, that part of the Surface A B which the

Orifice E infills upon, is equally preft with rhe o-

ther parts of the Surface A B, feeing the Elafticity

of the Air in D and H, is equal by the laft Propofi-

tion, to the Weight of the external incumbent Air 9

('Here ifmuft be obferved, that we fuppolethe Vet-
lei to be fuftain’d fome other way) and confequent-

ly, by Prop. 1. the Mercury will neither alcend nor

defcend. 2* & D
t

The
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the Ingenious Mr. John Keil thus Mathematically de-

monfirates the fteafcn, why Fluids keep at thefame

freight in Canals, or Pipes of different Dimenfions.

Let there be a larger Pipe or Cylinder, as abed,

which is connected with the more flender one

tn n K.H c, at c.

Water being put in at either Orifice, will keep

the fame Level in both Pipes, or will ftand at the

fame Height in both Legs j
fo that the Surface of

the Water, ad and gf fliall be in the fame

Plain :

Eor if by any Force the Water in the larger part

eidbc fhould be impelled down, fuppofeto I L, it

muft rife fd much higher in the lelfer Leg of the Sy-

phon, fuppofe to mn, that the Cylinder of Wa-
ter mnfg fliall be equal to the empty part

ad i L.

But when Cylinders are equal, and are of diffe-

rent Bafes and Heights, their Bafes and Heights

muft be reciprocally proportional ;
therefore here

fm :ai :: As the Orifice ad : To the Orifice m n

or fg : But fm :ai : : As the Velocity of Afcent

in one Tube : Is to the Velocity of Defcent in the

other; and the Orifice ad : Is to the Orifice /f :

:

As the Water in a c z Is to the Water in the part

of the Pipe / H, (for Cylinders of equal Height,

are as their Bafes
: )

Wherefore the Velocity of the

afeending Water in the Pipe j H : Will be to the

(Velocity of the delcending Water in the Pipe act:
As the Water in the Pipe act Is to the Water in

the Pipe /ff; that is, the Velocities of the afeen-

ding and defeending Portions of Waters are recipro-

cally proportional, and confequently their Moments
muft be equal ; and being contrary one to another,

they will equi-ballance each other, and confequent-

ly make the Water ftand in both Legs at one and

the fame Height.

The Phyfical Reafon of which Phenomenon is,

That no more Water prefles on the Orifice c, than

what is contained in the Cylinder O C, perpendicu-

larly incumbent on the Orifice (the reft being fu-

ftained by the Bottom of the larger Pipe, which ex-

tends beyond the Orifice c all round it) : Now the

Cylinder o.c being equal every way to fg, the Wa-
ter in each will be of the fame Height.

From hence alfo, by the by, may the Reafon
appear, Why Water, or any other Fluid, flowing

out of a larger Pipe or Canal into a flenderer,

moves there with a greater Celerity,

Hence alfo in an Animal Body, if the Ramifica-
tions of the Arteries (or the Capillary Arteries)

have the Sum of all their Orifices, or rather of their

Tranfverfe Sections, greater than the Area of the

Tranfverfe Section of the Aorta, or great Artery,

the Velocity of the Motion of the Blood in them
will be lefs than in the Aorta ; but if the Sum be
lefs, the Motion of the Blood there will be fwifter

than in the Aorta.

HYDROTICKS, or Medicines that provoke

Sweating, are thofe which by fermenting and atte-

nuating the fmall Parts, penetrate into the clo-

feft Pores of the Blood, divide its Particles, ratify

them, and turn them into a kind of Vapour, which;

together with whatever they meet, and can carry

with them, they drive out into the SurfaCe of the

Body, and there being condens’d into an infenfible

Liquor, they appear in the Form of Sweat. Blan-

chard.

HYEMAL-SOLSTICE : See Solftice.

HYGIEA, is Health, which confifts in a good

Temperature, and right Confirmation of Parts.

Health is a Difpofition of the Parts of an Hu-
man Body, fit for the Performance of the A&ions
of that Body,

Signs of Health are Three, due Adion, fuitabie

Qualities, and when things taken in and let out are

proportionable. Blanchard.

HYGIEINA, is that Part of Phyfick which tea-

ches the way of preferring Health : Some divide it

into three Parts.

ProphylaBick., which takes Notice of future im-

minent Difeafes.

Syntcritick., which preferves prefent ,Health :

And,
Analeptick, which recovers the Sick. Blan-

chard.

HYGROCYRSOCELE, is a Branch of any
winding Veins, fwoln with ill Blood, accompanied

with other Moifture. Blanchard.

HYGROMETER , the fame with Hygrofcope j

which fee.

HYGROSCOPE, is a Philofophical Inftrumenr,

contrived to fhew the Moifture or Drynefs of the

Air, according as it abounds with watry or dry

Streams ; and to meafure and eftimate the Quanti-

ty of luch Moifture or Drynefs.

' To make a Hygrofcope with Oil of Vitriol„

Procure a good nice pair of Scales, not too flight,

that will turn with about part of a Grain
,

( or

I- part of a Grain will do pretty well ;) into one of
thefe in a flat Glafs of about 3 or 4 Inches in Dia-
meter ( fuch a kind of Glafs as holds the ftagnani

Mercury in the Barofcope) put 3 or 4 Drams of the

Oil of Vitriol ; hang up the Ballance in a place

free from the heat of the Sun’s immediate Beams ^

or a Fire; and put Weights in the other Scale, to

^reduce it to an Equilibrium
, you will be furprifed

to find that this Liquor will, if it was good, and
well dephlegmated

,
double

,
nay, perhaps treble

the Weight in a Fortnight, by attracting and imbi-

bing the Moifture of the Air : But fo it will certain-

ly do more or Ids, according to the Seafon of the

Year, and the Temper of the Weather. You muft
let this Liquor hang till you find it hath gain'd its

utmoft encreafe of Weight, which will be in left

than a Fortnights time
, unlefs it be exceeding dry

and hot Weather.

And then you may begin to make ufe of it as an
Hygrofcope °. For as the Oil of of Vitriol preponde-

rates, the Air increafesin Moifture ; and as the o-
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ther Scale, where the Weights are, preponderates,

its Drought increafes in the fame Proportion. The
Degrees of Moifture, or Drynefs, may be compu-

ted either by fmall Weights put into the lighter

Scale, or elfe by having the Handleof the Scale ve-

ry long, as alfo the Tongue ; fo that it fliall with its

Top mark the Divifions on an Arch of Brafs, that

may be applied for that purpofe on the Top of the

Handle, over the Tongue of the Ballance.

The Hygrofcope of Mr. William Mollyneux, Secre-

tary of the Philofophical Society at Dublin, is thus

made

:

Fallen a Piece of Whip- cord, of about 4 Foot

Jong, to an Hook or Staple, in fome convenient

Place of the Ceiling of a Room, and at the Bot-

tom hang a Weight of about a Pound: Let there-

on, or into the Bottom of^ the Weight, be fattened

an Index of about a Foot long, and under it, on a

Table, or on a Piece of Board, place a Circle, di-

vided into what Number of Degrees you pleafe,

and fit it fo that the Center of the Index may hang

juft over the Center of the Circle.

After it has hung thus 2 or 3 Days to ftretch the

Cord, you may begin to meafure by it the Degrees

of Moifture or Drought in the Air : For the Cord

will twill one way, and contradl it felf for Wet,

and untwift it felf again on the contrary way for

Dry. You will find this plain and fimple Inftrument

the niceft Hygrometer of any, for it will (hew you

very fmall Alterations of the Temper of the Air,

and is fubjedt to fewer Inconveniencies than any o-

ther Inftrument of this kind.

A very good Hygrofcope may be thus enfily made.

Take a fmall Deal-Box, and to the Bottom, or

one of the Sides of it, fallen ftrongly a pretty large

Piece of Lute-ftring or Cats-gut ; and then bringing

the other End thro’ a Hole purpofely made for it in

the oppofite Part or Side of the Box, and which muft

be fo much bigger than the String, that the String

may turn eafily round in it any way : Fallen to the

String (without) a light Index, made of a Piece of

Cedar or Deal, &c. and round about the Hole where

the String comes thro’, draw a Circle on- the Box,

and divide it into Degrees ; fo that the String twill-

ing and untwifting itfelf, as it will do againft wet

or dry Weather, may turn the Index along with it,

and that will Ihew in the graduated Limb of the

Circle, the Meafure of the Airs Moifture or Dry-

nefs.

I have often tried this kind of Hygrofcope, and

found it to do very well. But Dr. Hook, in his Mi-

cographia, faith, Nothing will Ihew the Variations

of Moifture and Drynefs in the Air like the Beard

of a Wild Oat ;
which he there (P. 147.) Ihews

you how to fit in a proper Box or Frame, and with

an Index, &c. But I believe the Cats-gut one, tho’

not fo very tender as this, (and yet I have known

one go twice round the fame way ) may retain its

twilling and untwifting Property much longer.

I always found the Wind to have a peculiar ef-

fed upon this Inftrument.

Another Hygrofcope of two Plain Boards.

Plain two pieces of Deal, or ( which is better) of

Poplar Boards, of about two Foot long, and a Foot

and a half in breadth
,
and let them be Ihotten ot

joynted, fo that their Edges will meet even toge-

H Y G
ther j let thole be fet dole together like a Pannel of
Wainfcot

,
with their Tops and Bottoms let into

the Groove of a ftrong Oaken-Ledge, and their four
outward Corners pointed into the Groove

j but there
need be no Ledges on the Sides

, that the Boards
may play the better.

Then, lime every one knows that thefe Boards
will Ihrink very milch in exceeding dry Weather

,

and conlequently gape or open Irom each other 5
fuppole the utmott Diftance that they will Ihrink
from each other to be a quarter of an Inch, more
or lefs, it 'matters not much. Take a thin piece of
Brafs oftwo or three Inches long, and about a quar-
ter of an Inch broad, and meafuring at one end of
it a quarter of an Inch (or that diftance you fuppofe
your Boards will Ihrink) divide it into 5 equal
Parts, and then with a lmall File cut thofe Divifions
into fo many fmall Teeth, like thofe of a Watch-
wheel : Then drilling 2 or 3 Holes in this piece of
Brafs towards the other end, with lome fmall Nails
fallen it on one of your Boards

, fo that the firft of
the 5 Teeth may lie juft over the Jundlure of the
Boards, and the reft lie over the the other Board.
Next on the end of a piece ofthick Iron-wire, make
a Pinion of 3 Teeth to anfwer the 5 Notches in the
E rafs- plate j and by means of a Bracket, let it be
fo fatten'd on me other Board, that its Axle playing
in the Bracket, it may fit the Teeth of its Pinion to
the Notches in the Brafs-plate

; and then whenever
the Boards Ihrink afunder, the Brafs being drawn a
little away, muft needs turn this Axle more or lefs j
and when the Boards have Ihrunk a quarter of an
Inch from each other, the Axle will have made qne
entire Revolution. If then you fatten a long and
light Index on the Extremity of this Axle,and make
a Circle round it, divided into what number of
parts you pleafe, the Motion of the Point of the InJ
dex, backwards or forwards, will Ihew you the De^
gree of Moifture or Drought in the Air,

You may eafily have the Axle fo long, as that its'

Index-end fliall come thro’ a round Plate of Wood
or Metal, which may hide all Contrivances

, and
make it appear only like a Clock or Watch.

HYGROSCOPE STATICAL
, was invented

by that Noble Philofopher Mr. Boyle. The beft

way to make it, is to take a Dram weight of fine

Spunge, and having well cleaned it and dryed it,

let it be pur, when the Air is of a moderate Tem-
perature, into one of the Scales' of a very nice and
tender Ballance* (that will rurn

,
when fo loaded,1

with half a quarter of a Grain ) and in the other

Scale put fo much weight as will juft equiponde-
rate it. Then Will the Spunge by its encreafe and
decreafe of Weight , daily ftiew the Moifture or

Drynefs of the neighbouring Air, and meafure its

Quantity by Weight ;
whence it hath its Name of

the Statical Hygrofcope.

I have often tried this Inftrument my felf, and
have found it to anfwer very nicely, and to increafe

or decreafe in Weight very confpicuoufly, accord-

ing as the Air hath been Moift or Dry.

If you think the taking out or putting in of Inch

fmall Weights, as Grains, or their Subdivifions, .(of

which there will be conftant occafion ) to be trou-

blefome, you may eafily fo fit the Arch of a Semi-

circle well divided, as that againft it the Tongue
of the Ballance fliall play ,

and by the Degreee

there cut
,

ftiew you the quantity of the encreale

or decreafe in weight of the Airs Moifture : Butrhe
former way is more exadl, and will be eafie enough
with a little Pradlice,

The
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THe above-mentioned Honourable Gentleman,

hath a little Trad about the Ufes and Advantages

of Hygrofcopes ;
wherein he proves this Statical one

to have many Advantages above the other Kinds.

*

°j^ Ic will laft good longer than moft of them.

i. As it is eafily made at firft, fo ’tis as eafily re-

paired or mended, if it come to any Injury

.

3. The Quantity of the Drought or Moifture of

the Air itmeafures, is eafily communicable to a Cor-

refpondent by Letter, (fc. becaufe it is eftimable

in the known Weights of Grains and their Parts;

whereas in moft other Hygrofcopes ’tis not fo eafie

for another Perfon, befides the Obferver, to judge

of the Quantity of the Alteration.

The Vfes and Advantages of tkefekjnd of Inftruinents,

when well made, and carefully obferved, he judges

may be fuch as thefe :

i. To difcover in what part of Day or Night the

Air hath its greateft degree of Moifture ;
and how

at fuch times the Barofcope ftands affeded ;
whe-

ther near the Sea -fide, the Ebbing and Flowing of

the Sea make any fenfible Alteration as to the Moi-

fture or Drinefs of the Air ; and whether at the Fall

and New Moons the Atmofphere be moft damp and

moift; and whether the Menftrual or Annual Spring-

Tidesj have any fenfible Operation on this Inftru-

ment. _

x. To difcover how much one Year, and Sealon

is drier or moifter than another ;
whether the mul-

titude ot fewnefs of Solar Spots occafion (as fome

Aftronomers have obferved )
any Alteration in the

Temperature of the Air, as to Wet or Dry : And

thofethat are Aftrologically given, may obferve *

whether the Aipeds of the Planets, their Eclipfes

,

Conjundions, &c. have any Influence this way on

our Atmofphere.

3. To difcover and compare the Changes of the

Temperature of the Air made by Winds ,
ftrong or

weak ; or by Frofty, Snowy, or other Weather.

4. To compare the Temperature of differing

Houfes, and differing Rooms in the fame Houfe ;

which may be of great ufe to Tender and Sickly

Perfons ; and to keep a Chamber, if there be occa-

fion, conftantly to the fame, or any afligned degree

of Drinefs. f ,

•

HYMEN, is a circular Folding ofthe inner Mem-
brane of the Vagina : and this being broke (in pri-

me Coitu) its Fibres contrad in three or four places,

and fo form the GlanduU Myrtiformes.

HYOIDES, and by fome Os Vpfiloides, from its

being in Figure like the Letter T, is a Bone placed

at the Balls of the Tongue, upon the Larynx : It

hath 1 o Mufcles which keep it in its place above by

its upper Cornua ; ’tis fattened to the Apophyfes Sby-

loides of the Temple-Bone, and below to the Wings

of the Cartilago Theorides of the Larynx.

HYOTHYROIDES ,
are two Mufcles of the

Larynx
,
proceeding from the Inferior Part of the

Bone Hyoides
,
laterally and oppofite to the Origina-

tion of the Ceratogloffus.

This pair- of Mufcles defeends diredly to the

lower part of the Cartilago Scutiformis : Its Ufe is to

draw the Larynx upwards in an Acute Tone of the

Voice; the Canal of the Afpera Arteria being alfo

ftreightned by it.

HYPiETHRON , is an open Gallery or Build-

ing, theinfide whereof is uncover’d, and expofed to

the Weather. The Ancients gave this Name to all

Temples which had no Roof; as that of Jupiter O-

HYP
lympius at Athens, having 1 o Columns in Front

, as
alfo two Rows in its exterior Sides, and one in the
Interior.

HYPALLAGE, or Immutation
, a Grammatical

Figure, when of different Exprellions
, which give

the fame Idea, we make choice of that which is leaft

tiled ; or when there is a mutual permutation or
change of Cafes : As in this Inftance, Dare Glajfibus

Auflros
,
inftead of Dara Clajfes Auftris.

HYPERBATON, a Grammatical Figure, where
there is too bold and frequent a Ttafifpofition of
Words.
HYPERBOLA, in Geometry, is a Sedtion of a

Cone made by a Plane, fo that the Axis of the Se-
ction inclines to the oppofite Leg of the Cone, which
in the Parabola is parallel toS it, and in the EJlipfis

interfedts it. The Axis of the Hyperbolical Sedtion

will meet alfo with the oppofite fide of the Cone,
when produced above the Vertex.

Thus, in the annexed Figure, the Curve GEHW
is an Hyperbola,

Where the Line E D, being the Continuation of
the Axis till it meet with the oppofite Cone, or op-
pofite fide of the former Cone C»J? produced,is called

by the Name of the Latus Tranfverfum ; and the
middle Point of that Line E D, is called the Center

of the SeElion, or rather of the oppofite SeElions.

PROP. I.

In an Hyperbola G E H F, the Square of the Ordinate
II\, is equal both to the fieElangle L I, made under

Parameter L E, and the Abfciffa El; and
alfo the BeElangle LS , made under the Abfciffa

El (or L 10 and another Line S fi , which is a
fourth Proportional to D E the Latus Tranfver-
fum, E L Parameter (or Latus Redtiunj .and
E I the Abfciffa.

JO

Let the fide of the Cone A B, in which the Se-
dtion is, be called a ; and thro’ B the Vertex,of the
Cone, draw B M parallel to the Axis of the Sedti-

on, and which caH k Let the intercepted part of

the
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the Diameter of the Bafe A M be called c. Let
El — e h. Then by comparing the fimilar Trian-

gles ABM and £ IN, I N, in this way of Nota-
tion* will be = e c. And if you put M C ~ d,

and the Tranfverfe Diameter D E — o b
; then

will D I ~ o b -J- e b. And by reafon of the fi-

milarity ofthe Triangles BMC, DEP, and DIO,
you will find that E P muft be expreffed by o d,

and 10 by o d ~\- e d, and confequently
, Qf) ~ed.

{The General Reafon of all which way of Notation
,

and the way of working to obtain it, you willfee in the

Parabola.) S

This done, ’tis plain that R. I Square muft be =—

to the Redangle N I

O

; that is, in this Notati-

on — oecd-\- e e cd, as you will find by Multi-

plication. Wherefore
,

if o e c d -+* e e c d ,
the

Square of IR, be divided by the Abfcijfa El = e b,

the Quotient muft be fuch a Line ,
which together

with E I

,

can make a Redangle equal to the

Square of t : Wherefore the Redangle E S

— I R, Square $ which in this Notation will be

oecd-j- eecd
lf

o c d e c d

e'h

"

» or contractedly , y

This done, proceed fas directed in Cor. I. Prof. I.

of the Parabola, to find the Latus BpButn) by fay-

As the Square of the Side of the Cone in which
the Sedion is made : Is to the Redangle between
the Segments of the Bafe made by a Parallel to the
Sedion

, and drawn thro’ the Vertex of the Cone
: : Sois the Latus Tranfverfum

:

to the Latus BeBuma

COROLLARY III.

The Latus BeBum may alfo here, as well as in
the Parabola, be Geometrically found.

D

ing
, As b : c : : o dr: °jj~> in Words, As the Paral-

lel to the Sedion : is to the part of the Diameter of

the Bafe intercepted : : So is the Latus Primarium :

to a fourth Proportional j ’tis plain, the fourth Term
will be one part of the Line IS ,

or in this Nota-

tion -j-= Latus BeBum R I (or L E.) And the

c e d
other will be found thus : As b:c: : e d: —y

.

Or.according to Apollonius's way of Expreffion in

a i
0 cd

. i.
ecd

c
this Propofition : As obi

y
- : : e b

: y j
for

that will be found to be the fourth Proportional as

before : Which is now found out according to the

Terms of the Propofition, between the Latus Tranf-
•

o c d
verjum o b, and the Latus BeBum

y
and the

Abfciffa e b.

Wherefore o e c d eec d, the Square of the

Ordinate I if, is manifeftly equal to the Redangle

under the Latus BeBum and the Abfcijfa ; and alfo

to another under theAbfciJfa, and the fourth Propor-

tional. E. D.

If you find firft HF, a third Proportional to £ I
the Abfciffa, and to R, I (or EF) the Ordinate Z
( See Praxis %. in the Parabola

. ) After which find a
fourth Proportional E L to D I, the Sum of the La-
tus Tranfverfum and Abfcijfa, to H F, and to D E
the Latus Tranfverfum. For fuppofing I S — H F (as
it might eafily have been made, by drawing it a lit-

tle longer) at the end of which place S, and draw
T> S ; as alfo L E parallel to HF: Then fhall L E
be the true Latus BeBum ; For as D

I

: 1 S ( or

HFi) :: CoDEzLE.

COROLLARY IV.

From which 'tis plain, that having the Latus Bel
Bum and Tranfverfum, the Ordinates in any Hyper-
bola may be drawn, and confequently the Curve
eafily defcribed.

For taking any part of the Axis ( as E 1

)

for the
Abfciffa, and making as D E : to E L z z So D It
to a fourth Proportional IS ; and then finding a
mean Proportional between J $ and the Abfciffa

E

I

(Tuppofe IR ,

)

that Line IR rightly applied,

fhall be the Ordinate fought
, thro-’ whofe Point R,

the Hyperbola will pafs.

COROLLARY I.

Hence the Reafon of the Name Hyperbola, which

Apollonius gave to this Sedion, is apparent, vi%. Be-

caufe the Square of the Ordinate exceeds the Red-

angle under the Parameter and Abfcijfa.

COROLLARY II.

If you multiply the Latus BeBum —- ( which

is noted here as in the Parabola) both above and be-

low the Line by b ,
the Parallel to the Sedion

,

b o cj
there will arife this Quantity yff •

Which being refolved into Proportionals thus :

As bbic d::bo : -°y y~z ; gives exadly Apol-

lonius's Canon for finding the Latus BeBum, ( in i

Prop, io. Lib. i.) vi\.

PROP. II.

In the Hyperbola the Squares of the Ordinates R 1 add
G F, are as the BeBangles DIE and D F E, un-
der the Lines lying beween the Ordinates and the

Vertices, or Extreams of the Latus Tranfverfum

,

and their refpeBive Abfciffae. See Fig. Prop i.

Let the Axis of the Sedion E F be called i b, at
before El was called eb : : Then, by considering

Prop, i . ’tis plain
, that the Square of G F will be

~oicd-\-iicd‘ and the Redangle D F E t

will (by multiplying D F= b -j- * b, by F £ —
i b ) be found to be o i b b -f- * i b b.

Again, the Square ofR I : will be to the Square
of G F : : as o e c d -j- e e c dy, (by Prop, t

.

equal(to

it) : is to oic d-\- it c d (now proved = to the
Square G F.) That is, taking away c d

,

which is

common, as o e e e, is to o i i i. But in fuch
very Proportion are the Redangles DIE and
D F E : For D IE~ e o b b -f- e e b b

(
becaufe

BE

\
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DE — o b, and EI~eb) and DFE — oibb-4-

i ib b, as was proved juft above. Now there is no

doubt but eobb-p-eebbzotb £ -ft* ib

b

e -\-ee : oi-\-ii

;

wherefore thefe Rectangles

areas the Squares of the Ordinates. & E. D.

COROLLARY 1.

If the Lam Bgftum L M be applied fo, as that

o c d

N be the Focus, then will LN= and its

0 0 C C d d
^ i~ — -

g-y
— : But (by this Propofition) As

the Square KJ : Square LN :: So is the Rectan-

gle DIE : ReCtangle DNJSj that is. As eoc d
o o ccd

d

+ eecd : -^fT :: ° eb h + ** h h : To

t!Ll- which will be found to be the fourth Term
4

by this way of Notation. Alio this ReCtangle

DNE, (being made out of the whole Line D E,

with the part added E N, multiplied by that part

added E N) together with the Square of C E, the

Half of D E (— ^ of oo bb, i. e. i of ob Square) is

oocd-\-oobb
equal to

~ — €N Square, the half

Line with the part added : Wherefore C N is the

r LT- ,
OOcd-\~Oobb

Diftance from the Focus == J :
—

,
4 s

' oo c a
6f which the former part , is the fourth part

4

(
o c d\

~b~)
and Tranfverfum (o b ) or, as Apollonius calls it, the

fourth part of the Figure j and the other part
°~°

is 4 of the Square of the Lam Tranfverfum % So
that from hence we may have a Canon to deter-
mine the Focus of any Hyperbola ; thus.

Add the fourth part of the Figure (or of the
ReCtangle under theLam PeSum and Tranfverfum)
to the Square of half the Latus Tranfverfum - and
extraCt the Square Root of the Sum, that Root
fhall be the Diftance of the Focus from the Center— CN. And it from C N you take half the La-
tus Tranfverfum C E, the Remainder E N is the
Diftance of the Focus from the Vertex.

Which Rule is very eafy in PraCtice, for
°~~

is nothing but the Square of C E, and

ly t of D E multiplied into L M.

00 cd

4
ison-

Wherefore find a mean Proportional between $
of £>

E

= M 0, and hM which let be MN (in

this Figure.)

1M

M O C

And then make MC = CE of the Hyperbola 5
for then Ihall the Hypothenufe NC, be the Diftance
from the Center C to the Focus N required,

COROLLARY II.

Since the Redangle D N E -ft Square C£ =
Square CN, therefore the Square CN- Square
CE — Redangle DN E: Put therefore, for Bre-
vities fake, m~CN, and then will the Redangle

o o b bD NE — mm — — in this Notation, of which
4

more below.

PROP. III.

Its the Hyperbola (See Fig. of Prop, i.) the Laths
Redum : Is to the Latus Tranfverfum :: As the
Square of any Qrdinate 1 : Is to the Eebtangle
D IE} contained under the Lines intercepted be*
tween it and the Vertexes of the Latus Tranfvet-
lum and the Ablcilfa?.

For here (as above) = Lam peEum, ob

— Earn Tranfverfum, and oe cd -f- e e c d, will
be = Square j and the Redangle DIE is=
eobb-feebb j wherefore place thofe Terms ac-
cording to the Condition of the Proportion, As

o c d ,

-j- tab : : oecd -ft o e c d : e obb -ft e e b bl

And trying by multiplication of theExtreams and
Means, you will find the fame Quantity eoo cb d
A- e e hoc d arife from both, and therefore the
Terms are truly proportional. & E. D.

\\

COROLLARY L

In the Hyperbola (See Fig. i.of Cor. i.of Prop, if

if AC Square, or its equal FE Square (=
°-° °

i

which is 4 of D E multiplied into L M) be taken
out of C F Square, or its equal C N Square (i. e a

o o c d '-f— o ob b
ouc 0f - : by Cor. i. Prop. %.) there

o b—
, wnoie Square Root is — sft

4 %CD — half the Latus Tranfverfum D E.
Wherefore here, it the Axes be given# the Foci

arefo too: For draw thro’ the Vertex E, EF per-
pendicular to ED, and equal ro C A, and with
the Diftance C £, fetting one Foot of the Compaf-
fes in C, crofs the Axis at N and N $ fo fhall theft
Points be the Foci required.

4

will remain , whole Square Root is

X5 d ct € & R O U
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COROLLARY II.

Since (by Cor. i . Prop, z.) the Re&angle ONE
o o c d o o c d— .

; which Quantity , is alfo (by
4 4

Cor. i. of this Propofition) proved equal to AC
Square

;
’tis plain the Rectangle D N E — AC

Square, or to afourth Pan of the Figure
,
as Apolloni-

us calls it.

COROLLARY III.

Hence ’tis plain, That the Square of CE, half

the Tranfverfe Diameter : Is to the Square of A C
or E F, half the Second Diameter, as ’tis called :

:

As the Latus Tranfverfum : To the Latm BeElum.

o ob h o o c d
For —— : :: o o b b to oc d :: obb :4/4

oc d
0 c d :: o b

: ^
.

COROLLARY IV,

Again, Since CE Square t AC Square : zob %

1 — (by Cor. 3 .) that is, As the Redtangle D I £ :

b

1IQ Square (by this Propofition) : : The Square of

half the Tranfverfe Diameter : Is to the Square of

half the Second Diameter ; (or, by Cor. z.) to the

Redangle £ N E = A C Square) : : As the Red-
angle DIE : To the Square of the Ordinate I IQ.

COROLLARY. V.

Hence the Square of the Ordinate JQI (Prop. 3.)

which hitherto in the Hyperbola hath been deno-

ted by oecd-feecdy (fee Prop. 1
.) may receive

0 b

a new and ufeful Notation, thus : Since C E — —
0 ob b

Its Square will be — ; fay therefore, As C £

Square : To the Redangle D N E :

:

Redangle

D I

E

: To a fourth Term, which will be the Square

of the Ordinate lIQi and in this Notation it will

ftand thus j

0 obb 00 bb— — :mm — : : So js 0 e b

b

-4- e e b b

:

A
4 4

a e mm 4 e emm
Tn. •— 4 •— 0 e b b — e e b b 1 10

o 00

, 4 e mm
that the Square I IQ is equal to —--— 4-

0 ebb — e ebb. The Ule of which
u u

ill follow in the next Propofition.

PROP. IV.

In the Hyperbola, the Difference between the Eight

Lines IQN and IQn, drawn from thefame Point

in the Curve to both the Foci
,

is always eaual to the

Tranfverfe Diameter or Axis D E.

From the Point IQ in the Curve, let the Ordinate

^ I be applied ; then will £ I be the Abfciffa, and

00ted e b. Let C Nor C n, the Diftance from the

Focus to the Center, be called m, as in Cor » 2. of

Prop. 2. then will IN = CJ-'|-CN — \.ob

4~ e b -\- m 1 and In zxz C I—- C n — ~ oh 4- e

b

772 «

Square each
, and 1 N Square sc ^0 o b b 4-

0 e b b.4- e e b b 4- 0 b m 4~ 2, ebm 4- mm : And
In Square -\o& bb--\- hb^\-ee b btn
— % e, h ipyjr m m.

To each of which Squares add the Square of

the Ordinate Ii£, -which in this Notation will be

4 em m 4 e emm
found to be 0 ebb- ee bbl

0 1 00
(fee Cor. 5. of Prop. 3.) and there will arife the
Square of the Hypothenuies IQN— to x 00 b b

. 7 , f , 4 emm
4- 0 b m 4" ze b m *n m 4 —- 4~

4 eemfn.

0 0
and of IQn~ % 0 0 h h —- 0 b m

4 emm 4 e emm
2 m m 4~ • " 4-~ .

Q 0 &

Out df which Quantities extrad the Square
Roots, as may eafily be done, and there will be
found,

2 em
IQN= i ob 4- m -

1
-

|

And

i. 0 b — m
z em

. e e mm
0 0

Whofe Sum is juft ob. g. £. D.

N. B. Tho’ the laft, JQnz= ±o b —t» — 2 ems

be an impofifible Equation, yet ’tis no matter here,

becaule all the Parcs, but lob are loft in the

Addition.

PROBLEM L

To defcribe an Hyperbola, having the TranfVerfe Dia-

meter D £, and the Foci N and n given

/•.I'

: ** ***..,
-

1

<**«-

1? N .% d n

From N, at any convenient Diftance, as NF,
ftrike an Arch, and«keeping the Compaffes at that

Diftance with one Foot in £, mark the Point G in

the Axis continued ; then with the Length G D,
and one Foot in n, crofs the former Arch F, lo fhall

you find a Point which is in the Hyperbola $ and by
this Method repeated, you may find another Point/
further on, and fo many as you pleafe. The Rea-
fon of which is evident from this Propofition.

PRO P*
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PROP V.

Let the Second Axis or Conjugate Diameteir of the

Hyperbola B A be brought down and placed at the

Vertex parallel to the Ordinates, as O P ;
then if

from the Center C, you draw thro the Points O

and P two Efght Lines running on infinitely :

And after this draw a Parallel to this Diameter

within the Hyperbola, as QJf, JfaJ>

It will be plainly demonftrable,

t. That the Parts of the produced Ordinates G £*

and H R, intercepted between the Curve and the A-

fymptotes, will always be equal.

For the Triangles CEP and CFR being firni-

lar, as alfo CEO and CFQj itmuft be. As C E :

SO (or EP) :: CF : F Q_ or FR: But OE and

S P are equal ;
wherefore ffF and F If muft be

equal; from which taking the equal Ordinates,

the Remainders H R and D G muft be equal,

g, E , D.

tl. The fieldangle under and G If (or If FI

and H Q) will ever be equal to the Square of E O

C^-') or to a fourth Part of the Figure.

For the Triangles CEO and CFQ, being fi-

milar, C E : EO :: CF : Efif: : or as the

Square C E : Square EO. That is, (by Cor. 3.

Prop. 3.) as the Latus Tranfverfum, to the Latus

fiebtum. That is, by the fame Propofirion, as the

Redangle D FE, is toF G Square. And CE Square

EO Square :: CF Square : FQ* Square. But if

from C F Square, you take, away the Redangle

D F E, there will remain C E Square (by 6 . e.

1. Euclid.) And if from the Square of F you

take the Square of F G, there will remain the Red-
angle Q_G fi, (by 5 -e. 2 Eucl.) and as will prefent-

ly appear, if you try it Algebraically, after the man-

ner of the Demonftrations in that Book. Where-

fore thefe two Remainders muft be to each other,

as their Wholes, i. e. as the Square of C F, to the

Square of F : or as C E Square : E O Square ;

and then it will ftand thus :

€£:£© :

:

C £ : Redangle QG R.

Or Inverfely : As,

EO DICED :: Redangle QGIf: CEO,

.. That is, the Square of E O, and the Redangle
QG If, have the fame Proportion to the fame

thing, and confequently are equal one to another.

,
And this will be the Cafe every where, let the

Afymptotes run never fo far. And face the fur-

ther you go from the Vertex of the Angle C, the

longer muft the Lines G R* gr, of necefftty grow

,

face the Redangle between GR and £fG is al-

ways the lame, vif. v=zOE Square, the fhorter

muft G Q, g <j, continually grow , and conle-

quently decreafe infinitely, as the others increafe

infinitely ; i.e. The Curve will infinitely approach to

the Afymptote.

But yet they can never coincide, or meet with
one another : For if tide Points G and £k, org and

q, &c. fhould ever come to be co-incident, it will

bej As the Redangle DFE : FG Square : : So

will QF Square : Be to FG Square (for G F Square

and FQ Square, would then be the fame thing j)

that is. Redangle DFE would be — to C F
Square, which is utterly impoffible, as is plain from
6 . e, 2 Eucl.

Wherefore thefe Lines are true Affymptotes,
as

Apollonius named them from this Impoffibility of

Co-incidence with the Curve of the Hyperbola

$

when placed in this Pofition, Hid. Apoli.Prop. s.

Lib. 2.

HYPERBOLE, (in Rhetorickj is a Figure which

reprefents things greater, leffer, better, &c. than

in reality they are ; and is ufed in Difcourfe, when,

our ordinary Terms are too weak or too ftrang*

and carry no proportion with our Idea; and leaft

we Ihould fpeak too little, we fly out, and fay too

much, or the contrary : As to exprefsthe Swiftnefs

of a Horfe, one Ihould fay, he was/wiftef than the

Wind ; if the Slownefs of a Perfon, that he moves

flower than a Snail.

HYPEBOLi CK-SPACE, is the Area or Space

contained between the Curve of an Hyperbola and-

the whole Ordinate.

Any Hyperbolick, Space G E H G 1 Is to any other

Hyperbolick Figure of the fame Height g E h g,

(whofe Latus fieblum and Tranfverfum, as in the

Circle, are equal, and alfo both equal to D E, the

Latus Tranfverfum of the former Space) : : As the

Conjugate Axe AB 1 Is to the Latus Tranfverfum

D E. ,

J G F H h

For the Square of g F (the Ordinate) is =: to

the Redangle DFE (by the Hyperbola : ) Where-
fore the Redangle DFE (= Square FG): Is to

the Square FG : : As Latus Tranfverfum : Is ro Latus

fieblum of the Hyperbola GEHG; i.e. as the

Square D E : Square A B. Wherefore the Roots
of thefe Squares will be alfo proportional^ and
confequently Eg : FG : : D E : AB ; the for-

mer two Terms of which being each an Indivifible

of the two HyperbolielfSpaces, it wiilfollow, thatthe

whole Spaces are in the fame Proportion. \\

Wherefore gfibg.t G E HG :

:

D E : AB.
Or G E HG : g ehg : : AB : D E.

Q^E.D.

Hence, if you find the Quadrature of any Hyi
perbola, whofe Parameter and Latus Tranfverfum

are equal, you may fquare any other Hyperbola.

In Philofoph. Tranfafi. N. 34. there is a Quadra-
ture of the Hyperbola by an infinite Series oi Ra-
tional Numbers.

In Numb. 53. there is a Method communicated
by Sir Chrijlopher Wren, for grinding Glafles of an
Hyperbolick Figure.

.
,

'

HYPERBOLICUM Acutum, is a Solid made by
the Revolution of the infinite Area of the Space
contained between the Curve and the Afypmtote,

in the Apollonian Hyperbola turning round that A-
fymptote ;

this produces a Solid or Body infinitely

long, and yet as Torricellius plainly demonftrates,

D d d 2 (wh&
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(who gave it this Name) it is equal to a Finite, So-

lid, or Body.

HYPERCATALEPTICK Verfe See Bepofi-

tion

HYPERCATHARSIS, is a Purge that works,

too much.
HYPERCRISIS, is a Critical Excretion above

meafure.

HYPERDISYLLABLE ,
is a Word of more

Syllables than two.

HYPEROON> are the. two Holes in the upper

Part of the Offa Patan, which receive the Pitui-

tous Humours from the Mamillary Proceffes, and

after they are feparated, difcharge them at the

Mouth. Thro’ thofe a Branch of the fifth Pair of

Nerves pafles to the Palate, Uvula, and Gums.
HYPEREPHIDROSIS, is too much Sweating.

HYPERSARCOSIS, is an ExcrefcenCe of Flefh

in any part.

HYPERTHYRON, in Architecture, is a large

Table, ufually placed over Gates or Doors of the

Dorick Order, above the Chambranle, in Form of

a Fri^e.

HYPHEN, is an Accent in Grammar, that im-

plies two Words are to be joyn’d, as Male-Sdnus.

HYPNOTICKS, are thofe things, which by ei-

ther fixing the Spirits, or by firaitning and fhutting

up the Pores, caufe Sleep. Blanchard.

HYPOBIBASMUS : See Equation, N. 4.

HYPOBOLE, is a Figure in Rhetorick, whereby
we anfwer what we prevented to be objected againft

by an Adverfary.
,

HYPOCHONDRIACA AffeBio : See Hypochon-

driachus Ajfet'tus.

HYPOCHONDRIACUS AffeBus , Is (faith

Blanchard) a kind of Convulfive Paflion or Affedli-

on, arifing from the flatulent and pungentHumours
in the Spleen or Sweet-bread, which afflidts the

Nervous and Membranous Parts.

Or, as others fay, it proceeds from Windy Hu-
mours bred in the Hypochondrcs, whence a black

Flegm arifeth that infedfs the Animal Spirits, and

they the Mind, and is what they call Hypochondriac

f

Melancholy.

HYPOCHONDRIUM, or Subcartilagineum, is

the upper Part or Region of the Abdomen, under

the Cartilages of the Cheft or fhort Ribs : In the

Right Hypochondrium lies the Liver, and a part of

the Stomach ;
in the Left the Spleen, and a greater

part of the Stomach.

HYPOCHYMA, is a depraved Sight/ whereby

Gnats, Cobwebs, /little Clouds, or fuch-like, feem

to fwim before the Eyes. The Caufe of it feems to

confift in turbid Humours, or fometimes in the Op-

tick Nerves, whofe little Pores are obftrudted by

the Matter that is thruft into them. Blanchard.

HYPOCHYSIS, the fame with Hypochyma.

HYPOCRATIS Manica, Hypocrates his Sleeve :

See Manica Hypocratis.

HYPOGASTRICK-ARTERY, is by fome faid

to be a Branch of the internal lliaca, and diftri-

butes it Leif among the parts of the Hypogafirium,

to the Bladder, Rectum (in Females to the outer and

inner Side of the Matrix and Vagina) VoficuLs Se-

minales, Proftata Penis, and to the Os Sacrum, and

all Parts continued in the Pelvis : Then it gives two

confiderable Branches, which go out of the lower

Belly ;
the Firftpaffes under the Pyriformis, and goes

to the Glutai ; the Second goes to the Obturatores

and the Gluteus Major.

HYPOGASTRIUM, is the Iowermoft Region

of the Abdomen, reaching from three Inches below

the Navel, to the Abdomen, Os Pubis, and Groins,

HYPOGLOSSIS, or Ranula, is an Inflammation
or Exulceration under the Tongue : Alfo a Medi-
cine that takes away the Afperky of the Larynx,
Blanchard

.

HYPOMOCHLION, or Prop
,
in Mechanicks,'

fignifies the Roller, which is ufually fet under the
Leaver, or under Stones or pieces of Timber, to
the end that they may be more eafily lifted up or

removed.

HYPOPHTYHALMIA, is a pain in the Eye un-
der the Horney Tunick. Blanchard.

HYPOPHORiE, are deep, gaping, and fiftuloas

Ulcers. Blanchard.

HYPOPHYLLOSPERMOUS-PLANTS
, are

fuch as bear their Seeds on the Backfides of their

Leaves, as the Capillaries See that Word.
HYPOPHYSIS, the fame with Hypochyma.

HYPOPYON, is a gathering of Matter under
the Horney Tunick of the Eye, which fometimes
covers the whole Pupil, hindering the Sight, and
fometimes encompafles the Circle of the Iris, like

the paring of a Nail , whence ’tis called Onyx os
Unguis.

HYPOSARCA, the fame with Anafarca.

HYPOSARCIDIUM, the fame as Anafarcal

HYPOSILOIDES : See Hyoides.

^
HYPOSPATHYSMUS, is an Incifion in the

Forehead, made by three Cuts or Divifions, and
where the Spatula is thruft in under the Skim
Blanchard.

^
HYPOSPHAGMA , is a Blood-fhot from a

Stroke upon the Eye.
HYPOSTASIS Vrina, is that thick Subftance

which generally fubfides at the Bottom of the U-
rine.

HYPOSTASTICAL Principles ; Parace!Jus, and
his Followers, called the three Chymical ones, Salt,

Sulphur, and. Mercury, lb.

HYPOTENAR, is aMufcIe which helps to draw
the Little-finger from the reft.

HYPOTHeNAR, is the Space from the Fore

to the Little-finger. Blanchard.

HYPOTHENUSE, in a Right-angled Triangle,

is that Side which fubtends the Right-angle, and
confequently the longeft. The Square of this Line

in a Right-angled and Right-lined Triangle, is al-

ways equal to the Sum of the Squares of the other

two Sides, Prop. 47. e. 1. Euclid: See the Demon-
ftration under Triangle.

HYPOTHESIS ,
the fame with Suppofition ?

When for the Solution of any Phenomena in Natu-
ral Philofophy, Aftronomy, &c. fome Principles are

fuppofed as granted, that from thence an intelligible

and plaufible Account of the Caufes, the Effects of

the propofed Phenomena may be given, the laying

down or fuppofing fuch Principles to be granted, is

called an Hypothefis ; and the thing faid to be ac-

countable eafily according to that Hypothefis, if it

give a clear and eafy Solution of the Phenomena.

Wherefore an Hypothefis is a Suppofition of that

which is not, for that •which may be ; and it matters

not whether what is fuppofed be true or not,

but it muft be poflibie, and fhould always be pro-

bable.

An Hypothefis, in fome Senfe, falls in with a Sy-

ftem : But this Word is ufually taken in refped to

the Univerle, and in Relation to the Difpofidons of

the Heavens, aud the Motion of the Stars : An ela-

borately contrived Hypothefis about which, is called

a Syfiem ;
as the Ptolemaic! Copernican

,
or Tycho-

nian Syfiem.

HYPOTRACHELION, in Archite&ure, is the

Top or Neck of a Pillar, or the moft fender part of

it which toucheth the Capital, U



HYSHYS
It is taken by fome for that part of the Tufcan

and Dorick, Capitals which lies between the Echi-

nus and the Afiragal 5 and is otherwife called the

Cottar, Gorge
,
or Fri^c of the Chapter.

HYPOTYPOSIS, is a lively and exad Descrip-

tion of any Objed made in Fancy.

HYPQZOMA, is a Membrane that parts two

Cavities, as the Mediofiinumin the Thorax. Blan-

chard.

HYPSILOGLOSSUS: See B fioglojfus.

HYSTERALGIA, is a pain in the Womb, pro-

ceeding from an Inflammation, or otherwife. Blan-

chard. ,

HYSTERICA, 1 are Medicines againft the Dif-

cafesof the Womb. \

HYSTERICA-PASSIO, Fits of the Mother, is

(according to fome) a Convulfion of the Nerves of

the Par Vagum, and Intercoftal in the Abdomen, pro-

ceeding from a pricking Irritation or Explofion of

the Spirits : This Diftemper does not always, nor

indeed ufually, depend upon the Womb, as is com-

monly thought : ’Tis feen fometimes in Men, be-

caufe the Spleen, Pancreas, and other adjacent

Bowels, are often the Caufe of it. Blanchard.

Dr. Purcell, in his Book of Vapours, attempts to

prove, and with probability, That the Caufe of Hy-
fterick Fits is neither the fix Non-natural Things, nor

the folid parts of the Body, nor the Blood, nor a-

tiydf the Recrements, nor the Womb, nor Vapours

thence arifing* nor the irregular diforderly Motion

of the Animal Spirits ; nor is it in the Chyle, or iri

the Ferment of the Stomach or Guts, &c. But he
fuppofes the true Caufe to be Crudities and Indige-
ftions in the Aliments, which, by little and little,,

gather together in the Wrinkles and Folds of the
Stomach and Guts ; where they (as he fuppofes)

lie for fome time without much fenfible Motion or
Fermentation within themfelves, till at laft, by the

Heat of the Circumjacent Parts, their groffer Saks
are divided and put into Motion j which Fermenta-
tion is augmented by the various Juices which flow
into the Guts from the many Glands which are pla-

ced in the Lower Belly ; and by this means they"

are fo diflolved and liquified, as to enter in by the

Vence LaBre into the Blood, where they produce
thofe Accidents which caufe the Symptoms of this

various Difeafe.

HYSTEROMOTOCIA, or SeBio Gafdrea, is a
cutting the Child out of the Womb

;
which is done

thus : You make a Semi-ltinar SeBion under the

Navel along the Linen Alba
,
the Cavity whereof

looks towards the faid Line; then according to the

leading of the Fibres, the Foetus being extracted

after the Section, the Wound in the Womb con-

trails of it felf, fo that the Blood fcarce flows more
plentifully than in a Natural Birth ; but if the Mo-
ther be Dead, choofe the moft convenient place you
can. Blanchard.

HYSTEROTOMIA, is an Anatomical DifledH-

on of the Womb.

I C E

J
ACOB’S-STAFF, a Mathematical Inftrument

for taking Heights and Diftances ; the lame
with Crofs-flajf ; which fee.

JAMBUS, is a Foot of a Latin Verfe, Confifting

of two Syllables, when the firft is fhortj and the o-

ther long, as Tenax.

JANITOR, thefartie with Pylorus.

JAUNDICE : See Icderus.

ICE : In TheFVorkj ofthe Learned for Ju’y, 1701.

there is an Abridgment of a French Book, called

Nouvelle Conjecture four expiquer la Nature de la

Glace ; in which the Namelefs Author modeftly

propofes the following Conjectures about Freezing

and lee.

Water Freezes only becaufe its Parts lofe their

Natural Motion, and cleave clofe to one another

;

but we muft obferve,

1 . That the Water, whilft it Freezes, feems to

dilate it felf, and that it becomes more light

;

whereas it fhould feem that it ought to become
more weighty.

2. That Frozen Water is not quite fo tranfpa-

rent, and that the Bodies tranfpire not fo freely

through it as formerly ; tho’ one would think the

contrary fhould happen, if it be true, that the Wa-
ter dilates it felf as it Freezes. Thefe are the

feeming Contrarieties which are found in the Ef-

fects and Properties of Ice, that make the Nature
of it obfcure and difficult to be explained.

*Tis the common Opinion of Philofophers, That
tee is made by certain Spirits of Nitre, which in

theWinter mix with the parts of the Water, and
being of themfelves improper for Motion, becaufe
of their Figure and Inflexibility, enfeeble and de-
ftroy gradually that of the parts to which they
are joined. This Opinion is fupporied by fqjne

ICE
Experiments, which prove, at leaft, that on certain
Occafions the Spirits of Salt and Nitre contribute to
form the Ice. '

^
'

Our Author has no Defign to controvert thofe
Experiments : He fays only, That ’tis not certain
thar the Spirits of Nitre do always enter into the
Compofition of Ice ; And that though they enter’d
the fame conftantly, that alone would not be fuffi-

cient to explain all the EffeCb.

Forlnftance ; We cannot conceive how the Spi-
rits of Nitre, which enter the Pores of the Water,
and fix the parts of it, can oblige the Water to di-

late it felf, and make it more light; whereas Natu-
rally they ought to augment the Weight of it, This
Difficulty, and fome others that might be infifted

upon, fhew theNeceffity of anew Syftem to ex-
plain the Nature of Ice: Therefore our Author
gives this that follows, which he conceives explains
all things with more eafe, and in a more fimple man-
ner, than the ordinary Syftem.
He alledges. That Water Freezes in the Winter,

becaufe its parts being more clofely joined together,

they mutually embarrafs one another, and lofe all

the Motion they had ; and he fuppofes the Air to
be the foie, or at leaft the principal Caufe, why the
parts of the Water join fo clofely together. He ex-
plains it thus :

There is an infinite Number of fmall parts of
grofs Air mixt among the parts of the Water, as
every Man may plainly perceive ; for if we put in-

to a Pneumatick Machine an open
.
Veffel full of

Water, in that fame proportion as you pump the
Air out of the Machine, you will fee the Water
bubble up, and fend forth a great Quantity of grofs
Air.

Thefe
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• ICE

Thofe parts of grofs Air being difperfed among
thofe of the Water, they have each of them the

Vertue of a Spring ; which is now fo well proved

in Natural Phiiofophy, that no Man will call it in

queftion

.

If then it can be (hewed. That the fmall Springs

of grofs Air, mixed with the Water, have moire

Force in the Winter, and that then they unbend

themfelves a little
-

y
it would eafily be conceiv’d,

that on one Side thofe Springs unbending themlelves

in that manner, and on the other the external Air

continuing to prels the Surface of the Water, the

parts of the Water (hut up betwixt thofe fmall

Springs which repulfe them on all Sides, mud needs

be locked up one againft another, icfe their Moi-

fture, and form a hard Body* that is to fay, Ice.

All the Difficulty lies in this, How to know whether

in reality the Springs of the Air, which are difperfed

in the Water, unbend a little in the Winter , which

his. eafy to prove they do.

The grofs Air, which we cannot perceive in the

Water whilft it is liquid, is eafily feen when ’tis

Frozen \ We fee then very often a great quantity

of Bubbles of Air very fenfibly 5 and when they

are too fmall to be oblerved every one apart, we
may fee them confuledly and in grofs

; for frozen

Water is always a little whiter than ’twas before $

and they that have ftudied any thing of the Nature

of Colours, know that this Whitenels proceeds on-

ly from the fmall Bubbles of Air mix’d with the Ice.

This is the Reafon that all Scums are whitifh, and

that the Bubbles of Air mixed with Glafs or Chry-

ftal, appear whiter than the reft.

Add to this, That the little Bubbles of grofs Air,

which are abfolutely infenfible in the Water, fo long

as ’tis liquid, cannot become fenfible in Frozen Wa-
ter, but becaufe each of them becomes groffer than

they were : And they cannot become groffer, but

for one of thefe Reafons 1 Either becaufe the Wa-
ter, when it Freezes, hath attracted new Air $ or

becaufe the Air already difperfed in the Water,

takes up a greater Space, and that its Springs are a

little more unbended. We cannot conceive how the

Water, as it Freezes, could attradfc new Air, fince

the Pores of the Ice are certainly lefs than thofe of

the Water, thro’ which the grofs Air cannot pafs but

with Difficulty. It mull be then, that the Air al-

ready difperfed among the Parts of the Water is di-

lated, and that the Springs are a little unbended.

But why, when ’tis Cold, have the Springs of the

Air more ftrength to unbend themfelves, than at a-

nother Seafon ?

It is anfwered in the Firft place, That to eftablifh

this Syftem here laid down, it is enough to prove

that the thing happens. really fo, without any necef-

licy.pf explaining the Caufe of it.

Secondly, That this Caufe is not very difficult to

be found, Every one knows that Bodies with

Springs have fo much more Force as they are

more ftiff ; and that they are fo much the more ftiff,

as their Pores are lefs
;
but it’s the Property of Cold

to reftridf the Pores : And during the Heat the Pores

are more open, becaufe the lubtil Matter which paf-

fes always through them, being then in a more vio-

lent Motion, hath the more Force to extend them

and keep them open ; whereas in the Winter, their

Motion being much (lackened, all the Bodies (hut

themfelves up, and their Pores are ftraitned. Hence

itxomes, that in the Winter the Bodies of Animals

tranfpire much lefs than in another Seafon.
,
Since

then the Cold locks up the lead Parts of the grofs

Air, and makes them lefs pliable and more ftiff, be-

caufe it ftraitens the Pores | we muft fay alfo, that

I CE
it augments the Force of their Springs, the Springs
becoming more violent, according as the Body be-
comes more ftiff,

Thus, during the Winter, the Springs of Air
which are difperfed in the Water, haying confide-

rably more Force, they muft unbend themfelves a
little, and as they unbend*, they prefs againft one
another the fmall Parts of Water which they hold
(hut up.

This being fuppofedj there’s nothing in Ice but
what may be explained Naturally enough.

1. That Water, as it Freezes, ought to make a
hard Body, becaufe then its Parts being preffed one
againft another, they embarrafs one another mutu-
ally, aud fo lofe all the Motion they had.

2. That Water, as it Freezes, ought to become
more light ; for tho’ its Parts be more prefs’d than
they were before, yet the Mafe being compofed of
the Parts of the Water thus prefs’d, and of Air di-

lated, ought to be more large, and by confequence
more light, than it was when the Water was liquid.

3. Frozen Water takes up a greater Space than
when ’tis liquid, becaufe the Springs of Air difp'er-

fed in the Water, by unbending themfelves, do
oblige the Water to rife in the Veffel which con-
tain’d it. It is true, that the external Air preffes

alfo the Surface of the Water, and makes an Ef-
fort to repel it ; but this external Air being freer,

and its little Springs lefs bended, becauie they un-
bended themfelves according as the Cold lock’d up
the neighbouring Bodies, it hath lefs Force than
that which is (hut up in the Water, whole Springs
cannot unbend, but by making the Bulk of the Wa-
ter larger.

4. If you (hut up a Veffel full of Water in the

Pneumatick Machine, the Air difperfed in the Wa-
ter dilates it felf in an extraordinary manner when
they pump the Air of the Machine- jlet the Water
Freezes not, becaufe the external Surface of the
Water being no more prefs’d, the Air which it con-
tains may, by unbending it felf, efcape freely, as in

reality it does.

5. Frozen Water muft always be left tranlpa-

rent than the fame Water when it is liquid, becaufe
the Bubbles of Air which are infenfible in the Wa-
ter, by reafon of their Smallnefs, being more fenfible

and large in the Ice, muft alfo make it appear to be
more white, and by conlequence left transparent.

6. The Bodies muft much left tranfpire through
the Ice than through the Water, becaufe the Parts of
the Frozen Water, are, in Effecft, more prefe’d than
they were before, and fo leave a left free Paffage to

foreign Bodies.

7. The Water, from which there’s abundance of
Air drawn by means of the Pneumatick Engine,

muft alfo Freeze with lefs Difficulty - of which an
able Man told our Author he had made the Experi-

ment.

8. The Spirit of Wine, Brandy, and other Li-

quors of the lame fort, cannot Freeze at all, or at

leaft rarely j for their Parts being in a great Moti-

on, as appears by the Evaporation made of them, it

follows, thatthe Air difperfed into the Parts of thole

Liquors, is much more fubtil, and by confequence

hath lefs of a Spring, than that which is dilperfed;

in the Parts of common Water, fince the Spring of

the Air is principally in its grofs Parts.

9. Oil, Fat, and other vilcous Liquors, muft:

congeal more eafily than Water Freezes, becaufe

their Parts being improper for Motion, do Ipeedily

embarrafs one another ; but thole Liquors, when
they congeal, cannot become fo hard as Ice, nor di- N

late themfelves in the fame manner -

3 for though they,

contain
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contain among their Parts a greater Quantity of Air

than Water does, yet that Air is more fubtii, hath

Ie!s Spring, and eafily makes its way through the

Pores of thofe Liquors.

10. Quickfilver cannot Freeze, becaufe it does

not contain a great enough Quantity of groIsAir;

its Parts alfo are much polifh’d, and they can eafily

Hide one againft another, without embarraffmg or
j

flopping one another.

11. According as the Cold grows more lharp, I

the Springs of the Air difperfed in the Ice
,
ought

to have more Force to repel the Parts of the Frozen

Water j
and the Bulk compofed of the Air and

Frozen Water muft needs grow larger and larger.

This hath been prov’d in the following manner :

They fill’d with Water an hollow Iron-Bullet,

which had a Hole of three or four Lines Diameter

;

the Water being Frozen in that Bullet, and not be-

ing ftrong enough to break it, the Ice iffued at the

Hole, and form’d a fort of Stalk or Ice-fickle,

which lengthened according as the Cold increafed,

and grew to the Length of a Finger ; this Stalk be-

ing broke, and the Bullet expofed to the Air during

a very Cold Night, it made a new Stalk, but not

fo long as the former, the Ice's pining it felf, if we

maybe allowed fo to fpeak, as it paded through the

Hole of the Bullet ;
as Gold and other Minerals

do, by paffing through the Wire-drawer’s Inftru-

ments; •

,
. . „ .

iz. In the Hypothefis here laid down, the Spi-

rits ofNitre may alfo contribute to form the Ice
,
in

as much as by joining themfelves to the final! Parts

of the Air difperfed in the Water, they contribute

towards rendring them more ftiff and inflexible, and

to augment the Force of its Springs. _

' ICHNOGRAPHY, in Perfpecftive, is the View

of any thing cut off by. a Plane parallel to the Ho-

rizon, juft at the Bafe or Bottom of it : And in Ar-

chitecture is taken for the Geometrical Plan or Plat-

form of an Edifice, or the Ground-plot of a Houle

or Building delineated upon Paper, defcribing the

Form of the; feveral Apartments, Rooms, Windows,

Chimneys, &c. And this is properly the Work of

the Matter-Architect or Surveyor, being indeed the

moft abftrufe and difficult of any.

ICHNOGRAPHY, in Fortification, is in like

manner the Plane or Reprefentation of the Length

and Breadth of a Fortrefs, the diftind Parts ofwhich

are mark’d out either upon the Ground it felf, or

upon Paper.
,

ICHOR, is a Sulphureous and Watery Humour

which flows from Ulcers. Blanchard.

ICHOROIDES, is a Moifture like Corruption.

ICOSIHEDRON : See Regular Bodies. This

Solid confifts oftwenty Triangular Pyramids, whofe

Vertexes meet in the Center of a Sphere that is ima-

gined to circumfcribe it, and therefore have their

Height and Bafes equal t Wherefore the Solidity

of one of thofe Pyramids, multiplied by zo, the

Number of Bafes, gives the folid Content of the

Iccfihedron.

The following Figure Being drawn on Pafte board

cut half through, and then folded up neatly toge-

ther, will reprefent an Icofihedrm.

JEJ
ICTERUS, the Jaundice, is a changing of the

Skin into a Yellow Colour, from an Obftru&ion

of the Duftui Choledochus, or the Glandules of the

Liver, thro’ Weaknefs, ObftruCHon, or a Schirrus

of the Liver; or becaufe the Gall abounds more
than can be conveniently excerned, fo that it ftays

in the Blood. The Latines call it, Regius Morbus
,

the Kingly Difeafe, becaufe it is eafily cured in

Courts with the Paftimes and Divertifements there

which chear the Mind. It is alfo called aSuffufion

of the Gall. Blanchard.

IDEA, is whatfoever the Mind perceives in it

felf, or ftands there for the immediate Objecft of

any Phantafm, Notion, Species, Thought or Un-
derftanding.

IDENTITATE NOMINIS, is a Writ that lies

for him, who upon a Capias or Exigent, is taken

and committed to Prifon for another Man of the

Name,
IDEOTA inquirenda vel examinanda, is a Writ

to the Efcheator or Sheriff of any County, where
the King hath Notice that there is an Ideot, Natu-
rally Born, fo weak of Underftanding, that he

cannot govern or manage his Inheritance, to call

before him the Party fufpecfted of the Ideocy, and
examine him ; and alfo by the Oath of Twelve
Men, to enquire whether he be fufficiently Witted
to difpofe of his own Lands with Difcretion, or

not, and to certify accordingly into the Chancery :

For the King hath the Protection of his Subjects,

and by his Prerogative, the Government of their

Lands and Subftance, that are Naturally Defective

in their own Difcretion.

IDES of a Month, among the Romans, were the

Day after the Nones were out They commonly
fell our on the 13th of every Month, except in

March, May, July, and OBober (which they cailed

the Full Months, as all the others were called Hol-

low) for then they were on the 15 th, becaufe in

thofe. Months the Nones were on the 7th. The E-
tymology of the Word is varioufly given, and to

be feen in moft Dictionaries : See Danets Greeksand
Roman Antiquities.

IDIOCRASY, the proper Difpofiticn or Tem -

perament of a Thing or Body.

IDIOPATHY, is a primary Difeafe, which nei-

ther depends on, nor proceeds from any other.

IDIOSYNCRASY, is a Temperament peculiar

to any particular Animal Body ; whereby it hath,

either in Sicknels or in Health, a peculiar Averfion
againft, or Inclination for fome particular things

;

or on which fome things will have no fuch, \ or a
more than ufual Operation, than they will have on
other Bodies.

JECUR, the fame with Hepar.

JECUR "Uterinum : See Placenta Uteri.

JEER, or Jeer-Rope, is a Piece of a Hawfer fa-

ttened to the Main-yard and Fore-yard (in great

Ships onlyj clofe to the Ties 3 then ’tis reeved thro”

a Block, which is feized clofe to the Top, and fo

comes down again, and is reeved through another

Block at the Bottom ofthe Maft clofe by the Deck ;
there are ufually two of thefe, one on each Side
the Ties. Its Ule is to help hoyfe up the Yard, but
more efpecially to fuccour the Ties, and to keep
the Yard from falling, if they fliould break.

JECAR-CAPSTAN ; See Capfian .

JEJUNUM Inteftinum, is the Second of the
fmall Guts, fo called, becaufe it is moft times
found empty : ’Tis in Length about eight Foot in

Men ; it begins on the Right Side under the Colony

where the Duodenum ends, and fills a good Part of
5

she Umbilical Region, efpecially on the Left Side $
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tis continued, to the Ileum, but is eafily known from

it by its Emptinefs, by the great Number of its

Veins and Arteries, which make it look a little Red-
dilh, and'aifo becaule the Wrinkles in its Coats are

more in number, and nearer to one another, than

thofe in the Ileum, and the Coats themfelves are

much thicker.

JEOFAIL, in Common Law, fignifies an Over-

fight in pleading, touching which you have a Sta-

tute, 3 2 AT. 8.30. whereby it is ena&ed, That if

the Jury have once paft upon the Iffue, tho’ after-

ward there be found a Jeofail in the Pleading, yet

Judgment fhall likewile be given, according to the

VerdiCl of the Jury. \

JESSANT, when in a Coat of Arms a Lion or

other Bead: is born over fome Ordinary, as over a

Chief, a Bend, a Fejfe, &c. that Lion or Beaft is

blazoned JeJfant or Jacent,
i. e. lying over all.

JET D’EAU, is the French Word for a Pipe of

a Fountain which calls up the Water any,confidera-

ble Height into the Air.

Mr. Mariotte, in his Treatife du Mouvement des

Faux, &c. faith. That a Jet d’Eau will never rife

fo high as its Refervatory, but always falls fhort of

it by a Space, which is in a fubduplicate Ratio of

that Height
$
and this he proves by feveral Experi-

ments.

He faith alfo, That if a greater branches out in

many fmaller ones, diftributed to different Jets, the

Square of the Diameter of the Main Pipe muft be

proportioned to the Sum of ail the Expences of its

Branches ; and particularly faith, That if the Re-
fervatory be 5 a Foot high, and the Adjutage half an

Inch in Diameter, the Pipe ought to be 3 Inches in

Diameter.

JETSON : See in Elotfon.

1GNIS-FATUUS, is a certain Meteor that ap-

pears chiefly in the Summer-Nights, for the moft

Part frequenting Church-yards, Meadows, and Bogs,

as confilting of a fomewhat Vifcous Subftance, or a

fat Exhalation ; which being kindled in the Air, re-

fle&s a kind of thin Flame in the Dark, yet without

any fenfible Heat,often flying about Rivers, Hedges,

i

'

3c . becaule it meets with a Flux of Air in thofe

Places. This Meteor is well known among the

Common People, under the Name of Will of the

PVifp, or Jack, with a Lanthorn.

IGNIS PERSICUS, the lame that Gangrana :

It is taken alfo for a Carbuncle.

IGNIS ROTAS : See hVhecl-Fire.

IGNIS SACER, the fame that Eryfipelas: Yet
fome take it for an Herpes.

IGNIS SYLVESTRIS, the fame that PhlyBcena.

IGNITION, is Calcination made by Fire.

IGNORAMUS, in Law, is a Word ufedby the

Grand Inqueft, impannelled in the Inquifition of

Caufes Criminal and Publick, and written upon
the Bill when they diflike their Evidence, as defe-

ctive or too weak to make good the Prefentment

:

TheEfteClof which Word fo written is, That all

farther Enquiry upon that Party, for that Fault, is

thereby flopped, and he delivered without further

Anlwer.

ILE, is the Cavity from the Thorax to the Bones
of the Thighs : Pliny obferves. That all the Inte-

ftines in all Animals, except a Man and a Sheep,

are called He. Blanchard.

ILEUM, is the Third of the Imall Guts, fo cal-

led aero rr Hhci^d.r, a Circumvolvendo, becaule of
its many Turnings, &c. It begins where the Je-
junum ends, and ends it felf at the Gut called Cae-

cum, at the beginning of the Colon : It is about 2

1

Hands Breadth in Length : There can be no fuch

thing as twilling of the Guts, but fometimes the
Coats being doubled inward, the upper part of an
Inteftine links ar falls with the lower, which makes
the IliackcPaJJion, or Volvulus. The Ileum oft falls
down into the Scrotum

, and then the Rupture is cal-
led Inteftinalis. The Palfage of the Ileum is a little

narrower then that of the Jejunum f and its Coats
are fomewhat thinner.

ILIA, the Flanks are the lateral Parts of the Ab-
domen, betwixt the laft Rib and the Secret Parts.

'

ILIACK-PASSION, the fame with Miferere or
the Twilling of the Guts.

'

ILIACK-VESSELS
, are thofe double forked

Velfels of the Trunks of the great Artery
, and the

great Vein of the Abdomen, about the Place where
the Bladder and the Womb are lituate. Blan-
chard.

ILIACUS INTERNUS
, is a Mufcle of the

Thigh, which arifes Flefhly from above halfthe Su-
perior Region, and Internal Concave part ofthe Os
Ilium ; and in its, defeent over the Inferior part of
the laft named Bone, joyns with the Pfoas Magnus

s
-

and is inferted with it, partly under the Termi-
nation of the PeBinew : This, together with the
Pfoas Magnus

, move the Thigh forwards in Pro-
greflion.

ILINGUS : See Scotomia»

ILIUM OS, is the firft and upper part of the
Bone called Qffa Innominata, which are two large
Bones lituated on the Sides of the Os Sacrum. This
part of it, Ilium

, is fo named, Becaule it contains
the Gut Ilium, which lies between it and its fellow.
Its Circumference is circular, being a little convex
and uneven on its external fide. ‘Tis a large Bone.,
and is conne&ed to the Sides of the three Superior
Vertebra of the Os Sacrum : The upper part of it,

of its Edge or Circumference
, is called Spina,

the Concave Internal fide Cotta , and the Exter-
nal convex one Dorfum : It is joined to the Os
Sacrum by a true Suture : It is larger in Women
than Men.
ILLUMINATIVE-MONTH, is that Space of

Time that the Moon is vifible to be feen betwixt
one Conjunction and another.

IMAGE, in Opticks, is the Projection of an Ob-
je& in the diftindt Bafe of a Convex-glafs.

To find the Diameter of an Image, in the difiinB
Bafe of a Convex-Glafs

, Mr. Molyneux gives thm
Buie.

As the Diftance of the ObjeCl from the Glals ?

To the Diftance of the Image from the Glals 1 i

So the Diameter of the Objedls Magnitude :

To the Diameter of the Image.

Wherefore, if the Diameter ofthe Sun fubtend an
Arch of 32 Minutes of a Great Circle in the Hea-
vens, the Diameter of the Suns Image reprefented

in the difiinB Bafe of a Convex-Glafs, fubtends an
Arch oi 32 Minutes alio of fuch aCircle as hath for

its Radius the diftance of the DiftinCl Bafe from the
Glafs.

IMAGINATION
,

is an Application of the
Mind to the Phantafm or Image of lome Corporeal

Thing imprefled in the Brain.

IMBRICATED, is a Word ufed by Mr. Tourne

fort, and lome other Boranifts, toexprels the Figure
of the Leaves of fome Plants, which are hollowed
in like an Imbrex, or Gutter-Tile.

IMMENSE.
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IMMENSE, is that whofe Amplitude or Exten-

sion. no Finite Meafure whatfoever, or how oft fo=

ever repeated can equal.

IMMERSION ,
the Plunging of any thing un-

der Water : ’Tis alfo ufed by Aftronomers, to fig-

qifie that any Planet is beginning to come within the

Shadow ol another, as in Eclipfes, whenever the

Shadow of the Eclipiing Body begins to fall on the;

Body Eclipfed, we fay, that is the time of Immer-

fion j
and when it goes out of .'the Shadow, is the

Time of Emerfion. •

„ ; 1 jMME-RSUS : See Subfcapularm.

IMMUTATlON : See I-IypaUge.

IMPALED, when the Goats of a Man and his

, Wife (who is not an Heirels ) are, born in the fame

Eicutcheon ;
they muft be Marfhallcd in Pale, the

Husband’s on theRight fide, and the Wives on the

Left; and this the Heralds call Baron and Femme,

two Coats Impaled.

If a Man hath had two Wives, he may Impale

his Coat in the middle between theirs; and if he

hath had more than two, they are to be Marfhal-

led on each fide of his, in their proper Order. See;

Clifton s Coat in Guillm, p. 399. who had feven

"Wives.

IMPARLANCE, or Emparlance ,
is a Motion

made in Court upon the Account of 'the Deman-

dant by the Tenant, or Declaration' of the Plaintiff

by the Defendant, whereby he craveth Rfifpite, or

any other Day to-put in his Ariwer.

This Imparlance is either General or Special,

The Special is with this Claufe, Satvis omnibus

advantagiis tarn ad jurifdictionem curia quam breve

& narrdtionem.

The General is made at large, without inferring

that or any other like Claufe.

IMPENETRABILITY ,
is the Diftindion of

one extended Subftance from another, by which

the Extcnfion of one thing is'different from that of

'another; To that two things extended, cannot be

irl the fame Place, but muft of neceffity exclude each

oth'er.

IMPERATIVE-MOOD ( in Grammar) implies

a Command to fuch a one to do fuch a thing.

IMPERFECT CONCORDS : See Concords.

IMPERFECT Flowers of Plants ,
are fuch as

want the Petda , or thofe finely coloured little

Leaves which ftand round and compofethe Flower :

And therefore they are fometimes called Apetalous,

and fometimes Stamineous • becaule they have only,

the Stamina and Style of a Flower.

IMPERFECT NUMBERS, are fuch whofe A-

liquot Parts taken altogether, do either exceed, or

fall fhort of that Whole Number, ofwhich they are

Parts: And thefe are of two forts, either Abundant

or Deficient ; Which fee.

IMPERFECT PLANTS, are by the Botanifts

accounted fuch as either really want Flower and
Seed, or rather feem to want them

;
fince no Flower

or Seed hath yet been difeovered to belong to much
the greateft part of them.

IMP

Thefe Mr. Bay diftinguifhes' according to the Place
of their Growth ; into,

E Aqudt'icks, ov fuch as grow in the Water | and
that either in the Sea, and then they are called

’"Marine Plants $ and thofe are either of an hard

and ftony Confidence, as, the Corals, Corallines
,

Porus;
Or of a more Soft and Herbaceous one.

Of thefe* fome are Eke Herbs , and are of

two Kinds

:

The Greater, which are Cauliferous, as the

Fucus,

TheLdfer, as the Alga,

The others are more of theMufcus or Fungus

Appearance, as the Spongia.

Frcjh-water Plants , and thofe have either no
'Leaves, but are Capillaceous

, as the Con-

ferva :

Or their Leaves divided into three Parts; as

w. the Lens palufiris. Lenticular,

II. Such ImperfeB Plants , as inhabit the dry.

Ground, he divides into,

EFirft, Such as have a Subftance , either Woody,'
or Fleihly - and thefe have fcarce any thing

common to the Perfedt Plants
,

neither the
Green Herbaceous Colour

, nor the Tex-
ture of Herbs, nor Flower, Seed, nor Leaf,
properly Ipeaking, as all the Fungi ; which

N
are,

r i . Such as grow on Trees, and therefore cal-

led Arboreus ; as the Fungus Laricis, called

Agaric^ , and the Fungus Sambuci
,

which
we call Jews-Ear , Auricula Jud<e in La-
tine.

^ 1. Terreftrial ; and thefe are either Caulife-

<
j

rous, with Heads either Lamellated, or Po-

I

rofe underneath ; or without Stalks, as the

I Lexica of Pliny , and Fungus Pulverulcntus
T

1 Crepitus Lupi, or common Puff-Balls.

3, Subterraneous ; as the Tubera Terra , or

E. Truffles. A
t '

\

Secondly , Such as have a more foft and dry
Confidence, and more like that of Herbs

:

Of which fome are both Cauliferous and
Branched, as the Mufci or Mojfes.

Others are without Stalks, adhering like a Cruft
to the Surface of the Earth, Stones, Trees,

or Wood ; as the Lichen Terreflris and Ar-
boreous.

IMPERIAL-TABLE , is an Inftrument made of
Brafs, with Box and Needle

,
and Staff, ufed to

meafure Land : See Pol. II.

IMPERSONAL-VERB ,
in Grammar, is fuch

an one as is only ufed in the Third Perfon Singu-
lar, as Oportet, Licet, &c.

IMPERVIOUS : Bodies are faid to be Impervi-
ous to others, when they will neither admit the
Rays of Light, &c. nor the Effluvia of other Bo-
dies to pafs thro’ them.

E'e e IMRE-
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IMPETIGO CELSI, the fame with Lepra Grx.~

.torum, Celfus makes four lorts of it:

The molt harmlefs , fays he, is that which is like

a Scab, for it is red and hard , exulcerated and

gnawed : But it differs from it, in that it is more
exulcerated

,
and is accompanied with fpeckled

Pimples : And there ieem to be in it certain Bub-
bles, from which after a certain time there fall, as

it were little Scales, and it returns more certainly.

Another fort is worfe, almoft like a fort of Mea-
zles, or- hot Pimples in the Skin,, but more rugged,

and redder, and of different Figures : In this Di-

ftemper little Scales too, fall from the Surface of

the Skin, and it is called Rubrica.

The third fort is yet worfe ; for it is thicker and

harder* and lwells more, and is cleft on the top of

the Skin, and gnaws more violently : It is Scaly

too, but black, and fpreads broad and flow : It is

called Nigra.

The fourth fort is altogether incurable, of a dif-

ferent Colour from the Red ; for it is fomething

white, and like a frefh Scar, and has pale Scales ;

fome whitifh, fome like the little Pulfe called Lin-

tel,
which being taken away, fometimes the Blood

follows : Otherwife the Humour that flows from

it is white, the Skin hard and cleft , and fpreads

farther.

All thefe forts arife efpecially in the Feet and

Hands, and infeft the Nails likewife.

Impetigo fome reckon the fame with Lichen.

Blanchard.

IMPETIGO PLINII, Pliny's Impetigo y is the

fame with Lichen Grxcorum. Blanchard

.

IMPROPER FRACTIONS * are fuch as have

their Numerators eqiial to
,
or greater than their

Denominators, as #, -ff, &c. which are not Fracti-

ons properly fpeaking , but either Whole or Mixt

Numbers ;
and are only put into the Form ofFra-

ctions, in order to be added, fubtra&ed, multiplied,

or divided, &c, ,

INACCESSIBLE HEIGHT or Dijlance, is that

which cannot be Mealured, by reafon of fome Im-

pediment in the Way ; as Water, &c,

INADEQUATE IDEA’S, are fuch, which are

but a partial, or incomplete Reprefentation of thofe

Archetypes or Images to which the Mind refers

them.

INANITY , is the School-Term for Emptinefs

or abfolute Vacuity, and implies the abfence of all

Body, and Matter whatfoever; fo that nothing re-

mains but bare Space,

INCALESCENCE, is a Thing growing hot by

iome Internal Motion, or Fermentation ; as when
Quick-lime grows hot by pouring Water upon it.

INCALESCENT MERCURY, fo Mr.Boyle
calls fome Mercuries of an uncommon Preparation,

which by being mingled with a due Proportion of

Gold Leaves, or fmall filings, would Amalgamate

and grow hot with the Gold, even in the Palm of

our Hand.

IN CASU CONSIMILI, is a Writ : See Cafu

Provifo.

IN CASU PROVISO , is a Writ : See Cafu

Provifo.

INCEPTIVE of Magnitude ,
is a Word ufed by

Dr. Wallis, exprefling fuch Moments or firft Prin-

ciples ,
as tho

5

of no Magnitude themfelves, are

yet capable of producing fuch. Thus a point hath

no Magnitude it felf ,
but is Inceptive of a Line,

which it produces by its Motion : A Line conlider-

ed one way, hath no Magnitude as to Breadth, but

is capable by its Motion of producing a Surface

which hath Breadth, &c.

j

tNCERATION, is a mixture of moifture wifcfe

fomething that is dry, by a gentle foaking, till the
Subftance be brought to the Confidence of Soft
Wax, Blanchard

\

INCIDENCE. In Opticks
,

the Angle a c jp,

made by the Ray a c

,

and the Perpendicular Pc,
is called the Angle of Incidence ; but Dr. Barrow,
and fome others

, call it the Angle of Inclination
g

and by the Angle of Incidence

,

they underftand its

Complement e c a.

Mr. Molyneux
, in his Dioptricks, ufesthe Words

Inclination and Incidence promifeuoufly, and by the
Angle of Incidence or inclination

, always intends
the firft named Angles a c P.
The Angle P c b

t
is called, The Ang’e of Reflex-

ion
,
and is always = to the Angle of Incidence

a c P : Which is thus proved by Leibnitfius.

Every Ray of Light goes the fhortefi way that pofft>

bly it can 1 But if you fuppofe the Ray ac to fall

on the Plane-Glafs, or Surface e g , and thence to

be refle&ed to b, fo that the Angle a c e be= b eg,
then will the two Lines a c and c b be the two
fhorteft Lines that can poflibly be drawn from the

Points a and b, to the Plane eg : For Inftance, they

will be fhorter than a d -\- db, or any others.

Produce c b toft and draw d f, becaufe the op®
pofite Angles at c are = • the Arch ef (= b g ) ==
4* by the Suppofition ; but ’tis plain thatfc~
a c ,

and c f — cb. [Wherefore f b (
— a e

-ff c b) will be lefs than df (i. e. ad) -p- db l

and fo it will be every-where elfe. Wherefore fince

the Ray muft go the neareft way, the Angle ofIn-
cidence will always be == to that of Reflexion : For
the two Angles e c a and beg , being thus equal

,

their Complements a c P and P e b muft be fo

too.

That the Angle of Incidence ac P, is = to that

of Reflexion P c b, may very briefly be thus proved.

Produce the Ray a c diretftly till it meet with the

Perpendicular g h in the Point b : Then make g
= gh,

and draw c : I fay c X. is the Reflected

Ray, and that the Angle P c £= r c P

:

For P be-

ing drawn perpendicular to the Plane eg, the Angle
eca-\-acPr= j£cg -f~ P c Ki becaufe both are

= L : But e c a — gch, becaufe Vertical and
eg h= g c 1^ by ConftrudHon. Wherefore e c a sfe

b eg

:

And confequently their Complements a e P
and Pc b are equal. Q. E. D.

In Dioptricks, the Sines of the Angles of Incidence^

|
and Refracted Angles, are to each other reciprocally,

\ as the Refinances of the Mediums, as is demon-
fixated
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ftrated by Leibnits in Afta Erud. Lipfics.hnxio 1681.

Pag. 185. And in Mr, Molineux’s Dioptrica Nova,

Fart. 2. Chap. 1.

Sir If;
Newton difcover’d ;That from Air to GUIs,

the. Sine of the Angle of Incidence : is to the Sine

of the Refracted Angle : : as 300, to 193, or near-

ly, as 14 to 9. . .

.

And on the contrary, That from Glafs to Air ,

the Sine of the Incidence : is to the Sine of the Ra-

fradled Angles : : as 193 : to 300, or as 9 to 14.

But in his Differtations concerning Light and

Colours ,
he has demonftrated, That the Rays of

Light are not all Homogeneous
,
or of the fame fort,

but of different Forms and Figures j fo that fome are

more Refracted than others, tho’ they have the fame

or equal Inclinations on the Glafs : And therefore

there can be no conftant Proportion fet between the

Sines of the Incident,
and pefrafted Angles

.

But the Proportion that comes neareft the Truth,

for the middle and ftrong Rays of Light, is nearly

as 300 to 193, 14 to 9. ;
- .

-
. ,

.

INCIDENCE-POINT ,
in Opacks, is that

Point in which a Ray of Light is fuppofed to fall on

a Piece of Glafs.

INCIDENT-RAY, in Catoptricks and Dioftricgs:

See Hay of Incidence. -

INCINERATION, is the reducing the Bodies

of Vegetables and Animals into Allies by a violent

jpire

INCISIVUS, is a Mufcle which pulleththe up-

per Lip upwards.

INCISORES DENTES, the fame with Pn-

snores.

INCISIVI, the fame with PrimOres.

INCLINATION ,
is a Word frequently ufed

by Mathematicians ,
and fignifies the mutual Ap-

proach, Tendency or Leaning of two Lines or two

Planes towards each other ,
lb as to make an

What the Angle ofInclination fignifies in Opticks,

See in Incidence .

The Inclination of two Planes, is the Acute An-

gle made by two Lines ,
drawn one in each Plane,

and perpendicular to their Common Seftion.

INCLINATION of the Axis of the Earth
,

is

the Angle which it makes with the Axis of the E-

cliptick ; or the Angle between the Planes of the

Equator and Ecliptick. . ,

INCLINATION of a Planet, is an Arch of the

Circlejdf Inclination, comprehended between the

Ecliptick and the Place of a Planet in his Orbit.

INCLINATION of a Plane

,

in Dialling, is the

'Arch of a Verticie Circle, perpendicular to both

she Plane and the Horizon,, and intercepted between

ihem.

To find the Inclination of a Plane.

Take a Quadrant, and apply its Side to the Side

©fa Square, and apply the other fide of your Square

to your Plane 5 if the Plummet fall parallel to the

Side of the Square ,
then the lower Side of the

Square ftands level ; by which draw an Horizontal

Line, whereon ered a Perpendicular , and apply

your Square to that Perpendicular, and ifthe Plum-

met falls parallel to the Side of the Square
,

then

that is alfo a level Line, and your Plane ftands Ho-
rizontally : If the Plummet falls not parallel to the

Side of the Square, then turn your Square until it

does, and draw an Horizontal Line, on which ered

a Perpendicular, to which apply your Square , and

obferve what Angle your Plummet makes on the

Quadrant, with the Side of the Square 3 that is

,

the Angle of the Inclination of the Plane

INCLINATION of a Pay, in Dioptricks, is the

Angle which this Ray makes with the Axis of Inci-

dence xn the firft. Medium, at the Point where it meets
l

* the fecond Medium.
INCLINATION of a Pfght Line to a Plane

,
it

the Acute Angle which this Right Line makes with
another Right Line drawn in the Plane, thro’ the

Point where the inclined Line interfeds it, and
thro’ the Point where it is alfo cut by a Perpendicu-

lar drawn from any Point of the inclined Lines.

INCLINATIONS of the Planes of the Orbits

of the Planets
,
to the Plane of the Ecliptick, are

thus : Saturn's Orbit makes an Angle of 2 Degrees

30 Minutes ; Jupiter's, 1 Degree and { 3 Mars’s

little lefs than 2 Degrees^ Venus's is 3 Degr, and f 3

Mercury’s is almoft 7 Degrees.

INCLINING Direft South or North Dials : See
Direft South or North Inclining Dials.

INCLINING Declining Dials : See Declining

Inclining Dials.

INCLINING Planes, are thofe which lean or in-

cline to the Horizon.

INCOMMENSURABLE Numbers, are fuch as

have no Common Divifor that will divide them
both equally.

INCOMMENSURABLE Quantities, are thofe

which have no Aliquot Parts, or any Common
Meafure that may meafure them 3 as the Diagonal

and Side of a Square : For although that each of
thofe Lines have infinite Aliquot Parts, as the Half,

the Third, &c. yet not any part of the one, be it

never fo little, can poflibly meafure the other, as is

demonftrated in 1 17. e 10. Eucl:

INCOMPLEX Terms in Logicg

:

See Complex.

INCONGRUITY : See Congruity.

INCORPORATE : To Incorporate, in Chyim-
ftry or Natural Philofophy, fignifies accurately to

mix the Particles of one Body with another.

INCRASSATING, or thicking things, are thofe

which being endued with thick ropy Parts, and mix-
ed with thin liquid Juices, bring them to a thicker

Confiftence, by joining and kniting their Parts to-

gether. Blanchard.

INCUBUS : See Ephialtes.

INCUMBENT, in Common Law, is a Clerk
refident on his Benefice with Cure ; and called In-

cumbent of that Church, becaufe he doth, or ought

to bend his whole Study to difcharge his Cure.

INCURVATION of. the \ays of Light : See

Light and fiefraftion.

INCUS, the Anvil, is a Bone of the inner part

of the Ear : It is like a Grinder-Tooth, and lies un-

der the Bone called Malleus. It has two Legs, the

fhorter of which is tied to the Side of that Conduit

or Paffage which goes to the Proceffus Mamilaris -

and the longer Leg to the Head of the third Bone,

called the Stapes.

INDAGATOR, a Searcher or Inquirer intoNa-r

rare.

INDEFINITE, is what hath no Bounds or Li-

mits determined 3 or what is confidered as not ha-

ving any.

INDENTED, a Term in Heraldry, when the

Out-line of a Bordure, Ordinary, &c. is in the

Form of the Teeth of a Saw: Thus,
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INDENTURE

,
is a Writing comprifing fome

Contrail between two
,

and being Indented in the

Top anfwerable to another, that likewife contain-

eth the fame Contract.

INDETERMINED Problem in Geometry : See

Local.

INDEX
, is the fame with what is fometimes

called the CharaSleriftick or Exponent of a Loga-

rithm ; and fheweth always of how many Places

the Abfolute Number belonging to the Logarithm

doth confift, and of what Nature it is ; i. e. whe-

ther an Integer ,
or a Fraction: Thus ; In this Lo-

garithm 2.56x193. The Number ftandig on the

Left-hand of the Point is called the Index $
and be-

caufe it is i ,
fhews you that the abfolute Number

anfwering to it, confifts of 3 Places ; for ’tis always

one more than the Index, becaufe the Index of 1 is

o : of 1 o is 1 : of 1 00 is 2 , 13c.

As in this Example

;

0123456789
1234 5,6789

Where the upper Numbers are Indices to the lower.

And therefore in thole fmall Tables of Briggs s Lo-

garithms, where the Index is omitted, it muft al-

ways be fupplied before you can Work by them.

If the Abfolute Number be a Fra&ion ,
then the

Index of the Logarithm hath a Negative Sign,and is

marked thus, 2.562193 ; which fhews the corre-

fponding Number to be a Decimal Fradion of 3

Places, i>ifr i«3 6 5*
.

Mr. Tovenly hath a peculiar way of noting thele

indices when they exprefs Fractions, and ’tis now

much in ufe, by taking inftead of the true In-

dex,its Arithmetical Gomplement to 10; and there-

fore he would write the Logarithm now mentioned

thus, 87s62293. How they are added and fub-

traded, fee in Addition and Subtraction.

INDICATION, a Word ufed by Phyficians and

burgeons ,
and fignifies a Difcovery of what is to

be done, and what courfe is to be taken for the Re-

covery of the Patient’s Health ; as if oh Examina-

tion Bleeding be found necelfary , they fay. Bleed-

ing is Indicated.

INDICATIONS are ufually accounted three-

fold:

1 . Prefervatory, which fhew what is to be done

for the Continuation and Prelervation of Health.

2. Curative ,
which fhew how the Difeafe is to

be removed, that the Patient at prelent labours un-

der. And,

3 . Vital, which refped the Patient’s Life,Strength,

and way of Living.

INDICATIVE-MOOD (in Grammar) demon-

strates limply what we affirm.

INDICATOR : See Extenfor Indicts±

INDICAVIT, is a Writ or Prohibition, that li-

eth for a Patron of a Church ,
whole Clerk is De-

fendant in Court-Chriftian, in an Adion of Tythes

commenced by another Clerk, and extending to the

fourth part of the Church, or of the Tythes belong-

ing to it ; for in this Cafe the Suit belongeth to the

King’s Court ; wherefore the Patron of the Defen-

dant being like to be prejudiced in his Church and
Advowlon, if the Plain tiffobtain in the Court-Chri-

ftian, hath this means to remove it to the King’s-

Court.

INDICTION’: See Cycle of IndiElion,-

INDICTMENT : See Enditement ,

INDIGNATORIOUS, an Epithet attributed to
the fourth {freight Mufcle of the Eye

, becaufe that
Motion or Caft of the Eye is peculiar to Men in
the Paffion of Anger. For this Mulcle being one
of the Abducent

, ferves to draw the Eye outward
from the inner Corner to the outer.

INDIVIDUUM; in Logicl is that which figni*

fies but one only thing : Of which they make a
fourfold Divifion.

1. Individuum Vagum
, is that which tho* it fig-

nifies but one Thing, yet may be any of that kind j
as when we lay, a Man, a certain Perfin ,

or owe laid
lb or fo 5 tho’ but one Perlon is meant, yet that one
Perfon, for ought appears to the Contrary, may beja-
ny Body.

2. Individuum Determinatum, is when the Thing
is nam d or determined 1 as Alexander

, the River
Nile, or Mount Athos. This alfo is called Signatum

.

3. Individuum Demonfirativum
, is when fome

Demonftrative Pronoun is uled in the Expreffion 5
as this Man, that Woman.

4. Individuum ex Hypotheft, or by Suppolltion 5
when an Univerfal Name or Term is reftrained by
the Suppolition to a particular Thing ; as when we
lay, the Son of fuch an one

, and it be known that
he had but one Son.

INDIVISIBLES, in Geometry
, are filch Ele-

ments or Principles as any Body or Figure may ul-
timately be refolved into. And thele Elements

, or
Indivifibles

, are in each peculiar Figure fuppofed to
be infinitely fmall.

With regard to which Notion, a Line may be
faid to confift of Points ; a Surface of Parallel-Lines,
and a Solid of Parallel and Similar Surfaces : And
then,becaufe each of thefe Elements is fuppofed In-
divifible

, if in any Figure, a Line be drawn thro*
the Elementsperpendicularly, the Numberof Points
in that Line, will be the fame as the Number of the
Elements.

Whence we may fee, thata Parallelogram, Prifm,
or Cylinder, is refolvable into Elements, or Indivi-
fibles, all equal to each other, parallel, and like to
the Bafe. A Triangle into Lines parallel to the Bafe,
but decreafing in Arithmetical proportion, and fo
are the Circles which conftitute the Parabolicl^-Co-
noid, and thofe which conftitute the Plane of a Cir-
cle, or the Surface of an Iloceles Cone.
A Cylinder may be refolved into Cylindrical

Curve Surfaces, having all the fame height, and
continually decreafing inwards, as the Circles ofthe
Bafe do, on which they infift.

This Method of Indivifibles
, is only the Ancient

Method of Exhauflions a little difguifed and contra-
cted : It was fitft introduced by Cavallerius in his
Geometria Indivifibilium, Anno Dorn. 1635. purfu-
ed after.by Torricellius in his Works, Printed 1644.
and again by QavaUerm himfelf in another Trea-
dle, publilhed 1 647. And is now allowed to be of
excellent Ufe in the fliortening ofMathematical De-
monftrations: Of which take the following Inftance
in that Famous Propofition of Archimedes,

That, A Sphere is two thirds of a Cylinder eircum
«'

fcribing ite

For fuppofe ( as in the Figure) a Cylinder, He-
mifphere, and an Inverted Cone, to have the fame
Bafe and Altitude, and to be cut by Infinite Plane?

all parallel to the Bafe, of which d g is one : ’Tis

plain, the Square of dh will every where be equal
to the Square of IQ C (the Radius of the Sphere) the

Square h c = eh Square ; and conlequently, fince

Circles are to one another, as the Squares of the
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Radii ,

all the Circles of the Hemifphere will be

equal to all thole ofthe Cylinder, deducing thence

Ik \ i / 1
" /s

all thofe of the Cone : Wherefore the Cylinder, de-

ducting the Cone , is equal to the Hemifphere ;

but *tis known, the Cone is one third of the Cylin-

der, and confequently the Sphere muft be two thirds

of it. £>. E. D.

INDUCTION, is commonly taken. for the gi-

ving polfeftion to an Incumbent of his Church, by

leading him into it, and delivering him the Keys,

by the Commiffary or Bifhop’s Deputy, and by his

ringing one of the Bells.

INDURANTIA : See Sclerotica.

INDUSIUM : See Amnios.

INEDIA ,
is abftaining from Meat, when one

eats lefs than formerly.

INEFFABLE-NUMBERS, the fame with Surd-

Numbers. _ .

INEQUALITY of Natural Days. Tho
8

the

Sun is fuppofed Vulgarly to meafure ourTime^e-

qually, yet he is very far from doing fo : And as tis

impoffible for a good Clock, or Movement, to keep

time with the Sun ; fo one that is truly fuch, will

meafure Time much more truly ,
and go exa&er

than any Sun-Dial.

The ufual Reafon, and one good one it is, of the

inequality of Natural Days ,
you have under the

Word Equation of Time : But the Truth is, there is

alfo another ; and that is, That the Motion of the

Earth it felf round its Axis, is not exaftly Equable

or Regular, but is iometime fwifter, and fometimes

flower.
. . t . ,

ENERGETICAL Bodies or Particles, are fuch

as are fluggifh and unadtive.

INESCUTHEON, in Heraldry, fignifies all the

Efcutcheons, containing f of the Field, and is born

tykhin it as an Ordinary, thus;

He beareth Ermin ,
an Inef-

cutcheon Gules.

This is alfo fometimes called
,

An Efcutcheon of Pretence ; which

is born when a Man Marries an

Heirefs : For then he bears her

Coat of Arms on an Inefcutcheon

,

or Efcutcheon of Pretence
,

in the

middle of his own Coat.

INFERNAL-STONE, or Perpetual Cauftick.,
is

a Chymical Operation ,
whereby Silver is rendred

Caufticiby the Salts of Spirit of Nitre.

5

Tis thus made :

Diflolve in a Viol any Quantity of Silver in thrice

its Weight of Spirit of Nitre ; and then in a Sand-

heat evaporate
f-
of the Moifture : The Remainder

put into a good large German Crucible, which place

over a gentle Fire
;
let the Matter alone, and hea-

ving till at laft it finks quietly to the Bottom : Then

infcreafing the Fire a little
,

’twill turn into an Oil j

If

|
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and as foon as you perceive it to be fo; it muft ini-

j

mediately be poured into an Iron-Mold, purpofely
I made fot it, that is a little oifd and greas’d, where
it will prefently coagulate and harden. After 'tis

taken out, it muft be kept in a Viol well ftopt ; 'tis

a great Cauftick, and will laft for ever, if it be kept
from the Air. Some make them of Copper, but
thofe are not fo good as thefe.

INFIMUS VENTER: Sec Abdomen.
INFINITE

, is that which has no Bounds

;

Terms, nor Limits. •

INFINITE QUANTITY, Ofthe feveral Species

of Infinite Quantity
, and of the Proportions they

bear one to the other, the Learned Mathematician
Capt. Halley, in Philofoph. Tranfadbions, N.X93,
gives thefollowing Account.

That all Magnitudes infinitely great , or fuch as
exceed any affignable Quantity

, are equal among
themfelves, though it be vulgarly received for a
Maxim, is not yet lo common as it is erroneous *

and the Reafon of the Miftake feems to be. That
the Mind of Man coming to contemplate the Ex-
tenfions of what exceeds the Bounds of its Capaci-
ty, and of which the very Idea does include a Ne-
gation of Limits ; it comes to pals, that weacqui-
efce generally, and it fuffices to fay, fuch a Quan-
tity is Infinite.

But if we come more nearly to examine this No-
tion, we lhall find, that there are really besides In-
finite Length, and. Infinite Area, no lefs than three
feveral forts of Infinite Solidity : All of which are
Quantitates fui generis

, having no more Relation or
Proportion the one to the other, than a Line to a
Plane* or a Plane to a Solid, or a Finite to an In-
finite ; but that among themfelves each of thefe
Species of Infinites, are in given Proportions, is that
which is to be made plain.

But firft. Infinite Length, or a Line infinitely long,
is to be confidered, either as beginning^ a Point,
and fo infinitely extended one way, or elfe both
ways from the fame Point ; in which cafe the one
which is a beginning Infinity, is the one half of the
whole, which is the Sum of the beginning and cea-
fing Infinity, or of Infinity a parte ante

,
and a parte

poft, which is analogous to Eternity in time or dura-
tion, in which there is always as much to follow as
is paft from any Point or Moment of Time : Nor
doth the Addition or Subducftion of finite Length or
Space of Time alter the cafe, either in Infinity orE-
ternity, fince both the one and the other cannot be
any part of the whole*

As to Infinite Surface Or Area, any Right Line in-
finitely extended both ways on an infinite Plane*
does divide that infinite Plane into equal parts, thJ
one to the right,and the other to the left of the faid
Line : But if from any Point in fuch a Plane two
Right Lines be infinitely extended

, fo as to make
an Angle, the infinite Area

, intercepted between
thofe infinite Right Lines : is to the whole infinite
Plane : : as the Arch of a Circle,on the point of Con-
courfe of thofe Lines as a Centre, intercepted be-
tween the faid Lines : is to the Circumference of the
Circle; of as the Degrees of the Angle, to the a60
Degrees of the Circle.

For Example.

Two Right Lines meeting at a Right Angle, da
include, on an infinite Plane, a quarter part of the
whole infinite Area of fuch a Plane.

Btit

.
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But if fo be two parallel infinite Lines be. fuppo-

fed drawn on fuch an infinite Plane, the Area in-

tercepted between them will be likewife infinite ;

but at theTame time will be infinitely lefs than that

Space which is intercepted between two infinite

Lines that are inclined, tho> with never fo fmall an

Angle ; for that in the one cafe, the given finite Di-

ftance of the Parallel Lines, diminifhes the Infinity

in one Degree of Dimenfion ;
whereas in a Sebtor,

there is Infinity in both Dimenfions
;

and confe-

quentiy the Quantities are the one infinitely greater

than the other, and there is no proportion between

them.

Froth the fame Confideration arife the three fe-

veral Species of infinite Space or Solidity
,

as has

been faid ; for a Parallelopipid or a Cylinder infi-

nitely long, is greater than any Finite Magnitude

how great foever ; and all fuch Solids fuppofed to

be formed on given Bafes, are as thofe Bafes, in

proportion to one another : But of thefe three Di-

menfions are wanting, as in the Space intercepted

between two parallel Planes infinitely extended, and

at a finite DiftanCe; or with infinite Length and

Breadth with a finite thicknefs ; all fuch Solids {hall

be as the given finite Diftances one to another; but

thefe Quantities, tho’ infinitely greater than the other,

are yet infinitely lefs than any of thofe wherein all

the three Dimenfions are infinite. Such are the

Spaces intercepted between two inclined Planes in*

finitely extended ; the Space intercepted by the Sur-

face of a Cone, or the Side of a Pyramid likewife

infinitely continued, &c. of all which, notwithftand-

ing the proportions one to another, and to the vaft

Abyfs of infinite Space, (wherein is the Locus of all

things that are or can be ; or to the Solid of infinite

Length, Breadth and Thicknefs taken all manner of

ways) are eafily affignable. For the Space between

two Planes : is to the whole : : as the Angle ol thofe

Planes : to the 360 Degrees of the Circle.

As for Cones and the Pyramids, they are as the

Spherical Surface intercepted by them
,

is to the

Surface of the Sphere ; and therefore Cones are as

the Verfed Sines of half their Angles to the Diame-

ter of the Circle. Thefe three forts of Infinite Quan-

tity, are analagous to a Line, Surface, and Solid,

and after the fame manner cannot be compared, or

have no proportion the one to the other.

Befides thefe, there are alfo feveral other Species

of Infinite Quantity, arifing from the Contemplation

of Curves, and their Afymptotes, which he leaves

to the Speculation of the Learned Mathematicians.

INFINITE SERIES : See Series.

INFINITIVE-MOOD, in Grammar, is when
a Verb is ufed fo as to determine neither any parti-

cular Perfon, or Number.
INFLAMMATIO : See Phlegmone

.

INFLATION, is the Diftentation of a part from

Flatulent Matter.

INFLECTION ( in Opticks ) is a Multiplicate

Refraction of the Rays of Light, caufed by the une-

qual Denfity of any Medium, whereby the Motion

or Progrefs of the Ray is hindred from going on in

a Right Line, and is InfleCted or DefleCted by a

Curve, faith the ingenious Dr. Hoof, who firft took

notice of this property in his Micography, p. 2 1 7.

And this he faith, differs both from Reflection and

RefraCtion, which are both made at the Superficies

of the Body, but this in the middle of it within.

Sir If. Newton, as you will find under the Word
Light, difcovered alfo by plain Experiment this

Inflection of the Rays of Light ; and Mr. De la

Hire, faith he found, That the Beams of the Stars

being obferved in a deep Valley, to pals near the

I N F
Brow of an Hill, are always more refraCted than
if there were no fuch Hill, or the Obfervations were'
made on the Top thereof 5 as if the Rays of Light
were bent down into a Curve, by palling near the
Surface of the Mountain. See Vol. %.

INFLECTION-POINT of any Curve
, in Geo-

metry, dignifies the point or place where the Curve
begins to bend back again a contrary Way : As for
inftance'i

When a Curve-Line, as AF If, is partly Con-
cave and partly Convex towards any Right-Line,
as A B, or towards a fixt Point, then the Point F,
which divides the Concave from the Convex part,

and confequently is at the beginning of one , and
end of the other, is called the point of Inflexion, as
long as the Curve, being continued in F, keeps its

Courfe the fame ; but 'tis called the point of Jfetro-

grejfion, when it infle&s back again towards that
parr or fide from whence it took its Original : See
the next Figure fave one.

Before the Theory of this JnfledHon and Retrogreflion

;
of Curves can he undcrftood, a certain Principle

muft be explain'd
, which is this , as communicated

by Mr. Ditton.

Whatfoever Finite Quantity ( or if it be a Fluxi-
on ’tis all one) goes on continually increafing or de-
creafing, it cannot change from a Pofitive to a Ne-
gative Expreffion, or from a Negative to a Pofitive
one, without firft becoming equal to a» Infinite, or
to Nothing : It is equal to Nothing, if it does con-
tinually decreafe, and equal to an Infinite if it does
continually increaie.

To illuftrate this, let there be two Circles touch-
ing one another in the point E, their Diameters
A E and E I, lying in one and the fame Right-
Line. Let A E or E I be = d. Let the Diftance
between the Extremity A and any Ordinate in ei-

ther of the Circles be = to x perpetually. I con-
fider now what will be the Exprefllons of the Lines
intercepted between E the point of contact of the
Circles ; fuch as are the Lines E B and E F inter-

cepted between E and the Ordinates C B and G F.
’Tis certain therefore. That taking a Point, as B,
any where between A and E, that then the Ex- ‘

preflion of the intercepted B E is d — x

;

but ta-

king a point, as F, between E and J, the Expreffion

of the intercepted £ F, fhall be x—d. For AB, or

A F being taken for x indifferently , the Values of
the intercepted Lines will appear with this change
of Signs.

In
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In one Cafe therefore the Exprefllon is Pofitive,

in the other Negative. But as the points B or F
approach to £, the Quantities B E and £ F de-

creale continually, and at the point £ are equal to

nothing.

So that it is plain, That there is no palling from

a Pofitive to a Negative ExpreiTion
,
in this Cafe of

a Quantity continually decreafing, without palling

thro’ nothing. For the other part*

Let us confider the Tangents ( as D A or H

I

)

eut offby Lines continually drawn from £ the point

of the Circles contad. If C B, or G F, be put

equal to y j
the Expreffion of any fuch Tangent

will be ,
or ^-^—3 according as we take

d—x x — d

it on the one or on the other fide of the point £ ; in

one Cafe therefore 'tis Pofitive, in the other Nega-

tive. But as the Points B or F approach to £ , the

Tangents D A and H

I

encreafe continually, and at

the Point £ they become infinite : Therefore a

Quantity that continually encreafeth , cannot pafs

from a Pofitive to a Negative Expreffion, without

being infinite. 1

All this is Univerfally True, whether it be a Fi-

nite Quantity or a Fluxion that we confider. There

is no changing from Pofitive to Negative, without

palling thro’ Nothing or Infinite.

Applying this therefore to Fluxion, it will follow

from hence, That the Fluxion of a Quantity, that

expreffes a Maximum, or a Minimum,mu&. be equal

to Nothing or to Infinite. And upon this Founda-

tion we may now eafily proceed to the Speculation

of the Points of Inflection and fytrogrejfion.

In order to find a General Theorem to alfift us

in this Matter, let us confider the Curve A F Ki,

whofe Diameter is the Right-Line A B 5 and its

Ordinates PM, e f, parallel to one another. If

thro’ the Point F be drawn the Ordinate Applicate

B F, together with the Tangent F L ; and from

any other Point as M, on the fame fide with AF ,

he draws the Ordinate Applicate M P, as likewife

the TangentM T 1 It is evident,

that the Parc AT of the Diameter, intercepted be-’

tween A the Original of X, and Tthe Concourfe of
the Tangent and the Axe, encreafeth fuch time as

the Point P fall upon £, and after it again begins
to diminilh : From whence it is apparent, that A T
muft become the Maximum AL

, when the point P
falls upon the point £ required.

Z. In thofe Curves that have a Point of

grejflon , ’tiS evident, that the pair A T encreafeth

continually, and that the Ablciffa encreafeth fo long,

till the point T fall upon L, after which it again di«

minifheth : From whence it is clear ,
That A JP

muft become a Maximum
, when the point T falls

upon L.

Now if A £ be put ™ x, M F= y, then will

ALbe xi whofe Fluxion, which is

y* x—y x y
•x (fuppofing * invariable ) 'being

o

divided by x$ the Fluxion of A E muft become

Nothing of Infinite j shat is —- y y = Nothing or

f
Infinite 1 So that the multiplying by y*

t and divf»

ding by — y, y will be = to Nothing of Infinite,

which in the Sequel will fefve for a general Form
to find F the Point of Inflection or Retrogreifiosi,

For the Nature of the Curve A being given 9

a ®

the Value of y may be found in x § and taking the
-i

o

Fluxion of this Value, and fuppofing x invariable^'

the Value of y will be found in x%
, which being

put equal to Nothing, or Infinity, ferves in either of

thefe Suppofitiohs to find fuch a Value of A E, as

that the Ordinate E F fhall interfed the Curve
AF ElmF the point of Infledion or Retrogreffion,

Of this I fhall only now,from the Amlyfe ties Infim*

merit Petits, give one

Example,,

B s V
Let 'A P JC be a protraded Semi-cycloid, whofii

Bale is longer than the Circumference of the gene -

rating Circle ABB, whofe Center is C, Tis re®

quired to find E in the Diameter AB

,

f© that she

i. In thefe Curves that have a Point of Inflection,
J
Ordinate Applicate E F fhall cut the Semi-cycloid

that the Abfcifla A P encreafeth continually
, and* in F, the Point of contrary Flexion*

'
/

1 '
1

;

'

7 Sistjp*
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.. . Suppofe the known Quantities A
B K “ ^ i AB~zc, and the unknown Quanti-

ties A E ~ x, E D— the Ark A D — u,EB ~ y ;

then by the Property of the Cycloid y == 3 -1-—- „

- &

and therefore 7= 3 -f-

b u ;

But by the Pro-

perty of the Circle % — z c x— x x,
J*J ft

COn-

fequently Z z=z
CJU±^—— »and u / k! .

;
.A

V %GX- XX Y/ X

2

~hk J
c .X

: Therefore fubftituting for

*J z c x — xx
« •

'
*

,

!' ** Z •

% and u their refpedfcive Values ,
we have y —

~

-±±k=*m.+*Mi and the Fteion
a a/ a c x~ x x

rhereofj ( fuppofing x invariable )
is

, v

box— acx — bccxx _
.
—_ ‘ — «_—= o ; that1 is,

Z C X-—< X X X V 2 cx x x
a c

,
a c

A E (x
) — c ~\— and C E = —£—•

Hence- it is evident, That to have F, a Point of

contrary Flexion, muft. be greater than d ; for if

it be lefs, then C E would exceed C B.

•i ..
.

f - .t <.-» .. r . -

-’s
• .f

.
s. t> . . .> *.“•

INFLUENCES of the Planets, or HeaVenly Bo-

dies, are fuch Phyfical Powers or Forces,as they are

fuppofed to have on Sublunary Things.

.

Mr. Boyle is inclined to believe (tho’ he had no

Opinion of Judicial Aftrology in other, refpears) that

the Planets may haveTome Phyfical Influence orO-

peration on Bodies belonging to our Globe
,
from

thele Considerations. .

1 • That it cannot be denied, -that; all the Affe&i-

ons and Difpofitions of Moifture, Hear, Cold ,

Drought, the Courfe of all Winds, Showers, Thun-

der, &c, and whatever elfe helps to produce the

great and univerfal Effe&s of Rarefaction and Con-

denfation in our Atmofphere, do in a great Meafure,

if not entirely, depend on the Motion, Pofition, Si-

tuation,and Afpedts of the Superior Celeftial Bodies

or Planets. That every Planet hath its own proper

Light diftindt from every other ,
which Light not

being a bare Quality, but defigned for a further ufe

than meer Illumination, muft be accompanied with

fome peculiar Tincture, Virtue, or Power. .

z. That this Light of each particular Celeftial

Body,not being at all Refracted in theEtherial Spa-

ces, it is tranfmitted thro’, defeends entirely and

uncharged into our Atmofphere.

3. That whatever is received into our Atmo-

fphere, is alfo received by the Thin and Subtile

Air, which is contiguous to the Atmofphere ; which

cannot but be capable of being moved, ftirred, al-

tered, and influenced by thefe differently difpofed

Lights which penetrate each part of it.

4. And fince the Thin and Subtile Air is capable

of being thus affected, moved and altered by thefe

Planetary Virtues, it muft needs variously imprefs,

. move;.- agitate and infect the Spirits or Subtiler parts

of all Bodies within its reach ;
and; confequendy

muft have a coofiderafctle influence^ upon: the Bo-

dies wherein fuch Spirits refide ,
and whom they

actuate. .

5 - This is alfo farther confirmed,
,
as true in Fact,

by thofe fudden ftrokes of Cramps Convulfions,

Elites, Colds ,
Peftilential Invafions, which

do not only often, as it were in an inftant, fefze oh
pur Bodies, but which do alio continue for a long

time, c#c.

IN FORMA PAUPERIS
,

in Law, is when
any Man that hath a juft Caufe of Suit,either in the

Chancery, or any other of the Courts of Common
Law, Will coirie eitfPer before the Lord Keeper,
iVIafter bf the Rolls,

.

either of the Chief Jiiftices, or

Chief Baron, and make Oath that he is not worth
five Pounds, his Debts paid, either of the faid Judges
will in his own proper Court, admit him to fue in

forma Pauperis
,
and he fhall have Council

, Glerk
or Attorney aifigned to do his Bufinefs, without
paying any Fees.

INFORMATUS NON SUM ,
or rather non

fum Informatus, in Law, is a formal Anfwer made
of Courfe by an Attorney ; that is, commanded by
the Court to fay what he thinketh good in defence

of his Client ; who being not inftructed to fay any
thing material, fays. He is not informed, by which
he is deemed to leave his Client undefended , and
fo Judgment paffeth for the Adverle Party.

INFORMED STARS, are luch of the Fixed-
Stars, as are not Call: into, or ranged under any
Form .* See Spof+des.

INFRASPINATUS, or fupra Scapularis infert™

or, is a Mufcle of the Arm, fo called
,
becaufe it it

;placed below the Spine.. This arifes Flelhly from
the inferior part of the Bafis Scapula, as allb from
its Spine, and Inferior Cofia and Dorfum ; from
hence palling in a Triangular Form, according to

the Figure of the Parr, lelfening it felf as it marches
over the Juncture 'it becomes Tendinous, and is in-

-ferted like rhe Supra Spinatus to the Head of the

Os Humeri* This moves the Arm direcftly back-

INFUNDIBULUM CEREBRI, the fame that

C'hoana.
'

•

‘
r

.

v

INFUNDIBULUM RENUM
, is the Pelvis

or Bafin thro’ which the Urine pafles to the Ure-
ters and the Bladders.

INFUSION, is an Extraction of the Vertue of
Medicines with a convenient Liquor, which if it

be Purgative, it is ufually taken at one Dofe ; and
to this the Name properly agrees.

INGREDIENTS, are the feveral Parts or Sim-
ples that go to the making of any Compound Me-
dicine ; and in general it fignifies the Conftituent

Parts or Principles of a mixt Body.

INGRESS, in Aftronomy, fignifies the Sun’s en»

tring the firft Scruple of one of the four Cardinal

Signs, efpecially Aries.

INGRESSU ,
is a Writ of Entry

, whereby a
Man leeketh Entry into Lands and Tenements : It

lies in many Cafes, and hath many feveral Forms

;

See Entry.

This Writ is alfo called in particular , Pracipe

auod reddat , becaufe thofe be formal Words in

Writs of Entry.

The Writs, as they lie down in divers Cafes, are

thefe, fet down in the Old Nat. Brev.

INGRESSU ad communem Legem
,

is a Writ
which lieth where a Tenant for Term of Life

, or

of another Life, Tenant by Courtefie,or Tenant

in Dower, maketh a Feoffment in Fee, and dieth r.

He in Reverfion fhall have the aforefaid Writ a-

gainft whomfoever that is in the Land after fuch

Feoffment made.

I&GRESSU'ad '

a* Writ
Which Heth where the Lands' or Ten'efiiehtaf are Lee

to
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to a Man for Term of Years, and the Tenant hold-

eth oyer his Term.
INGRESSU caufa Matrimony prcelocuti : See

Caufa Matrimonii pralocuti .

INGRESSU cut ante divortium % See Cut ante di-

vertium. . ...

INGRESSU dum fuit infra etatem
,

is a Writ

which lies where one under Age fells his Lands,

C.

INGRESSU dum non fuit compos mentis, is a

Writ which lies when a Man felleth Land or Tene-

naent, being out of his Wits,

INGRESSU in cafu conCimili : See Cafu confi-

^ INGRESSU in cafu provi/o: See Cafu provifo.

INGRESSU in le per, is a Writ which lies where

one demandeth Lands or Tenements, lett by ano-

ther after the Term is expired.

INGRESSUfine ajfenfu capitals, is a Writ given

by the Common Law, to the Succeffor of him that

alienated, Sine ajfenfu capituli, &c. and fo called

from thofe Words contained in the Writ.

INGRESSU Juper dijfeifna infe quibusfvs, a Writ

which lies where a Min is dilfeifed, and dieth, for

his Heir againft the Dilfeilor.
_ „ . „

INGRESSU fur cui in vita, is a Writ that lies

where one demandeth Lands or Tenements of that

Tenant that had Entry by one, to whom fome -An-

ceftor of the Plaintiff did lett it for a Term now ex-

^INGROSSATOR magni Retuli : See Cleric ofthe

Engrosser, in Common Law, is one that

buys Corn growing, or dead Victuals, to fell again.

Alfo a Clerk that writes Records or Inftruments

Of Law in Skins of Parchment.

INGROSSING of a Fine, is making the Inden-

tures by the Chirographer, and the Delivery ofthem

to the Party unto whom the Cognizance is made.

INGUEN, is that place from the Bending of the

Thigh to the Secret Parts.

‘ INHARMONICAL Relation, a Term in Mufick

:

Sec Relation Inharmonical.

INHERITANCE, is a Perpetuity in Lands or

Tenements to a Man and his Heirs : For Littleton,

lib. i . cap. i . fays, This Word Inheritance is not on-

ly underftood where a Man hath Inheritance of

Lands and Tenements by Defcent of Heritage, but

alfo every Fee-limple or Fee-tail that a Man hath by

his Purchafe, may be faid by Inheritance, for that

his Heirs may inherit after him.

INHIBITION, is a Writ to inhibit or forbid a

Tudge from further proceeding in the Caufe depen-

ding before him : See F. N. B. Fol. 39- where Pro-

hibition and Inhibition are put together. But Inhi-

bition is moft commonly a Writ iffuing out ofa high-

er Court-Chriftian to a lower and inferior; and

Prohibition out of the King’s Court to a Court-Chri-

fiian, or to an inferior Temporal Court.

INJECTION, is the cafting (by a Syringe, & c.)

feme liquid Medicine into Wounds or Cavities of

the Body, or of the Velfels ; Clyfters are hence by

fome called Injections.

Several Experiments have been made about

INJECTION of Liquors into the Veins of Ani-

mals, from whence probably fome good Hints may

be taken ; I fhali therefore mention fome of them.

Sir Fraxafiati, Profeffor of Anatomy at Pifa in

Italy, injeded a little Aqua Fortis diluted into the

Crural and Jugular Vein of a Dog, and he died

prsfently ;
and had (on opening him,) all his Blood

found fixed, except about the Guts : Some of th®
great Velfels were burft.

Some Spirit of Vitriol being injected into the Veins
of another Dog, he died not fo foon, but fetched
his Breath thick and difficultly; and foamed like an
Epileptick; but dying at laft, he opened him, and
found his Blood fix’d in the Veins Grumous and
like Soot.

Oil'of Tartar injeSted, did not kill the Dog, tho*
tried upon him feveral times ; but he grew more
eager for Meat than before, and getting fome Bones
he gnawed them moft greedily. *

Oil of Sulphur injeCted, fwelled the Dog and kil-
led him ; his Blood was found not coagulated, but
more thin and florid than ordinary : Which Confti-
tution, perhaps, may be as fatal in the Blood, as its

being curdled and fixed.

INJUNCTION, is a Writ grounded upon an
Interloquotory Order in Chancery ; fometimes to
give Poffeflion to the Plaintiff, for want of the De-
fendant’s Appearance,; fometimes to the King s Or-
dinary Court, and fometimes to the Court-Chri-
ftian, to ftay Proceedings in a Caufe upon Sugge-
ftion made. That the Rigour of the Law, if it take
place, is againft Equity and Confidence in that
Cafe.

INIUM, is the Beginning of the oblongated
Marrow, which is the common Senfory, becaufe
the Species which are received from the external
Organs are conveyed thither by the Nerves. Blan-
chard.

INLAGARY, a Term in Law, fignifying a Re-
ftiturion of one Outlaw’d to the King s Protedion
and to the Benefit or Eftate of a Subjed
INNATE Principles, according to feme Philofe-

phers, are primary Notions or Charaders which
they will have to be ftamp’d upon the Mind of Man
when it firft receives its Being, and which it brings
into the World with it.

5

INNOMINATA tunica oculi
, the Tunick of

the Eye that wants a Name, is a certain fubtleEx-
panfion of the Tendons, from the Mufeles which
move the Eye to the Circumference of the Iris or
Horney Membrane.
INNOMINATA OJfa, are two large Bones ft.

mated on the Sides of the Os Sacrum, and in a Fee-
tus may each be feparated into three Bones, Ilium
Os Pubis, and Ifchium, joined by Cartilages and
appear diftind by three Lines till feven Years’ old
but grow all into one Bone at riper Years; they are
by feme called Cuneiformia.

3

INNOMINATUS Humor, or Injitus, is a Se
condary Humour, as the Ancients call ir, wherewith
they thought the Body was nouriffied : For thofe
Nutritious Humours they talked of are four, Inno-

-

minatus, Ros, Gluten, Cambium. Blanchard
INNOTESCIMUS, fin Law) are Letters Pa-

tents which are always of a Charter of Feoffment
or feme other Inftrument not of Record and fo fti*
led in the Words of the Conclufion, Innotefcimus
per prefentes.

INNS-OF-COURT, are lo called, becaufe the
Students there Study the Laws, to enable them to
pradife in the Courts of Wefiminfter, or elfewhere,
Thefe are the Middle and Inner-Temple

, Lincolns-
Inn and Grays-Inn. There

.
are alfo two Serjeants*

Inns, and eight Inns of Chancery.
3

INNUENDO, is a Word frequently ufed in
Writs, Declarations, and Pleadings

; and its Ufe is
only to declare and afeerrain the Perfon or Thine
which was named or left doubtful before.
INOCULATION, is a kind of Grafting by

the Infertion of the Bud of one kind of Fruit-Tree
*** “

into
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into the Bark of another, fo as to make different

Kinds of Fruit grow on the fame Tree, and the

fame common Sap fupply them all.

INOSCULATION : See Anaftomofis

.

INQUIRENDO, is an Authority given to aPer-

fon orPerfons, to enquire into fomething for the

King’s Advantage.

INQUISITION, in Law, is a manner of pro-

ceeding in Matter Criminal, by the Office of the

Judge, or by the great Inqueft before Juftices in

Eyre.

INQUISITORS, are Sheriffs, Coroners, fuper

vifum corforis, or the like, who have Power to en-

quire into certain Cafes.

INROLMENT, in Law, is the Regiftring, Re-
j

cording, or Entnng of any Lawful AdHnthe Rolls i

ofthe Chancery, as a Recognifance acknowledged,
j

or a Statute, or a Fine levied
j or in the Rolls of

j

the Exchequer, King’s-Bench, or Common Pleas;

or in the Huftings of London
,
or by the Clerk of the

j

Peace in any County.

INSANIA, or Amentia, Madnefs, is an Aboliti-

on or Depravation of Imagination and Judgment.
INSCONSED, a Term in the Art Military, im-

plying that a Part of an Army hath fortified them-

felves with a Sconce or fmall Fort, in order to de-

fend fome Pafs, &c. See Sconces.

INSCRIBED, in Geometry, a Figure is faid to

be infcribed in another, when all the Angles of the

Figure infcribed touch either the Angles, Sides, or
j!

Planes of the other Figure.

INSCRIBED Bodies : See Regular Bodies.

INSESSUS, is a Bath for the Belly, proper for

the lower Parts, wherein the Patient fits down to

the Navel. They are for feveral Ufes, as for eafing

of Pain, foftning of Parts, difpelling of Flatulent

Matter, and frequently for exciting the Courfes.

Blanchard.

INSIMUL Tenuit, is one of the Species of the

Writ called Formedon ; which lee.

INSISTING, the Angles in any Segment, In

Geometry, are laid to be inffiing upon the Arch of

the other Segment below.

INSITIO, the Botanick Word for Grafting it

fignifies in general, the infertion and uniting of any I

Cyon, Bud, &c. into the Subftance of the Stock,!

and is of divers Kinds.

INSOLATION, is expofing of any Body to be

warmed or heated by the Beams of the Sun.

INSPEXIMUS, are Letters Patent, fo called

becaufe they begin, after the King’s Title, with this

Word Infteximus ;
and is the fame with Exemplifi-

cation. '

INSPIRATIO, is an alternate Dilatation of the

Cheft, whereby the Nitrous Air is communicated

to the Blood, to accend it by the Wind-pipe and its

Veficular Parts.

The Caufe of Inftiration doth notfeem to confift

only in’the Dilatation of the Thorax, as is common-

ly thought, but alfo in the Contraction of the Tu-

mick, which covers the upper part of the Oefophagus,

and the inoft clofe Receffes of the Aftera Arteria.

Blanchard.

INSTANT, is fuch a part of Duration wherein

we perceive no Succeflion ; oris that which takes

up the Time of only one Idea in our Minds, without

the Succeffion of another, wherein we perceive no

Succeffionat all.

INSTITUTIONS, or Infiitutes, Part of the

Firft of the Four Tomes or Volumes of the Civil

Law ; and is a Compendium of the Digeft drawn

into Four Books, compofed on purpofe by the Em-
peror for the Ufe ofyoung Students; that fo haying

I N T
the firft Elements of the whole Profeffton in this lit -

tle Treatile, they might the fooner gain a compel
tent Knowledge of it, without being difcouraged
by the Largenefs of the former Books.

INTACTiE, are Right Lines, to which Curves
do continually approach, and yet can never meet
with them : Thefe are ufually called Afymptotes 5
which fee,

INTEGERS, from the Latin Integrum, fignifies

in Arithmetick whole Numbers, in Contradi&ion
to Fractions.

INTENSION, is a Writ that lies againft him
that enters after the Death of Tenant in Dower, or
other Tenant for Life, and holds him out in the
Reverfion or Remainder : And every Entry upon
the Polfeffion of the King, is called an Intenfion ;
as where the Heir of the King’s Tenant enter af-

ter Office, and before Livery ; this is called an In-

tenfion upon the Kfing.

INTENSION, in Natural Philofophy, fignifies

the increafe of the Power or Energy of any Qua-
lity, fuch as Heat, Cold, &c. for of all Qualities,

they fay, they are Intended and Remitted ; that is,

capable of Increafe and Dimuninon. Under the

Word Quality you will find it demonftrated, That
the Intenfion of all Qualities increafes reciprocally,

as the Squares of the Diftances from the Center of
the Radiating Quality decreafes.

INTENTION, or Study, is when the Mind with
great Earneftnefs, and ^1 choice, fixes its View on
any Idea, confiders it on all Sides, and will not be
called off by the ordinary Solicitation of other

Ideas.

INTERGALARY-DAY, is the odd Day put in

or inferted in the Leap-Tear. .

INTERCEPTED-AXE, a Term in Conick Se-
ctions, fignifying the fame with Abfcijfa$ which
fee.

INTERCOLUMNIATION, is the Space or

Diftance between the Pillars of any Building.

INTLRCOLUMNS, or Intercolumniation, In

Architecture, are the Spaces between Column and
Column in any Portico or great Piazza, I§c.

INTERCOSTAL-ARTERIES, are Arteries, ac-

cording to fome, fo called, becaufe they go to the

Regions about the Ribs : The upper beftows it felf

among the Mufcles that are between the four higheft

Ribs ; and the under one goes to every Mufcle that

is between the reft of the Ribs.

INTERCOSTAL-VESSELS, are the Veins and
Arteries that run along the Intervals or Spaces of

the lower and upper Ribs ; on which Account they

are diftinguifhed into Superior and Inferior.

INTERCOSTALES externi & interni, are Mu*
fcles placed in the Intervals of the Ribs, as their

Names declare. Their Number on each Side is

twice eleven, equal to the Interfaces in which

they are lodged. Their Originations are different-

ly aifigned by Anatomifts ; but ’tis moft probable

that they do arife from the lower Edge of each fu-

perior Rib, and are inferted to the upper Edge of

each inferior one. Thefe are thin and flefhy ; the

Fibres of the External pafs from above obliquely

downwards to the Fore-part, or OJfa Pubis : Thole

of the Internal defcend in like manner obliquely

towards the Back-parr, or Os Sao-um, their Fibres

decuffating each other like the Letter X.
INTERCUS: SeeAnafarca.

INTEREST, is the Sum reckoned for the Loaa

or Forbearance of fome principal Sum lent for (or

due at) a certain Time, according to fome certain

Rate, and therefore called Principal, becaufe it is

the Sum that procreates the Intereft, or from which
their
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the Intereft is reckoned ;

and. is either Simple or

Compound.

1 Simple Interest, is counted from the Principal

only, and is eafily computed by the Simple or Com-

pound Golden pule, thus

:

Let that which is the principal Caufe of the Into-

reft be put into the firft place j and that which be-

tokeneth Time, be in the fecond place ; and the

remaining in the third : Under this Conditional

part place the two other Terms, each under its

fike, and there will be a Blank to fupply under one

of thofe above, either under the firft, fecond, or

thirds

Example,

If look in ii Months gain 6 L (this is the Conditio

onalpartf) WhatJhad 50 1
.
get in 3 Months ?

Place them down as in the Rule

:

i. m. 1.

loo il 6

5 ° 3

Here the Blank will be under the third place, and

by this

RULE I.

Multiply the three laft for a Dividend, and the

two firft for a Divifor, the Quotient of thele gives

the fixth.

Thatis, 6x50x3—900, and 100x12 = 1200,

Now 1200) 900.0 (.73 2= 15 s. required.

But if the Demand had been. In how many

Months would 50/. have gained 15 5. Orif rood,

in 12 Months gain 6

1

. What fhall the Principal be,

that in 3 Months would gain 15 s. In thefe two

Cafes the Blank would have been under the firft or

fecond Terms! Then by this
n •

RULE II.
* ' “

'
, ;

•- T .' 0';;t 1'1'j t " M's I •

/;i ;

'

Multiply the firft, fecond, and laft for a Divi-

dend, and the third and fourth for a Divifor 5 the

Quotient is the Anfwer,

' nifoo- m A V f*

Z
r

..

rn* l

; I .1.01;';. ii\‘ *' $'

3 ,75 . ‘pz 15 si
-;Ui:ivrv.L '

i .. J; Mt ;

:

1 i j

ri x

r/V

Then by the Rule, 100 X iz x .75 -==• 900,00,

And 6x3 = 18) 900. (50/. required.
V. ;.

- v. l v: \\ f" ,. (}

This Iftulfe fliews Simple Intereft; 'and all that be-

longs to it with eafe, and was thus found ;

Put -P for the Principal, T for the Time, and G
lor the Galh In' the COhditiohs 5 and fp Pfjg an-

Gp
Iwering, it will be, Ft G :s f rpV

And T iG.p ; : #hich is the^ firft

Rule j that is, multiply the three laft for a Divi-

dend, and the two firft for a Divifor.

Gp t

And became = g ,
therefore Gpt =

T P ffTP g§ and confequently t = -

—

s.
f

and p

TPg
f

G t
-, which is the fecond Rule.

IE Intereft Compound
,

is that which is counted
from the Principal 5 and Simple Imereft forborn,

called alfo Intereft upon Intereft.

And for the refolving of Propofitions relating to

Compound Intereft, firft ftate the Queftion propos'd,,

as tho’ the Demand lay upon one Pound only ; and
having found a fit Anfwer (according to the Import
of the Queftion) for one Pound, to a convenient

Number of Decimal parts, multiply the Sum or

Number of Pounds, &c. propos'd in the Queftion,

into that Anfwer agreeing to one Pound, the Pro-

duct arifing from thence will be the Anfwer re-

quired.

Mr. Ward hath done this very well at the End
of his Algebra, thus

:

For the eafier exprelTing of the leveral parts given

or fought, they may be reprelented by the fol-

lowing Letters 5

Let P — the Prin-S given or fought in any Quefti-

cipal l on.

for Number of Years or Days,
‘ - T

^

givcn or fonght.

__ . . rof one Pound, for one Year,
1

a — t e -j or Day, I§c. according to a>*
mount \ ny Rate propofed.

... , - for Amount ot Principal and
^ e

interest given or fought.

Note, That in the Cafes of CompoundIntereft, { t

)

is

the Index of the Power of (a.).

Now, by confidering the two following Propor-

tions, a General Theorem may be raifed, by which

all Queftions in Compound Intereft may be refolved.

Firft, 1 hi a zz a: an : : a a : a* iz a^i a* ;i

a* : 4?, &c. in li.

That is, As one Pound : Is to its Amount (or one

Pound with its Interest) at one Tears End : : So is

that Amount z To the Amount of one Pound at two

Tears | andfo on.

m
\ c

Whence as plain. That Compound Interest is

grounded upon a Rank, of Geometrical Proportio-

onals continued, the laft of which is known by the

Number fignified by (
t

)

and is a*.

Secondly, 1 1.z at zz P t % ; Ergo P a* ~

Thatis, As one Pound Z Is to the Amount of one

Pound for any Time propofed li So is 10, 100, iooo ,

or any Sum propofed z To its Amount for the fame
Time,

From thefe two Proportions the General Theorem
p a*= 3 is fufficiently demonftrated, and may be

clearly underftpod.

Fff * Queft.
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Queft. r. Suppofe 250 1. hath been at Intereft feven

Tears ; What doth it amount to at 6 per Cent,

per Annum, Compound Intereft }

Here is given P= 250 /. * = 7, and a~ 1.06.

For 100 : 6 : : 1 1 1.06 = a, the firft Year.

Then if a be involved fo often, until its Index

±z t vi%. a1 = a r

,
and then multiplied into P,

it will produce as appears by the Theorem

P at =
But a = 1.06, involved 7 times= 1.50363*

And 250 x 1.50363 — 375-9°7S =>.
That is, 375/. 18./. id. is the Sum produced

from 250/. having been at Compound Intefed feven

Years (as above propofed.)

Queft. 2. Suppofe 375 1. 1 8 s. 2d. were to he paid

feven Tears hence ; What is it worth in ready

Money, abating 6 per Cent, per Annum, Com-
pound Intereft ?

Here is given % =375.9075, #= 7, and 4=
1.06 1

to find P.

K
Central Theorem is P at = ^, therefore -

S
= P.

But 4= 1.06, and involved 7 times= 1.5(0363.

375-9°7S f=250 = P; that is, worth
And v 2,5©/. ready Money.

Here you have given P = 250, * — 375 .907 *

and t = 7, to find 4.

General Theorem# P 4f =r jij,

I

P

That is,

*

» confequently l/iL =
F

But “ 1.50363

Let « = r

G*

Then r7
-f- 7 # -f- u 4 e e “= 47 ^ g0

4- r
7 -p r‘ e 4- 3 r r

e e
~

T G.

trrr-f re-f- 3e»= -r*

re 3 e e zz 4* 1 1 •—* ix
-,T

Hence this Theorem

,

* -r 3 e

Let

1 5 0363

Queft. 3. Suppofe 25 ol. /if Intereft, and

the Amount is 37 5 h 1 8 s. a ** 6 per Cent.

Compound Intereft 5
How /o»£ hath it been

.
forborn ?

Here is given P - 250, * = 375-9of$,

4 = 1 .06, for one Year j thence to find f, the In-

dex of the Power of a.

3C

General Theorem, Pa1 — K >
er8°f p — <sf-

Confequently, if a* be continually divided by a,

until it become -7 — 1, the Number of fuch Di-
ft

vifions will be t : For fuch Number of Divifions

difcovers how oft a was involved.

375-
But—— (— 1.50363 =

250 \

Add^i (= 1418518.
1.06 v

1418518 f
;

~\= *.338215.Alfo
1,06

1.06
Andfoon till it become (= 1, which will

1.06

be at the feventh Operation.

Then will t — 7, th* Number of Years requi-

ted.

Queft. 4. Suppofe 250 1. had been forborn feven

Tears, and the Debtor is willing to give up both

Principal and Intereft, proffering 375 1. 1 8 s. 2d.

to be cleared ; What Rate of Intereft, per Cent.

{allowing Compound Intereft) doth he hereby offer

to the Creditor ?

1.50363
.2x4804

•—..142857

- €r®

; ? G -4 rC
y rr.

/07I947 = ® (.06 = ft-

708

.21480428 — 4 Go

.16051432 = f G ~~ rh

.1605142,8

r — 1

4- 3* = .18

Divif. =1.18

Firft r = 1 >

4" e— .06 1

“
'

*00000004
NeWr= 1.06 r= 4
Then i : 1.06 :s 100 : 6 = the Rate ofthe In-

tereft required.

But if in any Queftions, either of Intereft or An~
nuities, the Time given or fought be not termina-

ted by whole Years, but by Weeks, Months, Quar-
ters, Half-Years, Three Quarters, isle, for refolving

fuch Queftions, firft reduce fuch broken or Fractio-

nal parts of the Year into Days, vfe. Ti= 7 Days,

4 = 30.4 Days, 4= 91.25 Days, f = 1S2.5

Days, | = 273.75 Days $ and fo for any oddNum-
ber of Days that falls betwixt fuch even parts of
the Year.

This done, find an Anfwer according to the De-
mand of the Queftion, (and agreeing to one Pound
as before/ for the Number of the Days propofed.

To perform which, it will be requifite to refolve

this following Queftion.

Queft. 5. What is the Amount {or Intereft) of one

Poundfor one Day, at 6 per Cent, per Annum,
Compound Intereft ?

Put a for the Amount fought, then ‘twill be,

1 : a : : a : a*
: : a* : 4* : *5 :: a* 1 ah: : a6

, Bee. -4

That is. As one Pound : Is to its Amount for one

Day %l So is that Amount : To the Amount for two

Days Z : Andfo is that of two Days : To that of three

Days j andfo on to 365 Days .

The
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The laft of which will be 4 3<5s = i.o6,

Let 4-r + f.

Then r
% 6

s

-436 5 re364-f66^or i6iee'^i.Q6 —G.
r
i6i -hr-364 e-h 182 r*** e iff = Tfr G,

l , o
j?r rr *-\- re 182 e e

tjrG
ySTJr e 4- 1 82 z-rrr — D,

Whence this Theorem,
D

r-p 182?
= *.

• l4rG
Let re: 1, .00290410 — ~

3(SJ
.

4- 182 >== .0182- — .00273.972 = T|7 r r.

Divifor = 1:0182, .oooi6433=D(.©ooi6W
10182

New r— I.000

1

•4- 1 82 e — .01092

625600
606612

Divilor =1.01102

New r = 1.00016, for a fecond Operation.

Then is, .00274025636372=
.06274060280986 = rr.

Here the Excels lieth upbh TAr r r, and therefore

the Difference or new Refolvend will have the

Sign —,
and confequently muft be— e.

Then—-.00000034644614*0 {-oooooogis^

r*i.00016 30003162
-182 *=1.0000546

'
•

.

tribal Proportionals continually increafing * but An.
nuities

,
&c. upon a Rank of Geometrical Propottf

onals continually decreafing ; and may be thus re*

prefented,

r PenJIon or Annuity j and is the firft;

Let / = the 3 or greateft Term in the Progref-

\ lion,

f Time of Continuance (as in Intereft)

t = the < and is the Number of all the

( Terms except the firft.

r Rate of Intereft for one Pound (as

a ~ the < before) and is the Common Ra-

C tio of all the Terms
Sum of all the Terms, except the

, 3 firft, and is the Price, or prefent
* ” e

* Worth of any Annuity or Penfiotp

&c.

Hence the Progreflion will be,

P
* : 7 :

p_.m p_

a * ad

P
^
__P

an' a a a a a a aaaa

P—-,&c, •; .
* ST • •

Divifor 1.0001054
46414520 (-464=#.

40004216

Laft rei.oboid 6413004— e* ,0060603464 6060530

4S l.OOOl 596536 409674
400040

This Value of a, is the Amount of 1/, for one
Day ; from which, if il. be fubftraded, the Re-
mainder will -be the Intereft of 1 a for one Day § i. el

0601596536; Confequently, if any propoled Sum
be multiplied into either of thefe, the relpedtive

Product will be the Amount or Intereft of that Sum
for one Dayi •

i,-,t -:4

Hence, if a Table of the feveral Powers of a
was calculated, it would be,

ala*: a3
1 a3 : a* ; a6 : ai ~. the Amounts.

1,2, 3, :

- 4, ;
S, 6,

'
7 - =r the Days.' '

:

And lo on to a 6s = i,o6r the Amount for 365
Days. -'-A j'hbv, >;th h v ,f>

Such a Table would be Very ufeful for the fpee-

dy refolving of all Queftions relating to Compound
Intereft

,
©c. for any Number of Days lefs than one

Year.

III. Annuities, Penftons, Lsafes in fieverfion, ©c.
differs from Compound Intereft in this; that Com-
pound Intereft is grounded upon a Rank of Geeme»

Until it become — ; that is, until the Index of the
a*

3 s

Power of a, be equal to the Time of Continuance

of the Annuity.

P
In this Progreflion — is the laft Term ;

Then^— “ is the Sum of ali the Antecedents^

P
And ^ ~ the Sum of all the Confequents0

But, As she of the Antecedents 1 Is to its Confei

quents :: So is the Sum of the Antecedents 1 To the

Sum of the Confequents.

I P, . P P
Thatis, P;~:: ^

Therefore ^P
PP__jP PP

4

p
Thatis, = —

P
4

*

At X *

By this Equation may all the Cafes in Annuities

or Penfions, ©V. (that are bounded by 'Time) be

refolved, by tranfpofing the feveral Parts thereof

as the Nature of the Queftion requires.

1
1

-
_

’
' ;• A

, ;

f

\ \ _

.

For inftance, Suppofe the TenrlfPenfion or Leafil

Tears of Continuance
, and I{ate of Intereft, were

each given ; Thence to find the Worth thereof in

prefent Money ;

You have given P, t, and 4
,
thence to find ^

"

'

. V ,
.

P
The Equation is ^4 —

» f —
:

:-r p P
Therefore P— --= P— - -A. d — C

4 — s

The like for any other Part, P
?

or &

m
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The very Ingenious and Learned Gapt, Halley

hath, in his Obferyations on the Breflaw Bills of

Mortality,' (in Pkilof. Tranf N, 1 96.) (hewed feveral

ways of eftimating the Values of Annuities and
Lives, and computing the different Degrees of Mor-
tality, or rather, as he calls ir, Vitality ; where he

proves, That ’tis 80 to 1, that a Perfoh of 25 Years

old doth not die in a Year : That ’tis 5 and a half

to one, a Man of 40 lives 7 Years : That a Man
of 30 may reafonably exped to live between 27
and 28 Years, &c. And he gives Rules for the Va-
luation of 2 or 3 more Lives, and what an Annuity

is worth during the Continuance of any of them,

1NTEREORAMINEUM, or Interfemineum, the

fame with Perineum.

INTERJECTION, in Grammar, is an indecli-

nable Word ufed in a Sentence, to declare the Af-

fections or Paffions of the Mind, and to compleat

the Senfe of it.

INTERIOR, Polygon : See Polygon Interior.

INTERIOR Talus : See Talus.

INTERLOCUTORY Order, is that which de-

cides not the Caufe, but only fettles fome interven-

ing Matter relating to the Caufe ; as where an Or-
der is made by Motion in Chancery, for the Plaintiff

to have an Injunction, to quit his Poffeffion till the

hearing of the Caufe ; this, or any other fuch Order
not being final, is Interlocutory

,

INTERMISSIO Febrium : See Apyrexia.

INTERMITTENS Morbus, is a Difeafe which

comes at certain times, and then remits a little.

INTERNAL Angles 1 See Angles Internal

.

INTERNODIUM, in Botany, is the Space con-

tained between any two Knots or Joints of the Stalk

of a Plant. 1

!

INTERNUS Anris, is a Mufcle which lies in a

Bony Channel evacuated in the Os Petrofum, which

makes one of the Pariete) Timpani : One part of

this Channel is without the Tympanum, and lies in

the upper part of the Bony Paffage which goes from

the Ear to the Palate ; the other part, which is

within the Tympanum, advancing as far as the Fene-

ftra Oval is, 'makesjin that place a riling, upon which,

as on a Pulley, the Tendon of this Mufcle paffes

to the other Side of the Tympanum,znd.\n[evt% it

felf at the pofterior part of the Handle of the Mal-

leus, a little below the Infertion of the ExternalMuf-

cle, by which means it draws towards the Os Petro-

fum. When this Mufcle ads, it pulls the Manubri-

um of the Malleus towards the Os Petrofum, where-

by the Membrana Tympafii become fomewhat con-

cave outwardly;

INTEROSSEI Manus, are the Mufcles of the

Fingers, which are diftingmfhed into External and

Internal j they are aptly fo named from their Situa-

tions. Authors dilagree in their Number, fome rec-

koning fix, others eight, amongft which they e-

iteemthe AbduBor Minimi Digits, and Indicts-, but

Mr. Cowper inclines to the firft Opinion, conceiving

the two latter named Mufcles do not deferve thefe

Denominations. They afife FIelhy internally in the

Palm from the fuperior parts of the Metacarpal

Bones next the Carpus
,
whence descending, they

become Tendinous at the firft Internode of each

Finger laterally, and pafs to their Ihfertions with

the Extenfor Digitorum Communis-, each lnterftice

of the Metacarpal Bones entertaining tWO Mufcles

inferted to the Sides,of the Fingers. When all

thefe Interoffei ad together, they draw the Fingers

near each other, and affift in their Extenfion, as Ga-

len takes notice; at which time they, together with

the AbduBor Indicis
, and Minimi Digits, are Capa-

ble of divaricating the Fingers, which Adion can-
not be performed without fome Difficulty by them
when they are bended ; which Contrivance of the
Moft Wife Archited is alfo obferved by Galen.

INTEROSSEI Pedis, are Mufcles of the Foot §
they are reckoned to be feven in Number. They de-
rive their Names from their Situation, and may each
deferve a proper Appellation from their Ufe.
The Eirft may be called AbduBor Minimi Digits.

The Second, which is the largeft, draws the
next Toe towards the leffer, and may be called,
AbduBor Auricularius.

The Third antagonifes the former, and is an Ah*
duBor of the Toe.

The Fourth may be called Abductor Medii DU
gitL

The Fifth is an AbduBor of the lame.

The Sixth is an AbduBor j and Seventh, AbduBor
Indijcss Pedis.

All thefe arife Flelhy from the fuperior part of the

OJfa Metatarfi of the leffer Toes, and becoming bel-

lied, grow Tendinous at their Infertions to the firft

Internode of each leffer Toe laterally.

INTERROGATION, is aFigurein Rhetorickf
in which the Paflion of the Speaker introduces a
thing by way of Queftion, to make its Truth the
more confpicuoufly appear.

INTERRUPTION, as fome call ir, is the lame
with Disjundion of Proportion in Geometry, and
is noted thus, (::) and fignifieth the breaking off

of the Ratio in the Middle of four disjund or diE
crete Proportionals, As A:B :: C : D j that is.

As A is to B : : So is C to D.
INTERSCAPULARIA, are the Cavities be-

twixt the Shoulder-blades and the Vertebres.

INTERSECTION, in Mathematicks, fignifi.es

the cutting of one Line or Plane by another : Thus
we fay, that the mutual InterfeBion of two Planes,

is a Right Line.

INTERSPERSUM Vaeuum : Sec Vacuum:
INTERSPINALES Colli 5 thefe are fmall fielhy

Mufcles of the Neck, arifing from the fuperior parts

of each double fpinal Procefs of the Neck, except

of the fecond Vertebra ; and are inferred to the in-

ferior Parts of all the faid double Spines.When thefe

Mufcles ad, they draw the Spines of the Vertebra

of the Neck nearer each other. Thefe were firft

difeovered in the Year 1 690.
INTERSTELLAR, a Word ufed by fome Au-

thors, to exprefs thofe parts of the Univerfe that

are without and beyond our Solar Syftem ; arid

which are fuppofed as Planetary Syftems moving
round each fix’d Status the Center, of their Motion,

as the Sun is of ours. : And if it be true,- as tis not

improbable. That each fix’d Star may thus be a
Sun to feme habitable Orbs, that may move round:

lit, the Interftcllar World will be infinitely the greater

part of ttheUniverfe.
r

INTERTIGO, or Attritus, is cutting or fretting

the Cuticula off of the parts near the Fundament,

or betwixt the Thighs.

INTERVAL, in Mulick, is the Diftance or Dif-

ference between any two Sounds, whereof one is

more Grave, and the other more Acute. They
make feveral Divifions of an Interval, as firft into

Simple 2X\A Compound 1 The Simple Intervals are the

OBave, and all that are within it, as the Second?

Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh, with their

Varieties : The Compound ones are all thofe that are

greater than an OBave, as the Ninth
,
Tenth, Eleventh,

&c. with their Varieties.

An Interval is alfo divided into Jufl or True, and

mo Falfe : All the above-mention'd Intervals, with

their'
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their Varieties, whether Major or Minor are JuH 5

but the diminutive, or fuperfluous ones are all Falfe

See O^anams DiEt. Matth. P. 653. An Interval is

alfo divided into a Conjonance and a Dijfonance |

which fee.

INTESTATES, in Law, there are two kinds of

Intejlates, one that makes no Will at all $ another

that makes a Will, and nominates Executors, but

they refufe $
in which he dies as an Intedate

,
and

the Ordinary commits Adniiniftration.

INTESTINES, the Entrails
,
Guts, or Bowels.

INTRUSION, is when the Anceftor dies feized

of any Eftate of Inheritance, expectant upon an fi-

xate for Life $ and then the Tenant for Life dies,

between whofe Death, and the Entry of the Heir,

a Stranger does interpofe and intrude.

INTRUSIONE, is a Writ that lies agalnft the

Intruder

.

INTUITION, according to Mr. Lock., is the

Perception of the certain Agreement or Difagree-

mentof any two Idea’s immediately compared to-

gether.

INVIDIATUS, in Law, is when one has been

accufed of fome Crime, which being not fully pro-

ved, he is putfub debita fide juffione, i. e. Suretijhip.

INVECTED, a Term in Heraldry, fignifying

diredfly contrary to Engrailed ; which fee.

INVENTORY, is the Defcription or Repertory

orderly made of all Dead Men’s Goods and Chat-

tels, prized by four or more Credible Men, which

every Executor or Adminiftrator is bound to exhi-

bit to the Ordinary at fuch times as he fhall ap-

point.

INVERSE Proportion
,
or Proportion by Inversion :

See the Word Proportion, N. 7.

INVOICE, is a Particular of the Value, Cu-
ftom, and Charges of any Goods fent by a Mer-
chant in another Man’s Ship, and configned to a
Fadtor.

INVOLUCRUM Cordis : See Pericardium.

INVOLUTE and Evolute Figures
, in Mathema-

ticks, are fuch as thefe,

,p

Let the Space A B HG be divided into an infi-

nite Number of Trapezia ; and imagine the Portions

of the Curve CD, and their Sines CL, to be flexi-

ble like fo many Threads ; and the Ordinates A
EC, FD, GH, to be rigid and inflexible : Then
the Trapezia CEFD, may be changed into the
Trilineal Figures xyj1

; vi\. if the Points E and
F be fuppos’d to co-incide ; and if this be done in
all the other Trapezia’s, and if all the Points of the
Divifibns in the Axis be fuppos’d to be contracted
or meet in G

,
there will be produced a new Fi-

gure and the Point x will reprefen t the Point
of Concourfe, wherein all the Points of the Axis
E, E, F, G, &c. meet ; and the Figure x$n is

call’d the Involuta of the Figure A BUG, and this

is call’d the Evoluta of that. Now the Properties

of thefe Figures are,

1. Becaufe the Redlangle C L FE is fuppos’d to
be chang’d into the infinitely little Sedtor of a Cir-
cle y x >, this Sedtor is equal to halfthat Parallelo-

gram, the Angles at y and a being Right Angles,
and a y being= CL ; and if this be obferved in all

the reft, all the Rediangles C EFL, or the Figure
A B HG, is equal to twice the Sum of all the Tri-
angles xy a , or the Involuta x0 y,

i. Becaufe, by Suppofition, CL — y a, and CD— yi, and the Angles L and a Right Angles;
therefore the Triangles CLD and y a S' are fimi-
lar and equal : Whence, if we fuppofe the Angle
Txy ±= y hi, then the Triangles Txy and TEC
will be (becaufe y x = EC) fimilar and equal.

§. The Arch dp defcrib’d with the Radius x 0}
is lefs than the Axis AG

$
and the Axis 11 (j. defcri-

bed with the Radius x is greater than the laid

Axis A G, as is evident from the Gendis of thefe
Figures : See Hayes's Fluxions

, P. 109.
INVOLUTION, in Algebra, is the railing up

any Quantity from its Root to any Power aflign’d ;
as fuppofe a A- b were to be fquared, or railed up
to its fecond Power, they fay, involve a + b • that
is, multiply it into its felf, and it will produce a a

z ab -J- b b, which is the Square or fecond Power
of that Quantity 5 and if it be involved again, or
if that Square be multiplied by the Root, the Cube
or third Power Will be produced, which is aaa ~\-

“i a a b
-J- 3 b b a -|- b b b.

INWARD Flanking Angle, in Fortification, is

fnade by the Courtine and the Ra^ant FUnkjng-hine
cf Defend.

IGNICk
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I R O I S O
IONICK Order of Architecture, is the Form of a

Column or Pillar invented by the lonians in Ancient

Greece
,
by way of Improvement of the Beauty of

the Dorici Order : Which as it was taken from the

Figure of a Robuft Man’s Body, and deligned to

reprefent Solidity and Strength ; fo the Ionium ha-

ving more regard to Beauty, chofe an Order of a

more Elegant Proportion ,
which occafioned this

Order to be called, The Feminine Order , and foon

after it fprung up that of the Caryatides.

The Promotions of this Pillar, as they are taken

from the Famous one in the Temple of Fortuna Vi-

rulis at Rome, now the Church of St. Mary the E-

gyptian, are thefe

;

The entire Order from the Superficies of the Area

to the Cornice
,
are 22 Modules or 1 1 Diameters.

The Column with its Bafe and Capital, contains

1 8 Modules.

The Entablature (i: e. the Architrave
,

Freife and

Cornice
)
contain four Modules.

The Valuta of the Capital, is ofan Oval Form,
TheColumns in this Order are often hollow’d and

furrow'd with 24 Gutters ; and fometimes ’tis done

only to the third part of the Column, reckoning from

the Bottom ; and then that third part hath its Gut-

ters filled with little Rods or Battoons, all the part

of the hollow above being left empty.

JONTHUS, or Varus
,

is a iittle, hard, callous

Swelling in the Skin of the Face. Blanchard.

JOURNEYS Accounts
,

is a Term in Law, to be

thus underftood : If a Writ be abated without the

Default of the Plaintiff or Demandant, he may
purchafe a new Writ, which if it be purchafed by

Journeys Accounts j (that is, within as little time as

he polfibly can after the Abatement of the firft Writ)

then this fecond Writ fhall be as a Continuance of

the firft, and fo fhall ought the Tenant or Defendant

of his Voucher, Plea, or Non tenure, Joint-tenan

cy fully adminiftred, (3c. or any other Plea which

arifes upon Matter happening after the Date of the

firft Writ; and fifteen Days have been held a con-

venient Time for the purchafe of the new Writ.

JOY, is a Delight of the Mind, from the Confi-

deration of the prefent, or affured approaching Pof-

feffion of a Good ; and we are then pofleffed of a-

ny Good, when we have it fo in our power that we
can ufe it when we pleafe.

JOYNTURE, is a Covenant, whereby the Huf-
band, or fome other Friend in his bejialf, affureth

unto his Wife, in refpeCt of Marriage, Lands or

Tenements for a Term of Life : Or otherwife

It is fo called, either becaufe granted Eatione

junRura in Matrimonio ; or becaufe the Land in

Frant-marriage is given jointly to the Husband and

Wife, and after to the Heirs of their Bodies, where-

by the Husband and Wife be made Joint-Tenants

during the Coverture.

IRIS, is that Fibrous Circle next to the Pupil of

the Eye, diftinguifhed with Variety of Colours

:

See Vvea Membrana. ’Tis fo called from its Simi-

litude to a Rainbow, fin Larin Iris.)

Alfo thofe changeable Colours which fometimes

appear in the Glaifes of Telefcopes, Microfcopes,

(3c. are called Iris for the fame Reafon ; as is that

coloured SpeRrum, which a Triangular Prifma-

tick Glafs, will project on a Wall, when placed (at

a due Angle) in the Sun-Beams : See Bain-bow.

IRONY, is a Trope in Rhetorick, by which we
fpeak contrary to our Thoughts ; as to fay. Such a

me is a very honeft Man,
when we know he is noto-

rioufiy Corrupt.

IRON-SICK, a Ship or a Boat is faid to be Iron-

ficli, when her Spikes are fo eaten with Ruft or

Nails, and fo worn away, that they make Hollows
in the Planks, whereby the Ship leaks.

IRRADIATION, is a Word ufed by Van HeL
mont, and fome other Chymifts, to exprefs the O-
peration of fome Mineral Medicines, which they
will have to impart their Vertue, without emitting
any thing Material or Subftantial out of them, or
without the Emanation of any Corporeal Effluvia.

Thus, for Inftance, They tell you that fome Am
timonial Preparations, as its Glafs and Crocus Metal

-

lorum, will give an Emetick Quality to Wine, (3c.

without any manner of Diminution of its Weight

;

But it doth not appear that they were well enough
exercifed in Statical Experiments, either to have
nice Scales, or to know how to ufe them, and there-
fore, doubtleis, do too boldly call that Diminution*
which was only not fo fenfibly fo to them i Buthow
a Body fhould communicate its Vomitive Quality
to a Liquor, without impregnating it with fome of
its fine and fubtle Emetick Particles, is hardly poifi-
ble to conceive.

IRRATIONAL Numbers : See Surd Numbers.
IRRATIONAL Quantities : See Rational Quan-

tities.
-

IRREGULAR Bodies, are Solids which are not?
terminated by equal and like Surfaces.
IRREGULAR Fortification : See Fortification.
IRREGULAR Lines or Curves : See Regular.
ISAGON, in Geometry, is fometimes ufed fora

Figure confifting of equal Angles,
IPCHiEMA, are Medicines that ftop the Blood,'

which, with a binding, cooling, or drying Vertue,,
clofe up the Openings of the Veffels, or diminifli
and ftop the Fluidity or violent Morion of the Blood.
Blanchard.

1PCHIAP, the Gout in the Hip.
ISCHIaS Major

, is a Branch of the Crural Vein
which goes to the Mufcles and Fat of the Leg, and
is divided afterwards into feveral Branches, which
are diftributed to the Toes.
ISCHIAS Minor, a Branch alfo of the Crural

Vein, being but a little one, and is wholly fpenc on
the Mufcles and Skin, which are about the upper
Joint of the Femer. / rr '

ISCHIUM, is the Hip or Huckle-Bone.
ISCHURETICA, are Medicines which force U~

rine, in the Cafe of a Supprelfion of it.

ISCHUaIA, is fuch a Suppreifion of Urine in
the Bladder, that little or nothing of it can be dis-
charged.

ISLES, in Architecture, are Sides or Wines of a
Building.

ISOCHRONE, Vibrations of a Pendulum, are
fuch as are made in the fame fpace of Time, as all

the Vibrations or Springs of the fame Pendulum
are, whether the Arks it defcribes be longer or fliom
ter ; for when it defcribes a fhorter Ark, it moves fo
much the flower

;
and when a long one, proportion

nably fafter.

ISOMERIA, in Algebra, is the fame with Conver-

fion of Equations, (fee Equations, N. 1 .) or of clearing
any Equation from Fradions.

ISOPERIMETRICAL Figures, in Geometry*
are fuch as have equal Perimeters or Circumferences,

Of all Ifoperimetrical Figures the Circle is the
greateft.

For if a Right Line could be difpofed into the
Form of the Circumference of a Circle, it would
contain more Space than any other Figure or Regular
Polygon whatfoever.

As
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As fuppofe the Gircumference of die Circle a b

t d, to be difpofed into the Form of a Square, or

any other Regular Polygon : So that all the Sides e g,

gb, b i, and i e, together may be equal to the Cir-

a

tumferenee of the Cirele abed ; 1 fay the Circle

is greater than that Square.

For the Circle is equal to a Re&angle-Triangle,

one of whofe Legs is the Radius/ a, and the other

the Circumference. And the Polygon is equal alfo

to fuch a Triangle, one of whofe Legs is the fame

Circumference abed

,

or the Sum of the Sides

g e i h: And the other Leg is the Line f o, but as

f o is lefs than the Radius f a, fo the Triangle,

which is equal to the Polygon

,

muft be lefs than

that which is equal to the Circle ° Therefore the

Square or Polygon muft be lefs than the Circle.

W. W. D.W
ISOSCELES-TRIANGLE : See Triangle.

PROP. I.

The Angles oppofite to the equal Sides of an If-

cofceles-Triangle are equal ; and a Line drawn from

the Top ( or Vertex
) cutting the Bafe into two e-

qual Parts, is Perpendicular to the Bale,

P

Let the Ifofceles-Triangle be A P C ^ and let its

Bafe AC be fuppofed to be divided into two equal

Parts in rri.

I fay P m is perpendicular to A C ; and the An-
gle P C A, is equal to the Angle P A C.

Demonstration

.

For the Triangle ^ hath all its Sides equal to

thofe of X, and therefore muft have all its Angles

alio refpedtively equal to thofe in X.- And then the

Angle P m A ss P m C, beeaufe they are both right j

I SO
therefore P m is perpendicular to A C, and theA«r

gle PAm — PC m. E. D.

PROBLEM I,

To Divide a Bjght-Lim into two equal Partf

&

Let the Line given be A C, opening the Compafs
to any Diftance tfiore than half the Line A C , and
letting one Foot in C, ftrike an Ark borh above and
below the middle of the Line | then keeping them
at the fame Diftance, fet one Foot in A

,
and crols

the former Arks in O and B ; a Ruler laid from O
to B, fhall cut the middle of the A G, or divide it

into two equal Parts.

Demonjlrationl

Draw the Lines AS, BC, BO, A O, and
C O.

i. Then will the Triangles B AO

,

and BC O”;

have all their three Sides refpe&ively equal , and
confequently be equal to one another 5 and there*

fore the Angle C BO— Angle ABO.
a. The Triangles ^ and X

,

have the fame two
Angles A B m , and C P m equal , and the Side

A B equal to the Side B C ,
and B m common to

both : Therefore all are equal, and confequently

Amrrz C m. Q. E. D,

N. B. By this Problem alfo, a Perpendicular

may be let fall to the middle of any given Line j

for here ’tis plain. Pm is perpendicular.

PROBLEM D. •

To Divide an Angle given into two equal Parts. Let

the given Angle be A B C;

3
,v'-'

Az \.

m

\ /
A*>4-'

©
V .

Open your Compafs to any convenient Diftance^

and fetting one Foot in B, crofs the Legs of the

Angle in A O, ftrike an Ark below as at O
, and

removing the Compafs to A, crols the former Ark
in the Point 0, fo a Line drawn ft;om B to O (hall

Biffed the Angle.

0 g g r Tfc*
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The Demonfration k the fame with that of the lafi

Problem „

ISSUANT, a Term in Heraldry, when a Lion,

or other Be ait, is drawn in a Coat of Arms, juft if-

fuing out of the Bottom Line of any Chief, Fejfe,

.&c. but if it come out of the Middle of any Ordi-

nary, they call it Naiffaht ; that is, Nafcent, juft

Coming out as it were from the Womb.
ISSUE, a Term in Common Law, having di-

vers Applications ; lometimes *tis taken for the

Children begotten between a Man and his Wife j

fometimes from Profits growing from Amerciaments

hr Fines ; and fometimes from Profits of Lands or

Tenements ; fometimes for that Point of Matter

depending in Suit, whereupon the Parties join, and

ptit their Caufe to the Trial of the Jury : And yet

in all thefe it hath but one Signification, which is an

EfFedt of a Caufe proceeding, as the Children be

the Effedf of the Marriage between the Parents

:

The Profits growing to the King or Lord, from the

Punifhment of any Man's Offence, is the EffeCt ot

his TranfgrefTton : The Point referred to the Trial

of Twelve Men* is the EffeCt of Pleading or Pro-

cels,

IJfue in this laft Signification, is either General or

Special.

General IJfue, feemeth to be that Whereby it is re-

ferred to the Jury to bring in their Verdidt, whether

the Defendant hath done any fuch thing as the

Plaintiff layeth to his Charge.

f

For Example i

If it be an Offence againft any Statute, and the

Defendant plead, Not Guilty ; this being put to the

Jury, is called, The General IJfue.

And if a Man complain of a private Wrong*

which the Defendant deniet-h, and pleads no Wrong
nor Diffeifin, and if this be referred to the Jury, it

is likewife the General IJfke.

1 he Special IJfue then muft be that, when Special

Matters being alledged by the Defendant in hisDe-
fence, both Parties join thereupon, and fb grow ra-

ther to a Demurrer, if it- be queftiojuris, or to Trial

by the Jury, if it be quejliofabli.

ISTHMUS, in Geography, is a little Neck or

Part of Land joining a Peninfula to the Continent.

ISTHMUS, in Anatomy, according to fome, is

that Part which lies betwixt the Mouth and the

Gullet, like a Neck of Land j alfo the Ridge that

feparates the Noftrils.

ITENERARIUM, is a Chyrurgeon’s Inftrument,

which being fixed in the Urinary Paffage, fhows

the Neck or SphinCter of the Bladder, that an Incifi-

on may be more furely made to find out the Stone

:

"Tis ufually thruft up through the Cavity of a Fi-

ftulous Catheter, which faves it from wounding the

Vrethra as it goes.

ITHMOIDEA OJfa : See Ethmoides.

JUBA* a Botanick.Word, fignifying a foft loofe

Beard,which hangs at the Ends of the Husks offome

Plants of the Frumentaceom, Kjnd; as particularly in

Millet.

JUDGE and Judges, have all their Commiffions

bounded with this Limitation, Faduri quodadjuftiti-

arn pertinet fecundum legem & confuetudinum An-
glia;.

The Judge at his Creation takes this Gath,

That he fhall indifferently minifter Juftice to all

“ them that fhall have any Suit or Plea before him $
ie and this he fhall not forbear to do,, though the

King by his Letters, or by exprefs Word b
Mouth, ftiould command the contrary, &c 0

\
JUDGMENT, in Law, is the Cenfure of the

Judges lo called, and is the very Voice and Final.
Doom of the Law, and therefore is always taken
for unqueftionable Truth.

Of Judgments, fome are Final, and fome not Ft-
\nal : See Coke and Littleton, Fcl. 39.
- JUDGMENT* Mr. Lock, defines to be a Faculty
of feparating carefully one from another, thofe Ideas
wherein any, even theleaft Difference can be found,
thereby to avoid being miflead by Similitude and
by Affinity, to take one thing for another.

Others define it to be that Acftion of the Mind
1

by which affembling together feveral Ideas, we ei-
ther deny or affirm This to be That.

Thus, confidering the Idea ofthe Earth, and the
Idea of Roundnefs, we affirm or deny the Earth to
be round.

JUGALEO*, the fame that Zygoma.
JUGULAR-VEINS, are thole Veins winch goes

towards the Skull by the Neck ; and are of two
forts, vt\. External and Internal.

The External Jugulars afeend on the Outfide of
the Neck, and are ufually open’d where one is let

Blood in that Part for any Diftemper in the Head,
Quiufey, &c.

The Internal Jugulars arile from the Subclavian',

by the Sides of the Wind-pipe, and palling along
the Skull in two.Branches, are difperfed through
the Dura Mater, &c.

JUGULUM, the fame that Furcula.

JULAP, from the Greek ^eieria, or, as fome fay?
from the Perfick Word Julcb, which fignifies a
Sweet Portion, is a grateful Medicine compofed of
Diftilled Waters, Spirits, &c. and fweetened to
the Patient’s Palate with Sugar, or fome agreeable
Syrup.

JULIAN-YEAR, is the Old Account of the Year?
inftituted by Julius Cafir, which to' this Day we
ufe in England, and, call it the Old Style, in Contra-
diftin&ion to the New Account, framed by Pope
Gregory, which is 1 1 Days before ours, and is called
the New Style. -

JULIAN-PERIOD, is a Cycle of 7980 Confer
cutive Years, produced by the contiriual Multiplica-
tion of the three Cycles* vif. Th^tt of the Sun of 28
Years, that of the Moon of 19 Years, and that of
the Indi&ion of 15 Years ; fo that this Epocha, al-

though but Artificial or Feign’d, (and which was the
Invention of the Famous Julius Scaliger) is yet of
very good Ufe, in that every Year within the

Period, is diftinguifhable by a certain peculiar Cha-
racter ; for the Year of the Sun, Moon, and Indic-

tion will not be the fame again, till the whole 7980
Years be revolved : Scaliger fix’d the Beginning of
this Period 764 Years before the Creation.

For thefinding the Tear of the Julian Period, you have
this Ifule :

Multiply the Solar Cycle by 4845, the Lunar bj
42,00, ^and the IndiBion by 6916 •

Then divide the Sum of Products by 7980, and
the Remainder of the Divifion (without having re-

gard to the Quotient) fhall be the Year required

after.

Example.

Let the Cycle of th.e Sun be 3, of the Moon 4, and
of theTndi&ion 5.,

.

-
- j

Multiply
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Multiply 84S5 by 3, ’twill be 14535 j and 4206

by 4 = 16800 ;
and 6916 by 5, gives 35580,

The Sum of the Products is 65915, which di-

vided by 7890, gives 8 in the Quote, and leaves

2075 for a Remainder, which is the Year of the

Julian Period,

JULUS, is a Botanick Word for thole Catalim

,

as lome call them, or long Worm-like Tufts, or

Palms, as they are called in Willows, which at the

Beginning of the Year grow out of, and hang pen-

dulous down from Hazels, Wallnut-Trees, &c.

The Accurate Mr. I(ay thinks them to be a kind

of Collection of the Stamina of the Flowers of the

Tree 5
becaufe in Fertile Trees and Plants they

have abundance of Seminal Velfels or Seed-Pods.

JUPITER : The Proportion of Jupiter to our

Earth, is about 60 to 1.

The Periodical Time of Jupiter s Revolution a-

bout the Sun, is in the Space of 12 Years, or 4380

Days ;
and he revolves round his Axis in the Space

of 1 o Hours ;
which very fwift Motion may caufe

that Excefs of his Equatorial Diameter above his

Polar, which you will find below j whereas in the

Sun and Moon^ which take, the one 27, the other

28 Days in their Revolution round their Axis, there

is no fuch Inequality between their Polar and Equa-

torial Diameters obferved.

The Mean Diftance of Jupiter from the Sun, ac-

cording to I^epler 5 19650 ; to Bullialdus 522510 $

according to the Periodical Time of its Revolution

520116: Such Parts of which the Mean Diftance

between the Earth and Sun is 100000$ that is, a-

bout 280861640 Englifh Miles.

According to Mr. Caffini, Jupiter's greateft Di-

ftance from the Earth is- 1-429195 his mean Di-

ftance 1 15000 ; and leaft Diftance 87081 Semi-

diameters of the Earth.

And the Diameter of Jupiter is equal to 27 and

a Half Semi- diameters of the Earth.

Wherefore the Globe of Jupiter muft be greater

than that of the Earth by 2460 times.

The Semi-diameter of Jupiter
,
feen from the Sun,

is but 1 9 Seconds,

In the Year 1664, Campani (by the help of an

excellent Telefcope) obferved certain Protube-

rances and Inequalities in the Surface ot this Pla-

net.

He fa\V alfo in his Body the Shrdows of his Sa-

tellites, and followed them with his Eye till hefaw

them go off the Disk.

In the fame Year, May the 9th, 2 Hours, P. M.
Mr, Hook, with a Telefcope of 12 Foot, obferved

;
a

fmall Spot in the biggeft ofthe three obfcurer Belts

of Jupiter 5 and within two Hours after he found

that the faid Spot had moved from Eaftto Weft
about half the Length of the Diameter of Jupiter.

Mr. Caffini obferved alfo, near the fame Time, a

permanent Spot in the Disk of Jupiter ; by whofe

help he not only found that Jupiter turns about up-

on his own Axis, but alfo the Time of fuch Con-

verfion, which he eftimates to be 9 Hours, and 56

Minutes.

Which was alfo confirmed by better Obfervati-

ons of a Spot in the Year 1 69 1 *

The Equatorial Diameter of Jupiter to his Po-

lar one, Sir If. Newton computes to be as 40 f to 39 f

.

Captain Halley, in his Preface to his Catalogue

of the Southern Stars, faith, That he found Jupiter

to move fwifter than he is luppofed to do by the

Aftrononxical Tables.

The fame Learned Perfon thinks, That the Rea-

fon of the Error (ofabout 3 or 4 Minutes in Time)
©i the Tables in calculating the Eclipfes of the Sa-

tellites, arifes from lome (mail Excentficity in the

Motion of the Planet, and from the Oval Figurc

of his Body newly mentioned, whofe quick Rota-
tion round his Axis by the Vis Centifuga

, dilates his
Equino&ial Parts, and makes his Meridians much
Elliptical, fo as to be difcernable by the Telefcope.
The Sun’s Heat in Jupiter, is at moft not above

one twenty fifth part of what it is with us $ and
confequently Would be very uncomfortable living

there (if at all poffible) for Men of our Confuta-
tion ; and yet fome are very fond of thinking Jupi~
ter an excellent Place to live in.

The Diftance of Jupiter from the Sun, is above
five times as great as that of the Earth from the

Sun, (fee Gregorys Aftron.) and confequently the Dia-
meter of the Sun to any Eye in Jupiter ,

will be not
a fifth part of what it appears to us, and therefore

his Disk will be above 25 times lefs, and in the
fame Proportion will his Light and Heat be.

The Artificial Day and Night (each of 5 Hours)
is of the fame length in Jupiter all over his Surface j
becaufe the Axis of his Diurnal Revolution, is near-

ly at Right Angles to the Plane of his Annual Or-
bit round the Sun,

Although Jupiter hath four Primary Planets be-
low him ; yet an Eye placed there, and ofno {har-

per Sight than one of ours, could never behold any
one ot them, unlefs as Spots tranfiting over the
Sun’s Disk when they happen to be between the Jo*
vial Eye and the Sun : Eor Mars, which goes fur*
theft of all from the Sun, will not in Jupiter be feen
above 1 8 Degrees from him $ and fince that Planet
is but fmall, and refletfts but a weak Lighr, fo near
the Sun it cannot be vifible : So that Saturnis the on-
ly Planet that can be feen in Jupiter, except his
own four Moons or Satellites.

The Sun’s Parallax feen from Jupiter, will fcarce

be fenfible any more than Saturn s $ neither being
much above 20 Seconds $ fo that the Sun’s appa-
rent Diameter in Jupiter will not be above 6 Mi-
nutes : But the outermoft of his Satellites will ap-
pear almoft as great as the Moon doth to us ; vi%.

of five times the Diameter, and 25 times the Disk
of the Sun, feen from the fame Planet ; and if rhe
other Satellites are not lefs than the outermoft, they
will yet appear much greater, (and the Learned
Mr. Hugens conceives them not much lefs than our
Earth) and gives the Planet a good Light in the
Nights, which alfo can never there be very long.

Dr. Gregory, (from whence this comparative A-
ftronomy is colle&ed) faith alfo, That an Aftroi
nomer placed in Jupiter, would eafily compare
die Diftances of the four inferior Planets with the
Diameters of Jupiter, as we do the Diftances of
us from the Planets, by comparing them with the
Diameter of the Earth : And this would be done
as to the four neareft ones, eafier than we compute
the Diftance of the Moon by the Earths Diame -

ter 5 for the Horizontal Parallax of the remoteft
of the Planets feen from Jupiter, is above twice as
great as the Horizontal Parallax of the Moon feen
from the Earth, and therefore muff: be very fenfi-

ble and confiderable. And tho’ the Globe of Ju~
pitcr be vaftly large, in comparifon of our Earth %
yet the Suns Parallax, when he’s beheld from Jupi-
ter, will not be quite 20 Seconds, and Confequent*

ly fcarce fenfible : Nor will the Parallax of $a*
turn, (though when in Oppofition to the Sun, and
next to Jupiter) be much greater ; and therefore

’twill be Very difficult for the Jovial Aftronomer to
eftimate the Diftance ofSaturn, of of the Sun, from
that Planer.

P g g i
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Indeed if he can difcover that Jupiter moves

round the Sun, he may be able (as the Docftor

fhews, Prop . 3.) to determine the Ratio of the Di-

ftance of Jupiter and Saturn from the Sun, other-

wile not.

Our Jovial Ajironomer therefore* by the help of

his Senfes, would diftinguifh two kinds of Planets ;

Four nearer to him, which are the Satellites, and

two (as the Sun and Saturn) more remote ; and
thefe latter would appear with a lefter Diameter,

the former with a greater : Of the remoteft, the

Sun would appear in a Diameter about fix Minutes,

but the Diameter of Saturn would fcarce be^ of a

Minute.

Of the four nearer Planets or Satellites, the

Fourth would appear to an Eye in Jupiter of the

Eignefs the Moon doth to us ; that is, with a Dia

meter five times greater, and a Disk twenty five

times greater than the Sun doth there : Befides, the

four nearer, and apparently greater ones, will be di-

ftinguifhed from the more remote and lefifer ones, in

this, That in the nearer Planets, the Squares of the

Periodick Times, are as the Cubes of their Di-
ftances from the Center of Jupiter ; which would
by no means be true, if any one of the greater

were compared with any one of the leffer. And
although the nearer thefe Planets are,they appear the

greater ; yet the Sun will be immenfeiy more bright

than they ; for from their Faces, which depend up-

on their Situation, with refpecft to the Sun, they

will appear like fo many Moons : From whence a

Spe&ator in Jupiter will have four kinds of Months,
according to the Number of Moons. There will

be contained above 2407 of the leaft Months in a

Year, and about half the Number of Months next

to thefe : The Number of the Months of the third

Satellite contain’d in a Year, will be nearly fubdu-

ple of the fecond, or fubquaduple of the firft ;

and the Months of the greateft will be about 254 :

S® that although the Notation of Time be much
more intricate in Jupiter, by reafon of the great

Number of Days which their Year contains; yet it

is much facilitated by thefe four kinds of Months
;

for in the leaft Month there are only 4 Days and a

Quarter, but in the greateft fomething more than

40.
Befides, thefe Moons fuffer an Eclipfe when they,

being in Oppofition to the Sun, happen to fall into

the Shadow of Jupiter ;
and again, when they, (be-

ing in Conjunction with the Sun, projects their Sha-

dows to Jupiter, they make an Eclipfe of the Sun
to an Eye placed in that Region ot Jupiter, where
the Shadow falls (which Region is a very fmall part:

of Jupiter's Surface) juft as our Moon does : But
becaufe the Orbits of thole Moons about Jupiter,

are in a Plane which is inclined to, or makes an

Angle with Jupiter's Orbit about the Sun, and are

all of them nearly in the fame Plane, excepting the

fecond, which deviates a little 5 upon this Account,

I lay, their Ecliples are Central, and confequently

moft lafting, when the Sun is in one of the Nodes
of thofe Moons : But when the Sun is put of this

Pofition, the Eclipfes may be Total, though not Cen-

tral, becaufe the Breadth of Jupiter s Shadow, is

nearly decuple the Breadth of any of the Satellites;

and the apparent Diameter of any of thofe Moons,

is nearly quintuple the apparentDiameter of the Sun.

And this remarkable Inequality of the Diameters,

and the fmall Inclination the Plane of the Orbits of

the Satellites has to the Plane of Jupiter s Orbit
found the Sun, is the Reafon why in each Revolu-

tion there happens Eclipfes both of the Satellites

and of the Sun, though the Sun be at a eonfidera-

,
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ble Diftance from the Nodes: And the inferior of
thefe Satellites, though the Sun to a Spectator in

Jupiter, be at his greateft Diftance from their Nodes,-,
are neverthelefs Eclipfed, and Eclipfe the Sun ; but
the remoteft of them in this Cafe, for two Years
together, efcapes falling into Jupiter's Shadow, and
Jupiter into its Shadow ; and the Phenomena of
partial Eclipfes in the intermediate Times and Pla-
ces, will be apparent to a Spedator in Jupiter. Far-
ther, it fometimes happens here* that one Moon E»
clipfes another, whofe Phafis is fometimes very dif-
ferent, nay* contrary to the Eclipfe of a Moor., fab
ling into the Shadow of Jupiter

, which was deYcri-
bed above ; for in this the Oriental Limb is firft dar-
kened, and the Occidental Limb emerges laft; but
in others of them the Occidental Limb is firft dar-
kened, and the Oriental Limb emerges laft ; and in
others contrarily.

The Shadow of Jupiter
, though it go far beyond

its Satellites, yet does not reach any other Planet;
as the Shadow of all other primary Planets do

; for
no other Planet, except Saturn, could beimmerged
in it, tho’ it was infinite ; but the Shadow of Jupi-
ter cannot reach Saturn, except the Diameter of
Jupiter were half the Diameter of the Sun, and ir

is fcarce -> of it.

If the Surfaceof Jupiter were chiefly Water, and
we fuppofe the Seas there to be Navigable, the Sai-
lors would have great Advantages, as well becaufe
the Nights are very fhorr, and very light from the
Numbers of their Moons; as becaufe thefeMoons
would be of fingular ufe to ’em in directing their
Courfes.

For from thofe manifold Eclipfes the Longitude
of a Place would be eafily determined, and Hydro-
graphical Tables accurately conftruCted, which is
very Advantagious in fo vajft a Globe as that of Ju-
piter ^ whofe Surface being Centuple, (nay, accor-
ding to Hugens, 400 times as much) the Surface of
the Earth would render its Menfuration very labo-
rious : But the Flux and Reflux of the Sea, occa-
fion’d by thefe four Moons, (for the Force of the
Sun would be very little there) would be very dif-
ferent, and befides, would be very difficultlf
brought to a Calculation.

r

JURATS, are in the Nature of Aldermen, for
Government of their feveral Corporations : As the
Mayor and Jurats of Maidjlone

, Eye, tVinchelfea

,

&c. So Jerfey bath a Bayliff and Twelve Jurats, or
(worn Afliftants, to Govern the Ifland.

JURISDICTION, is a Dignity which a Man
hath conferred: on him to do Juftice in Cafes of
Complaint.

JURIS XJtrum, is a Writ that lieth for theincum-
bent, whofe PredecefTor hath alienated his Lands or
Tenements.

JUROR, is one of thofe twenty four or twelve
Men, which are fworn to deliver a Truth upon
iuch Evidence as Hia.ll be given them touching the
Matter in queftion.

JURY, in Common Law, fignifies either twen-
ty four or twelve Men fworn to enquire of the
Matter of Faift, and declare the Truth upon iuch
Evidence as fhall be delivered them touching the
Matter in Queftion : Of which Jury fome may,
and fome may nor be impannel’d : See F. N. B. FoL
1 65-

In England there are three forts of Trials, vip.

one by Parliament, another by Battle, and the third
by AflizeorJury.

The Trial by AffiKft (be the Adfion Civil or Cri-

minal, Publick or Priyare, Perfonal or Real) is re-

ferred

s
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ferred for the Fad to a Jury, and as they find it, fo

palfeth the Judgment.
. ..

This Jury is not only ufed in Circuits of Juftices

Errant, but alfo in other Courts and Matters of Of-

fice : And though it appertains to moft Courts of

the Common Law ; yet it is moft notorioufiy in

the Half-year Courts of the Juftices Errants, com-

monly called, the Great Affixes ; and in the Quar-

ter-Seffions, and in them it is moft ordinarily cal-

led a Jury, and that in a Civil Caufe ; whereas in

other Courts ’tis ufually called an Inqueft, and in

the Court-Baron, a Jury of the Homage.

In the General Affile there are ufually many Juries,

becaufe there be ftoreof Caufes both Civil and Cri-

minal commonly to be tried ; whereof one is cal-

led, The Grand Jury,
and the reft Petit Juries ; where-

of itfeemeth there fhould be one in every Hundred.

The Grand Jury confifts of Twenty four Grave

and Subftantial Gentlemen, or fome of the better

fort of Yeomen, chofen indifferently by the Sheriff

out of the whole Shire, to confider of all Bills of

Indidment preferred to the Court ; which they do

either approve, by writing upon them, Billa Vera ;

or difallow, by indorfing Ignoramus. Such as they

do approve, if they touch Life and Death, are fur-

ther referred to another Jury to be confidered of,

becaufe the Cafe is of fuch Importance ; but others

of lighter Moment, are upon their Allowance,

without more Work, fined by the Bench except

the Party traverfe the Indidment, or challenge it

for Infufficiency, or remove the Caufe to a higher

Court by Certiorari ; in which two former Cafes

it is referred to another Jury ; and in the latter,

tranfmitted to a higher : And prefently upon the

Allowance of this Bill by the Grand Inqueft, a Man
is faid to be indided : Such as they difallow are

delivered to /he Bench, by whom they are forth-

with cancelled or torn.

' The Petit Jury confifts of Twelve Men at the

leaft, and are empannelled as well upon Criminal,

as upon Civil Caufes: Thole that pafs upon Offen-

ces of Life and Death, do bring in their Verdid,

either Guilty, or not Guilty ; whereupon thePri-

foner, if he be found Guilty, is faid to be Convic-

ted, and fo afterwards receivcth Judgment and

Condemnation $ or otherwifeis acquitted and fet

free. Thofe that pafs upon Civil Caufes Real, are

all, or lo many as can conveniently be had, of the

lame Hundred where the Land or Tenement in

Queftion doth lie, being four at the leaft ; and they,

upon due Examination, bring in their Verdid either

ior the Demandant or Tenant.

JURY-MAST, fo the Seamen call whatever

they fet up in the room of a Maft loft in a Fight, or

by a Storm ; which, if they can fave it, fome

great Yard, which they put down into the Step of

that loft Maft, fattening it into the Partners, and

fitting to it the Mitten, or fome letter Yard, with

Sails and Ropes, as they can, they make a hard

Ihift to fail with it inftead of the Maft which they

have loft.

JUSTICE, fignifies him that is deputed by the

King to do Right by way of Jugdment. Of thefe

Juftices there are divers forts in England ; of the

manner of whofe Creation, with other Appurte-

nances, read Fortefcue, Cap 5 1

.

JUSTICE of the Common-Pleas, is a Lord by

his Office, and with his Aftiftants originally did hear

and determine all Caufes at the Common Law ;

that is, all Civil Caufes between Common Perfons,

as well Perfonal as Real ; for which Caufe it is cal-

led, The Court of Common-Pleas
, as diftinguilhing it

from The Pleas of the Crown, or the King's Pleas,

which are Special, and appertaining to him only.

JUSTICE of the Foreji, or Juftice in Eyre of the
Foreft, is a Lord by his Office, and hears and deter-
mines all Offences within the Foreft, committed a-
gainft Venifon or Vert : Of thefe there be two,
whereof one hath Jurifdidion over all Forefts on
this Side Trent, the other of all beyond.

JUSTICE of the Kfngs-Bench, is a Lord by his

Office while he enjoys it, and the Chief of the
reft : His Office (elpeciallyj is to hear and deter-

mine all Pleas of the Crown, vi%. fuch as concern
Offences committed againft the Crown, Dignity,
and Peace of the King ; as Trealons, Felonies,

Mayhems, and fuch-like : He alfo, with his Alii-

ftants, heareth all Perfonal Actions, and Real alio,

if they be incident to his Jurifdicftion.

JUSTICES of Ajfiqe, are luch as were wont by
Special Commiliion to be fent into this or that
County, to take Aflizes for the Eafe of the Sub-
jects

5
for whereas thefe Actions pais always by

Jury, io many Men might not, without great Da-
mage and Charge, be brought up to London, and
therefore Juftices for this Purpoie, by Commiliion
particularly authorifed, were fent down to them z

And twice every Year they go the Circuit, by two
and two, through all England, difpatch their feve-
ral Bufinefs by feveral Commiflions ; for they have
one Commifiion to take Affixes, another to deliver
Goals, and another of Oyer and Terminer

,

JUSTICES in Eyre
, are thole who were lent

with Commiliion into divers Counties to hear
Caufes, efpecially thofe that were termed Pleas of
the Crown : And this was done for the Eafe of the
People, who would elfe have been hurried to the
King’s-Bench

, if the Caufe were too high for the
County- Court.

JUSTICES of Goal-Delivery
, are fuch as are lent

with Commiliion to hear and determine all Caufes
appertaining to fuch, as for any Offence are caft in-

to the Goal.

JUSTICES of Nift Print, are now all one with
Juftice of Affile ; for it is a common Adjournment
of a Caufe in the Common-Pieas, to put it off to
fuch a Day, Nifiprius jufticiarii venerint ad eas par-
tes ad capiendas Affifas : And upon this Claufe of

Adjournment, they are called Juftices of Nift Print,

as well as Juftices of Affile, by reafon of the Writ
or Acftion they have to deal in.

JUSTICES of Oyer and Terminer, Were Juftices

deputed upon fome fpecial or extraordinary Occa-
fion, to hear and determine fome peculiar Caufes.
JUSTICIES, is a Writ directed to the Sheriff,

for the difpatch of Juftice in fome Special Caufe,
of which he cannot by his ordinary Power hold
Plea in his County-Court.

By this Writ Jufticies, the Sheriff may hold
Plea of a great Sum ; whereas of his ordinary Au-
thority he can hold no Pleas, but of Sums under
forty Shillings.

JUXTA-POSITION, is the ranging the Parti-

clesor Corpufcles of any mix’d Body into fuch an
Order, Pofition, or Situation, that the Particles

being contiguous to one another, lhall determine or
denominate a Body to be of fuch a Figure or Na-
ture, or to be indued with fuch Properties as are

the proper Refult of fuch a Configuration and Dif-

pofition of Parts.

KEE
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ALENDAR : Set Calendar,

KALENDS : See Calends,

KECKLE ; when the Cables of a Ship

gaul in the Hawfe, or the Bolt-ropes do fo againft

the Ship’s Quarter, the Seamen winde fome lmall

Ropes about them ; and this ferving of thefe Ropes

is called freckling,

KEDGING, at Sea, is when a Ship is brought

iip or down in a narrow River, the Wind being

contrary to the Tide, and yet {he is to go with the

Tide 5 then they ufe to fet their Fore-fail, or Fore-

top-fail and the Milfen, and fo let the Ship drive

with the Tide, that fo they may flat her about

;

and if Ihe happen to coine over too near the Shoar,

they have a fmall Anchor in the Head of their

Boat with a Hawfer fattened to it from the Ship,

which Anchor they then let fall in the Middle of the

Stream, and fo winde or turn her Head about, lift-

ing the Anchor up again when ftie is come fully a-

bout : This Work is called lodging, or to kedge up

a River, and the Anchor made ufe ol is called

the

KEDGER, or Kedge-Anchor,

KEEL, is the loweft Piece of Timber in a Ship,

in the Bottom of her Hull ; one End whereof is at

the Stern, the other at the Stem : Into this are all

the Ground-Timbers and Hooks fattened, and bol-

ted fore and aft. When a Ship hath a deep Keel,

Ihe is faid to have a Ranp Keel ; and this ferves

well to keep her from rowling ; but if {he is over-

floaty and rowls too much, anew Keel isfometimes

put on, called a Falfe Keel,

KEEL-ROPE, a Hair-Rope running between

the Keelfon and the Keel of a Ship, to clear and

Litnber-Holes when they are choaked up with Bal-

l&ft &

c

•

KEELSON, the next Piece of Timber in a Ship

Ship to her Keel ,
lying right over it next above the

Floor-Timber.

KEEPER of the Great Seal, is a Lord by his

Office, and ttiled Lord-Keeper of the Great Seal of

England He is one of the King’s Privy-Council

;

through whole Hands pafs all Charters, Commifli-

ons, and Grants of the King under the Great Seal ;

Without which Seal all fuch Inftruments by Law
are of no force : For the King is, in the interpre-

tation of Law, a Corporation, and palfeth nothing

firmly but under the faid Seal, which is as the pub-

lick Faith of the Kingdom, in the high Efteem

and Reputation juftly attributed thereto.

This Lord-Keeper hath the fame Place, Authori-

ty, Preheminence, Jurifdidtion, Execution ofLaws,

and all other Cuftoms, Commodities, and Advan-

tages, as the Lord-Chancellor of England hath for

the Time being. He is conftituted by the Delivery

of the Great Seal to him. and taking his Oath.

KEEPER of the Privy Seal, is a Lord by his

Office, through whofe Hands pafs all Charters

figned by the King, before they come to the

Great Seal, and fome things which do not pafs the

Great Seal at all. He is of the King’s Privy-

Council, and one of the Great Officers of the

Kingdom.
KEEPER, or Chief Warden of the Forell, is he

who hath the principal Government of all things

belonging to the fame.

KENKS, in the Sea Phrafe, are Doublings in a

Cable or Rope, when 'tis handed in or out, fo that

K NE

it doth not run fmobth ; or when any Rope makes
Turns, and doth not run fmooth and clever in the

Block, they fay it makesKenks.

KENNETS, in a Ship, are {mail Pieces of Tim-
ber nailed to the Infide of the Ship, unto which
the Tacks and Sheets are belayed

,
(as they call it ;j

i. e. fattened.

KETCH, a fmaller Velfel, but ofthe fame Form
with a Hoy.

KEVELS, or Chevils, are fmall Pieces of Tim-
ber nailed to the Infide of a Ship, unto which the

Tacky and Sheets Ate belayed or fattened.

KEY, in Mufick, is a certain Tone, whereto
every Compofition, whether it be long or Ihorr,

ought to be fitted or defign’d: And this Key is

faid to be either Flat or Sharp, not in refpedfc of its

own Nature, but with Relation to the Flat or

Sharp Third, which is joined with it : See Mufick,*

Pol. II.

KIDNEYS : See Reins.

KINGDOM, a Term ufed by the Chymifts,

who, according to rheir Cant in other things, call

the Three Orders of Natural Bodies, Animal, Ve-

getable, and Mineral, by the Name of Kingdom,
Thus they would fay, Thofe Bodies which be*

long to the Animal Kingdom, abound moftin Vola-

latile Salt.

KING’S-BENCH, is the Court or Judgment-
Seat, where the King of England was fometimes

wont to fit in his own Petfon ; and therefore it was
moveable with the Court or King’s Houihold, and
Called Curia Domini Regis, and Aula Regia, as Gwin
reports in his Preface to his Reading ; and that there-

in, and in the Court of Exchequer, which were
the only Courts of the King till Henry the Third’s

Days, were handled all Matters of Juftice, as well

Civil as Criminal.

This Court of the Kjngs-ldench, was wont 115

Ancient Times to be efpecially exercifed in all Cri-

minal Matters and Pleas of the Crown, leaving the

handling of private Contracts and Civil Actions to

the Common-Pleas, and other Courts.

KNAVE-LINE, is a Rope in a Ship, fattened

to the Crofs-Trees under the Main or Fore-Top,

whence it comes down by the Ties to the Ramhead9

and there 'tis reeved through a Piece of Wood of

about two Foot long, and fo is brought to the

Ship’s Side, and there haled up taught to the

Rails. •, ^
Its Ufe is to keep the Ties and Hallyards froffi

turning about one another, as they are apt to do
when new and firft ufed; and therefore after they

are a little ufed and ftretehed, this Knave-Line is ta-

ken away, of no further Ufe.

KNECK, in the Sea Language, is the twitting

of a Rope or Cable as it is veering out.

KNEES, are Pieces of Timber in a Ship bowing

like a Knee, which are ufed to bind the Beams and

Futtocks together, being bolted ftrongly into them

both.

Hence fuch Timber as is ufeful for this Purpofe,

is called,

KNEE-TIMBER : Thus the Cut-water of a

Ship, is called, The Knee of the Head.

KNETTELS ; fo the Seamen call two Pieces of

Spun-yarn put together untwifted.

KNIGHTS, a-board a Ship, are two Pieces of

Timber, in each of which go four Shivers, three
“

' for

%
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for the/ Halliards, and one for the Top-Ropes.

They are ufually fhaped into the Form of lome

Head ;
one of them ftandeth aft the Main-maft,

and therefore is called the Main-Tonight ; the o-

ther ftandeth abaft the Foremaft on the fecond

Deck ;
and this is called the Fore-Knight.

KNIGHT-SERVICE was a Tenure, whereby

feveral Lands in this Nation were held of the King,

which drew after it Homage, Efcuage, Wardfhip,

Marriage, Sc. but taken away by iz Car. 2. cap.

24.
•*

!

KNOTSjthere are two forts ofKnots ufed at Sea :

One they call a Bowlin-Knot, becaufe by this Knot

!

the Bowlin-Bridles are fattened to the Crengles 5

This is very faft, and will not flip.

The other is a Wale-Kjiot, which is a round
Knob or Knot, made with three Strands of a Ropej
this Knot ferves for the Topfail-Sheets and Stoppers„

The Divifions alfoof the Log-Line are called

Knots : Thefe are ufually feven Fathom, or forty

two Feet afuhder, but they fhould be 50 Feet % and
then as many Knots as the Log-Line runs out in

half a Minute
,
fo many Miles doth the Ship fail in

an Hour ; fuppofing her to keep going at any equal
Rate, and Allowing for Yaws, Lee-way,
See Log

.

LAC

LABEL, is a long thin Brals Ruler, with a

fmali Sight at one end, and a Center-hole

at the other; commonly ufed with a Tan-
gent-line on the Edge of a Circumferenter, to take

Altitudes, Sc.

LABIA LEPORINA ,
are fuch Lips, as by rea-

fon of their ill make will not come together, which

feme call Bpftra leporina ; we Hare Lips.

LABIAL Letters ,
are ( by the Grammarians )

accounted fuch, as in their Pronunciation require

chiefly the Ufe of the Lips to form their Sound.

LABORANT ,
he that attends on and works

iinder a Chymift, While he is about any Procefs or

Experiment.

LABORALIS, in the Common Law, is a Writ

that lies againft fuch as having not whereof to live,

do refufe to ferve ; or for him thatrefufeth to ferve

in Summer where he ferved in Winter.

LABORATORY, or Elaboratory, a Room fit-

ted on purpofe for Chymieal Operations, and fur-

riifhed with Variety of Furnaces and Inftruments

ncceifary to that Art.

LABYRINTH, is the Second ( fome fay the

Third )
Cavity of the Ear, hollowed in the Os Pe-

trofum ; and is made Of three winding Semicucir-

lar Pipes, which open by five Orifices into the

Vefti bulum.

LAC LUNAS ,
or Flores Argenti

,
is the Chy-

mifts Word for a white porous friable Earth, infi-

pid, but diffoluble in Water
, which it will tinge

with a Milky Colour : It is a Sublimate from a

Matter commonly found in Silver Mines, whence
theNatiie. -

LACERTUS : See Brachium.

LACHRYMALE PunBum
,
vel Foramen, is an

Hole in the Nofe
,

by which the Matter or Li-

quor of the Tears paffes to the Noftrils . If this

Hole grow hard and brawny; from an Ulcer in

one of the Glandules at the Corners of the Eyes

,

thence arifes a Fijlula Lachrymalis.

LACHRYMAL, are a Moifture Which is fepara-

ted by the Glandules of the Eye to moiften the

Eyes ;
which if it be too much, fo that it cannot

be received by the PunBum Lachrymale; it falls from

the Eyes in Drops, and is called Tears.

Whatever alfo is {trained through, and drops out

naturally, is let out by Incifion, from any part

of a Plant, whether it be Gum
,

Rofin, Oil, Sc. is

Called Lachrymal.

LACON1CUM
,
Caldarium

,
and AJJd, or Bal-

neum aereurn
, was formerly a Cellar

,
made to

provoke Sweat 5 which was done by an Hot

LAM
Vapour, or a Dry Heat induejed therein.Blanchard*

LACTEAL Veins, or Vejjels : See Vafa. LaBea.
LACTUCIMINA, the fame that Aptbce.

LACTUMIAS, the fame that Achores.

LACUNAR, in Architecture, is an Arched Roof
or Cieling, more efpecially the Planking or Floor-

ing above the Portico's.

LACUNAS, are little Pores or Paffages in the

Vagina of the Womb, but no where greater than in

the lower part of the Urinary Paffage : There flows

a certain ferous pituitous Matter out of thefe Du-
Bus's, which lubricates the Vagina.

LADDERS in a Ship, are ufually Three : The
Entring Ladder is in the VVafte, and made of Wood,
The Second is the Gallery Ladder

, made of Ropes,
and hung over the Galleries and Stern of Ships, and
are io enter by the Stern of the Ship

, out of the
Boat, When the Weather is foul, and the Sea high.

The Third, w%. Boltfprit Ladders are at the Beakr
Head made faft over the Boltfprit, to get upon it ;

and are only ufed in great Ships.

LADLE, an Inftrument to load Great Guns with
Powder. It ought to be fo proportioned, that two
Ladles full may Charge the Piece : Therefore their

Breadth muft be 2 Diameters of the Shot ; and their

Length for double fortified Cannon 2 and { ot the

Shot ; for ordinary Cannon it muft not exceed 2 5
but for Culverins, and Demi-CulvCrins, it may
be three Diameters of the Shot ; and 3 and - for

letter Pieces
,

in order to load at twice * If yott

would load at once, this Length of the Ladle muft
be doubled ; andobferve this, That a Ladle 9 Balls

in Length, and 2 Balls in Breadth, will hold juft

the Weight of the Iron Shot in Powder,
LAMBATIVE, a Pe&oral Medicine, to be lick’d

off the End of a piece of Licoras-ftick, the fame
with Eclegma ; which fee.

l.AMBOIDES , is the backward Suture of the

Brain, fo called, from its likenefs to the Letter A'

Lambda.
LAMELIAS, are the little thin Plates, conftituted

by a Net-work of very fmali Fibres
, of which the

Shells of Shell-fifties confift, or are compofed.

LAMINAS ,
the Plates or Tables of the Skull,

being two in Number
;
whereof the outer is thick-

er and fmoother; but the inner more hard, and
furrowed on its inner Surface.

LAMPADIAS ,
a kind of Bearded Comet, re-

fembling a Burning Lamp, being of feveral Shapes 5

for fometimes its Flame or Blaze runs tapering up-
ward like a Sword, and fometimes it is double or
triple-pointed,

LAN-
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LANCETTE, is a Chirurgeon s little Knife

,

ftreight-pointed
,

two edged j
ufed in opening

Veins, .cutting offFiftulas, opening of the Funda-

ment, Yard, or "Womb that is fliut.

LAND-Fall
, a Sea-Term, fignifying to fall in

with the Land. : Thus when a Ship out at Sea ex-

perts to fee Land in a little time* and it fo happens

that (lie doth, they fay, that they have.made a good

Land-fall.

LAND-Layed : They fay the Land is layed,when

a Ship is juft got out of Aight of the Land.

LAND-Locked : A Ship is faid to ride Land-

locked when {he is at Anchor in fuch a Place where

there is no Point open to the Sea ;
fo that (he isfafe

from the Violence of Winds and Tide.

LAND-fhut 1n
,

is w hen another Point of Land

hinders the Sight of that which a .Ship came from ;

then they fay, the Land is (hut in.

LAND-To, is when a Ship lies fofar off from the

Shore, that (he can but juft ken Land j then (he is

faid to He Land-to.

LANGREL-S/jof, is a fort of Shot ufed at Sea :

It is made of two Bars of Iron, with a Joint in the

middle, by which means it can be fhortened, and

fo put the better into the Gun ; and at each end

there is an half Bullet, either of Lead or Iron : When
’tis difcharged, it flies out at Length, and is of ufe

to cut the Enemies Rigging, &c.

LANIS de crefcentia Wallicc traducendis abfjue

Cuftuma, &e. is a Writ that lieth to the Cuftomer

of a Port, for the permitting one to pafs over Wools

without Cuftom, becaufe he hath paid Cuftom in

Wales before,.

LANNIERS, or Lanniords, in a Ship, are fmall

Ropes reeved into the Dead-mens-eyes of all the

Shrovpds and Chains : Their Ufe is to /lacfan,or fet

taught the Shrowds : The Stays alfo of all Majls are

fit taught by Lanniers .- That Rope which fattens

the Stopper of the Halliards to them, is alfo called

a Lannier.

L’ANSPESADE, is an inferior Officer fubordi-

nate to the Corporal, to affift him in his Duty, and

fupply his Place when he is abfent : He is exempt

ufually from all common Duty, except the founds,

and Sentinels Perdue.

LAPIDESCENT, that which can turn any Body

into a Stony Nature : Thus thofe Waters* which

by having fome Stony Particles diffolved and fwim-

ming in them, do in their Courfe depofite them on

the Leaves* Grafs, Sticks, &c. that they run over,

and fo produce what are called Petrifications j thefe

are properly Lapidefient Waters.

LAPIS Infernalls : See Infernal Stone.

LAPIS Prunella : See Sal Prunella.

LAPIS Medicamentofus, is made of 2 Ounces

of Colcothar j
Litharge, Alom, and Bole-armoniack,

of each 4 Ounces, mingled and put into an Ungla^>

£ed Pan ;
and then good Vinegar is poured upon it,

to cover it 2 Fingers Height : Cover it, and let it

ftand 2 Days in Digeftion ; then add 8 Ounces of

Nitre, and 4 Ounces of Sal-armoniack ; and fetting

rhe Pot over the Fire, evaporate all the Moifture j

after which calcine the remaining Mafs, and keep

it for Ufe. ’Tis diffolved in Water, when ufed,

and is a famed Sty prick. Ctoliiis gives a Defcrip-

tion of a Lapis Medicamentofus, but Lemery prefers

this before it.

There is alfo a Stone called Lapis Admirabilis
,

whofe Compofition lee in Lemery, ult. Edit. p. 429.

Alfo another, called, The Philofopher s Stone, ibid.

LAQUEUS* in Chirurgery, is a Band fo tied

,

that if it be attracted, or preffed with Weight, it

(huts up clofe : Its Ufe is to extend broken or dif-

jointed Bones, to keep them in their Places when
they are fet, and to bind the Parts clofe together.

LAkBOARD
,
the Left Hand fide of a Ship,

when you ftand with your Face to the Head.
LAkCENY

, in Law, is a wrongful taking a-
way another Man’s Goods

,
with a Mind to fteal

them i and in refped of the Thing ftolen, is of two
forts, vfi. Great, which is called Theftfimple, where
the Things Stolen exceed the Value of Twelve
Pence, and that is Felony : And Petit Larceny, when
the Goods ftolen exceed not the Value of Twelve
Pence.

LARGE r The Sea-men fay a Ship goes or fails

Large, when fhe goes neither before the Wind, nor
upon a Wind, but as it were quartering between
both. Wherefore Large, Quartering, Veering

, Laskj
ivg, or Roomer, are all of the fame fignification.

LARMIER
, a flat fquare Member in Archite-

Sure
,

which is placed on the Cornice below the
Cymatium , and jets out fartheft ; being fo called

from its Ufe, which is to difperfe the Water, and
to caufe it to fall at a Diftance from the Wall, Drop
by Drop

,
or as it were .by Tears : For Larme in

French fignifies a Tear ; See Corona.

LARYNGOTOMIA
, the fame with Broncho-

tomia.

LARYNX, is properly the Head or Top of the
Wind-pipe, or Afperia Arteria • and it eonfifts of
Five Cartilages. The Firft Pair is called Scutiform,
becaufe fomething like a Shield

, which conftitutes

the Protuberance in the Neck , called Adams Ap-
ple : The Second Pair is called Annular, becaufe it

is round like a Ring The Third and 'Fourth Car-
tilage fome reckon but onej but if the Membrane be
taken off, it appears to be Two, and is called Gut-
tulis and Glottis : The Fifth is called Epiglottis

,

which covers the Opening of the Wind-pipe at the
top. Its Ufe is in the Formation of the Voice and
Refpiration.

LASH, the Sea Word for Binding up to the Ship's

fide, the Muskets, Buts of Water or Beer
s or

pieces of Timber to make Fifhes or fpare top Mails ;
or when anything is thus fattened to the Ship, tis

called Lafhing.

But the Lajhers are properly thofe Ropes only

which bind fall the Tackles and the Breeches of the

Ordnance, when they are haled or made fail with-

in Board.

LASHED , a Sea Term, fignifying made fajl 1

The Carpenter ought to take Care that there be
fpare Yards laihedfaft to the Ships fidesj u e,

fattened there to Ufe on Occafion.

LASKETS ,
or Latches , are fmall Lines' like

Loops , fattened by fowing into the Bonnets and
Drablers of a Ship ; in order to lace the Bonnets to

the Gourfes. or the Drablers to the Bonnets.

LASKING, when a Ship fails neither by a Wind,
nor diredtly before the Wind, fhe is faid to go Last-
ing ; which is much the fame as Veering

, or going

with a Quarterly Wind.
LASSITUDE See Copus.

LASSITUDO Vlcerofa, is a Symptom ufually.

attending the Cold Fit of an Intermitting Fever „

confifting in a Sorenefs and Wearinefs of all the

Joints and Bones.

LATCHES, are thofe parts of a Clock , which

up, and unlock the Work.
LATERAL Equation, in Algebra is fiich an one

which hath but one Root ; whereas every Quadra-

tick hath 2, every Cubick 3 Roots, £?c. And fuch

Equations can be determined and conftru&ed by

the Interfedlion of. two Right Lines, which is a
Compofition of 1 -i- 1 = 2, But a Quadrarick

cannot
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bannot be determined or conftru&ed without a ftrait

Line and a Circle cutting each other : See Wallis

Algebra, p. 275. Engl. Edit.

LATION ,
is the Tranllation or Motion of a

Body from one Place to another in a Right Line 5

and fo is much the fame as Local Motion .

LATISSIMUS Dorfi , or Anifcalptor, or Terfor,

is a Mufcle of the Arm, which receives its firft

Appellation from its large Dimenfions, it with its

Partner covering the whole Back 5 the Latter from

the Ufe that is fometimes made of it: It’s thin ,

broad, tendinous Origination is continued from the

Seven Inferior Spires of the Vertebra of the Thorax,

and all thofe of the Loins and Superior Parts of the

Os Sacrumj
and the Pofterior Part of the Os Ilium 9

beginning to grow Carnous as it palfes over the

Langijfimm dorfi and Sacrolumbus 9 and in its Pro-

grefs over the Curvated Part of the Ribs, it receives

feveral Fafciculi of Flelhly Fibres arifing from

thence, which by their Conjunction compofe a thick

Body, ftill leffening it felf in its Dimenfions as it

marches towards the Axilla 9 and running over the

Inferior Angle of the Scapula, from whence fome-

times does arife a Flefhy Part of it , Which I have

obferved (
fays Mr. Cowper) in thofe Bodies in

whom the Teres Minor was abfent is at laft inferr-

ed by a fhort, but flat ftrong Tendon to the Os Hu-

meri.

LATITAT, is a Writ whereby all Men in Per-

fonal ACtions are called Originally to the lying s.

Bench : And it hath this Name, as fuppofing that

the Defendant doth lurk and lie hid 9 and there-

fore being ferved with this Writ , he muft put in

Security for his Appearance at the Day. And by

this Writ , a Man being brought in, is committed

to the Marfhal of the Kfinfs-Bench 9 in whofe Cu-
ftody when he is, he may be fued upon an ACtion

in that Court.
~ LATITUDE of a Place , is an Arch of the Me-
ridian of that Place, intercepted between its Zenith

and the Equator : Or ’tis an Arch of the Meridian,

intercepted between the Pole and the Horizon 9 and

therefore called the Poles Height, &c. It’s counted

bn the Brazen Meridian on the Globes.

LATITUDE in Navigation, is the Diftance of

a Ship from the EquinoClial, either North or South,

and is counted on the Meridian : So that if a Ship

jail towards the Equinoctial , fhe is faid to deprefs

the Pole • but if fhe fail from the Equinoctial, or

from a Leffer Latitude to a Greater, fhe is faid to

raife tbe Pole : And whenever a Ship fails to orfrom

the Equinoctial
,

either North or South, her Way
gain’d thus is called her Difference of Latitude.

,

LATITUDE of a Star or Planet
,

is its Diftance

from the Ecliptick, being an Arch of a Circle of
Longitude , reckoned from the Ecliptick towards

its Poles.

LATITUDE Heliocentric!^ of d Planet 1 See
Heliocentric!{.

LATUS BeSlum, a Term in Conicks, being the

fame with the Parameter 9 which fee.

LATUS Tranfverfum of the Hyperbola,is a Right
Line lying between the Vertex’s of the two Oppo-

fite Se&ions : Or that Part of the Common Axis
which is between the Vertex’s of the Upper and
Lower Cone, as the Line E D in the following Fi-

gure 9 where alfo D d and E e may be the Para-
meters, or Latus Retturns, belonging to the two op-

polite Sections Gi 1(0, and O E O If

To this Latus Tranfverfum anfwers the longeft
Diameter in the EHiffis, which Apollonius calls the
Tranfverfe Axis, or Diameter.

LATUS Primarium
, is a Right Line belonging

to a Conicf Sellion, drawn through the Vertex of
the Section of the Cone, and within it 5 as the Lin©
E E or D D in the preceding Figure.
LAVAmENTUM

, the fame with Fohus.
LAUDANUM

,
is meant only ol a Medicine

made of an Opiate
, and that they call an Opiate

Laudanum from its excellent Qualities. ’Tis an
Extract of the finer and purer part of Opium, made
with Water and Spirit of Wine, and then evapora-
ted to its due Confiftence t Of this there are many
ways, but Lemerys feems the beft : See his Courfs
of Chymifiry, laft Edit, p. 618.
LAUNCH

, in the Sea Phrale '
is to put out ",

Thus they fay. Launch a Ship out of the Dock, or
out of the Key 9 Launch the Boat

, Launch the. Da-
vid in or out 9 Launch out the Capfian Bars. Alfe
when they have hoifted up a Yard high enough
they fay, in another Senfe,Launch ho 1 that is, Hoift
no more : Alfo in flowing any thing in the Hould
of a Ship, they cry. Launch aft, or Launchforward
on t So when they are pumping, if the Pump fucks*
they fay Launch ho ! that is. Pump no more.
LAWS ofMotion : See Motion.

LAXATIVES, or Loofemng JMedzcines, are'thofe
which,with their benign Particles foftning and fcou=
ring thelnteftines, cleanfe them of their Excre-
ments.

LAY the Land, a Sea Phrafe , which is ufed
for failing out of fight of Land 9 for then they fay,
they have laid the Land : And if another point of
Land exclude the fight of a former, they fay, they
haveJhut the firft Land in.

LEAP-YEAR, or Bijfextile
, is every Fourth

Year
,
and (o called from its Leaping a Day more

that Year than in a Common Year For in the
Common Year any fixed Day of a Month chang-
eth fucceffiyely the Day of the Week 9 but in the
Leap-Year, it skips or leaps ever one Day.

Note, The Common Year hath 365 Days in
but the Leap-Year 3 66 , and then February hath 2^
Urd'fitWhich in Common Years hath but 28.

!>. -X .

To find the Leap-Year you have this Rule ?

Divide by 4 9 what's left Jhall he.

For Leap-Year o 9 for paft, 1, %r or f
H h h Mxampii
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Example,

In the Year 1701, what is it, a Common Year,

or a Leap-Tear ?

0 9

4) (415

Id

2,1

1 Remainder ;
fo that it is

the Firft Year after the Leap-Tear.

LEASE, in Law, fignifies a Demife or Letting

of Lands or Tenements, Right of Common, Rent,

or any Hereditament unto another, for Term of

Years or Life, for a Rent referved 5 and is cither

written, called a Leafe by Indenture,
or a Leafe Pa-

rol. The Party that letteth this Leafe, is called the

Leffor'i and the Party to whom it is Let, is the LeJ-

fee : And a Leafe hath in it Six Points : 1 . Words

fufficient to import a Demife. 2. A Leffee named,

g. A Commencement from a Day certain. 4. A
Term of Years. 5. A Determination. 6. A Re-

fervation of Rent.

LEAVER : See Lever.

LEAVES ,
are the Notches of the Pinion of a

Watch : See Pinion.

LEDGES in a Ship, are fmall Pieces of Tim-

ber lying athwart Ships ,
from the Wade-Trees to

the Hoof-Trees, which ferve to bear up the Nettings

or the Gratings over the Half Deck.

LEGACY, in Law, is a particular Thing given

by a Laft Will and Teftament : Eor if a Man trans-

fer his whole Right or Eftate upon another
,

that

the Civilians call Hereditary ; and he to whom it is

fo transferred, they call H<eres; but in Common Law

he is called Heir only, to whom all the Man’s Lands

and Hereditaments defcend by Right ofBlood : The

Fortner is Haresfablus, the Latter Hares natus.

LEE, a Word diverfty ufed at Sea : They mean

generally by it ,
the part opposite to the Wind :

LEE-Shore, is that on which the Wind Blows ;

and therefore to be under the Lee of the Shore, is

to be dole under the Weather-Shore, or under

Wind : When they fay,

A-LEE the Helm, they mean, put the Helm to

the Leeward fide of the Ship : They fay alfo, take

i

C><ifc of the

LEE-Latch ; which is a Word of Command to

the Man at the Helm, fpoken by him that com-

mands, or Cons, to take Care that the Ship don’t go

to the Leeward of her Courfe : Wherefore they

C-ilH

LEEWARD Ship
,

one that is not faft by a

Wind, or which doth not fail fo near the Wind
,

nor make her Way fo good as (he fhould.

To lay a Ship by ths Lee, or to come by the Lee,

is to bring her fo, that all her Sails may lie flat a-

gainft her Malls and Shrouds, and that the Wind

may come right upon her Broad-fide. The Way
to do which, ( if all a Ship’s Sails be abroad) is to

bear up the Helm hard to Windward, to let rife the

Fore-tack, veer the Main-fheet ,
and take in the

Milfen-maft, or atdealt to peek it up j which is cal-

led Spelling the Mijfen. •*; '\ — — « •«««« ~

LEE-FANG, is a Rope in a Ship, reeved into ’ ed. Such a kind of Feveris often bred in th

the Crengles of the Courfes, when the Bottom of a
j

fumption of the Lungs
, and degenerates i

Sail is to be haled in ,
that fo the Bonnets may be I Heclick* Blanchard

\

laced on * This Rope is alfo of ufe to take in the Sail,

LFNTL

LEET , and Court-Leet
, is a Court out of die.

Sheriffs Turn, and enquires of all Offences under,
the Degree of High-Treafon that are committed ar

jg&inft the Crown and Dignity of the King. But
thofe Offences which are to be pumfhed with Icis

of Life or Member, are only enquirable there, and
to be certified over to the Juftices of Afiize.

LEETCH of a Sail, ( aboard a Ship) fignifies

the outward Edge or Skirt of the Sail from the Earing'
to the Clew, • or rather the middle of the Sail if?
tween thefe two.

LEETCH-LINES
, are fmall Ropes faftened to

the Leetch of the Top-fails (only) and then reeved
into a Block at the Yard, juft by the. Top-fail Ties.
Their Ufe is to hale in the Leetch of the Sail, when
the Top-fails are to be taken in ; which is always
firft done, and then the Sail can be taken in with the
greater eafe.

LEGAN : See Flotfion.

LEGGS of the Martnets, is the Term for thofe
fmall Ropes in a Ship, which are put through the
Bolt Bppes of the Main and Fore-fail in the Leetch of
each. They are above a Foot in Length , and at
either end are fpliced into themfeiyes : They have
alfo a fmall Eye, into which the Martnets are faften-
ed by two Hitches , and the End is leized into the
ftanding part of the Martnets.

LEGGS of a Triangle : When one fide of a Tri-
angle is taken as a Bale

, the other two are called
Ltggs -

LEGUMEN , in Botanic^ is that Species of
Plants which we call Pulfe j and they are fo named
becaufe they may be gathered by the Hand without
cutting. Mr. %ay reckons all thofe Plants which
have a Papilionaceous, or Butter-fly like Flower^
among the Legumina.
LEMMA, is a Term ufed chiefly by Geometrick

Writers, and fignifies a Propofition
, which ferves

previoufly to prepare the way for the more eafie
Apprehenfion of the Demonftration of fome Theo-
rem , or for the ConftruCtion of fome Problem.
Thus to prove that a Pyramid is \ of a Prifm or Pa-
rallelopiped of the fame Bafe and Height with it

( the Demonftration of which, after Euclide’s Way*
in Lines, is a little difficult to conceive ) we may
premife this Lemma ; which you will find proved
under the Word Progreffiom, That the Sum ofa Series

of the Squares of Numbers in Arithmetica Proportion

,

beginning from o, andgoing on in the Natural Order 3
as o. 1

. 4° 9 * * 2-5 * 3^, See. is always Subtriple
of the Sum of as many Terms equal to the greateft ; or
in other Words, is always f of the greateft Term
multiplied by the Number of the Terms.
Thus alio to find the Inflexion of a Curve Line,

( if it hath any Inflexion) this Lemma muft be firft

premiled, That a Tangent may be drawn to the given
Curve in a given Point.

LENIENTIA, the fame with Laxantia.
LENO and Limn, is that part of the Brain ca!=>

led Torcuhr Herophili
, that Place where the Third

Cavity of the Dura Meninx is joined to the Firft*

Second, and Fourth.

LENS, is a Term in Opticks for a fmall Con-
vex

,
or Plano-Convex

, a Concave, or Concavo-
convex Glafs.

LENTA Febris, the flow or lingering Fever, is

ufually reckoned among the Symptomatical
, and

proceeds from fome hidden Putrefaction (ticking to
fome Bowel, fo that its Subftance is almoft corrupt-

Such a kind of Feveris often bred in the Con-
into ass
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LENTIFORME Prominences : See Corpora Stri-

ata.

LENTIGINES, are what we call Freckles.

LEO, is the Fifth of the Twelve Signs of the

LEPIDOIDES, is the Scaly Suture of the Skull

:

See alfo Mendofa.

LEPRA Arabum,
the fame with Elephantiafis

Gracorum.
,

LEPROSIE, is a dry Scab, whereby the Skm

becomes fcaly like Fifh : It differs from Leuce and

jlphus, in that a Leprofie is rough to the Touch,

ana caufes an Itching ; for the Skin is the only Part

affe&ed, and therefore that being head off, the

plefti underneath appears found and well.

LEPROSO Amovendo, is a Writ that lies for a

Parifh, to remove a Leper or Lazar, that thrufteth

himfelf into the Company of his Neighbours, either

in Church or in other Publick Meetings, to their

Annoyance or Difturbance.

LEPTUNT1CA, are attenuating cutting Me-

dicines, which part or cut the crofs and vifcous

Humours with their acute Particles.

LEPUS, the Hare, a Southern ConRellation,

containing 13 Stars.

LESSER Circles of the Sphere, are thofe whofe

Planes do not pafs through the Center of the Sphere j

and which do not divide the Globe into two equal

Parts, but are parallel to' Greater Circles : As the

Tropicks and Polar Circles, and all Parallels of

Declination and Altitude ; which latter being pa-

rallel to the Horizon, are called Almacanters.

LESSOR and Lejfee, are Terms of the Common
Law : The Leffor, is he that Leafeth out Lands or

Tenements to another for Term of Life, for Years,

or at Will : And the Perfon to whom fuch a Leafe

is made, is called the Lejfee,

LETHARGUS, a Lethargy, is a Difeafe cauf-

ing an heavy Sleep, like that Diftemper called Coma,

but accompanied with a Fever and a Delirium
$
and

is fuppbfed to be an Heap of too much or incongru-

ous moift Matter within the Pores of the Cortical

Subftance of the Brain. This Diftemper does not

feem to come of it felf, but rather from the Demi-
gration of Fevers.

LETTERS Patent, are Writings fealed with the

Great Seal of England, whereby a Man is autho-

rized to do or enjoy any thing that otherwife of

himfelf he could not. And they are fo termed of

their Form, becaufe they be open, with the Seal

affixed, ready to be fhewed for Confirmation of the

Authority given by them. Common Perforis may
grant Letters Patents ; but they are rather call’d Pa-

tents, than Letters Patents to make Denizens ; yet

for Difference fake, thofe granted by the King are

called Letters Patent poyal.

LETTER of Attorney, is a Writing authorizing

an Attorney ; that is,aMan appropriated to do a law-

ful Adi in our ftead : As a Letter of Attorney to give

Seifin of Lands, to receive Debts, to fue a Third
Perfon, &c. „

LETT -FALL, the Word at Sea for putting out a
Sail when the Yards are aloft, and the Sail is tp

come down from the Yard $ but when the Yards
are ftricken down, then the Sail is loofed below,
before they hoife the Yard. Neither is it properly
faid ofTof-fails, becaufe they lie on the Top ; and
therefore the Word for them is, Heave out your fop-
fails. Nor can it be applied to the Mitfen 5 for to
it the Word is, Sirikp the Mi%fen, and Jet it. So
that in

^

Stridlnefs it belongs only to the Main-fail,
Fore-fail, and Sprit-fail, when their Yards are hoif-

ed up aloft.

LEVANT and Couchant, is when Gattei hav©
been fo long in another Man’s Ground, that they
have lain down, and are rifen again to feed

LEVARI Facias, is a Writ directed to the Sheriff,

for levying of a Sum of Money upon Lands and
Tenements of him that hath forfeited a Recogni-
zance.

LEVARI Facias damna de dijfeifitoribus, is a
Writ directed to the Sheriff, for the levying of
Damages, wherein the Dejfeijbr hath formerly been

condemned to the Dejfeifee.

LEVARI Facias refduum debit

i

,
is a Writ di-

redied ro the Sheriff, for the levying the Remnant
of a Debt upon Lands and Tenements, or Chattels

of the Debtor that hath in part fatisfied before.

LEVARI Facias
,

quando vicecomes returnavit

quod non habuit emptores
, is a Writ commanding the

Sheriff to fell the Goods of the Debtor which he
hath already taken, and returned that he could nor

fell them, and as much more of the Deptor’s Goods
as will fatisfie the whole Debt.
LEVATORES Ani, are Mufcles, which arife

flefliy from each fide of the OJfa Pubis, internally

within the Pelvis, as alio from part of the Os Ifchi-

urn and Sacrum : From thefe Places, like Lines
drawn from a Circumference towards a Center, its

Fibres defeend over the Mufculi Marfupiaies to their

Implantation at the lower end of the Intefiinum

Ifeftum in the Anus. The Ufe of thefe Mufcles is

Chiefly to fufpend and draw the Anus upwards, left

the Fceces fhould be burthenfom to the SphinBer.

LEVATOR ScapuU, is a Mufcle of the Shoul-
der-Blade, by fome called Lavator Patiently, be-
caufe we make ufe of it in large Inflations, in or-

der to expire $ as when we figh fas they call it.)

This lies immediately under the Cucuttaris,anting by
fo many feparate Originations from the Second,
Third, Fourth, and Fifth Tranlverfe Proceffes of
the Vertebra of the Neck j which uniting into one
large flefhy Body, defeends obliquely to its Infertion

at the fuperior Angle of the ScapuU i Its Name de-
clares its Office.

LEUCE, is a Cutaneous Difeafe, when the
Hairs, Skin, and fometimes the Flefh underneath,
turns white j the Flefh being pricked with a Needle,
is not fenfible, nor emits Blood, but a Milky Hu-
mour. It differs from Alphas, in that it penetrates
deeper, and changes the Skin, fo that the Hairs are
changed too.

LEUGOMA, is a White Scar in the Horny
Tunic of the Eye ; the fame with Albugo.

LEUCOPHLEGMA riA, is a pituitous Drop-
fy, or a Dropfy that feizes the whole Body- which
in the Beginning is called Cachexia, and differs from
it only in Degree.

LEVEL of Carpenters
,

is an Inftrument made
of a long piece of Wood at bottom, and with an up-
right one to hold a Thread aud Plummer, which
plays about a perpendicular Line there drawn ; and
when it falls exadlly on it, then is the bottom piece

in a true Level, or Horizontal Pofition.

LEVEL, is an Inftrument made of Wood or

Brafs, with two Sights and a Glafs, almoft filled

with coloured Spirit of Wine, but fo as to leave

room for a Bubble of Air to play up and down
in it : It hath a Cover, divided into feveral equal
Parts, whereby to adjuff the Bubble ; witha Spring
to fit it to the Three-legg’d Staff, and a long Screw,
to redlify the Bubble by the help of a Plummet that

hangs on one of the Sights. Sometimes, inftead of
the long Screw and Spring, there is fitted a Rack,
being two Semi-circles at Right Angies, with a
Thread orWorm upon twb eReliefs Screws

j which,
H h h % with
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With a Key, readily brings the Inftrument to a true

Level
; and fometimes to help the Sight,there is ad-

ded a Telefcope. There alfo belongs to this Inftru-

ment two of more Station-Staves
;
and it is ufedby

Ingineers
,
Surveyers, 6c. to find the true Level for

conveying Water to fupply Towns, making Rivers

Navigable, dreining Bogs, 6c . See Vol. II.

LEVER, is the fecond Mechanical Power ; and

fo confidered, is only a Ballance fupported by a ILy-

fomocbiion j
only the Center is not in the Middle,

as it is in the common Ballance, but near one End ;

for which Reafon ’tis ufed to elevate or raife a great

Weight j whence comes the Name Lever.

LEVIGATION, in Chymiftry, is the grinding

any hard Matter to a very fine, or as they fay, an

impalpable Powder upon a Marble, as the Painters

grind their Colours.

LEVITY, is the Diminution orWant of Weight

in any Body, when compared with another that is

heavier; and in this Senfe is oppofed to Gravity.

The Schools maintain there is no fuch thing as Pofi-

tive or Abfolute Levity; and this they would have

to be the Caufe of the Emergency of Bodies lighter

in Specie than Water, up to the Surface, of that Li-

quor. But befides that, the common Senfe of Man-
kind difcovers Gravity and Levity to be only Rela-

tive and Comparative Things j the Honourable Mr.

Boyle hath by many Experiments (hewn. That the

rifing of Bodies from the Bottom to the Surface

of Water, if lighter fpecifically than it, is by no

means folvable nor accountable by any fuch Notion

as that of Pofitive Levity, but exactly agreeable to

the Laws of the HydroJlatickj : See his New Expe-

riments about the Pofitive or Relative Levity ofBodies,

and Hydroft. Paradoxes.

LIBEL, fignifies the Original Declaration of

any ACtion in the Civil Law ; as alfo a Criminous

Report of any Man caft abroad, or otherwife un-

lawfully publiflid, and then called Famofus Libellus ;

and this is either In Scriptis, or Sine Scriptis In

Scriptis, is when an Epigram, or other Writing, is

compofed or publiflid to another’s Difgrace, which

may be done verbis aut Cantilenis ; as where this is

malicioufly repeated or fung in the Prefence of o-

thers ;
or elfe Traditione, when the Libel, or any

Copy of it, is delivered out to fcandalize the Party.

Famofus Libellus fine Scriptis, may be two-fold:

i . Pfouris,as to paint the Party in a fhameful and ig-

nominious manner ;
Or, x. Signis, as to fix a Gal-

lows, or other ignominious Signs, at the Door of

the Party, or elfewhere.

LIBELLO habendo : See Copia Libelli deliberanda.

LIBERA Chafea habenda

,

is a Writ Judicial,

granted to a Man for a free Chace belonging to his

Mannor, after he hath by a Jury proved it to belong

to him.

LIBERTATE, is a Writ iffuing out of the Chan-

cery to the Treafurer, Chamberlains, or Barons of

the Exchequer, or Clerks of the Hamper, 6c. for

the Payment of any Annual Penfion
,

or other

Sums granted under the Great Seal : Or fome-

times to the Sheriff, 6c. for the Delivery of any

Lands or Goods taken upon Forfeits of Recogni-

sance. It lies alfo to a Coaler, for the Deli-

very of a Prifoner that hath put in Bail for his Ap-

pearance.

LIBERTATIBUS Allocandis, is a Writ that lies

fora Citizen or Burgefs of any City or Borough,

that contrary to the Liberties of the City or Town
whereof he is, is impleaded before the King’s Jufti-

ces, or Juftices Errant, or Juftice of the Foreft, 6c.

to have his Privilege allowed.

LIBERTATIBUS Exigendis in Itinere
,

is a Writ

LI C

[

whereby the King willeth the Juftices in Eyre to ad-
mit ofan Attorney for the Defence of anotherMans
Liberty before them.

LIBERTY, is the Power a Man hath to do, or

forbear doing, any particular ACtion,, according as

its Doing or Forbearance has the aCtual Preferance

in the Mind ; which is the fame thing as to fay, ac-

cording as he himfelf wills it.

LIBRA, one of the Twelve Signs ofthe %odiac\l

being eXaCtly oppofite to Aries.

LIBRATION of the Moon
,

(fee EvcBion) is of

three Kinds:
i , Her Libration in Longitude ; which is a Mo*

tion arifing from the Plane of that Meridian of the

Moon, (which is always, nearly, turned towards

us) being directed not to the Earth, but towards

the other Focus of the Moon’s Elliptical Orbit 5

and fo to an Eye on the Earth fhe feems to librate

to and again in Longitude, or according to the Or-
der of the Signs in the Zodiack. This Libration is

of no Quantity twice in each Periodical Month 5

vi\. when the Moon is ih her Apogee, and in her

Perigree ; for the Plane of her Meridian above-

mention’d, is directed alike to both the Foci.

x. Her Libration in Latitude
;
which arifes hence,*

That her Axis not being perpendicular to the Plane

of her Orbit, but inclined to it, fometimes one of

her Poles, and fometimes the other, will nod (as

they call it) or dip a little towards the Earth ; (as

is the Cafe of the Poles of the Earth towards the

Sun) and confequently fhe will appear to librate a
little, and to fhew fometimes more of her Spots,

and fometimes lefs of them, towards each Pole :

Which Libration depending on the Pofition of the

Moon, in refpeCt of the Nodes of her Orbit with

the Ecliptick, (and her Axis being perpendicular

nearly to the Plane of the Ecliptick) is very proper*

ly faid to be in Latitude.

And this is compleated in the Space of the Moon’s
Periodical Month ; or rather while the Moon is re-

turning again to the fame Pofition, in refpeCt of

her Nodes.

3 . There is alfo a Third kind of Libration, by
which it happens, that though another Part of her

is not really obverted to the Earth, as in the former

Lilrations, yet another is illuminated by the Sun

:

For fince her Axis is perpendicular nearly to the

Plane of the Ecliptick, when the Moon is mofo

Southerly, in refpeCt of the Ecliptick North Pole ;

fome Parts nearly adjacent to it will be illuminated

by the Sun ; while, on the contrary, the South

Pole will be in darknefs. In this Cafe therefore, if

it happen that the Sun be in the fame Line with

the Moon’s Southern Limit ; then will fhe, as fhe

proceeds from Conjunction with the Sun towards

herafcending Node, appear to dip her Northern

Polar Partsa little into the dark Hemifphere, and

to raife her Southern Polar Parts as much into the

Light; and the contrary to this will happen the

next Fortnight, while the New Moon is defcending

from her Northern Limit ; for then her Northern

Polar Parts will appear to emerge out of Darknefs,

-and the Southern Polar Parts to dip into it. And
this feeming Libration, or rather thefe EffeCts of

the former Libration in Latitude, depending upon

the Light of the Sun, will be compleated in her

Synodical Month. Greg. Aftron. Lib. 4 , SeEl. 1 q.

LICENSE to arife, is a Liberty given by the

Court to a Tenanr that is Effoined de malo leBi in a

real Adion : For the Law is, That in this Cafe he

may not arife out of his Bed, or at leaft go cut of

his Chamber, until he have been viewed by Knights

thereunto appointed, and have a Day aligned him
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to appear : And the Reafon of this is, That it
|

may appear whether he caufed himfelf to be Effoin-

1

ed deceitfully, or not ; and therefore if the Deman-
dant can prove that he was feen abroad before the

,View or Licenfe of the Court, he fhall be adjudged

to be deceitfully Eifoined, and to have made De-

fault.

LICENTIA Surgendi, is a Writ whereby the

Tenant Eifoined de malo leBi, obtaineth Liberty to

rife.

LICHEN, barbaroufly called by fome Serpigo or

Zerma : Halliabbus calls it Petigo and Sarpedb j the

yulgar Voliacita. Lichens are certain Aiperities of

the Skin, and as it were Tumours, which itch

much, and fend forth Matter, The Greeks and

Arabians have made two forts of Lichens ; the one

mild and gentle, the other fierce and cruel : And
according to Avicen, fome are moift j which being

rubbed, fend forth a kind of Dew; others are dry

:

And the Moift are more fafe ; but the Dry is made
of fait pituitous Matter, turn’d into Melancholy

Blood. And again he writes. That one Impetigo

brings off the Skin, by reafon of its great Drynefs,

and another does not ; and that one is Ambulatory
and Malignant, and another Fixed and Standing ;

as alfo one is Old, another Frefh. Hence it ap-

pears, That the Scabies of Corn. Celfiu was nothing

but thefe Lichens of the Greeks, and the Impetigo

of the Arabians. It comes in any Part of the Body,

but efpecially in the Face and Chin, as Galen has

it : For a Lichen, fays he, is a moft ungrateful Di-
ftemperinthe Chin, becaufe it makes it itch ex-

ceedingly, and ftretches out the Parts affeded : It

is not a little dangerous ; it fpreads over the whole

Face, and fometimes reaches the Eyes, and at laft

makes the Perfon affeded extream filthy and loath-

foffi, Blanchard.

LICHEN of the Greeks, is Pliny’s Impetigo

y

or an

inequality of the Skin, extending it felf to the

neighbouring Parts, and accompanied with an ex-
traordinary Itching, and dry Pimples, Blanchard.

LIE under the Sea : The Sailors fay a Ship lies

under the Sea, when her Helm being made faft

a-Lee, fhe lies fo a-Hull, that the Sea breaks upon
her Bow, or her Broad-Jide.

LIEGE, is a Word borrowed from the Feudifis

,

and hath two feveral Significations in the Common
Law, fometimes being ufed for Liege-Lord, and
lometimes for Liege-Man. Liege-Lord, is he that
acknowledged! no Superior ; Liege-Man, is he that
pweth Allegiance to his Liege-Lord.

LIEN, the fame with Spleen ; which fee.

LIENTERIA, is a kind of Loofenefs, where the
Meat or Aliment taken in, is font out of the Bo-
dy before it be altered, or at leaft before it be di~
gefted.

LIFE-RENT, in Law, is a Rent or Exhibition
which a Man receives, either for Term of Life, or
for Suftentation of Life.

LIFTING-PIECES
, are Parts of a Clock

which do lift up and unlock the Detents in the
Clock-part.

LIFlS, are Ropes in a Ship belonging to the
Yard-arms of all Yards : And their Ufe is to Top
the Yard-arms, i. e. to make the Ends of the Yards
hang higher or lower, as Occafion ferves. The
fop-fail Lifts do ferve as Sheats for the Top-gallant
Yards, as well as for Lifts to the Top-fail Yards.
The Haling of thefe Ropes is called topping the
Lifts: Thus they fay, Top a Starboard, or Top a
fort ; i. e. hale upon the Starboard or Larboard-
bift,

'
'
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The Lifts for the Sprit-fail Yard, they call Stand*
ing-Lifts.

LIGAMENTUM : A Ligament is a folid and ve-
ry fibrous Part of an Animal Body, proceeding al-

moft from Matter like a Cartilage, different in Size,

Number and Situation, broad and round, cold ; as
it comes near the Conftitution of a Membrane or a
Cartilage

, drier or moifter, harder or lofter, more
or lefs, tough and flexible. Its Ufe is to conned;
the Pam, efpecially Bones, that they may better

perform their Motions. Thofe which tie the Bones
together are wholly infenfible, and the others have
but a dull Senfe.

LIGAMENTUM GWare l See Giltare Ligamen-
tum.

LIGEANCY, is fuch a Duty or Fealty as no
Man may owe to more than one Lord ; and there*

fore it is moft commonly ufed for the Duty and Ah
legiance which every good Subjed owes to his

Liege-Lord the King.
Ligeantia, fays my Lord Coke, eft duplex, ficut

fubditus tenetur Begi ad Obedientiam, ita Bex tenetur

fubdito ad ProteBionem : And in another Place, Du-
plex eft Ligamen inter Begem & populum, & c. Vid.

7 Bep. Calvyns Cafe. — Which Paffages fome will

have to be an exprefs Authority in Law, to prove
the Original Contrad between the King of Eng-
land and the People.

LIGHT, is ufed to fignify Three Things
i. That Senfation which arifes in us from the

View of any Luminous Objed, as the Sun, a Star,

ora Candle.

z. Light fignifies the Caufe of that Senfation in
us, as itis .an Adion or Property exifting in the
Luminous Body.

3- By this Word fome alfo underftand the ABion
of the Medium interpofed between us and theLumi-
nous Objed ; and others. That Train of Bays,
which coming forth from thence, prevades the Me-
dium before it can come to affed our Eyes.

Light is undoubtedly produced by Morion, but
yet ’tis not every Motion that will produce Lights
The Learned Dr. H. in his Micrography, P. 55,
judges the Motion that produces Light ought to
have thefe Requifites : x. That it be exceeding
quick., like the Morions of Fermentation and Put
trefadion ; (as you lee in fhining Pickles and rotten
Wood.) 2. Itmuft be a Vibrative Motion, and alfo
have its Vibrations exceeding fhort : This he con-
cludes from the fhining of Diamonds, when chafed
or rubbed.

As to the Trajedion of Light through the Medi-
um, the moft freely that can be, he well obferves,
1. That the Medium muft be fufceptible and im-
partible of this Motion. 2. That the Parts of it

muft be Homogeneous. 3. That their Conftituti-
on be fuch, that Light may be propagated through
them as foon as poffible : Though he afferrs. That
it can by no means be Inftantaneous

; and feems
(fo long ago) fully fatisfied, That Light requires
much the fame Time for its Trajedion, as Mr.
Bpmer found it afterwards to do by the Eclipfes of
Jupiter’s Satellites : See Philof Tranf. N. 13 6. P.
198.

The Incomparable Sir Ifaac Newton allows, with
other Aftronomers, about 1 o Minutes of an Hour
for the Morion of a Ray of Light (tom the Sun to
the Earth. Princip. P. 231.
He found alfo, by plain and repeated Experi-

ments, That the Rays of Light being in the Air,
and palling near or through the Edges of any opa-
cous or tranfparent Body, (fuch as Pieces of Gold
or Silver Coin, or fquare Pieces of thofe Metals ;

th*
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the Edges of Knives, or of broken Glafs, &c.) are

always bent or incurvated towards luch Bodies, as

if they were attracted by them ; and of thefe, thofe

Rays which pals neareft the Edges, are moft incur-

vated.

And from hence it will follow. That the Refra&i-

on of the Rays of Light,
(efpecially of thofe which

fall near the Edges of Bodies) is not made juft at

the Point of Incidence, but a little before the Rays

enter into the denfer Medium, and a little after they

are gotten within it.

The fame Perfon found alfo by curious Experi-

ments made with PriCms, That the vividly coloured
8

Image, tranftnitted thrdugh a Hole, in a darkened

Room, oppofite to the Sun-beams, and caft on a

white Wall, was five times as long as it was broad:

This ftrange Difproportion between the Length and

Breadth of the coloured Spedfrum puthim upon fe-

veral Thoughts j but at laft he thought of this

Experimentum Cruels

:

He took two Boards, and

placed one clofe behind the Prifm at the Window,

fothat the Light pading through a fmall Hole pur-

pofely made in it, might fall on another Board pla-

ced nearer the Wall, at about i z Foot diftance

from the former ; and having alio a fmall Hole in

it too, for fome of the incident Light to pafs thro*.

Behind this Board lie placed a fecond Prifm, that

the Rays pafling through it and the two Holes in

the Boards,- might be again refraefted before it came

to the Wall. Then he turned the firft Prifm at the

Window flowly about its Axis, fo as to make the fe-

veral Parts of the Image caft on the fecond Board

fucceffively pafs through the Hole in it, that fo he

might obferve to what Places on the Wall the fe-

cond.Prifm would refradt them. And then he faw

plainly, by the Variation ofthofe Places, that the Light

tending to that End of the Image towards which the

fefrattion of the firfl Prifm was made, did in the fe-

cond Prifm fujfer a fefrattion confiderably, the Light

tending to the other End. And fo the true Caufe of

the Length of that Image was detected to be no o-

ther, than that Light confifts of Pays differentlyrefran-

gible ;
which, without refpedt to any Difference in

their incidence, were according to their Degrees of

Refrangibility tranlmitted towards divers Parts of

the Wall. From whence he juftly concluded. That

Light it fef was an Heterogeneous Mixture of diffe-

rentIt Refrangible Pays. Philofophical Tranfatti-

on}, N. 86.

He demonftrates alfo, That fince Light is always

propagated in Right Lines, it cannot poflibly confift

in Addon only, (Prop. 41, 42. Lib. Princip . Phil.

Mathem.) as the Cartefans do affert.

In another Place of the Tranfactions he gives the

following Definitions and Propofitions.

definitions.

1 , Homogeneal, Similar, cstVniform Light, is that

whofe Rays are equally refrangible.

Z. Heterogeneal Light, is that whofe Rays are

unequally refrangible.

Note, There are but Three Affedtions of Light

in which he obferved its Rays to differ; vtff feftan-

gibility, Inflexibility, and Colour : And thofe Rays

which agree in Refrangibility, agree alfo in the o-

ther two ; and therefore may well be defined Homo-

geneal, efpecially fince Men ufually call thofe things

Homogeneal, which are fo in all other Qualities that

come under theirKnowledge ; though in other Qua-

lities their Knowledge extends not to, there may

poflibly be fome Heterogenity.
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Thofe Colours he

, calls Simple or Homogeneal
which are exhibited by Homogeneal Light.

4. And thofe Compound or Homogeneal
, which

are exhibited by Homogeneal Light.

5 . Different Colours he calls not only the more
eminent Species, Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, Pur-
ple, but all other the minuteft Gradations j much
after the fame manner, that not only the more emi-
nent Degree in Mufick, but all the leaft Gradations
areefteem’d different Sounds.

P fO POSITIONS.

1. The Sun’s Light confifts of Rays differing by
indefinite Degrees of Refrangibility.

z. Rays which differ in Refrangibility, when par-
ted from one another, do proportionably differ in
the Colours which they exhibit. Thefe two Pro-
pofidonsare Matter of Fad:.

3* There are as many Simple or Homogeneal Co-'

lours, as Degrees of Refrangibility
$ for to every,

Degree of Refrangibility belongs a different Colour,
by Prop, z And that Colour is Simple,- by Def. 1,
and 3.

4. Whitenefs, in all refpeds like that of the
Sun’s immediate Light, and of the ufual Objects
of our Senfes, cannot be compounded of two fim-
ple Colours alone

j forfucha Compofition muft be
made by Rays that have only two Degrees of Re«
frangibiiity, by Def. 1

,

and 3. And therefore it cannot
be like that of the Sun’s Light, by Prop. \ . Nor
for the fame Reafon, like that of ordinary White
Objeds.

5 . Whitenefs, in all refpeds like that of the Sun s
immediate Light

, cannot be compounded of Sim-
ple Colours, without an indefinite Variety of them :

For to fuch a Compofition_ there are required Rays
endued with all the indefinite Degrees of Refrangi-
bility, by Prop. 1. And thofe infer as many Simple
Colours, by Def. 1

,
and 3. and Prof, z, and 3.

6. The Rays of Light do not ad on one another^

in pafling through the fame Medium.
7. The Rays of Light fuffer not any Change of

their Qualities from Refraction.

8. Nor afterwards from the adjacent quiet Medi-
um. Thefe two Proproficions are manifeft defatto

in Homogeneal Light, whofe Colour and Refrangi-
bility is not at all changeable, either by Refraction,

dr by Contermination of the quiet Medium.
And as for Heterogeneal Light, it is but an Aggre-

gate offeveral forts of Homogeneal Light $ no one fort

ofwhich fuffers any more Alterations than if it were
alone, becaufe the Rays ad: not upon one another,

by Prop. 6. and therefore the Aggregate can fuffer

none.

9. There can no Homogeneal Colours be reduced

out of Light by Refradion, which are not commixt'

in it before ; becaufe, by Prop. 7, and 8. Refradi-

on changeth not the Qualities of the Rays, but on-

ly feparates thofe which have divers Qualities, b^
means of their different Refrangibility.

1 o. The Sun’s Light is an Aggregate of an inde-

finite Variety of Homogeneal Colours, by Prop. 1,’

3, and 9. And hence it is, that Homogeneal Colours

may be called Primitive or Original.

That Light is a Body, M. Molyneux, in his Diop-

tricky, proves from the various Properties of it j

As,

1 . By the Affedion of its being fefratted, tis ma-
nifeft, that Light, in its Paffage through this and

t’other Diaphonous Body, does find a different fe-

fiflance. Now ’tis unconceivable how any thing

but Body fhould fuffer feflflance , but we may con-

ceive
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beive the Refinance that Light fuffers in its Paflage

through different Diaphanous Bodies to proceed

from the Medium hindering the Dijfufion or Difiri-

bution of Light through more of the Parts of this

Medium, and confequently it may be faid to be

lefs illuminnble : For from the Nature of it. Light

endeavours to diffufe it felf : And the contrary, by

how much Light does more equally or uniformly

affed the Parts of the Medium, which it enlightens;

or by how much it communicates its Energy to more

of the Particles of the enlightened Space, that Me-

dium may be faid to be by fo much the more illumi-

nable, or lefs to refift the Progrefs of Light. Whence

is that by how much the affe&ed Parts of the

Medium are morefolid and fmall, and admit be-

tween them the lefs Space for any other Heterogene-

ous Matter that fuffers not by Light
,

by fo much

the Medium is faid to be more enlightened.

And ’tis certain. That fefiftance muft proceed

from the ContaB of two Bodies ; and ContaB
,

ei-

ther ABive or Preffive, belongs only to Body.

The Second Property that confirms Light to be

a Body, and a Body moved or thruft forward, is.

That it requires Time to pafs from one Place to a-

nother, and does it not in an Injlant, but is only of

all Motions the quickeft : For Mr. Rower has demon-

ftrated, beyond all Contradiction, from the Obfer-

vations of the Immerfions and Emerjions of the Satel-

lites of Jupiter, That Light requires the Time of one

Second to move the Space of 3000 Leagues, or 9000

Miles, which is near the Earth's Diameter ; as may

be feenin the Journal des Sarvans, 1 676. Decemb. 7.

philofophical TranfaBions, Num. 136. Or Sir Ifaac

'Newtons Philof. Natur. Math. Lib. 1. Schol. Prop.

5 6 . where ’tis afferted, That Light requires about

jj o Minutes Time to come from the Sun to the Earth :

And ’tis molt evident, without this Allowance for

the Time fpent in Light"s Motion, the Appearances

of tht Satellites, Eelipfes, and Emerfions, are not to

be explicated by any Excentricity, or other Hypo-

thesis.
,

.

A Third Proof that Light is a Body, is, 1 hat it

cannot by any Art or Contrivance whatfoever, be

increas'd or diminijh'd ; that is to fay, we cannot

magnify (for InftanceJ the Light of the Sun, or a

Candle, no more than we can magnify a Cubick

Inch ot Gold, or make it more than a Cubick Inch :

For whenever we fee Light increafed, ’tis by rob-

bing it of fome other Part of the Medium of its

Light, or by bringing the Light that naturally fhould

have been diffufed through fome other Part, to the

more enlightened Place: Thus, for Inftance, in a

Burning-Glafs, by which the Light of the Sun is

highly increafed in its Focus, or Burning-Point , we
are firft to confider. That in this Focus the Image

of the Sun is projected, as being the difiinB Bafe of

the Glafs : And Secondly, We may oblerve all

round about this bright Spot of the Sun’s Image,

there is caft the ftrong Shadow of the whole

Breadth of the Burning-Glafs : For all the Rays

from the Sun, that would have fallen on this broad

lhaded Space, are now brought together, and crow-

ded clofe in this bright Spot, there railing a vigo-

rous Light and violent Heat.

This is abundantly confirmed by an eafy Experi-

ment : For cover all the Burning-Glafs, except one

fmall round Space in its Middle, juft the Bigriefs of

the bright burning Spot in its Focus; and though

there be a {haded Space round the bright Speck, as

before
,

yet We ftiall not be fenfible of any Increafe

either of Light or Heat ; _ which plainly {hews.

That this increafe of Light (when the Glafs is all

bare) proceeds from the crowding together of thofe
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Rays that would have fallen on the reft ofthe Glafs,
and which (were not the Glafs interpofed) would
have fallen on the fhaded Space round about the
bright Speck.

There feems but one Objection againft what is

here laid down ; and that is. That Light is increa-
fed by Reflexion, without depriving any Place of
the Light it would otherwife receive ; or without
bringing to the enlightened Part any Light that
would otherwife efcape it, or never come at it.

But if we confider the Matter more attentively,

we fhall find it otherwife : Forfuppofe an Hole of a
Foot Square in the Side of a Chamber, and that a
Candle were placed clofe to, and juft before the
Middle of this Hole ; there is but half this Candle
that now enlightens this Room, the other half of its

Rays proceeding dire&ly out at the Hole : Let now
a Looking-Glafs be placed fo, as juft to fill up this
Hole ; the Rays which before would have gone out
at the Hole, are now reflected into the Room ; fo

that the Hemifphere without the Chamber, which
was enlightened whilft the Hole continued open, is

now robbed of its Light • and all this Light is now
reflected into its Room, whereby theaverfe Side of
the Flame is made to enlighten, as well as the Side
direBly expofed to the Chamber. What is faid of
this Cafe, may be accomodated to all : For fo
a Looking-Glafs lying horizontally, and reflecting
the Sun-beams to the Ceiling of the Room, does
plainly hinder the direCt Progrefs of the Rays
to fome other Part, and confequently robs that
Part of its Light. This is evident, by fuppo-
fing an Hole behind the Glafs, as in the former
Cafe.

From whence ’tis manifeft, how vainly they at-
tempt, who offer at increafmg Light uniformly

, that
is, equally throughout the whole Sphere of a Lumi-
nous Body, or Radiating Point: Such are the Pre-
tences of thofe that would perfwade the World of
Contrivances for making the fmall Flame of a Lamp
enlighten ftrongly a whole Chappel, Flail, or Court,
by being hung up in the midft thereof : For thefe
things are impoffible to be effected in Nature, and
they had as well pretend to create Light ; for there
is no other way of increafmg ir, unlefs by robbing
another Place of its Light, and then tis no x. uniform-
ly increafed. We have a very fenfible Inftance of
this in the new-invented Lanthorns, now much ufed
in London

,
which, by the Convex-Glaffes in their

Sides, do ftrongly throw thofe Rays along the Walks
of the Paffengers, which would otherwife (were
the Glaffes away, and the round Holes left open)
be fpent on Parts of the Streets not frequented j
whereby the untrodden Parts of the Streets are
robbed of their Light, more ftrongly to fupply
and enlighten the Paths where the Light is re-
quifite.

The Intenfenefs of Light (as alfo of Heat) is al-

ways proportionable to the Denfity of the Rays
that produce it : And that Denfity always is in all

Places, or at all Diftances from the Center ofRadi-
ation, as the Squares of fuch Diftances reciprocally :

See Quality.

In the French Memoirs of the Royal Academy
of Sciences, there is an Account of a New Theory
of Light, which is flatted by M. Malebranche : He
thinks Light and Colours do ariie from Vibrations of
the infenfible Parts of Bodies, as Sounds do : And
therefore, according to the Degree of the Rapidity
of the Motion of the Parts of a Luminous Bodv, it

will appear enlightened more or lefs
; and in leffet

Degrees of fuch vibrating Motion
* it will appear

not Luminous
* but of fuch and fuch Colours s See

VoL ih r ORE
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LIKE Quantities

,
in Algebra, are fiich as areex-

prefs’d by the fame Letters equally repeated in each

Quantity. Thus 2 b and 3 b
,
and 9 ff and 3 ff

ate like Quantities ; but 2 b and 3 b b and 9 ffand

3/// are unlike ones ; becaufe the Quantities have

not every where the fame Dimenfions, nor are the

Letters equally repeated.
' LIKE Sighs

j
in Algebra ,

are when both are Af-

firmative, or both Negative ; but if one be Affir-

mative
,
and the other Negative, they are unlike

Signs. Thus -1- <54 d and ~i~ 5 d have like Signs ;

but 9 and - 7 jf have unlike Signs.
'

LIKE Figures,
in Geometry, are fuch as have their

Angles equal, and the Sides about thefe equal An-

gles proportional.

LIKE Arky, in the Projedion of the Sphere in

Plano, are parts of Letter Circles, containing an

equal Number of Degrees with the correfponding

Arks of Greater ones.

LIKE Solid Figures, in Geometry, are fuch as are

contained under like Planes, equal in Number.

LIMBER Holes, in a Ship, are little fquare Holes

cut in the bottom of all her Ground-Timber and

Hooks, about 3 or 4 Inches fquare ; Their Ufe is

to let the Water to the Well of the Pump, which

elfe would reft between thofe Timbers where the

Keel-Rode runs.

LIMB, fignifies the outermoft Border or Gradu-

ated Edge-ot an ABrolabe, or the like Mathematical

Inftrument ; blithe Circumference of the Primitive

Circle in any Projedion of the Sphere in Plano z

Alio the outermoft Border of the Sun's or Moon’s

Disk in an Eclipfe of either Luminary.

LIMIT of a Planet,
is the greateft Heliocentrick

Latitude; which fee.

LIMITATION of Aftitf, is a certain Time fet

down by Statute, wherein a Manmuft alledge him-

felf, or his Anceftor, to have been feized of Lands,

fued for by a Writ of Affize.

LIMITED Problem (for fo ITranflate Mr. Ot{a-

nams Word Ordonne) fignifies a Problem that hath

but one only Solution, or which can be done but

one only way ; as to make a Circle pafs through

three Points given, not lying in a Right Line ; to

deferibe an Equilateral Triangle on a Line given,

LlNCH Pins ,
are thofe Pins that keep on the

Trucks or Wheels on the Carriage of a Piece of

Ordnance.
. , „ , r

LINCTUS, the fame with Eclegma ; which lee.

LINE : A Line in Geometry , is a Quantity

esftended in Length only, and is fuppofed to have

no Breadth or Tbicknefs. It is made by the Motion

of a Point ; as, if the Point A be moved towards

B, it will by its Motion trace out or deferibe a Line ;

which, if it go the neareft way between A and B ,

will be a Bight or Straight Line , whofe Definition

therefore will be the neareft or Jhorteft Diftance be-

tween any two Points. But if he Point go any way
about, as in any of the Lines A C B ,

then it will

trace out either a Crooked Line, as the upper AC B ;

or elfe two or more Straight ones, as in the lower A
Cl.

From which Genefis or Production of a Line, fe-

veral Confequences will fairly follow; fome of
which are needlefs Propofitions in Euclide.

i. Two Right Lines cannot include a Space $
but ifdrawn from the fame Point to the fame Point,
will always be coincident ; and drawn any how elfe.

can only meet and make an Angle, but can never
bound or terminate a Space. Axiom. 14. 1 Euclide,

2» In any Triangle, as AC B, any two tides, as
AC and CB taken together, are longer than the
Third A B ; becaufe A B is the fhorteft Diftance
between the two Points A and B. 20 e. 1 Euclide.

3* A Tangent (or Line touching the Circumfe-
rence of a Circle) can touch it but in one Point, and
coniequently. will be all of it Without the Circle,,

1 6 e. 3 Euclide,

4. A Right Line drawn between any two Points
in the Circumference of a Circle, falls all within the
Circle. 2 e. 3 Euclide .

LINE of Meafurers, fo Mr.Oughtred calls the Di-
ameter of the Primitive Circle in the Projection of
the Sphere in Plano ; of that Line in which the Dia-
meter of any Circle to be Projected falls.

LINE of Numbers,is a Line fo called by its Inven-
ter Mr.Gunter, and therefore frequently called Gun-
ters Line. This is ufually placed on a Ruler, or
the back of a Sedor ; and running Parallel with it,

you have the Artificial Lines
, as we ufually call

them.

LINES and their Properties z See Vol. II.

The Second Book of Euclide Treats moftly of
Lines, and of the Effeds of their being divided,and
then multiplied into one another ; as alfo do the firft:

Six Propofitions of Book the 13th. The former of
which you have here very briefly demonftrated Al-

gebraically.

1. If there be two Lines £ and x ; one of which^
as is divided into any Number of Parts, as into

a -f- e-f- i 0: The Redangle under the two
whole Lines

, is equal to the Sum of all the

Redangles made by * multiplied into the Parts of

£

K.V
x\

That is 3 x—x a-\-x e-\-x i~\-x e. This is fo plain*

it needs no Proof.

2. If a Right Line, as be divided into two
Parts a-\-

e

, the Redangles made by the whole

Line, and both its Parts are equal to the Square of

the whole Line : See Fig. 2.

That is, % a-[-s' e—% %.

For 3 a—a a-\-ae.

and \ e~ a e-\-e e.

Therefore ^ a- a ef~e e. Q: E. D.

3. Let the Line ^ be cut into a-fe ; then fhall

the Redangle under the whole Line (fy and the

Part (a) be equal to the Square of that Part a, to-

gether with the Redangle made by the two Parts

a and e.

That is, a-fa e.Z—z
1

- 1

For ^—a-fe

And a-\-e x 4—a af-a e

.

fis

4.

The Square of any Line, as divided into

any two Parts a and e, is equal to both the Squares

of thofe Parts together , with the Redangles made

out of thofe Parts.

That is, a e-fee.
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i

Multiply 4 -4-

1

by it {elf, and the thing is plain*

a-\-e

A-\-e

4 4-Ye

e

-\-a e-{-e $

a 4-L2 a e-\-e e

COROLLARIES.
Hence

5

tis plain, that the Square of any Line is

equal to four times the Square of its half. For

fuppofe ^ to be biffedted, then each Part will be

4 j and multiplying a-\-a by it felf, the thing will

plainly appear.

a a

4 -4-4

a-]-

a

A 4 -\-A A-\~A 4 —
5'. If a Line be divided into two Parts equally,

and into two other Parts unequally, the Redangle

tinder the unequal Parts, together with the Square

of the intermediate Part, the Difference between

the equal and unequal Parts, is equal to the Square

of half that Line.

tt

luitss: i. ,

- %
= a—e \l

: <x-e- r

..JldHe

Let the whole Line be z a, then each Part will be a,

Let the leffer unequal Part be e ,
then the greater

unequal Part will be a a-e ; which multiplied by
e, produces a d e—e e : To which adding the

Square of the Difference, or intermediate Part a—e,

which is a a—a a e-\-e e, the Sum will be only a a,

the Square of half the Line,

6

.

If a Line be biffe&ed, and then another Right
Line be added to it , the Redangle or Produd of
the whole augmented Line multiplied by the Part

added, together with the Square of the half Line,
is equal to the Square of the half Line, and part
added, as one Line,

4- 0 9 « © <> B 6 » a c

Let the firft Line be i a, and the Part added. e,

then the whole will be a a-\-e ; which multiplied

by e, produces a a e-Y e e, and the Square of half

the Line a a being added to it* it will be a a e-\-e
9-\~a a, which is equal to the Square of d-^-e, by
Prop. 4,

7.

If a Quantity or Line be divided any how in-
to two Parts

, the Square of the whole added to the
Square of one of the Parts, fhall be equal to two
Redangles contained under the whole Line and that
Part, added to the Square ofthe other Part.

k.
-

—

Let a be one Part, and e the other. The Square
of the whole, and of the leffer Part e

,
makes a a-\-%

a e-\-z e e. Then if the whole d+e be multiplied
twice by e, it will produce a ae-\~z e e ; and if to

this be added the Square of the OtherPart a a, the
Sum will be

a 4-ha 4 e-ha e e, equal to the former.

8.

If a Line cut any how into two Parts
, the

Quadruple Redangle under the whole Line and
one of the Farts, added to the Square of the other
Part, is equal to the Square of the whole, and the

other Part added to it, as if it were but one Line,

Let the whole Line be a -he, then four times that
multiplied by <? (or the Quadruple Redangle under
that and e ) will be 4 4 e-4-4 e e $ to which adding
the Square of the other Part a a, the Sum will be
4 4-|~4 4 e~b4 e e.

And if you Square a<\-z e, which expreffes the
the whole line, with e added to it, the Produd
will be the former Sum ofa a -\-a 4 4 e-l-4 e e.

9,

If a Line be biffeded, and alfo cut into two
other unequal Parts, the Sum of the Squares of the
unequal Parts will be double to the Sum of the
Squares of the half Line , and of the Difference
between the two unequal Parts.

2ab b
t

a—V .

a + a

Let the whole Line be 2 a ] and the Difference
between the equal and unequal Parts h 5 then the
greater unequal Part will be A-\-b

,
and the leffer

4—

b

: The Sum of the Squares of the unequal
Parts will be 2 44-I-2 b b, which is double to the
Square of half the Line added to the Square of the
Difference. £>. E. D.

1 o. If a Line be bifleded, and then another Line
added to it ; the Square of the whole encreafed
Line, together with the Square of the Part added:

«,

is double the Sum of the Squares of the half Line
and of the half Line and Part added, taken as one
Line,

4

ZT {- I

Let the whole Line be 2 d

;

and the Part added
* i then the whole encreafed Line will be z a -\~ e %
and the half Line and Part added will be a 4-<?. The
Sum of the Squares of 2 a+e, and of e, is 4 4 4-J-4
a e4-2 <?* ; which is plainly double to 4 4, and
4 4-1-2 ae-^-e e added together, E. D.
.
LINE, in Fortification, is that which is drawn

frota 9*1? ?pint to another* in delineating a Plane
III
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upon Paper. But in the Field it is fometimes taken

for a Ditch bordered with its Parapet, and fome-

times for a Row of Gabions, or Sacks of Earth, ex-

tended in Length on the Ground, to ferve as a fhel-

ter againft the Enemies Fire. Thus they fay, when
the Trenches were carried on within 30 Paces of

the Glacis, we drew two Lines , one on the Right

Hand, the other on the Left, for a Place of Arms.

LINE Capital ,
is that which is drawn from the

- Angle of the Gorge to the Angle of the Baftion.

LINE Cogritel, is that which is drawn from the

Angle of the Center to that of the Baftion.

LINE of Defence ,
is that which reprefents the

Courfe of the Bullet of any fort of Fire-Arms, more

efpecially of a Mufquet-Ball, according to the Situ-

ation which it ought to have to defend the Face of

the Baftion,’

LINE of Defence Fixd or Fichant, is that which

is drawn from the Angle of the Curtain to the flanked

Angle of the oppofite Baftions ;
neverthelefs without

touching the Face of the Baftion. Thismtlft never

exceed 800 Feet, which they reckon the Diftance

a Mufquet-Ball will do execution.

LINE of Defence Ra^ant, is that which being

drawn from a certain Point of its Curtain ,
Rafeth

the Face of the oppofite Baftion. This is called al-

fo the Line of Defence Stringent or Flanking.

LINE of Approach, or of Attack[,
fignifies the

Work Which the Befiegers carry on under Covert,

to gain the Moat, and the Body of the Place.

LINE of Circurhvallatian, is a line or Trench cut

by the Befiegers within Cannon fhot of the place,

which rangeth round their Camp , and lecures its

Quarters againft the Relief of the Befieged.

LINE of Contravallation ,
is a Ditch border’d

with a Parapet, which ferves to cover the Befiegers

on the fide of the place, and to ftop the Sallies of

the Garrifon.

LINES within fide, are the Moats towards the

place, to prevent the like Sallies.

LINES withoutfide, are the Moats towards the

Fields to hinder Relief.

LINES of Communication, are thofe thatrun from

one Work to another. But the Line of Communica-

tion ,
more efpecially fo called , is a continued

Trench with which a Circumvallation or Contraval-

lation is lurrounded ,
and which maintains a Com-

munication with all its Forts, Redoubts, and Tenables.

LINE of the Safe, is a Right Line which joins

the points of the two neareft Baftions.

To LINE a LVork. ,
is to ftrengthen a Rampart

with a firm Wall
,

or to encompafs a Parapet or

Moat with good Turff, &c.

LINEA Apfidum, or the Line of the Apfes, in the

Old Aftronomy, is a Line palling through the Cen-

ter of the World, and the Center of the Excentrick ;

and whofe two Ends are, one the Apogee, the other

the Perigee of the Planet. That part of this Line

which lies between the Center of the World and

that of the Excentrick, is called the Excentricity.

LINE of Greateft or Leaft Longitude of a Planet,is

that part of the / inea Apfidum reaching from the

Center of the World to the Apogee or Perigee of the

Planet. But the

LINE of Mean Longitude, is one drawn through

the Center of the World at Right Angles to the

Linen Apfidum, and is there a new Diameter of the

Excentrick or Deferent ; and its Extream Points are

called the Mean Longitudes.

LINE of she Mean Motion of the Sun, in the Old

Aftronomy, Is a Right Line drawn from the Center

of the World as far as to the Zodiack of the Pri-

mum Mobile ,
and parallel to a Right Line drawn

from the Center of the Excentrick to the Center of
the Sun ; Which latter Line they call alfo the
LINE 0/ the mean Motion of the Sun in the Ex*

centrick, to diftinguifh it from the former
; which

is the Line of Mean Motion in the Zodiack of rbt*
Primum Mobile.

LINE of the Suns True Motion, is a Line drawn
from the Center of the World to the Center of the
Sun ,

and produced as far as the Zodiack of the
Primum Mobile.

LINE Horizontal, is a Right Line parallel to the
Horizon.

——In Dialling, 'it is the common Sedion of
the Horizon and the Dial-Plane.

In Perfpective, it is the Common Sedion of
the Horizontal Plane

, and that of the Draught 01
Reprefentation, and which pafles through the prin-
cipal Point. ,

LINE Geometrical
,

in Perfpedive
,

is a Right
Line drawn any how on the Geometrical Plane.
LINE Terrejlrial

, in Perfpedive
,

is a Right
Line, wherein the Geometrical Plane

, and that of
the Picture or Draught interfed one another.

LINE of the Front, in Perfpedive , is any Right
Line parallel to the Tereftriai Line.

LINE Vertical, in Perfpedive, is the common
Sedion of the Vertical and of the Draught.
LINE of Station, in Perfpedive, according to fome

Writers, in the common Sedion of the Vertical and
Geometrical Planes. Others, as Lamp, mean by it

the perpendicular Height of the Eye above the Ge=
ometrick Plane. Others, a Lino drawn on that
Plane, and perpendicular to the Line expreffing the
Height of the Eye.

LINE ObjeSive, in Perfpedive, is the Line of an
Objed, from whence the Appearance is fought for
in the Draught or Pidure.
LINE of Gravitation , of any heavy Body, is a

Line drawn through its Center of Gravity, and ac-
cording to which it tends downwards.
LINE of DireHion, of any Body in Motion, is

that according to which it movej, or which direds
and determines its Motion.

LINE ofthe fwifteft Defcent ofa heavy Body : See
the Cycloid.

LINE of the Anomaly of a Planet, in the Ptolem.
Syftem, is a Right Line drawn from the Center of
the Excentrick to the Center ofthe Planet.

LINE of the Apogee of a Planet, in the Old A-
ftronomy , is a Right Line drawn from the Centei
ot the World, through the point of the Apogee

, as

far as the Zodiack of the Primum Mobile.

LINE of the Nodes of a Planet
,
in the New A-

ftronomy, is a Right Line from the Planet to the

Sun, being the common Interfedion of the Plane

of the Planets Orbit with that of the Ecliptick. ,

LINE Synodical
, in reference to fome Theories

of the Moon, is a Right Line fuppofed to be drawn
through the Centers of the Earth and Sun : And if

it be produced quite thro’ the Orbits, ’tis called the

LINE of the True Syzygys. But a Right Line

imagined to pafs through the Earth’s Center, and
the mean Place of the Sun, is called the

LINE of the Mean Syzygys.

LINE Horary, or the Hour-lines,
in Dialling, are

the common Interfedions of the Hour-Circles of

the Sphere, with the Plane of the Dial.

LINE Subflilar, is that Line on which the Style

or Cock of the Dial is Ereded , and is the Repre-

fentation of fuch an Hour-Circle as is perpendicular

to the Plane of that Dial.

LINE EquinoBial , in Dialling, is the common
Interfedion ©f the Equinodial, and the Plane of the

Dial LINES
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LINES, in the Arc of War, fignify the Pofition

of an Army ranged in order of Battel, extending

themfelves to fuch a length, or as far as the Ground

•will allow, to prevent flanking. Armies do ufually

place themfelvesin three Lines: The firft of which

is the Van, or Advene d Guards ; the fecond the

Main Body ; the third the Byar-Guard, or Referve.

There is left the Diftance of about 150 Paces be-

tween the two firft Lines, and about double that

Diftance between the fecond and laft. To
LINE Hedges

,
is to plant Mufqueteers all along

them under their Covert, to fire upon an Enemy

that comes open, or for a Defence againft Horfe.

LINEA Alba, is a Concourfe of the Tendons of

the Mufcles of the Abdomen, excepting the Ten-

dons of the ftraight ones; for the Tendons of the

oblique Mufeles unite, and meet fo on both Sides,

that they make a kind of Tunick that covers the

Abdomen, as if they were all but one Tendon. It

is White, and not Flelhy, proceeding from the

CurtiUgo enfiformis to the Os Pubis ; and is narrow-

er below the Navel than above.

LINEAR Problem, in Mathematicks, is fuch an

one as can be folved Geometrically by the InterfeCti-

on of two Right Lines ; as to meafure an inacceffible

Height by the means of two unequal Sticky or Staves.

This is alfo called a Simple Problem, and is capable

but of one Solution.

LINEAR Numbers, are fuch as have relation to

Length only ; as (vs, gr.) fuch as reprefent one

Side of a plane Figure : And if the plane Figure be

a Square, the Linear Number is called a f{oot.

LINES of Chords,
Sines

,
Tangents

,
Secants, Ver-

fed Sines, &c. See Scale.

LINED Moat, a Term in Fortification : See

Moat.

, LINGOT, the Term in Chymiftry for the Molds

they make to caft melted Metals, or the Regulus of

Antimony, &c. into.

LINGUA, the Tongue, is an oblong, broad,

thick Member, and thicker at the Root, and thin-

ner and fliarper at the End ; of a moderate Bignefs,

that it may move more quickly. In the exterior

or upper Part of the Tongue there are a great ma-
ny little Bodies, which break out from the Surface

of the Tongue, and bending a little, incline back-

wards towards the Root, fo that they look like a
Comb to card Wooll. Thefe Cartilaginous Bodies,

in an Ox efpecially, feern to referable the Figure of

a Boar’s Tooth. In the lower Part they have a cer-

tain Cavity. They are made of a thick tenacious

fibrous Matter, which feems like a Heap of little

Rods : About the Sides of the Tongue they grow
fmaller and fmaller, fo that they almoft difappear j

and certain Membranous Bodies are placed at their

Rafis, which appear at firft of a Conical Figure,

and then by and by of a more obtufe one, and of
a pappy Subftance. All the little Protuberances
are cloathed with the Membranes of the Tongue :

They are firmly implanted in a certain tenacious Tu-
nick of the Tongue, there being under them a crafs,

vifeous, or nervous Subftance, efpecially in thofe

Places where there are remarkable Pits in the

Tongue difpofed in like otder and manner
; fo that

in the inner Part of the Tongue there are a great
many of them which are firmly implanted in a kind
of vifeous Body. When the Membrane that co-

ders the whole Tongue is taken off, there appears a

L 1 T
certain Glutinous Subftance

; then a Nervous Pap-

py Body, ibmething Yellow, which fpreads like

the Membrane, and difeovers feveral remarkable
Nervous Protuberances, difpos’d and order’d in &
wonderful Order. The next things that appear are

like Nipples, in greater abundance than thofe be-
fore mentioned, and of another Order ; for as ma»
ny little Protuberances as cover the Outfide of the
Tongue, fo many Nervous Nipples of this fort are
found within. Thefe proceed from the common
pappy Subftance, grow tolerably high, and {hoot

out further into Nervous Sprouts from the Top of
them ; about which you difeover innumerable little

Protuberances proceeding from the Stock, and of art

equal Height, only flenderer like a Cone, and
which go within their proper Cavities, ready made
in the crafs vifeous Subftance before mentioned, and
at laft end toward the outermoft Membrane. Fur-
thermore, the Subftance of the Tongue is Mufcu-.
lous : The Central Parts of the Tongue confifts of
feveral forts of Fibres, long, tranfverfe, and ob-
lique, which being mutually interwoven with one
another, look like a Coveflit or Blanket. It owes
its Motion to peculiar Mufeles of its own, where-
with it is Contracted and abbreviated. The Pairs of
Mufcles are the Stylogloffum, Bafiogloffum, Genio-

glojfum, Ceratoglojfum
,
and Myloglojfum 5 which fee,

Blanchard.

LINGUALIS, is taken by feme to be a large

and flelhy Mufele arifing from the Balls of the Os
Hyoides, and runs forward to the Tip of the Tongue 5

and Spigelius gives it this Ufe, That its Tranfverfe

Fibres do thicken, and as it were conftringe the

Tongue, and dilate it by its oblique Fibres, and
bring it towards the Palate by its right Fibres : But
it is difputable whether it be a Mufele or not.

LINTER: See Scapha,

LINUM Vivum : See Abefiine Cloth.

LIONCELES, the Herald’s Term for Lions]

when there is more than two of them born in any
Coat of Arms, and no Ordinary between them j
and *tis all one as a fmall or young Lion.

LIPOTHYMIA, or Lifofychia, is a fwooning
or fainting away, beingan imperfeCt Syncope, which
See.

LIQUIDS, are fuch Bodies as have all the Pro-
perties of Fluidity, fSee that Word j) and withal,

have their Particles fo formed, figured, or difpofed,

that they do adhere to the Surfaces of fuch Bodies
as are immerfed in them, which we call wetting i

And this Property of Liquid Bodies is fometimes
called Humidity or Moifturs. \ \

LIQUOR of Fix-nitre : See Fix’d Nitre.

LIST, in Architecture, is a ftraight upright

Ring, which runs round the lower Part of any of

the Columns juft above the Tore, and next to the

Shaft or Body of the Pillar.

LISTEL, a fmall Band, or a kind of a Rule in

the Mouldings of Architecture : Alfo the Space be-

tween the Channellings of Pillars.

• LITERAL Algebra : See Algebra. \
LITHARGE, what, and how made, fee Purify

cation of Silver.

LITHIASIS, the Breeding of the Stone in the

Kidneys or Bladder.

LITHONTRIPTICKS, are Medicines which
break the Stone, either in the Bladder or the Kid*

neys,

I i * LITHOTOMI4-
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LITHOTQMIA

,
is the Grand Operation of

cutting tile Stone out of the Bladder
,
and is thus

defcribed by Blanchard. The Operator lays the

fick Perfon upon a foft Pillow, in the Bofom or Lap
of feme ftrong Man

, after he has leap’d three or

four times from an high, then he ties the Hands on

each fide fafc to the Sole of the Foot, and two Peo-

ple Handing on each fide hold the Knees as open as

pofllble. After this
,
the Operator moiftening one

Finger of his Left Hand
,

or if Neceflity require

the two foremoft, with Oil of White Rofes, thruft

them up into the Fundament, and with his Right

Hand preffes the upper parts of the Secrets lightly,

that by this means the Stone may be brought to

the Perineum ; which when he has forced thither,

with his Fingers, he cuts with a two-edged Knife,

proportionably to the Bignefs of the Stone ,
in the

Left fide, betwixt the Tefticles and the Fundament,

near to the Suture of the Perinceum, bringing the

Stone towards the Knife : And if the Stone come
not out either of its own accord, or by thrufting

of the Fingers, he draws it out with the Forceps ;

i. e. a pair of Pincers, or feme fuch Inftrument of

Art. The Stone being drawn out, and all the Bands

being loofed, he clofes the Wound duly, applies

Remedies, flops the Blood, and takes Care that

the Wound be clofed up, left the Urine fhould

continually drop through. This way is called Ap-

paratus minor, ana is ufed efpecially in Boys, tho’

it be frequently pradlis’d too in Adult Perfons in thefe

Countries. This we in England call Cutting upon

the Gripe, and is the Method that our Suters always

cut by : But in the Apparatus major, or the greater

Operation, which we call Cutting upon the Staff,

the Patient, bound as before, is fet upon a Table,

and held there ; then the Chyrurgeon thrufts in his

Inftrument called ltinerarium, by the Urinary Paf-

fage into the Bladder, as far as the very Stone;

and cutting an Hole, as before, he puts another In-

ftrument called Conductor into the hollow part of

the ltinerarium through the Wound ; then the Iti-

nerarium being taken out of the Urinary Paffage,

he puts in the Inftrument called Forceps
,
(a fort of

Pincers) or any other fit to pull out the Stone thro’

the Wound before made, that he may lay hold of

the Stone and bring it out. This being done, the

Wound is bound up and confolidated, as ’tis in Chil-

dren ;
only if it be large, it is Hitched up, and an

Inftrument of Silver applied to it for two or three

Days, which is ufeful to let out concreted Blood,

Fiegm, and Gravelly Wine. There is yet another

way of taking out the Stone, to wit, by making a

Hole in the Abdomen, by which the Stone is taken

out of the Bottom of the Bladder; and in this way
no dribling of Urine need to be feared. Blan-

chard.

LITHOTOMIST, is a Chyrurgeon who is

skilful in cutting out the Stone of the Bladder.

LITOTES, or Diminutio, is a Trope in Rheto-

rick, by which we fpeak lefs than we think: As
when we fay, I cannot commend you ; it implies a

fecret Reprehenfion for femething committed that

hinders us.

LITTORAL Shells, are, with the Writers of

Natural Hiftory, fuch Sea-fhels as are always found

near the Shores, and never far off in the deep

:

But fuch as are found there in the Bottom of the

Sea, remote from the Shore, they call ty.l2vQios and

Pelagia.

LIVER of Antimony : See Crocus Metallorum.

LIVERY hath Three Significations : In one it is

ufed for a Suit of Cloth or Stuff that a Gentleman

giveth in Coats, Cloaks, Hats, or Gowns, with

Coghifance, or without, to his Servants or Follow-
ers. In the other, it fignifies a Delivery of Poffefli-

on to thofe Tenants which Held of the King in Ca-
pile, or Knights Service ; for the King, by his
Prerogative, hath primier Seijin of all Lands and
Tenements fo holden of him. In the Third Signi-

fication, Livery is the Writ which lies for the Heir
to obtain the Pcffeffion of Seifin of his Land at the
King’s Hands.

LIVERY of Seifin, is a Delivery of PofFeftionof

Lands or Tenements, or other things Corporeal,
unto one that hath Right, or a Probability of Right
to them. This is a Ceremony in the Common Law,
ufed in Conveyance of Lands or Tenements,
where an Eftate in Fee-fimple, Fee-tail, or a Free-
hold, fhall pafs ; and is a Teftimonial of the wil-
ling departing of him who makes the Livery

, from
the thing whereof Livery is made ; and the recei-

ving of the Livery is a willing Acceptance of the
other Party. And it was invented, that the Com-
mon People might have Knowledge of the Palling
or Alteration of Eftates from Man to Man, that
thereby they might be the better able to try in whom
the Right of Poffeflton of Lands and Tenements
were, if they fhould be impannelled in Juries, or
otherwife have to do concerning the fame: Of this

Livery there be two kinds, vf. a Livery in Deeds
and a Livery in Law : A Livery in Deed, is when
the Feoffer taketh the Ring of the Door, or Turf
or Twig of the Land, and delivereth the fame to
the Feoffee in the Name of the Seifin oi the Land.
A Livery in Law, is when the Eeoffer faith to the
Feoffee, being in View of the Houfe or Land, I
give to you yonder Land, to you andyour Heirs ; and
therefore enter into thefame, and take Poffoffon there-

of accordingly : And the Feoffee doth accordingly,

in the Life of the Feoffer, enter, this is a good Fe-
offment.

LIVIDUS : See PeBineus.

LIXIVIOUS, or Lixiviate Salts, are the fix’d

Salts of Plants, &c. They aredrawn by Calcinati-

on of the Plant, and then making a Lye or Lixivi-

um of the Allies and Water; whence this Name:
See Salts,

Mr. Boyle faith, The diftinguifhing Mark ofLix-
ivious Salts, whereby they differ from Urinous
ones, is, That they will turn a Solution of Subli-

mate in Common Water, into a Yellow Colour

:

See Experiments on Colours.

LIZIERE, a Term in Fortification ; the fame
with Berme ; which fee.

LOADSTONE: Set Magnet.

LOBE, a Word ufed moftly by Anatomifts for

the Divifion of the Lungs into feveral Parts, which
they call Lobes : And by Botanifts, for the Divifion

or Parts of the Bulk of Seeds* which ufually con-

fift of two Parts or Lobes ; as is very confpicuous

in Beans.

LOBUS Amis, is the lower Part or Tip of the

Ear.

LOCAL, is whatever is fuppofed to be tied or

annexed to any particular Place : Thus in Law
they fay the thing is Local and annexed to the Free-

hold.

And an Adfcion of Trefpafs for Battery, &c. is

Tranfitory, not Local ;
that is, it is not heedful

that the Place where the Battery was committed

fhould be fet down as material in the Declaration ;

or if it be let down, the Defendant cannot traverfe

it, by faying he did not commit the Battery in the

Place mentioned in the Declaration, and fo avoid

the A&ion.

LOCAL
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LOCAL Medicaments, are thofe which are ap-

plied outwardly, as Plaifters, Ointments, Salves, &c.

Thefe are alfo frequently called Topickj.

LOCAL Problem, in Mathematicks ,
is fuch

an one as is capable of an Infinite Number of

different Solutions : So that the Point which is to

refolve the Problem, may be indifferently taken

within a certain Extent ; as luppofe any wherein

fuch a Line, within fuch a Plane Figure, &c. which

is called a Geometrick. Place, and the Problem is faid

to be a local or indetermine

d

one. And this Local

Problem maybe either Simple, when the Point fought

is in a Right Line ; Plane, when the Point fought

is in the Circumference of a Circle Solid, when

the Point required is in the Circumference of a

Conick Section ; or laftly, Surfolid ,
when the

Point is in the Perimeter of a Line of the Second

Gender, as the Geometers call it.

LOCH, or Lohoch
,
the fame with Eclegma.

LOCHIA, are the Natural Evacuations ofWo-
men in Child-bed, after the Birth of the Foetus ;

and the Exclufion of the Membranes call'd Secundi-

7ice, or the After-birth.

LOCKER, in a Ship, is a kind of Box or Cheft

made along the Side of a Ship, to put or ftow any

thing in.

LOCKING-WHEEL, fee Count-Wheel, a Term
in Watch-work.
LOCK-SPIT, a Term in Fortification, fignify-

ing the finall Cut or Trench made with a Spade,

to mark out the firft Lines of any Work that is to

be made.
LOGLAMENTUM, in Botanicks, is a little

diftindt Cell or Partition within the common Capfu-

la feminalis of any Plant ; a$ thofe within the Seeds

of Poppies, &c. by which one Parcel of the Seeds

is kept diftindfe from another.

LOCUS, or the Place of any Body, is rightly,

by Mr. Nevoton, diftinguilhed into Abfolute and Re-

lative : And fo ought Space to be accounted 5 for

the - ;

Y
LOCUS Abfolutus, or Primarius of anybody,

is that part of the abfolute and immovable Space,

or extended Capacity, to receive all Bodies which

this individual one takes up : But the

LOCUS Relativut, or Secundarius, is that appa-

rent and fenfible Place in which a Body is determi-

ned to be placed in by our felves, and with relation

to other adjoining or contiguous Bodies.

LOCUS Apparent, a Term in Opticks : See Ap-
parent Place of any ObjeB. ’Tis alfo in Aftronomy,

that Place in which any Planet or Star appears,

when viewed from an Eye at the fenfible Ho-
rizon.

LOCUSTiE, are the Beards and pendulous Seeds

of Oats, and of the Gramino, paniculata ; to which

the Botanifts gave this Name from their Figure,

which fomething refembles that of a Locuft.

LODGMENT, in Military Affairs, isfometimes

an Encampment made by an Army - or ofiener, it

is a Retrenchment dug for a Covert or Shelter,

when the Counterfcarp, or fome other Poft, is

gain'd. It is alfo taken for the Place where the

Soldiers quarter among the Burghers, either in

Huts, Baraques, or Tents.

LODGMENT of an Attack,j., is a Work caft up
by the Befiegers, during their Approaches in a dan-
gerous Poft, where it is abfolutely neceffary to fe-

cure themfelves againft the Enemy’s Fire 5 as in a
Covert-way, in a Breach, in the Bottom ofthe Moat,
or ellewhere. This Lodgment confifts of all the
Materials that are capable to make Refiftance, vi{.

Barrels and Gabions of Earth, Pallijadoes, Woolpackp
Mantelets, Faggots, &c.

LOG, and Log-line : The Log aboard a Ship, is

a Piece of Board orWood about 7 or 8 Inches long,
of a Triangular Figure, and with as much Lead
caft into it at one End, as will ferve to make it Iwitri

upright in the Water ; at the other End of which
is fattened a frnall long Line, called the

LOG-LINE $ which is wound about a Reel for

that Purpofe, fix’d in the Gallery of the Ship. This
Line, for about 10 Fathom from the Log, hath, or

ought to have, no Knots or Divifions ; becaufe fo

much fhould be allowed lor the Log’s being clear

out of the Eddy of the Ship’s Wake before they
turn up the Glafs : But then the Knots or Divifions

begin, and ought to be at leaft 50 Foot from one
another

; though thecommon erroneous Practice at

Sea, is to have them but at 7 Fathom, or 4z Foot
diftance.

The Ufe of this Log and Line is to keep an Ac-
count, and make an Eftimate of the Ship’s Way ;

for as many Knots as run out in an half a Minufe
ol Time, (which they meafure by a Half-minute
Glafs) fo many Miles do they account the Ship to

fail in an Hour j or fo many Leagues and Miles
doth fhe run in a Watch : As if there be veered out

4 Knots in half a Minute, the Ship runs 4 Miles
an Hour, or 5 Leagues and 1 Mile in a Watch.
The Practice of heaving the Log, is firft to let it

down into the Water, and then to let it run away
fo far, as to be out of the Eddy of the Ship’s Wake 5

and then one having an Half-Minute Glafs in his

Hand, turns it up juft when the firft Knot .funs off

the Reel ; (though fome turn
.
up the Glafs juft

when the Log touches the Water j ) and then the
Line running eafily off, when the Glafs is out, he
cries, Stop ! The other ftops the Reel ; and theft

they count the Knots run out ; and if they can be
fo exatft ,

as to account the odd Feet, which the

Line fhall run out above any Knot, they ought to

account 5 Feet for a Tenth part of a Mile more :

And thus, if 3 Knots 45 Feet run out in an half

Minute, the Ship goes at the Rate of 3 Miles 9
Tenths in an Hour.
Now tho’ this at beft be but a precarious way,

'tis however the moft exadt of any in ule, and much
better than that of the Spaniards and Portugals, who
guefs at the Ship’s Way by the running of the Froth
or Water by the Ship’s fide ; or than that of the

Dutch, who ufe to heave over a Chip into the Sea,

and fo to number how many Paces they can Walk
on the Deck while the Chip fwims or paffes be-

tween any two Marks or Bolt-heads on the fide..

And the Ground and Reafon of this Practice of

keeping an Account of a Ship’s failing by the Log is

this

:

1 . That 5 of our Engli/h Feet make a Pace, and
1000 of fuch Paces a Mile, and 60 of fuch Miles a
Degree, and confequently a Degree would contain

300000 Feet. But this is erroneous on all Accounts ;

for there are both 10 6 Paces in a Mile, and 7s fuch

Miles in a Degree.

z° But then this hath been corredled by Mr. Nor-

wood, in his Seamans Pra&ice ;
who, by moft ex-

acftly meafuring the Diftance of two Places Under

the fame Meridian , and finding alfo the Latitudes

of thofe two Places by moft accurate Inftruments

and Obfervations, he found, that to a Degree of a

Great Circle on the Earth there muft be 367109
Englijh Feet.: And this hath been in a good mea-
fure confirmed by the French Obfervations and Men-
furations, who fopnd a Degree to contain 365184
Feet, And yet Mr* Norwood con fidering that the
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Ship’s Way is really'more than what is found by the

Log, and alfo knowing that ’tis better and fafer to

have the Reckoning to be fomething before the Ship*

and probably alfo becaufe ’tisa round Number, caft

away the 7100 odd Feet, and fuppofed a Degee to

contain juft 360000 Feet. Then will a Minute of

a Degree contain 6000 fuch Feet ; and that is to

be reckoned for the true Soa Mile, 60 of which make

a Degree : And fince 5 x80 Feet are a Statute Mile

there will be 68 T j
fuch Miles in a Degree ; and of

the Italian Miles, of 5000 Feet, 72 or 24 Leagues

in a Degree. And after this way of accounting ,

the whole Circumference of our Globe will be 8640

Leagues, or 259x0 Miles; which is 120 Leagues,

or 360 Miles lefs than the French make it : And yet

this is probably lefs than the Truth, and in Fad lefs

than Mr. Norwood's Account.

Now to apply all this to theEftimation of a Ship s

Way by the Log : If it be confideredthat an half

Minute is the 120th part of an Hour, ’tis plain the

Diftance between Knot and Knot in the LogMne

muft be alfo the 120th part of a Minute of a De-

gree of a Great Circle on the Earth ; or 1 20th part

of a true Sea "Mile or Minute, which is before

fhewed to contain 6000 Feet: And therefore the

Diftance between the Knots muft be 50 Foot ; (for

50 multiplied by 120 produces 6000 )
becaufe as

30 Seconds is to an Hour, or 3600 Seconds is to a

Day; fo is 50 Feet to 6000 Feet. Wherefore as

many times 50 Feet as a Ship fails in halfa Minute,

fo many Miles muft fhe go in an Hour, fuppofing

her to keep on at the lame|Rate. To try which,

in long Voyages to the Eaft-Indies, &c. the Log k

heaved every Hour ; but in {hotter Voyages they

content themfelves with doing it but every two

Hours ;
tho" always the oftncr tis done, the better.

And’from hence plainly appears the Grofs Error

of having but 42 Feet or 7 Fathom between Knot

and Knot, which is the common Divifion of the

Loz-line at Sea. Indeed, being fenfible their Di-

visions are too fhort, they leffen their half-Mmute

Glafs proportionably, as having that made of only

24 or 2 5
Seconds. But this is nothing but correct-

ing one Blunder or Error by another ; and- {hews

plainly that the Common Sailors will not go out of

their way, tho they are fure they are in the wrong.

Commonly in the Steerage, or fome fuch conve-

nient Part of the Ship, hangs up a Board called

the
LOG-BOARD ; which is a Table divided into

Five Columns, and ought to be of the following

Form, or one like it. \

This Long-Board's Account ought daily at Noon

( when if pollible, let there be an Obfervation of

the Latitude) to be entred into the Log-bool^ or Tra-

verfe-Book, ,
ruled and columned juft as the Log-

board is ;
from whence it may be Tranfcribed into

the Journals ,
and how much way the Ship hath

gained in her Courfe, eftimated daily.

To meafure whether the Half-minute Glafs be

true, or to make one upon Occafion, when you can

get afliore, you may ufe this Method :

Fatten a moderately heavy Plummet or Weight

at the end of a fmall String, which hang up againft

a Wall by a fmall Pin or Wyre, £>c. and let its

Length from the Pin where it hangs, to the Center

of the Plummet or Weight, be juft 39 Inches j.

Then draw by the Lines hanging ftill, a Perpendi-

cular on the Wall behind, with a Pencil or fome

fuch thing : And taking the Plummet in your Hand,

move the Pendulum from the Perpendicular either

way 6 or 7 Inches, and then let it fwing freely by

Hour of
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the Wall; after which take your Half-Minute’
Glafs, and turn it up juft when you fee the String
come right againft the Perpendicular on the Wall
and then count the Swings of the Pendulum from
its palling by the Perpendicular ; and if your Glafs
is out juft when it hath made 30 Swings it is right,

1

elfe not ; for this Pendulum fwings exactly Seconds.
LOGARITHMS , which Captain Halley very

well defines to be the Indexes of the Ratio'sofNum-
bers one to another, were firft invented bymy Lord
Neper

,
a Scotch Baron ; and afterwards compleated

by Mr. Henry Briggs
,
Savilian Profelfor of Geome-

try at Oxford.

1 . Logarithms are a Series of Artificial Numbers
(invented for the Eafe and Expedition of Calcula-

tion) proceedings an Arithmetical Proportion, as

the Numbers they anfwer to do in a Geometrical

one : As for Example,

1, 2. 4: 8. 16. 32. 64, 128: 256. are Num-
bers proceeding from Unity, in a Geometrical Pro-

portion continued. Now if over thefe you place a
Series of Numbers, ( beginning with O ) in an A-
rithmetical Proportion, they will ftand thus,

0123 45 ^ 7 8 9
1. 2. 4. 8. 16. 32. 64. 128. 256. 512 , &cl

And the Numbers above, beginning with ( o )

and Arithmetically Proportional, are called Loga-

rithms.

2. The Addition and Subftradion of Logarithms

anfwers to the Multiplication and Divifion of the

Numbers they Anfwer to. Thus the Logarithm 2

added to 4, makes the Logarithm of 6 , whofe

correfponding Number is 64 , fthe Produd of the

Number 4 multiplied into 16.) Alfo the Logarithm

5 fubftraded from 9 leaves the Logarithm ot 4,

whofe Number is 16, (equal to 5 12 divided by

32.

)

And the Cafe would be the fame , if any other

Rank of Numbers in an Arithmetical Proportion

were
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were made to anfwer to the Numbers below. And
therefore there may be many forts of Logarithms,

as

indeed there are.

And thus alfo will Extraction of Roots be per-

formed by biffeCting the Logarithms of any Num-
bers for the Square Root, and trifeding them for

the Cube : As for Inftance,

To extrad the Square Root of 256, divide its

Logarithm 8 by 2, and it will quote 4 5 which Lo-

garithms ck. Number 4, hath for its abfolute Num-
ber 1 <6, and therefore 16 is the Square Root of

25 6.

To extraCt the Cube Root of 64, divide its Lo-

garithm 6 by 3, and the Quote will be 2

,

which is

the Logarithm of 4, the Cube Root of 64.

3.

To apply this Matter for the making of a

Canon or Table of Logarithms

,

that fhould anfwer

to Common Numbers in their natural Order, the

Inventers proceeded in this Method :

They pitched on thofe which are naturally Geo-

metrically proportional ; as

•I, IO, ISO, IOOO, 10000, IOOOOOO, IOOOOO .Oj 100000000
, l$C

And to thefe they fitted not the Angle Logarithms

,

o, 1, 2, 3, &c. as in our fnftance, Numb. 1. a-

bove, but thofe augmented with many Cyphers, in

order to fit proper Lagarithms for all intermediate

Numbers between 1 and 10, 10 and 100, 100 and

1000
,
&c. They made therefore 0000000 to be

ike Logarithm of r, and 10000000 to be the Loga*

rithm of 10 ;
alfo looooooo they put for the Lo-

garithm of 1 00,and 30000009 for the Logarithm of

ti 00,making {till theIndex or CharaBtrifticl

{

pf the Lo-

garithm to be one lefs than the Number of Places

in the Abfolute Number ,
becaufe they appointed

0000000 as the Logarithm of 1.

5. But then the greateft Difficulty and Pains was

yet to come, which was to find Logarithms for all

the intermediate Numbers correfponding with thofe

appointed for 1, to, 100, 1000 o, &c. which with

moft indefatigable Pains and Care they thus effect-

ed. In order (e. g.) to get. the Logarithm of 9,

they found a middle Proportional between the abfo-

lute Numbers 1 and 1 o, encreafed with feven Cy-

phers each : Then that Number not being exaCtly

the abfolute Number 9, but bigger or leffer than 9,

/with feven Cyphers added to it) they accordingly

found out new Geometrical mean Proportionals be-

tween that Number and 10, if it were lefsj and

between that and the next lefs than it, as foon as it

came to be bigger, &c. till at laft , after a prodi-

gious Number of Trials, vig. 15; they came to the

abfolute Number 8, 9999998, which approacheth

very near to 9, 0000000. And in order to find the

Logarithm of this Number 8, 9999998, they found

an Arithmetical mean Proportional between the

Logarithm of o and 10 (i. e, between ooocooo and
10000000.) And then another between thatfo found,

and 10000000 again; andio on, 'till at laft they

came to o, 9542450, the exaCk Logarithm of 9.

They were forced to proceed after the fame man-
ner alfo to gain the Logarithm of 5 ; but then their

Work grew fomething eafier
, and more expedi-

tious. -

1.

For fince by dividing ro by 5 , the Quotient

is 2 ;
therefore the Logarithm of 5 , fubftraCted from

the Logarithm of 1 «, muft give the Logarithm of 2.

, %. And as »p, multiplied by z, gives 205 there-

fore the Logarithm of 9 being divided by 2, or

halved, muft give the Logarithm pf 3. |

3. Since the Square Root of 9 is 3 j
therefore the

J

Logarithm of ^ being divided by 2, or halved, muft

)

give the Logarithm ol 3.

4.

By fubftraCHng the Logarithm of any one:

known Number, from that of another
,
you have

the Logarithm of the Quotient of the former Num-
ber dividing the latter.

And after this or the like manner they proceeded
till they had compleated the Canon of Logarithms
to Numbers reaching to 10000.

If you would fee an eafie and expeditious way
of making feveral forts of Logarithms to a large
Radius

, conlult Capt. Edm. Halley's Difcburfe in
Phil. Tranf N. 216. Where from the pure Con-
fideratiOn of Numbers, and withal by the Help of
Sir If. Newton s Method of finding the Vncia of the

Numbers of a Binominal Power, he fhews how to

find readily the Logarithms of all Numbers to above
30 Places ; and he gives there feveral Series for this

purpofe ; fome Univerfal, and fome appropriated
to peculiar forts of Logarithms,

Nicholas Mercator alfo did a good while fince

make fome Improvements in this Affair, of which
you have Dr. WaUus Thoughts in Phil. Tranf N,
38.

And JohnGregory hath alfo fhew’da way to make
Logarithms to 25 Places

,
by means of the Hyper-

bola.

For the CharaBerifiick. of a Logarithm
, fee ip

Index,

The life of the Table of Logarithms*

1, Tofind a Logarithm,

N. B. I here delcribe only the Common Canon of
Logarithms contrived by Mr. Briggs, apd pub-
lifhed in Sir Jonas Moore’s Mathematickj, and in

moft Books of Trigonometry, Navigation,

1. If the Number, whole Logarithm you would
find, be under 1 00, you have ft always in the firft

Page : Thus the Logarithm of 55ft 1.740363.
2. If the Number confifts of three Places, that

is, a Number under 1000, look for it in the Table
under N. and the Logarithm is found in the Co-
lumn under o. Thus the Logarithm of 21 £ i#

£•334454-
3. If the Number be of four Places, and under

10000, feek the three firft Figures under N. as be-
fore, and the laft Figure on the Top ; under which,
in that Column lineally againft the firft three Fi-

gures, you have the Logarithm required! : Thus the
Logarithm of 3583 is 3.554247, find 358 under N.
againft which, in the Column under 3, Hands your
Logarithm. \\

4.1f the Number be above 10000, and under
1 00000, you muft find it by the Difference and Ta-
ble of Parts Proportional : Thus, if the Logarithm
of 35786 be required, firft feek the JLogarithm of
the former four Figures 3578 , which will be

3.553649 ; and tfie common Difference under D.
is 1 21: With this Difference enter the Table of
Parts proportional, and find 121 in the firft Column
under 3 5 and then lineally againft that Number,
and under 6, the laft Figure of the Number 35786,
found at the Head of the fev^nth Column, you will

find 72 ; which being added to the Logarithm of

3578, 553649, makes 4.553721, the Loga-
rithm of 357865 and the Index muft be 4, becaufe
the Abfolute Number confifts of five Places,

5.

If the Number be above 100000, and under
1000000, as fuppofe 357865 5 then find (as before)

the Logarithm of the firft five Figures, vig. 35786^
ancj ’twill b$ found, to be (omitting the Cfiaraderi-

ftick
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firick 4) 553721 : After this, multiply the remain-

ing Figure (5J of the given Number, by the com-
mon Difference 70, (found under D.) and ’twill

produce 350; then cut off (o) the laft Figure of

the Product, and add the remaining (3 5) to the

Logarithm 553711 aforefaid, the Sum is 553756;
to which prefix the proper Charadteriftick (5) be-

caufe the Number given hath fix Places, and

5>5 53756 is the Logarithm required for 357865.
If the Number be above 1000000, and under

10000000 ;
find the Logarithm of the firft five Fi-

gures (as before) .
and multiply the common Diffe-

rence by the two remaining Figures ; from which

Product cut off the two laft Figures, and add the

other (as before)prefixing 6 for a Charadferiftick,^.

7. And fo for any Other greater Number propor-

tionably ;
only be fare to cut off from the Sum fo

many Figures as you multiply the common Diffe-

rence by ; and add the Remainder to the Logarithm,

and prefix the Charadteriftick proper, that is, a Fi-

gure of one Place lefs than the Abfolute Number,
whofe Logarithm is required.

a. Next I will fhew the way of finding the Number
anfwering to a Logarithm given.

Omitting the Chara&eriftick, feek in the Table

for that Logarithm
,
which is equal or next lefs

to the Logarithm given, the Abfolute Number in

the Column under N. with that on the Top over

the Logarithm
,

is the Number defired, which muft

be ordered according to the Charadteriftick.

Thus, to find what Number anfwers to the Lo-

garithm 3.544821 ; omitting the Index 3, I fihd

544821 to anfwer to 3506, which the Index 3

fhews to be all Integers; but if the Index had

been t, then the Number would have been 3.5.06,

that is, 35 Integers and .06 hundred Parts.

But if the Logarithm be not exadtly to be found

in the Tables, and five Places be required, find the

Number to four Places (as before) noting the com-

mon Difference under D. then take the Difference

betwixt the Logarithm given, and the Logarithm

found in the Table lefs than it ; feek the common
Difference in the Table of Proportional Parts under

D. and in that Line find out the Difference of the

Logarithms, and at the Top juft about it you have

the fifth Figure: Thus, if the Logarithm required

had been 2.543612, the Logarithm next lefs is

543571, anfwering to 3496 ; the common Diffe-

rence is 124, the Difference of the Logarithms is

41, which, in the Table of Proportional Parts a-

oainft 1 24, gives 3 ; fo that the Abfolute Number
is 34963 : And becaufe the Index is 2, the Number
will be 349 Integers, and Parts, or 349.63.

To find the Number of a Logarithm, whofe Index is 5 ot

more.

Suppofe 4 to be the Charadteriftick, and find (by

the foregoing Directions) the Logarithm as near as

you can (fo it be but lefs ;) then fubftrad this Loga-

rithm from the Logarithm given ; and to the Right

Hand of the Remainder, if the Index be 5, fee o

;

if the Index be 6, fet 00 ; if 7, fet 000 ; and fo

on proportionally : This done, divide the Sum by

the common Difference, and the Quote gives the

Figure or Figures to be— placed on the Right Hand
of the Number anlwering to the firft found Loga-

rithm.

Example.

* Let 6. 64876 be the Logarithm given : Suppofe
j

6 to be 4 ,
the neareft Logarithm lefs will be

LOG
4.648974, whofe Abfolute Number is 44563. Sub*
ftraeft 4.648974 from the given Logarithm

, the Re-
mainder is 2 1 to the Right Hand of which fet 00,
(becaufe the Chara&eriftick was 6) the Sum is

200 ; which divide by the common Difference 97,,
the Quotient is 2, (and an inconfiderable Fra&ion,
which you may omit) which 2 fet on the Right
Hand of 44563, it makes 445632; but fince the
Index is 6, the Number muft have 7 Places; there-
fore fet o on the Right again,and it makes 4456320;
which is the Number nearly correlponding to the
Logarithm 6.648976.

Addition,
Snbftratfion, Multiplication, and Divi-

fion in Logarithms.

3.

In the Addition of two or more Logarithms

together, obferve thefe Rules.

1. If the Indices be Integers, add them as is ufu>

al in common Arithmetick.

2. If the Indices be fome Integers, andLome the

Indices of Parts or Fra&ions, they will be unlike 5

and therefore if when added their Sum be 10, or

above, caft away 10, the Remainder is the Index

of Integers ; if under 1 o. Decimal Parts : Thus,

2.057821 2.237242

7.583210 9.875062
f y— 8.698971

9.64103 s !7

0.B11275

3.

If the Indices be all Decimals, and when ad-

ded ,
make a Sum under 1 o, then add 1 o to the

Sum ; if juft 1 o, then add Unity 5 as above 1 ©„

caft 1 o away, and the Index thus gotten is always

Decimal Parts ; Thus,

T-39794 * 8^698972

9.875 062 9.875061

9.273002 8.574033
• . rr i .0... m&a+omarnm

4.

SubfiraHion of Logarithms?

1. If the Indices be Integers, then proceed astP
fually.

2. If the Indices be either of them, or both. De-
cimal Parts, obferve whether the Index of the up-

per Quantity be a fmaller Number than that of

the lubtrahend or the lower ; if it be, add 10 to it ;

And if the upper be of a greater Value than the

lower, (that is, a bigger Index by Place) then the

Remainder will be Integers ; if not ,
Decimal

Parts.

Examples

.

2.033421 9.875062 9.875062 1.235781

9.875062. "2.033421 8.574031 3.57*141

*.158359 7.841641 1.30x031 7.663640

5.

The Logarithm of a Fraction is thusfound.

Subftrad the Logarithm ofthe Denominator from

the Logarithm of the Numerator
, the Remainder

gives the Logarithm pf the Fraction ; as of the

Logarithm of 4 is 0.602060, out of the Logarithm

of 3, 0.4771 21, the Difference 9.875061 is the

Logarithm of or 75 - 6, Ta
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6. To Multiply a Logarithm.

If the Index be Negative, obferve. That in mul-
tiplying the Figure next the Index, the Tens to be

carried in Mind are Affirmative, and are to be de-

ducted out of the ProduCt of the Negative Indi-

ces Thus,

2.543211 1.987214

3 5

5.629633 1.936070

f. To Divide et Logarithm, having a Negative or

fractional Index ,

Obferve whether the Divifor will evenly divide

the Index, then there is no Difficulty % but if it

do not evenly divide the Index, add to the Index

fo many Units, till it may be evenly divided, fet-

ting the Quotient down for a new Index, augmen-
ting the next Figure by fo many times 10 as you
added to the firft.

3) 5.32141a 2) 5.61228

2.440470 3.80614

8. Multiplication of Numbers by the Logarithms.

, Add the Logarithms of the Numbers together,

and the Sum is the Logarithm of the ProduCt
required.

Multiplicand, 32 1.505 150 5.12 0.709265
Multiplier, 52 1.71003 1.55 0.899497

1664 3.221153 7.936 0.899497

9. Divifion of Numbers by Logarithms.

This is done only by fubftraCting the Logarithm
bf the Divifor from the Logarithm of the Dividend 3

and the Remainder will be the Logarithm of the

Quotient,

Dividend 7286 3.862489 .5512 '9.654369

Divifor 32 5.5051 50 .0315 8.498311

Quotient 227.8 2.357359 1432 1.156058

*

£6. Bxtra8ion of Square, Cube, See. fioots by Loga-
garithms.

To extract the Square Root of any Number, is

to divide the Logarithm of that Number by 2, for

the Cube Root by 3, &c. That is, in general, di-

vide the Logarithm of the Number, by the Index
of the Power.

Number 75832 Log. 4.879852

Square Root, 275.37 2) 2.43 9926^^^
Cube Root, 4».317 3) ^ot-

Ml 4 To find a Mean Proportional betwixt two given
Numbers by Logarithms.

Half the Sum of their Logarithms, gives the Lo-
garithm of the Mean Proportional betwixt the,nj.

The Numbers are, *£ ?
0.954242

* 1 16 1.204120

Sum, 4.158362

Mean Proportional, 12 f $ = 1.079x81

.

To find any Number of Mean Proportionals betwixt a-

ny two Numbers,

Take the Difference of die Logarithms of the two
&iven Numbers, which divide by a Number more
by one than the Number of Means delxred 5 and
this Logarithmetick Quotient added to the Loga-
rithm of the leaft, gives the Logarithm of the firft

Mean next it 3 and then added to the laft Sum, finds

the next, &c.
As fuppofe it were required to find 3 Mean Pro-

portionals between 4 and 64 5 the Logarithm of 4,
is 0.602060 3 of 64, is 1.8061803 their Difference,

1.204 1 20 divided by 4, (L e. 3 —i- 1 )
gives

0.301030 3 which added to the Logarithm of 4,
makes 0.903090, the Logarithm of 8 , the firft

Mean 3 and again, added to the laft Sum, gives
1.204 1 20, the Logarithm oi 163 and again added,
gives the Logarithm of 32 3 which are the three
Means betwixt 4.and 64.

LOGARITHMICK-LINE of Pardie, is a
Curve which difeovers perfectly all the Myfteries of
Logarithms, with feveral other very excellent Proper-
tiesand Ufes 5 and is thus delineated.

Let the Right Line AE be divided into the

equal Parts AB, B C, CD, DE
,
&c. from the

Points A, B, C, D, E, &c. let the Lines A a,
B b, C c, Dd, and Ee, be drawn all perpendicular
to A E, and conlequently parallel to one ano-
ther, ' <*

And let them all be in a Geometrical Progreilion 3
as let A a be 1, B b be 10, C c 100, D d 100%
E e io000 ,

Q'c; Thenfhallwe have two ProgreiTL
ons of Lines , Arithmetical and Geometrical
For the Lines AB, AC? A D, A E, are in Arith-S

metical Progreilion, or as 1, 2, 3, 4, y, &c. and fo

do reprefent the Logarithms to Which the Geome-
trical Lines A a, Bb, C c,&c. do correipond.

Let each of the equal Parts E D, D C, C B, cSc.
be divided equally again in F, G, H 3 and let the
Parallels F/, Gg, (fie. be drawn, and be Mean Pro-
portionals between the collateral ones 3 that is.,

$9 : Ff :: FfiDd :: DdzGgf&cs

Fjj'fc fe Let*

/
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Let there alfo be more Mean Proportionals drawn

From the Middle of each Subdivifion E F, F D, D G,

(3c. andfo on, till thefe parallel Lines growing very

numerous, have at laft but a very lmall Diftance

from each other : Then imagine a Curve Line

drawn through all the Extremities of theie parallel

lines, as e o u d g ha, and this is called the Loga-

rithmical Line.

If this Figure were drawn on a very large Ta-

ble, and with all requifite Exa&nefs, each Part,

A B, B C, (3c. might be divided not only into an

icooriooo, but even into ioooo, iooooo equal

Parts, and more : So that A B being iooooo, AC
would be 200000, A D 300000, (3c, as mult al-

ways be in an Arithmetick Progreflion.

The Line Be being fuppofed to contain ioooo

Parts, let us imagine through each of thofe Divifi-

ons a Parallel to be drawn to the Line A E, cut-

ting the Curve in fo many Points, v. gr. let the

Line io be drawn through the Divifion 9900 of

the Line Ee, and which cuts the Curve in the

Point o. Let there be alfo luppofed the Parallel O 0,

cutting the Line-^£ in the Divifion 399 63;
then anyone may know that 399563 is the loga-

rithm of .the Number 9900. In like manner, if

Su palfed through the Divifion 9000 of the Line

jE^the Line Vu were drawn cutting AE in

39541$, then would that Line u V be the Loga-

rithm of 9000, (3c.

So that by this means a Table of Logarithms from

5 to ioooo, may eafily be made ; and farther, by

producing the Line A E.

Ncte; To obtain all the Logarithms from 1 to

ioooo, ’twill be enough to feek the Logarithms

from 1000 to 100005 that is,> (having drawn the

Parallel dt) to take the Logarithms of all the Divi-

sions from t to f; which Logarithms axe all con-

tained between E and D: For by this you will

have the Logarithms of all the Parts that are be-

tween t and E, and whofe Logarithms liebetween

D and A. For Example ; Since O 0 is 9900

Parts, and its Logarithm 399563, the fame Num-

ber may be taken for the Logarithm of 990, which

is Nn : As alfo of the Number Ty 99, chan-

ging only the firft Figure 3 ; becaufe, according to

the Compofition of this Line, ON or Ny, ought

to be equal to ED or DC j as any one may eafi-

ly prove : So that ON or Ny, will contain iooooo.

And becaufe AO is 3995^3, fubftrading O N
iooooo, there will reft 199563 for And; after

the lame manner, having Ay 3954*4 for the Loga-

rithm o( Vu,
which is 9000, you may have alfo

095424 for tht Logarithm ol X x, which is 9; or

195424 for the Logarithm of 90 ; or 295424 f°r

the Logarithm of 900.

All this may be reduced to PradHce for Culcula-

rion without actually drawing thefe Figures, but

only imagining them to be drawn : For by the

Rules of Common Arithmetick, we may find out

F/, the Mean Proportional between dD and F f,

or between Ff and E e, (3c. But what we have

here explain’d, is fufficient to gain the Knowledge

0f the Nature and Compofition of the Logarithms.

Though indeed there will not arife fuch Advan-

tage for making Logarithms by this Obfervation, as

it may at firft Sight feem to promife ; becaufe there

are 9000 Numbers between 1000 and ioooo,

_ whofe Logarithms muft be found alfo ; and but 900

between ioo and 1000, and but 90 between 10

and 100, and but 9 between 1 and 10, and fo in all

which is not the Ninth Fart of the former.

In Phil. Tranf. N. 245. is a Quadrature of tha
Parc of the Space contained between any two Of
dinates of the Curve and this Abfcijfa, by Mr. John
Craig ; and Dr. Barrow

,
in his LeBions, hath carri-

ed the Matter farther : See in Philofophical Tran-
faBions, N. 38. An Account of a very fiiort way of
making Logarithms

,
contrived by Nicholas Merca-

tor, with Dr. Wallis s Thoughts upon it, and Ad-
ditions to it.

Mr. James Gregory alfo, in his Vera Quadratures
Circuit (3 Hyperbola, Printed at Padua, A D 1 667.
applies the Quadrature ofthe Hyperbola to the ma-
king of Logarithms

, and computes the Ldgarithm of
1 o to 25 Places,

But our Learned Capt. Halley
, in Phil. Tranf. N.

21 6. gives a way from the bare Confideration of
Numbers only '; and withal, by the help of Sir. Ifaac
Newtons admirable Invention, to find the Vncia of
the Members of any Power, (which you have un-
der the Word Vnica) moft compendioufly to find

the Logarithms of all Numbers to above 30 Places,

with more Eafe and Expedition than was ever done
before : And he gives there feveral Series for this

Purpofe, lome univerfal, fome applicable to one
fort of Logarithms , and lome to another.

LOGARITHMETICK Curve

,

is the lame with
Pardie s L ogarithmetick. Line above defcribed.

LOGICK, is the Art of right Thinking, or ufing
our Rational Faculty aright : And the Power or
Force of Realon, unaffifted by Art, is called -Natu-
ral Logick.

Logiclf is derived from thole Reflexions which
Men have made on the Four Principal Operations

of the Mind, vi\. Apprehenfion, Judgment, Difcourfk9
and Method or Difpofition ; which fee.

The Bufinels of Logicl
(.

is chiefly to teach ushow
to make proper Animadverfions on the Operations
of our Minas ; and from its trueUfe we gain thefe

Three Advantages.

Firft, We are thereby allured that we make a
right Ufe of our Realon : For the Confideration of
Rules, begets in us a more fervent Application and.

attentive Induftry of the Mind.
Secondly, That thereby we more eafily detedfe

and explain the Errors and Defecfts which we meet
within the Operations of the Mind: For oftentimes
it falls out, that we difcover by the meer Light of

Nature the Faults of Ratiocination ; yet are not a-

bleto give a Reafon why it is falfe: Thus they who
know not what belongs to Painting, may take Ex-
ceptions at the Defeats of a Pitfture, though they

are not able to tell rhe Reafon why they find Fault,

Thirdly, That we are brought to a more accu-

rate Knowledge of the Nature of our Underftan-

ding by thefe Reflexions upon the Operations of

the Mind, which, if we look no farther than meer
Speculation, is to be preferred before theKnowledge
of all Corporeal Things.

LOGISTICAL Arithmetic was formerly the

Arithmetick of Sexagefimal frations, and uled by
Aftronomers in their Calculations. Ifuppofe it was
fo called from a Greek Treatife of one Barlaamus

Monatias, who wrote about Sexagefimal Multipli-

cation very accurately, and entituled his Book,

Aoyirix.ii. This Author Vojfius, in his Book de Sden-

tils Mathmaticis, places about the Year 1350, but

miftakes it for a Treatife of Algebra.

Thus alfo Shakerly, in Tabula Britannica, hath

a Table of Logarithms adapted to Sexagefimal

Fractions, which therefore he calls Logifiical Loga-

rithms ; and the Expeditious Arithmetick of them,

which is by this Means obtained, and by which all
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the Trouble of Multiplication and Divifion is faved,

he calls Logiftical Arithmetickj
though fome by

LOGISTICKS, will undemand the firft General

Rules in Algebra of Addition, Subfiratttion

,

LOHOCH, or Loch, the fame with Eclegma.

LONCHITES, of Hafiiformts, a Species of Co-

mets refembling a Lance or Spear : Its Head is of

an Elliptick Form, and its Tail or Stream of Rays

very long, thin, and pointed at the End.

LONG Accent, in Grammar, fhews that the

Voice is to ftop upon the Vowel that has that Mark,

and it is expreffed thus, ( - ).

LONG-BOAT, is the largeft and ftrongeft Boat

belonging to a Ship, that can be hoifed aboard of

lief: Its Ufe is to bring any Goods, Provifion,

($c. to of from the Ship ; or, on Occafion, to land

Men any whete j and particularly to weigh the

Anchor j
for which End (he hath a David to be fet

over her Head, with a Shiver in it, in which the

Buoy-rope runs, to weigh the Anchor. She hath

Maft, Sail, and Oars, as other Boats, as alfo her

titter to the Rudder, which anfwers to the Helm of

a Ship.

LONGANON , the laft Gut : See Inteftinum

reBtttn.

LONGIMETRY ,
is the Art of meafuring

Lengths orDiftances Of to take the Diftances of

Trees, Steeples, or towers, &c; either one or many
together ; for which purpofe the Theodolite is rec-

koned to be the beft Inftrument, whereof we’ll give

the following Inftances.

To Meafure one Jingle Difiance ".

As fiippofe you ftand at A, and would know the

Diftance to the Tree it Q .

1. Set your Inftmment at A ,
laying the Index

with Sights, on the North and South Diameter, and
turn it about till through the Sights you fee the

Tree at C, there fix your Inftrument faft.

2. Then from A, meafure any Number of Feetj

Yards, or the like, any way 5 as to B 100 Foot,

and fet up a Mark at B.

3. Take the Angle BAG, 120 deg. io min.
which fet down.

4. Set a Mark at A, and remove your Xnftru-

ment to B, and take the Angle ABC .50 Degrees.
Now you have an Oblique Angled triangle

, where-
in there is given the Angles B AC no dag. 1 o min.
ABC 50 deg. and the Diftance A B too Foot, and
eonfequently the Angle C 9 deg. 59 min.

( being
the Complement of the other two, to 1 80 deg.)

Then S. B C A : A B : : S.GBA:AC
9° yofrioo:: 50° 00/448,6

And S. C B A : C A : : S, compl. CAB:CB
50° oo p 1448,6:: S9° 56» : 5 o6, %

So the Diftance from C to A is 448* 6 Foot j
and from C to B 506, i Foot.

LON
How to take the Diftances of divers Things remote
from you ; m. Churches, Towers, Ships at Sea^

1

orfuch like j mi to make a Map of the fame.

Suppofe that the Paints A, B, G, D, E and F l
were Houfes, Churches, Towers, or the like, and
that it was required to make a Draught of them
reprefenting their Situation and wue Diftance one
from another.
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Let your Stations be S and N. Set your InftriP
ment at N, and turn it about upon she Socket till

the Needle hang diredly over the Meridian Line
of the Chard in the Bottom of the Box, the North
end of the Needle over the Flower-de-lis 5 then
skrew your Inftrument faft.

Then turn the Index about l til! through the
Sights you fee A, and note what Degree the Index
cuts, which fuppofe to be 60. Then turn theIndex
about till you fee B, and mark what Degrees is cut
by the Index ; as 74 deg. 30 mih 4 Do thus with all

the reft, be there never fo many.
Alfo meafure the Diftance between N yoiir firft

Station, and S the fecond Station ; which is 220
Perches ; And bring your Inftrument from N to Sp

where it itiuft be fet up , laying the Index upon the
North and South Diameter : Turn it about till you’
fee the firft Station N, then fix it.

And turn the Index about
, rill thro

9

the Sights

you fee A, and note what Degrees the Index cut-

teth ; as 3 i deg. 30 min. Then turn the Index a-
bout to B,C, DP noting the Degrees cut by thg
Index at every moving, and let them down in a
Table ruled for that purpofe, thus^

K k k % -

r

A$
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Af

At the firfi Sta- At the fecond

tion the In- Station the

dex cut. Index cut.

D M. D. M.

60 00 31 30

74 3° 38 4°

84 30 43 20

104 50 54 00

1 17 00 68 10

345 _
10 97 QO

8
§ 8
VS u

. >

ĈJ

>s^

1 s
.2

n
VO

Hove to ProtrnEt thefe Qhfervations»

j Draw a Line at Length ,
asQ P ;

whereon

take any Point, as N, for your firft Station: Apply

the Center of your, Protra&or to N, and its Diame-

^^^Having your of Ohfervattom before you,

3rick off the Degrees obferved, along the Limb ot

^our Protrador ; and draw the obicure Lines N A,

B N C (3c.

From Tome Scale of equal Parts ( anfwerable

:o the Bignefs you intend your Plot) take oft xio

Perches and fet them from N to S.

a Apply the Center of the Protrador to S, and

ts Diametlr upon O P, and prick off your Obler-

nations at the lecond Station ; and draw the obfcure

Lines S A, SB, SC, 6c. (from S, through the fe-

deral Marks made on the Paper) cutting the .Lines

Irawn before, N A, NB, N C, (3c. in the Points,

4 B C D, (3c. which Points fhall reprefent the

everal Ships, as they lie at Anchor ; or the feveral

Powers, or remarkable Places to be Plotted.

To make a Scale to meafure any Difiance upon

this Plot.

Let a Line be fo divided, that the Diftance NS

nay be zzo Parts thereof, as the Line LM; for

he Djftance N S ,
fet upon this Scale, will reach

rom 2,00 to xo on the fmall Divifions.

5
°

L i i \ TiLLLt!

160

Lt:

200

|m

And the Scale being thus Divided and Numbred,

you may meafure any Diftance upon the Plot.

To meafure any Diftance, thus laid down, by Tri-

gonometrical Calculation.

The Vitual Lines made at both Stations
, by their

Interfedions, do conftitute feveral Bight-lined Tri-

angles -
r in either of which you will have enough

given to find whatfoever Diftance you fhall require ;

as fuppofe the Diftance, N A were required.

In the Eight-lined Triangle A NS, you have gi-

ven; the Angle ANS,
120 deg. (being the Com*

clement of 60 deg. the Angle obferved at A, to 180

Degrees) The Angle N S A 31 deg. 30 min. being

the Complement of the other two, to 1 80 Degrees.

Therefore , as S, N A S z N'S ’. 1 S, N S A 1 N A,

To find A S, fay,

&$, §,NA$:NS::S, AN$:A$.

By the fame Method any other Diftance may be
found : And in this manner may the Maps or Plots
oT all eminent Places in Cities,, Towns, C3c. be

LONGISSIMUS PoUicis % See Plextor tertii In-
ternodii.

LONGISSIMUS Femoris ; vicL Sartorius
LONGITUDE of a Place, is an Ark of ‘the B-

quator intercepted between the Meridian of that
Place , and the firfi Meridian ; Or tis more truly
the Difference, either Eafi or PVefi , between the
Meridians of any two Places, counted on the £-
quator.

LONGITUDE in the Heavens, is an Ark ofthe
Ecliptick, counted from the beginning of Aries to
the place where the Stars Circle of Longitude cmf.
fes the Ecliptic^ : So that, ’tis much the fame as
the Stars Place in the Ecliptic£, reckoned from the
beginning of Aries ; which how to find : See, Place
of the Sun or Star.

LONGITUDE of the Sun or Star from the next
Equinoctial Point

, is the Number of Degrees and
Minutes they are from the beginning of Aries or
Libra, either before or after them

5 which can ne-
ver be more than 180 Degrees.
LONGITUDE in Navigation, is alfo the Di-

ftance of a Ship or Place, Eaft or Weft from ano-
ther (counted in proper Degrees; but if in Leagues
or Miles, or Degrees of the Meridian, and not in
thofe proper to the Parallelof Latitude, itscommon-
iy called Departure.

LONGITUDE in Drohng. The Ark of the
Equinoctial, intercepted between the Subftilat Line
of the Dyal and the true Meridian, is called the
Planets Difference of Longitude.

To find the Longitude and Latitude of any Star
by the Globe.

Bring the Solftitial Colure to theBrafs Meridian"'
and there fix the Globe ; then will the Pole of the
Ecliptick be juft under 23 deg. 30 Min. accounted
from the Pole above the Hori2on,ftand on the fame
Meridian: There skrew the Quadrant of Altitude,
and then bring its graduated Edge to the Star, and
there ftay it; and fo the Quadrant will cut the E-
chptick in the Stars Longitude, as alfo its Latitude
0n

T
t

^x^?T
r
T^VreSkonedfrom the Ecliptick.

„ L
?i!

J

?.
ITUPE fMotion

,

is a Term ufed by
Dr. Wallis in his Mechanic& and others, for the
Meafure of Motion eftimated according to the
Line of DiredHon

; fo that ’tis the Diftance or Length
which the Center ofany moving Body runs through
as it moves on in a Right Line.

9

And he calls the Meafure of any Motion eftima-
ted according to the Right Line, or Line of Dire&i-
on ofthe Vis Matrix, the Altitude of it.

LONGUS a Mufcle ofthe Cubit, ‘which helps
to extend theArm forwards.

LONGUS, a Mufcle of the Radius

,

ferving to
turn the Palm of the Hand upwards.
LONGUS

,
a Mufcle of the Tarfus fo called 5

See Peroneas Primus.

LONGUS Colli, is a Mufcle of the Neck which,
arifes partly tendinous, but chiefly flefhy, from the
fore-part of the Eive Vertebra of the Thorax

; and
being dilated in its Middle to a flefhy Belly

, is in-
ferred to the fore-part of all the Vertebra of the
Neck : This with its Partner asfting, bends the Neck
right forward. Between this and the Scalenus lies
the Rc8m Internus Major.

LOOF, or as they ufually pronounce it, Luff, is

a Term ufed in Cending of a Ship: Thus Leaf up,

is
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Is to bid the Steers-man keep nearer to the Wind.T

o

jLoof into an Harbour, is to Sail into it, clofe by the

Wind. To Spring the Luff,
is when a Ship, that

before was going Large before the Wind, is brought

clofe, or as they fay claps clofe by the Wind. When
a Ship fails upon a Wind, as they fay, that is, on a

Quarter Wind, the Word of him that cons to the

Steers-man, is, Luffl keep your Luff 1 veer m more !

keep her to i
touch the Wind ! have a care of the Lee-

latch : All which Words fignifie much the fame

thing, and bid the Man at Helm to keep the Ship

near the Wind. But on the contrary, if the Ship is

to go more Large ,
or Right before the Wind, the

Word is,- Eafe the Helm ! No near ! Bear up !

STEADY, is a Word common to both thefe ways

of Sailing, either on a Wind, or Large
,
and fignifi.es

that the Man at Helm fhould keep the Ship ftraight

#o her Courfe, and not let her go in and out, ormake

Tawes, as they call it.

LOOF-HOOK, is a Tackle aboard a Ship, with

two Hooks to it; one of which is to hitch into the

Cxengle of the Main and Fore-fail, and the other is

to hitch into a certain Strap which is fpliced into

the Cbeffe-Tree, andfo down the Saih Its Ufe is to

fuccour the Tackles in a large Sail, that all the ftrels

may not bear upon the Tack. Sometimes alfo 'tis

ufed, when the Tack, is to be feized thefurer.

LOOP of a Ship, is that part of her a-loft, which

lies juft before the Cheffe-trees j and hence the Guns

that lie here are called her Loof-Pieces.

LOOF-TACKLE, or Luff-Tackle , is afmall

Tackle in a Ship, lerving to lift all final! Weights

in or out of a Ship.

LOOME : If a Ship appears big at Sea, when
feen at a Diftance ,

they fay fhe homes, or appears

a great Sail.
^

,

LOOME-GALE, is a gentle, eafie Gale or Wind,

in which a Ship can carry her Top-Sails a-trip : See

Trip.

LOPIDOIDES, the fame with Lepoides.

LORD, by the Writers of the Law, is divided

into Lord Paramount,
and Lord Mefne.

Lord Mefne, is he that is Owner of a Mannor, and
by Vertue thereof hath Tenants holding of him in

Fee, and by a Copy of Court-Roll, and yet hold-

eth himfelf of a fuperior Lord, called Lord Para-

mount. Alfo, he is Called Lord in Grofs, that is, a

Lord having no Mannor, as the King in relpedt of

ofhis Crowft. And there it a Cafe wherein a Pri-

vate Man is Lord in Grofs ; as when a Man make's

a' Gift in Tail of all the Land he hath
, to hold of

him, and dieth; his Heir hath but a Seigniory ih

Grofs.

LORDOSIS, by fome Writers, is the Term for

the bending of the Backbone forwards in Chil-

dren, &c.

,
LOTION, a Term uled by forfie Chymifts aftd

Phhfmacal Write'rs, fignifying only the wafhing of
any Medicine ih Water. Some alfo call Remedies,
which are between a Fomentationztid a Bath, and
Which are uled to wafh the Head

,
or any Part af-

fected, by this Name of Lotion

.

LOWER Flank
. , or Retir'd Flank ; See Flank,

A Term in Fortification.

LOXODROMIQUES
,

is the Art or Way of
oblique Sailing by the Bpmb, which always makes
an equal Angle with every Meridian ; i. e. when
yon fail,' neither difeClIy under the Equator

, nor
under one and the fame Meridian, but obliquely or
acrofs them. Hence the Table of Rhumbs, or the
Traverfe Table of Miles

, with the Difference of
Longitudes and Latitudes, by which the Sailor may
praCfically find his Courfe , Diftance, Latitude or

Longitude, is by Sir j, Moore, and others, called by
this Name of Londrimipues

j and fuch Tables as
fefve truly and expeditioufly to find the feveral Re-
quifites, or refolve the Cafes of Sailing, are called
Loxodromical Tables.

LOZENGE
,

is that Figure in Heraldry which
the Geometers call a Rhombus, i. e. a Parallelogram,
whofe Angles are oblique, but Sides all equal ; and
the Diftance between the two obtufe Angies al-

ways equal to the Length of one of the Sides. Thus,

In which it differs from the Fufil §
which fee.

In this Figure all unmarried Gen-
tlewomen and Widows do bear their

Coats of Arms ; becaufe, as fome fay.

Was the Figure of the Amazonian
Shield j or, as others, becaufe ’tis the

Ancient Figure of the Spindle.

LUCIDA Coronce , a fix’d Star of the Second
Magnitude, in the Northern Garland ; whofe Longi-
tude is 117 deg. 38 min. Latitude 44 deg. 23 min.
pight Afcenfion 230 deg. 12 min.
LUCIDA Hydra : See Cor Hydra:
LUCIDA Lyra, a bright Star of the firft Mag-

nitude, in the Conftellation Lyra ; whofe Longitude
is 10 deg. 43 min. Latitude 61 deg. 47 min. Bight
Afcenfion 276 deg. 27 min. and Declination 3 8 deg.’

30 min.

LUCIFEROUS, that which brings Light ; a
Word ufed by my Lord Bacon, and feme other Na-
turalifts, for fuch Experiments in Philofophy as do
not fo much enrich a Man, as inform and enlighten
his Mind about fome Phyfiological Truth, or Spe-
culation in Phyficks.

LUES Venerea
, Morbus Gabicus, the French Pox,

is a malignant and contagious Diftemper, commu-
nicated from one to another by Coition, or other
impure Contadfc

;
proceeding from virulent Matter,

and accompanind with many ill Symptoms, fuch as
Gonorrheas, with the Falling-off the Hair, Spots,
Swellings/Ulcers, Pains in the Bones, &c.
LUES Deifica : See Cdducus Morbus.
LUFF, a Sea Term ; the fame with Loof, which

fee.

LUMBAGO , is a Pain in the Mufcles of the
Loins, which Blanchard takes to be clogged with
Scorbutick Matter; fo that the Patient is forced to
ftand upright, being not able to fit down without
great Pain.

LUMBALES Mufculi : See Pfoas Magnus.
LUMBARIS Vena, a Vein arifing from the de=

feending Trunk ofthe Cava, and is not always one
but often two or three on each fide, which they dC
vide into the Lumbaris Superior and Inferior - they
are beftowed on the Mufcles of the Loins, and on
the Peritoneum.

LUMBARIE Arteries, are by feme faid to come
from the Aorta

,
unto all the Parts of the Loins, and

to the Marrow of the Back-bone ; fending as many
Branches to its Joints, as there are Holes in it.

LUMBRICAL Mufcles

,

are with fome Anaro-
mifts thofe Four Mufcles which ferve to move the
Fingers or Toes, and afe fo called from their Worm-
like Form.

LUMBRICALES, feu Vermiculares, are Mufcles
of the Fingers, fo called from their Figure, being
not much unlike the common Earth-Worms

; they
are alfo called Flexpres primi internodii digitorum-
from their Ufe. Thofe probably perform thofe mi-
nute Motions of the Fingers, when the fecond and
third Intermodes are euryaced by the two kfi treated

of
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of Mufcles

j and therefore ufed in playing on Mufi-

cal Inftruments, and may be thence named Mufculi

Fidicinalcs.

LUMBRICALIS Pedis, is a Mulcle of the lefler

Toes, fpringing from the internal Part of the Os

Cates's ; and becoming tendinous, joins with the

Tendons of the Preforans in the middle of the Sole

of the Foot ; then dividing it felf into Four ( as it

were) diftindt flefhly Mufcles, they all become ten-

dinous at their Infertions to the internal Parts of

each lefler Toe, laterally* next the Great Toe.

LUMINARIES. The Sun and Moon are fo cal-

led by way of Eminence, for their extraordinary

Luftre, and the great Proportion of Light that they

afford us.

LUNA Cornea
,

is a tough infipid Mals, almoft

like Horn, made by pouring warily on Chtyftals of

Silver ( which Chryftals were made by diffolving

that Metal in good Aquafortis or Spirit of Nitre

)

either Spirit of Salt, or a ftrong Brine made ofcom-
mon Salt and Water. The Mixture is dried, and

then brought to Fufion in a Crucible, ora Glafs

Vial ; where, after it hath been kept a little while

fo, it turns into this Shape, which the Chymills call

Cornea Luna.

In which Procels ’tis very remarkable
,
that tho‘

a Solution of Silver be commonly one of the worft

of Bitters, and Spirit of Salt have a very four and

acid Taft, yet the Union ofthefe together produces

a Body perfedlly infipid; which plainly (hews that

Tafte depend on Mechanical Principles,'[and are va-

rious, according to the various Textures of Bodies.

LUNARY Months
,
are either Periodical, Syno-

dical
,
or Illuminative ; which fee in their proper

Places.

LUNAR Cycle : See Cycle of the Moon.

LUNATIONS of the Moon, are the Times be-

tween one New Moon and another : And this is

greater than the Periodical Month by two Days and

five Hours ; and is called the Synodical Months con-

fiding of 29 Days, 12 Hours, and 4 of an Hour.

LUNES, or Lunula
,
in Geometry, are Figures

in the Form of a Crefcent or Half-Moon, made by

the Arks of two interfering Circles ; as in the fol-

lowing Figures the Space L is called a Lune.

PROPOSITION I.

1. The Quadrature of Hippocrates his Lunes,

I fay, the Triangle T, is equal to the two Lunes

L 1 ,
and L 2.

DEMONSTRATION.

The Semi-circle on B € is equal to the Semi-
circles pn BA and C A.

And the Segments, Si and S 2, are common to
all the three Semi-circles : Which being taken frorti

the greater Semi-circle, they leave the Triangle T §
and taken from the two lefler Semi-circles

, they
leave the two Lunes, L 1 and L 2.

Therefore the Triangle Trr to both the Lunes.

Q. E. D .

2. Ocherwife in a Quadrant}

DEMONSTRATION.

The Triangle T being Quadrantal and Ifofcelaf*

it muft be that A B £=2 B C q.

But 2 B C — 4 Square of 2 B C= 4 the Square?
of the Diameter of the greater Circle 5 that is, the
Square of the Diameter of the greater Circle is

double the Square of the Diameter of the lefler Cir-
cle A B.

Therefore the Semi- circle oh z MC ~ twice
the Semi-circle B LA; and confequently the Qua -

drant ABC= Semicircle BL A.
Take therefore from each the common Segment

S, and there remains the tune L = to the Triangle

T. Q. B. IX

3. To Square the Half of the Mne t.

'Tis certain that a Right Line drawn from C
through c the Center of the lefler Circle', muft di-

vide both Triangle, Segment and Lune into two
equal Parts, and confequently 4 T 4 L : And
thus the Half Lune is Squared.

4. To Square any Part left or greater than

Half the Lune.

Let there be a Quadrant* as before^ B AG; and

a Lune, as L. ’Tis required to find the Segment of

the Lune B £ Intrude by the Line EG drawn to the

Center of the greater Circle 5 which Bardie faith is

as difficult as Squaring the Circle. Lib. 6. An.

64°
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C0NSTHVCT10N.

Draw E B and E A,
and BG at Right Angles

with E C.

1 fay, the Triangle BEE is equal to the Part of

the Lune BED

.

DEMONSTRATION.

i : The Angle at G = ± of a Right Angfe* be-

eaufe 'tis equal to o -l- 4- ft as being external to

the Triangle GEB : But the Angie at E (or a-\-o)

r= to a Right Angle, becaufe in a Semi-circle j and

f muft be halfa Right Angle, becaufe o being in the

fame Segment , is equal to d
,
and confequently is

half a Right Angle ; wherefore g alfo muft be half

a Right Angle, (becaufe n is a Right Angle by Con-
ftru&ion) and confequently/ muft be half a Right

Angle : Wherefore the Right Angle at E , and the

Right Line B G, and alfo the Segment B DG, are

all biffedted.

z. Alfo the three Triangles, G E B, E G F, and

E FR, are Ifofcelar and Redtangled j therefore

each one muft be the half of a Square.

Therefore GB : E B:: a: i. Becaufe the

Square of GB” twice the Square ofE B.

4. Confequently the Segment on G B, to that on
* B B a : i ,

becaufe they are fimilar Segments*,

5. Therefore ~ of one (DBF) — the whole
other E B j which being taken from the Triangle

,

and added to the Lune, the whole muft be equal
And therefore the Triangle B E F is equal to

the part of the Lune. 2*. E. D» '

The Ground of all which is this. That the Angle

BCE being at the Center of one Circle, and at the

Circumference of the other ; the Line ED C muft
divide the Quadrantal Ark AG B in the fame Pro-

portion as it doth the Sami-circular one B E A:
Whence fellows the Equality of the Segments B E
and B D F, on which all depends.

6. And fince the A B C A — to the whole Lune,

BEAGB by N. 3. ’Tis eafie to take thence a
Part (as the Triangle B O C )

equal to the Affigned

Portion of the Lune. For having let fall a Perpen-
dicular from E, to find the Point O, draw OC, I
fay, the Triangle B O C — to A B E F, and con-
fequently to the Segment of the Lune E B D.
For the Triangle B C A and B E F are fimilar,

as being each the Half ofa Square. Therefore the

Former is to the Latter as the Squares of theirHomo-

logous Sides, i.e in a Duplicate Ratio of B A to

B E. That is, as B A is to B O $ by 8 e. 6 Eucli

The Triangle AC B, alfo having the fame Height
with OBC will be.to it as the Bafe B A to the Bafe
A O, by i e. 6 End. Wherefore the Triangles A
E F and BO C having the fame Proportion to one
and the fame thing, are equal, by 9 e. 5 Bud. O.
E. D. .

Wherefore to divide the Lune according to any
given Ratio, you need only divide the Diameter A
B, according to that Ratio in the Point Q : And from
thence ere&ing a Perpeudicular to find the Point E,
draw EC

,

which fiiall cut off the Portion of the
Lune defired.

That Excellent Mathematician and Algebrift

,

Mr. Abr. deMoivre

,

hath in PhiloflTranfa8l.'N.z6$.
given an Account of the Dimenfion of the Solids

generated By the Converfion ofHipocrates his Lune
,

and of its Parts about feveral Axes, with the Surfa-
ces alfo generated by fuch Converfion,

LUNETTES, in Fortification, are
'
Evolopes

$

Countergardes
, or Mounts of Earth call up before

the Curtain, about five Fathom in Breadth, where-
of the Parapet takes up three. They are ufually

made infDitches full of Water, and ferve tb the fame
purpofe as Falfe Braies. Thefe Lunettes are coim-
pos’d of two Faces, which from a Re-entring Angle 5

and their Platform being only Twelve Foot Wide,
is a little raifed above the Level of the Water

,
and

hath a Parapet three Eathom thick.

LUNULAS, the feme with Lunes ; Which fee.

LUPIA , is a Tumor, or Protuberance, about
as big as a fmall fort of Bean j fome take it for a
Meliceris, others fot a Ganglio. Blanchard.

LUPUS, a Southern Conftellation, confuting of
two Stars.

LUPUS, a foit of Canker in the Thighs and
Legs. Blanchard.

LUST. If a Ship bed either to Starboard or Port
,

the Seamen fey that fhe hath a Lufi that way ; and
they fey fo, tho’ it be occafioned only by the Shoot-

ing of her Ballaft, or by the unequalflowing of things
in her Hold. Tho’ ’tis more properly feid of a Ship,
when fhe is inclined to heel any way, upon the Ac-
count of her Mold or Make.
LUTATION, is a cementing of Chymical Vef-

fels clofe together.

LUTE ( in Chymiftry
) is that wherewith the

Chymifts join together the Necks df the Retorts and
Receivers, or wherewith they coat over the Bodies
of Glafs Retorts, to feve them from being melted in
very Violent Fires.

The following Compofition Lemery commends as
good Lute. Take of Sand, Drofs of Iron and Pot-
ters Earth in Powder, of each five Pounds

; Horfe*
dung cut fmall, a Pound

;
powdered Glafs and Sea-

felt, of each tour Ounces. Temper all thefe well
with Water, and then with the Pali coat the Retorts
as far as to half the Neck j or ufe it to lute toge-
ther (as they call it) the Necks of the Retorts and
Receivers, When ’tis dry, ‘twill be exceeding hard

;

and therefore when you would feparate the Veffels,

you muft- wet it firft -well with exceeding wet
Cloths.

The Lute which Lemery ufed himfelf
, was only

two parts of Sand, and one of Clay, tempered to-
gether in Water : Which will do very well to join
the Nofes of Retorts

,
and their Receivers in the

Diftillation of Volatile Spirits, &c. When you diftil

by the Alembick, or Veflca, or Copper Body, with
its Head and Serpentine, a wet Bladder will ferve
very well to lute the Jundures of the Veffels. But
when corroding Spirits are to be diftilled, ’twill be
better to ufe the following Lute* Take fine Flower

Slack’d



LUX
Siack’d-lime, of each an Ounce

j Potters Earth, or

Powder of Pots, half an Ounce. Make a moift Pafte

of thefe with Whites of Eggs
, well beaten before

with a little Water
, and this, will flop exceeding

ciofe, N. B This may be very well ufedto ftope

the Cracks that will often happen in Glafs VefTels >

and there muft be three Lays of the Pafte bound on
with Paper.

Mr. Boyle recommends on Experience for this Iaft

Purpofe, the following Compofition
, Good

Quick-lime and Scrapings of Cheele pounded in a

Mortar, with as much Water as will juft bring the

Mixture to a Soft Pafte ; then fpread it on a piece of
Cloth, and apply it, as Occafion requires.

LUXATION, a Term in Chyrurgery
,

is the

Diflocation, dilplacing, or putting any Bone or Joint

out of its Place.

LUXATOR Externus, a Mufcle fo called : See

Extemus Auris.

LYCANTHROPIA
, Babies Hydropbobica , a

Madnefs proceeding from the Bite of a mad Wolf,

wherein Men imitate the howling of Wolves. Blan-

chard*

LYGMOS, the Hickets, is a convulfive Motion
of the Nerves, which fpread up and down; the Gul-
let;, returning after fhort Intermifllons ; It proceeds

L Y N '
'

from fome troublefome Matter that vellicates the
OEfophagus. Blanchard

.

LYMPA
,

is a dear limpid Humour, confuting
of the Nervous Juice and ofBlood, which being
continually feparated by the Glandules

, is at laft
difcharged into the Blood again by Veflels peculiar
to it. The Lympha comes not immediately from
the Blood, or Nervous Juice, as fome think, but it

is the Superfluity of each ; which Was more than
enough for the Nourifhment of a Part , like the
Marrow in Bones. It is taken fometimes for that
Water which flows from the Pricking of Nerves
and other Wounds ; and which does not really flow
from the Nerves themfelves, but from the Lympha-
tick VefTels which are cut and wounded. Blanchard.
LYMPHATICK Vejfels : See Vence Lymphatic<e.

LYMPHEDUCTS
, the fame with Lymphatick

Vejfels.
*

LYNX, the fame with Lygmus,

LYPYRIA, is the Term fome Writers give to a
kind of Fever attended with an EryJjpelas, or Cho-
lerick Inflamarion of the Stomach and Guts ; and
tho’ the inward Parts of the Body feel very hot,
yet the outward ones are very cold. Blanchard.
LYRA , the Harp , a Conftellation in the Nor-

thern Hemifphere, confifting of 13 Stars.

i

MAC
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-
*
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MACHINE, or Engine, in Mechanicks, is

whatfoever hath Force fufficienc either to

raife or flop the Motion of a Body. Thefe Ma-
chines are either.Simple or Compound.

Simple Machines are commonly reckoned to be

Six in Number, :

vi%. the Balance
,
Leaver

,
Pulley

,

Wheel, Wedge, and Screw. To thefe might be

added the Inclined Plane
,
fince ’tis certain that the

heavieft Bodies may be lifted up by the means

thereof, which otherwife could fcarce be moved.
Compound Machines, or Engines

, are innume-

rable, in regard that they may be made out of the

Simple, almost after an infinite manner.

MACHINA Boyllana, Mr. Boyle's Air-Pump j

which fee. So called from that Noble Gentleman,

being the firft Inventor of that Engine.

MACROCOSM, is the whole Univerfe, in

contradiftinclion to Microcofm j which fome will

have to exprefs the Letter World, or the Body
of Man.
MACULA Epatica, is a Spot, of a brown

or of a fad yellow Colour, about an Hand’s

Breadth broad, chiefly feizing upon the Groins,

the Breaft, and Back, nay fometimes it covers the

whole Body; is attended with a certain flight

Afperity of the Skin, which lets fall Scales, or a

fort of Dendriff from it, which yet do not flick

altogether, but are ditteminated here and there,

and fometimes dilappear, fometimes break out a-

gain. Blanchard.

MACULiE Solares. See. Spots in the Sun

.

MACULA Volatica, is a red or purple Spot here

and therein the Skin ; which, if it touch any O-
rifice in the Body, as the Mouth, Noftrils, Eyes,

Ears, Uc. and pierce fo far, it becomes mortal : It

is often fatal to Children. Blanchard.

MADRIER, in Fortification, is a thick Plank

arm’d with Plates of Iron, and having a Con-
cavity fufficient to receive the Mouth of the Petard

when charged, with which it is applied againft

a Gate, or any thing elfe that you defign to break

down. This Term is alfo appropriated to cer-

tain flat Beams, which are fix’d at the bottom of

a Moat, to fupport a Wall. There are alfo Ma
driers lined with Tin, which are cover’d with
Earth* to ferve as a Defence againft Artificial

Fires.

MAGDALEONES, are Pieces of Plaifter made
up in. Form of a Cylinder* or long Roll.

MAGICK Square, is When Numbers in Arith-

xxietick Proportion are difpofed into luch parallel

and equal Ranks, as that the Sums of each Row,
as well diagonally, as laterally, fhall be all equal

Thus thefe Nine Numbers,
*, 3, 4» 5- 6 , 7, 8, 9 and io_

being difpofed into this Square
Form, they do every way, di-

rectly and diagonally
, make

Eighteen.

MAGICK.Lantern^ a little Optick Machine

;

by the means of which are reprefented on a

Wall, in the Dark, many Phantoms and terrible

Apparitions, which are taken for* the Effecft of
Magicl^ by thole that are ignorant of the Secret.

5 10 3
— —
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This Machine is compofed of a Concave Specu-
lum, reflecting the Light of a Candle, which
paffeth through the little Hole of a Tube, at whole
End there is fatten'd another Glafs : Between
thefe two

;

are fucceflively placed many fmall GlaL
fes, painted with different Figures, of which the
moft formidable are always chofen, and fuch as

are moft capable of terrifying the Spectators ; fo

that all thefe Figures may be reprefented at large
on the oppofite Wall.

A Convex Glals will do the thing as weH as a
Concave one. See the Theory of it fully ex-
plained in M„ Molyneux his Excellent Dioptr, No-
va. Prop. 56. p. 183. They are fold by all Per-
fpedtive-makers, and particularly by Mr. John
Marjhal, at the Archimedes on Ludgate-hill, Lon-
don ‘ and Mr. Tarwell in the fame Street.

MAGISTERY, A Word ufed by the Chy-
mifts fometimes for very fine Powders, made by
Solution and Precipitation of the Matter ; as Ma-
giftery of Bifmuth

,
Lead, &c. And fometimes

’tis made to fignifie Refins and fefinous Extrails.

Thus the Refins of Jalap, Scammony, &c„ are
called Magijleries.

Mr. Boyle takes the true Notion of a Magi-
fiery to be a Preparation of Body, (notan Analy-
sis of it, for the Principles are not feparated)
whereby the whole, or very near the whole of it,

by fome Additamenr, is turned into a Body of a
different kind $ as when Iron or Copper is tur-
ned into Chryftals of Mars or Venus, 8cc.

The Canting Alchymifts talk alfo of the Ma-
gifiery of the Philofophers Stone, which will be
worth enquiring into, when they will tell us
what the Stone it felf is. For an Inftance how
they are made, I will mention two or shree.

Magiftery of Bifmuth
,

is made by dittolving

the Bifmuth in Spirit of Nitre, and pouring upon
it Salt-water, which wiH precipitate the Magifte-
ry to the bottom in a White. Powder.

Magiftery of Lead, is made by diflblving Sac-
charum Saturni in diftilled Vinegar - and then
precipitating it with Oil of Tartar, madepri-de-
liquium.

Magiftery or Refine of Scammony
, Jalap, Tur-

hith,8cc. is made by a Dittolution of. the Matter
in Spirit of Wine; and then precipitating it by
common Water, or Water impregnated with a
little Alum. And after thefe Manners are, moft
other Magijleries made.
MAGISTERY of Tartar, See Tartar Vitrio-

late.

MAGMA, fignifies the Dregs that are left after

the (training of Juices.
MAGNA AJfifa eligenda, is a Writ directed

to the Sheriff, to iummon four Lawful Knights
before the Juftices of Affile, there upon their

Oath to chufe twelve Knights qf the Vicinage^

£«?c. to pdls upon the Great Affile between A.

Plaintiff, and B. Defendant, &c,

,

MAGNA Charta, was granted the ninth Year
of Henry the Third, and. confirmed by Edward
the Firfh The Reafon why it is termed Magna
Charta, was either for that % contain’d the Sum

.
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of all the Liberties of England, or elfe becaufe

there was another Charter, called Charta de Fo-

refta, eftablifh’d with it, Which was the lefs of

the two 3 or becaufe it contained more than ma-
ny other Charters, or more than that of King
Henry the Firft, or of the great and remarkable

Solemnity in the denouncing Excommunication,

and direful Anathema's againft the Infringers of

k; Holinjhed tells us, Thitt King John, to ap-

peafe his Barons, yielded to Laws or Articles of

Government, much like to this Great Charter ;

but we have now no an cienter Law written than

this, Which was thought to be fo beneficial to the

Subj'edf, and' a Law of fo great Equity, in com-

parifon offhofe which were formerly in 5 ufe, that

King Henry for the granting of it, had the fifteenth

Penny of all the Moveable Goods, ofbothTempora-

lity and Spirituality,

MAGNESIA Opalina, is a kind of Crocus Me-
tallorum, or Liver of Antimony, but of a Redder
or more Opaline Colour than the common one.

Tis made after the common manner with equal

Parts of Antimony, Salt-peter, and Sea Salt decre-

pitated. ’Tis lefs Emetick than the common one,

becaufe the Sea Salt fixesTome of the ACtive Sul-

phurs of the Antimony and locks them up.

MAGNET or Loadftone, is a Foflile approach-

ing to the Nature of Iron Oar
> and endowed

with the Property of Attracting Iron, and of both

pointing it felf, and alfo enabling a Needle

toucht upon it, and then poiled
,
to point towards

the Poles of the 'World.

MAGNET. Sturmius in his Epiftola Invitato-

ria but. Alter/. 1682. Obferves that the Attra-

ctive Qualify of the Magnet hath been taken no-

tice of beyond all Hiftory. But that it was our

Countryman Eager Bacon, who firft difcovered

the Verticity Of it, or its Property of pointing to-

wards the Pole, and this about 400 Years fince.

The Italians firft difcovered that it would com-

municate this Vertue to Steel or Iron. The va-

rious Declination of the Needle, under different

Meridians, was firft difcovered by Sehaftian Ca-

bott
j

and its Inclination to the nearer Pole by

our Countryman Egbert 'Norman. The Variation

of the Declination, fo that ‘tis not always the fame

in one and the fame place, he obferves, was taken

notice of but a few Years before, by Hevelius

,

Augout, Petit, Volckgmer and others.

The Properties, or Phenomena of this Wonderful

Stone, as they have been difcovered by Gilbert,

Kircher, Cabeus, D. Cartez and others, are

thefe.

1. That in every Magnet there afe two Poles,

one pointing North the other South j and if a

Stone be cut or broken into never fo many pie-

ces, there are thefe two Poles in each piece.

2. That thefe Poles in divers parts of the

Globe, are diverfly inclined towards the Earths

Centre.

3. That thefe Poles, though contrary to one ano-

ther, do help mutually toward the Magnets At-

traction and Sufpenfion of Iron.

4. If two Magnets are Spherical, one will

turn or conform it felf to the other, fo as either of

them would do to the Earth ; and that after

they have fo conformed or turned themfelves, they

endeavour to approach to join each other $ but if

placed in a «ontrary Pofition,they avoid each other.

5. If a Magnet be cut through the Axis, the
Parts or Segments of the Stone which before
were joined, will now avoid . and fly each other.

6. If the Magnet be cut by a SeClion perpen-
dicular to its Axis, thfe two Points which before
were conjoined, will become contrary Poles, one in
one, the other in the other Segment.

7 * Iron receives virtue from the Magnet by
application to it, or barely from an approach
near it, though it doth net touch it ; and the Iron
receives this Virtue varioufiy, according to the
parts of the Stone ’tis made to touch, or made
approach to.

8. If an Oblong piece of Iron beany how ap-
plied to the Stone, it receives Virtue from it only as
to its length.

9. The Magnet lofes none of its own Virtue by
communicating any to the Iron, and this Virtue
it can communicate to Iron very Ipeedily * though
the longer the Iron touches or joins the Stone, the
longer will its communicated Virtue hold

; and
a better Magnet will communicate more of it and
fooner, than one not fo good.

10. That Steel receives Virtue from the Mag-
net better than Iron.

ix. A Needle toucht by a Magnet, will turn
its Ends the lame way towards the Poles of the
World, as the Magnet will do it.

12. That neither Loadftone nor Needles
toucht by it, do conform their Poles exactly to
thole of the World, but have ufually Ibme Va-
riation from them : And this Variation is diffe-

rent in divers places, and at divers Times, in the
fame Place.

13. That a Loadftone will take up much more
Iron when armed or cap’d, than it can alone:
And that though an Iron Ring or Key be fulpen-
dedbythe Loadftone, yet the Magnetical Parti-
cles do not hinder that Ring or Key from turning
round any way either to the right or left.

14. That the force of a Loadftone may be va-
rioufly encrealed or leffened, by the various ap-
plication of Iron or another Loadftone to it.

15. That a ftrong Magnet, at the leaft di-

ftance from a lelfer or a weaker, cannot draw to
it a piece of Iron adhering actually to fiich lelfer

or weaker Stone ; but if it come to touch it, it

can draw it from the other : But a weaker Mag*
net, of even a little piece of Iron, can draw away
or feparate a piece of Iron contiguous to a greater

or ftronger Loadftone.

16. That in our North parts of the World, th«
South Pole of a Loadftone will raife up more Iron
than the North Pole.

17. That a Plate of Iron only, but no othetBo-
dy interpofed, can impede the Operation of the

Loadftone, either as to its Attractive or Directive.

Quality. Mr. Boy

l

found it true in Glaffes fealed

Hermetically $ and Glafs is a Body as impervious

as moft are, to any Effluvia.

1 8. That the Power or Virtue of a Loadftone

may be impaired by lying long in a wrong po-
fture, as alfo by Ruft, Wet, &c. and may be quite

deftroyed by Fire.

Experiments of the Nature and Properties of
the Magnet.

1. Mr. Boyle found that by heating a Magnetred
hot, it could be Ipeedily deprived of its Attractive

duality,

2. If
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2. If a Loadftone be heated red hot,, and then

coo ed either ivith its South Pole to the North*

in a Horizontal Pofition, or ivith its South Pole

downwards ih a Perpendicular one it will change its

Polarity, the South Pole becoming the Northern

one, and vice verfa.

3. By Applying the Poles of a very fmall

Fragment of a Loadftone to th^e oppofite vigorous

ones of a good larger Magnet

,

Mr. Boyle found

he could fpeedily change the Poles of the Frag-

ment ; but he could not efFecft it in a Fragment

that was conliderably bigger, tho’ he tried many
Hours.

4. He obferved, that well Tempered and

Hardned Iron Tools, when heated by Attrition,

Turning, Filing, &c. they, would, while warm,
Attract thin Filings or Chips of Iron and Steel,

but not when cold. Yet I remember once to

have feen my felf, and tried, that a piece of a

File which was in the Hands of Mr. Tarxvell the

Spedacle-maker, did retain fuch an Attractive

Quality, that it would take up and keep fiifpen-

ded. the Key of a Cabinet or Efcritoire, and

needed no Attrition to excite this Magnetical

Virtue.

5. The Iron Bars of Windows which have

long flood in an erect Pofition, do grow perma-
nently Magnetical, the iower Ends of fuch Bars

being the North Poles, and the upper the Sou-

thern : For according to the Laws of Magnetifm
,

we find the lower ends of fuch Bars will drive a-

way the North end of a poifed Needle, and will

attract the Southern ; which thews, that by the

continual palfage of the Subtile Magnetical Par-

ticles thro’ them, they are turned into a kind of

Magnet themfelves.

6. If a Bar of Iron that hath not long flood in

an erected Pofture, be only held Perpendicular-

ly, its Iower end will be the North Pole, and At-

tract the South Point of a Touch’d Needle : But
then this Virtue is tranfient, and will Ihift as you
Invert the Bar, for the other end when held low-
ermoft, will prefently become the North Pole;

wherefore, in order to render the Quality of Ver-
ticity permanent in an Iron Bar, it muft remain
a long time in a proper Pofition. But the Fire

will product this Effect in a very fhort time; for

as it will immediately deprive a Loadftone of its

Attractive Power, or change its Poles, (as in Ex-
fer. 1. 2.) fo it will as foon give a Verticity to a
Bar of Iron, if being heated red hot, it be cooled
in an erect Pofition,or directly North and South.
Nay, it hath been obferved often, that even
Tongs and Fire-forks, by being often heated, and
then fet to cool in a Pofition near to erect, have
gained this Magnetical Property.

The Reafon of which very different Effects of
the Fire on a Magnet, and on Iron, Mr'.Boyle,

with his ufual Modefty, fuggefts to be this:

That the peculiar Texture or Conftitution by
which a Magnet differs from common Iron Ore,
being accurate and fine, is fpoiled by the rude and
violent Attacks ofthe Fire : But this mighty Agent
by working upon Iron, foftens and opens the
Pores of the Metal (which is harder than Iron
Ore •) fo that it becomes capable of being Perva-
ded by the Magnetical Particles, and by that means
gains a Vertical Quality.

7- Mv.Boyle found that by (heating a piece of
EngUJlo Oker red hot,and placing it to cool in a pro-
per Pofture, it plainly gained a Magnetick Power.

8. The fame Noble Gentleman found, that ad
Excellent Loadftone of his own, having lain al-

moft a Year in an Inconvenient Pofture, had its

Virtue fo impaired, that he at firft thought fome
Body had got at it and fpoiled it by Fire.

9. If a Needle be well touch’d on a good
Loadftone, ’tis known it will, when duly poifed,

point North and South ; but if it have one con-
trary Touch of the fame Stone, it will immediate-

ly be deprived of that Faculty ; and by another

fuch Touch it will have its Poles quite changed;
fo that the End which before pointed North, fhall

now point Southward.
10. Dr. Power and Mr. Boyle both tried, that af-

ter a red hot Iron had gain’d a Verticity by being

well heated and cooled North and South, and then

alfo hammered at the Ends, this Virtue would
immediately be deftroyed by 2 or 3 blows of a
ftrong Hammer fmartly given about the middle
of it.

11. Mr. Boyle found by drawing the back of
a Knife, or long piece of Steel Wire, &c- over the

Pole of a Loadftone leilurely, once or divers times,

beginning the Motion from the Equator or middle
of the Stone, towards the Pole, the Knife or Wire
will accordingly Attrad one end of a poifed Mag-
netical Needle; but,if you take another. Knife or
Wire, and thruft it leifurely over the Pole, from
the Pole towards the Equator or middle of the E-
quator, this Knife Ihall expel or drive away the
fame end of the Needle, which the former Knife
would attrad : Which Experiment makes it very
probable, that the Operation of the Magnet de-
pends on the Flux of fome fine Particles which go
out at one Pole, then round about, and in again
at the other.

12. Becaufe it is one 6f the Univerfal Laws of
Nature, That Action and Reaction are always equals

Therefore ,tis plain the Iron muft Attrad the Mag-
net, as much as that doth the Iron : And fo you
may eafily experiment it to be in Fad, if you
place a Magnet or piece of Iron on a piece of Cork,
lo as that it may fwim freely in the Water ; for
then you will fee, that which foever you hold in
your Hand, will draw the other towards it.

From all which Experiments, ’tis plain fas
Mr. Boyle concludes) That Magnetifm doth much
depend upon Mechanical Principles. As alfo, That
there is fuch a Thing as the Magnetifm of the
Earth

; or that there are Magnetical Particles,

which continually are palling from Pole to Pole;
but Sir If Newton demonftrates, that Gravity is a ve-
ry different thing from Magnetifm

; fince the former
is always as the Quantity of Matter Attraded, but
Magnetifm by no means fo.

Mr. Joblot Profeffor of the Mathematicks in the
French Academy of Painting, &c. hath found out

( as it is faid ) a Method of making Artificial

Magnets.

MAGNETISM, or Magnetical Attraction, or,

as fome are pleafed to call it. Coition is efFeded
(Tay they) by the Effluvia of each Body, which
drive away the Air between the Iron and the Stone;
fo that an Union of the Stone and the Iron is oc-
cafion’d by the joint Protrufion or Bullion of the
Air behind each.

But this Opinion is plainly refuted by Mr. Boyle’s

Experiment of a Loadftone s being equally Vi-
gorous and Attradive in the exhaufted Receiver,
as in the open Air,
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MAGNETICAL Amplitude, is an Arch of

the Horizon, contain’d between the Sun at his

Riling or Setting, and the Eaft and Weft Point

of the Compafs : Or it is the different Riling or

Setting of the Sun from the Eaft or Weft Points

of the Compafs ; and is found by obferving the

Sun at his Rifing or Setting, by an Amplitude

Compafs*

MAGNETICAL Azimuth , in an Arsh of the

Horizon, contained between the Sun’s Azimuth

Circle and the Magnet leal Meridian : Or it is

the Apparent Diftance of the Sun from the North

or South Point of the Compafs 3 and snay be

found by obferving the Sun with an Azimuth Com-

pafs,
when he is about io or 15 Degrees high,

either in the Forenoon or Afternoon.

MAGNETICAL Meridian j See Meridian.

MAGNIFIE, is a Word ufed chiefly in refe-

rence to Microfcopes - which are ufually faid to

magnifie Objects, or to make them appear bigger

than they really are.

But in reality Micrcfcopes do not, nor can at

all magnifie any Objebt, but only fhew more

of it to the Eye than before was taken notice of

;

as will be apparent from the following Confide-

rations.

For, Firft, *tis clear that the Images of all

Objedls which are reprefented or pi&ured on

the Bptina in the bottom of our Eyes, (and by

which way all Villon is made) thofe Images, I

, fay, muft of neceifity be very final!, in Propor-

tion to the Obje&s themfelves ; as is demonftra-

ble to any one’s Reafon, that will confider the

Smallnefs of the Fundus Oculi ; and to his Sen-

fes, that will but take the Pains to try the Car-

tefian Experiment, of putting a Bullocks Eye

In the Hole of a darkned Room. (
Vid. Cart.

Diopt. c. 5.) Now there being no Reafon to

fuppofe, that the bare Communication of that

Pidure to the Brain by the.Optick Nerve, or

Animal Spirits, can magnifie it again, fo as to

equal it with the Objeds themfelves ; it muft

and doth follow, that we always have Things

reprefented to us lefs than they are, in the com-

mon way of Vilion.

2. At any confiderable Diftance we fee but

very little of the Objed we behold, in compa-

rifon of what evades our Sight ; and the nearer

we come to it, the more ftill we difeover of it 3

and whenever we look in grofs upon an Objed,

our Eye cannot take notice of many minute Dif-

ferences, which, when we come to oblerve them

fingly, do yet very plainly appear ; and after the

neareft View we can make with our bare Eye,

very many Parts will yet remain undifcoverable

to us: So that all that the Micnfcepe doth, is

(by taking off the circular Radiation of Light)

to dired our Eye to contemplate thefe minute

Parts diftindly, fingly, or by themfelves, which

before we could either, but confufedly, or not at

all, difeern 5
and which now appearing (our Eye

thus armed with a Glafs). very plain to us, make

tis attribute a new Magnitude to the Body we

look on, becaufe we cannot imagine it can have

thofe Parts, (which we now fo diftindly fee,, and

which before we could not fee) unlefs its vifible

Parts lie father afunder from each other than they

did before, to make room for thefe new to come

between them.

3. But ’tis yet farther plain, that ’tis impoffible

any Glafs can magnifie an Objed, or make it

bigger to us than it really is in it felf: For t©d©
this, muft be to give it new Parts, and to remove
the vifible Parts it hath already to a greater
Diftance from each other , both which are utter-
ly impoffible.

4.

If you make a very fmall Hole in a piece
of Tin or Brafs, and look through it on any Ob-
jed, it will make it appear much bigger than
before, and io much bigger as the Hole is leiffer |
which plainly proves, that the Reafon of any
Objeds appearing bigger through a Microfcope is,

as before, only bringing the Objed nearer to the
Eye, and letting fome Parts of it be feen which
before were not difcoverable by the bare Eye.
MAIM, or Mayhim, in Common Law, fignL

fies a Corporeal Hurt, by which a Man lofeth
the Ufe of any Member that is or might be of a-
ny Defence to him in Battel. But the cutting off

an Ear, or Nofe, the breaking of the hinder Teeth,
or fuch like, is no Maim • and rather a Deformi-
ty of the Body, than diminifhing of Strength

:

Yet cutting-off a Nofe, or cutting or difabling a-
ny Limb or Member, is Felony, without Benefit

of the Clergy.

Maim is commonly tryed by the Juftices in-

fpeding the Party ; and if they doubt whether it

be a Maim
, or not, they ufe to take the Opinion

of fome able Surgeon.

MAIN-Maft of a Ship, is a long, large and
round piece of Timber, Handing upright in her
Middle or Waft, on which is born her Main-yard
and Main-fail. It’s Length is ufually i{- of the
Length of the Mid-fhip Beam.
MAIN-TOP-Mtf/?, is one half of the Length

of the Main-maft -

3 and the Top-gallant-maft half
the Length of the Main-top-maft.

MAINOUR, Mancur
,

or Meinour
, in a Le-

gal Senfe, fignifies a Thing that aThieftaketh
away, or ftealeth : As to be taken with the
Mainour, is to be taken with the Thing ftollen a-
bout him.

MAINPERNABLE, is he that may be let to
Bail. See the Statute of iVeftm. 1 . cap. 1 5. made
Anno 3 A. 1. what Perfons be mainpernable, and
what not.

MAINPERNORS, are thofe Perfons to whom a
Perfon is delivered out of Cuft»dy or Prifon, and
they become Security for him, either for Ap-
pearance, or Satisfadion. They are called Ma-
nucaptores, becaufe they do as it were manu ca-

pere & ducere captivum e cuftodia vel prifona : And.

the Prifoner is faid to be delivered to Fail, from
the Words of the Bail-piece, viz. A. B. &c. tradi-

tur in Ballium J. D. C? R. R. &c.

MAINPRISE, in our Law, fignifies the taking

or receiving a Man into Friendly Cuftody, that o-

therwife is or might be committed to Prifon, up-

on Security given for his Forth-coming at a Day
alfigned: And they that thus undertake for any,

are called Mainpernors, (which fee) becaufe they

receive him into their Hands -
3
whence alfo comes

the Word Mainpernable, denoting him that may
be thus bail’d : For in many Cafes a Man is not

mainpernable 5 whereof fee Bro. tit. mainprife per

totum • and F. N. B. fol. 249. When Mdnprifes

may be granted, and when not, fee Cramp. Juftic.

of Peace, fol. 136 and 141. And the Mirror of

Juftices fays. That Pledges be thofe that bail or re-

deem any thing but the Body of the Man
j but

Mainpernors are thofe that free the Body of a

Man j
and therefore that Pledges belong properly
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to real and mix’d Actions, and Mainpernors to per-

fonal.

MAINTAIN®R, is he thatfupports or feconds

a Caufe depending in Suit between others, either

by disburfing Money, or making Friends for either

Party, towards his Help.

MAINTENANCE, is a Law Term, fignify-

ing the Ac5t of a Maintainer, when he feconds a

Caufe depending between others : And when it is

accounted Maintenance
, and when not, fee Broke

tit. Maintenance. The Writ that lies againft a

Man for this Offence, is alfo called Maintenance.

MA]OK-General, is an Officer in an Army,

that receives the Generals Orders, and delivers

them out to the Majors of the Brigades, with

whom he concerts what Troops are to mount the

Gaurd, what to go out upon Parties, what to form

Detachments, or to be fent on Convoys, (3c. ’Tis

his Bufinefs alfo to view the Ground to encamp
on, and he is next Subordinate to the General and
Lieutenant-General

.

MAJOR of a Brigade, eirherof Horfe or Foot,

is he that receives Orders, and the Word, from the

Major-General, and gives them to the particular

Majors of each Regiment. And the

MAJOR of a Regiment, is an Officer whofe

Bufinefs it is to convey all Orders to the Regi-

ment ; to draw it up, and to exercife it ; to fee it

march in good order, to look to its Quarters, and

to rally it, if it happen to be broken in an En-

gagement, (3c. He is the only Officer in a Regi-

ment of Foot, that is allowed to be on Horfe-back

in Time of Service; but he is mounted, that he

may fpeedily get from Place to Place, as Occasi-

on ferves. There is alfo in a Garrifon an Of-

ficer next to the Deputy-Governour, which is cal-

led the Town

MAJOR, He ought to underftand Fortificati-

on, and hath Charge of the Guards, Rounds, Pa-

troilles, and Sentinels.

MAJUS-?«j , is a writ or Proceeding in fome
Cuftomary Manours, in order to a Tryal of Right

of Land.

MAKE. A Word frequently ufed by Lawyers,

Signifying to Perform or Execute : As, to make
his Law, is to perform that Law which he hath

formerly bound himfelf to ; that is, to clear him-
felfof an Acdion commenced againft him by his

Oath, and the Oaths of his Neighbours. To
make Services or Cuftoms, is nothing elfe but to

perform them ; and to make Oath, is to take Oath.

MALACIA, is a depraved Appetite, which
covets thofe Things which are not fit to be eaten ;

alfo a Tendernefs of Body. Blanchard.

MALACTICA, or Ernollientia , are Things
which foften the Parts by a moderate Heat and
Moifture, by diffolving fome of them, and diffipa-

ting others. Blanchard.

MALAGMA, the fame with Cataplafm ; alfo

*tis ufed in the fame Senle as MalaStica.

MALIGNUS Morbus, a Malignant Difeafe, is

that which rages more vehemently and continues

longer than its Nature ufually permits it to
;
do ; as

a Peftilential Fever, (3c.

MALLEABLE, that which will bear being

hammered, and fpread, being beaten. This Qua-
lity belongs in the higheft Degree to Gold, which
is the molt duSlile or malleable of any Metalwhat-
ever. Mr. Boyle reckons the Qualifications requi-
lite to Malleablenefs, to be, Having the Corpu-
fcles, or Parricles of fuch an adapted Size, Shape,

MAN
and Figure, whether hooked, branched, (3c. that
they can take fall hold of one another, and Rick
fo clofe, as to make the Body fpread eafily under
the Hammer, and not break nor crack.

MALLEUS, is one of the Four little Bones id
the Ear.

MALLEOLUS, or Malleus Pedis
, is Two-

fold : External
i
which is the lower Procefs at the

foot of the Bone of the Leg, called Fibula
$ or

Internal, which is the lower Procefs of the Bone
of the Leg, called Tibia : Thefe make up or form
the Ancle.

Malleolus is alio ufed as a Term in Botany, for

a Sprout that grows out of a Branch which grew
out its felf but the Year before. Columella

.

MALTHACODE, is a Medicine fofcened with
Wax. Blanchard.

MALUM Mortuum, the Dead Dileafe, is a
fort of Scab ; fo called, becaufe it makes the Bo-
dy appear black and mortified. It is in Colour
Black, and inclining to Blue, and appears with a
Crufty fort of Pimples, unfeemly, and filthy, but
•without fending out Matter, or giving the Pati-

ent Pain. It infedts the Hips and Legs efpeciallyb

Blanchard.

MAMILLARY Artery, or the Mammaria, is a
Branch of the Arteries which fupplies the Breads,

and ilfues out pf the adjoining Trunk of the

Aorta
,

as fome lay ; but more properly it ought
to be faid to come from the fuperiour Part of the

Subclavian Branch of the Afcending Trunk of
the Aorta

,

MAMMA
,

Mammilla, Vber, the Breads ]
Duggs, (3ca The Grammarians call the inner

Part Vbera, and the outward Protuberances Mam*
m<z. The Subdance of the Breads is a white and
foft Body, confiding internally of a Congeries of
Conglomerated Glandules, by the means whereof
the Milk is feparated from the Arterious Blood,
and is conveyed out by very little Pipes, which
pals through the Nipples.

MAMMARY Vejfels, are the Arteries and
Veins that run through the Mufcles and Giands of
the Breads.

MAMMIFORMES Procejfus, are the two Apo-
phyfes of the Bone of the back-part of the Skull.

MANDAMUS, is a Writ that lieth after the

Year and Day; whereas in the mean time the

Writ called Diem claufit extremum hath not been
fent out to the Efcheator for the fame Purpofe to

which it Ihould have been fent forth. See Diem
claufit extremum .

Mandamus, is alfo a Charge to the Sheriff, to

take into the King’s Hands all the Lands and Te-
nements of the King s Widow, that againd her

Oath formerly given, marryeth without the King’s
Confenr.

MANDATE
,

is a Commandment of the

King, or his Juftices, to have any thing done for

Difpatch of Judice; whereof you fhall fee DU
verfity in the Table of the Regijler Judicial verbs

Mandatum..
MANDATARY, in Law, is he to whom &

Charge or Commandment is given : Alfo he that

obtains a Benefice by Mandamus.

MANDIBLILA, or rather Maxilla, the Jaw, is

either Vpper or Lower. The Vpper Mandible con«

fids of Twelve Bones, on each fide Six. The
Firft is at the external Corner of the Eye, which
joined with the Fore-procefs of the Bone of the

Temples, produces the Jugal Bone, The Second
condir/ate®
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conftitutes the inner Corner of the Eye, has a large

Pafifage in it, by which the fuper-abunclant Moi-
fture of the Eye defcends to the Noftrils. The
Third is within the Circle, of the Eye, interpofed

betwixt the other two. The Fourth, the greateft

of all, forms the greateft Part of the Cheeks and

the Palate* and is elaborately contrived with

p/oper Cavities for the Reception of the Teeth.

The Fifth helps to make the Nofe. The Sixth,

with another Bone along with it, terminates the

Extremity of the Palate. And all thofe are joi-

ned rather by a plain Line than by Sutures. The
Lower Jaw, at riper Years, grows into one conti-

nued Bone, extreme hard and thick, and confe-

quently very ftrong : It has two Proceffes, one A-
cute, called Corone

;
the other in the Form of a

little Head, called Ccndylus. It has two Holes

within, and as many without, which make way for

the Nerves : The Under Teeth are implanted in

it, and is jointed with the inner fide of the Bone
of the Temples, called Os petrrfum. To thefe

Twelve Bones, Columbus and Laurentius are for

adding a Thirteenth, which, they fay, liesbetween

the innermoft Space and the Os fpheroides, divi-

ding the moft inward Part of the Noftrils into

two Parts, like a Septum
;

and therefore they

call it Vomer. To thefe B. Vefallus would have

the Offa fponglofa, which are in the innermoft Ca-
vity of the Nofe, to be added alfo,

MANGER in a Ship, is a Circular Place

made with Planks fattened on the Deck, right un-

der the Hawfes, being about a Foot and half in

Height : The U fe of which is to catch and receive

the Sea-water, beating in at the Hawfes in a Strefs

of Weather.
, .

MANIA, a fort of Madnefs, is a Deprivation

of Imagination and Judgment, with great Rage
and Anger, but without a Fever ; although a Fe-

ver may be joined with a Mania proceeding from

fome other Caufe.

MANICA Hypocratis, or Hypocrates his Sleeve

,

is a Woolen Sack, or Bag, in Form of a Pyramid?;

wherewith Aromaticf Wines, Medicines, and ma-

ny other Liquors are ftreined. ’Tis fo called by

the Ghymifts.

MANIPULUS, is a Dry Meafure, ufual with

Phyficians in their Prefcriptions : For it is a de-

terminate Quantity, to wit, as much as can be

held in one Hand, meant for the moft part of

Herbs.

Fa/ciculus is a different Quantity from

Manipulus, an Handful ;
for it properly fignifies

an Armful.
_

-
_

..

MANNER. A Word now much in ufe, which

we have borrowed from the French Maniere. In

Painting it fignifies the Ufage, Way, Mode, or

Manner any Painter hath acquired, not only in

the Management of his Hand or Pencil, but alfo

as to his Obfervanee of the Three Principal

Parts of Painting, Invention
, Defign, and Colour

:

And according as any one hath gotten a Habit or

peculiar Way of Painting, we fay he hath fuch a

Manner. If it be agreeable to the Rules of this

Art, Natural, Strong, Eafie, and Duly Proporti-

oned, we fay ’tis a Good manner ; and if the Con-

trary, a Bad manner. If he imitate any Famous

Ancient Painter, as Mich. Angelo, Raphael, &c. we
lay Hepaints after their manner. So ’tis alio in Scul-

pture; and now adays in Singing, or Playing on

any Inftrument : When we would exprefs our Ap-

probation of any one’s Way of Singing or Flaying,

we fay He hath a very Good manner.

MANNOPUS, a Term in the Common Law,
fignifying Goods taken in the Hand of an appre-
hended Thief.

MANOR, was a Noble fort of Fee granted
partly to Tenants for certain Services to be per-

formed, and partly referved to the Uie of the Fa-
mily, with Jurifditftion over his Tenants for their

Farms : The whole Fee was termed a Lordjloip
,

of old a Barony
; from whence the Court, that

is always an Appendant to the Manor
, is called

the Court-Baron. Now a Aianor rather fignifies

the Jurifdidion and Royalty incorporeal, than the

Land or Site : For a Man may have a Manor in

grofs, that is, the Right and intereft ofa Court-
Baron, with the Perquifites thereunto belonging ;

and another, or others, have every Foot of the

Land. But at this Day a Manor cannot be made,
becaufe a Court-Baron cannot now be made, and a
Manor cannot be without a Court-Baron

,

MAN-SLAUGHTER, is the unlawful killing

of a Man, without prepenfed Malice : As when
two, that formerly meant no Harm one to another

meet together, and upon fome fudden Occafion

falling out, the one killeth the other. It differed!'

from Murther, becaufe it is not done with forego-

ing Malice; and from Chance-medly, becaufe it

hath a prefent Intent to kill. And this is Felony,

but admitted to the Benefit of the Clergy for the

firft time.

MANTELETS, in Fortification, are a kind of
movable Pent-houfes, and are made of pieces of
Timber faw’d into Planks; which being about three

Inches thick, are nail’d one over another to the

Height of almoft fix Foot. They are generally

cafed with Tin, and fet upon little Wheels, fothat

in a Siege they may be driven before the Pioneers,

and ferve as Blinds, to fhelter them from the Ene-
mies Small-ftiot. There are alfo other forts of
Mantelets, cover’d on the top, whereof the Miners
make ufe to approach the Walls of a Town or Ca-
ttle.

MANTLE in Heraldry is that appearance ofthe
Foldings of Cloth, Flouriihing, or Drapery, that

is, in any Atchievement, drawn about a Coat of
Arms : ’Tis fuppofed to have formerly been the

Reprefentation ofa Mantle of State in Blazon ; ’tis

always faid to be doubled, i. e, Lined throughout

with one of the Furs, as Ermin, Pean, Verry, &c.
MANUCAPTIO, is a Writ that lies fora Man,

who taken upon Sufpicion of Felony, and offering

fufficient Bail for his Appearance, cannot be ad-

mitted thereto by the Sheriff, or other having Power
to let to Mainprife.

MANUS Chrifti, is a fort of Refined Sugar, fo

called, becaufe it is put into Cordials for very

weak People. Blanchard.

MANUTENENTIA, is a Writ ufed in cafe of

Maintenance. See Maintenance.

MAP, is a Defcription of the Earth, or fome par-

ticular part thereof, projected upon a plain Super-

ficies ; defcribing the form of Countries, Rivers,

Situation of Cities, Hills, Woods and other Re-
t*ks

MARASMODES, is the Term for a Fever,

which at laft ends in a Confumption.

MARCHASITE, is the General Term for a

Mineral Body, having in it fome Metalline Parts ;

tho’ many of them hold but a very little. Quantity

of Metal. See Fojfils.

MARINE Barometer. See Barometey.

MARISCA, the fame that Ficus.

MARI-



MARITAGIO amijfo per defktam,
is a Writ

for the Tenant in Frank^marriage , to recover

Lands, &c. whereof he is divorced by another.

MARITAGIO Forisfa&o., See Forfeiture of

Marriage. £
•

MARLINE, is a fmall Line made ef Hemp un-

twifted, that it may be the more gentle and pliable j

its ufe is tofei^e the ends of Ropes fromfarcing out

:

They ufe it alfo to feize the Straps at the Arfe (as

they call it) or lower end of the Block. Marling

4 Sail ;
is, when being fo rip’d out of the Bolt

Rope, that it cannot be fewed in again, the Sail

is fatten'd by Marlint, put thro’ the Eye-let holes

made in it for that purpofe unto the Bolt Rope.

MARLINE Spikes, are fmall Spikes of Iron

made for the Splicing together of fmall Ropes ,

and aif© to open the Bolt Ropes when the Sails are

fewed into them. They are only a kind of fmall

Fiddj which fee.

MARMORATA Aurium, Ear-wax, is a certain

Excrement of the Ear, laid there in the Auditory

Paffage from the openings of the Atteries, or Sweat

out from the Cartilages.

MARROW. See Medulla.

MARSHAL: There be with us divers Officers of

this Name, as Lord or Earl Marjhal of England,

whofe Office confifts chiefly in matters of Warand
Arms, as well with us as in ether Countries.

Alio, the Marjhal of the King’s Houfe, whofe fpe-

cial. Authority is in the King s Palace to hear and

determine all Pleas of the Crown, and to punilh

faults committed within the Verge, and to hear

and Judge of Suits between thofe of the King’s

Hottlhold, &c. There be feveral other Officers

of this Name, as Marjhal of the Juftices in Eyre ;

'Marjhal of the Kjngf-Bench, who hath the Cufto-

dy of the Kings-Bench Prifon in South-wari^: Ma-

jhaloi the King’s-Hall, whofe Office is, when the

Tables are prepared,,
to call out both thofe of

the Houlhold, and Strangers, according to their

'Worth, and decently to place them, &c. Alfo

Marjhal of the Exchequer, to whom the Court

committeth the Cuftody of the King’s Debtors du-

ring the Term time, for fecuring the Debts : He
alfo affigneth Sheriffs, Efcheators, Cuftomers, and

Collectors their Auditors, before whom they (hall

account.

MARSHALSEA, is the Court or Seat of the

Marjhal of the King’s Houlhold, who formerly

perhaps ufed to fit there in Judgment, or keep his

Prifon j and is now allowed for the Prifon in South-

VPdvf(j

MARSUPIALIS feu Bufalis, is a Mufcle of

the Thigh, fo called from its Tendons running

through (as it were) a fecond flelhy Beginning of it

felf, which Duplication reprefents a Purfe : It is

alfo called Obturator Internus ; it, arifeth broad and

flelhy, from that part of the Os Ilium, Ifchium,

Pubis, and Ligament that isextended in the Great

Foramen of the two laft named Bones internally,

and marches tranfverlly in the Sinus ofthe Ifchium,

(fenced on each fide by two Procefles, the one

Acute and the other Obtufe) where it is externally

Flelhy, but internally it hath three, fometimes four

Tendons palling in fo many diftindt Furrows in

the faid Sinus, like fo many Cords in a Quadruple

Pulley, where it meets with the other flelhy begin-

ning, commonly called its Mdrfupiuni, arifing from

the above-mentioned Acute and Obtufe Procefles,

which joyning with the faid Tendons at their uni-

ted Infertion to the Superior part of the ^oot of the

great Trochanter, near the Implantation ofthe Fyrft

formis: When this Mufcle adteth, its Infertion is

directed towards that part of the Ifchium, over

which its Tendons run after the manner of a Pul-

ley, and the Os Pernoris is thereby turned outwards.

MARTIAL Regulus. of Antimony„ See Regulus.

When any Particles are faid to be of a Martial

Nature in Chymiftry or Natural Philofophy, tis

meant, that they partake of the Nature of Iron or

Steel. The Chymifts calling Iron, Mars.

MARTIAL Law, is the Law of War, depen-

ding upon the King’s Pleafure, or his Lieutenant ;

For the King in time of Peace, never makes any

Laws, but by common Confent in Parliament,

yet in War he ufeth abfolute Power infomuch that

his Word is a Law ; but even this Power hath of

late Years been invetted in the King, or his Gene-

rals of the Army by Aft of Parliament, and under

particular Reftriftions too. Read the new Adis

of Parliament for punilhifig Mutineers and Defer-

ters f

MARTLET the Term in Heraldry for a Pid-

geon, with its Feet erafed or torn off- ’tis alfo the

Difference, or markofDiftindtion in an Elcutcheon

for the fourth Brother or Family.

MARTNETS in a Ship, are fmall Lines fatten-

ed to the Leetch of the Sail, being Reeved thro’ a

Block on the Topmaft-head,and fothey comedown
by the Matt to the Deck. Thofe Martnets which

belong to the Top-fails are fattened (after the feme
way) to the Heads of the Top-gallant Matts, but

their Fall comes down no farther than the Top,
when it is haled: The Word is Top the Martnets j

i. e. Hale them up. Their defign is, in furling the

Sail, to bring that part of the Leetch which is next

the Yard Arm,
clofe up to the Yard, that fo the

Sail may furle up the clofer.

MARS, the Name of one of the Planets which
moves round the Sun in an orbit between that of

the Earth and Jupiter.

To view this Planet, there requires a good Te-
lefcope, with fmall Apertures on the objedt-glafs,

or elfe his Glairy Light makes but a confufed Ap-
pearance.

This Planet as (well as the reft) borrows its

Light from the Sun
; and has its Increafe and De~

creafe of Light like the Moon 5 and it may be feerx

almoft biffefted when in his Quadratures with
the Sun, or in his Perigaon, but never corniculated

or falcated as the other Inferiors.

Mareh 10. 1665. Dr. Hoop obferved this Pla-

net, with a 36 foot Tube, and few its Body as\

large very near as the Moon at Full ; and in it

he obferved feveral Spots, and particularly a Tri-

angular one | which having a motion, he conclu-

ded the Planet to have a turbinated Motion round
its Centre.

In the Year 1 666. February the 6th in the

Morning, Mr.Caffini with a 16 foot Telefcope,

obferved two dark Spots in the firft: Face of Mars,

moving frorr/i 1 at Night until Break of Day,
February the 24th in the Evening, he few two

Other Spots in the other Face of this Planer, like

thofe of the firft, but much bigger : And conti-

nuing the Obfervations, he found the Spots of

thefe two Faces to turn by little and little from

Eaft to Weft, and to return at the fpace of 24
Hours, 40 Minutes, to the feme fituation, where-

in they were feen at firft.

Whence he concluded, That the Revolution,

of this Planet round its Axis, is perform’d in the
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fpace of 24 Hours, 40 Minutes, or therea-

bouts

The Diftance of Mars from the Sun, is about

one and an half of that of the Earth from the

Sun-, and therefore to an Eye placed in Mars,

the Diameter of the Sun would appear by one

and an half lefs than it doth to us, and confe-

quently his Light and Heat will be but half of

what it is here on our Earth 3 but this admits of

a fenlible Variation, becaufe of the great Eccen-

tricity of Mars his Orbit, yet not fo great as in

Mercury.

Mars his Year is almoft twice as long as ours,

and his Natural Day a little greater than purs 3

but his Artificial Day, or the Time in which the

Sun appears above his Horizon (befides the Twi-
light before Sun-rife, and after Sun-fet, accord-

ing to the Daily height of the Atmofphere,) is al-

moft every where equal to his Night 5
and con-

fequently in one and the fame place on his Sur-

face there can be but little variety of Seafons as

to Summer and Winter, &c. the Reafon of

which is, That the Axis of the Diurnal Revolu-

tion of this Planet, is nearly at Right Angles

with the Plane of the Orbit. But Places fituate

in divers Latitudes, or at divers Diftances from

his Equator, will have very different Degrees of

Heat, by reafon of the differe'nt Indication of

the Suns Rays to the Horizon 3 as is the Cafe of

our Earth when the Sun is in the Equi-

noxes.

And from hence, the Learned Dr. Gregory in

his Afiren. Phyfi & Geometr. p. 473, conjectures

very probably, That the Fafcia of this Planet do

arife : which are certain Swathes or Fillets which

appear in Mars, and are pofited parallel to his E-

quator. For fince there is always in the fame

Climate (here) nearly the fame Degree of Hear,

hris likely that thefe Spots in Mars owing their

original to Heat and Cold, (as in our Earth Clouds

and Snow do) may be extended in the faid Cli-

mates in parallels to the Equator, or to the Circle

of Mars his Diurnal Revolution, and fo form the

Fafcia. And the fame is true of Jupiter, which,

as well as Mars, hath a Perpetual Equinox.

That Mars hath an Atmofphere, like ours, is

argued from the Phenomena of the Fix’d Star’s

appearing obfcur’d and as it were extindr, when

they are feen juft by the Body of Mars : And if

fo, a Spectator in Mars will hardly ever fee Mer-

cury, unlefs it may be in the Sun 3 when that Pla-

net paffes over his Disk like a Spot, as he doth

fometimes to us.

To an Eye in Mars, Venus will appear about

as far from the Sun, as Mercury doth from him

with us 3
and the Earth, as far as Venus appears

to us, to be from the Sun. And when the Earth,

being feen from Mars, appears in Conjun&ion

with, and very near to the Sun, the Martial

Spedator will fee that which Caffini once or twice

faw in Venus, vi%. The lower Planet (or the

Earth) appear horned or falcated ; and its Sa-

tellite, the Moon of the fame Figure, and at its

greateft diftapce, not above 1 5 Minutes of a De-

gree from the Earth. Greg. Ajironom.

MARSHALLING, a Coat of Arms (in He-

raldry) fignifies the due and proper joining of fe-

Veral Coats of Arms in one and the fame Shield

or Efcutcheon, together with their Ornaments,

Parts and Appurtenances.

MAS
MASCLE, a Term in He-

raldry for a bearing of this Fi-
gure : Gules a Chevron Ermim

• between three Mafcles Argent,
by the Name of Bellgrave.

Guillim faith, the Mafcle repre-

fents the Malli of a Net 3 and is

an honourable Bearing. A Mafcle
differs from a Lozenge, only by

being voided.

MASSE, this Word is ufed by the Natural Phi-

lofophers to exprefs the Quantity of Matter in a-

ny Body, and this Sir If. Newton laith, he found
by moft accurate Experiments on Pendulums, to

be always proportionable to the Weight of Bo-
dies, which is a good Argument to prove the

Neceffity of allowing a Diffeminate Vacuum.
MASSETERS in Anatomy, are. fhort thick

Tendinous Mufcles of the lower Jaw-, produced
forwards from the Os Primum of the Upper Jaw,
and backwards from the Jugal Bone • they are

conneded to the Lower Jaw. They affift the

Temporales to move it to the right-fide, left fide,

and forward according to the various Dilpofition

of the Fibres.

MASTER of the Bolls, is an Afliftant to the

Lord Chancellor, or Lord Jfeeper of the Great Seal

of England, in the High Court of Chancery, and
in his Abfence, hears the Caufes there, and gi-

veth Orders. He is by fome called, Clerk, of the

Bolls. And he has the difpoling of the Offices

of the Six Clerks, Clerks of the Petty Bag, Ex-
aminer^ of the Court, and Clerks of the Cha-
pel.

MASTERS of the Chancery, are Affiftants in

Chancery to the Lord Chancellour, or Lord Keeper

of the Great Seal, in Matters of Judgment. Of
thefe there are lome Ordinary, fome Extraordi-

nary 3 of Ordinary there are twelve, (whereof
the Mafier of the Bolls is accounted one) whereof
fome fit in Court every Day in each Term, and
have referred to them (at the Lord Chancellor

,

Lord Keeper, or AJafter of the Bolls Difcretion)

Interlocutory Orders, for ftating Accounts, com-
puting Damages, and the like

3 taking of Oaths,

Affidavits, and Acknowledgments of Deeds and
Recognizances. The Extraordinary do ACt in

all the Country Ten Miles from London, by ta-

king Recognizances and Affidavits
,

Acknow-
ledgment ©f Deeds, &c. for,the eafe of the Sub-

ject.

MASTICATION, or Chewing, is an ACtion,'

whereby we break and divide the Meat into

fmall pieces with our Teeth, and mix it with the

Spittle or Saliva, in order to its being the more
eafily fermented, digefted, and turned into Chyle

in the Stomach.

MASTIGATORIES, are Medicines which are

defigned to provoke Spitting. By fome they are

called Apophlegmations.

MASTOIDEI, in Anatomy is the fame with

Mammillares, and are fuch Procefles any where,

as are like Breafts or Dugs, which from a broad

Bafis, end in an obtufe top, and are fhaped like

the Teats in a Cows-Udder.

This Name is given by fome Writers to thofe

Mufcles which, bend the Head proceeding from

the Neck-bone and the Breaft-bone, terminating

in the Procefs Mammiformis. Thefe Mufcles a-

rife partly tendinous, and partly flefliy, from the

upper part of the Os Pectoris near half the Cla-

vicle 3
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vicle z with two feemingly diftindt Originations.

Mr.Cowper faith, When either of thefe Mmcles ad,

they turn the Face to the contrary fide. The Pro-

ofs, or Apophyfis of the Os Temporale, which is m
foape fomething like the Teats of A Cow, is cal-

led by this Name 5
and fo are the Proceffes of the

Qlfattory Nerves. .

MASTS of a Ship are the Main-mail, Main*

top-mail, Main-top-gallant-mail,
Fore-mail, Fore-

tap-mail, Fore-top-gallant-mail, Mizen-maft, and

Mizentop-maft ;
amongft which, may alio be

reckoned her Boltiprit ;
all which fee.

For the Proportions of Mails, Sir H. Manwa

-

rini gives thefe Rules. Whatever the Breadth of

a Ship be in Feet, multiply of that Breadth by 30,

the Produd is the Length of her Main-mafi in

Yards. Thus if a Ship be 30 foot at the Midjhip

Beam, i of 30 is 14 Therefore that Ships Main-

mail muft be 24 Yards, or 7* feet in Length.

Then for its bignefs he allows an Inch to every

Yard in length; and therefore this Main-mail muft

be 24 Inches thro’ or thick.

The Fore-mafi ofa Ship muft be r of the Length

of the Main-mail, that is in this cafe, 19 Yards

4, or 57 Feet i ;
Thick or thro’, it muft be near 20

In<

The Boltfprit or Bowfpnt, is always the fame

length and bignefs with the Fore-mafi. And the

Mi^en-mafi muft be juft half the length of the

Main-mafi, and half as thick.

MATER Dura, called alfo Dura Meninx, is a

Membrane which fticks clofe to the Skull within,

in fome places, and mediately covers both the

Bfain and Cerebellum ; .it has four Cavities which

fupply the place of the Veins, and come together

betwixt the Brain and Cerebellum, which Conjun-

ction is called Torcular.

MATER Tenuis, ot Pin Meninx, is a Membrane

which immediately clothes the Brain and Cerebel-

lum- is eXtreamly full of Sanguinary VefTels, and

is defign d, as fome think, to keep in the Spirits

generated in the Brain and Cerebellum, that they

ly not away.
MATERIA Medica, is whatever is us d in the

Art of Medicine for the Prevention or Cure ofDif-

eafes, whether colledcd or prepared from Plants,

Animals, Minerals, &c. by Chymifty, or Pharmacy.

MATHEMATICKS, originally fignifies any

Difcipline or Learning, (udfans) but now *tis pro-

perly, that Science which teaches or contemplates

whatever is capable of being Numbered or Mea-
fured, as it is computable or meafurable.

And that Part of Mathematicks which relates to

Number only, is call’d Arithmetic^: That which

relates to Meafure in general, whether Length,

Breadth, Motion, Force, &c. is called Geometry.

Mathematicks may be reckon’d either,

1 . Pure, Simple, or AbfiraBed, which confiders

abftradled Quantity, without any Relation to Mat-
ter, or Senfible Objects* Or,

2. Mixt Mathematicks, which is interwoven e-

very where with Phyfical Confiderations.

Mathematicks alio is divided into Speculative,

which propofes only the fimple Knowledge of the

thing propofed, and the bare contemplation of

Truth or Falfhood. And
Practical, which teaches how to demonftrate

fomething ufeful, or to perform fomething that

fhall be propofed for the Benefit and Advantage of

Mankind.
MATHEMATICAL Horizon is the fame with

True Horizon. See Horizon.

MATRASS, or Bolt-head id
a long ftrak-necked Veflel of
trials, frequently ufed by the
Chymifts in Diftillations

; and
when they are fitted to the
Nofe of an Alembick, they are
called Receivers, becaufe they
Receive the Matter which the
Fire forces over the Helm or
Head of the Still, They are
of this Figure. And when one
of thefe is by its Neck luted
well into the Neck of another
they call it a Double Veflel

,

which is ufed for the Circu-
lation of Spirits

, and for the o~
pening or Subtilizing ofany Body
by a long Digeftiom

MATRIX, the fame that Uterus.

MATRIX of a Tree or Plant is the fame with
what the Botanifts call Cor - which fee.

MATTER, or Body, is an impenetrable, divi-

sible, and paflive Subfiance
, extending into Length,

Breadth, and Thicknefs. This, when confider’d

in General, remains the fame in all the various
Motions, Configurations, and Changes of Natural
Bodies, being capable of putting on all manner
of Forms, and of moving according to all manner
of Directions and Degrees of Velocity.
The Quantity of Matter in any Body, is its

Meafure, arifing from the joint Confideration of the
Magnitude and Denfity of that Body : As if any
Body be twice^ as denfe as another, and take up
twice thefpace, ’twill be four times as great. This
Quantity of Matter is bell difcoverable by Weight,

to which tis always proportionable; as the Excel-
lent Sir. If. Newton, by moft accurate Obfervaflfe

ons on Pendulums, found true by Experience.

Dr. Woodward, in his Ejfay towards a Natural
Hifiory of the Earth, Part 5. aflerts Matter to be 0=

riginally and really very different; being at its firft

Creation divided into feveral Banks, Sets, or Kinds
of Corpufcles : That all the Corpufcles Which are of
the fame Kind or Set, agree in every thing, and
are moft exadly like unto one another in all re-

fpedts. But thofe that are of different Kinds, dif-

fer from one another every way, as well in Mat-
ter or Subfiance, in SpecificA Gravity, in Hardnefs

f

in Flexibility, and in feveral other ways, as in Big-
nejs -and Figure. And he fuppofeS, that from the-

various Compofures and Combinations of thefe Cor*
pufcles together, happen all the Varieties ofiVhe

Bodies formed out of them ; and all their Diffe-

rences in Colour and outward Appearance, in

Taft, in Smell, in Hardnefs, in Specifick Gravity,

and in all other RefpeCts.

MATTER in Deed, and Matter of Record, are

Terms in Law, which are faid to differ thus :

Matter in Deed feems to be nothing elfe but a
Truth to be proved, tho’not by any Record ; and
Matter of Record is that which may be' proved by
fome Record. For Example : If a Man be fued to

an Exigent, during the Time he Was in the King’s

Wars ; this is Matter in Deed, and not Matter of
Record : And therefore he that will alledge this fof

himfelf, muft come before the Scire facias, before

Execution be awarded againft him ; for after that,

nothing will ferve but Matter of Record ; that is,

fome Error in the Procefs appearing upon Record.

MATTS on Board a Ship, are a kind of broad
thick Clouts, wove, out of Spun Yam, Sinner,- of

S B Thrums
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Thrums ; and are ufed to preferve the Main and

Foreyards from galling ' againft the Mails at the

Tyes, and at the Gunnel of the Loof ; alfo they

ferve to keep the Clew of the Sail From galling

there ;
as alfo to fave the Clews of the Fore-fail

from doing fo at theBeak-head and Boltfprit.

MATURITY, the juft Ripenefs of any Fruit

;

and by Analogy, the Arrival of any thing to its

juft Degree of Perfection.

MATURATION, is the A&ion of growing

Ripe, ©r the Tendency of any Fruits towards Ma-
turity or Ripenefs.

MAUNCH. The Figure of

an Ancient Sleeve ofa Coat, is fo

called by the Heralds, and is born

in many Gentlemens Efcutcheons

;

as in the Earl of Huntingtons

,

in

thofe ofthe Corners, 8cc.

MAXILLA Superior, the Upper Jaw-bone:

This conftitutes the inferior and lateral Parts ofthe

Orbit of the Eye, and comprehends alfo the Bones

of the Noftrils, Palate, and Upper Row of Teeth.

It hath, according to Diemerbrook., Twelve Bones

Belonging to it, Six on each fide. The Firft is

called the Os Jugale

,

and is of a Triangular

Form, and polked at the External Angle of the

Eye.
* The Second is called the Foramen laerymale

and is a thin pellucid fmall Bone, placed in the

Internal Angle of the Eye, and gives a Paflage to

that Liquor which makes the Tears. ’Tis near

this Foramen that the Abfceffe, which the Greeks

call JEgilops, and we Fiftula lacrymalis, ufually

happens. The Third is a thin pellucid Bone,

placed between the two former, and within the

Orbit of the Eye, and which is continu’d with the

fungous Bones of the Noftrils. The Fourth is a

large Bone, conftituting the greateft part of the

Cheek and Palate, and receiving into it the Up-

per Teeth by their proper Caverns : It hath an

eminent Confpicuous Foramen, or Hole, placed

under the Qrbit of the Eye, and tranfmitting to

the Face a Branch of the Third Pair of Nerves.

It hath alfo another Foramen at the hinder part of

the Dentes inciforii ; and then there go up two

Foramina ,
with a Bony Partition between them,

one to each Noftril. The Fifth is a thin, hard,

fmall, oblong Bone, approaching to a fquare Fi-

gure and this, with its Partner on the other fide,

conftitutes the Bridge, or protuberant Bone of

the Nofe. The Sixth Bone forms, with its Fel-

low, the Bony Part of the Palate, or Roof of the

Mouth- Fallopius
,
Columbus, and fome others, add

to thele a Thirteenth Bone, which they call Vo-

mer, and place it between the Palate and Osfphe-

foides ;
and will have it like a kind of Septum,

to divide the Lower Parts of the Noftrils. And
Vefalius reckons the two Ojjafpongiofa among thefe

Bones of the Superior Maxilla.

MAXILLA Inferior, is the Lower or Moveable

Jaw : This contains all the Lower Teeth. It hath

two Procefles on each fide ; of which, the Fore-

moft is thin and large, and ends in a kind ofPoint,

to which the Tendon of the Temporal Mufcle is

firmly knit, and this is called Corona : The other

is obtufe, and lies more backwards, and is join’d

by a Cartilage to the Neck ; and its Part, by

which it adheres, they call Condylus. It hath Four

Foramina defign’d to tranfmit the aforefaid Pro-

ceffes.

MAXIMIS and Minimis. The Mathematicians

call that Method whereby a Problem is refolvedj,

which requires the greateft or leaft Quantity at-
tainable in that Caie, Methodus de Maxima &
Minimis.

Of this fee Hon. Faber, at the End ofhis Synopjis

Geometrica, where you have a great Variety of
Problems of this kind. See alfo Oganarris Pre-
face to his DiElionare Mathematique - the Marquis
d’ Hofpital his Analyfe des Infiniment Petits, SedL
3, &c. *In the Alta Erucl. Lipf. A. D. 1683. pa

122. there is alfo a Method of determining Ma-
xima & Minima

,

by one D. T. chiefly applicable
to the Drawing of Tangents to Curves : And in
the fame Book, and for the Year 1684. p. 467.
you have a Method of the Famous Mr. Leibnit
for the fame Purpofe, according to his Calculus

Differentials

.

See alfo the Seventh Book ofM.
De La Hires Conick. Sections, in Latin ; and Chap.
7. of Niewentiit’s Analyfis Infinitorum. There is

alfo printed in the Firft Volume of DesCartes's Geo-
metry, a Method of Fluddes, for finding the Ma-
xima & Minima, p. 137.

The following Account of this Method, was
communicated to me by Mr. Humphry Ditton

9

a Perfon very Skilful in thefe Matters ; and
now Matter ofthe New Mathematical School
in Chriffs HofpitaL

PROBLEM.
To determine any Flowing Quantity in an Equation

propos'd, to an Extream Value.

Tho’ there are various excellent Methods for
the doing of this, yet there is nothing that feems
fo clear and natural, and is really fo general, fo
quick and eafie, as that which the DoUrine ofFlu-
xions furnifhes us withal.

To folve the Problem in any Cafe that can bd
propos’d, is only to make a juft Application ofthis
General Rule, vi%.

Having put the Equation into Fluxions^ let the
Fluxion of that Quantity (whofe Extream Value is

fought) befupposd = o ; by which means all thofe
Members of the Equation in which it is found will

vanijh
,
and the remaining ones will give the Deter-

mination of the Maximum or Minimum defred.

DEMONSTRATION.
Every Maximum or Minimum is in its own Na-

ture a Stable Quantity ; To determine therefore any
Flowing Quantity to a Maximum or Minimum

}

is to make it (inftead of a Flowing) a Permanent
one ; but the Fluxion of a Permanent Quantity is

equal to Nothing. From whence the Reafon of
the Rule is fufficiently clear.

Let us illuftrate this by fome Examples. Ex. gri

Suppofe b b x — y y x 4- cy x— d 3 ras o
where y and x are Flowing Quantities, and y is

to be determined to an Extream Value. Then
• o • * •

b b x —• zy y x *~yy x f c y x f- c x y ~ o j
t

• « * G

and making y—o, bb x — yyx -f c y x= o]

and y y — c y = b b, from which Quadratick
Equation y may be determin’d.

Let
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Let r x •

r x x
,yy =sr o±J= o, which is the E-

quation of an Elliple, where the Lettus Ecclum

2= r, the L<?£kj Tranfverfum = q ; the Abfciffe

5= x, and the Ordinate= y ; then we have

% r x x
r x —• ~ z y y z=z o] froth whence

^ r xx z r x, and x which Value of at

fkbftituted 4n the Equation of the Curve, gives

r~J-= y y, and fo y <*= A
7

: = the Semi-con-

.4 4
jugate.

Again, Suppofe 7 jy a — — c c dxx o,

where 7, «, are all Flowing Quantities; and

^ is to be determin’d to an Extremum. Now in

all fuch Cafes, where the Equation will involve

the Fluxions of fo many different Flowing Quan-

tities, we muff endeavour by convenient Subfti-

tutions to expunge fome of them, that we may
have no more than one fort of Fluxions left to

deal with ; of which the Equation may be

clear’d by ordinary Divifion. And I think this

Method, which I'll propofe in the firft place, tO

be a very eafie and general one in order to this

End. The Equation isyy u— dy %— c c d=z c,

& o » »

from whence % y y u ^ y y u ~ d y — d % y
o it *

se o, and putting 7 = 0, y y u -— d y % — o 6

,
Now to throw out thefe Fluxions in the laft E-

quation, we need only fubftitute the Value of

either of them from the Second Equation, where

1 d y % -J- d % y — z y y u

we find it (ex. gr.)xx —

whole common Abfdjfe let = x
, and let the

Subtangent belonging to u be = n, and that for

K be / 5 then v ==— and * == where£

y

^~~n
^ °> that is / y u ~ d % n ='

the Equation for y determined to an Extremum

«

’Tis true this Equation appears fomething diffe-

rent from that which was deduced by the for-

mer Procefs: There the rEquation was d %— z y u — o, and here ’tis ly u — d o;
but that thefe Equations are exactly the fame, is

.

• * x
thus eafily difcovered. Becaufe u “ — , and

n

% — ~r theref. « i % ; - z ; from whence
n

• •

/ : n z : % u : « but (by what went

» = wheref. I :ni;
y y

t

+

lULxi±iilL :v V, from tace
. t

y y
in Mr. Ueiwentiit s Equation, vi%. I y u— d %= o, fubftituting thefe Quantities in the room
of l and n, to which they are proportional, we

• • i

have
“ % % d y u ^yy^—uu^zyyy

y y
it

— du \ ^ — o, or dividing all by u and mul-
tiplying by y y , and rejecting Contradictories,

» o

we have d % y y—~ zy y y u = o, that is, d £— zyu = O. &. E. D.

^wherefore .77 u— dy dy 1- d %y— ~zyy u

dy dy %— zy yvxx o,wheref.d^—•zyu
5= o

,
which is the Equation defired.

Suppofe y y x —
• % y x — m = o> and y to

•

be determined to an Extremum. Then z y y xas • a

,-f- y y x — K y x— K > x Z y *;==0 , and
* • • •

making y — o, y y x x y % y x — o,

but k es
W’x+jA-yx-vx, wheref_

y x
p

fubftituting this in the room of % in the former
o • o

Equation, we have y y x — 2, y y x — y y x
• ® • a

%yx+%yx — %yx= °; that is, % y x

«i;h= o, and %x — z y x-xxo.
But Mr. Niewentiit furnilhes an Expedient for

this Purpofe alfo in the yth Chap, of his Analyfis

Infiniforum

:

He confiders the Flowing Quanti-
ties in the Equation, as the Ordinates of fo ma-
ny feveral Curves, which have one common
AhfciJJd ; then fubftituting the Values of the
Fluxions of thefe Ordinates (gotten by the ge-
neral Property of all Curves) he brings all the
Fluxions to one Expreifiom Ex. gr. In the E-
quation above, yyu — dy % — ccdzso, where

we had y y u — d

y

^ = o
; let y, «, % be con-

ceiv’d to be the Ordinates of three feveral Curves,

Thefe Examples may ferve to illuftrate a Rule
which is in it felf very plain and obvious.

As for the Ufe and Application of the Dodtrine
de Maximis (3 Minimis

,
perhaps it may be, as

Ufeful and Noble a one as any, to fhew how
from hence all forts of Curves may be cut at

Right Angles, (and confequently the Invention of
the Tangents is to be performed.

A

Let A C G be any Curve whofe Vertex is A,
Axe A H, its Ordinates ED, C B, G H: Let any
Point, as F, be taken in the Axe at liberty and

$ B z frsoa
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from thence the Lines F C, F E, F G be drawn
to the Curve.

Let A F — n, A B, A D, A H = x, HF=k
+ AT, B F, F D =*» - X, ED,BC,GH =y,
F C, F E, F G = F The Point F being taken

any where at liberty, *tis evident, that when any

Line, as F C, F G, Sc. is coincident with F E,

which I imagine to be a Normal to the Curve

in the Point E, from the fame Point F $ that then

the intercepted Line, F B, F H, &c. is coincident

With the Subnormal F D, and confequently upon

the determining of an Extremum, the Invention

©f a Tangent naturally follows.

To form the General Equation that is to ferve

in this Bufinefs, we have, from the Redangular

Triangle FBC,1 n= nn — mx + xx
+ y y j or on the other fide F, from the Trian-

gle G H F, % x x — % n x -f nn -f y y 5

or for an Extremum , z x x — 2 n x + zy y“ o :

In which Equation, if in the room of z y y we
fubftitute its Value from the Equation ofthe Curve,

the Subnormal will be difcovered.

Ex. gr. Suppofe the Curve were an Hyper-

bola, then zyy = r x + 'LL.— : Therefore

2

a x x *--< z n x r x 4* - - — o, and 2 nx
i

xx + r * + —'

-

and » = x +—
1 2

q- “ = F A \
wherefore F D (the Subnormal)

2
r r x r

zxz 4- — Q. E. L _ t
2 “

q ^ . \

Suppofe the Curve a Circle, in which Cafe

^ y y z r x — z x x-3 then proceeding as be-

• •

fore, we have 2 nx xx 2 r x, and n = r, and

therefore FD-t — x 5
which fhews that F is

ever in this Curve, the Centre it felf. In the

Common Parabola, r x = 2 y y, and therefore

n q. Xf and fo F D =~. But tis not

only in thefe Conick, Sections, but in any other

Curve whatsoever,that from this General Equation

by a due Subftitutien of the Value of a y y, the

Tangent, or (which is all one in effedj the Sub-

normal will be difcover d.

MEAN Axis, in Optickj. See Axis.

MEAN Diameter, in Gauging, is a Geometrical

Mean between the Diameters at Head and Bung

in any clofe Cask.

MEAN and Extream Proportion. See Extream

and Mean Proportion.

MEAN, in Law, fignifies the Middle between

two Extreams, and that either in Time or in Dig-

nity. As in the Firft, His Adion was Mean be-

twixt the Diffeifin made to him and his Recovery,

that is in the Interim, (
or, as we fay, in the mean

time.) Of the Second, there is Lord-mean or

mefne, and Tenant-mean. See Mejhe.

MEAN Motion, or Mean Longitude of the Sun,

in the Ptolomaick^ Hypothecs, is an Ark of the E-

diptick, reckon d from the Beginning of Aries to

. the Line of the Sun’s Mean Motion, accounting,

according to the Order of the Signs. And tis al-

f© nor unufual to call the

MEAN Motion ofthe Sun, in the Old AftronomyJ
the Diftance (accounted on in the Ecliptick-
from the Beginning of Aries) of the Sun from the
Line of his Mean Motion, See Line of the Suns
Mean Motion

.

MEAN or Middle Proportional, between any two
Lines or Numbers, is that which hath the fame
Proportion to a third Term that the firft bears to it.

Thus 8 is a mean Proportional, between 2 and
3 z, becaufe z : 8 : : 8 32. And the three Num-
bers in this Cafe are thus expreffed z. 8.32 yr That
is, Two, Eight, and Thirty two, are in Continual
Proportion ; for the fame Proportion is continued
from the Middle or Second Term to the Third,,
as was between the Firft and Second : Therefore
tis the very lame thing as if the middle Term
had been put down twice. Now becaufe when
Four Numbers are Proportional, the Redangle
of the middle Terms is equal to that of the Ex-
treams, it muft be fo here: But here the two
middle Terms being the lame Number, they
will make a Square ; fo that when Three Num-
bers are in continual Proportion, the Square of the
middle Term is equal to the Redangle of the
Extreams 5 and that middle Term is call’d a Mean
Proportional between the other two.

proposition:
In a Right angled Triangle

The Perpendicular (a d) is a Mean Proportional
between the Segments of the Hypothenufe ( b d
and c d.)

a

That is, as b d: a d : • a d : dc ; and therefore the
Square of a d is equal to the Redangle between
b d and d c.

For the Triangles c da and a db, being film-

lar, ’twill be as cd id at d a: d b; and confe-
quently d a < b d c,

PROBLEM.
T& find a Mean Proportional to Two Gfam

Lines, A and B.

Put A and B both into one Line, then biffed

the whole Line ; make the Point of Bifledion the

Centre of a Semi-circle, and then ered the Line P
perpendicular to the Two given Lines, at their

Point



Point of Union : I fay, the Line P is the Mean
Proportional fought.

For B : P : : P : A, by the lafi: Propofitiom

Ns

Ho find a Mean Proportional between any

Two Numbers

,

Multiply the Numbers into one another, and
extract the Square Root of the Product : Of
which fee more under Logarithms

, and the Vfe of
Logarithms, Numb, ii.and 12.

Ho find Two Mean Proportionals between Two
Given Lines

, A B and B C .

This famous Problem (which is the fame as the

Duplication of the Cube) may be refolved and de-
xnonffcrated by means ofthe Conchoid ofNicomedes
and would be Geometrical, if that were a Geome-
trical Curve.

Join the given Lines A B and B C together at

fright Angles, and biffed each in the Points D and

E : Compleat the Redangle ALBC, and draw
L D till it meet with C B produced to S. Then
will |S B = A L or to B C. From E let fall a

Perpendicular, which produce till C F be equal
j

to A D, which will cut off the Part E F. Draw
then F S, and; parallel to it C H. Then (by Cor.

1. Prop. z. of the Conchoid) through the Legs of

the AngleK C H draw the Right Line FHK, fo

that H K be equal to C F. Draw alfo the Right
Line KL M, producing it till it meet with B A
alfo produced in M. So will C K and A M be
the Two Mean Proportionals fought.

DEMONSTRATION
Let M A be called b. L C or A B — e £ and

B C = c. Then becaufe of the Similar Tri-
angles MAL and L C K,
AM.LCorAB::AL orAC.CK

7 r ebc
v . e b t : c. —

g
— or e c

(Wherefore e c = CK. Alfo MA. AD : : S C. CK
, e b
b . : : a c . e c.

(Becaufe if you halve one Confequent, you muff
double the other Antecedent.J And SC. CK::
E H

.

HK (becaufe C H is parallel to S F) Where-
fore M A. AD:: FH.HK. HK is equal to

AD or ~ e b (as was taken above) wherefore FH
muff be equal to M A or b. And coniequently
M D = F K (for both in this Notation are h -f-

i e b.) And the Square of each will be bb+ ebb
j+ i e e b b, that is = F E + E K, ( by 47 e

1. Eucl.) And to thele Equal Quantities adding
th^S Squares of D X and E C, each of which is

if c- Their Sum, vi%, MDf DDX (». e.

MX) will be b b + e b b + %ee b b + ^ c c 5
which alfo is equal to the Sum of tKefe E*F+EC (i. e. F C, which was = to A D =).
X E by the Conftrudion) -p DEKr:^ ebb
E 1 c + ecc + eecc°s that is equal to X K.
Wherefore fince the Squares are equal, the Roors
or Lines M X andX K muff be equal to each 0=

then

Now iffrom thole equal Sums lb +e bb 4- f
eebb-\-\cc, and \eebb-\~dfCcd~ecc-\-eecc,
you take away what is common to both, vip.

\ e ebb -p \ c c, there will remain b b + e b b =s
eccd-eecc; Which will be found to be alfo,

fingly taken, equal to each other; becaufe the

Part taken away b b, will be to the other Part ta-

ken aWay e c c * as the Remainder e b b, is to

the Remainder e e be ; and both muff be as their

Wholes were, i. e. equal : Wherefore bb = e cc,

and ebb = e e c c. Which latter Equation refol-

yed into Proportionals will Hand thus, as e b J

e c : : e.c . or as A B. C K : : C K ^ M A, And
if you refolve the former Equation, it will be as
e c . b : : b. c. That is C K.MA::MA.BC.
Which is in plain Words the Propolition, vi%. that

C K and M A are Two Mean Proportionals be-
tween A B and B C, Q. E„ D.
On which Demonftration is founded the Mecha-

nical Way of Eutocius, Lib. 2. De Sph. and Cylind.

for finding Two Mean Proportionals 3 Which is

thus 1

Join the Given Lines A B and B C In a Right
Angle, as before, and compleat the Redangle
drawing the Diagonal to find the Point X, and
producing B A and B C both ways towards M andK ; for then fix a Ruler on the Centre L, and then
return it forward and backward, till you find by
the Compaffes MX and X K are equal ; and then
A M and C K are the Lines fought.

Another Method for which, Eutocius alfo men-'
tions, which feems more pradical ; which is, Tb
make a Semi-circle on A C the Diagonal of the
Redangle, then the Moveable Ruler is placed for-
wards and backwards till LM(by the Compaffes.)
be found equal to N K, and that will give the
Points M and K, and confequently the Lines
A M and CK required.

How to find Two Mean Proportionals by help
of the Cijfoid of Diodes

, and by Two Parabola’s,
(which was Menechmus his way) (ee Sturmius Mae
thefis Enucleata

, Book 2. Prop. %u Confdi. & Scho-
lium. Des Cartes doth the fame Thing by help
of One Parabola only, fee his Geometry, p. 91. and
as many as you pleafe by help of a Curve Line
generated after a peculiar way, which fee in p.>

67, 68. of his Geometry. Much more of this Na-
ture you have in Slufius s Mefolabiutn.

MEASURE, in Mufick, is a Quantity of the
Length and Shortnefs ofTime, either with refped
to Natural Sounds, pronounced by the Voice ; or
Artificial, drawn out of Mufical Inftruments %

x vr ' wk
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Which Meafure is adjufted in Variety of Notes,

by a conftant Motion of the Hand or Foot, down
or up, fucceffively and equally divided ; fo that

every Down and Vp is called a Time or Meafure,

whereby the Length of a Semi-breve is meafured,

which is therefore termed the Meafure-Note
,
or

Time-Note,

MEASURES. I thought it would be a very
Acceptable Thing to the Reader, to fee in one
View an Account of the Ancient and Prefent Mea-
sures of feveral Parts of the World : Which there-

fore I have here given him as I occafionaliy col-

jie&ed them from the Beft Authors.

A T A B L E of the Foreign Measures
, Carefully Compared

with the Englijh.

Suppofe an Englijh

Foot divided into

sooo Equal Parts,

thofe here men-
tion’d are in Pro-

portion to it, as

follows.

1 'hr; Englijh Foot
divided into In-

ches and Deci-

mal Parts of an

Inch.

London
Paris —
Amjlerdam
Brill

Antwerp —

—

Dort -—

—

Rynland or Leyden

Lorain —
Mechlin —
Middleburg —
Stratsbourg

Bremen
Cologn —

•

Frankford ad Manam
Spanify

Toledo

Roman

-the Royal

On the Monument of<

Bononia

Mantua
Venice —
Dantzick

Copenhagen

Prague

Riga —
Turin

The Greek

'Cejlucius\

[ Statilius

)

Foot
Foot
•Foot

-Foot

—Foot
—Foot
— Foot
— Foot
—Foot—Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
•Foot

Foot
Foot

-Foot

-Foot

Foot
-Foot

Foot
Foot—-Foot

—Foot
——Foot

Paris Foot, according to Dr. Bernard—
Univerfal — • Foot

Old Roman —--— *— - —Foot
Bononian Foot of M* Anzout - Foot

IOOO
1.068

•942
l*iQ3

.946
1.184
I.053

•958

•9*9

.991

.920

.964

•994

.948
1.001

.899
•9^7

•972

1.204

1.569
1.162

•944
.965

1.026

1.831

1.062

1.007
1.066

1.089

.970
1. 1 40

0.12.0

1.00.

8
0.11,3

0.11,3

0.02.2

1.00.

4
0,11.4

0,11.0

Q.11.9

O.II.O

0.11.6

0.114
0.11.4

1.00.

0
0.10.7

0,1 1,6

0.1 1.7

I

1.06.8

1.01.9

Q.11.3

0.11.6

1.00.

3
1.09.9

1.00.

7
1.

00.

1

Lyon —• — — —^— Ell

Bologn — -Ell

Amjlerdam - — — Ell

Antwerp — —— —— Ell

Rynland or Leyden - -— Ell

Frankford •*- 11 - •——— -— • — Ell

Hambonrgh *—— ——Ell
Lciping — —— — —Ell

3«97^
2.056

2.269

2.273
2.260

1.826

1.905

2.260

9-* i-7

2.00.

8

2.03.2

2
.00

.

2

2.03.1

I.O9.9

1. 1 0.8

2.03.1

Litbeck
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The Table Continued,

Lubeck

Noremburg

Bavaria

Vienna —
Bononia

Dantzick

Florence

-Ell
-Ell
—Eli
-Ell
- Ell

-Ell

>Brace or Ell

Spanijb or CaftiU

Spanijl) Yare or Rod, which

Lisbon ———

-

Gibraltar - <——

—

Toledo —-—- *-——

-

Naples - —

Genua —

~

Milan — *

Parma - —

"

C&zw0 ——
Cairo —— -

f Babylonian
{

Old < Greek

iRoman

Turkijb —
Perjian *—

»

-—- Palm
is Four Palms

Vare
—Yare

Vare
Palm
Brace

, Ganna— Palm
Calamus— Cubit

—Cubit— Cubit

Cubit*

-Pike
Araih

1.908

2.221
•9$4

1.093

2.147

1.903
x ‘9 13

0.791

3»ooi

2.790
2.760

2,689

0.861

2.loo
6.880

0.830

^•544
1.866
1.016
1.824

2.200

3.197

The Hebrew or JewiJh Long-Meafitres,

Cubit -

Span, or HalfCubit

Palm —
Digit * —
Fathom, 4 Cubit, or

a

EzekieVs Reed, 6 Cubits, or

Pole or Canna,
8 Cubits, or -

Sch&nus, Chain or Line,

UWl/yWtWA/M'J J s ^ T
Eajlern-Mile,

4000 Cubits, or 7296 Feet.

Parafang,
12000 Cubits, or 24888 Feet, or 4i^§ Miles.

Stadium
, |0 of a Parafang,

or 400 Cubits.

A Dafs Journey, 8 Parafangs, or 96000 Cubits, or 33,16 Miles

1.09.8

2.03.3

0.11.4

x.00.6

2.01.7

1.10.8

1.11.0

0.09.0

. 1.00,0

2.09.0

2.09.1

2.08.2

0.09.6

2.01.2

6.10.9

0.09.6

6.06.9

1. 10.4
1.00.2

1.09.9
nr 4 24* * °*ISO
T A 13

°-To3
1 <- 496

• I’iooo

2.02.4

3.02.3

Feet Inches Parts

1 09 888
0 10 944
0 03 648
0 00 912

7 03 592
IQ SI 328
I4 7 1 04
145
feet.

_92
155

\\

:
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The Hebrew Meafitre ©f Capacity*

Epha
,
or Bath - » - ——

*

Solid Inches W. Gal
d

Pints

.

Sol. Inch .

1 747-7
"

17477
582.$

291.2$

174.77

97“°? -

24-25

207.06

1 4 15.2

7
l

S 7.0

ZXVm I nn Vfihft 1— _ t-
- - -

2 4 3
1 2

6

3

1.5

Cab, of an Epha ——- ——• ——

-

0
0

0.5

10

To which add the Syrian Metretes
, or ?

Congius Romanus -

—

-j

0 0

7

24.2

t

s

The Grecian Long Meajures.

Schoenes. This fome will have to Contain 60, fome go, others 32, and others 40 Furlongs?

Parafang, is the fame with the Hebrew Parafang.

Dolick This fome will have to contain 24 Furlongs, but the common Account is 12J

Bifficon, containing 4 Furlongs.

Diaulus, 2 Furlongs.

Plethron. This fome make an Acre- as Plutarch • others 4 of a Furlong, or 100 Feet,; as Suidasl
others 10000 Feet, as Hefychius - and fome make it 100 Furlongs- But Suidas feems righteft in ftating

it 100 Foot.

Pygon. This Hejychius fuppofes the Length from the Elbow to the Fingers Bent, which fome call

Palmifes ; that is, a Foot and a Palm, or 20 Fingers Breadth.

Pygme, is the Length from the Elbow to the End of the Hand when the Fill is clofed, and is z Inches

fhorter than the Pygon.

Orthodoron. Some make this a Palm, others a Span ; but ’tis fhorter by a Fingers Breadth than the
5

Span, or Greater Palm.

Lichas, is ufually reckon’d the Length or Span between the End of the Thumb and of the Fore-fin-

ger, when both are feparated and extended ; and therefore is lefs than the Orthodoron by a Fingers

Breadth. Some will have it the fame with Dichas

,

which Confer in his Dictionary fays is but 8 Fin-

gets Breadth ; but the former Account feems trueft.

Faleft, the fame with Doron, is the Leffer Palm ; being 4 Fingers Breadth, or 3 Inches Englifh.

But there is great Uncertainty in thefe Accounts?

The Meafures of Capacity were

j "X'he Kypfele. This Scafula reckons a Corn-Meafure, and is fuppofed'tb contain 6 Attick Me?
^ir^n°

Medimnos, both Attick and Georgick, contained 48 Chasnices, or 72 Sextaries. But becaufe the

Georgick Chxnix was larger than the Attick, there muft be fome Difference between them.

3„

C

Metretcs. Some render this by Cadus, and fome by Amfhora ; the latter is wrong, for the Am-

phota is another Meafure. This Legat, and fome others, will have equal t© the Attick Medimnos.

This was not the Syrian Metretes mention'd John 2. 6. for that was the fame with the Congrn I(emanus,
L

4. Amfhora, or Amfhoreus . This was a Georgick Meafure, and was half the Medimnos or Me-

Aretes Georgkus, as fay fome ; others fas Schrevelius) will have it an Attick Meafure, and to contain

3 Y
TI

Modion was not what we call a Bufhel, but a Meafure much lefs. Alfled computes it to con?

tain
*8 Attick Chxnices, or 12 Sextaries : Others make it hold 16 Sextaries, and others a Pint lefs than

°U
^.^Chotis, Clous, and Choas, was of two forts ; the Attick held 6 Attick Sedaries, and the Georgick

Chous 9 Georgick Sextaries.

Checnix. This fome take for the Meafure of Servants Food for one Day. The Attick Chsenix,’

’tis probable," held about one Attick Sextary and an half; and the Georgick 2 and i of fuch.^ Others

lav that the latter held but barely 2 Attick Sextaries. Some alfo mention a Billkrai, Quadrilibral, and

Quinquelibral Chcenix. So that ’tis hard to determine any thing certain, as to thefe Matters.

g scxtarius or Xcfia. This fome make 2 Kotyles or 4 of the Attick Chous. This Meafure, fay

fome Authors, would hold 20 Ounces ofWater, others 24 : Others are fo exad as to tell you that it

held exadly 13 Ounces 7 Pennyweights and 18 Grains, Troy: Some fay it held a Pint and an half of

our Meafure; and others will have it but half a Pint.
, . .

Kotyle Attick, is the Half Sedary. Some make this equal to the Roman Hemma • and then the

Roman and the Attick Sextaries will be the fame. This the.Pomms wrote Cotyle,

I XGPACfrOft*
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i o. Tetabion. This was a Liquid Meafure,-. being a Fourth Part of the Attick Sextary, and there*

fore called alfo Quartarius. But the Georgick ocxtary contained it Oi the Georgick Tetacfon.

11. Oxybaph. This in the Attick Meafure was the Twelfth Part of the Chanix 3 but in the Ge~
ofgick, the Eighth. c

12. Kyath, in Latin Cydthus : One and halt ot this was an Oxybatk

13. Coucha was the Half of a Kyath.

14. Myjtrum, the Half of the Coucha;
.

* •

. ,

1 5 ;
Cbeme „ One Myfiriim contained % i: of the Cherne.

A Table of Grecian Exotick Meafnres, Compared with the Attich

1. Achand Perficd, This, according to Hefychius
, was a Corn-Meafure, and contained 7 KypfelesJ

and 3 Medimni.

2. The Syrian Metretes : Which our very Learned Dr. Cumberland
,

Bifhop of Peterburgh, hath

proved to be the fame with the Cmgius pomanus, and holds of our Meafure 7 Pints, and r or

207.06 Solid Inches. This is what wetranflate (but wrongly) a Firkin, John 2.6.

3. Artaba Perfica. This, from the Authority of Berodot'us, Lib. i. pag. 49. may be concluded

to hold 3 Chtenices more than the Attick Medimntis.’ St. Jerom on Ifaiah, Chap. 5. faith that this

Meafure held 2,0 Modii .

4. Kjprus, or Cyprus
,
was the fame with the Attick Medimnus.

5 . Artaba/Egyptica. This Epiphanius makes the fame with the Attick Medimnus 3 as alfo -was, faith

he, the Median Artaba : But Fannius and Legat make it but 3 f Modii.

{ Saluminca, A C 5 Modii.

6 . Medimnus Kjprius . < > cohtained <

T Papho, J L 4 Modii, and 1 Chous.

7. Collathum Syrium, was the fame Meafure wijfh the Pdntick Modius, and WAS double to the

Common Modius. And the like Quantity did the

8. Ponticus Cyprus contain alfo, as Epiphanius faith.

~ 9. Subitha Syria, held 22 Attick Sextarys.

to. Mares Ponticus, held (according to Epiphanius) 20 Alexandrian Sextarys 3 which how much
different from the.Attick I know not.

1 h Kyphinus. This was a Boetick, both Liquid and Dry 3 and Legat faith it held three Congiil

12. Modius Cyprius, is a Meafure containing 17 Attick Sextarys,

C IQtmfaces, "I

f 3. < Tetarpe Laconices, > each a Meafure of 1 2 Sextarys,"

14. Dadix, a Boetick Mcafure, containing 6 Chsenicesl

15. Aphin, an Egyptian Meafure of 4 Chcenices : And of the fame Meafure doth Befychius make
the T-bpium to be ; but he tells us not where the Topium was ufed.

16. Caphita, a Perlian Meafure of 2 Attick Chcenices. To this was the Mares equal 3 and iome
fay was a Meafure uled in Boetia.

1 7. inion. This with the Egyptians
,
faith Legat, was the Word for the Sextary 3 and, according to

Epiphanius, held juft 2 Pound of Oil.

18. Elenius, the fame with the Tetarton, or one Quarter of a Sextary.

19. Gabenon, the fame with the Oxybath or Aretabule.

ao. Alabaftron was a Meafure containing a Pound of Oil

Inch

A Table of Englijh Long Meafures.

3 Palm

9 3 Span

12 4 v. Foot

18 6 2 i!

36 12 4 3

45 15 5 3 l

60 20 61 5

72 24 8 6

198 66 22 1 61

7920 2640 880 660

63360
t

21120 7040 5280

Cubit

J2±~

3 l

Tard

ii
if

11

440 220

:t\

Ell

I-

*1

4l

176

372oi76oli4°8

Pace

h
Jk
132

1056

Fath<

2-•^4

no
880

Pole

40

320

Furl.

8 .



A Table of Square Meajures.

Inches fq.

1 144 Feet fq.

1296 9 Tards fq.

1
3600 29 2,77 Paces fq.

39204 272.25 30,25 10,89 Poles fq.

L
1568160 10890 1210 435,6 40 Roodsfq.

43560 4840 1742,4 160 4 Acresfq.

3097600 1115136 1 02400I 2560 640

Dry Meafures of Capacity
, are railed from the Gallon containing 8 Pints, which fhould be con-

tained in 27 zl Cubick Inches, and fhould hold of pure Running or Rain-water 9 Pound, 13 Oun-
ces, 12 Drams and 4

,
Averdupois Weight: So that to have a true Gallon for Dry Meafure

, you tauft

make a Cubick Veffel that fhall have all the Sides 6 Inches, and T4f Parts of an Inch fquare. Or if

ypu would weigh with Averdupois Weight, 9 Pound, 13 Ounces, and 12 I Drams of clean Run-
ning-water.

Pints

8

A Table of Dry Meafures*

1

Gallons

16

64

2

8

Pecks

4
8

1

6

%

Bujhels

128

256

16

32

2

4

Strikes

2
Carnock

or Coom

512 64 32 8 4 2
Seem or

Quarter

3072 384 102 48 24 12 6 my
5120 640 320 80 40 20 10 12

|
Laf

1 lb. 8 ft |
16 64 j

128 256
|
512 3072 5120 Troy

14? 7 ifc 14 5 6 \
1 C. 2 C.

1 4 C. 24 C. 4oCAverd.

Liquid Meafure, is either of Wine, Ale, or Beef.

The Wine Gallon contains 23 1 Cubical Inches, and fhould hold of pure running Water 8 Pound?

i Ounce, 11 Drams Averdupois $ or 9 Pound, 10 Ounces, 1 4 Peny weight, 'Troy - or a Cubick Vel-

iel of 6 Inches, and 1300 parts every way.

n

A Table for Wine Meafure,
Honey,

Oyl,

Hints.

> Gallons. 8

Rmdlets. 18 J 44
Barrels. *1 3 i| 252

Terces. if 3! 42 336

Hogjheads. n 2 31 63 504

pu7icheons M 2 2-^3 45 84 672

Butt or Pipe. i| 2 3 4 7 ..

726 1008

Tun. 2 3 4_J
6 8 14 252 2016
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The Beer or Ale Gallon holds 282 folid Inches, and weighs of pure Water 13 Pound, j Oun-

ces .i4§4 parts, Averdupois j therefore the Cubick Veflel. ought to be 6 Inches, and 5500 parts ofad
Inch each way, to find this Gallon.

A folid Foot contains 1728 folid Inches • that is, 6.128 Gallons and a Bogfhedd contains 10.287;

folid Feet ; or if in round Numbers you allow 10 Feet to be in a Hcgjhead, then the Bmp will con-'

tain 20, and the Thin 40 Feet.

A Table for Beer Meafure*

Pints.

Gallons. 8

Firkins. 9 72,

Kilderkins’ 2 18 144

Barrels. 2 4 3 d 288

HogJbead\ 2 4 8 72 S7d

A Table for Ah Meafure

Gallons.

IS

00

Firkins 9 64
Kilderkins. 2 18 128

Barrels. 2 4 36 256

Hogjheads. 2 4 8
7 2 512

A JDegree, or
§3S

part of the Circuit of the Earth, according to

t 73 i£ Bnglijh Miles, of 5000 Foot in a Mile,
I)r.Bernard, is c 67J Catholick Miles,

<_66§ Arabick Miles.

Mr. Norwood, 6y\ EngUJb Miles, or 367200 Feet.

Mr. Picardy — — 365184 Feeti

MEATUS Auditorius, the Auditory Paffage,

begins from the Concha and winds towards the

inward part of the Ear, and is cloathed with a

thin Skin as far as the brim of the Tympanum, or

Drum of the Ear Its ufe is to receive the Sound,
and to convey it eafily, but yet truly and fo effe-

ctually to the Tympanum * wichin this Gavity is

the Ear-wax, or Cerumen.
MEATUS XJrinatius. See 'Urethra.

MECHANICKS, Dr. Wallis defines to be
the Geometry of Motion : and is a Mathematical
Science which fhews the Effects of Powers, or

moving Forces, fo far as they arc applied to En-
gines : and demonftrates the Laws of Motion, &c.
fTis alfo commonly taken for thofe Handy-crafts,

which require as well the Labour of the Hands,
as the Study of the Brain.

The Principle on which all Mechanick Power
depends, will be eafily underftood by the Refolu-
tion of this Problem.

Any Body as A, with its Celerity C, being gi-

ven
; and alfo another Body as B : ’Tis requi-

red to find the Velocity necejfary, to make the

Moment, or quantity of Motion in B, to be

equal to the Moment of A, the given Body,

Now fince the Moment of any Body is isqud To thi
Beflangle under the Celerity and the Quantity cfMa*
ter : as you will find in the Laws of Aiotion

,

(fee
the Word Motion :) You need only make as B to
A : ‘ fo is C to a fourth Term, which will be c

9
the Celerity proper to B, fo that its Moment fhall
be equal to that of A. \

And from hence it follows. That any Body,
though never fo fmall, may have a Moment equal
to that of any otherBody, tho‘ never fo great, which
fhall be moved with any given Celerity.

Wherefore in any Machine or Engine, if the
Velocity of the Power, be made to the Velocity of
the Weight : : reciprocally as the Weight is to the
the Power

; then fhall the Power always fuftain
or move the weight.

C 2
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Let A B be a Vcclis, or Leaver, whole Fulcrum

is at c, and let it be- moved into the Pofition

deb.
I fay, that the Velocity ofany Point in the Lea-

ver is as; its diftance from the Centre. Let the

Point A deferibe the Ark A a ; and the Point B,

the Ark B b

:

Then thefe Arks will be the Spa-

ces deferibed by the two Motions : But fince the

Motions are both made in the fame Time, the

Spaces will be as the Velocities. (See Mr. Kelt's

Laws of Motion, under the Word Motion,
Theo-

rem 6) But Tis plain, the Arks A a, and B b.

Will be to one another as their Radii A C, and

A B, becaufe the Sectors AC a, and B c b, are

Similar: Wherefore the Velocities of the Points

A and B are as their DiftanCes from the Centre

;C. & E.D.

Now if any Powers are applied to the Ends of

the Leaver A and B, in order to raife its Arms
up and down, their force will be expounded by

the Perpendiculars S a and b N ; which being as

the Right Sines of the former Arks b B and a A,

will be to one another alfo as the Radii A c and

e B : Wherefore the Velocities of the Powers are

alfo as the Difiances from the Centre.

And finCe the Moment of any Body is as its

Weight, or gravitating Force and its' Velocity

conjun&ly ;
if different Powers or Weights are

applied to the Leaver, their Moments will always

be, as the Weights (or Powers,) and their Diftan-

Ces from the Centre conjundfly.

Wherefore if to the fame Leaver there be two

Powers or Weights applied reciprocally propor-

tional to their Diftances from the Centre, their

Moments will be equal ; and if they ad contra-

fily, as in the Cafe of the Statera or Stilliard, the

Leaver will remain in an Horizontal Polition, or

the Balance will hang in ALquilibrio.

And thus ’(is eafie to conceive how the Weight

of one Pound may be made to Equi-balance a

thoufand, f§c.
.

And from hence ris plain, That the force of

the Power is not at all encreafed by Engines, but

only the Velocity of the Weight in either Lifting

or Drawing, is fo diminilhed by the application

ofthe Inftrument, that -the Moment of the Weight

may not be greater than the Force of the Power.

Thus for Inftance : If any force can^ elevate a

Pound weight with a given Velocity ; tis impof-

fible, by any Engine, to effetf that the fame Power

fhall raife two Found weight with the fame

Velocity : But you may by an Engine raife two

Pound weight with half the Velocity; or 10000

times the weight with one 1 ooooth part of the for-

mer Velocity.

The Admirable Sir Ifaac Newton accounts for

all the Mechanick Powers by this following Dia-

gram.

Coral, e Printif. P. 14,

From O the Centre of any Wheel, let there

be drawn the unequal RadiiMO and O N, by the

Threads M A, and N P fuftaining the Weights
A and P ; and let the Forces of the Weights for

the moving of the Wheel be required.

Thro’ the Centre O, draw K O L Perpendi-

cular to the Threads, then with the longer Ra-
dius O L, deferibe a Circle cutting the Threads
in D and L : Draw D O, and Parallel to it A c 5

draw alfo the Perpendicular D C : Becaufe it

matters not whether the Points of the Threads
K, L, D, be fixed or not to the Plane of th©
Wheel, fince the Weight will weigh the fame as

if they were fufpended by the Points K and L,
or D and L : For the whole Power of the Weight
A is exprelfed by the Line D A : And this Diago-
nal is refolvable into the two Forces, DC and
A C, (by Cor. 2.) Now A C being Parallel to

D O, and drawing the Radius D O diredlly from
the Centre fignifies nothing towards turning the

Wheel. But the other Force D C drawing the

Radius D O Perpendicularly, doth the lame as if

it drew the Radius O L Perpendicularly down-
wards, for O D= O L: That is, it doth what
the Weight P doth. Now, let the Weight P,

be in the fame Proportion to A : : as DC is to

D A : That is, by Reafon of the Similar Trian-

gles ADC and D O K ; : : as O K is to O D,

or to O L. Then I fay the Wheel cannot move
at all, becaufe the Weights A and P, are recipro-

cally as their Radii O K and Q L placed in the

fame Right Line ; and therefore there will be

an y.Equilibrium

.

Which is the known Property of

the Balance, Lever, Wheel, Windlace, See. But if

the Weights be in any other Ratio but this, of

K O to O L, the Wheel will turn that way, in

which the Proportion exceeds.

Let there be another Weight p= to the for-

mer Weight P, which let be partly fufpended by

the Thread N P, and partly fuftained by the In-

clined Plane p G : To which Plane draw H N
Perpendicular, and Hp, Perpendicular to the Ho-

rizon. Now ’tis plain, by Cor. 1 . That ifthe Ten-

dency of the Weight downwards be expounded by

the Line Hp, it is then Refolvable into the Forces

p N and H N» I*



If Q.p be drawn Perpendicular to the Thread

p, fo as to cut the Plane p G, in a Line Paral-

lel to the Horizon : And if the Weightp be fup-

pofed to lie only on the two Planes p Q, and

p G, the Weight will prels thefe Planes Perpendi-

cularly with the Forces p H, and H N : That is,

it will prefs the Plane p Qj with Npi and the

Plane p G, with H N.
Wherefore, ifQp be fuppofed to be taken a-

way, fo that the Weight p may ftretchthe Thread

p ;
then, becaufe the Thread now fuftaining

the Weight, fupplies the Place of the Plane Q_p,

the Thread will be ftretch’d by the Force Np,
which before preffed on the Plane p Q,

Wherefore the Tenfion of this Oblique String,

to the Tendon of the other Perpendicular one

N p : : is as pN is to p H.
And confequently, if the Weighty, be to the

Weight A : : in a Ratio, compounded of the red-'

procal Ratio of the leaft Diftances of the Threads

A M> and p N, from the Centre of the Wheel,

arid of the diredb Ratio of pH, to p N, the

Weight will be in Mpuilihrio, as any one may
foon try.

Hence ’tis plain, that the Weight p lying on

thofe two Oblique Planes, is in the Nature of a

Wedge within the Parts of a Cloven Body ; and

confequently the Forces of the Wedge and Beetle

may from hence alfo be known.
For the Force with which the Weight p pref-

fes the Plane p Q, is to the force with which ei-

ther by its own Gravity, or by the ftroak of the

Beetle it is impelled according to the LineHp in

that Plane, : : asp N, is to p H, and to the Force

with Which it preifes the other Plane p G as

f N.NH.
And fince the Screw is nothing but a Wedge

forced by a Leaver, its Power or Force may by

this Method be ealily calculated.

Wherefore (adds the Excellent Author :) This

Corollary is ©f moft Extenfive Ufe, fince all Me-
chanicks depend upon it.

MECHANICK Powers
,
(as they call theta) are

Six, viz!. The Balance
,
the Leaver, the Wheel,

the Pulley, the Wedge, and the Screw ; to fotne

or other of which, the force of all Mechanical

Inventions, muft neceflarily be reduced. See thole

words.

MECHANICAL Philofophy, is the fame with

the Corpufcular, which endeavours to explicate

the Phenomena of Nature from Mechanical Prin-

ciples ‘ i. e. from the Motion, Reft, Figure, Por-
tion, Magnitude, &c. of the Minute Particles of

Matter. And thefe Principles are frequently

called

MECHANICAL Caufes : And alfo the

MECHANICAL AjfeBions of Matter.

MECHANICAL Solution of a Problefn in Ma-
thematicks, is either when the Thing is done by
repeated Tryals, or when the Lines made ufe, of

to folve it are not truly Geometrical Thus the

Method of Nicomedes, Erato/lhenes, Pappus and
Vieta, for finding two mean Proportionals 3 and
that of Fiicodemus and Dinvjlrdtus

,
for dividing an

Angle into any Parts affigned, by means of the
Quadratrix

, is Mechanical : Becaufe the former is

done by repeated Tryals, and the latter by the
means of a Curve that is not truly Geometrical.
MECONIUM, properly is an Opiate, or the

condenfed Juice of Poppies. Alfo the Excrements
of a- Foetus, which ftick to the Inteftines after

£e
,

Birt
r
lv ?? ,

imPr?P?rlY Co, called, from the
Blacknefs of their Colour, like to that of Loppy

.4. The Opium which we have In. England, France}
Sic. is only a Meconium made by expreftlng the
Juke of the Oriental Poppies, which is thickened
a little by Evaporation,,and then wrapt up in Leaves
to be fold here •• But the Turks, See. keep the Tears
of thpir Poppies, or the true Opium to themfelves^
and will not vend them abroad.. !

- <_

MEDALLIONS, are large Medals Coined, not
as Current Money, but on feme fpecial extraor-
dinary Occafion.

MEDALS, are Pieces of Metal like Money\
Stamp d or Coined upon feme Extraordinary Oc-
casion, to perpetuate the Memory of feme great
and Eminent Perfon, or of feme confiderable Vi-
ctory, or other Publick Benefit to a Nation, or
People, '

.. , \

They divide Medals into Ancient and Modern »

and they account Ancient, all fiich as were Coin-
ed between the Third and Ninth Age of Chrifh
The Modern are fuch as have been made Within
this laft 3 or 400 Years.

Of the Ancient Medals, the moft Ancient are
the Greek. ; and the Confular Medals

, are the moft
Ancient of the Latine ones.

MEDIANA Vena, is the .Middle Vein in the.

bending of the Cubit, betwixt the Cephalick and
Bafilickj it is fafely opened, becaufe there’s neither
Nerve nor Artery under it.

MEDIAL Alligation. See Alligation Medial.

MEDIASTINUM, is a doubling of the Pleud
ra, or Membrane clothing the internal Parts ©£
the Thorax, Ribs, &c. and it divides the Lungs
and other Vifcera of the Breaft, into two parts*
It proceeds from the Vertebres of the Back, and
going on forward, reaches the Breaft-bone, and
there makes an eminent Partition in the verymiddle
of the Thorax.

MEDIASTINA, is a Branch of the Subclavial
Veins, which ordinarily comes from the Trunk
of the Cava 3 it goes to the Mediaftinum and Thy-
mus.

MEDIATION, according to feme Writers of
Arithmetic^ is Divifion by 2, or taking the half
of any Number or Quantity. This is called al-
fo Bipartition

3 and in Reference to Lines, ufually
Bijfeclion.

MEDIATUS Linguae, or Party-Jury, Is a Ju-
ry Impanelled upon any Caufe, wherein a Stran-
ger i$ Party, whereof the one half confifts of De-
nizens, the other of S?rangefs, and is ufed in Pleas,
where one Party is a Denizen , and the other
a Stranger.

MEDICINE, or as ’tis commonly called Pldyd

ficK ,
is an Art afliftant to Nature, and defigned for

the preferring of Health in Humane Bodies, as
much as is poflible, by the Ufe of conveniens
Remedies. Sennertus and others, divide it into five

parts.

1. Phyjjologid, which treats of an Human Con-
ftimtion, as it is forind and well 3 to Which be-
longs Anatomy too.

l. Pathologia, which treats of the Preternatural
Conftirution of our Bodies.

3. Semiotica
, which treats of the Signs of Health

and Difeafes.'

4. Hygicina, which delivers Rules for the Regi-
men to be obferved in the Prefervation of Health.

5 ’ Therafmkaj which teaches the management
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6f Diet * and comprehends Chirurgery, and the

Art of Medicine, properly fo called.

The general Divifion of Phyfick is only into two
Parts 5 the Theory and the Practice : An accurate

Skill in both which, are neceflary to make a Man
a good Phyfician.

MEDIO Acquittando, is a Writ Judicial, to

diftrain a Lord for the acquitting a Mean Lord
from a Rent which he formerly acknowledged in

Court, not to belong to him.

MEDIUM in Natural Philofophy, fignifies

that peculiar Conftitution of any Space or Re-

gion through which Bodies move. Thus the JEther

is fuppoled by fome to be the Medium in which

the Planets and Heavenly Bodies move. The
Air is the Medium in which all Meteors are gene-

rated and' move ; and by the means of which it

is that all Land Animals, as Infedts, Birds, Beafts,

and. Men, can Breath and Live. But water is

the Medium in which Fifhes Live and Move.
And .whatever Denfity, or Tenacity there is in

the Parts of this Fluid Medium
,
whereby Bodies

moving in it are hindred or flopped, fo that

the Motion becomes flower, or is made in part

to ceafe, is called the Fcffance of the Medium.
And Sir Ifaac Nevotcn hath proved, That this Re-
finance of the Medium to the Motion of Bodies, is

aways as the Square of the Velocity of the mo-
ving Body. Princip. Philof. Math. p. 245. See

Beffiance of the Medium.

MEDIUS Venter. See Thorax

.

MEDULLA Cerebri is the white foft part of

the Brain, covered on the outftde with the Cortical

Subftance, which is of a more dark or aflry-co-

lour : It is called alio the Corpus callofura, and is an

Union or Conjunction of both fides of the Brain

into one. Willis obferved, That this Part confided

of an Innumerable Number of Strut, or Fibra,

tending length-wife : And Malpighius aflerts, That

By the help of a Microfcope they appear fo vifible

as to look fomething like the Teeth of an Ivory

Comb.
MEDULLA oblongata

,
is that part of the Brain

within the Skull, which is the beginning of the

Spinal Marrow ; it is about 3 or 4 Inches in length

within the Scull, and then it defcends to the Os

Sacrum
,

thro’ the Hole of the hinder part of the

Head and the Vertebrae : It fends out ten pair of

Nerves to the Cheft, the Abdomen, and the Limbs.

It is call’d alfo the Common Senfory
,
becaufe the O-

riginal of the Nerves being there, it is the com-

mon place or receptacle of all that comes to the

Brain by the external Senfes.

MEDULLA Offium ,
Marrow in the Bones, is a

foft fat fubftance plac’d in the Cavities, or Porofi-

ties of the Bones ;
it is kept in a Membrane, and

is quite deftitute of all Senfe; it is red in the

greater Cavities, white in the lefs, and foft and

fucculent in fpungy Bones.

MEDULLA Spinalis
,
or the Spinal Marrow, is

the Continuation of the Medulla Oblongata with-

out the Scull ; and which palling thro’ all the Ver.

tebra of the Back, ends at laft at the Os Sacrum ;

it is a kind of Coagmentatien of Nerves, fend-

ing out thirty pair of Nerves on each fide, to the

Limbs, to the great Cavities, and other parts of

the Body. If it be wafifid with a convenient Li-

quor, it will fever into a great many little Fibres,

which alfo are very confpicuous in its Original,

the Medulla Oblongata.

MEDULLA of a Plant, or rather Tree, is the

fame with Cor j which fee.

1

’

MEDULLARY Oil, is the finer and more fob-
tile part ofthe Marrow of the Bones • which paflTes

into them not by Drnfts (faith Dr. Havers) but by
fmafl Pores formed into the Veficles or Glandules
(which are conglomerated into diftind Lobules
contained in feveral Membranes/ or Bags, and
thefe Bags are contained in one common Mem
brane Invefting the whole Marrow : And all thefe
Veficles, Bags, and Coat or Membrane are propa-
gated from the outward Coat of the Arteries) by
which it paffes from one to another, till it arrives
at the fides or extream parts’ of the Bone.

That part of it which is fupplied to the Inter-
7

ftices of the Joints, paffes into them by Paflages,
penetrating thro’ the Bone into thofe Cavities, and
formed for this end.

The Ufe of this Oil is either common to all the
Bones, whofe Temper it preferves and keeps them
from being too brittle ; Or more peculiar for the
Joints ; where it is very ferviceable,

1. To Lubricate the Extremities of the Bones,
that tfiey may move the more eafily and freely.

2. To keep the ends of the Articulated Bones
from too- great an Incalefcence or heat.

3. It preferves the Joints alfo from Wearing by
Attrition, or grating one againft another. And

4. It preferves the Ligaments of the Joints from
Drinefs and Rigidity ; and lubricates thofe parts

of them alfo that Aide upon the Bones, and it

keeps the Cartilages which are join’d to any of
the Bones in a flexible condition.

MELA is a Chirurgeons Inllrument, called alfo

Speculum
, the Vulgar call it Tenta, a Tent, from

trying. It is made for the moft part of Silver, or
Ivory, and its Ufe is to probe Ulcers, or to draw a
Stone out ofthe Yard, &c. It is of different Shapes,
according as it is differently defigned to be
ufed.

MELANAGOGUES are Medicines that expel
black Gholer, or Melancholy, as the Ancients us’d

to exprefs themfelves.

MELANCHOLY, is a Doating, without a Fe-
ver or Raving ; or a Delirium proceeding from a
kind of Sadnefs of the Patient, Whereby the Ani-

mal Spirits feem to be moved more flowly than

they were wont. Blanchard.

MELICERIA, called alfo Hydarthrus, and Ichor]

and fometimes Hydrops Articularis, is a Tumor
fhut up within a Tunick, proceeding from Matter

like Honey, without Pain, round, yielding ifprefo

fed, but quickly returning again. It feems to

proceed from the Lymphatick Particles which do
not circulate right ; and which, when the Moi-
fture is evaporated, leave a honeyifh kind of fub-

ftance. Blanchard.

MELICRATUM, is a Drink made one part

of Honey, and eight parts of Rain Water.

MELIUS inqutrendo, is a Writ that lieth for a

fecond Inquiry of what Lands and Tenements a

Man died fiezed, where Partiality was fufpedted

upon the Writ of Diem claufit extremum.

MELOPES, Vibices, Enchymoma, Sugillationes,

all fignifie the fame thing; and are red fpots

(like thofe which remain in the Skin after beat-

ing) in Malignant and Peftilential Fevers. Blan-

chard.

MELOS, a Difeafe of the Eye, when there is

fo great an Irruption of the Vvea Tunicle
; that it

feems like an Apple. Blanchard.

MEMBRANA, is a nervous, fibrous, broad,

plain, white, and dilatable Subftance, which co-

vers
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vers the Bowels, the great Caveties of the Bo-

dy, the Mufcles, 6c. and is endow’d with an ex-

quifite Senfe.
. ,

_

MEMBRANA MufculonM Communis, the Lem-

mon Membrane, or Covering of the Mufcles, is

fpread over all the Body, except the Scull, and A

knit by Fibres fomething loofely to the Membrana

Carnofa, lying above it 3 and to the proper Mem-

brane of each Mufcle which lies under it 3 it is

very thin, but ftrong, of a rvhitifh Colour, and al-

moft transparent, It ferves not only as a common

Bag to the Mufcles, and helps to keep them in their

proper Places 3 but alfo to moiften them, and to

befmear their Tendons with a Mucilaginous Li-

quor which lubricates them, and forwards their

Motion and Aflfon.

MEMBRANA Adipofa . See Adipofa Mem-
brana.

MEMBRANA Carnofa, the fame that Pamicu-
ius Carnofus.

MEMBRANA FHRitans. See NiElitans

.

MEMBRANA Vrinaria, the fame with Allan-

tois.

MEMBRANOSUS, is a Mufcle of the Leg, fo

called from the large Membranous Expanlion it is

Continuous with, incloling all the Mufcles of the
‘

Tibia and Tarfus 5
whence it is alfo called Fafcia

lata i It hath an acute flefhy beginning from the

forepart of the Spine of the Os Ilium, between the

Origination of the Sartorius and Tendinous begin-

ning of the Glutxus Magnus 3 and being dilated to

a flefhy Belly which fills the Interftice made by

the firft of the two laft named Mufcles and upper

part of the BpRus and fore part of the Glutxus

Medius, in its Oblique defeent becomes Tendi-

nous, four Fingers Breadth below the great Tro-

chanter, whence it paffes direfldy over the Vaftus

externus to its proper Termination, at the fupe-

rior Appendix of the Fibula • but in its Pfogrefs

thither it is conjoined with the Tendinous Expan-

fion of the Glutxus Magnus which arifeth from the

Spine of the Ilium, covering the external part of

the Glutceus Medius, and all the external Mufcles

of the Tibia, as well as thofe of the Thigh-bone 5

and defeending over the Patella, comprehends the

Mufcles of the Tarfus, and joins with the Liga-

mentum Annulare, which retains the Tendons of

the Toes and Feet : When this Mufcle adleth, the

Leg and Thigh are drawn outwards.

MEMBRED : In Heraldry thofe Birds which

are either whole footed, or which have no Tal-

lons, are termed by this Word Membred, ,

MEMORY, is that Faculty of the Soul, which

repeats things perceived by former Senfations 5 or

is the calling to mind of known and paft things

5

as when we conceive Heat or Light, Yellow or

Sweet, 6c. the ObjeCt being removed 3 and is as

it were the Store-houfe of our Idea’s.

MENDOSA Sutura, or Squammea, is a Scaly

Connexion of the Bones of the Scull ; as may be

feen in the Bone of the Temples, and the Bone of

the Fore-part of the Head.

MENINGES, are the thin Skins that enwrap

the Brain, and which are called Matres by the A-
rabians • as if all the Membranes of the Body
were propagated by and from them. They lie

immediately within the Scull, and are Two in

Number, vi%. the Dura mater, or Craffa meninx
3

and the Pia mater, or Tenuis meninx ; which lee.

MENINGGPHYLAN, is that which preferves

the Meninx or Membrane of the Head, as thin

Gold or Silver Plates, which are applied when xki
Scull is opened. Blanehard.

MENINX. See Mater dilra 6 tenuisi

MENISCUS Glaffes, are thofe which are Con-
vex on one fide, and Concave on the other.’

For finding the Focus of a Memfcus, the Rule
is this :

As the Difference of the Semi-diameters ofthe Com
vexity and Concavity, to the Semi-diameter of the

Concavity 3 So is the Diameter of the Convexity to

the Focal Length.

MENOPEGIA,
.

is a fharp Pain m the Head, afo

feefling one fingle Place.

MENSTRUUM. The Chymical Word for a
Dilfolving Liquor. .. They gave it this Name, be-

caufe fome Chymills pretend that the Compleac
DilTolution of a Mixt cannot be done in lels Time
than. 40 Days 3 which Period they call the Philop
fophical Month. , ,

And from hence the Word. Menftruum hath

come to be the General Term for any Diflolvent

;

and any Liquor which will exafldy diflblve all the

Parts of any Body, is called a proper Menftruum
for that Body : As Aqua JRegalis is for Gold 3 Aqua
Fortis, or Spirit of Nitre, for moft other Metals 3
Common Water for Salt, or Sugar, 6c.
And here it may not be amifs to give a Solution

ofone Difficulty, vi%. Why great Lumps or Frag-

ments of Gold, 6c. will readily defeend to the

bottom of the Glals 3 and yet when they come
to be cut or divided into very fmall Particles or

Atoms, tho’ of the fame fpecifick Gravity with
thofe greater Lumps, yet thefe fh&ll fwim, and be
fufpended in the Menftruum.

In order to the accounting for which, we may
firft confider, that the Parts of no Fluid can be fo

eafily feparable, but that they will a little refill of

retard the Defeent of any heavy Body through

them : And this Refiftance is (cesteris paribus) ftill

proportionable to the Surface; of the defeending

Bodies. But the Surfaces of Bodies do by no
means increale or d'ecreafe in the fame Proportion

as their Solidities do: For the Solidity encreafes

as the Cube, but the Surface only as the Square
of the Diameter. Wherefore tis plain very final!

Bodies will have much larger Surfaces, in Propor-

tion to their Solid Content, than larger Bodies
will 5 and confequently, when they grow exceed-

ing fmall, may eafily be conceived to be buoyed
up by the Fluid.

Indeed it doth fometimes happen that a Men-
ftruum Will diffolve and keep fufpended in it, with-

out letting them emerge to the top, the Parts of a'

Body lighter in Specie than it 3 as when Camphire
is dilfolved into a Liquor, and that Liquor well

mingled with Oil of Vitriol 3 which is an Eftefl:

not agreeable to the Laws of Hydroftatickj : But
then it may be confider’d, that there may be fome
fuch peculiar Texture in the Parts of the Cam-
phire, as may make them fo join or adhere to the

Parts of the Oil, qs that, tho’ heavier, yet they

ftiall not be impelled up to the Surface, at leaft for

a Time : Which we fee is the Cafe, in fome mea-
fure, of an accurate and well-proportioned Mix-
ture of Oil and Water.

Mr, Boyle mentions a Menftruum which he ex-

tracted from Bread alone, that would work on
Bodies more compafl: than many hard Minerals,

nay, even on Glafs it lelf, and do many things

that Aquafortis could not do. It was thus made %

Cut Brown Houlhold-Bread, either of Wheat or
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Rye, (tho° the Rye is beft) into Slices * and when
they are a little dried, fill with them a Glafs Re-
tort, and draw off in a Sand-Furnace by degrees

of Fire, what will come over. Separate the Oil
from the Liquor in the Receiver by a Tunnel, or

a Filtre, and in a gentle Heat free the Spirit from
fome of its Phlegm, (tho’ this is not always ne-

ceffary.) With this, he faith, he drew Tincftures

not only from Crude Corals, but even from the

Lapis Hematites, and Grannies, unpowdered • nay
alfo from Diamonds and Rubies. Yet by no
means was this fo Corrofive a Liquor as Aqua
Fortis

,
or as the other Acid Menftruums.

From hence therefore we may learn to fufpend

our Affent as to that bold Affertion of fome Phyfi-

cians and Naturalifts, That ’tis impoflibie any
Medicine can be found out, that fliall diffolve the

Stone in the Bladder or Kidneys ; but what muft
alfo corrode and deftroy the Veffels through which
it paffes in the Body. For there are many Men-
ftruums effectually Corrolive, that will not work
at' all on fome Bodies ; which yet other things,

the’ of no fuch Corrofive Nature to the Tongue
or the Touch, will readily dilfolve. Thus Quick-
filver will diffolve Gold, tho there be no fenfible

Appearance of any Corrofivenefs in the Mercury,
either to the Finger, or even to the Tongue ; and
yet neither Aqua Fortis, nor Oil of Vitriol, nor

Spirit of Nitre, will touch this Metal, tho’ they

are fome of the moll Corrofive Menftruums in

Nature. Cold Water will diffolve the White of

an Egg; which the pureft Spirit of Wine will not

divide, but coagulate ; as will alfo the Acid Li-

quors, Spirit of Salt, and Oil of Vitriol. Thus
alfo Common Oil will diffolve Brimftone, tho’ it

appear fo foft and fmoothupon the Tongue, and
will not diffolve fo much as an Egg-fliell

;
and

yet that General Diffolvent, Aqua Fortis, will not

touch Brimftone. Many more Inftances of this

Nature might be given ; by which it appears, that

Menftruums do not operate by virtue of any mani-

feft Quality, fuch as Heat, Moifture, or even Aci-

dity it felf, but rather by fome Mechanical and
peculiar Fitnefs that there is between the Shape,

Bulk, Solidity, (3c. of the Corpufcles both of it

and the Body to be diffolved.

MENSTRUUM Peracutum, is a Menftruum
mentioned by Mr. Boyle, and made by drawing off

Spirit of Nitre feveral times from Buttet of Anti-

mony. He faith, that by the Help of this, he was
able, without a very violent Fire, and in a few
Hours, to elevate a good Quantity of Crude
Gold.

MENSURABILITY, is an Aptitude in a Body,

tvhereby it may be apply’d or conform’d to a cer-

tain Meafure.

MENSURATION, or Meafuring is to find the

Superficial Area, or Solid Content, of all Surfaces

and Bodies. The Rules to do which, as exacftly

as is poffible, you will find under the Names of
' the feveral figures and Solids.

MEPHITICAL Exhalations, are poifonous or

noxious ones, iffuing out of the Earth. Thefe the

Latins ufed to call Mephites • whence comes the

Italian Mofeta, which is the Term they have for

the Famous Grotta de Cam
, near Pu^oli, about

two Miles from Naples
; which is fo called, be-

caufe its poifonous Steams will kill Dogs, (and no

doubt any other Animals) if held long over it, and

within the Stench ofthe Steams.

'MERCATORS Chart, or Projection, is a Proje-

ction Of the Face of the Earth in Plano
; wherein

the Degrees upon the Meridian increafe towards,
the Poles in the fame Proportion that the Parallel

Circles decreafe towards them.
’Tis called ALercators Chart, or Projection, be-

caufe Mercator was the firft that publiflied Charts
fo made : Tho’ our Countryman Mr. Wright was
really the firft that made the Tables for this Pro

-

jeftion.
Tho the Plain Chart be very eafie and ufeful

in fhort Voyages, and will ferve in the longeft

Voyages, if you fail Home in or near the oppo-
fite Rhumb you went by ; as the Ancients,- who
being Coafters, did before the Ufe of the Com-
pals : Yet foraifnuch as few Places, or indeed
none but finch as lie under the fame Meridian, or
under the Equinoctial, can therein be expreffed

according to their true Situation and Diftance one
from another ; but if they be laid down true by
the Courfe and Diftance, the Difference of Longi-
tude will be fade

; if they be laid down by the

Courfe and Difference of Longitude, then will the
Diftance and Difference be more than it fhould
be

; and if they be laid down by their Diftance
and Difference of Longitude, (which in many
Cafes is impoffible) then the Difference of Lati-
tude will always be too little, and the Rhumb
too wide from the Meridian ; and if they be laid

down by their Latitudes and Separation, then
the Courfe will be wide, and the Diftance too
much, ‘(3c.

And lince that the Places in particular Maps 6t
Charts being laid down in fome, one way, and in

others another, and thefe Pieces many times tack’d

together, without due Confideration of the differ-

ing Methods, Places have been laid down by ;

This, I fay, being fo, the Geography and Hydro-
graphy of the World is fo corrupted, that too
many Defcriptions of the Whole, or of the large
Parts of it, are enormoufly erroneous, hnd"the
Shape of the Land much diftorted. It were to be
wiftied therefore that the World would not put
overmuch Value on, but wean it felf from the
Ufe of the Plain Chart • and by making the
True Chart eafie and familiar, bring it in Reipedt
and Ufe.

It was the great Study of our Predeceffors, to

contrive fuch a Chart in Plano, with ftrait Lines,

on which all or any Parts of the World might be
truly fet down, according to their Longitudes, La-
titueds. Bearings, or Diftances.

A Way was hinted for this near 2000 Years
fince by Ptolemy, and a General Map according
thereto made in the preceding Age by one Merca-
tor

; but the Thing demonftrated, and a Ready
Way fhew’d of deferibing it, was not till Mr.
Wright taught to enlarge the Meridian Line by the

continual Addition of Secants : fo that all the De-
grees ofLongitude might be proportional to thofe

of Latitude, as on the Globe : Which he has

done after fuch an Excellent manner, that in ma-
ny Refpecfts it’s far more convenient for the Navi-
gators Ufe' than the Globe it felf ; and will truly

|

fhew the Courfe and Diftance from Place to Place,

which way foe-ver a Ship fail forth, or return.

PROB*
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PROBLEMS.

x , To find the Meridional, Miles, angering to any

Difference of Latitude„

Firft, By the Table of Meridional Parts, which

are printed in moft Books of Navigation,

Find the Degrees of either Latitude overhead,

and the Minutes in the Left Hand Column down-

wards; and in the Angle of meeting are the Parts

for that Latitude.
.

Thus alfo find out the Parts for the other

:

'Then, if both Latitudes be of the fame Name,

that is, both North, or both South, iubftracb thefe

one from the other; and that Remainder con-

rains the Meridional Miles fought If of different

Name, add them together : As in Example a.

Example.

Required to find the Meridional Miles between

Latitude 43
0

1
5' North, and 50° 20' N.

Example z.
*

! V _

The f of Lat. 2o° 17' S. is to 9

which added to 45°, make 55° 8'foS. 1

whofe Tangent is ..... 570

i-Lat. 1 8° 53', N. is 9
0 z6 '

1457970
which added to 45°, makes>—
54

0
z6 'i, its Tangent is* . . J3028577 SunT

1I63
) 3028577 C 2.397 — Mer. Diff. Lat,

. 50260

123
ioo

1166

Latitude 50° IcL

Latitude 43 1 5
-

"
3
qq

57
1 Mer. ^E.

-28837 o

Merid. Difference of Lat.—-6220

Example. 2.

Let one Lat.be 20° 1
9* S.——12423! ^ p

The other Lat. 18 53 N.—ii54*->

Merid. Difference of Lat-—23963 Sum,

PROBLEM II.

£ To find thb Meridional Difference of Latitude by

the Table of Artificial TangentSi

The Logarithmick. Tangents above 45 Degrees,

accounting every 3° Minutes to be one Degree,

and every Minute to be two Minutes of the Me-

ridian Line, are in the fame Ratio with the Meri-

dional Parts, made by the continual Addition of

Natural Secants.

Therefore, Take half of each of the Given La-

titudes, and to each half add 45% looking the

Tangents of their Arches in the Table of Logdrith-

mick Tangents ; the Difference of thefe Tangents

divide by 1263, the Quotient will be the Meri-

dional Miles or Minutes.

Example fi

’ Lat. 50® 20', its-5=25
9
iq'; whichl

added to 45% makes 70s 10', Whofe
^

4428786

Tangent is

t Lat. 43
0
14', is 21° 37' £3 which'

V

added to 45°, makes 66 9
37' F, whofe > 3642940

Tangent is, omitting the Index,— )

PROBLEM III

3, The Latitudes and Difference of Longitudes of
Two Places given, 'Tofind the Courfe and Difiance
between them

.

Admit the Courfe and Diftance between the Lyd
%ard, in Latitude 50 °|i o' N. and Antego in Lati-
tude 17

0
25 N. whofe Difference of Longitude is

54° 15' W. be required.

2429=tO
end. Diff. Ldt.

1263) 785846 (6zz

280

278

Merid, Diff,

785846

32 45
60

1965== Diff Lad Diff Long.= 54° 1 f
(— 3255 Miles Wo

GeomatricaUy.

Draw the Meridian C A, Which make equal to

2429, the Merid. Diff. Lat. Eredt the Perpendi-
cular A B, which let be equal to the Diff. of
Longit. 3255

;

draw C B ; make C D equal to
the proper Diff. ofLat. 1965 3 and erect the Per-
pendicular D E.

In the

Trian- \
gle ( Requi-

A BC J red

TG A— Mer. Diff. Lat. =2 2429
GlVen 1b A = Diff. Longit.

L C = Courfe.

L B = Compl. Courfe ,

3255

260

the T TCD= Proper DiffLat.= i 565
ian- \ 1 and L C= Courfe.

Dift, of the Places,

Fo>

In

Trian- C

5 D
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For the Courfe, fay

,

As Mer. DifF. Lat. : Rad. Diff. Long. :T. Courfe

4429 min. : T.55 °-
: 325 5 min. :T»53 ° ,i 5'.

Operation by the Logarithms".

To the Arithmetical Com- 1
plement of the Log. Mer. > 2429— 6.614573

Diff. Lat. - 1 . . . J
Add the Log. of the Diff. Long. 32.55

-— 3.51x551

Sum is the T. of the Courfe, 53
0 16'— 10.1*7124

By Gunter’s Scale,

The Extent from 2429“? on the Line of Num-
to . . . . 3255/ bers,

.Will reach from T. 45
0 00'

to the T. of thel

Courfe . ... S 53

oo'y

16 j

on the Line of
Tangents.

For the Difiance fay,

As the Co-Sine ofthe Courfe : Rad : : D.L, : Dift.

S. 36° 44' ; S. 90
0 00' ; : 1965 : 3285,

Operation by the Logarithms.

To the Log. Mer. Diff. Lat. 242,9—3.38542’
AddtheTangt. of the Courfe, 53

0 16'—10.12,712.

Operation by the Logarithms.

H
To the Arithmetical Com

plement of the Co. S. ^ 36° 44'—0.22323
Courfe . . . .

Add the Log. of the Diff. Lat. 1965—-3.29336

Sum is the Log. ofthe Diftance, 3285—3.51659

By Gunter’s Scale.

The Extent from S. 3 6° 44' 1 on the Line of

to the .... S. 90 00 S Sines.

Reaches from— S. 1965 — *> on the Line of

to .
h
. . . ; 1965 — j Numbers.

PROBLEM IV.

4! The Latitude and Courfe given, the Difiance, Dif-

ference ofLongitude and Departure, required.

Example.

Sailing froth the Ly^ard. Lat. 50
0 io’N. and

the Courfe being 53
0

1 6' S. wefterly, ('Variation

and Leeward-way, &c. allow’d for) or S. W. W

.

near j and finding by Obfervation the Ship to be in

Latitude 17
0 25' North j What’s the Difiance run,

Departure, and Difference ofLongitude ?

Sum — Log. Diff. Longitude, 3255. 3,51254

By Gunter’* Scale

.

j

The Extent from T. 45
0

l on the Line of
to the Tanget of 53

0
16'J Tangents.

Reaches from .... 2429\ en the Line of
to . . . . . . 325 5 i Numbers, -

PROBLEM V.

5 . The Latitude andDifiance being given, Courfe, De-
parture, and Difference ofLongitude are required ?

Example.

Sailing North-Eaffward from Antego 3285 mini
and by Obfervation finding my Latitude to be 50
deg, 1 o min. North 3 What’s the Courfe

, Depar-
ture and Difference ffLongitude ?

From
Subft.

50° io'N-'l £ t:
Jobferv.7M P.T3495

17 25 N.3
L

‘ fAntego.S 1061

From 50
0 io'N.

Subft. 17 25 N
Rem. 32 45=1965=Dif. Lat. M. Dif. Lt. 2429.

* Difiance, what ?

As the fine of the Courfe : Rad : : Dif. Lat : Dift.

and 36° 44' : S. 90° 00' : : 1965 : 3285.

Departure, what ?

Radius : Mer. Dif. Lat : i T. Courfe : Dif. Long.
T, 45 : 2429 min : : T. 53

0
1
6'

: 3255. min.

32 45=1965= Dif. Lat. M.Dif.Lt.2429;

Courfe, what?

Diftance ; Diff. Lat. : : Radius : Co-Sine Courief
3285 : 1965 i • S. 90° 00'

: S. 36° 44'

Operation by Logarithms.

To the' Arithmetical Com-T
plement of the Log. of> 3285 — 6.4834?,
the Diftance . ... J

Add the Log. of the Diff. Lat. 1965 -I 3.2933d

Sum= Co-Sine ofthe Courfe, 36° 44' — 9.77677

By Gunter’s Scale.

The Extent from Diftance 3285? on Line
to the Diff. Lat. . . . .19653 of Numb*

Reaches frornS, of Radius, 90
0 00S on Line

to the S. Compl. of Courfe 36 44j of Sines.

Then the ^ I-

PROBLEM VI.

6. The Latitude and Departure given, Required the

Courfej Difiance, and Difference ofLongitude.

Example.

A Ship from Latitude 5 c
0
io

f N.and Longitude
00° 00' runs South-wefterly till her Departure'

be 2633 Miles, and the obferved Latitude 17° 25'

North 3 I demand the Courfe, Diftance, and Diffe-

rence ofLongitude.

Diff. Lat. : Departure : : Radius : T. Courfef

1965 : 2633 : :T.45°oo'; T. 53
0 16'.

Operation
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Operation by the Logarithms.

To Ar. Co. Log* of Diff Lat, 1965—6.70664

Add the Log. of Departure 263 3—3.4104%

Sum = T. of the Courfe — 53° 16-10.12712

By Gunter’* Scale.

The Extent from Diff.Lat. 1965 1 On Line of

to the Departure . . . 2633 T Numbers.

Reach, from T. ofRadius^ 9 00' ? On Line of

to the T. of the Courfe 53 *6 S Tangents.

Diftance\ b 6- ofpUin Sail . S 3 28 5

Diff.Lat. J J Ci 96 5=3;965=3245

Then {oSfcXongit.}
is found b?

PR OBLE M VII.

7.

One Latitude, Courfe and Difiance given • the Dif-

ference of Latitude, and Difference of Longitude

required. <

Example.
'

A Ship from 50° 10’ N. Latitude, and 00® 00'

'Longitude, runs with a Courfe 16° 32' S. wefter-

ly 3285 Miles: What is the Difference of Lati-

tude, and Difference of Longitude ?

For the Difference of Latitude, fay,

Radius : Co-Sine Courfe : : Diftance : Differ. Lat.

S-, 90° 00': S. 36 9 44' : : 3284 m : 1965

Operation by the Logarithms.

To the 7, of the Courfe 53
0 16'.

And the Logar. Diftance 32 85

.9.77676

-3.51659

Run ss Log. Diff. Lat.
1

1 9 65—-—3.2933 5

By Gunter’s Scale,

The extent from S. Radius, 90 9 oo’VOn Line of

To the S. Cornpli. Courfe 36 44 J Sines.

Reaches from the Diftance 32 8 5“^On Line, of

To the Differen. Latitude 19 65 J Numbers.

Trom 5°° i°— Departed1 L M p /349°
Subft. 32. 45 = Difffren. L Lzt' Mer-its

- l IO/6i

Rem. 17. 25=Prefent -^Mer. Diff.Lat.=2429

Diff. Long, find by Proh. 2. in 3255 = 54° 15' W.
.

'

v -

From 54
0

1
5 —Difference

T

Subft. 00 00 =Departed Cr •

_______
1 ^Longitude.

Rem.=54° 1 5' W. Prefent

^

PROBLEM VIII.

8

.

One Latitude
,
Departure and Courfe given : Re-

quired Difiance, Difference of Latitude, and
Difference of Longitude,

ExampleJ

Sailing South 53° 16' Weft, from Latitude
5°° 10' North, Longitude oo° 00', tiff my Depar-
ture be 2633 Miles : What’s my Diftance, Lati-
tude and Longitude ?

'

From 5

Subft. 32

°° io'N.= DepartedA /349b
2 45 N.= Difference ^.P.—

-
. \

Rem.= 17 25 =1985 XPrefy M.D.Lat.2429

For the Difference of Longitudes, fay.

Proper Diff.Lat : M.R.Diff.Lat : : Depart : D.Long,

1965 m : 2429 m:: 2633 3255

Operation by Logarithms'.

f * ;> . . ^

To Ar. co. Log. Diff. Lat. 11965 —6.70663

Add the Log.{Jf
r- Diff- Lf

2429 • 3.38541
& (.Departure 2632 3.42049

Sum =Log. Diff. Long. 32,55=54° 15' 3.51254.

By Gunter* Scale.

The Extentfrom Diff. Lat. 1 965 A
Tophe Mer. Differ. Latit. 2429 ( T . T

•

' ^

Reaches from Departure 2633 C
on ^ine°^um ”

To the Differ, of Long. 3255^

From oo° 00'= Departed ")

Subftradt 54 j 5 = Difference ( T • ,
-^ aLongitude.

Rem. ==54 15 W.=Prefent."^

PROBLEM IX.

9.

One Latitude, Difiance and Departure given : The
Courfe, Difference of Latitude, and Difference of
Longitude required.

Example.

From Latitude 50° Vo' N. and Longitude
00° 00', Sailing South Weftward 3285 m. until

the Departure be 2633 m : I demand the Courfe
Sail’d, Latitude and Longitude.

By C. 4. of Flam S^ing{§^f:~^
5

16 W°

. * "
. _

’ *
.

• , i -
-

By Proh. 6 . Prefent Latitude = X7°45'N.
And Meridian Differ. Latitude = 2429

^“}Long.by ^.d.is}f»=j4-^54 l6

PROBLEM X.

10.

One Latitude, Courfe and Difference of Longitude
given : The Difference, Latitude, Diftance and
Departure required.

Example,

•' ...
From Latitude 53° 1 0/ N. failing South 5 3

0 -16'

Wefterly, till I am in the Longitude 54
0
45' W„

What’s my Diftance, Departure and Difference of
Latitude ?

From 00 0 oo' N. Departed
Subftrad 54 15 W. Prefent

Longitude'.

Rem . = 54 15=3255 =Differ, J
5 d For
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For the Meridian Difference of Latitude, fay,

Radius : c T, Courfe :

i

Diff. Long : Mer. DifF. Lat.

,T. 45 °
o T.36

0
44' : : 3^5 5 ' 2429 m*

Operation by the Logarithms,

,To the c T. Courfe- 3 6
0
44'

Add Log. DifF. Longit. 315 5 m.-

•9.87290

3 . 512,55

Sum Rad. == Log. Mer.Diff.Lat. 2529 m. 3-38545

By Gunter’‘s Scale,

The extent from T. Radius 45
0
? r - c rp

To T. Compl. Courfe-3S° 44'S
0n Lme ofTan-

Riches ftomDiff.Lo„g.3255l
on Line ofNmn.

;
To Mend. Differ. Latit.2429 S

from 3490A CPartsin Dep.T "}5o°io'
Subff. 2429 (j^er ^ Difference (pat

Rem. 1061-^ ^ Parts in pref.-^ 17 25
Then find, the Diftance and Departure , by

Cafe 2. Plain Sailing.

PROBLEM XL

[i 1 . The Difference, Longitude and Difiance of two

Places in the fame Latitude being given,
to find

the Latitude,

Example.

Two Ships in the Equator 400 Miles from one

another 5 one fails North, the other South alike

Diftances, till they are 150 Miles afunder : What
Latitude are they in ?

Proportion;

Differ.Longl : Radius : : Diftance : S. Latit.

400 ; S. 90° oo' : : 1 50 M. : S.22
0 oi*

Operation by the Logarithms2

To the Ar. co. Log. DifF. Long. 400—-—7.39794
Add Logarith. of the Diftance 150-——2.17600

Sum= S. Latitude— 67° 59
'—

9*57394

By Gunter’'s Scale.

The Extent from Differ. Long. 400 ? on Line of

To the -—— —
• Diftance 150 S Numbers.

Reaches* from S. Radius 90
0 00' 7 on Line of

To S. Compleat Latitude 67 39 J Sines.

PROBLEM. XII.

12. The Differences of Longitude between two Places

of the fame Latitude, being given : To find their

Difiance.

Example.

The Diftance between Martigico] and Cape

Verde, is required,

Froth 54 °
5°T L fMartin.l L.i4

°

S o!
Subft. n 30 J— *

n
&'\c.Verde.S North,

Rem. =43 20 = 2600 Miles= Differ. Long,

Radius : DifF. Long. : : S. Latit. : Diftance.'

Operation by the Logarithms.

To Log. Differ. Longitude 2600

—

Add the S. Latitude 14
0

5 o'-- —9.9 1528

Sum— Rad = Log. Diftance 2513.

By Gunter’‘s Scale.

—-2.40025

The Extent from S. Rad. 90
0
oo'Ron Line of

To the S. Com. Latitude 75 ioj Sines.

Reaches from Differ. Longit, 2600 7 on Line of
To the Diftance — —- 2513/ Numbers.

PROBLEM XIII..

13. The Difiance between two Places in thefame
Parallel given: Required, Tofind the Difference of
Longitude.

Example,,

Sailing from Cape Verde, in Latitude 14
0
50"

North to an Ifland 2513 Miles Weft : I demand
the Longitude of the Ifland.

c S. Lat : Diftance : : Radius : Diff. Long.
S.75 0 10' : 2513 :: 8,90° 00'

; 5,600 Miles

Operation by the Logarithms.

To ar. co. S. Latitude 14
0 50' 0.01472,

Add Log. of the Diftance 2513 —3.40023

Sum = Log. Dift. Long. 2600 Miles-—-3.41797

By Gunter^ Scale.

The Ext. from S. Compl. Lat. 75
0

1 o'"? on Line of
To the Sine of the Radius—-90 00 S Sines.

Reaches from Diftance 25 13! on Line of
To the Difference of Longitude-2600j Numbers.

To 2600
Add 60

Sul©=

=43° 20'

11 30

- Diff. Long, in D. and M.
: Long, of Cape Verde.

54. 50 = Longitude of the Place

the Ship is in.

That the Meridian Line in Mercators Chart, is

a Scale of Logarithmick Tangents of the half

Complements of the Latitude : The incomparable

Mr. Halley demonftrates thus.

Suppofing P the Pole.

B D the Equinoctial.

P C, P c, &c. Co-Latitudes,

B c c, C P a Rhumb Line,

1. The

r



to draw a true Running Mercury, or Quick-
filver, from Antimony - and that

?

it fucceeded
well.

1. The Lines P B, Pc, PC, are the Tangents

of half the Co-Latitudes in the Stereographies Pro-

jection, (by Prob. I. in SphericS Projection.)

2. The Difference ofLongitudes, or Angles at

the Pole (B P C, &c.) between them, are Loga-
rithms of the Pationes of thofe Tangents one to a-

nother, (by the known Property of Proportional

Spirals) But the Nautical Meridian Line
,

is no
other than a Table of Longitudes, anfwering to

each Minute of Latitude on the Pvhumb Line, ma-
king an Angle of 45 Degrees with the Meridian :

Wherefore the Meridian Line is no other than a

Scale of Logarithmick Tangents, of the halfCom-
plements of the Latitudes. Q. E. D.

Whence he deduces the following

C'OROLLARIE Si

1. Becaufe that in every Point of any Rhumb
Line,, the Difference of Latitude is to the De-
parture as the Radius to the Tangent of the

Angle that Rhumb Line makes with the Meri-

dian ; and thofe equal Departures are every

where to the Difference of Longitude, as the Ra-
dius to the Secant of the Latitude : It follows,

that the Differences of Longitude are on any
Rhumb, Logarithms of the fame Tangents, but of

a different Species ; being proportioned to one a-

n@ther, as are the Tangents of the Angles made
with the Meridian.

2. Hence any Scale of Logarithmick Tan-
gents is a Table of the Differences of Longitude,

to feveral Latitudes
,

upon fome determinate

Rhumb or other : And therefore, as the Tangent
of the Angle of fuch Rhumb, , to the Tangent of
any other Rhumb : fo the Differences of the Lo-
garithms of any two Tangents, to the Difference

ofLongitude on the propofed Rhumb, intercepted

between the two Latitudes, of whole half Com-
plements you took the Logarithmick Tangents. ,

MERCATORS Sailing, isthe Art of finding on
a Plane the Motion of a Ship upon any aflign’d

Courfe, true in Longitude, Latitude and Diftance;
the Meridians being all parallel, and the Parallels

of Latitude Strait Lines. The Way to do this,

you have before in Mercators Chart.

MERCURY, according to the Chymifts, is

the Third of their Hypofiatical Principles
; and is

the lame with what we call Spirit • which fee.

MERCURIES of Metals, are Things much
boafted of by the Chymifts ; but they deliver

the Procelfes of making them fo obfeurely, that
we have juft Reafon to believe they had no Mind
to be difproved by being underftood.

Yet Mr. Boyle tells us exprefly, that he Ihewed
a certain Chymift of hiS Acquaintance a Way

MERCURIUS Eulcis, or Sweet Sublimate
of Mercury, by the Chymifts fometimes called
Aquila alba, is thus made. Sixteen Ounces of
Sublimate Corrofive being powder’d in a Glafs,
or Marble Mortar, (for it muft never be done
in a Metalline one) is mixed by little and little

with Twelve Ounces of Mercury revived from
Cinnabar, (or pure Mercury :) The Mixture is

ftirred about with a Wooden Peftle, till all the .

Crude mercury dilappear
; then it is put into a

Matrafs, two Thirds of which remain empty t

The Velfel is heated in Sand, gently at firft,

but afterward the Fire is encrealed to the Third
Degree. In four or five Hours the Sublimate
will ftick to the Top and Neck of the Glafs ;

Fling away all that is not White, and then pow-
der that, and fublimate it again, and a Third
time if you would have, it very white. Thus is

the ftrongeft Poifon, perhaps in Nature, corre-
<ded into a very gentle and ufeful Medicine, by
adding more Mercury to it. The Reafon o£
which feems to be. That by thefe New Sublima-
tions, the Corroding Acids of the Sublimate have
their Points broken, and perhaps fome of them,
loaded with the Addition of more Mercury, and
fo can t ad: with the fame deleterious Force as
they did before.

MERCURIUS Vita. See Algorot,
MERCURY. According to M. Cajfni, the

greateft Diftance of Mercury from the Earth is

3 17°4, the mean Diftance 22000, and the leafe
Diftance 11296 Semi-diameters of the Earth;
Therefore his mean Diftance will be about
88000000 Englifh Miles ; and the Diameter of
Mercury is \ of the Diameter of the Earth, and
therefore the Globe of Mercury muft be y of that
of the Earth.

Mr. Aqmt pretends to prove, That tho’ Mercury
be fo near the Sun, the Light there is not capable
of burning any Objedrs. But Sir Ifadc Newton
makes the Heat of Mercury fo great, as to be Se-
ven times as much as the Heat of our Summer
Sun ; which he found by Experiments defignedly
made by the Thermofcope, is enough to"make
Water boil. And therefore if BodiesNvill not be
there enkindled by fuch a Degree of Heat, it muft
be becaufe their Degree of Benfity is proportion
nably greater than that of fuch kinds of Bodies
on our Earth : Wherefore undoubtedly this Fiery
Planet is uninhabitable by fuch Creatures as live
on our Earth.

Capt. Balky, in his Obfervation of Mercury feed
in the Sun, A. D. 1677, at St. Hellena, faith, That
this Planet may be leen Nine times in the Sun,
near the Afcending Node, A. D. 1710, 1723, 1736,
1743, l 7l6, 1782, 1789, in OBober •

and Four times near the other Node, in the
Month of April, A. D. 1707, 1753, 1786, 17994
all within this Century.

Dr. Gregory, in his Comparative Aftronomy, at
the End of his Afiron. Phyf. if Gecm . Elementa, con-
fiders what Phenomena in the Heavens would ap-
pear to an Eye placed in this Planet Mercury, vi%.

1. That the Diameter of the Sun feen from
thence, would be trebble of what it is feen from
the Earth, becaufe that Planet is thrice as near to
it as we are ; and confequently the Suns Disk to
afi Eye there, will be Seven times as great as what



it appears to us ; and all other things confider’d,

the Light and Heat in Mercury will be feptuple of

ours, at fome times : But thefe Qualities will be

much intended and remitted, according to the di-

verfe Diftance of Mercury from the Sun 5 for his

Orbit is the moft Excentrick of any of the Planets.

%, The Gravity of Mercury towards the Sun

will be feven times greater than in the Earth.

The Denfity of Mercury,and confequently the Gra-

vity of Bodies placed on its Surface, towards its

Centre, cannot fo accurately be determin’d, as

the Gravity of the Planet towards the Sun : But

however, in Prop. 49. Lib. 3. Schol. he fhews a

Way to guefs Analogically at it. And no doubt

this Planet is much denfer than the Earth, becaufe

of the Over-proportion of Heat there.

3. It doth not yet appear by Obfervations, whe-

ther Mercury revolves round His Axis, or not, and

confequently what the Length of his Day is j
but

’tis probable he hath fuch a Motion as well as the

other Planets, but his Year is fcarce equal to a

Quarter of ours. What Variety of Seafons and

Weather Mercury is fubjedt to, is uncertain
;
be-

caufe the Inclination of his Axis, on which he re-

volves about himfelf, to the Plane of the Orbit?

which he defcribes round the Sun, is unknown.

4. To an Eye placed in Mercury, and looking

towards the Sun, the Solar Spots (if at anytime

fuch there are) will appear to traverfe his Disk

fometimes in a Right Line, from Eaft to Weft ;

and fometimes their Path will appear Elliptical,

bending fometimes one way, and fometimes ano-

ther. And the whole Variety of this Appearance

will be abfolved in a Year’s Time, in which the

Path of the Solar Spots' will appear to be twice

Redlilinear : But indeed the Path of thefe. Spots

will be almoft continually in a Right Line, be-

caufe Mercury never much declines from the Plane

of the Sun’s Equator. \ 1

5. The other Five Planets being above Mercury,

their Phenomena will be much the fame as to an

Eye at the Earth : So that Venus and our Earth,

when in Oppofition to the Sun, will fhine with a

full Orb, and confequently afford a great Light to

this Planet at Night. But the Superior Planets

will not afford him fo much Light as they do us.

6. The Sun’s and the other Planets Places, and

the Phenomena of Comets are found the fame Way
in Mercury, and after the fame manner, and will

appear as they do to us on the Earth.

MERIDIAN, is a great Circle palling through

the Poles of the World, and both Zenith and Nadir,

croffeth the Equinodtial at Right Angles, and di-

videth the Sphere into two equal Parts, one Eaft,

the other Weft ; and has its Poles in the Eaft and

Weft Points of the Horizon. ’Tis call’d* Meridian,

becaufe when the Sun cometh to the South Part

of this Circle, ’tis then Meridies
,
Mid-day

,
or

JJigh-noon ; and then the Sun hath his greateft Al-

titade for that Day, which therefore is called the

Meridian Altitude.

Thele Meridians are various,and change accord-

ing to the Longitudes of Places ; fo that they may

be laid to be infinite in Number, for that all Places

from Eaft to Weft have their feveral Meridians :

But there is (or fliould be) one Fix’d, which is

called the Firfi Meridian.

MERIDIAN on the Globe or Sphere, is repre-

fented by the Brazen Circle, in which thl Globe

hangs and turns. ’Tis divided into Four 90’s or

360 Degrees, beginning at the Equinodfial,

On it, each way from the Equinodtial, on the
Celefiial Globes, is counted the South and North
Declination of the Sun or Stars : And on the Ter-
reftrial Globe, the Latitude of Places North or
South. Which is all cne with the Elevation or
Height of the Pole above the Horizon and the
Complement of the Latitude or Poles Height is

equal to the Height of the Equino&ial above the
Horizon.

There are two Points of this Circle, which are
called the Poles of the World

j and adiameter con-
tinu’d from thence through the Centre of either
Globes, is called the Axis of the Earth or Heavens

,

on which they are fuppofed to turn round.

On the Terrejlrial Globes there are ufually 36
Meridians drawn, one through every Tenth De-
gree of the Equator, or through every Tenth De-
gree of Longitude.

The Vfes of this Circle, are,

1. To fet the Globes to any particular Latitude.

2. To fhew the Sun’s or a Star’s Declination,

Right Afcenfion, or greateft Altitude, &c.

PROBLEM.
To find theSuns Meridian Altitude or Depreflioa

at Night by the Glebes .

Bring the Suns Place to the Meridian above the
Horizon, for his Noon-Altitude

3 which will fhew
the Degrees of it, counted from the Horizon . For
his Midnight-Deprejfion below the North Point of
the Horizon, you muft bring the oppofite Point to

the Sun’s prefent Place, as before to the Meridian •

and the Degrees there intercepted between thatPoint

and the Horizon, are his Midnight-Depreffion.

MERIDIAN Line, on a Dyal, is a Right Line
arifing from the Interfetftion of the Meridian of the
Place with the Plane of the Dyal. This is the
Line of 12 a Clock, and from hence the Divifion

of the Hour Lines begins.

To draw a True Meridian Line upon an
Horizontal Plane.

Firft, Get a plain thick Board, ofa Foot Square,
or more j then upon one of the Edges or Corners,

as near as may be, fallen a ftrong Iron Pin, about
1 o or 1 1 Inches long, and make it fo fail, that it

will not fhake or yield in the leaft : It matters

not whether it be perpendicular or not.

Set this Board horizontally in your Garden,
with Earth or Sand upon the Ground, or elfewhere,

about 9 a Clock j (the beft Time is, when the Sun
is near the Solftice, fuppofe about the 10th of
June) fee where the Head of this Iron Pin (which
muft be fharp at the top) giveth its Shadow upon
the Board, mark that Place : Then take a Wooden
Ruler, fharp alfo at one end, and lay it fo upon
the fharp end of the Iron Pin, that the fharp end
of the Ruler may touch the Mark ;

then carrying

it fteady, make the Segment of a Circle towards

the North. Come again about 3 a Clock in the

Afternoon, and mark where the Shadow of the

top of the Iron Pin is, in that Segment again.

Then draw a Line from thofe two Marks, which
will be Eaft and Weft, and the Perpendicular to

that Line will be aMeridian • and if you halve

that Line, the Perpendicular will go through the

Centre of the whole Circle : For that Segment is

^ ~ part
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pare of the Bafis of a Cone, whofe Vertex is the

(Top of the Iron Pin.

But becaufe the Stin may be under a Cloud,

when you come at 3 a Clock, you may make

three or four more Segments, and ufe them as

you ufed this.

This Method would be very Exad, if the Sun

moved as the Fixed Stars do; but becaufe the

Sun hath a proper Motion, as a Planet, there will

be fome inconliderable Error, which yet may be

corrected: For feeing the Sun in one. Minute of

an Hour moveth as much by his daily Motion, as

he loleth in 6 Hours by his proper Motion ; you

fhall add as much in the Way, which the Shadow

goes in the laft Mark, as that Shadow moveth

in one Minute, which you may meafure by your

Pulfe or Pendulum ; fo the laft Point will not be

taken juft in the Segement, but a little without it.

Under the Word Pole-Star you have another

good Method for drawing a True Meridian Line.

Mr. Stephen Gray
,
in Philof. Lranf.N 9 2,60, gives

a New Method of drawing a True Meridian Line

by the Pole-Star • as alfo how to find the Hour by

the fame, Thus,

Take the Gnomon of an Horizontal Dyal for

the Latitude of the Place, and to the Hypothenufe
fix two Sights, whofe Centres may be parallel, to

the fame : Let the Eye-fight be a Itriall Hole • but

the other’s Diameter muft be equal to the Tan-
gent of the double Diftance of the North-Star from

the Pole, (the Diftance of the Sights being made
Radius.) Let the Stile be rivetted to the end of

a ftrait Ruler • then when you would make ufe

of it, lay the Ruler on an Horizontal Plane, fo

that the End to which the Ruler is fix’d may
Lang over : Then look through the Eye-fight, mo-
ving the Inftrument till you fee the North Star,

appear to touch the Circumference of the Hole in

the other Sight, on the fame Hand with the Gir-

dle of CaJJiopeia • or on the oppofite Side to that,

whereon the Star in the Great Bear’s Rump is at

that time: Then draw a Line by the Edge ofthe

Ruler, and ’twill be a True Meridian Line
,

as is

very eafie to demonftrate.

In Philof. Lranf. N° 270, he improves this Me-
thod, and deferibes an Inftrument, whereby he

not only draws a True Meridian, but finds the

Hour and Minute of the Day or Night, by the

help of the Pole-Star, exadly. His Inftrument he

thus deferibes :

Let there be taken a Telefcope, of about 1 6

Foot, or longer, if you pleafe ; in the Plane of its

Focus, place a Ring of Brafs at Right Angles to

the Glafs, the Diameter of the inward Circle be-

ing equal to the double Tangent of the Pole-Star’s

Diftance from the Pole ; the Focal Length of the

Objed-Glafs being made Radius, as was faid in

the Defcription of the Meridian Inftrument. Let
the Ring be divided into 24 Hours, with their

Minutes, numbred from the Right Hafld towards

the Left, as in our common Nodturnals : The
Eye-glafs muft be equal in its Diameter to the

Horary Ring. But this perhaps will be thought
too Chargeable, efpecially for fuch large Tele-

fcopes as he Ipeaks of; wherefore he gives this

Contrivance : The Eye-glafs muft lie in a broad
Index, towards one End; this is to turn on a

Centre-pin that lies in the Centre of the Glafs,

and confequently over the Centre of the Horary
Ring, from which it muft be equal to the Di-
ftance of the Focus of the Eye-glafs ; then let the

Tube be elevated to the Height of the Pole, and
directed to the Pole-Star; ’till by turning the In-

dex about; you can ; perceive the Star to touch

the Horary Ring on that fide the Star in which the

Great Bears Rump lies, or on the- oppofite to than

in the Hip of Cajftopeia '• But on the contrary, had
not the Glafs inverted the Objed, then bring one of
the Twelves to be in a Perpendicular to the other,

by a Plain Line ; fo will the Star ftand at its Ho-
rary Diftance from tht Meridian: Or if the .La-

titude of the Place be unknown, by the Right A-
feenfion of the Sun and Star, the Tiine of its com-
ing to the Meridian will be eafily obtain’d

,
then

the Hour of the Night found, will as eafily give

the Star’s Horary Diftance from the Meridian,

Then elevate the Tube towards the Star, bring-

ing the Meridian, or iz and iz, into the Plane
of the Perpendicular ; turn the Glafs about, ’till

you fee the Pole-Star ftand at its Horary Diftance

from the Meridian ; fo will the Inftrument, when
fix’d, fhew the Horary Diftance. throughout the

whole Day, or as long as it remains in this Po-
fition, by the apparent Motion of the Star in the

Ring.

The befl Time to fix the Inftrument, will be
when this, or any of the other two Stars above-
mention’d, are about 6 Hours from the Meridian

i

Note, That the Latitude of the Place is now
given with the utmoft Preciftnefs ; for the Axis of
the Glafs lies now in the Axis of the World

:

And if one of the Sides of the Tubes be parallel

thereto, as it ought to be, at the upper End hang
a Line or Plummet, from the Point of Sufpenfton 3
find another Point equal in Diftance to the Length
of the Line, or a Knot towards the lower End/
the Diftance from this Knot to the, former Point
will be but the Chord of the Latitude ; and if

from the fame Edge of the Index another Line
and Plummet be hung towards the lower End of
the Tube, thefe two Lines, when at reft, will be
in the Plane ofthe Meridian.

This Inftrument may be made to fhew the Hour
with as much Facility as a Clock or Sun-Dyal,
if the Horary Ring be made to move within a
larger fixed one ; and the. outward Circle of the
former be divided into' the Days of the Month/
refped being had to the Right Afcenfion of the
Sun and Star : Then bringing the two oppofite
Points in the fixed Circle, to the Perpendicular,
which is done at the fixing of the Inftrument,
move the Circle till the Day of the Month come
to any of thefe, and the Ring is rectified for that \

Day ; and if the Air be clear, you’ll fee the Star
ftand at the true Time of the Day of Night,

It may be objeded, That in few Years, by the
Annual Increafe of its Declination, the Pole-Star
will, by moving in a' Idler Circle, be brought
too far from the Edge of the Ring, that the ex-
ad Hour arid Minute cannot well be diftinguifh-

ed. But this InconVehiency, when it is one, may
be remedied feveral Ways ; either by making a
lefTefi Ring, or by extending a fine Thread of
Silk crofs the Ring, till it cuts the Star, and at

the fame time it gives the Hour ; or, which will
yet make this Inftrument commodious for other
Purpofes, there may be made an Index to move
on the Centre of the Hour-wheel, which being
brought to cut the Star with the Edge that pro-
ceeds from the Centre, it will at the fame time
cut the Hour. And you need, not be follicitous

] about the ex-ad Diameter of the Ring, provided

h

*
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it do but a little exceed the Diftance of the Pole-

Star from the Pole, the Fecal Length of the Glafs

being made Radius.

Our moft Accurate and Judicious Aftrono-

mer, Mr. John Flamjleed, has difcovered, that

there is a Parallel of the Earth’s Annual Orbit at

the Pole-ftar, of about 40 or 45 Seconds ; where-

by the Diameter of the Star’s Parallel is greater

in June than in December, by about one Minute

two Seconds : Which he has evinced from 7 Years

fucceffive Obfervations
; whereby the Earth’s

Annual Motion is indubitably demonftrated, as ap-

pears from his Learned Letter to Dr. Wallis on

that Subjebh

Now if on the Edge of this Index there be

drawn a Scale of Degrees, Minutes, and Seconds,

to the Radius of the Glafs, we fliall not only have

a very Accurate Inftrument for the Hour, but be

furnifh’d with one whereby we fliall fee the

Truth of the Earth’s Motion confirmed by the

Accefs and Recefs of our Star towards and from

the Pole, according to the Earth’s Place in the

Ecliptick, as that Learned Perfon above-menti-

on’d has difeover’d ; and that not only when the

Star tranfits the Meridian, but in a clear Air at a-

ny time of the Day : One fliall likewife obferve

that Annual Increafe of the Pole Stars Declinati-

on, caufed by the Proceflion of the Equinox.

Moreover, he, from his own Oblervation, af-

fures us, that the Pole-Star may be feen in the

Day-time with a Telefcope of 16 Foot; ofwhich

he gives particular Inffcances : As, On the 26th

of April, 1701, with fuch a Telefcope he faw

the Pole-Star from 4 a Clock in the Morning
till 7 ; and could have feen it longer., had not

Clouds interpos’d. Alfo, On the ift of May, he

did not look for the Star till the Sun had been up

more than half-an Hour, vi%. at 5 in the Mor-

ning, yet foon found it ; and faw it afterwards at

Pleafure, ’till half an Hour after 9 the fame Mor-

ning. So that ’tis not to be doubted but this

Star may be feen in a Clear Day throughout the

.Year.

The Declination of the Pole-Star for the Year

1700, is 87° 42' 5 T' by Rjcciolus his Catalogue

of Fixed Stars, in the Appendix to Mr. Edward

Sherbourn’s Sphere of Manilius,
See. Hence its Di-

ftance from the Pole at that time, might be affu-

med z° 17' the Focal Length of the Object-glafs

being 1 5 Foot 6 Inches ;
fo that the Diameter

fliould be 14 Inches and -44 Parts of an Inch,

which is- the natural Tangent of the former Ark

2 0 17' doubled ; a Circle large enough to be di-

vided into Minutes and Halves, which will be fo

magnified by the Eye-glafs, that ’twill be eal^ to

diftinguilh the Time to a few Seconds.

’Tis true, there is fome Difficulty in fixing up

this Inftrument ; and when it is fo, to keep it

from varying from its due Pofition ; but yet ’tis not

infuperable. And for fmall Inftruments, of about

2 or 3 Foot long, there cannot be a more accurate,

facile, and expeditious Way than this for drawing

a Meridian -Line.

Now whether the many Benefits that may ac-

crue to Aftronomy, do not make the larger one

worthy of the Charge and Trouble that may be

in compleating it, he leaves to the Confideration

of the Learned.

MERIDIAN Magnetical
,

is a Great Circle

paffing through or by the Magnetical Poles ; to

which Meridians the Compafs (if not otherwife

hindered) hath refpedb

MERIDIONAL Diftance, in Navigation; is
the fame with the Departure, Eafting or Welt-
ing, or the Difference of Longitude between the
Meridian under which the Ship now is, and any.
other Meridian (he was before under.

t
MERIDIONAL Parts, Miles, or Minutes, in

Navigation, are the Parts by which the Meridi-
ans in Mr. Wrights Chart (commonly, though
falfly, called Mercators) do encreafe as the Paral-
lels of Latitude decreafe s And the Co-fine of the
Latitude of any Place being equal to the Radius
or oemi-diameter of that Parallel, therefore in the
True Sea-Chart, or Nautical Planifphere, this Radi-
us being the Radius of the Equinoctial, or whole
Sine of 90°; the Meridional Parts at each De-
gree of Latitude muft encreafe, as the Secants of
the Ark contained between' that Latitude and the
Equinoctial do decreafe. The Tables therefore
of Meridional Parts, which you have in Books
of Navigation, are made by a continual Addition
of Secants : They are calculated in fome Books
(as in Sir Jonas Moore’s Tables) for every Degree
and Minute of Latitude ; and thefe will ferve ei-

ther to make or graduate a Mercator’s Chart, or
to work the Mercator s Sailing. To ufe them,you
muft enter the Table with the Degree of Lati-
tude at the Head, and with the Minute on the
firft Column towards the Left Hand ; and in the
Angle of Meeting you will have the Meridional
Parts.

Having the Latitudes of two Places, to find

the Meridional Miles or Minutes between them,
confider whether the Places be one under the E-
quinodiial and the other wide thereof ; or the one
on the one fide of the Equinoctial, and the other
on the other ; or whether they both lie on the
fame fide : For, according to thefe Pofitions, there’s

a Therefold Cafe.

1. When one Place lieth under the Equinoctial,
1

then the Meridional Minutes that are found next
under the Degree of Latitude the other Place
lieth in, is the Meridional Difference of Latitude,

or Latitude enlarged.

2. When one Place hath North Latitude, and
the other South, add the Meridional Minutes be-
longing to each Latitude together, and the Sum
is the Meridional Minutes between them.

3. When both Places are towards one Pole,’

then fubftradt the Meridional Parts anfwering to

the leffer Latitude, out of thofe for the greater,

and the Remainder will be the Meridional Mi-
nutes required.

Examples of thefe Cafes will make them more
plain, which {hall be thefe :

Example I.

To find the Meridional Parts or Minutes between

the Epuinoblial and Latitude 43 1

1

%

In the Column under 43, and right againft

1 1 Minutes in the Left Hand Column Hands

2878,2, the Meridional Parts required.

Example
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Example II.

Let it he required to find, the Meridional Parts

between 25 ° 13 South Latitude-, and 5 1 3 °

North.

Under 51
0 and againft 30' is- - ---— 3616.8

Under 25° and againft 13' is—- 1564.3

The Mend. Parts between the two/ are— 5 * 8 i.i

Example III.

To 'find the Meridional Minutes between the La-

titudes 32
0

i 5' North, and 53
° 23 North,

-,3802.2

-2046.1
Under 53

0 and againft 23' is

Under 32° and againft 15' is—

-

L
The Meridional Parts between the La-1 ^

titudes propofed, are « •->

MERLON, in Fortification, is that Part of

the Parapet which lies betwixt two Embrafures,

being from 8 to 9 Foot long on the fide of the

Cannon, and 6 on the fide of the Field ; as alfo

6 Foot high, and 1 8 thickd

MESARAICK Veins, arife from, or are rather

enclofed in the Mefentery, being Branches of the

Vena Porta.

MESARiEUM, the fame with Mefenterium •

whence its Veflels are called as well Mefaraicfi as

fyrficfefiticviclQ* '
'

MESENTERY, is the Membrane of the Pe-

ritoneum doubled, enriched with Glandules,

Nerves, Arteries, Veins, Chyliferous and Lym-
phatick Veflels : It is in the middle of the Abdo-

men, and contains the Inteftines in a wonderful

manner. It has a great Glandule in the middle,

called Pacreas Afellis ; about which are feveral

other lefs Glandules, to which the Milky VeiTels

of the firft Rank tend, from the Inteftines and

Lymphatick VeiTels, from the Liver and other

Parts : From thefe Gla.dules again the Milky

Veflels of the fecond Rank afcend to the Veflel

that carries the Mafs of Chyle, and difcharge

themfelves into it. Blanchard.

MESENTERICK Arteries : The Upper of

which is laid to diftribute it felf among the fmall

Guts ; and the Under one to go to the lower

Part of the Mefentery.

MESN, or Meafn, a Term in Law, fignify-

ing him that is Lord of a Manor, and fo hath Te-
nants holding of him ; yet himfelf holds of a Su-
periour Lord. It fignifies alfo a "Writ, which lieth

where there is Lord, Mefn and Tenant The Te-

nant holdeth of the Mefn by the fame Services

whereby the Mefin holdeth of the Lord
; and the

Tenant of the Mefn is diftrain’d by the Superior

Lord, for that his Service or Rent which is due to

the Mefn.
MESOCOLON, is that Part of the Mefentery

which' is continued to the Great Guts, lying in

the midftof the Gut Colon, whereto it is joined in

its whole Courfe, and in its loweft Border fticks

to a Part of the Rectum.

MESOLABIUM, in Mathematicks, is an In-
ftrument for finding Mean Proportionals.

MESOPLEURII, are the Intercoftal Mufcles,

Twenty two on each fide j Eleven External, and
as many Internal,

METACAPT

U

5
, and Metacarpium, is the

Back of the Hand, made of Four oblong little
Bones, which expand the Palm of theHand, and
they are called Pofl-brachialia.

ME 1 ACARPUS, is a. Bone of the Arm, ma.de
up of Four Bones which are annexed' to the
Four Fingers ; that which fuftains the Fore-finger
is the biggeft and longed. They are round and
long, a little convex and round towards the
Back of the Hand, and concave and plain to-
wards the Palm : They are hollow in the mid-
dle, and full of Marrow; they touch one ano-
ther only at their Extremities, leaving Spaces in
their middle, in which lie the Mufculi interoffei.
In the upper end there is a Sinus

, which receives /
the Bones of the Wrift, and their lower Extre-
mity is round, and is received into the Sinus of
the firft Bones of the Fingers.

METACONDYLI, are the utmoft Bones of the
Fingers.

METALS and Minerals. The Excellent Pro-
moter of all ufeful Learning, Bilhop Wilkins, in.

his Real Character, gives the following Table of
Metals.

Metal is a Mineral, for the mofi part of a Hard
Conjiflence, Clofe, Dudtile, and Fufil ; and may
be diftinguJfked into

L PerfeEll

And this is either,
’ LFactitiouS.

II. Imperfects

With Reference to
gjndt'm,

Lfiecrementitious Parts. (

/ .

Firft, Natural Metals are fuch as of themfelves
grow in the Earth, without any kind of Mixture
or other help by the Art of Men. And thefe are
either,'

i. More Rare and Precious .• Of a

Tellowifh Colour, moft heavy • not growing in
particular Mines, where it is debafed with
any droflie Mixture, but

,

found pure either
in fmall Sands, of rocky Branches •' and this
is Gold.

Whitifh Colour, next in Value to Gold, not
lubjecft to Ruft, yielding (when fttuckj a
pleafant Sound

; as Silver•;

•
' v

i
r

2.

Of a Middle Value, and of a

Whitifh Colour, and more foft Confidence, as
Tin : Or of a

Reddijh Colour, as Copper.

3.

Of a Bafer Value, and more Common,"
- are

Lead, which is of a yet fofter Confidence., |
darkjjh Colour, and not Sonorus.

Iron, which is of an hard Confidence, dnd of$
rufty dark Colour too.

5 B

V ‘
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Secondly, Factitious Metals

,
are luch as are

made by the Art of Man : Of which fome are

made of

Copper, and Lapis Calaminaris, as Brafs. Sotne

of

Tin, Lead, and Tin-Glafs, as Pewter. Or of

iron depurated, by frequent heating, and beat-

ing, and boiling with Salts 3 as St&el.

(Thirdly, Imperfect JKfnds ofMetal, are either

Fluid, as Mercury or Quickfiher .- Or
i
Solid and Confident. And fome of thefe are

ufed for

Purging, and chiefly upwards, as Antimony.

Some are ufed for making of

Pewter
,
being of a finning brittle Subftance,

as Bifmuth or Tin-Glafs. Others are ufed

for making of

Solder, as Spelter, or Spalt. And fome
are made ufe for

Painting, as Cinnabar, Vermilion, and Black,

Lead.

Fourthly, Recrementitious Parts of Metals, are

fuch as are caft off either in the Preparation of

them by

Melting ; as Litharge, which is a kind ofScum
arifing from the Purification of Silver from
Lead 3 and Spodium and Pompholix

,
which

fly out from Copper when it is in Fufion,

and either fall down again to the Ground,
as the former, or adhere to the Roof or

Walls, as th# latter: Or elfe they come
from the Metal by

Beating or Hammering, as the Scoria, or

Scales 3 or ar'ife from *

Corruption either in the general way, as Rujl,

or after a particular manner, as in the ma-
king of Verdigreafe and Cerufe 5 one from
Copper, or Brafs, and the other from
|.ead.

But notwithftanding this Scheme be a good
general Summary 5 yet a goad Difcourfe on this

-Subject is very much wanting 5 and indeed to

do it well, will be a very difficult Task : Becaufe

in the Mineral Kfngdom (as Tit. Woodward ob~

ferves in his Excellent Natural Hiftory of the

Earth, Part 4.) there is nothing Regular, Conftant,

or Certain: Neither Colour, Figure, nor their

Place or Situation in the Earth, are to be trufted

to, or relied upon, fo as pofitively to make any
Judgment from thence.

A common Marchafte, or Pyrites, fliall have
the Colour and Brightnefs of Gold or Silver, and
yet afford nothing but a little Sulphur and Vitri-

ol 3 whilft another Body, having only the Refem-
blance of a Pebble or a Stone, ffiall have a plenti-

ful Admixture of a valuable Metal in it.

Nothing is more common than to find the

fame Metal fhot alfo into very different Forms
and Figures 3 as well as to find different kinds of

Metal of the fame Form and Figure : And a Bo-
dy which hath the flaape and appearance of a Di-
amond, may prove upon examination, to be no-

thing but Chryftals of Selenites
3
nay, perhaps on-

ly common Salt, or Alum, naturally Chryftalliz’d,

®r! fhot into that Form?

So alfo as to their Place in the Earth, there is
the fame uncertainty l Sometimes we find them
in the Perpendicular Fiffures, or Intervals of the
Strata

3 fometimes interfperfed in the Bodies of
the Strata, and fometimes in both : Only indeed
in the Gems ther^ is this difference, That the T<?~
pa^es, Amethifts, Emerals, 8cc. which grow in
the Fiffures, ari ordinarily Chryftallized or ffiot

'

into Angular Figures, whereas thofe found in
the Strata, are in rude Lumps, only like fo ma-
ny Yellow, Purple, or Green Pebbles

3 not but
that even thefe that are thus lodged in the Strata}

'

are alfo fometimes found Chryftallized, and in the
Forms of Cubes, Rhombs, &c. but then thofe
found in the Strata, ate eafily diftinguiflied from
the other, becaule they are without their Rpo%
(as the Jewellers call it) or the Abruptnefs at their

'

Ends, whereby the others adhere to the Stone or
Sides of the Intervals, which Abruptnefs is oc-
cafioned by their being broken off from thence *

And thofe which are found inclofed in folid
Stone, Marble, &c. being difficultly leparable
from the Stony Matter which adheres to them
on all fides, have commonly fome of that Matter
flicking to them on all their fides; whereby they
are diftinguiflied from thofe found in the Perpen-
dicular Intervals, they adhering only by one End,
as was above obferved.

The fame Metals are alio placed indifferently

in all kind of Terreftrial Matter, or in Strata of
very different Natures. They are frequently al-
fo varioufly intermixed one with another 3 fo
that ’tis a rare thing to find any of them Pure
and Simple, but Copper and Iron fliall be in the
fame Mafs, Gold and Copper, Silver and Lead,
Tin and Lead - yea, fometimes all the Six toge-
ther in one and the fame Lump.

’Tis the fame thing with Minerals
3 and Mine-

rals and Metals are very often Blended and Inter-
mixed together.

^Now the knowledge of this may be of good
ufe to undeceive thofe, who by reading of fome
Authors, are perfuaded, That all things relating
to Metals and Minerals, are tranfaded by Na-
ture, in a moft regular and Accurate Order,
whereas indeed there is nothing like that 3 and
the only Landing Ted, and diftinguifliing Cha-
ra&eriftick of any Metal or Mineral, muft be
fought for in the Conftituent Matter of it, and it

muft firft be brought down to that, before any cer-
tain Judgment can be given of it.

Thofe Metals and Minerals which are repofi-

ted in_ the Bodies of the Strata, are either found
there in Grains, or fmall Particles, or elfe amaf-
fed into Balls, Lumps, or Nodules 3 which No-
dules are either of an irregular and uncertain Fi-
gure, as the common Pyritce, Flints, Agates

,

Onyxes, Pebbles, Cornelians, Jafpers, &c. or elfe

they are of a Figure fomewhat regular and ob-
fervable 3 as the Belemnites, the fe veral forts of
Mineral Coral, the Stelechites, the Lapis Mucetoi-

des, vulgarly called, Fungites : The Afiroites, or
Starry Stone

3 as well that fort with the prominent,

as that with the Concave Stars : The Selenites
,
the

Echinated Chryftalline Balls, with many more'
Analogous Bodies.

Thofe which are contained in the Perpendicu-

lar Intervals ofthe Strata, are either fuch as are

there gathered into a Rude Heap, without any
particular Form or Order, lying included within

the two oppofite Walls or Sides of the faid Inter-

vals,
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vals, which, according to their quantity, they

wholly, or partly fill.

In inch manner is Sparr, and other Minerals

uiually found ; as alfo the common Ores of Lead,

Tin, Iron, and other Metals : Or elfe fuch as are

diftinguilhable by being of fome obfervable Fi-

gure; as the Sparry Stirice or Iceycles, called Sta-

lactite, or rather Stagoniu
;

the Native Saline

Iceycles, or Salt Stalaclitum ; the Vitriolum Stala-

cticum Nathum ; the Vitriolum Capillare ; the Alu-

men Stala'ditum and Capillare ;
Minera Ferri Sta-

laftica, which when feveral of the Cylindrick Sti-

rice are Contiguous, growing together, as it were,

in one Sheaf, is called Brujh Iron Ore ; the Ar-

gentum Arborefcens and Capillare. To thefe add

alfo the chryftiallized Ores and Minerals, vig. The

Tin, and Mundick Grains, the Iron Rhombs,

chyftallized Nitre, Salt, Alum, Vitriol, and Sul-

phur : Of which fort alio, are the Gems or Stones

that are here ftrat into Cubes, into Pyramidical

Forms, or into Angulated Columns; confifting of

fix Sides, and mucronated or terminating in a

Point ;
being either Opake or Pellucid, or but part-

ly fo, and coloured Black, White, Grey, Red,

Purple, Blue, Yellow, or Green : v. gr. Chryftal,

the Pfeudo- Adamantes, the Cornifh and Brifiol-

Stcnes, Cryjlallied Spans, the Iris
,
the Ametbyfi ,

the Saphire, the Topag, the Emerald, 8cc.

As to the Origin and Production of Metals

and Minerals, the Dr. from the Light his Obfer-

vations have given him, comes to thefe Conclu-

.
fions.

i. That the far greateft part of our Metals

and Minerals, vi%. all iuch as are now found, in

the Strata, do owe their prefent Frame and Or-
|

der to the ZJniverfal Deluge, when the Strata of

Stone, Earth, Marble, themfelves were alfo

formed. At which Time alfo were all Metallick

and Mineral Nodules whatfoever formed ; as well

thofe in Rude Lumps, fuch as the common Pyri-

tae, Flints, Pebbles, Agates, Onyxes, Jafpers, Corne-

tions, See. as thofe of a more obfervable Figure

and regular Shape, as the Selenites, Belemnites, Ste-

lechites, Mineral Coral.

z. That the Metallick and Mineral Matter

now found in the Perpendicular Intervals or Fif-

fures of the feveral Strata, of which the Body of

the Earth is compofed, was all of it originally,

and at the time of the Deluge, lodged in the

Bodies of thofe Strata, that it was educed thence

and tranfmitted into thefe Intervals lince that

time
; the Intervals themfelves not exifting till

the Strata were formed, and afterwards broken,

to let the Water from offthe Earth. See Part z.

Corfctt. 3, 6. and Part. 3. Sett. z. of his Natural

Hifiory of the Earth.

But he fuppofes that the Water which is con-

tinually afeending from the Abyfs, towards the

Surface of the Globe, (fee Abyfs, and the word
Springs) continually pervading the Bodies of the

Strata, detaches out of their Pores and Interfti-

ces, fuch Metallick and Mineral Corpufcles as lie

loofe in its way, (and which are withal fo fmall

as to be capable of pafting thro’ thofe Interftices)

forcing them along with it to the Perpendicular

Intervals ; where having more room, and a freer

paffage than before, it deferts them and leaves

them in thofe Intervals ; and that this way all the

Mineral and MetaHick Metal now found in tho£e

Places was brought thither, -and there do ftill grow
and increase.

But that thefe in the Strata do not, nor cannot
grow, but on the contrary, are continually leR
fened and diminifhed, by fo much as hath been
conveyed into their Perpendicular Intervals, and
hath been brought forth on the Surface of the
Earth by Springs, Rivers and Exhalations from
the Abyfs, ever fince the Deluge.

The_ Dodtor fuppofes alfo, that the Bitumen
,

which is found in Lumps, or coagulated Mattes,
infome Springs - and which in others, is found
floating on the Surface of the Water in the Form
ofan Oyl, (Tailed by Naturalifts, Naphtha and
Petroleum:) That the Salt wherewith the Salima
or Salt Springs abound, the Vitriol, Alum, Nitre*
Sulphur, Sparr, and other Minerals, wherewith
the AciduLe, or Medicinal Springs are impregna-
ted ; all thefe Minerals, he faith, were firft lodg-
ed in the Strata of Stone, Coal, Earth, &c. and
have fince been educed thence, and conveyed in-

to thofe Springs, by the Water pervading thofe
Strata in its paffage from the Abyfs towards the
faid Springs. See a much larger Account of this

Matter under the word Fojfils.

METAL, a word frequently ufed about a
Piece of Ordnance, or Great Gun: The Out-
ride or Surface of her is called, the Superficies of
her Metals : When the Mouth of a Great Gun
lies lower than her Breech, they fay, She lies un-
der Metal ; but if fhe lies truly level, Point-blank,

or right with the Mark, they fay, She lies right

with her Metal.

METALLURGY, is the Working or Operas
tion upon Metals, in order to render them moft
fine, hard, bright, beautiful, ferviceable or ufeful

to Mankind.
METAPEDIUM, the fame in the Foot, that

Metacarpus is in the Hand.
METAPHOR, a Trope in Rhetoric^, by which

we put a ftrange and remote Word for a proper
Word, by rcafon of its refemblance with the

thing of which we fpeak : As a King is called the

Head of his Kingdom, becaufe he commands the
Members of the Politick Body, as the Head does
the Natural Body.

METAPHRENUM, is that part of the Back,
which comes after the Diaphragm. Blanchard.

METAPTOSIS, is the degenerating of one
Difeafe into another, as of a Quartan Ague, into

a Pertain ; and on the contrary, of an Apoplexy

into a Pa!fie, &c.

METASTASIS, is when a Difeafe goes from
one part to another ; which happens to Apople&ick
People, when the Matter which affeefts the Brain

is mandated to the Nerves.

METATARSUS, is compofed of five little

Bones, connected to thofe of the firft' part of the

Foot, which immediately fucceeds the Leg.

METEORS, (according to the Cartefians) are

certain various Impreffions made upon the Ele-

ments, exhibiting them in different Forms, and
are called Meteors from their Elevation ; becaufe

for the moft part, they appear to be high in the

Air, and they are either Fiery, Airy, or Wa-
tery.

Fiery Meteors, are fuch as confift of; a Fat,

Sulphurous kindled Smoak, whereof there are

feveral kinds ; as Ignis Fatuus, Trabs, Ignis Py-
ramidalis, Draco Volans, Capra Saltans, Thunder and
Lightning, &c.

\ Airy Meteors, are fuch as confift of Flacuous

land Spiritous Exhalations, as Winds, &c.
’ ~

5 E a Watery
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Watery Meteors, confift of Vapours, or Watery
Particles, by the Action of Heat feparated from

each other, and varioufly modified, as main,

Dew, See.

Dr. Woodward, in his Natural Hlftory of the

Earth, p. zo8. fuppofes the Matter of Meteors

to be in good meafure of a Mineral Nature ; and

that the Mineral Particles contained in the Strata

of the Earth, are raifed up by the Subterranean

Heat or Fire, along with the Vapours afcending

from the Abyfs, and pervading thole Strata, and

efpecially at fuch times as the Sun’s Power is fo

great, as to penetrate the exterior Parts of the

Earth, and therefore help to mount them up into

the Atmofphere. Thefe Sulphurous, Nitrous, and

other light and acftive Mineral Particles do form

Meteors in the Air, and particularly are the Caufe

of Thunder and Lightning, See. and other Fiery

Compofitions there.

METHOD, or Difpofition, is that Action of

the Mind, by which we range various Ideas,

Judgments and Ratiocinations upon one and the

lame Suhjedt, in that order which is moft proper

for its Explanation ; and a right Method of Enqui-

ry after Truth, or the Profecution of any Demon-
Itration will be found to confift alfo in a Regular

Train of Arguments and Confequences rightly

difpofed in their juft and Natural Order. If you
will believe Des Cartes, he faith, in his Book De
Methodo, That he was able to mafter the greateft

Depths in Geometry, by only obferving conftantly

thefe four following Rules in his Studies.

Firft, never to admit any thing for Truth, and

to treafure it up in the Mind as fuch, unlefs we
be demonftratively allured, that it is fuch.

Secondly, To divide the Difficulties of the Pro-

blem, or Matter enquired after, into fuch a pro-

per Number of Parts, as is moft convenient for its

Refolution.

Thirdly, To obferve exadl Order and Method

in our Thoughts and Enquiries, fo as to begin

with the plaineft and ealieft things firft, and then

to proceed on gradually to things more and more

difficulty

Fourthly, To be fure not to flip, overlook, or

omit any thing either in the Difficulties to be fol-

yed, or in the Means of Enquiry.

Thefe are indeed very good Rules, and I

queftion not were very ferviceable to him in his

Geometrical Enquiries ; but the Sight of our

Countryman Harriot’s Algebra, did him as much
Service as all of them.

In Mathematical Enquires, there are two gene-

ral Methods commonly made ufe of, the Analyti-

cal, and the Synthetical ; which fee : And to

which may be added, The %etical and Porifii-

cal Methods ;
which you will find under thefe

Words.
METONICK Tear, or Period, is the fpace of

1 9 Years ;
in which time, the Lunations return,

and happen as they were before; ’tis fometimes

called, The Great Metonick. Tear, and is the fame

with the Cycle of the Moon.

METONYMY, or Tranfncmination, ( a Fi-

gure or Trope in Rfetorick. ) is the putting of one

Name for another, or expreffing a thing by ano-

ther Name, than which properly belongs to it
as if we Ihould fay, All the World reads Cicero,
Cadar ravaged the Gauls: It would be plain’,
what we intended, That the World reads
CiceroV Workj

, Cxfar’s Army ravaged 'the
Gauls.

METOPA, in Architecture, is the Interval or
Space between every Triglyph in rhe Prize of
the Dorick, Order. The Ancients ufed to adorn
thefe Parts with Carved Works or Paintings, re-
prefenting the Heads of Oxen, Veflels, Bafons, and
divers other Inftruments that were ufed in their
Sacrifices.

METRENCHYTA, is an Inftrument where-
with Liquors are injected into the Womb.
MIASMA, is a contagious Infe&ion in the Blood

and Spirits as in the Plague, See.

MICROCOUSTICKS, the fame with Mi-
crophones.

MICROCOSM. The Body of a Man is called

the Little World, as a kind of Compendium of
the Greater.

MICROMETER, is an Inftrument made of
Brafs, being a Movement with a Plate, or Face
divided like a Clock or Watch, with an Index or
Hand, which (being turned) moves two Aiding
Plates of Brafs with Hairs, and counts on the
Plate the Revolves or Turns of the endlefs Screw.
This Inftrument is fitted to a large Telefcope,
and ufed in Aftrencmy, to find the Diameters of
the Stars, or Planets.

The Defcription of this Inftrument ofMr Town-
ley, improved by Dr. Hook., you may fee more at
large in Philofoph. Tranfacl. N. 29. and the Ufes in,

N. 25. See Vol. II.

MICROPHONES, are Inftruments contrived
to magnifie Imall Sounds, as Microfcopes do fmali
Objeds.

MICROSCOPE, is an Optical Inftrument,
which by extreamly magnifying ( as they fay)

any Objed, helps us to difeover the minute Par-
ticles of which Bodies are compofed, and the cu-
rious Frame and Contexture of them.

To make veryfmali Jingle Eye-glajfes for

Microfcopes.

Get lome very fmali Silver-wire, and double
it up and down like a Skein of Thread, in order
to make a Wiek (for a Lamp) of a moderate
fize; then fill a Lamp with Spirit of Wine, well
dephlegmated, and ufe the Silver-wire inftead of
a Cotton-wiek : Then having ready fome fine

Glafs beaten, powdered, and lifted very fmali,

and well wafhed and dried, take fome of it on
the point ofa Silver Needle filed very fmali, and
wetted a little with Spittle, and holding it in the
Flame of the Lamp, turn it about till it melt,

(as it will foon do) into a fine round Globule

:

You muft hold it in the Flame no longer than

till it come to its round Figure, left you burn it :

The only difficulty is in giving it that Roundnefs
exadtly, bur Practice will foon learn you the

knack of it ; they muft be cleanfed afterwards by
rubbing them a while on foft Leather. PhilefTranf.

aft. N. 141.

Thole Microfcopes that are made with Angle

Convex Glafles, muft have the Objedt placed in

one Focus of the Glafs, (or rather a little nearer,)

I

and the Eye muft be in the other Focus on the 0-
1 ther fide»

Thefe
/
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Thefe kind of Microfcopes, when the Glaffes are

well made, do magnifie exceedingly: Such are

our very Famous Mr. Melien’s Glades, which, I be-

lieve, are the belt ofany in the "World of this kind

:

And fuch are thofe of Mr. Lewenboecl
<. of Delft in

Holland, by which fo many great Difcoveries have
• been made.

But there is more than one great Inconvenience

in thefe Glalfes, vi%. To magnifie much, the Ob-
jjed muft be fo near, that it mult almoft touch

the Glafs ; ’tis alfo very difficult to fit the Objed
true to the Glafs, and when fitted to fix it fo

;

afld but a very fmall part of the Objed can be

feen at a time. But then they being contrived to

carry in the Pocket, are very ready, and will be

of vaft ufe on many Occafions.

The beft Glaffes of this kind that ever I law,

are made by the above mentioned Mr. Mellen,

who formerly lived in Abchurch-Lane.

In Philof. Tranfabi. N. 42. is an account of a

Microfcope of Eujlach. Divini
,

(which is alfo trea-

ted of by Faber in his Opticks (Prop. 46.) and

which I have in fome meaiure experimented my
felf to be a very good Method of difpofing the

Glalfes. He ufes, inftead of a common double

Convex Eye-glafs, two Plane Convex ones, which

are fo placed as to touch one another in the mid-

dle of their Convex Surface. By which means
the Glafs will take in more of any Objed, will re-

prefent it flat and not crooked, and will magnifie

alfo (as they call it) very much. This Glafs had
/our feveral Lengths (made by Draws) ; at the leaft

Length, which was 1 6 Inches, it magnified Lines

41 times bigger than they appear to the naked

Eye j at the fecond Length 90 times ; at the third

Length 1 1 1 times ; at the fourth Length 143

.

As to the Method of making the fame Glafs

magnifie differently, at different Lengths 3 Mr.
Mar/hall hath brought it to bear very well in his

(mall Pocket Microfcopes
; and this I take to be a

good Improvement, which he hath added to the

Glalfes of Campani, which are made after that

manner, but with only one Degree of Magnifying
with one and the fame Glafs.

In Philof. TranfaB. N. 221. There is an Ac-
count of feveral Microfcopical Experiments, by
One Mr. Stephen Gray

; where he fpeaks of making
Microfcopes with a Globule of Water only, put

into an Hole made in a fmall Brafs Plate, which

I my felf have often tried ;
and were it not for

the trembling Motion of the Fluid, it would do
very well.

He faith alfo, That by applying a fmall Globule
ofPepper Water, &c. to his bare Eye, ( i.e . by fix-

I ing it on the Surface of his Eye) he could, in a
darkened Room, by Candle-light, or Moon-light,

or by looking thro’ a fmall Hole in. a piece of Pa-
per, difeern the Animalcula which were in it, ex-
ceedingly magnified ; and oftentimes, when the

drop of the Fluid was round and well defined,

Very diftind and plain.

In N. 232. Mr. Gray gives a further Improve-
i ment of his Water Microfcope.

A Defcription of Mr. Marfhallb Double
Microfcope.

This Microfcope confifs of Three Glaffes

.

The Eye-Glafs W.
The Middle-Glafs A.

And the Objed-Glafs, C,

B. Is the Cover, or Lid, to keep out Duft from
the Eye-glafs W.

X. Is the Place for the Eye.

W. A Screw where the Eye-GIafs lies.

A. 1. A Screw where the Middle-Glals lies."

A. 2. The Draw.
C. The Objed-Glafs fix'd in a Brafs Button, to

ferew on or off, as occafion ferves.

K’ The Frame or Balls on which the Microfcope
Hands firm.

T. A fmall Drawer in the Frame or Balls, with
a Ledge, or Till in it, having fix Partitions

to hold fo many feveral Objed-Glaffes, one
magnifying more than another, and fixed in
Brafs Cells ready to ferew on at C. and
marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Thefe Partitions are
alfo marked

*> 2 > 3> 4> 5 > <5 . The other part of the Drawer
ferves to hold the Objed-plate

( z). A pair of
fmall Nippers (bj, to take up, or handle any
Objed conveniently. Another Objed-plate
(d), having one fide "White, and the other
Black, to fix your Objeds upon, as Black up-
on White, and White Objeds on Black.

L. M. A Brafs Ball and Socket, on which the
whole Body of the Microfcope is moveable, fo
as to lie in any Pofition for the Light.

K- d A Square Brals Pillar on which the Mi-
crofeope is moveable up and down, by means
of the Collar E, into which the Arm D. (hold-
ing the Microfcope) is continued.

G. Another Brafs Collar Aiding up and down
on the Pillar 0. having a (mall Screw H.
by which it is, as occafion ferves, fix’d faft

to the faid Pillar, at any height.
I. A large Brals Nut, in whofe Centre is a Fe-

male Screw, fitted to the Male Screw F
f

which is fix’d in the Collar E : By the turn-
ing of which Nut i; (the Collar G. being firft:

fix’d to the Pillar by the Screw H.) the Mi-
crofcope is rais’d up or down on the Pillar,

and made to come nearer, or go farther from
the Objed : And which is alfo a very great
Advantage

; the Axis of the Microfcope is al-
ways kept perpendicular to that point of the
Objed, over which it was firft placed

; fo that
here is not the Inconvenience which occurs
in other Glalfes, of often lofing the fight of'
the Objed, by ferewing the Glafs higher or
lower.

& A Glafs Objed-plate fix’d in a Brafs Frame,
whofe Arm N. N. is fixe to the Pillar by A
means of the Nut O. The Arm N. N. hath
in it a Ait, by whi$h ?

tis eafily put on, or
taken off the Pillar, and by which it may be
fix’d upon it at any diftance.

P. A fmall Fifh lying on the Glafs-plate, that
the Circulation of the Blood may be feen in
part of the Tail-fin, at (c.)

R- A Convex-Glafs, by whofe help a bright
fpot of Light is brought from a Candle at S.

,
Handing on the Ground while the Microfcope
ftands on the Edge of a Table or Stool, which
fpot of Light (c) ferves to render the Circu-
lation more confpicuous.

V. A Lead Coffin to be put on the Fifii, to hin-
der it from fpringing away, and moving his
Tail out of the Light.

i t 2 > 3, 4> 5 >
<5 . Are Marks on the Pillar iG O.

which ftiew you the diftance that the Objed-
Glafs muft be from the Objed you look up-
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on,"according as the Objedt-Glafles you make i

ufe of, magnifie more or lefs. Thus, for in-
|

ftance, If you ufe the Objecft-Glafs, 5 or 6

(either of which will fhew the Circulation

of the Blood) you muft fix the upper Edge

of the Collar E. at the Mark 5 or 6 on the

Pillar. And then will the Microfcope be very

near its exadt diftance from the Objedfc j fo

that by a fmall turn or two of the Nut I. ei-

ther way, you may foon exactly fit it to your

own Eye, and place the Objedt in its true di-

ftintft Bafis.

By this Microfcope, Liquors alfo may be very

dommodioufiy Examined j for if you place a fmall

drop of any Liquor on the Glafs-plate juft in the

middle of the fpot of Light (c), the parts of it will

become very vifible, and its Animalcula
,
if it have

any, will be difcovered. And thus may the Eels

In Vinegar, the fmall Creatures in Black-Pepper-

water, or in Waters where Wheat, Barly, (fic.

bath been Infufed, the Eels and other fmall li-

ving Creatures in Puddle-water, be as plainly feen

as by almoft any other Micro/cope.

And one thing I ought not to omit to fpeak on

this occafion ;
which is, That I have often with

this Glafs, feen the Circulation of the Blood in the

Fins of the Tail of Tadpoles ; and indeed more

eonfpicuoufly here than in any other Creature:

For the Fins growing all round the Tail, and

coming but a little way out beyond the Body of

It, both the Ejaculation of the Blood out by the

Arteries, and its return again by the Veins, is

much quicker than in the Tails of Fifhes j and a-

bundance more Streams, turns and windings of

the moving Blood are here vifible, than I could

ever fee in any other Animal. To which I may
add, That the Creature will live a good while out

of the Water, and will lie very ftill.

The Objedt and the Image in the diftindt Bafe

being reciprocal, (as Mr. Molineux {hews p. 102.)

of his Dioptrickj • the Image there may be form-

ed larger than the Objedt, on which depends the

Dodrine of the Double Microfcope.

Which Inftrument I believe, was firft contrived,

at leaft fitted for Ufe and Obfervation by Dr. FIool^,

F. R. S. and a Defcription of it is publifhed in

his Micrographia.

Since that, Mr John Marjhall, at the Archimides

in Ludgate-ftreet, hath brought it to a very good

Degree of Perfection : And I take his Double Mi-

cro]cope here defcribed, in all Refpeds, to be the

moft ufeful, handy, and ready Inftrument of this

kind.

I have had Mellen s Glaffes, and feen Levoen-

hoecI(s and Campani's, but I would fooner have the

Double Microfcope than any of them, and the Price

is much eafier-

MILIARIS Herpes. See Herpes.
' MILKY-WAY, or Via Laclea, the Galaxy, is

a broad white Path or Track, encompaffing the

whole Heavens., and extending it felf in foftie

Places with a double Path, but for the moft part

with a fingle one. Some of the Ancients, as Ari-

ftotle, 8cc. imagin’d that this Path confifted only

of a certain Exhalation hanging in the Air 3
but by

the Telefcopical Oblcrvations of this Age, it hath

been difcovered to confift of an innumerable

Quantity of Fixed Stars, different in Situation and

Magnitude ;
from the confufed Mixture of whole

Light, its white Colour is fuppofed to be occa-
fioned. It paffes through the Conftellations of
CaJJiopeia, Cygnus

,
Aquilla, Perfeus, Andromeda

, Parc
of Ophiucus

,
and Gemini, in the Northern Hemi-

fphere $ and in the Southern, it takes in Part of
Scorpio, Sagittarius

, Centaurus, the Argo Navis, and
the Ara.

Metrodorus, and fome Pythagoreans, thought the
Sun had once gone in this Track, inftead of the
Ecliptick ‘ and confequently that its Whitenefs
proceeds from the Remains of his Light. As the
Galaxy is compofed of an Infinity of fmall Stars,

fo it hath ufually been the Region in which new
Stars have appeared : As the new Star in Cajjio-

peia, which was firft feen A. D. 157a • that in- the
Breaft of the Swan, and another in the Knee of
Serpentarius j and feveral others, which have ap-
peared for a while, and then become invifible

again.

MILITARY Architecture, the fame with Forti-

fication.

MILITARY Execution, is delivering a Coun-
try up to be ravaged and deftroyed by the Soldi-
ers, when it refufes to pay Contribution, &c.
MIMOSAS Flantce, the fame with Senfitive •

which fee.
,

MINE, in Fortification, is a Hole dtfg or made
by a Pioneer under the Rampart, or under the

Face of the Baftion, whereto there are feveral ob-
lique and winding Paffages : When it is finilhed,

divers Barrels of Powder are placed therein, to-

gether with a Train or Saucidge
; and the Quan-

tity of Powder is proportion’d to the Height and
Weight of the Body which is to be blown up.
There are alfo Mines fprung in the Field, which
are called Fougades.

The Ally or Paflage of a Mine is ufually about
Four Foot fquare, at the end of which is the
Chamber of the Mine, as they call it. The far-

ther it is carried on, the more it is fubjedfc to be
difcovered by the Enemy ; therefore tis belt not
to aim at Mining too far, and to make a new one
where the former takes no effedl.

MINE-D74/, is a Box and Needle, with a Brafs

Ring divided into 360 Degrees, with feveral

Dyals graduated thereon
; generally thus made for

the Ufe of Miners.

MINERALS, are hard Bodies dug out of the

Earth or Mines, ('whence the Name) being in part

of a Metalline, and in part of a Stony Subftance,

and fometimes with fome Salt and Sulphur inter-

mixed with the other. Of thefe fee a large Ac-
count under the more general Word Fcfiils. See

alfo Stones and Minerals.

MINIM, a Term in Muficl^- fee Notes and
Time.

MINIMA Naturalia, are fuch Particles of Mat-
ter, which, tho’ they have each a determinate

Shape and Bulk, yet are too minute to be fingly

fenfible. Thefe are fuppofed to be entire, and
undivided, and to be perfectly folid ; and are the

fame with what in another Word are called A-

toms, becaufe of their fuppofed Indivifibility.

MINIMENTS, or rather Muniments, in Law,
are the Evidences or Writings, whereby a Man is

enabled to defend the Title of his Eftate. And
fome fay this Word Miniments includes all man-
ner of Evidences.

MINION, a fort of Cannon > is either Large or

Ordinary

,

1

The



The Large Minion

,

or one of the longeix Size,

fias its Bore 3 i Inch Diameter, and is 100c

Pound weight : Its Load is 3 L Pound ot Pow-

der 3 its Shot 3 Inches Diameter, and 3 4 Pound

Weight 3 its Length is 8 Foot, and its leveL Range

125 Paces.

The Ordinary Minion,:itsBore is 3 Inches in Dia-

meter, and weighs about 800 or 750 Pound weight:

Its 7 Foot long 3 its Load 2 Pound and a half of

Powder 3 its Shot near 3 Inches Diameter, and

weighs 3 Pounds 4 Ounces 3
and it fhoots point-

black 120 Paces.

MINIUM, or 'Red-lead, is the common Calx

bf Lead calcined for 3 or 4 Hours in a Reverbe-

ratory Furnace, till it turn to a Red Colour.

MINOR, a Term in Law, fignifying one in

Nonage, Minority, or under Age : But more pro-

perly an Heir Male or Female, before they come

to the Age of One and twenty 5 during which

Minority their Addons are invalid, &c.- Yet a

Minor may prefent, as Patron to an Eccleliaftical

Benefice.

MINUTE, is the 60th Part of a Degree or Hour 3

fo that every Hour, or Degree of any great Circle,

Is divided into 60 Minutes, every Minute into 60

Seconds, each Second, into 60 Thirds, &c.

MISADVENTURE, or Mifaventure, in Law,
has a fpecial Signification, for the killing of a

Man, partly by Negligence, and partly by Chance.

‘As if a Man, thinking no Harm, carelefly throws

a Stone, or fhooteth an Arrow, &c. wherewith he

killeth another: In this Cafe he commits not Fe-

lony, but only lofeth his Goods, and hath Pardon

of Courfe for his Life. Some, between Aventure

and Mifaventure make this Diftindion, That A-
venture is meer Chance : As if a Man, being up-

on or near the Water, he taken with fome iud-

den Sicknefs, and fo fall in, and is drown’d 3 or

into the Fire, and be burn’d to Death, Mifaven-

ture, they fay, is where a Man cometh to his

Death by fome untoward Violence 5 as the Fall of

a Tree, the Running of a Cart-wheel, the Stroke

ofa Horfe, or the like.

MISE, in Law, hath feveral Significations : As
firft, a Gift or Cuftomary Prefent which the Peo-

ple of Wales give to every new King or Prince

at their Entrance into that Principality.- Sometimes

Mfes are taken for Taxes or Tollages, Anno 25.

E. i. 5. Sometimes for Cofts and Expences
3

as

pro Mifis (3 Cuftagiis, for Cofts and Charges or-

dinarily ufed in the Entries of Judgment in Perfo-

nal Actions.

Mfe is alfo a Term of Art, appropriated to a

Writ of Right 3 fo called, becaufe both Parties

have put tbemfelves upon the meer Right, to be
tried by the Grand AJfife,

or by Battel. So that

which in all other Adions is called an Iffue, in

a Writ of Right is called a Mife 3
Unlefs a Collar

teral Point be tried, and there it is called an Iffue.

To join the Mife upon the Meer, fignifies, to join

the Mife upon the Clear Right 5 which is to join

upon this I’oint, Whether hath more Right, the

Tenant or Demandant ?

MISERERE Mei, or Chordapfus, is a moft ve-

hement Pain in the Guts, proceeding from an In-

flammation of them, or Involution, and the Peri-

ftaltick Motion inverted 3 whence the Excrements
are difcharged by the Mouth. It is called alfo

Volvulus.

MISERICORDIA in Law, is ufed for an Ar-
bitrary Amerciament impofed on any for an Of-
fence j for where the Plantiff or Defendant in a-

ny Adion is amerced, the Entry is Sdeo in Mife.I
ricordia. It is called Mifericordia, becaufe it ought
to be very moderate, and rather lefs than the
Offence. Therefore if a Man be unreasonably a-
merc’d in a Court, not of Record, as in the
Court-Baron, &c. there is a Writ called Moderate
Mifericordia,direded to the Lord or his Baliff, com-
manding them that they take moderate Amercia-
ments, Sometimes Mifericordia is to be quit and
difcharged of all manner of Amerciaments? that a
Man may fall into in the For'eft.

MISPRISION, a Term in Law, fignifying Neg=
led or Overfight. As for Example : .

Mifprifion of Treafon or Felony, is a Negled or
Light account fhewed of Treafon or Felony com-
mitted, by not revealing it when we know it to
be committed 3 or by letting any Perfon commit-*
ted for Treafon or Felony, or Sufpicion of either,

to go, before he belndided. Mifprifion of Trea-
fon , is the Concealment

, or not difelofing of
known Treafon: For which, the Offenders are to
liiffer Imprifonment during the King’s Pleafure 3
lofe their Goods, and the Profits of their Lands,
during their Lives. Mifprifion of Felony, is only
Finable by the Juftices before whom the Party is

attainted : But Juftices of the Common-Pleas have
Power to affefs Fines and Amerciaments upon Per-
fons offending by Mifprifions, Contempts, or Neg-
leds, for not doing, or mifdoing any thing in or
concerning Fines. Mifprifion of Clerks, is a Neg-
led of Clerks in writing, or keeping Records. By
the Mifprifion cf Clerks, no Procefs (hall be annul-
led or dilcontinued : And JuJHces of Afife fhall

amend the Defaults of Clerks mifprifing of a Syl-
lable, or Letter, in writing.

#

MISSEN-JA?/? of a Ship is a r&und and long
piece of Timber, Handing in her Stern or ftern-

moft Part. Some great Ships require two
3 then

that next theMain-maft, is the Main-mijfen - and
that next the Poop, the Bonaventure-miffen. But
when at Sea, they ufe the Word Mijfen alone,
they always mean the Sail, and not the Maft.
And to the Sail thefe feveral Terms of Art fol-

lowing belong • Set the Mijfen 3 i. e. Set the Mif
fen-fail right, as file ought to Hand. Change the

Mijfen 5 i. e. Bring the Mijfen-yard over to the
other fide of the Maft- Peek the Mijfen 3 i. e. Put
the Mijfen-yard right up and down the Maft. Spell

the Mijfen, i. c. Let go the Sheet 3 and Withal,
Peek up the Tard. The Ufe of this Mijfen is to
keep a Ship dole to a Wind: Wherefore if a

«

Ship, be apt to Gripe too much (as they call it)

they ufe no Mijfen. A Mijfen is made ufe of of-
ten when a Ship rides at Anchor, to back her a-
Stern, fo that fhe may not foul her Anchor on the
turning of the Tide. Sometimes alio they Lie a-
Try, with their Mijfen only. The Length of the
Mijfen is the fame with the Height of the Main-
top-maft from the Quarter-deck, and the Miffen-
top-maft half that.

MISSES. See Mife: ,

MITTELLA, is the Surgeons Term for the
Swath that holds up the Arm when it is hurt or
wounded.
MITTENDO manvfcriptum pediis finis, is z

WritJudicial, direded to the Treafurer and Cham-
berlain of the Exchequer to fearch and tranfmit

the Foot of a Fine, acknowledged before JuJHces
in Eyre, into the Common-Pleas

, &C.
MITTIMUS, is a Writ by which Records are

transferred from one Court to another, fometimes

tnteedkteiy -



MODO D
immediately : As, out of the Kjng s-Bencb into

the Exchequer ; and fometimes by a Certiorari

,

into the Chancery and from thence, by a Mitti-

mus, into another Court. This Word is •alfo li-

ed for the Precept that is directed by a Jultice

of Peace to a Goaler, for the receiving and fafe-

keeping a Felon, or other Offender* by him com-

mitted to the Goal.

M1TRALES, are two Valves at the Orifice of

the Vena pulmonaris, in the Left Ventricle of the

Heart ; and are fo called, becaufe, when they

are joined together, they - fomething refemble a

Mytre : They are broader than the other Valves ;

they are fituated fo as to look inwards, and do very

little differ in Bignefs and Form from the Fricu-

fpides in the right Ventricle. Their Ufe is to hin-

der the Reflux of the Blood brought into the Left

Ventricle of :the Heart by the Vena fulmonaris,

back towards the Lungs again. b

M1VA, in Pharmacy, is the Flefh or Pulp of a

Quince boiled up with Sugar into a thick Con-
fiftence.

MIXT, i.e. a Mixt Body : By which in Chy-
miftry and Natural Philofophy, is underftood a

Body not mixt or compounded by Art, but by Na-
ture ;

fuch as Minerals, Vegetables and Animals,

from whom by Chymiftry different Subftances can

be feparated.

MIXT Figures in Geometry. See Figures

.

MIXT Number, is one that is part Integer or

whole Number, * and part Fraction ; as, 4 4,

10 p, ©c.

MIXT Peafen, or Proportion, is when the Sum
of the Antecedent and Confequent is compared

with the Difference between Antecedent and

Confequent : As, if
jj

- \ . . 7 .

Then

7 1 . . 28 4
a -\-b ' a & b

’ ° c-j-d ’ c d.

MOAT, in Fortification, is a hollow Space or

Ditch dug round a Town or Fortrels which is

to be defended ;
whereof the Length and Breadth

often depends upon the Nature of the Soil, ac-

cording as it is Marfhy or Rocky. But Moats in

general may be from 1 6 to 22 Fathom broad, and

from 15 to 25 Foot deep. .

Dry Moat, is that which is deftitute of Water,

and ought to be deeper than one that is full of

Water.
Lined Moat, is that whole Scarp and Counter-

fcarp are cas’d with a Wall of Mafons Work lying

In Talus or a-floap.'

Flat-bottom d Moat, is that which hath no Heap-

ing, its Corners being fomewhat rounded. AH
Moats muft be well flanked, and in general fo

wide, as that no Ladder, Tree, &c. can reach a-

crofs it. If the Ditch be dry, or has but little

Water, there is ufnally another fmall Trench cut

quite along the middle of it.

MODEL in Architecture. See Module.

MODERATA Mifericordia, is a Writ for him

that is amerced in a Court Baron, or other being

not of Record, for any Tranfgrelfion or Offence

beyond the Quality of a Fault. It is dire&ed to

the Lord of the Court, or his Bayliff, command-

ing them to take a moderate Amerciament of the

Party, and is founded upon Magna Charta, cap. 14.

Quod nullus liber homo amercietur nififecundum qua-

Utatem delicti, &c.

MODES in Mufick, See Mood.

MODILLONS, or Modillions, in Architecture,

are little Brackets which are often fet under the
Cornices, more efpecially in the Corinthian and
Ccmpofit Order, and ferve to fupport the Proje-
ciure of the Larmier or Drip. The Word comes
from the Italian Modiglion, lignifying a little Mo-
del or Meafure ; but this Part muft be diftinguifh-

ed from the great Model, which is the Diameter
of the Pillar : For as the Proportion of an Edifice

in general depends on the Diameter of the Pillar;

fo the Size and Number of the Modilions, as alfo

the Interval between them ought to have due Re-
lation to the whole Fabrick.

MODIOLUS, Trepanum, or Anabaptijlon, is an
'

Inftrument which they ufe in profound Corrupt
tions, Contufions, Cuts, and Fractures of the Bones
of the Head, not to be applied; unlefs, 1. The
Chips and Prominences of the Bones prick. 2.

When the Upper Table is entire, but deprefs’d ;

and the Lower broken. 3. When the extravaba-

ted Blood would choak a Man with Corruption.

The manner of Trepanning, or opening the Skull*

is thus : When the Hairs are (haven off, the Skin
is to be cut to the Pericranium, avoiding, as care-

fully as may be, the MufcleS of the Temples, and
the Sutures of the Skull ; and for this time the
Wound is to be bound up, unlefs there be fo little

Blood fpilt, that the Membrane, called Pericrani-

um, may at the fame time be pulled off from the

Skull. Then after a few Hours you may ftop

the Ears of the Patient, take one of thefe Inftru-

ments, called a Mafculine Modiolus, whofe Point

is to be fixed in the SkuU, but fo far off the Fra-

cture, that it touch it not, much lefs the Suture,

with its Teeth ; tho’ fome Surgeons never avoid

the Sutures, and affure us that they have perfora-

ted them as fuccefsfully as any other Part : Then
hold the Inftrument faft with the Left Hand, and
turn it round with the Right, ’till you have cut

a pretty deep Hole : After this take a Feminine
Modiolus, (which has no Point in the middle) and
turn it round, as before. In the mean time take

away the Duft or Chips that proceed! from the

Perforation, and meiften the Inftrument in Oyl
and Water, to make it cool and flippery. The
Blood that appears, will (hew that you are now
gone as deep as thefecond Table, i. e. beyond the

Skull, to the Meninx • and then you muft prefs

very gently, left the Membrane of the Brain be
unadvifedly hurt. When the Bone begins to wag,
put (omething in betwixt the fides of the Wound ;

loofen it, and take it out with a pair of Surgeon’s

Pincers. Blanchard.

MODO & Forma, are Words of Art in Pro-

cefs and Pleadings ; and namely
,
in the Anfwer

of the Defendant ; whereby he denieth himfelf

to have done the Thing laid to his Charge, Mo-
do & forma declarata It fignifies as much as

that Claufe in the Civil Law, negat allegata prout

allegantur, cjfe vera • where modo & forma are of

the Subftance of thelffue, and were but Words of

courfe.

MODULE, or Model, in Architecture, is a

certain Meafure invented by Vignola
,
and made

ufe of to regulate the Proportion of the whole

Building. It is generally half the Diameter of a

Pillar at the lower end, in the Tufcan and in the

Doricli Order ;
but in others, the whole Diame-

ter. This Diameter is divided into 12 equal

Parts ;
and into 1 8 for the Ionich, Corinthian ,

and Compofit Orders. And this Module or Model

is a kind of Univerfal Meafure, which helps us

,

‘ ' '

" to
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to get rid of the great Uncertainties there are in

the Feet and Inches of divers Nations, and at di-

vers Times.

MODUS Decimmdi, is when either Land , a

Sum of Money, or Yearly Penfion, is given to

the Parfon, (3c. by Compofition, as Satisfaction

for his Tythesin kind.

MOINEAU, is a Name the French, andlome

Modern Writers of Fortification, give to a little

Plat-Bafion, which is raifed before a Curtain that

is too long, and Which hath two other Baftions

at the ends of it 3 for they being out of Musket-

fhot one of the other, mult be defended by fome

fucht hing as this Moineau or Plat-Baflion. Some-

times the Moineau joins to the Curtain, and fome-

times is disjoined from it by a Moat.

MOLA Genu, Patella or Rotula, is a round

and broad Bone, placed at the jointing of the

Thigh and Leg, to preferve the Knee from flip-

ping out, and to defend the Juncture from Exter-

nal Injuries.

MOLA Camea, is a Flefhy and fometimes a

Sp'opgy Subftance, without Bones or Bowels : It

is often black, like concreted Blood 3 and fome-

times extreatn hard
;
preternaturally brought into

to the World inftead of a Foetus.

MOLARES, or Maxillares Dentes. See Den-

tes.

MOLINE. The Heralds

Term for one of their Cfoffes

of this Figure. Tire Field Assure,

Crcfs Moline Or, by the Name
ofMo/ineux. Guillim faith this

Crofs reprefenteth a Mill-Rind, or

tile Form of the Ink of a Mill.

MOLOSSUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verfe,

confifting of Three Syllables, when they are all

long.

MOMENTS, are fometimes taken for the

leaft and moft infenfible Parts of Time; as

when we fay, fuch a thing was done in a Mo-
ment.

In Mathematicks, Moments are fuch indeter-

’minare and inftable Parts of Quantity , as are

fuppofed to be in perpetual flux, i. e. either con-

tinually decreafing or increafing ;
which latter

are taken for Affirmative and Pofitive Moments,

and the former for Negative of SubtraCtible ones 3

And thefe continually increafing or decreafing

Particles are fuppoled to be infinitely fmall ; for

as foon as ever they come to be ofany finite Mag-
nitude, they ceafe to be Moments . Moments there-

fore are to be look’d upon as the generative Prin-

ciples of finite Magnitudes 3 and are here fuppo-

fed to have no Magnitude, but to be Inceptive on-

ly of it, to ufe Dr. Wallis his Word.
And becaufe ’tis the fame thing, if in the room

of thefe Moments, the Velocities of their In-

creafes or Decreafes be made ufe of, or the finite

Quantities proportionable to fuch Velocities 3 this'

Method of proceeding, which coniiders the Mo-
rions, Changings, or Fluxions of Quantities, hath

come to be called Fluxions.

Moments alfo in a Phyfical Senfe, as they are

ufed in reference to the Laws of Motion, fignifie

the Quantities of Motion in any moving Bodies 3

and fometimes, fimply, the Motion it felf; and

they define it to be the Vis infita, or Potter by
which any moving Bodies do continually change

their Places.

And in comparing the Motions of Bodies, the
P^atioof theie Moments is always compounded of
the Quantity of Matter in, and the Celerity of
the moving Body : So that the Moment of any
moving'Body may be confidered as a Rettangle
under the Quantity of Matter into the Celerity .

And fince ’tis certain that all equal Redangles
have their Sides reciprocally proportionable, (14.

6. Eucl.) therefore if the Moments of any Mo-
veables are equal, the Quantity of Matter in one,
to that of the other, will be reciprocally : : as the
Celerity of the Latter to the Celerity of the For-
mer : And vice verfa, if the Quantities of Mat-
ter are reciprocally proportionable to the Celeri-
ties, the Moments or Quantities of Motion in each
will be equal.

The Moment of any moving Body may be con-
fidered alfo as the Aggregate or Sum of all the
Moments of the Parts of that Body

3
and there-

fore
.

where the Magnitudes and Number of any
Particles are the fame, and where they are mo-
ved with the fame Celerity, there will be the fame
Moments ofthe Wholes.
MONADES. See Dig!ts.

MONKS-S^w. So the Sailors call fewing the
Edges or Selvedges of the Sails together, one o-
ver another 3 and ’tis few’d on both fides, to make
it the ftranger.

MONOCHQRD, a kind of Inftrument anci-

ently of lingular Ufe for the Regulating of Sounds|
but fome appropriate the Name of Monochord to

an Inftrument that hath only one Angle String, as
the -Trumpet Marine,

The Ancients made ufe of the Monochord to

determine the Proportion of Sounds to one ano-
ther : When the Chord Was divided into two e-
qual Parts, fo that the Terms were as 1 and 1,

they called them Unifons
3 but if they Were as

2. to 1, they called them Oclaves or Diapafns 5
when they were as 3 to 2, they called them
Fifths, of Diapentes

3 if they were as 4 to 3, they
called them Fourths, or Diatejferons

3 if the Terms
were as 5 to 4, they call it Diton

, or a Tkrce
major

3 but if the Terms were as 6 to 5, then
they called it a Detni-diton, or a Tierce minor -

and laftly, if the Terms were as 24 to 25, they
called it a Demiton or Die^e.

The Monochord being thus divided, was pro-

perly that Which they called a Syfem, of which
there were many kinds, according to the different

Divifions of the Monochord.

MONOCOLUM, is the Gut Caecum.

MONOPETALOUS Flowers, fin Botany) are

fuch, as, tho’ they may be feemingly cut into four

or five' fmall Petala or Leaves, are yet all of one
piece, and which falling off all together, have
their Flower in one piece. See Petala.

MONOPOLY, in Law, is a Grant to any Pern

fon or Perfons, of or for the foie buying, felling,-

making, working, or ufing any Commodity,
MONOTRIGLYPH, a Term in Architecture,

fignifying the Space of one Triglyph between two
PiInfers, or two Columns.

MONSTRANS De droit, in a Legal Senfe,

figiiifies a Suit in Chancery, fof the SubjeCt to be
reftored to Lands and Tenements, which he (hews
to be his Right, tho’ by Office found to be in the

j

Polfefion of another lately dead 3 by which Office

j

the King is entituled to a Chattel, Free-hold, of

Inheritance in thg laid Lands,

I
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MONSTRANS De faits ou Records, Jheveing of

Deeds or Records,, is thus : Upon an Adlion of Debt
brought upon an Obligation, after the Plantiff

hath declared, he ought to fhew his Obligation

;

and fo it is of Records. And the Difference be-

tween Monfirans de fnits and Opr de faits, is this :

He that pleads the Deed or Records, or declares

upon it, ought to fhew the fame ; and the other,

againft whom fuch Deed or Record is pleaded, may
demand Oyer of the fame.

MONSTRAVERUNT, is a Writ that lies for

the Tenants in Ancient Demefne, being diftrained

for the Payment of any Toll or Impofition, con-

trary to their Liberty which -they do or fhould

enjoy.

MONT Pagnote, or the Pofi ofthe Invulnerable,

is an Eminence chofen out of Cannon-fhot of a

Place befieged ; where curious and wary Perfons

place themfelves to fee the Attack and the manner
of the Siege.

MONTH, properly fpeaking, is the Time in

.which the Moon runs through the Zodiack, and
therefore is accounted by the Motion of the Moon;
and therefore the Lunar Month is either Periodi-

cal, which is the Time of the Moon’s Motion from
any one Point of the Zodiack to the fame again,

and is fomething lefs than 27 Days and 8 Hours;
or elfe Synodical, which is the Time between New
Moon and New Moon, and is fomething more
than 2,9 Days and an half.

There is alfo a Solar Month, which is the Time
that the Sun takes up in running through one of
the Signs of the Zodiack, and is almoft 30 Days
and half.

And both thefe Solar and Lunar Months are

either Afironomical, like thole above mentioned ;

or Civil, which are various, according to the U-
fage of accounting in different Places, Cities and
Nations.

The Egyptians accounted by Solar Months, each

of 30 Days ; and to compleat their Year, after

12 fuch Months, they added 5 Days, which the

odd Hours made up.

But moft of the Ancient Nations accounted by
the Lunar Synodical Month • as the Jews, Greeks,

and the Romans, ’till J. Cafiars Time ; and as the

Mahometans do to this Day. And becaufe thefe

Months did not contain an exadt Number of

Days, to adapt them to Civil Computation, they

accounted alternately one Month to have 30, and
the next 31 Days ; and by this means they made
two fuch Civil Months to be equal to two Lunar
ones of 29 Days and half

; and they brought it to

pafs, that the New Month, fora Run of many
Years, did not much deviate from the Firft Day
of the Civil Month.
MOODS in Grammar, determine the Signifi-

cation of Verbs, as to the Manner and Circum-
stances of the Affirmation

; and are in Number
Six, vi%. The Indicative

, the Imperative, the Op-
tative, the Subjunctive, and the Infinitive Mood

;

which fee.

MOOD in Mufick., fignifies certain Proportions

of the Lime, or Meafure of Notes. Thefe Moods

or Modes of meafuring Notes, were formerly Four
in Number, vi%.

1 . The PerfeB of the More, in which a Large

contain’d three Longs, a Long three Breves, a
Breve three Semi-breves, and a Semi-brev? three

Minims .

*

2. The Perfeel of the Lefs, wherein a Large
comprehended two Longs

,
a Long two Breves

,

a Breve three Semi-breves
, and a Semi-breve two

Minims.

3. The Imperfect of the. More, in which a
Large contained two Longs, a Long two Breves,
a Breve two Semi-breves, and a Semi-breve three
Minims.

4. The ImperfeB of the Lefs, i§ the fame with
that which we call the Common Mood, the other
three being now altogether out of Ufe ; altho*
the Meafure of our Common Triple-time is the
fame with the Blood, ImperfcEl of the Blorc, except
that we reckon but two Minims to a Semi-breve

,
which in that Mood comprehend three.

In our Common Mood, two Longs make one
Large, two Breves a Long, two Semi-breves a
Breve, 8cc. proceeding in the fame Order to the
laft or fhorteft Note ; So that a Large contains
two Longs, four Breves, eight Semi-breves, fix-
teen Minims, thirty two Crotchets, fixty four Qua-
vers, 8cc.

Befides thefe Moods of Time, Five others rela-
ting to Tune, were in Ufe among the Ancient
Grecians, which were termed Tones or Tunes by
the Latins • the Defign of either being to (hew in
what Key a Song was fet, and how the different
Keys had relation one to another.

Thefe forts of Moods were difh'nguifh’d by the
Names of the feveral Provinces of Greece, where
they were firft invented ; as the Dorif, Lydian

,

Ionicl^, Phrygian, and SEolick,

Doricfi Mood confifted of flow-tun’d Notes,
1

and was proper for the exciting Perfons to Sobrie-
ty and Piety.

Lydian Mood was likewife ufed in Solemn
Grave Mufick ; and the Defcant or Compofitiom
was of flow Time, adapted to Sacred Hymns or
Anthems.

Ionick, Mood was for more light and foft Mu-
fick ; fuch as pleafant amorous Songs, Sarabands,
Corants, Jiggs, &c.

Phrygian Mood was a Warlike kind of Mu-
fick, fit for Trumpets, Hautboys, and other In-
ftruments of the like Nature ; whereby the Minds
of Men were animated to undertake Military At-
chievements, or Martial Exercifes.

dEolick. Mood, being of a more airy, foft, and
delightful Sound, fuch as our Madrigals, ferved

to allay the Palflons by the means of its grateful

Variety and melodious Harmony.

1 hefe Moods or Tones were diftinguifhed into

Authentic4 and Ployal, with refpedt to the divi-

ding of the OElave into its Fifth and Fourth :

The Former was when the Fifth Poflefled the

Lower Place, according to the Harmonica! Divifi-

on of an O Slave and the other was when it flood

in the Upper Elace, according to the Arithmeti-

cal Divifion of the fame Octave,

)

MOON.
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MOON. The Periodical Revolution of the

Moon, in reference to the Fixed Stars, is 27 Days,

7 Hours, 43 Minutes : And in the fame Space

of Time, by a ftrange Correfpondence and Har-

mony of the two Motions, it revolves the fame

way about its own Axis
;
whereby (one Motion

as much converting it to, as the other turns it

from the Earth) the fame fide is always expofed

to our Sight. See Vol. 2.
.

The Librations of the Moon’s Body* which oc-

fcafion that the fame Hemifphere exactly is not

always expofed to our Sight, arife from the Ec-

centricity of the Moon’s Orbit
,
from the Pertur-

bations by the Sun’s Attraction, and from the

Obliquity of the Axis of the Diurnal Rotation of

the Moon’s own Orbit ; without the Knowledge

of which Circumftances, her Phenomena were in-

explicable, but by the Confideration of them arc

very demonftrable.

The Mean Horary Motion of the Moon, in

refped: of the Fix’d Stars, is 32 Minutes, 56 Se-

conds, 27 Thirds, 1 2 Fourths and an half.

The Moon is diftant from the Earth, accord-

ing to molt Aftronomers, 59 ;
according to Vin-

deline, 60 ;
Copernicus ,

60 ~ ;
Kfrcher ,

62 -f; and

according to Tycho, 56 -f Semi-diameters of the

Earth. Sir If. Newton thinks the Diftance ought

to be efteemed about 6 1

:

Therefore the Mean
Diftance may be reckoned 60. But if the Earth

and Moon move both round the Sun, with their

Common Centre of Gravity, that Admirable A-

ftronomer demonftrates that the Diftance between

the Centres of the Earth and Moon will be 60 y

of the Earth’s Semi-diameter, Prop. 6 o. Lib. 1.

Princip.

She is nearer the Earth at her Sygygy, than in

the Quadrature, by Part of the Diftance.

According to M. Cajfmi, the Moon’s greateft

Diftance from the Earth is 6 r ,
the mean Diftance

5 6 ,
and the leaft Diftance 52 Semi-diameters of

. the Earth.

The Power of the Moon’s Influence, as to

the Tides, is to that of the Sun as 6 7 to one.

Sir If. Newton.

As to the Inequality of the Mooffs Motion,

(which proceeds from the AClion of the Sun, di-

fturbing the Motion of the Secondary Planets)

fhe moves fwifter, and defcribes (by a Radius

drawn from it to the Earth) a greater Area in

proportion to the Time, hath an Orbit lefs cur-

ved, and by that means comes nearer to the Earth

in her Sy^ygies or Conjunctions, than in the Qua-
dratures, unlefs the Motion of her Eccentricity

hinder it : Which Eccentricity is greateft, when
the Apogeum of the Moon happens in the Con-
junctions ; and is leaft, when the- Apogeum hap-

pens at the Quadratures. And therefore the Moon
is fwifter as well as nearer to us in her Perigeum,

and more remote and flower in her Apogeum at

the Conjunctions, than at the Quadratures
;
and

her Motion is fwifter alfo in the Earth’s Aphelion,

than in its Perihelion. The Apogeum alfo goes

forward fwifter in the Conjunctions, and goes

flower at the Quadratures : But her Nodes are at

reft in the Conjunctions, and do recede molt fwift-

ly in the Quadratures.

The Moon alfo perpetually changes the Figure

of her Orbit, or the Species of the Ellipfe fhe

moves in.

There are alfo fome other Inequalities in the

Motions of this Planet, which can hardly be re-

duced to any certain Rule : As, that the Veloci-
ties or 'Horary Motions of the Apogeum and
Nodes, and their Equations, and the Difference
between the greateft Eccentricity in the Conjun-
ctions, and the leaft in the Quadratures; and
that Inequality which is called the Variation of the
Moon : All thefe do encreafe and decreafe annu-
ally, in a Triplicate Ratio of the apparent Dia-
meter of the Sun : And this Variation is encreafed
and diminifhed in a Duplicate Ratio of the Time
between the Quadratures

;
as Sir If. Newton proves

in many places of his Principia.

That Curious Perfon found the Apogeum in

the Moon’s Sygygies to go forward 23 min. each
Day, in refpect of the Fix’d Stars ; and tp go
backward 16 min. j each Day in the Quadra-
tures : And therefore the middle Annual Motions
he eftimates at 40 deg.

This differs fomething from Mr. FIamfeed's A-
ftronomical Tables; where the Diurnal Prog ref-

fion of the Moon’s Apogeum is 24 min. 28 fe-

conds in the Sy^ygies, and the Receflion 20 min.
12 feconds in the Quadratures. See the Words
Secondary Planets.

That the Caufe of the Secondary Light of the

Moon, as they call it; that is, theoblcure Part of
her, appearing like kindled Allies, juft before and
after the Change or New Moon, is the Sun’s

Rays reflected from the bright Hemifphere of the

Earth to thole dark Parts of the Moon, and
thence again jrefle&ed to the Earth defticute of the

Sun’s Light ; fee proved in fucchiw Philofopb „

Optic. Nov. from p. 247 to p. 260. And alfo in

Tacpuets Opera Geometrica.

The Excellent Sir If. Newton makes it a Propo-
fition to enquire into the Figure of the Moon ;

and fuppoling it, at its firft Original, to have
been a Fluid, like to our Sea, he calculates that'

the Attraction of our Earth would raite the Wa-
ter there to near 90 Foot high, as the Attraction

of the Moon raifeth our Water to 12 Foot;
Whence the Figure of the Moon muft be a Sphe-

rhoid, whole greateft Diameter extended
,
will pafs

through the Centre of our Earth
; and will be

longer than the other Diameter perpendicular to

it, by 1 80 Feet. And from hence it comes to pafs

that we fee always the fame Face of the Moon :

For flie Cannot reft in any other Polition, but will

continually endeavour to conform her felf to this

Situation. Prop. 38. Lib. 3.

The Moon hath properly no Atmofphere, fuch
as our Earth hath, abounding with Clouds, Winds,
Thunder, or Lightning

; becaufe her Face al-

ways (when our Air is clear) appears diftind: and
clear ; and by our Telefcopes we can fee the

Sun’s Light pafs regularly and uniformly from
one Mountainous Place to another.

Mr. Flamfeed in Philofopb. Trarf N. I 54. faith,

that the belt Tables of the Moon’s Motions do
err 1 2 Minutes, or more, in her Apparent Place ;

which cautes a Fault of Half an Hour, or 7
'Degrees of the Longitude of Places endeavoured
to be found out by her.

M. Agout fays, that this Planet’s Dian*etef ne-

ver appear’d to him above 33 min. and never
lefs than 24 minutes 45 feconds.

Sir if. Newton reckons the Mean Diameter of
the Moon to be 32 minutes 12 feconds, as the

Sun’s is 31 minutes 27 feconds.

The Denlity of the Moon he concludes to be
to that of the Earth, as 9 to 5 nearly : And that

5 F 2 the
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the Mafe or Quantity of Matter in the Moon to

that of the Earth, is as i to 2 6 nearly.

The Famous Dr. fVallis agrees with Des Car-

tes in the Solucion of that Difficulty, Why- the

Moon appears to our common Sight fo much
bigger when near the Horizon, than fhe doth when
near the Meridian ; tho’ fhe be (nearly) one Se-

mi-diameter of the Earth nigher to us in the Lat-

ter Cafe, than in the Former : Which is, That
the Horizontal Moon is capable of being compa-
red with many intervening Objects, Interpofed

Hills, &c. But the Meridional Moon hath no-

thing to be compared withal ; and therefore the

Diftance between us and her, is judged to be

vaftly greater, than when fhe is in the Horizon.

He fays it cannot be at all from the Refraction

of Vapours near the Horizon, becaufe that can

only encreafe the Altitude of her, but not her

Azimuth or Breadth ; for the Horizon, in the

whole, will always be but a Circle. Philcf. Tranf.

N. 187.

The Plane of the Moons Orbit is enclined to

that of the Ecliptick, and makes with it an An-
gle of about 5 degrees. Greg. Afiron. And this

Declination varies ; and is greateft when the

Moon is in the Quadratures, and leaft when fhe is

in her Syzygies.

By means of the Spots in the Moon, (which

Hevellus
,
Grimaldus and Rjcciclus "gave Names to)

the Lunar Eclirjes are more accurately obferved

than formerly, to the great Advancement of Geo-

graphy and Navigation, in fettling the Longitudes

of Places : For the Immerfions and Emerfions of

thefe Spots from the Shadow of the Earth, are

moft nicely determined.

Altho’ the Moon’s Period round the Earth be

in 27 Days, 7 Hours, { of an Hour, (which is

the Periodical Month) yet becaufe in the Space

of a Periodical Mqnth, the Earth alfo, with its

Satellite, the Meon, is moved on almoft an en-

tire Sign, in Confcjuentia ; therefore the Point of

the Moon’s Orbit, in the laft Conjunction, or

New Moon, will be gotten too far to the Weft-

ward : And therefore the Moon cannot come

yet to a new Conjunction with the Sun, but

wants of it 2 Days and 5 Hours ; which muft be

paft before the entire Lunation will be over, and

before the Moon hath exhibited all her Phafes .

Thefe 2 Days and 5 Hours therefore being added

to the Periodical Month, make the Synodical one,

which confifts of 29 Days, 12 Hours, and-f of an

Hour.

.

Mr. Flamficed makes the Lunar Periodical

Month to be 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 7 fe-

conds ;
as, on Enquiry, he allured me.

The other Secondary Planets move fwifter

round their Axes than the Moon ; for her (as the

Earth’s) uniform Revolution round her Axis, is

juft the Time of her Periodical Month above-

mentioned : Which is the Reafon that fhe always

obverts the fame Face towards us, allowing a lit-

tle for that Motion of hers which they call her Li-

brarian. See EveSHon and Librarian.

The Axis of this Motion is always parallel to

'

its felf, and therefore cannot be at Right Angles

with the Plane of the Moon’s Orbit, (for this,

by reafon of the Sun’s Perturbation of her Motion,

is continually changing) but is enclined to it, and

is almoft at Right Angles with the unchangeable

Plane of the Ecliptick.

Tho’ the- Moon, as well as the Earth, and pro-

bably all the Planets be of a Figure Oblately. Sphe-
riodical

,
(that is, having its Diameter at the E-

quator longer than its AxisJ yet the Excefs of the
Equatorial Diameter in her, is fo inconliderable,

that (he may well enough pafs for a Globe
; and

perhaps this nearly Spherical Figure of the Moon,
may be the refult of her flow motion round her
Axis : For Jupiter, which moves the lwifteft of
any round its Axis, is of a Figure more Oblate
than any other Planet.

If an Eye were placed in the Moon, it would
judge that the Sun, the Earth, and the other Pla-
nets, together with the fix’d Stars, did move
from Ealt to Weft on the Poles of the Ecliptick in
a Periodical Month, becaufe in that Space of Time,
the Moon turns round her Axis j and thefe Poles
of the Ec

:

iptick would be very remarkable and
confpicuous ; for the North Pole would be near
a Star of the fourth Light, in the third Flexure
of Draco

, which would be but three degrees di-

ftance from the true Pole of the Ecliptick, and the
Southern would be diftinguifhed by the four Stars

in Xiphia Pifces, one of which is nearer that Pole
of the Ecliptick, than the Pole-Star is to the Ar*
dtick Pole : And it would be yet more remarkable
by the nearnefs ofthe Nubecula major.

The Apparent Revolution of the Sun (to a Lu-
nar Spectator) about the Moon feemingly at reft,

would, feem longer than really it is, becaufe ofthe
Moon’s being carried along with the Earth round
the Sun in Ccvfequcntia : So that the Natural
Day in- the Moon would be an entire Synodical
Month ; wherefore there the Sun will appear to
rife but 12 times, but the fix’d Srars 13, And more
exadtly, in 19 Years the Sun will rife 235 times,

and the fix’d Stars 254 : And the rifing Sun will

always be almoft an whole Sign forwarder than
he was the Day before.

The Lunar Natural Day would appear to be
near equally divided into Light and Darknefs,
becaufe the Axis of the Moon’s Revolution is

nearly at Right Angles with the Plane of her Or-
bit round the Sun 4 fo that fhe enjoys a perpetual

Equinox : And there can be no Twilight, becaufe
this Planet hath no AtmofpherC. In one half of
the Moon’s Surface (except juft near the Edge of
the other Hemifphere) the Earth cannot be feen

by our Spectator
; whereas in the other half it will

be always vifible, and feem fix’d in the Heavens
like a Star.

The Famous Sir ISAAC NEWTONV
Theory of the Moon.

This Theory hath been long expedted by all the

true Lovers of Aftronomy, was communicated from
Sir If. Newton, to Dr. Gregory Aftrcn. Pi ofeffor at

Oxford, and by him Published in his AJircn. Elen

Philof. and Geomet. p. 336. Frcm whence, as it

was lately Tranflated into Englijh, I thought fit

to Infert it here.

By this Theory, what by all Aftroncmers was
thought moft difficult and almoft impoffible to be
done, the Excellent Sir If. Newton hath now ef-

fected : vi%. to determine the Moon’s Place even

in her Quadratures, and all other Parts of her

Orbit, befides the Syzygies, fo accurately by Cal-

culation, that the Deference between that and her

true Place in the Heavens, (hall icarce be two
Minutes, and is ufually fo fmall, that it may well

enough
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enough be reckon’d only as a DefedHn the Ob-
servation. And this Sir If. Newton experienced

by comparing it with very many Places of the

Moon, obferv’d by Mr. Flamjieed, and communi-

cated to him.

The Royal Obfervatory at Greenwich
, is to the

Weft of the Meridian of Paris z deg. 1 9 min. Of
Vrainburgh 12 deg. 51 min. 30 feconds. And of

Gedanum 1 8 deg. 48 minutes.

The mean Motions of the Sun and Moon, ac-

counted from the Vernal Equinox at the Meridian

of Greenwich, I make to be as followeth.

The laft Day of December 1680, at Noon (Old

Stile) the mean Motion of the Sun was 9 Signs

ao deg. 34 min. 46 feconds. Of the Sun’s Apo-
jeum, was 3 S. 7 deg. 23 min. 30 fee.

The mean Motion of the Moon at that time,

was 6 S. 1 deg. 35 min. 45 feconds. And of her

Apogee, 8 S. 4 deg. 28 min. 5 feconds. Of the

Afcending Node of the Moon’s Orbit, 5 S. 24 deg.

14 mm. 35 feconds, &c.

And on the laft Day of December
,

1700. at

Noon, the mean Motion of the Sun, was 9 S.

ao deg. 43 min. 50 feconds. Ofthe Sun’s Apogee,

3 S. 7 deg. 44 min. 30 feconds. The mean Mo-
tion of the Moon was 10 S. 15 deg. 19 min.

50 feconds. Of the Moon’s Apogee, 1 1 S. 8 deg.

1 8 min. 20 feconds. And of her afcending Node,

4 S. 27 deg. 24 min. 20 feconds. For in 20 Juli-

an Years, or 7305 Days, the Sun’s Motion is

ao Revolut. © S. o deg. 9 min. 4 feconds. And
the Motion of the Sun’s Apogee, 21 min. o feconds.

The Motion of the Moon in the fame time,

is 247 Revolut. 4 S. 13 deg. 34 min. 5 feconds.

And the Motion of the Lunar Apogee, is a Re-
volut. 3S. 3 deg. 50 min. 15 feconds. And the

Motion of her Node, 1 Revolut. o S. 2

<

5. deg.

50 min. 1 5 feconds.

All which Motions are accounted from the

Vernal Equinox : Wherefore if from them there

be fubftradted the Receflion or Motion of the E-
quinodial Point, in Antecedentia, during that

lpace, which is 1 6 min. o fee. there will remain

the Motions in reference to the Fix’d Stars in 20

Julian Years j vi%. the Sun’s 1 9 Revol. 1 1 S.

29 deg. 52 min. 24 feconds. Of his Apogee,

4 min. 20 feconds. And the Moon’s 247 Revol.

4 S. 13 deg. 17 min. 25 feconds. Ofher Apogee,

2 Revol. 3 S. 3 deg. 33 min. 35 feconds. And
cf the Node of the Mcoh, 1 Revol. o S. 27 deg.

6 min. 5 5 feconds.

According to this Computation the Tropical Tear

is 365 Days, 5 Hours, 48 Minutes, 57 Seconds.

And the Syderel Tear is 365 Days, 6 Hours, 9 Mi-
nutes, 1 4 feconds.

Thefe mean Motions of the Luminaries are af-

fected with various Inequalities : Of which,

1. There are the Annual Equations of the a-

foreiaid mean Motions of the Sun and Moon, and
of the Apogee, and Node of the Moon.
The Annual Equation of the mean Motion of

the Sun, depends on the Eccentricity ofthe Earth’s

Orbit round the Sun ,
which is x 6 -fi of fuch

Parts, as that the Earth’s mean Diftance from
the Sun (hall be 1000 : Whence ’tis called the

Equation of the Centre $ and is when greateft 1 deg.

56 min. 20 feconds.

The greateft Annual Equation of the Moon’s
mean Motion, is 1 1 deg. 49 feconds $ of her A-
pogee, 20 min, and of her Node 9 minutes 30
feconds..

And thele four Annual Equations are always
mutually proportional one to another: Where-
fore when any of them is at the greateft, the o-
ther three will alfo be greateft j and when any one
leflens, the other three will alfo be diminifhed
in the fame Ratio.

The Annual Equation of the Sun’s. Centre be-
ing given, the three other correfpondmg Annual
Equations will be alfo given

; and therefore a
Table of that will ferve for all. For if the Annual
Equation of the Sun’s Centre be taken from thence,

for any Time, and 6e called P, and let -hr P =
Q, Q-f 4tQ= R, 4 P=D,D-f- -hD = E,
and D —- •£•? D — 2 F ; then fhall the Annual E-
quation of the Moon’s mean Motion for that time
be R, that of the Apogee of the Moon will be E„
and that of the Node F.

^
Only obferve here, That if the Equation of the

Sun’s Centre be required to be added • then the
Equation of the Moon’s mean Motion mult be fub-
ftraded, that of her Apogee mult be added, and
that ofthe Node fubduded. And on the contrary,
if the Equation of the Sun’s Centre were to be
fubduded, the Moon’s Equation mult be added,
the Equation of her Apogee fubduded, and that
of her Node added.

There is alfo an Equation of the Moon's mean
Motion, depending on the Situation of her Apo-
gee, in refped of the Sun ; which is greateft when
the Moon’s Apogee is in an Odant with the Sun,
and is nothing at all when it is in the Quadra-
tures or Syzygies. This Equation, when greateft,

and the Sun in Perigao, is 3 min. 5 6 feconds. But
if the Sun be m Apog.eo, it will never be above
3 min. 34 feconds. A t other Diftances of the Sun
from the Earth, this Equation, when greateft,

is reciprocally as the Cube of fuch Diftance. But
when the Moon’s Apogee is any where but in the
OEtants, this Equation grows lefs, and is moftly
at the fame diftance between the Earth and Sun,
as the Sine of the double Diftance of the Moon’s
Apogee, from the next Quadrature or Svzygy, to
the Radius.

This is to be added to the Moon’s Motion,
while her Apogee pafles from a Quadrature with
the Sun to a Syzygy ; but this is to be lubftraded
from it, while the Apogee moves from the Syzygy
to the Quadrature.

There is moreover another Equation of the
Moon s Motion, which depends on the A(bed of
the Nodes of the Moon’s Orbit with the Sun : And
this is greateft, when her Nodes are in O'Slants

to the Sun, and vanifhes quite, when they tome
to their Quadratures or Syzygies. This Equati-
on is proportional to the Sine of ..the double Di-
ftance of the Node from the nfext Syzygy, or
Quadrature

j and at greateft, is \but 47 feconds.

This muft be added to the Moon’s mean Morion,
while the Nodes are pafling from their Syzygies
with the S'un to their Quadratures with him ; but
fubftraded while they pafs from the Quadratures
to the Syzygies.

From the Sun’s true Place take the equated
mean Motion of the Lunar Apogee, as was above
{hewed, the Remainder will be the Annual Ar-
gument of the faid Apogee. From whence the
Eccentricity of the Moon, and thefecond Equation
of her Apogee may be compared after the man-
ner following (which takes place alfo in the Compu-
tation of any other Intermediate Equations„)

Let
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Let T reprefent the Earth, T S a Right Line

joining the Earth and Sun, T A C B a Right
j

Line drawn from the Earth to the middie or

mean Place of the Moons Apogee, equated as

above : Let the Angle S T A be the Annual Ar-

gument of the aforefaid Apogee, T A the lead:

Eccentricity of the Moon’s Orbit, T B the grea-

teft. Biffed: A B in C 5 and on the Centre C,

with the Diftance A C defcribe a Circle A F B,

and make the Angle B C F= to the double of

the Annual Argument. Draw the Right Line

T F, that (hall be the Eccentricity of the Moon’s

Orbit ; and the Angle BT F, is the fecond Equa-

tion of the Moon’s Apogee required.

In order to whofe Determination, let the mean
Diftance of the Earth from the Moon, or the Se-

mi-diameter of the Moon’s Orbit, be 1000000 •

then (hall its greateft Eccentricity T A be 66782
fuch Parts; and the leaft T A, 43319. So that

the greateft Equation of the Orbit, vi%. when the

Apogee is in the Syzygies, will be 7 deg. 39 min.

30 feconds, or perhaps 7 deg. 40 min. (for I fu-

fpeCt there will be fome Alteration according to

the Pofition of the Apogee in Cancer or Capricorn.)

But when it is in Quadrate to the Sun, the greateft

Equation aforefaid will be 4 deg. 57 min. 56 fe-

conds ;
and the greateft Equation of the Apogee

1 2 deg. 1 5 min. 4 feconds.

Having from thele Principles made a Table of

the Equation of the Moon’s Apogee, and of the

Eccentricities of her Orbit to each degree of the

Annual Argument, from whence the Eccentricity

I F, and the Angle B T F (vi%. the fecond and

principal Equation of the Apogee) may eafily be

had for any Time required; let the Equation

thus found be added to the firft Equated Place

of the Moon’s Apogee, if the Annual Argument

be lefs than 90 degrees, or greater than 180 de-

grees, and lefs than 270 ; otherwife it muft be

fubduCted from it ;
and the Sum or Difference

fhall be the Place of the Lunar Apogee feconda-

rily equated ;
which being taken from the Moon’s

Place equated a third time, fhall leave the mean
Anomaly of the Moon correfponding to any gi-

ven Time. Moreover, from this mean Anoma-
ly of the Moon, and the before-found Eccentri-

city of her Orbit, may be found (by means of

a Table of Equations of the Moon’s Centre made

to every degree of the mean Anomaly, and fome

Eccentricities, 45000, 50000, 55000,60000,!

and 65000) the Preftaplnerefts or Equation of the

Moon’s Centre, as in the common way : And

this being taken from the former Semi-circle of

the middle Anomaly, and added in the latter to
;

the Moon’s Place thus thrice equated, will pro-

duce the Place of the Moon a fourth time e-

quated.

The greateft Variation of the Moon (vi%. that

which happens when the Moon is in an O&ant
with the Sun) is nearly, reciprocally as the Cube
of the Diftance, of the Sun from the Earth. Let
that be taken 37 min. 25 feconds, when the Sun
is in Perigceo

, and 33 min. 40 feconds, when he
is in Apogao : And let the Differences of this Va-
riation in the OCtants be made reciprocally as

the Cubes of the Diftances of the Sun from the
Earth ; and fo let a Table be made of the afore-

faid Variation of the Moon in her Ocftants (or its

Logarithms) to every Tenth, Sixth, or Fifth

Diftance of the mean Anomaly : And for the Va-
riation out of the OCtants, make, as Radius to
the Sine of the double Diftance of the Moon
from the next Syzygy, or Quadrature : : fo lee

the afore-found Variation in the OCtant be to the
Variation congruous to any other AtpeCt ; and
this added to the Moon’s Place before found in the

firft and third Quadrant (accounting from: the Sun)
or fubduCted from it in the fecond and fourth,

will give the Moon’s Place equated' a fifth

time.

Again, as Radius to the Sine of the Sum of the
DiftanCCs of the Moon from the Sun, and of her
Apogee from the Sun’s Apogee (or the- Sine' of the
Excefs of that Sum above 360 deg.) : : fo is 2
min. 1 o feconds, to a fixth Equation of the Moon’s
Place, which muft be fubftraCted, if the aforefaid

Sum or Excefs be lefs than a Semi-Circle, but ad-

ded, if it be greater. Let it be made alfo, as Ra-
dius to the Sine of the Moon’s Diftance from tfie

Sun : : fo 2 deg. 20 feconds to a feventh Equa-
tion : which, when the Moon’s Light is encrea-

fing, add ; but when decreafing, fubftraCt
; and

the Moon’s Place will be equated a feventh time,

and this is her Place in her proper Orhip.
Note here, the Equation thus produced by the

mean Quantity 2 degrees 20 feconds, is not. al-

ways of the fame Magnitude, but is encreafed

and diminifhed according to the Pofition of the

Lunar Apogee. For if the Moon’s Apogee be in

Conjunction with the Suns, the aforefaid Equa-
tion is about 54 feconds greater But when the

Apogees are in oppofition, tis about as much lefs ;

and it librates between its greateft Quantity 3 mi-
nutes, 14 feconds, and its leaft 1 minute,26 feconds.

And this is when the Lunar Apogee is in Con-
junction or Oppofition with the Sun’s : But in

the Quadratures, the aforefaid Equation is to b®
leffen’d about 50 feconds, or one minute, when
the Apogees of the Sun and Moon are in Conjun-
ction ; but if they are in Oppofition, for want of

a fufficient number of Obfervations, I cannot de-

termine whether it is to be leffen’d or increas’d.

And even as to the Argument or Decrement of

the Equation, 2 minutes, 20 feconds above mentio-

ned, I dare determine nothing certain, for the

fame Reafon, the want of Obfervation accu-

rately made.

If the fixth and feventh Equations are augmen-
ted or diminifhed in a reciprocal ftatio of the Di-
ftance of the Moon from the Earth, i. e. in a di-

re<fb ftatio of the Moon’s Horizontal Parallax ; they

will become more accurate : And this may rea-

dily be done, if Tables are firft made to each Mi-
nute of the faid Parallax, and to every fixth or

fifth Degree of the Argument of the fixth Equati-

on for the Sixth, as of the Diftance of the Moon
from the Sun, for the feventh Equation.

From
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From the Sun’s Place take the mean Motion of

the Moon’s afcending Node, equated as above ;

the Remainder fhall be the Annual Argument Of

the Node, whence its fecond Equation may be

Computed after the following manner in the pre-

ceeding Figure.

Let T, as before, reprefent the Earth ; T S a

Right Line conjoining the Earth and Sun : Let

alfo the Line T A C B, 'be drawn to the Place of

the Afcending Node of the Moon, as above e-

quated ; and let S T A be the Annual Argument
of the Node. Take T A from a Scale, and let

it be to A B : : as 5 6 to 3, or as 1 1 f to 1. Then
biffed B A in C, and on C as a Centre, with

the Diftance C A, defcribe a Circle as A F B,

and make the Angle B C F, equal to double the

Annual Argument of the Node before found : So
Ihall the Angle BTF, be the fecond Equation

of the Afcending Node : Which mult be added
when the Node is palling from the Quadrature
to a Syzygy with the Sun, and fubduded when-
the Node moves from a Syzygy towards a Qua-
drature. By which means the true Place of the

Node of the Lunar Orbit will be gained :

.Whence from Tables made after the common
way, the Moons Latitude

,
and the Reduction of her

Orbit to the Ecliptiek.
,
may be computed, fuppo-

fing the Inclination of the Moon’s Orbit to the

Ecliptiek, to be 4 deg. 59 min. 35 feconds, when
the Nodes are in Quadrature with the Sun ; and
1’5 deg. 17 min. 20 feconds, when, they are. in the

Syzygies. .

And from the Longitude and Latitude thus

found, and the given Obliquity of the Ecliptiek,

23 degrees 29 minutes, to the Right Afcenfion

and Declination of the Moon will be found.

The Horizontal Parallax of the Moon, when
ihe is in the Syzygies at a mean Diftance from the

Earth, I make to be 57 min. 30 feconds, and her

Horary Motion 33 min. 32 feebnds, 32 thirds 3

and her apparent Diameter 3f min. 30 feconds.

But in her Quadratures at a mean Diftance from
the Earth, I make the Horizontal Parallax of

the' Moon to be 5 9 min. 40 feconds, her Horary
Motion 32 min. 12 feconds, 2 thirds, and her

apparent Diameter 31 min.. 3 feconds, The
Moon in an Odfant to the Sun, and at a mean
Diftance, hath her Centre diftant from the Cen-
tre of the Earth about 60 i. of the Earth’s Semi-

: diameters.

The Sun’s Horizontal Parallax I make to be
1 1 o feconds, and its apparent Diameter at a mean
I Diftance from the Earth, I make 32 minutes*

1 1 5 feconds.

The Atmolphere of the Earth, by difperfing

! and refracting the Sun’s Light, cafts a Shadow as

if k were an Opake Body, at. leaft to the height

M d o
of 40 or 50 Geographical Miles (by a Geogra-

phical Mile, I mean the fixtieth part of a De-
gree of a great Circle, on the Earth’s Surface.,)

This Shadow falling upon the Moon in a Lunar
Eclipfe, makes the Earth’s Shadow be the larger

or broader. And to each Mile of the Earth’s •

Atmofphere, is correfpondent a Second in the

Moon’s Disk, fo that the Semi-diameter of the

Earth’s ShadovV projected upon the Disk of the

Moon, is to be encreafed about 5 o feconds : Or
which is all one, in a Lunar Eclipfe, the Hori-

zontal Parallax of the Moon is to be encreafed

in the Ratio of about 70 to 69. >;V

Thus far the Theory of this. Incomparable Ma-
thematician, And if we had many Places of the

Moon accurately oblerved, efpecially about her

Quadratures, and thefe well compared with her

Places at the fame time calculated according to

this Theory ; it would then appear whether there'

yet remain any other fenfible Equations, which,

when accounted for, might ferve to improve and

enlarge this Theory.

Dh Greg. Ajlr ; Elem, Ehyf. & Geom,

fag. 33 6 s

MOOR at Sea, fignifies the laying out the An-

chors of a Ship fo, as is beft and fafeft for her’

Riding. There are feveral ways of Mooring a

Ship. Sometimes they Moor her a Thwart, by
laying one Anchor on one fide of a River, and a-

nother right againft it on the other fide ; in order

to make both the Cables bear together, as, well at

Tide of Ebb, as at Flood.

To Moor Alongft,
is to lay one Anchor right m

the middle of the Stream, and another right a
head of the Ship, which is done when they are

in danger of driving afhoar; for by this means
both her Anchors do bear together, and fo will

fave her from falling on either Shore.

To Moor iVater-Jhot, is to Moor a Ship in the

middle between the two former ways, quarter-

ing as it were, neither acrofs the Tide, nor a-

longft it, but between both. When a Ship comes
into a Place of Riding, the Mafter and his Mates
obferve on what Point of the Compafs the Wind
is likelieft to endanger the Ship, and there they
lay out an Anchor ; and this is called Mooring
for Eaft, North, See. according to the Point file

is Moored upon. They don’t fay a Ship is Moor-
ed, unlefs fhe have at lead two Anchor’s out j
except in one Cafe, and that is, when, tho’ ihe V\

have but one Anchor out, yet there is a Hawfer
afhoarj and then they fay fire is Moored with
her Head to the ShoatP

MOORSHEAD, is the Head of a Copper, or

Glafs-Still, or Alembick, which is luted on to the'

Body, or Cucurbit ; and hath a Beak, Nofe, or

Pipe, to let the faifed Spirit run down into the
Receiver.

MOOT, is a Term well under’ftood in the Inns' ,

of Court, to be that Exercife or Arguing of Ca-
fes, which young Students perform at appointed

times, the better
.

to enable them for Practice,

and Defence of Clients Caufes. In the Inns of
Court, there is a Baylijf, or Surveyor of the Intis,

yearly chofen by the Bench, to appoint the Moot-'

men for the Inns of Chancery
*
and to keep account

of performance of Exercifes, both there and in thtf

Houfe,-
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MOOT-MEN, are thofe that argue Reader s

Cafes (or Moot-Cafes) in the Houfes of Chan-

cery, both in Term-time, and alfo in Vaca-

tions.

MORAL Quantity. See Quantity.

MORATUR, or Demoratur in Lege
, flgnifies

as much as He demurs, becaufe the Party goes

not forward in Pleading, but refts upon the

Judgment of the Court in the Point, who deli-

berate, and take time to argue and advife there-

upon.

MORBUS Regius, the fame that Iclerus.

MORTAR-PIECE, is a kind of very fhort

piece of Cannon, or Ordnance, thick and wide,

proper for the difcharging of Bombs, Carcafles,

Stones, &c.' It is ufually mounted on a Carri-

age, the Wheels whereof are very low. Mr. An-

derfon, in his Book of the Gun, faith, That 70

©r 80 Degrees of Elevation, is the belt for ren-

dring Mortars ferviceable, to caft Shells into
A owns, Forts, &c. And he faith, That if Mor-
tar-pieces were all, as they ought to be, exactly
Similar, and their Requisites of Powder as the
Cubes of the Diameters of their feveral Bores

;

and if alfo their Shells, Bombs, Carcafles, Sc.
were Similar, then, comparing like with like,

their Ranges upon the Plane of the Horizon un-
der the fame degree of Elevation, would be e-

qual ; and confequently one Piece being well
proved, that is, the Range of the Granado,
Bomb, Carcafs, &c. being found to any degree
of Elevation, the whole Work of the Mortar-
piece would become very eafie and exad : But
fince Mortars are not thus Similar, there is re-

quired the Range of the Piece at any convenient
degree of Elevation, with its requifite ofPowder j
and then you rauft work by the Tables.

a table
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A TABLE of Horizontal Diftances.

B.MJNu. Diff. D.M./Nu.Diff. D.M, Nu. Diff. D.MJNu. Diff.\D.M.|Nu. Diff. D.M.|Nu„ Diff.'

521 145 82 4 89
!

1 5 *

3 ° 521 30 54°5 3° 8851 30 9996 3 ° 8523 3 ° 4806

190 144 79 7 92 152
I 7 ri 555 ° 3 i 8930 46 9989 61 8431 76 4656

181 142 76 10 94 154

30 892
j

30 5692 30 9006 30 9979 3 ° 8337 30 45 °2
1 77

1

140 73 13 97 155

2 1069 17 5832 32 9°79 47 9965 62 8240 77 4347
175 138 7 i 16 99 157

30 1244 30 597 ° 30 9150 30 995 ° 30 8141 3 ° 4190
- I 73

j

. 137 69 19 IOI 157

3 1417 18 6107 33 9219 48 9931 63 8040 78 4°33
172 135 22 103 159

30 1589 30 6242 3 °j 9284 3 ° 9909 30 7937 30 4876
I

170 133 62 25 107 160

4 1759 *9 5375 34 9346 49 9884 64 783° 79 37H
170 131 6

1

28 1 1

0

161

3° 1929 30 55°5 30 94°7 3 ° 9856 30 7720 30 3553
168 129 57 31 in 162

2097 20 5535 35 9464 5 ° 9825 65 7609 80 3391
167 128 54 34 113I 163

30 2264 30 6763 30 9518 30 9791 3 ° 7496 30 3228
167 126 5 i 36

!

1 16' 165
6 2431 21 6889 35 9569 5 i 9755 66 7380 81 3063

166 123 49 40 1 18 165

3 ° 2597 30 7012 30 9518 30 9715 3 ° 7262
'

3° 2898
1 56 122 4^ 42 120 1 66

7 2763 22 7134 37 9664 52 9673 67 7142 82 2732
164 119 43 45 121 166

30 2927 3 ° 7253 ,
30 9707 30 9628 3® 7021 30 2566

163 117 4° 49 125 168
8 3090 23 737° 38 9747 53 9579 68 6896 83 2398

163 US 37 5 i 126 168
30 3253 30 7485 30 9784 30 9528 30 6770 30 2230

162 113 34 53 128 169
9 34 1 5 24 7598 J 39 9818 54 9475 69 6642 84 2061

[ HI 32 58 13

1

170
30 3575 30 7709 30 9850 30 9417 30 6511 30 1891

159 108 28 59 132 170
10 3734 25 7817 40 9878 55 9358 70 6379 85 1721

158 io 5 26 53 134 171
30 3892 30 7923 30 99°4 30 9295 3° 6245 30 155°

158 104 22 65 136 171
1

1

4050 25 8027 4 i 9925 56 9230 7 i 6109 86 1379
15& 102 20 58 138 171

30 4206 v
30 8129 30 9945 3 ° 9162 30 5971 30 1 2o8

155 98 16 7 i 139 172
12 4361 27 8227 42 19952 57 9091 72 5832 87 1036

153 96
j

H 73 i 4 i 172
30 45H 30 8323 30 9976 ' 30 9018 3 ° 5691 30 864

5 1 95 11 76 - 144 173
13 4665 28 8418 43 9.987 58 8942 73 5 547 88 69

1

151 92 8 78 144 172
30 4816 30 8510 30 9995 30 8864

)

30 5403 30 5 1 9
150 89 4 82 146 173

H 4966 29 8599 44 9999 59 8782 74 5257 89 346
148 1 87 2 84 148 173

30 5114 30 8686 30 IOOOl 30 8698 3° 5109 3 ° 173

.
147 83

1

1 86 150 173
15 5261 30 8769 45 1 IOOOO 60 8612 75 4959 . 90 000

5 G The
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The Vfe of which Table of Horizontal

Diftances, is this, in AnderfonV
Words.

I. Any degree of Elevation under '45 degrees,

being given ; What degree above 45 degrees,

will hit the fame Horizontal diftance ? Suppofe
1 z degrees : I look againft 1 z in the Table,

and find 4361, which I look for beyond 45 de-

grees, and find it againft 76 degrees 57 minutes.

So I conclude, a Piece charged with the fame
quantity of the fame Powder, and the fame Ball

put to either iz degrees, or 76 degrees 57 mi-
nutes of Elevation, will Range the Shot to the

fame Horizontal Diftance.

Here Note, Suppofe a Piece be charged with

1, z, 3, and 4 parts of Powder, and the

fame Ball, and put to thofe degrees of Ele-

vation, if the upper and lower Ranges be
equal, there is no fenfible refiftance of the

Medium.

II. June the 5th. 1677. on hVimbleton Meath

I charged the Mortar-piece with 4 Ounces of

Powder, and. ppt it to 15 degrees of Elevation

;

it Ranged the Ball to the Horizontal Diftance of

6 5 9 Paces; with that, I would hit a Mark with

the fame Piece, Ball, and quantity of Powder,
at the Horizontal Diftance of 1000 Paces : Then
as 659 is to 1000, fo is 5Z61 the Tabular Num-
ber of 15 degrees to 7983, which gives in the

,Table a 5 degrees, 47 minutes, and 63 degrees,

1 6 minutes, to hit a Mark at the Horizontal Di-
ftance of 1 goo Paces.

III. Feb. the iath. 167-y. on Wimlleton Heath,

a Piece whofe length of its Chafe is 18 Inches,

and Diameter of Bore 3 Inches, charged with 8

Ounces of Powder, and laid to 10 degrees of

Elevation, Ranged its Shot to the Horizontal

Diftance of 805 Paces : With that I would hit a

Mark at the Horizontal Diftance of zi iz Paces

;

that is, z Englijh Miles. Then as 805, is to

21 1 z, fo is 3734 the Tabular Number at 10 de-

grees, to 9797, which gives in the Table 38 de-

grees, 41 minutes, and 50 degrees, z 5 minutes, to

hit a Mark at the Horizontal Diftance of ziiz
Paces, vi%. z Englijh Miles.

N. B. Since this, our Excellent Mathematical
Inftrument-Maker, Mr. John Rowley, (whofe
Shop is by St. Dunjlans Church in Fleet-

ftrcet) hath contrived this Table on a Scale

of Box, where, by Aiding only a fiducial Edge
of Brafs over the Diagonals of the Diftance
required, both the Elevations, upper and
lower, are ftiewn at the fame time.

Mr. Anderfon gives us alio the following Table
of the Requijite Weight of Powder for all Mortars

,

from 6 to 20 Inches Diameter.

Inc.

1

Dochn. Hounds. Ounces.

d. Q 13
6* 5 1. 01

7• 0 1. 05
7- $ 1. 10
8. Q 2. 00
80 5 2. 06
9* 0 2 . 14
9 • S 3» Od

10. 0 3* I 4§
10; 5 4 e 08

• n. 0 5 * 03
11. 5 5- I $
12. 0 6. 12
12. S I s IO

0 8. 09
23, s 9* Jo
14. 0 10. I ll

f
14. 5 II, *4

;J
1ST. 0 i?« 03
15. 5 14* 09
16. 0 Id. 16
Id. 5 17 . 09
* 7 * 0 19. 03
17. $ 20. 1 $
18. 0 22. 12!
18. S 24. 11
19. 0 2d. 13
1 7- $ 28. J4
20. 0 31 . 04

The Vfe of this Table is flain and cafe.

If you would know the Quantity of Powder
requifie to load a Mortar of 15 Inches Diame-
ter; againft 15 Inches you have 13 Pounds 3
Ounces , and that is the true Weight of Powder
required.

MORTGAGE, in Law, fignifies a Pawn of
Land, or Tenements, or any thing moveable, laid

or bound for Money borrowed, to be the Cre-
ditors for ever, if the Money be not paid at the
Day agreed upon: And the Creditor holding Land,
or Tenement upon this Bargain, is called Tenant
in Mortgage. He that pledgeth this Pawn or
Gage, is called the Mortgager, and he that taketh
it, the Morgagee.
MORTIFIE: The Chymifts fay a thing is Mor-

tify
s

d, when its outward Form is altered or de-
ftroyed, as particularly when Mercury, or any o-
ther Metal is dilfolved in an Acid Menflruum.
Sometimes they fay alfo, that Spirits are Morti-
fied, when they are mix’d with fuch things as de«
ftroy their ftrength, and hinder their Operation.

MORT=
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MORTMAINE, a Term in Law* fignifying an

Alienation of Lands and Tenements to any Guild,

Corporation, or Fraternity ,
their Succeffors, as Bi,

IhopSj.Parfons, Vicars, &c. which may not be done

without the King s Licence, and the Lord of tne

Manor, or of the King alone, if it be immedi-

ately holden of him.

MORTUARY, is a Gift left by a Man at his

Death, to his Parifti Church, for the recompence

of his Perfonal Tythes and Offerings, not duly paid

in his Life time. A Mortuary is not properly and

originally due to an Ecclefiaftical Incumbent from

any, but thofe only of his own Parifh. But by

Cuftom in fome Places of this Kingdom, they are

paid to the Parfons of Other Parifhes, as the Corps

paffes through them.

MOSAICK Work., was anciently ufed only in

Pavements, and began in Home about Sylla s time j

who made a Pavement of Mojaick. Work at Pre-

nejie in the Temple of Fortune, about 170 Years

before Chrift. It was called Lithofiroton, in Greek.

only a Stone Pavement ;
but it is underftood of

Figures made or reprefented by Inlaying of fmall

Stones, or rather pieces of Stone of different Co-

lours ; by the variety of which, many Curious

Figures may be wrought. Afterward it came to

be°in Falhion for the Infides of the Walls of

Rooms ; and now adays they work it with Shells,

' or fmall Pieces of Glafs varioully Colour’d and Fi-

gured: ’Tis a 'very Pleafant and a lafting Orna-

ment, when ns curioufly and excellently done.

MOTHER Tongues, in Latin, Matrices Lin-

gua, are fuch Languages as feem to have no De-

pendance upon. Derivation from, or Affinity with

one another. ’Tis a Conjecture commonly recei-

ved, That at the Confufion of Languages at the

Tower of Babel, there were formed 70, or 72 fe-

derally diftind Languages : But BifhOp Wilkins

thinks ’tis probable there were not fo many, and

that at the firft Difperfion Men did not divide

into fo many Colonies. But now the Languages

aafed in the World, do far exceed that Number :

-If you will believe Pliny and Strabo, there was a

Town in Colchos called Diofouria, to which Men
'of three hundred Nations, and as many feveral

Languages, did Refort for Trading. Some of the

American Hiftorians relate. That in every 8°

Miles of that vaft Country, and alfo in almoft every

particular Valley of Peru, the Inhabitants had a

diftind. Language or Mother-Tongue by them-

felves. And Purchas tells us, Pilgr. Lib. 8. Sed. 4.

Cap. i. That by Converfe and Enquiry, in the

Northern Parts ofAmerica, about Florida, he found

more than 1000 different Languages amongft the

Inhabitants of thofe Places.

Jofeph Scaliger affirms there are no more than

Eleven Mother-Tongues ufed in Europe of

which Four are of more, general and large Ex-
' tent, and the other Seven of a narrower Com-
pafs and Ufe.

1. The Greek ,
which was anciently of very

great Extent, not only in Europe, but in Ajia and

Africk too, where feveral Colonies of that Nation

were planted ;
by which Difperfion and Mixture

with other People, it did degenerate into feveral

DialeEls. Befides thofe Four that are commonly
noted, the Doric

,
Ionic

,
Molic, Attic, Herodotus

doth mention Four feveral Dialeds of the Ionic.

The Inhabitants of Bjoodes, Cyprus, Crete had

each of them fome Peculiarity in their Language

:

if ; '

r’
: ' - f '

\ '

‘ Y' \

MOT
And the prefent Coptic or ^Egyptian jfeems, both
from the Words, and the Character, to be a Branch
of this Family, and was probably fpread amongft
that People in the Days of Alexander the Great,
upon his conquering of them , tho

s

fome conceive
that there were at Ieaft 30000 Families of Greeks
planted in that Country long before his Time.

2. The Latin, tho
5

this be much of it a Deri-
vation from the Greek

, (of which the now French

,

Spanijh, and Italian, are feveral Off-fprings and
Derivations) had anciently Four feveral Dialeds,
as Petrus Crinitus ftiews out of Harr0 ,

3. The Teutonic or German , is now diftinguifh-

ed into "Upper and Lower. The Upper hath two
notable Dialeds : r. The Danijh, Scandian, or
perhaps the Gothic

j to which belongs the Lam
• guage ufed in Denmark, Norway, Swedeland, and
Ijland. 2. The Saxon, to which appertain .the fe-

veral Languages of the Englijh, the Scotch, the Frff

fians,
and thofe on the Norrh of Elve.

4. The Sclavonic is extended, tho’ with fome Va-
riation, through many large Territories, Mufcovia

,

Poland, Bohemia, Vandalia, Croatia, Lithuania

,

Dalmatia 5 and is faid to be the Vulgar Language
*

ufed amongft Sixty feveral Nations.

The Languages of lefler Extent, are*

1. The Albanefe, or Old Epirotic, now ufed id

the Mountainous Parts of Epirus.

’ 2. The European Tartar, or Scythian, from
which fome conceive our Irijh to have "had its

Original.

As for the Turkjjh Tongue, that is originally

no other but the Afiatick Tartar mixed with
Armenian and Perfian, fome Greek., and much
Arabic.

>

3. The Hungarian, uled in the greateft Part
of that Kingdom.

4. The Finnic ufed in Finland and Lapland.

5 . The Cantabrian, ufed amongft the Bifcainers

who live near the Ocean on the Pyrene Hills bor-

dering both upon France and Spain.

6. The Irijh, in Ireland, and from thence brought
over into fome Parts of Scotland - tho’ Mr. Cam-
den would have this to be a Derivation from the

Weljh.

7. The Old Gautifh or Britifh, which is yet

preferved in Hales
,
Cornwal, and Britain in France

.

’To this Number Mr. Brerewovd doth add Four
others, vi%.

1. The Arabick., now ufed in the fteep Moun-
tains of Granata * which yet is a Dialed from the

Hebrew, and not a Mother-Tongue.
' . .. , , V .

•
\ .... , .... ,

.
V . ' V, ‘.yf

’ T

2. The Cauchian, in Eajl-Friefland.
.

1 • £
'

.

;

' tt

3. The Illyrian, in the Ifle of Veggia.

4. The Jagygim, On the North-fide of Hungary,

5 G i 'MOTION.
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MOTION, is a continual and fucceflive Mu-

tation or Change of Place. All Motion may be

consider'd either Abfolutely or Relatively. Abfo-

lute Motion is the Change of the Locus Abfolutus

of ahy moving Body, and therefore its Celerity

will be mealured by the Quantity of the Abfo-

lute Sface which the Moveable hath run through.

But Relative Motion is a Mutation of the Rela-

tive or Vulgar Place of the moving Body, and

fo hath its Celerity accounted or meafured by
the Quantity of Relative Sface which the Move-
able runs over.

All Motion is of it felf redilinear, or made
according to ftrait Lines, with the fame conflant

uniform Velocity, if no external Caufe make any

Alteration in its Diredion.

If a Body, moving uniformly, and with the

fame Degree of Velocity, pafs over two Spaces,

the Times of the Motions will be as the Spaces $

as is very plain to him that will confider it.

If a Body move through two' Spaces in equal

Times, thole Spaces will be to one another as the

Velocities of the Motions.

If two Bodies move uniformly, but with un-

equal Velocities, through the fame Space, the

Times will be as the Velocities.

Iftwo Bodies, moving uniformly, go with un-

equal Velocities, the Spaces which will be paft

over by them in unequal Times, will be to one

another in a Ratio compounded of that of the

Velocities and that of the Times. Galileus, de

Motu Local. Dial. 3. Giorn. terga.

If any Bodies are impelled upwards by diffe-

rent Forces, they will be railed to different

Heights ; which Heights will be to one another

as the Squares of their Velocities.

And if Bodies fall from different Altitudes, the

Celerities will be to one another as the Squares

of fuch Altitudes.

M O T I O N 5
Its Lam.

The Incomparable Sir Ifaac Newton gives but

thefe Three Laws of Motion, which may be truly

called Laws ofNature.

1. That every Body will continue in its State,

either of Reft, or Motion uniformly forward in

a Right Line, unlefs it be made to change that

State by fome Force impreffed upon it.

2. That the Change of Motion is proportion-

able to the moving Force impreffed j and is al-

ways according to the Diredion of that Right

Line in which the Force is impreffed.

3. That ReaRion is always equal and contrary

to Adion j
or, which is all one, the mutual Add-

ons of two Bodies one upon another are equal,

and direded towards contrary Parts: As
^

when

©ne Body prelfes and draws another, ’tis as

much prefled or drawn by that Body.

The Quantity of any Motion is difcoverable

by the joint Confideration of the Quantity of

Matter in, and the Velocity of the moving Bo-

dy : For the Motion of any Whole, is the Sum

©fthe Motions of all the Parts. And confequent-

ly if a Body be twice as great as another, and

be moved with an equal Degree of Velocity, the

Quantity of the Motion is double in the Former ~

but if the Velocity be alfo double, theil the
Quantity of the Motion is Quadruple of that of
the latter. Newtons Princip

.

The Quantity of Motion
,
which is found by tad

king either the Sum ofMotions made thefame way
or the Difference of thofe which are made contrary
ways, is not at all changed by the Action of Bodies
one upon another. For Adion and Readion are
always equal, (by Law 3.) wherefore (by Law 2.)
they muft needs produce equal Changes in the
Motions towards contrary Parts: Wherefore if the
Motions be both according to the fame Diredi-
on, whatfoever is added to the Body to be moved
or which is forced to give place, is fubduded
from the Body which moves, or drives away the
other j lb that the Sum remains the fame as be-
fore. But if the Bodies meet with contrary Di-
redions, there muft be an equal Subftradion of
the Motion of each, and conlequently the Diffe-
rence of the Motions made towards the contrary
parts, will remain the fame. Suppofe the Sphe-
rical Body A to be thrice as big as B, and of the
like Figure. Let A have two Degrees of Velocity,
and B purfue it with ten Degrees of Velocity

*

Wherefore the Quantity ofthe\Motion ofA to 3,
is as 6 to 1 o ; therefore the Sum of the Motions
of both is 16. Suppofe then B to overtake A, and
to give it 3, 4, or 5 Degrees of Velocity

j ’tis

plain it muft lofe juft as much it feif : Where-
fore A will go on with 9, 10, 11 Parts of Veloci-
ty i and B will follow after with 7, 6, or 5. So that
the Sum will ftill be 16 $ and thus will it always
be. Idem.

Mr. Keil, in his LcSliones Phyfica
,

proves this

diftindly, by branching of it into two Theorems.
See A- 12,7.

Which THEOREMS are thefe.

I. If one Body Jh'ike againjl another
, whether at

rejl, or moving more flowly, according to the

fame Direction with the Former • then will

the Sum of the Motion in both Bodies towards
the fame Parts

,
remain the very fame as be-

fore fuchjlrikjng one againjl another.
*

^01
1

1 £ -!
f

C K D E F G

Let the Body A move according to the Did
redion C D, and in its way ftrike againft the
Body B ; which fuppofe to be either at reft, or
moving on more flowly than A, and according
to the fame Diredion with it : I fay, the Sum of
the Motions in both Bodies, towards the lame
Parts, that is from C towards D, will be the

fame as before. Let C D exprefs the Motion of
A from C to D ; and if B be in Motion too, let

E F exprefs its Motion the fame way. Then
will the Sum of both Motions be exprefled by
CD }• EP. But beaufe Adion and Readion
are always equal, and towards Contrary Parts 5

if F G exprefs the Motion imprefled on B by the

Stroak of A j D K, equal to it, muft exprefs

the Motion imprefled on A by the Stroak of B,
with a contrary Diredion from D towards C.
Wherefore fince D K = F G, CK will exprels

the Motion of the Body A after the Shock, and
E G the Motion of B j and therefore the Sum
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of both will be CK-f EG. But finCe F G is

fuppofed =KD, if you add C K and E F to

both, EG + CK muft be equal to C D + E F.

Wherefore the Sum of the Motions of both is the

fame as at firft.

And if F G be equal to C D, the Points K and

C auft be coincident ; that is, C K will be = o,

and confequently the Body A, after the Occurfe

or Shock, will be quite at reft. But if F G be

greater than G D, the Point K muft be found

fomewhere beyond or to the Left Hand of C ;

and the Motion of A will become changed to-

wards the contrary Parts, and the Sum of the Mo-
tions towards G will be as EG — CK: Ani
becaufe F G s= C K, add to both E F — C K,
and it will be that E F + F G— C K, (i. e.)

E G — C K = E F -f D K — C K, (

i

. e.)

EF -F CD. From whence ftis plain that the

Sum of the Motions towards the fame Parts

(which in this Cafe is their Difference towards
contrary Parts) continues the fame after the Shock
as before.

COR After the fame manner it will appear,

if many Bodies, moving with the fame Diredion,
fhould ftrike againft one another, the Sum of their

Motion, .after that, will be the fame as before.

II; if Two Bodies move towards each other with

cxaclly contrary Directions, the Sum of their

Motion's towards the fame Parts (which is all

one as the Difference of them towards contrary

Parts) will continue the fame after the Shock,

as before it.

But C K reprefents the Motion of A after it t

^ herefore C A is the Sum of the Motion in both
Bodies towards G.

^
IfF G had been equal to C D, then the Points

K and C would be coincident, and the Motioft
of A will be quite deftroyed, (i. <?.) after the Shocks
A will be perfectly at reft, and C A will be equal
to £ G.

But if F G be greater than € E>, the Point K
wiH fall to the Left Hand of C, and the Motion
of the Body A will be from C towards K. But
(becaufe FG=± DK

, and FE=DHjKH= E G 5 wherefore taking C K from both, C H
muft be equal to EG — C K ; which reprefents
the Sum of the Motions made towards the fame
Parts, and their Difference towards contrary ones
after the Shock : Wherefore the Sum of the Mo-
tions towards the fame Pans remains the fame a£*

ter, as before the Shock.

Our Excellent Mathematician Dr. Wallis,

in a Letter to the Famous Mr, Olden-
burgh, Secretary ofthe Royal Society*

gives the following Short Account of
the Laws of Motion, Nov. 06, 1 688,
And intimated, that they were made
Fublick Eight Months beforei at the

Meeting of the Royal Society.

Ol-
c

B
©

K H D F

i. If any Agent, as A, produce any Effed, as
E; then an Agent, as z A, will produce an Effed*
as z E ; 3 A, as 3 E,

&c. ceteris paribus. And
univerlally, if m be put for the Exponent of the
Power, m A, a.sm E.

Let the Body A move from C towards D, and
let C D exprefs its Line of Motion ; and let the

Body B be moving at the fame time with a

quite contrary Direction from E to F, and let

E F exprefs its Motion. Let D H be fuppofed

equal to E F ; fo fhall C H, which is the Diffe-

rence of their Motion towards contrary Parts, ex-

prefs the Sum of the Motions made towards G.
I fay then, that the fame C H is the Sum of their

Motions towards G, as well after the Shock as

before it : For after the Shock, fuppofe the Mo-
tion of B to be changed, and to be now towards

• G, and let the Line E G reprefent it
; wherefore

i the Force impreffed upon B after the Shock, and
which carries it towards G, will be equal to the

! Sum of the Motions E F and G F, and confe-

quently be expreffed by F G : For in that Right
Line, the Motion E F, towards F, is deftroyed

;

and the new one, E G, towards G, produced.
But now fince the impulfive Force in both Bo-
dies ads equally towards contrary Parts, ifD K
be made equal to F G, this fhall reprefent the

1 Force impreffed on the Body A, and carry it in

a contrary Direction to its former Motion So
t that if the Line of Motion D K, be taken from
the Line C D, there will remain C K reprefent-

ing the true Motion of A towards G. But be-
caufe D K = F G, and DH = FE ; D K —DH (i.e. K HJ = F G — F E (*. f.)EG: And
confequently fm'ee K H = E G, K H will repre-

1 Bent the Motion of the Body B, after the Shock 5

i. Wherefore if any Force, as V 'Which ftands-

for Vis) move any Weight, Mafs, or Body, as P *

the Force, which is as m V, fhall move m P, ae~
teris paribus * vi%. with the fame Celerity, or
through the fame Space in the fame Time.

3.

If the Force in the given Time T, move
any Weight thro' the Space or Length L, in the
Time n T, it fhall move it thro’ the Space n L.

4.

Wherefore if the Force V, in the Time T,
move any Weight, as P thro’ the length or Space
L, the Force m V in the Time n T, fhall move m P V
thro’ the Space n L: And confequently as V T,
(the Redangle under the Force and Time) is to
P L the Redangle under the Weight and Di-
ftance : : So is m n V T, to m nl? L.

5.

Since the degrees of Celerity are proporti-
onable to the Lengths ran over in the fame Time,
or, (which is the fame, thing) are proportionable
to the Times taken up in palling over fuch

Lengths : Therefore it will be, as C :

C. That is, the degrees of Celerity
m L m
n T’ n
will be in a Patio compounded diredly of the
Lengths, and Reciprocally of the Times.

6.

Since as V T. P L z t m n V T to m n P L*
P L rr m n P L

it will be as V.-vx- ::m\* ——~ That is,

A n T,
‘

V,PC
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V. P C : : m V- m P C
P x by m C.

m P x by C j or

7. That is, if the Force V be able to move
the Weight P, according to the Celerity C 5 then

will the Force m V, move the fame Weight P, in

the Celerity m C 5
or with the bare Celerity C,

the Weight m P : Or, in one word, it will be

able to move any Weight with that Celerity, if

the Product of the Weight multipled by the Ce-

lerity, be m P C.

8. And on this depends the Reafon of the

Conftru&ion of all manner of Engines and Ma-;

chines, for facilitating of Motion, That in

whatever Proportion the Weight be encreafed,

the Celerity be decreafed accordingly : From
whence it comes that the Product of the Celeri-

ty multiplied by the Weight, for moving the

fame Force, is always the fame, V. PC::

N.fflP- C That is, P C.
m

9. If the Weight P, by the Force V, carried

according to the Celerity C, ftrike direcftly a-

gainft the Weight m P ; which, tho’ fuppofed at

reft, yet is capable of being moved ; both the

Bodies after the ftroak, will be carried with the

Celerity C. For, by reafon the fame

Force is impelled to move the greater Body, the

Celerity of it will be leflened after the fame Rr-

tio, mK. V.PC: : V.
2

Px — C
I 1 ft- m= P C. And therefore the Impetus, (or Product

of the Weight multiplied by the Celerity) of the

other will be—7— P C 5 and of the Remain-

ing one

1 -f* m

m P C*
1 -f

- m
10. If againft the Weight P, moved by the

Force V, with the Celerity C, another Weight
or Body fliall ftrike diredly, moving the fame

way, but with greater Celerity : As fuppofe the

Weight m P, with the Celerity n C, (which there-

fore will be carried forward with the Force m n

;V :) After this, they will both move forward

with the Celerity q
'

1 + m
For, V. P C : : mn\. m n PC::V m n V
i-irmnV.\i+mn—

J
P C : which is equal to

i|w n ,
I 4 mn—--- P x by : C.

x 1 -j- m
And therefore the Impetus of the Preceeding

j yfi yi

Body will be — P C : and of the follow-
1 -f

- m
. 1 4 - mn v n
ins. PC.1 mit??

ii. If the "Weights or Bodies are carried con-

trary ways, they will meet, and mutually ftrike

againft each other.

Suppofe the Weight P, carried by the Force V,

with the Celerity C, towards the Right Hand ,

and the Weight m P with the Celerity n C,

(and confequently carried by the Force m n V)

toward the Left Hand : Then may the Impetus,

Direction, and Celerity of each be thus cal-
culated.

The Body which moved towards the Right
Hand, if the other had been at reft, would have

given it. the Celerity —1

C, (by the nth:)

and confequently the Impetus -
—

*— m C P
I -f- m

of moving to the Right Hand ; and would have
retained to It felf the fame Celerity, and the

J

Impetus—-— m PC, alfo towards the Right
i ft- m 0

Hand. And the other Body, carried toward the
Left Hand, would, if the former had been at reft.

have given it the Celerity
m n

1 4 m
C ; and there-

fore the Impetus
m n

m P C, towards the
1 -j— 71%

Left Hand, by the fame Reafon -

3 and it would
have retained to its felf the fame Celerity, and

771 71

therefore the Impetus -—-—
- m PC alfo to-

1 4* m
ward the Left Hand.

Wherefore fince the Motion was made both
ways, the Aggregate of the Impetus of the for-

mer Body
, will arife out of the Impetus

P G to the Right, and
m n

P C to the
I + ® “ I+M
Left : And therefore in reality, it will move ei-

ther to the Right or Left, according as that or this

is greater, and by an Impetus, which is the dif-

ference between thofe 2 Impetus’s. That is, Sup-
poling -f- to lignifie to the Right Hand, and— to

the Left, the Impetus will be
1 ft- m

P C

P C, which is equal to
i 4 m P.

i 4-

And the Celerity will be
m n

C, (and to-
1 4* m

wards the Right or Left Hand, according as 1 or

m n is the greater Quantity.)

And in like manner the Impetus of the other

Body, which firft moved towards the Left Hand,

will be —r— ® PC :— m P C '= to
1 -pm 14' m

m n

1 -V m
1 — mn

1 + m

m P O. And the Celerity will be

C, and the Direction to the Right or

Left Hand, according as 1, or w », is the grea-

ter Quantity.

12. But if the Bodies neither move on in the

fame way direcftly, nor direcftly contrary to one

another, but do encounter one another Oblique-

ly ; then the preceeding Calculus muft be mode-
rated, according to the meafure of that Obliqui-

ty : And the Impetus of the Body linking Ob-
liquely, is to the Impetus it would have had, if

it had gone diredlly : : as the Radius to the Se-^

cant of the Angle of the Obliquity.

Which Confideration duly applied to the for-

mer Calculus, will determine with what Impetus,

Celerity, and Direction, the Obliquely encoun-

tring Bodies fliall move afterward.

And there is the very fame Ratio of the Gra-

vitation of heavy Bodies, which defeend Oblique*

h
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ly to their Gravitation, luppofing them to have

defcended perpendicularly ; as we elfewhere de-

monftrate.

13. If the Bodies, which thus encounter, or

ftrike one againft another, are not infinitely hard

{as hath hitherto been fuppofed) but do yield

fomething- to the Stroak, but yet fo as that by a

Spring, or Elaftick Force they can recover their

Figure, or Pofition again : It may happen from

hence, that thofe Bodies may rebound back ffpm

one another mutually, which otherwife would

have moved on together
:
(And this more or Jefs,

according to the Quantity of the Elafticity) vi\.

if the Elaftick Force exceed the Progreflive.

In Motions which are accelerated and retarded,

the Impetus in each Aloment is to be efteemed

that which agrees to the degree of Celerity then

acquired. But when the Motion is made in a

Curve Line, that is to be accounted the Line of

direction of the Motion in each Moment, which
is truly the Tangent to the Curve in that Point.

And if wheh the Motion, being either Accelera-

ted or Retarded, is made in a Curve-Line (as in

the Vibrations of a Pendulum) the Impetus is to

be eftimated in each Point, according to both the

degree of Acceleration, and the Obliquity of the

-^Tangent there. Philofoph. Tranfact. N. 40.

An Account of the Laws of Motion, in Bo-

dies ftriking one againft: another, you have alfo

from the Famous Mr. Hugens, in Philof. Tranjacl.

N. 46.

Mr. John Keil, late of Baliol College In

Oxon, in his Book called,
Introdu&io

ad veram Phyficam, gives the follow-

ing Theorems about the Quantity of
Motion, and the Spaces paffed over by

the Moving Body 5 and which he there

plainly demonfirates .

M O T ^
: ZX

And confequently, if the Times are as the
Spaces, the Celerities muft be equal.

6. If the Times are equal, the Spaces pafled
thro’ will be as the Velocities : And confequently,
if the Spaces are as the Velocities, the Times will
be equal.

7. The Diftafices, or Lengths rim, are in a
Patio compounded of the Ratio's ofthe Times and
Celerities. So that Spaces, or Diftances, moved
thro’, may be confider’d as Rectangles, under the

Times and the Celerities.

Wherefore if the Spaces,1 or Diftances runs) be
equal, the Redangle under the Celerity and
Time of one moveable, will be equal to that

under the Celerity and Time of the other : And
therefore, becaufe equal Rectangles with unequal
Sides have their Sides reciprocally proportionable

(14. e 6 Euclid.) as Celerity is to Celerity
; fo re-

ciprocally fhall Time be to Time; and confe-

quently when the Spaces are equal, the Times
will be reciprocally as the Celerities.

8.

The Patio of the Times is always com-
mounded of the patio of the Spaces pafled over,
diredly, and of the Celerities reciprocally.

The Incomparable Sir Ifaac Newton,
thus exprejfes thefe two loft Theorms .

0/
i

*A N. * 9

When the Celerity is given, the Space pafled
thro’ will be as the Time ; and the Time being
given, the Space is as the Celerity: Wherefore
if neither be given, the Space will be as the Ce-
erity and Time conjundly.

When the Celerity is given, the Time is dired-
Iy as the Space moved thro’ ; and the Space be-
ing given, the Time is reciprocally as the Cele-
rity : Wherefore if neither be given, the Time
is as the Space diredly, and as the Celerity reci-

procally.

i. In comparing the Motions ofBodies, if the

Quantity of Matter be the fame, the Moments, or

Quantities of Motion, will always be as the Ve-
locities, and vice verfa,

if the Moments are as the

Velocities, the Quantity of Matter in the Moving
Bodies, is always the fame.

If the Celerities are equal, the Moments, or

Quantities of Motion will be as the Quantities of
Matter ; or if the Moving Bodies are Homogene-
ous, as their Magnitudes.

And if the Moments are as the Quantities of
Matter, the Velocities will be equal.

3. In comparing the Motions of any Bodies,

the Patio of the Moments is compounded of the

patio's of the Quantities of Matter, and the Cele-

rities. See the Word Moment.

4. In comparing the Motions of any moving
Bodies, the Patio of the Celerities is compounded
of the patio of their Moments diredly, and of
their Quantity of Matter reciprocally.

5 - If the Celerities of any Moving Bodies are

equal, the Spaces pafled over, will be diredly as

the Times in which the Motions, are made.

Hence ‘tis plain, the Motions of all Bodies are
as the Redangles under the Velocities, and the
Quantities of Matter : Wherefore the Matter,
and Celerity of Motion being given, the Moment
turn, or Quantity of Motion is given : And if the
Moment and Matter be given, the Celerity is given \

by dividing the Moment by the Quantity of Mat-
ter, v. gr. Let the Quantity of Matter be a, the
Celerity c, and the Moment m : Then will c a

—

. m . m
m, and c — — and a =b —

a e.

Alfo fince the Space pafled over, or thro’, is

always proportional to the Redangle under the
Velocity, and the Time • let the Space be = S,

the Time= T, and the Celerity, as before — C.

Then will S= C T, and C =2 ~ and T = S-
I > C.

a
And fince alfo m — a c, m will be equal to —

A 3

Or, ifT be given, m = a S.

Hence alfo may be concluded ; That if two
Bodies are moved with equal Velocities, thz Mo-
ments ’will be as the Quantity of Matter in each ;
and vice verfa, the Quantity of Matter as the
Moments : Wherefore if Bodies of equal Bulk
are found to have unequal Moments, or Quantities

of

4
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of Motion, the Quantities of Matter muft be un-

equal : And confequently that which hath the leaft

Moment, muft have more of Pores or Vacuities in-

terfperfed than the other.

Forlnftance : If a Globes, one ofLead and the

other of Cork, having equal Bulks, are moved
with equal Swiftnefs 5 fince the Quantity of Mo-
tion in the former, or its Force to move other

Bodies, will be much greater that in the latter 5

it’s plain there muft be many more Pores or Va~
cuities in this, than in that

.

7.

IfT = t, then fhali

F 1 f 1 :

M : m : ; F s : fS.
S : s : : Tm : t M.

And fo Reciprocally, If F, M, or S, be in the
1

Proportions 5 The Times mil he equal. And from this

may the Laws of all Machines be demonftrated
after D. Cartes his manner.

Mr. Varignon j Laws and Proportions

about Motion.

1'. In all kind of Motions whatever, fowling.

Sliding, Uniform, Accelerated, or Retarded, in

Right Lines, or in Curves, &c. The Sum of the

Forces which produce the Motion of all Parts of its

Duration, is always proportionable to the Sum of the

Paths, or Lines
,
which all the Points of the moving

Body defcrihe

.

2. There is more Pone required to make a Body

Row!, or Revolve
,

(as fuppofe a truly Sphericity Bowl

on a Mathematical Plane) than to make it Glide a-

long with thefame Celerity.

3. In all Gliding, or Sliding Motions, whether
Uniform, Accelerated, or Retarded, E§c. The Force,

in the whole is always proportional to the ProduEl of

the Mafs (or Quantity ofMatter) multiplied by the

Path, or Line, defcribed by the Centre of Gravity of

the Moving Body

.

4. The ProduEl of the Duration of all Uniform
Motions, multiplied by the Force which began- the

Motion, is always proportionable to the ProduEl

made by the Path, or Line of Motion multiplied by

the Mafs or Quantity of Matter in the Moving
Body.

8.

IfM = w, then will

F :/: : St : ,17
S : s ; : F m:fM.
T It: : Sfis F.

And Reciprocally, If thefe Proportions be dif-

covered 5 then the Majfes are equal,

9.

If S = s, then will

F : / : : M t : m T.
M : : FT : ft.
T : t : : M/ : m F,

®

•r

And Reciprocally, if fuch Proportions are fouftffi

The Spaces are equal.

10.

If F : / :
“

Then will

T : t : :{m : m ]

And Reciprocally,'

If T 1 t t M ; m

Let B, b, ftand for the Body moved.'

M, m. for the Mafs, or Quantity of
Matter in it.

S, s. for Space, or Diftance moved
thro

5

.

T, to for the Time in which the Mo-
tion is made.

F,f for the Force producing the Mo-
tion.

C, c. for the Celerity of the Motion.

Then will

M i m
S : s

1 1 . If F : / : 1 T : t. Then

JM : m : : FF* : ff S : : T T * : t t SI

S : s : : F F m : ffMi : T Tm : t t M,1

MS :m si 1 F F : ff ::TT 1 t t.

Then I fay, FT:/*:: M S : w *« of any two
Bodies in Motion. Then

5. F : f : : M S * : m s T.
T : * : : M S / : m s F.

M ; m : : F T sift S.

S s :: FT m: f t M.

6

.

If F= f, then fhali

And Reciprocally, If the Maffes of the Bodies

moved, or the Spaces run thro’, or the Products

of the Mafles, by the Spaces, (that is. The Quan-
tity ofMotion in the Bodies B and b

)

are as imthefe

Proportions, then are the Forces to one another as

the Times.

And this obferve alio for a Principle to explain

Machines and Engines, as [above in Numbers
6 and 7.

'

T : t : : M S : ?n s.

M : m : : T s : S t.

*S : s : : T m : M t.

And Reciprocally, Whenever T *, M m, S s, are

in any of thefe Proportions ;
Then are the Forces

which move the Bodies equal,
which is the General

Principle of all Des Carte/s Staticks.

12. IfM : m : : S 1 s. Then

F : / : : S S * : s s T : : M M * : m m T.

T : * $ Sf : s s F : M M/ : mm F.

FT iftiiS S 1 s s
; ; MM z mm.

# And
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And Reciprocally, if the Forces, or the Times,

or the Product of the Forces by the Times, ,are as

in thele Proportions j
then the Mafles are as the

Spaces run thro’.

13. IfF m M. Then

T 1 t i

S 1 s z

T j :tS:

MM Simms
mm T : M M*
M M ; mm

: ffS 1 F F S.

: FFT : fft.

iff :FF.

And Reciprocally, If the Times Or the Spaces

run thro’, or the Products of the Times taken

diredly, by the Spaces taken Reciprocally, are as

in thefe Proportions ; then the Forces fliall be

to one another in a Reciprocal Ratio of the

Mafles,

14. IfF : ft t s t S> Then

Tit 1

M 1 m 1

M : T mi

S S M : s s m 1

FFT if f t :

FF : ffi

ffM ! s s m.

ssTiSSt.
SS.s s

And Reciprocally, If the Times, or the Maf-

fes, or the Products of the Mafles taken direct-

ly, by the Times taken Reciprocally, are as in

$hefe Proportions 5 then the Forces fliall be to

one another in a Reciprocal Ratio of the Spaces

run thro.

15. If T t z m 1 M. Then

F ifiiMMSimmsi.-ttSiTTs.
S is : : F mm: fM M : : FTT : ft t.

Sf ; jF:

:

TT t t t z z rri m z MM.

And Reciprocally, Ifthe moving Forces, or the

Spaces run through, or the Product of the Spaces

taken reciprocally by the Forces taken reciprocal-

ly, are as in thefe Proportions j the Time of the

Motions fliall be to one another in a Reciprocal

Ratio of the Mafles of the Bodies moved.

16. If Tit :: s:S. Then

F -• / :

M : m:
Mfzrnfz

S S M : SSffi :

F n : / S S :

TT itt 1

1 t t M : T T m.

: FTT :ftt.
: s s : S S.

And Reciprocally, If the moving Forces, or the

Mafles of the Bodies moved, or the Products of

the Mafles taken reciprocally, by the Forces taken

reciprocally, are as in thefe Proportions 5 then the

Times fliall be to one another in a Reciprocal

"Ratio of the Spaces run thro’,

17. If F : f::t ; T. Then fliall

M :m : : s : S.

And Reciprocally,-

Then willIfM : m : :

F 1 f 1

S.

T.

So that in all Engines, or Machines, having al-

ways t = T, you’ll have Reciprocally F =/, vig<

An Equilibrium where M : M ; is ; S, which is

the known Property of the Balance.

As to the Celerities, obferve the following
Rules,-

MOT
s8. In general,

$ s'
' -

:

C : c 1 :— : — t : S t z s T
X £

f T,

*
:

s.

f-

19. Then alfo in the general,

T : t : c S 1

S : j : : C T : c f,

E : / : : M C z met
Nl: m 1 : F c if CL
C t c z ; F m zfMi

20 If

m
F
S
i

Then fhalf

M
: 7} - .

;
* C "

/
C : f'

° Ty

And Reciprocally, If thefe Proportions are true
the proceeding Equalities are fo alfo.

And the Equilibrium will be found always in
every Machine, where it is made 5 asm zMzz
G : c. And this is that which Galileos took for
the Firft Principle of Statickj.. (See Syfi. Cofm
Dialog. 2. Pag. 298, &c.

21. If

Then

F
S
M
T

c c 1 c, cl

TT : t u
c c r GC.
SS : s s.

And Reciprocally; If thefe laft Propofitidns are
true, the firft are fo alfo.

CF : / : : M : ml
2Z ‘ ^ 1 _ or

» f Then will C=±c£
CT it:: S - sj

Or,

Tr „ fF : / : : M : ml
If C = c i Then fliall \ And

CT : t aS 1 n

23. If

CVifizS s.

CM : mi

Then will

C i c z : S m : MS
M i m : : S c z j C.
T 1 t i : F c : fC.
S i s l : MC : m c.

F. : TC : t

5 H

•• F t ifT
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And Reciprocally, If thefe laft Proportions are

true, the firft are fo alfo.

24. IfF ; / : ; T : t. Then (hall
’

l (I !
'

... .

C : c : : m T : M t.

T : t : :MC :,mc.

M : m i : T c : t Ci

And Reciprocally, If the Celerity, or the Mat
fes, or the Times, or the Forces, are as in thefe

Proportions, then the Forces fhall be to one ano-
ther as the Times * which was the Principle of
Galileus, mentioned before in Number 20.

25. If M tmfx i.S - : * Then fhall

C : c : F s : fS.
F : SC :k.
S : s : : F c : fC.

And Reciprocally, If the Celerities^ or the
Forces, or the Maffes, or the Spaces run thro’, are
as in thefe Proportions ; then the Maffes of the
.Bodies moved, are to one another as the Spaces
fun thro’,

46 . If F ifi * mi: M. Then C : c : ™

^

CF F : ff.

And Reciprocally, If thefe laft Proportions are
true, the firft muft be fo alfo.

27. IfT : t : : s : S. Then C : c : :
^ ^ \1Uu t :TT.

And Reciprocally,

If C : c :

:^ ^ 1 ^ Then fhall T ;t::s:S.

28. If F t f : s t §. Then

C : c : : s m . : S M.
M im : : c s : C S.

$ : S : : CM : c m.

And Reciprocally, If the Celerities or the Maf-
fes, or the Forces, or the Spaces, are as in the

laft Proportions then the Forces fhall be Reci-
procally as the Spaces.

29. IfT : t : : m : M. Then

C : c : : F T : f t.

F f C :Tc
T : rz : / C : F c.

And Reciprocally, if tfife Celerity, or the Forces,

Or the Times, or the Maffes, are as in the laft Pro-

portion 5 then the Times fhall be to one another

ina Reciprocal Ratio of the Maffes.

r F T. 'I

30. If \ Or, p
Then

v M ‘ m : : s : S. J

C : c : : F S : f s : : t m

;

M T.
F : f : : s C : S c.

t : T : : MC : m c.

M : m : : t c : T C«
r ; S : •: F c : / C.

And Reciprocally, If the Celerities, Forces.
Times, Maffes, or Spaces run thro’, are in the laft
Proportions ; then the Maffes fhall be in a Reci-
procal Ratio of the Spaces, and the Forces Reci-
procally as the Times : Which is alfo the fame
that Dr. Carter took for his firft Principle of Sta*
ticks. See the Memoirs de la Mathematique (3 de
la Phyfique.

1

MOTION of the Apogee; in the Ptclemaick, Sj-
ftem is an Ark of the Zodiack of the Primum
mobile, contained between the Line of the Apogee
and the Beginning of Aries.

r &

_

MOTION Compounded.. See Compofition ofMo-
tion.

MOTORII, the Third Pair of Nerves which
move the Eye-

MQTRIX Vis. See Vis Matrix.
MOVEABLE Feafts, are thofe Festivals whichj

tho’ they are Celebrated on rile fame Day of theWeek, have no Fixed Seat in the Calender, but in
feveral Years happen on feveral Days of the

?

Month
of which kind are Eajler and Whitfontide, See.
MOVEMENT, the fame with what many do

call an Automaton, and with us fignifies all thofe
Parts of a Watch, Clock, or any inch Curious
Engine which are in Motion

,

and which by that
Motion carry on the Defign, or anfwer the End of
the Inftrument. *

The Numbers of the Wheels, Pinions
, Not-

ches, &c s in any Piece of Clock or Wateh-Work
y

are ufually thus written or exprefs’d

:

Where the uppermoft Number above 4) 36
the Line is the Pinion of the Re- —
port 4, the Dial-wheel 36, and 9 the 5) 55 (tg
Turns of the Pinion of Report. The 5) 45 (9
fecond Number (under the Line) is 5) 40 (8

5 the Pinion, 5 5 is the great Wheel,
and 11 the Turns of the Pinion it 17
driveth. The third Numbers are the

fecond Wheel, ©V. The fourth the Contratef
wheel, (3c. And the fingle Number 17, under
all, is the Crown-wheel.

Thefe Numbers, by fome, are alfo exprefs’d
Fra&ion-wife, thus, % 4

f, j 7 Notches
in the Crown-wheel.
MOULINET, a French Term, fignifying a

Turn-JHle ; ’Tis ufed in Mechanicks, and fignifies

a Holler, which being crofs’d with wo Levers, is

ulually applied to Cranes, Capftans, and other fort

of Engines of the like Nature, to draw Cords, and
heave up Stones, Timber, (3c. Alfo a kind of
Turn ftile or Wooden Crofs, which turns hori-
zontally upon a Stake fix’d in the Ground; and is

ufually placed in Paffages, to keep out Horfes, and
to oblige Paffengers to go or come one by one.
Thefe Moulinets are often fet up near the Out-*

works of Fortified Places, at the fide of the Bar-
riers, through which People pafs on Foot.
MOUND. The Term in Heraldry for a Ball

or Globe, with a Crofs upon ir, fuch as our
Princes are ufually drawn or painted with, hold-

ing it in their Left Hand, as they do the Sceptre

in their Right. Mound alfo fignifies a Fence or
Hedge.

MOYENAU fa French Term) in Fortification^

is a fmall flat Baftion, commonly placed’ in the
middle of an over-long Curtain, by which the Ba-
ftions at the Extremities are not well defended
from the Small-fhot, by reafon of their Diftance ;
fo that this Work is proper for placing in it a Bo-
dy of Mufqueteers to fire upon the Enemy from
all fides. MUCI-
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which meeting in the fmall Cavities ofthe Glam
dules, they are converted into a Mucilaginous
and Gummous jubilance • he having obferved,
that Spirit of Vitriol mix’d with a Decodtion of
Galls, will produce a Gum.

After this, he gives an Account of Experiments
made with the Mucilage ;

the moft ofwhich come
to this, That all Acids do coagulate it, as all Au-
ftercs and Auftere Acids

;
but with this Difference,

that the Coagulum or Curd made by Acids only,

is tenderer than that which is produced by an
Auftere only, or an Auftere Acid.

MUCRO Cordis
, or Apex, is the Lower point-

ed end of the Heart. »

MUCRONATED, is whatever ends or termi-

nates in a Point, like that of a Sword, &c.

MUCRONATUM Os, See Enfiformis Carti-

lago.

MUFFLE in Chymiftry, is the Cover of a Teft

or Copper, which is put over it in the Fire.

MULLET, the Term in Heraldry for a Star

of Five Points, of this Figure j and is ufually the

M U C
MUCILAGE fin Pharmacy) is a vifcous Ex-

traction made of Seeds, Gums, Roots, &c. with

Water.
MUCILAGINOUS Glands

,
are a numerous

fort ef Glands leated in the Joints, firft, I think,

particularly taken notice of by Dr. Havers
,

in his

Ojleologia : He faith thefe are of two forts, fome

are final1
,
and in a manner Miliary Glands* being

Glandules placed all upon the fame Surface of

the Membrane, which lies over the Articulations*

The other fort are conglomerated, or many Glan-

dules collected and planted one upon another, fo

as to make a Bulk, and appear confpicoufly, and

are confiderable Glands. In fome of the Joints

there are feveral of them , in others there is a Angle

Gland.

For the Structure of thefe large Glands, they

confift of fmall Veficles, which are not gathered

into feveral Lobules or Bags of Glandules, but are

difpofed upon feveral Membranes lying one over

another ; of which Membranes there are feveral

in every one of thefe Glands, which appear evi-

dently in them that are Hydropical.

They have their Blood-Veffels, as other Glands,

but their Veins have a particular Flexure in their

Courfe for retarding the Return of the Blood from

the Glands, that the mucilaginous Liquor, which

is not feparated with the greateft Expedition, may
have Time to penetrate the fecretory Pores of the

Glandules.

The Large Mucilaginous Glands are varioufly

feated ; fome in a Sinus, formed in the Joint

;

others Hand near or over-againft the Interftice

between the Articulated Bones ; but in general

they are fo placed, as to be fqueez’d gently, and

lightly prefs’d in the Inflexion or Extenfion of

the Joint, fo as to feparate a Quantity of Muci-

lage proportionate to the Motion of the Part,

and the prefent Occafion, and yet without any

Injury.

The Defign of all thefe Glands is to feparate a

mucilaginous kind of Liquor that ferves princi-

pally to lubricate the Joints, to make them fo ffip-

pery, as to be moved with the greateft Facility

imaginable. It ferves likewife to prelerye the

Ends of the Articulated' Bones from Attrition,

and an immoderate Incalelcence. But all thefe

Things it performs in Conjunction with the Ma-
dullary Oil of which two Ingredients, is made a

Compofition, admirably fitted for thefe Ends : For

the Mucilage adds to the Lubricity of the Oyl,

and the Oyl preferves the Mucilage from growing

too thick and vifcous.

The Doctor obferves the fame fort of Glands

to lie between the Mufcles and Tendons, and fup-

pofes that there is the fame Mixture of an Oyly

and Mucilaginous Subftance ;
the one being that

Fat which is found between the Mufcles, and is

fupply’d by the Adipoie Glands ; the other being

feparated by the Mucilaginous Glandules, of

which the common Membrane of the Mufcles is

every where full. This Mixture in the Interftices

of the Mufcles lubricates them and their Tendons,

and preferves them from Ihrinking, and from

growing dry and rigid.

For the Generation of this Mucilage, he fup-

pofes that Nature has defigned one large Vifcus,

and that this is the Office of the Spleen ; the

Glandules of which he makes to have two fe-

cretory Pores ; by one ofwhich fome Acid, and by
the other, fome Auftere Particles are feparated ;

Difference or Diftinguifhing Mark for the Third!

Brother, or Houfe.

Tho’ ’tis often alfo born as Coat-Armour, as

here :

Buby on a Chief Pearl, Two
Adullets Diamond

$ being the

Coat of the Famous Lord Ve~

ruiam, firft Sir Francis' Bacon.

The Heralds fay, the Mullet re-

prefents a Falling-Star fils rarely

born of fix Points,

MULTA, or Multura Epifcopi, was a Fine gi-

ven to the King, that the Biffiop might have Power
to make his Laft Will and Teftament, and to have

the Probate of other Mens, and the granting Ad*
miniftrations. \'

MULTANGULAR Figure, is one that has

many Sides and Angles,

For its Superficial Content, lee Area.

MULTILATERAL, in Geometry, are thpfe

Figures that have more than Four Sides.

MULTINOMIAL Boot. See Polynomial.

MULTIPLE Proportion
,
is when the Antecedent,

being div ided by the Conlequent, theQuotient is

more than Unity : And the Reafon of the Name
is, becaufe the Confequent muft be multiplied by
the Index, or Exponent of the Ratio, to make k
equal to the Antecedent. Thus 1 2 is multiple in

Proportion to 4, becaufe, being divided by 4, ths

Quotient is 3, which is the Denominator of the'

Ratio : And the Conlequent 4 being multiplied by

3, makes the Antecedent 1 2 j wherefore % i$> Sub*

multiple of 1 2.

5 H 2 MULTIPLE
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MULTIPLE Super-particular Porporticn, is when

one Number or Quantity contains another more
than once, and fuch an Aliquot Part more , of

which, fee more under Proportion.

MULTIPLE Super-partient Proportion
,
is when

one Number or Quantity contains another divers

times, and fome Parts thereof belides.

MULTIPLICATION, is, in General, the ta-

king or repeating of one Number or Quantity as

often as there are fuppofed Unites in the other.

/The Nambet multiplied is called the Multipli-

cand-, the Number multiplying, the Multiplicator •

and that which is found or produced, is called the

ProduB.
Multiplication is only a Compendious Addition,

effedfing at once what in the ordinary way of Ad-

dition would require many Operations : For the

Multiplicand is only added to it leif, or repeated,

as often as the Unites of the Multiplicator do ex-

prefs. Thus if 6 were to be multiplied by 4, the

ProduB is 24, which is the Sum ariling from the

Addition of 6 Four times to it felf.

In all Multiplication
,
as x is to the Multiplica-

tor
,
fo is the Multiplicand to the ProduB. Whence

tis plain, that in Multiplication of Integers, the

ProduB mult be greater than either of the FaBors
,

(for fo the Multiplicator and Multiplicand are

called, becaufe- between them they make up the

ProduB) becaule either FaBor is greater than

Unity. But in Multiplication of FraBions, the

ProduB mull be lefs in Value than either of the

FaBors, becaule they are both lefs than Unity.

Thus 24, the ProduB of 6, multiplied by 4, is

greater than either 6 or 4 ; but 44, the ProduB

of t, multiplied by is lefs in Value than either

4 or
f.

MULTIPLICATION in Algebra or Species.

The General Rule is, To conjoin the Quantities

propofed by the Sign (x ;) which Sign, ^when the

Quantities to be multiplied, are exprefs’d by but

one or two Letters, is ufually omitted, and the

Quantities written down like Letters in a Word,

Thus a e multiplied by b d, may be written

a e xbd, or, as is moft ufual, ae b d.

And if the Signs -f- or — prefixed before the

Quantities to be multiplied are like, the ProduB

is -j- - if unlike,
the ProduB is—

.

N .B. In Algebraic Multiplication, ’tis moft com-

modious to begin to multiply at the Left Hand

becaufe vte write that way.

Particular RULES,

I. RULE.

When two or more Angle Quantities, expreft by

Letters, whether like or unlike, are to be multi

©lied into one another, and have no Numbers pre-

fix’d ;
join the Quantities together, like Letters in

a Word, and ’tis done

:

d .ab^.rn- no
Thus, yr and

^ c
and

^ q r

Produ&=sdf abdc mnopqr

II. R U L E.

If two Simple Quantities, whether like or un<=
like, are to be multiply’d, having Numbers or Co-
efficients prefix’d before them ; firft multiply the
Co- efficients one into another, and to the ProduB
annex the Letters of both Quantities * fo this new
Quantity is the Produdt fought. *

Thus 3 a. multiplied by 4 b produces 1 2 a b.

III. RULE.

The Multiplication of Compound Quantities
depends on the preceeding Rules : For every Mem-
ber of the One muft be multiplied into every
Member of the Other ; refpedt being had to the

Signs, by the Caution given in the General Rule.

Thus,
a d—

c

g—b+f

agf-g d—g c—ba-\-bc— bdffa ft-fd—fc

IV. R U L E.

Sometimes, when Compound Quantities are to
be multiplied one by another, it is commodious
to omit the Operation, and to fet only the Word
(into) or (x) between them

; having firft drawn
a Line over each Compound Quantity, to fhew
that every Member of the One is to be multiplied

by every Member of the Other.

Thus, To multiply a a a -f- 3 aa-~^%aa Jri
by a a — 5 a-p 6,

Write aaa-p 3aa~- laa -j- 1 x or into aa —.5 a-p6*

That in Algebraic Multiplication Like Signs
give +, and Unlike —

, in the Produdt, may be
thus demonftrated.

1. Since Multiplication is the fame thing as ad-

ding one FaBor to it felf, or repeating it fo oft as

there are Unites in the other 5

2. Therefore, 4- multiplying -F, muft pro-

duce -f, fince Pofitives added will produce a Po-
fitive Sum.

3. A Pofttive multiplying a Negative, muft pro-

duce a Negative : For ’tis only adding the Nega-
tive FaBor to it felf, or repeating it fo often as

there are Unites in the other. Now many Defedts

added, muft ftill be Defedts, or muft hav/e a Ne-
gative Sign, thus :

— 6 multiplied by -f % produces—-12!

4. Negatives multiplying Pofitives, muft produce

Negatives : For when the Multiplicator is defe-

ctive, ("there being really no Unites in it
) it muft

work on the Multiplicand by Subitradtion there-

fore, in this Cafe, the Multiplicand muft be fub-

ftradted (or made negative) as often as there are

Negative Unites in the Multiplicator : But to take

away Pofitives, is to add Negatives
; therefore

the Defedt of the Multiplicand is to be added

or . repeated as often as the Caie requires
5

and
if

*
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Examples
if To, the Product mult be Negative (by the laft)

thus, v

4- 6 multiplied by— % gives— 1 2 in the Product.

5. Negatives multiplying Negatives, mufl produce

pofitives

:

For fince Multiplication by a Negative,

is the fame as Subftradion ; and fubftrading a

Defedt or Negative, the fame as adding Pofitives

;

therefore ’tis clear the Defed of the Multiplicand

muft be fubftradted (that is the Pofitive Multi-

plicand added) lo often as there are feeming U-
nites in the Multiplicator which muft needs pro-

duce Pofitive, thus:

— 6 into— 2 produces -f 12,*

MULTIPLICATION of Integers, in Common
Arithmetick, is performed thus

Suppofe 365, the Days in a Year, were to be

multiplied by 24, the Hours in a Natural Day ;

write down the. Multiplicator orderly under,.the

Multiplicand, Unites being under Unites, Tens

under Tens, Zfic. as you fee here, and

draw a Line under them. Then lay, 365

4 times 5 is 20 5 I fet down o, and 24
carry two Tens to the next Rank ;

therefore 4 times 6 is 24, and 2 I car- 1460

tied is 26 : I let down 6, and carry 2 730
(that is 200) to the next Rank. Then
1 fay 4 times 3 is 12, and 2 I carried 8760

make 145 (i. e. 1400) which 14, be-' —
caufe I have now done with the firft Fi-

gure 4, I fet down, as you fee- Then I begin

with 2, the fecond Figure of the Multiplicator,

which ftands in the place of Tens, andTay, twice

5 is 10 • I fet down o under 6, (which is under

2, the Figure that I multiplied by, for that Rule

muft always be obferved) and' carry 1. Then
twice 6 is 12, and 1 I carried is 13 ; I fet

down 3 on the Left Hand of the laft, and carry

1, as before. Laftly, I fay twice 3 is 6, and 1 I

carried makes 7 ; which 7 I fet down, as you fee.

Then adding the two Products, thus found, toge-

ther, you will have 8760 for the true Produd.

N. B. When there are Cyphers at the end of ei-

ther Fallor, or after both, multiply the Jigni

-

- ficant Figures one into another, and to the

Hight Hand affix as many Cyphers as were in

both 5 v. gr.

466000
4000 4

1164000000

When Cyphers are intermixed with the figni-

ficant Figures of the Multiplicator, the Operation

of them may commodioufly be omitted, regard

being had to the due placing the Figures of the

Produd, as you fee in this

26845
3004

107380
80535

80642380

The Proof of Multiplication can only certainly

be efieded by Divijkn, the Common Method by
calling out the Nines being faiie : For if you di-

vide the Prodult by either Fallor, the Quotient, if

you have wrought truly, will be the other ; for -

Divifion deftroys what Multiplication builds up.
Thus,

If 8760 be divided by 365, it gives 24,

If divided by 24, it gives 365.

MULTIPLICATION in Geometryj
or

in Lines,

Is made by luppofing a Right Line, as a hi

to be moved in a perpendicular Pofture along

another, as b c -

3 in which Cafe the Line a b is

l 1 2 3 4 % 6 1

I

2 2 1

3

called the Defcribent, and b c the Dirigent : For
by this means the Defcribent a b will form the

Redangle a d c b
;
and if it be divided, together

with the Dirigent, into any Number of equal

Parts, it will by its Motion defcribe as many lit-

tle Redangles, as the Unites in the Defcribent and
Dirigent will produce, by being multiplied into

one another, vi%. 21. For when the Line a b hath

moved over one part of a d, it will, by its 3 parts,

have defcribed the 3 little Redangles in the firft

Column 5
when it comes to 2, it will have de-

fcribed 3 more, &c.

And this is the Reafon why Multiplication
, m

the Latin Tongue, is ufually exprefled by the

Word DuBa ; (and from hence alfo comes Pro-

duel.) As if a b were multiplied by b c they fay

a b dulla in b c ; becaufe the Defcribent is lead, as

it were, or carried along in an ered Pofture upon
the Dirigent, and by that, means delcribes the

Redangle. So that lieclangle and ProduB are all

one in Geometry,

Since in all Multiplication, Unity is to one Fa-

Bor, as the other is to the ProduB • therefore Mul-
tiplication in Lines may be performed Geometri-

cally thus:

Le'f
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a

Let a h be to be multiplied by a d, make any

Angle at pleafure, and then on one of the Legs fet

off u— to Unity j and on the fame Leg fet off

ad, the Multiplicator (3.) Then fet the Multi-

plicand a b
(2) from a on the other Leg of the

Angle ; draw u b
f and parallel to it, through d,

draw d c. I fay d c, or 6, is the Product : For
a u . u d : : a b . be.

MULTIPLICATION of Decimal FraEtions.

PC1777III

MULTIPLICATION of FraEtions . See in

FraEtions

.

MULTIPLICATION of Logarithms. See Lo-

garithms, N° 6.

MULTIPLICATION by Logarithms. See Lo-

garithms, N°8.
MULTIPLICAND, in Arithmetick, is the

Number to be multiplied. See more in Multipli-

cation.

MULTIPLICATOR, in Arithmetick, is the

Number by which you multiply
, or the Number

multiplying.

MULTIPLIER, the fame with Multiplicator.

A MULTO fortiori, or a Minori ad majus
, is

an Argument often ufed by Littleton, and is fram’d

thus : If it be fo in a Feoffmont paffing a new
Right, much more is it for the Reftitution of an

Ancient Right, &c.

MUNIMENTS, among the Lawyers, are ta-

ken for fuch Authentick Deeds and Writings, as

a Man can defend the Title to his Land or E-

ftate by.

MURAGE, in Law, fignifies a Toll or Tribute

to be levied for building or repairing ofPublick

Walls j and is due either by Grant or Prefcripri-

on. It feems alfo to be a Liberty granted to a

Town by the King, for the collecting Money to-

wards the Walling of the fame.

MURDER, according to our Law, is a wilful

and felonious killing of another upon prepenfed

Malice, whether fecretly or openly, and whether

Englifh-man or Foreigner living under the King’s

Protection. And this prepenfed Malice is Twofold :

1. Exprefs, When it may be evidently proved that

there was Ill-will ;
2. Implied, When one killeth a-

nother fuddenly, having nothing to defend himfelf,

as going over a Stile,- or fuch like : For in fuch a

Cafe, or when a Man killeth a meer Stranger,

the Law prefumeth that he had Malice again ft

him, or elfe he would not do it without any man-

ner of Provocation.

MURDERERS, are fmall Pieces of Ordnance,

either of Brafs or Iron, having Chambers ('that is

Charges made of Brafs or Iron) put in at their

Breeches: They are moftly ufed at Sea, at the

Bulk-heads ofthe Fore-caftle, Half-deck, or Stee-
j

ridge, in order to clear the Decks when an Ene-
my boards the Ship ; they are faftned and tra-

veled by a Pintle, which is put into a Stock.

MUSCLE, the chief Inftrument of Voluntary
Motion in an Animal Body. The Parts of a Muf-
cle are Three 5 its Bead, Belly, and Tail. The
Head of a Mufcle is its Beginning, and as it were
the Centre of its Motion - and this is always fix-

ed to the raoft ftable Part. The Belly of a Muf-
cle is its Middle Part, which is tumid, or extend-
ed, in all Mufcular Motion: The Tail is the o-
ther End or Extream, which is faftned into the
Part to be moved.

Mufcular Motion, or which way the Belly of a
Mufcle comes to be fwelled, and confequently its

Extreams brought nearer together, in order to
move the Part required, is a very great Myftery 5
as indeed many other Things are in an Human
Body, which is fearfully and wonderfully made„

There have been many Hypothefes to lolve this*

which, whether fatisfaeftory or not, muft be left

to every ones Judgment to determine.

Dr. Willis fuppofes the Animal Spirits, brought
by the Nerves, to be lodged in the Tendons of the
Mufcles, and that meeting with other Acflive Par-
ticles brought from the Blood, they make an Ef-
fervcfccnce j by which the carnous Fibres of the
Mufcle are agitated, fluffed, and fwelled, and fo
the whole Mufcle is contracted in its Length.

Stem imagines the carnous Fibres ofthe Mufcles^'

as alio the oppofite Tendons, to be in their Con-
ftru&:ure like to Parallelograms - by an Alteration

of the Angles of which, the Mufcle is contracted,

and the Head and 1 ail brought near together

And this he thinks may be done without the Ac-
ceffion of any New Matter.

Dr. Mayo falls nearly in with Dn Willis his

Notion : He thinks the Contraction of the Muft
cle is made by an Effervefcence, arifing from the
Mixture of the Sulphurous Saline Particles of the
Blood, with the Bitro-aerious ones brought by
the Nerves, which blow up and diftend the Belly
of the Mufcle.

M. Du Verne) fancies this Infumefcence may be
made without Fermentation, by the Animal Spirits^

and a Juice from the Arteries, running into the'

Tendons and carnous Fibres, and fo extending
themfelves, as Ropes and Cats-gut-ftrings fwell in

moift "Weather.

Dr. Croon fuppofes every carnous Fibre to be
made up of fmall Globules or Bladders, all opening
one into another, into which the nutritious Juice,

and one or two other fine and aeftive Liquors en-

tring, do, by means of the natural Heat, make an
Ebullition or EfferVefcence

$
by which means the

whole Body of the Mufcle becomes extended, and
its Length contracted, &c.

Boreili takes the Fibres of a Mufcle to confift

of a Chain of divers Bfombs or Lozenges, whofe
Areas are capable of being enlarged or contracted,

according as the nervous Juice, together with the

Lympha and Blood, are let and forced into or out

of them, ad Imperium Amm,e,

The Accurate Mr. Cowper feems to think the

Blood to be the true Pondus, by which the AElion

of a Mufcle is compofed : and that either by 3
Turgefcence begun in the Parietes of the Cells of
the Flefliy Fibres, caufed by the Liquor contained

in the Nerves, agitated ad Imperium Anima • or

by the Conftrudipn of the Venous Duds, there be-

comes
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comes a Repletion of their Cells, whereby the

Length of the Fibrillce is contracted.

Dr. Chirac, Profeflbr of Medicine at Montpellier,

fuppofes, and thinks he can prove it analytically,

That every Mufcle being compofed of a Vaft

Multitude of Fibres, like Threads, folded up all

together within one Skin or Membrane, and eve-

ry Fibre having its proper Vein, Artery, and

Nerve, it hath alfo from Space to Space feveral

Ikrle Cavities or Pores which are of an oblong

Form, when the Mufcle is flack or flaccid 3 but

the Blood circulating through the Mufcle, is con-

tinually defpofing into thofe Pores a Sulphurous

Recrement, abounding with Alkali Salts, which

meeting with the Spirits that flow alfo by the

Nerves into thofe oval Pores, their Nitro-aerial

Particles ferment ih a moft violent manner with

the Saline ones of this Sulphurous Recrement,

and thereby diftend the Pores fo, as to make them

change their long oval Figure into a round one j

and thus the Mufcle ffiuft be contracted.

MUSCLE Vein. This Vein is Two-fold, the

Superior and the Inferior. The former arifes from

the Mufcles of the Neck, and the latter from the

Upper MufCles of the Breafts ; and this fometimes

opens into the External Jugular.

MUSCULUS Stapidis
,

is a Mufcle of the Ear,

which lies hid in a Bony Pipe, excavated- in the

Os Fetrofum, altnoft at the bottom of the Tympa-

num, whence it takes its Origin. Its Belly is big

and flelhy, and fuddenly forming a very thin Ten-

don, which defcends to its Infection at the Head
of the Stapes : When this aels, it draws the Stapes

Upwards, to the Foramen Ovale.

MUSCULUS Nauticus. See Tibialis Fofticus.

MUSICK is one of the Seven Sciences, com-

monly called Liberal
,
and comprehended alfo- a-

mong the Mathematical
$ as having for its Objedt

Difcrete Quantity or Number, but not confidering

it in the Abftradt, like Arithmetic^ * but with re-

lation to Time and Sound
,
in order to make a de-

lightful Harmony.
This Science is alfo Theorical

,
which exatnineth

the Nature and Properties of Concords and Dif-

cords, explaining the Proportions between them
by Numbers : And Practical, which teaclieth not

only Compofition, that is to fay, the manner of

Compofing all forts of Tunes or Airs i but alfo

the Art of finging with the Voice, or playing up-

on Mufical Inftrumenrs. See Vol. i.

MUSKET-Jhz^efj, in Fortification, are Baskets

of about a Foot and half high, and 8 or 1 6 Inches

Diameter at the Bottom, and a full Foot at the

top : They are filled with Earth, and are fet on

low Parapets or Breaft-works, or on fuch as are

beaten down, that the Mufqueteers may fire be-

tween them at the Enemy, and yet be tolerably

well fecured againft their Fire,

MUTE. (A Term in Law) A Prifoner is faid

to Hand Mute, when he refufeS to plead to an In-

diclmenr.

MUTULE, in Architecture, is a kind ofSquare

Modillon, fet under the Cornice of the Doric\

Order, and fo called from the Word Mutilus,

Maim’d, or Imperfedt, becaufe they reprefent the

ends of the Rafters which are crooked or bent

;

in like manner, as the Beams, or Joints are re-

prefented by the Triglyphs in the Fri^e of trie fame

Order.

MYDRIASIS, is a too great Dilatation of

the Pupil of the Eye, which makes the Sight

a

Dim, becaufe too much Light is then admitted
into the Eye. ,,,, .

- .

MYELOS, the Marrow of the Bones, of bf tllrf

Brain, or Spinal Marrow.
MYGLOSSUM, is a pair of Mufcles which

arife about the backfide of the Grinding Teeth,,

and are inferted into the Ligament of the Tongue,-,

and are faid to turn the Tongue upwards. Blan-
chard.

Thefe from their Ufe, I fuppofe are the fame
which our Mr. Cowper calls Styloglofpus, a Mufcle,,'

which arifing fharp and flefliy from the Proceffm
Styloides, defcends obliquely forward, and is In-
ferred to the Root of the Tongue immediately
below the Implantation of the CeratogloJJ'us : This
puts the Tongue inward, and turns it upwards.
MYLOHOIDEUS, is a Mufcle which Fallop2

piui makes double, but Mr. Cowper thinks it a
Angle one, not being to be divided without great

Violence; It poffeffeS all that Space which is be-*

tween the Lower Jaw, and the Os Hyaides * ari-

fing flefliy from both fides of the Mandible Inter-

nally, near the Dentes Molares • whence marching
with a double order of Flefliy Fibres, the out-

wardmoft of which pafs diredtly to their Implan-
tation in the, Os Ifyoides • and the middle run
Tranfverfely over the following Mufcles, being
infeparably joined to each other with a middle
Line, as is well expreft by Bidloo, (Tab. 14 ) Be-
tides the Ufes commonly aferibed to this Mufcle
in moving the Os Hyoides, Tongue, and Larynx

f

upwards, and forwards, and to either fide- its

laft deferibed Tranfverie Order of Fibres, have
ftill a further ufe in Compreffing the Glandule
Sublinguales, which lie immediately under them
on each fide - whereby they haften the Egrefs of
the Spittle, from the Inferior Salival Pudts in the

Mouth. Hence it is we imploy thefe Mufcles
(as in the Adtion of Deglutition) when we Wane
Saliva to moiften the Mouth : And in that Adliorf

alfo they fupply it with frefli Saliva, to join with
thofe Aliments where Maftication is not required 5
which Artifice of Nature deferves onr Admira-
tion. Cowper.

MYLPHA, according to fome, the falling off

of the Hairs of the Eye-lids ; ana with others

Medicines againft the falling off of the Hair.
Blanchard.

MYOCEPHALON,is the falling of off a final!

Portion of the Tunica Vvea, juft begun, like the

Head of a Fly ; Whence it has its Name. Blan-
chard; \ \

MYODES Platyfma, is a broad Mufculous Ex-'

panfion in the Neck, proceeding there from a fort

of a fat Membrane. Blanchard.

MYOLOGIA is a Defeription of the Mufcles
of an Animal Body.
MYOPIA, Purblindnefs, is a certain Dirnnefs

or Confufion of Sight in diftant Objedts
,
and

yet a Perfpicacity in things near at hand : It is

occafioned by the Globe of the Eye’s being too

Convex, fo as to unite the Rays before they

come to the Petina : Wherefore fince the DiftinP:

Bafe falls not on the petina, but perhaps in the

Vitrious Humour, the Vifion in fuch an Eye can-

not be diftinci, unlefs of Objedts very near. But.

all fuch Perfons may be helped by Concave Glaffes,

or SpedtacleS.

MYRACH, an Arabian Word, fignifying the

fame with Epigaftrinm „

MYRINX,
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MYRINX, the fame with Tympanum, or the

Drum of the Ear.

MYRMECIA, is a fort of Wart ; they are

harder and lower than thofe Flefhy Tumours cal-

led Thymi, take deeper Root, and occafion grea-

ter Pain ; .

broad below- and fmall at top, and
emit lefs Blood, They are fcarce ever bigger
than a fort of Pulfe called Lupines : They breed
in the Palms of the Hand;* or the Sole of the
'Foot. Blanchard,

N A A

NAAAf, in Common Law, fignifies a Diftrefs,

or the taking another Man’s Goods, and is

either Lawful, or Unlawful’, Lawful Naam, is a

reafonable Diftrefs, proportionable to the Value
of the thing Diftrained for.

NADIR, is that Point of the Heavens leeming-

ly under the Earth, which is Diametrically oppo-

site to the Point diredrly over our Head, the

Zfnith ; fo that they are both as it were the Poles

of the Horizon, and diftant from it oh each fide

90 Degrees, and confequently fall upon the Me-
ridian, one above, the other under the Earth ;

and whatever Diftance one of them has from the

Equator, and one of the Poles of the World ; the

fame on the contrary, has the other from the

oppofite Pole, and adverfe part of the Equator.

NAIANT, or Natant, ( i. e. Swimming) is the

proper Term in Heraldry, to Blazon Fifhes in

an Efcutcheon, when they are drawn in an Ho-
rizontal Pofture, Fefs-wife, or Tranfverfly acrofs

the Efcutcheon 5
• but if they are Eredt, ’tis called

Hauriant.

NAILING of Cannon, is the driving of a NaU,
of Iron Spike, by force into the Touch-hole of a

Piece of Artillery, fo as to render it ufelefs to the

Enemy.
NAISSANT, i. e. Nafcent, juft new Born ; the

Herald’s Term for a Lyon, or other Beaft, ap-

pearing to be iffuing or coming out of the middle

©f any Fejfe, or other Ordinary 5 for if it come

out from the lower Line of the Ordinary, they

call it IJfuant.

NAKED Fire, a Term ufed by the Chymifts,

for an open Fire, or one not pent or clofed up.

NAPIERS Bones. See Nepers.

NARCOSIS, is a privation of Senfe, as in a

Palfie, &c. or in taking of Opium, 8cc. whence

ftrong Opiate Medicines are frequently called.

NARCOTICKS, or Narcotick Medicines.

NASALIA, the fame that Errhina.

NASCALIA, are little Globular Bodies which

On fome Occafions, are put into the Neck of the

Matrix ; they are made of the fame Subftance as

the Feffaria. See Peffaria.

NASI Or, is a thin but folid Bone, which makes

the upper part of the Nofe ; it’s upper end is

join’d to the Os Frontis by the Sutura Tranfverfa-

lis : One of its Sides joins its feiiow, and its

lower is joined to the Os Maxillare
,
upon its

lower end the Cartilages of the Noftrils are faft-

ned ; externally it is fmooth, but internally it is

rough.

NATES Cerebri, are two round Prominences

in the Brain, behind the Beds of the Qptick Nerves,

which grow to the upper part of the Marrowy
Subftance 5 they are fmall in Men, and larger in

Brutes.

NATTA, is a great foft Tumor, with Pain and

N A A

Colour, which grows moft ufually in the Back,
1

but fometimes in the Shoulders
; its Root is flen-

der, yet it encreales fo prodigioufly, that it will
grow as big as a Melon, or a Gourd ; it is made
of fat matter, and therefore ought to be reckon-
ed amongft the Steatomata . See Steatomata

,

Blanchard.

NATURE : This Word has ufually thefe Signi-

fications.

Firft, and more ftricftly, it is taken for a pe-
culiar Difpofition of Farts in fome particular Body 5
as we fay

,
it is the Nature of Fifhes to live in the

Water.

Secondly, It is taken more largely for the U-
niverfal Diipofition of all Bodies And in this

fenfe ’tis nothing elfe, but the Divine Providence

,

forafmuch as it governs and direcfts all things by
certain Buies and Laws, accommodated to the Na-
tures of things.

Thirdly, It is taken for the EJfence of any thing,
1

not Corporeal, with the Attributes belonging to it

:

Thus we fay. That it is the Nature of God to

be Good, and the Nature of the Soul to Think.

NATURALIZATION, is when an Alien

born Subjedt, is made the King’s Natural j and
this mull be done by Adfc of Parliament. Vide

Denizens.

NATURAL Day. See Day . /
NATURAL Horizon, the fame with., Senjible

Horizon. See Horizon.

NATURAL Quantity. See Quantity.

NATURAL Fhilofophy, is the fame with what
is ufually call’d Phyficks

,
vi%. That Science which

contemplates the Powers of Nature, the Proper-

ties of Natural Bodies, and their mutual AdHon
one upon another.

NAVICULARE Os, called alfo Cymbiforme, is

the third Bone in each Foot, in that Part of it

which immediately fucceeds the Leg.

NAVIGATION, is the Art of Sailing
,
where-

by the Mariner is inftrudled how to guide a Ship

from one Port to another, the fhorteft and fafeft

way, and in the fhorteft Time : And this is two-

fold ; either

Improper, Which is called Coafting, in which

the Places are at no great diftance one from a-

nother, and the Ship fails ufually in fight of

Land, and is within Soundings. Now for the

Performance of this, there is required a good

Knowledge of the Lands, the Ufe of the Com-
pafs, the Lead, or Sounding-Line, and fuch Books

as Butters, See.

Navigation Proper, is where the Voyage is per-

form’d in the vaft Ocean, out of fight of all Land;
and here is neceftary not only the Knowledge of'

the Lead, Compafs, &c. but fthe Mafter muft be a

thro’ Sailor or Artift, and underftand well Mer~
eater's Charts, Azimuth and Amplitude Compafsr

Leg-Line,
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Log-Line
,
and all good Inftruments for Celejlial

Vbjervations that can be ufed at Sect. And how to

perform the feveral Parts and Cafes of this Art,

you will find under the Word Plain, and Merca-

tors Sailing.

NAUSEOUSNESS, or Naufea,
Loathing, is an

earneft Endeavour to Vomit, with Sicknefs and

Uneafinefs.

NAUTICAL Chart. See Chart

.

NAUTICAL Compafs. See Compafs.

NAUTICAL Planisphere, is a Defcription of

the Terreftrial Globe upon a Plane, for the Ufe

of Mariners ; and is either,

i. The Plane Chart, as they call it, Where the

Parallels of Latitude are all of the fame length

with the Meridians j
and which therefore is very

erroneous, except in Ihort Voyages, and near the

Equator : Or,

z. Wright's, commonly called Mercator s Chart,

where the Meridians are increaled in Proportion,,

as the Parallels Ihorten : That is, as the Secants

of the Arks contained between the Point of La-

titude, and the Equator.

NE Admittas, is a Writ directed to the Bi-

fliop, at the Suit of one who is Patron of any

Church and he doubts that the Bilhop will Col-

late one his Clerk, or admit another Clerk pre-

sented by another Man to the fame Benefice:

Then he that doubts it, fhall have this Writ, to

forbid the Bilhop to Collate or Admit any to that

Church.
NEBULOSE, a Term, in Heraldry, when the

out-Line of any Bordure, Ordinary, &c. is of this

Form, f. e. refembling fomething of the Figure

of Clouds.

QSWSWl
NEBULOUS Stars, are certain fixed Stars of a

dull, pale, and obfeurifh Light.

NECROSIS, is a Black and Blue Mark in any

part of the Body.

NEEDLE. See Box and Needle.

NEGATIVE Pregnant, is when an Adion, In-

formation, or fuch like, is brought againft one,

and the Defendant Pleads in Bar of the Adion,

or othetwife a Negative Plea, which is not fo

fpecial an Anfwer to the Action, but that it in-

cludes alfo an Affirmative : As if a Man being

impleaded to have done a thing on fuch a Day,

or in fuch a Place, denieth that he did it Modo

& forma declamata ; which implieth neverthelefs.

That in fome fort he did it : Or if a Man be

faid to have alienated Land in Fee, and he faith,

he hath not alienated in Fee, this is Negative

Pregnant ; for tho’ it be true that he hath not alie-

nated in Fee, yet it may be, he hath made an

Eftate in Taile.

NEGATIVE Quantities in Algebra, are fuch as

have before them the

NEGATIVE Sign —
,
and which are fuppo-

fed to be lefs than nothing. Thefe are dired-

ly contrary to Pofitive, Affirmative, or Real

Quantities.

NE injufle vexes, is a Writ which lies for a Te-
nant that is Diftrained by his Lord for other Ser-

vices than he ought to make, and is a Prohibiti-

on to the Lord in it felf, commanding him not to

Diftrain.

NEIPE TIDES, written alio Nepe or Neep
,
are

thofe Tides (when the Moon is in the middle of
the fecond and lalt Quarter) which are oppofite
to the Spring-Tides * and as the higheit of the
Spring-Tides is three Days after the Full or Change,
fo the loweft of the Neep is four Days before the
Full or Change

; and then the Seamen fay, that
it is Deep Neep : Alfo when a Ship wants Wa-
ter, fo that ffie cannot get out of a Harbour, off
from the Ground, or out of the Dock, the Seamen
fay file is Neiped.

NEOMENIUM, fignifies only the New Moon,
or Change.

NEPERV Bones, or Pods, are a kind of large*?

Multiplication Table, contrived by that Excellent
Mathematician my Lord Neper, Baron of Merchi-
Jlon in Scotland, for the more eafie Multiplying,
Dividing, and Extrading of Roots out of great
Numbers*

Their Fabrick is Very eafie, as well as their Ufe:
Both which follow.

The Rods are belt made of Wood or Ivory,
four Square, having all the Digits on them, and
their Multiplication to 9 ; being only Pythagoras's

Table cut into pieces j they have an Index prefix-

ed, (hewing the Value of the Multiples to 9* The
Complement, vi%. remainder to 9, is on the back-
fide of each Bone, the other Sides being difpofed
in the mod convenient form, the Figures repre-
fented being fee on the Ends : But they are fo
common, and fo well known, that there needs no
further Defcription of them.

6122

12246

18369

24492

30.613

36738

42861

4898I4

55107

I 6 I 1 3

X rX
/2 % 4 4?

3 XI z 9

4 X4 4 8 X
S 3X1Xo 4

1X/0 Xj
6 X 6 X
7 X 7 x /X4 X
8 X 8 XIX
? X 9 1X 2//7

Having any given Number to Tabulate, or to be laid

down by the Pods : As fuppoje 6 123 .

From your Set of Rods, take as many of them
as you have Numbers in your Figures, as here 4
Rods, having at the top of them the given Fi-

gures, which fet in their refpedive Order as above -

and the Produd of the whole given Number into

any of the Digits, you have right againft that Di-
git, as the Index direds, taking the Sum of every
Diagonal Square and fetting them down from the
Right to the Left,

3 I Ts>
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To Multiply by the Hods,

Set your Multiplicand

down, or Tabulate it on
the Rods, and take every

feveral Product anfwering
the Figures of your Mul-
tiplier; which, all added
together, gives the Produd

:

As if 6 1 23 was to be mul-
tiplied by 356, having Ta-
bulated the Multiplicand,

( as you fee above) the fe-

veral Produds thereof in-

to each Figure of the Mul-
tiplier, you are directed to

by the Index ; Which be-

ing added together, ( re-

fped being had to the

due placing, their Sum) is

2179788, which is the Pro-

dud of 6123 by 356.

6123

356

36738
30615
18369

2179788

Divifion by Neper* Bones.

Tabulate your Divifor, then you have it mul-

tiplied by all the Digits out of which you may

choofe fuch convenient Divifors as will be next

lefs to the Figures in the Dividend, and_lub-

feribe the Index anfwering in the . Quotient

;

and fo continually, till the Work is done. Thus

2179788, divided by 6123, gives in the Quo-

tient 356.

Having Tabulated the Divifor 6113, then I

fee that 6123 cannot be had in 2179 ; there-

fore I take five places, and on the Rods find a

Number that is equal or next lefs to 21797,

which is 18369, that is three times the Divilor:

I fet 3 in the Quotient, and fubftrad 18369 from

the Figures above, there refts 3428; to which

l add 8, the next Figure of the Dividend, and,

feek again on the Rods for it, or the next lefs,

which I find to be 5 times ; I fet 5 in the Quoti-

ent, and fubftrad 30615 from 34288, refts 3673 ;

to which I add 8, the laft Figure in the Divi-

dend, and finding it to be 6 times the Divifor,

fet 6 in the Quotient.

6113 ) 2179788

18369

34288
30615

36738
36738

00000

( 356

Of the Extraction of Hoots by the Hods„

For the Eafie and Expeditious Performance of
which, there are two Rods on Purpofe

; one for
the Square, and another for the Cube.

To ExtraSl the Square Hoot.

As, fuppofe that of 571536.

Firft, Point each other Figure, beginning with
the laft.

R 1

* a

571536 ( 756
49

®~i'~ ™ o

145 ) 815

725

1506) 9036
9036

0000

2. Take the Hyd, called the Square Hod,

fet it to the Index, and feek for the Figures of
the firft Prick (57,) finding 49 the neareft, fee

7 in the Quotient, and fubftrad 49 from 57,
there refts 8.

3. To the Remainder (8) add the next two Fi*
gures to the next Prick (15) makes 815.

4. Double the Quotient 7, vi%. 14,’ which Ta-
bulate between the Index and the Square Rod
each time after the Wdrk; feek then upon the
Rods for the next lefs or equal Number to the
Figures 815, which I find to be 725, that is five
times ; fet 5 in the Quotient, and after the Divi-
for ; then multiply and fubftrad, and to the Re«
mainder add the two Places to the next Point 3 6.

5- Double the Quotient 75, which is 150 ;
this fet betwixt the Index and the Square Rod,
and work as before, you’ll find the Root to be
75 6.

If your Root be not perfed, but fomething
remains after the laft Subftradion, add a Cypher
to the Square, and proceed.

To Extract the Cube Hpot by the Hods,

91733851 (45 *

64

48) 27733

24125
300

'6075) 60885.1
CTnr,~r i HJ

607501
135

60885i

i. Point

r



i; Point every third Figure froth the laft, fet

the Cube Rod to the Index 5 feek the next lefs

Cube on the Rod, which in the foregoing Example

is 64, that is 4 times ; fet 4 in the Quote, and fub-

ftradt, reft 27 ; to which add the three Figures

to the next Point, the Sum is 27733-

2. Square the Figure found in the Quotient,

and triple that Square, (and this muft be done

each time for a Divifor) which fet betwixt the

Index and the Cube Rod .* Thus here the 4 in

the Quote, fquar’d, gives 16 ; then tripled is 48,

which fet between the Index and the Cube Rod
for a Divifor.

3. Seek a Quotient (5,) which fet down, and

the Number anfwering 24125 place as in the Ex-

ample ; but before you fubftradt, you muft tri-

ple the Quote 4, which is 1 2, and multiply it by

the Square of the laft Figure 5, vi%. 25 ; now

25 by 1 2 = 300, which place under 24125, one

Place forward to the Left Hand, and fubftradt,

there refts 608. This Work muft be repeated for

each Figure in the Quotient, vi%. to 608 add 851

for a Refolvend ; fquare 45 , and triple that

Square, it gives 6075 for a new Divifor, which

plac’d next before the Cube Rod, {hews it will

be but 1 for the Quotient, which anfwers to

6^7501, which fet down ; and tripling 45, and

multiplying it by 1, makes 135 : This fet one

Ihort, their Sum will be 608851 ; fo that after

Subftradtion nothing remains. But if there re-

mains any thing, add three Cyphers to it, for e-

very Decimal Place you would have in the Root,

and, proceed as before.

NEPHELiE, are fmall White Spots upon the

Eyes ; alfo little Clouds, as it were, that fwim
in the middle of the Urine ; likewife little white

Spots in the Surface of the Nails like little

Clouds.

NEPHRITICKS, are Medicines againft the

Difeafes of the Reins.

NEPHRITIS, is a Pain in the Reins, proceed-

ing either from an ill Difpofition, or an Inflam-

mation, or from the Stone and Gravel, accom-

panied with Vomiting and Stretching of the Thigh.

Blanchard.

NEPHROS, is a Kidney, one on each fide of

the Abdomen, placed about the Loins under the

Liver and Spleen ; it is ftiaped like a Kidney-

Bean : Its Subftance is made up of a great Com-
pany of little Pipes. On both fides it receives

the Serum from the Glandules which border upon
the Arteries, and carries it to the little Bodies in

the Reins called Caruncula Papillares, (which fee)

that fo it may be difcharged by the Pelvisi the V-
reters, the Bladder, &c. See Irenes.

NERVE, is an Organical Similar Part of an
Human Body, being alfo of a fibrous round, long,

white porous Subftance, and whofe Ufe is to con-

vey the Animal Spirits lb, as to make the Parts of
the Body moveable andfenfible.

The Nerves are foppofed to contain a Three-
fold Subftance; the Innermoft of which is white
and medullary, and is thought to proceed from
the Medulla Cerebri ; the other two are fuppofed

to arife from the Meninges of the Brain : Of
which the middle and lofter comes from the Pia
mater, and the outer and harder from the Dura
mater,

All the Nerves take their Rife from the Me-
dulla oblongata cerebri, either within the Skull, or
from its Continuation, when it becomes the Med
dullafpinalis. Diemerbroeck^ reckons 39 Pairs or
Conjugations of Nerves, befides the Nervus fins
pari - and he reckons that Nine Pair of thefe a-
rife' within the Skull, and the other 30 he faith

come from the Medulla fpinalis, through the Per-
forations of the Vertebra

; which he fubdivides
into the Eight Cervical Pairs, the Twelve Thora-
deal, the Five that come from the Region of the

Loins, and the other Five which come from the
Os facrum ; to which the Nervus fine pari is to be
added, which arifes from the End of the Spinal
Marrow, and which feme have taken for a kind
of Ligament.-

_

The Nerves do ordinarily accompany the Arte-
ries thro’ all the Body, that by the Pulfe of the

Arteries, the Animal Spirits may be kept warm
and moving.

The Nerves have alfo Blood-Veflels attending
them, which are fpread ufually on their Coats;
and do alfo fometimes run in among the Medul-
lary Fibres, as may be feen ih thofe of the Re-
tina.

Where-ever a Nerve fends out a Branch, or re-

ceives one from another, there is commonly a
Ganglio or Plexus, as you may fee at the Origin
of all the Nerves in the Medullafpinalis, and in

many Places of the Body.
NERVUS, in Botanicks, fignifies a long Fi-

lament or rigid String, which runs acrofs or
length ways in the Leaf of a Plant. And thus,

becaufe there are Five fuch Nerves or Filaments
running long ways in the Leaves of one kind of
Plantane

,
that Plant hath been called Quinque

nerva .

NETTINGS, in a Ship, are a fert of Grate
made with fmall Ropes, and feized together with
Rope-yarn ; and are laid in the Waft of a Ship
fometimes, to ferve inftead of Gratings.
NEURODES, is a fort of lingering Fever,

fo called by the Learned Dr. Willis ; becaufe
that the Nervous Juice, departing from its own
right natural Gratis, becomes the Occafion of an
Atrophy.

NEUROLOGY, is an accurate Defcription
of, orDifcourfe on, the Nerves of an Human
Body.
NEUROTICKS, are Remedies againft the Dif-

eafes of the Nerves.

NEUROTOMY, is an Anatomical Section of
the Nerves, for the Benefit ®f the Patient ; and
fometimes alfo a pricking ofthe Nerves by unskil-

ful Bleeding, &c.

NEUTRAL. Mf. Boyle calls feme kind of
Spirits which he could diftil from Tartar, and
feme ponderous Woods, by this Name of Neu-
tral Spirits

,
as alfo Adiaphorous and Anonymous ;

becaufe he found them very different in Quality
and Nature from either the Acid, Vinous

, or V-
rinous Spirits. For the way of making it,"fee
Adiaphorous.

NICHE, in Architecture, is a Cavity left de=
fignedly in the Wall of a Building, to place a
Statue in.

NICTITANS Memhrana, is a thin Purplifli

or Reddifh Membrane or Film, which feveral

Beafts and Birds have to cover or Afield their

Eyes from Duft, &c. they can draw it over their

Eyes at pleafure, and ’tis fo very much thinner

5 I 2. thus
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han the Eye-lid, that they can fee pretty Well
thro’ it.

NIENT comprife
,

is an Exception taken to a
Petition, as unjuft, becaufe the thing defired is

not contained in that Adt or Deed, whereon the

Petition is grounded. For Example, One defireth

of the Court to be put into Poffeifion of a Houfe,
formerly amongft other Lands, &c. adjudged un-
to him : The adverfe Party pleadeth, That this

Petition is not to be granted, becaufe tho’ he had
a Judgment for certain Lands and Houfes, yet

the Houfe, into the Poffeffion whereof he defireth

to be put, is not contained amongft thofe for

which he had Judgment.

NIHIL, or Nichil, is a Word which the She-
riff anfwers, that is oppofed concerning Debts il-

leviable, and that are nothing worth, by rea-

fon of the inlufficiency of the Parties from whom
they are due.

NIHIL dich, is a failing to put in Anfwer to

the Plea of the Plaintiff by the Day aligned,

which if a Man omit, Judgment paffeth againft

him of Courfe by Nihil dicit ; that is, becaufe
he fays nothing in his own Defence, why it

ihould not.

Nihil capiat per Breve, is the Judgment given

againft the Plaintiff, either in Bar of his Adion,
or in Abatement of his Writ.

Nihil capiat per billam, the fame with Nihil

capiat per Breve .

NIPPERS are fmall Ropes in a Ship about a

Fathom or two long, with a little Truck at one

end, and fometimes only a Wale knot
j their Ufe

is to help hold off the Cable from the Main or Jeer

Capftan, when the Cable is fo flimy, fo wet, or

fo great, that they cannot ftrain it to hold it off

with their bare Hands.

NISI Prius, is a Writ Judicial, which Jieth in

Cafe, where the Jury is Impannell’d, and return’d

before the Juftices, the one Party or the other

requefting to have this Writ for the cafe of the

Country, whereby the Sheriff is willed to caufe

the Inqueft to come before the Juftices in the

fame County at their coming ; and it is called a

Writ of the Nifiprius, of thefe two Words, where-

by the Sheriff is commanded to bring to Wefimin-

Jler the Men ImpanneH’d at a certain Day, or be-

fore the Juftices of the next Affizes, Nifi die Luna
apud talem locum prius venerint, &c.

NITRE, the fame with Salt Petre. Some are

mighty fond of the Notion of a Volatile Nitre,

which abounds in the Air ; and they attribute a-

bundanCe of Phanomena to the Operation of the

Nitrous Particles in the Air.

That the Air abounds with Saline Particles, is

inoft certain $ for being filled continually with

Effluvia from the Earth and Sea, it muft needs

have from both a great Quantity of Saline Cor-

pufcles ;
and thefe will be of different Kinds ac-

cording to the variety of thofe Salts from whence
they are derived. But why thefe Ihould be moft-

ly fuppofed of a Nitrous Nature
, is not fo eafie

to prove ; for Salt Petre is by no means found

in a greater Quantity than the other Salts (elpe-

cially common Salt ;) nor is it of a much more
Volatile Nature than they, nor capable of being

raifed more eafi'ly, or by a leffer heat. But fince

Soot, and that which produces it, Smoak, is

found to abound very much with a truly Vola-

tile Salt ; and fince fuch a kind of Salt is- pro-

duced frequently by the Putrefaction of Animal

and Vegetable Bodies, there is good reafon to
luppole the Air may abound with Salts of this
kind: As; alfo with many decompounded ones
or very different Kinds and Natures, and to which
no proper Name can well be afligned 5 and there-
fore they have been called Anonymous, by Mr. Boyle
and many others.

*

NOCTAMBULO, or NoBambuius,is one who
walks m his Sleep;

NOCTURNAL, is anlnftrument made ofBox,
Ivory, or Brafs, divided en both fides, to take the
Altitude or Depreffion of the Pole-Star, in refped
to the Pole it felf, in order to find the Latitude
and nearly the Hour of the Night.
NOCTURNAL Arl^, is tha.t Space in the

Heavens which the Sun, Moon, or Stars, run thro
3

from their Rifing to their Setting.

NOCTURLABE, is an Inftrument uled to find
how much the North Star is higher or lower than
the Pole at all Hours of the Night.
NOCTILUCA, is one of the two kinds of Phos-

phorus ; the former of which, fuch as the Bolo-'
nian Stone, Hermeticf Phofphorus Balduini

,

See.
will not Ihine, except firft expofed to the Sun-
beams, but this kind of NoBiluca, is a felf-fhL
ning Subftance, which requires the being expo-
fed to no Light to render it Luminous : As the
Phofphorus made of Urine, &c. which fee in Phgfi
phorus.

Mr. Boyle in his Book of the Aerial NoBiluca"
reckons three of thefe NoBiluca.

1. The Gummous, Confident or Conftant one,
(as fome Germans call itj which is in the Form
of a Confident Body.

2. The Liquid NoBiluca, which probably is only
the former diffolved in a proper Liquor.
The Aerial NoBiluca, becaufe it would im-

mediately begin to Ihine, on being expofed to
the open Air. See the Procefs for this laft, P„ 105,
of the aforementioned Book, which being tsniefa
the fame with that of the Phofphorus, commonly
made out of Humane Urine, I have omitted.
See Phofphorus.

NODES, in Aftronomy, fignifie the Points of In-
teifedfcion of tho Orbit of the Sun, or any Pla~
net, witn the Ecliptick, fo that the Point where
a Planet paffes over the Ecliptick, , out of Sou-
thern into Northern Latitude, is called the North
Node: And where it defeends from North to
South, f is the South-Node - which Nodes (accor-
ding to fome) change their Places in the Zodi-
ack, like the Planets : But Sir If. Newton proves
Proj>. 14. Lib. 3. that the Nodes of all the Pla-
nets Orbits (as well as their Aphelia) are at
Reft.

NODULUS, No.dus, is a Bag of fuch fuitable
Ingredients as the Difeafe requires, pur into Beer
or Wine, the Tincture whereof the Patient is to
drink.

NODUS or Node, in Dialing, in a certain Point
in the Axis or Cock of the Dial, by the Ibadow
of which, either the Hour of the Day in Dials
without Furniture, or the Parallels of the Suns
Declination, his Place in the Ecliptick., the Italian

or Babylonijh Hours, See. are Ihown, in fuch Dials
as have Furniture.

Tis an eafie thing, and fometimes of good ufe,

to make Dials which Ihall Ihew the Hour of the
Day by an Hole or

NODUS,
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NODUS. One Method of which, Mr. Collins

j

at the end of his Sector on a Quadrant, gives as

follows.

FirIt, Draw an Horizontal Dial for the , Lati-

tude propofed: Then by the help of the Sun’s

Azimuth (which may be found by a Quadrant,}

or by knowing the Hour of the Day by that Ho-
rizontal Dial, draw a true Meridian from the

Hole or Modus propofed, both above in the Ceil-

ing, and below on the Walls and Floor of the

Room; fo that if a Right Line were extended

from the faid Hols or Nodus to any Point in any

of thofe Lines, it would be in the Meridian Cir-

cle of the World.

Next, fix the end of a Thread in the Centre

of the Hole or Nodus, and move the other end

thereof up or down in the faid Meridian drawn
on the Ceiling or Wall, until by applying the

fide of a Quadrant to that Thread, it is found

to be elevated equal to the Latitude ofthe Place,

then that Thread is directly fituated parallel to

the Axis of the World, and the Point where the

end of that Thread toucheth the Meridian either

on the Ceiling or Wall, is that Point in the.direct

Axis fought for ; wherein fix one end of the

Thread, which Thread will be of prelent Ufe
in projecting the Hour-Points in any .place pro->

poled.

Then place the Centre of the Horizontal Dial,

in the Centre of the Hole or Nodus, and fituate it

exactly parallel to the Horizon, and its Meridian

in the Meridian of the World, (which may eafily

be done, if at the Inftant you know the true

Hour of the Day) then take the Thread whofe
end is fixed in a Point in the direct Axe, and

move it to and fro, until the Thread doth inter-

pofe between your Eye, and the Hour-Line on

the Horizontal Dial, and keeping your Eye in that

Pofition, make a Point, or Mark where you pleafe,

fo that the Thread may interpofe between that

Point and your Eye ; which Point lo found, will

ihew the true time of the Day at that Hour all

the Year long, the Sun Ihining thereon, fo will

the Point and the faid Thread ferve to Ihew the

Hour, inftead of an Hour-Line.

In like manner, the Thread fixed in the Axis

may be again moved to and fro, until the. Thread
doth interpofe between the Eye and any other

Hour-Line defired on the Horizontal Dial, and
then (as before) make another Point or Mark in

any place at pleafnre, by projecting a Point from
the Eye, fo that the Thread interpofe between
that Point to be made, and the Eye, fo will that

Point fo found Ihew the true time of the Day
for the fame Hour that the Hour-Line did on the

Horizontal Dial, which was fhadow’d by the

Thread.

Tfius you may proceed, (by the help of that

Thread and the feveral Hour-Lines on the Hori-
zontal Dial,) to find the other Hour-Points, which
muft have the fame Numbers fet to them as the

Hour-Lines on the Horizontal Dial have.

Otherwife to make a Dial from a Hole in any
Pane of Glafs in the Window, and to graduate
the Hour-Lines on the Ceiling, Floor, £j>c. that

Hole is fuppofed to be the Centre of the Hori-
zontal Dial, and being true placed, the Stile

thereof, if fuppofed continued, will run into the
Point in the Meridian .of the Ceiling before found,
^here a 1 hread is to be fixed ; then let one ex-

tend a Thread ialiened in the Centre of the Ho=>
rizontal Dial, parallel to the Horizon over each
refpective. Hour-Line, and holding it Heady, let
another extend the Thread faftned in the Meri-
dian in the Ceiling, along by the Edges of the Ho-
rizontal Thread, which will find divers Points on
the Ground, thro’ which, ifHour-Lines.be drawn,'
the Sun .Ihining thro’ the Hole in the Pane of
Glafs, will ihew the Time of the Day.

For the Points that will be thus found on the
Beam or Tranlome

, the Thread fixed in the
Ceiling, or inftead of it a piece of Tape there
fixed muft be moved fo up and down, that the
Spot of the Sun may fhine upon it ; and being
extended to the Tranfome or Beam, graduated
with the Hour-Lines, it there Ihews the Time of
the Day.

Note, That twill be convenient to have that
Pane of Glafs darkn’d, thro’ which that Spot
is to Ihine.

In like manner may a Dial be made from d
Nail-head, a Knot in a String tied any where a-
crofs, or from any Pin driven mto the Bar of the
Window, and the Hour-Lines graduated upon the
Tranfome or Board underneath.
To make a Reflected Dial on the Ceiling of

the Room, is only the contrary of this, by fup~
poling the Horizontal Dial, with its Stile, to be
turned downwards, and run into the true Me-
ridian on the Ground, where the Thread is to-

be fixed, and to be extended along the former
Horizontal Thread ( held over the refpcctive
Hours) upward, to find divers Points in the
Ceiling.

NOLI me tangers, is a fort of Canker in the
Face,elpecially above the Chin; them arifes a Tu-
mour or Ulcer about the Mouth and Nofe, like an
exulcerated Canker,* which grows flowly at the
beginning, like a little Pimple ; it remains a
whole Year, otherwife is left troublefome than a
Canker, which gnaws and eats more in one Day,
than a Noli me tangere, doth in a'Month.
NOMBRIL (or Navel,1 Point in an Elcutcheom

See the Word Elcutcheon.

NOMZE, are deep and putrid Ulcers in the
Mouth. Blanchard.

NOME, in Algebra, is any Quantity with d
Sign prefixed to it, and by which ’tis ufually con-
nected With fome other Quantity, and then the
whole is called a Binomial, or Trinomial, &c,
Thus a -f- b is called a Binomial

,

whofe Names
are a and b • and a -j- b + c is a Trimoniai

, whofe
Names are a, b, and c, 8cc.

NONABILITY, in Law is an Exception ta-

ken againft the Plaintiff or Defendant, upon fome
caule why he cannot commence Suit in Law, as
Pramunire, Outlawry, Prcfejl in Religion, Excom-
municate, or a Stranger born, which laft holds
only in Actions real and mix’d, and not in Per-

fonal, except he be a Stranger and an Enemy.
The Civilians fay. That fuch a Man hath not Per-

fonamflandi injudicio,

NON admittas. See Ne adminas.

NONAGE, a Term in Law, fignifying all that

time of a Man’s Age, under One and twenty
Years in fome Cafes, and Fourteen in others, as
Marriage.

NONAGESIMAL Degree, is the higheft Point,-

or 90th Degree of the Meridian.

MoNCTMMf
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NONCLAIM, a'Term in Law, fignifying the

Omiffion or Negled, of him that ought to chal-

lenge his Right wjthin a time limited, by which

Negled he is either barr’d of his Right, as at

this Day upon Nonclam within five Years after a

Fine, and Right to him accrued 3 or of his En-
try by his Defcent, for want of Claim

, within five

Years after the Dijfelfin.

NON compos mentis 3 That is, not of found

Memory or Underftanding 3 of fuch in Common
Law they reckon :

Firft, An Ideot Born.

Secondly, He that by Accident wholly lofeth

his Memory and Underftanding.

Thirdly, A Lunatick, that hath Lucida inter-

valla 3
fometimes has Underftanding, and fome-

times not.

4. He that by his own Ad for a time depri-

ved! himfelf of his right Senfes, as a Drunkard j

but this laft kind (hall give no Privilege to him or

his Heirs.

NON diftringendo, is a Writ comprifing un-

der it divers Particulars, according to divers

Cafes. See Tab. of Orig. Reg. Verb, non diftrin-

gendo.

NONES, of a Month, are the next Days after

the Kalends, which is the firft Day. In March,

May, June and October, the Romans accounted fix

Days of the Nones, but in all the reft of the

Months but four. They had this Name probably

becaufe they were always 9 Days inclufively, from

the firft of the Nones to the Ides 3 i. e. reckoning

inclufively both thofe Days.

NON ejl Culpabilis, in Law, fignifies the gene-

ral Plea to an Adion of Trefpafs, whereby the

Defendant doth abfolutely deny the Fad imputed

to him by the Plaintiff 3 whereas in other Special

Cafes the Defendant but alledgeth fome reafon in

his own Defence.

NON eft fallum, is an Anfwer to a Declara-

tion, whereby a Man denieth that to be his Deed,

whereupon he is Impleaded.

NON Implacitando aliquern de libero tenemento

fine brevi, is a Writ to inhibit Bayliffs, &c. from

diftraining any Man without the Kings Writ,

touching his Free-hold.

NON Intromittendo, quando breve de Pracipe in

Capite fubdole impetratur
,

is a Writ direded to

the Juftices of the Bench, or in Eyre, willing them

not to give one that hath, under colour of In-

titling the King to Land, &c. as holding of him

in Capite, deceitfully obtained the Writ called

Prrecipe in Capite
,
but to put him to this Writ of

Right, if he think good to ufe it.

NON Mercandi^anda ViHualia, is a Writ di-

reded to the Juftices of Affile, commanding them

to enquire, Whether the Officers of fuch Towns

do lell Viduals in Grofs, or by Retail, during

theif Office, contrary to the Statute, and to punifh

them if they find it true.

NON Moleftando,
is a Writ that lieth for him

which is Motefted, contrary to the King’s Prote-

dion granted him.

NON-Natural Things,or the Non-Natural Caufes

of Difeafes, as the Phyficians reckon them are

fix, vi%. The Air, Meat and Drink, Sleep and

want of Sleep, the Motions and Repofe of the

Body, the Retention, or Evacuation of the Excre-

ments and Recrements of it, and the Paflions of

the Mind.

NON-Organical Part of an Animal, is that

NON
whereto fomeUfc is only appropriated, but ho A~
dion, asaGriftle, Bone, Foot, &c.
NON Obftante,

is a Claufe frequent in Sta-
tutes and Letters Patent 3 it fignifies Notvoithjland-

ing, and was firft brought in by the Pope, and in
the Reign of Hen. 3. was ufed by that King in his

Grants, &>c.

NON omitt. propt. aliquam libertat. is a Writ
that lies where the Sheriff returns upon a Writ to
him direded, that he hath fent to the Bayliff of
fuch a Franchife which hath the return of Writs,
and he hath not ferved the Writ, then the Plain-
tiff fhall have this Writ direded to the Sheriff to
enter into the Franchife, and execute the King’s
Procefs himfelf. Alfo the Sheriff fhall warn the
Bayliff, That [he be before the Juftices at the Day
mentioned in the Writ, and if he come not, then
all the Judicial Writs, during the fame Plea, iffu-

ing, fhall be Writs of Non Omittas
, and the She-

riff fhall execute the fame.

NON Ponendk in AJftfis & Juratis, is a Writ
founded upon the Statute of Weft, 2. cap. 38. and
Articuli fuper Chartas, cap. 9. which is granted
upon divers Caufes to Men, for the freeing them
from Affixes and Jurors.

NON Procedendo ad AJJifam Rege inconfultol

is a Writ to flop the Trial of a Caufe appertain-

ing unto one that is in the King’s Service,

until the King’s Plealure be further known.
NON Reftdentia pro Clericis Regis, is a Writ

direded to the Ordinary, charging him not to

moleft a Clerk employed in the King’s Service, by
reafon of his Non- Reftdence.

NON-Reftdence, in Law, is applied to fuch Spi-

ritual Perfons as are not Refident ©n, but do ab?
fent themfelves for the fpace of a Month or two,
at feveral times in one Year from their Benefices,

for Perfonal Reftdence is required of Ecclefiaftical

Perfons upon their Cures.

NON Sane Memory, in Law, is an Exception
taken to an Ad declared by the Plaintiff or De-
mandant, to be done by another, whereupon he
grounds his Plaint or Demands: And the Effed
of it is, That the Party that did that Ad was
Mad, or not well in his Wits when he did it. See
Non compos mentis.

NON Solvendo Pecuniam ad quam Clericus

tnulttatur pro non Reftdentia, is a Writ prohibit-

ing an Ordinary to take a Pecuniary Muld im-
pofed upon a Clerk of the King, for Ncn-Refi-
dence.

NON-Suit, in Law, is Renouncing of the Suit

by the Plaintiff or Demandant, moft commonly
upon the Difcovery of fome Error or Defed, when
the Matter is fo far proceeded in, as that the Jury
is ready at the Bar to deliver their Verdid. The
Civilians term it, Litis renunciationem. And in

what Cafes a Man cannot be Non-Suit, fee the

Statute of 2 H. 4. cap. 7.

NON Sum Informatus. See Informatus non

Sum.

NON Tenure, in Law, is an Exception to a
Count, by faying. That he holdeth not the Land
fpecified in the Count, or at leaft fome part of

:

And ’tis either Non tenure General, or Non tenure

Special: The Special Tenure, is an Exception, al-

ledging that he was not Tenant the Day when
the Writ was purchafed. Non tenure General, is

when one denies himfelf ever to have been Te-
nant to the Land in Queftion,

' normal;
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NORMAL, the fame with Perpendicular, or

at Right Angles, and ’tis ufually fpoken of a

Line or a Plane that Interferes another Perpendi-

cularly. _ .

NORTHERN Signs of the Eclipticlgor %odtac^

are thofe Six which conftitute that Semi-circle,

of the Ecliptick which inclines to the Northward

from the Equator, as Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
Can-

cer, Leo, Virgo. ,

NOSOCOMIUM, is an Hofpital for Poor Sick

People, where they are attended, and cured, if

podible.

NOTES in Mufick, are certain Terms inven-

ted to diftinguifh the Degrees of Sound in Tuning,

and the Proportion of Time thereto belonging :

For in regard that a Voice doth exprefs a found

beft, when it pronounceth fome Syllable or Word
with it, fix feledt Syllables were formerly ufed

to that purpofe, afcending and defcending in

order, vi%, ZJt, fe, Mi, Fa, Sol, La j
but four

of them, vi%. Mi, Fa, Sol, La, being found Suf-

ficient for the right Tuning of all the Degrees

or Sound, and lefs burthenfome to the Memory,

the other two, Vt and Re, are generally now
laid afide as fuperfluous. It is reported, That

Guido Aretinus, having undertaken to reduce the

Greek. Scale of Mufick to a more regular form a-

bout A. D. 960, alfumed for the Names of thefe

fix Notes as many Syllables taken out the Sap-

fhick. Hymn of St. John Ba.ptift, which began

thus

:

Ut queant Laxis REfonare fibrisi

MIra Geflorum FKmiili tuorum,

SOLve poUuti 'LKhii reatum.

As for other fort of Notes relating to Time,

they are Nine in Number, viz. Large, Long, Breve,

Semi-breve, Minim, Crotchet, Quaver, Semi-quaver,

and Detni-femi-quaver. The four firft are ufually

termed Notes of Augmentation
,

or Increqfe, and

the five laft of Diminution or Decreafe. The Se-

mi-breve being the laft of Augmentation, is com-

monly called the Mafter-Note, or Meafure-Note,

or Time-Note
,
becaufe it is of a, certain determi-

nate Meafure or Length of Time by it felf ; and

all the other Notes both of Augmentation and

Diminution, are meafured by, or adjufted to its

value : But it ought to be obferved, that the

Large and Long are now of little ufe, as being

too long for any Voice orlnftrument (thc Organ

only excepted) to hold out to their full length ;

altho’ their Bpfts are ftill very often ufed, more

efpecially in Grave Mufick
,
and Songs of many

Parts.

NOTH® cofta, are the five loweft Ribs on

each fide, called Baftard Ribs ; fo named becaufe

they do not join with the Breaft-bone as the other

Ribs do, nor are they as the others, Boney, but

Cartilaginous.

Difeafes are likewife called Nothi, or Baftard,

when they agree not with the Ordinary and Com-

mon Rules, as Tertian, Quartan, and Quotidian,

Baftard Agues, Baftard Pleuriftes, &C.

NOTIONAL Quantity . See Quantity.

NOVACULA, is a Chirurgeon’s Knife, the

Shape whereof differs according to the difference

of Operations.

NOVAL Alignment, in Law, is an Alignment

of Time, Place, or the like, otherwife than as it

was before afjigned. See Affgnmsnt,

NOVEL Dijfeifin. See Affile of Novel Dift
’eifin

.

NOUNS (in Grammar) are fuch Wdrds as

fignifie the feveral Objects of our Thoughts.

NUBECUL® are little light Particles which
mutually, but loofely clofl with one another, and
fwim upon the Urine.

NUCAMENTUM in Phytology, or Botanicfs,

is the fame with Julus. Which fee.

NUCHA is the hinder part, or Nape of the

Neck, called alfo Cervix.

NUCIOSITAS : the fame that Myopia.

NUCIFEROUS Plants or Shrubs are fuch a§

bear Nuts.

NUCKIAN® Glandules, are a fore of Glands

(firft taken notice of by Dr. Nucft) feated in that

Orbit of the Skull, wherein the Eye is placed

betwixt the abducent Mufcle of the Eye, and

the upper part of the Os jugate. Their firape is,

various, in fome Oblong, in others flatdfhly

Round, in others Oval, and in others fomewhat

Triangular.

NUCLEUS is the Edible part of the Kernel

of any Nut, which is contained within the Skint

of the Kernel ; and in a larger fenfe is by Bora-

nifts ufed for any Fruit or Seed contained within

an Husk or Shell.

NUCLEUS alfo in an Aftronomical Senfe is

by Heveiius and others ufed for the Head of a

Comet, and by others for the Central Parts of any
Planets.

NUCLEUS, in Architecture, is the middle

part of the Flooring of the Ancients, confifting of

Cement, which they put betwixt a Lay or Bed
of Pebbles cemented with Mortar made of Lime
and Sand.

NUDE Contrast, in Law, is a bare Promile of

a thing, without any confideration ; and therefore

’tis faid, Ex nudo paSio non oritur aSiio.

NUDE Matter, in Common Law, is a naked

Allegation of a thing done to be proved only by

Witneffes, and not either by Record or other

Specialty in Writing under Seal.

NUMBER is Difcrete Quantity, or a Colle-

eftion of Unites, and is that which teacheth us to

know how many any of the Objecfts of our Know-
ledge are.

Every Number in Arithmetic!^ (which is the

Art of Numbering truly) may be confidered as

compofed of two Parts, or which one may be

.

called the Denominator
,
and the other the Nume-

rator. \\

Thus the Number 9, as it fignifies the Thing

Numbered, as- the ^Mufes, or 9 Men, 9 Pounds,

($c. is a Denominator : But as it expreffels how
many of that thing are taken or accounted, it is

a Numerator. Therefore when the Denominator

fignifies a whole thing, the Number is called an

Integer
;
but if it fignifie oi ftand for the Parts of

any thing, then the Number is a Fra Stion.

Thus Nine Shillings, confidered as diftindfc

Things, are an Integral Number * but when yon

conuder them as *4 Parts of a Pound Sterling,

that Number is a FraStion : And the Knowledge

of this will facilitate the Underftanding of the'

DcSlrine of FraStions, which appears difficult to

Beginners, becaufe they do not confider that as

well Integer Numbers as FraStions have both Nu**

merators and Denominators : The Difference ly-

ing chiefly here, That in Integers the fatlo of the

Denominators is certain, one and the fame j but
' in
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in Fractions 'tis innumerable : For the Ratio of

the Denominators in Fractions is as various as the

Nature of the Parts into which any Whole may
be divided, which in Vulgar Fractions is Infinite.

Well ’s Arithmetic^.

NUMERATION* in Arithmetick, is the true

Diftinction, Ejlimation, and Pronunciation ofNum-
bers, or the Rule to read any Number, tho’

never fo great, and to have a diftincft Idea of each

Place or Figure of it ;
which may eafily be done

' by this Method : Beginning at the Right Hand,

make a Point or Prick under the Seventh Figure,

and over it place the Figure i, that is the Place

of Millions. Now Seven Places any one can num-
ber or read, but they are apt to be puzled when
they go farther $ but ‘tis as eafie to read 700

Places as Seven, if you do but go in this Me-
thod; Accounting in the Seventh Place, over

which you put the Figure 1, tell on Seven Places

more, and over that place the Figure 2. The
Number under 2, ftands in the place of Millions

of Millions, which is better expreffed by Billions,

(i. e. Bi-millions.) Including the laft Figure, tell

on again Seven Figures more, and then place o-

ver the Seventh the Figure 3 ; this is the Place

of Trillions • and the Seventh beyond that will be

Quarti/lions ; the next Seventh Quinquillions, 8cc.

according as the Figures over every Seventh Place

do fiiew. Thus, fuppofe this Number,

After yoii have difiinguifhed it, as you fee, by

the Pricks under, and ejiimated it by the Figures

over it ;
you will find the ftift Period, beginning

at the Left Hand, and reading to the Point, to

be 46 tboufand 879 ; and you cannot be igno-

rant of the Value of Nine, the laft Figure, when

you fee the 9 ftanding over it; for that {hews

you
S

tis Nonillions, or the Place of a Million mul-

tiplied 9 times by it felf. The next Period is

35 Thoufand 678 Octillions ; the next is 46

Thoufand 325 Septillions ; and fo on till you have

read or pronounced them aH : Only obferving to

exprefs at every Point the Value of the Figure

over it, which the Figure on the top fhews you

readily how to do.

NUMERATOR of a Fra&ion, is that Part

of it which fhews or numbers how many of

thofe Parts which any Integer is fuppofed to be

divided into, are expreifed by the Fra&ion.

Thus in f, 6 is the Numerator, (which ftands

always above the Line; and (hews you, that if
any Whole be divided into 8 Parts, you number
and enumerate, or take 6 of them, /. e. Three
quarters.

NUMERAL Algebra, is that which makes ufe
of Numbers inftead of the Letters of the Alpha-
bet ; which latter Method is called Algebra in Spc~
cies, or Specious Arithmetic^

,

NUNCUPATIVE mil. See Will.

NUPER Obiit, is a Writ that lies for a Co-
heir, being deforced by her Co-parcencer of Lands
or Tenements, whereofany of their Anceftors died
feized of an Eftate in Fee-fimple.

NUSANCE, a Term in Law, fignifying not
only a Thing done, whereby another Man is an-
noyed in his Free Lands or Tenements, but the
Alfife or Writ which lieth for the fame ; and
now generally, inftead of this, is brought in A-
dions of Trefpafs.

NUTRITION, is a Natural Increafe, where-
by that which continually decays of any Corpo-
real Subftance, is repaired by convenient Nou-
rifhment.

Dr. Havers, in his OJleologia
, will not have

Nutrition to be any Reparation of the Lofs of
the Subftance of the Solid Parts ordinarily, but
only a continual Succeffion and Supply of Spirits,

and
_

of all thofe Fluid Parts which fill the con-
taining Parts, and keep them diftended.

NUX> is a fort of Pain in the Head, which
affli&s a Place as big as a Nut ; as an Ovum or
Clavus is another fort, where the Seat of the Pain
is larger.

NYCHTHEMERON, is Four and twenty
Hours Space, or an entire Day and Night.

NYCTALOPIA is Two-fold : The Firft is a
*

Dimnefs of the Sight in the Nighr, or in dark
Places, without any Impediment in the Light.

The other is Dimnefs in the Light, and clear

Sight in the Night, or in Shady Places.

NYMPHO, are little foft Pieces of Flefh, ari-

fing from the Commiffure of the Os pubis with-
in the Vagina ;

fo called, becaufe they ftand near
the Paffage of the Water that comes out of the
Bladder.

Alfo the Hollownefs or void Space in the Ne-
ther Lip is fo called.

NYMPHOMANIA, the fame with Furor Vte-
' YIYIUS*

NYMPHOTOMY, is a Cutting off the Nym-
pho;, the too great Protuberance whereof in Mar-
riageable Virgins fometimes hinders the Coitus

, or
at leaft renders it difficult. The Egyptians cut

them frequently , as Galen faith ; but in our
Parts of the World fuch Inftances have been
very rare.
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OAKHAM, fa Term ufed in the Yards For

building Ships) is Old Ropes untwifted and

pulled again out fine, into ioofe Hemp or Flax,

with a Defign to drive it into the Seams, Tren-

nels, and Rends of a Ship, to flop or prevent a

Leak. -

OAZY, or Oaffe Ground : So the Seamen call

fbft, flimy, muddy Ground. This is not good

Anchorage, becaufe the Anchor cannot hold firm,

but will come home fas they call it) in a Strefs of

Weather j
befides it will rot their Cables, if a

Ship ride long over fuch Ground : But then it is

good to bring a Ship a-ground upon, becaufe file

can there dock her felf, and lie foft ; but yet if

fhe lie long, file will rot her Plank, and fpoil the

Oakham in her Seams.

OBELiE, is the Sagittails Sutura in the Skull,

(fee Sagittalis) which touches the Coronal Suture

forward, and the Lamdoidal backward
j

for it is

made of the Mutual Conjunction of the Bones

of the Forehead. Blanchard. -

OBELISKE, is a magnificent high Piece of So-

lid Marble, or other fine Stone 5
having ufually

Four Faces*, and leffening upwards by Degrees,

till it ends in a Point like a Pyramid.

OBJECTIVE Line. See Line Objective.

OBJECT- Glafs, of a Telefcope or Microfcope,

is that Glafs which is placed at that end of the

Tube which is next the Objed.
OBLATA, is a Word ufed in the Exchequer,

Signifying Old Debts brought together from pre-

cedent Years, and put to the prefent Sheriff’s

Charge.

OBLIGATION, is a Bond containing a Pe-

nalty, with a Condition annex’d, either for Pay-

ment of Money, Performance, of Covenants, or

the like ; and fo differs from a Bill that hath no

Penalty nor Condition ; and yet a Bill may be

Obligatory.

OBLIGOR, is he that enters into fuch an Ob-
ligation ; and Obligee

, the Perfon to whom it is

entred into.

OBLIQUE Afcenfion, is that Degree and Mi-

nute of the Equinoftial which rifeth with the Cen-

tre of the Sun or Star, or with any Point of the

Heavens, in an Oblique Shere.

To find the Sunh Oblique Afcenfion by the Globe.

Bring the Sun’s Place to the Horizon on the Eaft

fide ; and the Number of Degrees intercepted be-

tween that Degree of the Equinoctial which is

now come to the Horizon, and the Beginning of

Aries, is the Oblique AJcenfion.

To find the Oblique Afcenfion, having the Right

Afcenfion and Afcenfional Difference given. /
' r , /

x. If the Declination be North, the Difference

between the Bight Afcenfion and the Afcenfional

Difference, is the Oblique Afcenficn required.

z. If the Declination be South, the Sum of the

Bight Afcenfion, and the Afcenfional Difference+ is

the Oblique Afcenfion

O B L

To find the Oblique Defcenfion,

1. If the Declination be North, the Sum of the

fight Afcenfion, and Afcenfional Difference,
is the

Oblique Defcenfion„

2. If the Declination be South, the Difference

between the fight Afcenfion,
and the Afcenfional

Difference
, is the Oblique Defcenfion.

OBLIQUE Angles. See Angles Oblique!
..

' OBLIQUE Defcenfion, is that Part ofthe Equf
noElial which Yets with the Sun or Star, of with
any Point of the Heavens, in an Oblique Sphere.

OBLIQUE Plains
,

in Dialing, are fuch as red

cline from the fenith, or incline to the Ho ispn ;

The Obliquity of which Inclination or feclina-

tion, is eafiiy found by a Quadrant: Being an
Ark of fome Azimuth or Vertical Circle inter-

cepted between the Vertex of the Place and of

that Plane , alfo obferve, this Azimuth or Verti-

cal Circle is always perpendicular to the Plane.

OBLIQUE Sailing, is when the Ship runnetli

upon fome Rhumb between any of the Four Car-
dinal Points, making an Oblique Angle with the

Meridian
j

and then fhe changeth continually

both Latitude and Longitude. There afe Three
kinds of Oblique Sailing, viz. Plain Sailing, Mer-*

cators or Wrights Sailing, and Great Circle Saif
ing j which fee.

The Seamen call alfo the Application of the

Method of Calculating the Parts of Oblique Plane

Triangles, in order to find the Diftance of &
Ship ’from any Cape, Head-Land, Uc. Oblique

Sailing.

OBLIQUE Sphere, is where the Pole is eleva-

ted any Number of Degrees lefs than 90 Degrees,’

and confequently the Axis of the World, the E-
quator, and Parallels of Declination, will cut the

Horizon obliquely 5 whence comes its Name.
OBLIQUtJS Superior, a Mufcle of the Head,1

which arifeth fleftiy from the back-part of the

tranfverfe Procefs of the Firft Vertebra of the

Neck, and in its fomewhat oblique Afcent be-

Cometh a flefhy Belly, and leffening it felf again,’

is inferted to the Os Occipitis, laterally. By this

together with its Partner, (they never ading fe-

parately) the Head is moved , backwards on the

firft Vertebra.

OBLIQUUS Inferior, is a Mufcle of the Head,1

arifing fleftiy from the External Part of the Spinal

Procefs of the Second Vertebra of the Neck, clofe

by the Origination of the fectm Major J and being

dilated into a fleftiy Belly, paffes obliquely to its

Infertion at the tranfverfe Procefs of the Firft,where
the former Mufcle begins.

When this ads on either fide, the tranfverfe

Procefs of the Firft Vertebra of the Neck is mo-
ved towards the Spine of the Second ; wherefore

fome Authors have reckoned it amongft the Muff
cles of the Neck. But fince the Head is alfo’

moved thereby, and the Face turned on that fide

on which it adeth, it is not improperly reckoned

5 K amongft
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amongft the Mufcles that move the Head 5

shifted by the Maftoidceus.

OBLIQUUS Superior, or Trochlearis, is a Mid-
dle of the Eye* which receives its Firft Denomi-
nation from itS oblique Pofition and Courfe, in

regard of the reft of its Fellows. The Second, it

derives from that Cartilaginous Ring fufpended
near the Brink of the upper Part of the Orbit to-

wards the Nofe, thro’ which its Tendon paffes,

Being refleded oh it. as a Rope on a Pulley : Be-
sides which, it is called LongiJJimus Oculi, as ex-

ceeding the other in Length. Its Ufe is to help

roll the Eye up and down.
It arifes ftiarp and flefhy from the deepeft part

of the Orbit, near the Origination of the Abdu-
cens, and becoming a flefhy Belly as it paffes ob-

liquely clofe under its Superior Parts makes a

round Tendon running thro’ the Trochlea
, (as a-

bove-mentioned) from whence reverting back, it

is inferted to the Tunica Sclerotis, in the middle
of the Diftance between the Termination of the

Attolens and Optick Nerve, towards the back-part

of the Bulb of the Eye.

OBLIQUUS Inferior, is a Mufcle called alfo

Brevijfimus Oculi, it being the fhorteft Mufcle of
the Eye. This fprings fharp and flefhy from im-
mediately within the lower and almoft outward
Part of the Orbit, at the Juncture of the Firft

Bone of the upper Jaw, with the Fourth and be-

coming thicker, afcends obliquely over the De-
frimens, growing tendinous at its Infertion to the

Tunica Sclerotis, near the Implantation of the for-

mer, diredly betwixt the Abducens and Optick
Nerves.

Its Ufe is to help roll the Eye to and fro, and
therefore this and the former are by forne called

Circumagentes and Amatorii. Some alfo reckon

Two other Mufcles belonging to the Eye, which
are called by this Name Oblique, viz.

OBLIQUUS Major, a Mufcle that pulls the

Eye forwards and obliquely downwards.
OBLIQUUS Minor, is a Mufcle that pulls the

Eye forwards and obliquely upwards.

OBLIQUUS Afcendensjive Acclivis, one of the

large Mufcles of the Abdomen, ferving to comprefs

the Belly, and by that means to help the Difcharge

of the Ordure and Urine 5 it alfo compreffes and

ftraitens the Cavity of the Thorax in Exfpiration,

and helps to turn the Trunk of our Body to ei-

ther fide, when our Feet ftand ftill 3 and fo is

a kind of Antagonifi to the Obliquus Defcendens,

which fee.

It arifes flefhy from the whole circular Edge
of the Os Ilium and Ligamentum Pubis

3 and

thence mounting with an Order of Fibres, in-

clining forwards, it forms a broad membranous
thin Tendon, which is implanted into the whole

Length of the Linea Alba, and the Cartilages of

the 8th, 9th, 10th, 1 ith, and 12th Ribs.

OBLIQUUS Defcendensfeu Declivis, the Name
of one of the large Epigaftricl<.

Mufcles,. or Muf-
cles of the Abdomen'. Befides its Ufe, in com-

mon with the reft, to comprefs the Inteftines and

Bladder, and to help exclude the Foetus 5 Mr. Cow-

fer affigns it another, not obferved before by any

one, (except Dr. Glijfon) which is to move our

Body round to either fide when our Feet ftand

ftill. It arifes with feveral acute Productions,

partly flefhy and partly tendinous, from the

lower Margin of the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth

Ribs, where its feveral feparate Originations lie

O B L
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Befides thefe, it continues to derive more Heads
from the Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and lometimes
from the Extremity of the lowed Baftard-Rib,
where it is alfo indented with the Serratus Inferior

Pofticus 5 thence its oblique defcending flefhy Part
expands it felf into a broad membranous Tendon,
before it marches ovdr the BpBus to its Inlertion in
the Linea Alba and the Os Pubis • after this de-
fcending, it ends partly tendinous in the Liga-
mentum Pubis, but chiefly flefhy on the upper
and fore-part of the circular Edge of the Os
Ilium.

OBLIQUUS Auris, is a Mufcle of the Ear,'

which may be alfo called Semi-circularis
, from its

Pofition, it lying in the External Parts of the Bony
Channel of the AquaduB, whence marching fome-
what upwards and backwards, it enters the Tim

-

panum in a very oblique Sinuofity excavated im-
mediately above the Bone where the Timpanum
is inchafed, and is inferted to the flender Procefe
of the Malleus. The Sinuofity in which this Mus-
cle paffes, is that which may be taken notice of
in the upper Part of the Bony Circle of the Fa.,

tus. This we don’t find described any where*
before Du Verney.

OBLONG, in Geometry, is the fame with
a Redangle Parallellogram, whofe Sides are un-
equal.

OBSCURA Gamera, in Opticks, -is a Room
darkened, all but in one little Hole, in . which is

placed a Glafs to tranlmit the Rays of Objeds
to a piece of Paper or white Cloth : But it are
made many ufeful Experiments in Opticks, fer-

ving to explain the Nature of Vifion 3 and among
which, the following one deferves a particular

Defcription.

To reprefent all outward ObjeBs in their proper Cod

lours, Diflances and Proportions, on a White Wall
,

a Frame of Paper, or Sheet hung up for that pur-

pofe in a Darkened Ppom.

This moft Wonderful and Glorious Experiment,
tho’ it be very common, will yet well deferve to

have a clear Account given of it here 3 for I don’t

remember to have read a plain and intelligible

Defcription of its Apparatus any where 3 neither

is it for eafie to do it with Advantage, as thofe

perhaps' who never tried it may imagine 3 whar
follows- therefore you may relie on as the Refult

of my own repeated Experience.

Procure a good Convex
,

or Plano-Convex
Glafs, fuch an one as is made ufe of for the Ob-
jed Glafs of a Telefcope 3 and if you have a

good Telefcope that draws about 6 Feet, you
may unfcrew its Objed-Glafs, and if will ferve

your turn very Well : And indeed a Glafs that

draws about that length (tho’ 4 or 5 Foot will

do pretty well) is the fitted on all Accounts to

make this Experiment withal 3 for if you ufe

a fmall Glafs whofe Focus is not above a Foot,

or thereabouts diftant from the Hole, the Repre-

fentation of your Objeds will be very fmall,

and the Figures hardly large enough to be diftin-

guifhed ; To which likewife may be added, that

not above one Spedator can come to look on

it at a time, and even he not without fome

Trouble.

On the other hand, if you make ufe of a Glafis

which draws 15, 20, or 25 Foot, either your

Hole

it is between the



Hole muft be very large, and then fo much light

will come in as will hinder the Objects from
being vifible on the Wall, Paper, &c. or if the

Hole be but fmall, fo little light will come in,

that at the Diftance of 1 5 or 2,0 Foot from the

Window, you will have hardly Light enough to

fee the Reprefentation diftindly 3 fuch large Glaf-

ies likewife are not ealily had every where, nor

are they every ones Money 3 but a Glafs that

draws about 6 Feet, is very proper to be made
ufe on in this Cafe.

Having gotten fuch a Glafs, make choice of
forne Room which hath a North Window, tho’

an Eaft or Weft may do well enough fbut a South

one will not, for a Reafon to be given below)
and let it be well Darkened, fo that no Light
can come into it, but at the Hole where your
Glafs is placed, or at leaft but very little. Then
make a Hole ip the Shutter of the North Window
of about an Inch, or an Inch and \ in Diameter,
and leave open the Cafement if there be one, for

there muft be no Glafs without your Hole. Then
faften the Glafs with its Centre in the Centre ofthe
Hole, by fome fmall Tacks to the Shutter, fo that

no puff ofWind blow it down and break it 5 and
at the Diftance that you know your Glafs draws,
hang up a White Sheet 3 or if you do not know
exactly the Focus of the Glafs, move the Sheet to

and fro till you find theObjeds are reprefented on
it very diftindly, and then you may faften it

there by Nails to the Ceiling, &c. Then will

whatever is without the Hole, and oppofite to it,

be reprefented on that Sheet with fuch exquifite

exadnefs, as far furpaffes the utmoft Skill of any
Painter to exprels. For if the Sun fltine bright-

ly on the Objeds (as indeed this Experiment is

never made well when it doth nor
)

you will

have the Colours of all things therein their Na-
tural Paint, and fuch an admirable proportion of
Light and Shadow, as is impoffible to be imi-
tated by Art

3

and I yet never faw any thing of
that kind that comes near this Natural Land-
fcape. Rut if the Sun do not fliine, the Colours
will be hardly vifible, and all will look dirty,

dark ^nd confufed
5 therefore I advifed a North

Window, that you may have the Meridian Sun
fhining on your Objed in its greateft Splendor,
that fo the Experiment may be in its utmoft per-
fedion : But you muft by no means have the Sun
fltine on or near the Hole, for if it doth, all will
be confufed.

Another thing in which this Reprefentation
exceeds Painting is, That here you have Motion
expreffed on your Cloth. If the Wind move the
Trees, Plants or Flowers without, you have it

within on your Lively Pidure 3 and nothing can be
more pleafant than to fee how the Colours of
the moving parts will change as they do With-
out, by their being in various Pofitions obvered
to, or fliaded from the Light. ' The Motion of
any Flies or Birds, is painted alfo in the fame
Perfedion : And the exad Lineaments of any
Perfons walking at a due Diftance without the
Glafs, will be alfo expreffed to the Life, and all

their Motions, Poftures and Geftures, will as
plainly appear on the Cloth, as they do to any
ones Eye without.

In a Word, nothing is wanting to render it

one of the fineft Sights in the World, but that all

rfiings are inverted, and the wrong end Upwards.
To remedy which, feveral Methods have been

thought on, as double Convex-Glaffes, buc
none, m my Opinion; are fo well, nor fo eafie>
as to take a common Looking-Glafs ofabout 1%

^4 Inches Square, and hold it under or near
the Chin, with an Acute Angle to your Breaft s
For if you do fo, and look down into it, you will
fee all things upon the Sheet inverted in the Glafs 5
(i. e

.) in this cafe, reftored to their Natural and
Ered Pofition 3 and this Refledion alfo from the
Glafs, gives it a Glaringnefs that is very furpri-
zing, and makes it look like fome Magical Pro-
fped, and the moving Images, like lo many
Spedrums or Phantafms, And no doubt but there
are many Perfons that might eafily be impofed
upon with fuch a Scene, and who would believe
it to be no lefs than downright Conjuration.
And I have made ufe of this Experiment to

convince fome Credulous Perfons that thofe are
abufed and impofed upon, who fee Faces in the
Glaffes of fome Cheating Knaves amongft us, who
fet up for Cunning Men

, and Difcoverers of Stolen
Goods, &c. And have fatisfied them that much
more may be done by this and fome other Optical
Experiments, and that without the help of the
Devil too, than by any of the clumfie Methods
ufed by thefe Vermin.

If the Glafs be placed in a Sphere or Globe
bf Wood (having an Hole as large as the Glafs
bored thro’ it) which like the Eye of an Animal
may be turned every way to receive the Rays co-
ming from all Parts of the Objeds, it will be of
good Advantage to the Experiment 3 and fuch
ready fitted are now commonly fold by Mr. Mar*
Jhall at the Archimedes on Ludgate-hiU

, and are
called Scioftricks.

And as by this Method any Image may be
made appear in a darkened Room, Dr.Hook., in
Philofoph. Tranfact. N. 38. gives a way of doing
the fame thing in an Enlightened one, either by
Day or Night. The Experiment I have tried my
felf, and is as follows.

Oppofite to the Wall, or Place where the Ap-
parition is to be, let a Hole be made about a
Foot in Diameter or bigger ; if there be an high
Window that hath a Cafement in it, it will do
better.

Without this Hole, or Cafement, fo that the
Company in the Room may not fee what is done,
place the Pidure or Objed you would reprefenc
inverted 3 and by means of Looking-Glaffes pla-
ced behind, if the Pidure be Tran[parent, refied
the Rays of the Sun, fo that they may pafs thro*
it towards the Place where it is to appear ; and
that no Rays may go befides it, let the Pidure bg
encompaffed with a Board or Cloth on every fide.

If the Objed be a Statue or fome living Crea-
ture, then it muft be the more enlightened by
calling the Sun Beams on it by Refledion and
Refradion both : Between this Objed and the
Wall, muft be placed a broad Convex-Glafs,
ground of fuch a Convexity that it may reprefent
the Objed diftind on the Wall : And therefore

tis bejl to have a clean Linen Cloth irflead of the
Wall 3 which may he hung up any where according
to the Dijlance of the Glafs s Focus , The nearer the
Glafs is to the Objed, the more will the Objed
be magnified on the Wall or Cloth 3 and the fur-
ther off, the lefs 3 which alfo will depend on the
Convexity of the Glafs.

5.
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If the Object cannot be Inverted (as ’tis pretty

difficult to do with Living Animals, Candles
,
&c.)

then there muft be two large Glafles of conveni-

ent Spheres, and they placed at their appropriated

Diftances fwhich are very eafily found by Trials)

fo as to make the Reprefentation ered as well as

the Objed.
And if the whole Matter be well managed, fo

that the Spectators fee nothing of the Apparatus,

it will be a very furprizing thing to them to fee an

Image appear by fo good a Light on a Plain in

the midft of a Room, where nothing can be dis-

covered that fhould occafion any fuch Appari-

tion.

OBTUSE Angles. See Angles.

OBTUSE Angular Section ofa Cone : So the An-
cient Geometers called that Conick Section, which
lince, by Apollonius, is called the Hyperbole, be-

caufe they confidered it only in fuch a Cone,

whole Section by the Axe is a Triangle Obtufe-
angled at the Vertex.

OBTXJSE-angled Triangle. See Triangle.

OBTURATOR Extemus, is a Mufcle of the

Thigh
,

fo called from its Situation ; and
tator Femoris Extrcrfum, from its Ufe: It hath a

large flelhy Beginning from the External Parts

of the Os Ifchium and Pubis, and the Membrane
that covers their Foramen externally, oppofite to

the Origination of the Marfupialis or Obturator In-

temus • and palfing tranfverfly backwards, lef-

fens it felf, and becomes tendinous at its Infer-

tion to the Root of the great Trochanter of the

Thigh-Bone, near the Termination of the laft

named Mufcle. This turns the Thigh out-

wards.

OBTURATOR Internus. See Marfupialis.

OBVENTIONS, fignifies Rents or Reve-
nues, properly of Spiritual Livings ; as alfo Of-
ferings.

OCCIDENT, is the Weft Quarter of the Ho-
rizon ; or ’tis that part of the Horizon where the

Ecliptick, or the Sun therein delcends into the

lower Hemifphere : In fome Books you will meet

with fuch Terms as thefe.

OCCIDENT Eftival, is that Point of the Ho-

rizon, where the Sun Sets at its Entrance into the

Sign Cancer, when the Days are longeft.

OCCIDENT Hybernal, is that Point of the Ho-

rizon, where the Sun Sets when it enters into the

Sign of Capricorn, at which time the Days (with

us) are fhorteft.

OCCIDENT Equinoctial, is that Point of the

Horizon, where the Sun Sets, when it enters Aries

©r Libra.

OCCIDENTAL (i. e. Weftward) in Afronomy,

a Planet is faid to be O ccidental when it Sets after

the Sun.

OCCIPITALIS, and its Partner, are Short,

but Broad, Thin, Flelhy Mufcles, lituated on the

Occiput, from whence they derive their Names ;

when thefe ad, they pull the Hairy-Scalp back-

wards.
OCCIPITIS Os, is a Bone ofthe Cranium, that

lies in the hind-part of the Head ; it is almoft

like a Lozenge with its lower Angle turned in-

wards; it joins the Ojfa Parietalia and Petrofa, by

the Sutura Lambdoidalis : It is thicker than any of

the other Bones of the Cranium, yet it is very

thin where the Splenius, Complexus, Trapefus, are

inferred. Externally it is rough, Internally it has

two Sinus's in which lie the Protuberances of the

OCT
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Cerebellum
,
and two large Furrows in which lie

the Sinus Laterales.

It has Seven Holes: The ill two are comi
mon to it and the Ojfa Petrofa ; the lateral Si*
nus’s and the Par vagum, pafs thro’ them. The'
Third is the great Hole thro’ which the Medulla
Spinalis palfes. The Fourth and Fifth are the
Holes thro’ which the ninth pair of Nerves paf-
fes.

^

The Sixth and Seventh are two Holes,-
thro’ which there pafs two Veins, which bring
the Blood from the External Teguments to the
Sinus Laterales ; fometimes there is but one, and
fometimes none of thefe two ; there are fome-
times two more thro’ which the Vertebral Veins
pafs.

This Bone has alfo two Apophyfes, one on each
fide of the great Hole ; they are lined with a
Cartilage, and articulated with the firft Vertebra
of the Neck. It has alfo a fmall Protuberance
in its middle, from which there goes a fmall
Ligament, which is inferted into the firft Verte-
bra of the Neck. It is longer in Beafts than
in Men,
OCCULTATION, in Afroncmy, is the Time

that a Star or Planet is hid from our fight when
Eclipfed by the Interpofition of the Body of the
Moon, or lome other Planet between it and us.

OCCUPANT. If Tenant par terms de auter
vie dies, living Ceftuy que vie

; he that firft enters
fhall hold the Land, during the other Man s Life,
and he is in Law called an Occupant, becaufe
his Title is by his firft Occupation

; and fo if a
Tenant for his own Life, grant over his Eftate
to another, if the Grantee dies, there fhall be an
Occupant.

OCCUPATION, fignifies (in Lawj the put-
ting a Man out of his Free-hold in time of War,
and is all one with the Dijfeifin in time of Peace,
only it is not fo dangerous. 'Tis taken alfo for
Ufe or Tenure, as when ’tis faid, fuch Land is in
the Tenure or Occupation of fuch a Man, that is,

in his Poffeftion.

OCCUPAVIT, is a Writ that lieth for him
which is ejeded out of his Land or Tenement in

times of War, as a Writ of Novel Dijfeifin lies for

one ejeded in time of Peace.

OCEAN, is by Geographers taken for that

great Colledion of Waters, or large Sea, which
compaffes in the whole Earth, and into which the
other leffer Seas do ufually run.

The Surface of the whole Ocean, or of all the

Seas of the Globe, Mr. Kfil computes (in his Ex-
amination of Dr, Burnet's Theory of the Earth) to

be 85490506 Square Miles; and therefore fup-

pofing the Depth of the Ocean Ccmmunibus Lock

to be of a Mile, the Quantity of Water in the

whole is 2I37z6z6t Cubick Miles.

OCHTHODES, are Ulcers whofe fides are

Callous, or of the Nature of Warts, but not ma-
lignant. Blanchard.

OCTAGON, in Geometry, is a Figure of eight

Sides and Angles. And this, when all the Sides

and Angles are equal, is called a Regular Octagon j

or which may be Infcribed in a Circle.

P R O-
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PROPOSITION,

The Side offuch a Regular OBagon (b aj is equal

in Power to half the Side of the Square a p,

and to the Difference between that halffide and the

Radius : ('viz. b p,) taken both together*

demonstration.
That b a O =-bp O p a D is plain from

the 47 e i Euclid.

All therefore that is wanting to be proved, is

that bp is the Difference between the half fide of

the Square and the Radius ;
which will be very

evident when you confider that p c rriuft be equal

to p a, becaufe the Angle a and c being both Se-

mi'right, muff be Equal.

OCTANT, or OCTILE, in Ajironomy
,

figni-

fies a Planets, &c. being in fuch an Afpedt or Po-

rtion to another, that their Places differ only an

eighth part of a Circle, or 45 deg. from one a-

nother.

OCTAHEDRON* See Regular Bodies.

The following Figure being drawn on Paft-board,

half cut thro’, and then folded up, will reprefent

an Odahedron.

The OBahedron is two Pyramids put together

at their Safes, therefore its Solidity is obtained

by Multiplying the Quadrangular Bafe of either

(here they are both joined together in the middle

of the Figure) by one third of the Perpendicu-

lar height of one of them, and then doubling the

Produd.
OCTAVE, or Eighth in Mufick, is an Inter-

val of Eight Sounds j every Eighth Note in the

Scale of the Gam-ut, being the fame as far as

the Compafs of Mufick requires. Tho’ an Hu-
mane Voice can reach only to three of thefe O-
Flaves, but the Tones of the Organ go as far as

Eight.

QCTO Tales. See Tales

*
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OCULUS, in Botany
, fignifi.es the farqe with

Gemma, or a Budd of a Tree, or any Plant.
OCULUS, the Eye, is the external Organ of

the Sight | it is compounded of Six Muffles* to
wit, of two dired, and as many Tranfverfe
ones $ to which a feventh is added in Brutes. It

has feven Tunicks, the Adnata, Innominata, Cor-

nea, Vvea, Retiformis, Chryftallina
,

and Vitrea„

It has alfo the Optick Nerve, the Iris
, and the

Pupilla. See them fingly in their proper Places,

Blanchard.

HoW Villon or fight is made in the Eye. See
Vifion or Eye.

OCTQSTYLE, in ArchiteBure, is the Face of
an Edifice adorned with Eight Columns.
OCULORUM Adotores, a pair of Nerves uf

riling from the Medulla oblongata, on each fide of
the Infundibulum

, and having the Carotidal Ar-
teries lying between them : From thence paffing

thro’ the Foramina Lacera of the Os Sphmoides,

they give a Branch, which with a Branch of the
fifth pair, forms a confiderable Plexus-, which fends
out feveral Twigs that embrace the Optic\ Nerve,
and are fpent on the Tunicles of the Eye j they
give a Branch to the Mufcles called Ahollens, De~
primens, and Obliquus Minor.

ODAXISMUS is the Itching of the Gums
when Children breed Teeth. Blanchard.

ODON 1 ALGIA, the Tooth-ach.

ODONTOIDE5
,
that which is like a Toothy

as the Tooth of the fecond Vertebra
, and of other

Bones. Blanchardi

ODOR, by this Word the Ancients did fig-:

nifie fometimes the Senff of Smelling- but now
’tis generally and more properly ufed for thofe

agreeable or difagreeable Effluvia, which are e-

mitted by many Bodies Which are called Odo-

rous, and which excite in us the Senfation of
Smelling.

ODOURS. That Odours depend very much
on the Texture of Odorous Bodies, is plain from
this Experiment, that that very Odorous Body
Camphire, when diffolved in and mingled with
Oyl of Vitriol, will in a manner quite lofe its

Scent ; but as foon as ever a little Water is pou-

red into the Solution, the proper Odour of the

Camphire will be reftored, and diffufed all ag-

round.

OEDEMA, is fometimes taken in a large Sence^

by Hippocrates, for any Tumour
;
but ftridily, for

a white, (oft, infenfible Tumour, proceeding from
pituitous Matter heaped up together. It has no
Pulfe, and yields eafily to the Fingers : It may
proceed likewife in fome meafure from the Lym~

fha, or Nutritious juice extravafated and turned
into a Jelly. Blanchard.

OESOPHAGEiEUS, or SphinBer Guta, feeffiS

to be a Continuation of the Mufcle called Pterin

gopharyngecus, arifing from each fide of the Scuti-

formal Cartilage, and like it, palles to a middle
Line on the back-part of the Fauces.

This do’s not aflift the Pterigopharyngaus m
compreffing the mafticated Aliment into the Gula^

but is thought by fome to ftrengthen the Scuti-

formis, and render the Tone of the Voice more
cicutc.

OESOPHAGUS, the Gullet, is the Pipe dr Fuh^
nel that conveys the Meat into the Stomach. It

is an Organical Part of the Body, round and hol-

low, beginning at the Root of the Tongue behind

the Larynx, (which Part of it is Called Phatynic)

in 4,

/
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and. defcendeth from thence diretftly, between the

“Windpipe and Vertebra of the Neck, and the Four

firft Vertebra of the Thorax,
upon which it reft-

eth 3 but when it is come to the Fifth Vertebra, it

giveth way to the defcending Trunk of the great

Artery, by bending a little to the Right fide 3 af-

terward accompanying the Artery down to the

Ninth Vertebra, there it turns a little to the Left

again, and climbs upon the Artery 3 and by and

by, about the Eleventh Vertebra, it pafleth thro’

the Midriff, a little on the Left fide of its Ner-

vous Centre, at a Hole diftincft from that of the

great Artery, and is inferted or continued into

the Left Orifice of the Ventricle.

It is compofed of Three Membranes
, the Out-

moft is common to it and the Stomach, and is

very thin, being endowed only with membranous
Fibres, aud thole very flender. Some derive its

Origin from the Midriff, fome from the Pleura,

and fome from the Ligaments of the Vertebra of

the Neck and Breaft, upon which it refteth : All

which Opinions (according to Dr. Gliffon) may
be true, if they be intended only of an Origin

of Continuation or Connexion,/ feeing it is con-

tinued plainly to the Three firft, and knit to the

laft 3
but none of them is true, if they be intend-

ed of a fuftaining or maintaining Origin, or of

a Principle of Influence. The Second or Middle

is flefhy and thick, and confifts of Two Ranks
of flefliy Fibres, which afcend and defcend obli-

quely, (fpiralwife) and do mutually interculfate

or crofs one another, fo as that the Fibre, which

before it met with another to interfed, did lie un-

derneath another, rides upon that which it in-,

terfeds, and fo continues uppermoft, till it comes

to a feeond, and fo on by Turns. The Third or

Innermoft is endued with flender ftrait Fibres,

and thofe only, as Ancient Anatomifts have

taught ; but Dr. Willis affirms it to have Fibres

of divers kinds, gnd thofe diverfly woven one

with another. It is wholly nervous, faving a cer-

tain hoary or downy Subftance that cloaths its

Infide. It is continued to that Membrane that

covereth the Mouth, Jaws and Lips ; and (ac-

cording to Dr. Willis ) it delcends Three Fingers

Breadth below the Mouth of the Stomach.

From its being thus common to the Mouth,

Gullet, and upper Orifice of the Stomach, pro-

ceeds that great Confent among thefe Parts in

Vomiting, &c.

It hath Veins in the Neck from the Jugulars, in

the Thorax from the Vena fine pari ;
but where it

is joined to the Stomach, it hath fome Twigs
from the feamus coronarius, which is a Branch of

the Vena porta.

It hath Arteries,

\

n the Neck from the Caroti-

des 3 in the Thorax
,
from the Intercofeals • and

in the Abdomen, from the fiamus caliacus coro-

narius.

Nerves it hath, from the Par vagum or Eighth

Pair.

It hath Four Glandules 3 Two in the Throat,

which are called Tonfilla, or Almonds, common
to it and the Larynx, which feparate a mucous

or pituitous Humour to moiften them. Other

Two it hath near its middle, on its out and back-

fide, about the Fifth Vertebra of the Thorax 3

namely, where it gives way to the Trunk of the

Aorta, and turns fomewhat to the Right fide, or

at the Place where the Afpera Arteria is divided

into two Branches. Thefe are as big, each of

*

them, as a Kidney-bean, and of the fame Shape j
but fometimes there ate more than two, and then
they are lefs: They are foft and fungous

3 and
their Ufe hath been reckoned to be for the Sepa-
ration of a Juice to moiften the Gullet. But
Dr. Wharton rejects this Opinion, becaufe there
appears no excretory Veflels that might convey
the Liquor that is feparated in them to within
the Gullet. However, tho’ fuch Veflels do not
appear, yet it is more probable that they ferve for
that Ufe, than for that which he affigns to them,
vi%. to draw out from the Lympha, that runs
through them, that Juice which is more mild and
fit for Nourifhment, for the Ufe of the Nerves that
are faftened to them 3 or to depofite the Remain-
der into the common Chyliferous Duil by a Pipe,
which he fuppofeth there muft be, but does not
defcribe.

The Gullet ferveth as a Conduit to convey
Meat and Drink by from the Mouth to the Sto-
mach 3 for thefe being turned down into the
Throat by the Tongue, all the Membranes of the
Pharynx are relaxed for the Reception thereof,

and prefently the fame are fqueezed down the
Gullet, by the Conftridion of its middle Coat,
and the Mufcles of the Pharynx.

OFFA Alba. So V. Helmont calls a white Co-
agulation which will arife, if equal Parts of high-
ly Rectified Spirits of Wine and Urine be mix’d
and fhaken together 3 but the Spirit of Urine
muft be diftilled from well-fermented Urine, and
it muft be truly dephlegmated, or elfe it will not
fucceed.

OFFICE, fignifies not only that Function, by
Virtue whereof a Man hath fome Employment
in the Affairs of another^ but alfo an Inquifition

made to the King’s Ufe of any thing, by virtue

of his Office who enquireth : And therefore we
oftentimes read of an Office found, which is no-
thing elfe but fuch a thing found by Inquifition

made ex officio. And fis ufed in this Sence in

33 H. 8. 20. and in Stamf. Prarog. fol. 6. 61.

Where to traverfe an Office, is to traverfe the In-

quifition taken of an Office. And in Kjtchin, foL

177, to return an Office, is to return that which
is found by virtue of the Office. And there be two
forts of Offices, in this Signification, ifluing out

of the Exchequer by Commiflion, vi%. An Office

to entitle the Kfing to the Thing enquired of, and An
Office of Inferuftion. Office in Fee, is that which
a Man hath to himfelf and his Heirs.

. OFFICIAL. This Word, by the Ancient Ci-

vil Law, fignified him that was the Minifter or

Apparitor of a Magiftrate or Judge. In the Ca-
non Law it is fpecially taken for him to whom
any Bifhop doth generally commit the Charge of

his Spiritual Jurifdidion : And in this Sence, one

in every Diocefs is Officialis Principalis, whom
the Statutes and Laws of this Kingdom call Chan-

cellor : The reft, if there be more, are by the

Canon Law called Officiates Foranei, but in Com-
mon Law Commiffioners. The Difference of the

Two Powers you’ll find in Linwood, 'tit. De Se-

queftra pofe'eff. cap. 1. verbo, Offcialis. And this

Word Official, in our Statutes and Common Law,
fignifies him whom the Arch-deacon fubftituteth

in the executing of his Jurifdidion.

Officiatus non faciendis vel amovendis, is a Writ

direded to the Magiftrates of a Corporation,

willing them not to make fuch a Man an Officer,

and to put him out <?f the Office he hath 3 until

Enquiry
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Enquiry be made of his Manners, According to

an Inquifition formerly ordained.

OFFIN. So the Seamen call that Part of the

Sea which is a good Diftancefrom Shoar, where

there is deep Water, and no need of a Pilot to

conduct the Ship into the Port. Thus if a Ship

from Shoar be feen failing out to Sea-ward, they

fay hie hands for the Offin and if a Ship having

the Shoar near her, have another good way with-

out her, or towards the Sea, they fay that Ship is

in the Offin.

OFF-WARD. If a Ship, being a-ground by

the Shore, doth heel towards the Water-fide, they

fay fhe heels to the Off-ward 3
fo if fhe lie with

her Stern oniy to Sea-ward, they fay fhe lies with

her Stern to the Off-ward, and her Head to Shoar-

ward.

OGRESSES, a Term in Heraldry 5 the fame

with Pellets, which lee.

OIL, which the Chymills call Sulphur, is the

Second of their Hypcftatical and of the true Five

Chymical Principles. ’Tis an inflammable, undlu-

ous, fubtile Subliance, which ufually arifes after

the Spirit. The Chymifts attribute to this Princi-

ple all the Diverfity of Colours, and all the Beau-

ty and Deformity of Bodies : Probably their various

Odours do in a great meafufe arile from it. And
it fweetens the Acrimony of Salts 5 and by flop-

ping or filling up the Pores of a mixt Body, keeps

it longer from Corruption, where it abounds.

And we find that the Bver-greens, fuch as Box,

Holly, 8cc.
.
do abound more with Oil than other

Plants. > .

There are Two forts of Oils 5
One which

feems to be mixt with Spirit, (for it can never be

drawn pure,) and which will fwim upon Water

3

fuch as Oil of Anifeeds, Lavender, Rofemary, &c.

which the Chymifts call Effential, and is com-

monly drawn in a Limbeck with ftore of Water.

And. another kind, which probably is mixt with

Salts, and thele will fink in Water 3
fuch as the

Oils ofponderous Woods, as of Guaiacum
,
Box,

Cloves, &e.

There are fome Things which are very impro-

perly called Oils 3
as Oil of Tartar per Deliquium,

which is only a Fixe Salt diffolved. Oil of Vi-

triol, which is nothing but the molt cauftick and

ftrongeft part of the Spirit of Vitriol. Oil of An-

timony, which is only a Mixture of Antimony,

and an acid Spirit.

Mr. Boyle, to fhew the Produciblenefs of Chy-
mical Principles, tells us, That by mixing care-

fully and gradually together an equal Weight of

Oil of Vitriol, and truly rectified Spirit of Wine

;

and ihen, by a very wary Management of the

Fire, drawing off what will come over, he could

obtairufbefides a fubtil .odoriferous Spirit, and

an acid and fulphurous Liquor) a confiderable

Quantity of Chymical Oil, fometimes deeply co-

loured, fometimes pale like Water, and fometimes

exceeding fragrant, and without any Acidity in it

at all j yet was fo ponderous, as not only to fink

in Water, but even in the acid Spirit which was
drawn off with it, and feems to be the Oil of Vi-
triol only altered and exalted ; nor would this A-
nomalous Oil at all mingle with Water, tho’ both
the Oil and Spirit, from whence it was diftilled,

Would readily do fo.

.
OIL of Philofcphers; So the Vapouring Chy-

mifts call, a DifiiHation in a Retort of pieces of
Brick heated red hot, and then caff (while fo)

into . Oil Of Olives, the Bricks will imbibe i
good deal of. Oil 5 which Oil being hfterwaras
drawn from them again, is their Oil of Bricky!,
or Oil 'of

t

Philofophers * and they attribute great
Vertues to it.

OIL of Sulphur per Camphnam. See Spirit if
Sulphur*

OIL of Tartar per Delifuium, is the Fixt Salt of
Tartar diffolved, by being expofed to the Air iri

a cool moift Place, ..

OIL of Vitriol, improperly fo called, is what
remains in the Cucurbite after the Diftillatidn of
Vitriol is rectified, and the Sulphureous and A«
cid Spirit both drawn off 3 ’tis the more Fixt
Part of the Spirit of Vitriol, rendered Cauftick
by a vaft Degree and Continuance of Fire- |’Tis
ufed in the Diflblution of Metals, and fometimes
given inwardly, when in a fmall Dole, and duly
diluted.

.

This Oil, if it bd mingled either with Spirit of
Vitriol, common Water, or any Ethereal Oil, as
the Chymifts call Oil of Turpentine, &c. it will
grow fo very hot, as often to break the Viol that
contains the Mixture.

OLEAGINOUS, Oily, or pertaining to the
Nature of Oil, Thus iri Soap, which is made
of Oil, (or Greafe) Salt and Water 3 we fay there
are fome Oleaginous ‘ fome Saline and fome Aque-
ous Parts;

OLECRANUM, Or Ancon, is the greater Pro-
eels of the firft Bone of the Cubit called Vinaf
alfo the, upper Part of the Shoulder. Blanchard.
OLIGOTROPHUS

(
Cibus) is Meat that nou-

riflies little ; tb which is oppofed Polytrophus, that

j

which affords much Nourifttment. Blanchard.
OLIGOTROPHY, is a Decreafe of Nutrition i

or a very fmall one.

OLFACTORY Nerves, or thofe which give us
the Senfe of Smelling, are the firft Pair of thofe
Ten which atife fforn the Medulla oblongata i

They come from the Bafis of the Corpora flriata,
and pafFing' through the little Holes of the Os Cri-

briforme, they are fpread upon the Membrane
which covers the Os fpongiofum.

OLXVARIA Corpora, are Two Protuberances
of the under Part of the Brain, placed on each
fide ofthe Corpora Pyramidalia, towards the lower
end 3 having their Name from their Figure, which
is like that of an Olive.

OLOR. See Cygnust ,

OLYMPIAD, a Term in Chronology, fignl-

fying the Space of Four Years, or Fifty Months,
reckoning Thirty Days to a Month 3 from whence
the Ancient Grecians derived their Account of
Time; This kind of Computation took its Rife
from thofe Famous Olympic!^ Games which were
celebrated every Fifth Year, in the Eftival Sol-
ftice, during Five Days, on the Banks of the Ri-
ver Alpheus, near the City Olympia, where the
noted Temple of Jupiter Olympicus flood. The
Firft Olympiad began about 500 Years after the
Deftrucffion of Troy, in the 3938 Year of the Ju-
lian Period

, A. M. 3174, and 7 66 Years before
Chrift.

OMENTUM, Bete, of Betieulum, the Caw],
is a double Membrane' arifing from the Peritoi

nceum, or as fome fay, from the Myfentery, fpread
upon the Inteftines or Gats, interwoven with
fat and fmall Veffels like a Fiftier’s Net, en-
riched alfo with two of three Glandules 3 on the
Forepart it is annexed to the Bottom of the Sto-

mach
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mach, to the Gut Colon, to the Spleen j and fome-

times to the Pancreas
t
and the round Lobe of the

Liver.

Its Ufe is to cherifti the Inteftines with its

Warmth, and to facilitate the Concodion of the

Aliments in the Guts, as well as to knit loofe-

ly the Stomach, Spleen, Pancreas, Colony &c. to-

gether.

It hath fome Milky and Lymphatick Veffels,

as alfo a great many DuEtuss
, and little Bags of

Fat.

GMOPLATA, and Homoflata,
the fame with

Scapula.
1

OMPHALMICUS, is a Branch of the Fifth

Pair of Nerves which move the Eye.

OMPHALOCELE, i&. a Rupture about the

Navel, to wit, when the Cawl or Inteftines are

Protuberant in that Part
; which happens from a

Relaxation, or burfting of the Peritoncenm.

ONERANDO pro rata portionis
,

is a Writ that

lies for a.'Joint-Tenant, or Tenant in Common,
that is diftrained for more Rent than his Proporti-

on of the Land cometh to.

ONI. In the Exchequer, as Toon as a Sheriff

enters into his Accounts, for IAites, Amerciaments,

and mean Profits, they fet upon his Flead this

Mark, Oni
, which denotes Oneratur, niji habet

fujjicientem exonerationem • and thereupon he forth-

with becomes the King’s Debtor, and a Debt is

fet upon his Head and then the Parties Peravayle

become Debtors to the Sheriff, and difeharged a-

gainft the King.

ONYX, the fame with Hypopyon
, a gathering

cf Matter under the Tunica Cornea of the Eye.

OPACOUS Bodies, are fuch whofe Pores (pro-

bably) lying in an oblique and crooked Pofition,

the Rays of Light cannot freely permeate and
pafs through them, as they do thro’ tranfparent

ones ; wherefore if you hold them up againft the

Light, you cannot fee through them.

OPEN Flank,, in Fortification, is that part

of the Flank which is covered by the Shoulder or

Orillion.

OPERA, is a fort of Solemn Entertainmant of

Mufick upon the Theatre or Stage, and is very

common in France and Italy : It ufually begins

with an Ouverture
,
which commonly ends with a

Fugue ; the reft is compofed of Symphonys, Bpcita-

tivo’s, Chacoons, Preludes, &c. with all forts of

Vocal and Inftrumental Mufick.

OPHIASIS, is a Difeafe where the Hairs grow
thin and fall off here and there, fo that they leave

the Head fpotted like a Serpent, Blanchard.

OPHIUCUS, one of the Northern Conftella-

tions, the fame with Serpentarius : It contains 30

Stars, of which, one in the Head of the Man
holding the Serpent, is of the Second Light or

Magnitude.
OPHTHALMICKS, are fuch Medicines as are

good for Difeafes in the Eyes.

OPIATES, are Medicines made of Opium, or

fomething] of the fame Nature with it, defigned

to caufe Sleep, and to eafe Paie. When they

produce the latter Effed, they call them Anodynes •

when the former, Hypnotic\s ; and when they

caufe a very great Sleep or Stupefadion, Narco-

ticks. The Foreign Phyficians confound an Opiate

and an EleEtuary. See Blanchard on the Word
Qpiata

.

OPISTHOTONUS. See Pofiicum.

OPISTHOTONUS, or Tetanus, is a kind of

Cramp, or ftretching of the Mufcles of the Neck
backwards 5 which proceeds fometimes from i
Palfie of the Mufcles of the Neck, whereupon the
Antagonifts or oppofite Mufcles move the inter-
mediate Parts too much ; or from a Iharp and
ferous Matter in the Tendons

; or from the
Animal Spirits which enter the Fleftiy Pipes
more than ufual, and [will not eafily recede, fo
that the Parts are fwelled and wrinkled up. Blan-
chard.

OPPOSITE Angles. See Angles

.

OPPOSITE Cones, are two Similar Cones ver-
tically oppofite, and having the fame common
Axis. And
OPPOSITE Sellions are the' two Hyperbola’s

made by a Plane cutting both thofe Cones. See
the Figure under the Word Latus Tranfverfum%
where the Cones VAD and BVA are oppofite,
and the Sedions ODO, OEO, are oppofite

OPPOSITION, is that Pofition or Afped of
the Stars- or Planets, when they are 6 Signs, or
180 Degrees diftant from one another, and is

ni^rkcd tlrus p

OPTATIVE Mood, (in Grammar) is the way
of forming a Verb fo, as that it may exprels an
ardent Defire that fuch a Thing may happen -

and therefore there is dually an Adverb of wifli-

ing conneded with it, as Vtinam, &c.
OPTHALMY, is an Inflammation of the Tu-

nicks of the Eyes, proceeding from Arterious
Blood, colleded and extravalated there, becaufe
it cannot return by the Veins. Blanchard.

OPTICKS, is a Mathematical Science that
treats of the Sight in general, and of every thing
that is feen with direct pays 5 and explains the fe-
veral Properties and Effeds of Vifion in general*
and properly of that which is dired and ordinary :

For when the Rays of Light are confidered as re-
fleded, the Science which teaches their Laws and
Properties, is called Catoptricks 5 and when the
Refradion of Rays is confidered, and the Laws
and Nature of it explained and demonftrated,
the Science is called Dicptricks. So that Opticks
comprehends the Wholes of which Catoptricky
and Dioptricks

,
are the two Parts.

OPTICK Glaffes. Sir Ifaac Newton
, in his

Philcf. Natur. Princip. Math. Lib. l Schol. ad Prop.

98. fays, That for all Optick Ufes, Spherick Fi-
gures are the molt commodious. If the Objed-
Glaffes of Telefcopes were compofed of two'Sphe-
rickGlaJJ'es containing Water between them, per-

haps the Irregularity of the Bpfractions that are

made on the Surfaces of the Glaffes towards
their Edges, may be accurately enough correded
by the Refradions of the Water. And fuch Ob-
fed-Glaffes are preferable to EUiptick or Hyperbo-

lack Glaffes, not only becatjfe they are eafier and
more accurately to be formed, but alfo becaule

they refrad more accurately thofe Pencils of Rays
that are (collateral, or) out of the Glaffes Axis.

But the different Bpftangibility of different Rays
will for ever hinder us from perfeding Opticks

by Glaffes, either Spherick, or of any other Fi-

gures whatfoever : And unlefs we can corred the

Errors that arife from hence, all our Labour is

loft in other Corredions.

Nor indeed is it poffible, by whatever Figures,

to render the Appearance of the Collateral Parts

of an Objed fo diftind as the Dired ; for the

very Natural Eye does it not : And therefore we
are
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are forced to apply it fSceeflively, dire8Ip before

she Parts of any Objed we defign to view.
•’ V* \p. * . 'I;}

To know whether Optick-Glaffes he truly Cen-
tered, or not.

Firft Way.
- t r s .J "3

Holding the GlalTes at a due Diftance from the

Eye, obferve the two refleded Images of a Can-

dle ; for where tHofe two Images unite, or coalcfcc,

there is the true Centre of the Glafs : And if this

be in the middle or central Point of the Glafs’s

Breadth, the Glafs is truly centered.

A Second Way is

By prefenting the Glafs before the Sun, add

making it refled the Light 6n a Plane nighly pa-

rallel to its Surface, and at a proper Diftance j

for then you’ll perceive two forts Of Light refled-

ed, one fmaller, but much mote ftrong and vigo-

rous, within another morefaint and Urge. Then
by a due Pofture of the Glafs (found by Trials)

both thefe Lights are to be projeded as round as

poffible, and at a proper Diftance from the Wall

on which they are refleded ; the round brighteft

Sfot is to be brought into the fmalleft Compafs
that it can. (Trial will make all this plain.) When
the Glafs is in this Pofture, if the bright Spot be

projeded juft in the middle of the fainter Light,

the Glafs is well centered : But to whatever fide of
the faint Light this bright Spot is projeded, on

that fide is the Glafs thickeft, and on. that fide lies

she true Centre»

A Third Way

Of Examining the Centres of Glajfes, is yet more

Compleat than theformer : For it does not only

difeover the Fault
, (if there be any

, as in long

Objed-Glaffes *tis very rare but there is, efpe-

stally if they be wrought in the Form by the un-
guided Hand, and not by an Engine) but withal

it reftifies the Faulty and is thus :

Cover the Surface of the Glafs within a thin

piece of Paper, in which there is cut a round Hole
of about an Inch Diameter ; about this Hole there

are to be ftruck two or three Concentrick Circles.

Move this Paper upon the Glafs, 'till you fee on
the Plane that receives the refleded Light, that

the bright Spot is exadly in the middle of the 0-

ther fainter Light round it.

This alfo one may meafure by a Pair of Com-
pafles, having, to that end, {lightly fix’d the Pa-
per to the Glafs, that we may more nicely deter-

mine whether this bright Spot be exadly in the

middle. This therefore being carefully adjufted,

by gently Aiding the Paper on the Glafs, (if it be
requifite) we are, without the leaft altering this

true Pofition of the Paper, to fix it more firmly

to the Glafs ; and laying it thus on a Table,
let us mark on the Glafs (by the Point of a Dia-
mond) three Points in one of the Circumferences
concentrick to the round Hole in the Paper; and
fticking a fmall piece ofCement on the Glafs, a-
bout the middle of the round Hole, by means of
the three marked Points let us find the exad Cen-
tre of this round Hole : Then uncovering the
whole Glafs, (except only thg Cement in which

DPT
•

•

•
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the Cefitte is marked) with a Diamond-pointed
Compafs let us ftrike as large a Circle on the Glafe
as its Breadth will bear 1 then round the Glafs ac*
Cording to this Circle, ami ’tis as exadly centred
as the Serife can judge.

For trying the Regularity, and-Goodnefs ofan Objed.;
Glafs, to the greateft Exaftnefs,

•’
•J'.,*

•*'. -5 l , .
' <..

• On a Paper, ftrike two Concentrick Circles^

one whofe Diameter is the fame with the Breadth
ofthe Objed-GlafSj tother, of half that Diame-
ters This inward Circumference divide into fix

equal parts, by the known way of applying the
Radius fix times in the Circumference, and ma-
king fix fine fmall Holes therein with .a Needle.
Let us cover one fide of the Glafs with ,this Pam-

per, and then expofing it to the Sun, we are to re-
ceive the Rays that pafs through thefe fix Holes*
on a Plane, at a juft Diftance from the Glafs *

and by withdrawing or approaching this Plane
from or to the Glafs, we {hall find whether, the
Rays thap pals through thefe fix Holes unite ex-
adly together at any Diftance from the Glafs 5 if

they do, we may be allured of the Regularity of
the Glafs, that is, of its juft Form

j and at the
fame time we obtain exadly the Glafs’s Focal

Length*

? t < *

But, after all, there is no better way for trying
the Excellency of an ObjeSt-Glajs, than by placing
it in a Tube, and trying it with fmall Eye-GlaP
fes, at feveral diftant Objeds : For that Objed-
Glafs that reprefents the Objeds the brightejl and
moft diftinft, that bears the greateft Aperture and
moft Cohvex and Concave Eye-Glafs, without
Colouring or Hazinefs, is furely the beft„ The
moft convenient Objed to try them ar, is the
Title Page of a large Book, where there are gene-
rally Letters printed of divers Magnitudes, and
therefore affords Variety of fmall Objeds ; where-
by the Comparative Excellency of Objed-Glaffes
may be nicely eftimated*

OPTICK Nerves
, or the Nervi Viforii, are the

Second Pair, which beftow on the Eyes the Fa-
culty of Seeing. They fpring from the upper
fides of thofe unequal Protuberances of the Crura
of the Medulla oblongata, which are called Nervo-
rum opticerum thalami ; from whence being car-
ried forward, and fomewhac downwards, after

having fetch’d a Compafs, they meet one another
about the Infundibulum , upon the Sella of the Os
fpheenoides ; where they are united by the clofeff

Conjundion, but not Confufion, of their Fibres*

which run parallel lengthways in thefe Nerves, as
they do in all other.

They are obfeurely hollow until they be uni-
ted ; but after, their Hollownefs cannot be dip
cerned. This Hollowneis may be {hewed in a
large Beaft newly killed, and in a dear Light.

Thus do Riolanus, Glijfon, &c. teach ; but Vefd-
Hus

,
Aquapedente

, See. deny that they have any
manner of Cavity. Malpigbius fays, they have
not one Cavity only, but fundry ; but that thefe

Cavities refult Only from the Neceffity of their

Strudure, all their inner or medullar part con-
fiding of round Inteftinula or Fibres running
lengthways, which cannot be fo dofely fitted to
one another, but that there will refult long Inter-

ftices, which yet perhaps -are of no ufe, nor eff

5 L the
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the Nature of Ducts, but only accidental s but

whether the Intejlinula, or Filaments themlelvcs,

have hot little Ghanels in them (like to Blood-

Veffels) he thinks may be doubted of : But feeing

Senfe hath not difcovered any fuch, tis probable

that there are to be admitted only little Pores

and
,

Interlaces in the medullar Subftance, by
means whereofthe nourifiiing and vivifying Juice

may be propagated. After their Unition they

are feparated again, and each ofthem running far-

ther forwards, paffes thro’ an Hole of the Os Cn-

neiforme, and is inferred obliquely into the Centre

of the Eye on its own lide.

Dr. Willis fays, they receive not only nervous

Fibres from the Third Pair of Nerves, but alfo

Twigs of Arteries from the fore Branches of the

Carotides
,
which run upon them as far as the

Bafts of the Eye : Whence, he thinks, a Reafon

may be aflign’d, why, when a Man grows lleepy

after plentiful eating or drinking, he prefently

feels a notable Heavinefs or Oppreflion as it were
about his Eyes. For when the Blood, becoming
Very turgid, fills the Veflels that run through the

Brain, more than ufual, and by diftending them,

Hops the Pores of the Brain 3 thefe Nerves alfo in

their whole Courfe are comprelfed by the Blood

that is become turgid in their Blood-Velfels like-

wife.

Dr. Bliley fays, That he has ’ feen the Blood-

,Veflels to run not only upon or within them, but

alfo in injected Bodies exactly quite thro’ the me-
dullary Subftance of • them, into the Reticular

Coat of the Eye, wherein they end in an infinite

Number ofthe molt capillary Ramifications,which,

by an Injection of that Artery, made with Mercury,

becomes very delightfully confpicuous to the Eye.

They are very foft, fo long as they are within

the Skull 3 but having pafs’d the Os fphanoides,

they become fomewhat more firm and hard. The
Reafon of Which Alteration feems to be, that with-

in the Skull they are only clad with the Bin ma-

ter 5 but as they go out, they aflume a Second

Coat from the Dura mater.

From the whole Subftance of thefe Nerves, vi%>

from their two Membranes and the inner medullar

and fibrous Subftance, are the three ( proper)

Tunicles of the Eyes framed 3 for the Cornea or

Sclerotica doth proceed from the Dura mater
, the

Chotoides
,
or Vvea from the Pia mater

, and the

Retina from the marrowy Subftance.

OPTICK Place of a Star or Planet, is that Point

<br Part of its Orbit which is determined by our

Sight when the Star is there : And this is either

T,rue. When the Obferver’s Eye is fuppofed to be

at the Centre of the Earth or Planet he inhabits 3

<bi Apparent, when his Eye is at the Circumfe-

rence of the Earth : And the Difference between

thefe tWo is the Parallax, whofe Ufe is great in

determining the Diftances of the Planets, &c.
OR, (

French) in Heraldry, is

the Colour of Gold 5 and they

fay without this, or Argent
,
there

can be no good Armoury, In the

Coats of Nobles 'tis called To-

pa%, and in thofe of Sovereign

Princes, Sol. 'Tis reprefented in

Engraving by fmall Points or
Prirlrc t*nntj

ORB, is only a Hollow Sphere.

ORBICULAR Bone, is one of the little Bones

'of the inward Ear, ty’d by a Bender Lament to

the lilies of the Stapes,

O R D
ORBICULARIS, or Confiringcns, or Ofculato-

rius, is a Mufcle that draws both Lips together i
Tis called alfo Sphin'cier Labiorum.
ORBICULARIS Palpebrarum, is a thin flefhy

Mufcle, whofe Fibres do Circularly environ the
Eye-lids^ and are inferred to them, (like the Sphin-
Eler Labiorum) not adhering to any Bone, from
whence we may derive their Origin, except the
Superior part of the great Bone of the Nofe, by
fome reckoned the fourth Bone of the Upper Jaw .•

The Mufcle acting like the Sphincters of all 0-
ther Parts, conftringes the Eye-Lids.
ORBIS Magnus is the Orbit ofthe Earth in its

Annual Revolution round the Sun.
This Copernicus, Dr. Gregory

, and fome others^
will have to be but a Point in comparifon of the
Diftance between us and the fix’d Stars : But out
moft Accurate Aftronomer, Mr. Flamjleed, found
a very fenfible Parallax of this Orbis Magnus

, in
refped of the Pole Star 3 fo that the Pole Star was
nearer to the Pole in Summer (at the Sdlftice) than
in Winter by 40 or 45 "3 and this was the Re-
fult of above Seven Years moft Accurate and con*
tinual Obfervatiom And from hence he juftly

draws a Demonfiration for the Annual Motion of
the Earth. Vide Wallis Latin Works, Tom. 3.

The Semi-diameter <3fthis Annual Orbit of the
Earth round the Sun, Dr. Gregory makes to be
500000000000, or Fifty Thoufand Millions of
Feet 3 Which is (allowing 5280 Feet to a Mile)
94.696969 Miles Englifh. Which therefore may
be taken for the mean Diftance of the Earth from
the Sun. And the Semi-diameter of Saturn% Or-
bit, is about 10 times as great.

All the Ancients and the Ajlromfners befote the
Great Kepler fuppofed this Orbit to be a perfect
Circle, but he proves it to be an Ellipfis 3 the re-
moteft end of whofe Longer or Tfanfverfe Dia-
meter is eight Signs and eight Degrees diftantfromi
the firft Star in Aries, and having the Sun in one of
its Focal Points.

ORBIT ofany Planet, is the Curve that it de-
feribes in its Revolution round its Central Body ;

Thus the Orbit of the Sun (or of the Earth) in itsr

Annual Courfe, is the Ecliptick.

ORBITER Externus, is a Hole in the Os Ma~
xillare, below the Orbir, thro’ which the Nerves
and Veflels which come from the Teeth, pafs to
the Cheeks.

ORBITER Internus, is a Hole in the Coronal

Bone, within the Orbit a little above the Os Pla-
num, thro’ which pafles a Branch of the fifth pair
ofNerves which goes to the Nofe.

ORDER is a Term in Military Difcipline, be-

ing the equal Diftance of one Rank or File from
another. The ufual Order in Files is 3 Foot, and
in Ranks 6 Foot 3 the Open Order is double in each.

ORDER in Architecture, is a Rule for the Pro-

portion to be obferved in the erecting of Pillars,

and for the form of certain parts appertaining to

them.

So Buildings are faid to be of feveral Orders,

when the Proportion between the thicknefs of the

Columns, and their height, together with all

things requisite thereto are different.

There are Five Principal Orders of Architecture^

vi%. The Tufcan, Dorick, Ionidc, Corinthian,-

and the Compofit.

The Tufcan is the moft Simple, and the moft

deftitute of Ornaments, fo that it rsYeldom ufed

except



ORD
except in Vaults, in feme Ruftick Edifices, vaft

Piles of Buildings, as Amphitheatres, &c.

The Tufcan Pillar with its Bafe and Capital

generally hath for its height feven Diameters of

its thicknefs taken below, and the top ought to be

diminifhed one quarter of its Diameter : The Pe-

deftal is very plain, and only one Model high.

The Dorick. Order, hath its Column eight Dia-

meters high, and ought to have no Ornament nei-

ther in its Capital nor Bale. The Aftragal and

Lijlel below the Capital, which is half a Dia-

meter high, conftituting part of the Shank or Bo-

dy of this Pillar.

The Ionick. Order, when firft invented had its

Column only eight Models high ; but the Anci-

ents deiigning to make it more beautiful, aug-

mented the height of the Pillars, and added a

Bafe not uled before ; fo that with its Capital

and Bafe it contains nine Diameters of its thick-

nefs taken below : The Pedeftal is two Diame-

ters, and about two thirds high * and the Capi-

tal is chiefly compofed of Voluta's or Scrolls,

which render it 'different from the other Orders -

The Ioni Pillars are alfo ufually channelled with

24 Flutes.

The Corinthian Order, is the fineft and richeft

of all ; the length of its Columns with their Ba-

les and Capitals, is commonly about nine and

a half or ten Diameters - and the Capitals are a-

dorn’d with two Rows of Leaves, and eight Vo-

iuta's that fupport the Abacus.

The Compofit or Homan Order, hath the Capital

of its Pillar compofed oftwo Rows of Leaves like

the Corinthian, and of the Voluta's or Scrolls of

the Ionick, Thefe Columns are ufually ten Dia-

meters high, altogether like the Corinthian in all

its Dimenfions and Numbers, except the Capital,

which hath only four Voluta's taking up the whole
Space, which is filled both by the Volutas and

Stems or Stalks in the Corinthian.

To thefe Five Orders, may be added alfo.

The Attick.
,
which is a fmall Order of Pilla-

flers of the Ihorteft Proportion, having a Cornice

raifed after the manner of an Architrave, for its

Entablature. As alfo

The Gothick. Order
, which is lo far from the

Ancient Proportions and Ornaments, that its Co-
lumns are either too Maffie in form of vaft Pillars,

or as flender as Poles, having Capitals without

any certain Dimenfions, carved with the Thorny
Leaves of Thifiles, Coleveorts, Bears-'foot.

ORDINANCE of Parliament, the fame with
AEls of Parliament : And Ads of Parliament are

in the Parliament-Rolls often called Ordinances of

Parliament : If there be any difference, it is, that

an Ordinance is but Temporary, and to be alter’d

by Commons alone -

3 but an Abl is a perpetual

Law, and cannot be altered but by King, Lords,

and Commons. But Sir Edw. Coke afferts, That
an Ordinance of Parliament is to be diftinguilhed

from an All, for as much as the latter can be only
made by the King and the threefold Confent of
the Eftates, whereas the former is ordain’d with
or by two of them.

ORD
ORDINARY, in the Civil Law, figniiies an

y

Judge that hath Authority to take Cognizance of

Caufes in his own Right, as he is a Magiftrate,

and not by Deputation ; but in the Common-
Law, it is taken for him that hath exempt and
immediate Jurifdidtion in Caufes Ecclefiaftical.

ORDINARIES in Heraldry are ftich Charges
as are proper to the Art and Ufage of Armory j

and therefore are commonly called' the Honoura-*

ble Ordinaries ; and are the Crofs
,
the Chief, the

Pale, the Bend, the Fejfe, the Efcutcheon
,

the

Chevron, the Saltier and the Bar.

ORDINATE, or Ordinate Applicate, is a Line
in any Conick Se&ion drawn at Right Angles

to, and biffeded by the Axis, and reaching fronv

one fide of the Section to the other ; the half of

which is properly the Semi-ordinate, but is noW
ufually called the Ordinate.

; V

Thus, in the Parabola OVD, O/D, or 0 d, is

an Ordinate rightly apply’d, and its half r d, or

R D, is the true Semi-ordinate, tho’ ufually called

the Ordinate it felf.

The Properties of thefe Lines you will find

under the ieveral Conick. Scclions.

Dr. Wallis in his Conick. Seclions, calls the

whole Ordinates OD, &c. the Linece ordinatim

Inferipto;
• and the Semi-ordinates O R, b£c. he

calls the Ordinate Applicates.

ORDINATIONE contra fervientes
,

is a Writ
that lieth againft a Servant for leaving his Mafter.
ORDNANCE, all fort of great. Guns ufed in

War. The feveral Parts of a Piece of Ordnance
or great Gun, are thus called.

1. The Outfide round about the Piece, is called'

the Superficies of her Metal„

2. The Subftance or whole Mafs of Metal, is

called her Body,

3. The Part ncfxt to us when fhe ftands ready
to Fire, is called the Breech or Coyle, and the

Pummel or round Knob at the end of it, is called

the Cafcabell j by fome the Cafcabeil Dock..

4. The Trunnions are the two Knobs, Spindles

or Ears which hold the Piece in the Carriagei

5. Maniglions or "Dolphins

,

after the German
way of calling Guns, are two Handles placed on
the Back of the Piece near the Trunnions, and
near the Centre of Gravity, to mount and dif-

mount it the more eafily.

5 L a 6, The



6. The Rings about it are thefe four: The
Bafe Ring is that which is next below the Touch-
hole : The next Ring above the Touch-hole is

called the Reinforced Ring : The next to that for-

ward the Trunnion Ring : The next to that, the

Cornice-Ring And that at the Mouth is called the

iMu^fe-Ring, or the Freeze : Alfo all the Rings
near the Mouth are fometimes called the Freezes.

1 v

7. As to the Internal Parts , the whole Cavity,

or Bore of the Piece is called her Chafe . That
Part of the Cavity between the Trunnions, and
the Mu^le or Mouth, is called the Vacant Cylin-

der : .The Part from the Trunnions to the end of
' the Cavity, or fo much of it as contained! for is

Loaded with) the Powder and Shot is, called the

Chamber. The Diameter of the Mouth is called

-

‘
/

the Calibre. The Space between the Shot and
the Hollow Superficies of the Piece within is cal-

led the Vent - being the Difference between the

Diameter of the Shot, and of the Mouth of the

Piece.

Great Guns in England are diftinguifhed into

two kinds only, vi^. Field-Pieces, which are from
the leaftfort of all, to 12 Pounders (i. e.) thofe

which carry a Ball or Shot of 1 2 Pound and Can-

non of Battery , which are from a Quivering to an
whole Cannon.

The Table following gives you all things ne-

ceffary to be known of the Names, Proportions,

Weights, Lengths, Bullets, Ranges, &c. of a

Great Gun.

VHlLLlfS’s TABLE.

The Names of

the federal 1Tie

ces of Ordnance

Guns

Length.

Guns

Weight.

Guns

Bore.

Bullets

Diameter.

Bu

llets

W
eight.

Ladles

Length.

1

Ladles

Breadth.

Weight

of

Powder.

Point-Blank,

or

the

J

Level

Range.

j

Utmofi:

Random.

Inches.Feet.

Pounds,

j
8

parts.

Inches.

8

parts.

Inches. *

I

Ounces.

;

Pounds,

j

8

parts

Inches.

,

8

parts.

Inches.

|
Ounces.

|
Pounds.

n
CD
GO

Paces.

A Rafe- 4 6 200 1 2 1 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 d 8 60 boo
A Rabinet — 5 6 300 1 4 1 3 0 8 4 1 2 4 0 12 70 700
A Falconet *—!— 6 0 400 2 2 2 2 1 7 7 4 4 0 1 4 90 900
A Falcon *—

1 0 750 2 6 2 5 2 8 8 2 4 4 2 4 130 1 300
A Minion Ordinary 1 0 800 3 0 2 7 3 4 8 4 5 0 2 8 120 1200

A Minion Largefi— 8 0 1000 3 2 3 0 3 12 9 0 • 7 0 3 4 127 1270
Saker Leap 8 Q 1400 3 4 3 2 4 12 9 6 6 4 3 6 170 1700
Saker Ordinary 9 0 1 500 3 d 3 4 6 0 10 4 6 6 4 0 Ida iboo
Saker Old Jbrt —

—

10 0 1800 4 0 3 8 1 5 11 0 7 2 7 0 163 1830
Demiculverin Leaf IQ 0 2000 4 2 4 0 9 0 12 0 8 0 6 4 174 1740

Demiculv. Ordinary II 0 2700 4 4 4,2 10 11 12 6 8 0 7 4 177 T 75o
Demiculv. Old Jbrt ir 0 3000 4 6 4 ' 4 12 11 13 '4 8 4 8 8 178 1780
Ctiivenng Leaf— 11 0 4000 7 0 4 6 14 2 9 0 10 0 180 1800
Culvering Ordinary 12 0 45oq 5 2 7 0 17 5 16 0 9 4 11 6 181 1810
Culvering Largef - 12 0 4800 5 4 7 2 20 0 16 0 IQ O 11 8 183 1830

Demi-Cann. Leaf-- 11 0 7400 6 2 6 0 30 0 20 0 II 4 14 0 176 1760
Demi-Gann. Ordin. 12 Q 7600 6 4 6 1 32 0 22 0 12 O 17 8 162 1820
Demi-Can. Large~ 12 0 6coo 6 6 6 3 36 0 22 6 12 O 18 0 180 1800
Royl Whole Gann. 1

2

0 800c 8 0 7 4 78 0 24 0 .14 6 32 8 187 1870

To this Table I thought it neceflary to Adjoin Mr. Anderfons - which, I queftion not, is much
truer : As being the Refult of more Experience, and more Skill in this kind of Mathematical Learning.
However the Differences of the Ranges are fo great, that it is worth Examining which is the
Trueft.

Mr, Anderjons
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Mr. AnderfonV Table of the Names, Diameters, Chafes, Requisites of Powder,
Comparative Forces, and Greateft Ranges, to Eight Degrees of Elevation

, of
Ten feveral Pieces of Cannon , Experimentally and Mathematically demon-

ftrated

.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

A Rabbmet
A Falconet ••

A Falcon—
A Minion —
A Saker

A Demi-Cnlverin
A Culverin

8 A Demi^Cannon —
9 A Whole Cannon ~

i o A A Canon Royal

Length (Diamet. Requi- Grea-
of 'the of the ike of teft

Chafe.
) . t

Bore. Powder Range.

Feet. Inches. ft. 5. Paces,

3 1 75 5 3769
4 2 9 4398
6 2 77 1 10 4797
8 3 2 10 - 5864
9 3 -5 A 5654

10 4 1 5 4886
11 5 4 ° 4837

, 11 6 14 6 4031
12 7 21 y 3789
1

2

8 1 27 14 3298

The Strength and Serviceablenels of a Piece

of Ordnance, confifts very much in the Thicknefs
of the Metal

,
efpecially about its Chamber and

Breech, and this is called its Fortification.

. And of this the're are three degrees both for

Cannons and Culverings.

1. Such as are ordinarily Fortified
, are called

Legitimate Pieces.

2. Thofe whofe Fortification is lelfened, are

.called Bafiard Pieces.

3. There are fome that are doubly Fortified,

which are called Dcuble-Fordfied or Extraordi-

nary Pieces.

The Fortification of a Gun is reckoned from the

Thicknefs of the Metal at the Touch-hole, at the

Trunnions and at the Muzzle, in Proportion to the

Diameter of theBore.

The Doubly-fortified Pieces, are a full Diame-
ter of the Bore in Thicknefs at the Touch-hole,

of it at the Trunnions, at at their Muzzle. .

The Lejfened Cannons have but ipor -f! of the

Diameter of their Bore, in thicknefs at the

Touch-hole, •f? at the Trunnions
, at the

Muzzle. '

- \

All the Double-fortified Culverings, and all Ieffer

Pieces of that kind, have a Diameter and 4 at the
Touch hole -H at the Trunnions

, and at' the

Muzzle: And the Ordinary Fortified Culverings
are every way as your Double-fortified Cannon

:

And the Lelfened Culverings are as the Ordinary
Cannons, in all refpedfs.

The Ordinary Fortified Cannons have at the

Touch-hole, 4 at the Trunnions, and -§• at the

Muzzle.
The Famous Galilms was the firft who proved

the Line of a Bullet to be in the Curve of a Para-
bola {AffixaEting from the Line of Impulfe, and
the .Refifiance of-the 'Medium

,
as 1 judge) as you

may find in his fourth Dialogue
; where alfo he

gives a Table of Horizontal Ranges. Difcotfi e Di-
moflrafoni Mdthematiche, p. 280, 281,

And his Scholar Forricellius
, in his 2d Book

De Motu ProjeEtorum, brings the Horizontal Ranges
to the Table of Sines, and the greateft Altitudes
to the Verfed Sines : That is, he proves. Float all

Ranges on the Plane of the Horizon, are in Propor-
tion to one another, as the Sines of the.Double Angles
of the Elevation of their Lines of Direction. And

"

for the Time of the Continuance ofany Shot above
the Horizon, he fhews in Prop. 18. B00R1. That as
Radius is to the greateft Duration (i. e. when the
Elevation of the Piece is 90 degrees, or when it

frauds Perpendicular) : : So is the Sine of any
’

other Elevation of the Gun? to the Time of the
Range of that Shot.

After this
, one Robert Anderfon

, by Trade a
Weaver, but peculiarly skilful both in the Appli-
cation of Mathematicks to this Matter,

, and alfo
'

prodigioully Induftrious and Accurate in making
Trials with both Guns and, Mortars, which he -

procured to be call; and fitted at his own charg'd
This Man, I fay, in the Year 1674. publifhed a
Book of the Genuine UJe and EffeEls of the Gun,
together with Tables of the Altitudes of Proje-
ctions above the Horizon, See. Calculated by
Mr. Street

3 in which, in 50 Propofitions he fhews. .

1. How from any Shot of a great Gun, or any
x iece, howfoever made, to find the greateft Ran-
dom of that Piece : And alfo to ftrike any. Place

X

upon either Afcents orJDefcents within the Reach
of the Piece. ,

. 2. He fhews the Relations of all Guns of the
fame kind among themfelves - and thence the Di-
menfions and Requifite Powder of any Peice with -

a Range afmverable to any Degree being given : ,
,

He gives Rules to find the Requisite Powder of
any other Piece, and to ftrike any Place at de-
mand within Reach , its Dimensions being alfo
given.

3, He

/

!
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3. He faews the Nature, Ufe and Property of

Mortar-pieces, with their Complications and
Relations.

4. He confiders the Method of Shooting Gre-

nadoes out of Lotlg Guns, with their Manifold

Ufes, &c.

And now, very lately, that Excellent Work-
man Mr. John Rowley, Mathematical Inftru-

ment Maker under St. Dunfians Church in

Fleet-fireet ,
hath contrived a Method of put-

ting Anderforis Tables upon a Scale ; where
knowing only the utmoft Random of any Gun,
you have by Infpecftion the upper and lower

Elevations that are neceffary to throw the {hot to

any affigned Diftance within the Reach of the

Piece, and viceverfa.

In the Year 1690, Anderfon Publifhed another

Book, entituled, To' hit a Mari^ as well ujrcn Afcents

and Defcents as upon the Plane of the Horizon : And
in the Preface he takes notice of what Mr. Blon-

dell
,

Mariotte
,

Perdult
,
and Halley have done in

this Matter; and agrees with Cavallerius
, to

begirj to account the Curve of the Shot to be a Pa-

rabola, juft then where the Force leaves the Thing
proje&ed ; and the Line of Shot to that place,

he calls, The Line of Impulfe of the Fire, and for

eafe of Calculation, takes it for a Right Line:

Only he fays, T hat the more irregular the Figure

of the projected Body is, the longer the Line will

before, be it paifes into its Parabola.

Fie faith, after 1 5 Years Experience (in which

time he made fome Thoufands of Shots) he knows
how to find the Line of Impulfe of Fire, and how
to carry the Matter on, on the Principles ef Ga-
liUus

,
and can hit a Mark not only on the Plane

of the Horizon, but upon Afeents and Defcents,

according to Mathematical Principles : The Me-
thod of which you have in his Book.

The Learned Mr. Halley, now Savilian

Profejfor ofGeometry inOxon. in Phi-

Jofophical TranfaCtions , Number

179 , having proved the Motion of all

Projectiles, to he in the Curve ofa Pa-

rabola, (which you will find under

Proje£rile) Premifes this Lemma.

That the Sine of the Double of any Arch
,

is equal to twice the Sine of that Arch

into its Co-fine ,
divided by Radius

5

and the Verfed Sine of the Double of
any Arch is equal to the Square of the

Sine thereof divided by Radius.

Let the Arch B C (in Fig. 1.) be double to the
Arch B F, and A the Centre : Draw the Radii,

A B, A F, AC, and the Chord B D C, and let

fall B E Perpendicular to A=£, and the Angle
BCE, will be equal to the Angle A B D, and
the Triangle BCE, will be like to the Triangle
B D A : Wherefore it will be as A B to A D, io

B C or twice B D to B E, that is as Radius to Co-
fine, fo twice Sine, to Sine of the double Arch.

And as A B to B D, fo twice B D or B C, to E C,
that is as Radius to Sine, fo twice that Sine to the

Verfed Sine of the double Arch; which two Ana-
logies refolved into Equations, are the Propofiti-

ons contained in the Lemma to be proved.

PROPOSITION I.

The Horizontal Difiances of Projections made with

the fame Velocity at federal Elevations of the

Line of Direction
, are as the Sines of the double

Angles of Elevation

.

F B

Let G B (Fig. z.) the Horizontal Diftance, be

= Z, the Sine of the Angle of Elevation, F G B„
!

b~ s, its Co-fine= c, Radius= r
,

and the

Parameter =p, it will be as cios : : So % to

— = F B = G C, and by reafon of the Para-
c

bola—~ = to the Square of CB, or GF
c

Now as ctot, fo is z to = G F ] and its

c

% £ Y Y i) S ^ Z

Square
^ ^— will be therefore = to

1
C C c

P s c
Which Equation reduced , will be -— = Z«

r r

% s c
But by the former Lemma —— is equal to the

Sipe of the double Angle, whereof S is the Sine

:

Wherefore ’twill be as Radius to Sine of double the

Angle F G B, fo is half the Parameter, to the

Horizontal Range or Diftance fought ; and at the

feveral Elevations, the Ranges are as the Sines of

the double Angles of Elevation, g. £• £>•

* CORO;
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COROLLARY!
Hence It follows, That half the Parameter is

the greatest Rambm
,
and that happens at

the Elevation of 4$ Degrees, the Sine of

whofe double is Radius : Likewife that the

Ranges equally dijlant above and below 45

aye equal
,

as are the Sines of all double Ar-

ches to the Sines of their double Comple-

mentSi

PROP, II,

Vhe Altitudes of Projections made with the fame

Velocity, at feveral Elevations, are as the Verfed

Sines of the double Angles of Elevations.

„ P s s _ „ p s s

A$ e is to s : : fo is = G B tO
r r

R V
r r

BF,
the Alri-2= B F, and t7K s=

tude of the Projection === Now by the
4 r r.

foregoing Lemma —

y

== to the Verfed Sign of

the double Angle, and therefore it be will as Rar
dius to Verfed Sine of double the Angle F 0 B,

fo an 8th of the Parameter to the height of the

Pfoje&ion UK; and fo thefe Heights at fe-

veral Elevations; are as the faid Verfed Sines.

E. D.

COROLLARY.
Front hence ii is plain,

that the
.

gireatejl Alti-

tude of the Perpendicular Projetlion is a 41th

ofa Parameter
1
or half the greatefl Horizon-

tal Range •, the Verfed Sine of 180 Degrees,

being = 1 r.

PRO Vi III.

The Lines G F, or Times of the flight of 4 Pro-

ject caft with the fame degree of Velocity at dif-

ferent Elevations, are as the Signs of the Ele-

vations.

s b l xj r ib It
'

As Radius to Secant of F G B» fo G M the
Diftance given, to G L • and as Radius to Tan-
gent ofFGB, fo G.M to LM. Then LM
*"
“L
M X in Heights, or ~f* M X in Defcents

3 or
elfe MX —* ML, if the Direction be below
the Horizontal Line, is the Fall in the Time that
the direCt Impulfo given in G, would have car-
ried the ProjeCt from G to L=LX = GY.
Then by reafon of the Parabola, as L X or G Y
is to G L or Y X, : : fo is G L to the Para-
meter fought.

To find the Velocity of the Impulfe, by Prop. 2 1

and 4f fiud the Time in Seconds that a Body
would fall the Space L X, and by that dividing
the Line GL, the Quote will be the Velocity*,
orSpace moved in a Second fought, which is al-
ways a mean Proportional between the Parameter;
and 16 Feet i Inch.

P R 6 P„ V.

Problem £ Having the Parameter Horizontal
Diftance, and Height or Defcent of an ObjeCt

,
t&

find the Elevations 6f the Line of Directions ne-
cejfary to bit the given ObjeCt-, that is. Ha-
ving G M, M X, and the greatefl Random e-
qual to half the Parameter

3 to find the Angles
F G B.

Let the Tangent ofthe Angle fofight be = t]

the Horizontal Diftance G M — b, the Alti-
tude of the ObjeCt M X, ~ h, the Parameter~ P> and Radius sss r, and fc will be as r to t,

fo f to - = M L, and ~ + h /!” "fenK
r >

u
r
T 0

Tin Defcents

L X, and p t b

As c is to i : : fo is
p s c

r r
G B by the

Propofition to' -—-= G F ; that is, as Radius

to Sine of Elevation, fo the Parameter to the Line

G F ; fo the Lines G F are as the Sines of Eleva-

tion, and the Times are proportional to thofe

Lines : Wherefore the Times are as the Sines of

the Elevation i Ergo conftat propofttie»

PROP. IV.

\ V V, \

Problem. A Projection being made 4s you pledfe

,

having the Diftance and Altitude
,
or Defcent of

an Object through which the ProjeCt pajfes, to-

gether with the Angle of Elevation, With the Line

of Direction 3 to find the Parameter and Velocity

that is (in Fig. %,) having the Angle F G B,

G M, and M X.

•f P b =GLd =XYq
iiU =gCby reafon ofthe Parab. bUE b b -f
r r

I 47. i Euclid, Wherefore p Ass
r r

-— t t h b
b b 4—— which Equation tranfpofed, 'IsT r

9

bibb p t h — , ... ,•

~ — ~ + p h b b, divided by b b

is

t t p i -f- p h n .. _ _ . *

.

r r
—

b r b~b
1 "^his Equation (hews

the Question to have tWo Anfwers, and the Roots

thereof are 4- — f f P ~h 4 P b — f
r zb

..
# ,

4 b b

From which I deride the following Rule.

Divide half the Parameter by the Horizontal

Diftance, and keep the Quote, — ,then fay.

As Square of the Diftance given to the half Pa-

rameter, fo half Parameter 4- double

to the Square of the Secant

L 4 b b

the Tangent anfwering to that Secant, will be

V p p *f- 4 ph—
TIT"— ~ 1 or 7 r : So then the Sum

4 H
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and Difference of the aforefaid Quote >

an^ this

Tangent will be the Roots of the Equation, and

the Tangents of the Elevations fought.

Note here, that in Defcents, if the Tangent

Exceed the Quote, as it does when p h is more

than b b, the Direction of the lower Elevation

will be below the Horizon, and if p ht=zb b,

it muff be dire&ed Horizontal, and tie Tan-

gent of the upper Elevation will be r-g-

%

Note,

likewife, That if 4 b b 4- 4 f h in Afcents, ©r

4 b b — \p h in Defoents, be equal to pp. there

is but one Elevation that can hit the Objed, and

its Tangent is ; and if 4 b b + 4 p h in A-
2*1 &

fcents, and 4 b b —» 4 f h in Defcents, do ex-

ceed p p, the Objed is without the reach of a Pro-

fed caff with that Velocity
^ and fo the thing im-

poftible.

From this Equation Abb 4- 4 p h ess. pp are

determined the utmoft Limits Of the reach of any
Project, and the Figure affigned, wherein are

all the Heights upon each Horizontal Distance,

beyond which it cannot pafs ; for by Redudion
of that Equation, h will be found equal i p —

< LL in Heights, and tJi — p in Defcents:

f f
From whence it follows. That all the Points h,

are in the Curve of the Parabola, whofe Focus
is the Point from whence the Projed is caft, and
whofe Lfitus ReSlum, or Parameter ad Axem is

~ p. Likewife from the fame Equation, may
the leaft Parameter or Velocity be found capable

to reach the Objed propofed 5 for b b= \pp -j-

p h being reduced 4 p will be — i b b -f- h h + h

in Afcents, which is the Horizontal Range at

forty five Degrees of Elevation that would juft

reach the Objed and the Elevation requifite will

be eafily had ; for dividing the fo found Semi-
parameter by the Horizontal Diftance givep b,

the Quote into Radius will be the Tangent of

the Elevation fought.

This Rule may be of good ufe to all Bombaf-
deers and Gunners, not only that they may ufe

no more Powder than is neceffary, to caft their

Bombs into the place a£fign*d, but that they may
fhoot with much more certainty, for that a fmall

Error committed in the Elevation of the piece,

will produce no fenfible Difference in the fall of

the Shot : For which Reafons the French Engineers

in their late Sieges have ufed Mortar-pieces in-

clined conftantly to the Elevation of 45, pro-

portioning their Charge of Powder according to

the Diftance of the Objed they intend to ftrike on

the Horizon.

And this is all that need to be faid concerning
• this Problem

,
of Shooting upon Heights and De-

fcents. But if a Geometrical Conftrudion there-

of be required, I think I have one that is as eafie

as any that can be expeded, which I deduce

from the foregoing Analytical Solution , vi%.

t P i p p Hr p h — b b,
, , . ..

7~ 7k b 1
,
— and tis thls-

,4

Haying made the Right Angle L D A, Fig: 3!
make D A, D F =p, or greateft Range,D G sss b
the Horizontal Diftance, D B, D C £=e h, the
Perpendicular height of the Objed; and draw
G B, and make D E = thereto : Then with the
Radius A C and Centre E fweep an Arch, which
if the thing be poflible, will Interfed the Line
A D in H ; apd the Line D H being laid both
ways from F, will give the pointsK and L, to
which draw the Lines G L, G K : I fay the An-
gles L G D, K G D are the Elevations required
for hitting the Objed B. If below the Horizon,
its Defcent D C = D B muft be laid from A, fo
as to have AC =AD + DC.
Note likewife, that if in Defcents D H be

greater than F D, and fo K fall below D, the An-
gle K G D fhall be the Depreflion below the Ho-
rizon. Now this Conftrudion fo naturally fol-

lows from the Equation, that I fhall need fay no
more about it.

PROP. VI.

To determine the Force or Velocity of a ProjeH in
every Point of the Curve it deferibei.

To this we need' no other Pracognita, but only
the Third Propofition, vi%. That the Velocity of
Falling Bodies, is double to that which in the fame
time would have deferibed the Space fallen by an
equable Motion

:

For the Velocity of a Projed, is

compounded of the conftant equal Velocity of
the Impreffed Motion, and the Velocity of the
Fall, under a given Angle, vi%. the Complement
of the Elevation.

For Inftance, in Fig. a. in the time wherein a
Projed would move from G to L, it defeends
from L to X : And by the Third Propofition, has
acquired a Velocity, which in that time would
have carried it by an unequal Motion from L to

Z, or twice the Defcent LX : And drawing the

Line G Z, I fay the Velocity in the Point X,
compounded of the Velocities G L, and L Z, un-
der the Angle G L Z, is to the Velocity impreft

in the Point G, as G Z is to G L. This follows

from the Second Axiome ; and by the 20th and
2 1 ft Prop, lib. 1. Con. Mydorgii

,

X O parallel

and equal to G Z, fhall touch the Parabola in

the Point X* So that the Velocities in the feve-

ral
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fkl Points, as are the Lengths of the Tangents

to the Parabola in thofe Points, intercepted be-

tween any two Diameters And theie again

are as the Secants of the Angles, which thofe

Tangents continu’d, make with the Horizontal

Line G B.

From what fe here kid down, may the com-

parative force of a Shot in any two Points of the

Curve, be either Geometrically or Arithmetically

idifcovered.

COROLLARY.
From hence it follows. That the Force ofa

Shot is always leaji at U, or the Vertex of'

the Parabola
,
and that at equal Difances

therefrom
,

as at T and X, G and B, its

Fores is always equal • and that the leaf

Force in U, is to that in G and B, as Radi-

us to the Secant of the Angle of Elevation

FGB.

Thefe Proportions considered, there is no qne-

jftion relating to Projedtsi which by the help of

them may not eafily be folved ; and tho’ it be

true that moft of them are to be met withal, in

fcalilceus, Torricellius, and others, who have taken

them from thofe Authors ; yet their Books be-

ing Foreign, and not eafie to coffie by, and their

Demonstrations long and difficult, I thought it not

amifs to give the whole Doctrine here in Englijh

,

with fuch fliort Analytical Proof of my own, as

might be fufficient to evince their Truth.

The Tenth Prdpofition contains a Problem, un-

touch’d by 'Torricellius, which is of the greateft

life in Gunnery
j
and for the fake of which, this

DificoOrle was principally intended : It was firft

Solved by Mr. Anderfoh
,
in his Book of The Ge-

nuine ZJfe and Effects of the Gun, Printed in the

Year 1674 - but his Solution required fo much
Calculation, that it put me upon fearch, Whether
it might not be done mbre eafily ? And thereupon

in the Year 1678, I found out the Rule I now
publifh

; and from it the Geometrical Conftrudfi-

<on f Since which time there ha£ a large Treatife

on this Subject
,

Entituled, L’Art de jeher les

Bombes, been publifh’d in France, by Monfieur
Blondel, wherein he gives the Solutions of this

Problem by Meiiietifs Bout, Isomer, and De la

Hirr-, but none of them being the fame with mine,
of in my Opinion more eafie, and moft of them
more Operole; and befides mine finding the Tan-
gent, which generally determines the Angle bet-

ter than its Sine, I thought my felf obliged to
Print it for the Ufe of all fuch as defife to be in-

formed in the Mathematical part of the Aft of
Gunnery.
Now thefe Rules were rigidly true, were it

not, as I faid before, for the Oppofition of the
Medium, whereby not only the diredf impreft
Motion is continually retarded, but likewife the
increafe of the Velocity of the Fall, fo that the
Spaces deferibed thereby, are not exacftly as the
Squares of the times : But what thfe Oppofition
of the Air is, againft feveral Velocities, Bulks,
and Weights, is not fo eafie to determine. ’Tis
certain that the Weight of Air, to that of Water,
is nearly as 1 to 800, whence the Weight there-
of* to that of any Project is given ; ’tis very
likely, that to the feme Velocity and Magnitude

but of different Matter, the.Oppofitibn fhouldLfe
reciprocally as the Weights of the Shot ; as like-

wife that to Shot of the fame Velocity and Mat-
ter, but of different Sizes, it ffiould be as the
Diameters reciprocally : Whence generally the
Oppofition to Shot with the fame Velocity, but
of different Diameters, and Materials, ffiould be
as their Specifick Gravities into their Diameters
reciprocally

$
but whether the Oppofition, to dif-

fering Velocities of the fame Shot, be as the
Squares of thofe Velocities, or as the Velocities
themfelves, or otherwife, is yet a harder Que-
ftion. However it be, ’tis certain, that in large
Shot of Metal, whofe Weight many thoufand
times furpafles that of the Air; and whofe force
is very great, ih proportion to the Surface where-
with they prefs thereon 5 this Oppofition is fcarce
difcernable: For by feveral Experiments made
with all care and circumfpedtion with a Mortar-
piece extraordinarily well fixt to the Earth on
piirpofe, which carried a folid Brafs Shot of 4 4
Inches Diameter, and of about 14 Pounds Weight,’
the Ranges above and below 45 Degrees were
found nearly equal; if there- were any difference,
the wider Ranges wept rathef the furtheft, but
thofe Differences were ufually lefs thjtn the Er-
rors committed in ordinary pradlice, by the une-
qual Goodneis and Drinefs of the fame fort of
Powder, by the Unfitnefs of the Shot to the Bore,
and by the loofenefs of the Carriage.

In a fmaller Brals Shot of about an Inch and
half Diameter, caft by a Crofs-Bow, which ran-
ged it, at moft about 400 Foot, the Force being
much more equal than in the Mortar-piece, this
Difference were found more curioufly,' and com
ftantly, and moft evidently, the under Ranges
out-went the upper.

From which Trials I conclude, That altho’ in
final! and light Shot, the Oppofition of the Ait}
ought apd muft be accounted for ; yet in Shoot-
ing great and weighty Bombs, there need be
very little or no Allowance made ; apd fo thefe;

Rules may be put in pra&ice to all Intents and
Purpofes, as if this Impediment were abfolutely
removed.

,

Then after this in Philofophical TranfaBicns]
Numb. 26 x. The fame Excellent Geometrician*
purities this Matter further in the following Dife
courfe, vi?

x
.

A Propoption of General ZJfe in the Art
of Gunnery, Jhemng the Rule of
Laying a Mortar to pafs,

in order to

firike any ObjeB above or belovp the Ho-
rizon, By Eo Halley.

Jt was, formerly the Opinion of thofe Concern-
ed in Artillery

;
That there was a certain Requi-

fite of Powder for each Gun; and in Mortars,
where the Diftance was to be varied, it muft be'

done by giving a greater or leffer Elevation tb
the Piece. But now our later Experience has
taught us, that the fame thing may be more cer-
tainly and readily performed by increafing and
diminiffiing the Quantity of Powder, whether re-
gard be had to the Execution to be done, of to
the Charge of doing it. For when Bombs are
difeharged with great Elevations/ of the Mortar,
they fall too'perpendicular, and bury themfelVes'

5 M roo

v
).
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too deep in the Ground
,

to do all that- damage I

they might, if they came more Oblique, and
v broke upon or near the Surface of the Earth

;

which is a thing acknowledged by the Befieged in

all Towns, who unpave their Streets to let the

Bombs bury themfelves, and thereby (tide the

force of their Splinters.

- A Second Convenience is. That at the extream

Elevation, the Gunner is hot obliged to be fo Cu-

Hous in the Direction of his Piece, but it will fuf-

iice to be within a Degree or two of the Truth

;

Whereas in the other Method of Shooting he ought

to be very curious.

But a Third, and no lefs considerable Advantage

is, in the faving of the King’s Powder, which in

fo great, and f6 numerous Difcharges, as we have

lately feen, muft needs amount to a cohfiderable

.Value.

. And for Sea Mortars
,

it is fcarce pradicable

o.herwife to ufe them, where the Agitation of

the Sea continually changes the Direction of the

Mortar, and would render the Shot very uncer-

tain, were it hot that they are placed about 45
Degrees of Elevation, where feveral Degrees a-

bove or under, make very little difference in the

Effect.

In Numb. 179. of thefe TranfaCtions, I confi-

dered and demonftrated all the Propofitions rela-

ting to the Motion of the Projectiles, and gave a

Solution to this Problem, vit. To hit an ObjeCl

above or below the Horizontal Line, with the grea*

toft Certainty and leajl Force, as may be feen in

that Tranfaclicn, p. 16, 17. That is, That the

Horizontal Diftance of the Objed being ppt

2=2 b, and the Perpendicular Height= 4/ the

Charge requifite to (trike the Objed with the

greateft Advantage, was that which with an

Elevation of 45 Degrees , would caft the Shot

On the Horizontal Line, to the Diftance of

f b JS4- h h + h, When the Objed was above

the Horizon; or if it were below it, the Charge

muft be leffer, fo as to reach on the Horizon, at

45 Degrees Elevation, ho greater a Diftance than

/ bb + bh- h-3 that is in the one cafe, the Sum
of the Hypothenufal Diftance of the Objed from

the Gun, and the Perpendicular Height thereof

above the Gun ;
and in the other cafe, when the

Objed is below the Horizon , the Difference of

the fame, -per 47. x. Euclid.

And I then (hewed how to End the Elevation

proper for the Gun fo charged, vi%. As the Ho-

rizontal Diftance of the Objed, to the Sum or

Difference of the Hypothenufal Diftance , and

Perpendicular Height :
‘ So Radius to the Tan-

gent of the Elevation fought. But I was not at

shat time aware that the aforefaid Elevation did

conftantly bifed the Angle between the Perpendi-

cular and the Objed, as is demonftrated from the

Difference and Sum of the Tangent and Secant

of any Arch, being always equal to the Tangent

and Co-tangent of the half Compliment thereof

to a Quadrant.

Having difcovered this, I think nothing can be

more compendious, or bids fairer to compleat the

Art of Gunnery
,

it being as eafi'e to Shoot with a

Mortar at any Objed on Demand, as if it were

on the Level Neither is there need of any Com-
putation, but only fitnply laying the Gun to pafs,

In the middle Line between the Zenith and the

Objed, and giving it its due Charge. Nor is

there any great need of Inftruments For this puH
pofe : For if the Muzzle of the Mortar be turned
truly Square to the Bore of the Piece, as it ufuaily

is, 6r ought to be, a piece of Looking- glafs Plate

applied parallel to the Muzzle, will by its Re-
fledion give the true Pofition of the Piece; the'

Bombardeer having no more to do, but to look
perpendicularly down on the Looking-glafs, alongft

a ftnall Thread with a Plummet,and to raife or de-

prefs the Elevation of the Piece, till the Objed
appear refleded on the fame Point of the Specu-
lum, on which the Plummet falls ; for the Angle
of Incidence and Refledion being equal, in this

cale a Line at Right Angles, to the Speculum, as
Is the Axis of the Chafe of the Piece , will bifed
the Angle between the Perpendicular and the

Objed, according as our Propofition Requires. So
that it only remains by good and Valid Experi-

ments to be affured of the force of Gtin-powder.

How to make and confefve it equal, and to know
the effed thereof in each Piece ; that is, ht>w far

differing Charges will caft the fame Shot out of

it ; which may moft conveniently be engraven on
the outfide thereof, as a ftanding Diredion to all

Gunners, who (hall from thence forward have
Occafion to u(e that Piece : And were this Matter
Well afeertained, it might be worth the while to

make all Mortars of the like Diameter, as near as

may be alike in length of Chafe, Weight, Cham-
ber, and all other Circumftances.

This Difcove'ry that the utmoft Range on an

inclined Plane is, when the Axis of the Piece

makes equal Angles with the Perpendicular and

the Objed ,
compared with what I have demon-

ftrated of the fame Problem in the aforefaid Num-
ber 17 9, does lead to and difeover two very rea-

dy Theorems ; the one to find the greateft Hori-

zontal Range at 45 Degrees Elevation by any
Shot made upon any inclined Plain with any Ele-

vation of the Piece whatfoever : And the other to

find the Elevations proper to ftrike a given Objed
with any force greater than what fuffices to reach

it with the aforefaid Middle Elevation. Both
which being performed by one Single Proportion,

may be very ferviceable to fuch as are concerned

in the Pradice of Gunnery
,

but are unwilling to

trouble themfelves with tedious and difficult

Rules.

The Two Propofitions are thefe.

PROP. L

A Shot being made on an Inclined Plane, having the

Horizontal Dijlance of the Obiell it Jlrikes, with

the Elevation of the Piece, and the Angle at the

Gun between the ObjeEl and the Perpendicular:

To find the greatejl Horizontal Range of that

Piece, laden with the fame Charge ; that is, half

the Latus Redum of alt the Parabolae, made

with the fame Impetus.

RULE.

Take half the Diftance of the Objed from

the Nadir ,
and take the Difference of the given

Elevation from’ that half ;
the Verfed Sine of

that Difference fubrrad from the Verfed Sine of

the Diftance of the Objed from the Zenith:

Then (hall the Difference of thofe Verfed Sines

be to the Sine of the Diftance of the Objed from
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the Zenith, as the Horizontal Diftance of the Ob-
jed (truck

, to the greateft Horizontal Range at

45 Degrees.

PROP. II;

Having the greatefi Horizontal Range of a Gun, the

Horizontal Dijlance, and the Angle of Inclination

of an Objed: to the Perpendicular, to find the two

Elevations necejfary to firike that Object.

RULE.

Halve the Diftance of the ObjeCt from the Na-
dir, this half is always equal to the half Sum of

the two Elevations we feek. Then fay, As the

greateft Horizontal Range is to the Horizontal

Diftance of the Objed : So is the Sine of the Am
gle of Inclination or Diftance of the Objed from
the Perpendicular, to a fourth Proportional 5 which
Fourth being Subtraded from the Verfed Sine of

the Diftance of the Objed from the Zenith, leaves

the Verfed Sine of half the Difference of the Ele-

vation fought j which Elevations are therefore had
by adding and fubtrading that half Difference to

and from the aforefaid half Sum.

I (hall not need to fpeak of the facility of thefe

Solutions : I fhall only obferve, That they are

both General, without Exception or Caution, and
derived from the knowledge that thefe two Eleva-

tions are equi-diftant above and below the Line,

bifedmg the Angle between the Objed and the

Zenith.
i

ORDONANCE, in Architecture, is the gi-

ving to all the Parts of an Edifice that juft Quan-
tity and Dimenfion which they ought to have, ac-

cording to the Model.
OREXfS, is the Natural Appetite of Meat,

which proceeds from an Acid Ferment in the Ven-
tricle that comes from the Caliac Arteries

, with
which the nervous Tunick of the Stomach and its

Nerves are extraordinarily moved to covet Nou-
riftiment. Blanchard.

QRGANICAL Part, is that Part of an Ani-
mal or Vegetable Body which is defigned for the

performing fome particular Adion : Whereas fome
Parts are Non organical

3 which have no particu-

lar Adion, but rather fome ufe in the Oeconomy
of the Whole.
ORGANS, the Parts of an Animal Body, fit-

ted as Inftruments to difcharge any particular Of-
fice or Fundion. Thus the Organ of Sight is the

E>e with all its Parts
5

the Organ of Hearing is

the Ear, &e. Therefore by Organical Parts are

meant the Subftantial Parts or Members of the

Body, appointed to perform any particular Fundion
or Adion.
ORGANUM, or Organon

, the Name or Ti-
tle that Arifiotle gave to his Book of Logick.
ORGASMUS, is an Impetus and quick Mo-

tion of Blood or Spirits ; as when the Animal Spi-
rits rufh violently into the Nerves.

ORIENT, is the Eaft Quarter of the Horizon,
or is that Part of the Horizon where the Ecliptick,

or the Sun therein, afeends into the upper Hemi-
fphere* and therefore, according to fome Wri-
ters way of Exprefiion, rhe

Efiival ORIENT, is that Point of the Hori-
zon where the Sun rifes, when he enters into Ca-
pricorn,

~ ~
"

,

" *
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Equinoctial ORIENT, is that Point of the

Horizon which the Sun rifes upon, when he enters
into Aries or Libra.

ORIENTAL, in Aftronomy : A Planet is laid
to be Oriental, when it rifes in the Morning be-
fore the Sun.

ORIFICE, the Mouth, Entry, oft Brim of any
thing, more efpecially that of a Wound, Vein,,

Tube, 6c.

ORIGINAL Equations. A Term ufed by Har-
riot in his Algebra 3 fee Quadratic Equations

.

ORIGINALIA, in the Treafurers Remem-
brancer s Office in the Exchequer

, are Records or
Tranfcripts fent thither out of the Chancery

, and
are diftinguifhed from Recerda, which contain the
Judgments and Pleadings in Suits tryed before the
Barons of that Court.

ORILLON, in Fortification, is a fmall Round-
ing of Earth lined with a Wall, which is raifed

on the Shoulder of thofe Baftions that have Cafe-
ments, to cover the Cannon in the Retired Flfinkj,

and prevent their being difmounted by the Enemy;
There are alio other forts of Orillons, properly

called Shoulderings, Which are almoft of a Square
Figure : they are alfo Called Epaulements.

ORION, a Southern Conftellation, confiding
of 39 Stars.

ORGUES3 in Fortification, are many Harque-
buffes link’d together, or divers Musket-Barrels
laid in a row, within one Wooden Stock, fo that

they may be difcharged either all at once, or fepa-

rately. They are made ufe of to defend Breaches
and other Pofts that are attack’d.

This Term is alfo appropriated to certain long
and thick pieces of Timber, arm’d with Iron
Plates at the ends, and feparated one from another.

They are hung with Cords over the Gates of a
Town or Fortrefs, and in cafe of Surprize, let fall

perpendicularly ; by which means the Paffage is

ftopt, fo that the Enemy cannot eafily remove or
hoift up all the Wooden Bars with a Leaver, or
any other Machine fet under them : On which ac-

count thefe Orgues are to be preferr’d before Her-
fes or Portcullices, becaufe the Pieces Whereof the
latter Confift are join’d together 3 fo that when any
Part is hung or heaved up, the whole Machine is

likewife removed. Thefe Orgues therefore are
much better than Porcullices.

ORLE, is an Ordinary in He-
raldry, almoft of the Figure of an
Inefcocheon, only it is voided^ fd

that the Field appears through;

Thus : He beareth Or, an Oris

Azure, by the Name of Bertram.

Whenever an Orle is flowered, it

is called a Trejfere ; and if there
'be two of them, a Double Trejjure.

Sometimes an Orle confifts of three pieces one
within another. Alfo if a Round of Martlets

f

Cinquefoils, Efcallop-Jhells, See, are placed about
any Ordinary

, ’tis called an Orle of Martlet 5, Cin-
quefoils, &c.

ORLE, a Term in Architecture j the fame With
Plinth, which fee.

ORLOPE, properly the Spare-Deck in a
great Ship

,
reaching from the Main-mail to the

Miffen 3 and in a Three-Deck’d Ship the Second
and Loweft Deck are fordcrimes called Orlopss „•

ORNAMENTS, in Architecture, are the Ayi
chitraves. Prizes, and Cornices of the feveral Or-
ders, But there are alfo many Ornaments frequent-

S M 2,*
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ly carved, in the Mouldings, and on all other!

Members; as divers forts of Leaves, Chandlings,
\

Wreaths, Ovals, Chapelets, Freffes, Fejloohs , Flow«

ers, Rpfes, See. The Ornaments of the Columns
the French call Oeufs.

ORNITHOLOGY, is a Defcription of the

feveral Natures and Kinds of Birds.

OROBOIDES, is a fubfiding in Urine, like to

a kind of Pulfe called Vetches. Blanchard

.

ORTEIL, a Tetm in Fortification; the fame

with Berme, which fee.

ORTHODROMIQUES
, is the Art of fail-

ing in the Ark of fome great Circle : For the Ark
of every great Circle is o?0oJ'fo^t /, the fhorteft,

ftraiteft Diftance between any two Points on the

Surface of the Globe.

ORTHOGRAPHY, in Grammar, is writing

and fpelling any Language truly, according to its

juft Etymologies and Proprieties.

ORTHOGRAPHY, in Mathematiclps, is the

true Delineation of the fore-right Plain of any
Objedh

In Architecture, ftis taken for the Model, Plat-

form, and Delineation of the Front of a Houle
that is robe built and contrived according to the

Rules of Geometry ; according to which Pattern,

the whole Fabrick is erecfted and finiflied.

In Perfpeciive, the Orthography of any Body,

or Building, is the foreright fide of any Plane

;

that is
,

the Side or Plane that lies parallel to a

ftreight Line, that may be imagined to pals thro’

the outward Convex Points of the Eyes, conti-

nued to a convenient Length. The Word Steno-

graphy is ufed by Lamy and Others in the fame

Senle.

In Fortificaticnftt is the Profile or Reprefentation

of a Fortrefs, made after fuch a manner, that the

Length, Breadth and Height of its feveral Parts

may be difcovered.

ORTHOGRAPHICAL Projection of the Sphere,

is the drawing the Superficies of the Sphere on a

Plane which cutteth it in the middle, the Eye be-

ing placed at an infinite Diftance vertically to one

of the Hemifpheres ; then a Right Line extended

from the Eye to any aftigned Point in the Surface

of that Hemifphere, lhall projedf the aftigned

Point upon the Plane ; and the Diftance upon

the Plane from the Apex
,

or top of the Hemi-
Iphere to the projected Point, is equal to the Sine

of the Ark
,

from the Vertex of the Hemi-

fphere to the aftigned Point, the Radius being the

Semi-diameter of the Sphere. This Projection is

alfo called the Analemma, which fee.

ORTHQGONIAL, the fame with Right-ang-

led ; and when referred to a Plain Figure, fuppo-

fes one Leg or Side to ftand perpendicular to the

other : And when it is fpoken of Solids, it fupi

pofes their Axis to be perpendicular to the Plane

of the Horizon.

ORTHOPNOEA, is an ill Refpiration, when
the Perfon affedted cannot breathe but with his

Neck ereift.

OS, a Bone, is an hard, dry, and cold Sub-

ftance, confifting • efpecially of earthy and faline

Particles; which Particles, faith Dr. Havers, be-

ing in their feveral Series united at their Extre-

mities, form Strings ;
and thofe Strings united,

make diftind Plates, which lying one above ano-

ther, conftitute the whole Thicknefs of the Bone.

The Bones in an Human Body, are defigned

for the upholding of the Body, to render its Mo-

tion eafie, and for a Fence for feveral Parts. Some
make the Number of the Bones to be 1.49, others
commonly 304, and others as many as the Days
of the Year; yet- the Number of them is uncer-
tain, becaufe the Bones of Infants differ from
thofe of Adult Perfcns ; alfo, fcecaufe the Bones
called Sejhmoidea, (fee them in their proper Place)
and the Teeth , are not determined to a certain
Number in Old Men and Adult Perfons. They
are of different Shapes ; fome are round

, others
plain, acute, obtufe, hollow, fpongy, foiid, ob-
long, triangular, (fic. If you would find any
particular Bone, fee the Word that diftinguilhes
it ; as, for Os fronts, or Coronale, fee Frontts Os,
or Coronale.

OS Calks. See Calcaneus.

OSCILLATION. If a Ball be hung at the
end of a String or Wire, and that Wire or String
hang on a Pin faftened above, fo that the Ball
may fwing or play freely on that Pin, it is called
a Pendulum, and the Pin is the Centre of Sufpenfwu
But if you imagine the Pin to be the Centre of a
Circle, whofe Circumference lhall divide the Ball
or Bob into two equal Parts, the middle Point of
the Ark, fo dividing the Ball

, is called the Centre

of Ofcillation. If the Bob be of any other Fi-
gure but orbicular, the Centre of Gravity of it

will be the Centre of Ofcillation.

N. B. The fhorter the Ofcillations or Swings
are, the truer will the Pendulum meaftire Time;
or the more Jfochrone will the Vibrations be , as
lome love to exprefs themfelves.

To find the Centre of Olcillation exactly
,

in
order to adjujl the Royal Pendulum of a Clock.

Mr. Hugens gives this Proportion, ( Horol. Of-
cillat. p. 1 41.

)

As the Length of the String from the Point of
Sufpenfion, to the Centre of a Ball or Bob : is to
the Semi-diameter of that Ball or Bob : ; f0 is

that Semi- diameter to a Fourth Number.
Add y of that Fourth Number, to the former

Length, and you have the Centre of Ofcillation.

But this Term, the Centre of Ofcillation is oft-

en in Mechanickj taken in a more large and com-
prehenfive Senfe. As Suppofe there be a Libra,

as BD, having the Weights B and D,

C DA—I——

1

3 1 —-4—— iD
c

hanging at its ends by their Centres of Gravity
B and D ; and let the Point C be the Hypomo- >

chlion, Fulciment or Prop which is fuppoled to

fupport the Libra in the common Centre of Gra-
vity C, belonging to the two Bodies B and D

;

then will thole Weights be in Mc/uilibrio. Let
this Libra, with the Weights B and D hanging
at it, defcend perpendicular to the Horizon all to-

gether, and ftili retain a Paral[elftm to its

* ‘
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felf in its firft Situation 9 and as it thus moves

,

let it meet with an Obstacle, as E, which (hail

ftrike it in C, the above-mentioned common
Centre of Gravity: Then becaufe the Defcent

of the Libra was by a parallel Motion, the Points

B and D will have acquired equal Velocities 9

and confequently the Weights hanging at fuch.

Points will alfo gain equal Velocities 9 and there-

fore if the Libra {trike upon E, the Equilibrium

jnuft continue the fame as before, that is, will

not ofcillate or fwing any way, but keep at Right

Angles with the Line C E : Wherefore C is both

the common Centre of Gravity, and alfo of Of-

cillation.

But fuppofing the Libra to turn round the Cen-
tre A, or to fwing on it like a Pendulum, with

its Weights B and D affixed to it, as before :

In this Cafe will the Weights B and D acquire

each a Degree of Velocity, proportionable to their

refpedtive Diftances from the Centre. And con-

fequently if o (luppofej had been their common
Centre of Gravity, before the new Rotation of

the Libra round A, it cannot now be the Point

on which the Revolving Bodies B and D will

poize, or be in Mquilibrio : That is, the Point

o cannot be the Centre of Ofcillation.

For lince o is fuppofed to be the common Cen-
tre of Gravity, therefore the Moment of B O x
B, muft be equal to the Moment of D O multi-

plied by D : But (ince the Velocity of B is to

that of D, as A B is to A D ; therefore the Com-
pound Moment of BxBOxAB cannot be e-

2
ual to the Compound Moment of D x D o x A
)

9
and Confequently there cannot be an Equili*

brium about the Point o : Wherefore if an Obex
or Obllacle fhould meet with the Libra in the

Point o, the Libra would ofcillate or dip towards
the Parts oTT), becaufe that Momentum is the

greater of the two. But the true Centre of Of-
cillation will be a Point as C, taken fo, that the

Moment of BxBCxAB, ffiall be equal to the

Moment of B \ D C x AD. That is, if A D .

A B:: BxBC. DxDC, then will C be the

true Centre of Ofcillation. 9 and if the Revolving
Libra ffiould be fuppofed to meet with an Obex,

it would not ofcillate upon it.

In like manner, if inftead of a Libra burden'd
with two Weights, as above, we conceive any
plain or folid Figure to revolve about the Centre
A, its Centre of Ofcillation is to be determin’d by

the fame Principle.

Thro’ the Point C of the Revolving Figure ta-

ken in the Axis e d, let the Line f i be drawn,
dividing the Figure into two Parts, e k.i g, and

k,fbi -

3 the Centres of Gravity of which Parts

iuppofe to be at b and d : Then if the Compound
Moment of i e, fc x b c x A b •zx. f f h i xc dx
A d

:

for the fame Reafon as before, C will be the
Centre of Ofcillation,,

This I hadfrom Mr„ Humphry Ditton.

OSCITATION, Yawning, is a certain light

Convulfive Motion of thofe Mufcles which open
the lower Jaw ofthe Face. Some think that Ex-
crementirious and Halituous Matter, which irri-

tates the neighbouring Parts, is expelled by this

Adion of Yawning.
OSCULA, are the Openings of Veffels in an

Animal Body, at their ends.

OSCULATORIUS MuJcuius. See Orbicularist

OS Mali. See tygoma.
OS Unguis. See Unguis Os.

OS Occipitis. See Occipitis Qs

.

OS Palati. See Palati Os.

OSSA Parietalia. See Parietalia OJJd.
OSSA Temperarum. See Temporarum OJfa.
OS Sphcenoides. See Sphxnoides.

OSSICULUM, among the Bontanifts, is the
Stone of a Plum, Cherry, or fuch like Fruit.

OSTENSIVE Dsmonflrations
,
are fuch as plain®

ly and. diredly demonftrate the Truth of any
Proportion 9 in which they are diftinguiffied from
Apagogical ones, or DeduEUones ad Abfurdum

, five
ad lmpojfible, which prove the Truth propofed, by
demonftrating the Abfurdity or Impoffibility of
afferting the contrary.

OSTENSIVE Demonjirations
;, are oftwo forts *

Some of which barely (but diredly j prove the
Thing to be, which they call oti

9 and Others
demonftrate the Thing from its Caufe, Nature,,
or Effential Properties, and thefe are called in
the Schools diorl.

OSTEOLOGIA, is a Defcription of Bones.
OSTOCOPI, are Pains in the Bones, or ra-

ther in the Membranes and Nerves about the
Bones : For Bones, as iuch, are infenfible, Elan-
chard

,

OTACOUSTICKS, are Inftruments which
help or improve the Senfe of Hearing. See A-
coufHca.

OTALGIA, is a Pain in the Ears, whence-
foever it proceeds.

OTENCHYTA, an Auricular Clyfter. Celfus
calls it Oegin, a little Syringe or Squirt which inr
jeds Medicines into the Ears.

OTICA, are Medicines again!! Diilempers In
the Ears.

OVAL, in Architecture, the fame with Echi-
nus. Some write it Ovo, becaufe of its Figure,
being like an Egg. It is placed in the Mouldings
of the Cornices, for Ornament

9 and in a Pillar

it is placed next the Abacus

.

OVAL Figure
,
in Geometry, is a Figure bound-'

ed by a regular Curve Line returning into its felf 9
but of its two Diameters cutting each other at

Right Angles in the Centre, one is longer than the
other, in which it differs from the Circle. See
EUipjis.

OVAL Window, one of the Holes in the Hol-
low of the Ear, opening pretty wide into the
Labyrinth

9 the other being called the found
Window.

OVARIA, are the Tefticles of Females, and
are fo called, becaufe they referable and have the
fame Ufe as the Lathers or Colledions of Eggs-
in the Bodies, of Fowls*

~ " "
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OVELTY of Services

,
in Law, fignifies Equa-

lity of Services = as when the Tenant Paravail

owes as much to the Mefne, as the Mefne does

to the Lord Paramount.

OVER-i^?/<e. When a Ship, riding at Anchor,

doth fo over-beat her felf into a Head Sea, that

Ihe is wafh’d by the Waves breaking in upon her,

then they fay the Waves do Over-rake her

.

* OVERT-ACT, a Term in Law, fignifying an

Open ACT, which may be manifeftly proved.

OVIDUCTUS, the fame with Tuba Falk.

plana.

OVIPAROUS Animals
, are fuch as lay Eggs.

OUTACOUSTACON, an Ear-pipe to aug-

ment Hearing.

OUTLAW, fignifies one deprived of the Be-

nefit of the Law, and out of the King’s Prote-

ction.

OUTLAWRY, is the Lofs of the Benefit of

a SubjeCt, that is, of the King’s Protection. See

XJtlawry.

OUTLICKER, in a Ship, is a fmall piece of

Timber three or four Yards long, as Occafion

ferves, and is made faft to the top of the Poop,

and fo ftands right out a-ftern : At the outmoft

end of it is a Hole, into which the Handing part

of the Sheet is reeved and made faft through the

Block of the Sheet ; and then again reeved thro’

another Block, which is feized to this Outlicker,

hard by the end of it. This is feldom ufed in

Men of War, or in great Ships ; and whenever

It is made ufe of, it is becaufe the Miflen-maft is

placed fo far aft, that there is. not room enough

within board to hale the Sheet flat.

OUTRIDERS, in Law, are Bailiffs Errant em-

ployed by the Sheriffs, or their Deputies, to ride

to the fartheft Places of their Counties or Hun-

dreds, with the more fpeed to Summon fuch as

they thought good to their County or Hundred

Courts.

OUTWARD Flanking-Angle, or the Angle of

the Tenaille, is comprehended by the two Flank-

ing Lines of Defence.

OUT-tVorkj, in Fortification, are all forts of

Works which are rais’d without the Inclolure of

a Place, and ferve for its better Defence, and to

cover it from the Enemy, in the Plain without ;

as, Ravelins, Half-moons, Horn-works, Crown-works,

Counter-guards, Tenailles, &c„

It is a General Rule in all Out-works, that if

there be feveral of them one before another to

cover one and the {elf-fame Tenaille of a Place,

the nearer ones muft gradually, and one after

another, command thofe which are fartheft ad-

o z o
vanced out into the Canipain

; that is, muft have
higher Ramparts, that fo they may over-look and
fire upon the Befiegers, when they are Mafters of
the more outward Works;
The Gorges alfo of all Out-works muft always

be plain, and Without Parapets ; left, when taken,
they fhould ferve to fecure the Befiegers againft
the Fire of the Retiring Befieged

; wherefore the
Gorges of Out-works are only Pallifado’d, to pre-
vent a Surprise.

QUVERTURE, is a kind of Mufick, ulually
played at the Opening or Beginning of an Opera j
it commonly ends with a Fugue.

OVUM, by fome Writers, is a Name given
to a certain Pain in the Head, affeding one par-
ticular Spot, no bigger than the End of an Egg 5
whence the Name.
OWELTY, in Law, is when there is Lord,

Mefne, and Tenant
; and the Tenant holds of the

Mefne by the fame Service that the Mefne holds
over the Lord above him : This is called Owelty
of Servicer. See-Ovelty.

OXELiEUM, is a Mixture of Vinegar and
Oil.

OXYCRATUM, is a Mixture of Vinegar
with Water, called Fufca or Fofca.

OXYDERCICA, are Medicines which quick-
en the Sight.

OXYGALE, is Sowre Milk.

OXYGONE, the fame with an Acute-Angled
Triangle

; which fee. And in the General,

OXYGONIAL, is Acute-Angular,

OXYMEL, is a Compofition of Vinegar and'

Honey, like a Syrup.

OXYREGMIA, is an acid fowre Belch from
the Stomach.

OXYRHODINUM, is Vinegar ofRofes mix’d
with Rofe- Water.

OYER and Terminer, in Law, is a Corhmif.
fion efpecially granted to fome Eminent Perfons for

the hearing and determining one or more Caufes

:

It is the firft and largeft of the Commiffions, by
which the Judges of Aftife do fit in their feveral

Circuits.

OYER de Record, is a Petition made in Court,’

That the Judges, “ for better Proofs fake, will be
pleafed to hear or look upon any Record. So
when an Adtion is brought upon an Obligation,

the Defendant may pray Oyer of the Bond ; or if

Executors fue for any one, the Party fued may
demand Oyer of the Teftament.

OZOENA, is an old {linking Ulcer in the in-

fide of the Noftrils, taking its Name from the

Fulfomnefs of its Sajell.

P A C
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ACHUNTICK Medicines (from mpf) Thick,

JL Denfe, &c. are fuch as are of a thickning

Nature, but withal cold ; thefe when mix’d with

a thin Juice, by joining the Parts together ftiffen

h, and make it of a more Denfe, and firm Com-
pofition : Such as Bole Armoniack, Almohds, Pop-

pies, Water-Lilies, &c. Blanchard.

PAlNE/or? & dure, in Law it fignifies an efpe-

tial Punifiiment for him that being Arraigned of

Felony, refufes to put himfelf upon the ordinary

Trial of God and -his Country, and thereby

Rands Mute by the Interpretation of the LawJ

And is thus defcribed by Stamford„
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He fhall be fent back to the Prifon, whence
he came, and laid in fome Ipw dark, Houle,

where he fhall lie Naked on the Earth, with-

out any Litter, Rufhes, or other Cloathing, and

without any Raymettt about him, but only

fomething to cover his Privy Members : And
he fhall lie upon his Back, with his Head co-

vered and his Feet j and one Arm fhall be

drawn to one quarter of the Houfe with a

Cord, and the other Arm to another quarter,

and His Legs ufed in the fame manner $ let

there be laid upon his Body, Iron and Stone as

much as he may bear, or more : And th'e next

Day following he fhall have three Morfels of

Barly-bread, without Drink - and the fecond

Day he fhall have Drink three times, as much
at each time as he can Drink of the Water

next unto the Prifon, except it be running

Water, without any Bread : And this fhall be

his Diet till he Die.

This fort of Punifhment, called by the Law,
Paine fort £? dure, is that which is vulgarly called,

Prejfmg to Death.

PALATUM, the Palate, is the upper part of

the Mouth, which becaufe it refembles the Roof
of an Houfe, is thence called the Roof of the

Mouth*

PALATI Os, is a fmall Rone almoft fquare, it

makes the pofterior part of the Roof of the

Mouth : It is joined to that part of the Os Ma-
xiHare, which makes the fore-part of the Palate ;

it is alfo joined to its fellow, and the PrCceffus

Ptetigoidceus ., It has a fmall Hole, thro’ which
a Branch of the fifth pair of Nerves goes to the

Membrane of the Palate.

PALINDROME, is a Difeafe into which one
Blanchard.

PALE, one of the Eight Ho-
nourable Ordinaries in Heral-

dry, containing the third part of

the Bfcutcheon, thus.

He beared! Gules, a Pale Or,

PALL, the Heralds have a kind
of Crofs, which they call by this
Name and they delcribe it thus.

,

He beareth Gules a Crofs Pall *

Argent„

PALLET, is the Moiety, or half of the Pale

l

and^tnuft never be charged with any thing either
Quick or Dead ; neither can it be divided into two
equal parts, but it may into four, for one fourth
part of the Pallet, or ? part of the Pale, is called
an Endorfe.

If the Pale be upon any Beaft, they lay the
Beaft is Debrufed with the Pale : But if the Beaft
be upon the Pale, they fay he is Supported of the
Pale.

Pallets alio is a Term which belongs to the
Balance of a Watch, or Movement. See Balance.
PALLET is a Room within the Hold of a

Ship, clofely parted from it, in Which by laying
fome Pigs of Lead, £§c. a Ship may be fuffici-

entiy Balafted, without lofing room in the Hold 5
which therefore will ferve for Stowing the more
Goods.

PALLIATION of a Difeafe, or a Palliative
Cure, is a Method which helps (as much as is

poffiblej incurable Difeales by the Application of
prefent Remedies.
PALLIER, a Landing-place in a Stair-Cafe

of a Step, which being ifiuch broader than the
others, ferves to reft upon.

PALLISADOES, Or Pall[fades in Fortification
are ftrong Wooden {harp-pointed Stakes, fix or
feven .Inches fquare, eight Foot long, of which
three Foot is in the Ground, fet up half a Foot
fometimes one above another, With a crofs piece
of Timber that binds them together. Some of
thefe are alfo fometimes arm’d with two or three
Iron Spikes. \

Thefe Pallifadoes aie ufually fited in the void
Spaces Without the Glacis

, near the Baftions and
Curtains $ and in the Avenues of all fuch Polls
as are liable to be furprized by the Enemy, of
carried by A{fault. Sometimes they are driven
downright in the Ground, and fometimes Hand
at an Acute Angle towards the Enemy, that if

they Ihould throw Cords about them to pull them
up, they may flip of again.

Pallifadoes are always' planted on the Berrhe of
Baftions, and at the Gorges of Half-Moons and o-
ther Out-works : They alfo Pallifade ufually the
Bottom of the Ditch

; and to be fure, the Para-
pet of the Covert way Z And tho’ fometimes they
have placed thele Pallifadoes three Foot from the
faid Parapet outwards towards the Campaign, yet
of late they have been planted in the very mid-
dle of the Covert Way: All Pallifadoes fiiould

Hand fo clofe, as to admit between them only the

Muzzle of a Mufquet, or a Pike.

PALMARIS Longus, is a Mufele of the Palm
of the Hand, which has an Acute beginning
from the Internal Extuberance of the Or Humeri /
yard foon becoming a Plelfey Belly/ and contra-



PAL PAN
Sing it felt again to a long, flat, {lender Tendon,

inarches Obliquely with the Tendon of the Flexor

Carpi Superior - and palling over the Ligamentum

Annulare, where it expands it felf, and cleaves

firmly to the Skin of the Palm, is interred to the

Roots of the Fingers laterally ; it being there di-

vided. to rranfmit the Tendons that bend them.

Columbus obferves the long beginning of this

Mufcle,' from the Extuberance of the Os -Humeri,

is fometimes wanting, which Obfervation is alio

Confirmed by our Experience (faith ME Cowper:)

It affifts, in firmly grafping any Tadile Body,

and defends the fubjacent Tendons from External

Injuries.

PAEMARIS Brevis, is a Mufcle of the Palm of

the Hand, by Spigelim
,

called
,

Caro Muftulofa

Quadrata. Anatomifts (faith Cowper) have been

extreamly deceived in their Idea’s of this Mufcle

;

it not arifing from the Membrana Carnofa, as Co-

lumbus pretends, or from the eighth Bone of the

Carpus, as Fallopius writes ; but it fpringeth with

a broad Membrane-like Tendon from the Exter-

nal part of the Os Metacarpi Minimi Digiti, and

one of the Bones of the Carpus • whence amend-

ing over the AbduRor Minimi Digiti, it becomes

a thin difgregated Flefliy Mufcle, marching under

the Tendinous expansion of the former in the

Palm ; and is inlerted by a fhort, ftrong Tendon,

to the eighth Boite of the Carpus. This a(fling

draws tlte Mans Luna; towards the Os Metacarpi

Minimi Digiti
,
whereby the Palm becomes hol-

low
5

contrary to the Opinion of Spigelim
,
who

pretehds it extends the Hand when we open it ;

which is not done by any proper Mufcle, but by

the Common Extenders of the Fingers.

PALMUS, is a Shivering, or Palpitation of the

Heart, caufed by a Convulfioiij or Irritation of

the Nerves. Blanchard.

PALPEBR^E are the Eye-Lids, or Coverings

of the Eyes; they confift outwardly of a very

thin Skin ;
inwardly they are lined with the Peri-

cranium, which is here molt thin and fmooth

;

and between thefe two , is the Membrana Carnofa,

which is alfo very thin.

Stem obferved feveral Panila Lachrymalia in

the Inner Membrane, which run on each fide in-

to one Dud (which he calls Collide) whereby

the fuperfluous Moifture of the Eye-Lids is con-

veyed into the Noftrils. At their Edges they

have little foft Cartilages called Cilia, which ferve

to ftrengthen them, and to make them meet and

clofe the more exadly. Their Corners are called

Canthi, the outer and letter of which hath a Gland

in it called Innominata, which might well be called

Lachrymalis, becaufe it fupplies moft of the Mat-

ter of the Tears.

PALPITATION of the Heart when Natural,

Is in the Syftole thereof; whilft the Cone and the

Sides are prefs’d together, the Bafis and the Roots

of the Veffels being blown up with
J

the Blood

that gathers there, grows big and fwoln. But it

oft alio proceeds from an extraordinary Contra-

ction of the Heart, or a Thick and irritating Mat-

ter which flicks in the Heart ; and this is a Dif-

eafe and preternatural. Blanchard.

PALSEY. See Paralyfis.

PALY, when an Efcutcheon is divided into

6
, 8, or to Even Divifions Pale-wife • tis al-

ways Blazon’d, Paly of 6, 8, or io, 8cc. Pieces

but if the Number be odd, then the Field is firfh

earned, and the Number of the Pales fpecified.

The like is to be underftood alfo of Barry and
Bendy.

PALY Bendy, is when a Coas:

is divided both Pale and Bend-
wife, as here.

The Field Paly Bendy Lopa^
and Diamond. Guilliih, p. 2,79.

PANACEA, was anciently a Name given by
Galen to fome Medicines which he had a great
Opinion of: After, bf the Chymifts, it was the
Term for their Boafted Vniverfal Medicine

,
which

they pretended would Cure all Difeafes in all Cir~
cumftances, Ages, and Cohftitutiohs. There are
feveral Panacea's whofe Preparation you will find
in Books of Chymiftry and Pharmacy ; as that
of Mercury, of Antimony, &c. which perhaps
may be good Medicines in many Cafes, but do all

fall fhort of the Character of being Vniverfal Me- ~-

dicines
, and indeed it feems impoflible there can

be any fuch thing. The Word Panacea comes
from the Greek,, erav and «>rio/zs«, omnia fano. There
is' alfo a Plant of this Name.
PANARITIUM. Vid. Paronychias

PANCHYMAGOGUES are Univerfal Pur-
gative Medicines that expel ail kinds of Humours;
according to the ancient Way of expreflion.

PANCREAS, the Sweet-bread, Pancratitm /
Pancreon, Callicreas, Callicrcon, and LaRes, are
all Synonymous. It is a conglomerated Glandule
in the Abdomen, compaded out of many Globu-
les, or knots of Glands included in a common
Membrane Which it hath from the Peritoneum ;
thefe Globules are joined to' oneanother, partly

by Membranes, and partly by Veffels. It is pla-

ced behind the Ventricle, and fattened to the Gut
Duodenum, and readies from the Cavity of the
Liver crofs the Abdomen

, to the lower end of the
Spleen : By its Dud at is annexed to the Duode-
num, and fometimes to the Porus Bilarim, to the
Rami Splenici, the Caul, the upper part of the

.
Mefentery

,
and the upper Nervous Plexus of the

Abdomen ; the Ufe and Office thereof, is to con-
vey a Volatile, Infipid, and Lymphatick Juice,

or as others will have it (for it is a difputable

Point) a fomething acid Juice, by its own DuRm
to the Gut Duodenum, in order to a farther Fer-
mentation and Volatilization of the Chyle, and
to attemperate and allay the Qualities of the Gall

:

It is the biggeft Glandule in the whole Body, but
bigger in d Dog than a Man.

Its Veffels are of five Kinds ; for it hath Veins
from the Ramus Splenicus ; Arteries from the Left

Branch of the Cceliaca, and fometimes from the

Splenica. Nerves it receives from the Intercoftal

Pair, efpecially from the Upper Plexus of the

Abdomen. It hath alfo many Lymphatick, Veffels,

which pafs as the reft do, to the common Recep-
tacle of the Chyle. Befides which it hath a pro-

per Dud of its own, which is fometimes called

DuRus Wirtfnngianus, becaufe found out by one

iVirtfungus at Padua, about 50 Years ago, but we
ufually call it the Pancrcatick, Dull : This Veffel

hath ufually but one Trunk, whofe Orifice opens

into the lower end of the Duodenum, or beginning

of the Jejunum, and fometimes is joined to the

DuRus Bilarius, with which it makes but one

Mouth into the Insetting; within the Pancreas (faith

What?
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Wharton) it is divided into two Branches which

lend forth abundance of little Twigs into all the

Globules, of which the Subftance of the Pancreas

is compofed, where they imbibe the Humour
that is feparated by them from the Arteries, and

by their Trunk tranfmit it to the Guts. The Pan-

creatick Juice is never found in this Dud: any

more than Urine is found in the Vreters by reafon

of the fwiftnefs of its Motion, and the iteepnefs

of the way.

PANDALEA, as the Modern Phyficians call

it, is the fame with a Solid Eleduary, but that

it remains intire
,

for the Sugar being rightly boil-

ed, is let grow hard ; the Patient takes a piece

of it like a Lambitive ; it only differs from Rolls

and Morfels, as to its fhape. Blanchard.

PANDEMIUS, (fc. Morbus) is a Difeafe which

is univerfally rife in any place.

PANDICULATION, is the Reftleflhefs,

Stretching, and EJneafinefs that ulually accompa-

nies the cold Fit of an Intermitting Fever ’Tis

fuppofed to be occafioned by a Convulfive Dila-

tation of the Mufcles
,

by which Nature'endea-

vors to thro’ off fomething that is difagteeable to

them.

PANICULA, is a Term in Botany, for a kind

of foft Woolly Beard or String, on which the

£eeds of forne Plants do hang Pendulous, as in

Speeds, Millet, &c. it fignifies the fame with Juba,

and is oppofed to Spica.

PANNICULUS Carnofus, is a fiat fort of

Membrane in fome part thick and Mufculous;

in other parts thin, with many Dublus’s of Fat in

it: It covers the whole Body.
PANIS fortis & durus. See Paine fort &

dure.

PANSELENE, fignifies the Full Moon.

PANUS, is a Sort of Botch or Sore under the

Arm -pits, Jaws, Ears
,

and Groins ; to wit in

the Glandulous Parts. It is alfo taken for Phy-

gethus.

PAPER-0$ce. All the Ads of the Council-

board, occafional Proclamations, Difpatches, and

Inftrudions for Foreign Minifters, Letters of In-

telligence, and many other Publick Papers com-
municated to the King’s Council, or the two Se-

cretaries of State, are afterwards tranfmitted to

the Paper-Office, wherein they are all dilpofed in

a place of good Security and Convenience within

the King’s Royal Palace.

Alfo an Office fo called
,

belonging to the

Kings-Bench.

PAPILIONACEOUS Flower of a Plants is

by the Botanifts accounted fuch an one as repre-

lents fomething of the Figure of a Butter-fiy with

its Wings difplayed : And here the Petala
, or

Flower Leaves are always of a very Difform Fi-

gure. They are four in Number, but joined to-

gether at the Extremities, wherefore they are

rather Monopetalous, than truly Tetrapetalous. One
of thefe four Leaves is ufually larger than the reft,

and is ereded in the middle of the Flower, and
by fome called Vexillum. and Clypeus.

,
The Plants

that have this Flower, are of the Leguminous
kind, as Peafe, Vetches, &c.

PAPILLA, or the Nipple, is a red Excrefcency

in the middle of each Brealb in the Pores whereof
are received all theMilkyTubesor Pipes proceeding

from the Glandules of the Breaft It is of a Spongy
Subftance and covered with a very thin Skin : it

is of Exquifite Senfe, that both the Infants Mouth

in Sucking , and the Trickling of the Milk thro’

it, may afted the Nurfe with Pleafnre in Suckiin
the Child.

PAPILLAE Intejlinorum, are little Glandules**

wherewith the innermoft Tunick of the Inteftines

or Guts is full : They foak in th e percolated

Chyle
, and difpenfe it to the La deal Veins.

Pecquet calls this Lining of the Guts a Spungy Pe-

riftoma ; and Biljius, a Woolly Mofs. ’Tis proba-
ble alfo that thefe Papillae hinder the Excoriation
of the Inteftines. Willis takes them for a diftind

Coat
, and calls it Glandulofa and Villofa Tunica

Intejlinorum.

PAPILLARUM Prccejjus, or the Procejfus Ma-
mi11ares are the Extremities of the Olfadory
Nerves, which convey the llimy vifcous Humours
by the Fibres, which perforate the Os cribriforms

to the Noftrils and Palate.

PAPPOSE Herbs. See Pappus„

PAPPUS in Botany, is that foft light Down)
which grows out of the Seeds of fome Plants

,

fuch as Thifiles, Dandelion, Hawkypccd, 8ec. and
which buoys them up fo in the Air, that they can
be blown any where by the Wind. And therefore
this diftinguifhes one kind of Plants which is called

Pappofa or Pappi flora.

PAPULAE, the fame with PuJluLe • alfo a
kind of Small-Pox. See Exanthemata.

PARABOLA; the Quotient in Geometrical
Divifion, is called by this Name, by Diophantus

and others ; The reafon of which fee in Divi-

fion.

PARABOLA, is a Cornell Section arifing from
a Cone’s being cut by a Plane parallel to one of
its Sides, or parallel to a Plane that touches one
Side of the Cone.

In any Parabola, G K E H, the Square of I K,’

the Ordinate Applicate, ot Semi-ordinate
, is equal

to the Redangle I L, under the Latus Bebtum
E L, and the Abfcijfa or Intercepted Ax E I.

NOTATION*
Let the Side A B (of the Cone) be a,

Side B C = b
f

the Diameter of the Bafe= c : Let E B be called o a, and E I= e b.

Wherefore the Triangles B C A and E
being fimilar, B C (or b ) will be to AC
C) :: as El (= e b) is to NI a fourth

the

AC

IN
( or

Pro-

e b c€ u
portional; which in this Notation will be —

-

w

B

c

or e e. Therefore NI= ec.

Alfo becaufe the Triangles ABC. and B E P
are fimilar, E P, or its Equal IO will (this

way ) be found to be o c.

5 N DA
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DEMONSTRATION.

K I is a Mean Proportional between N I and

I O, ( the Segments of the Diameter to which

it is perpendicular ) wherefore the of I

K

= u-J N I O ,
which in this Notation is eocc.

Divide therefore e o c c by the Abfcijfa E I= e b.

muft be the Latus
0 € c

the Quotient is —which

Rettum : For it multipled into the Abfcijfa makes

eocc the Square of the Ordinate I K. And
from this Equality between the Square and the

Redangle, Apollonius gave this Sedtion the Name
of the Parabola .

COROLLARIES.
I. Hence may the Latus ReHum be found

very eafily, if to b
,

c, and o c, ( that is,

to the Side of the Cone parallel to the Axis of

the Section, to the Diameter of the Bafe, and

to the Latus Primarium,
)
you find a fourth

0 c c
Proportional j for that will be —7— the Pa-

rameter, or Latus Rectum= EL.

o c c

II. And if you multiply the Parameter —y
both above and below the Line by a [ the

Side of the Cone in which is the Vertrex

of the Sedion ) you will have this Quan-

ft 0 c c
tity -

. . Which may eafily be refolved
a b

into thefe Proportionals,

a o c

c

. oe

c

j

1

i. e.
|

•

ab b
a b . cc ti a

o

,

Which gives Apollonius his Canon to find

the Latus Rettum, (Lib. I. Prop. 1 1. Bar-

row )
and is in Words thus : As the ReHan-

gle under the Sides of the Cone is to the Square

of the Diameter of the Bafe :
: fo is the Di-

fiance between the Vertices of the Cone and of

the Section, to the Latus Redum.

III. Praxis x. Hence if you have the Vertex

and Parameter of any Parabola
,

’tis eafie

to deferibe it on a Plane.

For draw a Right Line for the Axis ,
and

in that take as many Abfcijfe as you pleafe j

then find between them fingly and the Latus

Rectum, fo many Mean Proportionals, which if

you rightly apply to the Axis will be Semi-

ordinates
;
and laftly, their Ends or Extreams

neatly join’d, {hall give the Curve of the Pa-

rabola

.

IV, Praxis 2. Having the Vertex and Or-

dinate, Jo find the Parameter
,

Geometri-

- cally,

Apply rightly the Semi-ordinate K I, and

take from the Vertex O, E F= I K-

then through F draw a Parallel ( as H F ) to
the Ordinate I K, and produce O K to H ; fo
will H F be the Parameter or Latus Rectum
fought.

For the Triangles OKI and O H F be-
ing fimilar, El . IK :: EF (= IKJ.FH.
And confequently FH is a true Parameter.

V. And fince the Parameter In this way of
0 c c

Notation is let it in the laft Figure

0 cc

be applied to the Parabola in the Pofition

L M. Then will N be the Point which is

called the Focus of the Parabola: L N will be
:c

J . c OOCCCC
-y and its Square—

y
y- , which divided

o cc

71

Abfcijfa E N : And Jhews that the Focus is

always difiant from the Vertex of the Parabola
by -z of the Parameter.

4
0 c c

by the Parameter —y gives for the

VI. Praxis 3. Having thus gained the Focus,

the Curve of a Parabola may be deferibed
yet more eafily and readily : If you draw
firft the Axis OF ( Fig.lafi ) and then an
Ordinate in any Point, as F. After this take
the Abfcilfa OF in your CompalTes, and
Petting one Foot in the Focus N, crofs the
Ordinate in G, fo {hall the Point G be in

the Parabola. And thus may as many Points

as you will, be lpeedily found.

The DEMONSTRATION of which
Practice depends upon this

:

That E N being = for E F put i b.

then {hall N F *= i b -
r whofe Square is

, . oect oocccc
1 1 b bv. To which if you

oocccc
_j whofe Root in this Notation will

1 6 b b

be * b -f-

0 c c

4
So that a Line drawn fromi

the Focus to the End of the Ordinate will al-

ways be equal to the Abfcijfa E F 4- E N. That
is, ( fuppofing E O taken equal to E N ) to the

Line F O.

PROPOSITION II.

In the Parabola EKGH, the Squares of the

Ordinates are as the Abfciffie.

I fay K I G F : : E I . E F.

For

2 ‘ 1 6 b b °

add the Square of G F, which in this way of
Notation was above {hewed to be oic c, then

the Square of N G will be * i b b 4- -- -

°
-
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For let E F be called i b
,

as E I was before
' o c c

called e b : Then the Parameter being —g~

the Square of F G the Ordinate, will be equal

to the Parameter multiplied by i b the Abfciffa ;

that is = o i c c : as before, the Square of K I

was = o e c c. But Rectangles having the lame

Bales, are as their Altitudes ;
wherefore thele

Rectangles will be as the Abfcijfe : And thefe

Rectangles are = to the Squares of the Ordi-

nates ;
wherefore the Squares of the Ordinates are

as the Abfciff<e. Q^E.D.

COROLLARY.
If a Line, as L O, be * drawn parallel to the

Diameter or Axis of the Section, and be cut

by the Tranfverfe Line E G in M, and

by the Curve of the Parabola in K ; then

fhall O L, ML, and K L, be in continual

Proportion.

For the Triangles E F G and E N M be-

ing fimilar, and N M parallel to F G, E F

muft be to E N : : as F G . N M, (i, e. I K.)

But the Squares of G F and I K are in a

duplicate Ratio of E F to E N, and yet are

by this Propofition as the Abfciffa F E and

El; wherefore F E to I E is in a duplicate

Ratio ofE F to E N; that is, E F . E N :

:

E N . E I. And by the Contraction of the

Figure, it will be the fame in L O, which

is parallel to E F : That is, O L . M L 3 :

ML.KL. or O L, M L, and K L are in

> continual Proportion. £• Et.

PROPOSITION III.

In the Parabola the Parameter is to the Sum of

any two Ordinates, as their Difference is to the

Difference of the Abfciffe.

I fay, E L the Parameter, is to IK + F G :

:

{ fee the lafl Figure) that is, to H O : : O G
their Difference, is to I F (or K O) the Difference

of the Abfcijfe.

Let E F the greater Abfciffa be called i b, and

the lefler El, e b. Then, by Prop. i. the Square

of the Ordinate K I will be o e c c, and confe-

quently the Ordinate it felf == 1/ : o e e c ; lo al-

fo putting i inftead ofe, V : o i c c will be the

Ordinate F G.

Having thus noted them
,
If you fet the Latus

ReBum, the Sum and Difference of the Ordinates,

and the Difference of the Abfciffa;, after the man-
ner of four Terms, in disjunct Geometrical Pro-

portion (as below) you will find the Rectangles

of the Extreams and Means equal, and confequent-

ly the Four Terms to be truly Proportional. ^
B . D

.

As,

Param.
Q c c . Sum of the Ord. . . Diff. 0fthe Qrd. e D.Ab£

b * i/
-

: oiccf F: oecc
’

’V :oicc—

v

: oecc ' ib—~eba

A fid to avoid the Trouble of Multiplication in
Surds, which is the Cafe of the two Middle
Terms, you need only confider this Theorem i

That the Sum of any Two Quantities multiplied

by their Difference, is equal to the Difference of their

Squares. For fo you will eafily find that the Pro-
dud: in both Cafes will be the fame Quantity
oicc oecc .

iV. B. This is that Property of the Parahold

on which our Famous Mr. Baker founded
his Clavis Geometrica Catholicaj which was
unknown to the Ancients, and communica-
ted to him by Mr. Tho. Strode of Mafer-

ton in Dorfetfhirc i And by which he fhews
how to find the Value of the Unknown
Root in all Equations, not exceeding Biqua-

draticks.

See Confruclion and Central Rulea

This Property of the Parabola
, I thus briefly

demonftrate in my Algebra, p. 78.

Let P be the Parameter of any Parabola $

whofe two Ordinates are O and 0, and their re-

fpedive Abfcijfe A and a. Then I am to prove
that P.O f 0 :

:

O — 0 . A — a. Which is

clear ; Becaufe, from the firft Property of the Pa~
rabola, P A = 00 and P a Wherefore
PA— P<j=00— 0 0, from the Nature of
Equations. And that lafl refolved into Propor-
tionals will Hand thus,

P . O -f 0 : : O ~~ o 1 A ~• a.

Which was the Thing at firft propofed to be
proved.

A PARABOLICK Space, is that Area contained

between the Curve of the Parabola and any En

^

tire Ordinate G H.
And this Space is to a Parallelogram circumjcrib-

bed as 2, 3. and to a Trangle inferibed as 4, 3*

Let F H the Semi-ordinate be divided into 4
= Parts, or into 8, 16, &c. and through the DL
vifions draw Lines, as e f, e f., See. to parallel the

Axis E F. Suppofe alfo E F to be 4.

Then I fay, the Parabolic^ Space E H F, is to

the Parallelogram F . K : ; 2
.
3** But to the A E

F H : : as 4 .
3*

For5 N %
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For, t. g See. are in continual A- 1 Flowing Quantity anfwering to that Fluxion,

Arithmetical Proportion from the Nature of Plain which ftiall give the Area in known Terms.
Triangles.

z. f e
. g e : : g e .e h, fby Cor. i. Prop. z. of

the Parabola.). But he in the Axis E F = o, and

in the firft Parallel ef muft be equal to f : in the

next ef, it will be equal to •? ; in the third to 5

and fo On in a duplicate Arithmetical Progreflion.

For as e f ( = 4 ) . g e . (= 1.) *
: fo is g e

( =. 1 ). fli (=i) .And as the fecond ef
( = 4) . eg (

== z ) : : eg z, to e h = \ &c.

And thus will it be if the Lines Ff,ff. See.

be again biflfeefted, &c. ad Infinitum. So that

all the Indivifibles of the Trilinear Space EKHE
will be in a duplicate Arithmetical Progreflion in

creafing. But

3. The Sum of a Rank of luch Terms is fub-

triple to a Rank of as many equal to the greateft

;

• (as we proved in N° 7. of Arithmetical Progref-

' fion, which fee) wherefore the whole Trilinear

Space EKHE is to the Parallelogram : : as 1

to 3. And confequently .the remaining Parabo-

lick Space muft be to it as z to 3. £. E. D.

And fince the Triangle F E H is to the Paral-

lelogram as 1 to l, it muft be to the Parabola as

1 ~ to 2, or as 3 to 4. E. D.

And this is a' true and very fhort Quadrature

of the Parabola of Which Archimedes Wrote fo

long ago, and many Geometricians have fince ex-

pedited.
3

Tis plain alfo that this Demonftrati-

on is Univerfal, and extends to any Parabolic4
Space.

. The Quadrature of the Parabola, by the Method
of Fluxions, I have formerly in my Algebra brew-

ed to be very briefly thus

:

Let the Parameter be p — f the Abfcijfa be

called x, and the Ordinate y.

Then by the firft Property of the Parabola x=
y y, becaufe p = 1.

And confequently by the Extraction of the

Roots of each, and ufing the new Notation,

x : y. Then multiplying x by x the Flu-

To do which, the Fluxion being x x firft take
1

8
3-

away the x, and there will remain x
; next in-

creafe the Index of that Power by Unity, and
a. ’ 2,

it will ftand thus x x . Then divide x x by

1 + i or by | ( thtis
anth-

XXX

xion of the Abfcijfa, it will ftand thus xx =
to the Fluxion of the Area. After which find the

the Quotient you fee will be
s *

2
°

Laftly, Inftead of a; fubftitute what was be-
fore found equal to it, vig. y, and it will be
2 y y—— = to the Area of the Semi-parabola VM P.

3 |

And if you double that, you will gain the Area
of the whole Parabola M VO.

Wherefore the Parabolick, Area is Two thirds

of a Recftangle under the Abfcijfa and the Ordi-
nate. fj. E. D .

The Following General Method for the

Quadrature of all manner of Parabo
lick Curves , is Mr. Humphrey
DittonV.

The General Equation of thefe Curves, is

f...q ip
r x '= y , where p and q are the In-

dexes, and r is the Latus fiecium That is, be-’

9 P
caufe of r a liable quantity, x =zy

, where-
p-~l- • g->—~I „

fore in Fluxions p y y = q x x, and
p I g.—

from the General Equation, it. is y zx
:: x :y, wherefore fubftituting x andy, inftead

p— 1 g*— 1

of y , and X in the FJuxional Equati-

on, we have p x y = qy x, but all xy = all

S HMN — the Complement, and all y x =
all P L M N = the Area The Area therefore is

to the Complement asp. q. QS E. J.

PARABOLICK Vyramidoid, is a lolid Figure,

lo named by Dr. Wallis from its Genefis, or For-
mation, which is as follows.

Let all the Squares of the Ordinate Applicates

in the Parabola be imagined to be fo placed, that

the Axe {hall pafs thro’ all their Centres at Right
Angles.

Then will the Aggregate of thefe Planes, which
he proves before to be Arithmetically proportional

[Prop. 9. Wallis Con. Sett.) Form the Parabolick, Py

-

ramidoid.

Whole Solidity is gain’d by multiplying the

Bale by half the Altitude : The reafon of which
is clear

; for its component Plains being a Series

of Arithmetical Proportionals beginning from o,

their Sum will be = to the Extreams multiplied

by half the Number of Terms, i. e. in the pre-

fen t cafe = to the Bale multiply’d by half the

height,,

PARABOLICK

(
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PARABOLICK Cuneus, is a Solid mention d by

the fame Author, and formed thus.

‘"••.I,, \/o,
<l«| t 1 14 t * H ' * ‘

Multiply all theD B’s into the D S s, or which

is the fame thing, upon the Bale APB ered a

Prifm, whofe Altitude fliall be A-.S or P S • and
this £hall be the Parabolic!{_ Cuneus, which muft of

neceflity be equal to the Parabolick. Pyramidoid •

being all the Component Redangles in one, are

feverally equal to all the Component Squares in

the other. \

PARABOLICK Conoid, is a folid Figure made
by the Rotation of a Semi-Parabola about its Axe,

and is = f of its circumfcribing Cylinder : And
the Circles which may be conceived to be the E~
lements of this Figure, are in an Arithmetical Pro-

portion decreafing towards the Vertex.

A PARABOLICK Conoid, A S B h C, is to a

Cylinder of the fame Bafe and Height, as i to xSj-

and to a Cone of the fame Bafe and Height, as r

ito i.

rabolic'i Conoid
f
Will be juft half the Cylinder. O,

E. D.

And a Cone being f of the Cylinder
, the Conoid

will be-™ i i of it j and therefore Cylinder
,
Co-

noid, and Cone will be as 3, 1 f, 1.

PARABOLICK Spindle, is a folid. Body made
by Rotation of a Semi-Parabola about its Ordinate -

and is equal to rf of its circumfcribing Cylin-
der, Cavalerius Exerc. Geometr. p. 28a.
PARABOLISMUS, the fame with the Dep-ef-

Jion of an Equation. See Equation, N. 3.

PARACELS1STICK Medicines. See Herme-
tical.

PARACENTESIS, or PunSlio, is a Perforation
of the Cheft, or Abdomen » It is made in the
Breaft, when that is fluffed with putrified Mat-
ter, or Water, and then the Perforation is made
in the Side between the fifth and fixth Vertebra

.

It is made in the Abdomen, when that is fwelled
by a Dropfie, and near the Linea Alba, in the
Mufcles that either afcend right or oblique In
which laft Cafe, if a Man be ftrong, and has
taken a Purge, and alfo his Lungs, and. the reft

of his Entrails be uncorrupted, when you fee the
Navel doth Protuberate, there you muft make
the Incifion ; don’t let Purulency and Water come
out both together, for that were to kill the Pa-
tient, but one after the other : As in feven Days
about a Pound, or a Pound and a half, as the Pa-
tient can endure it: After the Operation is finifh-

ed, .'draw the Wound up with an Aftringent Plai-

fter. Blanchard.

PARACIUM, in Law, fignifies the Tenure that
is between Parceners, vi%. That which the Young-
eft oweth to the Eldeft.

PARACHYNANCHE, is an Inflammation
with a continual Fever and difficulty of Breath-
ing excited in the outward Mufcles of the La-
rynx.

PARA CMASTICA, is a daily declining Fever 5
alfo declining Age. Blanchard.

PARADE, is a Military Word, fignifying the
Place where Troops ufually draw together, in
order to mount the Guards, or for any other
Service.

PARALLAX is that Arch of a great Circle,
paTing thro’ the Zenith and true Place of the Sun
Or Stars, and intercepted between the true and
apparent Place.

Let B D be divided into three equal parts *

then AD : S H: : B D : B H, fby the fe~

cond Property of the Parabola
) that is, as 3 to 1

and A D : T I : : B D : B I : 3 :
2’

Wherefore ’tis plain. That the Squares on S H,
T I and A D, (as alfo on S h, T i, and A C) and
the Circles anfwering to them, Will be in Arith-
metical Progreffion, or as 1, 2, 3; and thus it

will be ad Infinitum, if the three Divifions be bif-
fe&ed, and thofe again biffeded, &c. But a
Rank of Numbers in flmple Arithmetick Pro-
greflion, will be to a Rank of as many equal to
the greateft as 1 to 2, and confequently, the Pa-

in this Figure,’

A, denotes the Centre ofthe Earth*
B, the Place on the Superficies of the Earth

’

from whence the Star is feen.
?

d* O l, the Stars or Planets Places in their
Orbs.

A cf C, A © E, A ) G, the Lines of their
true Places,

B d Dz
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B c? D, B O F, B C , the Lines of their ap-

parent Places.

Here the Angle made by the Interfedion of the

faid two Lines thro’ the Body of the Planet, is the

Angle of Parallax.

That is,.

In Mars, the Angle A d B = Angle C d D,
(by 15 e. i.)

In the Sun, the Angle of Parallax, is the Angle

A G B = Angle E ® F.

In the Moon
,

it is the Angle A £ B — Angle

G(H.

Here ’tis manifeft, that the nearer the Star is

to the Horizon^ and Center of the Earth, the

greater is the Parallax : Whence it is, That the

!

Orbit of the Moon being neareft to the Earth, her

Parallax is greateft and moft perceptible : For the

Semi-diameter of the Earth bears a greater Pro-

portion to the Semi-diameter of the Moons Or-
bit, than to any of the reft.,

|

The Horizontal Parallax of the Moon is the

Difference between her Real and Apparent Place

when Ihe is either Riling or Serting. As luppofe

her Setting, then the Angle of the Horizontal Pa-

rallax will be B ( A = O A R. The know-
ledge of the Quantity of which, is of the greateft

ufe in Aftronomy ; becaufe from thence the Di-

ftance of the Moon, Sun, (or any other Planet)

from the Earth may moft eaftly be had ; for in

the Triangle B A C ; A B the Semi-diamenter of

the Earth, B the Right Angle, and C the Angle

of the Parallax being known, ’tis ealie to find any

Side or Angle fought, and confequently A C
,
the

Diltance ofthe Moon from the Earth. This came

firft to be difcovered by the Ancient Aftronomers,

thus.

They obferved, That the Apparent Semi-Di-

urnal Motion of the Moon was but 4 Degrees,

whereas in reality and truth, it was 6 Degrees

:

Wherefore they concluded, That the Moon’s Place

was put forward in her Riling one Degree, and

as much put backwards in her Setting ; which

muft needs caufe her vifible Motion above the

Earth in 1 1 Hours, to be obferved nearly a De-

grees lefs, than the half of 12 Degrees, her appa-

rent Motion in 24 Hours.

Wherefore from hence they concluded the Ho-

rizontal Parallax to be juft 1 Degree : Which ha-

ving found, ’twas eafie to difcover that A C

,

muft be near 60 times A B, or 60 Semi-diame-

ters of the Earth, (/. e. at 70 Miles to a Degree,

and 4000 Miles the Earths Radius) 240000 Miles

Englijh.

Mr. Auzout, gives you a Method to find

the Moon’s Parallax, thus 5
on a Day

token Jhe is in her Perigee, or Apogee,

and in the mofl Boreal Signs,

Take her Diameter towards the Horizon, and

then towards- the South, with her Altitude above

the Horizon ;
the Difference of which Diameters

will (hew the Proportion of her Diftance^ with

the Semi-diameter of the Earth ;
but this is belt

of all done in thofe Places where fire paffes thro

the Zenith. _ , , ,

If the Moons Horizontal Parallax could be

truly and exactly found, it would be of prodi-
gious Advantage; for by it the Longitudes of
Places on Land (and tolerably well at Sea) might
be difcovered.

Captain Halley faith, (at the end of his Objerva-
tions and Catalogue of the Southern Stars • “ That
“

’tis the want of a true knowledge of Geometry,
“

which, hath occafioned the Defeds and Miftakes
“ of Aftronomers as to this Point.

He there gives three ways to find the Moons
Parallax, which are nearly Geometrical, of Which
the firft feems the beft ; and is thus.

Let two times of Obfervation be taken When
the Sun is (nearly) equally diftant from each
Node of the Moon * and when the Moon alfo is

to be Northerly in one Node, and Southerly in

the other : In thefe things there needs no great

Exadnefs, becaufe the Differences of Latitude

may be fufficiently fupplied from the Tables.

At thefe Times of Obfervation let the vifible

Places of the Moon, both in Longitude and La-
titude be taken, together with her vifible Alti-

tudes and Diameters, which let be reduced to

the Horizontal ; then from the Times and Vifi-

ble Places, let in each Obfervation, the Vertical

Angle be computed, which is made with the

Circle of Latitude at the Moons Centre ; and
then the Difference by which the Southern Lati-

tude exceeds the Northern (in our Northern part

of the World) is the Sum of the Parallaxes of
Latitude, which muft be divided into two parts ;

which to do, put into one Sum the Logarithms

of the Sine of the Horizontal Semi-diameter of

the vifible Diftance of the Moon from the Ver-

tex, and of the Complement of the Angle of the

^Vertical Circle, with the Cicle of Latitude, in

each Obfervation.

Then out of the greater Sum take the leffcr,-

and to the Difference add Radius, the Sum fltall

be the Logarithm of the Tangent of an Ark,

from whence take 4 5 Degrees; then will it be as

Radius to the Tangent of the Remaining Ark :

So is the Tangent of the half Sum of the Paral-

lax, to the Tangent of half their Difference : But

the halfSum and half Difference together, is the

greater Parallax of Latitude, and the Difference

between them is the Leffer. Take this Parallax

of Latitude otft of the vifible Southern Latitude ;

or add it to the Northern, and it will fhew the

Inclination .

And then laftly, it will be as the Redangle un-

der the Sines of the Diftance feen from the Ze-

nith, and of the Complement of the Angle of the

Verticle Circle with the Circle of Latitude, is to

the Square of the Radius : : So is the Sine of the

Parallax of Latitude, to the Sine of the Horizontal

Parallax.

And there is between the Sine of the Horizon-

tal Semi-diameter of the Moon, and the Hori-

zontal Parallax, fo conftant a Proportion, that if it

can be but once known, the Moons Parallax at

any time will be had from the Obfervation of her

Diameter.

All the Difficulty of this Procefs, is in obler-

! ving the vifible Latitudes of the Moon, and which

indeed cannot be had without the heip of the

Fix’d Stars, whofe Latitudes are in no Catalogue

yet extant, corred to a Minute : Therefore the

Accurate Solution of this Problem muft depend

on fome better Tables than are yet publiffied.

And thole I hope we may exred from the moft

Accurate
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Accurate Aftronomer, Mr. Flamftced, when he

hath, finifh’d his Catalogue of the Fix’d Stars,

which he is now about.

In the Ingenious Dr. Gregorys Ajlronomia Phy-

fica and Geometrica, you have a great and very

uieful variety of Propofitions for the finding the

Parallax, Vide Lib. 2. SeSi. 7.

Tho’ there be no Parallax of the Fix’d Stars,

in refpedt of the Eartfis^em i-diameter, the whole

Body of the Earth bfcing But a Point in reference

to the DiftanCe between us and the Fix’d Stars:

Yet in refpecft of the Annual Orbit of the Earth,

it hath juftly been expected by Aftronomers, that

fome Parallax fhould be found : And this would

be a Difcovery of great Moment, if it could be

made 5
becaufe it would be an undoubted De-

monftration for the Annual Motion of the Earth

round the Sun, if any fuch Parallax could be dis-

covered.

This the Ingenious Dr. Hoolf attempted to find

by obferving the various Diftance of a Fix’d Star

from the Zenith
:
(See a Diflertation of his de-

fignedly written on this Subject:.) And our Ex-

cellent Aftronomer Mr. Flamfteed, actually did ob-

ferve it by the Accefs and Recefs of a Fix’d Star

to and from the Pole of the Equator at different

Tynes of the Year.

And he allures us, in his Letter to Dr. Wallis,

written Decemb. 20. 1698, and Publifhed in the
]

Latin Edition of Dr. Wallis's Works :
“ That he

u found the Diftance of a Fix’d Star near the

“ Pole of the World to be 40 Seconds, or 45 Se-

“ conds nearer to it at the Winter Solftice than at

“ the Summer one; And this he oblerved for 7

Years together with great Accuracy.

So that he judges the Objection of Ricciolus a-

gainft the Earths Motion to be entirely removed,

and its Revolution round the Sun proved.

Dr. Gregory feems not fatisfied with this Proof,

(tho’ he believes the Dodtrine from other Princi-

ples) but inclines rather to the Opinion of Co-

pernicus, That the Diameter of the Earths Annu-

al Orbit is infenfible, in refpedfc of the Diftance

of the Fix’d Stars. But others may judge whe-

ther he brings Reafons fufficient to overthrow

Obfervations fo carefully, and fo often made, as

thofe produced by Mr. Flanjieed. See his Ajlron .

p. 275, 276.

PARALLAX of Latitude, is an Arch of a great

Circle palling by the Poles of the Zodiack to

the apparent Place of the Star, and intercepted

between two Circles of the Ecliptick equally di-

ftant, whereof the one pafleth by the true Place

of the Star, and the other by the Apparent

Place.

PARALLAX of Longitude, is an Arch of the E-

cliptick (or Parallel thereto) intercepted between

two great Circles, whereof the one pafleth from

the Poles of the Ecliptick, and the true Place j.the

other from the laid Poles by the apparent Place :

So that the Parallax of Longitude is only the Dif-

ference of the true and apparent Place according

to the Longitude of the Ecliptick.

PARALLACTICAL Angle, is an Angle made
by the Oblique cutting of a Circle of Altitude,

or Vertical Circle with the Ecliptick. How to

find it, fee Angle of the Ecliptic !g with the Vertical

Circle,

PARALLEL Lines in Geometry, are thofe which

run always equi-diftant from each other $ fo

that ifthey were infinitely produced, they wou’d
neither go further from, nor come nearer to each
other ; and their Diftance is always meafured
by a Perpendicular, which where-ever it be taken

,

is of the fame length, or is always equal to

it felf.

IB
. Ip

f* a . — m.
en « 2
• « £
- ; a

e u d

Thus the two Lines, a b and d e
, are Parallels

if they are equally Diftant from each other in

a e, B D, b d, and in all other Places.

COROLLARY, tj

Parallel Lines .P p, have the fame Inclination

one as the other, to any Right Line as Z Z,
which cuts or crofieth them both, and confe-

quently (fince an Angle is the Mutual Inclinati-

on of two Lines which meet in a Point (the Ex-
ternal Angle 0 or a, muft be equal to the Inter-

nal and Oppofite one
, f or b ; That is, 0 =s f?

and a — b.

be Parallel 3 which contradicts the Suppofition.

PROPOSITION.

A Right Line Z Z falling on two Parallel Lines
P p, makes the Alternate Angles <?=:/, and e— b • alfo 0 — d, and a ~ g, and the two
Internal Angles c -ft b, or e -ft / == to two Right
ones.

c ~ f
e = b

0 = d

A

DEMQW

That is. and
5 c -f- b

6 e f }
2 L
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DEMONSTRATION.

io c — f, fbecaufe c= o its Vertical or oppo-

site Angle, and « = /, by the predceent Corol-

lary.

2. e= &, becaufe = to a, which is — b, pro-

ved rhe fame way.

3. 0 — df becaufe ss f, =/, 3= i.

4. a = g, becaufe a = e, == b, — g.

5. e + b, ~ 1 L, becaufe b +/= 2 L, (by

13 ei Euclid.) and /= c by Stef, 1 . Wherefore

c b 2 f.

6. c+/= 2 by becaufe / -{- br=z % L, (by

13 e i.) and e = b (by Step, 2.) Wherefore £ -f

/ = 2 I, See ^e UJl Figure.

COROLLARY. II.

Two Right Lines as Z Z, Parallel to a Third,

as T, are Parallel to each other. For lince the

Angle a — b, and c alfo = b, becaufe the Outer
Lines are Parallel to the Inner one : Therefore the

Angle a = c, i. e. The two Outer Lines are alfo

Parallel by Cor. r.

PROBLEM I.

A Right Line as Z Q being given, to draw another

Parallel to it, thro ' A, a given Point.

B

From A draw a Line making any Angle, as

ABQ., with the given Line j then fetting one

Foot of the Compaffes in A, make the Angle

B AC = A BQ., fo fhall C A O be the Line

required, for the Angle A 2= to the Alternate

one B.

PARALLEL Sphere
,

is where the Poles are in

the Zenith and Nadir, and the Equator in the
Horizon, which is the Cafe of fuch (if any fuch
there be) who live diredly under the North and
South Pole.

The Confequences of this Pofition are. That
the Parallels of the Sun’s Declination will alfo be
Parallels of his Altitude.

The Inhabitants can fee only fuch Stars as are
on their fide the Equinodial - and they muff have
fix Months Day, and fix Months continual Night
every Year j and the Sun can never be higher
with them than 23 Degrees 30 Minutes, which is

not fo high as lie is with us in February,

PARALLEL Ruler
, is an Inftrument made of

Brafs, Steel, or Wood, to draws Lines Parallel to
each other ; of great ufe in Fortification, Archite-
dure and many other parts of the Mathematicks.

PARALLELS of Altitudes or Almacanters, are
Circles Parallel to the Horizon, imagined to pafs

thro’ every Degree and Minute of the Meridian,
between the Horizon 1 and Zenith, having their

Poles in the Zenith. And on the Globes thefe are
defcribed by the Divisions on the Quadrant of Al-
titude, in its Motion about the Body of the Globe,
when ’tis fcrew’d to the Zenith of any Place.

PARALLELS of Latitude
, on the Terreftrial

Globes, are the fame with Parallels of Declination

on the Celejlial. But the

PARALLELS of Latitude on the Celeftial

Globes, are fmall Circles Parallel to the Ecliptic^. t

imagined to pafs thro every Degree and Minute
of the Colures

, and are reprefented there by the

Divifions of the Quadrant of Altitude, in its Moti-
on round the Globe, when it is fcrew’d over the

Poles of the Eclipticft.

PARALLELS of Declination, are Circles Pa-
rallel to the Equinodial, imagined t@ pafs thro*

every Degree aad Minute of the Meridians, be-

tween the Equinoctial and each Pole ofthe World.

PARALLEL Rays, in Opticks, are thofe that

keep an equal Diftance from the vifible Objed
to the Eye, which is fuppofed to be infinitely re-

mote from the Objed.
PARALLEL Planes, are thofe Planes which

have all the Perpendiculars drawn betwixt them
equal to each other : That is, when they are e-

very where equally diftant.

PARALLEL Circles
,
on the Globes, the fame

with the Lejfer Circles.

PARALLELS alfo on the Terreftrial Globe,

are Circles drawn thro’ the middle of every Cli-

mate, dividing them into two halves, which are

called Parallels.

PARALLELISM of the Earth’s Axis, is the

Earth’s keeping its Axis in its Annual Revoluti-

on round the Sun, in a Pofition always Parallel

to its felf, which it doth nearly but not exadly j

for tho’ the Difference be infenfible in one Year,

Dr. Gregory in his Aflronomy faith, It becomes
fenfible enough in many Years.

This Parallelifm he fhews to be the neceffary

refult of the two Motions of the Earth, that is

round its Axis, and its Annual one, and that there

needs no third Motion be feigned to explain ir,

or account for it : For as the Earth moves An-
nually round the Sun (without the Diurnal Mo-
tion) it moves only according to its Centre of Gra-
vity ; and each Point and Line in it keeps always

the fame Pofition. Let its Axis be one of thofe

Lines ; the Diurnal Revolution of the Earth round

this (which as to that Motion is fuppofed immo-
veable)
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able) cannot change the Pofition of it j and

therefore it will be always the lame, /„ e. always

Parallel to it fell

.

PAR A T IPSIS (a Figure in ^hetoriclj) is a pre-

tended defire in us of omitting what we fay ; as

if one Ihould fay, I am -willing to forget the Wrong

that my Enemy has done me I will not fpak. ofthe

Injury that I have received from him, See.

PARALLELOGRAM in Geometry
,

is a Right

Lined Quadrilateral Figure* whofe Oppofite Sides

are Parallel and Equal To find its Superficial Con-
tent : See Area.

The Formation, or Generation of all Parallelograms

Squares, and Rectangles, may be thus conceived.

A D

If a Right Line, as A D, having one of its Ends

or Points in the Top (or Vertex A) of the Angle

E A B, be fuppofed to move downwards, with

a Motion always Parallel to its felf in its firft fi-

tuation : And as it moves thus, always keeps its

faid end A in the Line AE; till at laft it be

moved down fo low, as that it is all of it gotten

within the Legs of the Angle, and is come to lie

in the Situation E B : Tis plain, this Line A D,

will by its Motion downwards have deferibed the

Quadrilateral Figure • ADBE. And as in its

Defcent
,

the Line A D continually cuts the

Line A B, fo it will deferibe alfo on each fide of

A B the two equal Triangles A D B and A E B.

The Parts of the former of which, do continu-

ally decreafe, as thofe of the latter A E B do in-

creafe.

Alfo, if either Leg of an Angle E AD, as fup-

pofe the Leg A D, or any part of that Leg
A B, be conceived to move along the other A E,

with -a Motion Parallel to its firft Situation, it

will alfo deferibe a: Quadrilateral Figure, which

if the Deferibent Line A B, be equal to the Dirt-

gent A E, (for fo thofe two Lines may be called)

will be an Equilateral one. But when the Diri-

gent is either longer or flrorter than the Defcribent

Line, then the oppofite Sides of the Figure only

will be equal

From which Formation of Quadrangles, (ahit

alfo of Triangles; theie Corollaries may be
deduced.-

COROLLARY L

That all Quadrilateral Figures thus formed*
muft alfo be Parallelograms or have their oppofite

Sides equal and Parallel The Realbn of which
is, becaufe the Moving Line, or Defcribent
A D, is always fuppofed to be carried Parallel

to it felf; and. the Diftance between A and D*
or A and B the Defcribent Points, are always the

fame. 33. e 1.

A B
. r ; D

1 _

E G F

COROLLARY IL

Since the Angles A and E are together equal
to two Right Angles

,
if one be a Right Angle/

the other muft be fo alfo ; and then all the Angled
of the Figure will be Right ones, and fo' ’twill
be a ReCfangle as A F* and if the Defcribent be
equal to the Dirigent, the Figure will be a Square,
as A G. Cor

'
29. e r. EucL

Hence alfo ’tis plain, That the Oppofite And
gles of every Parallelogram are equal; becaufe
they do each of them, with the Angle between
them, make two Right Angles.

COROLLARY IIL

Whence it appears. That every Diagonal A BJ
Divides the Parallelogram into two equal Parts*

34. e. 1 Eucl.

COROLLARY IV.

As alfo. That every Parallelogram muft be
Double to a Triangle, having the fame, or an
equal Bale and Height. 41^1 Eucl.

For every Triangle that can be drawn on the
Bafe E B, or on a Bafe equal to it and having
the fame Height

, or being between the fame
Parallel Lines, will be equal to the Triangle
A E B, which is half the Parallelogram A B, per
Car. 3.

COROLLARY V.

Hence all Parallelograms that are between the
fame Parallel Lines, and on one and the fame? of
equal Bales, muft be equal

5 O I &f



I fay, The Parallelograms A F, D E, G E, ha-

ving the fame Bafe D F, or its equal G H, muft

be equal to one another.

For the Parallelograms A F, and G E, have

both the Defcribent and Dirigent Lines equal.

And alfo, A F, and D E, have the fame De-
fcribent Lines D F f' and the Line D F, thd’ it

go not in the fame Dirigent Line to form the Pa-
rallelogram D E, yet it goes in the whole but

the fame Perpendicular Altitude, and only moves
flower for going Obliquely, but all the Indivifibles

or Component Lines in one, muft be equal to

thofe in the other.

COROLLARY VI.

a : . .i . . &

Hence, alfo follows, That Triangles on the fame,

or equa 1- Bales, muft be equal if they are between

the fanjje Parallels ; becaufe they are the Halves of

equal Parallelograms.

COROLLARY VII.

Alfo from hence is cafily proved, That the three

Angles a
,
b, c, of any Triangle, are equal to two

Right Angles. (See Fig. 1.)

For flnee the Angle cf i, (becaufe

A D is Parallel to E BJ
And that b~o ,

for the fame Reafon.

Therefore b c -f- a = 2 L. Q^E. D.

COROLARY VIII.
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If the Line A C, {landing at Right Angles

\vith C D, be divided into Three Parts, as C D is

into Five; and being made a Defcribent, be mo-

ved along the Dirigent C D, till it come at laft to

the End of it, and ftand in the Pofition B D ; the

Pcclangle A D will by this means be divided into

as many little Redangles as the Unites both in

the Defcribent and Dirigent Line will produce,

by being multiplied one by another, that is 15 ; for

3 times 5 is 1 5. And this is what is called d.

Rettangle made between any two Lines, or the
Produd arifing from the Parts of the one multi-
plied by the Parts of the other.

And this is ufually in the Latin Tongue exprefs’d
by the Verb clucere

, which flgnifies to lead ox: guide
along.

_

As, for Inftance, If the Line A C were
to multiply C D, they would fay in that Language,
Due AC in C D ; that is, fet your Line A C per-
pendicular to G D ; and then keeping it always
in that Pofition, lead or guide it along till it comes
to the End of C D, and it will by its Motion
have formed the Redangle AD; and by its
Three Parts, the 1 5 little ones within it. And
therefore in Latin Mathematical Books the Pro-

1

dud would be thus espreifed
, AC Du&a inCD= 15.

And from hence ’tis plain, that the Produd of
any two Numbers is equal to a Hetlangular Pa-
rallelogram, made out of the Multiplicand and the
Multiplicator, or out of the two Fadors, as they
are called by fome Writers ; that is, a Reelangle
whofe two Sides are divided into as many Parts as
there are Unites in both Fadors.

PARALLELOGRAM, is alfo an Inftrument
made of five Rulers of Brais or Wood, with
Sockets to Aide or fet to any Proportion, ufed to
enlarge or diminifh any Map or. Draught

, either
in Fortification, Building, or Surveying, &c.
PARALLELOGRAM Protrabler, is a . Semi-

circle of Brafs, with four Rulers, in form of a
Paratlelogram, made to move to any Angle ; one
of which Rulers is an Index, which fliews on
the Semi-circle the Quantity of any inward or
outward Angle.

PARALLELOPIPED, is a Solid Figure con-
tained under Six Parallelograms, the Oppofites of
which are equal and parallel; or ’tis a Prifm,1

whofe Bafe is a Parallelogram. This is always
triple to a Pyramid of the fame Bafe and Height,
as is demonftrated under Proportion of Solids ;
which fee.

PARALLELOPLEURON, a Word ufed by
fome Geometricians for an Imperfed Parallelo-

gram, or kind of Trapezium, having unequal
Angles and Sides, yet not all fo, in regard that
at leaft fome of them anfwer to one another, < ob-
ferving a certain Regularity and Proportion of Pa-
rallels

; fo that they do not extend fo largely as
Trapeziums, which are any Irregular Four-fided
Figures

; _

neverthelefs, like them, they are capa-
ble of being varioufly diverfify’d-

PARALOGISM, is a pretended Demonftra-
tion or Method of Arguing, but which is in re-

ality fallacious and falfe.

PARALYSIS, the P.alfey
,

is an entire Lefs of
voluntary Motion, or Senfe, or both, either in all

the Body, or only in fome Part. It comes by ei-

ther an Obftrudion, ObfchTion, Contufion,. or

preffing of the Nerves, or by an Indifpofition, or
ill Conformity of the Mufcles Blanchard.

PARAMESUS, is the next Finger to the Mid-
dle one, called the Ring-finger.

PARAMETER, by fome, as Mydorgius and
Others, called the Latus peclum. of a Parabola

,

is a Third Proportional to the Abfciffa and any
Ordinate : So that the Square of the Ordinate is

always equal to the Redangle under the Para-

meter and Abfcijfa. See the Demonftration under
Parabola,

* This
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This Word Parameter, or Latus BpBum, is alfo

tiled as to the Ellipfe arid Hyperbola ; blit in thofe

it hath another Proportion, as you will find under

thofe Words.
PARAMOUNT, in our Law, lignifies the Su-

pream Lord of the Fee : Fot there friay be a Te-

nant to a Lord, that holdeth himlelf another Lord;

the former of which is called Lord Mefne, and the

fecond Lord Paramount. And a Lord Paramount

confifteth only in Comparifon, as one Man may
be great, being compared to a left ; and little,

being compared with a greater. So that none lim-

ply feemeth to be Lord Paramount but only the

King, who is Patron Paramount to all the Benefi-

ces in England.

PARAPET, in Fortification, is an Elevation of

Earth and Stone upon the Rampart, behind which

the Soldiers Hand fecure from the Enemies Great

and Small Shot, and where the Cannoh is planted

for the Defence of the Town of Fortrefs. Every
Parapet having its Embrafures and Merlons, is about

Six Foot high on the Side of the Place ; and from
Four to Five on that toward the Country. So that

this Difference of Heights forms a kind of Glacis

above, from whence the Musketeers mounting the

Banquet of the Parapet, may eafily fire into the

Moats, or at leaft upon the Counterfcarp. It

ought alfo to be from 1 8 to 20 Foot thick if

made of Earth ; and from 6 to 8 if of Stone.

The Earth is much better than Stone , becaufe

Stone will fly to pieces when battered, and do
mifchief*

This Word Parapet is alfo given to any Line
that covers Men from the Enemies Fire : So there

are Parapets of Barrels, of Gabions, of Bags fil-

led with Earth, (3c.

PARAPHANALIA, or, according to the Civil

Law, Paraphamalia, are thofe Goods which a

Wife, befides her Dower or Jointure, is after her
Husband’s Death allowed to have ; as Furniture

for her Chamber, Wearing Apparel, ("and Jewels,

if fhe be of Quality) which are not to be put into

her Husband’s Inventory
, efpecially in the Pro-

vince of York. ^
PARAPHIMOSIS, is a Fault ofthe Yard, when

the Praputiums too fhort ; alfo a Narrownefs and
Contra fition of the Womb.
PARAPLEGIA, is a Palfie which feizeth all the

Parts of the Body below the Head, thro’ an Ob-
ftrutftion of the Spinal Marrow. Blanchard.

PARAPHRENITIS, is Madnefs, accompanied
with a continual Fever* through the Inflamation

of the Diaphragm, with Difficulty of Breathing,

at the Ancients dream’d. But Dotffor Willis has
confuted this Opinion of it, and fays the Matter
of it lies in the Cerebellum

,
whereby the Animal

Spirits cannot flow, and thence the Midriff and
Lungs are troubled. Blanchard.

PARAPHROSYNE, is a flight lort of Do-
ting in the Imagination and Judgment. Blan-
chard.

PARASELENE, a Mock-Moon, is occafion’d by
the fame Means as the Parhelia are about the Sun •

tho’ not fo frequent.

PARASITICAL Plants, are thofe which fome
call Epidendra

,
becaufe they grow not on the

Ground, but on the Arms or Limbs of Trees, as

our Vifcum or Mijletoe doth.

PARASTATAL See Epididymis.

PARASYNANCHE, is an Inflammation of the

Mufctes of the Upper part of the Oefophagw
,
with

a continued Fever.

par
PARAVAILE, in Common Law* fignifieS the

loweft Tenant, or him that is Tenant to one who
holdeth his Fee fiver of another; and is called
Tenant Paravaile

, becaufe it is prefumed he hath
Profit and Avayle by the Land.
PARBUNCLE, is the Name of a Rope in a

Ship, almoft: like a pair of Slings - ’tis feized both
Ends together, and then put double about any
heavy thing that is to be hoifed in or out of the

Ship ; having the Hook of the Runner hitched into

it to hoife it up by.

PARCENERS, is a Word taken either ac-

cording to the Courfe fif the Common Law, or
according to Cuftom. Parceners

, according to

the Courfe of the Common Law, are. Where
one feized of an Eftate of Inheritance, hath Iflue

only Daughters, and dies, and the Lands defeend
to the Daughters, then they are called Parceners,

and are but as one Heir. The fame Law is, If he
have not any Iffue, but that his Sifters be his Heirs.

Parceners, according to Cuftom, are , Where
a Man is feized of Lands in Gavel-kind, as iri

Kent, and other Places Frarichifed, arid Hath If-

fue divers Sons, and dies, then the Sons are Par-
ceners by the Cuftom.
PARCENARY, in Law, fignifies a holding or

occupying of Land pro indivifo, by Joint-Tenants,

or otHerwife called Co-parceners : For if they refufe

to divide their common Inheritance , and choofe
rather to hold it jointly

, they are laid to hold iri

Parcenary.

PARCO FraElo, is a Writ that lies againft him
that violently breaketh a Pound

,
arid taketh out

Beafts thence
,
which for fome Trefpafs done

upon another Man’s Ground, are lawfully im-
pounded.

PARCELLING of a Ship, is laying of Pieces

fif Canvafe of about a Hand’s breadth, over the

Seams, when file is riewly Calked.
PKKCEL-Makers, are two Officers in the Ex-

chequer that make the Parcels of the Efcheators Ac-
counts , wherein they charge them with every
thing they have leavied for the King’s Ufe within
the Time of their Office, and deliver the fame to

one of the Auditors of the Court to make an Ac-
count with the Efcheator thereof.

PARENCEPHALOS, the fame as the Cere-

bellum.

PARENCHYMOUS Parts of the Body, by the

Old Anatomifts, are reckoned fuch Fleftiy Partp

of it as fill up the Interftices between the Veflels,

and not confifting of Veflels themfelves. But by
the Help of the Microfcope

,
and more accurate

Obfervations
,

it hath flnee been difeovered, that

there is no Part of an Animal Body but what is

a kind of Net-work of an innumerable Quantity
of fmall Capillary Veflels.

PARENCHYMATA
,

are the Intrails thro’

which the Blood pafles for its better Fermentation

and Perfetftion, as the Lungs, Liver, Heart, and
Spleen, (3c.

Sometimes the Word Parenchyma is taken in a

large Senfe for all the Intrails. Blanchard.

PARIETAL Bones, or the Bones of the SyncL
put, are the thinneft Bones of the Cranium

, in

Form almoft fquare, fomewhat long ; they are

joined to the Os Frontis by the Sutura Coronalis,

to one another in the Crown of the Head by
the Sutura Sagittalis

, to the Os Occipitis by the

Lambdoidalis
, and to the Offa Temporum by the

Sutura Squamofa. They are fmooth and. equal

5 O % on
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on their Out-fide, but on their In-fide they have

feveral Furrows made for the PafTage of the

Veins of the Dura mater. They have each a

fmall Hole near the Sutura Sagittalis, through

which there pafs fome Veins which carry the Blood

from the Teguments to the Sinus Longitudinalis.

PARISTMIA, or Amygdala, are two Glan-

dules of the Mouth tied together by a broad

flender Production $ they have one common Ca-

vity large and oval, opening into the Mouth. The
Uie they ferve for is, to tranfmit a certain flimy or

pituitous Matter into the Jaws and Mouth. They
are called alfo Tonfilla, which fee. Blanchard.

PARK of the Artillery
, is a certain Place in

a Camp without Cannon-lhot of the Place befie-

ged, where the Cannon, Artificial Fires, Powder,

and other Warlike Ammunition are kept, and
guarded only by Pike-men ,

to avoid Cafualties

which may happen by Fire. Every Attack at a

Siege hath its Parity of Artillery.

PARK of Provifions, is another Place in the

Camp, on the Rear of every Regiment, which
is taken up by the Sutlers

,
who follow the Ar-

my with all forts of Provifions, and fell them to

the Soldiers.

PARONYCHIA, a Whitlow, is a preternatu-

ral Swelling in the Fingers, and very troublefome:

It arifes from a fharp malign Humour, which

fometim'es gnaws the Tendons, Nerves, the Mem-
brane about the Bone, and the .very Bone it felf.

Blanchard.

PAROTIDES, are Glandules behind the Ears;

alfo a preternatural Swelling of thofe Glandules.

PAROXYSM ,
a Fit, is Part of the Period of

Difeafes, whereby they encreale and grow worfe.

It is either Regular, which returns at certain

Times, as in a Tertian or Quartan Ague ; or Ir-

regular, that has no certain Times, but comes

fometimes one Day, fometimes another, as the

Erratick Ague. Blanchard.

PARRELS, in a Ship, are Frames made of

Trucks, and Ribs, and Ropes, which having both

their Ends fattened to the Yards, are fo contrived

as to go round about the Matts, that the Yards by

their means may go up and down upon the Matts.

Thefe alfo, with the Breaft-Ropes, do fatten the

Yards to the Matts.

PARRICIDE, fignifies properly him that kills

his Father, and may be applied to him that mnr-

dcrs his Mother.

PARSON, Perfona, is the Law Term for the

Redlor of a Church ;
becaufe for his Time he re-

prefents his Church, and fuftaineth the Perfon

thereof, as well in filing, as in being fued in any

Adrion Touching the fame. Formerly he who had

a Church by Inftitution and Induction only for

his own Life, was called Parfon Mortal.

But any Collegiate or Conventual Body, to

whom the* Church was for ever appropriated, was

called Parfon Immortal.

In the New book of Entries, Verb. Aid in An-

nuity, are thefe Words: Et Pradiclus A. dicct

ciuod ipfc eft Perfona PradiSa Ecclefue de S. Imper-

fonata in eadem ad Prtfentationem F. Patroniffa.

By which it feems that Perfona or Parfon anciently

was the Patron, and Perfona Imperfonata the Refer
to whom the Benefice was given by the Patron s

Right; which alfo Dyer fiieweth, fol. lit. So

that in I aw, the Parfon Imperfona is he that hath

the Poffeffion of a Benefice or Redory, be it ap-

propriate, or otherwife, by the Ad of another.

PARSONAGE, of Rettory, is a Spiritual Li-
ving compofed of Glebe-Land, Tythe, and other
Oblations of the People, feparate or dedicate to
God in any Congregation, for the Service of his
Church there, and for the Maintenance of the
Minifter to whofe Charge the fame is conv
mitred.

PARTES Finis nihil habuerunt
f 8cc. in the

Common Law
, is an Exception taken againft

a Fine levied.

PARTIES, in Law, are thofe which are na-
med in a Deed, or Fine, as Parties to it ; as thofe
that levy the Fine, and to whom the Fine is

levied: So thofe that make any Deed, .and
they to whom it is made, are called Parties in the
Deed.

PARTITIONE Facienda, is a Writ that lies

for thofe that hold Lands or Tenements pro indi-

vifo, and would fever to every one his Parr,
againft him or them that refufe to join in Partition
as Copartners, 8cc.

PARTITION, is a dividing of Land defend-
ed by the Common Law, or by Cuftom, among
Co-heirs or Parceners

, where there are two at leaft;

and this Partition is made Four ways, whereof
Three are by Agreement, the Fourth by Compui-
fion. The Firft Partition by Agreement is. When
they divide the Land equally themfelves into fo
many Parts as they are Coparceners, and each to
choofe one Share or Part, according to Order.
The Second is. When they choofe fome of their
Friends to make the Divifion for them. The
Third is by drawing Lots, thus : Having firft di-
vided the Land into as many Parts as there are
Parceners, they write every part feverally in a
diftindl Scroll, and wrapping it up, throw each of
them into a Hat, Bafon, or fuch like thing, ouc
of which each Parcener draws one, according to
their Superiority

; and fo the Land is feverally
allotted. The Fourth Partition, which is by Com-
pulfion, is, When one or more of the Parceners,
by reafon of the Refufal of fome other, lues out
a Writ of Partitione facienda • by Force whereof
they fhall be compelled to part.

In Kent, where Land is of Gavel-kind Nature,
they call their Partition, Shifting.

Partition alfo may be made by Joint-Tenants,
or Tenants in Common, by Afent, by Deed, or
by Writ.

PARTY-Jury. See Medietas Lingua.
PARTNERS, in a Ship

, are ftrong pieces of
Timber bolted to the Beams incircling the Matts,
to keep them fteady in their Steps, and alfo keep
them from rowling (that is falling) over the
Ship’s Sides. There are alfo of thefe Partners
at the Second Deck , to the fame End

; only the
MiiTen-maft hath only one pair of Partners in

which that Matt is wedged fo firm, as that it can
by no means budge. Some Ships fail not well,

unlefs their Matts are Ioofe, and have leave to play

in the Partners: But in a Storm this is dangerous,

left the Partners fhould be wronged, ( as they fay )

i. e. forced out of their places ; for then there is

no Help, but to cut the Matt by the Board.

PARTNERSHIP, a Rule in Arithmetick
; the

fame with the Rule of Fellowjhip, which lee.

PART Proportional, is a Part or Number
agreeable and analogus to fome other Part or
Number

; or a Medium to find out fome Number
or Part unknown by. Proportion and Equality of
Reafon.

PAR
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PAR Vagum, a pair of Nerves arifing below

the Auditory ones, from the Sides of the Medulla

Oblongata, behind the Prccejfus Annularis, by fe-

veral Threads which join together, and go out by

the fame Hole that the Sinus Laterales difcharge

themfeives into the Jugularcs. It is joined by a

Branch of the Ifervus Spinalis, or Accejforius WH-
lifii, and by a fmall Branch of the Portio Dura:

Immediately after it comes out of the Scull, it

gives a fmall Branch to the Larynx as it goes

down the Neck, above the Intereoftal Nerve, by

the Side of the Internal Carotide. At the Axillary

Artery it calls back the Recurrent Nerves, of which

the Right embraces the Axillary Artery, and the

Left the Aorta. Thefe two Branches afcend on

each fide of the Trachea, or Afpera Arteria, to the

Larynx ,
where they are fpent on the Mufcles of

the Larynx and Membranes of the Trachea. This

Pair, after it has entred the Cavity of the Thorax,.

fends out feveral Branches to the Pericardium,

Heart, Lungs, and Concave fide of the Liver.

This Pair of Nerves was formerly accounted

the Sixth, but is now ufually reckoned the

Eighth.

There is a notable Fibre, or rather Nerve, co-

ming from the Spinal Marrow, about the Sixth or

Seventh Vertebra of the Neck, which is fo joined

to this Par Vagum, as if they grew into one Nerve
;

being covered with it, with the fame Coat, from

the Dura mater, but appears diftincft when that is

taken off. This Nerve they call the Acceffory

Nerve, which runs to the Mufcles of the Neck

and Shoulder-Blade.

Out of the Trunks of this Eighth Pair fpring

two Nerves that they call the Recurring Nerves
3

the Right of which rifes higher, and winds about

the Axillary Artery 3 the Left fprings lower, and

twilling about the Trunk of the defending Aorta,

recurrs or returns back from thence.

Dr. Willis thinks this Recurrent Nerve to be re-

ally a diltindl one from the very Original ,
to be

no Branch of the Par Vagum, but only is included

in the fame Coat or Cover with it, for Safety and

Convenience of PalTage.

About the firft, or fecond Rib this Pair hath a

kind of Plexus or Knot, which is called Plexus

Cardiacus, becaufe it fends out Twigs which go to

the Heart and its Appendages.

PARVO Nocumento
,

is a Writ of Nufance

3

which fee.

PARVUM & Crajfutn, is the Fourth Pair of

Mufcles of the Head 3 fo called, becaufe it is but

a little one, yet pretty thick. It lieth under the

Complexum Trigeminum or Third Pair, and ri-

les Nervous from the Tr'anfverfe Proceffes of

the Six uppermoft Vcrtebrxof the Neck, and is

inlerted into the hinder Root of the Mamillary

Procefs.

PARYLIS, is an Inflammation, Rottennefs, or

Excrefcency among the Gums. Blanchard.

PASCHA ClauJum , fignifies the OSiaves of

Eafter, or Low-Sunday ,
which clofes or concludes

that Solemnity. Die ( tali
)
poji pnfeha claufum,

is a Date in fome of our Old Deeds. And the

firft Statute of Weftminjlcr, Anno 3 Edw. 1. is faid

to have been made lendes menda de la. clcfe de Paf-

che, that is, the Monday after Eajler-Wccl^.

PASCHAL Rents, are Rents or Annual Du-
ties paid by the Inferior Clergy to the Bilhop, or

Archdeacon, at their Eafler Vijitatkns. They are

alfo called Syncdals 3 which lee.

PAS ae Souris, a French Term in Fortification^:
the lame witn Berme 3 which fee.

PASSANT. The Term in Heraldry for a Lion
born in any Efcutcheon in a walking Polture. But
this in moil other Beales, they call Tripping, °

PASSAGIO, is a Writ dire&ed to the Keepers
of the Ports, to permit a Man topafs overSea
that hath the Kiugs Ijicenle.

PASSARADO, is a Rope in a Ship, whereby
all the Sheet-Blocxs of the Main and Forefails are
haled down after* the Clevo of the Mainfail to the
Cubbrige-head of the Main- mall, and the Clew of
the Fore-1ail to the Cat-head. This is to be done
when the Ship goes larger and they are alfo'

kept firm down, and kindred from flying up, by
:

this Pajfarado- Rope. t

PASSPORT, fignifies a Licence made by any
one that hath Authority, for the fafe Palfage of
any Man from one Place to another.

PASSIVE Principles. So the Chymills call

Water and Earth
, becaufe either their Parts are

at reft
,

or elle at leaft not fo rapidly moved as

thofe of Spirit, Oil, and Salt, and fo do ferve to

Hop and hinder the quick Motion of the Active

Principles. Befides, if thefe Principles could be
drawn pure, they would have nothing in them but
bare Bulk, Figure, Colour, and Weight 5 the one
in a Fluid, the other in a Solid Form 3 and would
be without either Smell, Taft, &c. or any Adive
Operation.

PASTILLS, are Odoriferous Tablets
,

or Trod

chishj made up of Perfumes or Odorous Bodies,

with Mucilage or Gum Tragacanth.

PATE, in Fortification
, is a kind of Platform

like what they call an Horfefhoe, not always
regular, but generally oval, encompaffed only
with a Parapet, and having nothing to flank it. It

is ufually ereded in Marfliy Grounds to cover a
Gate of a Town.

PATEE, a Term in Heraff

dry for a Crofs of this Figure.
The Field is Sable a Crofs Patee
Argent, by the Name of Crofs.

This Form of a Crofs is called

alfo Eormee.

PATELLA. See Mola genu, the Knee Pan.
PATENTS. See Letters Patent.

Note, That Patents differ from Writs, and
a Coroner is made by Writ, and not by Patent.

PATEN1 EE, is he to whom the King grants
his Letters Patent.

PATHETICK Nerves , are the Fourth pair
arifing from the Top of the Medulla Oblongata,

( and fo is different from all others
, which arife

either from its Bafe or Sides ) behind the round
Protuberances, called by Anatomifts the Ato and
Teftes of the Brain

; whence bending forwards by
the Sides of the Medulla Oblongata, they prefentiy

hide themfeives under the Dura Mater • under
which proceeding a while, they pafs out of the
Skull, each in a fingle Trunk , at the fame Hole
with the Optick Nerves, ( and they communicate
with no other in their whole Paffage ) and are be-
llowed entirely as Willis faith, on that Mufcle
of the Eye which they call Trochlearis

, becaufe
it ferves to rowl the Eye round about 3 which be-
ing a Motion that is ufually confequential upon
fome Paffion of the Mind, fuch as Love, ©c. thefe

Nerves
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Nerves are therefore very properly called Oculorum

motores pathetici.

PATH of the Vertex, a, Term frequently ufed

fey Mr. Flamfleed in his DoEtrine of the Sphere,

and fignifies a Circle defcribed by any Point of

the Earth’s Surface, as the Earth turns round its

Axis. This Point is confidered as Vertical to the

Earth’s Centre, and is the fame with what is cal-

led the Vertex or the Zenith in the Ptolemaick.

Projection.

The Semi-diatneter of this Path of the Vertex

is always equal to the Complement of the La-

titude of the Point or Place that defcribes it

;

that is, to that Places Diftance from the Pole of

the World*
PATHOGNOMONICK, a Term in the Arc

of Medicine, is a proper infeparate Sign which a-

grees only to fuch a thing, and to all of that

kind, and tells the EfTence of its SubjeCt, and alfo

lafts from the Beginning to the End ; as in a

true Plurifie there’s always a continual Fever,

hard Breathing, and Stiches, with a Cough. Blan-

chard.

PATHOLOGY, is a part of Phyfick that teach-

eth us the preternatural Conftitution of a Man’s
Body, fo as thereby to difcover the Nature and

Caufes of Difeafes.

PATONCE. The Hearalds

Term for one of their Croffes of

this Figure*

Gules
, A Crofs Pdtonce, Ardent,

by the Name of Latirher,

PATRIMONY, is afi Hereditary Eftate, or

Right, defcefided from Anceftors. The Legal En-
dowment of a Church, or Religious Houfe, was
called Ecclefiajlical Patrimony.

PATRON, is ufed in the Civil Law for him
that hath manumitted a Servant, and thereby is

both juftly accounted his great BenefaCtor, and

challengeth certain Reverence and Duty of him
during his Life.

In the Canon and Civil Law it fignifies him

that hath the Gift of a Benefice ; and the Rea-

fon is, Becaufe the Gift of Churches and Benefices

belonging unto fuch good Men as either built, or

elfe endowed them with fome great part of their

Revenue.
PATROUILLE, or Patroul, as we generally

pronounce it, is a Round of Soldiers, to the Num-
ber of Five or Six, with a Serjeant to command
them : Thefe fet out from the Corps de Gards, and

walk round the Streets of, a Garrifon, to prevent

Quarrels, Mifchief, &c. and to keep all in Order,

Peace, ana Quietnefs.

PAUPER. See Forma pauperis.

PAUSE or Befi, in Mufick, is a Silence or Ar-

tificial Intermiflion of the Voice or Sound, propor-

tioned to a certain Meafure of Time, by the Mo-
tion of the Hand or Foot.

Thefe Paufes or Bpfls are always equal to the

Length or Quantity of the Notes whereto they

are annex’d, and are therefore called by the fame

Names as a Long-reft, Breve-reft, Semi-breve-

reft, &c.

Odd Befls are thofe which take up only fome

part of a Semi-breve's Time or Meafure, and have

always reference to fome Odd Note • for by thofe

two Odds the Meafure is made even,

PAUNCH, of Punch
, is thofe Matts made"of

Sinnet, which in a Ship are made fait to the Main
and Fore-yards, to keep them from galling againfir

the Mails.

PAWLE, in a Ship, is a fir,all piece of Iron
bolted to one End of the Beams of the Deck, clofe

to the Capftan, but yet fo eafily as that it can
turn about. Its Ufe is to Hop the Capftan from
turning back, by being made to catch hold of
the Whelps : Therefore they fay, Heave a Pawls

!

That is, Heave a little more for the Pawle to get
hold of the Whelps : And this they call Pawling
the Capftan .

PAYING. The Seamen call laying over the
Seams of a Ship a Coat of hot Pitch, paying her ;
which, when ’tis done with Canvafs, is called
Parcelling. Alfo, when after fhe is Graved, and
her Soil burned off, a new Coat of Tallow and
Soap, or one of Train-Oil, Rofinand Brimftone,
boiled together, is put on upon her, that is cal-

led Paying ef a Ship. They fay alfo fometimes,
when in tacking about, a Ship’s Sails being back-
ftay’d, fall all flat againft the Mafts and Shrouds,

Jhe is payed.

PEAN, in Heraldry, is when the Field of a
Coat of Arms is Sable

, and the Powdering*
are Or.

PECTEN Arboris, is
1 the Grain of the Wood of

any Tree.

PECTINEtJS, is a Mufcle of the Thigh ; fo

caHed from its Beginning at the Os Pubis or Pe-
tfinis. It has a thick, broad, and. flefhy Origi-

nation from the External part of the faid Bone, be-

tween the Pfoas Magnus and the Iliacu* Internus

,

and fecond Head of the Triceps • and defcending
obliquely backwards, it becomes a flat ftrong'

Tendon near its Implantation to the Afperity on
the Pofterior part of the Os Femoris, immediately
below the lefler Trochanter, at the Infertion of the
Pfoas Magnus and Iliacus Internus.

This adting together with the Pfoas Magnus
and Iliacus Internus, doth not only draw the Os
Femoris upwards, but direCt it outwards, by its

Curve Defcent from its Origination to its Infer-

tion at the Pofterior part ofthe Os Femoris
; which

is a Provident Contrivance of Nature in walk-
ing, fince the Thigh-Bones by their oblique Po-
fition do thereby render the Toes liable to turn
inwards.

PECTINIS, or Pubis Os, the Share-Bone, is

the lower arid inner, or fore-part of the Os Inno-

minatum ; and even before, is joined to its Fel-

low by a Cartilage, called Synchondrofisy which is

much thicker, but loofer and fofter in Women than

in Men ; for in Women, one Bone can a little re-

cede ftom the other in Travail, to make way for

the Foetus. It has a very large Foramen between the

Sinus of the Coxendix, and that part whereby it is

joined to its Fellow, making room for two Muf-
cles of the Thigh j and above this Foramen is a
Sinus, by which the Crural Veins and Arteries

pafs to the Thighs. The Upper part of this Bone
is called its Spine, into which the Mufcles of the

Abdomen are inlerted.

PECTORALS, or PeEloral Medicines, are fuch

as are ufed in Difeafes of the Bread' by attenua-

ting, or thickning, or allaying the Heat thereof,

and render the Matter which caufes coughing, fit

to be expectorated or fpit out. Blanchard.

PECTORALIS, a Mufcle of the Arm, fo cal-

led from its Situation. This hath a broad femk
circulark
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circular fiefay beginning above, from near half

the Inferior part of the Clavicula : Below
,
from

the Os PeElorale, and all the Cartilaginous End-

ings of th<5 Six iiipcrior Ribs, and from the Bony

part of the Seventh, it hath a diftincft Fafciculus

of flefhy Fibres, (which fometimes is confounded

with the Obliquus Defcendens Abdominis.) From

this large Origin it marcheth tranfverfly, and be-

cometh narrower but thicker, and leffens it felf

as it paffeth over the upper part of the Biceps

Cubiti, and is inferted by a fhort, but broad,

ftrong Tendon, to the Superior part of the Os Hu-

meri, above the Termination of the Deltcides.

The Fibres of this Mufcle decuffate each other,

near their Implantation to the Os Humeri • thofe

of the Superior part running downwards, and

thofe
;

of the Inferior marching up, interbed: the

former in Acute Angles. When it ads, it moves

the Arm either obliquely upwards, or diredly

forwards, or obliquely downwards, according to

the various Direction of its Series of Fibres.

PECULIAR, fignifies a particular Parifli or

Church that hath Jurifdidicn within its felf, for

Probat of Wills, £$c. exempt from the Ordinary,

and the Bifhops Courts.

The King’s Chapel is a Royal Peculiar, ex-

empt from all Spiritual Jurifdidion, and refer-

ved to the Vifitation and immediate Govern-

ment of the King Jiimfelf, who is Supreme Or-

dinary.

ft is an Ancient Privilege of the See of Can-

terbury, That wherefoever any Mannors or Ad-

vowfons do belong to it, they forthwith become

exempt from the Ordinary, and are reputed Pe-

culiars.

PEDESTAL, in Architecture, is that part

which fupports a Pillar or Column, having its pro-

per Bafe and Cornice different, according to the fe-

deral Orders of Architecture.

The Tufcan Pedeflal, being the mot fimple of

all, hath only a Plinth for its Bafe, and an Aftra-

gal crown’d for its Cornice.

The Derich Pedeflal, (according to Palladio)

borrowing the Attick. Bafe, ought to have for its

Height z j Diameters of the Column taken below.

But no Pedefials to this Order are feen among the

Ancient Buildings.

The lonich Pedeflal is Two Diameters and about

Two thirds high.

The Corinthian Pedeflal hath the Fourth part of

the Column for its Height, being divided into

Eight parts ;
whereof one muft be allowed for the

Cymatium, two others for the Bafe, and the reft

for the Dye or Square.

The Compoflt Pedeflal ought to have the Third

part of the Pillar for its Height.

PEDXCULARlS Morbus. See Phthiriafls.

PEDICULUS, in Botany, is the Foot-ftalk of

any Leaf, Flower, or Fruit.

PEDIMENT, a Term in Architecture * the

fame with Fronton, which fee.

PEDXUM. See Tarflus.

PEDRERO, or, as it is ufually called by the

Seamon, Petterero, is a Imall piece of Ordnance,

molt ufed on board of Ships to fire Stones, Nails,

PEL
broken Iron, or Partridge-fhot, on the Enemy,
when he attempts to broad you. Moft ofthefe
are open at the Breech, and have the Chamber to
take out, and to be loaded that way, and not -at

the Muzzle.
PEEK, a Sea-word, ufed in thefe Senfes ; An'

Anchor is faid to be a-peeh, when a Ship being
about to weigh, comes fo over her Anchor, that
the Cable is perpendicular between the Hawfe
and the Anchor ; and to bring the Ship thus, is

called Heaving a-peek.

They fay alio, Peek, the Mijflen ; that is, Put
the Miflen-yard right up and down by the Mafc
A Ship is faid to pide a-peek., where fhe lies

with her Main and Fore-yards hoifed up j
and

then having one end of the Yards brought down
to the Shrouds, the other is raifed up an end :

And this is done to contrary Sides
j (i. e.) the Star-

board Yard-arm of the Main-yard comes down
to the Starboard fide, and fo doth the Larboard
end of the Fore-yard j fo that the Yards appear
acrols each other like St. Andrews Crofs. The:
Way to do this, is, To let go the Starboard
Top-fail-fheets from the Main-yard, and then top-

ping up the Larboard-lifts : And fo quite contra-
ry for the Fore-yard.

To pide a-broad peek is much after the fame
manner, only the Yards are raifed up but half
lo high.

The Reafon why they thus peep up their Yards
is, left lying in a River (and they hardly ever
ufe it but thenj with their Yards acrofs, another
Ship fhould be foul upon them, and break their

Yards.

There is alio a Room in the Hold of a Ship,
1

that is called the Peek.: ’Tis from the Bitts for-

wards to the Stem. Here Men ofWar keep their

Powder ; and Merchant-men, Outward-bound,
place their Victuals here.

PEGASUS, a Conftellation in the Northern'
Hemifphere, containing 23 Stars.

PEIRCED. When any Ordinary or Charge, in
Heraldry, hath an Hole in it, fo that the Field

appears through, they fay that Ordinary or Charge

is pierced.

PELAGLE, is a Term ufed by the Writers of
Natural Hiftory, to exprefs fuch Sea Shell-fifties,

as never or very rarely are found near the Shores,

but always refide in the Deep, in thofe parts of
the Bottom of the Sea which are moft remote'

from Land. \

PELICOIDES, is the Name given by fome to

the Figure B G D A, contained under the two

inverted
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inverted Quadrantal Arks A B and A D, and the

Semi-circle BCD, whofe Area is= to the Square

A C, and that to the Redangle E B.

’Tis equal to the Square A C, becaufe it wants

of the Square on the Left Hand the two Seg-

ments A B and A D, which are equal to the two

Segments B C andC D, by which it exceeds it on

the Right Hand.
PEL1DNUS, is a Black-and-blue Colour in the

Facej frequent in MelancholiCk Men.

PELLETS, a Bearing in Heraldry. See Balls.

PELLICAN, is the Chymifts Term for a kind

of Double Veffel, ufed in Circulations. See Dou-

ble Vejfels.

PELLICLE, a little Skin. When any Solu-

tion in Chymiftry is in a gentle Heat evaporated

fo long till a thin Skin or Film arife on the top

of the Liquor, ’tis call’d an Evaporation to a

Pellicle ; and then there is very little more Li-

quor left than what will juft ferve to keep the

Salts in Fufion.

PELVIS, is the Place at the Bottom of the

Belly, wherein the Bladder and Womb are con-

tained.

PELVIS Aurium. See Cochlea .

PELVIS Cerebri. See Choana.

PELVIS Bynum, is a Membranous Veffel or Re-

ceptacle in either Kidney, which receives the U-
rine, and pours it into the Bladder.

PEMPHIGODES Febris, is a Spotted Fever ;

feme lay a Windy, or a Flatulent Fever.

PENCIL of Rays in Optichj,
is a double Cone

of Rays joined together at the Bafe; one of which

hath its Vertex in fome one Point of the Object,

and the Glafs G L S for its Bafe ; and the other

hath its Bale on the fame Glafs, but its Vertex in

the Point of Convergence, as at C.

Thus : B G S C is a Pencil of Rays, and the

Line BL C, is called the Axis of that Pencil.

PENINSULA, in Geography, is a Portion of

Land, which being alirfoft furrounded with Wa-
ter, and is joined to the Continent only by an IJlh*

mus
f or narrow Neck of Land ; as Africa

, the
greateft Peninfula in the World, is joined to Ajia ;
that of Morea to Greece

, 8cc.

PENETRATION of Dimenfions
, is a Philofo-

phical way of exprefling, That two Bodies are in
the lame Place, fo that the Parts of one do every
where penetrate into, and adequately fill up the
Dimenfions or Places of the Parts of the other;
which is manifeftly impoflible, and contradi&o-
ry to Reafon.

PENUMBRA, in Aftronomy, is a faint kind
of Shadow, or the utmoft edge of the perfect
Shadow which happens at the Eclipfe of the Moon ;
fo that it is very difficult to determine where the
Shadow begins, and where the Light ends.

PENDANTS of a Ship, are of two kinds.
i. Thofe long Colours, or Streamers, cut point-

ing out towards the end, and there divided into
two parts, and which are hung out at the Heads of
the Mails, or at the Yard-Arm ends, are called
Pendants ; and are ufed for fhew, and fometimes
for Deftindtion of Squadrons.

i. That fiiort Rope is called a Pendant, Which
at one end is fattened to the Head of the Maft, or
to the Yard, or to the Clew of the Sail, and at
the other end hath a Block and Shiver, to reeve
fome running Rope into. Thus the Pendant of
the Tackje is made fall to the Head of the Matts ;
and the Pendants to the Bac4 Stays are fattened

to, and hang down on the Infide of the Sbrowds.

Alfo all the Yard-Arms, except the Miflen,
have of thefe Pendants, into which the Braces are
reeved.

PENDULUM, is a Weight hanging at the end
of a String, Chain, or Wife, by whole Vibrations

or Swings to and fro, the Parts or Differences of
Time are meafured.

The Velocities of Pendulums in their lowefl:

Points are as the Chords of the Arks they fail from
or deferibe.

Thus if the
,
Pendulum N P be let fall from

the Height H, its Velocity at P will be expoun-
ded by the Chord HP. {In the Figure fol-

lowing.)

’Tis faid that BJcciolus’s was the firft that at-

tempted to meafure Time by the Pendulum, and
therein he was followed, tho’ near about the fame

time, by Langrenus Vendelinus, Merfennus, Kjr-

cherus, &c. fome of which declare they knew
nothing of picciolus Attempt : But the firft that ap-

plied it to a Movement, Clock, or Watch, was
Mr. Chrijlopher Hugens, and who brought it alfo

to a good degree of Perfection.

The Learned Sir Ifaac Newton, in his Accu-

rate Experiments on Pendulums
, found that the

Matter of all Bodies is exactly proportionable to

their Weight.

I#
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tlie Square of 66 -'which is 3660) : : So is 39*

2 : to the Length of the Pendulum required i

Which will be found to be 56, 4 Inches. See the

if the Pendulum F, be let fall from the Height

H, and then at its return that way come up a-

gain as far as K, the Ark H K reprefents the

Retardation arifing from the Refiftance of the

Air.

The fhorter Arks any Pendulum defcribes, the

equaller will the Vibrations be to one another $

and when the Arks are exceeding fmall, the Vi-

brations will be nearly equal as if the Pendu-

lum did fwing in a Vacuum. Wherefore it feems

to be a Miftake in thdfe who admire a Clock or

Watch for its Pendulums fWinging far, or taking

a great Compafs as they call it.

PENDULUMS, Merfennus found the length of

a Pendulum that wou’d fwing Seconds to be 3

Feet 6 Inches, and fince ’tis agreed that in our

Latitude, it is juft 39 Inches, 2 Tenths.

A Pendulum of 10 Inches, wanting about one

,Tenth of an Inch, will very near fwing half Se-

conds, or the izothpart of a Minute of Time ;

which is 7Zooth part of an Hour.

The Lengths of Pendulums (which are always
accounted from the Centre of Ofcillation, to the

Centre of the Ball or Bob) are to each other in a

Duplicate Proportion of the Times in Which
their Vibrations are refpedtively performed ; or

are as the Squares of the Vibrations performed

in one and the fame time. Wherefore the Times
muft be in Subduplicate Proportion to the Lengths.

Sir Ifaac Newton demonftrates, Cor. 2. Prop. 54.
Princip. That if the Force of the Movement of

a Clock required to keep a Pendulum in Motion,
could be fo compounded with the gravitating

force of the Pendulum, that the whole force or

Tendency downwards, (hall be as the Line which
arifes by dividing the Redfangle Under the Se-

mi-ark of the Vibration and the Radius, is to

the Sine of that Semi-ark, then all the Ofcillations

fliall ftill be made in the fame fpace of Time,

PROBLEMS.
I. To find the Length of a Pendulum which Jhall

mak? any Ajfigtied Number of Vibrations in a
Minute,

.. ....

Let the Number of Vibrations be 50, the Length
of a String counted from the Point of Sufpenfion ,

to the Centre of Ofcillation, or of the Bullet or

Round Ball at the end of it, is required.

Since the Lengths ofPcndules are to each 6-

ther as the Squares of their Vibrations. And that

a Pendule Vibrating Seconds for 60 times in a
Minute) is by Experience found to be of the
length of 39 Inches and t4 of an Inch.

I here ufe Sir Jonas Moofs Computation.

Say, as the Square of 50) (which i$ 2,500) i to

Work.

As 2500 to 3600 : t fo 39, a to

39 ,
2-

7200
32400

ic8o©

1 00) 14112
j
00 ( 5 6,4

. j

125

I6l

150

1 12
lob

12

But for ready Pratftice j fince in thefe Queffc
ons the Product of the mean Terms will always
be 1411200 (that is the Product of the Square
of 60 Multiplied by 39,2.) i. e. 3600 x 39,2.
You need only divide that Number by the Square
of the Number of Vibrations aflign’d, and the

Quotient will give the Length of a Pendulum, that

fhall Vibrate juft fo many times in a Minute.

P R O B L E M II.

The Length of a String and Plummet being kiiown

(reckoned as before from the Point of Sufpenfion
to the Centre of the Weight •) To find the Number
of Vibrations fucb a Pendulum JhalL make in a
Minute.

This is the Reverie of the former Problem 3
therefore fay, As the Length given fuppofe 56,4,
to the Length of the Standard Pendulum Twing-
ing Seconds, vi%. 39,2. So is the Square of the Vi-
brations of the Standard Pendulum to the Squares
of the Vibrations fought. See the Work.
As 56,4 : 39,2 : : 3600 : 2500, as will be

found by working the Golden fiule as before. And
the Square Root of 2500, will be 50, the Number
of Vibrations fought.

But for ufe (here as in the former Problem) you
need only to divide 141120b by the Length, and
it gives the Square of the Vibrations, as there you
divided by the Square of the Vibrations to find

the Length.

V S E*

And thefe two Problems may be of excellent

ufe, both to Regulate the Motion of a Clock of
Watch, and exactly to rneafure Time without ei-

ther ; which may gratifie and affift the Curiau#
in ebferving Eclipfes, especially thofe of the Sa-
tellites of Jupiter, and in the Tranfits of the Moon
under the fix’d Stars, and her Occultations of
them : Whofe Duration may be thus eafily mea-’
fared, without Clock, Watch, or any fuch way of
diftinguifhing Time.
As for InftancC, Suppofe you were on a Tour-

ney or Voyage, or feme place where you canned

5 P fer¥<3
'
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have the conveniency of a good Clock or Watch,

(3c. and yet you would willingly obferve the Du-
ration of an Eclipfe 5 which by your Table you

know will happen fuch a Night, and near ftich a

tilde of it;

Hanging up a String and Weight on a fine

Pin, and letting it fwing juft at the Entrance ofthe

ShadoW on the Moon’s Orb; let a Correfpondent

or Servant carefully count the Vibrations, and :

marking them down with a Pencil, or fome fuch

way ;
(moving the Pendulum dexteroufly alfo that

way that ’tis going, when ’tis almoft at reft, by

a gentle pufh of his Hand, and by that means

keeping it in conftant Motion ;) the Number of

the Vibrations will be known, during the whole

Eclipfe ; which note down on a piece of Paper,

and meafuring exadtly the Length of your String

in Inches, and Decimal parts of an Inch : Divide

(by this Problem^) 14 1 x 100 by the Length of your

Pendulum
,
and the Quotient will afford you a

Number, whofe Square Root is the Number of

Vibrations, the Pendulum you employ’d made in

one Minute. Divide therefore the Number of all

the Vibrations, during the whole time of Obfer-

vation, by 60, and the Quotient will be the Num-
ber of Minutes the Eclipfe lafted.

N. B. ’Twill be beft to ufe a pretty long String,

becaufe the Vibrations being by that means flow-

er, they may be the more diftintftly counted. If

at fuch a time you are furnifhed with a good

Foot Rule, you may let your Pendulum be juft

39, a, and then each Vibration will be a Second:

But if you are deftitutc of fuch an Advantage,

you may as before, hang up a Pendulum at a ven-

ture, and by another String, or fome fuch way,

taking its exaeft Length, you may keep it by you,

With the Number of all the Vibrations, and com-

pute the Time afterwards at your Leifure.

problem iil

To find the Length of any String which hath a

Height hanging at it, without coming to meafure

it
;

or without making ufe of any Quadrant, or

fuch like Injlruments
,

to take Heights.

Let the String and Weight annex’d be made to

fwing ;
and at the fame time hang up a Pendu-

lum of any known Length, (as fuppole a Yard)

and fet it a Vibrating likewife, fo that both the

Pendulums may fwing together ; to effed which,

you muft let the Pendulum you hang up go away

juft when the other you would meafure is begin-

ning to make any Vibration : This done, ftay till

the Pendulum you hung up, hatjh made a Compe-

tent Number, of Vibrations (as fuppofe about 50

or 60 ; ) and let a Correfpondent count how

many Vibrations the Pendulum, whofe length is

fought, made in the fame time : And let us fup-

pofe, that That made 10 Vibrations while your

String and Plummet made 60 ; fince as was faid

before. The Lengths cf Pendulums are to each 0-

ther as the Squares of their Vibrations : If you di-

vide 3600 (the Square of 60) by mo, (the Square

of i o) the Quotient will be 36, which will fhew

you that the String fought was 36 times as long

as that which you hung up ; i. e. was in lengtn

36 Yards, or 108 Foot.
__

>

And thus you may eafily find the height of any

Church or Theatre, by means of a Branch Can-

dleftick which hangs From the Roof: For if you'
hang up a String and Plummet of a Yard long,

fuppofe, (or of any known length) and make this

Candleftick and your Pendulum begin to fwing
both together (which is eafily done by the jielp

of a Correlpondent :) . The Vibrations that the
Candleftick makes; while youf Pendulum makes
any Competent Number, will eafily help you to
the Length of the String, or Wire, that holds the
Candleftick, and confequently the height of the
Church will be known likewife;

As in the former Example, Suppofe, tfie Candle-
ftick made 10 Vibrations, while youf Pendulum
of a Yard made 60 • then it is 36 Yards, or
108 Foot from the Centre of the Candleftick, to'

the end of the Rope or Wire that holds it to the
Roof; to which adding the height of the Centre
of the Candleftick above the Ground, you have
the whole height of the Church.

PROBLEM XV.

According to thefe Principles and Experiments on

Pendulums, it will not he difficult to efiimate

nearly the Depth of a deep Well
,
by* the fall cf a

Stone tnto the Waterfrom the Mouth i Or the Di-
fiance that any Ship at Sea, or that any Fort is

off, by the Time between feeing the Fla/h of the

Powder, and hearing the Report of the Gun : Or the

Dfance that any Thunder Cloud is off, &C.

For Sir Ifaac Newton hath found that a Sound
moves 968 Feel in a Second ofTime.

’Tis afferted alfo by Mr. Hugens, and now ge-

nerally agreed to, That a heavy Body defeends in

the firft Second of Time after its beginning to fallr

very near 1

6

Feet.

An Example to find the Depth ofa Well, may
ferve for all*

Suppofe you hang Up a fhort Pendulum, that will

Vibrate Quarter Seconds, (the way to find its'

Length hath already been fhewn,) and letting gd
the Stone and the Pendulum together, you find the

Pendulum hath made 16 fingle Vibrations before

you hear the noife of the Stones fall into the Wa-
ter. Then fince 1

6

Quarters of a Second, are e-
.

qual to 4 Seconds, if you account the Accelerati-

on of the Defcent of heavy Bodies to be either as

the Squares of the Times, or as the encreafe of
' the odd Numbers, either way wi]l give you the

Number 156 for the Depth of the Well.

For fince, as it is elfewhere Ihewn, a Body de-

feends 1 6 Feet in the firft .Second of Time, in the

fourth Second it will defcCnd 16 times 16 Feet j

for the Times being i and 4, the Defcent will be

as their Squares ; that is, as r to 16 : Wherefore

Multiplying 16 by 16, you have 256, the Depth

of the Well.

Or, if according to GaliUus’s way, you ac-

count 16 Feet for the firft Second, and then 3
times 16 for the next Second, 5 times 16 for the

third Second, and 7 times 16 for the fourth Se-

cond ; all thefe Numbers added together, will

make 256, the Depth as before.

Indeed fome Abatement muft be allowed for

the Time the Noife of the Stones fall into the

Water takes to reach the Ear. Wherefore fince •

a Sound moves 968 Feet in a Second, and 256 is

a little more than 4 of that Number, a little more
than
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than f of 1 6 Foot muft be taken out of the for-

mer found Depth 256. So that the Depth of the

Well may roundly be accounted 250 Feet.

But in the other Eftimations of the Diftance

of a Cloud, Ship, or Fort, there needs no fuch Al-

lowance ;
and the bare Multiplication of 968, by

the Number of Seconds between the Flafh and

the Report, will give the Diftance of the Cloud

or Ship from the Obferver.

That Night, {vi\. April 12.) on which our

late Mighty Monarch King William was Buried,

we counted oftentimes very Accurately, That the

Diftance between feeing the Flafh, and hearing

the Report of the Tower Gulls, (which were then

fired very fo'emnly and diftindtly ) was always

7 Seconds of Time. Multiplying then 968 by 7,

it produces 6775, which is to be accounted the

Diftance betweeen Amen-Corner, and the Tower
of London, which is one Mile and 1495 Feet, or

fomething more than a Mile and a Quarter.

PENDULUMS RoyHi, are thofe Clocks whofe
pendulum fwings Seconds, and goes eight Days,

fhewing the Hour, Minutes and Seconds.

The Numbers of fuch a Piece, are calculated

thus

:

Firft, Caft up the Seconds in 12 Hours, and

you’ll find them to be 43200= 12 x 6ox 60.

The Swing-wheel muft needs be 30, to fwing

60 Seconds in one of its Revolutions : Now let

4 43200 = 21600 be divided by 30, and you’ll

have 720 in the Quotient, which muft be broken

into Quotients ;
the firft of them muft be 12 for

the Great Wheel, which moves round once in 12

Hours. 720 divided by 12, gives 60, which may
alfo be conveniently broken into two Quotients, as

10 and 6, or 5 and 1 2, or 8 and 7 4; which laft is

moft convenient : And if you take all your Pinions

8, the Work will ftand thus.

PEN
PENSION Order in Grayb-Inn, ftems to be d

peremptory Order againft fuch of the Society;

as are in Arrear for Penfions, and other Duties.
PENTAGON, in Geometry, is a Figure ha-

ving five Sides and five Angles : If all the Sides
are equal and cpnfequently the Angles, us called a
Regular Pentagon.

PROPOSITION.
The Side a b of a Regular Pentagon^ -or which
can be inferibed in a Circle , ft in Power equal to

the Side of an Hexagon and Decagon, inferibed

in thefame Circle : That is. The Square of ab, id

equal to the Sum of the Squares of a f, and a cn

Let d 0] tiie Side of the Hexagon^ be called

H; and af (that of the Decagon ) be called

D j and a b be Called P.

8) 96 ( 12

8) 64 (8

8) 60 (7P

30

According to this Computation^ the Great

Wheel will go about once in 12 Hours, to fhew

the Hour, if you will; the Second Wheel once

in an Hour, to ftiew the Minutes ; and the

Swing-wheel once in a Minute, to Ihew the Se-

conds.

PENNATA folia, winged Leaves, is a Term
among the Botanifts

,
for fuch Leaves of Plants

as grow dire&ly one againft another on the fame

Rib or Stalk; as thofe of Afh ,
Wall-nut.tree,

Sec.

PENSION ,
that which in the two Temples is

called a Parliament ;
and in Lincolns-Inn, a Council ;

is in Grays-Inn termed a Penficn : That is An Af-

fembly of the Members of the Society, to confult

of the Affairs of the Houfe : Alfo in the Inns of

Court, Penfions are certain annual Payments of

each Member to the Houfe, for certain Occa-

fions.

PENSION Writ, when a Penfion Writ is once

iffued, none fued thereby in the Inns of Court,

lhall be difeharged or permitted to come into

Commons, till all Duties be paid.

I fay P P = H H + D D.

For the Angle at the Centre b 0 a, being 72 De*
grees, the equal ones b and a, in the fame Triangle,

muft be 54 Degrees each. Biffed: then the Angle
f 0 a, by the Prick’d Line 0 h ; and then ’tis plain,

the Angle boh, will alfo be 54 Degrees; {i. e. 36
-ft 18 Degrees;,) and confequently the A A a bo,

and 0 b hf ate Similar. Whereforef# b: bo: : bo:
b h :(ft e.) in

HH
out Notation, P : H : : H. -p—

;

Again, In the A bf a, the Angles b and d
are = ; and alfo in the little A f h a, the Angle
/=<sf; and confequently the the 2 A A bf a *

and fh a, are Similar ; and confequently b al

a / : : af: ah. That is, P : D : : D

:

*

Wherefore of the whole Line b a, the z Parts

are found to be by this Notation, -vr- and

That is, the whole is
HH

P
DD

Line a b is

:

Q^E.D.
P : Wherefore P P ;

P •

» but this

HH -ft D d;

PENTANGLE; a Figure having five An?
gI
^’

5 P % PENTA'.
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PER PER
PENE’APOTES, (in Grammar) are fuch defi-

cient Nouns as.have but five Cafes, as Nemo.

PERACUTUM Menjlruurn. See Menjlruurn

Pc?d:CU£uifo ,

»

PERAMBULATION of the Foreft ,
is the Sur-

veying or Walking about the Foreft, or the Li-

inks of it, by Juftices, or other Officers thereto

appointed to fee down the Metes and Bounds

thereof, and what is within the Foreft, and what

without.

PERAMBULATIONE facienda,
is a Writ

that is fued out by two or more Lords of Man-
ners lying near one another

,
and confenting to

have their Bounds feverally known. It is dire-

cted to the Sheriff, command ng him to make
Perambulation, and fet down their certain Limits.

PERAMBULATOR, or Walking-wheel, is

an Engine made of Wood or Iron, commonly half

a Pole in Circumference, with a Movement
and a Face divided, like a Clock with a long Rod
of Iron, or Steel that goes from the Centre of the

Wheel to the Work : There are alfo two Hands,

which ( as you drive the Wheel before vou )

count the Revolution, and from the Compontion

of the Movement, and by the Divifion on the

Face, fhew how many Yards, Poles, Furlongs and

Miles you go. The ufe of this Inftrument is to

meafure Roads, Rivers, and all Level Lands, with

great Expedition.

PERAVAYLE. See Paravayle.

PERCEPTION, is the clear and diftimft ap-

j&rehenfiori of any Objecft offered to us, without
}

forming any Judgment concerning them.

PERCH, a Meafure by our Statute Law of

-1 6 Foot and a half in Length. See Pole.

PERDONATIO utlagaria , is a Pardon for

him who for Contempts in not coming to the

King’s Court, is Out-Iaw’d, and afterwards of

his own accord, yieldeth himfelf to Prifon.

PEREMPTORY, in Law, fignifies a final

and determinate Ad, without hope of renewing

or altering.

PERFECT Concords, in Mufick. See Concords.

PERFECT Fitfh ,
the fame with Diapente •

which fee.

PERFECT Numbers, are fuch whofe Aliquot

or even parts join’d- together, will exadly return

the whole Number, as 6, 28, &c. for of fix, the

half is three ,
the third part two ,

and the fixth

part one, which added together, make fix ;
and

it hath no more aliquot parts in whole Numbers :

So twenty eight ,
which has thefe parts, vi%. 14,

7, 4, a, and 1, exadly return 28 ; which there-

fore is a Perfed Number, whereof there is but

ten between one and one Million of Millions.

PERFORANS, is a Mufcle of the Fingers, fo

called becaufe its Tendons run thro’ thofe of the

Perforatus, it’s alfo called Profundus from its fitu-

ation, and Tertii Into nodid Digitorum Flexor, from

Its life. It arifeth flefhy from near two Thirds of

the Superior ,
and forepart of the Vina

, as alfo
^

from the Ligament, between the laft named Bone
j

and the Radius ; and becoming a large thick-bel-

lied Mufcle, grows outwardly Tendinous, before
j

it paffes over the Pronator Radii Quadratus, and is i

divided into four round Tendons
,

which march

under thofe of the Perforated Mufcle, beneath the

JLigamentum Tranfverfale ; from eachof thefe Ten-
dons the Mufculi Lumbricalcs are faid to arife) after

;

which they pafs thro’ the Fiffures of thofe of the

Perforated Mufcles
,

and proceeding oyer their I

Extremities, terminate in the fuperior and fore-
part of the third Bone of each Finger.

.. The Tendons of this Mufcle running thro’
thofe of the Perforated, is a no lefs ulefui then
ftupendous Artifice in Nature. For to the End the
Fingers (like fo faany LeaversJ fhould be bended
with great force, it is abfolutely neceffary the
ftrongeft Mufcle ihould be inferted neareft their
Extremities, and fartheft from their Fulcimenta the
Offa Metacarpi : But in regard every Internode
ihould be attended with a particular Muicle, the
better to accommodate them to various Employ-
ments , and the origination of the Superior or
Perforatus, is confined to the Apex of the Internal
Extuberance of the Os Humeri

,
and upper part of

the Radius only; wherefore
. could not be a fit

Inftrument for lo ftrenuous an Addon, and that
not only in regard 'to. its Magnitude, but by the
Approach of its two Extreams when the Cubit or
Carpus are bended ; both which would be no final!

Impediments in divers Adions • it’s therefore ne-
ceffary it ihould be imployed in, the Motions of
the fecond Internodes : But fince thefe Superior
Tendons would be hereby liable to interrupt the
Inferiorin their right progrefs to the Extremities
of the Fingers j it feems an Argument of great
Counfel in tranfmitting the latter thro’ the Fif-
fures of each of the former, whereby the Adions
of both are not only diftindly performed, and
the Extremities of the Fingers attended with
the largeft Mufcle, ( whofe Origin is below the
Os Humeri, wherefore its Extreams cannot ap-
proach in the Flexion of the Cubit) but their
Motions are preferred

, tho’ the Superior Mufcle
is totally divided ; which indeed is a Provident-
Contrivance of the Author of Naure, and is in
it felf fufficient to excite our Admiration.
PERFORANS, a Mufcle of the leffer Toes ;

fo called
,

becaufe its Tendons run thro’ the Fif-
fures in the Tendons of the Mufcuius Perforatus
Pedis : It is alfo called, Flexor tertii Internodii Di- *
gitorum Pedis, from it ufe. It hath an Acute Flefhy
Origination from the Back-part of the Tibia, im-
mediately under the Mufculus Subpoplitaus, having
a double order of Fibres united in a middle Ten-
don like the Flexor Pollias Longus, but ceafeth to
be Flefhy as it paffeth behind the Malleolus Inters
nus, and running in a Channel over the Internal
part of the Os Calebs, under ir, Imbanding Liga-
ments in half its progrefs thro’ the Sole of the
Foot; it is divided into four Tendons, which
march thro’ the Perforations of the Tendons of
the Perforatus Pedis

,
and are Inferted to the third

Bone of every leffer Toe.
PERFORA 1 US, is a Mufcle belonging to the

Fingers, and fo called, becaufe its Tendons are
Perforated to admit thofe of the Perforating Muf-
cles to pafs thro’ them to their Infertions : It is

alfo called Sublimis from its Situation, being above
the Perforating Mufcles ; and Flexor fecundi In-
ternodii Digitorum, from its ufe : It arifeth Tendi-
nous from the Internal Extuberance of the Os Hu-
meri, between the Flexores Carpi : It alfo has a
difgregated Flefhy Origination from the forepart

of the Radius
, between the Pronator Radii Teres

,

and Flexor Pollicis Magnus, compofing a Flefhy
Belly, leffens it felf in lefs than half its Progress,

where it’s divided into four Flefhy Portions, each
of which foon becomes fo many roundifh Ten-
dons, which are included in their proper Mucila-
ginous Membrane as they pals under the Ligamen-

turn
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turn Tranfverfale Carpi thro’ the Palm ; near the

firft Internode of the Fingers each Tendon is divi-

ded to admit thofe of the Perforating Mufcle

fro’ them ;
then joining, and fubdividing again,

immediately before they are Inferred to the fupe -

rior part of the fecond Bone of each Finger.

PERFORATUS Pedis, is a Mufcle of the lei-

fer Toes, fo called, becaufe its Tendons are Per-

forated like thofe of the Fingers. It is alfo cal-

led Flexor fecundi Internodii Digitorum Pedis
,

from its U'fe, and Sublimis from its Situation. It

fpringeth from the Inferior and Internal part ofthe

Os Calcis, between the Mufculi Abductores of the

Greater and Teller Toes, dilating it felf to a Flelhy

Belly ;
after it hath palled the middle of the PUn-

to, Pedis, it is divided into four Flelhy Portions,

which becoming fo many Tendons, are divided

near their Terminations, to admit the Tendons of

the Perforan s, to pafs thro’ them to their Inferti-

ons : Thefe being united again, pafs underneath

them to their Implantations at the upper part of

the fecond Bone of each Leffer Toe.

PERFORATED, i. <r. bored

thro’. The Armorifts ufe it to

exprefs the palling or penetra-

ting of one Ordinary (in part)

thro’ another ; as thus.

He bearedr Or, a bend Errhirie

Perforated thro’ a Chevron Gules.

But when there is only a Hole
made thro’ the Ordinary , and

nothing in it to fill it up, they call it Piercing.

PERIAMMA, called alfo Periapta, is a Medicine,

which being tied about the Neck, is believed to

expel Dileafes, efpecially the Plague. See Appenfa.

PERIAPTUM. Pid. Periamma.

PERICARPIUM is a Medicine applied to the

Wrifts, to cure an Ague, (3c,

PERICARDIUM, is a double Membrane,

Which furrounds the whole SubftanCe ofthe Heart,

and contains a Liquor to Moiften, Lubricate, and,

as fome fay
,

to Refrigerate the Heart ; it hath

five Holes, according to the number of Velfels

which go out of the Heart; it adheres to the

Mediafinum at the Balis, and at the Mucro to

the Centre,"or Nervous part of the Diaphragma.

PERICRANIUM, is a Membrane which in-

folds the Skull, feated next to the Perioftium, co-

vering the whole Skull, except juft where the

Temporal Mufcles lie : It is of exquifite Senfe

;

and caufes intolerable Pain When the Temporal
Mufcle is wounded.
PERLECI, are thofe Inhabitants of the Earth

Who live under the fame Parallels, but under op-

pofite Semi-circles of the Meridian, whence they

have the fame Seafons of the Year, vi%. Spring,

Summer, Autumn, and Winter, at the very fame
time, as alfo the fame Length of Days and
Nights ; for tis in the fame Climate, and at an
equal Diftance from the Equator: But the Chan-
ges of Noon and Midnight

,
are alternate one to

the other.

PERIGiEON, or Perigmm, is a Point in the

heavens, wherein a Planet is faid to be in its nea-

reft Diftance poffibly from the Earth.

. PERIHELION, is that Point of a Planets Or-
bit wherein it is neareft to the Sun.

PERIMETER, is the Compafs or Sum of all

the Sides which bound any Figure, whether Bpfti-

lineal, or Mm.

PERINDE Vtlere, a Term belonging to theP
Ecclefiaftical Law, fignifying a Difpenfation grant-
ed to a Clerk, that being defective in his Capa-
city to a Benefice, or other Ecclefiaftical Function,
is die faSto, admitted to it ; and it hath the Appel-
lation from the Words, which make the Faculty
as effectual to the Party difpenfed with, as if he
had been actually capable of the thing for which
he is difpenfed wiah at the time of his AdmiiTiom

It is called a Writ.

PERINiEUM, is the Ligamentous Seam be-
twixt the Scrotum and the Fundament.
PERIOD, is a full Stop at the end of any Sen-

tence. A Period in Numbers, is a Diftindion
made by a Point , or Comma after every fixrfi

Place or Figure ; and is ufed in Numeration, for the
readier diftinguifhing and naming the feveral Fi-

gures or Places : Which how to do, fee under Nu-
meration-

PERIOD, in Chronology, fignifies a Revolu-
tion of a certain Number of Years; as the Me-
toniefPeriod

, the Julian Period, and the Calip-

pick. Period

;

which fee in their proper Places.

PERIODICAL, is the Term for whatever per-
forms its Motion, Courfe

, or Revolution regu-
larly, fo as to return again, and to difpafch it al-

ways in the fame Period pr Space of Time. Thus
the Periodical Motion of the Moon, is that where-
by flie finifhes her Courfe round about the Earth
in a Month ; and this is in 27 Days

, 7 Hours,

45 Minutes ; and is called, The Moon’s
PERIODICAL Month ; which is the fpace of

Time that the Moon finifhes her Revolution in.

PERIODUS Sanguinis, is a continued Circu-
lation of the Blood thro’ the Body, which is thus
made : The Blood is carried out of the Arteries
by Fibres, either of the Flefh or of the Entrails,

pr the Membranous Parts, faith Blanchardp bur
tis Certain it is by Capillary Arteries continued
with the like final! Veins, into the Mouths of the
greater Veins, and implanted in them, as we fee
many other little Channels in the Veins ; fo the
Blood, palling thro thefe out of the Arteries

,
is

prefently fent to the Veins, that it may be carri-
ed back again to the right Ventricle of the Heart;
and thence by the Arterioas Vein to the Lungs ; in
which, after the Bipod has been accended by fome
Nitrous Particles, breathed in thither by the Air,
it goes into the Venous Artery, thence into the
left Ventricle of the Heart ; which again empties
it felf into the Aorta, or Great Artery ; fo that
the Body may be nourifhed and enlivened, it goes
into every part of it. This is Blanchard’s Account*
of the Matter- See more in the Word Circulation
of the Blood„

PERIOSTIUM, is a Thin Membrane that
inclofes immediately almoft all the Bones in the
Body, except the Teeth, Bones of the Ear, (3c.
It hath a moft Exquifite Senfe, and probably is

an Expansion of the Nervous and Tendinous Fi-
bres of the Mufcles. Its ufe is.to cover the Bones,
and to fuftairi the Veflfels which enter into them to
nourifh them. Dr. Havers in .his Excellent Book,
called, Ofleologia Nova ; faith, That this Mem-
brane confifts of two forts of Fibres, of which
thofe that lie next the Bone, are derived from the
Dura Mater, and the others from the Tendons of
the Mufcle?,

:

PERIPATETICK Philofophy, is named from
thofe, who from their Adion of Walking while

1

j,tKey Studied ot Taught were galled
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PERIPATETICKS. The Chief of thefe was

Ariflotle • then his Succeffors ;
among whom you

may reckon Theophrafius, Cratippus, Boethius, and

all his very Numerous Interpreters. But about

460 Years ago, there arofe a new Set of Famous
Arifiotelians, which Were called alfo Peripate-

tic l{s
• from them came the three chief Sedts of

the Peripatetic!^ Philcfophy. The Thomifis from

Thomas Aquinas, who flourifhed AD. 1 114. The
Scotifis from Johannes Dim Scotus, A. D. 1308.

And the Ncminalijis from Ocham, who Was Born

about A. D. 13 ie. And now adays by the Pe-

ripatetick^Phiiofophy we underftand that which was
founded on the Principles of Ariftotle and his

Commentators and Followers ; and which there-

fore is as frequently called, The Arifiotelidn Phi-

lofophy.

PERIPHERY, in Geometry, is the Circumfe-

rence of a Circle, or of any other Regular Curvi-

lineal Figure.

PERIPHRASIS, is a Circumlocution ufed to

avoid certain Words, whofe Idea’s are unpleafing;

and to prevent the fpeaking of fomething that

Would produce ill Effecfts.

FERIPEUMONIA, is an Inflammation of the

Lungs and Breaft, accompanied with a fharp

Fever, hard Breathing, a Cough, and an heavy

Pain. Blanchard.

PERIPTERE, in Architecture, is a Place en-

compafled round with Columns, and with a kind

of Wings about it ; here the Pillars ftand with-

out, whereas in the Perifiyle they Aland within.

PER 1 SCII, are the Inhabitants of the two

Frozen fynes, or thefe that live within the com-
pafs'of the ArBic/^ and Antarctic!i Circles ;

for 'as

the Sun never goes down to them after he is once

up, but always round about, fq do their Shadows,

Whence the Name,'

PERISSOLCGY, is a Difeonrfe fill’d up with

anneceffary and fuperfluous Words.

PERISTALTICK Motion, is a Vermicular or

WortnlVay Motion of the Inteftines, whereby the

Excrements are voided. Alfo the Motions of

the Velfels whereby Humours as Water, Chyle,

the Blood, &c. afeend and defeend, is fbmerimes

fo called.

PERISTIPHALINUS, internus t§ externus

,

are Mufcles of the Vvula, the one pulling ir for-

wards, and the other backwards.

PERISTYLE, in Architecture, is a Place or

Building encompafs’d with Pillars, Handing round

about within the Court: But this Word Perifiyle is

fometimes taken for a row or rank, of Columns

4s well Without as within any Edifice; as in

Cloyfters and Galleries : Sometimes this was call’d

Antiprofiyle

.

PERITONAEUM, is a Membrane ( of an

Oval Figure )
Which clothes the whole Abdomen

on the infide, and its Entrails on the outfide: It

con lifts of two Tunicks, and adheres above to the

Diaphragma, below to the Os Ilium - before to

the Tranfverfe Mufcles, but chiefly to their Ten-

dons about the Linea Alba ; behind it grows to

the Flefhy Heads of thefe Mufcles.

PERlTROCHlUM, in Mechanicks is a kind

of Wheel, or Circular Frame of Wood, placed

forne where upon an Axis, or Cylinder, round

which a Rope is wound, in order to raife a

Weight; and the Ufe of this Peritrochium, is to

make the Cylinder or Axis be turned the more

eafily by the jpeans of Staves or Levers, which

PER
are fist’d in its Circumference, See 'Axis in PerP
trcchio.

PERJURY, is a Crime committed , when a
lawful Oath is miniftred, by any that hath Am
thority, to any Perfons in ahy Judicial Proceed-
ings

; who Swear abfolutely and falfly in a Mat-
ter material to the Iffue or Caufe in Queftion,
either of their own accord, or by the Subordina-
tion of others. Note, If a Man Call me Perjured
Man, I may have my A&ion upon the Cafe ; but
for calling me a Forfvoorn Man

, no Adtion lies.

And Perjury is excepted out of the Ad of General
Pardon.

PERMEATING, is penetrating into, and paR
ling thro’ the Pores of any Body. Mr. Boyle had
a Smoaking Liquor, which he called, The Pererne-*

ating Menfiruum, and its Operations
,

The Pene-
trant, or Permeating Fumes , It was made of
equal Parts of Flos Sulphuris, Sal Armoniack^, and
good Quick Lime, all powdered, and well min-
gled together, and then Diftilled by Degrees of
Fire in a Retort, till the Sand which contains
the Retort, become almoft red hot; for then
will come over a Liquor which will be continual-
ly Smoaking, and confequently muft be kept well
{top’d : With this Fuming Liquor be made feve-
ral Experiments to evince the Pofofity of Bodies 5
by difeovering that tho’ Coins, &c. were wrap’d
up clofe in Leather, &c. yet the Fumes of this

Permeating Menfiruum would get thro’ them

;

and difcolour the Metal. Vid, EJJ'ay of Fbrcfity of
Bacfy, p* 37*
PERMUTATIONE Archidiaconatus & Ec2

elefice eidem annexe cum Ecclefia & pr<ebenda, is a
Writ to an Ordinary, commanding him to admit
a Clerk to a Benefice, upon exchange made with
another.

PER tny & per tout, in Law, a Joynt-Tenanc
is faid to be feiled of the Lands that he holds

jointly Per my Q per tout ; that is, he is feifed by
every Parcel, and by the whole.

PERNIO, is a Preternatural Swelling caufed

by the Winter Cold, efpecially in the Hands and
Feet, which at laft breaks out.

PERONA, is alfo called Fibula, becaufe it

joins the Mufcles of the teg ; whence the firft

and fecond Mufcle in the Leg is called Peronaus.

It is the lels and {lender Bone, which is fattened

outwardly to the greater Bone of the Leg, called

Tibia

.

PERPENDICULUM Chronometrum, the fame

with the Pendulum.

PER qua. Servitia, is a Writ Judicial, Ifluing

from the Note of a Fine , and lieth for Cognifee

of a Mannor, Seigniory, chief Rent, or other

Services, to compel him that his Tenant of the

Land at the time of the Note of the Fine levied,

to Attorn unto him.

PERQUISITE, is any thing gotten by a Man’s

own Induftry, or purchafed with his own Money,

different from that which defeends to him from his

Father or Anceftors.

PERQUISITES of Court, in Law, fignifies

thofe Profits that grow to a Lord of a Mannor,

by vertue of his Court Baron, over and above the

certain Yearly Profits of his Land, as Fines of

Copy-holds, Hariots, Amerciaments, Waifes,

Strays,

PERSICK Order of ArchiteBure, is where the"

Bodies of Men ferve inftead of Columns to fup-

port the EntablatHre, or rather the Columns are in

that form. The
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v, THe Rile of it was this; Paufanias having de-

feated the Perfidis, the Lacedemonians, as a Mark

bf theit Vidory, ereded Trophies of the Arms df

their Enemies, and then -reprefented the Perfinru

under the Figures of Slaves fiipporting theit

Porches:

,
Arches, or Houjes.

PER MINIMA, a Termufedin Chymiftry and

Phyfick, expreding the perfed Mixture of any

two or more Bodies : v. gr. If Silver and Lead be

melted together, they will mingle and be united

with one another per minima : That is, all the

fmalleft Particles bf one Metal, will be mingled

and united with tHofe of the other.

PERNICITY, a Word ufed by fome Philofo-

phick Writers of Celerity
,
or extraordinary fwift-

hels of Motion.

PERONALUS primus, a Mufcle of the Tarfus;

by fome it is called Longus, it being the firft that

offers it felf to view; and the longeft Mufcle feat-

ed on the Fibula or Os Peronce.]

It arifes Externally Tendinous, and Flefhy In-

ternally from above half the Superior part of the

faid Bone, and marching fomewhat backwards,

becomes a ftrong,flat Tendon, four Fingers breadth

in length above the Inferior Appendage of the

faid Fibula, called Malleolus Externus ; palling be-

hind which in a Channel, like a Rope in a Pul-

Jey ; and from thence being infleded forwards,

together with the Tendon of the following Muf-

cle, they pafs under an imbanding Ligament as

they run over the Os Calcis, but this Tendon de-

clining from its Companion, marches over the Os

Cuboides,
under the Mufculus Abductor Minimi Di-

git!
,
and over the Offa Cuneiformid, in the Bottom

of the Foot, and under the Tendons and Muf-
cles bending the Toes, and is Inferred to the Su-

perior and Hindmoft part of the Os Metatarfi of

the Great Toe. The Tendon this Mufcle being

conveyed over the Hmdmoft part of the Malleolus

Externus, as on a Pulley, is an Elegant Contri-

vance in Nature, whereby the Ball of the Great

Toe (as that part is commonly called to which it

is Inferred) is directed towards a Perpendicular

bearing of the Weight of the Body on the Leg,

in Handing on Tip-toe, by pulling the Foot and

Toes fomewhat outwards.

PERONAiUS Jecundus, a Mufcle of the Tarfus,

by ' fome called Semi-fibulans : It has an Acute

Tlefhy beginning above the middle of the Exter-

nal part of the Fibula, under the Flefhy Belly of

the Peroneus primus • it alfo continues its Flefhy

beginning from the Pofterior fharp edge of the faid

Fibula, and becoming a Flefhy Belly, grows Ten-

dinous as it runs under the Malleolus Externus,

together with the Tendon of the Peroneut primus,

and is Inferted to the Superior and External part

efthe Os Metatarfi of the Little Toe. The pro-

per Adion of this Mufcle, is to pull the Foot and

Toes outwards.

PERPENDICULAR, in Geometry ; when a

Right Iine ftandeth fo upon another, that the

Angles on either fide are equal ; then this Right

Line which fo ftandeth ereded, is Perpendicular to’

that upon which it ftandeth.
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Thus : The Line A B, is Perpendicular to the
Line C D, when the Angles on either fide are e-

qual ; That is,. If the Angle ABC = to the An-
gle A B D, and either of thefe Angles is equal t©
a Right one.

A Right Line is faid to be

PERPENDICULAR to a Plane, when ’tis Per-
pendicular to all the Lines it meeteth with in that
Plane.

One Plane 11

PERPENDICULAR to another, when a Line
in one Plane is Perpendicular to the other Plane.

PROBLEM I,

To Erecl a Perpendicular on any affigned Point of a
giv-n Plight Line. Asjuppofe on the Feint c.

On each fide of the given Point c, cat off
c e = c d ; and with the Diftance d e, (or any
other greater than d c) deferibe two Arches front

d and e
, interfering each other in a, join a c

which ftiall be the Perpendicular required, i i

Euclid,

pro-
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PROBLEM II;

To EreB a Perpendicular, on, or near the End of
a given Line. As fuppofe at Rb

P

Open your Compaffes to any convenient di-

ftance, and fetting one Foot in C, draw the Cir-
cle P R S. Lay a Ruler from S, thro* C, it will

find the Point P in the Circumference * from
whence draw P R, and ’tis done.

For the Angle PR S, being in a Semi-circle,

muft be a Right one ; (by 31 e 3 Eucl.) and con-
fequently PR muft be Perpendicular to S R.

The fame may be otherwife performed thus r

Suppofe on A R, the Perpendicular P R were to be

EreBed at the End R.

With any convenient- opening of your Com-
paffes, one Foot being placed in R, draw the Cir-

cle O C S ; then with the fame Diftance, let one

Foot in S, and crofs the Circle in C, as alfo in K ;

then on the Centres C and K, draw (with the

fame Diftance) two more Circles cutting each o-

ther in Pj I fay P R, will be Perpendicular to

A R. For the Angle P R S, is a Right one, being

in the Semicircle P K R S.

PROBLEM III.

To letfall a Perpendicular on a given Line, from
a given Point. As a9

,0

Set one Foot of the Compaffes in a the Point
given, and with the other crofs the given Line in

the Points b and c : Then fetting the Compaffes
in b and c, draw two Arks, eroding each other
below in 0 : Then lay a Ruler from a to 0

, and
’tis done

The Demonftration depends on the 9th e i
Euclid.

PERPENDICULAR, or Eight Plane
, is where

a Plane, (like a well made Wall) inclines and
leans on one fide no more than it doth on the o~
ther.

PERPENDICULAR, to a Parabola, is a Right
Line cutting the Parabola in the Point in which
any other Right Line touches it, and which is al-

fo its felf Perpendicular to that Tangent.
PERPETUAL CauJlickj, See Infernal Stone'.

PERPETUITY, a Term ufed in Law,' where
an Eftate is fo defigned to be fettled in Tail, ©c.
that it cannot be undone or made void.

PER SE, a Term of Art often ufed; as in Lo-
gick, we fay a Thing is confidered Per fe, when
’tis taken in the Abftradt, and without Connexion
with other things, which would confound the No-
tion, and hinder its being clear.

In Chymiftry a Thing is faid to be Diftilled

Per fe, when ’tis without the ufual Additaments
of other things with it.

We fay alfo a Man performs any AdHon, or

Executes any Office perfe, when he doth it himfelf

in Perfon, and not by a Deputy or Subftitute.

PERSEUS, a Conftellation in the Northern He-
mifphere, confifting of 38 Stars.

PERSONAL Verb, in Grammar, is one that

is Declined, or Conjugated with all the Three

Perfons, and in both Numbers ; whereas an Im-

perfonal Verb in only ufed in the Third Perfon

Singular.

PERSONABLE, in Law, fignifies as much as

inabled to maintain Plea in a Court, thus : The
Defendant was adjudged Perfonably to maintain

this Adhon. Alfo the Tenant pleaded, that the

Wife was an Alien Born in Portugal, without the

Allegiance of the King ; and Judgment was de-

manded, Whether fhe fhould be anfwered : The
Plaintiff faith, She was made P&fonable by Par-

* Lament z
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liamerit ; that is, as the Civilians would fpeak it.

Habere perfinam ftandi in judicio. Perfenable is

- alfo as much as to be of Capacity to take any

thing granted or given.

PERSONAL, in Law, when ’tis join’d faith

the Subftances, Things, Goods of Chattels j as

Things Perfonal, Goods Perfonal
,
Chattels Perfi-

nal |
fignifies any moveable thing belonging to a

Man, be it Quick or Dead : Thus, they fay, Theft
11

is an Unlawful Felonious taking away another

Man’s Moveable Perfonal Goods.

PERSONAL Tythes, are Tythes paid of fuch

Profits as come by the Labour of a Man’s Perfon,

as by Buying and Selling, Gains of Merchandice

and Handicrafts, ©c. See Tythes.

PERSONALITY, is an Abftradt of Perfonal:'

the Adtion is in the Perfinality, vif. It is brought

againft the right Perfon, or the Perfon againft

whom in Law it lies.

PERSONS ne Prebendaries ne feront chargee

as quinfirh, 8cc. is a Writ that lies for Prebendaries,

or other Spiritual Perfons, being diftrained by

the Sheriff of Collectors of Fifteens, for the Fif-

teenths of their Goods, or to be contributary to

PERSPECTIVE, is that part of the Mathe-

maticks which gives Rules for the reprefenting

of Objedts on a plain Superficies, after the fame

manner as they would appear to our fight, if feen

thro’ that Plain, it being fuppofed as tranfparent

as Glafs.

PerfpeBive is either Speculative or Practical.

Speculative PerfpeBive, is the Knowledge of the

Keafons of the different Appearance ofcertain Ob-

jedts, according to the feveral Pofitions of the Eye

that beholds them.

Practical PerfpeBive, is the Method of Deli-

neating that which is apparent to our Eyes, or that

which our Underftanding conceives in the forms

that we fee Objects. See Vol. II.

PERSPECTIVE Lineal, is the Diminution of

thofe Lines in the Plan of a Picture, which are

the Reprefentation of other Lines very remote.

PERSPECTIVE Aereal, is a Proportional Di-

minution of the Teints and Colours of a PiCture,

whdn the ObjeCts are fuppofed to be very re-

mote.

PERSPECTIVE Military, is when the Eye is

fuppofed to be infinitely remote from the Table or

Plain.

PERSPICUOUS, is that which is clear and

tranfparent, as that the Light may be feen freely

thro’ it. See Diaphanous.

PERSPIRATION, a breathing through, as

Sweat through the Invifible Pores of the Body.

PERTICA, a fort of Comet, the fame with

Veru.

PESSARY, is as Oblong Medicine, which be-

ing made of the Length of the Middle Finger, is

thruft up into the Neck of the Womb, and is good

againft feveral Difeafes incident to it.

PESSULUS. the fame with Pcjfdry.

PESSUS, the fame.

PESTILENTIAL Fever, is that which does not

only affliCt the Patient with a bare Diftemper or

Heat arifing from Putrefaction, £Sc. but alfo with
.

a Malignant and Venomous Quality.; It differs
]

from the Plague, as a Species or fort from the

Genus or Kind ;
becaufe a Peftilence may fome-

times happen without a Fever, Blanchard

.

_

PESTOLOIDES, is a fort of Urine which
feems to have little Leaves or Scales in it. Blan«

chard.
f

PETALA, is a Term in Botany
*

fignifying

thofe fine coloured Leaves that compofe the ‘Flow-

ers of all Plants. And from hence Plants are di-

ftinguifhed into Monopetalous
,
whofe Flower is ail

in one continued Leaf ; and Tripetalous, and Pen-

tapetalousj when the Flower eonfifts of three or

five Leaves
,

and Polypetalous when of many,

without determining the Number.
PETARD, in Fortification, is an Engine of

Metal
,
in the form of an High-crown’d Flat with

narrow Brims, which being filled with very fine

Powder, well primed, and then fix’d with a Ma-
drier or Plank, bound faft down, with Ropes
running through Handles, which are round the

Rim of the Mouth of it, to break down Gates*

Port- cullices, Draw-bridges, Barriers* ©g, This

Engine is from 7 to 8 Inches deep, and 5 broad

at the Mouth j the Diameter at the Bottom or

Breech, is an Inch and a half, and the Weight of

the whole Mafs ofMetal is from 55 to 60 Pounds*

generally requiring about 5 Pounds of Powder
for the Charge. They are alfo ufed in Counter-

mines to break through into the Enemies Galleries*

and to difapoint their Mines.

PETECHIALIS, is a Malignant Fever, called

alfo Pulicaris, becaufe it makes the Skin look as

tho’ it were Flea-bitten.'

PETIGO, See Lichen „

PETIT Cape. See Cape.

PETIT Larceny. See Larceny.

PETIT Treafin, in Common Law, is when A

Servant kills his Mafter, a Wife her Husband, a

Secular or Religious Man, his Prelate or Supe^

rior, to whom he owes Faith and Obedience : In

how rqany other Cafes it may be committed, fee

Cromp. Juft* of Peace.

FETITIO Principii, Begging' of Principles, is &
precarious fuppofing a thing to be true, or taking

it for granted when it really remains either Dubi-

ous, or elfe is exprefly denied. This frequently

is called. Begging the Queftion, when a Man fup-

pofes what he fhould prove.

PETREFACTION, is properly the changing of

a mix’d Body into a Stony Subftance, when it

had no fuch Nature before 5 and the AClion by
which this is performed, is called,

PETREFICATION, and the Thing fo chang’d*

is faid to be Petreficd. ’Tis juftly queftionable.

Whether there be any fuch thing as this in Nai
ture, or not ? PetrefaBion indeed now a-days, is

a mighty modifii Word, for every thing aknoft

that is found upon -the Surface* of dug out of the

Earth, paffes with fome Perfons by this Name.
But what is there that really and truly deferves

the Name of PetrefaBion ? When the the Petrefy-

ing Waters, as they are called, (which are no-

thing bpt Waters impregnated with a great deal

of Stony Matter, which in their Paflage through

the Earth became diffolved in them :) When thefe,

I fay, Incruftate Rufhes, Grafs, or Sticks all over

with a Stony Coat, by letting the Stony Parades
diffolved in them, by little and little, fall down
upon and adhere to them 5 or it may be Infinu-

atc into their Pores, and depofite themfelves there i

And when after this, the Vegetable part inclofed,

rots and moulders away, and the Stony Coat, or

Subftance daily increafes
; this is not the Tranf-

mutation of a Vegetable Subftance into a Stony
iryr
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or Mineral cne, and therefore the new Body thus

formed, is not properly a Petrefaction in the true

Senfe of the Word.
And when many Bodies are found in the Earth,

Which by all poffible ways of judging and di-

ftinguifhing, approve themfeives to be Animal or

Vegetable Bodies, fuch as the. Shells, Teeth, Bones

of Animals, the Foffil Trees, Pine-Cones, Hazel

Nuts, &c. which are every where found deep in

the Earth. It appears odd to call thefe Petrefactions,

and more odd to fuppofe them nothing but the

Sfortmgs ofNature and to affirm all thefe things

to be nothing but meer Formed Stones
,
only be-

caufe we cannot account prefently how they came

thus into the Earth, or folve all the Objections or

Difficulties about them : But every one will have

his own way ofExpreffion.

PETROSUM Os, is the Internal Procefs of the

Bones of the Temples, fo called from its hard-

nefs and cragginefs :
’1 is pretty long, jetting out

to the Inner Balls of the Skull, within which it

hath two Holes, and thro’ one of them an Artery,

and thro’ the other the Auditory Nerve pafles to

the Inner Cavities of the Ear, that are excavated

in this Procefs, vi%. the Tympanum, Labyrintlm,

and Cochlea
;
and without the Skull it hath three

Holes : The firft of which is the Meatus Audito-

rius : The lecond is narrow, fhort, and Oblique,

near to the firft, and thro’ it the Jugular Vein en-

ters the Inner Cavities : The third is feated be-

twixt the Prcceffus Mammillaris, and the Styhides

Appendix
,
and ends in the Paflage which goes from

the Ear to the Mouth.
PETTERERO. See Pedrero.

PEVETTS, are the Ends of the Spindle of any

WheeLin a Watch ; and the Holes into which they

run, are called Pevett-holes.

PEYNT/or* & dure. See Payne fort& dure.

PHACIA. Vid. Lenticula.

PHACOS, is a Spot in the Face like a Nit,

whence it is called Lenticula and Lentigo.

PHAGAD/ENA,is an exulcerate Cancer.

PHAGADENICK Water is made by diflol-

ving a Dram of Sublimate Corrofive in a Pound

of Lime Water on which it will immediately turn

Yellow.
PHALACROSIS, is the falling off the Hair.

PHALANGOSIS is a fault of the Eye-lids,

when there are two rows of Hair, or when the

Hair grows inward and offends the Eyes.

PHALANX, according to fome Writers, is

rhe Order and Rank obferved in the Finger

Bones.

PHANTASY is an Internal Senfe or Imagina-

tion, whereby any Corporeal thing is reprefented

to the Mind, or imprcffed on the Brain by its pro-

per Image.
PHANTASTICAL Colours, are fuch as are ex-

hibited by the Rainbow, Triangular Glafs Prifm,

the Surface of very thin Mufcovy Glafs, &c. They

had this Name given ’em by the PeripatetickPhilo-

fothers, who fuppofed them to be no real Colours.

This Kircher well Refutes in his Mundus Subter-

remeus. Part z.p. 1 5, 16. and fiiews alfo the Caule

of fuch Colours.

PHARMACEUTIC, the fame with Phar-

macum.
PHARMACOPOEA, is the Dodrine or a De-

fcription qf Things Medicinal, in order to Cure

Difeafes.

PHARMACUM, is any fort of Medicine a-

gainft a Dileafe,

PHARMACY, is an Art ofcojleding, chufing,
and compounding Medicines, vi%. the Apotheca-
ry’s Art ; to which may alfo be added the Ghy»
mical Analyfis of Bodies, in order to prepare good
Medicines out of them.

PHARYNGEERUM is fometimes ufed for
the Pharynx

, fometimes for the Bone Hyades.

PHARYNX, is the upper part of the Gullet,
1

confifting of three pair of Mufcles ; to which,
fome add another, making the Number feven ;

It is continued to the Fauces, (or indeed is the
greateft part thereof ) reaching up behind to the
'Uvula, on the fides to the TonfilU, and before to
the Epiglottis : It is Membranous, but not entire-

ly fo, being in fome places Carnous and Thick.
Three pair of its Mufcles open it in rhe Adion of
Swallowing; and the odd one is a SphinElcr which
ferves to ftraiten it.

PHENOMENON, in Natural Philofophy, fig-

nifies any Appearance, EfFed, or Operation of a
Natural Body, which offers its felf to the Confide-
ration and Solution of an Enquirer into Nature.
PHASES, fignifies the Appearance or the Man-

ner of Things ffiewing themfeives, and therefore
in Aftronomy is ufed for the feverai Pofitions in
which the Planets ( efpecially the Moon ) appear
to our Sight : as obfcure, horned, half illuminated,
or full of Light, which by the help of a Tellefcope

may likewife be obferved in Venus and Mars.

PHIONS, in Heraldry, are
the Barbed Heads of Darts or
Arrows, and are ulually of this

Figure.

Sable, a Fejfe Ermin between
three Phaons, by the Name of
Egerton.

PHILANTHROPY, is a generous Love for

Mankind in General, or an Inclination to promote
Publick Good.
PHILONIUM, is an Opiate Medicine ; of

which they reckon two forts, the Philonium Ro~
manum, and Perficum.

PHILOSOPHICAL Egg, among the Chymifts,
1

is a thin Glafs Veffel, or Bubble, of the Shape of
an Egg, with a long Neck or Stem ’Tis ufed in

long Digeftions.

PHILTRUM, is the Hollow dividing the Up:
per Lip.

PHIMOSIS, is the fame with Paraphimojis
; al-

fo the Inverfion of the Eye-lids through an In-
flammation.

PHLEBORHAGIA, is the breaking of a Vein.’

PHLEBOTOMY, opening of a Vein, or letting

of Blood.

PHLEGM, or Water, the Fourth of the Five
Chymical Principles. See Water.

The Infipid Water that comes firft in the Di-
ftillation of Acid Spirits, the Chymifts call the

Phlegm : And the more any fuch Spirit is redi-

fied, that is, diftilled over again, to draw off

ftill more of this Phlegm, they fay ’tis the better

dephlegmated.

PHLEGM of Vitriol, is the Moifture that is

firft drawn off when Calcined Vitriol is diftilled,

in order to get it's Spirit and Oil, it comes off

with a gentle heat.

PHLEGMAGOGUES, are Medicines which
purge or drain away that Humour which they

call Phlegm.

* PHLEGMON,
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PHLEGMON. So the Surgeons tall an hot

Turnout') proceeding from an Over-affluxion of

iHood to any Parc.

PHLEGMONODES Febris, a Fever with an

Inflam mation of the Blood.

PHLOGOSIS, is a light Inflammation of the

Byes, with a fmall Pain and Rednefs ; which

fometimes turns into a true Ophtbalmy, and is the

Original thereof.

PHLYCTOENA, is a Pimple in the Skin, alio

a little Ulcer, like a Bubble or Bladder, in the

Corneous Tunick of the Eye, and proceeding

from a fliarp Watry Humour. Blanchard.

PHQN 1CKS, the fame with Acoufticks ; which

PHOSPHORUS, a Chymical Preparation

,

which being expoled to the Light or Air, will

fhine in the Dark. Of this there are feveral kinds,

Whofe Procefs fhall be briefly delivered.

To make the Bolonian Phofphorus, fee under the

Bolonian Stone.

The molt Common Way (with us) /is to make
the Phofphorus from Humane Urine. And the

Hint came firft by Chance thus : .

One Brand, an Alchymift of Hamburgh
, wifely

thinking to find the Philofopher’s Stone in Hu-
man Urine, Work’d upon it in a Retort, and fo

forced over the Phofphorus Matter ; yet he would
not communicate this Dilcovery to any one, and
fo the Secret died with him. After his Death,

one Kjrkfelius a Saxon Chymift fet himfelf to find

it out, (having heard of fuch a thing) and fuc-

ceeded accordingly ; and this Man ftiewed the

Procefs to feveral of his Friends.

The Honourable Mr. Boyle having (in part) had
an Account of this Phofphorus, from one Daniel

Kjajf, a German
,
about the Year 1680, publilhed

in Englifh an Account of the Way of making this

Phofphorus, and feveral very Curious Experiments
upon it, under the Title of NoEliluca. And fince

that, Mr. Homberg hath written largely about it, as

you may fee in the Memoirs (for the Months
March and April) qf the Royal Academy of Sci-
ences at Paris, 1692.

/
,

... \

The Way ofPreparing it, is this z

Take a good large Quantity of the New-made
Urine of Beer-drinkers, and evaporate it gently,

to the .Confiftence of Honey • Then put it in an
Earthen Veffel, cover, and place it in a Cellar for

three or four Months, that it may throughly fer-

ment and putrefie. Then mix a double Quantity
of Sand, or Pouder of Pots, with one part of this

corrupted Urine, and put it into an Earthen Re-
tort or Glafs one Coated

; and fitting it to a large

long-neck’d Glafs Receiver, in which was before

put two or three Quarts of Water, diftil it in a na-
ked Fire, in a Reverberatory Furnace, gently at

firft, for about two Hours ; afterwards augment
the Fire gradually, ’till all the Volatil Salt and
black Foetid Oil be drawn off. Then raife the

Fire to the higheft Degree, and white Clouds
will come into the Receiver, and fix it by little

and little, on one fide of it, in the form of a yel-

lowilh Skin, and another part will precipitate to
the bottom in Pouder. Keep the Fire thus vio-
lent for three Hours, ’till no more Fumes will
come. Let all cool,, and unlute ths Veffels $ and
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throwing more Water into the Receiver, fhake all

well about to loofen what will ftick to the fides »

and then pour it all into a large Glafs Veffel,
where it will fettle ; the Volatile Salt will dif-
folve in the Water, but the Phofphorus and, the
Oil will fink to the bottom. Pour off the Wa-
ter, and gathering the remaining Matter together/
put it into a little Glafs Veffel, with a little frefti

Water, and digeft it in a Sand-heat, ftirring the
Matter about from time to time with a Wooden
Spatula ; the Phofphorus by this means will fepa-
rate from the Oil, and fink to the bottom. Pour
away the Oil, and make the Phofphorus up, while
hot, into little Sticks or Pieces, which muft be
kept in a Viol of Water clofe ftopt.

This is the Solid Phofphorus, With which, if you'

write any Letters on Paper, or on a Wall, they
will appear Luminous in the Dark, and continue
fo a good While. If you cut off a little bit of it*

and rub it ftrongly along a piece of Paper, With
a Knife, it Will actually enkindle the Paper.
The Liquid Phofphorus is made by digefting in

Horfe-dung a little bit, or fome Scrapings of the

Solid, for two Days, in Oil or Effence of Cloves*
Oil of Turpentine, &c. For after it is diffolved

in the Oil, it will impregnate it fo, that as foon as

ever you open the Bottle, the Matter will appear1

'

all in a Flame.

If you put a little of the Solid Phofphorus into

a Viol, with a little Oil Of Vitriol, that is very
ftrong and well dephlegmated, and then add to it

about half as much common Water as there was
Oil of Vitriol, the Mixture will grow very hot,

and fmoak ; and if you carry the Viol into the
Dark, you will fee the Phofphorus enkindled, and
fparkle in many places of the Viol, like Meteors*
or little Falling- ftars : Ann if a fmall Quantity
of Oil of Turpentine be added, it will produce an
a&ual Flame.

Lemery fmentions a New-invented Phofphorus

of Mr. Homberg s, being made of one part of Salt

Armoniack, and two of QuiCk-Iime flackt by the

Air ; which are fluxed together in a Crucible*

into a kind of Gray Glafs, which when it is

ftruck with a Hammer* appears prefently of a
light Fire;

Phofphorus Balduini
,
called the Hermetick, Phofl

phorus, is thus made;

Heat red-hot about two pounds of Chalk, let

it cool, and pouder it. Then take a pint of Aqua*
fortis, and put into it a fpoonfnl of youf pou*
dered Chalk; a great Ebullition will arife: Re-
peat this till the throwing in of the Pouder makes
no Ebullition at all/ After this, let the Liquor
fettle, and decant it into an Earthen Pan placed
in Sand, and evaporate all the Liquor, fo there
will remain a kind of Salt at the bottom. Put
this Salt into a CoppeJ, or a ftrong Earthen un^
glazed Pan

; fet it in a gentle Sand-heat, and the

Matter will fwell. Continue this gentle Fire ’till

it be funk down a little towards the bottom ~

then cover the Pan or Coppel with a Lid that

hath two or three Holes in it, and encreale the
Fire gradually, ’till <it be ftrong enough to melt
the Matter ; and when ’tis melted, a yellow Va-
pour will exhale through the Holes in the Cover.
Then take the Veffel prefently off the Fire, and
putting on another Earthen Lid, which hath no
Holes in it, fet it by to cool. Round about the

a Q 2
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fides of the Pan you will find a Cruft of yellow

Matter, that is the Pofpherus: Itmuft be kept- in a

Box well ftopt, in a dark place. When ’tis defign’d

to be rendred Luminous, you muft expofe it, like

the Boloninn Stone, to the Light, for a fmall Space ;

and then removed into the Dark , it will fhine

there. If it be left in the Dark, expofed to

the Air for about Fifteen Days , it will fhine all

that while, but after that, go out, and never be

Luminous more.

Mr. Boyle, in his Aereal NoSliluca, p. x 02. de-

fcribesa Phofphorus Balduini much like this ; and

in Phil. Tranf N° 1 99, there is of his a yet

more accurate Procefs for this Thing.

The Learned Dr. SIare, in Phil. Tranf No. 150 ,

makes an Ingenious Comparifon between Light-

ning, and the Flafhes which in Warm Weather

he had often obferved ( by Night ) to arife from

feme pieces of the Solid Phofphorus, kept in long

Glafs Bottles of Water about \ filled.

PHRENES. See Diaphragma.

PHRljNESIS, the fame with Phrenitis.

PHRENETICK Nerves, are thofe which are

called alfo Stomachick. ,
and fpring from Dr. Wil-

lis’s Eighth pair, or from the commonly reckoned

Six pair : Thofe defeend between the Membranes

of the Mediajlinum, and fend forth Branches into

them.

PHRENICK VeJJels, are the Veins and Arte-

teries that run through the Diaphragm, Mediafli-

num, and Pericardium.

PHRENITIS, or Phrenzj, is a Dottage with

a continued Fever, often accompanied with Mad-
nefs and Anger; proceeding from too much Heat

in the Animal Spirits, not from the Inflammation

of the Brain, as the Ancients thought. Willis thus

defines it, namely, an Inflammation of the whole

Senfitive Soul and Animal Spirits.

PHRICODES, is a dreadful Fever, in which

Men are apt to fanfie terrible things.

PHROCYON, a Fix’d Star of the Second

Magnitude, in the Conftellation Canis minor, Whofe

Longitude is hi Degrees 23 Minutes, Latitude

15 Degrees 57 Minutes.

PHTHARTICUM, is a Corrupting Medi-

cine.

PHTHIRIASIS, is the Loufie Difeafe; al-

io a Scaly Scab on the Eye-brows. Blanchard.

PHTHISIS, is a Confumption of the whole

Body, riling from an Ulcer in the Lungs, accom-

panied with a flow continued Fever, ill feented

Breath, and a Cough. Blanchard.

PHTHOE, the lame with Phthijis.

PHYGETHLON, is a Swelling proceeding

from an Inflammation of the Glandules, wherein

Nature expels fomething j as in the Plague, about

the Groins. Blanchard.

PHILOSOPHERS Tree. See Dianas Tree.

PHYMA, is a Swelling : There are Five forts,

Verruca, Calli, Vari, Furunculi, and Hydroa
,
or

Defudationes ;
of which, fee under thofe Words.

Others reckon it a Tumour in the Glandules only,

which quickly feparates. Blanchard.

PHYSEMA, an Inflammation in any Part of

the Body, as a Tympany. Blanchard.

PHYSICKS, or Natural Philofophy, is the

Speculative Knowledge of all Natural Bodies,

( and Mr. Lock, thinks, That God, Angels, Spi-

rits, £j?c. which ufually are accounted as the Sub-

ject of Metaphyjicks, Ihould come into this Sci-

ence ) and of their .proper Natures, Conftituti-
ons. Powers, and Operations. See Phyfioloky

PHYSIOGNOMICKS, is a Term ufed'by
fome Phyficians and Naturalifts for fuch Signs as
are taken from the Countenance of Perfons, t6

judge of their Difpofitions and Tempers.
PHYSIOLOGY, Phyfickj, or Natural Philofo-

phy, is the Science of Natural Bodies, and their

various Affdlions, Motions, and Operations. This
is either

General, which relates to the Properties and Af-
fections of Matter or Body in general. Or,

Special and Particular, which confiders Mat-
ter as formed, or diftinguilhed into fuch and fuch
Species, or determinate Combinations.
PHYSIOLOGY, is by fome alfo accounted a

part of Phyfick, that teaches the Conftitution of
the Body fo far as it is found, or in its Natural
State ; and endeavours to find Reafons for its

Functions and Operations, by the Help of Ana-
tomy and Natural Philofophy.

Mr. KfH, in his IniroduBio ad Phyficam, reck-
ons Four Clalfes or Sorts of Philofophers which
have treated of Phyficks or Natural Philofophy.

1. Thofe who delivered the Properties of Na-
tural Bodies under Geometrical and Numeral Sym-
bols ; as the Phythagoreans and Platonifis„

%. The Peripatetickj, who explained the Na-
tures of Things by Matter, Form, and Priva-
tion ; by Elementary and Occult Qualities ; by
Sympathies, Antipathies, Faculties, and Attracti-

ons, &c. And thefe did not fo much endeavour
to find out the true Reafons and Caufes of Things
as to give them proper Names and Terms ‘

fo

that their Phyficks is a kind of Metaphyficks.

3 . The Experimental Philofophers, who by fre-

quent and well-nhade Trials and Experiments, as
by Chymiftry, &c. fought into the Natures and
Caufes of Things: And to thefe almoft all

our Difcoveries and Improvements are due ; and
much more would they have done , if they had
uot fallen into Theories and Hypothcfes, which they
forced oftentimes their Experiments to maintain,

whether they could or not.

4. The Mechanical Philofophers, who explicate

all the Phenomena of Nature by Matter and Mo-
tion, by the Texture of Bodies, and the Figure

of their Parts ; by Effluvia, and other fubtile

Particles, &c. And in ftiort, would account for

all EffeCts and Phenomena, by the known and
eftablifhed Laws of Motion and Mechanickj : And
thefe are, in Conjunction with the laft named,
The Only True Philofophers.

PIA Mater. See Mater tenuis.

PICA. See Citta.

PICATIO. See Dropacifmus.

PIEDOUCHE, in Architecture, is a littk

Square Bafe fmoothed, and wrought with Mould-

ings, which ferves to fupport a Bufl or Statue

drawn half way , or any fmall Figure in Re-

lief.

PICKET, in Fortification, is fometimes ufed

for a Stake
,

fharp at one end , to mark out the

Ground and Angles of a Fortification, when the

Engineer is laying down the Plan of it ; thele are

ufually pointed with Iron. There are alfo larger

PickctSf



Pickets, which are drove inch the Earth, to hold

together Fafcincs or Faggots; in any Work caft up

in haite. And Pickets alfo are Stakes drove into

the Ground, by the Tents of the Horfe in a Camp,

to tie their Horfes to. And Pickets are hlfo drove

into the Ground before the Tents of the Foot,

where they reft their Muskets or Pikes round

about them in a Ring. When an Korferhan hath

committed fome confiderable Offence, he is often

fenter.ced to ftand on the Picket • which is, to have

one Hand drawn up as high as it can be ftretcht,

and then he is to ftand on the Point of a Picket or

Stake only with the Toe of his oppofite Foot ; fo

that he can neither ftand, or hang well, nor eafe

himlelf by changing Feet.

PICRA. See Fliera piera.

PIED-DROIT, in Architecture, is a Square

Pillar, differing from a Pillafter in this refpeeft,

that it hath no Bafe nor Capital : It is taken al-

fo for part of the Jaumbs of a Door or Win-
dow.

VIE-Povader-Court
,

is a Court held in Fairs, to

yield Juftice to Buyers and Sellers, and for Re-
drefs of all Diforders committed in them.

PIGMENTS, are fueh prepared Materials as

Painters, Dyers, (£c. make ufe of, to impart to

Bodies, or to imitate particular Colours. When'

Glafs is ftain’d or coloured, as in painting on

Glafs, or for the Counterfeiting of Gems or Pre-

cious Stones, the Pigment is ufually of a Metal-

ine or a Mineral Nature.

PILE, in Heraldry
,

lignifies

an Ordinary, confifting of a Two-
fold Line, formed after the man-
ner of a Wedge ; being probably

fomething like the Figure of the

Roman Pilum
,

which was a ta-

pering Dart
, about five Foot

long
,
and fharpened at the Point

with Steel. The Pile is born inveSled
,

en-

grailed, 8cc. like other Ordinaries • and iffues in-

differently from any Point of the Verge of the

Efcocheon.

He beareth a Pile Gules
,

by the Name of
Shandois.

PILLAR or Column, in Architecture, is one

of the principal Things in which the Beauty and
Proportion of a Fabrick doth confift. A Pillar

hath Three Parts, the Pedefial, the Shaft or Pil-

lar it felf, and the Ornaments : And each of
thefe is again fubdivided into Three other Parts

;

the PedeJlal hath its Bafe, Dye, and Cornich •

the Pillar its Bafe, Shaft, and Capital', and the

Ornaments have their Architrave
,

Frieze, and
Cornich.

PILLASTERS, in Architecture, fignifie Square
Pillars, that ufually ftand behind Columns to bear
up Arches : They have the very fame Dimenfion,
Chapiter, and Bafe, with the Columns, according
to their feveral Order. When thefe PiUafters do
not ftand alone by themfelves, they are ufually

made to jet out of the Wall , a Third part or a
Quarter of their Breadth, with refpedt to the Va-
riety of different Works : So that fome of them
projeeft out only a Sixth or an Eighth part, and
they are generally as broad at top as at bottom.
PILLOW, is that piece of Timber in a Ship

whereon the Boltfprit beareth or refteth at its

coming out of the Hull , aloft
,

clofe by the
Stem.

PINEA LIS Glandula, See Conariuth.

PINGUEDO, the fame with Adeps, or the
Fat of Animals. See Adeps.

PINION, in a Watch, is that leffer Wheel;
which plays in the Teeth of another. Its Not-
ches ( which are commonly 4, 5, 6, 8, &c.) are
called Leaves

, and not Teeth, as in other Wheels.
PINION 6f. Report, is that Pinion in a Watch*

which is commonlyp fixed on the Arbor of the
Great Wheel, and in old Watches ufed to have
commonly but four Leaves ; it driveth the Dial
Wheel, and carrieth about the Hand.
The Quotieht or Number of Turns, to be laid

tipon the Pinion of Report, is found by this Pro-
portion

; hs the Beats in one Turn of the Great
Wheel, to the Beats in an Hour : So are the
Hours of the Face of the Clock, ( vi%. 12.01*24.)
to the Quotient of the. Hour Wheel, or Dial
Wheel, divided by the Pinion of Report, i. e. the
Number of Turns which the Pinion of Report
hath in one Tufn of the Dial Wheel * that is, in
Numbers.

26928 : 20196 : : 12 : 9,

Or rather thus.

As the Hours of the Watch’s going, are to the
Numbers of the Turns of the Fufy : : fo are the
Hours of the Face, to the Quotient of the Pinich
of Report.

If the Hours be 12, then 16 : 12 :: 12 : 9

1

But if24, the Proportion is 1 6 : : 1 2 : 24 : 18.

N. B. This Rule may ferve to lay the Pinion
of Report on any other Wheel, thus:

As the Beats in one Turn of any Wheel to the
. Beats in an Flour : : So are the Hours of

the Face, or Dial Plate of the Watch . to
the Quotient of the Dial Wheel divided by
the Pinion of Report fixed on the Spindle of
the aforefaid Wheel.

PINNA Auris is the upper and broader part of
•the Ear called the Wing.
PINNATA Folia, in Botany are fuch Leaves

of Plants as are deeply jagged, cut, or indented
in, and which have their. Parts refembling Fea-
thers.

PIONEERS, are fuch kinds of Labourers as are
taken up for ufe ofan Army, to caft up Trenches;
and undermine Forts.

PIPE, in Law, is a Roll in the Exchequer, o-
therwife called the Great Roll. See Clerk of thd
Pipe. 1

PITHIAS or Pitbites, with fome' Writers, is the
Name of a Comet or rather Meteor of form of a
Tub; of thefe there are divers Kinds, vi^; fome
of an Oval Figure, others like a Tun or Barrel
fet Perpendicular, and fome like one inclined, or
cut fhort off ; others having a Hairy Train or
Bufh, &c.

PINTLES in a Ship, are thofe Hooks by
which the Rudder hangs to' the Stern-poft.

PIN-Wheel. See Striking Wheel.
PISCES, is the Twelfth and laft Sign of the

-Kpdiackf being a Gonfteljation confifting of 3 5
Stars;

PI Sf
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PISCES Meridianus, a Southern Gonftellatibn,

ifontaing 12 Stars.

PITUITA, vid. Phlegma.

PITUITARIA Glandula, vid. Glmduld PU
iuitaria.

PITIROIDES, a Setling in the Urine like Bran.

Blanchard,

,

PLACARD, is a Licenfe whereby a Man is

permitted to Ihoot in a Gun, or ufe Unlawful

Games.
PLACE, is that part of Space which any Bo-

dy takes up ; and with relation to Space is either

abfolute or relative. As Mr. Lock, obferves.

PLACE alfo is fometimes taken for that Por-

tion of Infinite Space, which is poffeffed by, and

Comprehended within the Material World, and

which is thereby diftiriguilhed from the reft of

the Expanfion^

PLACE is ufually diftinguifhed into Internal

Place
,
which properly fpeaking ,

is that part of

Space which any Body takes up or fills ; and Ex-

ternal Place,
which according to Arifiotle, is De-

termined by the Surfaces or Confines of the Ad-
joining or Ambient Bodies : But it is better divi-

ded into Abfolute, Which is the former Internal

Place
;
and into Relative Place

, which Is the Ap-
parent Secondary or Senfible Pofition ofany Body,

according to the Determination of our Senles, with

fefped to other Contiguous or Adjoining Bo-

dies-.
,

PLACE of Arms,
when taken in the General,

is a ftrong City which is pitch’d upon for the Ma-
gazine of an Army. But a

PLACE in Fortification ufually fignifies the

Body of a Fortfefs. And a

PLACE of Arms in a Garrifon, is a large open

Spot of Ground in the middle of the City, where

the great Streets meet, or elfe between the Ramparts

and the Houfes, for the Garrifon to Rendezvous

in, upon any fudden Alarm, or other Occafion.

And the

PLACE of Arms of a Trench, or of an Attack,

is a Poft near it, fhelter’d by a Parapet or Epaule-

tnent
,

for Horfe and Foot to be at their Arms,

to make good the Trenches againft the Sallies of

the Enemy.- Thefe Places of Arms are fometimes

covered by a Rideau or Rifing Ground, or elfe by

a Gavin or Deep Valley, which faves the trouble

of Fortifying them by means of Parapets,

fafcines, Gabions, 6c. They are always open m
the Rear, for their better Communication with

the Camp. When the Trench is carried on as

far as to the Glacis, they make it very wide,

that it may ferve for a Place of Arms. Alfo

the
*

PLACE of Arms of a Camp, is a fpacious piece

bf Ground at the Head of the Camp ,
to draw

outahe Army in Order of Battle. But the

PLACE of Arms of a Troop of Horfe, or of a

Company of Foot in the Camp, is that Spot of

Ground on which- the Troops or Company draws

out.

PLACE Geomericf, is a certain Bound or Ex-

tent wherein any Point may ferve for the Solution

of a Local or Indetermined Problem. All the Points

of a Geometrick Place, have the fame Relation

to the Points of the Right Line correlpondent

thereunto.

PLACE Plane, is when the Point refolving the

Problem, is'in the Periphery of a Circle : And

then ’tis calki Locus ad Cimlum* Thus, y. gr.

IV JT J ^ ' t Y S' 1 1 r-

)

to find a Point -without it, but on the fame Plane
with it

; from whence a Right Line being drawn to

one of the Ends cf the Diameter
,

that Line Jhali
be bijfelled by the Circumference of the Circle.

PLACE Simple, or Locus ad Lineum rellum, as
the Geometers call it, is when the Point that re-

folves any Problem is in a Right Line. As, To
find the Centre of a Circle, whofe Periphery (hall

pafs thro the Ends of a Right Line given in Mag-
nitude and Pofition : For fuch Centre wifi be in a
Right Line. But a

PLACE Solid, is when the Point is in one of
the Conic Sections : Thus, To find the Centre cf
a Circle which Jhall touch both a Line given in Po*

Jition, and alfo another Circle given in Pofition and
Magnitude: There muft be a Point found in the
Periphery of a Parabola

, the Focus of which,
is the Centre of the Circle given , when the gi-

ven Line and Circle touch one another. Laft-

ly> a

PLACE Surfolid, is when the Point is in the

Circumference of a Curve of an higher Gender
than the Conick Sections j as having a Point and
a Right Line given on a Plane, to find on that

Plane another Point beyond that given Line ; fo

that a Right Line drawn thro* thole 2 Points,

(hall have its part comprehended between the fe-

eond Point and the given Line, alfo given it

felf.

PLACE of the Sun, Star, or Planet, is the Sign
of the Zodiack, and Degree of it, which the

Planet is in $ or it is that Degree of the Eclip-

tick reckoned from the beginning of Aries, which
the Planets or Stars Circle of Longitude cutteth *

and therefore is often called. The Longitude of the

Sun, Planet, or Stan

And ’tis found by this Proportion:

As Sine of Sun’s greateft
1

DecIina-1 > -
7

tion is 23° 30!- j* 9 - ^o699f

ToSineof this prefent Deck 23 0 15-9.5963154
So is Radius 10

To the Sine of his Longitude 81 0 52
,

-9.9956i5'j|

Which if the Declination were North, will be
in 20 9

5
2' of Gemini - but if the Sun had South

Declination, his Place would be in 20 0 52' of
Capricorn.

PLACENTA Vterina, called by fomtUepar
Uterinum, from its Colour, which is like that of
the Liver ; as it is alfo fomething in Subftance

;

But it comes nearer to that of the Spleen, it is

foft, and hath innumerable Fibres, and fmall Vef-
fels , and its Parenchyma is Glandulous almoft
every where : In Women it is Circular, but with
fome inequality in its Circumference ; in the mid-
dle it is about two Fingers thick, but is thinner

towards the Edges, and is about a Span, or a
quarter of a Yard over, from one fide to the

other, when the Foetus is Mature for the Birth : Ic

is hollowed and fmooth within
,

next the Foetus,

and grows every where firmly to the Chorion ;

but without next the Womb , tis very unequal*

having many Protuberances , by which it adheres

to the Womb, tho’ to what part of it, is not

agreed. When there is more than one Foetus, ’tis

fometimes double, trebble, 6c. and fometimes bur

one with fo many diftind Partitions fo it. It

grows
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grows nor from the Womb Originally, but its Rife

is from the Chorion
,
which about the 9th Week, in

Women, fends forth a downy Subftance, which

foon grows into Knobs, turns Reddifh, and then

adheres to the Womb confpicuoufly, about the

twelfth or thirteenth Week.

It hath Veflels from a double Original, fome

from the Womb, and fome from the Chorion
,
im-

mediately, and mediately from the Foetus. From the

Womb it receives Arteries, Veins, Nerves, and
Lymphatducfls ; all which tho’ they be very large

and confpicuous in the Womb, and even in that

place where the Placenta joyns to it, yet they are

but very fmall Capillaries in the Placenta it felf,

and are difperfed only thro’ that fide of it which
is next the Womb. The Veflels that come from
the Chorion, are Arteries and Veins

5 and as Dr.

Wharton faith, Lymphaeducfls alfo. From the

Foetus thro’ the Chorion
,

it receives the Umbilical

Veflels of the Foetus : For the firft Months of the
Pregnancy it flicks moft firmly to the Womb • but

as the Foetus grows mature for the Birth, it loolens

by degrees, and at laft, like ripe Fruit from the

Tree, falls off from the Womb, and makes part of
the After Burden or Birth.

PLADAROSIS are little foft Tumors which
grow under the Eye- lids.

PLAIN Chartj is the Plat or Chart that Seamen
Sail by, whofe Degrees of Longitude and Latitude

are made of the fame Length.

PLAIN Sailing, is the Art of finding all the

Varieties of the Ships Motion on a Plain, where
all the Meridians are made Parallel, and the Pa-

rallels at Right Angles with the Meridians, and

the Degrees of each Parallel equal to thofe of the

Equinoctial; which, tho’ notorioufly falfe in it

felf, fuppofing the Earth and Sea to be a Plain

Flat, and each Parallel equal to the Equinoctial

;

yet by laying down Places accordingly, and break-

ing a long Voyage into many (horn ones, a Voy-
age may pretty well be perform’d by it, near the

fame Meridian.

In Plain Sailing *tis imagin’d, that by the

Ftfiumh-Line, Meridian
, and Parallel of Latitude,

there always will be formed a Right-angled Tri-

angle ; and that fo pofited, as that the Perpendi-

cular may reprefent part ofthe Meridian or North
and South Line, containing the Difference of Lati-

tude : The Bafe of the .Triangle reprefents the De-
parture ; and the Hypothenufe the Difiance Sailed

;

the Angle at the top is the Coufe, and the Angle
at the Bafe the Complement of the Courfe: Any two
of which, with the Right Angle being given, the

Triangle may be protracffed, and the other three

parts found : As in the following Examples.

CASE I.

The Courfe and Difiance given, to find the Diffe-
rence of Latitude and Departure from the Me-
ridian.

Admit a Ship from the Latitude 50° io 1

North,
Sails S. S. W. 48 .

5

Miles : I require the Latitude
Ihe is in, and her Departure or Separation,

P L A

Geometrically*

©

Draw A C the South and North Line, and with
60 Degrees from the Line of Chords from C, (be-

caufe the Ship Sails Southward) defcribe D E,
which make equal to 22 Degrees 30 Minutes the

Courfe, and draw C B, which make alfo equal

to 48.5 from any Line of Equal parts ; Then let

fall from B, B A, Perpendicular to the Meridian -

fo is the Triangle compleated, and the Lines C A,

B A, may be meafured from the lame Scale.

By the Logarithms .

As the Radius • — ‘-—1 <5.00000——— «

\

Is to the Diftance run, B C 48.5 1.68574
So is the Sine of the Courfe 220 30' —— 9.58283

To the Departure Welling 180 56'—— 1.26857
1

Then again.

As the Radius--*— —— 10.00-000

Is to the Diffance BC48.5 Miles--——. 1.68574
So is Co-fine of the Courfe S. 67° 3 o'.— 9.96561

To the Difference of Latitude 44,8—— 1,65135

From the Departed Latitude 500 10' North,
Subftrad: the Difference of Lac. 00 45

BJ

>

Remainder is the grefent Latit, 49 25
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By GunterV Scale

.

'The Extent of the Compares from S. 90 De-

grees, to S. 22 Degrees 30 Minutes on the Line

of Sines, will reach from 48.5 back to 18.6, on the

Line of Numbers,

(
And,

The Extent from S. 90 Degrees 00 Minutes,

to the S. 67 Degrees 30 Minutes on the Line of

Sines, reaches from 48.5, backwards to 44=8, on

the Line of Numbers.

CASE II.

The Courfe and Difference of Latitude being given 5

to find the Departure and Diftance Sailed.

Admit a Ship Sail from Latitude 48 Degrees

3 o Minutes S. S. E. 4 Eafterly till fhe be in La-
titude 47 Degrees 21 Minutes : I demand the

Departure and Diftance Sailed.

Geometrically.

Draw the North and South Line C A, and
Subftratfting the Latitudes one from another, it

leaves 69 Minutes for their Difference 5 makes

C A equal to 69, from the Line of Equal farts ;

from C, with 60 Degrees from the Line ofChords,

defcribe D E, which make equal to 2 5 Degrees

1 9 Minutes ; draw C D, and raife the Perpen-

dicular A B, which compleats the Triangle

B A C, whofe required parts may be meafured by

the Scale.

By the Logarithms,

As Co-fine of the Courfe S. 6of 41'—9.956148

Is to the Difference of Lat. 69 Miles— 1.838849
So is the Radius lo.oooooa

11.838849
To the Diftance Sail'd B C 76.3—-— 1.882704:

«

Then,

As the Radius * x ~—— jo.oooooo

Is to the Diftance Sailed C B 76.3-*—- 1.882524
So is the Sine of the Courfe 25° 19'— 9.631058

To the Departure A B 32.6 ———— 1.513582

By Gunter'$ Scale,

The Extent from S. 64 Deg. 41 Min. to S. 90
Deg. 00 Min. on the Line ofSines, will reach from
69 to 76.3 on the Line of Numbers.

And,

The Extent from S. 90 Deg. 00 Min. to S. 2 $

Deg. 19 Min. on the Line of Sines, will reach from
76.3 to 32. 6 on the Line of Numbers.

CASE III.

The Difference of Latitude and Dijlance Sail'd

given j to find the Courfe and Departure.

Admit a Ship Sail from Latitude 42 Degrees
1 5 Minutes North, on iome Point between the
North and Weft 88 Miles, and then finds her
felf in Latitude 43 Degrees 3 o Minutes : I de-
mand her Courfe and Departure.

From' —-— 43 0 30*

Subftradt——— 42 15

Remains
60

75 = Diff. Lat:

Geometrically

l
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Geometrically]

Draw the Meridian A C, which let be made
equal to 75, raife the Perpendicular B A 5 from
C with 88 cfofs B A in B; draw B C from C,
with 60 from the Chords defcribe D E, which
nteafured on the Chords or Rhumbs, {hews the
Courfe ; a % Points from theNorth Weftward, vix.

N. N. W. \ Wefterly.

Note, That the Sides of Plain Triangles are
meafured by the Line of Equal Parts, but the

Angles, by the Line of Chords.

By the Logarithms.

As the Diftance run, B C 88 —

—

1.94448

Is to the Radius—— — 10.00000
So is the Difference of Latit. C A 75—- x .87506

•e .. . L

To the Co-fine of the Courfe. 58® 27' 9.933058

Whofe Complement 3 1 Degrees 33 Minutes is

2
-I
Points from the Meridian, which is N. N.W»

\ Wefterly.

By Gunter s Scale»

The Extent from 88 to 75 on the Line ofNum-
bers, reaches from S. 90 Degrees 00 Minutes, to

58 Degrees 27 Minutes on the Line of Sines,

Then,

As the Radius -
'j0.00000

Is to the Diftance run,’ C B 88- 1.94448
So is the Sine of the Courfe 31* 33'—-- 9.71870

To the Departure A B 46 Miles Weft---i^63i8
|

By GuntefV Scale]

The Extent from S. 90 Degrees 00 Minute^ to

S. 3 1 Degrees 33 Minutes on the Line of Sines-

will reach from SS to 46 on the Line of Numbers,

CASE IV.

The Diftance run, and Departure from the Meri-
dian given, to find the Courfe and Difference of

Latitude

.

A Ship being in the Latitude of 59 Degrees
00 Minutes N. Sails North Weftward till her Di-
ftance run be 74.6 Miles, and the Departure

40.5 : I demand the Courfe and Difference of

Latitude*' and confequently the Latitude the Ship

is iffi

Geometrically

l

Draw the Meridian A C, on A (becaufe the

Ship Sails Northward) raife the PerpendicularBA,
laying thereon 40,5 Miles, the Departure from
Ato B ; then take 74.6 in your Compaffes, from B

\
crofs the Meridian A C in C, and draw B C.

By Logarithms.

As the Diftance run, BC 74.6 Miles- 1.87273

Is to the Radius * 10.0000©

So is the Departure B A 40.5———- 1.6074s

To the Sine of the Courfe 32® 53"—^ 9.7347s

By Gunter^ Scald

The Extent from 74.6 to 40.5 on the Line of

Number

s

t reaches from S. .90 Degrees 0.0 Minutes,

to S. 32 Degrees 53 Minutes on the Line of
Sines,

§ % .Then

'Sjsf
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Then again,

As the Radius — - » io.ooooo

Is to the Diftance B C 74.6 -

—

—- 1.87273

So is the Co-fine of the Courfe 57
s 7'—9.92416

To the Difference of Latitude 62.6—— 1.79689

.Which turn'd into Degrees, is 1 Degree 3 Mi-

nutes, and is to be added to 59 Degrees 00 Mi-
nutes, the Latitude fhe departed from, becaufe fhe

raifes the Pole ; the Sum 6o° Degrees 3 Minutes

the Latitude the Ship is in.

By Gunter
1

1 Scale.

The Extent from S. 90 Degreed do Minutes,

to S. 57 Degrees 7 Minutes, on the Line of Sines,

will reach from 74.6 to 6 2.6 6n the Line ofNum-
bers.

CASE V.

"The Difference of Latitude and Departure, from
the Meridian given ; 2d find the

'

Courfe and

Difiance.

A Ship from Latitude 59 Degrees 00 Minutes

North, Sails North Eaftward till fhe has altered

As the Difference of Lat. A C 70 Miles 1.845098

Is to the Radius “——10.000000

So is the Departure A B 51 Miles-—- 1.707570

To the Tangent of the Courfe 36! 5' 9.862472

By Gunter’s Scale,

The Extent from 70 to 51 on the Line ofNumi
bers, will reach from Tangent 45 Degrees 00 Mi-
nutes,. to the Tangent 36 Degrees 5 Minutes on
the Line of Tangents.

Then;

As the Sine of Courfe 36° 5'———- 9.77008

Is to the Departure 51————— 1.70757
So is the Radius— - ———- io.ooooo

To the Diftance 86.5 Miles-

—

>— 1.93749

By GunterV Scale.

The Extent from S. 36 Degrees 5 Minutes; to
the S. 90 Degrees 00 Minutes on the Line of
Sines, will reach from 51 to 86.5 on the Lint
of Numbers

.

C A S E VI

The Courfe and Departure given » to find the Di-
ftance and Difference of Latitude.

A Ship from the Latitude of 48 Degrees 30 Mi-
nutes N. Sails N. E. by N. till her Departure from
the Meridian be 48.5: What is the Diftance Sailed

and Difference ofLatitude?

Geometrically

Draw the Meridian A C, from C with 6©

Degrees of the Chord defcribe D E, which make
equal to 33 Degrees 45 Minutes, and let she

Perpendicular

Parts.
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By the Logarithms

.

As the Sine of the Courfe 33° 45'—

Is to the Departure A B 48. 5

So is the Radius—
To the Diftance C B 87. 3

\3CO7nGtYlCally±

9-744739 ^.From A draw a S. S. W, Line as A C* and a
; ' * '* Wo S. W. Line as A B, and make A B= 5 Ia 5

1.685741 Miles - then fromB, with 60 Degrees of the
Chords , defcribe e f, which make equal to Cm
Points, and draw B f.

1 0.000000

i.94 io©a

By GunterV Seal*.

The Extent from S. 33 Degrees 45 Minutes,

to S. 90 Degrees 00 Minutes on the Line of Sines
,

will reach from 48. 5 to 87. 3 on the Line ofNum-
bers*

Then,

As the Radius —

-

-lo. 00000

By the Logarithms.

In the Triangle BAG, given BA 51.5 Miles
and all the Angles, vi%. The Angle A 45 Degrees^
Angle B 67 Degrees 30 Minutes, and the Angle
C 67 Degrees 30 Minutes 3 required B C and

As the Sine of the Angle C 67* 30'— 91 96561 53

Is to the Diftance AB 51. 5 Miles— 1.7118072
So is Sine of the Angle at A 45

0 00' 9.8494850Is to the Diftance run 87.3-— r. 94101
So is the Co-fine of the Courfe, S. 56° 15' 9.91984

To the Difference of Latitude 72."-=*“ 1. 86085 To the Diftance B C 39.4-

13. 5611922
-I.5956769

By Gunter s Scale. And lince the Angle B, is equal to the Angle

_ , ro
C, the Side A C, will be equal to the Side A B„

The Extent from S. 90 Degrees 00 Minutes,

to S. 56 Degrees 15 Minutes on the Line of Example* II,

Sines
,

reaches from 87. 3 to 72. 6 on the Line of
Numbers. A Ship in the Parallel of 46 Degrees North

. -
at B, deferies a Head-land at C, diftant from her

Thefe ase the Seven tifual Cafes of Plain Sat- 67 Miles • fhe Sails E. S. E, 63 Miles to D, and
ling, which you fee are all performed by the then the Head-land at C bears S. W. by W . from
Knowledge of Redangl’d Plain Trigonometry. The her: How did the Head-land bear from the Ship
Dodrine of Oblique Plain Triangles, is not of when fhe was at B ? And how far is it diftant from
fuch Neceflary Ufe in Sailing, as that of Right- her, now fhe s at D ?
angled ones is : But however, I have here fin-

gled out fome of the moft Ufeful Cafes of it, as

follows.

Plain Sailing, where the application of
Oblique Triangles is required ,

Example.

Coafting along the Shore, I fet an Head-land C,
bearing off me.S„ S. W. I Sail W. S. W. 51. 5

Miles to B, and then the Head-land C bears S. E.

from me : I demand my feveral Diftances to the

Head-land.

A
C \

Geometrically*

From B draw an E. S. E„ Line B D, which
make equal to 63, and from D with 60 of the
Chords defcribe ef, which make equal to >6®

1 5', draw D / C : Then from B with 67 Miles,
erofs D C in C, and draw JS C,

ft a Jr

*

C
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By the Logarithms.

As the Diftance B C 67 Miles Ar. co.-~— 8017392

Is to the Sine of the Angle D 56 *
1
5'--- 9.91984

So is the Diftance Sailed B D, 63 Miles 1.79934

To the Sine of the Angle C 51 0 26'— 9,89310

Now 56° 15’ 4- 51 0 26'= 107° 41', whofe

Complement to 180°
, is 72 0 19*== Angle B,

6 a Points, which added to E. S. E. gives the

Bearing of C to be S. i Wefterly near.

Then

As the Sine of the Angle D, 56° 15'——9.919846

Is to the Diftance B C, 67 Miles

—

1 r. 826074
So is the Sine of the Angle B 720 19'—9.978978

To the Diftance D C 76° 8 '-

1 1.80505a

-1.885206

Example III.

If I fail S. S. W. 50 Miles, then W. by N.

64 Miles 3 I demand the Courfe and dire<ft Di-

ftance from the Place of Departure ?

A

Geometrically.

Draw A B = 50 M. a S. S. W„ Line, and

from B with. 60 of the Chords defcribe d ef-
make d e =, 7 Points, or / e= 9 Points, draw

B C through e
,
which make equal to 64 M.

By the Logarithms,

In the Triangle CBA, there’s given the two
Sides CB and BA, and the contained Angle

CBA, 7 Points, to find the Angles A and C, and the

third Side C A.
' CB= 64
AB= 50

Sum. = 114

DifF. = 14

As the Sum of the two fides A B 8c
B C.114 . . —— -

—

c

_ >2.056904

Is to their Difference 14
So is the T. of a Sum of the L L
C and A, 50® 37' —

• 1. 146128

10.085698

1 1.231826
lo the T. of i their Difference 80® 3 o'_.

9 ,1749^2,

Which fubtra&ed from 50 deg. 37 min. there
remains 42 deg. j' — LC- but 8 deg. 30 mim
added to 50 deg. 37 min. makes 59 deg. 7. min.
-» L A ; and fince A B is a S. S. W. Line, A C
is W. by S. 4 wefterly.

Then for the Diftance A C, fay.

As the Sine of the Angle A 59.7=9.9833595

Is to the Diftance B C 64 M. - — 1.806180
So is the Sine of the L B, or its!

Complement to 189° , 78° 45'—3 9*991573

To the Diftance AC 73. 2. M.-
1 I *797753
—1.8641 58

Example IV.

Admit two Ports lying in the fame Parallel or
Latitude, to differ in Longitude 58 Miles 3 and
a Ship having failed from the Weftermoft, be-
tween the South and Eaft 65 Miles, to be then 46
Miles from the Eaftermoft : I demand the Courfe
ftie fteered, and her Courfe to the Eaftermoft
Port ?

. *
‘

; i .1 ,
.

Geometrically .

Having drawn AB an Eaft and Weft Line

and made it equal to 5 8 M- Then from A with

6 5 M. defcribe an Arch, and with 46 M. from

B crofs that Arch in C, draw A C and B C.

By the Logarithms.

As AC 65 Miles- 8.187086

Is to the Sum of the Diftance AB? .1^00
and BC 104 Miles

;
l

1 ’9 ' 7°3J

So is their Difference 12 Miles —— 1.079181

To ^ D 19.2* -* 1.283300

Which,
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Which added to AC 65, makes 84.2* whofe

Half is 42.1 is A E.

Then,

As A B 5 8 Miles, Ar. Compl. 8.236571

Is to the Radius - J s,ooocoo

So is AE 42.1 ———— 1.624282

To the Co-fine of the Ang. A. 43 0 28 --9.860853

That is,

S. E. 1 deg. 3 2 min. Eafterly
l the Courfe fhe

fleered.

Example V.

Coafting along the Shore, I fet two Head-lands,

the one at C bearing S. W. by W. the other

at D bearing W. by S. I fail away N. W. by N*
to H. 40 Miles, and then the Head-land at C
bears S* S. W. and that at D, S. W. by S. I de-

mand how far thefe Head-lands are affunder, and
how they bear one from another*

Geometrically .

Firft draw b A g a North and South Line, and

with 60 of the Chords from A defcribe b e g$
then make g /= 5 Points, g e= 7 Points, and

c 3 Points ; draw A'f G, A $ D, and A H c,

make A H == 46 Miles.

Secondly, From H with 60 of the Chords de-

fcribe ad, which make equal 6 Points; and
alfo a h equal 5 Points; draw H h C, H d D,
and D C. Then is D one Head-land, and C the

other.

By the Logarithms

In the Triangle H A C given the Angle H A C
sr: 8 Points, the Angle A H C 5 Points, and the

Angle A C H == 3 Points
,

together with the

Side H A 40 Miles to find the Side C B,

Therefore,

As the Sine of the Angle HCA?
33° 45', Ar. Compl. — S °-2 55^6i

Is to A H 40 Miles 1.60206a
So is the Sine of 90® = L HA C ie.oooood

To the Side HC 72 Miles —- *85732!

Then in the Triangle D H A, there’s given
Angle HAD = 6 Points

, the Angle A H D= d Points, and the Angle H D A = 4 Points,
and the Side AH 40
DH. Thus.

Miles to find the Side

As the Sine of the Angle H D A I
45

0 00', Ar. Compl.- S
°- r 5° 5 I 5

Is to the Side AH 40 Miles -— 1.602060
So is the Sine of the i H A D 67° 30'—9.96561

5

—
j i .

vj

To D H 52. 3 Miles- * >-1.718190

Then in Triangle D H C there’s given two
Sides, CH= 72 Miles, and D H 52,3; and
their contain’d Angle C H D = 1 Point, to find

the other two Angles H D C, H C D, and the
third Side.

As the Sum of the Sides, HC 1
-{-HD 124.3, Ar. Compl. »j 7‘9°5 5 2 8

Is to their Difference 19.7 1,294466
So is the Tangent of half the Sum

of 6AHDC&HCD 84° 22' 11. 005954

To the Tangent of half their Dif- 1
ference 58° 6' —

.
.

. J
IO " 209548

Now, 84 deg. 22 min. + 58 deg. 6 min,= 142 deg. 28 min. Angle H D C.

But 84 deg. 22 rtiin. —.58 deg. 6. min.= 25
deg. 16 min. Angle H C D =s N. one quar-
ter Wefterly.

*

Then,

As the Sine of the Angle H C D Z ,

25 ° 16 ', Ar. Compl.- — 5 ^369743^

Is to DH 52.3 Miles— 1.718190
So is the Sine of the Angle D H C~? \\

no I5 ' ——
To DC 23.9 Miles the Diftance

between the Head-lands

u

,

_
>9.290235

1.378168

PLAIN Scale, is a thin Ruler, either of Wood
or Brafs

, whereon are graduated the Lines of
Chords, Sines, Tangents, Secants, Leagues, Jgumbs,

8cc. and is of ready ufe in moil part of the Ma~
theniaticks, chiefly in Navigation : A Defcription
thereof fee under the Word Scale.

PLAIN Table, is an Xnfcrument ufed in Sur-
veying of Land.

r. The Table it felf is a Parallelogram of
Wood, 14 Inches and a half long, and 11 In-
ches broad, or thereabouts*

i. A Frame of Wood fixed to it, fo as a Sheet
of Paper being laid on the Table

, and the Frame
being forced down upon it, (queezeth in all the
Edges,- and makes it lie firm and even,- fo as: a
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Plot may be conveniently drawn upon it. Upon
one fide of this Frame fhOuld be equal Divifions,

for Drawing Parallel Lines both long-wife and
crofs-wife (as Occafion may require/ over your
Paper ; and on the other fide the 360 Degrees of a

Circle, projected from a Brafs Centre conveni-

ently placed in the Table

.

3. A Box with a Needle and Card, to be fixed

with two Screws to the Table ;
very ufeful for

placing the Inftrument in the fame Pofition upon
every Remove,

4. A Three-legged Staff to fupport it, the Head
being made fo as to fill the Socket of the Table,

yet fo as the Table may be eafily turned round

upon it, when ’tis not fixed by the Screw.

5. An Index, which is a large Ruler of Wood,

( or Brafs ) at the leaft 1 6 Inches long, and two
Inches broad, and fo thick as to make it ftrong

and firm
;

having a floaped Edge, called the Fi-

ducial Edge
,

and two Sights of one Height,

( whereof the one hath a Sit above
,

and a

Thread below ; and the other a Thread above,

and a Slit below ) fo fet in the Ruler, as to be
perfectly of the fame Diftance from the Fiducial

Edge. Upon this Index ’tis ufual to have many
Scales of equal Parts, as alfo Diagonals, and
Lines of Chords.

To take the Quantity of an Angle by the

Plain Table.

As fuppofe A B and A C were two Hedges

or Fences of a Field, and it were required to

take the Angle A.

Plant your Table ( fitted with the Sheet upon

it ) as nigh to the Angle as you can, the North

end of the Needle hanging diredtly over the Flow-

er-de-luce ; then make a Mark upon the Sheet of

Paper at any convenient place for thfe Angle A, and

lay the end of the Index to the Mark, turning it

about ’till through the Sights you efpy B; then

draw the Line A B by the Edge of the Index. Do
the fame for the Line AC, keeping the Index

upon the firft Mark : Then will you have upon

your Table an Angle equal to the Angle in the

Field.

When you have more Angles to take, the Me-
thod is the fame.

The Diftances from the Angles to the Inftru-

ment are meafured by the Chain, and fet off on

the Table with a Scale and Compares,

^ a*

Whence ’tis fo eafie to take the Plot of a Field
at one Station, by the Plain Table, that there needs
no other Direction. See Surveying\

PLAINTIFF, is he that fues or complains fn
an Aifife, or in an Adtion Perlonal ; as in an Adtion
ofDebt, Trefpais, Deceit, Detinue, and the like.

PLANCERE, in Architedlure, is- the Under
part of the Roof of the Corona ; which is the Su-
perior part of the Cornice, between two Cyma-
tiums. See thole Words.
PLANE of a Dyal, is the Surface on which

any Dyal is fuppofed to be defcribed. See a
General Account of all fuch Planes under the
Word Dyailing.
PLANE Horizontal, in Perfpedtive, is a Plane

which is parallel to the Horizon, and which paf-
fes, thro’ the Eye j or hath the Eye foppofed to be
placed in it.

PLANE of Gravitation or Gravity
, in any

heavy Body, is a Plane fuppofed to pafs thro’ the
Centre of Gravity of it.

PLANE, in Fortification, is the Reprefenta-
tion of a Work in its Height and Breadth.
PLANE of the Horopter

, in Opticks, is that
which pafleth thro’ the Horopter, and is perpendi-
cular to the Plane of the two Optical Axes.

PLANE Number, is that which may be pro-
duced by the Multiplication of two Number one
into another; thus, 6 is a Plane Number, be-
caufe it may be produced by the Multiplication
of 3 by 2 ; for twice 3 makes 6. So alfo 1 5 is a
Plane Number, arifing from 5 being multiplied by 3:
and 9 is a Plane Number, produced by the Multi-
plication of 3 by 3.

PLANE Problem, in Mathematicks, is luch an
one as cannot be folved Geometrically, but by the
Interfedtion either of a Right Line and a Circle;
or of the Circumferences of two Circles; As,
Having the greatejl Side given, and the Sum of the
other Two, of a Bight-angled Triangle

;
to find the

Triangle. To defcribe a Trapezium that jhall make
a Given Area of Four Given Lines. And fuch a
Problem can have but two Solutions, becaufe a
Right Line can cut a Circle, or one Circle ano-
ther, but into Points. Ozanam.
PLANE Geometrical, in Perfpedtive, is a Plain

Surface, parallel to the Horizon, placed lower
than the Eye ; wherein the vifibie Objedts are
imagined without any Alteration

, except that

they are fometimes reduced from a greater to a
leffer Size.

PLANE of Befieblion, in Catoptricks
, is that

which palfeth thro’ the Point of fiejlefticn, and is

always perpendicular to the Plane of the Glafs, or
Refledting Body.

PLANE of Refrailion, is a Surface drawn thro’

The Incident and Refradted Ray.
PLANE Surface, is that which lies even be-

tween its bounding Lines ; and as a Right Line

is the fhorteft Extenfion from one Point to another,

fo a Plane Surface is the fhorteft Extenfion from
one Line to another.

PLANE Vertical, in Opticks and Perfpedtive,

is a Plane Surface which pafleth along the Prin-

cipal Ray , and confequently thro’ the Eye
, and

is perpendicular to the Geometrical Plane.

PLANETS, are the Erratic4.
or Wandring

Stars, and which are not like the Fixed ones al-

ways in the fame Pofition to one another. We
now number the Earth among the Primary

ru-
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Planets ,
becaufe we know ic moves round the

Sun ,
as Saturn

,
Jupiter ,

Mars
,

Venus, and

Mercury do
,

and that in a Path or Circle be-

tween Mars and Venus. And the Moon is ac-

counted among the Secondary Planets
,

or Satelli-

tes of the Primary
,

fince flie moves round the

Earth as Jupiter's Four Moons or Satellites do

round him, and Saturn’s Five round about him ;

if Cajjini’s Eyes may be credited. But I could ne-

ver fee my felf, or meet with any one die who

ever did fee any but the Hugenian Satellite.

All the Planets, as far as we can find, have be-

fides their Motion round the Sun, which makes

their Year ; alfo a Motion round their own Axes,

which makes their Day ; as the Earth’s revolving

fo, makes our Day and Night.

* It’s more than probable that the Diameters of

all the Planets are longer than their Axes : We
know ’tis fo in our Earth , and Mr. Flamfteed and

Mr. CaJJini both found it to be lo in Jupiter. And

therefore ’twas a great Miftake in the Ingenious

Dr. Burnet, to affert, as he^doth in his Hypothecs,

the Polar Diameter of the Earth to exceed the other.

Sir ifaac Nevoton aflerts our Earth’s Equatorial

Diameter to exceed the other by about 34 Miles

:

And indeed elfe the Motion of the Earth would

make the Sea rife fo high at the Equator, as to

^rown all the Parts thereabout.

7he Learned Mr. Whifton, Profejfor of

Methematicks in the Univerjity of

Cambridge, in his Nero Theory of the

Earth, accounts (
from the Admirable

Sir If. Newton’/ Principles) for the

Motion and Revolution ofthe Planets,

thus :

LEMMA X.

From the uniform ProjeCtile Motion of Bodies

ih Straight Lines, and theuniverfal Power of At-

traction or Gravitation, the Curvilinear Motion

of all the Heavenly Bodies do’s arife.

If a Body, as B, be moving uniformly along

the Line D C> from D to C, and another Body

A be prefent ; this latter Body A muft draw the

former B from its Straight Line D C : And by

doing fo continually, while at the fame time the

Body B retains its Projectile Force along a Straight

Line in every Point of its Courle, muft make

the Line of its real Motion become a Bent one,

and change its Rectilinear into a Curvilinear

Trajectory.

Hence may be learnt what is that Conatus rdi
cedendi

,
a centro motus in Revolving Bodies^ anct

in what Senfe, ’tis be underflood. For fince all
Bodies have a vis centripeta, or Propenfion to-
wards one another, ’tis impoffible they fhould.of
themfelves, in as proper a manner, have a contra^
ry Propenfion, or vis centrifuga, an Endeavour of
avoiding one another. The true meaning therefore
of this Attempt or Endeavour to get farther off the
Centre of Motion, is only this, That all Bodies
being purely Paffive, and fo incapable ofaltering,
their uniform Motion along thofe Straight Lines
or Tangents, to their Curves, in which they are
every Moment; do ftili tend onwards ihthe fame
Lines, and retain their Propenfion or Effort to-
wards that ReCtilinear Mbtion all the time: they
are obliged to move in Curves ; and confequent-
ly at every Point of their Cotirfe, endeavour to
fly off by their Tangents. Now the Parts of
the Tangent, to which this Endeavour is, being
farther from the Centre than thofe of the Curves
to which the Bodies are a&ually forced, an At-
tempt to go on in the Tangent may be, and is ftiled

an Attempt to, go farther, off, or recede from that

Centre ; tho
3

from no other AffeCtion than that of
Inactivity, or of perfevering in a ReCtilinear Mo-
tion : So that tho the vis centripeta, or Power of
Gravitation, be an Active and Pofitive Force, con-
tinually renew’d and imprefs’d on Bodies - yet the
vis centrifuga, or conatus recedendi a centro motus,

is not fo, but the meer Gonfequence and Refull
of their Inactivity.

This is evident in Bodies revolving in Ellipfes

about one of the Foci
, in their Delcent towards

it ;
where . the Tangent being oblique to the

Radius, or Line from the Point of Contact to the
Focus this very conatus recedendi a centro motus car-

rying it along the Tangent, will for fome time
make it approach nearer to the Focus ; tho’ not fo

much near as by its revolving in the Ellipfis it felf.

For let a Stone be let loofe from the Sling, or
any Revolving Body be difingaged from the Force
which retained it in its Curve, and it will not
go from the Centre, but only pafs along the Tan-
gent in which it was moving, as if there were no
fuch Centre near it at all.

When the ProjeCtile Motion of the Planets is

in its Direction perpendicular to a Line from the

Sun, and in its Degree of Velocity, fo nicely adap-
ted and contemper’d to the Quantity of the Sun's

Attraction there, that neither can overcome' the;

other, ( the Force of Gravitation towards the Sun,
and the Celerity of the Planers proper Motions,

being perfectly in (equilibria ) the Orbits of fuch

Revolving Planets will be Compleat Circles ; them-
felves neither approaching to, nor receding from
the Sun, the Centre of their Motions. And the

Cafe is the fame in the Secondary Planets about
their Primary ones.

Thus ’tis fuppofable, That thf Velocity of all

the Planets about the Sun, was exaClly accom-
modated originally to his Power of Attraction ; and
that their Primitive Orbits were PerfeCt Circles;

from which at this Day they do hot much differ.

Thus however, Jupiter’s Four Satellites or little

Moons have their Motions fo exaClly proportio-

ned to their Gravitation to him, that their Or-
bits, as far as the moft nice Obfervations can
judge, are perfect Circles, they keeping at an e-

qual Diftance from his Centre in all the Points of

their Cowries about him,.
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"When the ProjeCtile Motion is not adapted to,

but is either too fwift or too flow for the Attra-

ction towards the Central Body, the Orbits de-

fcribed will be Ellipfes * and in the former Cafe,

when the ProjeCtile Motion is too fwift, the Or-

bit will be bigger .than the Circle , and the nearer

Focus of the Ellipfis will be coincident with the

Central Body.

And in the latter Cafe, the Orbit will be lefs

than the Circle, and the farther Focus of the El-

Hpfis will be coincident with that Central Body.

Thus, if the Celerity of B be exactly corre-

ipondent to the Attractive Force of the Central

Body A, neither will prevail 5 and the Body pre-

ferving an equal Diftance from the Centre, will

defcribe the Circle BeEh
If the Celerity be greater, it will overcome

the Attraction, and call it felf farther off the Cen-
tre for fome time, and fo revolve about it in the

larger Ellipfis B HFG; the Central Body pof-

feffing that Focus A which is neareft the Point, B,

where the Attraction began. But if the Celerity

be fmaller, the Attraction of the Central Body
A will be too hard for it, will force it for fome
time to come nearer, and to defcribe the lefler

Ellipfis BKL I; the Central Body pofleffing that

Focus A which is fartheft from the Point B,

where the Attraction began : As will be very

plain from the Confideration of the Figure re-

lating hereto.

’Tis indeed poflible that the Celerity of Bo-
dies may be fo great, compared with the Force

of Attraction to the Central Body, as to caft them
off with fuch Violence, that the Attraction will

never be able to bring them round, or make them
revolve about it: In which Cafe the Orbits de-
fcribed will be one of the other Conick SeCtions,

either Parabolas or Hyperbolas
,
according to the

lefs or greater Violence with which the Bodies

are thrown 5 and the Central Body will poflefs

the Focus of fitch a Figure. But no Phenomena of
Nature perluading us that de facto any of the
Heavenly Bodies do defcribe either of thofe Lines,

ftho” Comets Ellipfes come near to Parabola's ;)'

feveral Bodies moving about the fame Central one,
tho* their Primitive Velocity Were equal, and Di-
rection alike, yet if they be at different Diftances
from it, they will defcribe Figures of different

Species about it. For when that determinate De-
gree of Velocity, which at one Diftance were juft

Commenfurate to the Central Bodies Attraction,
and fo would produce a Circular Orbit, muft at
a farther Diftance be too hard for it, by reafon
of the Dimunition of the Attraction there ; an
Elliptical Orbit muft be defcribed, whole nearer
Focus would be coincident with the Central Body.
In like manner, when the fame determinate De-
gree of Velocity were at a nearer Diftance, where
the Central Attraction is augmented, it would
be too little for the fame ; and an Elliptical Or-
bit muft be defcribed, Whofe fartheft] Focus would
be coincident With the Central Body. This can-
not be difficult, if you conlider, that the Species

of the Planetary Orbits depends fblely on the Pro-
portion between the Attraction towards the Cen-
tral Body, and the Velocity of the ProjeCtile Mo-
tion j as that Proportion remaining at any Di-
ftance whatfoever, the Bignels of the Orbits will

be various, but the Species the fame : So when
that Proportion is changed, the Species of the Fi-

gures muft be chang’d alfo which being done,

the Velocity given, by the various Force of At-
traction in feveral Diftances from the Centre, as

well as by the various Velocities at a given Di-
ftance, of which before ; ’tis evident the Species

of the Orbits will be different in this as well as

in the former Cafe.

And the greater Difproportion there is between
the Quantity of Attraction and the Velocity of
the Revolving Bodies, the farther from a Circu-
lar ; and the more Oblong and Eccentrical will

the Orbits defcribed be. And the greater Ap-
proach to Correfpondence there is, the nearer to

Circular, and the lefs Oblong and Eccentrical will

the fame Orbits be.

The Circular Orbits of Planets depend not only

on the exaCt Adjuftment of the ProjeCtile Velo-
city to the Attractive Power of the Sun, but up-
on the Direction of the fame ProjeCtile Motion, at

the Original Commencing of the Attraction.

Thus where the Planet is in its own Tangent,
neither Afcending nor Defcending, and the pre-

ceding Angle C B A is a Right one, which we
have hitherto fuppofed ; from the Correfpondence

of the Velocity to the Attraction, the Orbits will

be perfeCt Circles. Otherwife, when the Dire-

ction of the Motion is Oblique, in any meafure

afcending from or defcending to the Central Body,

and the preceding Angle C B A Obtufe or Acute 5

the Planet, tho’ its Velocity were exactly adapted

to the Attraction of the Central Body, would
revolve in an Ellipfis ; and the Point B, where
the Attraction began, would be the end of the

lefler Axis thereof.

If a Planet defcribe an Ellipfis about its Central

Body in the Focus thereof, it will move fafteft

when ’tis neareft to, and floweft when tis far-

theft: from the faid Central Body or Focus
, and a-

greeably in the intermediate Places. For feeing

wherefoever the Revolving Body is, the Area is

ftill proportionable to the Tim*, and £b in equal
* Tynes
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Times always equal ; ’tis evident by how much

the Diftance is lefs, and the Line from the Focus

is {hotter, by fo much muft the Bodies Motion be

fwifter to compensate the fame ; and vice verfa,

by how much the Former is longer, by fo much

muft the Latter be flower to allow for it.

If the Planet B defcribe an Ellipfis about the

Central Body in the Focus H, as the Area defen-

ded by the Line B H, will be.exadlly Uniform and

Proportional to the Time of Defcription 5 fo the

Angular Motion, or Velocity of the Line from the

other Focus B I, will be Proportional to the Time,

and Uniform alfo, tho’ not fo Exa&ly and Geo-

metrically.

The Law of Gravitation being luppofed, if one

Planet defcribe an Ellipfis about the Central Body

in the Focus H, and another defcribe a Circle a-

bout the fame in its Centre ; If the Semi-diameter

of the Circle be equal to H E, the middle Di-

ftance in the Ellipfis from the fame Centre or Fo-

cus, their Periodical Times of Revolving will be

the fame ; and when the Diftances are equal, their

Velocity will be fo too.

Therefore tho’ the Planets revolve in Ellipfes

of feveral Species, yet their Periodical Times may
be as well compared with one another, and with

their Diftances from the Central Bodies, as if they

all revolved in Compleat Circles.

PLANIMETRY, the fame with Planometria j

which fee.

PLANISPHERE, fignifies the Circles of the

Sphere deferibed in Plano, or on a Plane ; or it is

a Plain or Flat Projection of the Sphere. And
thus the Maps either of Heaven or Earth are cal-

led Planjfpheres ; as alfo all other Aftrolabical In-

ftruments. And all Charts or Maps for the Ufe
of Mariners, are called by Mr. Wright the Nauti-

cal Planifphere. See Nautical.

PLANOMETRIA, is the Menfuration of all

Plane Surfaces or Figures.

PLANTARIS, is a Mufcle of the Tarfus, fo

called from its Tendon expanded in the

PLANTA Pedis, like that of Palmaris in the

Palm ©f the Hand. It arifes Fleftiy from the

Back-part of the outermoft Tubercle of the lower

Appendage of the Thigh-Bone, immediately un-

der the External Beginning of the Gafierccnemius

Externus j and defeending obliquely between it

and the Gaftcrocnemius Interims, foon becomes a

thin flat Tendon $ and which palling out from be-

tween their Flelhy Bellies, defeends internally la-

terally, by their great Tendon ; and marching o~

ver the Os Calcis, expands it felfon the Soal of the

Foot, which it firmly adheres to and' to the Fleftiy

Body of the Mufcultts flexor digitorum perforatus,

and is inferted on both fides the firft Internode of

each Lefler Toe. The Action of this Mufcle is

very obfeure.

PLANTg,
The Ledmed and Experienced Bofan iff,

Mr. John Ray, gives us the following

Chara&eriflick Notes ofthe ChiefKinds

of Plants
j
which make Twenty five

Genders*

1. The Imperfell Plants, which do either to-

tally want' both Flower and Seed, or elfe feem to

do fo ; there having yet no Seed Or Flower been

difeovered to belong to them, or at leaft but to

few of them ; fuch as Corals, Spctnges, Algae

Conferva, Duck-mear, or the Lens paluftris, the

Fungi
,
Tubera Terra, the Mofles, and feme Li-

verworts.

2. Plants producing either no Flower at all

or an Imperfecft one, and whofe Seed is fo fmall

as not to be difcernable by the naked Eye : Some
of thefe bear their Seeds on the back part of their

Leaves, as the Maiden-hairs, Spleen-worts, Poly-

podium and Ferns : Others bear it on the Stalk

it felf, adhering there by fmall fingle Foot-ftalks 5

as the Lichen Terreflris, the. Lycopodium, or Wolfs-

claw, the Adiantum Aureum, the Lunaria
, Equfe-

turn, &c.

3. Thofe whofe Seeds are not fo fmall as fin-

gly to be Invifible, but yet have an Im perfect or

Stamineous Flower ; i. e. fuch an one as is with-

out the Petala, having only the Stamina and the

Perianthium ; as Hops, Hemp, Mercurialis, Net-
tles, Docks, Sorrels, Arfefmart, Knot grafs. Pond-
weed, Orach, Blite, Beet, Ladies Mantle, &c.

4. Such as have a Compound Flower, and emit
a kind of White Juice or Milk* when their Stalks

are cut, or their Branches broken off* fuch as

Lettuce, Sow-thiftle, Hawkweed, Dendelion,

Succory, Goats-beard, Nipplewort, Gcc. \\

5. Such as LaVe a Compound Flower of a Dif*

cous Figure, the Seed Pappcfe, or winged with

Down, but emit no Milk as the former do j as

Colts-foor, Fleabane, Golden Rod, Ragweed*
Groundfel* Cudweed, &c.

6. The Herba Capitata, or fuch whofe Flower

is compofed of many fmall long Fiftulofe or hoi"

low Flowers gathered together in a round Button,

Ball or Head, which is ufually covered with a

Squammofe or Scaly Coat, of which kind are the

Thiftle, the greater Burdock, Blue-Bottle, Knap-
weed, Saw-Worth, &c.

Thefe have all a Down adhering to their Seeds.

7. The Corymbiferous Plants, which have a com*'

pound Difcous Flower, but their Seeds have no

Down adhering to them : The Reafon of the

* 5 S Name



Name you have under the Word Corymbus 3 of!

this kind, is Corn Marigold, Common Ox-Eye,

Yarrow, the Dafie, Camomile, Tan fie, Mugwort,
Scabious, Teafel, Eryngo’s, ©c.

8, Plants with a Perfed Flower, and having

only one fingle Seed belonging^ to each fingle

Flower 3 fuch are Valerian, Corn-iallet, Agrimony,

Burnet, Meadow Rue, Fumitory, ©c.

9. The Umbelliferous Plants, which have a Pen-

iapetalous Flower, (i. e. one having juft 5 final!

Petala or Leaves) and belonging to each fingle

Flower there are two Seeds lying naked and join-

ed together. They are called Umbelliferous
,
be-

caufe the Plant, with its Branches and Flowers,

hath an Head like a Ladies Umbrella, which they

call Umbella.

This is a very large Genus of Plants, which
therefore he thus fubdivides into,

1. Such as have a broad flat Seed, almoft of

the Figure of a Leaf, or which are encom-
paffed round about with fomething like

Leaves 3 as Cow-Parfnep Wild and Garden
Parfnep, Hogs Fennel, (Pucedanum) &c.

2. Such as have a longifh Seed fwelling out in

the middle, and larger than the former 5 as

Shepherds Needle, Cow-weed, Wild Cher-

vil* Common Speignel or Meu, ©Y

3. S uch as have a fhorter Seed 3 as Angelica

and Alexanders.

4. Such as have a Tuberous Root, as the

Earth Nut, Kipper Nut, or Pig Nut, Water
Dropwort and Hemlock Dropwort.

5. Such as have a fmall wrinkled channelled, or

ftriated Seed ; as Stone Parfley, Water Parf-

nep, Burnet, Saxifrage, Caraways, Smallage,

Hemlock, Meadow Saxifrage, Sampire, Fen-

nel, Rock Parfley, ©c.

6. Such as have rough, hairy, or briftlySeed3

as Mountain Stone Parfley, Wild Carrot or

Birdfneft, Hedge and Baftard Parfley, Hem-
lock, Chervil, Sea Parfnep.

7. Such as have their Leaves entire and undivi-

ded into Jags, ©F. as Perfoliata, or ThoroW-
wax, Sanicle, the leaf! Hares Ear, &c.

1 o . The Stellate Plants, which are fo called, their

becaufe Leaves grow on their Stalks, at certain In-

tervals or Diftances, in the form of a Radiant

Star. Their Flowers are really Monopetalous, but

divided into four Segments, which look like fo

many diftindt Petala, or four Leaves 3 and each

Flower is fucceded by two Seeds which grow at

the bottom of it.

Of this Kind is Crofs-wort, or Mugweed, with

Madder, Ladies Bedftraw, Woodruff, Clea-

vers, ©V.

1 r. The Afperifolia, or Rough-leav'd Plants,

They have their Leaves placed alternately, or in

no certain Order on their Stalks 3
they have a

Monopetalous Flower cut or divided into five

Partitions
3
and after every Flower there fucceeds

ufually four Seeds 3 fuch as Cynogloffa, or Hounds
Tongue, Wild Buglofle, Vipers Buglofs, Comfrey,
Moufe Ear, Scorpion Grafs, ©N

12. The Suffrutices or Verticillate Plants i

Mr. Pay, in his laft Edition of his Synopfis Me-
thodica Stirp. Britann, faith. The more certain.

Marks or Charadteriftick Notes of this kind of
Plants are, That their Leaves grow by pairs on
their Stalks, one Leaf right again!! another, their

Flower is Monopetalous, and ufually in the form
of an Helmet or Hood, there fucceed four Seeds
ufually to each Flower, and which have no other
SeedVeJfel but the Perianthium : For that Mark of
their Flowers growing in Whirls about the Stalk*

as they do in the Dead Nettle, Hore Hound,
&c. is not found in all Plants of this Genus, To
this Head belong Mother of Thyme, Mint, Penny-
Royal, Vervain, Wood Betony, Selfheal, Alehoofl,

Bugle, Scordlum, Motherwort, ©F.

13. Such as have many naked Seeds (at leaf!

more than four) fucceeding their Flower, which'
therefore they call Polyfperm<e Plantes Semine nudo.
By naked Seeds they mean fuch as are not inclu-
ded in any Seed Pod, or Cafe, out of which they
fpontaneoufly drop 3 but fuch as either have no-
thing at all covering their Seeds, or elfe drop off

with their Covering upon them. Ofthis Kind are
Pilewort , Crowfoot

,
Marfh-Mallows

, Avens,
Strawberries, Cinquefoil, Torment!!, Meadow-
fweet, ©F.

14. Bacciferous Plants, or fuch as bear Berries 5
as Briony, Dwarf Honyfuckle, Butchers-broom,
Solomons Seal, Lily of the Valley, Nightfhade,
Afparagus, Whorts or Whortle-berries, &c.

15. Multifillquous ,
or Corniculate Plants • or

fuch as have after each Flower, many diftindt,

long, flender, and many times crooked Gales, or
Siliquce, in which their Seed is contained 3 and
which, when they are ripe, open of themfelves,

and let the Seeds drop out : Of this Kind is the

Common Houfleek, Orpine, Navelwort, or Wal-
pennywort, Bearsfoot, Marfli Marigold, Colum-
bines, ©F.

1 6. Such as have a Monopetalous Flower, ei-

ther Uniform or Difform, and after each Flower
a peculiar Veffel, or Seed Cafe (befides the com-
mon Calyx) containing the Seed, and this often1

divided or parted into many diftindl Cells, Thefe
by fome are called Vafculiferom Pla?its, fuch as

common Henbane, Marfli Gentian, Bindweed,
Throatwort, Rampions, Toad Flax, Fox Glove,

Yellow and Red Rattle, or Cock’s-comb, Eye-
bright.

17. Such as have an uniform Tetrapetalous

Flower, but bear their Seeds in Oblong Siliquous

Cafes 3 as your Stock-gilliflower, Wall-flower,

common Whitloe Grafs, Jack, by rhe Hedge, or

Sauce alone, common Muftard, Charlock or Wild
Muftard, Radifli, Wild Rocket, Ladies Smock,

Scurvy-grafs, Woad, ©V.

18. Vafculiferous Plants, with a feemingly Te-
trapetalous Flower, but of an Anomalous, or un-

certain kind ; For this Flower, tho‘ it be deeply

# divided
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divided in four Segments, is yet really Moridpe- any Metal, or fuch like running Matter,
. which

fcalous, and falls off all together in one ; luch as will afterwards harden, is call.

Speedwell or Fluellin, Wild Poppy, Yellow Pop- TLAT-BaJlion. See Baftion.

py, Loofe Strife, Spurge, and Plantain, (according PLA 1 -Band, in Architecture, is a 'Square Mould
to Mr. Hay.) I which terminates the Architecture of the Doriff

19. Leguminous Plants, (or fuch as bear Pulfey

With a Papilionaceous Flower, Their Flower is

Difform, and almoft in the form of a Butterfly

and Wings expanded, (whence the Name Papilio-

naceous) confifiing of four parts, joined together

at the Edges; thele are Peafe, Vetches, Tares,

Lentils, Beans, Liquorice, Birdsfoot, Trefoil, Reft-

harrow, (3c.

20. Vafculiferous Plants, with a Pentapetalous

Blower. Thefe as the 1 6th and i8th Kind, have

befides the common Calyx or Cup of the Flower,

a peculiar Cafe containing the Seed, and their

. Flower confifting of 5 Leaves ; fuch as Maiden
Pinks, Campions, St. Johns Wort, Male Pim-
pernel, Chickweed, Cranebill, Flax Primrofe,

Periwinkle, Centory, Wood Sorrel, Marlh Tre-
foil, (3c.

21. Plants with a true Bulbous Root. A Bul-

bous Root confifts of but one round Ball or Head,
out of whofe lower part or Balls there go many
Fibres or Strings to keep it firm in the Earth.

The Plants of thi$.Tdnd, when they firft appear,

come up with but one Leaf, and the Leaves are

nearly approaching to thofe of the Grals Kind of

Plants, for they have no Foot Stalk, and are long

and flender : The Seed Veffels are divided into

three Partitions; their Flower is ufually Hexa-
petalous, or feemingly divided into fix Leaves or

Segments ; fuch ! as Garlick, Daffodil, Hyacinth,

Safffon, (3c.

22. Such as have their Roots approaching to

a Bulbous Form. Thefe emit at firft coming up
but one Leaf, and in Leaves, Flowers and Roots,

refemble the true Bulbous Plants ; fuch as Flower
de Lis, Cuckoo-pint, Orchis, Broom Rape, Ba-
ftard Hellebore, Tway-blade, Winter-green, (3c,

. 23. Culmiferous Plants, with a Graffie Leaf, and
an imperfedt Flower. Culmiferous Plants are

fuch as have a fmooth hollow jointed Stalk, with
one long {harp-pointed Leaf at each Joint, encom-
paffing the Stalk, and fet on without any Foot-
ftalk : Their Seed is contained within a Chaffy
Husk ; fuch as Wheat, Barley, Rye, Oats, and
moft Kinds of Graffes.

24. Plants with a Graffie Leaf, but not Culmi-
ferous, with an Imperfect or Staminous Flower ;

Order, or the Fafcia which paffeth immediately
under the Triglyphs, and ferves for the fame Ufe
_in this Order, as the Cymatium in the others. It
is alfo the Fafcia of the Chdmh'ranles : And the
lame Name is alfo attributed to divers other
Members of Archjtediure, which are deftitute of
Ornaments, having only a certain breadth with-
out much Projedhire.

PLATES, a Term in Heraldry. See Balls.

PLATFORM, in Fortification, is a Place pre-
pared on the Ramparts for the railing of a Bat^- •

tery of Cannon ; or it is the whole Piece of
Fortification raifed in a re-entring Angie. See
Battery.

PLATFORM; in Architecture, is a row of
Beams that fupport the limber-Work of a Roof,
and lie on the top of the Waif where the Enta-
blature ought to be raifed. Alfo a kind of Ter-
rafs Walk, or even Floor on the top of a Build-
ing ; from whence we may rake a fair Prolpedt
of the adjacent Gardens or Fields. So an Edifice
is faid to be covered with a Platform, when Jt
hath no Arched Roof.
PLATFORM, or Orlop, in a Man of War, is

a Place on the Lower Deck of her, abaft the
Main Malt, and round about the Main Capftan,
where, in the Time of Service, Provifion "is to
take care of the Wounded Men ’tis between the
Main Maft and the Cock-pit.

PLATISMA, is a broad Linen-cloth put up-
on Sores.

PLATONICK Bodies. See Regular Bodies.

PLATTOON, corruptly from the French Word
Pelaton, is a fmall Square Body of Mufqueteers,
fuch as is ufually drawn out of a Battalion of
Foot, when they form the Hollow Square to
{Lengthen the Angles; and the Granadeers are
generally thus polled.

PLATTS in a Ship, are flat Ropes made of
Rope-yarn, and weaved one over another

; their
Ufe is to fave the Cable from Galling in the
Haufe, or to wind about the Flukes of "the An-
chors to fave the Pendant of the Fore-fheet from
galling againft them.

PLAYNT, In Law, is the propounding, or ex-
hibiting of any Adtion Real or Perfonal in WriV'
ung ; and the Party making this Playnt, is called,

The Party Plaintiff.

PLEA, in'Law, fignifies that which either Party
alledgeth for himfelf in Court, and are either
Pleas of the Crown, or Common-Pleas. Pleas of

_
the Crown, are ail of- them Suits in the Kings

as Cyprels Graffes and Rullies, Cats Tail, Burr
,

Namd, againft Offences committed againft his
Reed, (3c.

25. Plants whofe Place of Growth is uncer-

Crown and Dignity, or againft his Crown and
Peace

; and thole feern to be Treafons, Felonies,

Mifprifions of either, and Ma)hem. Ccmntcn-Pleas
tain- and various, but chiefly Water Plants, as

,

be rhofe that are held between Common Perfons/
the Water Lily, Water Milifoil, Water-wort. Pep-

!
yet by the former Definitions, they mult comprile

' per-grafs, Moufe-tail, Milkwort, Dodder, (3c. I ail other, tho’ the King be a Party, Plea may
*

j

farther be divided into as many Branches as A*
There is alfo another ufual Divifion of Plants '

clion
; which fee, for they fignifie ail one.

into Trees, Frutices or Shrubs, Suffmtices and Herbs
; j

Then there is a Foreign Plea, whereby Matter
but this is rather Popular and Vulgar, than Juft

j

is alledged in any Courr, that may be tried by
and Philofophical. ’ another.

_
j

PLEADINGS, in Law, are allthe Sayings of
1LASM, the fame with a Mould in which the Parties to Suits after the Count- or DeclaratL

5 S % 00 i

t
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on ;
to wit, whatever is contained in the Bar,

Replication and Rejoynder, and not in the Count

ij: lelf ; and therefore Defaults in the Matter of

tie Count* are not comprifed within Mislead-
ing, or infufficient Pleading, but only Mi/plea-

ding, or infufficient Pleading committed in the

Bar, Replication, or Rejoinder.

PLEDGES in Common Law, are Sureties,

either real or formal, which the Plaintiff finds to

profecute his Suit.

PLEGIIS acquietandis, is a. Writ that lies for

a Surety ,
againft him for whom he is Surety, if

he pay not the Money at the Day.

PLEIADES, the fame with thofe Seven Stars in

theNeck of the Bull, which are ufually thus called,

PLENA foris faclura, & plena vita. See For-

feiture.

PLENARTY, in Law, is when a Benefice is

full, dire&ly contrary to Vacation
,
which fignifies

the bein'?; void of a Benefice.
1 PLENITUDE, is when a Man has too much
Blood ;

the fame with Plethora.

PLEONSAMUS, is a Figure in Difcourfe

,

when a Word not neceffary is added, to exprefs

a Vebemency in us, and a greater Certainty in

the thing ; as when we fay, I faw it with thcfe

Eyes: Here, faw it
,

is really enough in Gram-

mar, but with thefe Eyes
,

is added, to fhew both

the Certainty of the Fadf, and our Zeal and Ve-

hemence in afferting it.

PLEROTICA are Medicines that breed Flefh

and fill up Wounds.
PLETHORA, when there’s more good Blood

than is requifite : It happens either to the Veffels,

when they are ftretch’d out, and cannot hold all

;

or to the Strength, for fometimes tho’ the Veffels

be not over full, the Strength is over-loaded.

PLEVIN, in Common Law, fignifies a War-

. rant, or Affurance. See Replevin.

PLEURA, is the Skin or Membrane which

covers the infide of the Thorax, adhering to the

Ribs.

PLEURITIS, a Pleurifie, is an Inflammation

of the Membrane Pleura, and the Intercoftal Mu-
ides, attended with- a continual Fever, and Stitch-

es in the Side, Difficulty of Breathing, and fome-

times Spitting of Blood ; and it’s either a true

Pleurifie, as this which we have deferibed, or a Ba-

ftard Pleurifie, whofe Symptoms are not fo violent,

and in fome things different from the former.

PLEXUS choroides feems to hang over the Pi-

neal Glandule, as it were over a Button. It is

an admirable Contexture of fmall Arteries in the

Brain like a Net.

PLEXUS Nervcfus, is when two or three Nerves

meet tegetherand jut out.

PLEXUS reticularis, vid. Choroides.

PLICA, is an Epidemical Difeafe in Poland

,

when their Hairs grow together like a Cows Tail

;

befides, they are Crooked-back’d, have loofe Joints,

it wrenches their Limbs and loofens them,- breeds

.Lice, with other Symptoms.

PL1NTHUS or Plintbis, in Architecture, is

taken for that Square Member which ferves as a

Foundation' to the Bafc of a Pillar : But Vitruvius

calls the upper part, or Abacus of the 1ufcan Pil-

lar, a Plinth, becaufe it refembles a fquare Tile.

Moreover, the fame Denomination is fome-

times attributed to a thick Wall, wherein there

are two or three Row's of Bricks advanced in

form of a Plat-band, This

PLINTH Palladio calls the Orle, and Blended
the Abacus. The Word is alfo ufed for a like
Member about the Capital of a Pillar, but then
’tis called always the Plinth of the Capital, and
is placed juft above the Echinus in the Dorick
and above the Ovolo, or quarter Round, in the
other Orders.

PLOW, is an Inftrument made of Bpx or
Pear-tree

, ufed by Seamen to take the Height of
the Sun or Stars

, in order to find the Latitude *
It admits of the Degrees to be very large, and is

much efteem’d by many Artifts.

PLUM B-Line
, the fame with Perpend

cular.

PLUMBUM ujlum, is a Compofition of two
Parts of Lead melted in a Pot or Crucible, with
one Part of Sulphur then added to it, and kepc
o’er the Fire till they be burnt all out; the Mat-
ter will then be turned into a Black Powder,
which they properly call by this Name Plumbum
Ujlum.

PLUME, is the Term ufed by Boranifts for
that Part of the Seed of a Plant, which in it’s

Growth becomes the Trunk ; ’tis inclofed in two
fmall Cavities formed in the Lobes for its Recep-
tion ; and is not like the Radicle an entire Body,
but divided at its loofe end into divers pieces all

clofely bound together like a bunch of Feathers $
whence Dr. Grew very properly gives it the Name
of Plume. In Corn it is that part, which after

the Radicle is {hot forth, {hoots out towards the
fmaller end of the Seed, and therefore is by fome
called the Acrofpire.

PLURIES, is a Writ that goeth out in the
third place,- after two former Writs that had no
effeeft : For firft the Original Capias iffues, and if

that fpeed not, then goeth out the Alias, and if

that alfo fails, then the Pluries.

PNEUMATICK Engine
,

the lame with the
Air Pump .

PNEUMATOCELE, is a Windy Rupture,
when the Skin of the Scrotum is diftended with
Wind.
PNEUMATODES, is a fhort Breathing.

PNEUMATONIPHALUS, is a Swelling in

the Navel, got by Wind.
PNEUMATOSIS, is the Generation of Ani-

mal Spirits, which is performed in the Cortical

Subftance of the Brain ; the little Arteries there

are emptied, and the Spirits diftil, which after

they are come as far as the middle of the Brain,

they Acftuate and Invigorate all the Nerves.

PODAGRA, vid. Arthritis, The Gout in the

Feet.

POETICAL Rifing and Setting of the Stars

:

This is peculiar to the Ancient Poetical Writers,

for they refer the Rifing and Setting of the Stars,

always to that of the Sun ; and accordingly make
three forts of Poetical Rifing and Setting. Ccfmi

-

cal, Acronycal, ( or as fome write it, Acronyclal )

and Heliacal. See thofe Words.

POINT, a Point in Geometry, is that which

is fuppofed to have no manner of Dimenfions, but

to be Indivifible in every refped:.

The Ends or Extremities of Lines, are Points.

If a Point be fuppofed to be moved any way,

it will by its Motion deferibe a Line.

POINT Blank, a Term in Gunnery, dignify-

ing that a Shot, or Bullet goes direcftly for-

ward to the Mark, and doth not mova in a

Curve as Bombs and highly elevated Random-
Shots do. POINT
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POINT in Navigation, fignifies i r Degrees

3 5 Minutes, or one 3zdpartof rhe Gompafs:

The half of which is 5 Degrees 38 Minutes, which

they Call a Half Point; and the half of this,

which is z Degrees 49 Minutes, they call a Quar-

ter Point.

The Seamen alfo call the Extremity of any

Promontory (
which is a Piece of Land running

out into the Sea ) a Point ; which is of much the

fame Senfe with them as the Word Cape.

They fay two Points of Land are one in ano-

ther, when they are fo in a Right Line one againft

another, as that the Innermoft is hindered from

being feen by the Outermoft.

POINT of Concourfe, in Opticks, is that Point

where the Vifual Rays, being reciprocally incli-

ned, and fufficiently prolong’d, meet together,

are united in the middle, and crofs the Axis. This

point is moft ufually caHed the Focus,; and fome-

times the Point of Convergence.

POINT of Concurrence-, a Term in Perfpedtive.

See Principal Point

.

POINT of Divergence., See Virtual Focus.

POINT of Incidence
,

in Opticks, is that Point

on the Surface of a Glafs, or other Body on which

any Ray of Light falls : And as fome alfo word

themfelves, That Point of the Glafs, which a Ray

parts from, after its Refra&ion, and when ’tis re-

turning into the Rare Medium again.

POINT of Inflexion of a Curve. See Inflexion.

POINT Principal, a Term in Perfpe&ive. See

Principal Point.

POINT Senfible,
according to Mr. Lock., is

the leaft Particle of Matter or Space which we
can difcern ;

and to the lharpeft Eyes, is feldom

lets than thirty Seconds of a Circle, whereof the

Eye is the Center.

POINTING the Cable, is when the Strands

about two Foot from the end are untwifted, in

Order to make Sinnet of the Rope-yarn, and then

to lay them one over the other again, making it

lefs towards the End, where all is made fait toge-

ther with a piece of Marlin, the Defign of which

is partly to keep the Cable from Raveling out, but

chiefly chat none of the Cable may be cut offj and

Hole away.
POINT In, when two Piles, are born in a Coat

of Arms, fo as to have their Points meet together

in any part of the Efcutcheon. They fay, He bea-

Ireth two Piles in Point.

POINTS in Heraldry, are feveral Places in an

Efcutcheon, diverfly Named according to their

Situation. See the Word Efcutcheon.

Poles, or parallel to fome one of the Hours 3 fd
that the Pole is neither Elevated above

* nor de~
prefled below the Plane, therefore the Dyal carl
have no Centre, and confequently its Stile, Sub-
file, and Hour Lines, are parallel. This'therei
fore will be an Horizontal Dyal to thofe who live
under the Equator or Line

;

In a Hired; Polar Dyal
, the Hour Lines muft,

be drawn all parallel to the Hour Line of
Twelve.
The Style may be either a ftrait Pin fee up-

right, or a Wyer made to lie parallel to the
Plane and muft ftand over the Hour-Line of
Twelve.
The Length of the Plane may be taken in any

Inches, or Parts of Inches, reckoning the Inch to
be divided into 10, or 100 Equal Parts.

Then for the Height of the Style ; lay,

As the Tangent of the Hour-Line 4 or 5, is

to the Logarithm of their Diftance from the Me-
ridian in Inches and Parts.

So is the Radius
, to the Height of the Style in

Inches and Parts.
•

For the Hour-Lines - lay,

As the Radius is to the Logarithm of the Styles

Height, in Parts of Inched

So is the Tangent of any Hour-Line, to the Lo-
garithm of the Diftance thereof from the Meri-
dian-Line.

Example.

Suppofe yoiir Poler Plane be iz Inches long,”

and it be required to put on all the Hour-Line5
from 7 in the Morning unto 5 in the Afternoon.

Here you have 5 Hours and 6 Inches on either

fide of the Meridian ; and before you work the
Operation, the Hours and Inches muft be reduced
into Degrees or Parts, allowing for every Hour
or Inch 1 5 Degrees, or too Parts, fo you’ll have'

75 Degrees and 600 Parts.

Then for the Styles Height„

To the Ar. Co. of the Tangent 7 5°~?
, „ „ ,

(= 5 Hours.; 9-418053

Add the Logarithm of the Diftance!
from the Meridian 600 Poles J

2,77 ai 5

n
mf
J‘
’”0 AU Abatements of Ho- Su” = the Logarithm of the

pn S? p,
’ which fee undet

Hc’Zht> ‘ Sl Para S 4
POINT Plain, C , Ar A

POINT in Point, J thaC Wo d ”

POINTS of Station, in Aftronomy are thofe

Degrees of the Zodiack, in which a Planet feems

to ftand quite ftill, and not to move at all.

POLAR Circles, are two Circles fuppofed to

be drawn Parallel to the Equinoliial or Equator,

thro’ Z3 Degrees 30 Minutes Diftance from the

Polar Points; and that about the North-Pole is

called the Ar£lick_ Circle, and the other about the

South-Pole, the Antarctick. Circle, becaufe oppofite

to the former.

POLAR Dyah , are thofe whofe Plafie are pa-

rallel to fome Great Circle that pafles thro’ the

That is, 1 Inch, 2nd 61 parts of an Inch*

For the hours Diflance from the Meridian

1

To the Log of the Styles Heii 161 pts„ Z.Z06204
Add the Tang. 15 0 (Tor the 1 ft HourJ 9.4Z805S'

Sum — Radius = Logarithm of! ,

the Hours Diftante =a 43 parts ---J
r

‘ 34 2'5 °'

-i.

1

After the lame manner may you find the other

Hours Diflance from the Meridian^
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Then draw them in a Table thus.

Hours.
Angles at

the Poles.

....

Tangent.

H. H. G M. Xnch.Parts

1 2 00 00 00 00

1

1

1 15 00 00 ,43
10 2 30 00 00 65

9 3 45 00 1 61

8 4 60 00 •2 79

7 5 75 00 6 00
6 6 90 0*1 'Infnit.

To Project the Dyal.

Firft Draw on the Plane the Meridian Line A B,

which crofs at Right Angles with 9EQ, the

/Equator : Then from c, the Interfedion of the

Meridian and the /Equator, fet offthofe Parts from
the Table both ways, and thro’ thefe Points draw
Lines parallel to A B, ( or the Hour-Line of iz

)

thofe (hall be the Hour-Line 1 required.

POLAR Projection, is a Reprefentation of the

Earth, or of the Heavens, projected on the Plane

of one of the Polar Circles.

POLARITY, is the Property of the Magnet,
or of a piece of Oblong Iron touch’d by a Mag-
net, to point toward the Poles of the World.
POLE, in Meafuring

, is the fame with Perch

or Pod
,

or as feme call it, Lugg. By our Statute

Law, (
Ann. 3 5 Elis'. Cap. 6. ) this Meafure is a

Length of 16 Feet and an half , but it varies by
the Ufage of fome Countries ; being in fome Pla-

ces. of 1 8 Feet
,

which they call Woodland Men -

fure ; in fome places of ax Feet, which is called

Church Meafure • (i. e. of fuch Lands as did or do
belong to the Church) and in others of 24 Feet,

and this is called Forefl Meafure.

POLE in Mathematicks
,

is a Point 90 De-
grees diftant from the Plane of any Circle, and
in a Line perpendicularly eredied in its Centre

;

which Line is called the Axis. And from this

Polar Point may Circles be defcribed on the

Glebe or Sphere, as they are on the Plane from
their Centre.

POLE Star, is a Star in the Tail of the Lit-

tle Bear, ( a Conftellation of 7 Stars which is cal-

led Cynofura) and is very near the exad North Pole

of the World. The right Afcenfion of this Pole

Star for this Year 1700, is o Hours 35 Minutes
o Seconds of Time ; and it Increafes x Minute

16 Seconds every 10 Years : Therefore having at
any time this Stars Right Afcenfion, and the
Right Afcenfion of the Sun (both in time) if
you Subtrad the latter from the former, ( adding
24 Hours to the Right Afcenfion of the Pole Star
when it is lefs than the Suns) the Remainder will
be the Time when the Pole Star is in the Meridian,
Then Hang up two Strings and Plummets between
the Pole Star and your Eye, and you will have a
true Meridian Line

,
which will be of great-ule

to redifie a Clock or Watch. And you may find
the Meridian very nicely, if inftead of the Strings
above mentioned, you ufe the Sights of a good
Circumferenter, or other Surveying Inftrument.
Some Perfons have been mighty apt to imagine^

’F* at the Efei^ht or Elevation of the Pole
,

and
alfo the Pofition of the Circles of the Heavens

, in
refped of thole on the Earth, hath much changed
and varied : But Mr. Caffini is doublefs right in
his Affertion, That there is no juft ground for any
fuch Surmife: And that all the Difference which
we find now in the Latitudes of Places, in re-
fped of the Ancient Accounts, arifes from the
former Obfervations not being well made ; as in-
deed we may judge they cannot have been, fince
they had no luch good Inftruments to do it withal,
as the Modern Aftronomers have.

Yet he thinks it very probable, that there may
be fome little Variation in the Height of the Pole9
in one. and the fame place; but this not exceeding
two Minutes, and which will in procefs of Time
quite vanilh, after ’tis arrived to its higheft Diffe-
rence. Vid. Memoires dc Mathemat . & de Phyfique,

July 1693.
POLE of a Glafs (in Opticks) is the thickeft

part of a Convex, but the thinneft of a Concave
Glafs, and if the Glafs be truly ground, will be
exadly in the middle of its Surface : This is fome-
times called, The Vertex of the Glals.

POLES of the World, are two Points in the
Axis of the /Equator,

c

ach 90 Degrees Diftant from
its Plane one poinring North, which therefore is

called, The North or ArBick_Pole • the other South-
ward,, which therefore is called, the South or An-
tar’click, Pole.

Whether any People live diredly under the Pole
or not, is a Queftion

; but Mr, Halley hath proved.
That the Solftitial Bay, under the Pole, is' as hot
as under the Equinodia!, when the Sun is Verti-
cal to them, or in their Zenith ; becaufe for all

the 24 Hours of that Day under the Pole, the
Suns Beams are inclined to the Horizon with an
Angle of 23

^
i Degrees : Whereas under the Equi-

nodial, tho’ he become Vertical, yet he fhines no
more than 12, Hours, and is abfent 12 Hours:
And befides, for 3 Hours 8 Minutes of that iz
Hours he is above the Horizon there, he is not fo

much Elevated as under the Pole.

POLES of the Ecliptic^ are Points in the Solfii-

tial Colure 23. Degr. 30 Minut. diftant from the

Poles of the World ; and thro’ thefe all Circles of
Longitude in the Heavens do pafs, as the Hour
Circles do thro’ the Poles of the Mquator.

To find the Pole of any Circle. See Spheric4
Geometry.

POLEMICAL, is a Word ufed in Reference to

that part of Theology which relates to Controver-
fie

; which becaufe of the Wars, Jars, and Squab-
bles that ufually arife about Controverted Points,,

is called Polemical Divinity.

\

POLICY
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POLICY of Ajfurance, is a Form of Security,

mentioned in 4-3 Eli cap. iz. and 14 * and al-
io in 14 Car. z . cap. 23, arid given by a certain
Society of Men formed into a kind of Corpora-
tion, to any Perfon to Infure the fafe Return of
the Whole or any part of a Ship 3 to Infure Houfes
againft Fire 3 fo that if they are Burnt down,
they fhall be Rebuilt at the proper Charge of
the InfurCfs 3 and to Infure Mens" Lives in Of-
fices when they have paid great Sums for the
fame 3 and laftly, to Inlure to Perfons paying fo
much Money at Once, or becoming conftant Con-
tributors to the Office or Society of A ffiirance, a
Remainder of fo much Money after the faid Con-
tributor or Subfcriber’s Death. This Policy of
Aflurance is under the Seal of the Office," and
entitles the Perfon Benefitted by it, to make good
his Claim according to the I enor of the Arti-
cles, or By-Laws of that Society of which he
was a Member.

POLLUX* a fix’d Star in the Twins, of the
Second Magnitude, whofe Longitude is '108 De-
grees 47 Minutes, Latitude 6 Degrees 38 Mi-
nutes,

POLYACOUSTICKS, are Inftruments con-
trived to Multiply Sounds, as Multiplying-glalles
or Polyfcopes do Images of Objects.
POLYEDRON, the fame with Polyhedron,

POLYGON, a Term in Geometry, fignifying
in the general any Figure of many Sides and
Arigles

3 tho’ no Figure is called by that Name,
unlefs it have more than four or five Sides.

s

And if all the Sides and Angles be equal, then
his called a Regular Polygon.

For its Superficial Content, fee Area,

Every Polygon may be divided into as many
-triangles as it hath Sides.

If you take a Point,' as a, any where within
the Polygon

, and from thence draw Lines to every
Angle a b, a c, ad, &c. for they fhall make as
many Triangles as the Figure hath Sides.

•The Angles of any Polygon takeg together* will

make twice as many Right ones* except four* as
the Figure hath Sides.

Thus : If the Polygon hive fix Sides, fas ill the
Figure above) the double of that, is i x .

whence take 4, there remains 8 . I fay that all
the Angles b, c, d, e,f,g, of that Polygon taken to-
gether, are equal to 8 Right Angles.

For the Polygon having 6 Sides, is divided iritd
6 Triangles

1 and the 3 Angles of each, by 1. e 3%
Eucl. are equal to z Right ones 3 fo that all the
Angles together make 1 z Right ones : But eacli
of thefe_ Triangles Jxaxh. one Angle in the Point a
and by it they compleat the Space round the faid
Point 3 and all the Angles about a Point are knowii
to be equal to 4 Right ones 3 wherefore thofo 4
taken from iz, leave 8, the Sum of the Right
Angles of the Hexagon.

So that tis plain, the Figure hath tWiCe M
many Right Angles, as it hath Sides, except 4

»

Every Polygon circumfcribcd about a Circle?
is equal to a Re&angled Triangle, one of whofe
Legs fhall be the Radius of the Circle, and the
other the Perimeter (or Sum of all the Sides) of
the Polygon.

\\

L
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Let the Line F A be

equal to Radiusf h, and
to it at Right Angles
draw the Infinite Line
A B C D, (3c. out of
which take A h = to

4 h,h B = h b, B i, —
b i, and i C = * c, See,

So that the whole Line
A B C D E A, may be
equal to the whole
Compafs or Perimeter

of the Polygon abed
e a,

Alfo draw F F pa-

rallel to A A ; fo that

all the Perpendiculars

F h, F i, F 4,, (3c. may
be equal to the Radius

f h, f i
t Sec.

’Tis then plain, That
the Triangle A F B
will be equal to the

Triangle a f b in the

Polygon and the A
B FC = A A / c, al-

fo the A C F D= A
e f d, Sec. So that all

thefe Triangles taken

together, will be equ/l
to all thefe in the Poly-

gon, or to the whole
Polygon.

But the A F A A is

equal to all the 5 Tri-
angles within the Paral-

lels ; becaufe drawing
the Lines B

j
F, C F,

D F, (3c. The A FAB,
will be equal to the A
F A B ; the A F C B= A F C B, (3c.

Wherefore the Tri-
angle F A A is equal to

thsfipeiygon, which was
to be proved.

COROLLARY I.

Hence every Jugular Polygon is equal to a He-
llangle Triangle

,
one of whofe Legs is the Pe-

rimeter of the Polygon, and the other a Per-
pendicular drawn from the Centre to one of
the Sides of the Polygon.

COROLLARY II.

And every Polygon circumfcribed about a Circle,

is bigger than it ; and every Polygon inferi-

bed, is lefs than the Circle, as is manifeft

;

becaufe the thing containing, is always greater

than the thing contained.

COROLLARY III.

The Perimeter of every Polygon circumfcribed

about a Circle, is greater than the Circumfe-
rence of that Circle • and the Perimeter of
every Polygon inferibed is lefs.

Hence,

A Circle is equal to a Hight Angled TriangleB
whole Bafe is the Circumference of the Circle,

and its Height the Radius of it.

For this Triangle will be lelfer than any Poly-

gon confcribed, and greater than any inferibed,

(becaufe the Circumference of the Circle, which
is the Bafe of the Triangle, is greater than the
Compafs of any inferibed :) Therefore it will be
equal to the Circle. For if this Triangle be grea-

ter than any thing chat is bigger than the Circle

,

and lelfer than any thing that is lelfer than the
Circle ; it follows, that it mull be equal to the
Cirele.

This is called the Quadrature or Squaring of the

Circle ; that is, to find a Right-lined Figure equal
to a Circle ; upon this Suppofition, That the Rafis
given, is equal to the Circumference of the Circle „

but actually to find the Right Line equal to the

Circumference of a Circle, is not yet dilcovered

Geometrically.

To inferibe any Polygon in a Circle

l

Af\

Divide a b, the Diameter of the Circle, into as

many equal Parts as the Polygon is to have Sides •

(vi%. 5 .) and then with the Length of that whole
Diameter make two Arks interfering each other a-

bove, as in ^ ; and lay a Ruler from % thro’ g, the

fecond Divifion of the Diameter, which will find

below the Point p. So is the Chord a p the Side of

the Polygon required ; which here is a Pentagon.

POLYGON,
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POLYGON Exterior, in Fortification; is the

Diftance of one Point of a Baftibn from the Point

of another, reckoned all round the Work.

POLYGON Interior, is the Diftance between

the Centres ofany two Baftions, reckon’d all round

as before.

POLYGONAL 'Numbers
,
are fuch as are the

Sums or Aggregates of Series of Numbers in A-

rixhmetical Progreflion, beginning with Unity ; and

lb placed, that they repreieni the Form of a Poly-

gon* Thus, / *

9

o 9 •

9 0 9 • 0 »
n -

9 0 O O O o 9 9 « ©

i 3 6 IO

are Triangular Numbers, becaufe they are the Ag-

gregates of a certain Number of Points placed in

the Form of Triangles, &c.
o a * o

9 # a oOoa 4

r *.

©0 a o o
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are Quadrangular Numbers, &c.

POLYGRAM, is a Geometrical Figure confift-

ing of many Lines.

POLYHEDROUS Figure, in Geometry, is a

Solid contained under of confifting of many Sides

;

which, if they are Regular Polygons, all Similar

and Equal, and the Body be inferibable within

the Surface of the Sphere, ’tis then called a Regular

Body. See that "Word.

POLYNOMI AL, or Multinomial Rootr,- in Ma-
thematicks, are fuch as are compofed of many
Nomes, Parts, or Members ; as,

a -f b d -f- c.

each Flower, and this without any certain Order
or Number. .

Thefe Mr, Ray makes to be a diftincfc kind of
Herbs, calling them Herb#femine nudo Polyfperm# s

Where by Semine nudo he means fuch Seeds as
do not put off fpontaneoufly the Integuments of
Coverings which they either have, or appear to
have, but fall covered with it from the Mother-
Plant.

Thefe kind of Herbs he divides into Two
forts.

I. Such as have a Calyx or Perianthium to their

Flower ; and this confifting either of,

r. Three Leaves ; the Flower alio being Tripe-
talous, or having but Three Leaves : As, the
Plantago Aquatica

,
and the Sagittdria, both

Water-Plants.

Or where the Flower is Polypetalous, and the
Calyx falling together with the Flower

j as

in the Chelidonium minus : or remaining af-
ter the Flower is dropt, as in the Hepaticit
Nobilis.

Zi Five Leaves ; in fome Deciduous with the
Flower, as in the Ranunculus : In others Pe-
rennial, as in the He/leborus niger ferulaceus 3
or Annual

, as in the Flos Adonis.

3. Eight Leaves 3 as the Malva and Aleea.

Tew Leaves ; as the Caryophylla, Fragraria
,

Pcntaphyllum, Tormentilla, Argentina
, Althaea,

and Pentaphylloides.

II. Such as have no Calyx or
.
Perianthium * a$

the Clematis, Filipendula, Vlmaria, Anemone Ne-
morum, Pulfatilla, See.

In Philof. Tranf, N. z^o. you have a curious

Method of Railing an Infinite Multinomial to any

Given Power ;
or of Extracting any Given Root

out of fuch Power : Which was difeovered from

Sir lfaac Newtons Theorem for Railing a Binomial

to any Given Power, or Extracting the Root of

the fame, by that Ingenious and Excellent Alge-

brift Mr. Abr. de Moivre.

POLYPETALOUS Flower
,
is the Term in Bo-

tany lor the Flow'er of a Plant which conftfts of

more than Six diftind Flower-leaves fet round to

fbrm it ;
and which fall off fingly.

POLYPUS, is a Swelling in the Hollow of the

Noftrils, and is Two-fold; either like a Tent, and

then it goes by the general Name of Sarcoma
;
or

fuch an one that has a great many diftind

Branches or Feet, which extend either to the Out-
fide of the Nofe, or the In-fide of the Mouth.

Their .
Colour is White, oftentimes Reddifh, and

fotnetimes Black and Livid.

Excrefcencies of this Nature happen not only in

the Noftrils, but fotnetimes in the Heart, and in

the Cavities of the thicker Membrane of the Brain.

Blanchard.

POLYSCOPES, or Multiplying Gl iffcs, are fuch

as reprefent to the Eye one Qbjed as many.
POLYSPASTUM, a Term in Mechanicks, the

fame with the Trochlea or Pully.

POLYSPERMiE Plant#, are fuch Herbs or

Plants as have more than Four Seeds fucceeding

POMIFEROUS Herbs, are (according to Mr.
Ray) fuch as have the largeft of Fruit of any Plants
whatever, and this covered with a thick hard
Rind or Bark ; by which1

they are diftinguilhed

from the Bacciferous Herbs, which only have a
thin Skin over the Fruit.

Thefe kind of Plants have a naked Monopeta-
lous Flower, divided into Five Jaggs or Partitions,

and growing on the top of the fucceeding Frffit.

And thefe either are,
*

i

1 . Capreolate, or creeping along the Ground, &c.
by means of their Tendrils, (Capreoli) as the
Cucurbita, Melo, Cucumis, Cepo, BelfaminaP

Anguria, and Colocynthis. Or,

z . Without Capreoli or Tendrils
; as the Cucur-

bita Clypeata, or Mele-Cepo, Clypeiformis.

POMIFEROUS Trees, ('fee Trees
) are fuch as

have their Flower on the top of the Fruit, and
their Fruit in the Form of an Apple or Pear.

POMPHOLIGODES, Urine with many Bub-
bles upon it ; which are frequent, if the Body be
puft up or pained. Blanchard.

POMUM Adami,i

s

a Protuberance in the Fere-
fide of the Throat ; fo called, becaufe ’tis- foolifhly

thought a piece of the Apple ftuck in Adams
Throat, as part of his Punifhment, and hence de-
rived to his Pofterity. Blanchard„

-



POP p O R
In Reality ’tis only the Convex part of the firft

Cartilage of the Larynx
,
called Scufiformis. This

is greater in Men than Women.
PONE, is a Writ, whereby a Caufe depending

in the County Court ,
or other Inferior Court, is

removed into the Common-Pleas.

PONE per Vadium, is a Writ to the Sheriff to

take Surety of one for his Appearance at a Day
aftigned.

PONENDIS in Affifis, is a Writ founded up-

on the Statute of Weft. 2 cap. 38. and upon ,the

Statute Articuli Super Chartas
, cap. 9. Which Sta-

tutes fhew what Perfons Sheriffs ought to im-

pannel upon Affifes and Juries, and what not.

PONENDUM in Ballium, is a Writ command-
ing a Prifoner to be bailed, in Cafes Bailable.

PONENDUM Sigillum ad exceptionem, is a

Writ whereby the King willeth the Juftices, ac-

cording to the Statute of Weftm.2.to put their Seals

to Exceptions laid in by the Defendant againft

the Plaintiff’s Declarations, or againft the Evidence,

Verdidl, or other Proceedings before the Juftices-

PONS Cerebri, (by ffimej is a Congeries or

Heap of innumerable Filaments divaricated out

of the Solider Subftance of the Brain, whence all

the Nerves take their Rife.

PONTAGE, is a Contribution towards the

Maintenance or Re-edifying of Bridges. It may
alfo fignifie Toll taken to this Purpofe of thofe

that pafs over Bridges.

PONTIBUS J\eparandis, is a Writ directed to

the Sheriff, G?c. willing him to charge one or more
to Repair a Bridge, to whom it beloogeth.

PONTON, in Fortification, is a Bridge made
of two Boats, at fome Diftance one from another,

both covered with Planks ;
as alfo the Internal

Space betwixt them. They have Props and Rails

on each fide
;
and the whole Structure ought to be

fo folid, as to be able to tranfport the Horfe, to-

gether with Cannon and Baggage, as well as the

Infantry.

PONT Volant, or the Flying Bridge, ufed in

Sieges, is made of two, fmall Bridges laid one o-

ver another ; and fo contrived, by the means of

Cords and Pulleys placed along the fades of the

Under Bridge, that the Upper can be pufhed for-

wards ’till it joins the Place where it is to be fixed

:

But however the whole Length of both thefe

Bridges muft not be above Four or Five Fathom
long, left they fhould break with the Weight of

the Men. Thefe are chiefly ufed to furprife Out-
works or Pofts that have but narrow Moats.

POOP of a Ship, is the Floor or Deck over the

Round-houfe or Matter's Cabin, being the higheft

or uppermoft part of her Hull, a-ftern.

POPLITEA Vena, is the Vein of the Ham, and

fometimes reaches down the back of the Leg even

to the Heel. This comes from the Iliacal Branches

of the Vena Cava
;
which, after they defeend as

low as the Thighs, are called Crurales.

POPLITEUS, by fome called Subpopliteus, is

a.Mufcle of the Leg, which arifeth with a ftiort

ftrong Tendon from the External Head of the In-

ferior Appendix of the Os Femoris • from whence

defending obliquely over the Juncture, becomes

Flefhy, and expanding it felf, is fo inferted to the

Superior part of the Tibia internally, immediate-

ly below its Superior Appendix. This aflifts the

other Mufcles in bending the Tibia, and alfo An-
tagonizeth the Biceps, by turning the Foot and

Toes outwards when we fit with our Knees

bended.
*

PORES, are fmall Interftices, Spaces, or Va-
cuities between the Particles of Matter that con-
ftitute every Body, or between certain Aggregates
or Combinations of them. Thus, for Inftance,

thofe little imperceptible Holes in the Skin, thro’

which the Sweat and Vapours inffinfibly breath
out of the Body, are called Pores j and the having
of fuch Holes or Pores in any Body, is called Pe-
rofity or Poroufnejs,

The Honourable Mr. Boyle has written a Pam-;

cular EJftay on the Porofity of Bodies ; in which he
proves. That the moft, Solid Bodies that are have
fome kind of Pores. And indeed, if they had not*
all Bodies would be alike Specifically weighty.
PORIME, (Gr. 5 in Geometry, is a Theo-

rem or Propofition fo eafie to be demonftrated,
that ’tis almoft felf- evident

; as, That a Chord is

all of it within the Circle. And on the contrary
they call that an Aporime, which is fo difficult as
to be almoft impoifible to be demonftrated - as
the Quadrature of the Circle

,
is now,, and as the

Squaring of any Affigned Portion of Hippocrates

his Lunes was, ’till a little while ago.

PORISME. Proclus and Pappus define this Geo-
metrical Term to fignifie a kind of Theorem, in

the form of a Corollary, which is dependant up-
on, or deduced from fome other Theorem alrea-

dy demonftrated. And ’tis commonly ufed to fig-

nifie fome General Theorem, which is difeovered

from finding out fome Geometrical Place : As,
for Inftance, if a Man hath found out by Alge-
bra, or any other Method how to Conftrud: a
Local Problem * and from that Place fo conftrudted

and demonftrated, hath deduced fome General
Theorem, that Theorem is by the Geometrick
Writers called a Porifm, Ofthefe Poriftms, Mr. Q-
s^anam, in his French Mathematical. Dictionary,

gives many ufeful Inftances ; which fee.

PORISTICK Adethod, in Mathemadcks, is that

which determines when, by what way, and how
many different ways, a Problem may be refolved.

POROCELE, is a Rupture proceeding from
Callous Matter, or the Stone. Blanchard.

POROTICA, are Medicines, which, by dry-

ing, thickening, and aftringent Qualities, turn part

of the Nouriffiment into Brawny, Callous Mat-
ter Blanchard.

POROSITY. See Pores.

PORTA, the fame with Vena Porta;.

PORT the Helm, a Sea-Term, fignifying to put
the Helm to the Left or Larboard fide of the Ship;

but however they never fay Larboard the Helm,

but always Port it
; tho’ they fay Starboard the

Helm, when it is to be put to the Right fide of
the Ship. A Ship is faid to Heel a-port, when five

fwims not upright, but leans to the Left fide. The
Word 1

'
•

PORT, alfo fignifies a Haven or Harbour ; as

alfo the Holes in a Ship’s fide, thro’ which her

Great Guns are put out.

VOKT-Laft, the fame as the Gun-wale of a

Ship • therefore they fay a Yard is down a Port-

Laft, when it lies down on the Deck.

PORTABLE Barometer, was firft invented by

the Honourable Mr. Boyle, and was effected by
making the Torricellian Experiment in a long

Glafs Tube, fealed at the top, and bent near the

bottom up again, parallel to the longer Leg : For

by this means the Quickfilver in the open and

fhorteir Leg, fupplied the Place of the ftagn'ant

Mercury in the Baffin or Ciitern, The Inftru-

ment
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jnent was all of one piece, and might eafily be
earned from Place to Place without Ipilling the
Mercury. By which means, Obfervations of theW eight of the Atmofphere might be readily made
on the Tops of Hills, Bottoms of Mines, &c.

But this Open Tube could not be carried about
'with lo much Eafe and Safety as thofe Portable

Barometers which are now in Ufe, and which are

made by Mr. John Patrick Torricellian Operator
in the Old Pally

i with very great Exa&nefs and
Neatnefs : For in thele there is an Invention to
ferew the Mercury quite up to the Sealed end
ofthe Tube, by which means it will not fwag up
and down in the Carriage and lo by its great
Weight endanger the breaking of the Tube.

PORTCULLICE, Herfe, or Sarafine, in For-
tification, (ignifie feveral great Pieces ofWood laid
or joined acrofs one another like an Harrow

, and
at the Bottom it is pointed at the end of each Bar

.
with Iron. Thefe formerly uled to hang over the
Gate-ways of Fortified Places

, to be ready to let

down in Cafe of a Surprize, when the Enemy
fhould come fo foon, as that there is not Time to
Ihut up the Gates. But now adays the Orgues are
more generally ufed. as being found to be much
better. See Orgues,

PORTICO, or Porch, in Architedure, is a
long Place cover’d either with a Vaulted Roof, or
an even Floor, lupported by Pillars* But this

Word may be applied to fignifie all manner of Dif-
pofitions of Columns in a Gallery.

PORTIONER, where a Parfonage is ferved
j

fometimes by two, or lometimes by three Mini-
fters alternately . The Minifters are called Porti-
cners, becaufe they have but their Portion or Pro-
portion of Tythes or Profits of the Living.
PORTMOTE, lignifies a Coutt kept in Ha-

yen Towns, as Swainemote in the Foreft, and is

called the Portmote Court.

PORUS Bilarius, or Meatus Hejraticus, is a
Pipe or Channel paMing diredly from the Liver
to the DuHus Communis, and which tranfmits the
Bile from the Liver by the Intervention of fome
fmall Glandules. Within the Liver, its Trunk
and Branches are invefted with a double Coat

:

A Proper one, which it retains alfo without the
Liver

; and another Common to it and the Porta,

called Capfula Communis, which it hath from the
Membrane of the Liver. In this Common Coat,
this Porus and the Porta are fo clolely enwrapped,
that at firft they appear but one Veflel i but if you
Fold them up to the Light, you will difeover Vef-
iels of two Colours • and then you may dexte-
roufly rip up the Capfula, and fo lay them open.
Its Roots within the Liver are equally divided
with thole of the Porta every where, except in that
little Space where the Roots of the Vefica are
fpread in the Right fide of the Liver $ and they are
both larger arid more numerous than thofe of the !

Vefica, drawing Choler from all Parts of the Liver
almoft: And this Porus Bilarius feems to be a
more necelfary Part than the Gall-Bladder, or Ve-
fica

; becaufe in many Creatures, as Red and Fal-
low Deer, Horles, &c. the Vefica is wanting, but
none want this. Without the Liver, *tis as wide
again as the Meatus Cyfticus, with which it joins
at two Inches Diftance from the Liver- and fo
botn make up the Dublus Choledochus Communis.
The Porus hath no Valve in its whole Progrefs

•

only the Ductus Communis, at its Entrance into ;

the Inteftines,
.
having pierced the Outer Coat,

pafles between that and the Middlemoft Coat for
about the 12th part of an Inch ; and then piercing
that alio, marches down farther between it and
the Inner Coat of the Gut, for about half an Inch'
and at laft opens with a round Mouth into thelnte*
ftine : So that this Oblique Infertion (like that
of the Ureters into the Urinary Bladder) ferves
inftead of a Vthe, to hinder any thing from Rcgur-
Skating out of the Guts into this Dud : And this
is farther prevented alfo by the flaggy, loofe Con-
ftitution of the Inner Tumck of the Guts • which,
when any thing would enter the Mouth of the Po~
rus, claps clofe upon it, and ftops it. There are
no Anajhmofes between the Roots of this Dud and
thofe of the Porta, as have been often faid : For
the Extreme Capillary Twigs of the Porus termi-
nate in the Parenchyma of the Liver, out of whole
Glandules they imbibe the Choler, there lepara-
ted from the Blood.

^

POSITION, or Site, 1$ in Affedion of Place,
and exprelfes the iManner of any Bodies being
in a Place : this therefore is not Place, nor indeed
hath it any Quantity ; as Sr. If. Newton well ob~
Princip. Mathem. p. 6.

POSITION, or the Pule of Poftion, otherwile
cabled the Pule of Falfhood

, is a Rule in Arithme-
tic^ wherein any Number is taken to work the
Queftion by, inftead of the Number fought

; and
fo by the Error or Errors found, we find the Num-
ber required.

This Pule of Fa’fe Fofition is of Two kinds, viz.
Single and Double.

POSITION Single, is when there happens in the
Propofition fome Partition of Numbers into Parts
Proportional

; and then at one Operation the Que-
ftion may be refolved, by this Rule.

Imagine a Number at pleafure, and Work there*'
with according to the Tenor of the Queftion, as
if it were the true Number ; and what Propor-
tion there is between the Falfe Conclufion and
the Falfe Pofition, fuch Proportion hadh the Gi-
ven Number to the Number fought : Therefore
the Number found by Argumentation fhall be the
firft Term of the Pule of Three, arid the Number
fuppofed Ihall be the fecond Term, and the Given
Number fhall be the third Term.

Example,

Three Men, A. B. and C. conlent to buy d
Ship for 220 /, So that B. muft pay twice as
much as A. and C. four times as much as B. Hovtf
much muft each Man pay ?

Anfwer. Suppofe A. paid 8 /. then (according
to the QueftionJ B. muft pay 16 /. and C. four
times fo much, /. e. 64 l. But all thefe Numbers
added together, make no more than 88 L where-
as there fhould be 220 /. Yet by the help of this
Number, I fay,, If 88 /. come of 8 l. of what
comes 22o L where in the Work is gain’d 20 /.
for the Part of A. Then B . muft pay 40 /. and
C. 1 60 • which added together, give 220 /. the
Number propounded. (

3 T Pofitim

%
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Fofttion 8

Double 1 6

Quadruple 64

88

Pofition falfe. Coneluf. true,

88 /„ : 8 /„ : : 220 L: 20 1. A.

40 B.

160 C.

220 Proof.

If there be a Fraction or Fractions in the Que-

ftion, then for more Facility in Proceeding take

luch a Number for the Pofition as may be equally

parted by the Parts expreft in the Queition. -

In Queftions propounded, it happens fometimes

that a Number ftands unalterable by the Fradious

given, and fo may be fubftraded from the Sum
given, and fet by ’till the Operation be made with

the reft, and then reftored again.

POSITION Double, is when there can be no

Partition in the Numbers to make a Proportion:

Therefore you muft make a Suppofition twice,

proceeding therein according to the Tenor of the

Queftion j and if either of the fuppofed Numbers
happens to folve the Propofition, the Work is done ;

but if not, obferve the Errors, and whether they

be greater or lefler than the Refolution requireth,

and mark the Errors accordingly, with the Signs

“f or— *

Then multiply contrarywife the one Pofition by

the other Error ; and if the Errors be both too

great, or both too little, fubftrad the one Produd
from the other, and the one Error from the other,

and divide the Difference of the Produds by the

Difference of the Errors.

But if the Errors be unlike, as the one 4-
,
and

the other ,
add the Products, and divide the

Sum thereof by the Sum of the Errors added toge-

ther : For the Proportion of the Errors is the fame

with the proportion of the Excefles or Defeds

of the Numbers fuppofed, to the Numbers

fought.

Example,

Two Men, A. and B. dilcourfing of their Mo-
ney ; A. fays to B. If I had two of your Pieces, I

foould have twice as many as you have • to which

B. replies, IfI had two of yours, I Jhould have juft

as many as you have : How many had each ?

A. and then by confequence B. muft have 10

•

For 2 taken from 10, and added to 14, make 16
=twice 8j 2 taken from 14, and put to 10, makes
iz both alike.

Firft Second
Pofition 16 %^/ zq Pofition.

Error 1 -f 34 Error.

20 48

Products 48 — 2o ss 28 /14 A,
Errors 3 rr 1 • = 2 \i©JL

Proof.

14 + 1 =
'fl half.

. IO — z = 8j

:

4 r?= I2wi
If the Suppofitions had been iz and 10, the En=

rors being both — , the Operation would have
flood thus, as before, becaufe the Errors are alike.

Firft

Pofition iz

Error 1—
\

Second
10 Pofition.

z— Error.

10 24

ProduBs 24 — 10= 14 / 14

Errors z —> 1 = 1 \ 10 B.

But if the Suppofitions are 20 and 1 o, then the

Errors being found unlike ; the Sum of the Pro-
ducts muft be the Dividend, and the Sum of the

Errors the Divifor.

Firft Second
Pofition 2o 10 Pofition.

Error 3 -f- 2— Error.

30 40
ProduBs 30 -f- 40 =

Errors 3 -f- z:f(
14 A.

10 B.

Suppofe A. had 1 6
,

to which z being added

makes x8, which is twice 9; but having taken

2 from thence, it muft be by this Suppofition that

B. had 1 1 : Wherefore 2 taken from 1 6, and ad-

ded to-ii, makes 13 for B. and A. 14. But they

foould be equal ;
therefore the Pofition is errone-

ous, and the Error too much by t.

Again, Suppofe A. had 20, then 20 + 2= 22.

that "is twice 1
1 ;

but from thence z being taken,

B, muft have 13. Now z from 20, and put to 13,

gives 1 5 for IB. and leaves 18 for A. which is not

eqnal ;
therefore the Error again is 3 too much.

Then multiplying 16 the firft Pofition, by 3

the fecond Error, and alfo 20 the fecond Pofition,

by 1 the firft Error ;
the Produd 20 is taken from

the Produd 48, (becaufe the Errors are both +J
and the remainder 28 is the Dividend; and the

lefler Error 1 fubftraded from the greater Error

3, leaves 2 for the Divifor; the Quotient of

which Divilion will be 14, the Number fought for

Note, 1. That as well in the Single as in the

Double Buie of Pofition, tho’ the Number fup-

pofed be never fo falfe, a Refolution may be
had thereby : Yet, for more Eafe in the Ope-
ration, fuppofe a Number that may be par-

ted equally into fo many Parts as are neceffa-

ry to the Relolution of the Queftion.

z. Let the Seeond Pofition be always Homcgenei

al, or of the fame kind with the Firft ; that

is, belong both to one Man, one Thing, &c.

3. If both the Errors be equal in Numbers,
and yet their Signs unlike, half of both the

Pofitions in the Sum defired.

4. All the Propofitions refolved by Single Pofi~

tion
}
will be refolved by Double Pofition.

* POSE-
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POSITIVE of Degree of Companion in Gram-

mar, is that which fignifies the Thing limply and

abfolutely, without comparing it with others ; it

belongs only to Adjectives,

POSITIVE Levity. See Levity,

POSITIVE Quantities in Algebra, are fuch as

&re of a Real and Affirmative Nature, and ei-

ther have ,
or are fuppofed to have the Affirma-

tive or Pofitive Sign 4- before them, and ns al-

ways ufed in oppofition to the Negative Quanti-

ties, which are defective, and have this Sign

before them,

POSSE Comitatus, a Term in Law, fignifying

the Aid and Attendance of all Knights, Gentle-

men, Yeomen, Labourers, Servants, Apprenti-

ces, and all others, above the Age of Fifteen Years

within the County ; except Women, Ecclefiaftical

Perfons ,
and fuch as are decrepid

, or labour of

an Infirmity: And the Statute of z H. 5. cap.

8. lays, T,hat Perfons able to Travel, fioall be ajf-

flant in this Service
,
which is ufed where a Pof-

feffion is kept upon a Forcible Entry, or any

Force of Refcue ufed, contrary to the Command
of the King’s Writ, or in oppofition to the Exe-

cution of Juftice.

POSSESSION, in a Legal Senfe, is taken

twofold, Actual and in Law : ACiual Pojfejfon is,

when a Man actually enters into Lands and Te-
nements to him defcended. PcJJ'eJJion in Law, is

when Lands or Tenements are defcended to a Man,
and he hath not as yet a&ually entred into them.

As for Example.

Before or until an Office be found of Lands
Efcheated by an Attainder, the King hath only

a Pojfejfion in Law, and not in Deed: There is alfo

a Unity of Pcjfeffon, which the Civilians call Con-

folidationem. If the Lord purchafe the Tenancy
held by Heriot Service, then the Heriot is extindf by
Unity of Pojfejfion ; that is becaufe the Seigniory

and the Tenancy are now in one Man’s Pojfejfion,

POSSESSIVES, in Grammar, are fuch Ad-
jectives as fignifie the Poffeffion of, or Property in

fome Thing,

POSTEA in Law, is the Return of the Proceed-

ing by Nijt prius
,
into the Court ofCommon-Pleas

,

after a Verdict, and there afterwards Recorded.

POST-Brachiale, vid. Metacarpus\

POST Diem, is the Return of a Writ after the

Day affigned, for which the Cufios Brevium hath

four Pence, whereas he hath nothing if it be re-

turn’d at the Day ; fometimes it is taken for the

Fee it felf,

POST Dijfeijin
,

is a Writ given by the Sta-

tute of Weftminjl. z. cap. z6- and lies for him that

having recovered Lands or Tenements by Pracipe

quod reddat, upon the Default or Reddition, is

again diifeifed by the former Diifeifor.

POST Fine, in Law, is a Duty belonging to the

King, for a Fine formerly acknowledged before

him in his Court, which is paid by the Cognilee,

after the fame is fully paffed, all and things perfor-

med touching the fame ; the Rate thereof is fo

much, and half fo much as was paid to the

King for the Fine
,

and is Collected by the

Sheriff of the County , where the Land , &c.
lies, whereof the Fine was levied, to be anfwe-

red by him into the Exchequer.

POST Terme, is a Return of a Writ, not only

after the Day afiigned for the Return thereof
,
but

after the Term alfo
;

for which
,

the Cufios brc.

vium takes the Fee of Twrenty Pence
; Sometimes

alfo. it is taken for the Fee it felf

POSTERN, in Fortification, is a falfe Door
ufually made in the Angle off the Flank, and of the
Curtain, or near the Orillon for private Sallies.

POSTICUM, is the Pojlern- Gate, or Bacj-Doct
of any Fabrick.

POSTULATES, or Demands in Mathematical
See. are fuch eafy and felfevident Suppofitions as
aeed no Explication or Illuftration to render them
Intelligible. As,

That a Bight Line may be drawn from one Point

to another.

That a Circle may be deferibed on any Centre gi-

ven, of any Magnitude, See.

POSTULATION, (in the Law) is made up-
on the Unanimous Voting of any Perfon to a Dig-
nity or Office, of which he is not capable by the

Ordinary Canons or Statutes , without fpecial

Difpenfation.

POTANS, or Potence
, a Part of a Watch ; lee

under Balance.

POTENT , or Potence
, the

Term for a Crofs in Heraldry,

formed into this Figure.

He beareth Sable
, a Croft

Potent, Or, by the Name of
Aleyn.

This form reprefents the upper
end of a Crutch ; for Anciently

Crutches were called Patents,

POTENT, Counter Potent
, a Term in Heral-

dry : See Vairy Copy.

POTENTIAL Coldnefs, is a Relative Quality
which fome Drugs, Simples, or Compound Me-
dicines are luppofed to be endowed with : And
therefore you will find frequently in fome Old
Books, or in the Writings of fuch as follow the
Old Phyficians, that fuch a Plant or Drug, is cold

in the 2d or 3d Degree : The meaning of which, is,

not that fuch a Plant is actually Cold to die Touch,
but that it is Cold in its Effects and Operations,
if taken Iwardly. And whenever fuch an Effcdt

doth follow the taking of fuch a Medicine, Mr.
Boyle thus accounts for it according to the Mecha-
nical Philofophy, vi%. That this Body, which they
call Potentially Cold

, is made up of Corpvfdes of
of fuch a Size, Shape, &c. that being disjoined

and refolved by the Mcnftruum of the Stomach,
or the Fluids it may elfewhere meet with

,

they do lo intimately alfociate themfelves with
the fmall parts of the Blood and other Liquors,
as by clogging and impeding them to leffen their

wonted Agitation; and perhaps alfo to make them
adt in a peculiar way, as well as lefs briskly on
the Nervous and Fibrous parts of the Body : The
Perception of which Imminution, or perhaps Change
of Motion in the Organs of Feeling, is that

,

which being referred to the Body that produced
it, is called Potential Coldnefs.

Hence, if it be fuppofed that in Agues fome
Morbifick Matter of a vifeous, or not eafiiy dif»

fipable Texture, be harboured in fome part of the

Body, and requires fuch a Time to be made fluid

and refolvabie
, which is an Hypothefis, generally

received, the Cold Fits in tfaefe Difeafes, will be
plaufibly accounted for.

Alfo the Shiverings and Cold arifing from the
taking of moft Poifons, may hence be folved ;

and that lelfer Degree of it which feizes Hypechcn-
driacl^and Hyfterical Perfons,

POTENTIAL Meed in Grammar, is the fame,
in form with the Subjunctive

; but differs in this

Than
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That it hath always Implied in it, either Poffum,

Volo, or Debeo ; as Roget Quis, that is, Rogare po-

teft, a Man may ask. 'Tis fometimes called, The
Permiffive Mood ,

becaule it implies often a Per-

miifion or Conceftion to do a thing : As

Habeas, valent, vivat cum ilia. Terent.

POUR fair procldmee, que null inject fimcs ou

ordures en fojfes, on rivers pres Cityes
,

&c. is a

Writ direded to the Mayor, Sheriff, or Bailiff, of

a City or Town , commanding them to pro-

claim
,

That none caft Filth into the Ditches or

Places near adjoyning, and if any caft already to

remove it.

POUR Party
,

is a Term in Law, contrary to

pro indivifo - for to make Pour party, is to divide

and fever the Lands that fall to Parcener
, which

before Partition they hold jointly , and pro indi-

vifo.

POUR Seifir Torres la feme que tient en Dower,

£kc. was a Writ whereby the King Seifed upon
the Land, which the Wife of his Tenant that held

in Cnpite, deceafed, hath for her Dowry, if fhe

Married without his Leave ; and is grounded up-

on the Statute of the King’s Prerogative.

POUR Suivant, fignifies the King’s Meflenger

attending upon him in his Wars, or at the Coun-
cil Table, Exchequer, in his Court, or his Cham-
ber, to be fent upon any Occafion or Meflage ;

as for the Apprehending of a Perfon Accufed, or

Sufpeded of any Offence : Thofe that be ufed in

Martial Caufes, are call’d Purfuivant at Arms,

others are ufed upon Meffages in time of Peace,

and efpeciaily in Matters touching Jurifdidtion.

POURVEYANCE, is the providing. Corn,

Fuel, Victual, and other Neceffaries for the

King’s Houfe.

POURVEYOR ,
fignifies an Officer of the

King or Queen, or other great Perfonage, that

provideth Corn and other Victual for their

Houfe.
POWCHES , fo the Seamen call frnall Bulk-

heads made in the Hold of a Ship, to ftow Corn,

Goods, or the like, that it do not fhoot from one

fide to the other.

POWERS in Algebra
,

are Numbers arifing

from the Squaring or Multiplication of any Num-
ber or Quantity by it felf, and then that Product

by the Root or firft Number again; and this

Third Produdt by the Root again ; and fo on ad

Infinitum i as, 2, 4, 8, 16, 31,64, 118, 256, &c.

Where a is called the Root or Firft Power, 4 is

the Square or Second Power, 8 is the Cube or,

Third Power, 1 6 is the Biquadrate or Fourth Pow-

er, &c. And thefe Powers in Letters or Species,

are exprefled by repeating the Root as often as the

Index of the Power expreffes, thus; a is the Root

or Firft Power ,
a a the Square or Second Power,

a a a the Cube, a a a a the Biquadrate or Fourth

Power. And to avoid the tedioufnefs of repeat-

ing the Root fo often when the Powers are high,

we only put down the Root with the Index of the

Power over it, thus : a 9
,

that is the ninth Power

of a; b'
s
,

b9
\ are the fixteenth or the ninety

fourth Powers of b.

POWERS, in Mechanickj, are the Six Mecha-

nical Faculties ;
the Ballance , the Leaver, the

Wheel, the Pulley, the Wedge, and the Screw

;

which are ufually ftiled the Six Mechanic^ Pow-

ers. The Force alfo or Strength brought for the

moving of any Weight by any Engine
, is called

the Power. And the defign of Mechanicks, is to
teach Men how to add fuch a fitting Supplement
to the Power, as that it may move any Weight,
required, with facility and cheapnefs, and in as lit-

tle room as may be. See Vol. II.

POWERS of Lines, or Quantities are 'their

Squares, Cubes, or other Multiplications
of the parts into the whole, or of one part into
another.

POYNlNG'r Law, is an Adi of Parliament
made in Ireland by Hen. 7. and fo called, becanfe
Sir Edward Poyning was Lieutenant there, when
it was made; whereby all the Statutes in England
were made of force in Ireland, which before that
time were not, neither are any now in force there
which were made in England fince that time.

PRACTICE in Arithmetick, is a Rule which
expeditioufly and commodioufly anfwers Quefti-
ons in the Rule of Three

,
when the firft Term is

1, or Unity , and "tis fo called from its readinefs

in the Practice of Trade and Merchandife.

Of this Rule there are feveral Ways of Opera-
tion: As by

Reduction, or bringing the Price of the Pound,
Ell, Yard, &c. into the Loweft Denomination of
ufual Money : The way to do which

, fee under
the Word Reduction. And this way of Pra&ice
will be clear from thefe two Examples.

1. At. 1 s. 2 d. the Pound, what comes 152
Pounds to ?

Bring all into Pence, and fay, 1 : 14 : : What
fliall 152 give ?

Anfwer.

152 x 14 = 2128 d, which reduced, gives 8 L
17 s. 4 d.

x. If 1 Pound cofi 3 s. 6 . d. whatJhall the Great
Hundred and 5 Pound cofi ?

Reduce 3 s. 6d. into Six-pences
,

i, e. 7 Six-
pences ; and becaufe the Great Hundred is 1 1 a/,

the Pounds will be 1 1 7. Then the Queftion will

ftand thus.

1:7:: 117:117 x 7 = 819 Six-pences 1

that is, 20 h $s, 6 d.

The other more ufual way of Practice
j

is by
Aliquot Parts. For if the Price fall out to be
the Aliquot Parts, or even parts of a Pound, or

a Shilling, then the Work may be fhortened

much ; thus.

The Even parts of a Shilling are thefe: 6 d.

the i, 4 d. the f, 3 d. the f part, 2 d. the fixth

part, r d. ob, the | part, and 1 d. the l~ part.

Therefore if any Queftion, wherein i is in

the Firft place, be propofed, and if any of thefe

parts be in the Second ; you may find the Fourth

Term, by taking the one part of the Third, as

in this Example.

At 6 d. the Tard, Pound or Ounce
,

what comes,

74 Yards to ?

Anf'per.
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Anfwer.

i /. 17 /. By taking the half of 74, which is

37 or 1 /• 17 s‘

At 3 d. the Yard
,
what comes 74 TWr to ?

Anfwer,

1 8 6 By dividing 74 by 4.

But if the Queftion fall not right upon any of

thefe Aliquot Parts, then you muft work oftner $

as.

At 10 d. the Pound, what will 133 Poundgive ?

Anfwer.

5 /. 10 10 4?. By dividing 133 by 2 (for 6 d.

)

twill be 66 s. 6 d. And then by 3 (for 4 d.)

which makes 44 s. 4 d. in all iioa i 0 d

,

or

5 /. 1 o s. 1 o d.
-

.

And fo for 8 d. take 4 d. twice; for 9 d. take

3 d. thrice ; for x 1 d. take 6 d. 3 d. and 2 d.

The fame may be done with the Aliquot parts

of a Pound : And to make this more plain and

eafie, you have here a compleat Divilion of the

even and uneven parts ofa Sound 3 as alfo the even

and uneven parts of a Shilling.

• —

Even Parts of Uneven Parts. Divided into

a Pound.
x arts.

of a Pound. Even Parts.
JTdb loo

s. d.

10 00 1

2 19 10 $ 4 245
6 8 3 18 10 4 4 255
5 00 4 17 10 5 2 2 4 IO

4 00 $ Id Io 4 2 0MC4

3 4 6 *5 10 5; 2 4

2 c6 8 14 10 4 2 $

2 00 10 13 4 4 5 5 5 4
1 08 12 12 lO 2 2 10

1 03 16 II 5 4 2 4 5 10

1 00 20 9 5 4 4 5

0 10 24 8 4 4 5 5

0 08 30 7 5 2 4 I o

0 06 4° 6 4 2 5 io

3 2 1 10 20

Even parts of

a Shilling. of a Shilling. d.

6 d. j
3 11 d. 632 246

4 3 10 ‘
6 4 2 3

3 4 9 3 3 3 4 4 4
2 6 8 4 4 3 3

1 12 7 4 3 1 3 4
I oh. 8 7* 3 2 * 4 6

1

The Vfe of this Table is eafiiy kyiown from what hath been faid before.

PRiECIPE in Capite, was a Writ iffuing out

of the Court of Chancery , for a Tenant holding

of the King in Chief, as of his Crown, and not

as of any Honour, Caftle, or Mannor.
PRiECIPE Quod reddat, is a Writ of great Di-

verfity, both in its Form andUfej for which, fee

Ingrejfus and Entry. This Form is extended as

well to a Writ of Eight, as to other Writs of Erd
try or PoJfeJJion. It fometimes called a Writ of
Eight Clofe, as a Prrecipe in Capite

, where it iffueth
for a Tenant holding of the King in Chief, as of
his Crown ; and not of the King, as of any Ho-
nour, Caftle, or Mannor : And fometimes a Writ
°f Right Patent, as when it iffues out of the Chan-

* eery*
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eery-Patent, that is open to any Lords Court, for

any of his Tenants deforced againft the Deforcer,

and mutt be determined there.

PRECARIE, are Days Works, which the Te-
nants of fome Mannors are bound, by realon of

their Tenure, to do for their Lord in Harveft

;

called in fome Places Bind-days
, or Bidden-days.

PRECORDIA, are all the Intrails in the Cheft

or Thorax.
PREDICAMENT, in Logick, is a certain

Oafs or Determinate Series or Order, in which

Simple Terms or Words are ranged : Of thefe

they ufually account Ten Heads, vi%. Subftance,

Accident, Quantity, Quality, Action, Paflion,

Relation, the Situation of Bodies as to Place, their

Duration as to Time, their Site or Polition, and

their Habit or External Appearance.

PREMUNIRE
,

is a Writ that lies where any

Man fues another in the Spiritual Court for any

thing that is determinable in the King’s Court

;

for which great Punifhment is ordained by divers

Statutes, vi%. That hfe fliall be out of the King’s

Protection, and put in Prifon without Bail or Main-

prife, ’till he have made Fine at the King’s Will ;

and that his Lands and Goods fhall be forfeited if

he come not within two Months: And his Provi-

fors, Procurators, Attorneys, Executors, Notaries,

and Maintained, fhall be punifhed in the fame

manner. See the Statute. And upon divers other

Offences is impofed, by Statutes lately made, the

Penalty they incur who are attainted in Framu
nire: £s by 13 Eli%. cap. 8. they who are aiding

to make a corrupt Bargain, whereupoq Ufury is

referved for above Ten Pound in the Hundred for

3, Year
PREPARANTIA Vafa, in Anatomy, the Pre-

paring Veffels, are the Spermatick Veins and Ar-

teries which go to the Tefticles and Epididymes :

( which fee. ) They were fo called by the Ancients,

as thinking they prepared the Seed.

The Arteries are two, and fpring from the

Trunk of the Aorta, about two Fingers Breadth

ufually, beneath the Emulgents
; and not from

its Side, but out of its Fore-part : The Right

whereof climbing over the Trunk of the Vena

Cava, runs obliquely to the Vein on the fame fide ;

and the Left marches to the Vein of that fide.

The Veins alfo are Two : The right arifes ufu-

ally from the Trunk of the Vena Cava, a little be-

low the Emu/gent ; the Left from the Emulgent it

felf; for otherwise it mutt have gone over the

Aorta, whereby it might have been in danger of

being broken ;
or at leaft , by the continual

Fulfe of the Artery., the Recourfe of the Venal

Blood might have been hindred or retarded.

Both thefe Arteries and Veins, a little after

their Origin, do meet together, and are inclu-

ded in one common Membrane made of the Peri-

toneum ; and then they run ftraight through the

Region of the Loins above the Mufcles Pfo<e on

each fide, and above the Ureters; and as they 1

go, they beftow little Slips here and there on the

Peritoneum-
,
between whofe Duplicatures they de-

fcend, and fo arrive at its Procefles.

The Veins divide .very ofteninto many Bran-

ches, and then inofculate and unite again ; but

the Arteries go along by one Pipe only on each

fide , until within three or Four Fingers breadth

of the Tefticles, where each is divided into two

Branches ;
the Lefs whereof runs to the Epididy-

mis, the Larger to the Tefticle : And as they

came down between the Membranes of the Perito•*

nceum, fo they pafs into the Scrotum between
them; not perforating the Inner in the Procefles,
as in Dogs and other Creatures

,
( wherein the

Procefles of the Periton&um are hollow like a
Quill ) but in Man the inner Membrane of the
Peritoneum (huts the Hole, left the Jnteftines
fhould fall down through it into the Scrotum.

It hath been formerly believed
, that there are

divers Inofculations between thefe Veins and Ar-
teries in their Paflage, whereby the Venal and
Arterial Blood are mixed together ; but fince the
Circulation of the Blood hath been known, that
is difcovered to be impoflible, becaufe the Blood
in the Arteries defcends, and that in the Veins aR
cends. And indeed the Blood for the Elaboration
of the Semen, and for the Nourifhment of the
Tefticles, flows down by the Arteries only

, and
that in an even and undivided Courfe, without
any of thofe Vine-like Tendrils, thofe. Turnings
and Windings which have formerly fo much been
fpoken of; as De Graef by his own frequent In-
fpedion teftifies. And the Veins bring back from
the Tefies what remains of the Blood after this ;
which Veins indeed do come out from their in-
nermoft Membrane with almoft innumerable
Roots, by which they imbibe the refluent Blood ;
and they are moft admirably interwoven and mof-
cufated with one another ’till about four Fingers
breadth above the Tefticles

, which Space is cal-

led Corpus Pyramidale, Plexus Pampiniformis,
and Varicofus : But thefe Veins are fo far from
Preparing the Semen

, that they only bring back
what is Superfluous from the making of it. Nor
indeed can the Arteries juftly merit the Name of
Preparing Vejjels, becaufe the Blood they convey
to the Tefticles acquires no fenfible Alteration
’till it come thither. However the Old Names
are continued, but ’tis neceffary to give this Cau-
tion about the Ufe of thefe Veffels.

PREPOSIT ION, in Grammar, is an Inde-
clinable Word, by which a Noun and Verb are
joined together, in order to fignifie the Caufe of
any thing, the Time, Place, Conjunction, Pri-

vation, &c. ’Tis called Prapofition, becaufe ’tis

moft frequently in the Larin Tongue placed be-

fore other Words j and this either leparately, as

Adpatrem', or conjunctively, as Admirer.

PRESEPIA, the Holes of either Jaw, wherein
are contained the Teeth.

PRAGMATICAL. A Word commonly in

Englifh taken in an ill Senfe, and is fpoken of
a Medler, Bufie body, or foolifh Prater and Tat-

tler about Impertinent Things that do not belong

to him. But in Phyficks, or Natural Philofophy,

the Word is fometimes ufed in a good Significa-

tion, and fignifies the fame as Practical, Mecha-
nical, or Problematical. Thus Stevinus

,
in his

I-Jydrcjlatical Elements calls fome Mechanical or

Practical Experiments, which he pretends to in-

ftruct his Reader how to make, by the Name of
Pragmatical Examples

; and in the fame Senfe

’tis fometimes ufed by other Naturalifts.

PRAY-yfe. See Age-prior.

PREAMBLE, in the General, is taken for the

Introduction or Beginning of any Difcourfe: And
by the Lawyers, the Beginning of an Act is cal-

led The Preamble.

PREBEND, is the Portion which every Mem-
ber or Canon of a Cathedral Church receiveth

in the Right of his Place for his Maintenance

:

And
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And thefe Prebends are either Simple, or with Dig-

nity. Simple Prebends are thofe that have no

more but the Revenue towards their Maintenance.

Prebends with Dignity, are fuch as have Jurifdi-

<ftion annex’d to them, according to the diyers

Orders in every feveral Church.

PREBENDARY, is he that hath a Prebend
*

and is fo called, a Prcsbendo auxilium aut confilU

um Epifcopo vel Decano.

PRECE Partium, is when a Suit is continued

by the Affent or Agreement of both Parties.

PRECEPT* in Law, is diverfly taken, as fome-

times for a Commandment in Writing fent out

by a Juftice of Peace, or. other like Officer, for

the bringing of a Perfon or Records before him.

Sometimes it is taken for the Provocation, where-

by one Man incites another to commit a Felony,

as Theft, Murder, &c.

PRECESSION of the Equinox : In the New
Aftronomy, the Fix’d Stars are fuppofed to be

immovable, and that the Earth turns round the

Sun by its Annual Motion ; fo that its Axis makes
always an Angle of 66 Degrees and an half with

the Plane of its Orbit. Now if this Axis were al-

ways exactly diredled to the fame Point of the

Heavens, or moved always precifely parallel to

it felf, as it doth nearly ; then the Fix’d Stars

would appear to have no other Motion but the

Diurnal one. But becaufe in Reality the Axis of

the Earth doth a little vary from fuch an exadt

Parallelifm, and doth not point always precifely

to the fame Star when it is in the fame Place of

its Orbit, but makes a fmall Angle with a Line

imagined to lie in the Pofition it had formerly

in the fame Place .* Hence it happens that the E-

quinodtial Points, or the common Interfedtions of

the Equator and Ecliptick, do retrocede or move
backwards from Eaft to Weft, about 5 o Seconds

each Year; and this Motion backwards is by

fome called the Recefton of the Equinox, by others

the Eetroceffwn ; and the advancing of the Equi-

noxes forward by this means is called the Procef

fion of them.

y
PRECIPITATE, Whatever is gotten out of

the Pores of a Menftruum, in which it was dif-

folved^and by fome means is precipitated or made
fall down to the bottom of the Veffel, may pro-

perly be called Precipitate. See Precipitation. But

the Chymifts and Writers of Pharmacy com-
monly give this Name by way of Eminence to

the Mercury diffolved in Acid Menftruums, and
then afterwards precipitated down to the bottom

in fine Pouders of which they reckon thefe fol-

lowing :

r. White Precipitate
, which is Mercury -diffol-

ved in Aquafortis ; or, which is better. Spirit

of Nitre ; and then precipitated to the bottom
with Salt Water, and a little Spirit of Sal-Armo-

niack. But if inftead of Salt Water, and that

Volatile Spirit, you had ufed hot Urine, a Pou-

der would have fallen down, which may be called,

2. Eofie Precipitate, fince it will be of a Pale

Rofe Colour.

3. Bed Precipitate, is Mercury diffolved in Spi-

rit of Nitre, and then the Moifture is evaporated

in a Sand-Heat
; and then the Fire being gradu-

ally encreafed to the Third Degree, the Matter
'sums Red. Tho’ this be called a Precipitate, ’tis

improperly fo here, being no Precipitation at all.

If the Spirit of Vitriol be drppt into a little of
this Bed Precipitate, it prelently turns it White 5
but Spirit of Sal-Armoniack will turn it Grey.

There is. alio another fort of Bpd Precipitate

which the Chymifts call Philofophical Precipitate
,

and often Precipitate per fe ;
which is by inclu-

ding Running Mercury in a Matrafs, which is fee

in a Sand-Heat for Forty Days ; or ’till all the

Mercury be reduced to a Red Ponder.

4. Green Precipitate, is made by mingling the

Diffolutions of Mercury and Copper together,

both made in Spirit of Nitre ; the Mixture is e-

vaporated to Drinefs, and then the Mals at the

bottom is poudered, and hath diftilled Vinegar
poured upon it, and digefted with it for Twenty
four Hours, or ’till the Liquor looks Green, and
a little Bluilh; then the Liquor is poured off,

and more Vinegar put on, and fo repeated ’till

all be diffolved : Then all thefe Diffolutions are

mixed and evaporated in a Sand-Heat ’till the

Matter be of the Confiftence of Honey ; then

taken offtfte Fire, it will harden as it cools, and
grow pulverizable. The Pouder of it is this

Green Precipitate, as improperly fo named as the

other Red ones,

5. Tellow Precipitate. See Turbith Mineral,

If Sublimate Corrofive be diffolved in Water,
a little Oil of Tartar, per Deliquium, poured into

the Solution, will make a Bed Precipitate
; and

Spirit of Sal-Armoniack will give from fome more
of the fame Solution a White Precipitate

; and
Lime-water will give the Solution a Yellow Co-
lour, as you may fee in the Phageedenick^ Water %

And a little Spirit of Vitriol will clear off thefe

Precipitates and Colours, and render the Liquor
greatly tranfparent and colourlefs like Fair Water.

All thefe Precipitates, or any other, may eafily

be revived into Running Mercury, by mixing
them with Quick-lime, and then diftilling, as in

Reviving Mercury from Cinnabar
; which fee.

PRECIPITATION, in Chymiftry, fignifies the
Falling-down of the Particles of any Metalline or
Mineral Body, which are kept fufpended in that

Menftruum which diffolved it, by the pouring in
of fome Alkali^ate, or other contrary Liquor ; or
by putting lomething elfe into it, which is more
eafie for the Menftruum to diffolve. Thus if .SiU
ver be diffolved, and its Particles kept fufpended
in Aquafortis , Spirit of Nitre, &c. fome Oil of
Tartar per Deliquium, or even Salt Water, will
prefently make the Acid let go the Silver, and it

will fall down or precipitate to the bottom in a
White Pouder : Or if into the Solution of Silver

you had put a Plate of Copper, this Metal being
eafier to work upon than the Silver, the Acid will

fall to diffolving of it, and confequently let

go the Silver, which will foon precipitate or fall

down to the bottom, and cover the Copper Plate

all over with White Scales. See the Word De-
part,

Mr. Boyle defines Precipitation in General to be
an Agitation or Motion of an Hetrogeneous Li-
quor, which in no long time will make the Parts
of it fubfide, and that ufualiy in the Form of a
Pouder or other Confident Body.

This Noble Gentleman propofes, That the

Corpufcles contained or kept fufpended in any,

5 U Solvent
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Solvent or Menftruum, may be precipitated down
by either or both of thefe two General ways:

i. By adding to the Weight or Bulk of the dif-

folved and floating Particles, and thereby rendring

them unfit any longer to accompany the Parti-

cles of the Menftruum in their Inteftine Motions

:

Or, 2dly, by weakening the Suftaining Power of

the Menftruum, and thereby difabling it to keep

the diffolved Particles from fwimming any longer

in it. See more in his Excellent Difcou'rfe upon

the Mechanical Caufes of Precipitation.

PREDIAL Tythes, are thofe which are paid of

Things arifing and growing from the Ground only,

as Corn, Hay, Fruit of Trees, &c.

PREDICABLE, in Logick, is a common Term
or Word that may be attributed to more than one

Thing. Thus the Word Triangle refers to any

Figure having but Three Sides and Angles, whe-
ther it be Redilineal or Spherical.

PREDY, a Sea-wcrd, fignifying the fame with

Heady. Predy the Ship
,
or Predy the Ordnance, is,

as much as to make Things ready for a Fight.

Predy the Hold, is lay or ftow every thing there

in its due order and proper place.

PRIESTS Cap, a Term in Fortification. See

Bonnet a Prefire .

PRELUDE, in Mufick, fignifies any Flourifh

that is Introdudory to Mufick which is to fol-

low after.

PREMISSES. See Habendum.

PREMIUM. A Term ufed by Merchants for

that Sum of Money which the Enfured gives the

Enfurer for the Enfuring the Safe Return of any

Ship or Merchandice.

PRENDER, is the Power or Right of taking a

Thing before it is offered.

PRENDER de Baron
,

is ufually taken in Law
for an Exception, to difable a Woman from pur-

luing an Appeal of Murder againft the Killer of

her former Husband.

PREPENSED, in Law, is when a Man is flain

upon a fudden Quarrel ;
yet if there were Malice

prepevfed formerly between them, it makes it

Murder • as it is called in fome Statutes prepenfed

Murder.

PREROGATIVE Court, is the Court wherein

all Wills are proved, and all Adminiftrations ta-

ken that belong to the Archbifliop by his Preroga-

tive
;

that is, in Cafe where the Deceafed had

Goods of any considerable Value out of the Dio-

cefs wherein he died 5
and that Value is com-

monly 5 /. except it be otherwife by Compofition

between the faid Archbifliop and fome other Bi-

ihop, as in the Diocefs of London it is 1 o /.

And if any Contention grow between two or

more, touching any fuch Will or Adminiftration,

the Caufe is properly debated in this Court ; the

fudge whereof is termed Judex Curia; Prerogative

Cantuarienfis, the Judge of the Prerogative Court

sf Canterbury.

The Archbifliop ofTnRhath alfo the like Court,

which is termed His Exchequer
; but far Inferior

to this in Power and Profit.

PRESBIT/E, are thofe Men who by Old Age,

or other Accidents, have the Globe of the Eye fo

flat, that the produced Vifual Rays pafs the Re-

tina before they unite ;
whereby there can be no

diftind Vifion, fince the diftind Bafe falls too far

off beyond the Retina : Therefore this Defed is

to be helped by Convex-Glafles or Spedacles,

which will make the Rays converge fponer, and,
if they are well fitted, exadly on the Retina.

PRESCRIPTION, in Law, is when a Man
claims- any thing,' becaufe he, his Anceftors or
Predeceffors, or they whofe Eftate he hath, have
had or ufed it all the time whereof no Memory
is to the contrary. But one cannot preferibe a-
gainft a Statute, except he have another Statute
that ferves for him.

PRESENTATION, a Term in Law, proper-
ly uled for the Ad of a Patron, offering his .Clerk
to the Bifhop, to be inftituted in a Benefice of his
Gift. ^

PRESENTEE, is the Clerk that is fo prefented
by the Patron. Alfo the King’s Prefentee is he ,

whom the King prefents to a Church.
PRESENTMENT, in Law, ’is a meer Denun-

ciation of the Jurors themfelves, or fome other
Officer, as Jufiice, Confiable, Searcher, Surveyor, &c.
(without any Information) of an Offence Inqui-
rable in the Court whereunto it is prefented.

PRESSING to Death. See Peine fort & dure.

PREST, is ufed for a Duty in Money to be
paid by the Sheriff, upon his account, in the Ex-
chequer • or for Money left or remaining in his

Hands.
PRESUMPTION, in Law, is of Three forts

i. Violent
, which is many times a full Proof; as

if one be killed in a Houfe, and a Man is feen
to come out of the Houfe with a bloody Sword,
and no other Perfon was at that time in the
Houfe : This, tho’ but a Prefumption, is as a
Proof. 1 . Probable, which hath but a fmali Ef-
fed. 3. Levis, feu temeraria, which is of no Pre-
valency at all. So in cafe of a Charter or Feoff-

ment, if all the Witnefles to the Deed be dead ;

the Violent Prefumption, which ftands for a Proof,

is Continual and Quiet Poffelfion.

PRETENCE. See Efcutchecn of Pretence.

PRETENSED Right or Title, is where one is

in Poffelfion of Lands or Tenements, and ano-
ther who is our, claims and fues for it : Here the
Pretenfed Right and Title is faid to him who doth
fo claim and fue.

PREVARICATE, in Law, is when a Man
faffly and deceitfully feems to undertake a Thing,
ea intentione, that he may deftroy it.

PRICK. To prielp the Chart or Plot at Sea, fig-

nifies to make a Point in their Chart whereabout
the Ship is now, or is to be at luch a time, in

order to find the Courfe they are to fteer, &c.
PRIMA Naturalia, the fame with Atoms, or

Minima Naturalia ; which fee.

PRIMARIUM Latus, in Geometry, is a Right
Line in any Conic Sedion, drawn through the

Vertex of the Sedion, and parallel to the Bafe of

the Cone.

PRIMARY Planets (according to fomej are the

Three Superior Planets, vi%. Saturn, Jupiter, and

Mars ; but more properly a Primary Planet is one

that moves round the Sun, as its Cenre ; where-

as a Secondary Planet moves round fome other

Planet

.

PRIME Figure, is that which cannot be divi-

ded into any other Figures more fimple than it

felf
;

as a Triangle in Planes, the Pyramid in So-

lids : For all Planes are made of the Firft/all

Bodies or Solids compounded of the Second.

PRIME Numbers, in Arithmetick, are thofe

made only by Addition, or Coiledion of Unites,

and
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and not by Multiplication : So an Unite only

can meafure it ; as 2, 3, 4, 5, &e. and is by
forne called a Simple, by others an Vncompound
Number*
PRIME of the Moon, Iignifies the Neve Moon,

at her firft Appearing, or about Three Days af-

ter the Change, at which time fhe is faid to be

primed.

PRIME Verticals, or DireSI EreSi North or South

Dials, are thofe whofe Planes lie parallel to the

Prime Vertical Circle. But fince every Plane hath

that Pole railed or depreffed thereon, which
lieth open to it : Therefore this Plane (ifa DireSI

South) hath the South Pole elevated, and con-

fequently the Style (whofe Height muft be the

Complement of the Latitude of the Place) will

point downwards.

Wherefore, To find the Hour s Difiance from the

Meridian upon this Plane, the Proportion is.

As the Radius is to the Sine of the Style’s

Height, or Co-Latitude ;

So is the Tangent of the Hour, or Angle at

the Pole,

T o the Tangent of the leveral Hours Diftance

from the Meridian.

By this Canon, the Hours requisite for the Plane,

as alio the Half Hours, Quarters, Sftc. being cal-

culated and fet in a Table ; the Dial is defcri-

bed after the fame manner as the Horizontal Dial ;

which fee.

North DircSl EreSi Dials, are but the Back-fide

of the South, becaufe lying in the fame Azimuth
with it : Therefore, ’tis no more but turning

the South Dial up-lide down, and leaving out

the Superfluous Hours between 5 and 7, and 4
and 8, and the North Dial is made. Only note,

That the Style muft point upwards to the North
Pole.

PRIMIER Seifin. The Firft Pofleffion or Sel-

fin was heretofore ufed as a Branch of the King’s

Prerogative, whereby he had the Firft Poffeifion ;

that is, the entire Profits for a Year of all the

Lands and Tenemenrs whereof his Tenant (that

held of him in Capite) died Jeifed in his De-
mefne as of Fee, his Heir_then being at full Age,

until he do his Homage; or if under Age, until

he were of Age. But all the Charges arifing by
Primier Seifin, are taken away by the Statute

made 12 Car. 2. cap. 24.

PRIMING Iron, is a fmall fharp Iron which
is thruft into the Touch-hole of a Great Gun,
and pierces into the Cartridge that holds the Pou-
der, that fo they may put in the Prime-pouder
or Touch-pouder to fire off the Piece.

PRIMOGENITURE, in Law, is the Title of
an Elder Brother in Right of his Birth.

PRIMORES Dentes, feu Incifivi Dentes, are

the Four Foremoft Teeth in each Jaw ; they are

pretty broad, fharp at their Ends, a little convex
outwards, and hollow inwards : they have each

a pretty long Root, a little crooked, and divided

into two, by which means they have the greater

Force in cutting off the Aliments, which is their

proper Ufe.

PRIMUM Mobile, in the Ptolemaicf Aftronomy,

is fuppofed to be a vaft Sphere, whofe Centre

is that of the World, and in Comparifon ofwhich

the Earth is but a Point : This they will Have m
contain all other Spheres within it, and to give
Motion to them, turning its felf and all them quite
round in Twenty four Hours.

PRINCIPAL, in Common Law, iignifies the
fame with Heirloome.

PRINCIPAL Pay, in Perfpedfive, is the Per-

pendicular one which goes from the Spectators

Eye to the Vertical Plane or the Table. And
the Point where this Ray falls on the Table, is

called from hence the

PRINCIPAL Point, which fomc Writers call

the Centre of the PiSlure, and the Point of ' Con-
currence,

PRINCIPLE, a W'ord very commonly and
very varioufly ufed ; forhetimes it iignifies the

fame as a Maxim, an Axiom, or a good Pra-
ctical Rule of Action : Thus we fay, a Perfon is

a Man of Principles, when he always acts ac-

cording to the Eternal Rules of Morality, Virtue
and Religion.

Sometimes it fignifies a Thing Self-evident, and
as it were Naturally known, and then ’tis ufually

called, a Firfi Principle ; as that, Nothing can Ex-
ifi and not Exift at the fame time : Thar, Where
there is no Law, there is no Tranfgreffion : That a
Whole is greater than a Part.

Sometimes it hath the fame fenfe with Rudi-
ments or Elements ; as when we fay, the Prin-

ciples of Geometry, Aftronomy, Algebra ; we mean
the Doctrine or Rules of thofe Sciences.

And in Chymiftry particularly, tis taken for

firft Conftituent and Component Particles of all

Bodies, out of Which they are made, and into

which they are by Fire, as they fay, refolvable

again. Thus Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury are the

three Famous Chymical Principles, which they

call Hypoftatical ; and the Chymifts did formerly
pretend, that they could by their Art refolve all

Natural Bodies into thefe ; and that thefe Princi-

ples could be drawn Simple, Pure, and Uncom-
pounded from Metals, &c. But fince this Art hath
been more commonly ftudied and confequently
much better known, it is found to be a Falfity as

Mr. Boyle excellently fliews in his Sceptical Chy-

mift ; and Lemery hints in many places of his

good Courfe of Chymiftry.

The Modern Chymifts agree that there are

five kinds, or different Sorts of Bodies, which
may by Fire be drawn from many mix’d Natu-
ral Bodies, and therefore which may in a larjgb

fenfe be called Principles ; as Earth, Salt, Spirit
,

Phlegm and Oil, tho’ thefe can never be drawn
perfectly Pure and Unmix’d ; nor have we any
reafon to believe they are the Conftituent Princi-

ples of the Bodies they are drawn from ; and
out of many Bodies hardly ever a one of them
can be drawn ; and therefore they are not truly

and properly the Elements or Conftituent Prin-

ciples of Natural Bodies, nor indeed do we know
any fuch.

Of thefe the Spirit, Oil and Salt, are called the

ASiive Principles ; and the Water and the Earth

,

the PaJJive ones.

Mr. Beyle fheweth by many Experiments in his

Sceptical Chymift, in the Difcourfe about the Pro-

duciblenofs of Chymical Principles, in his Chymical
Paradox at the end of his Nocliluca

,
and in many

other places that thefe Chymical Principles are

Producible and Deftrudtible, and that they are

manifeftly Tranfmutable into one another. For

5 U 2 by
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by diftilling what the Chymifts call Effential Oil

of Anifeeds 36 times over, and fome other Oils

of Vegetable above 50 times, he found that there

would be produced above half the firft Weight
of the Oil in the form of a Black Pitch. That
an acid and volatile Spirit and Salt were to be
gained in a considerable quantity ; and upon the

whole it appeared that thefe Refulting Bodies of

fuch very different Forms were produced by the

Adlion of the Fire tranfmuting part of the very

Subftance of the Oil into them.

That in general may be called a Principle

which is the firft caufe of any Things Exifence,
or

Produ&ion, or of its becoming Known to us.

The Ariftotelian or Peripatetical Principles are

the Four Elements, Earth, Water
,
Air , and Fire.

The Epicurean Principles, are Magnitude, Fi-

gure, and Weight.
Mt. Boyle thinks as the World now is (for they

can’t account for its Creation) that the Mecha-
nical Principles, Matter, Motion, and Reft, are

Principles Sufficient to Solve all the Phenomena of
Nature.

The Cartefian Principles are thefe three follow-

ing ; Firft, A moft Subtle Matter very Swiftly a-

gitared, fluid, and keeping to no certain Figure

but which Suits it Selfto the Figure of thofe Bodies

that are about it ; The Second are very Small Glo-

bules, that is, Bodies exadlly round, and very

Solid, continually whirling about, and w'hich do
not only like the Firft Principles, fill up the Sores

of Bodies, but alfo conftitute the pureft Sub
Stance of the Ather and Heaven. The Third Prin-

ciple is a Matter confifting of more thick and
Branchy Parts, full of Angles and unfit for Mo-
tion, of which the Earth, Water, Air, and all mix-
ed Bodies do coniift.

Now they fuppofe, thefe Three Elements to be
thus produced : The whole World being a Ple-

num and the Particles, or Atoms of all Matter
Solid, as Soon as Motion was Superinduced into

the World, thefe Atoms being of Several Shapes,

and Sizes, would begin to rub and grind one a-

gainft another.

By which means, Some would come to be

ground or turn’d round Globules ; and thefe con
ftitute their Second Element. The Small Chips,

Shavings, or Duft, that comes off in the forming

of thefe Globules, is the Matter of their Firft E-
lement ; and thefe mull needs be in every rapid

Motion. But thofe Particles which are not yet
' turned into Globular Figures, will be varioufly

angled, and not So fit for Motion as the others

and therefore will conftitute a Third Element
very different from the others.

PRIORITY, in Law, fignifles an Antiquity of
Tenure, in comparison of another not So ancient,

as to hold by Priority, is to hold of a Lord more
anciently than of another.

PRISAGE, is that Guftom or Share that be-

longs to the King, out of Such Merchandice, as

are taken, at Sea by way of Lawful Prize.

PRISM, is a Solid Figure, contained under Se-

veral Planes, whofe BaSes are Polygons, equal,

parallel, and alike fituated. Alfo a Triangular

Solid GlaSs, thro’ which the Sun’s Rays being trans-

mitted are refradled into the vivid Colours of

the Rain -bow.

The Surface of a Right Prifm, is equal to a

Parallelogram of the Same height, having for its

BaSe a Right Line equal to the Periphery of that

Prifm. The Same may be Said of a Cylinder, be-
caufe it is but a Prifm of Infinite Sides.

The Solid Content of a Prifm, is found by
Multiplying the Area of its BaSe by its Perpen-
dicular Altitude.

A Prifm is Triple of a Pyramid of the Same
BaSe and Height. See Proportion of Solids, where
’tis demonftrated.

PRISMOID, is a Solid Figure, contained un-
der Several Planes whofe BaSes are rectangular
Parallelograms, parallel and alike Situate.

PRIVILEDGE, is by Cicero defined to be Lex
privata homini inogata. Others Say it is, Jus
fingulare, whereby a private Man, or a particu-

lar Corporation,
.
is exempted from the rigour of

the Common Law. It is ufed fometimes in the
Common Law, for a place that hath any fpecial

Immunity.
PRIVILEDGE, is either Perfonal or Real .* A

Perfonal Priviledge, is that which is granted to
any Perfon either againft or beyond the Courfe
of the Common Law : As for Example, A Mem-
ber of Parliament may not be arrefted nor any
of his Servants, during the fitting of the Parlia-

ment j
nor for a certain time before and after. A

Priviledge Beal, is that which is granted to a
place, As to the Vniverfities, That none of either,

may be called to Wefimivfter-Hall, upon any Con-
trail made within their own Precinits, or profe-

cuted in other Courts. And one belonging to the

Court of Chancery cannot be fued in any other

Court, certain Cafes excepted
; and if he be, he

may remove it by Writ of Priviledge.

PRIVY, in Law, fignifles him that is partaker, or
hath an Intereft in any A^ilion or Thing, as Privy

ofBlood, be thofe that are linked in ConSanguinity ;
every Heir in Tail is Privy to recover the Land in-

tailed. The Author of the New Terms of Law,

maketh divers forts of Privies, vi^. Privies in

Efiate, Privies in Deed, Privies in Law, Privies in
Bight, and Privies in Blood. Others mention four
kinds of Privies, viz. Privies in Blood, as the
Heir to his Father. Privies in fteprefentation, as
Executors or Adminiftrators to the deceafed. Pri-
vies in Efiate, as he in the Reverfion, and he in

the Remainder, when Land is given to one for Life,

to another in Fee, for that their Eftates are created
both at one time. The fourth is Privy in Tenure,

as the Lord by efeheat, that is, when the Land ef-

cheateth to the Lord for want of Heirs.

PRIVY-SEAL, is a Seal that the King ufeth to
fuch Grants, or other things, as pafs the Great Seal ;
firft they pafs the Privy-Signet, then the Privy-Seal ^
and laftly the Great Seal ofEngland. The Privy-
Seal is fometimes ufed in things of lefs confe-

quence, that never pafs the Great Seal, no Writs
fhall pafs under the Privy-Seal, which touch the
Common Law.
PROBATE, ofTeft aments, is the exhibiting and

proving Wills and Teftametits before the Ecclefia-

ftical Judge, delegated by the Bifliop, who is Or-
dinary of the place, when the party dies. And the

Ordinary is known by the quantity of Goods that

the deceafed hath out of the Diocefs wherein he
departed; for if all his Goods be in the fame
Diocefs, then the Bifliop of the Diocefs, or the
Archdeacon, according as their compofirion leads,

hath the Probate of the Teftament : But if the
Goods be difperft in divers Dioce.ffes, So that there

be any Sum of note (as five pounds ordinarily)

out of the Diocefs where the party lived
; then is

the
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the Arch-Bifhop of Canterbury rhe Ordinary by
Prerogative,

This Probate may be made in two forts, in Com-

mon form or per teftes. The proof in Common form

is only by the Oath of the Executor or Party ex-

hibiting the will, who fweareth upon his belief,

that the will exhibited by him, is the Jaft will and

Teft
ament of the deceafed. The proof per teftes

is when over and befides his own Oath, he alfo

produces witreffes, or makes other proof to con-

firm the fame, and that in the prefence of fuch as

may pretend any imereft in the Goods of the de-

ceased, or at lead in their abfence, after they have

been Lawfully fummoned to fee fuch a will pro-

proved, if they think good. And the latter courfe

is taken molt commonly when there is fear of

itrife or difpute about the deceafed’s Goods. For

fome hold that a will proved in common form only

may be called in queftion any time within thirty

years after : And where a Will difpofes of Lands

and Tenements of Freehold, it is now frequently

proved by Witneffes in Chancery.

PROBATOK, in Law fignifies an Accufer, or

Approver, or one who undertakes to prove a crime

charged upon another.

PROBE, T Chirurgical Inftrument to found

the Depth and Circumftances of Wounds or Ul-

cet?.

PROBLEM, is a Propofirion which relates to

Practice ;
or which propofes fcmething to be

done j
As to make a Circle pafs through three gi-*

ven Points not lying in a Right Line : To End
the Compafs, (3c.

PROCATARCTICA, is the pre-exiftent Caufe

of a Difeafe ,
which co operates with others that

are fubfequent ; whether it be external or inter-

nal, as Anger, or Heat in the Air, which beget

ill Juice in the Blood and caufe a Fever. Blan-

chard,

PROCEDENDO, is a Writ whereby a Plea or

Caufe formerly called from a bafe Court to the

Chancery, Kjngs-Bcnch, or Common-Pleas, by Writ

of Priviledge or Certiorari , is releafed and fent

down again to the fame Courts to be proceeded

in there after it appeareth that the Defendant hath

no caule of Priviledge, or that the matter compri-

fed in the Bill be not well proved-

PROCESSE, in Law is the manner of proceed-

ing in every Caufe, being the Writs and precepts

.that go forth upon the Original upon every Adtion,

being either Original or Judicial. Sometimes that

only is called the Prccefs, by which a man is cal-

led into the Court ,
becaufe it is the beginning or

principal part thereof, by which the reft of the bu-

finefs is directed. The difference between Prccefs

and Precept, or Warrant of the Juftices, is this,

the Precept or Warrant is only to attach and con-

vent the party before any Indidtment or Con-

v'idtion, and may be made either in the name ofthe

King or the Juftice: But the Procefs is always in

the Kings name, and ufually after an Indidtment.

PROCESS, in Chymiftry fignifies the whole ex-

adt Courfe of any Operation cr Experiment-

PROCESSION, in Cathedral and Conventual

Churches, the members formerly had their ftated

Proceffions, wherein they walked two and two in

their moft Ornamental Habits, with Hymns, Mu-
fick and other datable expreffions of Solemnity,

and refpedt to the occafion. In every Parifh there

was a Cuftomary Proceffion of the Parifh Prieft,

the Patron of the Church with the Chief Flag, or

Holy Banner, and the other Pariffiionefs in Afcem
fion Week ,

to take a Circuit round the Limits of
the Mannor, and pray for a Bleffing on the Fruits

of the Earth. To this we owe our prefent Cuftom
of Perambulation

,
which is ftill in moft places cab-

led Prccejfionirg, and going in Proceffion, tho’ we
have loft the Order, and almoftthe Devotion, as
well as the Pomp and Superftition of it.

PROCESSUM continuando, is a Writ for the

continuance of a Procefs
,

after the Death of the

Chief Juftice, or other Juftices in the Writ ofOyer

and Terminer.

PROCESSUS, vid, Apothyfis,

PROCESSUS Ciliaris See Cilidre Ligament
turn.

PROCESSUS Memmillares. See Papillarum

Procejfus.

PROCESSUS Peritonei, are as it were two ob-
long Pipes, or Channels, one on each fide the Os
Pubts, reaching to the Skin of the Scrotum

,
thro’ the

Holes of the Tendons of the Oblique and TranC-
verfe Mulcles, in which Production, or Didyrni

,

as the Ancients called them, rhe Seminary Veffels

defeend, and bellowing one Tunicle on the Teftes

$

they contain them like a Bag. By the Holes of
thefe P rocefles, the Mufcles called Cremafteres do
alfo defeend.

PHROCESSUS Styliformis, or Styloides,is a kind

of External Procefs of the Offa Temporum, being

fmall and long, having the Horns of the Os Hyoides

tyed to it, it is a flender and long Appendix, and in

Infants is Cartilaginous, but in Adult Perfons,

Bony.
PROCESSUS fygomattcus or Jugalis

,
is an Ex-

ternal Procefs of the OJJ'a Temporum, which runs

forward, and is joined with the Bone of the upper
Maxilla, from which juncture is formed that Bridge

called the X^ygoma, reaching from the Eye to the

Ear, under which lie the Tendons of the Crota-

phite Mufcle.

PROCHEIN amy, in Common Law, fignifieshim
that is next ofKin to a Child in his Nonage, and is

in that refpedt allowed by Law to deal for him, in

the managing his Affairs , as to be his Guardian,

if he hold any Land in Socage, and in Redrefs of
any Wrong done to him, and is in the Profecution

of any Action at Law per Guardianum, where the

Plaintiff is an Infant , S3 per proximum amicum,

where the Infant is Defendant.

PROCIDENTIA Ani, is a falling out of thes.

Lower end of the Rebium inteftinum, and is ver^

'

ulual.in Children.

PROCIDENTIA uteri, is a relaxing of the in-

ner Tunick of the Vagina of the Womb, and was
cut off by Phyficians formerly, and even ftill,

fome think the Womb it felf may fall down ; but

the Ligaments are fo ftrong as to hinder any fuch

Fall. Blanchard.

PROCLAMATION, is a Notice publickly gi-

ven of any thing, whereof the King thinks fit to

adverrife his Subjedt.

PROCLAMATION ofa Pine, is a notice open-

ly and folemnly given at all the Affixes, held in the

County ,
within one Year after the engrofflng it.

And thefe Proclamations are made upon Tran-
feripts of the Fine, fent by the Juftices ofthe Com-
mon-Pleas, to the Juftices of Affize, and the Ju-
jfticcs of Pes.cc.

PROCLAMATION of Rebellion, is a Publick

Notice given by the Officer, That a Man not ap-

pearing upon a Subpoena . nor an Attachment in the

Chancery
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Chancery, fliall be reputed a Rebel, unlefs he ren-

der himfelf by a Day afligned in this Writ.
PROCONDYLI are the Bones of the Fingers

next the Back of the Hand.
PRO confejjo, in Law, is when upon a Bill ex-

hibited in Chancery, the Defendant appears, upon
a Habeas Corpus ( which is granted by order ) to

bring him to the Bar
, the Court Afligns him a

Day to Anfwer ; which being expired
,
and no

Anfwer put in, a fecond Habeas Corpus is granted,

and a further Day aflign’d ; by which Day, if he
anfwer not, the Bill upon the Plaintiffs Motion,
{hall be taken fro confejjo, unlefs caufe be {hewed
by a Day, which the Court ufually gives, and for

want of fuch caufe fhew’d upon Motion, the S b-

ftance of the Plaintiff’s Bill fhall be decreed , as if

it had been confeffed by the Defendant’s Anfwer.
PROCTOR, is he who undertakes to manage

another Man’s Caufe in any Court of the Civil or
Ecclefiaftical Law, for his Fee.

PROCTORS of the Clergy, are thofe who are

chdfen and appointed to appear for the Cathedral,
and other Collegiate Churches

; as alfo for the

Common Clergy of every Diocefs at the Parlia-

ment, to ft in the Lower-houfe of Convocation.
PROCURATORY, is the Inftrument by which

any Perfon or Community did conftitute or dele-

gate their Proiftor or Prodtors to reprefent them in

any Judicial Court or Caufe. ,

PRODROMUS Morbus, is a Difeafe that comes
before a greater, as the ftraitnefs of the Bread: pre-

dicts a Confumption, or the Rickets* Blanchard.

PRODUCE, a Term in Geometry, fignifying

to continue a Right Line, or draw it out farther

,

till it have any afligned I ength.

PRODUCT, is the Quantity Arifing from, or

Produced by the Multiplication of two or more
Numbers

,
Lines, (3c. into one another, thus

:

If 6 be multiplied by 8, the Produdt is 48. In

Lines, ’tis always,
(
and fometimes in Numbers

called the Redtangle between the two Lines that

are multiplyed one by another. See PpElangle.

PRQEGUMENA, is an Antecedent Internal

Caufe of a Difeafe in the Body, cccafioned by ano-

ther, and fo caufing the Difeafe, that if it be taken

away, the Difeafe may ftill continue; as a Pletho-

ra, or ill juice in the Blood, produced by an ill

way of Diet, whence proceeds an Obftru&ion of
the Entrails. Blanchard.

PROFIL (
French

) a Term in Painting, fignify-

ing properly a Face or Head fet fideways, as ufu-

ally on Medals, and fuch a Face is faid to be in

Prcfil, or in a Side View. ’Tis alfo fpoken of the

View of a Building, or City, (3c. in Oppofition

to the Plan or Ground-plot of it ; and fo appears

to have much the fame fenfe as a Profpedt of any
Place, City, or Piece of Architecture, viewed
fide-ways, and expreflcd according to the Rules

of PeifpcBive. This is called the Profit of fuch a

Place, City, (3c. Some call the Out-lines of any
Fijpfegjts Prcfil, but that way of fpeaking is im-
proper!

PROFUNDUS, a Mufcle, which bends the

Fingers.

PROGNOSIS (3 Slgna Prognofiica, are Signs

whereby we know what will become of the Pa-

tient, as to P^ecovery or Death.

PROGRESSION Arithmetical
,

or Continual
Proportion Arithmetical, is when Numbers ( or

other Quantities ) do proceed by equal differences

( either increafing or decreasing. ) As,

*

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, (3c.

5 > It 9> i 1
?

l 3 , 15
I 4> 8, 6, 4> (3c,

In the two former, is a continual Increafe, m
the latter a continual Decreafe, by two in ail.

of them ; which is called the Common Differencer
or Common Excefs.

1. If three Quantities are in Arithmetical Pro-
portion Continued, the Sum of the Extreams is'

equal to the Double of the Mean.
Let a be the firft Term, and x the Common Dif-

ference
; then will the three Quantities be a, a +xP

a-\-zXy or a, a— x, a— 2 x, if the Progreflion

defeend* .

Now 4 -f- x, doubled , is— a -J- a -{- z x=z
2 a -f 2 x. £>. E. D.

2. If four Quantities are fo , the Sum of the

Extreams is equal to the Sum of the Means.

Let the four Terms be a, a -J- x, a + 2 xf

a 4- 3 x.

’Tis plain, that the Sum of the Means, and of
the Extreams, is 2 a -f- 3 x.

3. If never fo many Quantities are fo proportio-

nal, the Sum of the Extreams is always equal, to

the Double of the Mean
,

if the Number of the

Terms be odd, or to the Sum of any two Terms
equally diftant from the Extreams.

Thus, in the following Series,

24 6 8 to 12 14
a. a-f-x. a-f-2x. a-f- 3X. a-fi^x. a-j- $x. af-6xl

16 18 20 22
a -fi 'jx, afi- 8x. a

The Sum of the Extremes 2 a-\- 10 # is equal

to a-f 5 x multiplied by 2; that is, the Dou-
ble of the middle Term : As it is alfo to the Sura
of any Two of them equally diftant from both

Extremes.

And this muft ever be, becaufe the laft Term
contains in it the firft, and alfo the common Diffe-

rence fuper-added as often as the Number of its

Place is diftant from the firft Term : But the firft.

Term hath no Addition of the Difference at. all;

and as the Second Term hath one Difference or

Ratio more than the Firft, the Third one more
than the Second, (3c. fo the Laft fave ofie( hath

one lefs than the Laft of all ; the Laft fave two,,

one lefs. than the Laft fave one, (3c. So that the

Sum of any Two of thefe equally diftant from
the Extremes

, muft be equal to the Sum of the

Extremes ; becaufe One encreafes as much as the

Other decreafes.

Hence tis plain,

C O RO L L A iff E S.

1 . That the Sum of any Number of Terms in

fuch a Progreflion may be had, if the Sum of the

Extremes be multiplied by half the Number of the

Terms
,

or half that Sum by the whole Number
of the Terms.

2 To
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. To gain the Sum of never fo many Quanti-

ties in this Progreffion, there is nothing neceilary to

be given but the Extremes and the Number of

Terms : So that if b} having the Firft Term and

Common Excefs, one could get the Laji, ’twould

ftrangely difpatch Queftions in ProgreJJion.

3. Which laft Term in fuch a ProgreJJion may
be had eafily, by multiplying the Number of the

Terms, leifened by one, into the Common Ex-
cels, and then to that ProduH adding the firft

Term.
Thus jfi the laft Term, in a ProgreJJion of 52

Places were defired, where the Common Difference

is 3, and the firft Term 5

:

Multiply 51 by 3, it produces 153; to which
adding 5 the firft Term, you have 1 5 8 equal to

the laft Term ip fuch a ProgreJJion..

4. Wherefore if the ProgreJJion begin with a Cy-
pher, ( which is the moft Natural and Simple Pro -

£
refflan ; for when it begins with any other Term,
tis in reality a Compound of two Progrejfions • one
of Equals, as of a, a, a, a, (Sc. and the other of
Arithmetical Proportionals, as 0. x. z x. 3 x. ,4.x:

(Sc.) then I fay the Sum of all the Terms will be
equal to half the Producft of the laft Term multi-
plied by the whole Number of the Terms : For
by the Firft Corollary, the Sum of all the Terms
will be equal to the Sum of the Extremes multi-
plied by half the Number of Terms.

Thus, fuppofe

o. 2. 4. 6 . 8. 10. 12. 14. 1 6. 18. 20.

Or,

o. x. xx. 3 x. 4*. ,$x. 6 X. 7*. 8 x. 9*. 10 X.

20 the laft Term, multiplied by 1 1 the Number
of the Terms, gives 220 ; the half of which, no,
is the Sum of all the Terms.

For, by Corollary the Firft, 20, the Sum of the
Extremes, multiplied by 5.5 half the Number of
Terms, produces no, the Sum of all the Terms.

5. Hence this very ufeful Theorem may be de-
duced, That the Sum of all the Terms in any
fuch ProgreJJion, beginning from o, is Suhdujle of
the Sum of fo many Terms, all equal to the great-
eft. For let the firft Term be e, and the laft at, and
the given Number ofthe Terms n; then (by N° 1.)

will the Sum of all the Terms of the ProgreJJion
be 4- n x, which is half or fubduple of n x equal
to the Number of fo many Terms equal to the
greateft. Q. E. D.

. The Sum of a Simple Arithmetical Progref-
fion, (i. e. afeendingby the Cardinal Numbers )
continued from Unity ad Infinitum, is fubduple
the Sum of the fame Number of Terms, each of
which is equal to the greateft

; or, on the contra-
ry, this latter Sum is double pf the former. By
prefixing a Cypher before Unity, this would be
but a Cafe of the laft Corollary, the Sum of the
ProgreJJion remaining ftill the fame.
.But that this is true in an infinite Series begin-

ning from Uni{y, ( for in a Finite or Determinate
one, the Proportion of the Sum is always lefs than
double ; tho’ it always approaches to it, and comes

fo much the nearer by how much greatef the Se-
ries is ) wc fhail now thus demonftrate ;

To the Sum of Three Terms, r, 2 . 3, J ei cl
the Sum of as many equal in Number to the »rear
eft, i. e. 9, has the fame Proportion as 3 toai
but to the Sum of Six Terms, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, i. e.

21, the Sum of as many- equal to the greateft,
* e - 3*5) has the fame Proportion as 3 to r -f
that is 3 to 2-— £, the Decreafe being ~ , but m
the Sum of 1 welvc Terms, which may be found,
by Coro!/. 1. equal 78, the Sum of fo many equal
to the greateft, Up. 144, has the fame Propor-
tion, ( dividing both fides by 48 ) as 3 to x

i-e. 3 to x
-f- y -f i, ( for 24 make i» and the

Remainder — is the fame as 4 ) that is, as 3 to >—
i—

h

the Decrement being now J. Since there-
fore

, by doubling the Number of Terms on-
wards, you’ll find the Decrement to be ri-, and
fo onwards in double Proportion ; the Sum of an
Infinite Number of fuch Terms

,
in Arithmetical

Progreffion
, equal to the greateft, will be to the

Sum of tfie ProgreJJion, from x ad Infinitum; as

3 to 2 — -i — i— rJ, (Sc. that is, by Coroll. 1

and 2, as 3 to 2— p, that is, as 3 to 1 4, or as
2 to 1 . E D.

7.

The Sum of any Duplicate Arithmetical
ProgreiTion, continued from Unity ad infinitum,
is lubtriple of the Sum of as many Terms equal
to the greateft, as is fhe Number of Terms: For
any fuch Finite Progreffion is greater than the Sub-
triple Proportion, but approaches nearer and near-
er to it continually, by how much the farther the
Series of the Progreffion is carried on. Thus the
Sum of Three Terms, 1, 4, 9, = 14, is to thrice

9= 2,7, as 1 or 1 ff, or 1 + 4 -f tt to 3,
(dividing both fides by 9) the Sum of Six Terms,
1
7 4>. 9, l6

, 2,5, 3 6, (Sc. Up. 91 to Six times
3 6, i.e: to 216, (dividing both fides by 72 ) is

as 1 -f- C -f rr tp 3 , and the Sum of Twelve
Terms 650, to 12 times 144, i.e. 1728, (divi-
ding both fides by 576) is as 1 + J -f^ to 3,
&c. the Fraction adhering to them thus conftantly
decreafing, fome by their Half parts, others by
Three quarters

:
( for J is T± • therefore the firft

Decrement is T|, and U is Jyy ; therefore the fe-

cond Decreement is^ £?c.) Wherefore the Sum
of the Infinite Progreffion will be to the Sum of
the like Number of Terms equal to the greatd^:

$

1 H +
— yl7 z

st
--- ~r,(Sc.~hr, (Sc. to 3, by Co-

rel!. 2d and 4th, in ProgreJJion Geometrical.

But the Sum of a Triplicate Arithmetical Pro-
greffion, (i.e. afeending by the Cubes of the Car-
dinal Numbers

) proceeding from 1 thro’ 27, 64,
(Sc. ad infinitum, is fubquadruple of the like
Number of lerms equal to the greateft-: For the
Sum of Four Terms, 1, 8, 27, 64, i. e. ioo

, to

4 times 64, i. e. 25

6

,
(dividing both fides by

64 ) will be found to be as 1 •=
-f yj to 4 ; but

the Sum of 8 Terms, 1, 8, 27, 64, 216,
343)

_

Hi, i. e. 1296 to 8 times 512, i. e. 4096

[

( dividing both fides by 1024) will be found to
be as 1 -f -4-. -f-yi to 4, (Sc. The adhering FraHi-
on s thus conftantly decreafing

, the one by their
Half part, the others by Three quarters,

( for is

yy, ana -ft is (Sc. Wherefore the. Sum of the

Infi„
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Infinite Progreffion will be to the Sum of a like

( Infinite ) Number of Terms, equal to the great-

eft $ as,

1 + f +i
— i ~H—

», (3c. — ttt?, (3c. to 4, by
Coroll. ad and 4th, as 1 to 4. gL E. D.

PROGRESSION Geometrical, or Geometrical

Pro-portion Continued
,

is when Numbers, or other

Quantities, proceed by equal Proportion or Ratio’s,

( properly fo called
) that is according to one Com-

mon Multiplier, or Exponent of the Common Ra-
tio, whether Increafing or Decreafing. As,

1 . 4. 8 . 1 6 . 32. 64. (3c. ::

Or in Species, fuppofing a the Firft Term, and
r the Ratio, here equal to 2.

a. ra. rra. rrra . rrrra. rrrrra
,

See. :

:

For every Term
,

but the firft
,

arifes from the

multiplication of the Ratio, or fome Power of it,

into it.

The following Numbers are Continual Pro-

portionals decreafing, according to the Common
Ratio, 2 or r.

128. 64. 32. 16. 8. 4. 2, (3c. ii

are
. arc. ar*. dr.f af. ar. a. Sec.

And as inthe former Rank of Numbers 2 was
the Common Multiplier, in this 2 is the Common
Divifor ; or, which is in effed the fame, the Com-
mon Multiplier is

The moft Natural and Simple Geometrical

Progreffion, is when it begins with Unity $ as,

2 4 8 16 3*

I. r. rr. nr. rrrr. rrrrr. See.

When it begins with any other Term, as a in

the former Progreffion, it is in effed but fuch a

Progreffion as this latter, multiplied into that firft

Term all along.

the Redangles of the Extremes made crofs-ways
are equal to the Redangle of the Mean Term,
being every way r r a b, or 48.

And from hence, Sturmius, in his Mathefis Enu-
cleafa. Prop. 17. of Book r. Schol. very briefly de-

monftrates that Propofition of Archimedes, That
the Surface of a Right Cone is equal to a Circle

vphnfc Radius is a Mean Proportion between the Side

of that Cone and the Semi'diameter of its Bafe.

R

Let E F (or rb) be a Mean Proportional be-
tween the Side of the Cone B C, (or r r b\) and
the Radius of the Bafe CD, (or b;) and let

there be an equal Number of Peripheries, rra,
r a, and a, anfwering to an equal Number of Ra-

PROPOSITION I.

If there are Three Quantities continually Pro-

portional, the Redangle of the Extremes is equal

to the Square of the Mean Term.

As, Suppofe

a, ra, rra :: Or, 3.6. 12 . ::

Its plain that the Extremes a, rra, multiplied into

one another, are equal to the Mean ra multiplied

into it felf , or in Numbers, that 3 times 12 is

equaLto 6 times 6 .

SCHOLIUM.
Alfo , If Three Quantities on each fide are in

the fame Continual Proportion as.

***** rrei

/ ra <

2 / \ \
: / / \ \

9 +9

% % / i

dii in the fame proportion 5 then will half the firft

Radius, B C, (or rrb) multiplied into the Peri-

phery a, ( that is ~ rr ab) be equal to half the

Produd of the middle Line into the middle Peri-

phery,
1

ft
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rb

B —
rrb

phery, that is (as before,) half r r ab i The for-

mer ofwhich is equal to the Surface of the Given

Cone, (by the 4th Conf. of his Def. 18.) and the

latter to the Area of the Circle, whofe Radius is

the Mean Proportion E F, (by the 2d Ccnf. of his

Def. 15.) Q.E.D.
And from hence alio flows naturally this other

Propofition, That the Surface of the Cone, halfr r a b,

is to its Bafe half a b $ as the Side of the Cone r r b,

is to the Radius of the Bafe b. For

t r r a b :
1 a b : : r r b : b.

PROPOSITION II.

If Four Quantities are proportional, either con-

tinually or difcreetly, the Product of the Extremes
is equal to the Product of the Means.

For if a, ra, rra, rrra, vf, or 2. 4. 8. 16. ~
’tis plain the Produdl of the Extremes and of the

Means
,
is the fame Quantity r r r a a or 32.

In Difcreet Proportionals, let a : r a : : b : r b •

that is, 2 : 4 : : 15 : 30. The Product ofthe Ex-
tremes and of the Means can here be no other than
r ab = 60.

On which Proportion is grounded the Golden
Rule, or Rule of Three in Arithmetick ; fo called,

becaufe having Three Numbers, (as 2. 4. 1 5,) it

teaches how to find an Unknown Fourth Propor-
tional : For altho’ this Fourth be unknown, yet its

Product by 2, the Firft Term, is known,becaufe ’tis

the fame with the Product of the Means 4 and 15.
Wherefore the Rule diredls us to multiply the
Third by the Second, that you may thereby ob-
tain the Product of the Extremes which divided
by one of the Extremes, vif. the Firft, muft needs
give the other, that is, the Fourth fought.

COROLLARY.
Hence ‘tis plain, That if Two Products arifing

from the Multiplication of any Two Pairs ofQuan-
tities, are equal

; thofe Four Quantities will be at
leaft difcreetly proportional.

PROPOSITION III.

If there are never fo many Continual Proportio-
nals, the Produd of the Extremes is equal to the
Produd of any Two of the Means that are equal-
ly diftant from the Extremes, as alfo to the Square
of the Mean or Middle Term, if the Number of
the Terms be odd.

Thus in this Progreflion,

2, 4 8 16 32 64 128.
a. ra, rra> rrra. rrrra, rrrrra, rrrrrra. See.

It’s plain the Produd of the Extremes, and of any
! Two Terms equally diftant from them, and the

Square of the Middle Term, muft always be
r6aa..

As the laft Term but one, is multipled into a

Degree or Power of the Ratio lefs by one than the

laft ; fo the Second Term is multiplied into one

more than the Firft : And therefore the Redangle
of the Extremes muft ftill be the fame Quantity

with that of the Produd of any Two Terms e-

qually diftant from that; and this alfo equal to the

Square of the Middle Term, if the Number of

them be odd;

PROPOSITION XV.

Having the Firft and Laft Terms, and the Ration

To find the Sum of all the Terms in any Geometrical

Progrejfion, Mr. Oughtred gives this Method.

Let a be the firft Term, and y the laft ; then let

<~y == all the Antecedents, and %
—

• a = all the

Confequents. Therefore, by Compofition of Pro-
portion, it plainly follows, That a .ra : : %—

y

„

3;
— a- That is, the Firft Term is tO the Second

: : as the Sum of all the Antecedents is to the Sum
of all the Confequents : Wherefore by multiplica-

tion ofthe Extreams and Means, %a -— a a— r a %—
* r ay. Wherefore transferr 3 a, and it will be— a a r a % — ray — %a. Tranfpole ray,

then will ray — aa,z=:ra%— a. Divide each

Part by r a— a, and % will be equal to-^-^ —
That is. Multiply the Second and Laft Terms toge-

ther, and from the Product Jubftracl the Square of
the firft Term, and then divide the Remainder by

the Difference between the Firft and Second Term,
and the Quotient will be the Sum of all the Terms .

Example
, in this Series 2, 4. 8. 16, 32. 64. 128.

128

4

51I

4

8

1 6

3 2

64
128

A2) 504 (254 = 254

The 3 of all the Terms but the laft, may be
found very eafily thus: From the Laft take the

Firft, and divide the Remainder by the Ratio lef-

fened by Unity ; the Quotient is the Sum of
all the Terms but the laft, as will very eafily ap-
pear if you multiply and divide Algebraically :

Which Rule is in fome Cafes more ready than the
former, and therefore ’tis fometimes referred to in

the following ConfeElaries, under the Name of
Rule 2.

PROPOSITION V.

Having the Ratio of the Terms in any Geome-
trical Progreffion, To find any of the other Terms

,

or to find any Termfought.

As for Inftance : In Progreflion, whofe Ratio is

2, to find the 24th Term
; or to anlwer expediti-

oufly the Common Queftion of the Price of art

5 X Hwfe
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Horfe fold at a Farthing a Nail (of his Shooe)

and doubled every time.

Begin and double, as ’tis eafie to do, for 6 or 8

times, thus,

o i a 3 4 5 ^ 7 8

i,- 2. 4. 8. i6 a 32. 64. 128. 256.

And then over the Geometrical Numbers place a

Series of Arithmetical ones, beginning with o, as

you fee : Thefe are Indexes or Exponents of the

other, and fhew every where how often the Ratio

Is mulitiplied into its felf, to produce any particu-

lar Term. Thus over 64, the 7th Term, there

Hands the Index or Exponent 6 ; which Ihews that

64 is the 6th Power of the Ratio 2, (fince the

Series begins with Unity.) Now the Addition

and Subftradion of the Indexes anfwers to the

Multiplication and Divifion of the Numbers they

Hand over : For 3+5=8, which is the Index

of 256, the Produdl of 8 into 32 ; and 7 *—
• 4= 3,

which is the Index of 8, the Quotient of 1 28 di-

vided by 1 6. This being the admirable Property

and vaft Ufo of thefe Indices, (which is the Rea-
fon and Foundation of the whole Bufinefs of the

Logarithms, as you may fee under that Word) ’tis

Very eafie by their help to come at any Term,
tho’ never fo remote either way. For fuppofing I

would have the 1 6th Place in this Progreffion, fince

8 + 8=16, I find, that if I multiply 256 by it

felf, or fquare it, it will give me 65 536, which is

the 16 place; and fince 16 +7 = 23, if I multi-

ply that Number by 128, it will produce 8388608,
vchich is the 24th Place or Nail ; (for the Indices

begin with o) and therefore that doubled, accord-

ing to the Condition of the Queftion, will give

36777216 Farthings, which reduced, is 37476/.

5 s. 4 d.

From which Proportions about Geometrical Pro-

portionals, thefe wonderful Corollaries may be de-

duced.

1. That Tis poffible by thefe Rules to colled! an

infinite Series of Proportional Terms into one Sum,
altho’ it is impoffible to run over all the Terms fe-

parately, becaufe Infinite. Thus, in a continu’d

Series of Fradfions decreafing in a double Propor-

tion, i, i, i, A, tt» (3c. ad Infinitum, if you take

them backwards, you may juftly reckon a Cypher,

or o, for the Firft Term ; (for between i and o,

there may be an Infinite Number of fiich Terms)
and the Infinite Sum of thefe Terms will be pre-

cifely equal to Unity : For fubftradting the firft o

from the laft t, and the Remainder r being divi-

ded by the Name of the Reafon leffen’d by 1 , that

Is by x, which divides nothing ; the Quotient i is

the Sum of all the Terms, excepting the laft, (by

Pule 2.) and fo the laft f being added, the Sum of

all in that Series will be 1. Now if the laft is

not j, but r, the Sum of all will neceffarily be 2

;

and if 2 be the laft, the Sum of all will be 4 ; In

a Word, it will be always double the laft Term.

2. And fince in this Cale the Sum of all the pre-

cedent Terms is equal to the laft Term, the one
being fubftradled from the other, there will remain

nothing
;
i.e.y i— i —• tA — T?> (3c. in In-

finitum, is = o ; and alfo, t — F — fi, (3c. or

2— I tg~~ 4
' (3c. — O,

3. In like manner the Sum of Infinite Fradiions

decreafing in tripple Reafon in an Infinite Series-

( t + i> + t‘7 + tt, (3c. will be equal to f %

For if from the laft f (again in an inverted Order)
you fubftradt the firft o, and the Remainder f be
divided by the Name of the Reafon leffen’d by U-
nity, that is by 2, the Quotient i will be the Surra

of all the Antecedent Terms ; and adding to this

laft i or 4,
the Sum of all will be v or

But had the Fradiions decreas’d from i in a
Quadruple, or from ? in a Quintuple Proportion*

(3c. the Sum of the whole Series would have been
accordingly f or f ; and fo any Series of this kind
is equal to a Fradlion, whofe Denominator is lefs

by an Unite than the Denominator of the laft Fra-
dlion in that Series, (fuppofing the Series to be
numbred backward, as before.)

or i + tI + tI? (3c. or -f + A + ttt, 4- (3c,

f ft- 4 + A, (3c. will be equal to ~ or 1

j .

1 TT z fi

and fo in the reft.

And particularly the SumA 4- r-h T
(3c. decreafing in a Quadruple Proportion, is equal
to -4; and the Sum of t\ + At + Tc

(

3 c. is

equal to A? ; and the Sum of A + ttt + -vrfiv*

(3c. decreafing in an Odluple Proportion, is equal
to 4 : For lubftradling the firft Term o, and divi-

ding the Remainder by the Name of the Ratio
leffen’d by Unity, that is by 3, the Quotient
gives the Sum of all, except the laft.

This therefore (vi.%, j%) being added, the Sum
of all will be -A or ts : In like manner A being
divided by the Name of the Reafon leffen’d by U-
nity, the Quotient will give A ; and adding the
laft, the Sum of all will be A, * e.

hence tis evident, that A—A
(3c. or — tt +A + i4f ~b tttt, (3c. in infini-

tum, will be equal to nothing ; and i—A —- t4t
'—

’ 4Tffi, (3c. S 6 .

2 + f— TT
— i A A

4. Generally alfo, any Infinite Series of FradlN
6ns decreafing according to the Proportion of the
Denominator of the laft Term, and having a com-
mon Numerator lefs by an Unite than the De-*
nominator of the laft Term, (as f 4* 4 A A, (3c*

Tt ~T v^i-. yj1 T T TT . . , . _
is equal to Unity, after the fame way as the Se-
ries, Coroll, i- which may be comprehended under
this kind, and which may be demonftrated in all

its particular Cafes by the fame Method we have
hitherto made ufe of, or alfo barely fubfumed from
Coroll. 3. For fince f At -t- A, (3c. is equal to

i : So that

Ah 2%

5 . The Sum ofan Infinite Progrejfion, whofe great-

eft Term is a Square Number, the others Decrea-
fing according to the odd Numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, (3c.

is in Subjefquialteran Proportion of the Sum of the

like Number of equal Terms, i. e. as 2 to 3. For
the Sum of Three fuch Terms, as 9, 8, 5. i. e. 22
to thrice 9, i. e. 27, is (dividing both fides by 9)
as 2 % vi%. tt to 3, or 2 + 4 — t| to 3. But
the Sum of Six fuch Terms, 36, 3 5, 32, 27, 20, 1 x,

i. e. 1 61, to fix times 36, i. e. 216 (dividing both

fides by 72) is as 2 + 4— yr, (3c. the adhering

Fradiions thus always decreafing, fome by Half,

others by Three quarters, as in Coroll. 7. Pngrcf-

fion Arithmetical : Wherefore the Sum of the Infi-

nite Progrejfion will be to the Sum of the like Num-
ber of Terms equal to the greateft, as,

— t+tAt, (3c. to 3; thft is,

by Coroll. 2d and 4th, as 2 to 3, Q^E.D.

* PROHIBITIO
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PROHIBITIO de vafto directa parti, is a Writ

Judicial directed to the Tenant, prohibiting from

making Waft upon the Land in Controverfie, du-

ring the Suit. It is fometimes made to the Sheriff.

PROHIBITION, is a Writ to forbid any Court,

either Spiritual or Secular, to proceed in any Caufe

there depending, upon Suggeftion that the Cogni-

fance thereof belongeth not to the fame Court

:

But is now moft ufually taken for that Writ which

lieth for one that is impleaded in the Court Chri-

fiian, for a Caule belonging to the Temporal Ju-

risdiction, or the Conufance of the King’s Court ;

whereby as well the Party and his Council, as the

Judge himfelf, and the Regifter, are forbidden to'

proceed any further in that Caufe.

PROJECTILES, are fuch Bodies, as being put

into a violent Motion by any great Force, are then

call off or let g6 from the Place where they re-

ceived their Quantity of Motion, and do after-

wards move at a Diftance from it; as a Stone

thrown out of ones Hands, or by a Sling, an Ar-

row from a Bow, a Bullet from a Gun, &c.

There hath been a great Difpute about the

Caufe of the Continuation of the Motion of Pro-

jectiles, or what it is that makes them move after

they part from the Force that began the Motion.

The Peripatetickj will needs have it, That the Air

being by the Motion of the Hand of the Slinger,

&c. put into a moft violent Agitation, and forced

rapidly to follow the Motion of the Stone, While

'tis accelerated in the Hand of the Slinger, doth

to prevent a Vacuum, prefs with all due Velocity

after the Stone when it parts from the Hand, and

thrufts it forwards as long as it can. But this Ac-

count feems very unconceivable ; and there needs

nothing more to folve the Motion of Projelled Bo-

dies, but only to confider, That all Bodies being

indifferent to Motion or Reft, will neceffarily con-

tinue the State which they are put into, unlefs

they ,are forced to change it by fome other Force

impreffed upon them. Thus if a Body be at reft,

fo it will eternally abide, if nothing move it ; or

if it be in Motion, fo it will eternally move uni-

formly on in the fame right Line, if nothing ftop

Wherefore, when a Stone is put into any De

Line which a Projectile deferibes in aMedium Uni-

formly relifting the Motion, rather approaches to

an Hyperbola than a Parabola

.

The Learned Capt. Halley proves all Projectiles to

deferibe a Parabola thus ••

it.

gree of Motion, by the Rotation of the Arm of

rhe Man that flings it, whatever Degree of Velo-

city it had acquired when it parted from the Hand,

the lame would it ever after keep if it moved in

Vacuo, and had no Gravity : But becaufe it hath a

Tendency, as all Bodies (by the Law of Nature)

have, towards the Centre of the Earth, and is alfo

refilled by the Air all along as it goes, in propor-

tion to its Velocity ;
it plainly follows, that it muft

needs be both continually drawn downwards, and
alfo continually retarded in its Progreflive Motion
forwards, and confequently at laft fall down to the

Earth, and ftop.

The Line ofMotion which a Body projelled de-

feribes in the Air, (abftradting from the Refiftance

of the Medium) is, as hath been proved by Galli-

lecus
,
and many Others, and particularly by our

Sir Ifaac Newton, Prop. 4. Cor. 1. of his Second

Book, the Curve of a Parabola : Which Line is

alfo deferibed by every Defcending Body.

He fhews alfo, That if the Line of Direction of

the Projedtile Motion of any Body, the Degree of

its Velocity, and at the Beginning, the Refiftance

of the Medium being given, the Curve which it

will deferibe may be difeovered, and vice vefa •

he faith alfo in Schol. Prop, X. Lib. 2. That the

Let the Line G R F be the Line in which tftd

Project is directed, and in which, by the Firft:

Axiom, under the Word Defcent, it Would move
equal Spaces in equal Times, were it not deflected
downwards by the Force of Gravity. Let G B be
the Horizontal Line, and G C a Perpendicular
thereto.. Then the Line G R F being divided in-

to aqual Parts, anfwering to equal Spaces of Time,
let the Defcents ofthe Projell be laid down in lines
parallel to G C, proportioned as the Squares ofthe
Lines, G S, G R, G L, G F, or as the Squares of
the Times

;
(i. e.) let them be drawn from S

to T, from R to U, from L to X, and from F to B s

and draw the Lines T H, V D, X Y, B C, paral-
lel to G F ; I fay, the Points T, V, X, B, are
Points in the Curve deferibed by the Projell, and
that that Curve is a Parabola.

That the Points are in the Curve, is evident by
Axiom 2. under the Word Defcent of Heavy Bo-
dies : and the Parts of the Defcent G H, G D, G Y,
G C = S T, R V, L X, F B, being as the Squares
of the Times, (by Prop . 2. under the Word De-
fcent) that is as the Square of the Ordinates H T,
DV, YX, B C = GS, GR, GL, GF, the
Spaces meafured in thofe Limes

; and there being
no other Curve but the Parabola, whofe Parts of
the Diameter are as the Squares of the Ordinates

,

it follows that the Curve deferibed by a Project can
be no other than a Parabola ; And faying, as R V
the Defcent in any Time, as R G or VD the direct

Motion in the fame Time fo is V D to a Third Pro-
portional, or the Parameter of the Parabola to the
Diameter G C, which is always the fame in Pro-
jells call with the fame Velocity .- And the Velocity

being defined by the Number of Feet moved in a
Second of Time, the Parameter will be found by d i-

viding the Square of the Velocity by 1 6 Feet 1 Inch,

the Fall of a Body in thefame Time,

5 X % FRQJE*
*
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PROJECTION, in Chymiftry, is putting any

Matter to be calcindd ox fulminated, into the Cruci-

ble Spoonful by Spoonful. The pretended. Calling

of the Pouderofthe Philofophers Stone into a Cru-

cible of melted Metal, in order fas they boaft

they can do) to tranlmute it into Gold or Silver,

is called alio Projection • and the Matter they call-

in, the Pouder of Projection.

PROJECTION of the Sphere in Plano, is a true

Geometrical Delineation of the Circles of the

Sphere, or any affigned Parts of them, upon the

Plane of fome one Circle ; as on the Horizon, Me-
ridian, Equator, Pro-pick., &c. And this is either Ste-

reographies, which fuppofes the Eye to be but

90 Degrees diftant from, and perpendicular to, the

Plane of the Projection; or Orthographical when
the Eye is at an Infinite Diltance.

By what hath been taught in our DoCtrine of

Spherical Geometry
, (fee that Word) it will be very

eafie to projeCt the Sphere on any Plane. For the

Analemma, fee that Word. And here follows an

Example of the Stereographies Projection of the

Sphere on the Plane of the Meridian, Equinoctial,

and Horizon, which gives good Light into the

Knowledge of Spherical Triangles, the DoCtrine of

the Sphere, Dialing, &c.

The Stereographick Projection on the Plane of

the Meridian.

N
Let Z Q N E be the MerUfan.

Z and N the Poles, as alfo the Zenith and
Nadir.

EQ.the Equinoctial and. Horizon.

Z N the Equinoctial Colure, and Prime Ver-

tical Circle.

Z 15 N, Z 30 N, Z 45 N, &c. are Hour-
Circles or Meridians, and alfo Azimuths,
becaufe the Pole is in the Zpnith,

And to deferibe thefe Circles, find the Points

i 5, 30, 45, 60
,
&c, in the Equinoctial, by fetting

the Half Tangent of their Diltance from T ; and
then their Centres are found by fetting their Co-
fecantsboth ways from their Points ofInterfeCtion

with the Equator.

5, Gf] and VS, VS, are the Northern and Sou-

*

them Tropickf, which are deferibed by fetting the
Half Tangent of 23 Deg. 30 Min. from T each
way : Then the Tangent, of its Complement;
66 Deg. 30 Min. each way from thence on the
Colmc produced, gives their Centres. By this Me-
thod all Parallels of Declinations may be drawn.
Or you might have fet the Co-fecant of the Pa-

rallel from the Centre of the Primitive, which
would have alfo found the fame Point for the Cen-
tre of the Parallel, whofe Radius is equal to the
Tangent of its Diltance from its Pole, by Cor. 1 .

and 2. of Prohl, 2. of SphericS Geometry.

Thefe Parallels in this Projection, are alfo Almi-
canters

, or Parallels of Altitude.

5, VS, is the Ecliptic

S

y which mult be divided

from the Divifion on the Scale of Half Tangents,

but denominated according to the Signs of the ^0-
diacS , reckoning 30 Degrees to each Sign.

The Stereographick Projection [on the Plane of

the EquinoCtial.

X

Let S C be the Miridian and Solflicial Colure.

E N the EquinoCtial Colure and Hour-Circle
of 6.

P the North Pole.

5 5 the Northern Tropick.

ESN the Northern Halfof the Ecliptic^,

(whofe Centre is found by fetting off

the Secant of 23 Deg. 30 Min. from 23)

And its Pole is at a, the InterfeCtion of
the Polar Circle and Meridian ; and is

the Place though which all Circles of
Longitude mult pafs.

E Z N the Horizon of London, which is

deferibed thus : Set the tlalf Tangent of
the Co-latitude from P to Z ; then the

Tangent of the fame, fet from P to O,
or its Secant from Z to O, gives its Cen-
tre ; and its Pole will be at h, 38 Deg.
30 Min. (in the Half Tangents) diftant

from F, where h is at the Zpnith.

/
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To draw any ether Circles in this Projection.

j.. For Circles of Longitude, which muft all pafs

thro’ a, and the feveral Degrees of the Ecliptic^

;

fet therefore the Tangent of 66 Deg. 3 c Min. from

a, downwards, on the Meridian
,
produced j which

will find a Point, through which a Perpendicular

drawn to the Meridian, fhall contain in it the Cen-

tres of all the Circles of Longitude, whofe Diftan-

ces fet off to the Radius P x, firall be the Tangents

ofthe Degrees of their Diftances from the Meridi-

an, SP C, (which is that belonging to 180 Deg.)

a .

1. All Parallels of Declination are drawn by Pet-

ting the Half Tangents of their Diftances from P.

3. All Azimuths, or Vertical Circles, muft pafs

thro
5

h at the %enith ; Since therefore the g^enith

is 38 Deg. 30 Min. diftant from P, fet the Co-fe-

cant of that (or the Secant of 5 1 Deg. 3° Min.J

from h on the Meridian extended below, and that

fhall find the Point x, the Centre of the Azimuth

of Eaft and Weft, W3. E h N ; and the Centres

of all the reft are in a Line that's perpendicular to

the Meridian, and drawn through x.

4. Circles of Altitude
,
.or Al.micanters are leffer

Circles, whofe Poles are not in the Plane of the

Projection, and may be deferibed by our Third

Cafe of Prohl. 9. of Spherick. Geometry. Thus the

Circle O e is a Parallel of Altitude 50 Degrees a-

bove the Horizon.

5. All Hour- Circles are ftrait Lines from the

Centre to the- Limb.

The Stereographick Projection on the Plane of

the Horizon.

Firft, Draw a Circle reprefenting the Horizon,

and quarter it with two Diameters.

Then will

3 be the Zfriith of the Place.

12312 the Meridian.

6 % 6 the Crime Vertical, or Azimuth of E.&W.

Make

****£**** 38 ‘ 3°’ I'm Tangent of

P fhall be the Pole of the World

\

Make

% “ ,?
Tangent of 51

0
30’ (or Tangent of

25 451
And

f *2x™l of 38 Des -

Then fliall

0 be the Centre ofthe EquinoClidl, 6 M 6.

In this VrojeChon, Almicmters are all parallel to
the Primitive Circle.

And Azimuths are all Right Lines, palling thro*
( 3 ) the Centre of the Primitive, to the equal Di-
visions in the Limb.

Parallels of Declination
, are all Leffer Circles,

and parallel to the Equinoctial
; and their Inrerfe*

tftion with the meridian are found by Petting the
Half Tangent of their Diftance from the 7,enith
Southward and Northward, or both ways from 3.

Their Centres are found by biffecting the Di-
ftance between thofe two Points; for the Middle
fliall be the Centre of the Parallel.

Thus,

3 © =§ Tangt. of28° 00' =: Diftance*'} t0 rhe
ofthe Tropick ofS3 from the Zpnith, / Southw ‘

And >or down-

3 VS = rTangt. of7

5

0 00 '= DiftanceY ward
ofthe Tropick of VS from the %enithJ from 3.

And the Fnterfection again' with the North of
the Meridian

, is at

105° 30'

152
0

o'
^forJ^^to the Northwards, or up-

wards from 3.

For the Hour Circles, A

Make 3 ?= Tangent of 5 1 ° 30', or P c= Se-
1

cant of 51
0

3 ° • Draw G C T perpendicular to
the produced Meridian. Wherefore, if from c,

with the Radius 3 c, you fet off the Tangents of
15°, 3c®, 45°, cSc. both ways, you’ll have the
Centres of the feveral Hour Circles, 7 and 5, 8
and 4, &c. \

Note, In all Stereographick Projections, all Dia-
meters aremeafured on the Scale of Half Tan-
gents : The I{eafon of which you have in Prop. Q„

of our Spherick Projection. And this, is the
Ground of all Dyailing, or the True Projection

of the Hour-Circles ofthe . Sphere on any Given
PidflC

PROJECTURE, a Term in Architecture, fig-
nifying the Jutting or Leaning-out of any Part of
a Building, the Coping ofa Wall, C3c. Thefe the
Italians call Sports, and the Greeks, Echphoras ; and
in the General, all Margents which hang oven be*

yond
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Yond the Seamus of a Column, are called Proje-

ilures.

PRO in Divifo
, is a Polfeffion or Occupation of

Lands or Tenements
,
belonging to two or more

Perfons, whereof none knows his feveral Portion,

as Co-parceners before Partition*

PROLABIA, the utmoft prominent Parts of the

Lips.

PROLEPSIS, is a Figure in Rhetorick, by which

We prevent what might be objedled by the Adver-

sary.

PROLAPSUS Uteri. See Uteri Prolapfus.

PROLEPTICUS, is a Difeafe always anticipa-

ting ; fo as ifthe Ague come to day at Four of

the Clock, then to Morrow one Hour fooner, and
fo on. Blanchard.

PROLOCUTOR of the Convocation-Houfe, is

an Officer chofen by Perfons Ecclefiaftical, pub-
lickly affembled by Virtue of the King's Writ, for

every Parliament : And as there be two Houfes of
Convocation, fo there are two Prolocutors

, one of
the Lower, and one of the Higher Houle. He
of the Lower Houfe, prefently upon the firft AC-

fembly, by the Motion of the Bilhops, being cho-

fen by the Members of the faid Lower Houfe, is

prefented to the Biffiops for Prolocutor, that is, the

rerfon by whom they intend to deliver their Relb-

Ititions to the Higher Houfe, and to have their

own Houfe efpecially ordered and governed. His
Office is to caule the Clerk to call the Names of

fnch as are of that Houfe, when he fees Caufe to

read all Things propounded, gather Suffrages, and
the like.

PROMOTERS, or Promooters, are thole who
in Popular and Penal Actions do profecute Offen-

ders in their own Name and the King’s ; having

Part of the Fines or Penalties for their Reward.
They do belong efpecially to the Exchequer and
Kjngs Bench.

PROMULGE a Lave, is firft to make a Law,
and then to declare, publiffi, and proclaim the fame

to Publick View ; and lo Promulgated.

PRONAOS, or Pronaus, a Term ufed by Archi-

tects for a Church-Porch, or a Portico to a Palace,

great Hall, or fpacious Building.

PRONATOR Radii Quadratus, is a Mufcle of

th e Radius, which arifeth broad and fleffiy from

the Lower and Inner part of the Ulna ; and paf-

fing tranverfly over the Ligament that joins the

Radius to the Ulna, and is fo inferred to the Supe-

rior and External part of the Radius : It helps with

the Pronator Teres to move the Rrf^w.f.inwardly.

PRONATOR Radii Teres is a Mufcle of the

Radius ,
by foffie called Pronator Superior Rotundus :

It arifeth fleffiy from the Internal Extuberance of

the' Os Humeri, where thofe bending the Carpus

and Fingers do arile ; and firmly adhering to the

Plexor Carpi Radialis, it defeends obliquely down-
wards to its flefliy Infertion, a little above the

middle of the Radius Externally : It’s Life is to

move the Radius inwards.

PRONOTARY, or Protonotary
,

is a Chief Of-

ficer of the Common Pleas and Kings Bench. He
of the Kin& s Bench records all Addons Civil fued

in that Court, as the Clerk of the Crown- Office doth

all Criminal Caufes. Thofe of the Common Pleas

do enter and enroll all manner of Declarations,

Pleadings, Affifes, Judgments and Adions : Alfo

they make out all Judicial Writs, as the Venirefa-

cias, after Iffue joined ; and Habeas corpus, for bring-

ing in of the Jury ; and Dijlringas Curator, They

alfo make out Writs of Execution and Seifin ;
Writs of Superfedeas, for Appearance to Exigents :

as well as the Exigents and Writs ofPriviledge, for

removing Caufes from other Inferior Courts of Re-
cord, where the Party hath Caufe of Privilege j
Alfo Writs of Procedendo and Scirefacias in all Ca-
fes, and Writs to enquire of Damages, and all Pro-
cefs upon Prohibitions, and upon Writs of Audita
Querela, and Falfe Judgment j with many [other.

Laftly, They enroll all Recognifances acknowledg-
ed in that Court, and all Common Recoveries ; and
they make Exemplifications of any Record in the
lame Term, before their Rolls are made up and
delivered into the Treafury of the Records ofthat
Court.

PRONOUN, in Grammar, is a Variable Word,
often ufed as a Noun, and nearly of a like Sign!-*,

fication with it: : And thele Pronouns they divide

into fuch as are,

r. Finite ; as, I, Thou
,
He, &c.

2. Infinite ; as, Quis, Cujus, &c.

3. Demonstrative, which fnew a prefent Perfon
or Thing as, I, Tou, He. &c.

4. Relative, which refer to fome Antecedent
Word ; as, who, which, &c.

5 . Interrogative 5 as when who and which, 8c« l

are ufed in asking Queftions.

6. Poffefiives ; as, Mine, Thine, 8cc.

7. Gentiles, which exprefs a Nation or Country ;

as, Nofiras, Vefiras
,
Cujas

, in the Latin Tongue.

PRO Partibus Liberandis, is a Writ for the Par-
tition of Lands between Co-heirs.

PROPER FraSlion, is fuch an one as hath its

Numerator lefs than the Denominator ; as 4, 4y
which is really lefs than Unity, and therefore pro-
perly fpeaking, a Fraction.

PROPER Navigation, is the guiding of a Ship
to any Port defired, where the Voyage is to be per-

form’d in the vaft Ocean
; and requires not only

the Lead-Line, and Ordinary compafs, but Azi-
muth Compofs, Charts, Log-board, and Half Minute-
Glafs ; with inftruments for Celeftial Obfervation,

as the Quadrant, Fore-fiaff, &c. And the Naviga-
tor muff be able by thele to find at any time in

what Place the Ship is ; which is done by compa-
ring it with any known Place ; that is, how much
the fame known Place is fituate from the Ship,

either towards the North or South, which is called

vht'Difference of Latitude ; or towards the Eaft or
Weft, which if in proper Degrees, is called the

Difference of Longitude.

PROPERTY, or Propriety, ftrkftly (peaking, is

the higheft Right that a Man hath or can have to

anything, and no ways depending upon any other

Man’s Courtefie .* And this, none in our Kingdom
can be faid to have in any Lands or Tenements,

but only the King in the Right of his Crown;
becaufe all the Land throughout the Realm is in

the Nature of Fee, and held either mediately or

immediately ofthe Crown.
This Word neverthelefs, is ufed for that Right in

Lands and Tenements that Common Perfons have,

becaufe it importeth as much as utile Dominium,

tho’ not Diretlum. And there are Three manners

of Rights of Property, that is, Property Abfolute,

Froperty Qualified, and Property Poffeffory.

PROPHASIS, is a Fore-knowledge in Difeafes,

alfo an Oceafion or Antecedent Caufe. Blanchard.

PRO-
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PROPHYLACTICA, is a Part of that Part of

Phyfick called Hygicina, (or what refpeifts the Pre-

fervation of Health) which gives notice of future

but imminent Difeafes. Blanchard.

PROPLASM, the lame ivith a Mould in which
any Metal or foft Matter

,
which afterwards will

li^rdcn is cs(]*o

PROPORCITAS, in Law, fignifies the Decla-

ration or Deliverance ofan Affife ; otherwife called

Vercdiclum AJJife, the Verdidb of an AlTife ; be-

caule the Afliiors are fworn to declare the Truth,

and therefore are called Juratores or Jurors.

PROPORTION, i. When two Quantities are

compar’d one with another, in relpedb of their

Greatnefs or Smallnefs
, that Comparifon is called

Ratio
,

Reafon, Rate i or Proportion : But When
more than two Quantities are compared, then

the Comparifon is more ufually called the Propor-

tion that they have to one another. The Words
Ratio and Proportion are frequently ufed pfomi-
fcuoully.

z. When two Quantities only are compared, the

former Term is called the Antecedent

,

and the lat-

ter the Corfequent.

3. And the Broporrion or Relation of two Num-
bers one to another, is found by dividing the An-
tecedent by the Confequent ; and the Quotient is the

Exponent or Denominator of the Proportion.

As, if the Quotient be 2, the Proportion is Dou-
ble ; if 3, Treble; if 4, Quadruple ; if -f, Snb-
duple, or one Half ; if y, Subtriple, or one Third
part ; if or 1 Sefquialteral, or the Proportion

denominated by One and a Half; if 4
,

or 1 j,
Sefquitertian, or once with a Third part; and uni-

Verfally, the Proportion of A to B, is that denomi-
A

jiated by
, that is by the Quotient of A divi-

ded by B.

4. Thefe Proportions
, fo many of them as are

Rational, or between Number and Number, have

particular Names given them by Greeks and Latin

Writers.

If after the Antecedent be divided by the Con-
fequent, the Quotient be 1, it is called Proportion

of Equality
, or Simple Proportion.

If the Quotient be 2, 3,4, ( or fuch other Inte-

ger Number) it is called Multiple Proportion, (viz.

Double, Treble, Quadruple, 8cc. ) And the Contrary

to thofe are called Submultiple, (viz. Subdupls, Sub-

triple, Subquadruple, &c. ) or One half, a Third

part. Fourth part, or fuch other Aliquot Part.

If the Quotient be 1, with one fuch Part, as

14 , if, 1 f, 83c. it is called Superparticular

,

( viz. Sefquialteral
, Sefquitertian

,
Sefquiquartan,

&c.) And the Contraries hereunto are called Sub-

fuperparticular, ( viz. Subfequialteraly Subfequiter-

tian, &c.)

If fuch Quotient L>e 2, 3, 4, ( or fuch other In-

teger greater than Unity ) with fuch an Aliquot

Part , it is called Adultiple-fiperparticular
, ( as

2 -4, Duple-fefquialteral ; 3 j, Triple-/efquitertian ;

3 f, Triple-fefquiquartan, &c.) And the Contra-
ries thereunto are Submultiple-fuperparticular, as

Subduple-fcfquidteral, Subtripie-fefquitertian, 8ce.

p R 0
If the Quotient be t; with foine Number of

Aliquot Parts, as 1 f, 1 j, 1 4, 83c. it is called

Superpartient

,

( as Supetbipartzens tertias, Superb

tripartiens quartas
,

Superbipdrtiens quintas, 8cc.)
And the Contraries hereunto are Shbfuperpartientj

as Subfuperbipartiens tertias, &c.

If fuch Quotient be fome greater Integer Num-
ber, ( as 2, 3, 83c.) with fuch Number of Aliquot

Parts, as 2 f, 3 1, 3 |, 83c. it is called Multiple«

fuperpartiens, ( as Dupld fuperbipartiens tertias ,

Tripla fupertripartiens quartas, Tripla-fuperbiparti-

ens quintas, 8cc.) And the Contraries thereunto;

Submultiple-fuperpartient, ( as Subdupla-fupcrbipar--

tiens tertias
,
Subtripla-fupertripartiens 'quartas, 8cc.)

As that of 3 1 to 7, ( becaufe Q— 4 4 ) is Qua*
drupla-fupertripartiens feptimas ; and its Contra-

ry, 7 to 3 1
,

is Subquadruplafupertripdriicns fep-
timds.

•4. .

1

And under fome of thefe Compellations all Pro-'

portions will fall, which are as one Integer Num-
ber to another;

But notwithftanding all this ado, ( tho
5

that the'

Ancient Geometers may be underftcod, I thought

fit to explain thefe long, barbarous, and hard Words
here ) ’tis much better, and more Intelligible, to

exprefs thefe Proportions, as the ufual manner now
is, by the Numbers themfelves, than by thefe

Names ; and briefly and clearly to fay, as 3 1 is

to 7, or as 7 is to 31, rather than to fay Quad.ru.

*

plafupertripartiens feptitnas, or Subquadmpla-fuper-

tripartiens feptimas.

5; If when Four Quantities arc Conftdered, yoti

find, that the Firf hath as much Greatnefs or SmalL
nefs, in relpedtof the Second, as the Third hath in

relpect of the Fourth ; thofe Four Quantities are

called Proportionals, and are thus expreffed,

8 . 2 : : 16

.

4;

a » b : : c . d.

That is , As 8 contains 2 four times , fold con-

tains 4 four times ; and therefore 8 is juft as big

in refpedt of 2, as 1 6 is in refpedt of 4.

Here therefore, the Ratio between the Firft

Pair, is equal to the Ratio between the other Pair

of Numbers ; and confequently, thefe Four having,

equal Ratio s, are Proportionals.

But if you encreafe or diminifh any one of thefe

Four Numbers, the Ratio will grow unequal, and
then they will not be Proportionals : As if inftead

of 8 you fhould put 9 or 7, letting all the reft re-

main as- they were ; ’twill then be plain, that 9
hath more Magnitude, and 7 hath lefs in fefpecft

of 2, than 1 6 hath in refpeeft of 4 ; for 9 con-

tains 2 above four times, and 7 doth not contain

it fo often as four times; whereas 16 contains 4 ex-

actly four times : Wherefore thefe latter Num-
bers, 9, 2,

1 6, 4, or 7, 2, 16,4, are Lot Propor-

tionals. And twould be the fame , if any other

Member of the firft Four Numbers had been al-

tered ; for the Proportion would neceffarily be de-

ftroyed.

6. The annexed Figure will ferve very well to

explain Proportion»

let
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the fame Place it was at before it began to move

;

then will that Point e have defcribed the Circum-

ference of a Circle, which let be H d Z e. Then
at the fame time ,

any other Point of the Radius,

as fuppofe f, will alfo have defcribed the Inner

Circle fhg X. Draw the two Diameters H Z,

and e d, cutting each other at Right Angles in C,

which will divide both Circles into four Quadrants.

’Tis plain from hence, that the fame Proportion

which the outer Circle ( Z ) bears to its Fourth

( or any other
)

part A j the lame mull the inner

Circle (X ) bear to B, alike Part of its Circum-

ference. For when the longer Radius e C hath

moved over the Fourth part of the Circle Z, and

the Point e is come to H ; then will the Point/al-

fo be come to h, and will have gone over a Qua-
drant of its Circle X ; and when e is come to d,

f alfo will be come to g,
and will as well as

the other have defcribed a Semi-circle: So that

as the Circle Z is to any Part of its Periphery, or

as it is to the Ark A ; lo will the Circle X be to a

like Part of its Periphery, or to the Ark B. That is,

12 £ S 2

Z : A : : X : B.

7. And from thele Confiderations may all the fe-

veral Species of Proportion be demonftrated from
the Nature of the Thing. For if

1 z : 3 : : 8 : z .

Z : A : : X : B.

It will certainly follow by lnverfion
, that

A : Z : : B : X.

That is, If Z be as big in refpedt of A, as X
is in refpedl of B ; then muft A be as little in re-

fpedt of Z, as B is in refpedl of X.
Or if 1 a contain 3 as often as 8 contains 2, then

will 3 be contained in 1 2 as oft as 2 is contained

in 8.

8. Since Z : A : : X : B, it will follow, by
Alternate Proportion, that Z : X : : A : B;that
is, Antecedent is to Antecedent, as Confequent is

to Confequent: Which is plain, if the former Fi-

gure be well confidered.

For fuppofe the outer Circle Z to be Double,
Triple, Quadruple, &c. of the inner Circle X ;

then muft the Ark A ( or any other Part of it ) be
Double, Triple, &c. of the Ark B, a like Part of
the Circle X. Therefore, As the Whole is to the

Whole, fo the Parts muft be to the Parts j that is,

Z : X : : A : B . E. D.

9. If you compare the Differences ( which is

what remains when one is fubtraded from the

other ) between the Antecedents and their Confe-
quents, with thofe Confequents ; another Spedes
of Proportion will be found, which is called Pro-

portion by Divifion
,
and ought to be thus expreft.

Z— A:A::X—-B:B.

Now undoubtedly, if from the whole Circle Z
you take a Quarter, (or any other Part) as A; and
alfo from the whole’ CircleX you take a Quarter,
or any like Part, as B ; the remaining Three quar-
ters of the outer Circle, muft be to its other Quar-
ter A, as the remaining Three Quarters in the in-

ner Circle are to its Quarter B. That is,

Z — A : A : : X— B : B. ^ £. D.

9 o 3 : : 6 .2

10.

Or if you add the Antecedents and Confe-
quents together, and then compare the Sums with
the former Confequents ; another Species arifes,

called Proportion by Compofition j and ’tis thus ex-

preft,

Z + A:A::X+B:B.

And ’tis certain, fince Z : A : : X : B, by the

Suppolition, and alfo Z : X : : A : B. by Alternate

Proportion : Z and A together will be to A, as X
and B together are to B. That is.

Z + A : A : : X + B : B. £. E. D.

15 . 3 : : 10 .2

11.

If you compare the Antecedents with the

Differences between them and their Confequents,

another Species of Proportion arifes, which is

called Converfion of Proportion : And is thus ex-

jrrtfs’d.

12 .9 : : 8. 6

Z. Z — A : : X. X - B

Which is very plain from the Confideration of the

Figure j for no doubt the whole Circle Z is to its

-! (vi%. Z— A) as the whole leffer Circle X is to

| '(which is X - B.)

12 3 82

12.

If when Z. A : : X. B, you compare the

Confequents A and B with two other Quantities,

fo as to make two Rows of Proportionals, (landing

. Z , A : : X . B
thus

> A . d : : B . I.

12 9 : : 8 : 6

Then will Z be to d :: as X : I
, which is

another Species of Proportion by Equality, or ex

cequo ordinap

a

; And follows from this Figure very

plainly.
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plainly, for no doubt the whole Circle Z is to its

m which is 9 or d : as the whole Circle X is to its

% which is I. or 6.

13. IfZ be taken as often as X, ex. gr. 3 Z and

3 X, you may conclude, That Z : X : : 3 Z : 3 X,
Or as 1 o Z to 10X j or alfo as 1 a \ Z, to 1 2 4- X.
And fo on in whatfoever Proportion the tWo Mag-
nitudes Z and X are multiplied, fo they are mul-
tiplied equally , or that you take one as often as

you take the other. For then there will be the

fame Proportion between the Magnitudes thus e-

qually Multiplied, as there was between the Sim-

ple Magnitudes, before fiich Multiplications.

And thefe Magnitudes thus equally multiplied,

are called, Equimultiples, of the fimple Magni-
tudes Zand X: Hence we fay, that Equimulti-

ples are in the fame Proportion as fuch fimple Mag-
nitudes, out of which they are compounded.

14. If Z be divided in the fame manner as X
is ; and ex. gr. you take a fourth part of Z, and

the like of X ; or the tenth, or any other part of

Z, and the fame of X : Then will thefe Parts be

Proportional to their Wholes, Z t X : : -f Z (or

-f- Z) : or fv X. All which is felf-evident.

1 5 A Proportion is faid to be Compounded of o-

ther Proportions, when the Exponent of That, is

made by the Multiplication of the Exponents of

Thefe, one into another. Thus, the Compound of

the Treble and Double, (whofe Exponents are 3 and

2) is the Treble of the Double, (whofe Exponent is

3 X 2 ) that is, the Sextuple (becaufe 3x2— 6)

which is manifeftly a Work of Multiplication.

16. The ProduRs, or the Quotients of any Two
Quantities or Numbers Multiplied or Divided by I

the fame Third Numbers, are in the fame Propor-

tion as the Numbers were before they were Mul-
tiplied or Divided.

E. gr. 1. Let 8 and iz, be Multiplied by 4
*

then will 8 : 12 :
: 32 : 48.

2. Let 8 and 12, be divided by 4 j then will

8 : 12 : 2 : 3.

The reafon ofwhich is very plain ; becaufe one
Number is juft as much enoreafed by Multiplicati-

on, or diminifhed by Divifion.

PROBLEMS.
To Tm Lines A and B, to find D a Third Pro-

portional„

P RO .

Make any Right-lined Angle, as c a e. Thai
fet off in it ad— A, and a b= B. Set off alfo

B again from d to e
j then join b and d, and

to b d, draw a Parallel thro' the Point, e, fo fhall

b c be the Line fought for, A. B : : B. D, by 2

e 6 Euclid.

To Three giving Lines, AB and C, to find a Fourth

Proportional D.

Make any Angle, as a e e

;

then from a, take

a b— A, and b c == B, and a d= C, joyn b

and thro
3

c draw a Parallel to b d ; fo fhall d c be

the Line fought s For A. B : : C. D. 2 e 6 Eu-

clid.

Of the Proportion of Figures.

i. To find the Proportion that one Rediangle

hath to another, both Length and Breadth muft be

confidered.

For Rediangles are to each other as the Produdb.

of their refpediive Lengths multiplied by their

Breadths.

Thus, if there be two Rediangles, the former

of which hath its Length 5
Inches, Yards,

and its Breadth 3 Inches, Yards, &e. and the lat-

ter had its Length 8 Inches, Yards, and its

Breadth, 4 Inches, Yards, &c. Then the Rectan-

gles will be to each other, as 3 x 5 ( — 1 5 ) is to

4x8 (=3Z) i.e. as 1 5. is to 32. So that all

Rediangles are to one another in a Ratio com-

pounded of that of their Sides,

L s V Wheri
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z. When Rectangles have their Sides proporti-

onable, ( fo that a b : e h : : a d : ef) then is
j

the ReBangle A, to the Rectangle B, in a duplicate

Proportion to the Ratio of the Sides.

Let the two given Lines be h and c, and letfthe
Sum of the two Lines fought be Z : ’Tis required*
to find a Point where Z may be fo divided, as that
b. a : e. c.

Firft find m amean proportional between b and c,

which eredt perpendicularly at either end of Z

:

Draw d parallel to Z, and where it cuts the Circle
let fall m and draw R: Then, I fay, a and e are
the Segments required : For a e «== mm= b c.

& E. D.

For the Ratio of A to B, is compounded of the

Ratio of a b, to e h, and of the Ratio of a d, to

ef
But in this Cafe a b is to eh, in the very fame

Ratio as a d is to ef- and therefore the Proportion
of A to B being compounded of thofe two equal
Ratio’s, rauft be duplicate of the Ratio of their

Sides to each other that is duplicate of the Ra-
tio of a b to e h

,
or of a d to ef. E D.

COROLLARY.
Hence all Triangles, Parallelograms, Prifms,

Parallelopipeds, Pyramids, Cones and Cylinders
are to one another refpe&ively compared, in a
Proportion compounded of that of their Heights and
Bafes.

|
•

3- All Triangles, andParallelograms, Pyramids,
Prifms, and Parallelopipeds

5 alfo all Cones, and
Cylinders, each kind compared among themfelves

:

If they have equal Altitudes, are in the fame Pro-
portion as their Bafes : If they have equal Bafes,
are as their Heights.

For the Bafes or Heights, will feverally be com-
mon Efficients or Multipliers j and therefore muft
make the Produces be in the lame Proportion as

the Multiplicand was before.

Thus if the equal Altitude of any two Trian-
gles, Parallelopipeds, Cones, &c. be called a, and
their unequal Bafes b and d: Then by the 13th
of Proportion ( above ) b. d : : a b. a d.

CASE II.

Where the Difference = X is given, find m as
before

,
which ered perpendicularly at either end

ofX : Then draw R from the middle Point of X,
and with it, as a Radius, defcribe a Semicircle on
the Centre d: So lhall a -f- X be the. greater Line,
and a the leffer fought: For a -J- X, multiplied

by a = m m = b c. Q. E. D.

This Problem being of Conftant Ufe, ought to be
placed among the Elements of Geometry.

CASE I.

To find two RJght Lines, whofe Sum and Difference
is given, Reciprocally proportional to two given
Lines.

That is, in other words, if you have the Ex-
treams, and the Sum and Difference of 4 Propor-
tionals, you may find the Terms feverally.

PROBLEM II.

To find two Squares whofe Sum or Difference is given
Reciprocallyproportional to two given Squares,

* CASE
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CASE I,

Let b and c be the Sides of the Squares given,

and let S be equal to the Sum of the Squares re-

quired.

Find a fourth proportional to S b and c

;

which

fuppofe to be d : Then, by the former Problem

find a Lines reciprocally proportionable to b and c,

whofe Sum is S : As fuppofe the Segments g and h,

and draw the Lines a and e, which lhall be the

Sides of the Squares fought. For fmce S b ::c d.

(or m): Therefore by Similar Triangles, S a : : e, m.

Wherefore ex equo reciprocally b . a : :
c> Where-

fore their Squares wiH be alfo in the fame Ratl0>

&E.F.

If d, the Side of a Square, which is the Diffe-

rence of the Squares required, were given ;
make

a d. b : : c.f. a fourth proportional ; and, by the

former Problem, find 2 Lines reciprocally proporti-

onal to b and c ;
which fuppofe to be g and d + g,

whofe Difference is d: Then ered/ at Right An-

gles, and on d -{- g, defcribe a Semi-circle After

which drawing a and e, they fhall be the Sides of

the Squares required.

Of the Proportion of Solids,

Every Parallelopiped, as a g, is to a Pyramid,

g k, m n b of the fame Bafe and Height as 3 to 1.

For if you fuppofe the Altitude bg, to be divi

ded into any Number of equal parts, by Plains"’

parallel to the Bafe ; then becaufe of the Pyramids
b n gk.m b, £ F D B H A &c„ being fimilar, the

Bafes m n gk_ and HBDF, will be in a Dupli-
cate Ratio of their Altitudes b g, DA That is,

Thefe Bafes diminifh towards the Vertex in the

Proportion of the Squares of Numbers in Arith-

metical Progrelhon.

But it was proved above in Numb. 7. of Arith-

metical Progrejfion, That a Rank of fuch Quanti-

ties are Subtriple to as many, equal to the greateft ;

i. e. to fuch as compofe, or are the Elements ofthe
Parallelopiped: Wherefore the Parallelopiped to

the Pyramid, is as 3 to 1, or the former is Triple

of the Latter.
• And this muffc hold in all Prifms of what Figure

foever, in reference to a Pyramid ofthe fame Bafe
with them.

And fo alfo in the Proportion of Cones to Cylin-

ders ; for a Cone being compofed of Circles whofe
Peripheries decreafe Arithmetically, the Planes of
thofe Circles muft be a Rank of Secundans, (for

they are as the Squares of their Radius) and con-

fequently the whole Rank, or the Cone, will be 1

Subtriple of the Cylinder, which is a Rank of as

many Terms equal to the greateft.

A Cylinder, Spheroid, and Cone
, ofthe lame Bafe

and Height, are as 3, 2, and 1.

Let the Semifpheroid A T S B h i c be divided

into 3 equal Parts, as in the Figure, Then the

5 Y % Ullippf
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Ellipjis, as well as in the Circle) the AD:
SH::^GDB: DGHB; that is, as 3x3

(or 9) is to 5x1 (or $). Alfo A D : T I :

:

9:8. And thus it will be if you make never fo

many new Bifledfions ; that is, you’ll find the

Squares of the Ordinates, and confequently the

Circles made on them do decreafe by a Progreffion

of odd Numbers. But a Series of fuch a Progref-

fion is co' as many equal to greateft as 3 to 2 (by

Coral. 5 of Progrejfton Geometrical) wherefore the

Cylinder to the Spheroid is as 3 to 2, and being to

the Cone as 3 to 1. The Cylinder,
Spheroid, and

Cone are as 3,2, and 1. Q. E. D.
PROPORTIONAL Spiral Lines. See Spiral

Lines.

PROPOSITION, (in General) is a Thing pro-

pofed to be proved, made out, or demenftrated:

And in Mathematicks, is either a Theorem, or a

Problem
;
which fee.

PROPRIETATE Probanda, is a Writ that lies

for him that would prove a Property before the She-

riff •• For where a Property is alledged, a Replegiare

lieth not.

PROPTOSIS, is the Fallowing-down of fome

Part ;
as of the Eye, the Cawle, (3c.

PRO Rata. See Qneranda pro rata portionis.

PROROGUE, fignifies to prolong, or put off to

another Day. The Difference between a Proroga-

tion and an Adjournment, or Continuance of the

Parliament, is, That by the Prorogation in open

Court, there is a Seffion ; and then fuch Bills as

pa (Ted in either Houfe, or both Houfes, and had

not the Affent to them, muff at the next Affembly

begin again : For every Seffion of Parliament is in

Law a feveral Parliament ; but if it be but Ad-

journed or Continued, then there is no Seffion, and

confequently all things continued in the fame State

they were in before the Adjournment.

PROSECUTOR, in Law, is he that follows a

Caufe in another’s Name. See Promoters.

PROSODIA, is that Part of Grammar which

teaches the Quantity of Syllables, diftinguilhing

Into Long and Short, (3c.

PROSOPOPOEIA,is a violent Rhetorical Figure,

wherein the Speaker addreffeshimfelf to inanimate

Things as if they were living, and makes them

fpeak as if they had Souls.

PROSPHYS 1S, is a Coalition, or growing to-

gether, as when two Fingers are connected to each

other.

PROSTAPHERESIS , in Aftronomy ,
. is the

fame with the Equation of the Orbit, or limply

the Equation and is the Difference between the

True and Mean Motion of a Planet. The Angle

alfo made by the Lines of the Planets Mean and

True Motion, is called the Projlapherefis.

PROSTATiE, Adjlantes, or Corpora Glandulofa,

are two Glandules placed near the Paffage of the

Seed ;
which (as may be guefs’d) lubricate the

common Paffage of the Seed and Urine, and af-

ford a kind of a Vehicle to the Seminal Matter,

and are laid to provoke the Titillation in Coition :

Their Moifture being conveyed by certain little

Tubes, which terminate in the Paffage near where

the Seed is ejected, and is emitted at the fame time

with it. The Learned Bartholine has obferved

fome fuch thing in Women,
PROSTASIS, a Part of Surgery, which fills up

what is wanting ;
as we fee in hollow and fiftulous

Ulcers filled up with Flefh by Surgery. Blanchard.

PROSTHESIS, in Grammar, is in the General

a Metaplafm, and in Particular an Addition of
fome Letter or Letters to the Beginning ofaWord $
as Gnavus pro navus. This is alfo called Appofi-

tion .

PROSTOMIA, the Red-tincftured part of the
Lips. Blanchard

.

PROTECTION, in Law, hath a general and
a fpecial Signification : In the General, it is ufed
for that Benefit and Safety which every SubjeCb,
Denifon, or Alien, efpecially fecured, hath by the
King’s Laws. Protection, in the Special Significa-

tion, is ufed for an Exemption or Immunity given
by the King to a Perfon againft Suits in Law, or
other Vexations, upon Reafonable Caufes moving
him thereto. Of this, Fit^-Herbertmaketh two
kinds

; the Firft he- calls a Protection, cum claufula
volumus, whereof he mentions Four Particulars

:

i. A Protection quia profeCiurus, for him that is to
pafs over Sea in the King’s Service, 2; A Prote-

ction quia moraturus, for him that is Abroad in the
King’s Service upon the Sea, or in the Marches.
3. A Protection for the King’s Debtor ; that he be
not fued or attached ’till the King be paid his
Debt : This the Civilians call Moratcriam. 4 . A
Protection in the King’s Service beyond Sea, or in
the Marches of Scotland.

The Second Form of Protection is cum claufula
nolumus, which is granted moft commonly to a
Spiritual Company for their Immunity, from ta-
king their Cattle by the King’s Minifters : But it

' may be granted alfo to one Man Spiritual or Tem-
poral.

PROTEST, in Law, hath two divers Applica-
tions ; One is by way of Caution, to call witnefs,

(as it were) or openly to affirm, That he doth
either not at all, or but conditionally yield his Con-
fent to any A<ft, or unto the Proceeding of any
Judge in a Courtwherein his Jurifdi&ion is doubt-
ful, or to anfwer upon his Oath further than by
Law he is bound. The other is by way of Com-
plaint, to Proteft a Man’s Bill j For Example ; If I
give Money to a Merchant in Prance, taking his

Bill of Exchange to be repaid ia England by one
whom he affigneth ; if at my Coming, I find not
my felf fatisfied, bnt either delay’d or deny’d, then
I go to the Exchange, or other open Concourfe of
Merchants, and Proteft, That I am not Paid : And
thereupon, if he hath any Goods remaining in any
Man’s Hands within the Realm, the Laves of Mer-
chants is, That I be paid out of them to my full

Satisfaction.

PROTESTATION, in Law, is a Defence of
Safeguard to the Party which maketh it, from be-

ing concluded by the ACt he is about to do, that

Iffue cannot be joined by it.

PROTOPATHIA, is a Primary Dileafe, not
caufed by another.

PROTRACTING-P/w, is a fine Needle faft-

ned in a piece of Wood, Ivory, (3c. ufed to prick

off any Degrees and Minutes from the ProtraCior.

PROTRACTOR, is an Inftrutnent ufed in Sur-

veying : It is commonly made of a well polifh’d

thin piece of Brafs, and conlifteth of a Semi-circle

divided into Degrees, and a Parallelogram with
Scales upon it, and may be of any Bignefs defir’d.

But this Inftrutnent is fo well known, that there

needs no further Defcription.

Its Ufe is chiefly. To lay down an Angle of any
affigned Quantity of Degrees : Or, an Angle be-

ing Protracted
,
to find the Quantity of Degrees it

contains
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contains readily ; which is of great life in Plot-

ting, and making of Draughts,

PROVISO, is a Condition inferted into any

Deed, upon the Obfervance whereofthe Validity of

the Deed depends ; but fometimes it is only a Co-

venant. It hath alfo another Signification in Mat-

ters Judicial, as if the Plaintiff or Demandant de-

iift in profecuting an Adtion, by bringing it to a

Trial ;
the Defendant or Tenant may take out a

Venire facias to the Sheriff, which hath in it thefe

Words, Prcvifo quod, &c. to this End, That if the

Plaintiff take out any Writ to that Purpofe, the

Sheriff fhall fummon but one Jury upon them both

:

In which Cafe, we call it going to Trial by Provifo.

PROW of a Ship, is that part of her Fore-caftle

which is Aloft,
and not in the Hold ; and is pro-

perly that which is between the Chafe and the

Loaf.

PRUNELLiE Sal. See Sal PrunelU. r

PRUN IFEROUS-Trces or Shrubs, are fuch

whofe Fruit is pretty large and foft, with a Stone

in the middle ;
in this kind the Flower adheres to

the bottom of the Bafe of the Fruit.

PSAMMISMUS, a Bath of dry and warm
Sand, wherewith the Feet of Men in the Dropfy

^re dried. Blanchard.

PSEUDODIPTERON, is an ancient form ofa

Temple, compaffed about with but one row of

Pillars, andwhich Row from the Wall, is at the di-

itance ufually oftwo Rows of Pillars.

PSEUDQSTELLA, in Aftronomy, fignifies any

kind of Comet or Phenomenon newly appearing

in the Heavens like a Star.

PSOAS Magnus, or Lumhalis, is a Mufcle of

the Loins, which proceeds from all the Vertebres

of the Loins and their tranfverfe Proceffes inter-

nally and laterally, within the Cavity of the Ab-

domen • from thence delcending over the fuperior

Part of the Os Sacrum and Spine ofthe Ilium,where

it’s joined with the flefhy Fibres of the Iliacus In-

terms, with which it’s infeparablely united to their

partly Flefhy and partly Tendinous Infertions in

the inferior part of the lefler Trochanter of the

Thigh-Bone : Its ufe is, together with the Iliacus

Internus, to move the Thigh forwards.

PSOAS Parvus, is a Mufcle of the Thigh, which

arifes flefhy from the fuperior Part of the firft Ver-

tebra of the Loins, internally and laterally within

the Abdomen, immediately below the Cavity of the

Diaphragm, whence defcending obliquely inwards

towards the Pelvis Abdominis, (where it ceafes to

be Flefhy) in a manner embracing the Pfoas Mag-
nus, and is inferted with a thin, broad, ftrong Ten-
don, to that of Fart of theO/ Pubis, where it’s join’d

to the Os Ilium : This Mufcle, with its Partner

Adting, aflift the Recti Abdominis in drawing the

Off* Pubis upwards, as in raifing our felves from a

decumbent Pollute. Thus Rope-Dancers hang by

their Hands, and raife the inferior Parts of their

Bodies, to take hold of a Rope with their Feet.

Tho’ their proper Adtion is to bend the Loins,

yet their Tendons embracing the Pfoas Magnus and
Iliacus Internus, (which we have frequently obfer-

ved to extendi over the inferior Parts ) not unlike

the Fafcia Temdinofa Cubiti and Lata of the Thigh,
do alfo Corroborate them in their Adtion. Cowper.

PSOROPHTHALMY, an Ophthalmy, or In-

flammation of f.he Eyes with itching. Blanchard.

PSYCTICA, ate cooling Medicines againft the

Scab. Blanchard.

PTARMICA, or Sternutatoria
, are thofe things

PTE
which being endowed with a more piercing AcrL
mony than the Errhinaceous Medicines, do fo ex-
treamly irritate and fiirivel up the Membranes of
the Brain, thfit it fends forth the pituitous Humour
at the Noftrils, in an extraordinary meafure, and
fo caufe Sneezing. Blanchard.

'

PTERIGOPALATINUS, or Sphcenopterigopnla-

-

tinus, is a Mufcle of the Gargareon, whofe former
Appellation intimates its Progrefs and Infernon

-

the latter its Origin alfo. This arifes from the

Procefs of the QsSphcencides, and defcends accord-
ing to the length of the Interftice made by the in-

ternal Ala of the Os Spbcenoides and Mufculus Pteri

-

goidaws Internus of the lower Jaw - and becoming
Tendinous, marches over the i-rccejjus Pterigoides,

and is Inferted to the Fore-part of the Gargareon ,

The Tendon of this paffes over the Ptetigoidal

Procefs, which, like a Pully, gives it a different

Power from that of the Sphanopalatinus, tho’ they
have both their Origin from the Place. Wherefore,
contrary to that, This draws the Gargareon down-
wards ; which Contrivance in Nature is no lefs

remarkable, than any of thofe where the like Ar-
tifice of a Trochlea is made ufe of.

PTERIGOPHARYNGiEUS,is a Mufcle which
arifesthin and flefhy from both the Prerigoidal Pro-
ceffes of the Os Cuneiforme * alfo from the Root of
the Tongue, and Extremities of the Os Byaides ^

from thefe places its flefhy Fibres run in a femi-

circular manner, embracing the fuperior and back
Part of the glandulous Membrane of the Fauces,

where they meet in a middle Line. When this-

Mufcle ads, it brings the middle or back Part of
the Fauces towards a Plain, by which means, the
TonfilU, together with the reft ofthe Glandules, are
compreft in the Evacuation of their Mucus, to join
with the Aliment in its defcent into the Stomach in

Deglutition
; and at other times to promote Screa-

ticn, in which this Mufcle is the chief Inftrument i

That the Tonfilie approach towards each other, is

obfervable, when we infpedl thefe Parts in living
Perfons.

PTERIGOSTAPHILINUS Externus
, is a

Mufcle which moves the Vvula, arifing from a
fmall Protuberance upon the under fide of the
Body of the Os Spbcenoides

, and goes diredtly to
be inferted into the hinder part of the Vvula-

>

PTERIGOSTAPHILINUS Internus, is a Mu-
ch which moves the Vvula, arifing from a fmall
Protuberance of the Os Sphcenoides, and growing
into a fmall round Tendon, which paffes cvefm.
fmall Procefs like a Hook, of the Procejfus Pteri-

goidieus, from thence reverting, it’s inferted into the
Fore- part of the Vvula.

PTERYGIUM, is the wing or round rifing of
the Nofe or Eye, or the procefs of the Bone Sphce-

noides, which is like a Wing, Alfo a membranous
Excrefcence above the horney Tunic of the Eye,
call’d Vnguis and Vngula, growing for the nsoft

part from the inner Corner, towards the Apple of.

the Eye, and often obfeuring it, Blanchard.

PTERYGOID^AUS Internus and Externus, are

two Mufcles arifing from the Procejfus Pterygcides
,

or Aliformis of the Os Sphc.nvdes. Their ufe is to

move the Jaw from fide to fide.

PTERYSTAPHYLINI, are Mufcles oftheTA*-
la or Gargareon, and were fo named by Riclanus

;

but the Accurate Dr. Croon changed their nafces

into Sphcenopalatinus and Fterigopalatinus, or Sphce-

nopterigopalatinus. (See thofe Words.) Their ufe

is to give various Motions to the Vvula,

PUSANA,
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PTISANA, Ptifan, is a Deco&ion of Pearl-

Barley, Liquorifti, Raifins, &c. being a cooling

pleafant Drink for one in a Fever, and much ufed

by the French.

PTYLOSIS, is a Difeafe when the Brims of the

Eye-lids being grown thick, the Hairs of the Eye-

brows fall off. Blanchard.

PUBIS OS- See PeCtinis Os.

PUDDINGS, in a Ship, are Ropes nailed to the

Arms of the Main and Fore-Yards, near the ends,

and then at 3 or 4 due diftances inwards one from

another, in order to keep the Robbins from galling

or wearing afunder upon the Yards, when the

Topfai 1-Sheets are haled home.

They callalfo thofe Ropes which are-wound a-

bout the Rings of Anchors to lave the Clinch of the

Cable from being galled with the Iron, by this

name. So that when the Ring is fo ferved, ris

called the Pudding of the Anchor.

PUD1CM Plants, the fame with fenfitive Plants,

which fee.

PUGILLUS, is an handful of any Herbs. Ci-

thers Interpret it, as much as may be taken up

with the Thumb a-nd two Fingers.

PUISNE, or Puny -

3
the Lawyers term for

Younger.
PULMONARIA Arteria, or Vena Arteriofa, is

a Veflel in the Breaft, ariling immediately out of

the Right Ventricle of the Heart ;
its Mouth is not

fo large as that of the Cava
;

it has three Valves,

called Segmoidales or Semilunares. Its ufe is to car-

ry the Blood from the right Ventricle of the

Heart to the Lungs, and its Coat is double, like

that of the Artertes.

PULMONARIA Vena, or Arteria Vencfa, is a

Veil'd of the Heart, which difcharges it felf thro’

the left Auricle into the Ventricle of the fame fide

;

for after it has accompanied the Wind-pipe an<^

Arteria Pulmonaris in all their branchings in the

Lungs j and by its fmall twigs, has received the

Blood out of the Artery, all thefe twigs are united

firft into two Trunks (vi%. the Right and Left) af-

terwards into one, which opens into the left Ven-

tricle of the Heart. This Vein hath no valve in it,

except that at its opening into the left Ventri-

cle, where at its Orifice are placed two Membra-

nous Valves, called Mitrales from their form re-

fembling, when joined, fomething of a Mitre.Thefe

are very ftrOng and firm, to fuftain the violent mo-

tion of the Blood, and to hinder it from returning

back again into this Vein, and to dired its courfe

to the Aorta, whofe Orifice opens in the Syfiole of

the Ventricle.

PULMONARY Vejfels, are thofe which carry

the Blood from the Heart to the Lungs, and back a-

gain, being two in number, visp the Pulmonary Vein,

and the Pulmonary Artery, which fee.

PULPA, is the fieftty part of Fruits, Roots, or

other Bodies, which is Extracted by Infufion or

Boiling, and paffing through a Sieve ; as the Pulp

of Tamarinds, CaJJia, Althea, Dates, &c.

PULSE, by the Mathematical Naturalifts, is

the term ufed for that Stroak with which any Me
dium is affedcd by the motion of Light, Sound, &c.

through it.
•

And the Admirable Sir If. Nevoton demonltrates,

lib. 1 . mop. 48. Princip. That the Velocities of the

Pulfes,
J

in an Elaftick Fluid Medium (whofe Ela-

fticity is proportionable to its Denfity) are in a

Ratio, compounded of half the Ratio of the Ela-

ftick force- directly, and half the Ratio of the Den-

*

fity Inverfely. So that in a Medium, whofe Ela-
fticity is equal to its Denfity, all Pulfes will be e~

qually fwift.

PULSUS, the Pulfe, is the immediate Index of
the Heart, by the mediation whereof, the Blood is

diffufed through the whole Body, and is different-

ly affeded thereby, according to the different In-
flux of the Animal Spirits

; the Motion whereof is

chiefly to be attributed to the circular and dired
Fibres. Others affirm it to be the dilatation and
contradion of the Heart and Blood. A Pulfe is

either natural or preternatural • of the former we
have fpoken already ; the latter is fuch as is dif-

ferent, according to the different Circumftances of
the Fibres and Animal Spirits; to wit,firong, veeak. v

fwift, flow, equal, unequal, intermittent, &c.
PULSES, according to Dr. Ahercromhy

,
are ei-

ther,

Pulfe Unequal, is either in relped of time or

ftrength; that is, either it ftrikes quicker and
flower, orelfe ftrongerand weaker.

Pulfe Interrupted, is when the flfoaks are much
Imaller than ufual, or their Intervals much grea-

ter.

Pulfe Intenfe, is that whofe ftroakis very hard,'

(the parts as it were upon a bent) or elfe this

ftrength is made up with the multiplicity and fre-

quency of lefs Mications, as in the heights of Fe-
vers.

Pulfe femifs, is that whofe ftroaks are lefs quick,

or lefs ftrong, and in Sicknefs fliews more danger

than the other.

Pulfe Superficial, is that which fliews an exad
Temperament of Body, as alfo a free and merry
Temper of Mind.

Pulfe Deep, fhews a difpofition to Melancholy,

Afthma’s, Lethargy, (fc. and is more frequent in

the Aged than the Young.
Pulfe Leaping, is faid to portend no great

danger.

Pulfe Trembling, fhews great Extremity.

Pulfe Wandring , is that which is fometimes felt

in one place, and fometimes in another, and fome-
times no where, and is never but a few Minutes
before Death.

PULSION, is the driving or impelling of any
thing forward. See Attraction.

PULVERIZATION, is reducing any Body in-

to a fine Pouder, which is done by beating Friable

Bodies in a Mortar ; but to Pulverize Malleable

ones, or fuch as will fpread under the Hammer,
fome other Helps and Artifices muft be made ufe

of. To Pulverise Tin and Lead, proceed thus r

Get a round wooden Box, which rub well with

Chalk all over on the infide ; then melt the Metal,

and pouring a little of it nimbly into the Box, fhuc

the Lid, and fhake the Box ftrongly and quick,

and the Metal will be reduced by it into a Pou-

der. And this is a very ufeful thing to know, tho
s

it be plain and eafie ; becaufe by this means, thefe

Metals are rendred fit for feveral Operations, and

will eafily be mixed with Salts or other things.

PULVIS Fulminans. Mix well together three

Parts of common Salt-petre, two parts of Salt of

Tartar, and one ofcommon Brimiione, all finely

pondered. Take half a Dram or a Dram of this

Mixture, put it upon a Fire-fhovel over a gentle

Fire, fo that it may hear, and appear to melt and

change Colour gently, and in about half a quarter

of an Hour it will go off with a terrible Noife, as

great 1

\
I
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great as that of a Musket, and yet without dan-

ger to any Perfon in the Room * for its force is

chiefly downwards. The reafon of this Effedt ap-

pears to be, that the Fixt Salt of Tartar doth fo

lock up the Spirits of the Nitre and Sulphur, that

they cannot get loofe without breaking their Pri-

fons,which when the Fire hath aflifted and enabled

them to do, they do it with very great violence and

noife.

PUMP Brake
, at Sea, is the Handle ofthe Pump,

as

PUMP Can, is the Bucket whereby they pour

Water into the Pump to fetch it and make it work
when they intend to ufe it. And.

PUMP Vale, is the Trough by which the Water
runs from the Pump along the Ship-fid es, that it

may go out at the Scorer-holes.

PUNCTUM Lachrymale. See Lachrymale

PunElum.

PUNCTUM Saliens : In the growth of an Egg,

you fee a little Speck or Cloud as it were in the

innermoft Tunic of it, called Amnios, which grow-

ing gradually thicker, acquires a kind offlimy Mat-
ter, in the middle whereof you fee firft this Pun-

Bum Saliens, (a littl e Speck thatfeemsto leap) after-

ward the rude body of an Embryo
,
which tends

every day more and more to Perfection. Blanchard.

PUNY. See Puifne.

PUPILLA, or Pupula
}
is the opening of the Tu-

nic of the Eye, called "Uvea, or Choroides • it is

round in a Man, and is capable of being contracted

or dilated like a Mufcle, according to the different

degree ofLight the eye is expofed to.

PUPPIS Vena, is that Vein which fpreads it felf

about the hinder part of the Head.
PURCHASE : This word hath the fame fence

at Sea as Draw has a- Shore; thus they fay, The

Capftan Purchafes apace ; that is, draws in the Ca-

ble apace. And when they cannot draw or hale in

any thing with the Tackle, they fay, The Tackle

•mill not Purchafe.

PURFLEW ; the term in Heraldy to exprefs

Ermines ,
Pean, or any of the Furrs when they com-

pofe a Bordure round a court of Arms. Thus they

fay he Beareth Gules, a Bordure Purflew, Verry

meaning that the Bordure is Verry.

PURGATION, Purging, is an Excretory Mo-
,, tion quick and frequent, proceeding from a quick

and orderly Contraction of the Carneous Fibres of

the Stomach and Inteftines, whereby the Chyle

and Excrements, and corrupted Humors, either

bred or fent there from other Parts are protruded

from Part to Part, till they be quite excluded the

Body. Blanchard.

PURGATION, in Law, is the clearing of a

Man’s felfof a Crime whereof he is generally fuf-

peCted, and of the fame accufed before the Judge;
and is either Canonical or Vulgar. The Canonical,

is that which is prefcribed by Canon-Lam
, the

Form thereof is ufually thus in the Spiritual Court

:

The Man fufpeded takes his Oath, that he is clear

of the Fault objeCted, and brings fo many of his

honeft Neighbours, being not above Twelve, as

the Court (hall aflign him, to Swear upon their

Confcience and Credulity, that he Sweareth truly.

Vulgar Purgation, was by Fire or Water, or by
Combat, ufed both by Infidels and Chriftians, till

by the Canon Law abolifhed : But Combat may
be ftill praCtifed by the Laws ofthe Realm in Cau-
fes doubtful, and where there is want of Evidence

and other Proof, if the Defendant chufe rather the

Combat than other Tryah

PURIFICATION of a Metal, in Cymiltryv
fignifies its being purged or cleanfed from the mix-
ture of all other Metals.

'Tis chiefly ufed about Gold and Silver. The
belt

Purification of Gold, is by Antimony, in this

manner : Put the Gold in a Crucible, make it red
hot, and when it begins to melt,, pour upon it by
degrees four times its weight ofAntimony in Pow-
der ; the Gold will prefently melt ; continue a very

ftrong Fire till you perceive the Metal to fparkle;

then take the Crucible out of the Fire, and knock
it, that the Goldmay fink to the bottom ; break it

when ’tis cold, and feparate the fine Gold, Which
is called the Regule, from the drofly Part.

After this melt the Regule again over a ftrong

Fire in a Crucible, and when it begins to melt,

throw into it, by little and little, three times its

weight of Salt-Peter • continue a very ftrong Fire to

keep the matter in conftant Fufion ; and when the

Fumes are all gone, and the Metal appears .bright

and clear, caft it into an Iron Mortar greafed and
warmed ; or elfe if you don’t value the Crucible,

leave it in that to cool, and break the Crucible be-

fore ’tis quite cold, and then feparate the Regule
from its Drofs remaining at the top, the Gold will

be very pure.

There are feveral other ways of Purifying Gold,

as the Depart and Cementation, which fee under

thofe words : But this is the beft of all.

Red Gold is lefs valuable, as containing moft
Copper; the Yellow is better, and it fhould re-

main Yellow while ’tis in the Fire.

Purifcation of Silver, is made in the Coppel

thus

:

Heat the Coppel gently and by degrees, till it

grow red hot, then caft into it four or five times as-

much Lead as you defign to Purifie Silver : The
Lead will loon melt and fill the fides of the Cop-
:>el ; then put the Silver into the midft of the mel-
ted Lead, and it alfo will prefently melt

; then lay

Wood all about and over the Coppel, and blow
the Flame fo thatit may reverberate on the Mat-
ter, the Impurities of which, will by this means *

mix with the Lead, and the Silver will remain pure
and unmixed in the middle of the Coppel ; and the

Lead,mixed with the Drofly Parts ofthe Silver, will

lie on the fides like a Scum : This Scum is to be ta-

ked off with a Spoon or other Inftrument, and is

what is called Litharge, which according to the\

degree of the Calcination it hath endured, is of di-\

vers Colours, and fometimes is called Litharge of

Gold, and fometimes Litharge of Silver.

PURLUE, or Purlieu, from the French Pur, i e.

Purus, and Lieu, i. e. Locus, is all that Ground near

any Foreft, which being anciently made Foreft, is

afterwards, by Perambulations, fevered again from

the fame, and exempted from that Servitude that

was formerly laid upon it : And he that Walketh

or Gourfeth within that Circuit, is not liable to the

Laws and Penalties incurred by them which Hunt
within the Precindts of the Foreft.

PURPURE, the Heralds Terra

for a Colour conflfting of much
Red and a little Black : And this

Term is ufed in the Coats of all

Perfons below the degree ofNo-
ble ; but in the Coats of Noble-
men, ’tis called Amethifl ; and in

thofe of Sovereign Princes, ’tis

’Tis expreffed in Engraving by
Lines

called Mercury.



Lines drawn athwart the Efcutcheon, beginning at

the Dexter Point.

PURSER, an Officer in a King’s Ship, who re-

ceives her Victuals from the Victualler, and is to

take care that it be in good Condition, and well

laid up and {lowed : His Office is alio to keep a

Lift of the Men and boys belonging to tfye Ship,

and to fet down exactly the Days of each Man’s

admittance into Pay, that fo the Pay-Mafter or

Treafurer ofthe Navy may iflue out his Disburfe-

ments, and Pay Men off according to the Purfers

Books.
PURSUIVANT. See Pourfuivant.

PURVEYANCE. See Pourveyance
,

PURVEYOR. See Pourveyor.

PUTREFACTION, is a flow kind of Corrup-

tion in Bodies, wrought generally by the moifture

of the Air, or fame other ambient Fluid, which

penetrating unto the Pores of Bodies,and being agi-

tated in them, doth fetch or force out fome of the

more lubtil and agile Parts of Bodies, loofen and dif-

locate the Parts in general one from another, and

thereby quite change the Texture, and fometimes

the Figure of the Mixt, from what it was before,

PUTTOCKS, or Puttock. Shrowds, are fmall

Shrowds which go from the Shrowds of the Main-

Maft, Fore malt, and Miffen-Maft, to the Top-

Malt Shrowds. And if there be any Top Gallant-

Mafts on the Top-Mafts, there are Puttockj to go

from the Top-Maft Shrowds into thofe. Thefe

Puttockj are at the Bottom feized to a Staff or to

fome Rope which is feized to a Plate of Iron, or to

a Dead-man’s Eye, to which the Laniards of the

Fore-Maft Shrowds do come.

PYCNOSTYLE, in Architecture, is a Building

where the Pillars Hand very clofe one to another,

one diameter and a half of the Column being only

allowed for the Intercolumniation.

PYLORUS, or Janitor, is the lower Orifice of

the Ventricle, which lets the Meat out of the Sto-

mach into the Inteftines
;
Dr kVAlis calls the be-

ginning of the Pylorus, where its Coats are thickeft,

the Antrum.

PYRAMID, in Geometry, is a Solid Figure

whofe Bafe is a Polygon
,
and whofe Sides are plain

Triangles, their feveral Tops Meeting together in

one Point.

The So' id Content of

A Pyramid, is= to f of the Perpendicular Al-

titude multiplied by the Bafe ; becaufe a Pyra-

mid is | of a Prifm of the fame Height and Bafe.

7 e ii Eucl. which fee alfo proved under theWord
Parallelepiped (the fame with PrifmJ
The fuperficial Area of a Pyramid, is found by

adding the Area of all the Triangles, whereof the

Sides of the Pyramid confift, into one fum : For,

the whole external Surface (except the Bafe) ofany

Pyramid, is nothing but a Syftem of as many Tri-

angles, as the Pyramid has Sides.

If a Pyramid be cut with a Plane Parallel to the

Bafe, the Surface of that Truncated Pyramid com-

prehended between the Parallel lanes, is found by

SubftraCHng the Surface of the Pyramid cut offfront
the Surface of the whole Pyramid.

Alfo, the external Surface of a right Pyramid
,

that ftands on a regular Polygon Bale, is equal ter

a Triangle, whofe Altitude is equal to the Altitude
of one ofthe Triangles which compofe it, and its

Bafe to the whole Circumference of the Bafe ofthe
Pyramid.

Whence therefore the Surface of a right Conef
(for a Cone is but a Pyramid of infinite Sides) is

equal to a Triangle, whofe Height is the fide of
the Cone and the Bafe equal to the Circumference
ofthe Bafe of the Cone.

PYRAMIDALIA, are Veffels which prepare the
Seed, of which in their proper Place. Alfo Mu-
ffles of the Noftrils, and of the Abdomen, called
Pyramidales, or of a Pyramidical Figure. Alfo two
Strings of Marrow about the Bafis of the oblonga-
ted Marrow.
PYRAMIDALIA Corpora. See Corpora Pyrami

-

dalia,

PYRAMIDALIS, Jive Succenturiatus Mufcuius,
one of the Muffles of the Abdomen, lying on the
ReCtus, helping in conjunction with the reft, to
comprefs the Abdomen, and to exclude its Con-
tents : Mr. Cowper thinks it to have alfo a peculiar
ufe in comprefling the Bladder.

PYRAMIDOID. See Parabolic
1^ Pyramidoid.

PYRIFOMIS, Seu Iliacuy Externus, is a Mu-
ffles of the Thigh which receives itsfirftName from
its Figure, the fecond from its Situation

; Its be-
ginning is round and flelhy from the inferior and
internal Part of the Os Sacrum

, where it relpedts the
Pelvis of the Abdomen, and defeending obliquely in
the great Sinus of the Os Ilium

,
above the Acute

Procefs of the Ifchium, and joining with the Glu-
teus Medius, it’s inferred by a round Tendon to
the fuperior Part of the Root of the Great Trochanter.

This moves the Os Femoris fomewhat upwards and
turns it outwards.

PYROTECHNICK-ART, is the Artof Chymi-
ftry, fo called from the Greek Tug Fire, and Tzyya
Art 5 becaufe Fire is the chief Inftrument the Chy-
mift makes ufe of in the feparating and collecting

the purer Subftances of mixt Bodies.

PYROTECHNIA, the fame with Cbymia.
PYROTICA, or Vrentia, are Medicines vir-

tually Hot, which being applied to humane Bodies,
grow extreamly hot j becaufe that having Particles

and Pores fo ordered, that Vapours and Humours
infinuating into them, the fubtil Matter finds fuch
Paffages, that it being moved extream violently,

forces certain earthy, hard, and acute Particles,

which float in the Paffages upon the Neighbouring
Parts with great Impetuofity, and fo excites an
Heat which corrupts or changes differently, accor-
ding to the diverfity of its Motion and the Particles,

that are moved. Such are things that caufe Red-
nefs, that Blifter, that Ripen or Rot, that clofe up,

and bring Wounds to a Cruft, and that pull Hairs
out ofthe Body. Blanchard.

PYRRICHIUS, is the foot of a Latin Verfe
confifting of two Syllables, and both fhort.

PYTHA-
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PYTHAGOREAN Syfiem, is the fame with the

Copernican but is fo called, as being maintained
by Pythagoras and his Followers, and therefore is

the moft ancient of any. In this the Sun is fuppo-

fed at reft in the Centre of our Syftem of Planets,

and the Earth to be carried round him annually in

a Track or Path between Venus and Mars. I ftiall

only add here an account how
The Phenomena of Day and Night

,
and the

’viciffitud.es of Seafons are accounted for, according

to the Pythagorean Syftem, where the Earth moves
round the Sun.

Let T 69 & VS repreleht the Earth’s Annual
Orbit Round the Sun at 0. The Plane of which
Orbit if Infinitely produced among the Fixt Stars,

will defcribe that Circle which we call the Eclip-

tick. In this Orbit, let the Earth be fuppofed to

move from T to Q next to ir, and let the Earth
be Reprefented by the Epicicles NAiESQN, in

which N and are S the North and South Poles,

and the Line N S the Earth’s Axis always keeping
Parallel to it felf; and M Q_, the Equator, whole
Plane is inclined to the Ecliptick With an Angle of
23° 30', which is the Complement of 66° 30',

the Angle that the Earth’s Axis
(
perpendicular to

rhe Plane of the Equator ) makes with the Eclip-

tick.

Suppofe then the Earth in ~ ( then will the Sun
appear to be in Y, the firft Point of its Annual

Orbit ) and the Earth io turning it felf to the Sun
that the Axis of its motion may be Perp endiculaf

to a Line drawn from the Center of the Sun to

that of the Earth, then will the Earth’s Equator
appear Coincident with the Celeftial Equino&ial j

and will the Sun appear to be juft in the middle
between the two Poles, and to fend his Light
equally towards both of them, and as far as both
of them ( for the Sun always Illuminates one half
of the Globe.) Wherefore as that Hemifphere of
it (vi%. TNLCP ) which is now turned to-

wards him, is Enlightned, fo the other (behind) is

now fuppofed to be in Darknefs. And fcecaufe the

Earth revolves round its Axis N S in 24 Hours,,

which Axis is how at Right-Angles With the Line
T G A connecting the Centres of the Earth
and Sun. Every Point of the Equator JE (S, and
of the Tropicks T C and G P, and of all other

Parallels to the Equator
,

will be as much in the

Light as in the Dark in every Diurnal Revolution;
and confequently the Days and Nights will be
Equal, at that Time, all over the Earth.-

But as the Earth moves further on in the Annual
Orbit towards T and the Plane of the Terre-
ftrial Equator will-be then no more direCI to the

Sun, but will Subfide towards the South, and
therefore the Sun will appear ro go as much to-

ward the North Pole, and as it were from the

Equator in the Heavens
;
for the Earth being ap*

5 Z patently
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Parently at Reft, its Equator will be fo too, and

confequently the Celeftial Equinoctial will appeal

to change from its pofition by a diurnal Motion
and the Sun will appear to move alfo, becaufe it

Changes its pofition in refpeCt to the Equinoctial

in the Heavens. And the Sun’s Light which be-

fore reached juft as far as the Poles N and
S, will now go beyond N, and will fall as much
fhort of S.

But when the Earth is come to VS, the Sun then

will appear to be in 2?, where he will feem moft

of all to decline from the Equator towards the

North, vi%. as much as is the Angle of Inclination

between the Plane of the Equator and that of the

Ecliptick ; and the Sun will then feem to move all

Day in the Circle T C, which is a Parallel to the

Equator, at 23
0 30 diftance, and is called the Tro-

pick of 69. The Earth being thus pofited
,
’tis ap-

parent that the Sun’s Rays enligthning always one

half of it will now reach beyond the Pole N, as

far as L, and fall fhort of the Southern Pole S, by
the Ark S M = to L N= to 23° 30' the Incli-

nation of the Ecliptick to the Equator ; and there-

fore if 2 leffer Circles are imagined to be there

drawn on the Earth, they will be the Polar Circles

as A L and M G : And ’tis plain that that part of

the Earth which lies between the Polar Circle A L
and the Pole will enjoy perpetual Day, notwith-

ftanding the Earch’s diurnal Motion, as the op-

pofite Part within the AntarClick Circle M G will

be in continual Darknefs. The Earth being thus

in VS, and the G appearing in S, ’tis plain alfo that

of every Circleparallelto the Equator in the North-

QUA
ern Hemifphere, the greateft Part or more than a
Semicircle will be Illuminated ; but from the E~
quator towards the South Pole, the greateft Part of
every Parallell will be in Darknefs : Wherefore in

all Places lying to the Northward of the Equator,
the Days will be longer than the Nights; that is,

it will be Summer; as in the Southern Hemifphere
the Nights willbe longer than the Days, where it

will be Winter • and this in proportion to the
Place s diftance from the Equator : But to thofe
who Live under the Equator, or the Line, ( as the
Seamen call it) the Days and Nights will be Equal
now, and at all times of the Year.
The Earth moving on in its Annual Orbit from

VS into ££) X, and fo to T it will arrive at the
other Equinoctial Point, and then the Sun will ap-
pear to be in and all things will be the fame as
when the Earth was in £s, which hath been above
deliver’d.

The Earth going on in its Orbit from Q, to 2I»

and fo to 69, the Sun will then appear to be in
VS and confequently in the Winter Tropick, as we
call it in reference to our Pofition toward the
Sun: And now the ftate of things with us will

be the Reverie of what it was when the Earth
was in VS, our Nights will be longer than our
Days, &c. as appears from the Figure ; and it

will fare with us Inhabitants of the Northern He-
mifphere, in all refpedls , as it did then with the
Inhabitants of the Southern.

PYXIS, is the Cavity of the Hip-Bone, which
is called Acetabulum.

---
.
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QUADRANGLE, or Quadrangular Figure, in

__
Geometry, is that which hath no more than

four Angles.

QUADRANT, is an Arch which is the fourth

Part of a Circle, containing 90 degr. And often-

times the fpace contained between a Quadrantal

Ark and two Radius perpendicular one to ano-

ther in the Centre of the Circle, is called a Qua-

drant ;
from the Figure of which the following

Xnftrument takes its name, which is called a

Quadrant
,
and is a very ufeful and ready Inftru-

ment, when well made, for many Operations. The
Limb of it is divided into 60 Degrees, and as ma-

ny Parts of a Degree as the bignefs of the Inftru-

rnent will bear, and this by means of a String and

Plummet, (or Label, if it be a fcrewed Limb) gives

you the Sun’s Altitude, or that of any Star or other

ObjeCl above the Horizon, reckoned from that

edge of the Quadrant where the Sights are not

placed. In Collins Quadrant ,
this Limb is alfo

divided into Time, and numbred accordingly, and

then it ferves very readily to find the Sun’s right

Afcenfion either in Degrees or Time, and to fhew

the Hour of the Day there to a Minute
,
by his

Altitude. Next to the Limb, in Gunters Qua-
drant, is the Calendar of the Months placed ; but

in Collins ’tis put in four little Quadrantal Arks

next the Centre of the Inftrument, having an Ark
alfo of the Sun’s Declination fitted thereunto

$ fo

that the String laid to the Day of the Month, will

ftiew phe Declination; or laid to the Declina-

tion, will give the Day of the Month, in
the Quadrantal Ark proper for that Seafon of the
Year. Next below this, in Mr. Collins Quadrant,
(which I judge tobethebeft) is the Projection,
which is a 4th Part of Stofflers Afirolabe, inverted
and fitted to the Latitude of London ; of which
thofe Lines which run from the Right Hand to-

wards the Left are Parallels of Altitude, and thofe

which crofs them are Azimuths. In the Project-

ion are drawn the two Eclipticks, with the Cha-
racters of the Signs upon them, and the two Ho-
rizons, all ifluing from the fame Point ; and up
and down in the Projection are placed fuch emi-
nent fixed Stars, as are between the Tropicks.
Next below the Projection is the Quadrat and Line
of Shadows, being only a Line of Natural Tan-
gents to the Arks of the Limb ; and by its help,
the heights of Towers

, Steeples , &c. may be
pretty exactly taken.

_

QUADRANT of Altitude, is part of the Fur-
niture of an Artificial Globe, being a thin Brafs

Plate divided into 90 degrees, and marked up-
wards with 10, 20, 30, &c. being Rivetted to a
Brafs Nutt which is fitted to the Meridian, and
hath a Screw in it, to fcrew upon any degree of
the Meridian : when it is ufed, tis moft commonly
fcrew’d to the Zenith. Its Ufe is for meafuring
Altitudes

, to find Amplitudes and Azimuths, and
defcribing Ahnicanters.

QUADRANT
*

Agronomical, fee Agronomical
Quadrant.

QUA-
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QUADRANT Triangular, See Triangular Qua-

drant.

QUADRANTAL Triangle, is a Spherick Tri-

angle, one of whofe Sides ( at leaft ) is a Qua-
drant and one Angle Right.

QUADRAT, and Line of Shadows on a Qua-

drant, are only a Line of natural Tangents to the

Arks of the Limb, and are placed there in order

to Meafure Altitudes readily , for it will always

be
;

as Radius to. the Tangent of the Angle of

Altitude at the Place of Obfervation ; ( that is,

xo the Parts of the Quadrat or Shadows cut by

the String ) : : fo is the diftance between the Sta-

tion and Foot of the Objed to its height above

the Eye,

Quadratic4 Equations*

QUADRATICK Equations, are fuch as retain

on the unknown Side, the fquare of the Root or

Number fought ; and are of two forts.

I. Simple Quadratic!{s, where the Square of the

unknown Root is equal to the abfolute Number
given, as£« = 36, ee— 146, yy = 133215.
And for the Solution of thofe, there needs only to

Extract the Square Root out of the known Num-
ber, and that is the Value of the Root or Quan-
tity fought : Thus the Value ofa in the Firft Equa-
tion is equal to 6, in the Second e = 1 2 and a lit-

tle more, it being a furd Root. And in the Third
Exampley— 365.

II. Adfefted Quadratickj, are fuch as have be-

tween the higheft Power of the unknown Number 1

and the abfolute Number given, fome intermedi-

ate Power of the unknown Number, as a a 2
b a = 100.

And this Equation is properly called AdfcBed j

becaufe the unknown Root a is Multiplied into the

Coefficient 2 b.

The Original of AdfcBed Equations, the Ingeni-

ous Mr. Harriot thus derives : Let a be= -+- b, or

a = — c, then by Tranfpofition will a—b= o,

and a -f- c == o. And then Multiplying one by
another, the Produd is a a — ab + c a— b c

And this he properly calls an Original Equation.

From which or others of the fame kind
,

Tranf-

pofing b c over to the other fide with a contrary

Sign, he gains fuen an Equation as this, a a—
ab + c a rzzb c, which he calls a Canonical E-
quation.

\

And from hence
, by putting Examples in all

Cafes, he fhews
,

than every poffihle QuadraticA
Equation hath two real Ryots, according to the Di-

mensions of the higheft Power; as being made up
by the Multiplication onsyo fimple Equations. And
that thefe two Roots rnaybe,either both Affirma-

tive or both Negative, and tharfometimes they

are equal to each other, and fometimes not. And
from hence he finds, that the abfolute Number b c

is always the Reftangle of the two Roots b and c,

(or of the two Values of a): And that if it have a
pofitive Sign, the two Roots have like Signs, but
if a Negative one unlike.

And, That the Coefficient of the middle Term is

always, the Aggregate ofboth the Roots with contrary

Signs', and confequently their Difference, when
without its Sign. See more in his Second Seftion,

and irj Wallis s Algebra, p. >>132, &c.

QUA
And when in fuch kind of Quadraticks as thefe,

the Index or Exponents of the Dimenfions of the
unknown Root are in Arithmetical Proportion, that
is, as in this Equation, a a -f z b a = 1 00, the
Index of a a is 2, the Index of 2 b a is r, and the
Index of 100 is o

; then may the Root be eafily
found out by the following Method,

All Equations of this Rank will be in one of
thefe three Forms.

a a -f- a =: d R f * Some make four Forms
,

a u— a d zxsR. < but at long run it comes
a s—' a a xzlf (. to thefame thing.

.
In all which Forms, R, the ablolute Number

given, is a R edangle or Produd made out of the
two Quantities or Roots fought, a Greater and a
Leffer.

Of which in the Firjl Form, where all is Affir-
mative, the Coefficient d is the Difference between
thofe two Quantities or Roots ; and a is the Lef
fer of them, as is plain if you fuppofe the two
Roots fas Oughtred doth) to be a the greater,
and e the Leffer. For then let d= x be the Dif-
ference between them : So that e + x = a . if-

then you Multiply each Part by e
, it will be e e

+ e x= a e ; from whence it appears alfb plain-
ly, that a e is equal to R, the abfolute Number
given, or equal to the Redangle of the two
unknown Roots a and e, of which in this Form,
the Coefficient x or d is equal to the Difference be-
tween them, and e is the Leffer of therm

In the Second Form, The Coefficient d is the
Difference of the two Roots as before, but a there
reprefents the Greater of them

, as is plain by
putting (becaufe the Sign is Negative) a— x— e,

and Multiplying each Part by a, it produces a a— ax=.ae, the fecond Form, where x or d
the Coefficient is the Difference of the two un-
known Roots 3 and a reprefents the greater of
them.

In the Third Form, where the higheft Power is

Negative, the Coefficient s is the Sum of the two
Quantities or Roots fought ; and a the Affirmative
Root fought, may be either the Bigger or the Lef-
fer of them. For let ( becaufe the higheft Power
is Negative) % —- a= e; then Multiplying both'
by a it will \a— a a= ae= R. or if — e had
been put equal to a, then it would have been % e— e e= a e, by Multiplying all by e.

.

So that this Method fhews you the Original
Conftitution of thefe Forms, and the Nature and
Office of each Member of them.

From all which may be found this general Ca-
non for the Solution of Quadratick Equations,
according to this Method-

Multiply the abfolute Number by 4, arid to
the Produd add the Square of the Coefficient,
then Extrad the Square Root of that Sum : Which
Root fhall be the Sum of the two Numbers
fought. Then to or from the half of that Root,
Add and Subftrad half the Coefficient, and the
Sum and Remainder are the two Roots required.

_

For the particular Solution of Adfeded Quadra-
ticks there are three Ways.
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I. That of Oug'htredj who proceeds in this

Method.

In all the three Forms, there is given either the

Rectangle and Summ, or the ReEtangle and. Diffe-

rence of the two unknown Quantities; whence
S

tis very eafie to find either the Difference in the for-

mer, or the Summ in the latter Cafe: And then

having the Summ and Difference of any two un-

known Quantities, the Quantities themfelves will

foon be known. «~

Thus in the firft Form, let a a -f- d a = R.

Here is given R, the Redangle of the Roots,

d their Difference ; and his known that a repre-

fents the leffer of them. Let S ftand for the Summ
to be fought.

Let a + e = S and a.—. e = d, Then a a f-

1 a e e e — S S , and a a— la e e e — dd,

Subftrad the latter from the former, and there re-

mains only 4 e= 4 R. Wherefore S S

—

dd= 4 R.
You may therefore by Simple Algebra find that

4 R = S S— dd, and confequently that 4 R +
d d ~ S S, and therefore S is known ; and then

having S and d, a the leffer Root will be known
too, for 4 S —-i dz=za.

Again, in the fecond Form. Let a a— a d= R.

Here d and R ( as before ) the Difference and

Redangle of the two Roots are given ; and a the

greater of them; wherefore his eafie to find S the

Summ, and then 4 S -f 4 d= a.

In the third Form, where S a --- a a — R.

There is given the Coefficient S= Summ of the

unknown Roots, R the Redangle between them

;

and a may be either the bigger or leffer of them

;

Here therefore to find d the Difference.

Becaufe S S —d d= 4 R, therefore S S -{- 4 R
t=dd, and confequently d is known ; and then

4 S -f 4 d= greater, and 4 S— 4 d= leffer.

II. The Solution of Adfccied Quadratic4.
Equations

,

by the Method of Compleafing the Square.

Which is by Mr. Harriot, thus : Since in every

one of the three Forms of Quadraticks ; one quar-

ter of the Square of the Coefficient will make the

unknown Side of the Equation a Compleat Square,

whofe true Root will be a 4- id (or whatever

Letter elfe be the Coefficient.) T'is plain by this

means, an AdfeEied Quadratic^ Equation, may be

reduced to a Simple one.

Wherefore,

In the firft; Form, where all the Species are Affir-

mative.

Let a a -f- d a= R

If 4 d d be added to the unknown Side, it will

be a perfed Square aafda+idd, whofe true

Root is a + 1 d.

Add then, 4 d

d

to R, and R + 4 d d will be

a perfed Square Number and known : Whofe

Square Root extraded in Nujnbers, will be equal

to a -b 4<Q and confequently, a will be equal to
that Root, when 4 d is taken from it, and fo a will
be known.

The Pradical Rule is this.

To the Abfolute Number, add 4 of the Square
of Coefficient, or the Square of half the Coeffici-
ent,) and Extrad the Root of the Sum

; then from
that Root found in Numbers, Subtrad ~ the Coef-
ficient, and the Remainder is a, the leffer of the
twq^Roots, or Values of a.

Example.

a a -f- d a — R
or a a

-f- 1 6 a

to 3 6 = R
add 64 4 d d
2

V* 1 00 10 re a— ~ d.

but i d =: 8

therefore 2=1

In the Second Formi

Let aa— d a ~ R.

Proceed in all relpeds as in the firft Formj only
you muft at laft add 4 the Coefficient to the Root
Extraded out of the Abfolute Number inftead of
taking it from it, as before

; becaufe here a repre-

fents the greater Root ; and thus, if a a-— 16 a
= 36. a will be found = to 18.

In the Third Form.’

Let S a— a a == R.’

Here becaufe the higheft Power is Negative, ’ffs

impoffible any fuch Root can be found that will

produce— a a-, wherefore you muft imagine all

the Signs changed
, and then it will ftand thus ;— S a -f a a R, or putting the higheft

Power firft, a a— S a— — R,
In this Form, the Coefficient is the Sum of the

two Roots , and a may be either of them.

And here the Abfolute Number is fo determined

as that it cannot be greater than the Square of half

the Coefficient : For,

If the Abfolute Number be =n to the Square

of half the Coefficient, the Roots are equal.

The Pradical Rule then is this :

From the Square of half the Coefficient,' take

the Abfolute Number given ; and Extrad the

Square Root of the Remainder; which Root ei-

ther added to, or Subtraded from half the Coeffi-

cient, will give accordingly the greater or leffer

Value of a.

Thus: If 20 a— a a=— 3

6

or S a— aaz=>— R
From 100 — 4 S S
take 36 — R
2

: 64 x=s 8

now 1 o -f 8= 1 8 the greater Root,

and 1 0—8= 2 the leffer Root.

III. To
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III. To Solve Quadratick Adfecfted Equations,' by

taking away the Second Term.

In any of the Three Forms5 if the Coefficient

have a Negative Sign, put e + k d ; but if it have

an Affirmative Sign, put e— i d
;
inftead of a, the

Root of the higheft unknown Power.

Then will ee+ ed-j-iddezaa

alfo -{* £ d ft*
~ d dtzz da.

And thefe two Quantities added together, muft

be equal to the Abfolute Number given , and the

Equation will become a Simple one.

In the Firft Form,

a a ft*
da = R, or a a -j- 16 a~ 36,

Let e— ft d = a.

Then will e e—- e d
ft- ft d d— a a

and e d— ~dd=a d

which added togeth. make ee— ft
d d= R

Therefore e e = R ft- ft d d

And confequently e = v"R -\dd ’

But e— ft d= a.

Therefore e= a -j- ft d

Confequently a ft-ftd:=\/Rft’idd

Wherefore & = V&TJdd^i d.Q.E.D.

And fince a -f- ft d =2 f Ifeach

part of the Equation be Squared, there will a-

rife

a a -j- a d
ft
dd := R ft- ft d d.

“Which is the other common Canon for Solving

Quadraticks, by adding to each Part the Square of

half the Coefficient, in order to compleat the

Square.

In the Second Form,"

a a— a d:= R.
Let e -j- ~ d a.

Then is e e ft-e.dft-ftdd;=:<*/*
and — e d — ~ d d z=:a d

Thefe added make <? e —
ft d d :== R

Therefore e e =: R -j-
ft
d d.

and e~ \/ : R ft- ft
d d.

but e -j- ~dv=z a

Therefore e ,= a — ft d.

And confequently a —- ft d= \/ : R ft- ft d d

Wherefore a ^/ iR
ft- ft d d ft- ft d,

R E. D.

au a

.

And fince if each
Side of the Equation be Squared, you will have^

a a a d ~
j- \ d d ns R ft- ft d d.

Which is the common Canon for Solving Equa-
tions by compleating the Square,

In the Third Form,
1

da —• a a *=: R„

Which Form muft be thus changed,,

a a — ^ r: — R„

Then make as before, e ft- ft d s=z a
and then e e

-\r e d -j-
ft d d rr a a

and —e d—fd
:4 =;—adi

Whofe Sum is e e — ft dd=z~R
Then is ee=±:idd— R.

And y" :ftdd-™' Rft

And fince, e -f i d= a

e=a-~d=(i/:l(dd~-iQ

Wherefore (becaufe there are two Pofitive Roots
in this Form,)

a s/ : ft d d—» R -f- ft d.

But the Value of a is Ambiguous, and you muft
generally try both Roots before you can find

which will Solve the Queftion : Whereas in the

other two Forms, the firft a found, will be that

required.

N. B. In this way of Solving Quadraticks, the

known Quantity added to, * or Subitracfted

from e, muft be always half the Coeffi-

dent.]

Conftruttion of Adfe&ed Quadraticks,

The Conftrudion of Simple Quadraticks, you
have before under Simple Equations t That of Ad*-

feEted ones, is eafily done many ways.

I. In the Firft Form of Quadraticks, let a a ft-

da ~R. Then by the common IVJethod of Soku

t d d d
tion,.= ^

: R +
-

Where-
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Wherefore defcribe a Circle whofe Radius (hall

be CT s=t d,and make the Tangent T E—\/ : R,
drawing alfo the Secant S C E ; then Will CE—

~ d d
**

: R -f — (by 47. e. i.Euc.) and confequently

aE= v':R + —-Use.
4

; Hi fh the Second Form, where a a — d a zz R,

a will be equal to ^ : R-f~ *f*
—

* And confe-
4 ^

quently. The fame Conftru&ion and Diagram
will ferve here, which was ufed in the firft Form :

And the Root will be reprefented by S E =
VlTdd 4- R + id.

1IL In the Third Form, where S a — a a r= R
9

s / s s
a will be equal to % "f

**
: R, and here

the Root a hath two real Values; make CT
( == 7 S ) the Radius of a Circle, and eredb the

Perpendicular ET^v^ • R ; then draw E Q
Parallel to C T, and N O Parallel to E T
draw alfo the Radius C N. Then will (by

47. e 1 Euclid. ) C O ^ : — * R, and

confequently, B O 1 f V .11
z 4

s s s
the greater Root a, andO T=— .——R„

% 4
Or the two Roots will be QN, and N E ; equal
to the two former.

Dr. Wallis s way of ConftrudHng the Three
Forms of all Quadratick Equations, according to
Mr. Oughtred’s Method of Solution.
Draw two Concentrick Circles, and let the Dia-

meter of the greater be called S, and the Diame-
ter ofthe lefler D, the Sum and Difference of the
Roots found. Wherefore H and d will reprefent
the halfSum and half Difference of the Roots.

s

n

Since therefore Oughtred*s Theorem, as is (hew-
ed above, is, That S S— D D= 4 R. Where-

fore, : divide all by 4 : . let
4

V R be made a Tangent to the lefler, or a Right-
Sine to the greater Circle, as you fee in the Figure
according as D, or S, is given : And draw alfo the
Hypothenufe H. Then will the Bale of the Tri-
angle be d. And H H— d d= R (by 47. <* ij

That is, •—- •— R, Wherefore by Tranf-
4 4

pofition, H H= R -f d d, and therefore H~
^:R+ dd. And Confequently, if it had been

in the firft or fecond Forms, where d and R were
given, H will alfo be found. Or if H had been

given, and d required as in the third Form, fince,

HH = R + d d

:

Therefore, HH— R = dd;
And V : HH — R= d

:

And having thus found A
and d, the 4 Sum and 4 Difference of the two Roots.

Then H + d (= of) will be the greater Root a,

and H

—

d (= pn) will be the lefler, which will

be Affirmative or Negative, according to the Form
and Circumftances ofthe Equation.

A Quejlion and Problems in Adfecled Quadratick,

Equations.

QUESTION.
Two Men have each a certain 'Number of Crowns,

whofe Sum SubftraBed from the Sum of their

Squares
,
leaves R = 78 : But their Sum added to

the Product of the two Numbers, makes 3 9 zzz S.

How many Crowns had each ?

For the unknown Sum of the Numbers put z al

And for their Difference 2 e.

For then the Numbers may be thus Nored^

a 4- e = the greater, and a — e =. the lefler

Then

I
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2 a

by Tranfp.

0 + 2 ,

by Tranfp.

4>
6

>

by Tranfp.

Comp.
iat

D

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

1

12

13

Then,

laa.fi- 2ee==Sumof theifSq.

2*4 + lee- latxR.bj the

State of the Queftion.

R
4 -f e c i- « r: 39 *

2

3 9
*-* 4

-J-
a xx e e which Step

will at laft help to find e.

an *— e e fi i axx S. Their

Produdl added to their Sum.

a a -f* 2 a ~~1 S 22: e e.

39 •— a a 4" a tz a a -f-
%& ^

39 (S)=xee.
78 2=: 2 a a fi a.

„ .

a a -j- 7 4 2= 39 1= S, which is a

Quadratick of the firft Form.

44 -{•' *• n
-f- 75? 2= 39 -f* "hr.

<* + i= v" • 39 +
axx\/

:

39 -f 77?
H- "5^

Therefore 2 4 ,== 1 2.

And ( 4 ) being known, the value of ( e )
will

fee found from the fourth Step. Where exx 3.

Now by our Supposition at firft, the greater

Number was a
-f-

e, that is 9 5 and the leffer was
a <— e • that is 3 : Which Numbers 3 and 9, will

Anfwer the Queftion*

For 12, their Summ, taken from 90, the Summ
of their Squares, leaves 78 ; and added to 27, their

Retftangle, makes 39.

N. B. By this Method of puttings
-f*

e and a —< e

for the two Numbers fought, inftead of a and
e as in the Common way ; many Queftions

producing Adfedted Quadratick Equations,
when that way manag’d, may be folved as ea-

fily, and in the manner of Simple Equations.
Especially when the Summ and Difference, or
Summ or Difference of the Squares of the

Quantities lought, are among the Data.

PROBLEM I.

The Difference of both the Legs of a b

fight angled Triangle being given
1

—
•[

from the Hypothenufe - to find the

Sides feverally, and to Form the
J

—
Triangle.

Let the Difference of the leffer Side from the
Hypothenufe be (b) and that of the greater (d.)

For the greater Side fought put (a)

Then will.

•1

Geometrical Conjlruclion.

Find a Inean Proportional between d and which

let be D F : to which, place at Rightangles F G
— to D F, Draw G D and cut offH D “ G D^
Then will B H, be the greater Side fought. And
this being

produced to C (fo that C FI == E D) will give C D
(±z A C) the leffer Side of the Triangle required

for 4 -j- A *- b xx leffer Side ; Draw a Semicircle

on C B and apply A B== H B . Then draw A G
and the Triangle is found, which is ACB,

PROBLEM II.

Having in the Square ABCD, the Difference be-

tween the Sides and Diagonal XX 6
t

or a, to find

the Side of the Square.

. 1 —. b

47. e. I.

Tranfp.

Compl.
lw

a fi dxx Hypothenufe, and
a -j- d —< b == to the ,leffer Side.

a a fi 2 a dfidd. xx 2 a a fi
2 ad—lab -—2 b dfiddfib b.

a a*~2 ab ~-'2 b d
-f-

b' b~ o.

by Comparifon and Tranfpo-
fition of the laft Step,

a a 2 a vxF2 b d—'bb, which
is a Quadratick Equation of
the Second Form.

a a lab -\-bbxx2bd.

a b -f- V : lb d

a xxx ; 2 b d fi ba

A R

Let the Side fought be called x
,
and 6= a]

Then jc -j- a xx AC the Diagonal.

But (by 47. e 1 Fuel.) AC 7$
xx 2 AD q; or to 2 x yb

That is x x -f 2 x a -{- a a xx: 2 x x.

Expunge then xxon both Sides, and it will be

1 x a \ aaxx x x, and then by Tranfpofition',

x x >— 2 a x xx- a a. Compleat the Square,

and it will be xx—< 1 a x fi a a xx 1 a a.

Wherefore * a xx v' : 2 a a,

And consequently xxxfi * 2 a a -f a xx 14, 48.

PROBLEM III.

Given one Segment of the Safe of a fight-angled Tri-
angle, as alfo the Side of the Triangle Adjacent to

the other Segment ofthe Bafe 5 fis required to find
the reft, and to form the Triangle,

/

Suppofe
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Suppofe it done ; and let the Segment b, and the

Side c
, be both known or given. Let x, the other

Segment of the Bafe, be fought ; which is all that

is neceflary to folve the Problem.

Here therefore, fince P is fuppofed to be a true

Perpendicular.

c c x x =p p. 4.7 e i Euclid.

And becaufe the Angle at the Top is a Right
one, therefore pp z=: b x, which gives a-

nother way of expreffing p p. So that,

c c —< x x b x, and confquently by Tranf-

pofition.

c c =: x x b x. which is an Adfetfted-Qua-

dratick of the firft Form. Wherefore,

b b <bb
c c ’dr— -= xx -f b x — by com-

4 4
pleating the Square. Arid,

v' s

bh
,
hhv c c 4 = x —

,

4 2.

by Evolution.

7 Laftly, ^ c c J-
~ i—

Geometrical Ccnjlruclion.

Join together at Right-angles e E f b and E A
t= C, Then with the Radius e E Defcribe the Cir-

cle BED, and thro’ the Centre e Draw the Line A
D B, EreCt then at D the Perpendicular D K,

0,11 A

D C

.

there be a Radius ofa Circle, as A D, Which
imagine to move on the Centre A down the Cir-
cumference of the Quadrant D B, and at the fame
time let the fide of the Square C D move equally
downwards, fo that the Radius A D and the Side
of the Square C D, may come to the Line A B to-
gether. Or let the right Line DA, and the Qua-
drantal Ark DB, be both divided into a like Num-
ber of equal Parts, as in this Cafe they are each
into 8 And to the Divifions of the Quadrant let
as many Radii be drawn from the Centre A, and
through the Divifions in A D as many Parallels to
CD; for then if a Curve Line be drawn neatly
connecting the Points of InterfeCtion of thefe Radii
and Paralle/s, it Will be that Line which is called
the Quadratrix (as D E). From this Genefis of the
Quadratrix arife thefe Corollaries.

i, That if through any Point, as H in this Qua-
dratrix, you dray a Radius AH I, and the two
Perpendiculars H h and He

,
it will be, as the whole

Quadrantal Ark D B, is to the Part I B : : fo will
the whole right Line D A be to the Part of it cut
offh A, or its equal He, as is plain from confider-
ing the equal motion of the Radius A D, and the
fide of the Square D C, which interfeCf each other
in H.

2. Wherefore any Ark of the Quadrant as I B,
or any Angle as I A B, may by this Quadratrix be
eafily divided into 3 equal Parts, or any otherNum-
ber at Pleafure, or according to any given Ratio,by
only drawing the Radius A I, and then from the
Point of the Quadratrix H letting fall the Perpen-
dicular H e : for if H e be divided into 3 or any
given Number of equal Parts, Lines drawn from
A the Center through thofe Divifions, fhall divide
the Ark or Angle after the fame manner. For as
the parts ofH e

} are to the whole Line : : fo will
the parts of the Ark I B be to the whole Ark :

By the former Corollary,

3. I fay, That the Bafe of the Quadratrix A Es

is a Third Proportional to the Radius A D, and the

Quadrant B D.

which Limit, by Defcribing a Semicircle on B A
that Semicircle fhall cut the Perpendicular in the

Point K, the Vertex of the Triangle required,

whence draw the two Legs B K and K A. So is B
K A the Triangle fought.

QUADRATPvlX (in Geometry,) is a Curve

Line thus generated.

For DB. DA ::IB. as follows (alter-

nately) from Cor. 1.

And \ b .¥1 e : : b A : e A, by the Triangles be-
ing Similar.) p
Now if you conceive the Ark I B to grow infi-

nitely fmall, it muft at laft come to the fame as its

right Sine I b, and both will coincide in the Point
B ; and at the lame time as H E and H e co-

incide in the PointE, (by the Genefis of the Curve;)
fo that at laft A c and A E, A b and A B will be
coincident : And therefore at laft D B . D A : : I B

e. 1 h)
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i. e. Ihj H e. That is, as A b . A e . or which is

the fame at Iaft, as A B (or A D) to A E.

Wherefore t)B.DA::DA.AE. Q± E. D.

4. Wherefore if on the Bafe of the Quadratrix

A E, a Quadrantal Ark be defcribed, it will be

equal in length to D A the Side of the Square: And
cenfequently the Semicircle will be double, and

the Periphery Quadruple, of D A.

5. Hence may a Right Line be found equal to

DB or any other Quadrant of a Circle, by only

making asAE . AD:: AD to a Third Propor-

tional, which will be equal to the Quadrantal Ark,

by Cor. 3.

6. After the fame manner may a Right Line be

found equal to I B or any other Ark of a Circle lefs

than a Quadrant, if it be made as D A . H e :

:

D B . D B to a fourth Proportional by Cor. 1.

7. So that the Quadrature of the Circle, and the

Trifedtion of an Angle might Geometrically be ef-

fected, if this Quadratrix were a true Geometrical

Curve, as indeed it is not.

QUADRATURE of any Figure in Mathema-
ticks, is the Finding a Square equal to the Area of

it. See Lunes.

QUADRATURE of the Parabola. See Para-

bolic
!{_ Space.

QUADRATURES of the Moon are the Mid-
dle Points of her Orbit, between the Points of

Conjunction and Oppofition : And they are fo cal-

led, becaufe a Line drawn from the Earth to the

Moon, is then at Right Angles, with one drawn
from the Earth to the Sun. When the Moon ha-

ying been either in Conjunction with the Sun, at

C, or in Oppofition to him at O, is come to Q.
Then Ihe is in the Quadratures.

ft
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nefs to its partly flefhy, and partly Tendinous In-
fection at the Pofterior part of the Os Pernoris, part-
ly below the great Trochanter. This Aifilts the
Mdrfupiaiis

,
in turning the Thigh-bone out-

wards.

QUADRATUS Genre, Seu Tetragonus, is a great
Square Mulcle lying under the Skin of the Neck,
and is fpfead over the whole inferior Region of the
Face, it arifes thin and membranous, from the
Spines of the Vmtebrce, the Skin on the Superior
Part of the Cucullaris, and PeCIoral Mufcle, front
hence afcending under the Skin of the Neck, be-
comes flefhy, and one part adhering to the Os
Hyaides, is foon inferred to the Middle of the low-
er Jaw 3 the other broader portion proceeding
farther to its Implantation in the Cheeks below the
Angle of the Lips : It ferves to draw down each
Angle of the Mouth, together with the Cheeks,
which Pofture of the Face is the proper expreffion
of Sorrow. But if the inferior Parts of thele
Mufcles (which lie oh the Neck) ACt alone, they
diftend the Superincumbent Skin, by making it

approach to a direCt Line with the Claviculce and
lower Jaw-bone, which otherwife is Indented ac-
cording to the Formation of the Parr, whereby a
double Skin (as they call it) is represented.

QUADRATUS Lumborum, is a fliort thick,
flefhy Mufcle, fituated in the Region of the Loins,
or between the laft Rib and Spine of the Os Ilium

,

it arifeth from the pofterior Part of the Spine of
the Os Ilium, and is inferted to all the Tranfverfe
ProcefTes of the Vertebra of the Loins internally,

under the P/oas.Mufcle. This like the Mufculus
.
ReBus Abdominis, either moves the Vertebra of the

j

Loins nearer the Os Ilium laterally, when we are

j

ftanding on both Legs firm, or elfe moves the Os
Ilium nearer the faid Vertebra on the contrary fide,

when we Hand upon one Leg only.

QUADRIGEMINI, according to fome Ana-
tottaifts, are four fmall Mufcles that turn the Thigh
toward the outfide, and are placed upon the Arti-
culation, or jointing of the Thigh one by ano-
ther.

QUADRILATERAL Figures
, are thofe whofe

Sides are four right Lines, and thofe making four
Angles ; and they are either Parallelogram, Trape-
zium, Reclangle, Square, Rhombus, Rhomboidcs

.

Parallelogram, is a Quadrilateral Figure, whole
oppofite Sides are Parallel and Equal.

Trapezium, is a Qua-
drilateral Figure, whofe
Sides are unequal, as in

this Figure.

mi

s

QUADRATUS Pemoris, a Mufcle ofthe Thigh,
fo called from it’s Figure ; it arifeth broad and flefhy,

from the Apophyfis of the Os Ifchium

,

and paf-

fes tranfverfly with, anequal breadth and thick-

Reclangle is a Pa-

rallelogram whofe four
Angles are Right, and
is alfo called a RpB-
angled Parallelogram „

6 A Square,

/
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Square, is a Quadrilate-

ral Figure having its An-
gles Right, and the Sides

all Parallel and Equal, as

in the Figure.

Rhombus, is a Parallelo-

gram
, having its oppofite

Angles and all its Sides e-

qual, as in this Figure,

Rhomboides, is a

Parallelogram, ha-

ving neither its

Angles nor Sides

all equal,

PROPOSITION.
In a Quadrilateral Figure inlcribed in a Circle

is abed) the Rediangle under the two Diago-
nals (a c and b d) is equal to both the Redtangles
made by the oppofite Sides of the Figures a b x
c d, and b cx ad.

That is, acxbd=.b c xad -£• b axe d. Make
the Angle abezzLcbd.

DEMONSTRATION.

i. The Triangles abd and bee will be fimi-
lar j Sot Lb dais equal to thti be a, ( being in
the fame Segment J and the L a b d= L e b c, by
the Addition of the common Angle e b d, to the
two equal ones a b e and d b c.

Then will b c : c e : ; b d : d a. and confequent-
ly b c x d a “ c e x b d. That is, the Redhmgle
under the oppofite Sides adzndb c, is equal to the
Segment e c multiplied by the Diagonal b d

'

aSBCJCL mtaMasxv'

z. The Triangles ah e and cb d are Similar,
becaufe the L abezzz L cb d ( by conftrudion )

and tht Lb aetzz Lbdc, being dn the fame Seg-
ment,

Therefore a e : ab : : c d : b d.

C0nfequently aexbd=zabxcd. That is

}

thea under the remaining Segment a e, and the
former Diagonal b d=z^H under the oppofite fides

a h and c d<

But ac^ae-f-ce.

Wherefore acxbd — bc%ad-\- dc x a b,

Qi E. D.

PROPOSITION.
The oppofite Angle of any Quadrilateral Figure

Infcribed in a Circle, are always equal to two right

ones.

I fay O -f A+/= z L. Draw the Lines R L
and E Q.

The Angles O + f + cr zL, by the %z
e. i.

But Lp = L A, and L cmL fper zi. e. 3.
Therefore O-f-Kf /= a L. q. e, d.

C O RO L.

Hence the external Angle of fuch a Figure,' as
E= A, + /, the Internal and Oppofite one.

ForO + E= 2£=0-i-4.-J-/.,
\

Therefore take away O from both, and E will
remain equal to k-Vf, q. e. d.

QUADRIPARTITION, is to divide by 4, or to
take the fourth Part of any Number or Quan-
tity.

QUADRUPLE, that is. Fourfold.
QUvE Flura, was a Writ that lay where an

Inquificion had been made by an Efcheator in any
County, of fuch Lands or Tenements as any Man
died feized of, and all that was in his Polfeifion,
was Imagined not to be found by the Office : It

differs

f
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differs from the Writ called Melius Inquirendum

,

becaufe this is granted, where the Efcheator for-

merly proceeded by virtue of his Office ;
and the

other, where he found the firft Office by virtue of

the Writ named Diem claufit extremum.

QUfE Servitia, See Per quee Servitia,

QUALE jus, is a Writ judicial, that lies where

a Man ofReligion hath Judgment to recover Land,

before Execution be made of the Judgment ; for

this Writ muff go forth to the Efcheator, between

Judgment and Execution, to enquire whether the

Religious Perfon hath any Right to recover, or

whether the Judgment be obtained by Collufion

between the Demandant and the Tenant , to the

intent, that the true Lord be not defrauded.

QUALITY, fignifies in the general the Proper-

ties or Affedtions of any Being, whereby it affeds

our Senfes fo and fo , and acquires fuch and fuch

a Denomination.
•*

The four Firfi Qualities, as they are accounted

by fome, are Heat and Cold, Moijlure and Drynefs.

The 4 Second Qualities, or as they may be called,

Chymicai Qualities, are Volatility and Fixity, Cor-

rofivenefs and Corrofibility,

Senfible Qualities, are fuch as are the more Im-
mediate Objeds of our Senfes.

Occult Qualities, were by the Ancients named
fuch ; of whom no rational Solution in their way
or according to their Principles could be given.

Mr. John Kelli, in his IntroduBio ad Phyficam,

thus proves that all Qualities are Remitted, or

have their Power or Efficacy abated, in a Dupli-

cate Ratio of the diftance from the Centre of the

Radiation, or Exertion of the Quality.

Let A be a Centre from whence any Quality ex-

erts its felf round about, according to the right

Lines A e, A f, AG, 3c. The efficacy of the

Quality, be it Heat, Cold, Odour, 3c. will be

( at equal diftances from A) as the SpiJJitude or

Thicknefs of the Rays A b, Ae, A/. But the

Rays within the Inner Circle, or rather Spherical

Superficies bed H, when they come to be ex-

tended to the outer Spherical Surface, efG K
will be much lefs thick than before J and that in

proportion reciprocally, as the Spaces they take up";
That is, if the outer Surface be double of the in-
ner, the Rays there will be but half as thick, But
fince Spherical Superficies are as the Squares ot
their Radii, therefore the Efficacy of the Quality
in the inner Surface will be to that of the outer, as
A e Square to A b Square, q. e. d.

QUAM diufe bene gejjerint, is a Claufe often
ufed in Letters-Patent of the Grant of Offices, as
in thofe of the Aarons of the Exchequer, which
muff be intended only as to Matters concerning
their Office

; and is nothing but what the X,aw
would have implied

, if the Office had been en-
granted for Life.

QUANTITY, fignifies whatfoeveris capable
of any fort of Eftimation or Menfuration, and
which being compared with another Thing of
the fame nature, may be Paid to be greater or lefs
than, equal or unequal to it.

«

Quantity may have thefe four Divifions.

1. Natural Quantity, is what Nature furniflies
us with in Matter and its Extenfions, and in
the Powers and Forces of Natural Bodies ;
fuch as Gravity, Motion, Light, Heat, Cold,
Rarity and Denfity, (3c.

2. Moral Quantity, which depend on the Man-
ners of Men, and the Free Determination of
their Wills; as the Prizes and Values of
Things, Dignity and Power, Good and Evil,
Merit and Demerit, Rewards and Punifli-
ments, &c.

3- Notional Quantity, arifing from the Ope-
ration of the Undemanding only ; fuch as the
Largenefs or Narrownefs of the Mind's Ca-
pacity, and of its Conceptions : In Logick,
Vniverfals, Predicaments, and all fuch Terms:
In Grammar, the Quantity and Meafure of
Syllables, Accents, Tones, &c.

4. Tranfcendental Quantity, as Duration, the
Continuation of any Beings Exiftence, Time,
(3c. Quantity is divided alfo into Continued
and Difcrete, which fee.

The QUANTITY of Matter in any Body, is

it’s Meafure arifing from the joynt confideration of
it’s Magnitude and Denfity : As if a Body twice as
Denfe, and take up twice as much fpace as ano-
ther, it will be four times as great. And this

Quantity of Matter is bell difcoverable by the
Weight of Bodies, which Sir If. Newton found
by his Nice Experiments on Pendulums, fo ex-
actly proportional to the Matter of Bodies, New-
ton. Princip.

The QUANTITY of Motion in any Body, is

it’s Meafure arifing from the joynt confideration of
the Quantity of Matter in, and the Velocity of the

Motion of that Body. For the Motion of any
whole is the Sum or Aggregate of the Motion, in

all the feveral Parts; And tho’ in a Body twice as

great as another, moved with an equal Velocity

it will be double ; but if the Velocity be double
alfo, the Quantity of the Motion will be Qua-
druple. Newton. Princip.

In Pbilofophical Travfaitions, Numb. 195. is an
Account by the Learned Captain Halley

,
of the fe-

veral Species, or Kinds of Infinite Quantity.

6 Ax Where
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Where he proves, That befides Infinite Length,

and infinite Area, in which there are great Vari-

eties.

There are alfo no lefs than three forts of infinite

Solidity. See Infinite Quantities.

QUANTUM Meruit, is an Addon of the Cafe

fo called, grounded upon a Promife to pay a Man
for doing any thing, fo much as he ftiould Deferve,

or Merit.

QUARE ejecit infra terminum^ is a Writ that

lieth for a Leffee, where he is caft out of is Farm,

before his Term be expired, againft the Feoffee or

Leffor that ejedeth him : And it differs from Ejetli-

one firm*, becaufe this lieth where the Leffor, af-

ter the Leafe made, infeoffeth another, which eje-

deth the Leffee : And the Ejectione firm*, lieth

againft any other Stranger that ejeds him. But

the effed of Both is all one, that is, to recover the

refidue of the Term.
QUARE Impedit, is a Writ that lies for him

that hath purchafed a Mannor with an Advowfon,
thereto belonging, againft him that dilturbs him,

the Right of his Advowfon, by prefenting a Clerk

thereto, when the Church is void: And it dif-

fers from the Writ called, a Darreine prefentment,

AJfifa ultim* -prcefentationis, becaufe that lies where

a Man, or his Anceftors formerly prefented ; and

this for him that is the Purchafer himfelf: Note,

That where a Man may have an Ajfife Darrien Pre-

fcntment, he may have a Queue impedit, but not

contrariwife.

QUARE Incumhravit
,

is a Writ that lieth a-

gainft the Bifhop, who within fix Months, after

the Vacation of a Benefice, conferreth it upon his

Clerk, while two others are contending in Law
for the Right of Prefenting. This Writ always lies

depending the Plea.

QUARE intrufit Matrimonio non fatisfa&o, is a

Writ that lies where the Lord prefers convenable

Marriage to his Ward, and he refufes, and enters

into the Land, and Marries himfelf to another

;

then the Lord fhail have this Writ againft him.

But all Wardfhips being taken away by the Sta-

ture ix Car. z. cap. 24. This Writ is become ufe-

lefs*

QUARE non admifit, is a Writ that lies againft

a Bifhop, refufing to admit his Clerk that hath re-

covered in a Plea of Advowfon.

QUARE non permittit, is a Writ that lies for

one that has Right to prefent for a Turn againft

the Proprietary.

QUARE obftruxif, is a Writ that lies for him

who having liberty to pafs through his Neighbours

Ground, cannot injoy his right, for that the Ow-
ner has fo Strengthned it,

QUARENT1NA hdhenda, is a Writ that lies for

a Widow to enjoy her Quarentine.

QUARENTINE, is a benefit allowed by the

Law of England, to the Widow of a Man Dying

Seifed of Land ;
whereby fhe may Challenge to

continue in his capital Meffliage or chief Manfion-

houfe (fo it be not a Caftle ) by the fpace of

forty Days after his deceafe ;
and if the Heir, or

any other attempt to ejed her, file may have the

Writ de.quarentina havenda.

QUARTATION, is a way of Purifying of

Gold , ufed by Refiners who melt three parts of

Silver with one ofGold (
whence the Name ) and

then caft the Mixture into Aqua fortis, which will

diffolve the Silver, and leave the Gold in a black

Powder at the Bottom.

Q_U A

QUARTER in Heraldry, fig-

nifies a Partition made of juft 3;

fourth part of the Field, by two
Right Lines-, thus

:

He beareth Argent
, a Quarter

Gules.

QUARTER of a Ship, is that part of the Ships
Hull which lieth from the Steerage Room to the
Tranfom.

QUARTER-dfc^. See Deck.
QUARTER, in a Military Sence, fometimes is

ufed to fignifie the good Treatment given to a Van-
quish'd Enemy : Thus they fay, Tbe Enemy asked
Quarter

1 We gave no Quarter
,
&c.

QUARTER fignifies the Ground a Body of
Men is Encamp’d upon ; as when they fay. Such
a Quarter is well fortifyed. ; and oftentimes the
Troops themfelves that are there Quartered

; for

they fay alfo, We heat up the Enemies Quarters.

QUARTERS (Winter.) Winter Quarters fome-
times is ufed for the Interval between two Cam-
paigns, but more generally for the Place or
Places where Troops are lodged during the Win-
ter.

QUARTERS of Iffajhment, are fuch Places

as Troops which have been much fatigued and ha-
raffed, are put into, to recover their Strength or
Health, during feme time of the Summer, or Sea-
Ion of the Campaign.

‘

QUARTER-ATz/ffr, in the Land Forces, is ei-

ther the Quarter-Mafter General of an Army

,

who is to fee out for good Quarters for the whole ;

or of any Regiment of Foot, or Troop of Horfe ;

whofe office it is to do the fame for thofe Bo-
dies.

QUABJTEK-Mafier , is an Officer aboard a
Ship (of which there are more or fewer according
to her Burthen) whofe Bufinefs is to Rummage in

the Hold on all Occafions, to overlook the Stew-
ard in his Delivery of Viduals to the Cook, and
in his Pumping and Drawing out the Beer ; and in

general to take care there be no wafte : He is alfo

to mind the Ships Loading, in which he is ufually

employed.

QUARTER at a Siege, is an Encampment up-?

on one of the moft principal and important Paffa-

ges round about the Place befieged , to prevent

Relief, and Convoys: This is either command-
ed by the General of the Army, and then is cal-

led, The General’s Quarters, or by a Lieutenant
General.

QUARTERING, is fpoken of a Ship when
fhe fails upon a Quarter Wind : ’Tis alfo fpoken

of a Piece of Ordnance, when ’tis fo Traverfed

that it will firoor on the fame Line, or on the fame
Point of the Compafs

,
as the Ships Quarter

bears.

QUARTERS in a Clock, or Movement, are

little Bells which found the Quarters, or other

parts of an Hour. The way of making any Clock
.

ftrike them, foe in Watch-Work.

QUARTILE, is an Afped of the Planets,

when they are 3 Signs, or 90 Degrees diftant from

each other, and is marked thus .
QUAVER, a Note in Mufick fo called : Sec

the Words Notes and Time.

QUE Efiate, in Common Law, fignifies a Plea,

whereby a Man Intitling another to Land,
faith,
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QUESTUS, or Quaftus , in Law, is taken for

that Land which does not defcend to us by Here-

ditary Right, but is gain’d by our own Labour and

Induftry ; this is called Purchafed Lands.

QUESTUS eft nobis, is the Form of a Writ of

Nufance, which lies againft him to whom the Houfe,

faith, That the fame Eftate he had, he hath

him

:

For Example : In a Quare Impedit, the Plain-

tiff alledges. That fuch fotir Perfons were feized

of Lands whereunto the Advowfor in queftion

was appendant in Fee, and did prefent to the

Church, and afterwards the Church became void,

Que eftate del, &c. that is, Which Eftate of the

four Perfons he has now during the Vacation, by

Vertue whereof he prefented, (3c,

QUE eft Mcftne, a Law Term ufed in an Adi-

on of Trefpafs, or fuch like, for a pofitive Juftifi-

cation of the very Ad complained of by the Plain-

tiff, as a Wrong.
For Example : In an Adion upon the Cafe, the

Plaintiff fays. That the Lord threatned his Te-

nant^ at Will, in fuch fort, that he forced them to

give up their Tenures. The Lord, for his De-
fence pleadeth, That he faid unto them, That if

they would not depart, he would fue them at Law

:

This being the fame Threatning that he ufed, or to

fpeak Artificially, Qpte eft li Mefne, The Defence

is good.

Queue ayronde, a Term in Fortification being,

what we call Swallows Tail ; and fignifies a De-
tached or Outwork, whofe Sides open towards the

Head, or Campaign, or draw narrower or clofer

towards the Gorge* Of this kind
,

are either

Engle or double Tenailles, and fome Horn-works,

whofe Sides are not parallel, but are narrow at

the Gorge and open towards the Head
,

like the

Figure of a Swallows Tail.

When thefe Works are call up before the Front

of a Place, they are defedive in this Point, that

they do not fufficiently cover the Flanks of the

oppofite Baftions, but then they are very well

Flanked by the Place, which difcovers all the

length of their Sides the better.

QUEM redditum reddat, is a Writ Judicial,

that lies for him to whom a Rent-feek, or Rent-

charge is granted, by Fine levied in the King’s

Court againft the Tenant of the Land that re-

fufeth to Attorn to him, thereby to caufe to At-

torn.

QUENE, as the Heralds write it, (but it fliould

be £>uene) the Word in Blazon for a Tail of a

Beaft, thus : If a Lyon have a forked or double

Tail, they fay he is Double Queued.

QUERELA, an Adion preferred in any Court

of Juftice, in which the Plaintiff was Querent, or

Complainant, and his Brief, Complaint, of De-
claration, was Querela.

QUERELA frcfne fortice,
is a Writ of Frejh-

force ;
which fee.

QUERELA coram ftege (3 concilia difcutienda (3

terminanda, is a Writ whereby one is called to Ju-

ftifie a Complaint of a Trefpafs, made to the King
himfelf, before him and his Council.

QUERENS non invent
t per legitim, is a Return

made by the Sheriff upon a Writ direded to him,

with this Condition inferred, Si A. feceritl&.fecu-

rum de clamore fuo prcfequendo,

QUEST, or Inqucft, an Inquifition or Enquiry

made upon Qath of an Impanell’d jury.

QUEST-Mew. See Sidemen.

is slidof other thing, that breeds the Nufance
}

nated.

QUIA improvide, is taken to fee a Super Ceded
granted in the behalf of a Clerk of the Chan-
cery, fued againft the Privilege of that Court in
the Common-Pleas, and purfued to the Exigent

, or
in many other Cafes, where a Writ is efroneoufiy

fued out.

QUID juris clamat, is a Writ Judicial, iffuing

out of the Record of the Fine, which remaineth
with the Cuftos brevium of the Common-Pleas, be-

fore it be engroffed ; and it lies for the Grantee of
a Reverfion or Remainder, when the particular

Tenant will not Attorn.

QUID pro quo, in Law is ufed for the Recipro-
cal Performance ofboth Parries to a Contrad, and
thereupon the giving of one thing of a Value for a-

nother thing of like Value, as io /. for a Horle,

QUIETUS, is a Word ufed by the Clerk of
the Pipe, and Auditors in the Exchequer, in their

Acquittances or Difcharges given to Accomptants,-
ufually concluding with an abinde receftit quietus

,

which is called a Quietus eft, and mentioned in
the Ad of General Pardon, 1 2 Car. x. u. and
14 Car. 2. cap. ia. A Quietus eft granted to the

Sheriff, fhall difcharge him of all Accounts due to
the King.

Q.UINCUNX, that Pofition, or Afped, that

the Planets are faid to be in, when diftant from
each other 150 Degrees, or 5 Signs, and is mark’d
thus, Vc. or

QUINDECAGON, is a plain Figure of 15
Sides and Angles, which if they are all equal to

one another, is called a Regular Quindecagon 5

which how to defcribe in a Circle, Euclid fliews

Prop. 1 6. e. 4.

The Side of a Regular Quindecagon, fo defcri-

bed, is equal in Power to the half Difference be-
tween the Side of the Equilateral Triangle, and
the Side of the Pentagon, and alfo to the Diffe-

rence of the Perpendiculars let fall on both Sides/

taken together.

Make the Pentagon ab c de, and parallel to a-

ny one Side of it, fet the Bafe of the Equilateral

Triangle fg a. Then (by 16. e. 4 Euch
) will / e

be the Side of the Quindecagon, fb, i the Dif-

ference between the Side of the Triangle and Pen*
tagon | and h c ss so the Difference of the Per-
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pendiculars let fall from the Centre o, to both the

Sides of the Figures.

But / c= Ofh -f- he, by 47. e Euclid.

Wherefore the Proportion is true, ©c.

QUINQUEANGLED, in Geometry, is a Fi-

gure confifting of five Angles.

QUINSIE, or rather Squinancy, a Difeafe fo

called See Angina.

QUINTESSENCE, is a Medicine made of the

Energetical and Adlive Particles of its Ingredients,

feparated from all Faxes or Dregs.

QUINT ExaFl, in Law, is the laft Call of a

Defendant, who is fued to the Outlawry, where, if

he appear not he is by the Judgment of the Coro-

ners returned Out-/awed
j if a Woman, Waved.

See Exigent.

QUINTILE, an Afpedl of the Planets when
they are 72. Degrees diltantfrom one another, and
noted thus, C or O.

QUINTUPLE, Five-fold or five times as much
as another thing.

QUITE Claim, is a Releafe or Acquitting of

a Man from any Adtion he hath, or might, or may
have againft him.

QUIT-Rercit, is a certain fmall Rent, payable

yearly, by the Tenants of rnoft Mannors; upon the

payment whereof they are to quit, till it be-

comes due again.

QUO Jure, is a Writ that lies for him that

has Land, wherein another challengeth Common

of Pajlure, Time out of Mind : And it is to com-
pel him to fhew by what Title he Challenges it.

QUO Minus, is a Writ that lies for him that

hath a Grant of Houfe-bote and Hey-bote in ano-

ther Man’s Woods, againft the Grantor, making
fuch Wafte as the Grantee cannot enjoy his Gran t

This Wi it lies alfo for the King’s Farmer in the Ex-
chequer, againft him to whom he felleth any

thing by way of Bargain touching his Farm, or a-

gainft whom he hath.any Caufe of Perfonal Adti-

on : For he fuppoleth by the Vendees detaining

any due from him, he is made lefs able to pay the

King’s Rent ;
and under this pretence, any one

who pays the King a Fee Farm Rent, may have

this Writ againft any other Perfon, for any Debt
or Damage, and bring the Caufe to Trial in the

Exchequer.

QUO Warranto, is a Writ that lies againft him
that Ufurps any Franchife or Liberty againft the

King, as to have Waife, Stray, Fair, Market,

Court-Baron, Leet, or fuch like, without good
Title : Or elfe againft him that intrudeth himfelf

as Fleir into Land.

QUOD Clerici non eligantur in Oficio Balllvi, Sec.

is aWrit that lies for a Clerk, which by reaton of

fome Land he hath, is made, or in doubt to be

made BaylifF, Beadle, Reeve, or fome fuch like

Officer.

QUOD Clerici beneficiati dc Cancel, is a Writ to

exempt a Clerk of the Chancery from Contribute
on towards the Prodiors of the Clergy in Parlia-
ment.

QUOD ei dc foreat, is a Writ that lies for the
Tenant in 1 aile, Tenant in Dower, or Tenant for
Term of Life, having loft by Default againft him
that Recovered, or againft his Heir.
QUOD prmittat, is a Writ that lies for the

Heir of him that is difieifed of his Common of
Pafture againft the Heir of the Difleifor being
Dead.

QUOD Perfona nec Prebendarii
, Sec. is a Writ

that lies for Spiritual Perfons that are diftrained in
their Spiritual Pofieifions, for the Payment of a Fif-
teenth with the reft of the Pariftn

QUOILE, or Coile, at Sea j is fpoken of Cables
or Ropes, when they are placed in a round or O-
val Ring one Fake (or Turn) upon one another :

that fo they may the more eafily be flowed out of
the way, and alfo run out free and imooth, with-
out Kjtecks or Kfukj as they call them

; i.e. without
Twiftings or Doublings : Then the Cab'e is faid
to be Quoiled up.
QUOIN, a Sea Word, the fame with Coin ;

which fee.

QUORUM, a Word often ufed in our Statutes,

as. alfo in Commiflions, both of Juftices of the Peace,
and others. As for Example, where a Commiffion
is diredted to leven Perfons, or to any three of
them, whereof A. B. and C. D. to be two, there
A. B. C. D. are faid to be of the Quorum, becaufe
the reft cannot proceed without them : So a Ju-
fice of the Peace

, and Quorum
, is one, without

whom the reft of the Juftices, in fome Cafes cannot
proceed.

QUOTIDIAN Ague, is that, whofe Fits return
every Day.

*

v

QUOTIENT, is that Number in Divifion which
Arifes by dividing the Dividend by the Divifor

:

And is called Quotienr, becaufe it anfwers to the
Queftions Qucties ? Or how often Number is con-
tinued by another ?

Thus:
"* jv .

\ .

If 360 be to be Divided by 24, the Quoti-

ent will be 1 5, and the Numbers will ftand thus s

24) 360 (15,

Where 15 is the Quotient.

QUOYLE, a Sea Word : They fay a Cable
is Quoiled, when *tis laid round in a Ring on the

Deck, or Floor of a Ship ; in the middle of which
Ring, or Quoyle, is a good Place to lay Shot in ;

which is more fafe there than in Lockers along

the Side ; for there the Enemies Shot may fall

into it, and beat it about among the Men.

7
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RABANET. See Cabinet.

RABBETTING in a Ship, is the letting in

ofher Planks to the Keel which in the Rake and Ru

n

of the Ship, is hollowed away, that the Planks

may join the Better and Clofer, and this hallow-

ing away, is called the Rabbet of the Keel.

RABDOIDES, the fame that Suturafagittalis,

RABINET, a fort of Ordnance, whofe Diame-

ter at the Bore is i f Inches, Weight 300 Pound,

Length 5 Foot, Load 4 of a Pound, fhot lomething

more than an Inch and a quarter Diameter, and f

a Pound Weight.

RACHITiE, and Rachicei, are Mufcles belong-

ing to the Back; lo called by fome Foreign Ana-

tomifts, and feem to be the fame with what we call

Semifpinati.

RACHITIS. See Rachitis.

RADIALES Interims & Externus, are Mufcles

of the Wrift, the one ferves to bend it, and the

other to extend it. Blanchard.

RADIATION, fignifies the calling forth of

Beams, or Rays of Light ; and in Opticks, it is

conlidered as threefold, vi%. Direl't, Reflefted, and

Refracted. See Bay.

RADICAL Moifture, is a Term ufed by fome,

for the Fundamental Juice of the Body, which they

will have to Nourilh andPrelerve the Natural heat,

as the Oil in a Lamp Prelerves and Feeds the

Flame. Blanchard.

RADICLE, a Word ufed by Botanifts, to de-

note that Part of the Seed of a Plant, which Upon

it’s vegetation becomes it’s Root : This in Corn is

that which Malfters upon its fhooting forth,call the

Come. ’Tis not eafily to be difcerned in many Seeds,

by the naked Eye : but in that of Fenugreek, ’tis as

big as one of the Lobes : And in the Garden-bean

it appears vifible on the Separation of the Coats,

it is of a White Colour, more glolfy than the Main

Body, and Hands at the greater End without the

Lobes : Therefore this End in fetting Seeds, fhould,

always be placed lowermoft.

RADIUS, in Geometry, is the Semi-diameter or

half the Diameter of a Circle

:

See under the Word
Circle.

RADIUS, is the lefs Bone of the Cubit, called

Focile minus
,
it is more oblique than the great Bone,

called Vina, and is diftant a little from it in the

middle, where there occurs, a 'fmall Ligament a-

bove the Vina, which receives the Radius, and be-

low the Radius receives it. The upper part of the

Radius is jointed with the outward Procefs of the

Arm by Dlarthrofts (which fee) ; the lower by way
of Appendix with the Wrift Bone, at the Middle

, Finger. It’s upper end isfmall,and the lower thick.

The greater Bone of the Leg alfo is called Radius.

Blanchard.

RAGGULED, the Heralds

Term for any Ordinary, Ex.gr a

Crofs whofe out Lines are of this

Form.
He beareth Sable, a Crefs Rag-

guled Or, by the Name of Stovaay.

This differs from Indented, be-

came that il regular, and this is

not fo, but rather ragged.
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RAINBOW or Iris, the very Learned and In-
genious Mathematician, Mr. Edvoard Halley

, in a
Difcourfe de hide in Phil. Tranfacl, Ns 267, gives
the beft account, that we have ever had, of the
Caufe ofthe various Colours of the Rainbow, and
the Solution of their feveral Phenomena, He tells

us there that the Ingenious Des Chartes was the firft,

that by applying Marhefnaticks towards the Inve-

ftigation of this furprifing Appearance, ever gave a
Theory of the Iris 1 And he found the Laws of
Refradion, which the Lucid Rays fuffer in pafling

thro* any Diaphanous Bodies : And clearly demons
ftrated the Primary Iris to be only the Suns Image

,

reflectedfrom the Concavefurfaces, of an Innumera-
ble Quantity offmallfpherical drops of falling Rain %

With this necejjary Circumftance,
that thofe Rays*

which fell on the Objects, Parallel to each other,
fhould not after one RefleBicn, and two Refractions?

(viz. At going into the drop, and coming out again)

be difperfed, or made to Diverge, but come lack, again

alfo to the Eye
,
parallel to each other.

He (liewed alfo, that the Colours, in the Rays of
Light were produced by thofe Refradions as they
are by palling throught a Triangular GJafs Prilm.

The Secondary Iris, he fuppofes produced by thofe

Rays of the Sun, which fall more Obliquely, but
after the fame manner as before, only in thele

there are two Refledions before the Sun’s Rays re-

fraded a fecond time, and tending towards the*

Eye, in a parallel Pofition, can get out from the A-
queous Globules, The Magnitude of the Iris, he
makes to depend on the degree of Refradion ~

which is different, in different Liquors, or Tranf-
parent folids : But fuppofing the Ratio of the Sines

of Incidence,
.
to thofe of the Refraded Angles, to

be in Water as : : 250. to 187 he determined
thence the Semi-diameter of the Iris, near enough
to Obfervation, vi%. The Primary one to be 4$
Degrees 30 Minutes, and the fecondary one to be
51 Degrees 54 Minutes, fee the 8 Chap, of his

Meteors.

Mr. Halley obfefves, that Des Cartes ufing only a
Tentative and Indired Method, in determining his

Angles, feems not to underhand the eaflnefs of fol-

ving his own Problem.

Wherefore becaufe hardly any one hath written

well on this Subjed fince Des Cartes, he fhews you
there how to determine the Angle by which the

Iris is didant from the oppofite Point of the Sun,

and the Ratio of the Refradion being given Geo-
metrically, or vice verfa the Iris being given, td

determine the Refradive Power ofthe Liquor.

And firft he faith, It is plain from Des Cartes's

Demonftrations, That the Primary Iris is made by
the Sun’s Rays, where the Excels of the two Re~

1 fraded Angles above the one of Incidence, is the

greateft poilible.

And the Secondary Iris is formed by thofe Rays
where the Excefs of three Refraded Angles above
one of Incidence, is ado the greateft polnble.

And thus you may go on to 3, 4, 5, or 6 Iris's,

which will all be formed where the; Rays Emerge
out of the Watery Cloud after 3,"4, 5 , or 6 Reflecti-

ons ; but none but the Second will be ordinarily

vifible in the Heavens, becaufe the Rays of the

Suij
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Sun grow at laft very much attenuated and weak-
ened.

Now if you double this greateft poffible Excefs
of the RefraCted Angles above that of Incidence,
( if the Number of Reflections be odd) it will give
the Diftance of the Iris from the Point oppofite to
the Sun. ^

But if the Number" of Reflections be even, then
the double of the greateft Refracted Angle, will be
the Diftance of the Iris from the Sun himfelf.

Now to gain thefe Greateft Excejfes, having the
Refraction of any Liquor, or the Ratio of the Sine
of the Angle of Incidence to the Sine of Refracted
Angle, you muft obferve, that the Excefs of two
Refracted Angles, above one of Incidence, will
be Greateft where the Momentaneous Augment or
Fluxion of the Angle of Incidence, is precifely dou-
ble to the Momentaneous Augment of the Refra-
cted Angle. And if there be three Refracted An-
gles, the Greateft Excefs, will be where the Mo-
mentaneous Augment of the Angle of Incidence is

Triple of the Moment of the Refracted Angle, and
fo on, which is fufficiently evident.

But in order to find the Angles themfelves,
Mr. Halley premifes the following Lemma.

Let there be a Triangle ABC, whofe Vertex is I

at A 5 its Legs B A and C A, and the Bafe BC;
on which produced, let fall the Perpendicular A D.
Then let the Vertical Angle BAC be luppofed to
be encreafed by a Quantity infinitely fmall, as fup-
pofe by the Moment C A c : Then drawing the
Lines B C d, and c D, they will he only imagina-
rily different from BCD and C D.

This done, I lay, That if the Legs of the Plane
i riangle BAC, for any other) continuing the
fame, the Vertical Angle be imagined to be en-
creafed by any Infinitely fmall Moment or Fluxion,
then will the Moments of the Angles at the Bafe, be

reciprocally as the Segments of the Bafe

:

That is,

C B c, is to the Moment of the Angle A C B, or
ACD : : as C D is to B D.

For fince the external Angle ACD=toABC
+ Angle BAC, its Moment muft alfo be equal to

the Sum of their Moments, or to C B c + C A c :

but now becaufe the Triangle ACD is right angled
at D, A

.
C may be the Diameter of a Circle,

whofe Periphery will pafs thro’ A, D, C, and c,

and confequently the Angles C A c, CDc being
in the fame Segment are equal. So that the Sum
of the two Fluxionary Angles C B c, and c D C

(/. e. the external Angle D c d) will be the Mo-
ment of the Angle A C D, or AC B. But thofe
C B c, and D c d, being infinitely fmall, will be
to each other;, as the Sides oppofite to them, or as
c D or C D is to B D : That is, reciprocally as the
Segments of the Bafe. E. D.

If B and C had been both Acute the way of
Proof is the fame, all things confidered.

COROLLARY.
Hence it follows, That the Moments of the An-

gles at the Bafe, are to one another direCtly as the
Tangents of thefe Angles.

By the help of this Lemma he fhews how to ob-
tain the Diameter of any Iris, either Geometrically,
or by Calculation.

Let there be any Right Line as A C, and let it be
fo divided in D, that C A may be to C D : :

according to the Ratio of Refraction
j that is, in

Water : : as 250 is to 187, or more nicely : : 529
I

is to 3 9 6. Then let it be divided again in E, fo
that C E fhall be to A E : as Unity is to the
Number of Reflections which the Solar Rays
muft undergo in producing the Iris propoled : This
done

;
on the Diameter AE let the Semicircle ABE

be deferibed ; and on the Centre with the Radius
C D, draw the Ark B D, cutting the Semi-circle
A B E in the Point B. Then drawing theRighE
Lines C B, A B, let the Perpendicular C F be let

fall on A B produced to F ; and to that Perpendi-
cular draw the Parallel E B.

I fay the Angle C B F is the Angle of Incidence,’’

CAB is the Refracted Angle, both required for

the producing the propofed Iris.

DEMONS TI^ATI 0 N.

Since the Triangles A C F, A E B are Similar'
A F will be to B F ; : as A C to E C : : that is, as

# the

1
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the Number of Reflections augmented by Unity,

is to Unity ; by the Contraction.

Wherefore the Moment of the Angle C B F, is

to the Moment of the Angle C A F in the fame Ra-

tio, by the Lemma.
Rut the Sine of the Angle C B F, is to the Sine

of the Angle C A F : : in the Ratio of their Sides

C A , C B : That is, in the Ratio of the Refraction

given.

By the Contraction alfo, the Angle of Inci-

dence R B F, hath its correfponding Refracted

Angle RAF: Wherefore fince their Moments are

in the Ratio prop ofed, thofe are the Angles fought

or required, ft. E. D.

Now therefore multiplying the Refracted Angle

by the Number of Reflexions augmented by Uni-

ty, and from the Product Subtracting the Angle of

Incidence, you will have half thh diftance of the

Iris from the Sun, if the Number of Reflexions

were even ; but if they were odd, from the oppo-

se Point of the Sun, as was faid before.

And from hence, by a very eafie,fhort, and ele-

gant Contraction, he fhews how to exhibit to

the Eye, the Incidences of all manner of Iris’s$ as

they will appear in any Liquor whofe Refraction

is given. For, if the Line A C in the lat Figure,

be biffeded in E, have a Third part cut off from

it in c, a Fourth part in E, a Fifth part in n,

And then there be Semicircles defcribed on the

Diameters A E* A e, A E, A n, 8cc. all which {hall

be cut by the Circular Ark D B b, and v, defcribed

on the Centre C with the Radius C D, (which

Radius C D is to A C in the Ratio of the given Re-

fraction) in the Points B b, B v, &c. 1 lay, the

Lines.A B, A b, A B, A v. {hall make with the Line

A C, Angles equal to the refracted Angles, and

with the Radii C B, C b, CB, Cv, refpectively

Angles equal to thofe ofIncidence required ; that is

A B C (or rather its Complement to a Semicircle)

for the Primary Iris A b C for the Secondary one,

A B C for the Third, and Av C for the Fourth, &c.

and fo on as far as you pleafe.

He fhews alfo, that the Reader if skill’d in Al-

gebra, may eafily find thefe Angles by Accurate

Calcution, derived from the lame Fountain

:

Thus, Let the Radius be = i . and the Ratio of

Refraction, as r to s
;
the will then Sine of Inci-

dence be c but the Sine of che Re’

S S
fracted Angle will be v''

d

— f ; from which
rr

Angles the Primary Iris will be found.

For the Second Iris Y' 4— r 1 c
will be the

; S S
Sine of Incidence ; and ^ | will be

r r *

the Sine of the refracted Angle. And fo on, as he

further (hews.

And if you proceed to Calculate according to

D. Cartes his Proportion, the Primary Iris will be

Diftant ab Oppofito Solis 41
0 30', the Secondary

one 51
0

55'. But the Third and Fourth will be

diftant 40° 20', and 45
0
33' from the Sun himfelf;

but probably rio one can ever fee either of thefe

for the reafons above given.

-As to the Colours with which this wonderful

Bow is adorned, he obferves, That our molt Sa-

gacious Sir If. Newton was the firft who (hewed bf
moft plain Experiments, that the Rays of Light do
not come uniform and Ample out of the Luminous
Body

;
but that the pure white Light which we

fee, is compounded of the Corpufcles ofall manner
of Colours, blended one with another, by the moft:
rapid Motion; and, That the Colours of all Bo-
dies arife from their different Difpofitions to rcfrad
or reflect fome peculiar Species of Light. This is

principally proved from Iffrailions, by which thefe
difincl Species are leparated one from another; for
Blue or Purple Light is for Inftance more refraded
in paffing through a Diaphanous Body, then Yel-
low or Red. See the Words Light and Colours

,

where I have given you a large Account of Sir If
Newtons Experiments, as mentioned in his Letter
in the Phil. Tranf. N. 80, Qjc.

It being therefore certain that all kind or degrees
of blue Light, are a little more refraded than any
reddifli Light whatlbever, ’Tis plain, faith Mr,
Halley, that from this difference the Breadth of the
Iris muff arife ; but which, is hardly to be deter-
mined by Obfervation, by reafon of the uncertain
Limits of the Colours in the Clouds. But the grea-

,

ter the Ratio of Inequality between C A and C D*
or the greater the Refradion is, by fo much the
greater will the Diftance be of any Iris from the
Sun ; fo that thole which are more remote from
the Sun, are always more adorned with a Purple
Colour, but the more near oftes with a Red one,
as is apparent in the Primary Iris, which vanilhes
or difappears in Oppofito Solis

$
if the Sine of Inci-

dence to that of the refraded Angle by as C A to
C E : : or as 1. to 1. And if the Ratio be greater
than this, the Primary Iris will not be at all vilible;

or no Primary Iris at all can be feen.

It is to be obferved alfo, That the Secondary Irii

will go off in a Point, in Oppofito Solis, whenever
the Ratio of Refradion is as 1. to vritn f -f- (/

or as 1 to o. 847487. And from thence will run
back towards the Stm himfelf, and there dil-

appear, if the aforeiaid Ratio be as 3 to 1, or aS
C A to C e.

But in the Intermediate Proportions, (which are
found in all known Fluids, except Air) the greater1

the Ratio of Refradion, the further is the Iris di-

ftant ab Oppofito Solis, or rather from the Sun him-
feif, the Ark being numbered beyond the Semicircle,

and therefore the Colours will appear to be found
in an Order diverfe from that in the Primary Irif
unlefs you thus reckon the diftance of the Secon-
dary one from the Sun himfelf which muft alfo be
taken notice of in the other Iris.

The Third Iris in Oppofito Solis is qilite confu-

fed ; the Ratio of the Refradion being as 1 to

91855, and from thence it runs back in the Ratio,

of 1 to 68250, from whence again, the order of
the Colours being reftored, in the Ratio of 4 to r #

or of C A to C c
, it ends dn Oppofito Solis.

But the Fourth Iris beginning from the Sun irf

the Ratio of Equality, paffes off in the Points' op-
pofite to him in the Ratio of 1 to 94895, and
thence returns to the Sun again, if the Ratio be as

1 tO 4 ; and from thence is again dilperfed or feat-

tered towards the Parts oppofite to the Sun, in the

Ratio of x to 56337, within which Bounds are the'

Refradions of all known Fluids contained.

Laftly, If the Ratio Were as 5 to 1 , or as C A
to C n, the Iris Will va nil'll into the Sun himfelf j

and the Colours to appearance will fete inverted M
6 B if#
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its regrefs to the Sun, as they were right or direct

at their Egrefs.

And from hence it is that the Primary and Fourth

Iris in Watry Clouds obverts a rcddifli Colour to-

wards the Sun ;
but the Secondary and Third, a

Purple one.

After this, Mr. Halley fhews how, having the

Diftance of the Iris from the Sun, to find the Ra-

tio of the Refraction ;
and this by a very eafie, but

molt accurate Obfervation.

Take a fmall Glafs Tube, and ere&ing it per-

pendicular to the Horizon, fufpend in its lower

Orifice a fmall drop of Water, or fome fuch clear

Fluid 5
and then at fome time when the Sun is

near the Horizon, and Ihines very bright, let it be

obferved under what Angle cum Oppofito Solis, the

Colours of the Iris are feen in the pendulous drop;

for then the Ratio of the Refradion may be had

by an eafie Calculation. And its Inveftigation

forms a Cubick Equation, having only one Root,

by which the Primary Iris being given, the Ratio

may be found. The Equation is this, T 3 —3 TV
ayrt— o. In which, T is the Tangent of the

Angle of Incidence fought, and t is the Tangent of

half the Diftance of the Iris ab Oppofito Soils, to

the Radius r 1 . Whence, according to Cardans

Rules, there arifes this Theorem, vi%.

From the Cube t, let there be taken the Produd

of ztr into the Excels of the Secant of the fame Ark

above the Radius, the remainder of difference fliall

be the leffer Cube : But the Summ of them, ad-

ding 4trr fliall be the greater Cube.' The Summ of

the Sides of both Cubes added to t, will be equal

to the Tangent of the Angle of Incidence ; and the

half of that Summ, the Tangent of the refraded

Angle. Whence the Batio of the Refradion is

known.

Of this he gives the following Example.

In a drop of Oil of Turpentine, the diftance of

the Primary Iris ab Oppofito Solis, was obferved to

be 25* 40'.

The Ratio of the Pvefradion was required.

t = Tangent 12'5 50' = o. 2278063

s = Secant of thefame= 1. 0256197
ttt — 0.01182217

s — r into 2 rt = o. oi 167265

Difference, Cube of thelefs o. 00014952 whofe

3 ‘

if o. 0530773
The Summ 0,02349482

Adding 4trr = o, 91 122525

The Cube of the greater o. 93472007 whofe

3
1/ = o. 97774s6

f —r. a. 2278063
i. 2586322 = Side of the Cube of

'Jeffer.
— T The natural Tangent of the Angle

of Incidence 51
s 32' and its Half,

o. 6293161 is the natural Tangent of

she Refraded Angle, wp 32“ 11*

Laftly, asT : T 1 + 4- V : T 1 + 1 : : r. s. or fo,

is 1 to, 68026. Which Ratio comes very, near to

that which by Experiment is found to be in Glafs

and moft diaphanous Solids.

Only, indeed, a Diamond exceeds the reft of

Pellucid’ Stones, in this Power of Refradion 3
for

its Ratio is nearly as 5 to 2, or more accurately, as
100 to 41. See Vol. 2.

RAKE ofa Ship, is fo much of her Hull as over-
hangs at both ends of her Keel. That part of it

which is before, is called her Hakeforward on ; and
that part which is at the fetting on of the Stern-
Poft, is called her Bp k.e aft-ward on

:

When a Ship
hath but a fmall Bakeforward on, but is built with
her Stern too ftrait up, flie is called Bluffe-headed.
The common Proportion for a Ship's Haky for-

ward on, is more than a Third, but lefs than 7 the
length of her Keel

:

and the Bake aft is about a 4th
or 5th of her Bake before. Tho’ in this Proportion,
there is no certainty, fome Nations, and fome
Carpenters building with longer Bakes than others.

A Long Bak? forward on, if a Ship have alfo a good
fat Bow, gives her a good Way, and helps her to

keep a good Vfind ; but then this makes her ape
to pitch under Water in a Head-Sea, and befides is

a great Strefs and Charge to a Ship, becaule fhe

over-hangs fo a Head. 1 herefore the middle Pro-
portion is beft, confidering all things.

RAKE of the Bidder. See Bidder.

RAKED liable, a term in Architecture. See
lable.

RAM Head
, is the Name of a great Block (a-

board a Ship) belonging to the Fore and Main-
Halliards ; it hath in it 3 Shivers, into which the

Halliards are put, and at its Head the lyes are

reeved into an Hole made there for that Purpofe.

RAMIFICATION, is a Colledion of final!

Branches iffuing out from one large one. Thus in

Anatomy, the feveral Branches of the Aorta or Great

Artery, by which the Arterial Blood is convey’d to

all the extream Parts of the Body, are called the

Bamifications of the Artery; and when they are ex-
ceeding fmall, they are called Capillary Arteries

f

which fee.

RAMMER, is a Staff with a round piece of
Wood at one end, in order to drive home the Pou-
der to the Breech of the Great Gun,as alfo the Shot

and the Wad, which keeps the Shot from rowling

out. At the other end ofthefe R/wiram, areulually

rolled in a certain Piece of Ships-skin fitted to the

Bore of the Piece, in order to clear her after Are

has been difeharged : And this is called Spunging

the Piece.

RAMPANT : The Term in Heraldry for a

Lion, or any Beaft of Prey, in a Pofture of Climb-

ing, or Standing upright on his hinder Legs, and

rearing up his Fore-feet. T’is different from Sali-

ent, which is a Pofture not fo ered. See Salient.

RAMPART, in Fortification, is the mafs of

Earth which is railed about the Body ofany Place,

to covert it from Great Shot, and confifts of feveral

Baftions and Curtains having its Parapet, Plat-

form, interior and. exterior Talus, and Berme, as alio

fometimes a Stone Wall, and then they fay it is

Lined. 1 he Soldiers continually keep Guard here,

and Pieces of Artillery are Planted for the Defence

of the Place.

The FIeight of the Bpmpart muft not exceed

three Fathom, as being fufficient to cover the

Houfes from the Batteries of the Cannon : Neither

ought its Thicknefs to be above teu or twelve,

unlefs more Earth be taken out of the Ditch, than

can be otherway bellowed.

The Bfmparts of Half-Moons are the better for

being low, that the fmall Fire of the Defendants

may the better read) the Bottom ofthe Ditch ; but
yet
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^et it mud be fo high, as not to be commanded,

by the Covert-way.

RAMUS Anterior,
Sc. Verne Subcutanece, is a

Branch of the Subcutaneous Vein, (which takes its

Name from its (hallow running juft under the Skin)

and is it felf a Branch of the Bafilica * it goes un-

der the Mufcles of the Vina to the little Finger,

where it joins a Branch of the Cephalica.

RAMUS Pojlerior, another Branch of the Sub-

cutaneous Vein of the Arm, running near theElbow ;

it fends out a Branch which goes to the Wrift, then

it unites with the Cephalica Interior
, and forms the

Mediana.

RANDOM-S&0?, is a Shot made when the

Muzzle of a Gun is raifed above the Horizontal

Line, and is not designed to Shoot direcftly or

Point-blank. The utmoft Random of any Piece,

is about ten times as far as the Bullet will go Point-

blank ; and the Bullet will go fartheft when the

Piece is mounted to about 45 Degrees above the

Level-Range. The Diftance of the Random is

reckoned from the Plat-form to the Place where the

Ball fxrft Grazes.

RANGE, a Term in Gunnery, (ignifying the

Line a Shot goes in from the Mouth of the Piece,

If the Bullet go in a Line parallel to the Horizon,

that is called the Right or Level-Range • if the Gun
be mounted to 45 Degr. then will the Ball have

the higheft or utmoft Range, and fo proportionably

all others between 00 Degr. and 4 5°, are called

the Intermediate Ranges

.

RAN GES, in a Ship, are two pieces of Timber
going a-crofs from Side to Side ; one aloft on the

Fore-Cafile a little abaft the Fore-maft ; and the

other in the Beak-Head before the Wouldings of

the Bovo-Sprit.

That in the *Fore-Caftle, is fattened into the

Timbers of the ShipVSides, and hath two Knees

about the Middle, on either fide the Fore-Matt,

fattened to the Deck and the Timber, in which the

Top-Sail-Sheets run in a Shiver : In it alfo are fe-

veral Wooden Pins to belay the Fore-bowling, the

Fore-Tack, and the Fore-loof Hook.

That in the Beak-Head lies in the form of the

other, and hath the Sprit-Sail, and Sprit-Sail-Top-

Sail-Sheets and Ropes belayed about its Pins.

RANGER, is a Sworn Officer of the Foreft,

whereof there are Twelve : His Bufinefs chiefly

confifts in three Points ; To Walk daily through

his Charge, to fee, hear, and inquire, as well of

Trefpaffes, as Trefpalfers in his Balywick; To
drive the Beads of the Forefts, both of Venery

and Chafe, out of the Disforefted into the Fo-

refted Lands; And, To prefent all Trefpaffes of

the Foreft. This Rangtr is made by the King’s

Letters-Patent, and hath yearly Penfion our of the

Exchequer.

RANULA. See Hypoglojfum.

RANULARES,are thofe Branches of the exter-

nal Jugular Veins which run to the Tongue, and

are very apparent under it.

RAPHE. Set Saturn.

RAPINE, in Law; to take a thing in private

againft the Owner s will, is properly Theft; but to

take it openly, or by violence, is Rapine.

RAPSODY, originally fignifies a Connexion to-

gether, or a Repetition of a vaft Number of He-
roick Verfes, fuch as thofe of Homer, &c. But
now we ufually underftand by it, a long, tedious,

impertinent fpinning out of a Difcourfe to little or

no purpofe or benefit to the Reader.

RAPTU Hxredis-
} is a Writ lying for the taking

RAT
away of ah Heir hodling iri Socage j of wfiic^
there are tWo forts ; one when the Heir is Mar-
ried, the other when he is not. Of both thefe, fee
the Reg. Orig. Fol. 163.

RARE Bodies, are fuch as have more fpace, or
take up more room in proportion to their Matter*,
than other Bodies do.

RAREFACIENTIA, ratifying Remedies, are
fuch as by difijpating a little the Vapours and Hu-
mours make the Pores of Bodies larger. Blanchard.

RAREFACTION, of any natural Body, is

when it takes up more Dimenfioris or a larger

Space than it had before.

There are three ways of Explicating of Rare-
fallion.

1 . That of the Arifiotelians
, which is called the

Rigorous way ; who fuppofe the fame Body doth
not only obtain a greater fpace in Rarefaction, but
alfo adequately fill it

; and acquires larger Demen-
fions, without either having any Pores or Vacuities
between its Corpufcles, or admitting any other
Body or fubtil Matter to be joined with them.

2. That of the Cartefians, which was alfo the

Opinion of many of the Old Philofophers, who
affert, That in Rarefaction the Pores of the rare-

fied Body are dilated, and replenifhed with fome
fine fubtil and ethereal Subftance, which infinu-

ates it felf freely into the Interftices between its

disjoined Particles.

3. That ofthe Atomijls of Vacuifls, who fuppofe
the Parts of the rarefied Body to be disjoined and
removed farther from each other, and yet no other

Body (neceffarily) comes in between them. See
this explained under Air.

RASANT Line of Defence, in Fortification, is a
Line drawn from the Point of the Baftion along
the Face, and prolonged till it come to the Curtain,

and therefore (hews how much of the Curtain will

clear or fcour the Face. This is called alfo the

Second Fiank, the Hanking, or Stringent Line.

RASETTA, the fame with Carpus

.

RASH, See Ratch.

RASPATORIUM, or Scalprum Raforium, is &
Chirurgeon’s Inftrument to ferape or (have filthy or
fcaby Bones with.

RATCH, is a fort, of aWheel of 1 2 large Fangs,

that runneth Concentrical to the Dial- Wheel, and
ferveth to lift up the Dentes every Flour, and make
the Clock ftirke : and are by fome called Rafh.

RATCHET, in a Watch, are thefmall Teeth at \

the Bottom of the Fufy or Barrel, that flop it in

winding up.

RATE-Ty^, is when Sheep of other Cattle are

kept in a Pari(h for a lefs time than a Year, the

Owner muft pay Tythe for them pro rata, accord-

ing to the Cuftom of the Place.

RATIFICATION, a Law-Term, ufed for the

Confirmation of a Clerk in a Prebend, &c, forr

merly given him by the Bifliop, &c. where the

Right of Patronage is doubted to be in the King.

RATIO. When two Quantities are compared
one with another in refpedt of their Greatnefs or

Smallnefs. That Comparifon is called Ratio, and
fignifies the Rate, Reafon or Proportion in Quantity,

that one hath to the other. Tho’ (ome, indeed,

confine Ratio or Reafon only to 2 Numbers, and
call it Proportion, when it is between 3, 4, or more
Numbers or Quantities. But the Word Propor-

tion is often ufed inftead of Ratio or Reafon, tq

exprefs the Comparifon of one fingle Quantity to

another, by very good Authors.
-6 B 2 RATIO-
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RATIOCINATION, a Rational way of Ar-

guing.

RATIONABILI parte bonorum, is a Writ that

lies for the Wife againft the Executors of her Huf-
band, denying her the Third part of her Husband’s
Goods.
RATIONABILIBUS divifis, is a Writ that lies

where two Lords, in divers Towns, liave Seignio-

ries joining together, for him that findeth his Wafte
by little and little to have been encroached upon,
againft the other that hath Encroached, thereby to

recftifie their Bounds. And this is a King of Ju-
Jlicies, and may be removed by a Pone

,
out of the

County to the Common Bench. By the Civilians

It is called Judicium finium Pegundorum.

RATIONAL Horizon. See Horizon.

RATIONAL Quantities. Any Quantity being
propofed, (Tor which we may always put i.) and
which Euclid (Book i o.) calls Rational, there may
be Infinite others which are Commenfurable

, or In-

commensurable to it , and that either Simple, or in

Power. Now, all fuch as are Commenfurable any
how to the given Quantity, he calls Rational Quan-
tities, and all the others Irrational.

RATLINES, (or as the Seamen call them, Pyit-

tlings) are thofe Lines which make the Ladder
Steps, to get up the Shrouds and Puttocks; there-

fore they are called the Rattlings of the Shrouds.

RAVELIN, in Fortification, is a fmall Trian-
gular Work compofed only of two Faces, which
make a Saliant Angle, without any Flanks, It is

generally raifed before the Curtains or Counterfcarp,

and commonly called a Half-Moon by the Sol-

diers.

A Pavelin is like the Point of a Baftion with
Flanks cut oft; The reafon of its being placed be-

fore a Curtain, is to cover the oppofite Flanks of
the two next Baftions. ’Tis ufed alfo to cover a
Bridge or a Gate j and ’tis always placed without
the Moat.
What the Engineers call a pavelin

, the Soldiers

generally call a I-Ialf-Moon, which lee.

RAY Common, is a right Line drawn from the

Point of the Concourfe of the two Optical Axes,

through the Middle of the right Line which pafi.

feth by the Centre ofthe Pupil ofthe Eye. '

RAY Direct, is that which is carried from a

Point of the ivifible Objedt diredtly to the Eye,

through one and the fame Medium.
RAY of Incidence, or Incident pay, in Catoptricky,

is a right Line which falls from lome Point of an

Objed: upon the Surface of the Looking-Glals or

polifhed Metal.

RAY of Incidence, or Incident Pay, in Diop-

tricky, is the Pay of Light which goes in a right

Line from a certain Point of the vifible Objects in

one Medium, until it meet with a Second Me-
dium.

RAY, in Opticky, is a Line imagined to pafs

from the Eye toward the Objed, or from the Ob-
jed: toward the Eye, and is called a Vifual Pay. But
there is alfo a Pyramid of Pays, which ftrike the

Tunica Petina of the Eye, and are broken or re-

fracted in the Chryftalline.

RAY Principal, in Perfpedive, is the perpen-

dicular Diftance between the Eye and the Vertical

Plane, or Table, as the French call it.

RAY of Reflection, is the right Line whereby the

pefiebiion is made.
RAY of flefraction, or Broken Pay, is a right

Line whereby the pay of Incidence changeth its re-

ctitude, or is broken in traverfing the Second Me-
dium, whether it be thicker or thinner.

RAYS, or Beams of the Sun, or Pays of Light

,

are either according to the Atomical Hypothefis,
thofe very minute Particles or Corpufcles of Mat-
ter, which continually ifluing out of the Sun, do
thruft on one another all around in Phyfically fhort
Lines j (und that this is the right Opinion) many
Experiments do evince, particularly the Incompa-
rable Sir.

i

/1 Newton about Light and Colours '(or

elfe as the Cartefians aflert, they are made by the
Addon of the Luminary on the Contiguous iEther
and Air, and fo are propagated every way in ftrait
Lines, through the Pores of the Medium.
RAYS Convergent, are thofe which going from^

divers Points of the Objed, incline towards one
and the fame Point tending to the Eye,
RAYS Divergent, are thofe which going from a

Point of the vifible Objed:, are difperfed, and con-
tinually depart one from another, according as they
are removed from the Objed:.

RAYS Parallel, are thofe that keep an equal
Diftance from the vifible Objed to the Eye, which
is fuppofed to be infinitely remote from the Object.

RAZANT Line of Defence . See Pyfant Line
of Defence.

REACH, is the Diftance between any % Points
of Land, that lie in a right Line one from ano-
ther.

REALGAL, or Sandaracha, is red Arfenick.
REAL Horizon. See Horizon,

REAR-GwW, is that part of an Army which
follows the main Body, to hinder and flop De-
(erters.

REASON, in Mathematicks, the fame with
Proportion, ’tis better called by the Latin Name
Patio (which fee) to avoid confounding it with the
common fignification ofthe Word Peafon.

REATTACHMENT, is a Second Attachment
of him that was formerly attached and difmifled
the Court without Day, as by the not coming of
the Juftices, or fome fuch Cafualty. And is faid
to be either General or Special. General Pe-attach

-

ment, is where a Man is reattached for his Appea-
rance upon all Writs of Affize lying againft him :

Special Pe-attachment, muft be for one or more
certain.

REBUSSES, are in Heraldry fuch Coats of
Arms as bear an Allufion to the Sirname of the
Perfon, as 3 Coneys for Ccnisby, 3 Cups for Butler

,

3 Caftles for Caftleton : And fuch Bearings are very
ancient.

REBUTTER, in Common-Law, when a Man
grants Land to the ufe of himfelf, and the Iflue of
his Body, to another in Feuwith Warranty : And
the Donee leafeth out his Lands to a Third for

Years ; the Heir of the Donor impleadeth, the
Tenant alledging, That the Land was in Tail to

him : The Donee comes in, and by virtue of the
Warranty made by the Donor, repelleth the Heir,
becaufe tho’ the Land was Intailed to him, yet he
is Heir to the Warrantor likewife ; and this is cal- ,

led a Ppbutter. And if I grant to my Tenant, to

hold Sine impetitione vafli, and afterwards Implead
him for Wafte made ; he may debar me of this

Aiftion, by (hewing my Grant , and this is alfo a
Pebutter.

REGAPTION, is a Second Diftrefs of one for-

merly diftrained for the fame Caufe, and alfo .du-

ring the Plea grounded on the former Diftrefs : It

likewife
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likewife fignifies a Writ lying for the Party thus

Diftrained.

RECEIVER* See Recipient.

RECEPTACULUM Chyli, was firft found our

by Pecquet, A. D. 1561, ’tis a Cavity into which
all the Lacteal Veins empty themfelves : it is of a

Veficular Subftance, which is thicker in Men than

In Beafts, but the Cavity is larger in Beafts than

Men : Out of it goes the DuBus Thoracicus ; which
fee.

RECESSION of the Equinoxes, Is the going

back of the Equinoctial Points every Year about

50 Seconds. The Reafon of which is, That the

Axis of the Earth, after many Annual Revolutions

round the Sun, really deviates from that Parade-

lifm, which it feems to keep with it felf all the

time of one Annual Revolution : By this Aberra-

tion it deferibes a Conical Superficies 9 and the

Earths Equator moving round the Sun, together

with the Earths Axis, the InterfeClions of the Cele-

ftial Equator with the Ecliptick, will run bacl^
,
or

move in Antecedentia, as will all other Points of

the Ecliptick, (as well as thofe Equinoctial ones.)

And therefore the Signs or Fix’d Stars that make
the 1 2. Zodiacal Conftellations, will appear to

move forward, or in Confequentia * as they now
feem to have done by the Quantity of a whole
Sign ; for which Reafon, you find the Picture of

the Ram painted on our Globes at the beginning

of the Sign Taurus, &c.

Dr. Gregory in his Excellent Aftronomia Phyfica

& Geometrica, Prop. LXIV. Lib. 1. makes the Pro-

late Spheroidical Figure of the Earth, to be the

Primary Occafioniof this Recefilon of the Equi- I

noCtial Points $ and withal fliews that the Earths

Axis in every Annual Revolution round the Sun,

twice changes its Inclination to the Ecliptick, and
as often returns again to its former Pofition.

RECIDIVU5 Morbus, a Relapfe, is when the

Morbifick Matter, that was left in the firft Di-
.ftemper, begins to work and ferment again.

RECIPIENTS, or Receivers, are thofe Vdfels,

which in Diftillation, are Luted to the Beak, or

Nofe of Alimbeck, Retort, &c. to receive the

Matterwhich is raifed or forced over the Helm by
the Fire. That Glafs alfo which is exhaufted of

Air by Mr. Boyle’s Air-Fum, and within which any
Animal or other Bodies, are included to make Ex-
periments upon, is by him ufually called the Re-
ceiver.

RECIPROCAL Figures in Geometry, are fuch

as have the Antecedents and Confequents of the

Ratio in both Figures,

\

Here A : B : : C :

i. e. i% : 4 : : 9 : 3.

A
' 12 ,

That is, as much longer as the Side A in the

firft ReCtangle, is than B : : fo njuch deeper is the

Side C in the fecond ReCtangle, than the Sde D
in the firft ; and confequently the Length of one is

compenfated by the Depth of the other ; and alfo

as the Side A is i longer than the Side C, fo the

Side B is one 4th longer than D. Wherefore the

ReCtangles muft needs be equal.

And this is the Foundation of theCathoiick. Theo-

rem • That the ReBangle of the Extrearns muft al-

ways be equal to that of the Means : And confequents

ly the Reafon of the Rule of Three, or Golden Rule,

for fuppofe there was given any three Numbers or

Quantities Geometrically proportional, as A,B, and
C, and that it Were required to find a fourth D
proportional to them.

Since it is that A : B : : C : D, therefore A D
B C

C, and confequently D , that is, the

Fourth Term is equal to the Quotient of Secqnd,

multiplied by the Third Term, divided by the

Firft:

Or thus in Numbers.

Suppofe given 12, 4, and 9 j required a fourth

Proportional.

Now as i 4 : 4 : : 9 : Q,

But ia Q. = 4 x 9 = b6>

Therefore Q.= ( : 3. by dividing both
x 4

Sides by i4.

COROLLARY,
And from hence ’tis plain, That if any two TrL

angles. Parallelograms, Prifms, Parallelepipeds,,

Pyramids, Cones, or Cylinders, have their Bafes

and Altitudes Reciprocally proportional, thofe two
Figures or Solids are equal to one another 5 and
vice verfa, if they are equal, their Bafes and Alti*

tudes are Reciprocally proportionable.

RECIPROCAL Proportion, is when in four

Numbers, the Fourth is Idler than the Second, by
fo much as the Third is greater than the Firft, and

vic&
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vice verfa ; on which is founded the Inverfe of In-

direct Rule of Three
, thus.

4 * 1° * : 8 : 5.

See the Corollary after Reciprocal Figures.

j
There is great ufe made of this Reciprocal Pro-

portion, by Sir Ifaac Newton
,
and others, in their

Demonftrations of the Laws of "Motion
, &c. and

indeed without a clear knowledge of it, they can-

not be underftood.

RECLINATION of a Plain, is the Quantity
of Degrees which any Plain, on which a Dyal is

fuppofed to be drawn, lies or falls backwards from
truly upright or vertical Plain.

RECLINING, in Dyalling, the Plane that

leans from you when you hand before it, is faid

to be a Reclining Plane.

RECLINING Declining Dyals. See Declining

Reclining Dyals.

RECOGNIZANCE, in Law, is as a Bond or
Obligation of Record, teftifying the Recognifor to

owe to the Recognifee a certain Sum ofMoney, and
is acknowledged in fome Court of Record, or be-

fore feme Judge, Matter of the Chancery, or Ju-
ftice of Peace j and thofe that be meer Recognifan-

ces, are not Sealed but Enrolled
,
and Execution

by force thereof, is of all the Recognifor s Goods
or Chattels, ( except Draught Beafts and Imple-
ments of Husbandry ) and the Moyety of his

Lands.

RECOGNISEE, is he to whom one is bound in

a Recognifance.

RECOGNITIONS adnullanda per vim & duri-

tiem faEla, is a Writ to the Juftices of the Com-
mon Bench, for the fending of a Record touching

a Recognifance which thtRecognifor fuggefts to have
been acknowledged by force and dureffe, that if it

be fo, it may be annulled.

RECOGNITORS, is a Word often ufed for the

Jury Impannelled upon an Affize : The reafon why
they are fo called

,
is, becaufe chey acknowledge

a Diffeifin by their VerdicSt.

RECOLLECTION, is a Mode of Thinking,

whereby thofe Idea’s fought after by the Mind,
are with Pain and endeavour found, and brought
again to view.

RECORD, in Law, fignifies an Authentick

and Uncontroulable Teftimony in Writing
,

con-

tained in Rolls of Parchment, and preferved in

Courts of Record ; and they are faid to be vetu-

fiatis veritatis vefiigia. An Ad: committed to

Writing in any of the King’s Courts, during the

Term wherein it is Written, is alterable, being

no Record ; but that Term once ended, and the

Ad Enrolled it is a Record, and of that Credit

that admits no alteration or proof to the contrary.

Lawyers reckon three forts of Records, vi%. Re-
cord Judicial

,
as Attainder, &c. Record Minifte-

rial upon Oath, as an Office or Inquilition found.

And a Record made by Conveyance and Confent,

as a Fine or Deed Enrolled, or the like.

RECOR.DARE facias, or Recordari facias, is

a Writ direded to the Sheriff, to remove a Caufe
depending in an Inferior Court, as Court of anci-

ent Demefne, Hundred or County, to the King’s-

Bench , or Common-Pleas 5 it feems to be called

Recordare, becaufe it commands the Sheriff to make
a Record of the Proceedings by himfelf and others,

and then to fend up the Caufe.

RECORDER, is he whom the Mayor, or other
Magiftrate of any City

, or Town Corporate ha-
ving Jurifdi&ion, or a Court of Record within
their Precin&s, by the King’s Grants, doth affoci-
ate unto him for his better Dire&ion in Matters of
Juftice and Proceedings according to Law j and is

therefore for the molt part a Man verfed and ex,
perienced in the Law.
* RECQRDO prccejfu Mittendis, is & Writ to
call a Record together, with the whole Proceeding
in the Caufe out of an Inferior Court into the
King’s-Bench Court.

RECORDO utlagaria Mittendo, is a Judicial
Writ ; which fee in Reg. Judic. fol. 32.

RECOVERY, in a Legal Senfe, fignifies an ob-
taining any thing by Judgment or Tryal at Law,
as Eviftio doth among the Civilians.

And there is a True and a Feigned Recovery : A
True Recovery is an adual or real Recovery of any
thing, or the Value thereof by Judgment ; as if a
Man fue for any Land, or other thing moveable or
immoveable, and have a Verdid and Judgment for
him.

A Feigned Recovery, is, (as the Civilians call it)

Quadam fiftio Juris, a Certain Form or Courfe fee
down by Law, to be obferved, for the better af-
furing of Lands and Tenements unto us ; and the
end and effed thereof is to difeontinue and deftroy
Eftates Taile, Remainders and Reverfions, and to
bar the IntaiJs thereof.

And in this Formality are required three Per-
fons, vis(. The Demandant, Tenant, and Vouchee.

The Demandant, is he that brings the Writ of
Entry, and may be termed the Recoverer.

The Tenant, is he againft whom the Writ is

brought, and may be termed the Recoveree.

The Vouchee
,
is he whom the Tenant voucheth,

and calls to Warranty for the Land in demand.
A Recovery with double Voucher, is, where the

Tenant voucheth one, who voucheth another, or
the common Vouchee.
And a Recovery with treble Vouchers, is where

three are vouched As when a Man that is defi-

rous to cut off an Eftate Taile in Lands or Tene-
ments, to the end, to fell, give, or bequeath it,

caufes a Feigned Writ of Entry, Sur dijfeifm en le

pojl, to be brought for the Lands of which he in-

tends to cut off the Entaile, and in a Feigned
Count, or Declaration thereupon made, pretends
he was diffeifed by him, who by a Feigned Fine or
Deed of Bargain and Sale, is named and fuppofed
to be the Tenant of the Land. This Feigned Te-
nant, if it be a Single Recovery, is made to appear
and Vouch the Bag-bearer of Writs for the Cujlcs

brevium, in the Common Pleas, (for there only can
fuch Recoveries be fufFered ) who makes Default.
Whereupon the Land is recovered by him that

brought the Writ, and a Judgment is by fuch ficti-

on of Law entred, that the Demandant fhall reco-

ver the Value of the Lands againft the Lands of
the Vouchee.

Bag-bearer is a Poor Unlanded and Illiterate Per-

fon, which is feigned to be a Satisfaction to the

Heir in Taile, tho’ he is never to have or ex-
peeft it.

This Feigned Recovery
,

is alfo called a Common
Recovery, becaufe it is a beaten and common Path
that end for which it is appointed, v to cut off

the Eftates above fpecified. ' But a True Recovery is

as well of the Value as of the Thing: As if a Alan
buy Land of another with Warranty, which Land

a third
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a third Perfon afterwards by Suit, of Law recover-

ed againft me, I have my Remedy againft him

that fold it me, to recover in Value $
that is, to

recover fo much in Money, as the Land is worth 5

or fo much other Land by way of Exchange.

RECOUPE, in Law, is a quick and fliarp Re-

ply to a peremptory Demand ; and ufed by Law-
yers to defalk or difeount ; as if a Man hath Ten

Pounds iffuing out of certain Lands, and he diflei-

fes the Tenant of the Land in an Aflife brought by

the Diifeifee, the Dilfeifor (hall Pjecoupe the Rent

in the Damages.
RECPvEMENT, any Superfluous Matter in the

Blood or Body, or any of its parts.

RECREMENTS, a Word ufed by the Phyfici-

ans and Anatomifts, for fuch Juices as are fepara-

red in the feveral Glands of the Body for Proper

and Peculiar Ufes ; as the Spirits, the Lympha, the

Call, the Pancreatic!^ Juice, the Proper Ferments of

the Stomach, Guts
,
&c. and thefe are diftinguifh’d

from Excrements, which are expelled out of the

Body, as being of no further ufe to it.

RECTANGLE ,
in Arithmetick , is the fame

with ProduEl
;
which fee.

RECTANGLES in Geometry, are Parallelo-

grams, whofe Sides are unequal, but Angles right.

Their Area is found by Multiplying the two une-

qual Sides one into another, for then the ProduCt

is the Superficial Content or Area.

RECTANGLED Triangle, the fame with Pjght-

angled Triangle.

All PeHangles, ( as A and B ) which have the

fame height, are to one another as their Bales.

That is,

A : B : : a h : b c.

For A is made by the Multiplication of b d its

Bale by the Line b e
; and B is alfo made by Mul-

tiplying c b its Bale by the fame Line be ( or its

equal c f.)

But the ProduCl of any two Numbers Multipli-

ed by the fame Third Number, are as thofe Num-
bers were to each other before Multiplication.

Therefore,

A : B :: ab : b c. Q. E. D,

Hence all PeBangles, or Parallelograms, between

the fame Parallel Lines, or which have the fame

Height, mult be to one another as their Bales

are.

For they are all equal to PpBangles, on the lain©

or equal Bales with themlelves, and confequently

mult have the lame Proportion to each other, as

fuch Rectangles ; that is, be to each other as their

Bales. £. E. D.

And the fame thing muft be true of all Trian-
gles that are between the lame Parallels, or which-

have the fame Height 5 becaufe they are the halves

of thofe Parallelograms. See the Figure.

REGTANGULAR, or Right-angled is fpeken

of a Plain Figure in Geometry, when one or more
of its Angles are right. Of Solids

,
’tis fpoken in

refpedt of their Situation : For it their Axis be
perpendicular to the Plane of the Horizon, they

are therefore Rectangular, or Right Cones, Cy-
linders, &c.

RECTANGULAR Section of a Cone, by this

the Ancient Geometers always meant a Parabola
,

which Conick. Section, before Apollonius, was only

confidered in a Cone, whole SeCtion by the Axe
would be a Triangle, Right-angled at the Vertex.

And hence it was that Archimedes entituled his

Book of the Quadrature of the Parabola, ( as ’tis

now called ) by the Name of peBanguli Coni

Sectio.

RECTIFIE, or peBification, in Chymiftry, is

the Diftilling over again of any Spirit, in order to

a more fine, and pure hate and to feparate from

it any PIctergoeneous Parts, that might rile with it

before.

RECTIFIE, is a word ufed in the Defcriptton

and ufe of Globe, or Sphere. For the firft thing,

to.be done before any Problems can be wrought on
the Globe is to PeBifie it. That is, to bring the

Sun’s Place in the Ecliptick on the Globe, to the

graduated Side of the Brals Meridian, to elevate

the Pole above the Horizon, as much as is the La-
titude of the Place, and to fit the Flour Index ex-

actly to twelve at Noon, fcrewing alfo the Qua-
drant of Altitude, ( if there be occafion ) to the

Zenith. All this is comprehended under the Word
Peelifie the Globe: And when this is done, the

( Celeftial ) Globe reprelents the true Pofture

of the Heavens, for the Noon of that Day it is

peBified for.

RECTIFIER ( in Navigation ) is an Inftru-

ment confiding of two Parts, which are two Cir-

cles either laid one upon, or let into the other,

and fo faftned together in their Centres, that they

reprelent two Compafles, one fixed, the other

moveable ; each of them divided in the gl roifits

of the Compals, and 360 Degrees, and numbred
both ways both from the North and the South,

ending at the Eaft and Weft, in 90 Degrees.

The Fixed Compafs, reprelents the Horizon, in

which the North, and all the other Points of the

Compals are fixed and immoveable.

The Moveable Compafs reprelents the Mariners

Compafs , in which the North
,

• and all the other

Points are liable to Variation.

In the Centre of the Moveable Compafs is faftned

a Silk. Thread, long enough to reach the outilde of

the Fixed Compafs. But if the Inftrument be made
of Wood ,

there is ad Index inftead of the Thread.

Its Ufe is to find the Variation of the Compafs, to

ReCtifie the Courle at Sea $ having the Amplitude

or Azimuth given.

RECTIFYING of Curves, ( in Mathematicks )

is to find a ftrait Line, equal to a Curved one 3 or

a Plane equal to a Curved Surface,
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Ofthis Dr. Wallis gave the firftHint to the World,

hi his Arithmetick of Infinites, Prop. 38.£?Scholium.

Soon after which Mr. William Neil applyed

chofe Confiderations to the Semi-cubical Paraboloid

,

where the Cubes of the Ordinates, are as the

Squares of the Diameters : And (hewed that there

the fmall Segments of the Curve, cut by the Ordi-

nates at equal Diftances, are as the Ordinates in a

Parabola ,
and therefore their Squares encreafed

by Equals, in Arithmetical Progreftion : Where-

fore that Curve muft be to a Right Line : : as

the Trunk of a Parabola, to the Parabola : Which
the Quadrature of the Parabola being known, is a

known Proportion, and this was the firft Attempt

of this Nature. But it was afterwards foon de-

monftrated alfo by Sir Chriftopher Wren, my Lord

Brouncker, and by Dr. Wallis. And the Year fol-

iowing, vi%.' 1651, Sir Chhrijlopher Wren (hewed the

Curve of the Cycloid, to be Quadruple of its

Axis: Which was the fecond Demonftration of a

Straight Line equal to a Crooked one. Of which,

fee Dr. Wallis’s. Englijh Algebra, p. 292, &c. See

more alfo in his Excellent Book de Cycloide.

RECTILINEAL, or Right-lined, in Geometry,

. is fpoken of fuch Figures as have their Extremities

all Right Lines.

RECTI Minores, are two (mall Mufcles of the

Head, appearing both in fight at once : They arife

deftly from the Pofterior Part of the firft Vertebrce

of the Neck j and are fo inferted to the middle

part of the Os Occipitis in two (hallow Depreffures

of thd faid Bone. Thefe from their Ufe,' may be

called Renuentes or Nodders backwards, and are

Antagonifts to thole we call Annuentes.

RECTO, is a Writ of Right, and is of fo high

a nature, that whereas other Writs in real Actions

are only to recover the Poifeffion of Lands or Tene-

ments in Queftion , which have been loft by our

Anceftors or our (elves ; this aimeth to recover

both the Seifin, which fome of our Anceftors or
' we had, and alfo the property of the thing whereof

j

the Anceftor died not Seifed, as of Fee, and where-

by are Pleaded and Tried both their Rights toge-

ther, vi%. As well of Poffeffion as Property : So

that if a Man once lofe his Caufe upon this Writ,

either by Judgment, Aflize, or Battle, he is with-

out all remedy
,

and (hall be excluded per ex-

eeptionem rei Judicata.

It is divided into two kinds, ReBum Patens, a

.Writ of right Patent
j and Recium Claufum, a

Writ of right Clofe. This the Civilians call Ju-

dicium Petitorum. The Writ of right Patent is fo

called, becaufe it is lent upon, and is in nature the

higheft Writ of all others, lying always for him that

hath Fee-fimple in the Lands or 1 enements fued

for, and not for any other. And when it lyeth for

him that Challengeth, Fee-fimple, and in what

Cafes, fee F. N. B. Fol. 1. 6. This Writ is alfo

called Breve Magnum de reclo. A Writ of right

Clofe, is a Writ directed to a Lord of Ancient De-

mefne, and lieth for thofe which hold their Lands

and Tenements by Charter in Fee-fimple, or in

Fee-tail, or tor term of Life, or in Dower, if they

be ejected out of fueh Lands, &c. or diflfeifled. In

this cafe ,
a Man or his Heirs may fue out this

Writ of right Clofe, diredied to the Lord of the An-

cient Dcmefne, commanding him to do him right,

&c. in his Court. And this is called Breve par-

•vum de reffo.

RECTO de Advccatione Ecclefuc, is a Writ of

Right lying where a Man hath right of Advowfon^

and the Parfon of the Church dying, a Stranger
prefents his Clerk to the Church, and he not hav-
ing brought his Adlion of Quare Impedit nor Dar-
rein Presentment within fix Months, but Inhered
the Stranger to Ufurp upon him. And this Wfip
he only may have, that claimeth the Advowfon to
himfelf, and to his Heirs in Fee ; and as it lies for
the whole Advovofn, fo it lies alfo for the half,
third or fourth Part.

RECTO de Cuftodia terra& harcdis, was a Writ
that lay for him whofe Tenant holding of him in
Chivalry, died in Nonage againft a Stranger that
entred upon the Land, and took the Body of the
Heir ; and is now become ufelefs as to Lands h.ol-

den in Capite, of by Knights Service, but not when
there is Guardian in Socage, or appointed by the
laft Will and Teftament of the Anceftor.

RECTO de Dote, is a Writ of right of Dower,
which lieth for a Woman that hath received part
of her Dower, and purpofes to Demand the re-

mainder in the fame Town, againft the Heir, or
his Guardian, if he be a Ward.
RECTO de dote unde nihil habet

, is a Writ of
Right, which lies in cafe where the Husband hav- \ i
ing divers Lands or Tenements, hath affured no
Dowertphis Wife

; and (lie thereby is driven to fue
for her Thirds, againft the Heir, or his Guardian.
RECTO de rationabili parte, is a Writ that lies

always between Privies of Blood, as Brothers in
Gavelfind, or Sifters, or other Coparceners, as
Nephews or Nieces, and for Land in Fee-fimple ;

as if a Man leafe his Land for Term of Life, and
afterwards dies, leaving Ilfue two Daughters, and
after that the Tenant for term of Life, dieth alfo,

the one Sifter entreth upon all the Land, and lo
deforcing the other, the Sifter fo deforced (hall

have this Writ to recover part.

RECTO quando Dominus remifit, is a Writ of
Right, which lies in cafe where Lands or Tene-
ments that being in the Seigniory of any Lord, are
in Demand by a Writ of Right • for if the Lord
hold no Court, or otherwife, at the Prayer of the
Demant, or Tenant, (hall fend to the Court of the
King his Writ, to put the Caufe thither for that

time, (favingto him at other times the right of
his Seigniory) then the Writ iflues out Tor the

other Party, and hath the Name from the Words
contained, being the true occafion thereof. This
Writ is Clofe, and muft be returned before the Ju-
ftices of the Common-Bench.

RECTO/«r Difclaymer, is a Writ that lies when
a Lord in the King’s Court of Commcn-Pleas avows
upon his Tenant, and the Tenant difclaimeth to

hold of him j upon which difclaimer he (hall have
this Writ ; and if the Lord averr and prove, That
the Land is held of him, he (hall recover the Land
for ever.

RECTUM Intefinum, is the ftrait Gut which
begins at the firft Vertebra of the Os Sacrum, and
paffeth ftrait downward to the extremity of the

Rump or utmoft end of the Back bone. It is about
a Foot in length, and not fo wide as the Colon, but

its Membranes are thicker.

RECTUS Femoris, is a Mufcle of the Leg, (o

named from its (freight Progrefs and Situation
; it

arifeth fleftiy from the Tubercle of the Os Ilium,

that is in the Mid-way between the fore-part of its

Spine and the Acetabulum, from thence defcending

diredtly between the Vaftus Externus and Intemus,

and over the Crureus. Its Fibres externally defcend

from a middle Line obliquely Laterally : Inter-
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nally. they run according to the Length, and be-

come entirely Tendinous four Fingers breadth a-

bove the Patella, where it is united with the Ten-
dons of the Vajlus Externus and Interims, and Cru-

reus, and inferred together with em at the Upper
part of the Tibia. It ferves to help to extend the

Tibia.

RECTUS in Curia, fignifies one that ftands at

the Bar, and no Man objects any thing againft him.

Alfo, when a Man hath reverfed the Outlawry,

and can participate of the benefit of the Law, he

is Reclus in Curia.

RECTUS Internus Major, is a Mufcle of the

Head which arifes Tendinous but chiefly Flefhy,

from the fore-part of all the Tranfverfe Proceifes

of the Vertebra of the Neck, except the firft and

fecond, and in its Afcent becoming Flefhy, paffes

over thofe two fuperior Vertebra, and is inferred

to the Anterior Appendix of the Os Occipitis, near

the great Foramen, that tranfmits the Medulla

Oblongata. This manifeftly bends the Head for-

wards, and therefore may be called Flexor Capitis,

from its Ufe. -

RECTUS Internus Minor, is a Mufcle of the

Head, Which with its Partner appear on the-. Fore-

part of the i ft Vertebra, like the Recli Minor.es on

the Back-part, and arife near its Tranfverfe Pro-

celTes , and afcending diredtly, are inferred to the

Anterior Appendix of the Os Occipitis immediately

under the former. Thefe nod the Head forward,

and are Antagonifts to the ReFti Minores. Where-
fore they may be called Annuentes.

RECTUS Lateralis, is a fhort, thick, flefhy

Mufcle of the Head, arifing from the fuperior part

of the Extremity of the Tranverfe Procefs of the

firft Vertebra of the Neck, between the former and
ebliquus Superior, thence afcends direcftly to its In

fertion to the Os Occipitis in the Interftice made by
the Prcceffus Mammillaris and Styloides. This nods
the Head to one fide.

RECTUS Major, is a Mufcle of the Head,
which arifeth partly Tendinous, but chiefly Flefhy:,

from the fuperior Part of the double Spines of the

fecond Vertebra of the Neck, and in its afcent, be-

comes broader and Flefhy, and is fo inferred to the

pofterior Part of the Os. Occipitis: This Mufcle

with its Partner acting, pulls the Head diredtly

back on the firft Vertebrae.

RECTUS Mufcuius ,
one of the Mufcles of

the Abdomen ,
fo called from the Uprightnefs of

its pofition. Its Ufe in common with the other

Mufcles of this Part, is to help to exclude the

Faces and Urine, by the compredion of the Ab-

domen.

RECTUS Palpebrce Superioris,is a Mufcle which
lifts up the upper Eye-lid.

RECURRENT Nerves, by fome called Vocal,

becaufe they are fpent upon the Inftruments of

Speech, and which Galen faith he tried to cut, a'nd

by that means rendred the Animal Mute. This
Dr. Willis takes to be a diftindt Pair by it felf,

but tis ufually reckoned a Branch of the Par-va-

gum or, 8th Pair, fpringing out of their Trunks,
and fo called

,
becaufe firft they defcend and then

‘afcend again to fupply the Mufcles of the Larynx.

REDDENDUM, a Word ufed fubftanrively

for the Claufe in a Leafe, &c. whereby the Rent
is referved to the Leffor.

REDDITION, is a Judicial .
Confeffion and Ac-

knowledgment, that the Land or thing in Demand,
belongs to the Demandant, or at leaft not CO' the

pcrfon fo furrendring.

REDENT, iii Fortification, is a Work made in

Form of the Teeth of a Saw
, with Saliant and

Reentring-Angles, to the end that one part may de-
fend another. Thefe fort of Works are ufually

erected on that fide of a Place which looks to-

wards a Marfh or River.

REDINTEGRATION,, a reftoring any Mixd
Body or Matter whofe Form is deftroyed

, to the

fame Nature and Conftitution, and that it ’fhaii

have the fame Properties it had before.

The Honourable Mr. Boyle, hath a particular

Trad about the Redintegration of Salt-petre ; in

which he proves, that after Nitre had been fluxed in

a Crucible over a ftrong Heat, and after all its vo-

latile Parts had been forced away by the injedioh

of lighted Coals fo often into the Crucible, that

no farther Detonation would happen - by which
means the Salt-petre was ruined into That Body
which is Called Fixt Nitre, and which is very nearly

akin, in all its Properties, to fixt Salt of Tartar,

yet he could very fpeedily, by pouring to this fixt

Salt-petre, either diluted with a due proportion of
Water, or let run per fe into a> Deliquium, a fuf-

ficient quantity of Spirit of Nitre, (which by the

by amounted nearly to the quantity of that vola-

tile Part which was burnt off; he could, I fay, fud-

denly reproduce true Chryftals of Salt-petre of the

common Form and Virtue.

REDISSEISIN, is a Dijfeifin made by him that

once before was made and adjudged to hfive Dif-

fered the fame Man of his Lands or Tenements ;

for which there lies a fpecial Writ, called a Writ
of Redejfeifin.

BJL&D-Lead, how made. Set Minium.
REDOUBT, in Fortification, is a fmall Fort of

a fquare Figure, having no Defence but in the Front,

its ufe being to maintain the Lines of CircumvalU-
tion, Contravallation

, arid Approach. In Marfliy
Grounds, thefe Redoubts are often made of Mafon’s
Work for the Security of the Neighbourhood.
Their Face confifts of from ten to fifteen Fathom;
the Ditch round about being from eight to nine

Foot broad and deep, and their Parapets having
the fame thicknefs. ~ f

REDUBBORS, are thofe which buy ftolleri

Cloath, knowing it fti'ch, and change it into fome
other Form or Colour that it may not be known.
REDUCING Scale, is a thin broad piece of

Box with feveral different Scales of equal Parts,

and Lines to turn Chains and Links into Acres and
Rods, by Infpebfcion

;
and is ufed by Surveyors to \

reduce any Map or ‘Draught. It is fometimes cal-

led, the Surveying-Scale.

, REDUCT, a Military term, fignifying an ad-

vantageous piece of Ground, entrenched and fepa-

rated from the reft of the Place, to retire' to in

cafe of furprize.

REDUCTION, in Aftronomy, is the difference

between the Argument of Inclination and rhe Ec-
centrical Longitude ;

that is to fay, the Difference

of the two Arches of the Orbit, and the Ecliptick,

intercepted betweeh the Node and the Circle of In-

clination.

REDUCTION of Decimals. Sec Decimals.

REDUCTION of Equations, in Algebra, is the

clearing of them from all fuperfluous Quantities,

and the feparating of the known Quantities from
the unknown, to the end that at length every refpe-

dive Equation may remain in the feweft and
fimpleft Terms, and fo difpofed, that the un-

known Quantity or Quantities may poffeis one
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part thereof, and the unknown the other. See E-
quation.

REDUCTION of Fractions. See Fractions.

REDUCTION ofMoney, Weights, Meafure,
&c. is of two kinds, i. When a Quantity is to

be brought from any higher Denomination into a
lower $ and this is done, by confidering how many
of the next leffer Denomination is contained in the

next greater before, and by that number multiply-

ing the greater ; as Pounds are brought into Shil-

lings by Multiplying by 20, Shillings into Pence

by 1 2, and Pence into Farthings by 4. Alfo, Frog-

Weight may be reduced into Grains, by Multiply-

ing by 12, 20, and 24. And Averdupois Great

Weight into Ounces, by 4, 28, and 1 6 .

2. If it be to bring the lower to a higher, then

divide the leaft by fo many of its Denominations
as are contained in the next greater. Thus 24720
Pence is 103 Pounds: But if there remains any
thing after Divifion, they are the odd Pence and
Shillings ; as 67 1 3 Pence Reduced, gives 27 /.

19 s. 5 d.

Note
, That to reduce Shillings into Pounds, is to

cut offthe laft Figure, and take half of the

reft, as in the laft Inftance.

12) 6713 ( 551 | 9 ( 27 L V)s . 5 d.
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After the fame manner may Troy Weight, Aver-

dupois Weight or any other Weight or Meafure be
reduced.

Likewife Foreign Coin may be reduced into Eng-
lifh, by turning the Value into Englijh Coin of
any Part : As, what is the value of 223 Scotch

Marks, each equal to 13 d. ? Englijh ? which is

54 Farthings, and 223 by 54= 1204a Farthings,

which reduced backwards to Pounds, Shillings*

and Pence, makes 12/. 18/. 10 \d.
REDUPLICATIVE Proportions, are fuch where-

in the Subject is repeated: Thus, Men, as Men,
are Rational j Kings, as Kings, are fubjecft: to none
but God.
RE-ENTRING Angle, a Term in Fortification.

See Angle.

RE-ENTRY, in Law, fignifies the refuming
and retaking that Poffeffion which we had lately

forgone: As if I make a Leafe of Land or Tene-
ment, I do therefore forego the Poffeffion ; and if

I do condition with the Leffee, That for Non-pay-
ment of the Rent at the Day, it fhall be lawful for

me to Re-enter ; this is as much as if I condition’d

to take again the Lands, &c. into my own Hands,
and to recover the Poffeffion by my own Fad,
without the affiftance of Judge, or other Procefs.

REEF, a Term in Navigation: When there is a

great Gale of Wind, they commonly roll up part

of the Sail below, that by that means it may be-

come the narrower, and fo notdraw fo much Wind.
And this contracting or taking up the Sail, they
call a Reef or Reefing the Sail

j and when it is done,
they fay the Sail is Reefed.

Alfo, when a Top-Maft is Sprung
, as they call

it, i. e. crackt or almoft broken in the Cap, they

cut off the lower piece that was near broken off:
and fetting the other part, now much fhortet, in
the Step again, they call it a Reeft Top-Maft.
REEVE, is to put a Rope through a Block -

and to pull a Rope out qf a Block is called Un-
reeving.

REFLECTION, in general, is the regrefs or
return that happens to a moving Body, becaufe of
the meeting of another Body, which it cannot pe-
netrate. Thus the material Rays of Light are re-*

fleded varioufly from fuch Bodies as they cannot
pafs through.

REFLECTION, in Metaphyfickj, Mr. Loch de-
fines to be, That Notice which the Mind takes of
its own Operations, and the Manner of them ; by
reafon whereof there come to be Ideas of thole O-
perations in the Underftanding.
REFLECTION of the Rays ofLight. Sir Ifaac

Newton, finding by Experiment that Light was an
Heterogeneous Body, confifting of a Mixture of
differently refrangible Rays ; and conlequeritly
concluding no farther Improvement could well be
made in Optical Inftruments in the Dioptrick way,
he took Reflections into Consideration, and tells us,
that by their help, Optick Inftruments might be
brought to any degree of Perfection, if we Could
but find a refleding Subftance which would Polifii

as finely as Glafs, refled as much Light as Glafs
tranfmits, and be formed into a Parabolical Fi-
gure.

An Experiment of which he made in the kind of
a Catoptrick Telefcope, (which I have feen at
Grejham College) and by which, tho’ not above
two Foot long, he could (he faith) difeern the Jo-
vial Satellites, and the Phafes of Venus. Phil.

Tranf. N. -1 8. See Vol. 2.

REFLECTED Ray, or Ray ofReflection, is that
whereby the Reflection is made upon the Surface
of a refleding Body.
REFLECTING, or Reflective Dials, are made

by a little piece of Looking-Glals-Plate, duly pla-
ced, which refleds the Sun’s Rays to the top of a
Ceiling, &c. where the Dial is drawn. This Glafs
fhould be as thin as can well be ground. For the

making of thefe Dials, there are many Methods :

Of the two following, the ift is Mr. Collins, the

2d Dr. Clarks.

Firft, Determine the moft /Convenient Point in

the Window, where to place the Reflecting Glafs,

as near the Ceiling as you can conveniently, pro-
vided it be not fo near as that the Cornilh of the

Window will lhadow the Glafs when the Sun is

high in Summer
; fuppofe within about 10 or 1

1

Inches of the Ceiling,at leaft of that Ceiling which
belongs to the Window it felf; then from that

Point draw a true Meridian upon a plane Hori-
zontally placed againft the determined Point in the

Window, and to that Meridian, fit an Horizontal

Dial
; but invert it fo, that the Axis or Stile may

point downward, and be under the Horizontal

Plane, according to the Elevation of the Pole,

which Stile muft be placed truly alfo in the Plane
of the Meridian

; then by the help of a Thread
running from the Centre along the Stile, find

where: that Stile would cut the Floor, or any other

Place, if it were produced, and drive a Nail into-

that Point, and fallen alfo a Third there Jong

enough to be extended to any part of the Ceil-

ing.

Fallen.
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Fatten alfo another long Thread to the Centre

of the Horizontal Dial,
which let it be extended

Horizontally, as the Plane will direct, and exactly

over every Hour-line in order, whilft in the mean
time you extend the Thread which was fattened

to the Nail in the Stile, to the Ceiling, but fo as it

may touch the other Horizontal Thread : Then
mark that Point in the Ceiling which the extended

Thread toucheth, and make more fuch Marks,

whereby to draw the Hour-Lines upon the Ceil-

ing j and do this in like manner for the reft of the

Hours, Half Hours, and Quarters.

Then take ail away, and place your Glafs Ho-
rizontally ; and becaufe your Glafs hath fome
Thicknefs, place it a little under the determined

Point, that the Centre of the Glafs may be juft in

the imaginary Axis, which goes to the Nail
;
for

wherefoever you place it, in that it will go true.

But becaufe it may be troublefome to place an

Horizontal Dial faft enough and exadly, as alfo

to find the Point where the Nail is to be driven, I

will (hew you another Method, which may be

more eafily pradifed.

Fir ft, Draw an Horizontal Dial upon the back

of fome Table or Floor, and draw a Meridian

upon the Bay-board of the Window, by a Thread
or perpendicular black Line, palfing through the

Point where you intend your Reflecting Glafs fliall

be, and by a Plumb-Line tranflate it from the Bay-

board to the Ceiling. Take the neareft diftance

between the Glafs and the Ceiling ; with this di-

ftance come to the Horizontal Dial, and fet one
end of it on that part of the Axis where the other

will juft touch the Meridian ; that Point in the Axis

may be called the Glafs Point
; from which ered

a Perpendicular ; and where it cuts the Meridian,

make a Point, which will be the Equinodial Point,

from which alfo ered a Perpendicular, which will

be a Tangent • then at fome diftance on which fide

of the Equinodial Point you find moft convenient

ered another Tangent there, two Tangents will cut

the Hour-Lines in Points, which may be called the

Hour-Points.

Then take the diftance betwixt the Glafs-Points

and the Equinodial-Point, and extend it from the

Glafs toward the Meridian, and where it toucheth,

that is the Equino£lial-Point upon the Ceiling.

Laftly, Set offcorrefpondenc Tangent-Lines up-

on the Ceiling, and make like Hour- Points, draw
the Hour-Lines, you need not blot out the Equi-
noctial Tangent

,
it being pleafant to fee how the

Sun will go in that Line all Day, when it is in the

Equinoctial. Befides, the Equinoctial-Point will

tell you on that Day whether your Glals lie Hori-
zontally, which is fomewhat difficult otherwife to

determine. Or upon any Day you may Calculate

the Sun’s Meridian Altitude, and fee whether it

falls juft upon that Point in the Meridian at 12 a
Clock.

This Dial is nothing but an Horizontal Invert-

ed, the Centre whereof is in the Air without, ex-
cept you make a North Dial, and then it will be
upon the Ceiling, which you muft find by its di-

ftance from the Equinodial-Point, and let that

Centre govern your Tangents. The ground of this

Dial is, that the Angles of Reflection are equal to

the Angles ofIncidence.

Sometimes, inftead of two Tangents, you may
ufe two Circles, efpecially when tlie Centre of the

Dial is upon the Ceiling, or when your Glafs is

|
near the Window-Ceiling, then the Equinodial-

^ Point will be upon that Ceiling, and you may pro-”

jed the Hour-Lines upon the Chamber-Ceiling*
or the Walls, by one Thread extended over the
Hour-Lines, and another Thread touching that, and
extended from the Equinodial-Point, or any Point
in the imaginary Axis to the Ceiling or Wail.
REFLECTING Telefcope. See Telefcope.

REFLEXION of the Moon, is (according to
Bullialdus) her 3d inequality ofMotion : This Tycho
calls by the name of her Variation

, which fee.

REFLUX of the Sea, is the Ebbing of the Wa-
ter off from the Shore, as its coming on upon it,

or Tide of Flood, is called the Flux ofthe Sea. See
Tide.

REFRACTED Angle, in Opticks, is the Angle
contained between the refraded Ray and the Per-
pendicular.

REFRACTED Dials
,
may be made thus; Stick

up a Pin, or affign any Point in any Concave
Bowl, and make that the Centre of the Horizontal
Dial, afligning the Meridian-Line on the edges of
the Bowl, and taking away the Horizontal Dial,
elevate a String or Thread from the end of the
faid Pin fattened thereto over the Meridian-Line,
equal to the Elevation of the Pole or Latitude of
the Place ; then with a Candle, or if you bring
the Thread to the Shade upon any Hour-Point
formerly marked out on the edges of the Bowl, at

the fame time the Shade in the Bowl is the Hour-
Line.

And if the Bowl be full of Water, or any other
Liquor, you may draw the Hour-Lines, which
will never Ihew the true Hour, unlefs filled with
the faid Liquor again.

,
REFRACTION, in general, is the Incurvation

f or change of Determination in the Body moved,
• which happens to it, whilft it enters or penetrates

I
any Medium.

In Dioptricks, it is the variation of a Ray of
Light from that right Line which it would have
paffed on in, had not the denfity of the Medium
turned it afide.

Dr. Hoc\ difcovered by Experiment, That the

]

Sines of the Angles of Incidence of the Rays of
I Light are proportionable to the Sines of Refradion,

|

See the Preface to Micrographia, where his Inftru-

'

* ment is defcribed, by which he made the Difco-
very.

Sir Ifaac Newton found that the Rays of Light
are Incurvated or Refraded in their Motion when-
ever they come near the edges of any Body, tho’ it

be not Diaphanous. See Light.

And he thinks that the Errors of Refradion in

Optick Glaffes might be correded if two Spheri-
cal Glaffes were combined together with Water
included between them. And fuch Glaffes he
judges preferrable to Elliptical or Hyperbolical
ones, becaufe (befides that they can be more ea-
fily ground) they do more accurately refrad the

Pencils of Rays pofited without the Axis of the
Glafs.

Dr. Wallis in Philof Tranf, N. 187, faith. That
tho’ Refradion by Vapours near the Horizon, may
make a thing appear higher

,
yet it cannot make it

appear broader ; whereas in Refradion by Glaffes,

the thing is apparently enlarged every way.
From whence it is, that the diverfe Power of

Refradion in Fluids arifes, is not eafie to deter-

mine, tho’ it would be of great Advantage if it

could be difcovered : Pure clear Water, of all Flu-,
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ids, refrads the Rays of Light the leaft ;

and if

it be impregnated with Salts, it encreafes the Re-
fraction in proportion to the Quantity and Weight

of the Saits diifolved in it.

, The Aqua Stygire, or Corrofive Menftruums,

fuch as Aqua fonts,
&c. which are Salt diifolved

and rendred Corrofive by the Violence of the Fire,

do yet much more Refrad the Suns Rays ; which

need not be woridred at, becaufe thefe are much
denfer and heavier Fluids than the former. But

then why in fuch light fine Fluids as Spirit of

Wine and other Ardent Spirit ; in Oil of Tur-

pentine, which is fo light and fine a Fluid, as to

be generally called, an Ethereal Oil
;
why thefe 1

fay, Ihould produce lo great a degree of Refradi-

on, as ’tis known they do, is a thing of great

difficulty to account for, and well deferves a far-

ther Enquiry into.

Dr. Gregory in hisAftronomy, very well accounts

for the Oval Figures which the Sun near the Hori-

zon (efpecially in high Latitudes) is fometimes

feen to put on from Refradion. For having be-

fore demonftrated, That becaufe of the Earths At-

mofphere all Bodies near the Horizon, will appear

lomething higher in the Vertical Circle than they

really are, and this the more, the nearer they are

to the Horizon : He ftiews that the upper Margin

of the Sun’s Disk being raifed a little more than it

ought to be, and the lower one a great deal more,

the Sun’s Vertical Diameter will feem to be con-

traded, but the Horizontal one will not, and there-

fore he will appear Oval. And for the fame rea-

fon, the obferved Diftance of two Fix’d Stars, is

fenfibly lefs (when meafuredby an Inftrument) if

they are in the fame Vertical Circle, and one of

them near the Horizon, than when they both have

a confide rable Altitude.

After this he ffiews how to determine the Quan-

tity of the Refradion in any given degree of Alti-

tude, and to make a Table of it ; thus.

Let fome Fix’d Star having no fenfible Parallax,

and much elevated above the Horizon be chofen,

whofe Place he (hews how to determine at P. 1 64,

Prop, z 6, by Obfervations made when the Star is

fo high as to have no fenfible Refradion. Then

let the Time be noted when this Star hath any

known Altitude, (as taken by an Inftrument,) and

Calculation made for the true Altitude, (according

to the Star’s known Place) the Excefs of the ob-

ferved Altitude above this is the Refradion.

REFRACTION Ajhonomical, is that which the

Atmofphere produceth, whereby a Star appears

more elevated above the Horizon than really

it is.

REFRACTION Horizontal, is that which cau-

feth the Sun or Moon to appear on the edge of

the Horizon,
when they are as yet fomewhat be-

low it.

REFRACTIONfrom the Perpendicular, is when

a Ray falling, inclined from a thicker Medium into

a thinner, as from Glafs into Air, in breaking, de-

parts farther from that Perpendicular.

REFRACTION to the Perpendicular, is when a

Pay falling inclin’d from a thinner or more diapha-

nous Medium, upon a thicker or lefs tranfparent, as

from Air upon Water, in breaking, comes nearer

the Perpendicular, drawn from the Point of Inci-

dence at Right Angles, on the Surface of the Water

wherein the Refradion is made.

REFRANGIBLE, is whatever is capable of be-

ing Bpfrailed.

REFRIGERATORY, is that part of an Alem-
bick or Diftilling Veffel which is placed about the
Head of the Still, and filled with Water to cool the
Head of the Alembick, that the Spirituous Va-
pours may the fooner and the more eafiiy Condenie
into Drops. Cold Water muft continually be put
into the Refrigeratory, as the Veffel grows hot.

Moft Apothecaries, Diftillers, &c. that have Occa-
fion for drawing off large quantities of Spirits, do
now-a-days ufe the Vefica or Copper Body with its

Moors Head of the fame Metal
; and without any

Refrigerations about the Head of the Still : But
then there is below, a long VVcrnt or Serpentine in a
Tub of Water, where the Spirituous Vapours are
very eafiiy condenfed into a Liquor. And this may
as well be called a Refrigeratory as the former.
REFU I ATIO Feodi, a term in Civil- Law fig-

nifying the Lofs of a Feudal Tenure by Forfeiture ;
which is of two kinds, either by not performing
the Service required, or by committing fome vii-

lanous Ad againft the Lord or Soveraign.
REGALIA, the Royal Rights of a King, recko-

ned by the Civilians to be Six. 1. Power of Ju-
dicature. 2. Power of Life and Death. 3. Power
of War and Peace. 4. Materlefs Goods. 5. Af-
feffments. 6. Minting of Money. AHo, the Crown*
Scepter with the Crofs, Scepter with the Dove,
St. Edward’s Staff, four feveral Swords, the Globe,
the Orb with the Crofs, and fuch other like
things ufed at the Coronation of our Kings, are
called Regalia.

REGARDANT, the Heralds term for a Lion
or fuch kind of Beaft of Prey born in a Pofture of
looking back behind him.

REGEL, or Pygel, a fix’d Star of the firft Mag-
nitude in Orion’s left Foot

; it’s Longitude is 72
deg. 19 min. Latitude 3 o° 10'.

REGIMENT, is a Body of Troops of Horie or
Companies of Foot Commanded by a Colonel;
but the Number is as undetermin’d as that of the
Men in a Troop or a Company. There are Regi-
ments of Horfe that are not above 300 Men

; and
there are fome in Germany of 2000 ; and the Re-
giment of Picardy in France confifts of 6000 Men.
REGIO Ajfenfu, is a Writ whereby the King

gives his Royal Affent to the Eledion of a Bi-
(hop.

REGION: Fernelius with fome Anatomifts, di«

ftinguifh the Cavities of an Animal Body into feve-
ral Regions or Parts, which they Specific into Pub-
lick. and Private. The Publick are Three. The
Firft includes the Vena Porta, and all Parts to which
its Branches reach. 2. The Second begins at the
Roots of the Vena Cava, and ends in the fmall
Veins before they become Capillary. The Third
they make to contain the Mufcles, Bones and Bulk
of the Body : But this is not much received. The
Abdomen is ufually diftinguiffied alfo into 3 Regi-
ons, the Vppermoft, Middle, and Lower.

REGION, is alfo taken for our Hemisphere, or

the, fpace within the four Cardinal Points of the

Heavens, or of the Air, &c.
• In Geography, it fignifies a large ex-

tent of Land inhabited by many People of the fame
Nation, and Enclofed within certain Limits or
Bounds.

REGION . Elementary, according to the Arijlo-

telians, is a Sphere terminated by the Concavity
of the Moon’s Orb, comprehending the Earth’s At-
mofphere.

REGION
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REGION /Ethereal, in Cofmography, is the

vaft Extent of the Univerfe ;
wherein are compri-

zed ail the Heavens and Celeftial Bodies.

REGIONS of the Air, are diftinguiflied into

Zipper, Middle, and Lower.

REGISTERS, in a Chymical Furnace, are

Holes purpofely left in the Sides of the Furnace

with floppies to them, to let in or keep out the

Air, according as the Fire is required to be greater

or lefs.

REGIUS Morbus. See IClerus.

REGRATOR, fignifies him that Buys and Sells

any Wares or Victuals in the fame Market or Fair,

or' within five Miles thereof. In the Civil Law,

fuch an one is called Dardanarius.

REGULAR Body, is a Solid whofe Surface is

compofed of Regular and Equal Figures
5

and

whofe Solid Angles are all equal. Such as the,

r. Tetrahedcn, which is a Pyramid, comprehen-

ded under Four Equal and Equilateral Trian-

gles.

2. Hexahedron, or Cube, whofe Surface is com-
pofed of fix equal Squares.

3. OCtahedron, which is bounded by eight Equal
and Equilateral Triangles.

4. Dodecahedron, which is contained under 1

2

Equal and Equilateral Pentagons.

5. Icofihedron, confifting of 20 Equal and Equi-

lateral Triangles.

That there can be no more Regular Bodies be-

fides thefe, may be thus proved.

1 . Of Equilateral Triangles, there mud be three

at leaft to make a Solid Angle ; and three of them

joined together will make the Tetrahedron ; for

thofe three Triangles meeting in a Point, do form

a Triangular Bale fimilar and Equal to the Sides;

as appears by the bare Compofition of the Figure.

Four fuch Triangles joined together in a Point,

make the Angle of the O&ahedron.

By joining five fuch Triangles together, the An-

gle of the Icofihedron is formed.

But fix fuch Triangles joined in a Point, cannot

make a Solid Angle; becaufe they make four right

ones; (for every Angle of an Equilateral Triangle

is f of two ; or f of one right Angle ;
either of

which Fractions multiplied by Six, gives four right

Angles) whereas every Solid Angle is made up of

four fuch plane Angles as all together muft be

lefs than four right ones : So that with Triangles

’tis impoffible to form any more Regular Bodies than

thefe three.

If you take Squares and join three ofthem toge-

ther, they will make the Angle of a Cube and

there can no other Regular Body but a Cube be

made with Squares ; for four Squares joined toge-

ther, will not make a Solid Angle, but a Plane.

If you join the Angles of three Pentagons toge-

ther, you will conftitute the Angle of the Dodeca-

hedron. But four fuch Angles cannot make a So-

lid one.

And three Hexagons joined together, do make

EE G
juft four fight Angles, and therefore they cannot
make a Solid Angle. And as for three Heptagons ,

or other Figures yet ofmore Sides, they can muds
lefs do it; becaufe their Angles being very obtufe,
three of them will exceed four right ones. So that
upon the whole, ’tis plain, that of thefe Five Re-
gular Bodies, three are made of Triangles, one of
Squares, and one of Pentagons, and there can be no
other.

The Proportion of the Sphere, and of the Five Regu-
lar Bodies inferibed in thefame ; from Peter Ho-
rigon, Curfus Matth. Vol. 1. P.777, And Bar-
rowh Euclid, Lib. 1 3.

The Diameter of the Sphere being z.

The Circumf. of the greateft Circle 6. 28328
Superficies of the greateft Circles 3. 14159
Superficies of the Sphere 12. 56637
Solidity ofthe Sphere 4. 18859
Side of the Tetrahedron . 1. 62299
Superficies of a Tetrahedron 4. 6188
Solidity of a Tetrahedron

Side of a Cube or Hexahedron
Superficies of the Hexahedron
Solidity of the Hexahedron
Side of an OClahedron

Superficies of the OCtahedron

Solidity of the OCtahedron

Side of the Dodecahedron

Superficies of the Dodecahedron

Solidity of the Dodecahedron

Side of the Icofihedron

Superficies of the Icofihedron

Solidity of the Icofihedron

If one of thefe Five Regular Bodies were requir’d
to be cut out of the Sphere of any other Diameter,
’twill be as the Diameter of the Sphere 2 is to
the Side of any one Solid inferibed in the fame,
(fuppofe the Cube 1. 1 547) fo is the Diameter of
any other Sphere (fuppofe 8J to 9. 2376, the Side
of the Cube inferibed in this latter Sphere.

Z

Let dr be the Diameter of any Sphere, and da f
of it. = ab — br. Eredt the Perpendiculars ae, ef,
and bg, and draw de, df, er,fr

t
and gr.

Then

1. 1547
8 .

1. 5396
1. 41421
6. 9282
*• 33338
o. 71364?

IO. 51462
2. 78516
I.. 05146

9 - 57454
2. 53615
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Then will

1, re be as Side of the Tetrahedron.’

z. df is the Side of the Hexahedron. -

3. de is the Side of the Octahedron.

4. Cut de in extream and mean Proportion in h,

and dh will be the Side of the Dodecahedron.

5. Set the Diameter dr up perpendicularly at r,

and from the Centre c, to its Top, draw the Line

eg cutting the Circle in g. Let fall the Perpendicu-

lar^. So is hr the Side of the Icofihedron.

REGULAR Figure, in Geometry, are fuch

whofe Sides, and confequently their Angles, are

all equal to one another.

Whence all Aguiar Multilateral Planes are call’d

Regular Polygons.

The Area of fuch Figures is fpeedily found by

multiplying a Perpendicular let fall from the Cen-

tre of the Infcribed Circle to any Side by half that

Side, and then that Product by the Number of the

Sides of the Polygon.

REGULAR Fortification. See Fortification.

REGULAR Curves, are fuch Curves as the Peri-

meters of the Conick Sections, which are always

Curved after the lame Regular Geometrical man-

ner.

But Irregular Curves, are fuch as have a Point of

Inflexion ; and which being continued, do turn

themfelves a contrary way, as the Conchoid, and the

Solid Parabola which hath a Square for its Para-

meter.

REGULATOR, a fmall Spring belonging to the

Ballance in the new Pocket-Watches.

REGULUS. See Bafilkus.

REGULUS, or flegul. When any Metal or

Mineral is feparated in a Crucible, by Purification,

from its more grofs and terrene Parts, the finer and

metalline Parts will fink to the Bottom of the Cru-

cible. And this the Chymifts call flex or flegulus,

the Royal or Noble Part of the Mixt.

REGULUS of Antimony, is thus made. Mix
together Ounces of Antimony, 12 of Crude

Tartar ,
and 6 of Salt-peter, all well powdred ;

then heat a large Crucible red hot, and throw into

it a Spoonful of the Mixture, prefently Covering

the Crucible with a Tile ; repeat this Spoonful by

Spoonful till all the Matter is thrown in. Then
make a great Fire about the Crucible, and when
the Matter had been a while melted, pour it into

nn Iron Mortar greafed a little with Suet, and

warm’d ; knock the Mortar on the Side with the

Peftle, to make the Regulus precipitate to the Bot-

tom. When ’tis cold feparate it from the Drofs,

then Powder it, and melt it again in another Cru-

cible, with a little Salt-peter thrown on it when
’tis in Fufion, Call it out as before into a greafed

Morter, or mould it into Pills, Cups, &c.

For of this Regulus is made the Antimohial Cup,

and the Regulus. If you powder fourOunces of

it, and Calcine it in an Earthen Pan, unglazed, o-

ver a final! Fire, ftirring the Powder all the while

with a Spatula, a Fume will arife
,

for about an

Hour and half or two Hours, the Powder will turn

grey, and at the End of that fmall Time, will

Weigh near two Drams and an half, more than

the Powder did at firft, tho’ it fumed all the time

;

which may fatisfie us, that fome Bodies have their

Peres fo adapted,that they can detain the very Par-

ticles of Fire themfelves, and Incorporate with

them. An augmentation of Weight, happens in
making the Calx of Lead, and fome others, but
not in fuch a degree, nor fo foon as this.

If an Ounce of the Drofs of the Regule of An-
timony, be boiled in a Pint of Water, and then
fet to ftand and cool without ftirring it, it will
coagulate into a Subftance very like to Blood, but
not fo red.

The Chymifts make much ado about a Regulus
of Antimony made with Steel, becaufe of a kind
of Star that appears in the Bottom of it : But it

hath no other Virtues than this deferibed above.
You may fee the way of making it in Lemery,
p. ,265. laft: Edit, and in many other Chymical
Authors.

If Antimony be calcined in an Earthen Pot un-
glazed, and continually ftirring till no more Fumes
arife, and afterwards the Matter be put into a
Crucible, and in a very violent Fire melted and
kept an Hour in Fufion, it will be turned into a
reddifh Opake Glafs, which they call Glafs ofAn-
timony, and is a moft violent Emetick.
REJOYNDER, in Law, fignifies an Anfwer

or Exception to a Replication; for firft the Defen-
dant puts in an Anfwer to the Plaintiffs Bill, which
is fometimes called, An Exception, the Plaintiff’s

Anfwer to that is called, a flejoynder, efpecially in
Chancery. ’Tis by the Civilians called Duplicatio.

RELAIS, a French Term in Fortification, the
fame with Berme.

RELATION Inharmonical, a Term in Mufical
Compofition, fignifying a harfh Refledion of Flat
againft Sharp, in a crofs form, vi%. When fome
harfh and difpleafing Difcord is produced, in com-
paring the Prefent Note of another Part.

RELATIVE Gravity, the fame with Specific^-
which fee.

RELATIVE Propofitions, are thofe that include
fome Comparifon, add fome Relation, thus:
Where the Treafureis, there is the Heart: As
much as thou haft, fo much art thou worth.
RELAXANTIA. See Chalaftica.

RELAXATION
, is a Dilatation of Parts or

Veffels.

RELEASE, in Law, is an Inftrument whereby
Eftates, Rights, Titles, Entries,- Adions, and o-
ther things, be fometimes extinguifhed, fometimes
transferred, fometimes abridged, and fometimes
enlarged ; and is either in Fa£l or in Law.
A fleleafe in Fall, is that which the very Words

exprefly declare.

A fleleafe in Law, is that which doth Acquit by
way of Confequence or Intendment, of Law.
RELEGATION, in Law, fignifies a Banifhment

for a certain time.

RELEIFE
, or fleleivo, is the Protuberant jet-

ting or ftandjng out of any Figures or Images a-
bove the Plain on which they are formed. And
whatever Figures or Reprefentations are thus cur,

ftamped, or otherwife wrought, fo that not the
entire Body, but only part of it is raifed above the
Plain, is faid to be done in fleleife - and when the

Work, is low, flat, and but a little raifed, ’tis cal-

led Baffle fleleife
,
or Low fleleife. When a Coin or

a Medal hath its Figure low and thin, and hardly

diftinguifhable from the Plain, we fay its fleleife

is low and weak ; but when ’tis much raifed, we
fay ’tis Bold, and its Releife is Strong.

RELEViSH, in Law, fignifies to let one to

Mainprife upon Surety.

RELICTA
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RELICTA Verifications, is when a Defendant

hath Pleaded, arid the Iffiie is entred of Record,

and after that the Defendant Relitta Verification

,

( que eftfon Plea ) acknowledges the Adion and

thereupon Judgment is entred for the Plaintiff.

REMAINDER, in Law, is an Eftate limited in

Lands, Tenements, or Rents, to be enjoyed af-

ter the Expiration of another particular Eftate.

As a Man may let to one for Term of his Life, and

the Remainder to another for the Term of his Life *

and this Remainder may be either for a certain

Term, or in Fee-fimple, or Fee-taile j the Diffe-

rence between a Remainder and Reverjion, is this,

That by a Reverjion, after the appointed Term the

Eftate returns to the Donor, or his Heirs, as the

proper Fountain ; whereas by Remainder, it goes

to fome third Perfon, or a Stranger.

REMEMBRANCE, is when the Idea of fome

thing formerly known, recurs again into the Mind,

without the Operation of the like Objed on the

External Senfory.

REMEMBRANCERS of the Exchequer, are

three Officers or Clerks there, viz. The Kings Re-

membrancer, ihe Lord Treafurer s Remembrancer,

and the ,Remembrancer of the Fift Fruits

.

The Kings Remembrancer enters into his Office

all Recognifances taken before the Barons for any

of the King’s Debts, for Appearance, or for obfer-

ving Orders ; and maketh our Procefs againft the

Colledors of Cuftoms, Subfidies, and Fifteenths

for their Accounts : All Informations upon Penal

Statutes, are entred in this Office, and there all

Matters upon Englifh Bills in the Exchequer-

Chamber remain: He makes the Bills of Compo-
fition upon Penal Laws, takes the Stalment of

Debts, has Delivered into his Office all manner of

Indentures, Fines and other Evidences whatfoever,

that concern the alluring of any Lands to the

Crown : He every Year in craftino animarum reads

in open Court, the Statute for Election of Sheriffs,

and gives them their Oath : and he reads in open

Court the Oath of all the Officers of the fame,

when they are admitted, befides many other things.

The Lord Treafurer’s Remembrancer, upon whofe
Charge it lies, to put the Lord Treafurer, and the

reft of the Judges of that Court, in Remembrance
of fuch things as are to be called on, and dealt in

for the King’s Behoof. He makes Procefs againft

all Sheriffs, Efcheators, Receivers, and Bailiffs,

for their Account: He makes Procefs of Fieri fa-

cias & Exent, for any Debts due to the King either

in the Pipe or with the Auditors, makes Procefs

for all fuch Revenues as are due to the King, by
reafon of his Tenures : He makes Record, where-

by it appears whether Sheriffs, and other Accoun-
tants, pay their Prefers due at Eafter and Michael-

mas. He makes another Record, whether She-

riffs, and other Accountants, keep their Days of

Prefixion. Ail Eftreats of Fines, Iflues, and Amer-
ciaments, fet in any Courts at Wcftminftcr, or at

the Affizes, or Seffions, are certified into this Of-
fice and are by him delivered to the Clerk of the

Eftreats, to Write Procefs upon them, CSc..

The Remembrancer of the Firji Fruits, takes all

Compofitions and Bonds, for Firft Fruits, and
Tenths, and makes Procefs againft fuch as. do not

pay the fame.

REMINISCENCE
,

is the Power which the

Humane Mind hath of recolleding it felf, or cal-

ling again to its Remembrance fuch Ideas or No-
tions which it had really forgot : In which it dif-

R E N
I fers from Memory, which is a treafuring up of
things in the Mind, and keeping them there with-
out forgetting them.

REMISSION, is a Word ufed by Phyfical Wri-
ters, to fignifie the Abatement of the Power or Ef-
ficacy of any Quality, o

as when it is encreafed,
they fay ’tis Intended ; and all Qualities are thus
capable of Intenfion or Remijfton.

See in the Word Quality a Demonftration that

the Intenfion of all Qualities decreafes , as the

Squares of the Diftance from the Centre of Adion
reciprocally.

REMITTER* in a Legal Senfe
,

is to reftore

one that hath two Titles to Lands or Tenements,
and is feized of them by a latter Title which is dif-

covered to be defective, to the former and more
ancient Title, that fo he may continue in Quiet
PoffeiEon

.

RENAL Artery, is faid by fome, to come out
of the Aorta

,
and to enter into the Sidneys, bring-

ing to it the Serofity of the Arterial Blood,

RENALIS. See Adipofa vena.

RENDER, in Law, is a Wore! ufed in levying
of a Fine, which is either fingle, whereby nothing

is granted or rendred back again by the Cognifee
to the Cognifor ; or double, which containeth a
Grant or render back again of fome Rent

, Com-
mon or other thing out of the Land it felf to the

Cognifor, &c.

Alfo, there be fome things in a Mannor that lie

in Prender ; that is, whichjmay be taken by the

Lord or his Officer, when tEey change, without
any Offer made by the Tenant, as Efcheats, and
the like ; and fome that lie in Render • that is, muft
be delivered or anfwered by the Tenants, as Rents*

Reliefs, Heriots, and other Services. Alfo fomei

Service confifts in Seifance, fome in Render.

RENDS in a Ship, are the fame as the Seams
between her Planks.

RENES, the Reins or Kidneys * there are always
two of them, and placed in the Abdomen between
the two Membranes of the Peritoneum, and ad-
joyning to the Sides of the Aorta and Vena Cava

j

the Right Kidney lies lower in Men, and is fome-
thing lefs than the left : They are covered with a
double Membrane j of which the outwardmoft is

common proceeding from the Peritoneum ; and is

called the Membrana Adipofa, from its being co-
vered with Fat, in Fat and Corpulent People

;

into this the Arteria Adipofa enters from the Aorta s

and the Vena Adipofa goes out from it ; which the

right Kidney ufually fends into the Emulgent Vein,

rarely into the Cava, but the left Kidney general-

ly into the Cava . By means of this Membrane
,

both the Kidneys are joined to the Loins and Din-

phragma .- The right one to the Cecum Inteftinum,

andlometitnes to the Liver, and the left is coned-
ed by it to the Spleen and Colon-

Its Interior Membrane or Tunick, and which is

proper to it, is taken from the External Roat of
thole VefTels which enter the Kidneys, (and which
do enter it but with a fingle Coat

: ) and this hath
fome fmall Nerves from a Branch of the fixth pair,,

and from the Stomachicfi Branch, which give the

Kidneys but a dull fmall fenfe , but afterwards
branching out into the Ureters, render them ex-
treamly fenlible ; and thofe Nerves (by confent of
Parts) caufe that Vomiting which ufually accom-
panies Nephritick Pains. The Kidneys have two
Eminent Blood VefTels, the Emulgent Vein and Ar-
tery

5 of which the other diftributes the Blood from
the
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the Aorta vs\zo the Body of the Kidneys, and the

former brings it back again.

RENES Succenturiati, are a pair of Glandulous
Bodies placed above the Reins or Kidneys : Their
Ufe (by home ) is fuppofed to be, to receive the

Lympha into their Cavities, thereby to attenuate

and render more fluid and capable of Circulation,

the Blood returning from the Kidneys
, where it

hath parted with its Serum. Bkt we are yet, faith

Dr. Gibfon, in the Dark as to their true ufe : They
are called alfo Glandules Renales, and by Bartholin

Capfulce Atrabilana: By Dr. Wharton, Glandule
ad Plexum Nerveum fita. They are larger in Chil-

dren than in Men ; being in the former near as

big as the Kidneys* but they do not encreafe pro-

portionably as other Parts do.

RENITENCY, is that Refiftence which there

is in Solid Bodies when they prefs upon, or are

impelled one againft another, or that Refiftence that

any heavy Body makes on the account of its

Weight, to our Arm or Hand when we lift it up.

RENT, fignifies a Sum of Money, or other con-
fideration iffuing Yearly out of Lands or Tene-
ments

; of which Lawyers reckon three forts, vi%.

Rent fervice, Rent-charge, and Rent-feck.'j Rent-fer-

vice, is where a Man holds his Lands of his Lord
by Fealty, and certain Rent, or by Fealty Service,

and certain Reht, or that which a Man making a
Leafe to another for Term of Years, referveth

Yearly to be paid for them. Rent-change, is where
a Man makes over his Eftate to another, by Deed
indented, either in Fee, or Fee-taile, or for Term
of Life, yetreferves to himfeif, by the fame In-

denture, a Sum of Money Yearly to be paid to

him, with Caufe of Diftrefs, for Non-payment.
Rent-feck, or Dry Rent, is that which a Man ma-
king over his Eftate by Deed indented, referveth

Yearly to be paid to him without Caufe of Di-
ftrefs, mentioned in the Indenture.

REPARATIONE facienda, is a Writ which
lies, in divers Cafes, whereof one is, where three

are Tenants in Common, or Joynt-tenants, pro in-

divifo, of a Mil! or Houfe which is fallen to decay,

and the one being willing to repair it, the other

two will not ; in this Cafe, the Party willing lhal

have this Writ againft the other two.

REPELLENT' Medicines, are fuch things as

by flopping the Heat and Afflux of Humours, and
by fllutting up the Pores with their cold and bind-

ing Qualities, decreafe thefwelling of a part, and
drive the Humours another way.
REPETITION, fa Figure in Rhetorick) is

when a Perfon thinking his firft Expreffion not
well underftood, and is impatient to make his hear-

ers know what he means, repeats or explains them,

another way.
REPLEADER, in Law, is to plead againft

that which was once pleaded before.

REPLEGIARE, fignifies properly to redeem a

thing detained or taken by another, by putting in

legal fureties. See Replevin.

REPLEGIARE de averiis, is a Writ bought by
one whofe Cattle are diftrained, or put in the

Pound, upon any Caufe by another , upon furety

given to the Sheriff to Profecute or Anfwer the

Adfion in Law.
REPLEVIN, is a Writ that lies where a Man

is Diftrained for Rent or other thing, then he fhall

have this Writ to the Sheriff, to deliver to him the

Diftrefs, and fhall find Surety to purfue his Acftion

againft the Diftrainer; and if he purfue it nor, or

if it be found or judged againft him, then the DR
ftrainer fhall again have the Diftrefs, and he fhall
have in fuch Cafe a Writ called, Returno habendo.
Goods may be replevied two ways, vi%. by Writ;
and that is by the Common Law ; or by Plaint*
and that is by Statute Law for the more fpeedy
having again of their Cattle and Goods.,
REPLICATION, is an Exception of the fecond

degree, made by the Plaintiff, upon the firft An-
fwer of the Defendant : It is alfo, that which the
Plaintiffreplys to the Defendants Anfwer in Chan-
cery, which is either General or Special

.

The Special is grounded upon Matter arifing out
of the Defendant’s Anfwer, &c.
The General is lo called from the general Words

therein ufed.

REPORT, in Law, is a publick relation ofCafes
Judicially argued, debated, refolved, or adjudged,
in any of the King’s Courts of Juftice, with the
Caufe and Realons of the fame delivered by the
Judges. Alfo when the Chancery, or other Court,
refer the ftating of fome Cafe

, or comparing an
Account, &c. toaMafterof Chancery, or other
Referree, his Certificate therein is called

, a Re-
port.

REPRISALIA, the fame with Clarigatio

.

REPRISES, is commonly (in Law) taken for
Deductions and Duties which are Yearly paid out
of a Mannor and Lands, as Rent-charge, Rent-feck,
Penfions, Corrodies, Annuities, Fees of Stewards or

Bailiffs, See. Wherefore when we fpeak ofthe clear
Yearly value of a Mannor, we fay it is fo much
per Annum ultra reprifas, befides all Reprifes.

REPRIEVE, in Law, is properly to take back,

1

or fufpend a Prifoner from the Execution and Pro-
ceeding of the Law for that time.

REPTJLS, are all thofe Creeping Animals which
reft upon one part of their Body, while they ad-
vance the other forward ; as Adders

, Afps, Snakes,
Earthworms, Sxc.

RESCELT, is an admiflion, or receiving a third
Perfon to Plead his Right in a Caufe formerly com-
menced between other two

; as if a Tenant for
Life or Years bring an Action, he in the Rever-
fion comes in, and prays to be received to defend
the Land , and to Plead with the Demandant.
The Civilians call this Admiffionem tertiiprofuo in-
tereffe.

Refceit is alfo applied to an admittance of Plea,'

tho’ the Controverfie be only between two.
RESCOUS, or Refcue, in Law, is a refiftance

againft lawful Authority
; as if a Bailiff, or other

Officer, upon a Writ do Arreft a Man, and others
by Violence take him away, or procure his Efcape,
this is a Refecus in Fail : So, if one diftrain Beafts
for Damage-feafantin his Ground, and as he drives
them in the High-way towards the Pound, they
enter into the owner’s Houfe, and he witholds
them there

,
and will not deliver them upon De-

mand, this Detainer is a Refcous in Law. It is alfo

ufed for. a Writ which lies for this Fadt, called

Breve de Refcuffu
.

Refcous, in Matters relating to

Treafon, is Trealon
; and in Matters concerning

Felony, is Felony.

RESCUSSOR, is he that commits fuch a Ref-
cous.

RESERVATION, in Law, fignifies a Keeping
or Providing ; as when a Man Lets his Land, he
referves a Rent to be paid to himfeif for his Main-
tenance. Sometimes it fignifies as much as an Ex-
ception ; as when a Man Lets a Houfe, and re-

1 ferves.
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ferves to hiffifelf one Room, that Room is excepted

out of the Demife.
f

RESIANCE, or Refidence, fignifies a Man's A-

bode or Continuance in one Place : And it is all

One indeed with refidence ;
but that Cuftom ties

this only to Perfons Ecclefiaftical.

RESIDENCE, is a Word peculiarly ufed both

in the Common and Canon-Law ,
for the Com

tinuance or Abode of a Parfon or Vicar upon his

Benefice.

RESIDUAL Figure, in Geometry, fignifies the

remaining Figure after Subtraction ofa Leffer from

a greater.

RESIDUAL Root , in Mathematicks ,
is one

eompofed of two Parts or Members only connected

together with the Sign— : Thus a— b, or 5
— 3 ,

is a Refidual Root > and is fo called, becaufe its

true Value is no more than its refidue or difference

between the Parts a and b.

RESIGNATION, is a Word ufed for the giv-

ing up of a Benefice into the Hands of the Ordi-

nary, otherwife by the Canonijis termed Renuncia*

tion : And tho’ it fignifies all one in nature with the

Word Surrender, yet it is by Cuftom reftrained to

the yielding up a Spiritual Living, and Surrender

to the giving up of Temporal Lands into the

Hands of the Lord.

RESINA, in Pharmacy and Botany, is a fat and

oleaginous Liquor flowing either Spontaneoufly, or

elfe let out by Incifion from any Tree or Plant. It

will not diffolve in Water, but in Oil only, and is

eafily Inflammable.

RESINE, or Refine, of Jalap, Benjamin, Scam-

mony, Turbith, &c. or of any Vegetable which

abounds with Rofinous Particles ,
is thus made in

Chymiftry.

The Vegetable grofly Powdered, is put into a

Matrafs, and then well rectified Spirit of Wine is

poured on it to the height of four Fingers above the

Matter ; then another Matrafs hath its Neck fitted

and luted into the former to make a double Veffel ;
1

and thus the Matter is digefted for 3 or 4 Days in

a Sand Heat, or till it hath given a good TinChire

to the Spirit of Wine : Then the DifTolution is fil-

trated ; and two Thirds of the clear Liquor is eva-

porated off, the remainder is poured into a large

Veffel of Water, and it will turn into a Milk, and

the Refine will in time precipiate to the Bottom in

a white Powder. It muft be wafh’d and dry’d in

the Sun ,
and it will grow hard like common Ro-

fine.

RESfSTENCE of the Medium, is the oppofition

againft , or hindrance of the Motion of any Body

moving in a Fluid ; as in the Air, the Water, the

/Ether, &c. And this, together with the gravity of

Bodies, is the Caufe of the Ceffation of the Mo-
tion of Projectiles, (§c. This Refiftence, in Me-
diums which are very Denfe and Rigorous, fo that

Bodies can there move but Very flowly, is nearly

as the Velocity of the moving Body : But in a Me-
dium free from all fuch Rigor, as the Squares of

the Velocities, Newt. Princip . P. 245. For by the

AClion of a fwifter Body, there is communicated

to the fame Quantity ofthe Medium, a greaterMo-
tion, in proportion to that greater Swiftnefs or Ve-
locity; and therefore in an equal time, (by reafon

of the greater Quantity of the Medium being mo-
ved) the Motion will be communicated in a dupli-

cate Ratio : But the Refiftence muft always be as

the Motion communicated, becaufe ACtion and Re-
action are equally contrary.

RES
He found alfo the thing to be true by FxpefL

ment, in a Pendulum of 10 Feet in Length
; that

the Refiftence againft a Globe or Bail moving fwift-

ly in our Air, is nearly in a duplicate Ratio of its

Velocity : But if it move Slower, a little greater

than in that proportion, P. 339.

He found alfo by making a Leaden Bullet fwing
as a Pendulum in a Veffel of Water, that the Re-
fiftence of Water in proportion to Air is as 535
LU jrT* -

Dr. Wallis hath an entire Dilcourfe on this Sub-

ject in Phil. Tranf. N° 186, where he premifes as

a Lemma, That fuppofing all other things equal,

the Refiftence of Bodies is always proportion a b;e

to the Velocity ; fince in a double degree of Velo-

city there is twice as much Air to be moved in the

fame time, &c.

As to the different Refiftences which Bodies of
different Figures will find in palling through any
Medium, Sir If. Newton proves, Prop s 34, Theor.

28.

That if a Globe and Cylinder with equal Dia-
meters be moved according to the Direction of the’

Axis of the Cylinder, that the Globes Refiftence

will be but half of the Cylinders.

And in the following Scholium, he fheW's what
kind of Figure revolving round an Axis, will gene-

rate a Solid that (hall move in any Medium, with

the leaft Refiftence ; and gives a hint of the Ufe
that this may be of for Building of Ships

.

After this, feveral Inveftigations of the Figure of

a roundilh Solid, which ftiould move through a

Medium with the leaft Refiftence, were Publifh’d

by the Marquis Hofpital, Bernoulli, and very briefly

and clearly by Mr. John Craig in the Phil. Tranfact,

N 268. Where he folves the Problem, to deter-

mine the Curve, by whofe Rotation round an Axis,

a round Solid fhall be generated
, which being

moved according to the Direction of that Axis,

fhall have the leaft Refiftence in any Medium.
RES Naturales : Natural things are Three »

Health, the Caufes of Health, and its Effedfs. O-
thers reckon Seven ; as the Elements, Tempera-
ments, Humours, Spirits, Parts, Faculties, Adtions j

but Elements and Temperaments belong to Natu-
ral Philofophy ; Humours, Spirits and Parts, are

reckoned amongft the Caules of Health, which
confift of a good Temperature, and a due Confor-

mation; Faculties and Acftions are comprehended
under the Effecfts of Health, Blanchard, ,

RES Non-naturales : Things that are not Natural,

are Six: Air, Meat and Drink, Motion and -Reft,

-

Sleeping and Waking, the Affe&ions of the Mind,
Things that are let out of, and things retained in

the Body. They are fo called, becaufe that if they

exceed their due bounds, they often oCcafion Dif-

eafes. Blanchard.

RESOLVEND, a term in the Extraction of the

Square and Cube Roots, &c. fignifying that Num--
ber which arifes from augmenting the Remainder
after Subtraction, by drawing down the next

Square Cube, &c, and writing it after the faid Re-

mainder.

RESOLUTION ( in Mathematicks ) is a Me-
thod of Invention, whereby the Truth or Faifhood

of a Propofition, or its Poffibility or Impoffibility if

difeover’d, in an Order contrary to that of Synthefis,

or Compofition : For in this Analytical Method,
the Propofition is propofed as already known, gran-

ted, or done ; and then the Confeqnences thence

deducible are Examined, till at laft you come to
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W known Truth or Falftiood, or Impoffibility,

whereof that which was propoled is a neceffary

Confequence, and from thence j'uftly conclude the

Truth or Impoffibility of the Propofition : Which
if true, may then be demonftrated in a Synthetical

Method. This Method of Relolution confifts more
in the Judgment, Penetration and Readinefs of the

Enquirer or Artift, than in any Particular Rules :

Tho’ thofe of Algebra are of neceffary Ufe, and a

good Treafure of Geometry in his Head will be of

great Advantage to him in all manner of Invefti-

gations*

RESORT, or Reftort, is a Law Word, proper-

ly ufed in a Writ of Tail of Coufenage, as Defccnt

is in the Writ of Right.

RESPECTU computi viee-comitis hahendo
,

is

Writ for the refpiting of a Sheriff’s Account, upon

juft occafion directed to the Treafurer and Barons

of the Exchequer.

RESPIRATION, 'kvamvwi, includes both In and

Expiration, and is an alternate Dilatation and Con-

traction of the Cheft, whereby the Air is taken in

by the Wind-pipe for the acceniion of the Blood,

and by and by is driven out again with other Va-
porous Effluviums. The caufe of Refpiration does

not feem to confift in the Dilatation and Contra-

ction of the Thorax, as is commonly thought, but

in the Contraction ofthe Tunic, which covers the

upper Part of the Oefophagus and the Wind-pipe, as

far as its cloleft Recedes. Blanchard.

There are many Opinions about the Ufes ofRe-

fpiration : Some think the chief, if not the foie

Defign of it, is to cool and temper the Heat of the

Blood, and the Heart.

Others will have the Subftance of the Air to get

by Refpiration into the Veffels of the Lungs to the

left Ventricle of the Heart
;
not only thereby to

cool the Blood, but alfo help generate aerial Spirirs,

This was the Opinion of Hippocrates, Arijlotle, and

Galen.

Others take, with more Probability, Refpiration

to ferve for the Ventilation of the Blood in the

Lungs, in its paffage through them, whereby ’tis

disburthened ofmany Excrementitious Steams and

Superfluous Serofities, which are carried off by the

Breath in Expiration ;
fo that the Blood may be

advantageoufly depurated, by what is carried off

by the EmunCtory of the Lungs.

In the PhiInf. Tranf. Ntf 6 5 ,
there is a very pretty

Account of the Caufe and Manner of Relpirarion,

by the Famous Laur. Bellini.

RESPITE, a Word ufed in Law, for delay, for-

bearance, or continuance of time.

RESPITE of Homage, is the forbearing of Ho-

mage, which ought firft of all to be perforrhed by

the Tenant that holdeth by Homage and it had

the moft frequent ufe in fuch as held by Knights-

Service in Cap'to, who did pay into the Exchequer

every fifth Term, fome fmall Sum of Money, to be

refpited the doing of their Elomage. See the Stat.

\icar. a. cap. 24. whereby this is taken away

as a Charge incident or arifing from Jfnights-Ser-

rvice.

RESPONSALIS, in Law, he who gives an An-

fwer, is he that appears for another in Court at a

Day affigned : As if Effoigniator came only to de-

clare ,the Caufe of the Parties Abfence, whether

Demandant or Tenant ;
and Refponfalis came for

the Tenant, not only to excufe his Abfence, but

alfo fignifie, what Trial he meant to undergo.

REST, in Mufick. See Paufe.

RESTITUTION, the returning of Elaftical
Bodies forcibly bent to their natural State, is cal-
led the Motion of Rejlitutioni

RESTITUTION, in Law, fignifies the yield-
ing up again, or reftoring of any thing unlawfully
taken from another : As alio, the fetting him in
Poffeffions of Lands or Tenements that hath been
unlawfully diffeifed of them.
RESTITUTIONS extraBi ah Ecdefia, is a

Writ to reftore a Man to the Church, which he
had recovered for his Sanctuary, being fufpeded
of Felony.

RESTITUTIONE Temporalium, is a Writ that
lies where a Man being Elected and Confirmed
Bijhop of any Diocefs, and hath the King’s Royal
Affent thereto for the recovery of the Temporalities
or Barony of the faid Bifhoprick

$ and it is directed
from the King to the Efcheator of the County.
RESTRAINT, is when any Acftion is hundred

or flopped contrary to Volition or preference of
the Mind.
RESUMMONS, in Law, fignifies a Second

Summons, and Calling of a Man to Anfwer an
Atftion, where the Firjl Summons is defeated upon
any occafion, as the Death of the Party, or the
like.

RESUMPTION, in a large Senfe, fignifies the
taking again into the King’s Hands fuch Lands or
Tenements, as before, upon falfe fuggeftion, or
other Error, he had delivered to the Heir, or gran-
ted by Letters-Patent to any Man.
RETAINING -Fee, is the firft Fee given to any

Serjeant or Counfellor at Law, whereby to make
him lure that he fhall not be on the contrary
Part.

RETE Mirabilc. In thofe Creatures that have
the Glandula Pituitaria large, (as in Calves for

Inftance) the two Carotid Arteries meeting about
the Sella of the Wedge-like Bone, prefently divide

themfelves into fmall Twigs, which being inter-

woven with (tho’ > not fo numerous) Twigs from
the internal Jugular Veins, and alfo with nervous
Fibres from the larger Trunk of the fifth Pair of
Nerves, make on each fide a notable Plexus, called

Rete Mirabile. There enters into this Rete fome
Twigs alfo from the Cervical Arteries; and there

pafs out of it leveral Twigs into the Glandula Pi-

tuitaria. So that in thefe Creatures that Gland
feems to be of the fame ufe to the Rete Mirabile,

as the Glandula Pinealis is to the Plexus Choroides

,

viz. To feparate a ferous Matter from the arterial

Blood, But in Man (according to moft Anato-
,

mills) this Rete is wholly wanting ; fo that there

palling only fometimes a Twig or two, and feme-
times none, from the Trunk it felf of the Carotid
Artery, into the Glandula Pituitaria, that Gland
is of lefs ufe in him than in other Creatures that

have the Rete. Yet Dr. Ridley affirms, That he

never found this Rete wanting, or with any Diffi-

culty difcoverable in Men, fpringing from, and ly-

ing on the infide of each Carotid Artery : But con-

feffes that it is far fmaller in them than in Brutes ;

for which difference he thus accounts. Brutes by
reafon of their prone Pofition, would, but for this

Rete, be in danger of having their Brains deluged as

it were with an over-great Quantity of the in-

fluent Blood, and of a Rupture of the Veffels by
its violent Ingrefs

; and is this Danger fo much the

more threatned, by how much the fame Caufe
which brings it into the Brain with that force, is_

equally as great and effectual to hinder its propor-

tionable
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tionable return. For the .Relief of which Xnconve-

niency,Nature hath contrived a Means for its more

ealie and fafe defcent into the Brain, by turning

that one largeft Stream of Blood (which through

its being pent in one Channel, becomes fo rapid

j

into many more, (by which means the Carotid

Trunk above the Dura Mater in thofe Creatures is

very fmall to what it is beneath -

3 whereas that Ar-

tery in Men, hath the fame bignefs on both

{ides the Membrane) and they not only reticula-

ted and contorted for the more flow and labori-

ous defcent of the Blood ; (which Contrivance the

Ancients thought was only for a more exad Pre-

paration of the Blood for Animal Spirits,) but alfo

many of ’em by their Inlertion into the Glandula

Pituitaria,attended with fmall Veins ifluing thence,

to take offfome part of the Burthen too. And that

to the aforefaid Pofltion of leveral Creatures ou ght

chiefly to be afcribed the variety of Magnitude of

this Rete in feveral of them, its fize in Dogs feems

highly to evince ; in whom, by realon of their Ho-
rizontal Pofltion, being neither fo prone as leveral

Brutes who feed on Grafs, nor fo ered as Man,
this Rete is found fmaller than in the firft, and

larger than in the laft.

RETENTION, is a Faculty of the Mind,
whereby it makes a farther Progrefs towards

Knowledge.
RETICULARIS plexus, the fame with Cho-

roid.es.

RETICULUM, the fame with the Omentum.
RETIFORMIS plexus. See Plexus Retiformis.

RETIFORMIS tunica, is the principal Organ
of Sight, being a Certain Expanfion Of the inner

Subftance of the Optic Nerve in the Eye, which
is to the Eye like a whited Wall in a dark Cham-
ber, and receives and reprefents the vifible Spe-

cies that are let in by a Hole as it were into a

darkened Room.
RETINA tunica

,
the fame with Retiformis.

RETIRADE, in Fortification, is a kind of Re-
trenchment made in the Body of aBaftion or other

Works, which is to be difputed Inch by Inch, af-

ter the firft Defences are Difmantled. It ufually

confifts of two Faces, which make a Re-entring

Angle.

RETIRED Flank.. See Flank,.

RETORT, is an Inftru-

ment or Veflel in Chymiftry,

commonly of this Figure, ufed

for Diftillations of Oils and

Volatile Salts,and alfo of Acid

Spirits. ’Tis fometimes made
of Glafs, fometimes of Earth, and fometimes of
Iron, according to the Nature of the Matter to be
Diftilled, and the degree of Fire neceflary to per-

form the Operation.

Earthen Retorts are bell for the drawing of Acid
Spirits, becaufe they will bear the utmoft Heat and
not Melt, as Glafs ones will fometimes do. There-
fore when you are forced to ufe a Glafs Retort in

fo ftrong a Fire, it muft be coated or covered over
with Lute. See that Word.

There is alfo another kind of Earthen Retorts,

which are flat at the Bottom, and whofe Nofe or
Beak turns upwards, which in great Furnaces are

ufed for the Diftillation of Acid Spirits
; and they

have Earthen Receivers Luted to them.

RETRACTORES Alarum Nafi & Elevatores

Labii Superioris : Thefe Mufcles arife broad and
flelhy from the fourth Bone of t;he Upper Jaw,

/ RET
whence defending obliquely, they are foon Infer-
red to the Upper Lip, and Ala Nafi. The r Name
fhew their Ufe is to lift up the Nofe and Upper
Lip-

RETRAHENS Auriculum, is a Mufde by fome
called Triceps Auris, becaufe it has fometimes 3 Be-
ginnings. M. du Verney fays it is Compofed of five
or fix flelhy Fibres, which have their Origination
from the Superior and Forepart of the Apophyfis
Mafloides, and defcend obliquely to their Infertioxi

in the middle of the Concha Auricula.

RETRENCHMENT, in Fortification; is a
Ditch bordered with its Parapet, and fecur’d with
Gabions or Bavins laden with Earth. It is fome-
times taken for a Ample Retirade in part of the
Rampart, when the Enemy is fo far advanced, that
he is no longer to be Refilled, or beaten from the
firft Poft.

RETROCESSION of the Equinoxes, is rhe
Annual going backward of the Equinodial Points
about 50 Seconds. See Equinoxes

.

RETROGRADE, in Aftronomy, is ufiialiy ap-
propriated to the Planets, when by their proper
Motion in the Zodiack, they move backward of
contrary to the Succeffion of the Signs : As from
the fecond Degree ofAries to the firft, Of. But this

Retrogradation is only apparent, and occafioned by
the ObferverS Eye being placed on the Earth : For
to an Eye at the Sun, the Planet will appear always
Dired, and never either Stationary or Retro*
grade.

RETURN, in Law, hath two feveral Applica-
tions .‘ The one is the Return of Writs by Sheri ffs

and Bayliffs, which is only a Certificate made to the
Court of that which he hath done touching the
execution of their Writ direded to him. And this

among the Civilians is termed Certificatorium : Of
Returns in this Signification fpeaks the Statute of
Wefimln. a Cap. 39. So is rhe Return of a Com-
million, a Certificate or Anfwer to the Court of
that which is done by the Commiffioners, Sheriffs,

or other, to whom fuch Writs* Commiiiions, Pre-
cepts or Mandates are direded. Alfo, certain
Days in every Term are Called return Days, or
Days in Bank ; and fo Hilary Term hath four Re-
turns, viz. Ottabis Elilarii, Quindena Hilarii, Cra-
Jlino Purifications & Ottabis Purifications • Eaftef
Term hath Five, vi Quindena Pafche, Ties Pafche,
Menfe Pafche, Quinq. Pafche, and Crafiino afcen-

fionis Domini. Trinity Term hath Four, Crafiino
Trinitatis

,
Ottabis Trinitatis, Quindena Trinitatis

*

Tres Trinitatis
3 and Michaelmas Term Six, vi%.

Tres Michaelis, Menfe Michaelis
, Crafiino Anima

-

rum, Crafiino Martini, Ottabis Martini, Quindena
Martini. The other Application of this Word is

in Cafe of Replevin • for if a Man Diftrain Cattle
for Rent, &c. and afterwards juftifie or a vow his

Ad, fo as it is found Lawful, the Cattle before -

delivered unto him that was deftrained, upon Se-
curity given to follow the Adion, lhail now be
returned to him that diftrained them.

• RETURNO habendo, is a Writ that lies upon
him that has avowed a Diftrefs made of Cattle
and proved his Diftrefs to be lawfully taken for re-

turning to him the Cattle diftrained, which before
were replevied by the Party diftrained, upon Sure-
ty given to Profecute the Adion ; or when the
Plaint or Adion is removed by Recordari, or Acce-
das ad Curiam, into the Court of Common-Pleas,
and he whofe Cattle were diftrained makes De-
fault, and doth not Profecute his Suit.
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RETURNUM avetiorum, is a Writ Judicial,

granted to one Impleaded for the taking the Cattle

of another, and unjuft detaining them contra vadium

& Plegios, and appearing upon Summons, and is

difmiffed without Day, becaufe the Plaintiff makes
Default 5 and it lies lor the return of the Cattle to

the Defendant, whereby he was Summoned, or

which were taken for Security of his Appearance

upon the Summons.
RETURNUM ineplegiabile

, is a Writ Judicial,

fent out of the Common-Pleas to the Sheriff for the

final reftitution or return of Cattle to the Owner,
tinjuftly taken by another, as Damagefleafant, and

fo found by the Jury before Juftices ofAflizein the

Country, or otherwife by Default of Profecu-

tion.

REVENUE, lignifies properly the Rent that

accrues to every Man from his Lands and Poflef-

lions.

REVERBERATE : The Word lignifies pro-

perly to ftrike, refled:, or beat back again. The
Chymifts fay, Make the Flame Reverberate on the

Coppel. That is, Let either the Flame of the Wood
be fo blown with the Bellows, as that it may be

beaten back down on the Metal 5 or elfe, make the

fides of the Furnace fo clofe all about, that the

Flame ftriking againft its fides, may be beat back

again down on the Matter to be Melted. For

Which latter Purpofe they have a Particular Fur-

nace called the

REVERBERATORY Furnace 3 which is a

ftrong fixt Furnace of two Bricks thicknefs, and

inuft be large enough to hold a Retort, or more
than one, for the Diftillation of Acid Spirits, and

other things. The Mortar or Lute for luch a Fur-

nace is ufually one Part Potters Earth, as much
Horfe-dung,and two Parts ofcommon Sand knead-

ed in Water. The Alh-hole mull be about a Foot

high, and the Door contrived, if poflible, fo as

that the Air may come freely to it, to light the

Fire the more eafily, or to encreafe the Flame. The
Fire-place need not be quite fo high : At the top

of it are two Iron Bars placed crofs-wile, to fet the

Retort on 3 and then the Furnace is rais’d about a

Foot higher, to cover or clofe the Retort: Then is

there fitted to this a Dome or Cover with its Chim-
ney, which is fet on the top of the Dome on a little

Hole, which when the Chimney is not ufed, hath

a Stopple to it. This Dome may be made of the

lame Paft that Portable Furnaces are ufually made
of 3 which fee under Furnaces.

And one may make according to his Fancy,

Room, or Convenience, a Furnace of this kind ;

and there is no need of keeping exactly to this Form,

efpecially as to the Dome, which in a large Re-
verberatory may be made with Tiles or Bricks

placed over the Retorts, and Plaiftered over with

a Lute made of Allies, melted with common Water.

REV
Here follows the Figure of Mr. Lemerys Rever-

beratory, which will ferve to give an Idea of the
former Defcription.

a The Alh-hole.

e The Fire-place.

I

d The Dome or Cover.
h The Chimney,;
c The Receiver*

/ The Retort.

Such a Furnace as this, will alfo ferve for many
Ufes, as well as Diftilling per Reverberdum • as to
Diftil with the Refrigeratory, in Balneo, &c. for the
Copper Body may be placed on the Bars, and the
Veffel holding the Water, Sand, Allies, &c. as a
little Practice will foon teach the young Chymift.
REVERSED Talon. See Talon.

REVERSION, in Law, hath a double accep-

tation
, one is Jus revertendi cum flatus pojfejflonis

defecerit, and this is but an Intereft in the Land,
when the Poffeffion fhall fall.

Secondly, When the Poffeflion and Eftate which
was parted with for a time, ceafeth, and is deter-

mined in the Perfons of the Alienees, Affignees,

Grantees, or their Heirs, or effectually returns to

the Donor, his Heirs or Afllgns whence it was de-
rived.

The Difference between a Reverfion, and a Re-
mainder's that a Remainder is general, and may re-

main to any Man, but to him that granteth or con-
veyeth the Land, &c, for Term of Life only, or o-

therwife. A Reverfion is to himfelf, from whom
the Conveyance of the Land, proceeded, and
is Commonly perpetual, as to his Heirs alfo. And
yet fometimes Rever[ton is confounded with Re-
mainder.

REVIEW, A Bill of Review in Chancery, is

where a Caufe hath been heard, and the Decree

figned and enrolled 3 and fome Error in Law ap-

pears upon the Decree made, which Bill cannot be

exhibited, but by Licence of the Court.

REVIVE, when any mix’d Body is reftored a-

gain to its Natural Form and Condition, from out

of the Difguiles it was in, by being mixed with

fome other Body, they fay it is Revived.

Thus when Mercury is diftilled from Cinnabar,

they call it Mercury revived from Cinnabar
3 be-

caufe the Mercury was made into Cinnabar only

for fafety and convenience of its being carried from
Place to Place. See Mercury,

Bill
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Bill of REVIVER, is where a Bill Hath been

exhibited in Chancery, againft one who anfwers,

and before the Caufe is heard, or if heard, before

the Decree enrolled, either Party dies : In this cafe

a Bill of Reviver muft be brought, that the former

Proceedings may ftand revived, and the Caufe be

finally determined.

REVIVING, in Law, fignifies a renewing of

Rents and Actions after they be extinguifhed.

REVOLUTION, in Allronomy, is the Circu-

lation of any Celeftial Body, till it return to the

fame Point in which it was when it firft began to

move. But,

REVOLUTION, or as fome call it, The Refli-

tution of the Anomaly, is the Return of a Planet to

any one Point of its £ccentricks,after it hath parted

from it.

,

REVULSORIA, V. S. is whereby the Blood

that guflies upon one part, is diverted a contrary

way, by opening of a Vein in a remote and conve-

nient place. This our Surgeons call frequently

Bleeding for a Revuljion.

RHABDOLOGY, is the Art of computing or

numbering by thofe Rods, commonly called Ne-

per s Bones ; which fee.

RHACHITIS, is according to fome, the Spinal

Marrow; (which fee in its proper place :) Alfo a

Difeafe common amongft the Englifh, which is an

unequal Nourifhment of the Body, accompanied

with Loofenefs of Parts, Softnefs, Weaknefs, Faint-

nefs, Drowfinefs, a great fwelling Head, with
Leannefs below the Head ; with Protuberances a-

bout the Joints, crookednefs of Bones, ftraitnefs of
the Breaft, fwelling of the Abdomen, ftretching of

the Hypochondres, a Cough, &c. The Englifh call it

the Rickets : But becaufe the occafion of it often

lies in the Spinal Marrow, the Famous Glyjfon calls

it appofitely enough Rhachitis. Blanchard.

RHAGADES, the Latins fay Scijfura, Fijfurce,

Rima, Chinks, Clefts, which as they happen in o-

ther parts of the Body, Hands, Feet, Lips, the en-

trance oLthe Womb ;
fo they may happen in the

Fundament, in the Extremity of the Gut ReFlum,

and in the Sphincter, or Mufcle which clofes the

Fundament. Rhagades in the Fundament are cer-

tain oblong little Ulcers, without fwelling, like

thofe which are fometimes cccafioned in the Hands
by great Cold. Some arefuperficial, others deep :

Some are not hard nor callous, others are : Some
are moift, and fend forth Matter, others dry and
cancrous. Blanchard.

RHEGMA, is a breaking forth or burfting of a-

ny part, as of a Bone, the inner Rind of the Belly,

the Eye, ff>c,

RHEUMATISM, is a wandring Pain in the

Body, often accompanied with a fmall Fever,

Swelling, Inflammation, &c. Blanchard.

RHEXIS, the fame with Rtoegma.

RHINENCHYTES, is a little Syringe to 'in-

fed! Medicines into the Noftrils.

RHOMBE Solid, is two equal and right Cones
joined together at their B^fes.

RHGMBGIDES, fo called from its Figure, is

a pair of Mufcles of the Scapula, proceeding from
the two lowermoft Vertebres of the Neck, and
from the four upper Spinal Proceffes of the Verte-

bres of the Back : By and by they defcend oblique-

ly, and being fieihy at the beginning and end, go
as far as the Bails of the Shoulder-blade, which
they move backward and obliquely upward : It

adheres ftrongly to its Subjacent Mufcle the Ser-

ratus Superior Pqfticus.

RHOMBQIDES, a Figure in Geometry. SIt
Quadrilateral Figures.

~

RHOMBUS* See Quadrilateral Figures

i

RHUMBS. See Rumbs.

.

RHYQS, a Difeafe of the Eyes, caufed by a
confumingor diminifhing of the Caruncle, or fmall

piece of Flefti in the great corner of the Eye, fb

that it can no longer contain its Liquor. Blanchard,

RHYPTICA are Scouring Medicines which
cleanfe away Filth. Blanchard,

RHYTHMUS, is a certain Proportion of Pulfes,

Time, Life; Age, z3c, x Blanchard

.

RIBBON, a Term in Heral-

dry, fignifying the eighth part of

a Bend ; it is born a little cut off

from the out-lines of the Efcut-

cheon, thus.

He beareth Or, a Ribbon

Gules.

RXBBS of a Ship, are the Timbers of the P„ut»

tocks when the Planks are off; fo called, becaufe

they are bending like the Ribs of a Carcafe.

Thofe little long wooden Pieces alfo which be-

long to the Parrells of the Yards; and have holes

in them like the Comb under the Beak-head, are

called the Ribbs of the Parrells.

RIDE, a Ship is faid to Ride, when her An-
chors hold her faft, fo that fhe drives not away by
the force of the Wind or Tide ; and a Ship is faid

to Ride well, when fhe is built fo that fhe doth not

over-beat her felf into a Head Sea, as that the

Waves over-rake her, (that is over-wafh her) from
Stem to Stern. They fay alfo a Ship,

RIDES a-crofs, when fire Rides with her Main-
yards and Fore-yards hoifted up to the Hounds;
and both Yards and Arms topped alike. She is

faid to

RIDE a Peek. , when one end of the Yard is

peeked up and the other hangs down : And this is

alfo faid ofa Ship, when in Weighing fhe is brought

diredtly over her Anchor, She is laid to

RIDE Athwart, when her Side is to the Tide.'

And to

RIDE betwixt Wind and Fide, when the Wind
hath equal force over her oqe way, and the Tide
another

;
but if the Wind hath more Power over

her than the Tide, fhe is faid to Ride Wind Rode.

She is faid to

RIDE Hawfeful, when in a Strefs of Weather
fire falls fo deep into the Sea, with her Head, that

Water runs in at her Hawfes. She is faid to

RIDE Fortife, when her Yards are ftruck up-

on the Deck, or when they are down Aportlajl.

RIDEAU, in Fortification, is a Ditch, the

Earth whereof is raifed on its fide, or a fmall ele-

vation of Earth, extending it felf in length on a

Plain, which ferves to cover a Poft, being alfo ve-

ry Convenient for thofe that would befiege a Place

at a near diftance ; and to fecure the Workmen irf

their Approaches to the Fort of a Forrrefs.

RIDERS in a Ship, are great Timbers both in

the Hold and alfo Aloft, which are bolted on to o-

ther Timbers to ftrengthen them, When fis difco-

vered a Ship is too weakly built.

RIENS Arreare, is a kind of Plea uled to an
Adtion ofDebt upon Arrearages of Account, where-
by the Defendant does alledge, There is nothing in

Arrear.

RIENS pajfe par le fairf is the Form of aft Ex*
ception taken in fome Cafes to an Actioc„
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RlENS^er defcent

, is a Form of Pleading when I

an Heir is fued for a Debt of his Anceftor, and he
hath no Aflets in his Hand

,
nor any Lands liable

to be extended.

RIGGING of a Ship, is all her Ropes whatfoe-

ver belonging to her Mads or Yards* or any Part

about her.

A Ship is well Rigged, when all her Ropes are

.

of their fit fize in proportion to her Burden. She

is faid to be over-rigged when her ropes are too

big for her ; which wrongs her much in her Sail-

ing, and is apt to make her Heel.

RIGHT, in Law, fignifies not only a Right for

which a Writ of Right lies, but alfo any Title or

Claim, either by vertue of a Condition, Mort-

gage, or the like, for which no Addon is given by

Law, .but only an Entry.

Thus is Jus Proprietatis
, a Right of Propriety

:

Jus Pojfejfionis, a Right of Fofleffion : And Jus
Proprietatis & Pojfejfionis, a Right both of Property

and Pofleifion, and this was formerly called. Jus
duplicatum : As if a Man be difleifed of an Acre of

Land, the Diffeifee hath Jus Proprietatis • theDif-

feifor hath Jus Pojfejfionis ,
and if the Difleifee re-

leafe to the Difteifor, he hath Jus Proprietatis &
Pojfejfionis.

Right-angled, a Figure is faid to be Right-an-

gled, when its Sides are at Right-angles, or ftand

Perpendicularly one upon another: And this is

fometimes inallAngles of the Figures, as in Squares

and Redl-angles : Sometimes only in part as in

Right-angled Tri-angles.

\h\gfi\l-angled Tri-angle . See Tri-angle.

Right-Angles. See Angles.

RIGHT-afeenfon, of the Sun or Star, is that

Degree of the Equinoctial, accounted from the be-

ginning of Aries
,
which rifeth with it in a Right

Sphere.

Or, it's that Degree and Minute ofthe Equinocti-

al ( counted as before ) which cometh to the Me-
ridian, with the Sun or Stars, or with any Point of

the Heavens- The reafon of which referring it to

the Meridian, is becaufe that is always at Right

Angles to the Equinodial ;
which the Horizon only

is in a Right or Dired Sphere.

To find the Suns or Stars Right Afeenfon, by
the Globe.

Bring the Sun’s or Star’s Place to the Meridian,

and the Number of Degrees intercepted between

the beginning of Aries , and that Degree of the

F.quino&ial which comes to the Meridian is the

Right Afeenfon ,
if required in Time : Account

every 1 5 Degrees cobe an Hour, and every Degree

to be 4 Minutes.

To find the Sun S Right Afcenfion Trigonometrically •

having his greateft Declination and Diftance

from the next EquinoCtial Point given ; fay,

As Radius is to the Co-fine of the Sun’s greatefi

Declination : : So is the Tangent of his Diftance

from the next EquinoCtial Point to the Tangent

cf the Right Afeenfon.
1

ry

Example.

Let the Suns Diftance from the next Equinocti-

al Point be 30 Degrees co Minutes ; his greateft

Declination be 23 Degrees 30 Minutes.

R I G

Then to the Co-fine of 23° 30C— -9.962398
Add the Tangenc of 30° oo‘ — 9*76*439

Sum Iefs Radius is the Tan. of 27
s
53' 19.723837

Which is the Right Afeenfon required.

The fame may be alfo found, by having the pre-*

fent Declination, fluppofe 1 1 Degrees 30 Minutes)
and the greateft Declination 23 Degrees 3,0 Mi-
nutes given.

For, As the Tangent of the Suns greatefi Declinati-
on, is to the Tangent ofhisprefent Declination : :

So is the Radius to the Sine of his Right Afcen-

fon.

The Operation Hands thus

:

To the Ar. co. of the Tan. of 23
0 30/— 0.361698

Add the Tangent of n‘ 30' —9.308463

Summ adding the Radius = S. 27* 53' 19.6701.6^

RIGHT or Direft Sphere
,

is that which has the
Poles of the World in its Horizon, and the Equator
in the Zenith : The Confequences of living under
fuch a Pofition, (as thofe who live diredly under
the Line are in) is that they have no Latitude, nor
Elevation of the Pole. They can fee nearly both,

Poles of the World j all the Stars do Rife, CuimU
nate, and fet with them. And the Sun always
rifes and defeends at Right Angles to their Hori-
zon, and makes their Days and Nights even; be-
caufe the Horizon bifleds the Circle of his Diur-
nal Revolution.

To find the Right Afcenfion of a Planet, or Star that

hath Latitude
, ufe this Proportion.

As Co-fine of the Stars Declination is to the Co-
fine of its Diftance from the next Equinodial Point

: : So is the Co-fine of its Latitude, to the Co-fine
of its Right Afcenfion.

RIGHT the Helm
,
a Sea Phrafe, ufed by him

that Conds to the Man at Helm, ordering him to

keep the Helm even with the Middle of the

Ship.

RIGHT Line, is the neareft Diftance between
any two Points. See Line.

RIGHT Mufcles of the Head. See Reftus In-

ternus Major © Minor

.

RIGHT Sailing, is when a Voyage is perform’d

on fome one of the four Cardinal Points.
;

If • a Ship fail under the Meridian ; that is, on
the North or South Points, fire varieth not in Lon-
gitude at all ; but only changeth the Latitude,

and that juft fo much as the Number of Degrees

ihe hath run.

If a Ship fail under the Equinodial, upon the

very Eaft or Weft Points, Ihe altereth not her La-
titude at all, but only changeth the Longitude, and

that juft fo much as the Number of Degrees Ihe

hath run. If the Ship fail diredly Eaft or Weft
under any Parallel, fhe there alfo altereth not her

Latitude, but only the Longitude
; yet not ac-

cording to the Number of Degrees of a great Circle

Ihe hath failed, as under the Equinodial ; but

more



more than fb many, according as the Parallel is re-

moter from the Equinoctial towards the Pole : For

the lefs any Parallel is, the greater is the Difference

of Longitude.
_

. ' '

‘ .

RIGHT Sine,
the farhe with Sine- Which fee.

RIGOR, is a Vibration and Concuffiori of the

Skin, and Mufcles of the whole Body, accompa-

nied with Chilnefs.

RIGOROUS way of explicating Rarefaction

is, as it is called by the Moderns, th^Lt which is

made ufe of in the Peripatetick School ; which fee

under EarefaBion.

RIM, in a Watch or Clock , is the Circular

part of the Balance thereof;

RING Dial. See Vniverfal Equinoctial Dial.

RING of Saturn is an Opacous Solid, Circu-

lar Arch and Plane, like the Horizon of a Globe,

of Matter entire encompafting round the Planet

and no where touching it ; its Plane is at this

Time nearly parallel to the Plane of our Earth’s E-
quator : The Diameter of this Ring is 2 \ ©f Sa-

turn's Diameters, and the Diftance of the Ring
from the Planet, is about the breadth of the Ring

it felf.

Galileus firft difcovered the Figure of Saturn not

to be round ; but that the Inequality was thus iii

the Form of a Ring, Mr Hugens firft found out
and publifhed in his Syjlema Saturniana, 1659,
’Tis this Ring, and its various Pofitions in relpecft
of the Sun, f whofe Light it refletftslike the Body
of Saturn vc felf) and of the Eye of the Spectator
which occalions all the various Appearances of Sa-
turn with his Aufa> ( as they call them ) or with
none, with broad, or narrow ones, &c.

The following^ Figures which I borrowed frOrri

Dr. Gregorys Aftronomy, will very well ilk-
ftrate this Matter,

The firft is a fingle Figure of the Planet, when
his Ring is moft vifible : And the fecond explains
the feveral Phenomena of the Ring in all its Po-=

fitiOns, in refpetft of the Sun at S . during the Pla-
nets entire Revolution round the Sun. When the
Planet is at A or I, the Ring is fcarce vifible, be-

I

caufe the Sun’s Rays running almoft parallel to ir,

j

can illuminate it but very fparingly. " But when
Saturn is at E. or N. then the Sun’s Rays falling

,

almoft dire&ly upon the Ring, do render it moft

J
of all confpieuous.

RIOT, in Law, fignifies the forcible doing of
an unlawful thing by three or more Perfons affem-
bled together for that purpofe.

RISING of the Sun or Star, is their appearing
above the Horizon.

The Rifmg of the Sun may be found by the Globe 5

thus.

Firft recbifie the Globe (which Word fee ;

)

then
bring the Sun’s Place to the Eaft part of the Hori-
zon ; and the Hour Index will {hew the Time ei-

ther before or after Six.

The Time of the Sun’s Rifing doubled, gives
the Length of the Day.

The Rjjing of any Star
, may be thus found by £he
Globe;

Re&ifie your Globe and Hour Index ; bring the
Star to the Eaft, and the Index Will {hew the Time
of the Star’s Rifing;

RISING Timbers in a Ship, are the Hooks pia-
:

ced on her Keel ; and are fo called, becaufe as thefe
rife in Proportion, fo her Rake and her Run rife &n
her flat Floor by

1
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The RISINGS in a Ship are thofe thick Planks

which go fore and aft, on both Sides under the

End of the Beams and Timbers of the fecond

Deck unto the third Deck, half Deck, and quar-

ter Deck ; and on them the Beams and Timbers of

the Deck do bear at both ends by the Ships fide.

RISUS Sardonius, is a Contra&ion of each Jaw,
or a Convulfivekind of Grinning caufedby a Con-

traction of the Mufcles on both fides of the Mouth.

'Blanchard.

RIVERS and Springs ; whence they arife, fee

under the Word Vapour.

A ROAD, is any place near the Land where the

Ships may Ride at Anchor, and a Ship riding there

is called a Roader.

ROB. See Apochylifma.

ROBBINS in a Ship, are thofe fmall Lines

which make tlie Sail faft to the Yards, being ree-

ved into Eylet-holes in the Sail under th# Head-
rope, for that purpofe. The Word is, Make faft

the Bobbins: For at Sea they don’t fay tie
,

but

make faft.

ROD, a Meafure ofLength containing by Sta-

tute juft 1 6 ~ Feet Englifh. See Pole. This muft

carefully be diftinguiffied from Bpod, which is a

Square Mealure containing the fourth part of an

Acre.

ROLL, in Law, fignifies a Schedule of Paper

or Parchment, which piay be turned or wound
up with the Hand to the Fafliion of a Pipe

; of

which there are in the Exchequer feveral kinds

:

As, The great Wardrobe Bplf the Cofferer s Bpll, the

Subfidy Boll, &c.

ROLL of Court, the Court Roll in a Mannor,
wherein the Names, Rents, and Services, of the

Tenants were copied and enrolled.

RIDDER-ro// the Court ex officio, may award

a Certiorari ad informandam confcientiam ; and that

which is certified fliall be annexed to the Record,

and is called a Bidder-roll.

Or a Bidder-roll, is a Schedule, or fmall-piece of

Parchment, added to fome part of a Roll or Re-

cord.

ROLLS, or the Office of the Rolls in Chance-

ry lane, formerly called Domus Ccnverforum, is the

Houfe that was built by King Henry the Third,

for Jews converted to the Chriftian Faith ; but

Edward the Third expulfed them for their Wick-

ednefs, and deputed the Place for the Cuftody of

the Rolls and Records of the Chancery, the Matter

whereof is the Second in Chancery, and in the

Abfence of the Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper,

fits as Judge, being commonly called the Mafter of

the Bolls.

ROLLS of Parliament, the Manufcript Regi-

fters or Rolls of the Proceedings of our old Parli-

aments. For before the ufe of Printing, and till

the Reign of Henry the Seventh our Statutes were

all engrofs’d in Parchment, and (by vertue of the

King’s Writ to that purpofe) proclaimed openly in

every County.

In thefe Rolls we have a great many decifions of

difficult points in Law, which were frequently in

former times referred to the Determination of this

Supreme Court, by the Inferior ones of both Bench-

es, &c.

ROMAN Indiction. See IndiElion.

ROMAN Order of ArchiteElure, is the lame with

the Compoftte. ’Twas invented by the Bpmans in

the Time of Auguftus, and fet above all the others,

to Ihew ( fay fome ) that the Bomans were Lords

oyer all other Nations : ’Tis made up of the Io~
niffi, and. Corinthian Orders

, and is more ornamen-

ROMPER in Heraldry, they
call a Chevron, fo when it is

born of this Figure.

He beareth a Chevron Bpmpee,
between three Mullets, Or, by the
Name of Sault.

RONDEL, in Fortification, is a Round Tower
fometimes ere&ed at the Foot of the Baftions.
ROOD, a Square Meafure containing juft a

Quarter of an Acre of Land : Some confound this
Meafure with a Bod, which is the Length of 16 ±
Feet; and others with a Yard Land, or the Quar-
tona Terra, but both very erroneoufiy.
A Bpod is fometimes called a Fanhendele.
RQCF-cra\r, or Buff-trees, are the Timbers in

a Ship, which go from the I-Jalf-Deck to the Fore*.

Cattle : They ferve to bear up the Gratings, and
are fupported by Stanchions. Alfo that Piece of
Timber which on Occafion is laid over the Half.

Deckto bear up Nettings, Sails, or Pieces of Can-
vafs, is called a Bpof-tree.

ROOT, whatever Quantity being multiplied
into its felf Produces a Square, and that Square
again being multiplied by that firft Quantity Pro-
duces a Cube, &c. is called a Bpot, as either the
Square, Cube, or Biquadrate Boot, &c. according
to the multiplication. See Square Cube, See. Alfo the
Unknown Quantity in an Algebraick Equation is

often called the Root. And what are the Determi-
nate Number of Roots in any Cubick, or Biqua-
dratick Equation, Mr. Halley fliews in Philof. Tranffi
N. 190.

ROPES, of a fihip are in General all her Cor-
dage ; But Particularly they call by this Name
only,

1. The Entriug-repe which hangs at the Ladder
to help People up the Side.

%. A Top-rope, fo called, becaufe belonging to
the Top.

3. A Bolt-rope, into which the Sail is fowed.
4. A Buoy-rope, which is that to which the Buoy

of the Anchor hangs.

5. The Gueft-rcpe, which tows the Long Boat.
6 . The Keel-rope.

7. The Bucket-rope, which ferves to heave the
Bucket in drawing Water.

8. The ftudder-rope, which reaved into a Hole
of the Rudder near the Head, and alfo through
the Stern-poft , both the Ends thereof are fpliced

together, ferving to fave the Rudder
,

if by any
Accident it fhould be beaten off.

Alfo the Preventer-rope, which is a fmall Rope ,

feized. crofs over the Ties, clofe at the Ram -head

;

fo that if any one part of the Tie ffiould be broke
yet the Remainder ffiould not run Through the

Ram-head, to endanger the Yard.

There is alfo a Rope called a Breft*-rope, which
Lafhes the Parrels to the Mails.

And another called the Guy-rope
, which is ree-

ved through a Block, faftned by a Strop, to the

Head of the Fore-matt, and having its end fatten-

ed to the Strop of the Winding Tackle to bowfe it

forwards that it may plumb direcftly over the Hatch
Way,

tal than either.

/\Ar
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And there is alfo a Boat-rope, by which the Boat

hangs, Or is fattened a Stern of the Ship.

ROPE-yarn, is the Yarn of any Rope untwift-

ed : Tis commonly made of Cables Ends which

are Worn out, which are called Junks of the Ca-

bles: The Ufe of it is to ferve fmall Ropes , to

make Sinner Matts, &c. alfo to make Knettles

which are 2 of thefe Rope Yarns, untwifted, toge-

ther : Alfo it helps to make Caburns, i. e. Lines

to bind Cables withal 5 and to fatten the Sails to

the Yard Arms, &c.

RORIFERUS Duflus, the fame that Ductus

Chyliferus.

ROS, in the Account of the Ancients, was the

Firft Moifture that falls from the Extremities of the

Veflels, and is difperfed upon the Subftance of the

Members. Bps, fays Galen, is a Third fort of

Moifture whereby the Parts of our Body are nou-

rifhed, and is contained in all the Parts of an A-
nimal, like a certain Dew fprinkled upon them.

Blanchard.

ROS Vitrioli
,
according to Ang. Sala, is the firft

Phlegm or Water that is diftilled from Vitriol in

Balneo Maries.

ROSA, the fame that Eryfipelas,

ROSINES, of Vegetables how made. See

Befine.
ROSTRIFORMIS Proceffus. See Coracoides.

ROSTRUM* in Chymiftry, is the Nofe of an

Alembick.

ROTA Ariftctelica, is the Confideration of a

Wheel moving along a Plain, till it hath made one

entire revolution : For then will its Centre have de-

feribed a Line equal to that of the Circumference

of the Wheel ,
and fo will all letter Concentrical

Circles. See an Explication of this in Boyle againft

Linus.

ROTATOR Femoris Extrorfium. See Obturator

Externus.

ROTATOR Major & Minor, are two .Apophy

-

fes in the upper Part of the Thigh-Bone ,
called

Trichanteres , in which the Tendons of many
Mufcles are terminated.

ROTULA, the fame that Mola genu.

RQTUL7E, See Tabellre.

ROTUNDUS, (Sc. Mufcuius) is a Mufcle of

the Radius, ferving to turn the Palm of the Hand
downwards.
ROUND, is a Military Term, fignifying a

Walk or Turn, which an Officer attended with a

Few Soldiers, takes in a Garrifon or Fortifi’d Place

during the Night, to obferve whether the Gentries

do their Duty, or not.

ROUND-W/?, is the uppermoft Room or Cab-
bin on the Stern of the Ship where the Matter

lies.

ROUND-*??, or Bound-aft, a Term at Sea be-

longing to the Main and Fore-fail : When the

Wind largeth, they fay, Let rife the Main-tacfs,

or the Fore-tackj ! Hale aft the Fore-Jbeet to the

Cat-head ; and the Main-fioeet to the Cubbridge-

headi And when thefe Sheets are thus haled down,

they keep them from flying up with the Paffarado-

rope. This Work is called, rounding in, or round-

ing aft the Sail.

R0WLE in a Ship, is a round piece of Wood
or Iron, wherein the Whip goes, being made to

turn about, that it may carry over the Whip the

eafier from fide to fide.

ROWSE in the Cable, or Bpxvfe in the Hawfr, is

a Word of Command at Sea, when a Cable or

•
• *.\ :

'

Hawfer lies too flack in the Water, and they would
have it be made more taught

; left on the turning
of the Tide, the Cable fhould happen to be foul of
the Anchor.

ROYAL Affent, 'is that AJfent which the King
gives to a thing formerly done by others, to the E~
ledtion of a Biftiop by Dean and Chapter • which
given, then he fends a Special Writ for the takin?
of Fealty.

And alfo to a Bill patted in both Houfes of Par-
liament 5 which Affent, in Parliament, being once
given, the Bill is endorfed with thefe Words, Le
Boy le veult, i. e. It pleafes the Kjng : But if he re-

fufes to agree to it, then thus j Le Bpy S' avifera,

i. e; The King will Advife.

ROYAL Fort. See Fort.

ROYAL Parapet, or, Parapet of the Bampire,
in Fortification, is a Bank about three Fathoms
broad, and fix Foot high, placed upon the Brink
of the Bampire, towards the Country, to cover
thofe who defend the Bampire.

RUBIGO, or Mildew, is a Difeaie happening
to Plants, caufed by a Dewy Moifiure which falling

upon them, and continuing there for want of fuf-

ficient Heat of the Sun to draw it up, doth by it’s

Sharpnefs, or Acrimony, fcorch and Corrupt the In-
moft Subftance of the Plant.

RUBRICA. See Impetigo.

RUCTATION, or Belching, is a deprived
Motion of the Stomach, occafioned by an Efter-

vefcence there, whereby Vapours and Flatulent
Matter are fent out at the Mouth. Blanchard.

RUDDER of a Ship, is a Peiee of Timber
hung on the Stern-pofts by 4 or 5 Iron Hooks
( called Pintles

) and is as it were the Bridle of a
Ship ; becaufe by it fhe is turned about at the Plea-
fure of him that ftands at the Helm. A Narrow
Rudder is belt for a Ship’s failing, provided ihe can
feel it; that is, be guided and turned by fuch a
Rudder. For a Broad Rudder will hold much Wa-
ter, whenphe Helm is put over to any fide : But
yet if a Ship have a Fat Quarter, fo that the Water
cannot come quick and ftrong to her Rudder, ffie

will require a Broad Rudder. The afeermoft Part
of the Rudder is called, the Bpke of the Bidder.
RUDDER-*?mf, are the Cheeks of that Iron,

whereof the Pintle is part, which is fattened and
nailed down about the Rake of the Rudder.
RUDDER-rope. Vide Bppe.

RUGITUS, is an EfFervefcence of Chyle and
Excrements in the Blood, whereby Wind and \fe-

veral other Motions are excited in the Guts, and
rowl up and down the Excrements, when there’s

no eafie Vent upwards or downwards. Blan-
chard.

RULE of Falfhood. See Pofition.

RULE of Three, or the Bple of Proportion ° or
as it is called, from its excellent Ufe, The Golden
Buie, is that which teaches to find a Fourth Num-
ber, which (hall have the fame Proportion so one
of the three Numbers given, as the others have to
one another.

This Buie of Three is, 1. Direct. 2. Indirect „

3. Doublc-Bule Direft. 4. Double-F(ule Indirect .

Buie of Three Direft finds a fourth Number in
fuch Proportion to the Third, as the fecond is to
the firft ; or, as the firft is to the fecond, fo is the
third to the fourth i Thus.

6 E
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i i.z : : 3 : 6

This Rule requires (and is to be known thus :)

That if the fecond Term be greater or lefs than the

firft, the fourth Term fhall be likewife greater or

lefier than the third.

Or in the Queftion, if more require more, or

iefs require lefs, then ufe this Rule DireB
*
and

Multiply the lecond and third Terms together, and

divide the Product by the firft Term, the Quotient

gives the fourth Term required.

Note> That the firft and third Terms, and the

fecond and fourth, are ofthe fame Denomination :

As if the firft be of Money, Weights, or Meafures,

&c. fo (hall the third $ and fo as the fecond, the

fourth.

Example.

If 4 Yards coji 8 s. TVhat mil 6 Yards cofi ?

Anfwer, 12.

> s. y. s.

For 4 : 8 ; : 6 : i2.

Here (according to the Rule 8 x 6 = 48, which
divided by 4, gives 1 2 required.

Gbferve, That the Term which makes the Que-
ftion, is to be fet in the third place, and that which

is of like Name with it, fet in the firft place, and

the Numbers remaining let in the fecond, of whofe
Nature the Number fought muft always be.

In this Rule, if you Multiply the fecond and

third Terms together, the Product fhall be equal

to the Produd: of the firft Term multiplied by the

fourth • Which may very well ferve for a Proof, if

required.

RULE of Three hidireel, or the Backward Ryle,

is known by being contrary to the DireB ; for

whereas the former required., that more fhall have

more, and lefs lefs ; as if 4 Yards coft 2 s. 8 Yards

will coft more than 2 s. becaufe it is double to 4
Yards, and fo muft the Anfwer be double to 2 s.

that is 4 s.

But in this Rule, more will require lefs, and lefs

more
;

as, if 4 Horfes in 6 Days eat 10 Bulhels of

Oats, .8 Horfes will eat 10 Bufhels in a fewer

quantity of Days, vi%. in 3. Here 10 Bufhels be-

ing common is omitted, and the Queftion ftands

thus

:

4 : 6 : : 8 ; 3
1

'

Here the third Term contains the firft, as often

as the fecond doth the fourth : Therefore the Pro-

duct of the firft and fecond divided by the third,

gives the fourth,

As — — 3, that =2 3 the fourth Term

required.

The Double Rule of Three
, both DireB and Indi-

reB, may be comprifed in one Rule, with two
Operations only.

I. Obferving, That the given Terms are always

five, whereof three are Conditional and Antece-

dent, or Suppofitious, the other two demand the
Queftion, and are Confequents anfwering fome of
the former Antecedents ; inlomuch, that with the
Anfwer there will be as many Confequents as An-
tecedents, which muft match one another in the
fame Denomination exactly.

2. For the right placing of the Queftion and
Terms, the three Terms of the Conditional part
are duly to be regarded : Let that which is the
Principal Caufe of Lofs or Gain, Increafe or De~
creafe, Addon or Paffion be put in the firft place -

and that which betokeneth the fpace of Time, Di~
ftance of Place, &c. be put in a fecond Place -

and the remaining part in the third. The Condi-
tional part thus ftated, the other two Terms where-
in the Demand lies, muft be placed fo under the
former Terms, that they may correfpond one with
another.

RULE. I.

Then, If the Blank., or Placefought, fall under
the third Term, Multiply the three laft Terms for
a Dividend, and the two firft for a Divifor, and the
Quotient gives the fixth Term required.

RULE II.

But, If the Blank, fall under the firft or fecond
Terms, Multiply the firft, fecond, and fifth Terms
for a Dividend, and the third and fourth for a Di-
vifor, the Quotient gives the Anfwer.

Example 1.

If 12 Rods of Ditching be done by 2 Men in 6 Days]
how many Rodsfhall be wrought by 8 Men in 24
Days ?

Anfwer
, 194.

State your Numbers according to the formerDi-
rection, they’ll ftand thus 5 the Blank under the
third place.

Men. Days. Rods.
2 6 12
8 24

. Therefore (by the firft Rule) 12 x 8 x 24 =
2304 for the Dividend, and 2x6= 12 for the
Divifor -

} the Quotient 194 gives the Anfwer.

Example 2.

If 2 Men work. 12 Rods in 6 Days
, how many Men

will work. 1 92 Rods in 24 Days ?

Anfwer, 8.

Your Terms being rightly placed, the Blank
will fall under the firft Term thus.

Men. Days. Rods.
6 12

24 192

Here
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Here 2x6 x 192 = 2304 is the Dividend,

and 12 a 24= 28,8 is the Divifor, and the Quo-
tient 8 is the Anfwer.

kUMB, or Courfe ofa Ship, is the Angle which

flie makes in her Sailing with the Meridian of

the Place where flip is.

Complement of the Rumb, is the Angle made with

any Parallel to the Equator by the Line of the

Ship’s run.

RUMB, in Navigation, is one Point ofthe Corri-

pafs, or 113: Degrees, viz. the k part of the Cir-

cumference of the Horizon or Compafs Card, which

is the Reprefentative of the Horizon.

RUMB-Liwe, is a Line defcribed by the Ship’s

Motion on the Surface of the. Sea, Steered by the

Compafs, making the lame or equal Angles with

every Meridian.

There thumbs are Helifpherical or Spiral Lines,

proceeding from the Point where we ftand, wind-

ing about the Globe of the Earth till they come
to the Pole, where at laft they lofe themfelves.

But in the Plain and Mercators Charts, they

are represented by ftrait Lines. Their Ufe is to

fhew the bearing of any two Places one from ano-

ther ' that is, upon what Point of the Compafs
any Shore or Land lies from another.

RUMINANT Animals, are fuch as chew the

Cud.
RUMINATION, is the Action of chewing the

Cud in fome Animals-, J. Con Peyerus hath Writ-

ten a Tract. De Ruminant ibtis & de RuminaAonc,
Printed at Bafd, in 4to. In which he takes No-
tice, That fome Animals do really and truly chevv

the Uud j
fuch as Oxen, .Sheep, Deer, Goats of

all Kinds, Camels, Hares, and Squirrels ; which
therefore generally have 3 Stomachs, the Paunch,

the Feck
,
and the Read. But thofe which feem

only to imitate that Motion, he calls Ruminantia
Spuria ; luch as the Mole, Cricket, Bee, Beetle,

Crab, Lobfter, Mullet, and feveral Birds. And
thefe he affirms to have all of them their Stomachs
compofed of Mulcular Fibres, by means of which,
they do as it were grind and work their Meat up
and down fomething like Ruminating Creatures.

He defines

Rumination to be a Natural Motion of the Sto-

mach, Mouth
,
and other Parts, which relieve one a-

nother in this Action - by which means, the Meat
' eaten haftily at firft, is conveyed bacR to the Mouth
again, there Chewed

, and then Swallowed down aje

-

cond time, to the great Advantage of the Animal .

RUN of a Ship, is fo much of her Hull as is al-

ways under Water, growing thinner and lanker by
degrees from the Floor Timbers to the Stern Poll:.

This is alio calied her Way aftward on 3 and they

fay a Ship hath a good Run when ’tis long, and that

the Water paffes cleverly to her Rudder, her TucR
not lying too low, which is of great Importance to

her Sailing ; for if the Water don’t come ftrongiy

to her Rudder, by reafon of her being Built too

broad below, fire can never Steer well ; and a Ship
that can’t Steer well

,
Can’t keep a good Wind, and

will have no frefli way through the Sea, but will

be Hill falling to Lee-ward, and therefore can ne-
ver be a good Sailor. Neverthelels, a Ship with at

large and good Run, will lofe much Stowage, be-

caule ftie is narrow.below.

RUNDLES, ox Roundels, the fame as Balls or
Bullets, which fee. Tis a Word ufed in Heral-
dry.

KVNG’Heads, which are made a little bending,
to diredt the Sweep or Mold of thtFuttockj and
Naval Timbers ; for here the Lines which make
the Compafs and Bearing of a Ship, do begin,

RUNGS, the fame with the Floor or Ground-
Timbers, being the Timbers in a Ship which edn-
ftitute her Floor, and are bolted to the Keel, whofe
ends are Rung-heads.

RUNNER, is a Rope belonging to the Garnet,

and to the two Bolt-tackles, vi%. That before
which comes in the aftermoft Shrouds of the Fore-
Maft, and that abaft which comes in the foremoft
Shrouds of the Main-Maft,

This Runner is reeved in a Engle Block which is

feized to the end of a Pendant, and has at the one
end a Hook to hitch into any thing, and at the o-
ther end. a double Block, into which is reeved the
fall ofthe Tackle or the Garnet, by which means it

doth Purchafe more than the Tackle or Garnet can
do alone. The Word is Overhale the Runner ;

that is, bring down that end which has the Hook
to it, that it may be hitched into the Sling, &c.
RAYS, is a too plentiful and preternatural fal-

ling of Tears.

6 E 2 SABLE,
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SABLE ; the Heralds Word for

a Black Colour in the Arms of
Gentlemen 5 but in thofe of the

Nobility, they call it Diamond,
and in the Coats’ of Soveraign
Princes, ’tis called Saturn.

Tis exprefled in engraving by
ftrokes drawn perpendicularly a-

crofs each other, thus.

SACCHARGM Saturni. See Salt of Saturn.

\ SACCULI Medicinales, are when feveral Sim-

ples, according to the Nature of the Difeale, are

compounded and beaten together, and tied up in a

little Bag, to be applied to the Part affeded. This
Bag is to be fewed or quilted down in feveral pla-

ces, that the Ingredients run not altogether in a
Lump. Blanchard.

SACCULUS Chyliferus or Bpriferus, is what
We ufually call the peceptaculum Chyli, or the com-
mon Receptacle ofthe Chyle ; and fometimes Re-

ccptaculum Pecquettianum, from Pecquet, who firft

found out both it and the DuBus Thoraciciis (whole

beginning it is) in the Year, 1651. I mean he was
the firft that affigned the true ule unto them, but

both were oblerved in Horfes by Bartholomaus

Eufiacius, above 130 Years ago, as appears in a

Book he writ, 1564. fag. 30 1. of the Venafine pari,

Wherein he has thefe Words, (as cited.by Dr. Whar-
ton.)

From this notafte left Trunk: of the Throat, (viz.

the Subclavian Vein) there Springs a great Branch,

which befidej that it has a Semi-circular Door, (or

Valve) in its Origin, is moreover white, andfull of

watry Humour ; and notfar from its rije it is divi-

ded into two, that after a littleJpace,
unite again in-

to one, whichfending forth no Branches, defends by

the leftfide ofthe Vertebra; ;
and having faffed thro’'

the Midriff, runs down the middle of the Loins :

Where becoming larger, and folding about the great

Artery, it has an ovfcure ending
,
which I have not

as yet well difcovered.

Here we have a clear Defcription of them, only

that it is the beginning which he takes for the end

:

And contrarily, it is called the common Receptacle,

becaufe it receives both the Chyle and Lympha pro-

mifcuoufly, tho’ fome call it the Receptacle of the

Chyle, in particular, but without region 5 for it

. might as well be called, Rpceptaculum Lympha, as

Chyli ; for that the Lympha pafles not only with the

Chyle, but after this is all diftributed, the Lympha

ftill continues to glide into ir, and to afcend by the

DuBus Chyliferus Thoracicus, which might as well

be called Lymphaticus for the fame reafon.

It is feated under the Celiack Artery, and Emul-

gent Veins, about the middle Diftance between

the Kidneys and Capfula atrabilaria, upon the Ver-

tebra: of the Loins, but for the moll part, rather

toward the left fide.

Pecquet and Cafp. Bartholin lay, 'Tis feated be-

twixt the Tendons (or Appendices) of the Dia-

phragma ; by the Motion whereof, ir is prelfed

and milked, as it were and its Contents propel-

led. It is of a Membranous, but thicker Subftance

in Men than in Brutes, but not fo capacious, ieU
dom being fo large as to admit ones Fingers end.
Out of it there fprings a Dud: that prefently af-
cends up into the Thorax (behind the defending
Trunk of the Artcria magna) where it begins to
be called, DuBus Thofacicus

; but according to
Sylvius it might more fitly be called, Spinalis, fee-
ing it runs along the infide of the Spina Dorfi]

ThisDud having paft the Abdomen and the Mid-
riff, marches farther upward under the great Arte-
ry, till about the fifth or fixth Vertebra of the Tho-
rax, where it turns a little afide from under it ter

the left Hand ; and fo underneath the Intercofta!
Arteries and Veins, and the Gland Thymus, it af-
cends to the left Subclavian Vein, into whofe
lower fide it opens, juft there where the left Ju-
gular Vein enters into it on the upper fide, fo that
their Mouths face one another. But it opens not
into this Vein with any large Orifice, but by fix
or feven little ones, which are all cover’d in the
Cavity of the Subclavia with one broad Valve,
looking towards the Cava from the Shoulder,
whereby there is granted to the Chyle and Lympha
a free PafTage out of the DuBus Chyliferus into the
Subclavia, but their return (or of Blood with them)
out of the Vein into the Dud, is prevented.

This Dud ending thus in the Subclavian Vein,
the Chyle that it conveys into it, pafles with the;
Blood (returning by the Cava) into the right Ven-
tricle ofthe Heart, where we will leave it to fop-
ply the Defed of the depauperated Blood

; having
only obferved, that this Dud has many Semilunar
Valves that hinder the afeending Chyle and Lympha
from gliding back again ; which Valves are mani-
feft by this, that the Chyle contained in the Dud
may eafily by the Finger be prefled upwards, but
by no means downwards

; or if one make a hole
in it, the Liquor tending from beneath upwards,
will flow out at it ; but that which is above it, is
fo ftopt by the Valves, that it cannot be made to
defeend by it.

SACCULUS Cordis. See Pericardium.
SACCUS, is with r-me Writers the Gut called

ReBum.
SACER Ignis. See Herpes Exedens.
SAC'ER Morbus. See Epilepfa.

SACER (Mufcuius) which may be alfo called
Tranfverfalis Lumborum. It lies under the Tendi-
nous part of the Longiffmus Dorfi •

it arifeth flefhy
not only from the Os Sacrum

, but alfo from all the
tranfverfe Precedes of all the Vertebra of the Loins,
and is inferred to their Superior Spines. We have
fometimes obferved, (faith Mr. Cowper) a Spinalis
Lumborum, like the Spinalis Colli, which arifing
from the Superior Spines of the Os Sacrum, and
marching with dired flefhy Fibres, is fo inferred
to the Superior Spines ofthe Vertebra of the Loins :

The Tranfverfalis Lumborum lying under it, helps
to move the whole Spine, or Vertebra of the Neck,
Back and Loins, obliquely backwards, as in look-
ing behind us,

SACKER. See Saker.

SACKS of Earth, ufed in Fortification, are
made of courfe Cloath, the largeft of them being
about a Cubick-foot wide, and the leifer forne-

what
•v
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what more than half a Foot. They are ferviceable

upon feveral occasions, more efpecialiy for making
Retrenchments in hafte, to place on Parapets, or

the Head of the Breaches, &c. or to repair them

when beaten down. They are of good ufe alfo

when the Ground is rocky, ' and affords hot Earth

to carry on Approaches, becaufe they can be eafily

brought on and carried off: The fame Bags on oe-

cafion, are ufed to carry Powder in $ of which they

hold about 5 c Pound a piece.

SACRAMENTO recipiendo
,
quod vidua Regis

fe, non maritobit fine licentia Regis, is a Writ or

Commifiion to one, for taking of an Oath of the

King’s Widow, that fhe may not Marry without

the King’s Licence.

SACRE. See Saker.

SACRILEGIUM, Sacrilege, or an Alienation

to Lay-men, and to profane or common purpofes,

of what was given to Religious Perfons, and to

Pious Ufes. Our honeft Forefathers were very

tender of - incurring the Guilt and Scandal of this

Crime. And therefore when the Order of the

Knight-Templers was diffolved, their Lands, &c.

were all given ro the Knights Hofipitallers of Je-

rufalem, for this facred Reafon : Ne in fins ufus

erogata contra donatorum voluntatem in alios ufus

diflraherentur.

SACROLUMBALIS, is a MufcleoftheThoraXj

which with the Dorfi Longijfmus,
have their Origi-

nation in Common: Externally they are Tendinous

as they fpring from the Poftfrior part of the Spine

of the Os Ilium, and Superior Spine of the Sacrum,

and all the Spines of the Vertebra of the Loins : In-

ternally it arifes flefhy, not only from thofe parts,

but from the Tranfverfe Proceffes of the laft na-

med Vertebra ; whence with direCt Fibres amend-

ing before it marches over the laft Rib, its divided

into z flefhy Bodies ; the outermoft ofwhich is cal-

led Sacrolumbus, whofe Fibres afcend diredtly, and

make fo many thin Tendons as there are Ribs to

whom they are inferred, which are joined with fo

many Acceffory Mufcles, arifing from each Rib,

and united with them, before their Infertions, as

they pafs over the Superior : And this Order or

muitiformed Difpofition of it, is continued the

whole length of the Thorax, to the third, fourth,

fifth and fixth Vertebra of the Neck ; which iuperior

part is by Diemerbroeci\ made a diftindt Mufcie,

and called, Cervicalis defcendens.

SACRUM Os : The Os Sacrum is the broadeft

of all the Bones of the Back* and doth fuftain all

the other Vertebra : On the infide it is fmooth and

hollow, on the outfide convex and uneven, being

of fomething a triangular fhape. In its upper part

on each fide it is knit firmly to the OJfa Ilia, by an

inverting Cartilage. It confifts of five or fix Bones,

plainly diftinguifhable in Infants,but more obfcurely

in grown Perfons. Thefe Bones have the Refem-
blance of (and are ufually called) Vertebral for

each of them have a Body and Proceffes, and a

large hole to receive the Spinalis Medulla. The Bo-

dies of thele differ from thofe of the other Vcrte-

Ira in this refped: ;
that whereas in thofe the lower

part is always bigger, in thefe it is the lefs 5 by
which means the uppermoft is the biggeft, and the

- loweft the leaft.
.
Their fmaller holes which ferve

for the ingrefs and egrels of the Veffels, differ alfo

from thofe of the other, in that they are not in

their fides, but before and behind-; of which thofe

before are much the larger. As for their Proceffes,

the Oblique can hardly be difcerned, except in the

SAL
firft. The Tranfverfe are pretty long, but fo uni-

ted, that all feem but one. The hinder, or Spines|

are like thofe of the Loins, but lefs, and ftiil the

lower the leffer ;
infomuch that the loweft hath nO

Procefs, but only a round Protuberance.

SAFFRON of Gold. See Aurutn Fulminhnsi

SAFFRON of Steely or Mars. See Crocus Mari

tis.

SAGITTA, a Confcllation in the Northern He-
mifphere, confiding of S Stars.

SAGITTA, in Botany, fignifies the upper part

of any fmall Twig, Cyon, or Graft of a Tree.

SAGITTA, in Mathematicks, is the fame as the

Verfed Sine of any Ark, and is fo called by fome

Writers, becaule ’tis like a Dart or Arrow handing

on the Chord of the Ark. See Verfed Sind.

SAGITTALIS Sutura, or Veruculata, is that Su-

ture of the Scull, which begins at the Coronal Su-

ture, and ends in the Lambdoidal Suture. _

SAGITTARIUS, is the Ninth, in the Order of

the iz Signs of the Tfdiack..

To SAIGNER a Moat, is to drain the Water by

Subterraneous Conveyances, to the end that Hur-

dles laden with Earth, or a Bridge of Buirufhes,

may be afterward laid upon theMud that remains,

and the Paffage thereby confolidated.

SAIL : Every Yard in a Ship hath its proper

Sail to it, and it takes its Name from the Yard 1

As the Main-fail,
is that which belongs to the

Main-yard : The Fore-top Sail, is that which be-

longs to the Fore-top-maft Yard, &c. Head Sails,

are fuch as belong to the Fore-maft and Boltfprit :

Thefe are ufed to keep a Ship from the Wind, and

to fiat her* After Sails , as the Main-mafi and

Mijfen Sails do keep a Ship to the Wind.

Few Ships can fteer on a quarter Wind with one

Sail, but require a Head Sail and an After Sail

both, one to countermand the other : Tho’ fome

Ships can Steer with their Main-top Sail only.

The Mijfen Sail is cut by the Leech twice as

deep as the Maft is long, from the Hounds to the

Deck : And the Sprit Sail is 4 of the Depth of the

Fore-Sail.

SAILING. See Plain, and Mercator’s Sailing.

SAKER, a fort of Cannon, is either Extraordi-

nary
,
Ordinary, or leaf Si%e.

SAKER Extraordinary, is 4 Inches Diameter at

the Bore, 1800 Pound Weight, 10 Foot long, its

Load 5 Pounds, Shot 3 Inches i Diameter, and

fomething more than 7 Pound 4 Weight ; its level

Range is 163 Paces.

SAKER Ordinary, is a fize leffer, 3 Inches and

•£ Bore, 9 Foot long, 1 500 weight, its Charge 4
Pounds of Powder, Bullets Diameter 3' Inches 4,

Weight 6 Tounds ;
level Range 16c Paces.

SAKEK the leaf Si^e, is 3 Inches 4 Diameter at

the Bore, 1400 Pound weight, 8 Foot long, its

Load near 3 Pound 4, Shot 4 Pound weight,

and 3 Inches -£ Diameter.

SALAMANDERS Blood, is a foolifh Term that

the Chymifts give to the red Vapours, which in Di-

ftillation of Spirit of Nitre, towards fhe latter end,

do fill the Receiver with red Clouds 3
theyjare the

moft fix’d and ftrongeft part of the Spirit • and no-

thing but Nitre yields a red Vapouf in Diftilla-

tion.
.

.

'

SAL Arm6niacJ{_, is either Natural, which is

found in fome Parts of Africa, near the Line ; or

Artificial, which is made thus :

Five parts of Urine, one of Sea Salt, or Sal Gem-

ma?, and half an one of Chimney Soot arc boiled

toge*



SAL SAL
together into a Mafs, which Mafs, being after

this put into fubliming Pots, over a gradual Fire,

it fublimes into the Form of that Salt ,
which

is the common Sal Armoniack. It is purified by
Diffolution in Water, Evaporation, (3c. As other

Salts.

Equal Parts of this Salt, and common Salt de-

crepitated, are mingled, and then the Armoniack
is fublimedfrom the Mafs, which is called, Flowers

cf Sal Armoniack- If Inftead of Sea Salt, you
fhould ufe Filings of Steel, the Flowers would be
yellow, and they are a little more penetrating than

the former.

SAL circulatus Paracelf, the fame with the AI-

kaheft.

SAL Polychrejlum, is a Preparation of Salt-petre.

made by burning equal Parts of it with Sulphur in

a Crucible, whereby ’tis deprived of its Volatile

Parts.

They give it this Name from the Greeks toXu'xj»-
r©-, as being good for many Ufes. Tho’ tis in-

deed no very good Medicine, and unlefs it be very

white, ought not to be ufed.

They give it as a Purge, from half a Dram to

fix Drams ; but there are fo many other good Pur-

gative Medicines, that there is no need of ufing

this.

SAL Prunella
,
is only purified Salt-petre, having

fome of its molt Volatile Parts feparated from it,

by burning upon it when melted in a Crucible over
the Fire, about a 30th part of its weight of Flour
of Brimftone. ’Tis given to cool and provoke U
rine in Fevers and Quinfies; but Salt petre purifi-

ed three or four Times, is certainly a much better

Medicine ; for this burning of Sulphur upon it,

carries off a good part of the fine and volatile

Parts, and inftead of opening it, renders it mote
fix’d.

They often adulterate Sal Prunella with Alum,
but you may diftinguiih it by its over whitenefs,

and glittering too much. This is fometimes cal-

led, Lapis, Prunella and Chryftal Mineral.

SAL Volatile Oleofum
, or an Aromatick Volatile

Salt is made, by putting to every Ounce of Vola-
tile Salt of Sal Armoniack,

,
diftilled with Salt of

Tartar, and dulcified with Spirit of Wine
,

about a
Dram and an half of fome Aromatick Oil or Ef-
fence,

drawn from one or more noble odoriferous

Vegetables
;

as Cinnamon, Cloves, Rofemary,
Balm, (3c. and after the Spirit and Oil are well

ftirred and incorporated together, the Volatile Salt

and Spirit is drawn off in a Cucurbit.

Some mingle all together, vi%. the Sal Armoni-

ack, Sal Tartari, Spirit of Wine, and the Powder
of Cinamon, Cloves, (3c. at firft, andjhen diftill

offthe Volatile Salt and Spirit all at once; but the

former is the beft way.
The Sal Volatile Oleofum , is a well known and

noble Medicine ; ’twas firft invented by Sllvius de

la Bee : ’Tis a great Cephalick and Cordial, and
is much beypnd any of the Volatil Parts that are

not Aromatized.

SALIANT Angle, a Term in Fortification. See

Angle.

SALIENT, the Term in Heraldry for a Lion in

a leaping Pofture, and ftanding fo that his right

Fore-foot is in the Dexter chief Point, and his hin-

der left Foot in the Sinifter bafe Point of the Ef-

cutcheon, by which ’tis diftinguifhedfrom Rampa?it.

,
SALIQUE Law, De terra Salica nulla portio FI£-

' editatis mullcri veniat
, fed ad virllem Sexttm tota

terra hcereditas perveniat, &c. was an ancient I.aW
made by Pharamond King of the Franks ; part of
which feems to have been borrowed by our Henry
the Firft, in compiling his Laws, as cap . 89. Qiui

hoc fecent fecundum Legem Salicam moriatur

.

SALIVA , or Spittle, is a Liquor feparated by
proper Duds (which they call the Duchts Saliva-
les) from the Glands of the Mouth, as the Paro-
tides, the Glandule NuSUdna, the Maxillares

, thfi

Suhlinguales.

’Tis probable that the Origin of the Saliva, is

from the Arterious Blood
; for as the Arteries pour

Nutritious Blood into ali other parts, fo they do
into the Glands alfo

; part of which they convert
into their own Nourifhment, part is returned by
the Veins in the circulation, and part (vi%. of
what is ferous) they feparate, and bellowing a
fubacid quality thereupon, make Saliva (or Spit-

tle) of it.

To the Compofition whereof (if not for the Se-
paration of it) fome think a Nervous Juice is con-
tributed, the rather becaufe larger and more nu-
merous Twigs of Nerves are communicated to the
Glands, than to more other parts, which yet
have a more exquifite fenfe than thefe.

But in refutation of this Opinion, the above-,

mentioned Dr. Nuck alledges this Experiment.
That if the Nerve that runs to any Gland, be

either hard tied or cut in funder, yet the Secretion

of the Saliva will not thereupon ceafe, but will on-
ly proceed more flowly ; which flownefs may be
attributed not to the want of any conftitutive Prin-

ciple of the Saliva, fo much as to the want of that

Motion in the Gland (that to be fure depends as

well upon the Nerves as upon the Pulfation of the

Artery ) which is neceffary for the quicker difpatch

of the Saliva, through or out of the Gland.
The manner of the Secretion of the Saliva, is

like that of the Liquor of, all other Glands, and
proceeds from the Conformity of the Particles of
the Liquor to the Pores in the Gland, or the
Mouths of the Excretory Veffel.

After its Separation, its Motion into and along

the Salival Dudts, is much farthered by the Mufcu-
lar Motion of each part refpedtively.

Now the Saliva is not to be reputed a meer Ex-
crement, for it is believed by all Modern Anato-
mifts, that it ferves for the farthering of the Fer-

mentation of Meats in the Stomach, if it be not

the main Ferment of it.

That it has a fermentative Quality Diemerbroeck,

proves by this Experiment: That if a piece of
white Bread be chewed and moiften’d with much
Spittle, and then be mixed with Wheat-pafte kneed-
ed with warm Water, it will make it ferment.

Dr. Nuck thinks it is an Univerfal Ferment for

Meats and Drinks, partaking of Divers Qualities

(or Particles) but of none in any exceffive Degree.

That it is Acid he demonftrates by this familiar Ob-
fervation.

“ That if when Milk is a boiling, one take a
“ Spoonful to tafte of, and then prefently whilft it

“
is moift with the Saliva, put it into the Milk a-

“ gain (Till a boiling) the Milk will break as if

“ fome Acid Liquor were mixed with it.

That it is endued with a Volatile Salt, he thinks

is evident from its curing the Itch, Tetters, (3c.

That Oleous Particles are mixed with the acid, he

fuppofes muft be concluded from its killing Quick-

filver : And whereas it ufually becomes frothy in

the Mouth, upon its being agitated by the Motion
of



of the Mufcles of the Tongue, and thofe which

move the lower Jaw, and that he thinks proceeds

from its being endued with aLixivial Salt and Spi-

iitous, Oleous and acid Particles* ( while the Vo-
latile Spirit vaniihes.)

SALIVATION, is an Evacuation of Spittle by
Salivating Medicines, of which fort principally are

Mercurial Preparations.

SALLY ,
in the Art ofWar, is the Term for the

ifluing out of the Belieged from their Works, and
falling upon the Befiegers to cut them off, and to

deftroy their Works.
SALT, the firft of the three Hypoftatical, but the

third ofthe five Chymical Principles : Its two Effen-

tial Properties feem to be, Dijfolubility in Water,

and a pretty Pungent Sapor
, being an adlive incom-

buftible Subftance ; they fay it gives all Bodies

their Confidence, and preferves them from Corrup-
tion, and occasions all the Variety of Tafts.

There are three Kinds of Salts : Fix’d, Volatile

,

and EJfential.

The* Fix’d Salt is thus drawn : The Matter is

firft calcined
,

and then the Afhes are boil’d in a

good deal of Water, that the Salt may be the bet-

ter diflolved : After this the Solution is filtrated,

and all the Moifture evaporated, and then the Salt

remains in a dry form at the bottom of the Veffel.

This Fix’d Salt fo drawn, is called a Lixivious

Salt, becaufe a kind of Lixivium, or Lye, was
made of the Allies of the Body calcined.

Volatile Salt, is that which is drawn from the

Bodies or Parts (chiefly) of Animals, and from
fome fermented, or rather putrified parts of Vege-
tables : It rifes quick and eafilv, and is the moft
Volatile of any Bodies fo called.

The EJfential Salt is drawn from the Juice of
Plants by Chryftallization : How, fee EJfential Salt.

Mr. Boyle reckons three other Kinds of Salts,

viz. Acid, Vrinous, and Lixiviate: See thofe Words.
And he difcovers whether any Liquor contains an
Acid Salt, or no, by dropping fome of it on Sy-
rup of Violets, for then it will turn it red

; but if

it turn it green, it is either of an ‘

Urinous or Lixi-
viate Nature : To diftinguilh which, he drops

fome of it into a Solution of Sublimate
,
made in

common Water j then if a white or milky colour

be produced, he concludes it to belong to the Tribe
of Vrinous Salts ; but if it produce a yellow or
orange colour, he judges it to be of a Lixiviate

Nature.

SALT Common, its Spirit how drawn, fee Spi-

rit of Salt.

Mr. Boyle proves this Principle producible by
Art, as well as other. See Sceptical Chymift, Part

ult.p. i.

SALT of Saturn, Saccharuni Saturni, or Sugar
ofLead, is the Body of that Metal opened and redu-
ced to the Form of a Salt by diftilled Vinegar.'

Thus any of the Calxes of Lead, as fuppofe Ce-

rufe, is powdered, and diftilled Vinegar is poured
upon it to four Fingers height above the Matter, an
Ebullition will follow, but without' fenfible heat it

muft be digefted in a Sand-heat, two or three Days,
and ftirred often : Then pour off the Liquor bv
Inclination, and digeft more diftilled Vinegar witn
the Cerufe, and more after that, till you have dif-

folved about half the Matter, mix all the Impreg-
nations together in an Earthen or Glafs Veffel

;

evaporate the Matter in a Sand-heat
,

till a fmall

Skin or Pellicle, begin to arife upon the Surface -

3

after which, place the Veffel in a cool place, there

will appear white Chryftals: Take them oat, and
evaporate again as before, and let the Veffel to cool
to gain the reft of the Salt : Continue this till you
have gotten ail

; then dry the Chryftals in the Sun*
and keep them in a Glafs, ’Tis chiefly ufed out-
wardly for Difeafes of the Skin ; but fometimes’tis
given inwardly, from two to four Grains at a Dole
in Quinfies, &c.
SAL L of Steel, See Vitriol of Mars.

SALT of Sulphur, a Preparation in Chymiftry*
improperly fo called, fince it is only a Sal Polycbm ~

ftum impregnated with Spirit of Sulphur, and then
reduced to an Acid Salt by Evaporation of all

the Moifture. Some fay this is a great Febrifuges

SALT of Tartar, is made either by powdering
what remains in the Retort after the Diftillation of
Tartar ; or elfe by calcining bruited Tartar wrap-
ed up in a Paper, till it turn white. Either of thefe

muft have a great deal of hot Water poured upon
them to make a Lixivium, then the Liquor is fil-

trated and evaporated in a Sand-heat", till the
Fix’d Salt remain at the bottom of the Veffel. This
is the Alkali, or Fix’d Salt of Tartar. If it be ex-
pofed to the Air a few Days in an open Veffel in a
Cellar, or fome fuch moift place, if will melt or
run into a Liquor; and this the Chymift s call Oyl
of Tartar per Deliquum.

SA.LTIER, the Name of one of the Ordina-
ries in Heraldry, of the Form of St. Andrews Crofs.

They tell you, that anciently ’twas
the Figure of an Engine, Which
being ftuck full of Pins, was ufed
in the Scaling of the Walls of a
Befieged Place.

Pearl a Saltier Puby, the Coat
of my Lord Macclesfield.

The Saltier is often counter-

changed with the Field* and fome-
times quarterly quartered, £>c.

SA.LVA guardia, is a Security given by the King
to a Stranger, fearing the Violence of fome of his

Subjects
, for feeking his Right by Courfe of

Law.

r

SALVATELLA
, is that Vein which from the

Veins of the Arm is terminated in the little Fin-
ger.

SANATIVE Waters, are the Mineral Waters of
any kind, fuch as the Chalybiate ones of Tunbridge

,

the VitriolicIg ones of Epfom, 8<c.

SANDARACHA, is by fome Chymifts the
Term for red Arfenick

; ’tis called alfo pealgal. X
SANGUIFICATION, is the turning of the

Chyle into Blood ; which is performed in all the
parts of the Body, and not as the Ancients imagi-
ned in fome particular parts, as the Heart, Li-
ver, &c.

SANGUINE, the Heralds term for the Colouf
ufually called Murry, being made of Lake, with a
little Spanijlo Brown

; ’tis reprefented in Engraving
by Hatches like Purpure

t

’Tis moftly ufed in the
Coats of Knights of the Bath. When ’tis born by
Nobles, ’tis called Sardonyx

;
and in the' Coats of

Soveraign Princes they call it Dragons Tail.

SANIES, is a_ thick and bloody Pus, or Matter*
iffuing out of a Wound or Sore.

SAPH^ENA, is the Vein of the Leg, of Crural
Vein, it goes down under the Skin of the Thigh
and Leg, accompanied with a Nerve which lofes

it felf at the inner Ankle ; it turns towards the up-
per part of the Foot, where it gives feveral Bran-
ches, of which fome go to the great Toe.

SAPHA-
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SAPHATUM, is a dry Scurf in the Head. See

j

Achor. Blanchard.

SAPONEA, is a Lambitive made of Almonds.
Blanchard.

SAPORIFICK Particles, are fuch as by their

Adtion on the Tongue occafion that Senfation which
We call Tafte or Sapor. The manner of which,

fee in Tajle.

SAPOROUS, are fuch Bodies as are capable of

yielding forne kind of Tafte when touch’d with

our Tongue ; but thofe that afford no Tafte, are

called Infipid.

SAPPE, in Fortification, formerly fignified the

undermining, or deep digging with Pick-axe and

Shovel at the Foot of a Work to overthrow it

without Gun—powder : Now it is ufed to fignifie

a deep Trench carried far into the Ground, and
defcending by Steps from top to bottom ; fo that

it covers the Men fideways ; and to fave them

,

from danger on the top, they ufe to lay a-crofs it

Madriers, that is thick Planks ; or Clugs, that is,

Branches of Trees clofe bound together, and then

they throw Earth over all, to fecure them from
Fire. When a Covert-way is well defended by
Musketiers, the Befiegers muft make their way
down into it by Sappe.

SARCOCELE, is a kind of Rupture, which
confifts in a flefhy Excrefence of the Tefticles.

Blanchard.

SARCOLPIPLOCELE, a flefhy Rupture, or

Promberancy of the Omentum, either about the

Navel, or in the Cods.

SARCOMA, is a flefhy Excrefcence in the No-
ftrils, and chiefly in the loweft part of the Nofe,

where it is flefhy, without any fhape, but like the

proud Flefh of an Ulcer. Blanchard.

SARCOMPHALUM, is a flefhy Excrefence of

the Navel. Blanchard.

SARCOTICKS, are thofe Medicines which fill

SAT
up Wounds with Flefh, fuch as by their moderate
Heats, and cleanfing Qualities keep Wounds and
Ulcers free from Filth, and preferve the Natural
Temper of the Parts , fo that the Aliment eafily

fupplies the Solution of the Parts. Blanchard.

SARDONIAN, or Sardonic^ Laughter, is an
Involuntary Laughter, or rather a Convuldve Di-
ftortion of the Mufcles of the Mouth, in which the

Patient appears to Laugh.
SARPEDO. See Lichen.

SARRASIN, in Fortification, is a kind ofPort-

cullice ,
otherwife called a Herfe, which is hung

with a Cord over the Gate of a Town
,

or For-

trefs, and let fall in cafe of a Surprize.

SARTORIUS, a Mufcle of the Leg, which
receives this Denomination from the Ufe Taylors

make of it, in bringing one Leg and Thigh over

the other, to fit crofs-leg’d. It is alfo called Lon-

gifiimus Femora, it exceeding the reft of the Muf-
cles of that Part in length; and Fafcialis from its

palling over the Mufcles of the Thigh and Leg like

a Swathe. It arifeth fharp and flefhy from the fore-

part of the Spine of the Os Ilium, clofe by the Mem-
branofus, and defcending obliquely inwards above

the Mujculus Rectus, and Vaftus Interims, and over

part of the Tibiceps, of an equal breadth or Thick-

nefs, meets with the Gracialis below the middle of

the Thigh internally, and defcending with it be-

comes Tendinous in its Paffage over the Internal

and Inferior Head of the Thigh-bone , ( under a

ftricft Inclofure of the Fafcia Lata ) and is inferted

four Fingers breadth below the fuperior part of the

Tibia internally : Its Ufe is declared above.

SATELLITE Injlrument of Mr. Romer, Ma-
thematician to the French King, as its Defcription

was fent in a Letter to Mr. Flamftead, A. D. 1679;

and fince publifhed in the Artificial Clock^maker, in

the Figure annexed.

A B and C D, reprefent the Upper and Lower
Plates of the Inftrument.

KL, is an Axis or Spindle on which 4 Wheels

are fixed, and which turn round with it, and

with the Hand L, once in 7 Days.

E F G FI, are Sockets or hollow Arbors of 4
Wheels running concentrically, or one within

another.

The hollow Arbor H, carrieth round the Firft

Satellite p, and belongeth to the Wheel
or Pinion 22, which is driven by the fixed

Wheel 87.

The hollow Arbor G, carrieth round the Se-

cond Satellite s
,

and belongeth to the

Wheel 32, which is driven by the Wheel

63 -

And the like of the Arbors F and E.

Within all thefe hollow Arbors is another fixed

one included ; on the top of which, is a Bail.

(J) reprefenting the Planet Jupiter ; round

which the Satellites move, reprefented by the

little Balls p st q.

This

\



SAT SAT
This Satellite Infirument may be added to a

Watch, by caufing the greatWheel, or Dial-Wheel,

to drive round the Arbor RfL, once in 7 Days.

, And this Inftrument may be of good ufe both

ifetSea at Land, to aflift in finding the Longitude

by Jupiter's Satellites 3 partly by giving notice when

an approaching Eclipfe is, that we may be ready

wish a Telefcope to oblcrve it 3 and partly when
any Eclipfe happeneth, to Ihew which Satellite it

is that is Eclipled, which is difficult to be feen in

the Heavens 3 and partly to fupply the place of

Tables, or Calculations of the Satellite Eclipfes
,

which it may do for a little while, rho’ it muft not

be long trufted to.

SATELLITES, by Aftronomers, are taken for
thofe Planets who are continually, as it were
waiting upon, or revolving about other Planets*
as the Moon may be called the Satellite of the
Earth 3 and the reft of the Planets, Satellites of
the Sun. But the Word is chiefly ufed for the
new difcovered fmall Planets

,
which make their

Revolution about Saturn and Jupiter.

SATELLITES of Jupiter
,

are four fmaller
Moons or Planets moving round about the Body of
Jupiter, as the Moon doth round our Earth. They
were firft difcovered by Gallilaus

,
by the help of

the Telefcope.

The Difiances ofthefe Satellites, from the Body of Jupiter, are as follows £ from
the Obfervations of1234

Cajjini———— ~—

—

Borellus—— ——— —
Mr. Tewnley by the Micrometer—
Mr. Flamflead by the Micrometer-
Mr. Flamftead by Eclipfes of Sated.

From the Periodical Times——

•

5 - 8.

§ 8. |

5. 51 8. 78

5 - 3 i 8. 85

5 - 578 8 . 87 6

5 - 57 8 8. 878

13. 23.

I 24. |

18 - 47 24. 72
13. 9 3 24. 23
14. 159 24. 903

14. 168 24. 968

Semidiameters of
Jupiteri

The Periodical Times are : Of the

Firft

Days. Hours.

1 18
Min.

28 |

Second
I

3 13 17 15<

Third 7 3 59 %
Fourth 1 6 18 5 1

Vid. Newton’s Pr'vncip. pag. 40 3*-

Mr. Flamflead in Philofoph. TranfaB. N. 154.

fays, That when Jupiter is m a Quartile of the Sun,

the Diftance of the firft Satellite from his next Limb-
when it falls into his Shadow, and is Eclipfed, is

one Semi-diameter of Jupiter 3 of the fecond, two,

or a whole Diameter nearly 3 of the third, three 3 of

the fourth, five of his Semi-diameters, orfomething

better, when the Parallax of the Orb is greateft.

But thefe Quantities diminuh gradually as he ap-

proaches the Conjunction or Oppofition of the Sun
iomewhat nearly, but not exactly in the Proporti-

on of Sines.

SATELLITES of Saturn. Anno 1684, in *he

Month of March, Mr. Cajflni, by the help of ex-

cellent ObjeB Glaffes, of 70, 90, 100, 136, 155,
and of azo Feet, difcovered the two innermoft 3

( that is, the firft and fecond ) Satellites^ of Sa-

turn.

a :

,

The Firft Satellite he obferved to be never diftant

from Saturn s Pfng, above 4 of the apparent length

of the fame Ring : And it was found to make one
Revolution about Saturn, in 1 Day, 21 Hours, and
i9'Minutes-3 making two Conjunctions with Sa-
turn, in lefs than two Days 3 one in the upper pars
of his Orb, and the other in the lower part. Ic is

diftant from the Centre of Saturn 4-I of Saturn's

Semi-diameters.

The Second Satellite of Saturn, was obferved but
>• of the length of his Ring diftant therefrom, ma-

king his Revolution about him in 1 Days, 17 Hours
and 43 Minutes, This is diftant from the Centre
of Saturn

, 5 -f Semi-diameters of that Planet. >

From a great number of choice Obfervations be
concluded, That the Proportion of the Digreflxon
of the Second to that of the Firft, counting both
from the Centre of Saturn, is as 22 to 17.
And the time wherein the Second Satellite makes

its Revolution, is to the time wherein the firft

makes its, as 24-? to 17.

-

""
7 ?, \

-

r> /
The Third is diftant from Saturn

,
8 of his Semi-

diameters, and revolves round him in almoft 4 4
Days/- . t* /©

'

• j Q • ••

;
"1

; _
;•

The Fourth, or Hugenian Satellite, astis called,

becaufe . difcovered firft by Mr, Hagens, revolves

round-Saturn, in about 16 Days, and is diftant

from his Centre about 18 Semi-diameters of Sa-
turn.

The Fifth Satellite of Saturn, is diftant from his/

Centre 54 Semi-diameters of Saturn 3 and revolves
round him in 794 Days. The greateft diftance
between this Satellite, and the precedent, made
Mr. Hugcns fufpedt there may be a Sixth between
thefe two 3 or elle that this Fifth may have other
Satellites moving round him.

6 F Mr. Hal-
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/ Mr, Halley, in Philofoph. Tranfacl. N. 145. gives

a Corretftion of the Theory of the Motion of the

Hugenian, or Fourth Satellite of Saturn ,
and makes

the True Time of its Period to be 15 Days, 22 Hours,

41 Minutes, 6 Seconds ; its Diurnal Motion
,
to be

21 Degrees, 34 Minutes, 38 Seconds, 18 Thirds.

And the Diftance of this Satellite from the Centre

of Saturn, to be about 4 Diameters of the ping, or

9 of thq Globe} and the place where it moves, to

differ little or nothing from that of the ping ; that

is to fay, interfering the Orb of Saturn with an

Angle 23 t Degrees, fo as to be nearly Parallel to

the Earths Equator.

The Priodical Times of the Satellites of Saturn, ac-

cording to Mr. Caffini, are of the

Firft

Days.

i

Hours.

21

Minutes^

l 9
Second 2 il 43
Third 4 12 27
Fourth l 5 n 15

Fifth 19 21 00

SATURN

;

The Proportion of the Body of

Saturn to our Earth, is about 30 to 1.

The Periodical Time of Saturn’s Revolution a-

bout the Sun, is in the fpace of 30 Years or 10950
Days.
The Semi-diameter of Saturn s Orbit, is almoft

ten times as big as that of the Magnus Orhis, and

therefore is of Englifh Miles 946969690.
According to Mr. Caffini, Saturn’s greateft Di-

ftance from the Earth is 244330, his mean Di-

ftance 210000, and his leaft Diftance 175670 Se-

mi-diameters of the Earth.

Mr. Hugens found the Inclination of the Ring of

Saturn to the Ecliptick, to be an Angle of 3 1 De-
grees.

Mr.A^out afferts, That the remote Diftance of

Saturn from the Sun doth not hinder but that there

is Light enough to fee clear there, and more than

in our Earth in Cloudy Weather.

In an Obfervation which Caffini made June 19

1692, of a precife Conjunction between a Fixt

Star, and one of Saturn’s Satellites, he faith,

That with his 39 Foot Glafs, he could plainly fee

the Shadow of Saturn’s Globe to be in part oval

upon the hinder part of his Ring. The Diameter

of Saturn at the time of this Obfervation, appear-

ed to be 45 Seconds.

The Diameter of Saturn to that of his Ring is

as 4 to 9.

And the Diameter of the Ring feen from the

Sun, would be but 50". and therefore the Diame-

ter of Saturn feen from thence would be but 1
1
".

as Mr. Flamftead found by meafuring it. But Mr.
Fiemon thinks it ought rather to be accounted but

as 10" or 9". becaufe he fuppofes the Globe of

Saturn to be a little dilated by the unequal Re-

frangibility of Light.

Capt. Halley, in his,Preface to the Catalogue

of the Southern Stars, fays, He found Saturn to

move flower than the Aftronomical Tables repre-

fent him.

The Diftance of Saturn from the Sun, is about

10 times as great as that of our Earth from him ;

and therefore that Planet will not have above the

1 ooth part of the Influence of the Sun which we
have ; and confequently cannot be Habitable by

fuch Creatures as live on our Globe, unlefs there

| J^
ome utlknow« way of communicating Meat to

L Dr* Greg°/y> in his Aftronomy, makes the Semi-

j

diameter of the Ring of Saturn to that of the'Pia-
net, as 2 \ to 1. and the Interftice between the Plai-
ner and the Ring, is the Breadth of the Ring.
Howthe Ring of Saturn will appear in all parts

of the Orbit of the Planet, to an Eye placed at the
Sun, or at the Earth, the fame Learned Aftrono-
mer mews in his Aflron. Phy. & Geometr. LiR IV.
Prop. 69, 70.

If an Eye were placed in Saturn, the Diameter
of the Sun would appear 10 times lefs than it doth
t0

j
U
La *m0^ * anc* conCequendy, his Disk, Light

and Heat will be there 90 times lefs. Saturn s Year
is almoft 30 of ours, but the length of his Day is
yet uncertain, becaufe the time of his Revolution
round his Axis is not yet known; But Mr. Hugens
judges they are not longer than the Days in Jupiter.
That great Aftronomer fuppofed the Axis of Sal
turn to be perpendicular to the Plane of his Ring,
and of the Orbits of the Satellites : If fo, then
there will be the fame Pofition of the Equator and
Poles, fas to the Fixt Stars) as there is in our
Earth .• The lame Pole Star and the Fixt Stars will
appear to Rife and Set after the fame manner, in
the lame Latitudes. There is a vaft Inequality in
the Length of the Day in feveral parts of this Pla-
net ; and as great a diverfity of Summer and Win-
ter j which depends on the Quantity of the Incli-
nation of the Plane cf the Equator, to the Plane of
the Orbit of Saturn round the Sun j which Hugens
makes to be 31 Degr. which is almoft

-f more than
in our Earth ; where yet the differences and va-
riety of Seafons and Weather are very lenfible.
For in Saturn, in the Latitude of 50 Degr. the
longeft Day will have no Night at all, and the
longeft Night will have no Day. And the two
Frigid Zones will be each of them 62 gri broad, at
leaft to times as large as the whole Surface of our
Earth. The.Eye thus placed, will be able to dif-
cern none of the Planets but Jupiter, which will
appear always to accompany the Sun, and never
to be from him above 37 gr. The Parallax of the
Sun in Saturn, is but 9", and therefore Infenfible $
but the Parallaxes of all his Moons or Satellites,

are very confiderable, and therefore their Diftan-
ices from him will be eafily computable.

But what an Eye placed in Saturn would moft
admire, is the Ring of that Planet • the only thing
of that nature that is difcovered .in any of the Pla-
nets. Tho. Kfpler in his Epitome Aflron. Copernic.
Lib. 4. p. 586, and after him Capt. Halley in his

Enquiry into the Caufes of Variation of the Nee-
dles Variation

j
Phil. Tranf N° 195, do fuppofe

our Earth may be compofed of feveral Crufts or
Shells one within another, and concentrical to each
other. And if .fo, then ftis pofljble the Ring of Sa-
turn may be the Fragment or remaining Ruins of
his formerly exterior Shell, the reft of which is

broken and fallen down upon the Body of the Pla-
net.’ And if Saturn ever had fuch a Shell round
it, its Diameter would then have appeared as big
to an Eye at the Sun, as that of Jupiter doth now,
when feen from thence.

Since the outward Margin of the Ring is diftant

from Saturn 2 of Saturn’s Semi-diameter, this can-
not be feen at the diftance of 64 Degr. from Sa-
turn’s Equator fin whofe Plane the Ring is placed,)

Therefore a Spectator placed in a Latitude higher
than that, can never fee the Ring at all ; fo that

* there
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there is a Zone of almoft 53® broad toward either

Pole, to whom this famous Ring can never appear.

And as the Spe&ator fliail move nearer the Pole,

firft one, then the lecond Satellite, next the third

and fourth ; and when he is come within one De-

gree of the Pole, even the fifth Satellite cannot be

feen, unlefs by Refraction ; and in the Wintertime,

neither Sun, Moon, nor any Planet, will be there

vifible, unlefs perhaps a Comet,
If the Eye be fuppofed to be placed in the Equa-

tor of Saturn

,

or in the Zone nearly adjoining, it

can never fee thofe Stars that are in or very near

the Equator, nor any one of the Satellites ; becaule

the Ring will always hide them ; and then at the

Equinoxes it cannot fee the Sun ; and if it were any

where elfe placed, it could not then fee the Ring
;

becaufe neither of its Faces will then appear illu-

minated by the Sun.

The Breadth of this Ring his hard to determine

from our Earth, becaule its Thicknefs is lo frnall :

But Mr. Hugens makes it to be about fix hundred

German Miles.

For one half of Saturn's Year, {vig. 1 5 Y ars

of ours) only one Face of the Ring Will be en-

lightened by the Sun : Whence the Inhabitants

which may be fuppofed to live in that Hemifphere,

to which this Face of the Ring is turned, or to

whom it is Summer, will fee that part of the Ring
which is above their Horizon, fhining faintly by

Day, (a. our Moon doth when the Sun is above

out Horizon ) but brighter and ftronger by Night,

as our Moon doth in the Sun’s ablence : And af-

ter Sun- let, the Eaftern part of this enlightened

Arch will fall within the Shadow of Saturn ; which
Shade will afcend as Night comes cn, and at Mid-
night will be at the higheft ; and then will defcend

again towards the Weftern part of the Ring, ac-

cording as the Sun comes more and more to the

Eaftward.

This enlightened Ark will always {hew how to

defcribe a Meridian Line ; for a Plane perpendi-

cular to the Horizon, and palling thorough the

Vertex of the Ark, will be in the true Meridian,

To an Eye placed any where without, and at

lefs than 51° diftance from the Equator, this en-

lightened Ark of the Ring will appear Concave as

well as Convex, like a kind of Furnace or Vault,

riling above the Horizon : But to an Eye at more
than 51', and lefs than 64Degrees diftant from the

Equator, the hollow or concave Part will not be

vifible ; but there will appear a brightilh Body
ariling as it were out of the Ground, and contigu-

ous to the Horizon.

For the other half of Saturn s Year, while the

Sun declines towards the deprelfed Pole, or during

the 15 Years Winter, the Ring will not be vifible,

as having not that Face Illuminated which is ob-
verted to the Spectator’s Eye ; but however will

render it felf fenfible, by covering from the Sight,

fuch Stars and Parts of the Heavens as are oppo-
fite to it, or apparently behind it. The Shade of
the Ring alio will be extended more and more to-

wards the nearer Po'e ; fo that to an Eye placed

any where within the aforefaid fpace, the Sun,
when he attains fuch a certain Declination, will,

appear to be covered or eclipfed juft at Noon, and
then ftrait to emerge out of the Shadow. The
next Day, the like Phenomenon wiii happen, but
the Eclipfe will begin fooner, and will be over la-

ter: And thefe Meridian Eclipfes will daily en-
creale in their duration, until the middle of Win

ter 1 and then they will decreafe again gradually
till at laft they will come to nothing again - vi%6

When the Sun returning from the Tropick, hath
the fame Declination as he had when thefe MerL
dional Eclipfes began.

And this will happen, if any Eye be placed inf

any Latitude greater than 2£ or 2

6

Degrees
; buc

if in a Latitude lefs than this, when the Meridian
Darknefs is of the greateft duration, the Sun will

fuddenly appear juft in the Meridian, and then

I ftraitway will be Eclipfed again. The next Day,
there will appear the like lort of Light, but it will

laft longer; and this Meridian Light wni grow
ftiil longer and longer induration, till Midwinter,
and then (like the Darknefs above-mentioned) it

will be continually decreafing, untfi it quite dilap^

pear.

And from hence ’ris plain, that there is the

greateft difference between Summer and Winter in

the Globe of Saturn, of all the other Planets ; and
this both on the account of the long duration of
each, and the great declination of the Sun from
the Equator

;
and-alfo, by reafon of thefe Meridio-

nal Darknefles in the Winter, ariling from the

Rings Eclipfing the Sun. Gregor. Aftr. Phy. 0 Geom.
Lib. 6 . Prop. 6

. p. 480.
SAUSAGE, is a long piece of Cloth, the fides

whereof are iewed in form of a Gut, as large as

to contain a Tennis Bali, It is dipt in Pitch or
Tar, and filled with Powder, on purpofe to lerve
as a Train to fet Fire to Mines, Fougades, or
Bomb-Chefts. Two of thefe Saufages are com-
monly applied to every Mine, to the end that if

one Ihould fail, the other may take effeCt,

SAUCISSONS, are a fort of Faggots made of
great Boughs of Trees bound together in the mid-
dle and at both ends. Their ufe is much the fame
with the Bavins or frnall Faggots, vi%. to confoli-

date the Way for Carriages, to make Traverfes
or Parapets in Ditches full of Water,
SAVER default, in Law, is Word for Word to

excufe a Default in Court, comes afterwards and
alledges a good Caufe why he did it, as Imprifon-
ment at the fame time, or fuch like.

SCALADOE, is the mounting of the Wall of a
Fortify’d Town or Caftle, with Scaling Ladders.
SCALE, in Mathematicks, fignifies any Mea-

fures or Numbers which are commonly ufed t, or
the degrees of any Ark of a Circle, or of fuch
Right Lines as are divided from thence ; fuch as

Sines, Tangents, Chords, Secants, &c. drawn or
plotted down upon a Ruler, for ready Ufe and
Pradtice in Geometrical or other Mathematical G-
perations.

.
The feveral kinds of which follow, as

1. Scales of Equal Parts $ of which, that com-
monly called, a Plane Scale, is made by drawing
any Right Line, as a, % on Paper, Paflboard, &c
Then with a Pair of Dividing Compares run aiong

10 frnall Divifions from a to b and then letting

off the whole Divifion a b, as often as you pieale,

toward the Right-hand, as you fee

lo

a h

20
—i— 30 40

For then may each of thefe great Divifions re-

prefent 10 Miles, as in a Scale of Miles in a Maps
and confequently each of the fma icr Divifions one
Mile : Or the diftance a b may be an Inch,, and

6 F % the
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the lelfer Divifions will be ioth parts of Inches

:

Or the larger Divifions may be Leagues at Sea*

(3c. Or, in a word, this Scale may well enough
reprefent any Mealures or Numbers whatfoever,
whole Parts are equal one to another. But this is

more accurately indeed- done by a

Diagonal Scale, which the larger Divifions of,

are commonly of an Inch
,
or of half an Inch ; and

are made upon eleven Lines, fo as to include ten

equal Spaces (as in the Figure B) which are all

cut at right Angles to the Tranfverfe Lines P R.
Then P K being divided into 20 equal Parts, as

alfo R L j and from the Points of Divifion upon
the Line PK, to thofe on the Line RL, are 10

Diagonals drawn ; the ift beginning at P, and
ending at the ift Divifion above R. The fecond

beginning at the ift Divifion above P, and ending
at the ad above R, (3c. In Ihort, they are all

drawn from one Divifion lels from P, to one Di-
fion more -from R.

bp B _ So that every Diagonal
,

vn
)
n'fft'TirxfL by that time it hath palled

from the firft Line to the

eleventh, is a whole ioth

part of an Inch farther di-

ftant from the Line P R,

than at the Point upon the

firft Line whence it was

drawn. And every one of

thefe Diagonals is divided

into 10 equal Parts by the

Parallel-line drawn along

the Scale, and numbred on

the Top from 1 to 9. Where-
by ’tis evident, that the In-

ter fe&ion of any of thefe

Parallel Lines numbred at

the Top, with any Diago-

nal, is farther diftant from
the Line PR than thelnteiv

fe<5tion of the Line next be-

fore it, with the fame Dia-

gonal, by -rs- of tt, that is,

by tto. Therefore you may
by the Diagonal Scale

,
take

the 1 ooth part of an Inch,

or of half an Inch, very

exactly.

s>

%
A
3
2

s
4
J
Z
X

R

The Ufe of thefe Scales
,
viz. ofEqual Pans, or

the Diagonal, is chiefly, To lay down any Aleafure

taken ; or a Line being laid down, to find how much

of the Meafure that Line containeth.

The way to do both which, is to reckon the

Unites from P towards R ; the Tens, from P to-

wards K ; and the Hundreds, from 1, to a, 3, 4,

(3c. of the great Divifions. Thus, for 43 a, count

two of the Parallel Lines downward, and then run
your Eye forward to the Right-hand, till you come
to the 3d Diagonal

,
as at 0 $ then the Compafles

on that Line, extended from 0 to 4, will repre-

fent 43 a.

,

The Blain SCALE, ( for Sea Ufes ) has alfo fet
thereon, the Scale of Chords

, Natural Sines, Tan-
gents, Semi-tangents, Secants,Pjpumbs,Hours,Leagues^
and Longitudes

j with the Diagonal Scale on the
back-fide, and feme others, according as there is

room. The way of deducing or graduating all
which from the equal Divifions, or Degrees of the
Circumference of a Circle, is* as in the following
Scheme, '

Having defcribed the Circle A F E 90, and
quartered' it with two Diameters A E, F 90 at
Right Angles.

1. Divide the Ark E 90 into 9 equal parts,

and transfer the Divifions to the Right Line
E 90, and that will be a Line of Chords.

2. Then Perpendicular to the Radius C E, ered:

the Tangent E 70; then a Ruler laid over C,
and the equal Divifions of the Ark E 90, gives

E 70, the Tangent Line truly divided.

3. If thro* the Divifions, 10, 20, 30, (3c. on the

Ark E 90, then you draw Parallels to C 90,
it will divide Q E, fo as to make it a Line of
Sines

.

4.

Setting

I
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4. Setting one Foot of the Compafs in C, ex-

tend the other to the feveral Divifions on the

Tangent Line E 70, and defcribe the Arches

10, 10; 20, 20 ; 30, 30; &c. and the Line

Z 90, will be a true Line of Secants.

5. A Ruler from A, to the feveral Divifions of

the Ark E 90, divides the Line C 90, into a

Line of Semi-tangents.
1

€. Divide the Ark E F, into eight equal parts,

and fetting one Foot in E, transfer the Divifi-

ons of the Ark 1, 2, 3, (3c. to the Right

Line - E F, and it fhall be the Line of

Ttfumhs.

j. Divide F A, into fix equal Parts, and fet-

ting one Foot in A, transfer them to the

Strait Line F
1

A, and that will be a Line of

Hours.

8. Divide the Radius AC, into 6 equal Parts,

and thro’ each Divifion draw Lines parallel to

C 90 ; thofe Lines will divide the Quadrant

A 90, into 6 unequal Parts, and thole tranf-

fer’d into the Chord A 90, makes the Line of

Longitudes.

9. And the equal Divifions on the Radius A C,
being fubdivided, is the Line of Leagues

i
or

Line of equal Parts.

SCALE of the Gamut
,
or Afufical Scale

t
is a kind

of Diagram, confiding of certain Lines and Spaces

drawn to fhew the feveral Degrees, whereby a Na*
tural or Artificial Voice or found may either afcend

or defcend.

The Name thereof is taken from the Greek. Let-

ter Gamma , which Guido Aretinus, who reduced

the Greek. Scale into this Form, plac’d at the bot-

tom, to fignifie from whence it was derived
; fo

that ever fince, this Scale or Gamut, hath been

taken for the Ground-work or firft Foundation of

all Mufick, both Vocal and Inftrumental.

But there were three different Scales in ufe a-

mong the Ancients which had their Denominati-

ons from the three feveral forts of Mufick, vi\.

The Diatonical
,

Chromatical
,
and Enharmonical.

Which fee.

SCALENI, are three Mufcles of the Thorax,
fo called from their Figure, having three, unequal

Sides.

1. Scalenus Primus
,
which arifes flefliy from the

Fore-part of the fecond, third, and fourth Tranf-
verfe Proceffes of the Vertebrae of the Neck ; and

j

defcending obliquely forwards, becomes Tendi-
nous at its Infertion to the firft Rib : The Axil-

lary Nerves pafs between this and the following

Mufcles. Its Ufe is to draw the Superior Rib, to

gether with the reft, upwards in Infpiration.

2. Scalenus Secundus, this (firings fiefhy from the

fecond, third, fourth, and fifth Tranfverfe Pro-

ceffes of the Vertebra of the Neck, laterally, (like

the former,) in its defeent, it becomes thin and
tendinous, marching over the firft Rib to its In-

ferticn in the fecond
, and fometimes to the

third.

S G A
3. Scalenus fertius

,
this has its beginning neaf

the former, from the fame Tranverfe Proceffes of
the Vertebra of the Neck; as alfo from the fifth and
fixth of thofe Proceffes, and is foon Inferred to the
firft Rib.

SCALENOUS Triangles. See (triangles„

SCALPRUM ; a Surgeon’s Rafping and Scra-
ping Iron, with which he fcrapes rotten Bones.

5CAMILLI Impares
,
in Architecture, are cer-

tain Blocks or ^occo’s which ferve to elevate the
reft of the Members oflmy Column or Statue,
which was placed before the Horizon, (i. e.) be-
neath the Projedtures of the Stylobata Cornices

,
and,

other Saillies • and will eafily be conceived by con-
fidering the Pedeftals of Statues, which do well
reprefent them.

SGAMNUM Hippocratis, Hippocrates’s Bench, is

an Inftrument of fix Ells long : 'Tis ufed in fetting
of Bones.

SCANDALUM "Magnatum
,

in Law, is the
fpeciai Name of a Wrong done to any high Per-
lonage of the Land, as Prelates, Dukes, Earls,
Barons, and other Nobles; as alio of the Chan-
cellor, Treasurer, Clerk of the Privy-Seal, Steward
of the Houle, Juftice of one Bench or ocher, and
other great Officers of the Realm, by falle News
or Meffages, whereby Debates and Difcords be-
twixt them and the Commons, or any Scandal to
their Perfons might arife ; and hath given Name
to a Writ granted to recover Damage there-
upon.

SCAPHA feu Linter
,

is the Inner Rim of the
Ear.

SCAPHOIDES, is the third Os Tarfi in the
Foot ; ’ns joined to the Ancle-Bone, and the three-
hinder Bones. Tis called alio Os Naviculare

,
from

fome refemblance it has to a Boat.
SCAPULA, the Shoulder-blade, a broad trian-

gular Bone, with
3 Proceffes ; ’tis very thin in the

middle, but grows thicker about the Proceffes.
SCAPULARIS, Externa and Interna

, are two
little Veins fo called, of which the former arifeS
from the Alufcles covering the Scapulae .* and the
latter, from the Alufcles which poffefs the cavity
of the Scapula:.

SCAPUS, is the term in Botany for the ftraic
Stalk or Shaft of a Plant, (landing upright like a
Pillar or Column.
SCARFED, in the Sea -Carpenters Language, is

the fame as Pieced
, or faftened or joined in : Thus

they fay the Stem of a Ship is Scarfed into her
Keel; and they imply by it, That the two Pieces
are fhaped away flantmg, fo as to join with one
another clofe and even ; which they call Wood and
Wood.

SCARIFICATION
; ’tis an Xncifibn of the

Skin with a Pen knife or Lancet. This is done
either with or witnout Cupping-Glaffes

$ without
Cupping Gaffes, sf there beany Mortification or
Gangrene, becaufe the feparation is by no means
to be haftened i with Cupping-Glaffes, if there be
a neceffity to take away Blood.
SCARP, in Fortification, is the Foot of the

Rampart-Wall, or the floaping of the Wall from
the bottom of the Work, to the Cordon on the fide
of the Moat*

SCARPS,I
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SCARPE, a term in Heraldry,

probably derived from the French

EJcharpe
,

Signifying the Scarfe

which Military Commanders wear
for Ornament. It is born fomei
thing like a Battoon sinifter, but

is broader than it, and is continu-

ed out to the Edges of- the Field ;

whereas the Battoon is cut off at

each end.

He beareth Argent a Scarpe Azure.

SCELOTYRBE, is a wandring Pain in the

Legs, proceeding chiefly from the Scurvy. Hence
the Water proper for this Diftemper, is called Aqua,

Scelotyrbitis. Blanchard.

SCENOGRAPHY, in PerftpeSlive, the Sceno-

graphicli appearance of any Figure, Body, or Build-

ing, is that Side that declines from, or makes Am
gles with that ftrait Line imagined to pafs through

the two outward convex Points of the Eyes, gene-

rally called by Workmen, the Return of a fore-

right Sidej and differs from the Orthographic]^ Ap-
pearance in this, That the latter represents the Side

of a Body or Building as it is feen, when the Plain

of theGIals Hands parallel to that Side: ButScewo-

graphy represents it as it feems through a Glals, not

parallel to that Side.

In Architecture and Fortification, Scenography is

the manner of delineating the feveral parts of a

Building or Fortrefs, as they are represented in

PerfpeCtive.

SCEPTICK, is the term for a Perfon who main-

tains there is nothing Certain, and no real Know-
ledge at all to be had; but that a Man ought to

Doubt of, and Disbelieve every thing.

SCHEME, is the Representation of any Geome-
trical or Aftronomical Figure or Problem, by Lines

fenfibly to the Eye ; and thefe are otherwife called

Diagrams.

SCETICA fehris, is oppofed to the HeCtick

Fever, becauSe.it is Seated moftly in the Blood, and

is eafily cured ; but the Hedtick Fever is fixed in

the, very Habit of the Body, and not to be remov’d

without great difficulty. Blanchard-

SCHIRRUS, and Schirroma, is a hard, livid

Swelling, that refills the touch, and is without

Pain. Blanchard.

SCHOLIUM, is a remark made leifurely, and

as it were by the by, on that Proposition*, Sub-

ject or Difcourfe before advanced, treated of, or

delivered

SCIATICA, the Gout in or about the Hip

Bone.

SCIENCE, is Knowledge founded upon, or ac-

quir’d by clear, certain, and Self-evident Princi-

ples.

SCIOGRAPHY, is the Art of Shadows or Dyal-

ing . AlSo in Architecture, this Word is Sometimes

taken for the Draught of a Building cut in its

Length or Breadth, to fhew the Infide of it ; as

alfo^the Thicknefs of the Walls, Vaults, Floors,

Timber-works, &c.

SCIOPTRICKS. See Obfcura Camera.

SCIOTHERICUM Telefcopium,is an Horizontal

Dyal, with a Telelcope adapted for observing the

true Time both by Day and Night, to regulate

and adjuft Pendulum Clocks, Watches, and other

Time-keepers; Invented by the Ingenious Mr. Mo-

lyneux, who hath publifhed a Book with this Title,

which contains an Accurate Description of this In-

strument, and all its Ufes and Applications.

SCIRE facias
,

is a Writ Judicial, moft com-
monly to call a Man to fhew caufe to the Court
whence it Iffues, why Execution of a Judgment
palled, fhould not be made out. This Writ is not
granted until a Year and a Day be elapfed after a
Judgment given. Scire facias

, upon a Fine, lies

not but within the fame time after the Fine levied,
otherwife it is the fame with the Writ of Habere fa-
cias feijinam.

SCLEROPHTHALMY, it is hard Blearednefs
of the Eyes, accompanied with Pain ; a flow mo-
tion of the Eyes, with rednefs and drynefs. Blan-
chard.

SCLEROTICA, or hardening Medicines, are
Such as unite the Parts more firmly amongft
themfelves ; and that either by diflipating the thin
and Soft Pans, or elfe Sometimes by retaining them ;
the firft by hardning the Matter into a Schirrus by
too hot Medicines ; the latter is done when the
Part affeded acquires a Hardnefs, by cooling and
aftringent Medicines, Such are Scngrcen, Night-
Jhade

,
Purflane

,
and hVater-Leiitils. Therefore

thefe Sclerotic/^ Medicines are either Healing, orelfe
Cooling and Aftringent. Blanchard.

SCLEROTICA Tunica, See Cornea.

SCOLIASIS, is a diftortion of the Back-Bone
to one or t’other fide.

SCLOOPOMACH/ERION, is a Chirurgeon’s
Knife, with which Wounds of the Thorax are wi-
dened ; ’ris ufed alfo in opening larger Swellings;
as alfo in opening the Abdomen.

SCONCES, are fmall Forts built for Defence of
fomePafs, River, or other Place.

Sometimes they are made regular of four, five,

or fix Baftions ; others of Smaller Dimenfions fit

for Paffes, or Rivers, and likewife for the Field,

which are

1. Triangles with half Baftions, which may be
all of equal Sides, or they may be Something un-
equal. However it be, divide the Sides of the
Triangle into two equal Parts, one of thefe three

Parts will fet off the Capitals
,
and the Gorges, and

the Flanks being at Right Angles with the Sides,

make half of the Gorge.

2. Square with half Baftions, whofe Sides may
be betwixt ioo and 200 Feet ; and let.one third of
the Side let off the Capital and the Gorges ; but
the Flank (which raife at Right-Angles to the Side)
rauft be but one half of the Gorge or Capital,, that

is on the fixth part of the fide of the Square.

3. Square with half Baftions and Tong.

4. Long Squares.

5. Star Redoubt of four Points.

6. Star Redoubt offive or fix Points.

7. Plain Redoubts
,
which are either fmall or

great : The fmall are fit for Court of Guards in

the Trenches, and may be a Square of 20 Foot to

30. The middle fort of Redoubts may have their

Sides from 30 to 50 Feet the Great ones from

60 to 80 Feet fquare.

The Profile (that is, the Thicknefs and Height
of the Breft-works) to be let on thefe leveral

Works, and the Ditches, are alterable and uncer-

tain : for Sometimes they are uSed in Approaches,

and then the WideneSs of the Breft-work at the

Bottom may be 7 or 8 Foot, Inward Height

and Outward 5 Foot ; the Ditch may be 8 or 10

Feet, and Sometime 12; and for the Sioaps to be

wrought according to the nature of the Earth ;

Sumenmes they may be made 14 or 20 Feet Wide
at the Bottom, and the Height of 7, 8, or 9 Feet,

and

*



Said to have two or three Afcents to rife to the Pa-

rapet j the Ditch may be 16 or 24 Feet Wide,

and 5 or 6 Deepj and fometimes they may come
hear the fmalleft fort of Ramparts, and have a

Breft-work Cannon Proof, with a Ditch of 50 or

So Feet Wide, and are thus made to let upon

Pafles or Rivers to endure.

SCOPEK-Ho/es, in a Ship, are Holes made
through the Sides, clofe to the Deck, to carry off

the Wafer that comes from the Pump, or any 0-

ther way. Thefe Holes in the lowed Deck, and

in the Manniger, have round Leathers nail’d over

them, to keep the Sea-water from coming up into

the Ship, which are called Scoper Leathers ;
and the

fhort Nails with broad Heads, whicfffaften thefe

Leathers down, are called Scoper-Nails.

SCORBUTUS, the Scurvy, is a Difeafe that

is Epidemical to the Hollanders. The fymptoms
of it are generally livid Spots on the Hands and

Feet, weaknefs of the Legs, {linking Breath,, loofe-

iiefs of the Teeth, bleeding of the Gunis, Com
vulfions, Pains, running Gout, Cholick, &c. Blan.

chard.

SCORE, in Mufick, is the Original Draught
of the whole Gompofition, wherein the feveral

Parts, vi%. Treble, Second Treble, Bafe, (3c. are

diftindtly fcored or marked.
SCORPIO, is the 8th Sign of the ^odiacl be-

ing ufually marked thus ( ii\ ).

SCOT, a Part Or Portion, according to Baftall,

is a certain Cuftom, or common Tallage made to

the Ufe of the Sheriff, or his Bailiffs ;
but now

fignifies a cuftomary Contribution laid upon all

* Subjects, according to their Ability ; for who-
ever are AfTeffed to any Contribution, are gene-

rally faid to pay Scot and Lot.

SCOTIA, a term in Architecture, the fame
with Trochile

;

which lee.

SCOTIA, is Architecture, in a certain Member
hollowed in form of a Demi-channel, which is

placed between the Torus and the Ajlragal in the

Safes of Pillars
$ as alfo fometimes under the Lar-

mier or Drip, in the Cornice of the Dorick Order.

SCOTOMY, Dizzinefs or Swimming of the

Head, is when the Animal Spirits are fo whirl’d

about, that the external Objects feem to run round.

Blanchard.

SCROBICULUS Cordis, or Anticardium, the

Heart Pit, formerly called Cardia, the Pit of the

Bread, or, as ’tis ufually called, the Sto-

mach.

SCKOPHULA, are preternatural hard Glan-
dules, or preternatural Swellings of the Glandules
of the Neck and Ears ^ they are contained in a
proper Tunick. Blanchard.

SCROTUM, is that Rag which contains the
Tefticles of the Male : It confifts of a Skin, a
flefliy Panniculus, and the two Tunics ; of which,
the outermod is called Elytroidcs or Vaginalis •

the innermod Tunic is called Albuginea. In the
middle of it is a Line extended in the length,

which divides the right part from the left, which
they call the Septum. For its more eafie Diften-
tion or Contraction, ’tis generally fuppofed to be
void of Fat. See more under the Word Tejles and
Tediculi.

SCROTUM Cordis, fo fome are plea fed to call

the Pericardium
; which fee.

SCROWLES, or Volutes, a term in Architecture.
See Valuta,

SCURVY, See Scorbutus»

SCUTIFORME Os. See Mola Genu.
SCUTIFORMIS Cartilago

.

See Enjlforttiih

SCUTTLES in a Ship, are fquare Holes, big
enough to let in the Body of. a Man, cut in the
Deck, to let People down on occafion into any
Room below. They are generally before the Main-
Mad, before the Knight in the Fore-Cadle: In the
Gun-Room to go down to the Stern Sheets.* In the

Round-Houfe to go down into the Captain’s Cab-
bin, when forced by the Enemy in a Fight aloft.

There are alfo fome fmaller Scuttles, which have
Gratings over them 5 and all of them have covers
to them, that Men may not tumble in at Night,
when ’tis dark.

Alfo, t-hofe little Windows and long Holes which
are cut out in Cabbins to let in Light, are called

Scuttles.

SCUTUM. See Mola Genu.

SCYPHOS, is the Infundibulum in the Brain 5

likewife thofe Paffages which convey the Spittle

from the Os Cribriforme to the Pallat, are fo called

by fome Writers. Blanchard,

SEA-Gate, when two Ships are aboard one a~
nother, by means of a Wave or Billow 1 The Sea-
men fay, They lie aboard one another in a Sea*
Gate.

SEA-Quadrant. See Backcfiaff.
SEA-Toke, when the Sea is fo rough, that they

cannot govern the Helm with their Hands, then the

Seamen feize two Blocks to the end of the Helm/
one on each fide, and then reeving two fmali

Ropes through them, Which they call Falls, and
which are faftned to the fides of the Ship* by ha-
ving fome Men at each Tackle, they govern the
Helm according to Direction. This they call &/
Yoke to deer by.' Sometimes they make a Yoke*
by taking a double turn about the end of the Helm
by a fingle Rope, the ends being laid to the Ship-
fides

j

and by this means they guide the Helm *

but this is not fo good a Yoke as the other.

SEAMS of a Ship* are Places where her Planks
meet and join together. There is alfo a kind of
peculiar Seam in the fowing of Sails, which they
call a Monks Seani j which fee.

SECANT, is the Right Line drawn from the
Centre of a Circle cutting it, and meeting with
the Tangent without. See under Trigonometry.

SECOND, is the Sixtieth part of z Minute.
SECOND Deliverance

,
is a Writ that lies for

him, who after a return of Cattle Replevied ; Ad-
judged to him that didrained them, by reafon of
a default in the Party that Replevied* for the Re-
plevying of the fame Cattle again, upon Security
put in for the re-delivery of them in cafe the Di-
flrefs be Juilified.

SECONDARY Circles, in reference ro the E-
cliptick, or Circles of Longitude of the Stars, are
fuch as pa fling through the Poles of the Ecliptick,
ate at Right Angles to the Ecliptick (as the Meri-
dian and Hour Circles are to the Bquinodlial.) By
the help of thele ( Infinitely many Circles, all

Points in the Heavens are referred ) to the Eclip-
tick: That is, Any Star, Plane, or other Phcenome4
non, is underftoed to be in that Point of the EclipJ
tick which is cut by the Secondary Semicircle which
paffes through fuch Star or Phenomenon. And if
two Stars, &c. are thus referred to the fame Point
of the Ecliptick* they are faid to be in Conjunction j
if in oppofite Points, they are {aid to be in Oppo

-

fition

:

If they are referred to two Points at a Qua-
drants difiance, they are faick to be in a Quartile

AfpeSl f
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Afpeci 3 if the Points differ a fixtb part of the E-
cliptick, the Stars are faid to be in a Sextile A-
fpeCl, &c.

And in general, jail Circles which Interfecft one

of the fix greater Circles of the Sphere at Right
Angles, may be called Secondary Circles 3 as the

Azimuths or Vertical Circles in refpedfc of the Ho-
rizon, &c.

SECONDARY Planets
,
are fuch as move round

others, whom they refped: as the Centre of their

[Motion ;
tho’ they move alfo along with the Pri-

mary Planets in the Annual Orbit round the Sun.

And thefe are otherwife called the Satellites: Such

is the Moon to the Earth 3 and Jupiter hath four

moving round him 3 as Saturn
,
according to Cajjini,

hath five 3 Mars
,
Venus

,
and Mercury

,
have no Se-

condary Planets moving round them, that have

been yet difcovered.

The Learned Dr. Gregory in his AJlronomia Gcom.

£§ Phyfica
,
Lib. IV. fhews and proves at large,

That tho’ the Motion of the Primary Planets be

fufficiently Ample and uniform, as being compoun-

ded oniy of a projectile M'otion forward in a right

Line, which is a Tangent to the Orbit, and a Gra-

vitation toward the Sun at the Centre 3 and alfo

being at fuch vaft diftances from each other, that

the effects of their mutual Gravitation towards

one another are infenfible 3 yet is the matter far

otherwife in reference to the Secondary Planets.

For every one of thefe (althd
?

it chiefly gravitate

toward its refpecftive Primary one, as towards its

Centre,) at equal diftances from the Sun, is attra-

fted towards him with equal accelerated Gravity,

as the Primary one is tcrward him 3 but at a grea-

ter diftance with lefs, at a nearer diftance with

greater. From which double Tendency towards

the Sun, and towards its own Primary Planet, the

motion of the Satellites or Secondary Planets comes

to be mightily compounded and affedted with ma-
ny Inequalities. As for Inftance, he Proves,

1. That the Satellite fliall be continually accele-

rated in its Motion from the time of its Quadra-

ture with the Sun, to the next following Con jundfci-

on or Oppoficion, but that contrariwil'e, from the

Syzygys to the Quadratures, it fhall be retarded
,

and therefore will not always moveSwifter in or

near the Syzygys, and Slower near the Quadra-

tures. From whence will follow,

a. That the Orbits of thefe Secondary Planets

will be of a Figure more circular in the Quadra-

tures, than in the Syzygys, where the fwiftnefs of

the Motion will make the Figure of the Orbit more

Re&ilinear. And therefore the Satellite will run

farther from its Primary Planet in the Quadra-

tures, than at the Syzygys; fo that the Orbit will

be a little Eliptical, having the Primary Planet for

its Centre ; and the longer Diameter will coincide

with the Line of the Quadratures, and the Ihorter

with that of the Syzygys.

And thefe Irregularities will arife, if the Sun’s

power of perturbing the motion of the Satellite be

excluded 5 and the Orbit be concentrick with that

of the Primary Planet. For, if the Orbit be eccen-

trical, it may happen that the Satellite fhall be far-

ther off from the Primary one in the Syzygys,

and fo move flower, than it fliall do at the Qua-

dratures.

And when this is the cafe, that the Satellite’s

Orbit is not a Circle concentrick to the Primary

Orbit, but an Elipiis in one of whole Focus’s the

Primary Planet is placed 3
then the motion of the

Satellite will be fo difturbed by the Sun, that as it

runs into its Orbit, the Apfes of the Orbit fhall be
moved fometimes in Cohjequcntia

, and fometimes
in Antecedentia (whereas he proves before, that
the Nodes and Apfes of the Primary Planets are at
reft.)

3. When the Plane of the Satellite’s Orbit, is

inclined to the Plane of the Primary Orbit, the
Line of the Nodes of the Secondary Orbit will be
moved in Antecedentia

,
with an angular motion,

and an unequal Velocity 3 for it will recede molt
fwiftly when the Nodes are in Quadrature to the
Sun 3 after which, it will move flower

3 and at the
time of the Nodes being in the Syzygys, it will be
perfectly at reft.

4. The Inclination alfo of the Plane of the Se-
condary Orbit to the Primary one, will be conti-
nually varying, and will be greateft when the
Nodes are in the Syzygys with the Sun

;
and lejs

(cxteris paribus) when they are in the Quadratures 3
and from the time of the Nodes being in the Sy-
zygys to the Quadratures, it will be always de-
creasing 3 and from the time of their being in
the Quadratures to the Syzygys, continually eri-

creafing.

And he proves, that all thefe Irregularities, whe-
ther in any excentrick or concentrick Orbit, will
always be fomething greater when the Satellites is

in Conjunction with the Sun, than when he is in Op-
pofition to him.

After this, he proceeds to fhew, what Errors or
Irregularities in the motion of thefe Secondary Pla-
nets will be produced by the Sun, fuppofing the
Primary Planet to move in an excentrick Orbit
round the Sun. Of which, Secft. IV. of the faid
Book IV.

SECRETION, is the feparation of one Fluid
from another in the Body of an Animal or Vegeta-
ble, by the means of Glands or fomething analo-
gous to them.

Dr. Havers in his Ojleologia
,
explains Glandular

Secretion, by obferving, firft, That all Motion in

its proper Tendency is diredt, ( which is exadfly
right) and that the Glands which are feated on the
fides of the Arteries all over the Body, are fo pla-
ced, as to favour the motion of any Particles that
ftrike againftthem in a Right Line, more than the
Veins 5 and having Pores adapted to the Figure of
the Particles which they feparate, the Particles en-
deavour in their motion to get into thofe Glandules 3
and being there received, are leparated and diftin-

guilhed from the reft of the mafs of Blood, and
lo affume the form of that Liquor which we find

feparated by every Gland. And that the Glands
are fo fituated as to favour the motion' of a Particle

in a Right Line more than the Veins, he faith, is

apparent from Oblervation of the gradual conftru-

dbion of the Arterial Channel. See Vol. II.

SECTA.ad Curiam , is a Writ that lies againft

him who refutes to perform Suit either to the County

or Court-Baron.

SECTA facienda per illam qua: babet ceniciam

partem, is a Writ to compel the Heir that hath the

Elder’s part of the Co-heirs to perform Service for

all the Coparceners.

SECTA unicatantum facienda pro pluribus hcere-

ditatibus, is a Writ that lies for that Heir that is

diftrained by the Lord to more Suits than one, in

relpedt of the Land of divers Heirs defended un-

to him,

'SECTIO
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SECTlO Ccefaria. See Hyfieratomotocia.

SECTION Conickj is the Figure made by the

folidity of a Cone’s being fuppofed to be cut by a

Plane.

If the Section be made by the Axis, or through

the Vertex ,
the Figure arising is a I riangle. If

by a Plane
,
parallel to the Bafe of the Corner, or

fubcontrarily pofited, the Figure produced is a Cir-

cle.

If the Section be made parallel to one fide of the

Cone, the Figure produced is a Parabola .- If thro’

both fides of the Cone, ’tis an Ellipfis ; and if thro’

one fide of the Cone, thro’ the Bale, and not pa-

rallel to the other fide of the Cohe, 'tis an Hyper-

bola,

Archimedes ,
Euclid and other ancient Mathe-

maticians, called that only a Conicl\ Section, when
the Plane cutting the Cone was at right Angles to

the fide of the Cone ; and according as the Angle

made by the fides of the Cone meeting in the Ver-

tex, as it was a right, obtufe, or acute one, they

called it the Section of Right-angled, Obtufe-avgled,

or Acute Angled Ccne. By which Words they un-

derftood what we now call the Parabola, the Hy-

perbola, and the Ellipfis : Which three Sections, (as

alfo ahe Circle )
Apolonius Pergaus ( juftly called

Magnus Geometra ) found out to be /producible in

any Cone, according to the four ways of cutting

it, as above-mentioned.

SECTION, in Mathematicks, fignifies the cut-

ting of one Plane by another, or a Solid by a

Plane.

The common Seliion of two Planes is always a

right Line, being the Line fuppofed to be drawn
on one Plane by the Section of the other, or by its

Entrance into it.'

SECTION of a Building, in Architecture, is

underftood of the Perfile or Delineation of its

Heights and Depths raifed on the Plane • as if the

Fabrick were cut afunder to difcover the Infide.

SECTIS non faciendis, is a Writ that lies for a

Woman, who, for her Dower, ought not to per-

form Suit of Court.

SECTOR, ^is an Inftrument made of Wood,
Ivory, Brafs, &c. with a Joint, and fometimes a

piece to turn out to make a true Square, with

Lines of Sines, Tangents, Secants, Equal Parts,

Rumbs, Polygons, Hours, Latitudes, Metals, So-

lids, (3c. and is generally ufeful in all the Practi-

cal Parts of the Mathematicks
,

and particularly

contrived for Navigation, Surveying, Aftronomy,

Dyaling, Projection of the Sphere, &c. By Gunter,

Pofter, Collins, and others. There are likewife

Sectors for Fortification and Gunnery
, by Sir Jonas

Moor.

The great Advantage of the Sedor above any
other Rule or Plain-fcale, is that all its Lines can

be accommodated to any Radius ; which is done
by taking off all Divifions Parallelwife

, and not

Lengthwife- The ground of which Pradiceis this,

That Parallels to' the Bafe of any Plain Triangle,

bear the fame Proportion to it : : as the Parts of
the Legs above the Parallel do to the whole Legs.

SECTOR of a Circle, Is a mixt Triangle com-
prehended between the Radius and an Ark of the

Circle.

As here.

The Sedor a b c, made by the Legs a b and a e]

and the Ark b c.

To find the fuperficial Content of any sector
t

fee Area, N. 9.

SECUNDA fuperoneratione paflura, is a Writ
that lies where Admeafurement of Paflure hath
been made ; and he that firft lurcharged the Com-
mon, doth again furcharge it, notwithftanding the
Admeafurement.

SECUNDANS, in Mathematicks, is an infinite

feries of Numbers, beginning from Nothing, and
proceeding as the fquares of Numbers in Arithme-
tical Proportion.

As for In fiance,

o, 2, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, (3c.

SECONDARY
; that Officer who is the fecondj

or next to the chief Officer; as the Secondaries of
the Fine Office; the Secondaries of the Compters,
who is next to the Sheriff of London in each of the
two Compters ; Secondary of the Office of the
Privy-Seal

;
Secondaries of the Pipe two ; Second

dary to the Remembrancers, which are two Offi-
cers in the Exchequer.

SitCUNDINE, the Secunding or After-Birth,
are the three Membranes, Chorion, Alantois, and
Amnion, which with the Placenta, are excluded
after the Birth.

SECURITATE pads, is a Writ that lies for
one who is threatned Death or Danger, againft
him that fo threatneth

, and is taken out of the
Chancery, and direded to the Sheriff.

SECURITATEM inveniendi quod fe non di-

vertat ad partes exterasfine licentia Regis, is a Writ
that lies for the King againft, any of his Subjeds,
to ftay them from going out of his Kingdom : The,
ground of which is, That every Mantis bound to
ferveand defend the Common-wealth, as the King
(hall think meet.

SE defendcndo, is a Plea for him that is charged
with the Death of another, faying, he was necef-
fitated to do that which he did in his own defence ;
the other fo Affaulting him, That if he had not
done as he did, he muft have been in hazard of
his own Life : But this Danger ought to be fo

-

great, that it feems inevitable ; and tho’ he juftifie

it to be done in his own Defence, yet he is driven
6 G t**
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to procure his Pardon of courfe from the Lord-
Ghancellor, and forfeits his Goods to the King.
SEDIMEN fUM 'Urmce, the fediment ofU-

rine, are parts of the nutritious Juice, which being

feparated from the Blood, with the Serum
,
becaufe

of their Gravity, fink to the bottom of the U-
rine.

SEEL, a Sea Word much of the fame Senfe

with Heel for as they call it heeling
,
when a Ship

lies down conftantly or fteadily on one fide ; fo

they call it feeling, when file tumbles on one fide

violently and fuddenly, by reafon of the Sea forla-

king her, as they call it ; i.e. the Waves leaving of

her for a time in a rowling Sea: When a Ship thus

tumbles to Lee-vonrd, they call it Lee-feel ; and in

this there is not much danger, even in a Storm, be-

caufe the Sea will prefently right her up again ;

but if file Rowls pr Seels to Windward, there is

fear of her coming over toofhort or fuddenly, and
fo by having the Sea break right into her, be ei-

ther foundred, or elfe have lome of her upper
Works carried away.
SEGMENT of a Circle, is a Figure contain’d

between a Chord and an Ark of the fame Circle.

To find the Superficial Content of any Segment
of a Circle, fee Area, N. 10.

-SEGMENT of a Skerc, is a part of it cut off by
a Plane

;
and therefore the Bafe of fuch 2 Segment

mult always be a Circle, and its Superficies a part

of the Surface of the Sphere.

Its folid Content is found by multiplying the

Surface of the whole Sphere, by the Altitude of

the Segment, and then dividing the Project by the

Diameter of the Sphere', and to the Quotient, ad-

ding the Area of the Bafe of the Segment,

Or if it is lefs than an Hemifpherc thus :

Take the Altitude of the Segment from the Ra-
dius of the Sphere, and by the Difference multiply

the Area of the Bafe of the Segment ; and Sub-

firatfi this Product from that which will arife from

multiplying the Semi-Axis of the Sphere into the

Convex furface of the Segment; then divide the

Remainder by 3, and the Quotient is the Solidity

fought.

This latter Method fuppofes the Axis of the Sphere

to be given ; if not, it may be found thus.

Let the Altitude of the Segment be called a,

and its Semi-diameter s.

Then will

s s s s

a . s : : s . -—

;

add — to a, and that fliall

.

a
.

a
, %

give the Axis lought. 13. e 6> Euclid.
*

SEGMOIDALES, or Semilunares, are Valves of

the Arteria Pulmoharia, and are fo called, becaufe

they referable a Half-moon, or Segment of a Cir-

cle ; their Subftance is Membranous ; When they

feparate, they give paffage to the Blood, from the

Ventricle into the Artery
;
but they fhut the Paf-

fage, and are thruft together by the Blood, if it

endeavours to return.

SEGREIANT, the Heralds Word for Griffins,

when drawn in a leaping or faliant Pofture.

SEJANT, (i. e. fitting) the Term is ufed in He-
raldry for a Lyon, or other Beaft, when it is drawn

S E M
in an Efcutcheon fitting like a Cat, with his Fore-
feet ftrait.

SEISIN, from the French Seifine, pojfeffio So
grimier Seifin, is the firft Poffeifion

; and to Seif,
is to take PofTeffion.

Seifin, according to the Common Law, is two-
fold ; Seifin in fact, and Seifin in Law.

Seifin in Fact, is when a Corporal Poflefficn is
taken. M

Seifin in Law, when fomething is done which
the Law accounteth a Seifin, as an Inrolment i

And this Seifin in Law, is as much as a Right to
Lands and Tenements, tho’ the Owner be by
Wrong diffeifed of them : And he who hath had an
Hours PofTeffion quietly taken, hath Seifin de droit

& de claime, whereof no Man may difieife him by
his own force or fubtilty, but muff be driven to
his Adion ; and ’tis called by Cokey Seifin in Law
or Actual Seifin.

The civilians call the one Civilem PoJJeJfionem
,

the other Naturalem.

SESINA habenda, quia fiex habuit annum, diem
& vafium, is a Writ that lies for Delivery of Seifin
to the Lord of his Lands or Tenements, after the
King, in the Right of his Prerogative, hath had the
Years, Day, and Wafte.

SEIZING, or Seafing, in the Sea Language, is

the fame as fafiening, (vfi.) of two Ropes toge-
ther with fome Rope-yarn, &c. Alfo the fafiening
of a Block at the end of a Pendant or Tackle,
Garnet, &c. is called Seizing.

The Boatsfeafing, is a Rope by which a Ring, or
little Chain is made faft in the Forefhip of the
Boat, whereby, in a Harbour, the Boat is fattened
to the Ship’s fide.

SELLA Equina, feu Turcica, or Sphcenoides, a
part of the Brain, is compounded of four Proceffes
of the Bone Sphancides, or the Wedge-like Bone

;

it contains the Pituitanan Glandule; and in Brutes,
the fiete Mirabile.

SEMEIOSIS. See Diagnofis.

SEMEIOTICA, is that part of Phyfick, or the
Art of Medicine, which treats of the Signs of
Health and Sicknefs

; aflifting tfe Phyfician to
make probable Guefles and Conjedures of the
Conftitution and State of his Patient.

SEME ES, according, to Dr. Grew, are the Apices
of the Attire of a Plant. See Apices.

SEMI-BREVE, a Term in Mufick. See Notes
and Time.

SEMI-CIRCLE, is the Figure contained be-
tween the Diameter of a Circle, and half the Cir-
cumference.

Alfo an Inftrument for Surveying, made of Brafs,
and divided into 180 Degrees, being half the Theo-
dolite.

SEMI-COLON, is a Stop, or Point in a Sen-
tence, between a Comma and a Colon, and mark’d
thus ( ; ) and exprefifes a Paufe greater than the
former, and lefs than the latter.

SEMI-CUBICAL Paraboloid, is a Curve whole
Ordinates are in Subtriplicate of the Duplicate pro-
portion of the Diameter: That is, the Cubes of
the Ordinates are as the Squares of the Diame-
ters.

In this Paraboloid, the Segments of the Curve,
cut by Ordinates (at equal Difiances) are as the
Ordinates in a Parabola ; and therefore their
Squares increafed by Equals in Arithmetical Pro-
grefifion ; and confequently that Curve to a Right
Line, as the Trunk of a Parabola to a Parabola.

SEMI-
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SEMI-CUPXUM, is a Bath, in which the Pa-

tient is only up to the Navel in Water;

SEMI-DIAMETER, or Radius, is that Line

that is drawn from the Center to the Circumference

of a Circle.

SEMI-DIAMETER/ in Fortification, is two-

fold, vi%. the Greater and Letter. : The former be-

ing a Line cotnpofed of the Capital, and the Small

Semi-diameter of the Polygon ; And the other, a

Line drawn to the Circumference from the Centre

thro’ the Gorges. °

SEMI-DIAPASON, a Term in Mufick, fignify-

ing a Defective or Imperfedt Obtave.

SEMI-DIAPENTE, a Term in Mufick* fignify-

ing an Imperfect Fifth.

SEMLDITONE, in Mufick, is the Leffer Third

having its Terms as fix to five.

SEMI-LUNARES Vahula. SeeSegmoidales.

SEMI-MEMBRANOSUS, is a Mufcle of the

Leg, fo called from its being half Tendinous and

Membrane-like, lying immediately under the Semi-

nervofus

:

It arifeth broad and tendinous from the

Protuberance of the Os lfchium, and in its defcent

becomes broader; and in lefs than half its Progrefs

begins to grow flefhy, and is dilated into a large

and flefhy Belly, lying under the long round Ten-

don of the S&mi-nervofus, becoming a (hort thick

Tendon inferred to the fuperior part of the upper

Appendix of the Tibia backwards. Its Ule is to

help to bend the Tibia.

SEMINAL Leaves

:

much the greateft part of all

Seeds which are fown in the Earth, come up, or

fhoot forth at firft with too little, plain, foft, and

undivided Leaves ;
which becaule they are ufually

very different from the Leaves of the fucceeding

Plant in Magnitude, Figure, Surface and Poiition,

are called very properly by this Name Seminal

Leaves

:

As the little embrionated Plant which lies

in Minaturein every Seed, is called, the Plantula

Seminalis.

SEMI-NERVOSUS,feu Semi-tendinofus, a Muf-

cle of the Thigh, which is fo called from its be-

ing half Tendinous, and Nerve-like. It arifeth

partly Tendinous and partly Flefliy from the Exter-

nal part ofthe Protuberance of the Os lfchium
,
and

prefently being dilated to a large flefliy Belly, be-

comes a round Tendon in half its Progrefs, which

defcending over the flefliy Belly, of the Semi-mem-

branofus, marcheth clofe by the Gaflerocnemius, on

the pofterior part of the Superior Appendix of the

Tibia

;

from whence it paffes forwards to its In-

fertion in the faid Bone immediately below the

termination of the Gracilis : This with the Gracilis

adting, bend the Tibia diredtly backwards. Its

Tendon, together with the Sartorius, Gracilis,- Se-

mi-membrancfus and Biceps, make the inward Ham-
ftrings, as they are commonly called.

SEMI-QUADRATE, the fame with Semi-quar-

til'e.

SEMI-QUARTILE, an Afpedt of the Planets?

when diftant from each other 45 Degrees, or one

Sign and a half.

SEMI-QUAVER, a Term in Mufick. See

Notes and Time.

SEMI-QUINTILE, an Afpedt of the Planets

when at the Diftance of 36 Degrees, from one a-

nother.

SEMI-SEXTILE, an -Afpedt of the Planets,

when diftant from one another 3° Degrees, or 1

Sign ,
and is noted thus, SS.

SEMI-SPINATUS, is a Mufcle which feem.s r.o

be a Continuation of the Sacer -

3 and therefore may
not improperly be called Tranfverfalis Dorji

3 fit a-?

rifeth flefhy from all the Tranfverfe Procefles ofthe
Vertebra of the Thorax, and marching obliquely
upwards, is inferred, to the fuperior Spines of the
faid Vertebra 1 Thefe with the Quadratus Lumbo-
rum Sacer, and Tranfverfales Colli adting, move the
whole Spine, or Vertebra of the Neck, Back, and
Loins, obliquely backwards, as when we ende-
vour to look' very much behind us: If they all adt

together on each fide, they aflift in crediting the

Trunk of the Body.

SEMI-TENDINOSUS. Vid.Semlnervofus *

SEMI-TONE, a Term in Mufick, of which
there are two forts, vi%. a Greater and a Leffer 3
the Enharmonical Deifis, being the Difference be*

tween them.

SEMITA Luminofa , is a Name given by
Mr. Childrey in his Britannia Baconica, p. 183,1 84*
to a kind of Lucid Track in the Heavens, which,
a little before the Vernal Equinox, (he faith) may
be feen about 6 a Clock at Night, extending from
the Weftern edge of the Horizon up towards the

Pleiades.

After this, the Phenomenon was taken notice of
by Cafjini and Fatio

i
who both evince. That this

Light comes diffufed from each fide of the Sun :

Its brightnefs is much the fame with that of the

Via Lactea, or the Tail of a Comet. ’Tis feen

plaineft with us about the beginning of Qbtober
s

and towards the end of February.

S. Fatio conjedtures, That the Body, or rather

the Congeries or Aggregate of thofe Bodies which
occafion the Light, doth conform to the Sun like a
Lens

;

and takes it to have ever been the fame t

But Cajfini thinks it arifes from a vaft Number of
fmall Planets which encompafs the Sun, and give
this Light by Reflection, efteeming it alfo not to
have exifted long before he obferved it: But this

latter is overthrown by Childrey s Obfervations,
whofe Book was Printed in 16613 and he faith

there he had taken notice of it for many Years.
SEND, when a Ship is either at an Achor, or

under Sail, falls with her Head or Stern deep into
the Trough of the Sea (i. e. ’into a Hollow made
between two Waves or Billows) they fay ftm-

fends much that way, whether it be A-head, of
A-jlern.

SENESCALLO if Marejhallo quod non teneant

placita de libero tenemento, ike. is a Writ diredied
to the Steward, or Marlhal of England, inhibiting

them to take Cognifance of any Adtion in their

Court that concerns either Freehold, Debt, or Co*
venant.

SENSATION is the perceiving of things by our
Senfes j and is the Original of moll of the Ideas
which we have, which by our Senfes are derived

to our Underftanding.

The Cartcfidtis aflert Senfarion to be only a fim*

pie Perception, whereby the Motions of external

Objedls affedting the Extremities of the Nerves in

the Organs of the Body, are communicated all a*

long thofe Nerves to the Glandula Pinealis, where
the Soul refiding receives her Informations, and ac-

cordingly makes Jugdments upon them.

In which, (except as to that Whim of the Sours
refiding in the Glandula Pinealis

)

they are certain-

ly much in the right : For Senfarion is properly and
ultimately made in or by the Mind, or difeerning

Faculty, which probably, from the different Mori"
6 G %
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ons of the internal parts of the Brain, is excited

and determined to differing Perceptions ; and to

thefe we give differing Names, as Heat, Cold, and
other Qualities.

SENSIBLE Horizon. See Horizon.

SENSIBLE Point. See Point Senjible.

SENSITIVE Plants, are i’uch whofe Frame and
Conftitution is fo nice and tender, that at the touch,

or at the leaft preffure of ones Hand, they will con-

trail their Leaves or Flowers, as if they really felt

pain by fuch a Conradl.

Of thefe the Botanick Writers mention many
Kinds, fome of which contrail with Heat, others

with Cold.

SENSORIUM Commune, or the Seat of the

common Senle, is that part of the Brain in which
the Nerves, from the Organs of all the Senfes, are

terminated, which is the beginning of the Medulla
Oblongata.

SENSORY, the Organ or Inftrument of Sence,

as the Eye.of Seeing, the Ear of Hearing, &c.
SENSLJS, Senfe, is when the Motion impreffed

by the outward Objeils upon the Fibres of the

Nerves, is conveyed by the help of the Animal
Spirits in the Nerves, to the common Senfory, cr
Adedulla Oblongata.

SEPARATION, with fome Writers of Navi-
gation, is the fame with what is more ufually cal-

led, the Departure ; that is, a Ships difference ot

Longitude from any place, or from another Ship.

Our Seamen commonly call it Eajling or Wefting

according as the Difference ofLongitude isEaft or

Weft.

SEPHYROS fin fome Authors) is a hard In-

flammation of the Womb.
SEPTAN Fevers, intermitting Fevers that return

every feventh Day.

SEPTANGULAR, the fame with Heptan-

gular.

SECTENTARIUS, a Conftellation in the Nor-
thern Hemifphere, confifting of 30 Stars.

SEPTENTRIONAL Signs, are thefirft 6 Signs

of the Zodiac!^, lo called, becaufe they decline to-

wards the North from the Equinodlial, and are the

fame with Boreal Signs.

SEPTICA, five Putrcfacientia are thofe things,

which by a Malignant fliarpnefs, rot and corrupt

the FJefh.

SEPTUM Cordis, the flefliy part that divides

the Right Ventricle of the Heart from the Left.

SEPTUM Lucidum, is a Partition, which is di-

aphanous, upon the account of its thinnefs, it di-

ftinguifh.es the Ventricles of the Brain.

SEPTUM Tranfverfum. See Diaphragma.

SEQUATUR fub fuo periculo, is a Writ that

lies where a Summons ad Warrrantifandum is a-

warded, and the Sheriff returns, That he hath no-

thing whereby he may be fummoned ; then goes

out an Alias and Pluries ; and ifhe come not at the

Pluries, then goes out this Writ.

SEQUESTER, is a Termufed in the CivilLaw

for renouncing, as when a Widow comes into

Court, and difclaims to have any thing to do, or

to intermeddle with her Husband’s Eftate, who is

Deceafed ;
fhe is faid to Sequefler.

SEQUESTRATION, is the feparating of a

thing in Controverfie from the Pofleffion of both

thofe that contend for it : And it is of two forts

;

Voluntary , or Necejfary.

Voluntary
, is that which is done by Confent of

each Party.

Necejfary, is that which the Judge doth of his
Authority, whether the Parties will or not.

It is ufed alio for the A<ft of the Ordinary, dife
poling of Goods and Chattels of one Deceafed^
whofe Eftate no Man will meddle with.

Alfo for the gathering of the Fruits of a Benefice
void to the Ufe of the next Incumbent.
SEQUESTRO habendo, is a Writ Judicial, for

the diffolving a Sequeftration of the Fruits ofa Be-
nefice made by aBifhop at the King’s Command,
thereby to compel the Parfon to appear to the Suit
of another : For the Parfon, upon his Appearance,
may have this Writ for the Difcharge of the Se-
queftration.

SERIES, properly fpeaking, is an orderly Pro-
ofs or continuation of things one after another.
Tis commonly in Algebra connecled with the
Word Infinite, and there, by Infinite Series, is meant
certain Progreffions, or Ranks of Quantities order-
ly proceeding, which make continual Approaches
to, and if infinitely continued, would become equal
to what is inquired after.

This Method took its Rife from the Learned
Dr. Wallis’s Arithmetic^ of Infinites, and has been
of late fo purfued by feveral Worthy Perfons of
our own Nation, efpecially the Incomparable
Sir Ifaac Nexvton, that it is now one of the greateft
Improvements of Algebra.

SEROSITIES, are ferous Humours abounding
in the Body.

SERPENTINE, fo the Chymifts (from its Fi-
gure) call that long winding Worm, which is pla-
ced in a Tub of Water in the Diftillatlon of Spi-
rits. See Worm.
SERPENTINE Line, the fame with Spiral $

which fee.

SERPIGO. See Lichen.

SERRATUS Major Anticus, is a Mufcle which
arifes flefliy from the whole Bafis Scapula

,
and paf-

fing under the Subfcapularis
,

it becomes broader
and thicker, ftill running fomewhat forwards till

it’s inferted to the eight fuperior Ribs laterally, by
fo many diftindl flefliy Portions, or Dlgituli, re-

prefenting the Teeth ofa Saw * the two, and fome-
times three inferior of which, are indented with
the Mufculus Obliquus Defcendens of the Abdomen.
This like the Serratus Minor Anticus, dilates the
Thorax, or moves the Scapula forwards and down-
wards, when its Mufcles are relax’d.

SERRATUS Minor Anticus, is a Mufcle, by
Anatomifts generally reckoned a Mufcle amongft
thofe of the Scapula : but we are perfwaded (fays

Cowper) from its Pofidon that it may be equally fer-

viceable to the Thorax, in elevating thoie Ribs it is

inferted to : It arifes flefliy from the Proceffus Co-
racoides Scapula

,
and defcends obliquely forwards,

becomes broader and thinner, and is inferted flefhy

to the bony part of the lecond, third, fourth, and
fifth Ribs. If the Scapula are elevated by their

proper Mufcles, this with its Partner, are then ca-

pable of dilating the Breaft in large Infpirations.

But if they aredepreft, it may be eafily conceived

with what Difficulty that Adlion muff be per-

formed. •

SERRATUS inferior prfticus ,
is a Mufcle of

the Thorax, much larger than Authors generally af-

fign it ;
“ In a Robuft Man we obferved its Conti-

“ nuation, (fays Cowper) not only from the Spines of
“ the Vertebra’s of the Loins, but from all thole of
“ the Thorax, as well underneath as below the for-
“ mer Mufcle $ its fuperior and inferior Parrs be-

“ ing
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ing entirely Tendinous, its Middle growing

« fleftiy near its ferrated Termination at the Cur-
** vature of the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and Extre-

<•' mii;y of the twelfth Ribs. The DuBus of the Fi-

,

*' bres of this patting tranfverfe, and thofe of the
1 “ precedent defcending obliquely, do decuffate

** each other in Acute Angles 5
which Riolan has

“ well obferved, and contrary to the Opinion of
** Authors, affigns it with its Partner, a different

“ Ufe in deprefling the Thorax ; both performing

“ the Office of a Bandage in binding together and
** conftringing the Pofterior Mufcles of the Spine,

not unlike, the Conftructive Inclofures of the

*e Thigh and Cubit.

SERRATUSfuperior poflicus, is a Mufcle of the

Thorax
,
which lies immediately under the Bfom-

loides : It arifes with a thin Tendon from two in-

ferior Spines of the Vertebra of the Neck, and three

fuperior of the Thorax, from thence defcending ob-

liquely over the Splenius Capitis, and -under parts

of the Sacrolumbalis, and Dcrji Longijfmus, it be-

comes flefhy, marching over the Scapula
,
to its

Infertion at the Curvature of the fecond, third, and

fourth Ribs, by fo many diftind flefhy endings,

reprefenting the Teeth of a Saw, whence its Name.

This affifts in elevating the Ribs or Thorax.

SERVE, to ferve a Rope (in the Sea Phrafe) is

to lay upon it Spun-yarn, Rope-yarn, Sinnet, a

piece of Canvas, or the like, which is there rowled

faft round about the Rope, to keep it from fretting

or galling in any place.

SERVIENTIBUS, are certain Writs touching

Servants and their Matters violating the Statutes

made againft their Abufes.

SERVITIIS acquittandis
, is a Writ Judicial,

that lies for one diftrained for Services to F. who
owes and performs to R. for the Acquittal of fuch

Services.

SERUM, is 9. watery, thin, yellowfhip, and

faltifh Humour, which confifts chiefly of Water,

with a moderate quantity of Salt, and a little Sul-

phur: The Ufe of it is to be a Vehicle to the

Blood : And this is that Watery part that feparates

from the Blood in theVeflel, after anyPerfonis

let Blood. A fmail Heat will Coagulate it.

SESAMOEIDEA OJfa, are 16, 19, 20, and

fometimes more little ones, fo Called from the

likeneis they have to Sefamum Seeds, which are

found in the Joints ofthe Hands and Feet.

StSQUIALTER, in Mufick. See Time.

SESQUIALTERAL Proportion, is when any

Number or Quantity contains another once and an

half, and the Number fo contain’d in the Greater,

is faid to be to it in Subfelaquiteral Proportion.

SESQUIQUADRATE, an Afped or Pofition

of the Planets, when at the Diftance of 4 Signs

and an half, or 1 3 5 Degrees from each other.

SESQUIQUINTILE, an Afped of the Pla-

nets, when 1 08 Degrees Diftant from each 0-

ther.

SESQUITERTIANAL Proportion, is when any

Number or Quantity contains another once and

one third.

SESSIONS, is a fitting of Juftices in Court upon

Commiflion, as the Sejjions of Oyer and Terminer,

Quarter-ftejfions, othcrwife called General-feffwns,

oppofite whereto, are Efpecial
,

otherwife called

Privy-fejfwns which are procured upon fome fpeci-

al occafion, for the more fpeedy difpatch of

Juftice.

sex
Sejjions of Parliament, is a Sejjions which conti-

nues till it be prorogued or difiblved.

SETACEUM, is when the Skin of the Neck
is taken up and run through with a Needle 3 and
the Wound afterward kept open by Briftles, a
Skean of Silk, (3c, which is after moved to
and fro., to give vent to the Humours that are
ill difpofed in that Part. ’Tis alfo called Setort

and Setum , '

SETON, ot Setum. See Setaceum,

SETT, when the Seamen obferve on what
Point of the Compafs, the Sun, Land, ©c. bears,,

they call it, Setting the Sun, or Land, by their

Compafs.

SETTLE a Deck
. ,

is the Word at Sea for ta-

king a Deck lower than it was at firft, which they
call fettling a Deck.
SEVERAL taile, is that whereby Land is given

or entailed feverally, to two Men and their

Wives, and to the Heirs of their Bodies begotten j
the Donees have joint Eftate for their two Lives,
and yet they have feveral Inheritance, becaufe the
llfue of the one {hall have his Moiety, and the
Ilttte of the other, the other Moiety.
SEVERAL Tenancy, is a Plea or Exception ta-

ken to a Writ that is laid againft two as joint,-

which are feveral.

SEVERANCE, is the finglinghr fevering of
two, or more, that are joined in one Writ.

For Example : If two join in a Writ de libertate

probanda, and the one afterward be Non-fun:

i

Here Severance is permitted ; fo that notwithftand-
ing the Non-iuit of the one, the other may feve-

rally proceed.

There is alfo Severance of the Tenants in an Af*
fixe, when as one or two, or more Difleifors ap-
pear upon the Writ, and not the other.

As alfo Severance in Attaints, and Severance in

Debt, where two or more Executors are named
Plaintiffs, and the one refufes to profecute.

Severance of Corn, is the cutting and carrying it

off from the Ground 3 and fometimes the fetting

out the Tythe from the reft of the Corn, is called

Severance.

SEW, when a Ship at Low-water comes to lie

on the Ground, and to lie dry, they fayJhe Js fever-

ed ; and if ftie be not quite left dry, they lay, {he

Jews to fuch a part.

SEXAGENARY Tables, were Tables contri-

ved (formerly) of Parts proportional, where by In-

fpedion, yo<i may find the Product of two Sexa-*

genaries to be multiplied, or the Quotient of two
that are to be divided, (3c.

SEXAGESIMAL Fractions, or Sexagenaries, are

fuch as have always 60 for their Denominator 1

There were antiently no others ufed in Aftronomi-

cal Operations ; and they are ftill retained in many
Cafes

; tho* Decimal Arithmetics begins to grow
in Ufe now in Aftronomical Calculations.

In thefe Fractions, which fome call AjlroncmiW

cals) the Denominator is ufually omitted, and the

Numerator only written down : Thus,.

„ 4 » 59 , 3 1 , 5 ° ,
* 6 •

Is to be read, 4 Degrees, 59 Minupes, 32 Seconds

of a Degree, or 60th parts ofa Minute, 5-0 Thirds,
16 Fourths, (3c.

The Ancients, before the introducing of Algo-

rifm by the Numeral Figures now in ufe, (finding

M
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it troublefoine to exprefs and manage Fractions of

divers Denominators, efpecially when they are to

be expreifed by great Numbers ; and troublefome

alfo to exprefs and manage Integers, when they

happen to be great Numbers) thought fit to divide

an Integer into 60 Parts, which they call’d Xz7r\<%,

which now we call Minutes, or Scruples; and
each of thefe into 60 Parts, which they called Se-

conds, and (if there were yet need of greater Ex-
adnefs) each of thefe into 60 Thirds ; and each

of thefe into as many Fourths; and fo onward,
as far as there was occafion, which they called

Sexagefms, or Sexagefimal parts.

And (to avoid great Numbers) a Colledion of

fixty Integers they called a Sexagene ; and fixty

of fuch, a Second Sexagene ; and fixty of thefe,

a Third ; and fo onward, as there was occafion.

Thus, for
-f,

the fourth part of an Integer, (be

it Hour, Day, Degree, or whatever elfe) they put

1 5' (that is, i 5 Minutes) ; for they put 7'. 30'

'

(that is, 7 Minutes and 30 Seconds); which is ex-

actly the fame in Value : And for \, ( becaufe this

cannot be exadly exprefs’d in a Sexagefms ) they

would put 8
',
(which is ptetty near, but fomewhat

too little) or 9' (which is yet nearer, but fomewhat
too much) or (if thefe be not exad enough for the

prefent purpofe) 8 34", or 8'' 34" 17"'; or yet

more accurately, if need be, till they come to fo

much exadnefs, as that the (mail remaining diffe-

rence might fafely be negleded.

And fuch Sexagefms were ufed not only by Pto-

lemy
,
(by whom they feem to have been firft intro-

duced) and other Greeks Writers, but by the Arabs

alfo, ( in imitation of Ptolemy ) and are continued

in Ufe with us to this Day.

So for 2x7015, (which is the Number of Days,

whereby the Arabic Yearsof the Hegira begin later

than our Account by the Years of our Lord) they

put T" 3*' 3' 3 5°; that is, 1 Third Sexagene,

3 fecondsSexagenes, 3 firft Sexagenes, and 3 5 Days.

And this Account we meet with in the Alfhonfine

Tables, and (of later Times) in thofe of Lansber-

giiis.

And for the better expediting the Work of Mul-
tiplication and Divifion . in thefe Sexagefms and

Sexagenes, they had a Table for that purpofe, in

fuch form as this.

By

5 ‘By

makes

makes

makes oo,

30 by makes

50 by makes

(4i

)4*
<43

40
3°

20 >
I of

8tc.

And fo onwards, as far as 6c by 60, makes 60 00,
Which Tables they contraded into a fquare or

triangular Form, extending from 1 to 60 ; 0f like
nature with what we call the Pythagorical Table for
Multiplication, extending from 1 to 10.

Such a Sexagenary Table there is (or fhould be,
if not tom out) in BlundeviPs Exercifes, with a
Defcription, and Diredions for the ufe of it; firft

publilhed about the Year 1600, or fooncr, (for it

is mentioned in the Preface to his Theories, pub-
lilhed in the Year 1602, as having been then' re-
ceived with good approbation) and Re-printed a
feventh time in the Yekr 1 63 6. And the like in other
Writers of Aftronomical or Sexagefimal Fradions.
And then they had other Tables or Rules to de-

termine the Denomination of the Produd; as thus
Multiplication of

Integers into

Primes into

Seconds into

Primes

j

Seconds

Thirds
( Fourths

(3c.

Primes

.Seconds

'Thirds

(Fourths

(3c.

Seconds ">

^Thirds f

.Fourths

'Fifths

,(3c.

makes

Primes

^Seconds 1

^Thirds
Fourths

S

g
Seconds

makes \ Thirds

^Fourths

) Fifths

C (3c.

r- Fourths
X Fifths

makes < Sixths

J Sevenths
1

!

(3c.

The fum of all which Particulars, are equiva-
lent to this one General, the Exponent of the Pro-
dud, (that is, of the laft part thereof) is equal to

the Exponent of both the Fadors put together, as
' by 11" makes 1"

.
50"'; and 10' by10

o
'

',
(3c. So 10" by 10

‘

12
makes T",makes 2 '

'

4QV , (3c.

My meaning is. That fuch Tables they had
(expreifed in Numeral Figures) oflater times, fince

thofe Figures were in ufe ; but before, they mult
be expreifed in fuch a way as this, vi%.

11° into IIP, makes VI'
III' into IV' ', makes XU
IV' into IH ', makes XII'.

' ft

makes

That is, 4 Sexagenes into 3 Seconds of the Sexa-
gefms, makes 1 2 of the firft Sexagefms, becaufe

+ I — 2= — 1 .

XVI" into X"*, makes CLXv
;
that is, Illv

, XLv

(Which



(Which they find for Expedition, by confulting

their Sexagefimal Table, as we do the Table of
Multiplication ; where finding XVI in the top, and
X in the fide, they have, in the fquare anfwering

to both, II, XL)

XLV' into XXV' V makes XL", XXX"
%

Concerning this Procefs, by Sexagefimal Multi-

plication, &c- and the Demonftration of it, we
have a learned and accurate Treatife in the Greeks

of Barlaam p. Monk, (Barloamus Monachus) under

the Title oiLogiftica, {\oyi whom Vojjius (cap.

1 8. JDe Scientiis Mathematicis
)
placeth about the

Year 1350 (but miftakes of it for a Treatife of Al-

gebra) : It is publifhed by John Chambers
,
(then a

Fellow of Eaton College) with his Latin Tranfla-

tion, and Notes upon it, in the Year 1 600, en-

couraged thereunto by Sir Henry Savile, who chan-

ced to light on a Greek, Manufcript thereof abroad,

and did himfelf, from thence tranfcribe it.,

But this way of Multiplication and Divifion in

Sexagefimals, proves lo perplex and troublefome,

(notwithftanding fut/h a Table at hand) that fince

the Indian Figures came in ufe, whereby we may
with more convenience manage great Numbers) it

is thought lefs trouble, (when there is occafion

to Multiply or Divide) to reduce all to the loweft

Denomination; and then, having performed that

"Work, (of Multiplication or Divifion, or both, to

reduce it back again: to the feveral Denomina-
tions.

As for Inftance ; fuppofing the Lunar Month of

Conjunction, (from New-Moon to New-Moon)
according to the Moon’s middle Motion, to be

29 D. n H. 44' 3 "..1 o'", Proxime-3 and I would
compute how much the Moon moves from the Sun
in 6 D. 5 H. 14

' 16 " 35 I know well that

there be many Aftronomical Tables computed to

expedite fuch Operations ; (which here I do not

meddle with) but without fuch Preparatory Ta-
bles, my Work muft Hand thus -:

If 19 D. 12 H. 44' 3" 10'" (that is, 1 T 48 H.
44' 3" to'") give 360 Degrees, (that is, 6

'

1 o D, Sexagenes of Degrees) then 6 D. 5 H.
14' 16" 35"' (that is, z 29 H. 5' 14" 16"!

35
"") will give, how much?

Now, if I were to Work it by the Sexagefimal

Tables of Multiplication, the Work would be fo

perplex, that I will not here repeat it ; and there-

fore it is thought better to reduce the firft and third

Numbers to the loweft Denomination, that is (here)

to third Scruples,

D. H. "V D. H.
' "

29 12 44 3 10. 6 5 14 1 6;

x 24 ?e 24

116 144

58 + 5

^ .12

149 14' 163" |

to8 44' 3" 10'"

x6o
x6o

8940

42480 + 14

+ 44

t ft tit

42524 3 10 „

8954' i6"35"
x6o

x 60

537240
255144° + 16

+ 3
537256" 35'^

2551443'' 1°'" -F60
x 60

32235360
153086580 + 35

-f- 10

32235395'"

1 53086590'",; -—

—

And then the Work will ftand thus;

If 153086590 Thirds give 360 Degrees;

Then 32235395 Thirds, give how many De*

ees ?

Where Multiplying the third Number by the

fecond, and dividing by the firft, I fhall have the

Number of Degrees fought in Integers, with the

common Fradtion annexed ; which being reduced

to Sexagefimals, will give the anfwer in Degrees,

Minutes, Seconds, &c. Or I might have reduced the

360 Degrees into Thirds alfo, (which muft have

been done, if to thefe Degrees there had been an-

nexed firft, fecond, and third Minutes ) and then

the Anfwer had been in third Minutes ; and thefe

to be reduced to Degrees, Minutes, &c.

Which Operation, tho
s

it be troublefom enough,

is yet more expedite, than by the Sexagefimal

Multiplication and Divifion, fin^e the time that

we have learned, (by help of the Numerical Fi-

gure) to manage great Numbers,which in Ptolemy’s

time were not in ufe.

And in like manner, whatever other come to bs

fo Multiplied.

According to this Sexagefimal Method, Ptolemy

divides the Radius or Semidiameter of a Circle into

60 Parts, (and confequently, the whole Diameter

ito 120) and each of thofe Parts into 60 Minutes,

and each of thofe into 60 Seconds, and fo forward,

as far is occafion requires. And accordingly, the

Arch anfwering to fuch a Chord ; ( that is, the

fixth part of the Circumference, whofe Chord
Equals the Radius) into 60 Degr. and confequently

the whole Circumference into 3 6&° and each

of thefe Degrees into Minutes, Seconds, by a

continual Sexagenary Divifion.

And cohfonant hereunto, he mikes his Table

of Chords or Subtenfes (in fuch Parts, Minutes,

and Seconds) anfwering the feveral Arches in a

Circle,

Xnftead
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Inftead of which, the Arabs or Saracens have in-

troduced (as more Expedient) their Table of Sines,

( or half Chords of the double Arch ) exprefled in

like manner by fexagefimal Parts.

Which they did in imitation of Ptoldmy, than

that they were neceffitated fo to do, having the ufe

of Numeral Figures as We have, which Ptolemy

and others of the Ancients had not.

But Ar^achel therein differs thus far from Pto-

lemy, that he divides his Diameter into 300 Parts

which Ptolemy divides but into 1 20, and hath there-

fore lefs need of Subdivisions.

The reafon why the Ancients did thus reduce

their ordinary Fractions all to one kind ofDenomi-
nation, was, to avoid the trouble which would
arife from the different Denomination of Fradlions,

which (when they had not the helps that now we
have) would be very great ; and therefore chofe

to admit ofApproximations, many times, inftead of
accurate Equalities.

And why they chofe the Number 60, rather

than any other Number, was, becauie if they had
made ufe of 1 2, or fuch other fmall Number, they

would be put upon a neceffity of the more Subdi-
vifions, and a Number much greater than this

they could not well manage ; (there being/ even
in this, trouble enough) and of Numbers about
this bignefs, this was thought moft convenient, as

being moft capable of exacft Divifions, without be-

ing put to the neceffity of Approximations or Sub-
divisions ; admitting, for Divifors, the fix firft

Numbers, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ( which none lefs

than it can do/ and as many more anfwering to

them 10, 1 2, 1 5, 20, 3 o, 60, (that is Twelve in all)
there being no Number lefs than it, admitting of
fo many Divifors ; nor can any, greater than it,

admit of more, which is not at leaft twice as

great
; which cannot be faid again of any greater

Number, till we come to 360. And this is that

which is Made the Number of Degrees in the

whole Circle.

And this Divifion of Integers into Sexagefms
(Minutes, Seconds, Thirds, Sc.) efpecially in the

Parts of Arches, Angles, Time, and Motion; the

Arabs have retained, in imitation of the Greeks (or

Egyptians) and we from them, even to this Day.
Wallis's Algebra, Chap. VII.

SEXANGLE, in Geometry, is a Figure con-

fiding of fix Angles.

SEXTANS, is the fixth part of any thing, thus

:

There is an Aftronomical Inftrument called a Sex-

tant, as being the 6th part of a Circle. This hath

a graduated Limb, and is ufed like a Quadrant.

SEXTILE, the Pofidon or Afpedl of the Planets,

when at 60 Degrees diftant, or at the diftance of

two Signsfrom one another; and is marked thus, *.

SHACKLES, aboard a Ship, are thofe oblong

Iron Rings, and bigger at one end than at the other,

with which the Ports are fhut faft, by thrufting

the Wooden Bar of the Port through them. There
are alfo a fort of Shackles to lift the Hatches up
with, of the former Figure, butfmaller; they are

faftened at the Corners of the Hatches.

SHALLOP, is a fmall light Veffel with only a

fmall Main-Mail and Fore-Mad, and Lugg-Sails, j

to hale up and let down on occafion : They common-
j

ly are good Sailers, efpecially the French Cbaboups
;

and are ufed often as Tenders upon a Man ofWar.
SHAME, is an uneafinefs of the Mind, upon the

thought of having done fomething which is Inde-

cent, or will lefien the valued Efteem which others

have of us.

SHANK, or Shank. Painter, in a Ship, is a
Ihort Chain faftned under theFore-Maft Shrowds,
by a Bolt to the Ships-fide; having at the other
end a Rope faftned to it. On this Shank-Painter,
the whole Weight of the Aft-part of the Anchor
refts, when it lies by the Ships-fide. The Rope
by which it is haled up

,
is made faft about a

Timber-head.

SHAPOURNETT : The Heralds call a kind
of Cap which is born in fome Coats of Arms by
this Name.
SHEER, or Sheering

; the Sea phrafe for the
going of a Ship when Ihe is not fteered fteadily 5
then they fay Ihe fheers or goesJheering ; as they
dp alfo when fhe goes in and out by means of the
fwift running of a Tide-Gate, for then being
at an Anchor

, they fay there is danger, left fhe
fhould Jheer home her Anchor, or ftieer a-lhore.

SHEER-Hoo^x, aboard a Ship ; are great Hooks
of Iron fometimes uled when a Ship defigns to
board another. They are like a Sickle, and are
let into the Main-Yard-Arms andFore-Yard-Arms,
in order to fpoil, cut or tear the Enemy's Shrouds,
Sails, or Rigging.

SHEER-S/wtz^x, at Sea, is the term for a kind
of Knot, by which they tye up or fhorren a Run-
ner when 'tis too long, fo that they cannot hoife in

the Goods by it over the Ship-fides. ' This Knot
can be let loofe again when they pleale-

SHEERS, fo the Seamen call two Mails Yards,
or Poles fet up and feized a crofs-each orher aloft,

near the top. This Pair of Sheers, as they call it,

is placed below on the Chain-Wales of the fhrouds :

and lalhed faft to the Ship’s-fides to keep them Hea-
dy aloft. Their ufe is to fet in or take out a Mali

;

for which end, there is faftned at the place where
they crofs one another, a ftrong double Block with
a ftrap. They ferve alfo to hoife in or out of Boats
that have Malls, fuch Goods as are wanted to be
taken in or out*

SHEATHING of a Ship, is cafing that Parc
of her which is to be under Water, with fome-
thing to^ keep the Worms from eating into her
Planks. ’Tis ufully done by laying Tar and Hair
mixt together all over the old Plank, and then
nailing on thin new Boards : But this hinders a
Ship’s Sailing ; and therefore of late fome have
been Iheathed with milled Lead.

'Tis very well worth trying what the New-
llone Pitch will do in this cafe ; if it will defend
from the Worm, as perhaps.it will, a Ship might
be Paid with it cheaper than with the Crowjf-
Pitch ; and it will not crack nor fcale off as,ffiat

will do, but keep always foft and fiqcbth. I

have feen where it hath been on x 3 Mohths, and
yet it was very black and foft.

SHEATS in a hip, are Ropes bent to the

Clews of the Sails ; ferving in the Lower-fails to

Hale-aft or Bpund-offthe Clew of the Sail : But in

Top-fails they ferve to Hale-home as the Word is,

or to hale fhe Clew of the Sale dole to the Yard-
Arm.

If the Main-fail Shears are haled-aft, ’tis in or-

der to make the Ship keep by a Wind ; but when
the Fore-fheats are haled aft, ’tis that the Ship
may fall off from the Wind : And if ftie will not
do it readily, they then hale the Fore-fail (by the

Iheat) flat .in, as near the Ship’s-fides as they can

;

and this they call Flatting i?i the Fore-fail. When
they fay, Eafe the Sheat, they mean Veer it, or let

it go out gently ; but when the Word is, Let fly

the



the. Sheat, they mean, let if go all at once, and

tun out as fail as it can ;
and then the Sail will

hang loofe, and hold no Wind. In a very great

Gale or Gad: of Wind, there is another Rope Bent

to the Clews of the Main-fail and Fore-fail, above

the fheat Block, to fuccour and eafe the Sheat, and

this they call a Falfe-Jheat.

Sheats in a Ship, alfo, are thofe Planks under

Water which come along her Hun, and are clofed

into the fern Pofl So alfo that Part within Board

in the Hun of the Ship , is called the Stem-Jheats.

The Seamen fay when they would have the [heats

of the Main or Fore-fail haled aft, Tally the

[heats.

SHEWING, in Law, is to be quit of Attach-

ments in any Court, and before whomfoever in

Plaints {hewed, and not avow’d,

SHIFTERS, certain Men aboard a Man of

War, who are 'employed by the Cooks to ftiift or

change the Water in which the Flefli or Fifh is put

and laid for fome time, in order to fit it for the Ket-

tle.

SHIVERS, fo the Seamen call thofe little round

Wheels in which the Rope of a Pulley or Block

runs. They turn-with the Rope, and have pieces

of Brafsin their Centres, (which they call the Cocky)

with Holes in them, into which the Pin of the

Block goes, and on which they turn. Thefe Shi-

vers are ufually of Wood ;
but fome are of Brafs,

as thofe in the Heels of the Top-mafls.

5HOALE, in the Sea phrafe
,

is the fame as

{hallow : They fay, ’tis good floating, when as

a Ship fails towards the {hoar, fine finds by her

founding, it grows {hallow by degrees, and not

too, fuddenly ;
for then a Snip may go in fafety.

SHORT-Accent, in Grammar, {hews that the

time of Pronunciation ought -to be fhort
,
and Is

marked thus ( ^ ).

SHOT of a Cable, is the fplicirig oftwo Cables

together, that a Ship may Ride fafe in deep Wa-
ters, and in great Roads : For, a Ship will Ride

eafier by one fhot of a Cable, than by three fhort

Cables out a-head.

SHOT, for Ordnance, are of feveral forts
,

as

Hound-foot, which are round Bullets fitted in

proportion to the Bore of the Piece.

Crcfs-bar-Jhot, are round {hot, with a Iongfpike

of ' Iron call in it, as if it did go through the mid-

dle of it. ,

Trundle-foot, being only a Bolt of Iron 1 6 or 1

8

Inches long, {harp-pointed at both ends, and about

a Hand’s breadth from each end, having a round

broad Bowl of Lead call upon it, according to the

Bore of the Piece.
'

Langrel-Jhot, which runs loofe with a {hackle

to be {hortned when it is put into the Piece ; and

when it fiys out, it fpreads it felf. At each end of

the Bar it has half a Bullet, either of Lead or Iron.

Chain-foot, is two Bullets with a Chain betwixt

them, foftie being contrived round, yet fo that

they will fpread in dying their full Length and

Breadth.

Cafe-foot, is any thing of fmali Bullets, Nails,

old Iron
,

and the like, , to put into tip Cafe ,
to

{hoot out of Ordnance.

SHOULDRING, in Fortification, is a Re-
trenchment oppofed to the Enemies, or a Work caft

up for a Dfence on one fide, whether it be made of

heaps of Earth caft up, or of Gabions and Facines.

Afoouldring alfo is aiquare Orillon fometimes made
in the Baftions on the Flank near the fhoukler, to

cover the Gannon of a Cafemate. Again, it is ta-
ken for a Demi-baftton or Work confifting of one
Face, and one Flank, which ends in a Point at the
head of a Horn-wor\

, or Crown-work. : Neither is it
to be underftood only of a fmali Flank added to the
fides of the Horn-work, to defend them when they
are too long, but alfo of the Redents which are
raifed on a {trait Line.

SHROWDS, are great Ropes in a Ship, which
come from either fide of all Majfts. . They are fafi-
ned below by Chains to the Ship's fides, and aloft
over the Head of the Maft, their Pendants, Fore-
tockje, and Sw.ifters being firft put under them :
They areulfoferved there, to prevent their galling
the Maft. The Top-maft-fhrowds are faftned to
the Puttockj. by Plates, of Iron ; and by Dead-mens
Eyes and Lanniers alfo as the others are. The
terms are, Eafe thejhrowds

; that is, flackenthem :

Set Taught the fhrewds; that is, fee them differ
The Boft-fprit hath no fhrowds.

S1CUT 'alias, is a fecond Writ lent out, when
the firft was not executed.

SIDEMEN, or Queflmen
, be thofe that are

Yearly Chofen, according to the Cuftom of every
Parifli, to Aiiift the Church-wardens in the Enquiry
and Prefenting fuch Offenders to the Ordinary, as
are Punifhable.in Cat

'

Court Chrifiian.

SIDERAL Year, See Solar Tear.

SIDERATIO. See Spacelos.

SIEF Album. See Collyrium,

SIEGE, is the encampting or fitting down of an
Army before a Place, in order to take it, either by
Force or by Famine.
SIGMOIDE, are the Apophyfes of the Bones,

reprefenting the Letter C of the ancient Greeks.

Afifo the Valves of the great Artery that hinder
the Blood from returning back to the Heart.
SIGNIFICABIT, is a Writ de Excommunicato

capiendo, which iffueth out of the Chancery upon a
Certificate given by the Ordinary, of a Man that
Bands obftinately Excommunicate, by the fpace of
forty Days, for the laying him up in Prifon with-
out Bail or Mainprife, until he fubmit himfelf to
the Authority of the Church. And ’tis facalled,
becaufe the Word Slgnificavit is an Emphatical
Word in the Writ. There is alfo another V^rit
in the Hegifler, Fol. 7. dire&ed to the Juftices of
the Bench, commanding them to ftay any Suit de-
pending berween fuch and fuch, by reafon of an
Excommunication alledged againft the Plaintiff 5

becaufe the fentence of the Ordinary that did Ex-
communicate him, is appealed from, and the Ap-
peal yet depends undecided.

SILIQUA, in Botany, is the Seed-veffei, Husf
Cod, or Pod

,
of fuch Plants as are of the Legumi-

nous kind.

SILLON, in Fortification, is an elevation of
Earth, made in the middle of a Moat, to Fortifte

it when too broad : It is otherwile galled Envelopef
which is the more common Name. A \

'

SIMILAR Arks of a Circle, are fuch as are like

Parts of their wdiole Circumference.
- SIMILAR Bodies, in Natural Philofbphy, are
called fuch as have their Particles of the fame Kind
and Nature one with another.

'

SIMILAR, of fimple Parts, by Anatdmifts are
called fuch as are throughout of the fame nature
and texture, as all the Parts of the Bone are Bony,
(fc.

SIMILAR Plane Numbers, are thofe Numbers
which may be ranged into the form offimilar Rc'd-

6 H angles %
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angles
; that is, into Rectangles ,

whofe fides are

Proportional, fuch are i z and 48 ; for the (ides of

12 are 6 and z (as in Fig. BJ and the fides of 48
are 12 and 4 (as in Fig. C.) But 6. 2 : : 12* 4, and

therefore thofe Numbers are fmilar.

SIMILAR PePangles-, are thofe which have their

fides about the equal Angles Proportional 5 that is,

as a b:eh::ad:ef.

SIMILAR Polygons
,
are fuch as have their An-

gles feveraliy Equal, and the fides about thofe An-
gles Proportional.

i

r— »

t

COROLLARY I.

All Squares mu ft befmilar PePangles • for ffince
they have all their Sides equal, and all their Angles
right) whatever Proportion the fide a m hath to
the fide h 1 of the other Peelangle, the fame muft
alfo the other fide a b have to the fide e h j becaufe
they are equal to a m, and to h i.

C O R O L L A R Y II.

Thus, if in the Polygon A, all the Angles a be,
&c. are refpeCtively equal to all thofe def, &c.

in the Polygon B. And that alfo a b hath the
fame Proportion to be:: as d e hath to ef Then
thofe two Polygons arefmilar.

Hence all fmilar pePangles are to each other as
thefquares of their Homologous-fides.

For the pepangle A, is to B : : as the Square
bm is to the Square n'; fince as well Squares
zs-PePangles are in a duplicate Ratio to that of
their fides.

SIMILAR pight-lind Figures, are fuch as have
equal Angles, and the fides about thofe equal An-
gles proportional.

SIMILAR Segments of a Circle are fuch as con-
tain equal Angles.

SIMILARfolid Numbers, are thofe, whofe little

Cubes may be fo ranged as to make fmilar and
reCtanguIar Parallelopipeds.

SIMILAR Triangles, are fuch as have all their

three Angles refpeCtively equal to one another.

As
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Right Line de * and draw out the Lines d b and
ed, till they meet together in the Point/,

demonstration.
Becaufe the Angle a == Angle dee

, a f, is

rallel to c d alfo, becaufe the Angle a c b, is equal
to the A ngle c ef° the Lines b c and fe are paral-
lel, Wherefore b c df, mud be a Parallelogram

,

whofe oppoftte Sides are equal, that b f= c d
f

and b c —fd.
Therefore becaufe c d is parallel to the Bafe afi

of the Triangle / e a ; de;/d(orbc):t
e c : a c. >

That is
, d e : b & i : e c : a c. And therefore

alternately, d e : c e t : b c : a c. And fo the
Sides about c and e are proved Proportionable,

Alio becaufe b c is parallel to the Bafe/ e, of
the Triangle afe. Therefore e c : a c : : / b$

(or c d) lab: That is, e c i a c : : c d tab.
And therefore alternately, e c : c d : : a c t ab 6

And fo the Sides about the equal Angles a, and
d c e, are found Proportional. The fame may be
eafily done by the Angles b and d.

Another Demonfiration by Pardie:

C

Becaufe the Angle A is = to d
t Angle C to 6}

Sc. Therefore the Ark oppofite to them muft be
equal

:
(That is, not in length, but muft contain

an equal Number of Degrees,) Wherefore Chords
alfo lubtending thofe Arks, muft be Proportionable
Chords of the fame Number ofDegrees

, and con-
fequently will be all Similar Parts of their own
proper Radius.

That is, c a : ab z ; (in refped of its Radius)
C A : A B, in refped of its Radius, Therefore

3- she

As if the Angle a be equal to d, the Angle c e-

qual to e, and the Angle b equal to/ 3
then is the

' Triangle a b c fimilar or like to df e : And then

the Sides about the Equal Angles are always pro-

portional ; that is, a b hath the fame Proportion to

a c, asfd hath to d e, and is thus written,

PROPOSITION
All Similar Triangles, have the Sides about their

Equal Angles Proportional.

Thus in the Figure!

I fay, AB ; a b : : AC :a c : : C B, h c, Sc,

For fet the lefler Triangle into the greater, by ta-

A king A b= a b, and A c= a c, then will the

Bafe b c, be the fame as in the lefter Triangle $

and the whole Triangle A be, will be equal to

ab c.

And therefore the Angle A be, will be equal to

the Angle B, and A c b =5 O.

Wherefore the Line b c, is parallel to B b : And
therefore,

A£:AB:A<?:AC::£c:BC, Sc.
D.

Otherwife thus, according to Euclid.

Let the Triangle a be, be fimilar to dee. Then
I fay. That the Sides about their Equal Angles
are Proportional.

Set the Safes of the two Triangles a c and e c, fo
together as that they may join and make one
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the Sides about the equal Angles will be propor-

tional.

6r,bc i ba ::BC; BA, Q± E. D„

COROLLARY I.

From hence it follows. That all Similar Trian-

gles are to one another, as the Squares of their Ho-
mologous Sides. For thefe Triangles are the

Halves of Similar Triangles or Parallelograms

,

which are to one another in a Duplicate patio of

their Homologous Sides : Therefore the Halves

mtift be as the Wholes.

COROLLARY II.

All Similar Polygons are to one another as the

Squares of their Homologous Sides. For being

made up of Similar Triangles 5 the Aggregates or

Sums will be to each other, as the Parts cut, of
which they were made.

SIMONY, is an unlawful Contract made to

have a Man prefented to a Redtory or Vicarage :

It was agreed by all the Juftices, that if the Patron

prefent any Perfon to a Benefice with Cure, for

Money, that fuch Prefentation, &c: is void, tho’

the Prefentee were not Privy to it, and the Statute

gives Prefentation to the King : But this is now
repealed.

SIMPLE Flank. See Flanks

SIMPLE Place, a Term in Geometry. See Place

Simple.

SIMPLE Problem. See Linear Problem.

SIMPLE Problem, in Mathematicks. See a Li-

near One.

SIMPLE Quantities„ in Algebra, are fuch as

have but one Sign, whether Pofitive or Negative :

Thus.
a a, and —*3 b, are Simple Quantities.

But a -f b, and + d— c -p h are compound
ones.

SIMPLE Tenaille. See Tenaille.

SINAPISMUS, is a Medicine applied to the

Head, and is prepared of Muftard, Wild Raddifh,

and Leven. Blanchard.

SINCIPUT, the Fore-part of the Head, reach-

ing from the Fore-head to the Coronal Suture.

SINE, or pight Sine, is a right Line drawn

from one end ofan Arch, perpendicularly upon the

Diameter drawn from the other end of that Arch

;

or it is half the Chord of twice the Arch, See

more under the Word Trigonometry.

SINE ajfenfu capitali, is a Writ againft him

that alienates Lands without confent of his Chap-

ter or Covent.

SINE-Complement. See Complement.

SINE die, in Law, when Judgment is given a-

gainft the Plaintiff, he is faid to be in tnifericordia

profalfo clamore fuo: But when for the Defendant,

then ’tis faid, Eat inde fine die.

SINGLE, or Simple Excentricity. See Eccen-

tricity.

SINGULTUS, or the Hickoup, is a Convul-

five Motion of the Midriff, caufed by tough and

irregular Particles, forcing it to this difordinate

Motion. Blanchard.

SINICAL Quadrant; isTpade ofBrafs or Wood,

with Sines drawn from each Side interfering one

another, with an Index divided by Sines alfo,

with ninety Degrees on the Limb, and two Sights
to the Edge, to take the Altitude of the Sun.
Sometimes inftead of Sines, ’tis divided all into el
qual Parts : And is ufed by Seamen to folve by in-
fpedion any Problem ofPlain Sailing.

SINESTER Side or Part of an Efcutcheon, is
the left Side Part. Vide Efcutcheon.

SINNET, is a Line or String made of Rope-
yarn, confifting generally of two, fix, or nine Strings
which are divided into three Parts, and are platted
over one another, and then it is beaten fmooth and
flat, with a Wooden Mallet, its ufe is to Serve
the Ropes, that is to keep them from gawling.

SI non omnes, is a Writ of Aflociation, whereby,
if all in Commiflion cannot meet at.the Day aifign-
ed, it is allowed, That two, or more of thelft
may.finifh the Bufinefs.

SINUS, any Cavity in or between the VefTefs
of an Animal Body, the Anatomifts call a Sinus

,

and fome Philofophical Writers call thofe FifTures
or Cavities which are between the feveral Strata or
Layers of the Earth, in Mines, &c. by this Term
Sinus, for Sinus in Mathematicks. See Sine.

SINUS Meningium, are thofe 3 Cavities which
Galen calls the Ventricles of the Thick Membrane.
The firft and fecond, or the Lateral Sinus, are
feated between the Brain and the Cer ebellum, and
end in the vertebral Sinus’s. The third begins
from the Os Cribriforme, and ends in the middle of
the former Sinus’s. The fourth arifes from the
Pinealis Glandule, and ends in the middle of the
lateral Sinus’s. The Infertion of thefe Sinus’s is

called Trocular Herophili. The Sinus’s, after they
have paired through the Scull, are partly continu-
ed with the Jugular Veins, and partly defcend
through the whole length of the Spinal Marrow
down to the Os Sacrum. The ufe of them is to
fupply the place of Veins, for they convey the
Blood from the Brain and Cerebellum, partly into
the Jugular Veins, and partly into the Vertebral
Sinus’s. Blanchard. With us the Ventricles of the
Brain are accounted only the three Partitions or
Subdivifions of the Forinx and they ferve as a
Sink to drain away the excrementitious Matter of
the Brain.

SINUS OJfium, are thofe Cavities of the Bones,
which receive the Heads of other Bones.

SIPHON, a Glafs or metalline crooked Pipe,

Tube, or Cane. See Syphon.

SI Becognofcant, is a Writ that lies for a Credi-
tor againft his Debtor, for Money numbered, that

hath before the Sheriff in the County Court, ac-
knowledged himfelf to owe his Creditor fuch a
Sum, Received of him in pecuniis numeratis,

SIRIUS, the Dog-ftar, a bright Star of the firft

Magnitude, in the Conftellation Canis major, its

Longitude is 99 Degrees, 47 Minutes, Latitude

39 Degrees, 3a Minutes.

SIRONES, little Pufhes in the Palm of the

Hand, and Sole of the Foot, containing certain

fmall Infedts or Worms.
SKARFED, the Sea Term, when one Piece of

Timber is let and fatten'd into another. See Scarfed.

SKELETON, of a Man or other Animal, is

when the Bones are cleaned and dry, and put to-

gether according to Art in their natural Order and

Pofition.

SKUPPERS, and Skupper-holes. See Scoper-

holes.

SLATCH, when any Rope or Cable hangs

flack, the Seamen call the middle Part which
hangs



hangs down, the Slatch of the Cable or Rope, fo

alio after long foul Weather, if there come a ftnall

Interval of fair, they fay, this is a Slatch of fair

Weather.

SLEEPERS, Timbers lying before and aft in

the bottom of a Ship as the Rung-heads do ; the

lowermoft of them is bolted to the Rung-heads,

and the uppermoft to the Buttocks, in order to

ftrengthen and fallen the Euttockj and f(ungs.

SLIDING Stiles, or Scales, are Inftruments to

be ufed without Compaifes, in Gauging, Meafu-

ring, &c. having their Lines fitted fo as to anfwer

Proportions by Infpedtion j they are very Ingeni-

ouily contrived and applied by Gunter
,
Partridge,

Cogjhall, Everard, Hunt, and others, Who have

Written particular Treatifes about their Ufe and

Application.

SLING, a Word ufed variouily at Sea, there

are Slings to hoife up Casks or any other heavy

things ;
which are made of Ropes, fpliced into

themfelves at either end, with an Eye big enough

to hold the thing to be Slung.

There are other Slings which are made longer

and with a fmall Eye at each end, one of which is

put over the Breech of a Piece of Ordance, and

the other Eye comes over the end of an Iron Crow,

which is put into the Mouth of the Piece, to Weigh
and Hoife the Gun as they pleale.

There are alfo Slings for the Yards, which is

done by binding them fall to the Crofs-tree aloft,

and to the Head ofthe Mali with a ftrong Rope or

Chain, that if the Tye fhould happen to break, or

to be (hot to pieces in a Fight, the Yard neverthe-

lefs may not fall down upon the Hatches.

SMELLING, is probably occafined by the Ef-

fluvia of Odorous Bodies mingling themfelves with

the Air, and entring up the Noftriis, which are co-

vered with a very Nervous and Senfible Coat, and

there infinuating themfelves into the Procelfes of

the Olfadtory Nerve, do move it variouily accor-

ding to their various and different Nature, and fo

communicate to the Brain, fuch correfponding Mo-
tions, as enables the Soul to judge differently of

the Bodies emitting fuch Effluvia : And from hence

when the Effluvia produces a grateful Senfation,

we fay it hath a fweet Smell, but when a difagree-

able one, we fay it ftinks.

SMITEING-Line, in a Ship, is a Imall Rope
fattened to the Miffen-yard Arm, below at the

Deck, and is alway furled up with the Miifen-fail,

even to the upper end of the Yard,and from thence

It comes down to the Poope. Its Ufe is to loofe

the Miifen-fail without ftriking down the Yard,

which is eafily done, becaufe the Miifen-fail is

furled up only with Rope-yarns ; and therefore

when this Rope is pulled hard, it breaks all the

Rope-yarns, and fo the Sail falls down of it felf .*

The Word of Art is. Smite the Mijfcn (whence

this Rope takes it Name ;) that is, hale by this

Rope that the Sail may fall down.
SNATCH Blocks, is a great Block in a Ship,

with a Shiver in it, having a Notch cut thro’ one

of its Cheeks for the more ready receiving in of

any Rope : For by this Notch, the middle part of

a ’Rope may be reeved into this Block, without

paiTing it in end-ways* This ready Block is com-
monly fattened with a Strap about the Main-matt,

clofe to the Upper Deck, and is chiefly ufed for the

Fall of the Winding Tackle, which is reeved into

this Block, and then brought to the Capftan.

SNOW. The Learned Dr, Grew, in Philofc-

fhical Tranfactions, N. 92. gives the following
Account of Snow, which feems very exad and
juft.

1 , With Mr. Des Cartes, and Dr. Hook

,

he obferves,

That many parts hereof ate of a Regular Figure 5
for the molt part being as it were fo many little

Rowels, or Stars of 6 Points $ being perfect and
tranfparent Ice, hs any one may fee upon a Pool,

or Veffel of Water $ upon each of which 6 Points,

are fet other collateral Points, and thofe always at

the fame Angles,- as are the main Points them-
felves.

'

a. Amongft thefe Regular Figures, tho’ many
of them are large and fair ; yet from thefe taking

our firft Item, many others, alike Regular, but
far lefs, may likewife be difcovered.

3. Amongft thefe, not only Regular, but entire

Parts of Snow, looking {till more warily, we flial!

perceive, that there are divers others indeed irre-

gnlar, which yet are chiefly the broken Points^

Parcels, and Fragments of the Regular ones,

4- That befides the broken parts, there are

fome others which feem to have loft their Regula-
rity, not fo much in being broken, as by various
Winds, firft gently Thaw’d, and then- Froze into

little irregular Clumpers again.

From whence the true Notion, and externa!

Nature of Snow, feemeth to appear, vi%. That
not only lome few parts of Snow, but originally,

the whole Body of it, or of a Snowy Cloud, is an
infinite Mafs of Icicles regularly figured not one
Particle thereof, I fay, originally, not one offo
many Million?, being indetermined, or irregular

;

That is to fay, a Cloud of Vapours being gather-
ed into Drops, the faid Drops forthwith de-
scend ; upon which Defcent, meeting with a foft

freezing Wind, or at leaft patting thro’ a Colder
Region of the Air, each drop is immediately froze
into an Icicle, {hooting it felf forth into feveral

Points or Stirice, on each Hand frontward its Cen-
tre : But ftill continuing their defcent, and meet^
ing with fome fprinkling and intermixing Gales bf
Warmer Air, or in their continual Motion and
Wattage to and fro, touching upon each other j
fome are a little thaw’d, blunted, frofted, clump-
er’d, others broken, but the moft hanked and
clung in feveral Parcels together, which we call

Flanks of Snow.

It being known what Snow is^ We underftand,
why, though it feem to be fott* yet ’tis truly hard 3.

becaufe true Ice, the inieparable property whereof
is to be hard ; feeming only to be loft, becaufe
upon the firft touch of the Finger, upon any of its

{harp Edges or Points, they inftantly thaw ; or o-
therwife they would pierce our Fingers as fo many
Lancets,

Why again, though Snow be true Ice^ and fo

hard and denle a Body, yet very light
; becaufe of

the extream thinnefs of each Icicle in compariforf'
of its breadth- For fo Gold, which though of all

Bodies it be the moft ponderous, yet being, beaten
into Leaves, rides upon the leaft breath of Air * and
fo in all other Bodies, where there is but little Mat-
ter contained within large Dimenfions, and poftU
bly in no other Cafe,

Aittv
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Alfo, how it is White, not becaufe hard ; for

there are many foft Bodies .White ; but becaufe

confiding of parts, all of them fingly tranfparent,

but being mixed together appear White $ as the

Parts of Froth, Glafs, Ice, and other tranfparent

Bodies, whether foft or hard.

Thus much for the External Nature of Snow 5

let us next enquire into its Effential Nature.

Now to make a Judgment of this, is by confi-

dering, what the general Figure of Snow is, and

comparing the fame with fuch Regular Figures as

we fee in divers other Bodies, in that where we
fee the like Configurations, we may believe there

is the like Subject wherein ,
or the like Efficient

whereby but thofe and thefe are made.

As for the Figure of Snow
, ’tis generally one,

vi%. that which is above defcribed : Rarely of dif-

ferent ones, which may be reduced chiefly to two
general Circulars and Hexagonals, either Simple

or Compounded together, more rarely, either to

be feen of more than 6 Points 3 but if fo, then not.

of 8 or 1 o but 1 2. Or in fingle Shoots, as fo ma-
ny fhort, flender Cylinders, like thofe of Nitre.

Or by one of thofe fhoots, as the Axle-tree, and

touching upon the Centre of a Pair of pointed Ici-

cles, joyned together as the two Wheels. Or the

fame Hexagonal Figure, and of the fame ufual

breadth ; but continued in thicknefs and profundi-

ty. All thefe are rare, the firft defcribed being the

general Figure.

As for the Configuration of other Bodies we
Ihall find, that there are divers which have fome a

lefs, others a more near refemblance thereto. Ni-

tre is formed as is commonly known in long Cy-
lindrical fhoots, as alfo all Lixivial Salts for the

moft part refembling, tho’ not perfectly, the fe-

veral Points of each Starry Icicle of Snow. Salt of

Harts-horn, Sal Armomac\, and fome other vola-

tile Salts, befides their main and longer fhoots

have others fhorter Branched out from them ; re-

fembling as thofe the main, fo thefe the Collateral

Points of the Snow, but the Icicles of Urine are

{till more near : For in Salt of Harts-horn, altho’

the Collateral fhoots Hand at acute Angles with

the Main, yet not by pairs at equal height : And

in Sal Armoniack.,
altho’ they ftand Diametrically

oppofite, or at equal height 5 yet withal at right,

not acute Angles : Whereas in the Icicles of Urine,

they ftand at equal Heights, and at acute Angles

both-; in both, like thofe of Snow. And it is ob-

fervable that the Configuration of Feathers is like-

wife the fame. The reafon whereof is, becaufe

Fowls having no Organs for Evacuation of Urine,

the Urinous Parts of their Blood are evacuated by

the Habit or Skin, where they produce and nou-

rifh Feathers.

From whence it fhould feem, That every Drop

of Rain aforefaid, containing in it felf fome Spiri-

tuous Particles, (as from the height to which they

are advanced, the prolifick Vertue of Rain, and its

eafie tendency to Putrefa&ion, above other ¥a-
. ter, is argued they do) and meeting with others

in their Defcent, of a Saline, and that partly Ni-

trous, but chiefly Urinous, or of an acide-falinous

Nature ; the faid Spirituous Parts are apprehended

by them, and with thofe the Watry j and fo the

whole Drop is fix’d, yet not into any indifferent

and irregular fhape, depriving their Spirituous

parts of their Motion in an inftant ; but according

to the Energy of the Spirituous, as the Pencil, and

the Specifick Nature, or determinate poffibility of
the Saline Parts, as the Ruler, ’tis thus figured in-
to a little Star.

Thefe things fomewhat further confidered and
cleared, may add a little to that great deal of Light
which the Honourable Mr. Boyle, hath given to
the Nature of Cold, the Air, and the Bodies
therein contained, in his Excellent Difcourfes
thereof.

SOC, is a Word fignifying a Fewer, or Liberty
of Jurifdi&ion ; whence comes the Law Latins

\
Word Soca, for a Seigniory enfranchifed by the
King, with liberty of holding a Court of his Sock-,

:

men
>
or Socagers

j that is, his Tenants, whofe Te-

j

nure is hence called Socage.

SOCCAGE, is a Tenure of Lands by
, or for

certain inferior Services of Husbandry to be per-
formed to the Lord of the Fee, or is a Tenure of
Lands, when a Man is infeoffed freely without a-
ny Service, Ward, Relief, or Marriage, and pays
to his Lord fuch Duty as is called, Petit Sergeanty

,

&c.

There is alfo Free, or Common Socage, and Baft
Socage, or Villenage.

Other Divifions thereof there are in Law Books:
But by the Statute 1 2 Car. 2. cap. 24. all Tenures
ftiall be adjudged, and taken to be turned intofree
and common Socage.

SOCMANS, or Sokemans, are fuch Tenants as
hold their Lands and Tenements by Socage Te-
nure.

SOLiEUS, is a Mufcle that helps to extend the
Foot.

SOLAR Comet. See Dijcus. l

SOLAR Cycle. See Cycle of the Sun.
SOLAR Spots. See. Spots of the Sun.
SOLAR Tear, is either Tropical, or Siderial.

Tropical Tear, is that Space of Time, wherein
the Sun returns again to the fame Equinoctial,
or Solftitial Point, which is always equal to 365
Days, 5 Hours, and about 5 5 Minutes.
The Siderial Tear • is the Space wherein the

Sun comes back to any particular Fixed Star,

which is about 365 Days, 8 Hours, and 9 Mi-
nutes.

SOLE-Tenant, is he or fhe that holds only in his

or her own Right, without any other joined : As,
if a Man and his Wife hold Land for their Lives,
the Remainder to their Son 3 here the Man dying,

the Lord fliall not have Heriot
,

becaufe' he dieth
not Sole-Tenant.

SOLET & debet. See Debet and Solet.

SOLID, in Geometry, is the Third Species iof

Magnitude, having three Dimenfions
, Length,

Breadth and Thicknefs ; and is frequently ufed in

the fame fence with Body. It may be conceived
to be formed by the direeft Motion, or the Revo-
lution of any Superficies, of what Nature, or Fi-

gure foever.

SOLID Angle, is an Angle made by the meet-
ing of three or more Planes, and thofe joining in

a Point, like the Point of a Diamond well cut.

SOLID Baflion. See Bafiion.

SOLID Numbers, are thofe which arife from
the Multiplication of a Plain Number, by any other

whatfoever ; as. 1 8 is a folid Number made of 6,

(which is a Plane) multiplied by 3 j or of 9 mul-
tiplied by 2.

SOLID Place. See Place folid.

SOLID
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SOLID Problem, in Mathematicks, is one which

can’t be Geometrically folved, but by the Interfe-

cftion of a Circle, and a Conick Se&ion; or by

the Interfedion of two other Conick Sedions be-

fides the Circle.

As, To defcribe an Ifofceles Triangle on a given

Right Line, vohofe Angle at the Safe, fhall be

trifle to that at the Vertex

.

This will help to Infcribe a Regular Heptagon,

in a given Circle, and may be refolved by the In-

terfedion of a Parabola and a. Circle.

The following Problem alfo helps to Infcribe a

Nonagon in a Circle ; and may be folved by the

Interledion of a Parabola, and an Hyperbola be-

tween its Afymptotes: Vi%

To defcribe an Ifofceles Triangle, vohofe Angle at the

Bafe, Jhall be Quadruple of that at the Vertex.

And fuch a Problem as this, hath 4 iolutions,

and no more; becaufe 2 Conick Sedions can cut

one another but in 4 Points.

How all fuch Problems are conftruded, Mr.

Halley (hews in Philofoph. Tranfacl. N. 188.

SOLIDITY (Tee Firmnefs ) is a Quality of a

Natural Body contrary to Fluidity, and appears to

confift in the Parts of Bodies being interwoven and

intangled one with another, fo that they cannot

difiufe themfelves feveral ways, as Fluid Bodies

can.

SOLLICITOR, is a Man imploy’d to take care

of, and follow Suits depending in Courts of Law,
or Equity, formerly allowed only to Nobility,

whofe Menial Servants they were; but now too

frequently ufed by others, to the damage of the

People, and the increafe of Champerty and Main-

tenance.

SOLSTICE, is the Time when the Sun entring

the Tropical Points, is got furtheft from the Equa-

tor, and before he returns back towards it, feems

to be for fome time at a ftand, being moved in the

fame Parallel, andfcarce making any other Lines

than perfed Circles, fo fmall is its Progrefs. Thefe

Solftices are two :

Eftival, or Summer Soljlice, when the Saw en-

ters Cancer the 1 ith of Sfune, making the longeft

Day, and the fhorteft Night.

And the Hyemal. or Winter Soljlice, on the nth
of December, when he enters Capricorn, the Nights

being then at the longeft, and Days at the fhorteft;

that is, in Northern Regions, for under the Equa-

tor there is no Variation, but a continual Equinox

;

and in the Southern Parts, the Sun’s Entrance into

Capricorn, makes the longeft Day ;
and into Cancer,

the longeft Night.

SOLSTITIAL Colure. See Colure.

SOLUBLE Tartar, is made by boiling in 3

Pints of Water, 8 Ounces of Cream of Tartar,

and 4 Ounces of the Fix’d Salt of Tartar, for a-

bout half an Hour in an Earthen Pan unglazed

;

and then when ’tis cool, filtrating and evaporating

it till ’tis dry : t r Ounces and 6 Drams of Salt

will remain at the Bottom. This is tht Soluble

Tartar. ’Tis accounted a very good Aperitive

Medicine.

’Tis called alfo a Vegetable Salt. Sometimes the

Tinclure of Mars is added in this Preparation, and
then ’tis called Soluble Tartar Chalybeate,

i

An Emetic^ Tartar, is alfo made of this Sol able
Tartar, and Liver of Antimony, which works as
the common one

SOLVENDO Sjfe, a Term in Law, fignifying

that a Man hath wherewith to pay, or is a Perfoti

folveiit.

SOLVENT, the fame with Diffolveht, being
any Corroiive Liquor

,
or Menfiruun7, that will

diflblve Bodies.

SOLUTIO Chymica is a refolving any Body
into its Chymical Principles

; which are, Spirit,

Salt, Sulphur, Earth and Water.
SOLUTIO ccntinui, is a Diffolution of the ti-

nny and Continuity of the Parts : As in Wounds,
Ulcers, Fradhires, Sc.
SOLUTION, in Mathematicks, is the anfwer-

ing of any Queftion, of the Refolution of any
Problem.

SOLUTIONS feodi Militis Pariiamenti, and
Solutione feodi Burgens Pariiamenti, are Writs
whereby Knights of the Shire and Burgeffes may
recover their Allowance, if it be.denied.

SOLUTIVE, See Laxative.

SOMMONS. See Summons.

SOMNIFEROUS, or Sleeping Medicines, are
fuch which confifting of foetid Sulphureous Parts,

diffipate ana extinguifh the Animal Spirits, and
hinder their Increafe, whence follows Sleep. Blan->

chard.

SOPHISTICATED, the fame with counterfei-

ted, debated, or adulterated
; and is ufually fpo-

ken of Wines, Chymical Preparations, Sc. wheri
they are not made good in their Kinds, thro’ the

Avarice of the Compofer.
SOPHORIFEROUS. See Somniferous.

SORITES, is a fort of Argument compofed of
feveral Propofitions, of which the fecond depends
upon the firft, the third upon the fecond, and fo
forward.

SORROW, is uneafinefs in the Mind, upon the
thought of a Good loft, which might have been
enjoy’d longer; or the fenfe of a prefent Evil.

SOUND, feems to be produced by the fubtiler,

and more Etherial Parts of the Air, being formed
and modified into a great many fmall Maffes or
Contextures, exactly fimilar in Figure; whkh
Contextures are made by the Collifion and peculiar
Motion of the Sonorous Body, and flying off from
it, are diffufed all around in the Medium, and
there do affedt the Organ of our Ear in one and
the fame manner,

Sound, alfo appears not to be produced in the
Air, fo much by the fwiftnefs, aS by the very fre-

quent Repercuflions, and reciprocal Shakings of
the Sonorous Body.

Sir Ifaac Newton demonftrates, fin Prop. 43J
Lib. 2. of his Principles

; ) That Sounds, becaufe

they arife from the Tremulous Motion of Bodies,

are nothing elfe but the Propagation of the Pulfe of
the Air. And this he faith, is confirmed by thofe

great Tremors that ftrong and grave Sound excite

in Bodies round about, as the Ringing of Bells,

noife of Cannon, Sc.

And in another place he concludes, That Sounds
do not confift in the Motion of any lErher, of finer'

Air
,

but in the Agitation of the whole common
Air ; becaufe he found by Experiments, That the
Motion of Sound depended on the Denfity of the
whole Air.

He found by good Experiments, That a Sound
moves 968 Feet, Englifli, in a Second ofTime, pag. 370*

5ssp~
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Supposing the Air by the Pulfe which caufes i

Sound, to be in a Motion, like that of the Water
\

when itsWaves roul ; he calculates the Breadth of

the Pulfe, or the Diftance between Wave and
Wave, to be in the Sounds of all open Pipes, dou-

ble the Length of thofe Pipes
,
which he grounds

on an Experiment of Father Merfennus, in his Har-

monicas, that an extended String made 104 Vibra-

tions in a Second, when it was an Unifone with

the C, fa, at Pipe of an Organ, whofe Length was

4 Foot open, and 2 Footftop’d, fag, 372.
Why the Sound ceafes always with the Motion

of the Sonorous Body j and why they reach the

Ear equally foon, when far off, or near: He {hews

in Prof. 48. Cor. where he proves, That the Num-
ber of the Pulles propagated, is always the very

fame with the Number of the Vibrations of 'the

Tremulous Body, and that they are not by any

means multiplied as they go from it.

The following , Properties have been obferved of

Sound ; in many of which, there is a near Re-
lation between it and Light. For.

1. As Light acquaints the Eye with the diffe-

rent Qualities
, Magnitudes, and Figures of Bo-

dies, fo Sound in like manner informs the Ear of

many of the fame Things, in the Sonorous Body.

2 . As Light prefently vanifhes on the Removal,
or Total Eclipfe of the Radiating Body, fo a Sound
perifhes affoon as the Undulation of the Air ceafes,

which Motion both produces and preferveth all

Sounds.

3. The Diffusion of Sound from the Sonorous

Foiy is Spherical
, like the Radiation of Light

from its Centre.

4. A greater Sound drowns a lefs, as a greater

Light Ecclipfes a lefs.

5. Too Great, Loud, or Shrill a Sound is Qf-

fenlive and Injurious to the Ear, as too great and

bright a Light is to the Eye.

6. Sound alfo ( like Light ) moves fenfibly

from Place to Place, tho’ nothing near fo fwift as

Light. It is Reflected like Light from all hard

Bodies ;
it is hindred and refracfted , by palling

thro’ a Denfer Medium. But it differs from Light

in this, that whereas Light is always propagated

in Right" Lines
, the Motion of Sound is almoft

always Curvilinear.

7. Sound alfo differs much from Light in this,

that it is very much weakned by Winds, and fuch

like Motions of the Air, which yet have no Effecft

on Light. For Merfennus Computes-, that the

Diameter of the Sphere of a Sound heard againft

the Wind is near a third Part lefs, than when com-

ing with- the Wind.

8. A very fmall quantity of Body, ferves to re-

flect the Rays of 1 ight : as we perceive manifeft-

ly in fmall peices of Looking-glaffes, &c. But

there appears to be neceffary a Body ofmuch larger

Dimenfions to Return a Sound, or to make an Ec-

cho.

f. As to Refie&ion of Sounds: ’Tis obferved,

that if one ftand near the Reflecting Body
, and

the Sound be not very far off, tho’ an Eccho be
produced, yet it cannot be heard • becaufe the Di-
red! and Reflex Sound, enter the Ear almoft at
the fame time : But then the Sound appears to be'

ftronger than ordinary, and lafts longer: Efpeciai-
ly when the- Reflexion is made from divers Bodies
at once

;
as from Arches and Vaulted Rooms,

from whence the confufed Bomb of Each like

Places arifes.

And from hence probably may be deduced, the
Reafon why Concave Bodies are (

ceteris paribifs

)

fitted to produce great and clear Sounds ; fuch as
Bells, (fc. for in fuch Bodies the Sound is very
fwiftly and very often Reflected from Side to Side,

and from one Part of the Cavity to another, and the
Bell hanging at liberty, this produces great trem-
blings and fhakings of the whole Concave Body,
which occafionsthe Sound to continue till they ceafe

and are quiet.

10. There is one Phenomenon of Sounds that

is indeed very wonderful, That all Sounds great

or fmall , with the Wind or againft it, from the

fame Diftance, come to the Ear at the fame Time.

Dr. Holder' in his Books of the Natural Grounds
and Principles of Harmony ; fays. That if the

tremulous Motion which caufeth Sound, be Uni-
form, then it produces a Mufical Note, or Sound

:

But if it be Difform, then it produces a Noife.

The Florentine Academicks found a Sound to

move one of their Miles (vi%. 3000 Biaccia, or

5925 Feet) in Five Seconds of Time : There-
fore according to them, it moves 1185 Foot in one
Second.

But Sir Ifaac Newton found it to move but 968
Foot, in a Second of Time.

Sound, in Geography, is any great Indraught of

the Sea, betwixt two Head-lands, wherethere is

no Paffage through.

Sounding, when the Seamen try the Depth of

the Water with a Line and Plummet, they call it

Sounding. But their Sounding Line, as they call

it, is a Line different from the Deep Sea Line, as

being bigger than it, and hot much above 20 Fa-

thom in length j and is marked at 2 Fathom, with

a piece of Black Leather betwixt the Strains
;

fo

alfo at 3 Fathom, and at 4 ; but at 5 ’tis marked
with a piece of White Leather, or Cloth,

This Line can be ufed when the Ship is under

Sail ; but the Deep Sea Line cannot be ufed well,

except the Ship be brought upon the Back-ftays,

(See Deep Sea Lined)

To found the deepeft Sea without a Line.

Take a Globe of Fir or Maple, or other light

Wood, as A; let it be well fecured by Varnifti,

Pitch, or otherwife, from imbibing Water ;
take

alfo a piece of Lead or Stone D, confiderably hea-

vier than will fink the Globe.

Let

V
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Let there be a long Wire-ftaple B, in the Ball A

,

and a fpringing Wire C, with a Bended end F

;

and into the faid Staple, prefs in with your Fing-

ers
,
the fpringing Wire on the bended end : And

on it hang the Weight D, by its Hook E ; and
fo let Globe and all fink into the Water gently, in

the pofture reprefented in the faid Figure, to the

Bottom, where the Weight D, touching firft, is

thereby Hop’d ; but the Ball being by the Impetus

it acquired in defcending, carried downwards, a

little after the Weight is ftopt, fuffers the fpring-

ing Wire to fly back, and thereby fets it .felf at li-

berty to re-afcend : And by obferving the time of
the Balls flay under Water, (which may be done
by a Watch, haring Minutes and Seconds; or by
a good Minute-glafs ; or belt of all by a Pendulum
vibrating Seconds ; which muft be 3 Foot, 3 f In-

ches long, between the middle of the Buller,

and the upper end of the Thread, where it is fa-

ttened, or held when it Vibrates. By this way,
with the help of fome Tables, you may come to

know any Depth of the Sea.

Note, That care muft be had of proportioning
the Weight and Shape of the Lead, to the Bulk,
Weight, and Figure of the Globe

, after fuch a
manner, as upon Experience fhall be found moft
convenient.

In fome of the Trials already made with this

Inftrument, the Globe being ofMaple-wood, well
covered with Pitch, to hinder foaking in, was 5 ff

Inches in Diameter, and weighed 2 § Pounds ; the;

Lead of 4 i Pounds Weight
, was of a Conical

Form, (but is now ufed of a Globous) 1 x Inches
long with the fharper end downwards, 1 at
the Bottom, in Diameter : And in thofe Experi-
ments made in the Thames

,
in the Depth of 1

9

Foot Water, there paffed between the Immerfion
and Emerfion of the Globe, 6 Seconds of an Hour;
and in the Depth of 1 o Foot Water, there paffed

3 f or thereabouts : From many of which kind of
Experiments, it will likely not be hard to find out
a Method to calculate what depth is to be inclu-
ded from any time of the like Globes ftay under
Water.

As for inftance : If in the Depth of 20 Fathom,
meafured by the Line, the Globe ftays under Wa-
ter, 15 Seconds; then if the Ball ftay 700 Se-
conds, the Depth of the Sea is 933 Fathom and
2 Foot, if the Ball be found to move equal Spaces
in equal Times.

And now Im mentioning the way of finding the
Depth of the Sea, it may be of ufe to fhew you
how you may get Water from thence, which fhall

not communicate as it comes up with any of the
Water above it.

To fetch up Waterfrom any Depth of the Sea.

Let there be made a Square Wooden Bucket, as
reprefented by the Figure C; whofe Bottom E E,
are to be fo contrived, that the Weight A do fink
the Iron B, to which the Bucket C, is faftned by
the two Handles D D, (on the Ends of which are
the moveable Bottoms or Valves E E) and where-
by draws down the Bucket : The Refiftance of the
Water keeps up the Bucket in the Pofture C;
whereby the Water hath a clear thorough paffage
all the time it is defcending

; whereas, as foon as
the Bucket is pulled upwards by the Line F, the
Refiftance of the Water to that Motion, beats the
Bucket downwards, and keeps it in the Pofture
G ; whereby the included Water is preferved from
going out, and the Ambient Water kept from get-
ting in.

& I .By
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By the Advantage of this, or the like Veffel, the

feveral Degrees of Saltnefs of Sea-water, may be

known, according to its nearnefs to the Top or

Bottom ; or rather the Conftitution of the Sea-

water in the feveral Depths of feveral Cli-

mates.

SOUTH Direll Dials . See Prime Verticals.

SOUTHERN Signs. See Aufiral Signs.

SOWNE, is a Term ufed in the Exchequer •

•where Ejlreates that Sowne not
,
are fuch as the

Sheriff by his Induftry cannot get, and Ejlreats that

Sowne, are fuch as he may gather.

SPACE, if confidercd, barely in Length, be-

tween any two Beings, is the fame Idea that we
have ofDifiance • but if it be confidered in Length,

Breadth and Thieknefs, it is properly called Capa-

city : And when confider’d between the Extremi-

?ies of Matter, which fills the Capacity of Space

,

S P E

with fomething, Solid,Tangible, and Moveable, or
with Body | it is then called Extenfion, fo that Ex-
tenfion: is an Idea belonging to Body only

; but
Space

S

tis plain may be confidered without it. So
that Space, in the general fignification, is the fame
thing with Difiance, confider’d every way, whe-
ther there be any folid Matter in it or not.

Space therefore, is either Alfolute or Relative.

Ahfolute Space, confidered, in its own Nature,
and without regard to any thing external, always
remains the fame, and is immoveable

; but fiela-i

tive Space, is that moveable Dimenfion or Mea-
lure of the former, which our Senfes define by its

Pofitions to Bodies within it 5 and this the vulgar
ufe for immoveable Space,

Relative Space, in Magnitude and Figure, is al-

ways the fame with Abfolute, but’tis not neceffary
it fliould be fo Numerically. Thus if you fuppofe a
Ship to be indeed in abfolute Reft, then the Places
of all things within her, will be the fame Abfo-
lutely and Relatively, and nothing will change its

Place. But then fuppofe the Ship under Sail, or in
Motion, and • fhe will continually pafs thro’ new
Parts of abfolute Space: But all things on Board
confider’d Relatively, in refped to the Ship, may be
notwithftanding in the fame Places,or have the lame
Situation andPofition, in regard to one another.
SPAGYRICA Medicina. See Hermetick.
SPAGYRICK, or Spagyrical Art, the fame with

Chymiftry ; and a Spagyrifi, is a Chymift. Chy-
miftry is called the Spagyrick Art, from <scr£v and
&ycu$iv, to extrad, and to colled, or gather toge-
ther. Becaufe it teaches how to feparate and ex-
trad the purer Parts or Subftances, from mixt
Bodies;

SPARADRAPUM, is a Piece of Linnen ting’d
on both fides, either with a thick Ointment, or
Plaifter, and is made this way. After you have
melted your Ointment, or Plaifter, dip your Lin-
nen in it, extend it, and keep it for ufe. Blan-
chard.

SPASMODICKS, are Medicines againft Con-
vulfions.

SPASMOLOGIA, is a Treatife of Convulfions*
SPASMUS, is any Convulfive Motion : Cardan

makes two forts of Convulfive Affedions, vi%. Te-
tanus Spafmus ; and by the former he underftands
a conftant Contradion, whereby the Member be-
comes ridgid and inflexible; by the latter he un-
derftands fudden Concuffions and Motions, which
ceafe and return Alternately. Blanchard.

SPASMUS Cynicus, a fort ofConvulfions, where-
by the Mouth is diftorted on one fide thro’ the
Contradion of the Mnfcles.

SPECIALITY, in Law, is moft commonly
taken for a Bond, or Bill, or fuch like Inftru-

ment.

•SPECIES, in Meraphyficks, or Logick, is an
Idea, that'relatcs to another more general one, to

which it is fubfervient, and has only under it

Individuals and Singulars.

SPECIES in Algebra, are thofe Letters, Notes,

Marks, or Symbols, which reprefent the Quanti-

ties in any Equation or Demonftration. • This
fhort and advantageous way of Notation, was
firft Introduced by Vieta, about the Year 15.90,

and by it he made many difeoveries in the Proceis

of Algebra, not before taken notice of.

The Pveafon why Vieta gave this Name of Spe-

cies, to the Letters of the Alphabet fubfervient to

Algebra, ar.d why he calls it ArithmeticaSpeci-

rfa :
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bfa : Seems to have been in Imitation of the Ci-

vilians, who call Cafes in Law, but abftra&edly be-

tween John a-Nokes and John a-Stiles, or between

A, B, and C, fuppofing thofe Letters to ftand for

any Perfons indefinitely 3 fuch Cafes, I fay, ihey

call Species. Wherefore fince the Letters of the

Alphabet will alfo as well reprefent Quantities, as

Perfons, and that too Indefinitely one Quantity as

well as another, they may properly enough be cal-

led Species 5 that is Symbols, Marks or Chara-

cters. From whence the Litteral Algebra is fre-

quently now a-days called Specious Arithmetic^

,

or Algebra in Species .

SPECIES, in Medicine, are properly the Sim-

ple Ingredients in the Druggifts, or Apothecaries

Shops, out of which compound Medicines are

made : But the Writers of Pharmacy, do ufually

give this Name to fome Aromatic/<., or Cathartic4
Powders, becaufe probably they were formerly kept

ready prepared in the ."hops, to form Electuaries,

.Tablets, Pills, ©c. as fome are ftill.

SPECIES Vifibles, are thofe wonderfully fine

fuperficial Images of the Bodies which the Light

produces, and delineates in their due Proportion

and Colours in the Bottom of our Eyes. Thele the

Arijlotelians would have to be Immaterial, but a

1000 Experiments prove, That tho’ they are ad-

mirable fubtile, yet they are really corporeal.

SPECIFICK is in general, whatever is peculiar

to any diftindt Species of Things, and which di-

ftinguifb.es them from all others of different Spe-

cies. Therefore the Logicians fay, That in every

good Definition of any thing, the Specifick Diffe-

rence ought always to be inferred. Hence,

SPECIFICK Gravity, is the Appropriate and

peculiar Gravity or Weight, which any Species

of Natural Bodies have, and by which they are

Plainly Diftinguifhable from all other Bodies of

Different kinds. By fome bis not improperly called

Relative Gravity, to diftinguifh it from Abfolute

Gravity, which encreafes in Proportion to the Big-

nefs of the Body weighed. Thus if any Body
weigh a Pound, one as big agen will weigh two
Pounds : And let the Bodies be of what Nature or

Degree of Specifick Gravity foever, a Pound of one

will be as much as a Pound of the other Abfolutely

confidered : * hus, as is commonly faid, a Pound of

Feathers, is as heavy as a Pound of Lead. But if

you con'lder Lead and Feathers Relatively, the

Specifick Gravity of the Former, will be much
greater than that of the Latter. Or Lead, or

Bulk, for Bulk will be much heavier than Fea-

thers : And Gold heavier than Lead, ©c.

’Tis of fo great Advantage in many refpeCts 4s

will appear below to find truly the Specifick Gravi-

ties of Bodies, that many Curious Ways have been

thought of, and experimented for this Purpofe.

As by forming exaCt Cubes of different fubftan-

ces, and taking their Weight accurately in Nice
Scales ; and by melting Metals of different

Gravities, and then calling them in Moulds of the

fame Dimenfions. But for Practice and Univer-
fal Ufe, nothing is better than the following Me-
thod, which is to weigh any Body firft in Air, and
then in Water 3 which latter being confidera-

bly a Denier Fluid than Air, will buoy up the Bo-
dy immerfed in it in part 3 and will consequently

make it weigh lefs there than in the Air. And if

after this you fubftradt the Weight found in the

Water, from the former in the Air
5
a Remainder

or Difference will be found, which is the Weight of

as much Water as is equal to the Bulk of the Body.
As Archimedes hath demon* -rated Mathematically*

add Mr. Boyle Phyfically and Experimentally, in

his Hydraftatical Paradoxes. So that by tins means
having two Bodies, one Firm, and the other .Li-

quid, writh the Weight of each part, tis very

eafie to find the Proportion that one hath to the ae-

ther, Bulk for Bulk 3 by only dividing the greater

by the leffer
;

for the Quotient will {hew the

Specifick Gravity of the heavier Body compared
with as much Water as is equal to it in Bulk. As
if the Quotient be 2

, 3 ,
6

,
or 193 the Body will

accordingly be twice, thrice, 6, or 1 9 times as hea-

vy as Common Water.
The Application of which Rule, and the great;

Advantages which may be made of the Ule of it.-

You will find in the following Problems or Expe-
riments.

I. To find the Specific Gravity of fuch Bodies as

will JinJ{_ in Water, and not be dijfolved by it.

Having ready a Pair of good fmall Scales which
will turn with the 4 of a Grain, (or % Part may do
well enough) drill a fmall Hole in the Middle ofone
Scale, thro’ which put a Horfe-hair about a Foot
in length with a Knot at the upper end of it, and
a Loop at the other, put as much Horfe-hair in

the oppofite Scale, as will ferve to Equiponderate
the other, and having well adjufted your Scales

:

Weigh firft the Body in the Air carefully turn
the Weight into Grains, (’twill be beft to ufe Troy
Weight^ and Writedown the Number on a Piece of
Paper. Then fatten the Body to the Horfe-hair,

and leafurely immerfe it into a Veffel of Rain
; or

Spring Water, and putting Weights into the oppo-
fite Scale, find its Weight exactly in the Water,
(where it mult fwim about freely, and not touch
the Bottom or Sides of the Veffel.) Turn alfo this

Weight into Grains, and fubitradt it from the for-

•mer Weight in Air, and. note the Remainder 3 by
which Remainder divide the firft found Weight in

Air 3 and the Quotient will be the Proportion that

the Body bears to Water 3 that is, will drew the

Specifick Gravity in refpedt of Water, which is

pitched on as a Standard to compare it by.

\\
Example.

A Piece of white Marble weighed in Air 1169
Grains, and in Water 738 Grains 3 which fubftra-*

died from the former Weight left 43 1 Grains 3 by
which Remainder dividing the Weight in Air*

1 169, the Quotient was 2-r~, which is the Speci-

fick Gravity of Marble, in reipedt of as much Wa-
ter as is equal to it in Bulk.

N. B. If you practice this much, ’twill be beft

to hang your Scales upon a Gibbet, or fome other

Reft, where they may hang freely
3

and fo you
will have both your Hands at liberty for more nice-

ly adjufting the Balance, and your Arm will not

be weary with holding the Scale3 and be fure that

the Scales play freely, and are no way tangled,

and that you do not wet your Weights, nor Scales
3

fora little carele(snefs may produce great Errors in

fuch Cafes ; Let alfo the Body hang a while in the;

Water before you weigh it, and move it up and
down

,
arid gently knock it againft the Sides of the

Veffel, to extricate it from all Bubbles of Air, that"

elfe fticking. to it, may buoy it up a little, and con-'

61 % fequentlf
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fequendy induce you to miftake its Weight. You
Ihould alfo have a fmall pair of Plyers, or Tongs,
to take up your Grains withal, left you let them
fall 3 which with your Fingers you may be apt to

do, and fo occalion your felf a needlefs trouble.

'

Twill be convenient alfo to make a little Net

of Horfe-hair (of fmall Malh.es) to hold round, or

imall Bodies, that cannot conveniently be faftened

with one Hair only ; be fure always to Equipoife

your Scales, before you begin to weigh.

The Vfes of this Experiment.

1. Since common Stone, Marble, and Rock-
Chryftal, &c. (See the Table of Specifick. Gravity)

are to W ater, but as 2 f (or 5 to 2 ;) if you find

a piece of ftrong Matter, whofe Specifick.Gravity,

exceeds that Proportion, you may conclude, That
it hath in it fomething of a Mineral, or Metalline

Nature, in proportion to its excefs above the

Weight of common Stone.

2. By this Method alfo, a Body may be exami-
ned, whether it be of a ftony Nature, or not ? So
Coral and Pearls, will be difeovered to approach

rather to a Stony, than to a common Vegetable,

or Animal Nature; and Begoar, and the Stones

found in the Bladders of Men, or other Animals,

will by their great lightnefs Ihew themfelves of a

very different Conftitution from ordinary Stones.

3. By this Method, you may make an Eftimate

of the Goodnefs of feveral Stones, or Bodies of

the fame Kind, or Denomination : For having
found the Gravity of fuch as are Excellent, all o~

thers of leffer Goodnefs, may eafily be diftingui-

fhed, as they are any way diverfe from that Stan-

dard.

4. And thus alfo Genuine Stones, or Minerals,

may be eafily diftinguifhed from falfeones; and
counterfeit Money readily known from Sterling,

tho’ never fo well wafh’d over, or gilded
3 for ha-

ving by your own Trials, or by the help of fuch a
Table as is here annexed, gotten the Specifick Gra-

vity of fuch Stones, Gems, or Corns, as are True
and Genuine, let that be the Standard whereby to

eftimate others by 3 which Iaft ufe, is of univerfal

Advantage, and may affift the Phyfician, Apothe-

cary, or Druggift in the Drugs, the Jeweller in

Gems, and Precious Stones, and the African Mer-
chant, in the Choice of theSandorDuft Gold,

which is often Counterfeit.

Had the Curious Dampicr known this Method,
he might perhaps have trucked and gotten fome of

the Indian yellow Rings at the Bafhee Ifiand {vid.

Dampicr s Travels
,

Edit, 2. Chap. 15. p. 427.)
which it appears he had no great Encouragement to

do, not being able exactly to diftinguifli whether
they were Gold or not.

II. To weigh Mercury, orfuch heavy Fluids that

will finkL
into, and not mingle with Water 5 as

alfo the Fragments nf or fmall Precious Stones
,

Pearls, See. and all Powders that are heavier

than Water, fmall Sands, Filings of Metals

,

Gold Grains, or Dv.fi, and fuch like fmall
things about which a Horfe-hair cannot be

fafined.

To provide a fmall Glafs Jar, or a little Silver or
Brafs Cup < but Glafs is beft whea it can be had)
with two Handles or Egrs to it, and that lhall hold

about an Ounce and a fdalf, or two Ounces of
Water

3 and weighing it carefully in the Air firft,

note exa&dy its Weight, fwhich lay by in fome
ready Place) then alfo find the Glafs s Weight
in Water, and lay the Weights carefully by, by
themfelves

; and if you intend to make frequent
ufe of this Practice, ’twill be better to get two
pieces of Lead, one of the weight of the Gl^fs in
the Air, the other' of its weight in Water, which’
will be always in readinefs. This done, put the
Mercury, Liquor, or Powder 'you intend to weigh
into your Glafs, (which may be called the Hydrcfia-
tical Bucket) and putting into the oppofite Scale the
before-found weight of the Bucket, find the weight
of the Matter in. Air, and write it down (as in Ex-
periment 1.) then take the Bucket out of the Scale,
and pour into it by degrees (that it may mingle
well with it, and exclude all Air) Water enough
to cover the Matter, or wet it throughly

3 and then
putting into the oppofite Scale the weight that an-
Iwers to the Bucket in Water, faften your Bucket
by a Horfe-hair to your Scale, and let it down
gently into a Velfel of Water, and fo find its weight
carefully in the Water 3 then (as in Experiment 1.)

Subftradt that from the weight in Air, and by the
Remainder divide |he weight in Air, and the Quo-
tient will be the fpecifick Gravity of the Liquor,
Powder, &c. to as )nuch Water as is equal to it

in Bulk.

III. To weighfuchfolid Bodies as will dijfolve in,
or be injured in Water.

Weigh them (as before) firft in Air, and then in-
ftead of Water, ufe the clear Oil or Spirit of Tur~
pentine, which is cheap enough, and may be had
at any Bruggifts, in which no Salts, nor Vitriols

,

nor Acid Sublimates will dilfolve
3 and proceed in

all things, as if you weighed the Body in Warer 3
and fo you will obtain the fpecifick Gravity of the
Body in refpedt of Oil of Turpentine

3 which may
be the Rule for thefe forts of Bodies, as common
Water was for the others. And this way will
have the fame Ufe as the other: For having at any
time weighed a piece of any Body (as fuppofe
Mercurius dulcis

) in the Oil, that you know is

good 3 that may be your Standard to try more of
the fame Sublimate for the future 3 for if you find
it hath not the lame fpecifick Gravity that the for-
mer (which you weighed) had, but is lighter, you
may conclude it hath notits due proportion of Mer-
cury ; and confequently, is adulterated, as indeed
that which is Sold in the Druggifts Shops often is 3
and therefore thofe that deal much in fuch things,

may make a Table (from their own Experience)
of the weights of Bodies in refped of Oil of Tur-
pentine, which will be of ready Ufe to them : And
then their fpecifick Gravity in refpeeft of Warer,
(by a little Calculation) may be eafily enough found
by the following Experiment.

IV. To find the Specifick. Gravity of Liquids and
Fluids.

1. Thefe are of two forts, and confequently
’twill be expedient to be furnilhed with a double
Standard to examine them by. In order therefore

to find the weight of Common Water, Beer, Ale

,

Burning Spirits, or any Vegetable or Animal Li-
quors 3 get either a piece of Amber or Bed hard Seal-

ing
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itig Wax, or a Roll ofcommon Brimftone, and weigh

it firft in the Air, and then in the Liquor you in-

tend to examine ; and (proceeding as in Exper. r.)

you will thence find the fpecifick Gravity of that

Body in refpecl of the Flu id, and confequently of the

Fluid in refpedt of that Body : And therefore pitch-

ing on that Body as your common Standard, ’tis eafie

to compare the Weight of all Liquids of the firft

kind in reference to it
; for thofe in which the Body

weighs lefts, will be the Heavier Liquors : and thofe

in which it weighs more, lighter, in proportion to

the decreale or increafe of the weights of your
Standard in the Fluid,

•

.
.

- /

2. But to find the Weights of ftrong briny Sea-

water, ftaline Aienftrua, and all acid Spirits and
Stygian-waters, as the Oil of Vitriol, Aqua-fortis,

&c. ’twill be neceffary to employ a heavier Body
for your Standard , and therefore in ftuch, weigh
either a piece of RocftChryftal, or which will do
as well, white Marble, ora piece offolid Glafsj
fuch as the Tobacco ftoppers of that Metal, &c.
which being more ponderous, will fink in thefe

Liquors, in which Amber or Wax will not ; and
proceed as above in the former part of this Expe-
riment.

V $ E S.

1. By thefe Experiments, the goodnefs of all

kinds of Liquprs may be examined For, as to

the firft kind of Liquors before-mentioned, ’tis

probable, the more fine and fpirituous they are, *

the lighter they will be, and the more your piece I

of Amber or Sealing-wax will weigh in them j

which having once weighed in fome Liquor of the

kind, that you were allured was good, the weight
of your Piece in that, may be the Standard to com-
pare others by. But the latter fort of Liquors
will require a contrary way of eftimation ; for the

more ponderous they are, the better they may be
judged to bepand confequently, the lels your piece

of Marble or Glafts weighs in them, the greater de-

gree ofgoodnefs you may conclude them to con-
tain. By weighing alfo the Solid in a parcel ofany
kind of thefe that you have proved as good, its

weight may be the Standard, to compute the

goodnefs of thofe of the lame fort of Liquors.

- 2- Hence alfo you may tnoft accurately difcover,

whether you are impofed upon by the Merchant,
Vintner, or Diftiller, &c. in Quantities of PVine or
Spirits, which you have bought on the Credit of
the Sample that was fhewed you to examine 3 for

if you find that the fpecifick Gravity of the whole
Veffel ftent you home, is different from that parcel
which you tried, you may be affured, that ’tis fome
way mix’d and adulterated,

3. The Chymift alfo may by this means adjuft
his Menfttrua for the diffolving of Mineral or Me-
tallick Bodies to the belt advantage

3 by fo tem-
pering them, (either by weakening their Strength,

or increafing it) that they lhall prove the moft ex-
pedite Diffolvents : For many know very well,

that a Menftmum may as well be too ftrong, as too
weak : and therefore the fpecifick Gravity ofan apt

Menftruum may perhaps be the beft guide to pro-
portion another for the fame purpofe.

V. Vo find the ftolid Content of'any ftmall Body, tho *

never fo irregular, (if it be heavier than Water)

by weighing it in Water,

Mr. Boyle, by many curious Trials, found that

a Cubic Inch of Water is equal in weight to about

a 5 6 Grains, or half an Ounce, and 1 6 Grains Troys

Which Number of Grains is very happy for fuch

Trials, becaufe of its many aliquot Parts 3 and al-

fo, becaufe every 32 Grains anfwers to juft ft of

an Inch.

Suppofe therefore you weigh a Body firft in Air,

and then in Water, and fhail find it in the latter

Medium to lofe of its weightfinAir juft 256 Grains

or ft Ounce 1 6 Grains, you may conclude that the

folid Content of that Body is juft one Cubic Inch

3

and if it lofe but f or ft, or ft of that number of

Grains, the Content is ft, ft, ft of a Cubic Inch*

So on the other fide, if it lofe more than 25 6 gr«

as 2, 3, or 4 times that weight
3 its folid Content

will be accordingly 2, 3, or 4 Cubic Inches. The
like is true ofall other proportional Decrements of

the Bodies weight, in comparifon of 256, the Stan-

dard for one Cubick Inch.

The reafon of this Procefs is clear enough, if

we confider that every Body weighed in Water*

Jofes there fo much of its weight as the Water a-

mounts to, which is equal to that Body in Bulk 5

or in other words, That it weighs lels in Water,

than in Air, by the weight of as much Water as

is equal to the Body in bulk, which is the Fun-

damental Theorem of all Hydroftaticks, and is

Mathematically demonftrated by Archimedes, and
Phyfically by Mr. Boyle, in his Hydroftatical Para-

doxes.

And fince alfo, as is before declared, a Cubick
Inch of Water weighs exacftly 256 Grains, what
ever Body lofes in Water juft that Sum (of its for-

mer weight in Air) muft needs be in Solid Content

equal to a Cubick Inch 3 for the Decrement of

its weight is equal to the weight of as much Wa-
ter as its bulk takes up, (by the univerial Theorem,)

and that is found to be in weight 256 Gr. which
is exadlly equal to one Cubick Inch 3 therefore the

Content of that Body is juft fo much.

\VV S E S.

This is more- exacft than any Menfuration can

be for fmall Bodies 3 ’tis very expeditious, and may
be of good ufe (befides its Curiofity,) in a greaf

many Cafes, as is obvious to any thinking

Perfon.

VI. To find thefolid Content of a Body lighter than

Water, by its weight in that Medium.

This Experiment will have two Cafes.

1. When the Body to be meafured will not be'

injured by the Contact of the Water, Weigh the'

Body in Air 3 and then take a piece of Lead, or

lome fuch heavy Metal, and of a known and even

weight, (as fuppofe a Penny-weight or Half a
Penny-weight, &c. to avoid Fractions) and capa-

ble of finking your Body in Water. Weigh your

Lead in Water, and Subftradl that weight from its

weight in Air, and keep the Remainder as the $pe<*

cifick weighs of your piece of Lead in Water*

This done, fallen your Lead with Horfe-hair t©
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the Body you intend to meafure ; and weighing

the Aggregate alfo in Water, Subtract this laft

weight from that juft now found in Air, and the

difference will be the Specifick weight of the faid

Aggregate in Water
;
and laftly Subtrad from it

the Specifick weight of the Lead alone in Water,

and the remainder is the weight of the light Body
you intended to meafure, or to find the folid Con-

tent of ;
which is eafily done by the Procefs in the

clofe of the 5 th Experiment : For this laft found

weight being divided by 256, or by its Half, i,

&c. will accordingly give you the Body’s Solid

Content in entire, half, or quarters of Cubick In-

ches,

Example,

Becaufe this laft Procefs hath fomething of diffi-

culty in it, (efpecially to a young Hydroftatitian)

I will fubjoin the following Example, which will

ferve not only to enlighten this, but many other

Rules of this nature.

Gr.

1 . A Cube of Oak which was made with")

great Exadnefs by a good Workman,>i92 4
weighed in Air. J

before found) fink it in Water with a piece ofLead
as before taught ; and obferving the weight of the
Aggregate, then proceed with the remaining part
of the Experiment, as is Cafe 1.

VII. To find the weight of any Floating Body, tho

*

never fo great, hy knowing what part of it is

under Water. ft

Suppofe a Ship fhould have under Water a part
of its Hull equal 1 to 10000 o Cubick Feet, I chufe
fuch a round Number to avoid Fradions, (how to
find the Content of the Part of a Ship, that is un-
der Water doth not belong to this Place, but it

may be eafily enough done by one verfed in folid
Menfuration). Tis found by Experience, that a
Cubick Foot of Water weighs 76 Pound Troy

, and
Archimedes hath demonftrated, That as much Wa-
ter as is equal in bulk to the part of the floating
Body that is under Water, is in weight equal to
the whole floating Body. Therefore ’tis plain.
That to folve this Problem, you need only Multi-
ply 1 00000 by 76, (which is 7600000) and the
Produd is the weight of the whole Ship in Pounds
Troy,

2,20

2. A piece of Lead juft 4 an Ounce (to make
it fink.) weighed

3. The Lead in Water weighed
Which Subtraded from 240, the Lead’s

weight in Air, left for its Specifick£o2o

weight in Water.

4. The Aggregate of theWood and Lead’s

weight in Air was

240

433

5 The weight of the Aggregate in Water!
^

was J
1

6. Which Subtraded from the weight of

the Aggregate in Air 433 left }271 4

7. The Specifick weight of the Lead inV
Water (vi%. 20) being Subtraded from (
which laft remainder I left for the C

2 ^

weight of the Cube in Water
Which laft Number wants but 4 Gr. and a 4 of

256, the Standard before mentioned, vi%. Of the

weight in Grains'of a folid Inch of Water.

CASE 2.

When there is danger of injuring the Body by its

either being diffolved by Water, or elfe admitting

it too much into its Pores, you may ufe Oil of

Turpentine inftead of Water; only inftead of the

Standard 256 Grains for a Cubick Inch, youmuft
ufe 221, for that Mr. Boyle found a Cubick Inch of

that Oil to weigh ; and therefore proceed alto-

gether as in the laft Cafe, only ufe Oil inftead of

V(ater, and divide the weight of your Solid in

Oil of Turpentine, by 221, and the Quotienc will

give the Contents of it in Cubick Inches or parts

of an Inch.

You may alfo in fome cafes, having firft found
the weight ofthe Body you would examine in Air,

over-lay it carefully with a Coat of Bees-wax, to

keep it from being injured by the Water, and
having then found the weight of the Bees-wax ufed
to cover it, (which is eafily done by weighing the

Body again when covered, and then from that

weight Subtrading the weight of the naked Body

A Table of Specifick Gravity of Bodies in

Proportion to Water
, from Mr, Boyle

and my own Experiments.

Proportion.

as 1, 04 to 1

as 2, 64 to a

as 2, 18 to 2

as 4, 07 to i

, 2~4 to t

Amber
Agat
Allom Stone

Antimony (Hungarian)
Antinfony Crude, which feeni’d!

to be very good S as ^

Regulus, made of that above, and! , ,

the common way S as 6 T t0 1

Cinnabar of Antimony as 7 4 to r

Bezoar Stone as 1,48 to 1

Another as 1, 64 to 2

A fine Oriental one as 1,53 to 1

Another
A piece of caft Brafs

A
xxxm!)

GoldWeishtfMilrk
’

d
}
as 8

, 83 m .

A piece of hammer’d Brafs as 8,66 to 1

Coral red as 2, 6.3 to 1

.Chryftal as 2, 21 to r

Cornelian as 3, 29 to 1

Calculus humanus as 1,72 to 1

Another
-— Another

as 1, 34 to 1

as 7 f to 2

Coco-Shell

Native Crabs-Eyes
Artificial Crabs-Eyes
Calx of Lead
Copper Stone

Copper Ore
Copper Ore Rich

An old Copper Half-penny,

(Charles 2d’s Coin)

Common Cinnabar

Cinnabar of Antimony
* Another Piece

Coral white

Chalk, found by Dr. Siare to be

Gold Ore not Rich from India

}

as 1, 47 to 1

as i, 57 to 1

as 1, 34 to 1

as 1, 89 to 1

as 2, 48 to 1

as 8, 94 to 1

as 4, 09 to 1

as 4, 1 5 to 1

as 4, 17 to 1

as 9, to 1

as 8, t4 to 1

as 7, C3 to 1

as 7,06 to 1

as 2, 54 to e

as r, 44 to 1

as 2. 63 to 1

— An-
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as 1 8 i to i

17 -§• to I

16

3 :

as 3,76 to 1

as 2, 96 to 1

'as i, 19 to 1

as

as

A piece of hammer’d Iron (perhaps! as 7

,91 to 1

: £ to 1

to 1

}

part Steel)

Lapis manati

Lapis Lazuli

Lapis Calaminaris

Lapis Judaicus

Lead Ore
Lead (an ordinary piece)

——— Another

Lead Ore from Cumberland Rich

A good Load-ftone—— Ahother

Marcafites
• Another from Stalbridge

Mercury revived from the Ore
Manganefe
Mineral (Cornifh) fhining like a

Marcafite

Marble white

Ofteocolla

Pearl (a large one)

Fine Orient Seed Pearl

Rhinoceros-horn

Sulphur vive as 2, to 1—-Another very fine fromGemmas i, 98 to 1

Slate (Irifh)
5 ^

as 2, 49 to 1

A Silver Half-crown (K.^’.s Coin) as 10,75 to 1

Silver Ore, choice from Saxony

Another piece

A Whetftone, not fine, fuch as

Cutlers ufe

A round Pebble-ftone (within \
of Flint)

_ _

S
Talc, a piece like Lapis Amianthus

Talc (Venetian)

Talc (Jamaican) as 3, to 1

New Englifh Tin Ore, Mr. Huberts as 4, 08 to 1

as 2, 86 to 1

as 2, 98 to 1

as 4, 92 to 1

as 2, 69 to 1

as 7, 14 to 1

as 11 f to 1

as 1 1, 42 to 1

as 7, 54 to 1

as 4,75 to 1

as 4, 93 to 1

as 4, 45 to i

as 4, 50 to 1

as 14 to 1

as 3, 57 to 1

as 9, 06 to 1

as 2, 7 to 1

as 2. 24 to 1

as 2, 51 to 1

as 2, 75 to i

as 1, 99 to 1

as 2,

s

}

as 4, 97 to 1

as 7 to 1

as 2, 74 to 1

as 2, 6

1

to 1

as 2, 28 to 1

as 2, 73 to 1

3, to

S P E

a Another luirip of the fame as 2, 55 to 1

An old Jacobus

A piece of Gold Common-wealth 7 a$
Coin

The Gold of a Seal as 16 1 to 1

Gfanatiminera as 3, 1 to 1

Granate Bohemian as 4, 36 to 1

Apiece of common Glafs Coffe-1 as 1,76 to 1

Difh of a brown colour S
Haematites Englifh

A Hone to Set Razors on

An Icicle broken from a Grotto,

found by Dr. Slare to be

Ivory

Apiece ofburnt or roafted Iron Ore

A Table of Specifich Gravity, from PliiL

Tranf. N. 169

Pump water -

Dried Firr ——————— —
Dried Elm — —
Dried Cedar -———— —*

Dried VPalnut Free —

~

Crabtree (meanly dry) —

4fh, meanly dry, and fappy 1

Heart Ajh, pretty well dry’d
Maple dry
Yevp of Knot or Root 1 6 Years old
Beach meanly dry
Oal^, very dry, and almoft Worm-eaten
Oak a Year old, but fappy —
Oak (Heart) found and dry —— —
Another Piece -—
Logg-vpood

Box ——... —

—

Bed-Wood

Speckled Virginia-wood

Lignum Vita —>—
Pitch —
Pitt-Coal of Stajfordjhire •

Glafs Bottle —
Stone Bottle

Ivory

Alabajler

Brick

Heddington-Jlone, of the foft lax kind
Burford-fione, an old dry piece

1 000

546
600
613

‘ 631
- 7°

5

734
- 84s
- 77-5

760
854
753
870

929
032

913
1031

1031

1 3 13

1327
1150

1240
2666

1777
1826

1872

1979
2029
2049

Paying-Jlone, a hard fort from about Blaidon 2460
Flint

Blackltalian Marble -

White Italian Marble
Block Tin - —
Copper —
Lead 1

Quickfih’er ~
. M

Quickfffer, another parcel more carefully X r,, 03

2542
2704
2718
7.312

8843
11345
J401

9

Tin Ore, black, rich as 4, 1 8 to

Another choice Piece as 5 to

Tutty as 5 to

Tin Glafs as 9, 55 to

Vitrum Antimonii per fe as 4, 7 6 to

Vitriol Engl, a very fine Piece as 1, 88 to

Unicorns-horn, a Piece as 1, 91 to

Human Blood, Mr. Boyle found as

Serum of the Blood to Water
he found to be

Afphaltum, Mr.Boyle, as r

Scotch Coal as 1, 13 to 1

}

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

to 1

as:: 302 to 253

, 14 to 1

weigh’d

Claret •

—

Urine

$

Moil Cyder
,
not clear

Sea-water, clear

College Plain Ale —
Milk
Sack

—

Beer Vinegar

993
1033

‘‘liols

1028
1031

1033
x°34

A Table of Specified Gravity, by Mr. j.C
from Phil. Tranf. N. 199.

Cork *—
Sajfafras-wcod —

—

Juniper-wood (dry) —
Plum-tree (dry) *—
AYaftic —
Santalum Citrin.

Santalum Album -

Santalum Bpbrum
Ebony — —~

—

Lignum Pfodium
Lignum Afphaltum -——-—. —•

Aloes ( I believe he means the Wood)
Succinum Pellucidum ——

~

Succinum Pingue ———• ———«»

Jet

237
482
5^6
663

849
809
041
128

1 7y
125

179
177
065

087
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The Top-part of Rhinoceros's Horn
The Top-part of an Ox-horn «~—
The Blade-hone of an Ox
Calculus humanus —
Another
Another
Common Brimflone

Borax

A fpottedfactitious Marble

A Gally-pot •—-

OyfterJhell

Murex jhell — -

Jlapis Manati * —
Selenitis

Wood petrefied in Lough ’Neagh in Ireland

Onyx-Jlone

Turcois-flone —-

—

Englifk-Agate

—

Grammatlas Lapis

Cornelian

Corallachates

Talc

Coral

Hyacinth (Spurious)

‘fafpcr (Spurious) —
A Pellucid Pebble

Chryfiallum Difdiachajlicum

A Red Pajle •—
Lapis Nephriticus.

Lapis Amiantus, from Wales

Lapis Lazuli •

—

A Hone -

Sardaketes —— —

—

A Granate

Proportion .

— I l/\Z

— 1840— 1656
— 124a

1433
1664
181

1

1720
1821

|

1928
2092
259°
2270
2322
2341
2510
2508
2512
2515
2568
2605
2657
2686
2631
2666

2659
2704
2842
2,894

2913
3054
3288

3598
3978
4589
3500

A Qolden Marchafite — —
A Mue Slate, with fhining Particles in it

A Mineral Stone
,
yielding one part in 160'? >

of Metal r
—— —j* 2650

The Metal Extracted thence 8500

The Silver Ore of Wales (as it is reputed) 74^4
The Metal thence Extracted — ^11087
Bifmuth
Spelter

Spelter Soder ——
Iron of a Key —— '

—

Steel --— —— “

Caft Brafs —
Wrought Brafs

Hammer'd Brafs

Afalfe Guinea —-

—

:

A true Guinea

Sterling fiver — ’ —
A Brafs Half-crown j

—

jPlectrum ( a Britifli Coin) -

A Gold Coin of Barbary —
A Geld Medal from Morocco

A Ment4 Gold Ducat

9859
7065
8362

7643
7852’

8100
8280

8349
9075
18888
x°535

- 94.68

1 207 (

17548
18420
18261

18893
19100

19125

19636

A Gold Coin of Alexander’/ ———-

A Geld Medal tf Queen Mary

A Gold Medal of Queen Elizabeth

A Medal efteemed to be near fine Gold -

SPECIFCK Medicines, are fuch as have a Pe-

CuliarVertue againft feme Difeafe
; as the Quinqui-

na, or Cortex Peruviana, hath to cure Intermitting

Fevers : And Phyficians mention in their Books

three kinds of Specifick Medicines.

S P E

1. Such as are Eminently, and Peculiarly Friend-
ly to this or that Part of the Body, as to the Heart,
the Brain, the Stomach, S3c.

2. Such as do feem to Attract, Expel, or Evacu-
ate fome determinate Humour by a kind of Spe-
cifick Power, that they ate endowed with. Thus
Jalap Purges Watry Humors, Rhubarb Bile,

&c. And,

3. Such as have a Virtue to cure by fome hidden
Property, this or that Particular Difeafe.

That there are fuch Medicines as thefe, in the
latter and moft proper Senfe of the Word, Mr.
Bcyie makes very probable, by thefe Reafons.

1. The Concurrent Teftimony of Experience
both Ancient and Modern. Galen promifed a Book
on this Subject, but it is loft if he ever Wrote it.

2. ’Tis manifeft that Inconfiderable Quantities
of Poyfons can do very great mifehief, and pro-
duce great and difmal Effects without any mani-
feft Quality appearing to be in them : And there-
fore by Parity of Reafon, one would conclude, Me-
dicines may be found which lhall heal and do good
the fame way.

3. The Teftimony of Phyficians themfelves who
in their Writings, do always mention fome one
Specifick or other, which they believed was really

fuch*

And certainly it would be well worth while to
keep an account of the Operations of as many
pretended Specificks, as can come to any Phyfici-
ans knowledge, and by no means to rejeeft all things
of that Nature, becaufe a Reafon cannot prefently
be given for the Cure; for if we fhould always
do fo, we muft rejeeft almoft every thing.

SPECILLUM, is a Surgeons Inftrumerit called
ufually a Probe, by which he fearches the Depths,
Windings, &c. of Wounds and Ulcers.
SPECULUM Luctdum, See Septum Lucidum,

SPECULUM Oculi, the Apple, or Pupil of the
Eye, See Aransa Tunica Oculi.

SPECULUM Oris. See Dilatatorium.

SPELL, a Sea Word signifying to let go the
Shears and Bowlings of a Sail, (chiefly the Miffen)
and Bracing the Weather Brace in the Wind, that
the Sail may lie loofe in the Wind : This is done,
when a Sail hath too much Wind in it, and there is

Danger of Wronging the Maft. This Word is

rnoftly ufed about the Mijfen-fail. For there in-

ftead of faying take in the Miffen and Peek^ it up ;

they fay in one Word Spell the Miffen.
To do a Spell alfo with them, fignifies doing any

Work for a fhort time, and then leaving it: There-
fore a Frefh Spell is when Frefli Men come ro

Work ; and to give a Spell, is all one as ro fay

Work in fuch an ones Room.
SPENT, The Seamen fay a Ship hath Spent any

Maft, or Yard, when it is broken down by foul

Weather, or any fuch accident : But if it be done
by an Enemies Shot in Fight, they fay fuch a Yard

or Mafl wasJhot by the Beard.

SPERMATICK Vejfels, and Parts, are thofe

Arteries and Veins, which bring the Blood to,

and convey it from the Tefticles: Likevnfe thofe

Veflels through which the Seed palfes : Likewife

all

I



all Whitifh Parts of the Body, which becaule of
their Colour, were Anciently thought to be made
of the heed : Of this fort are the Nerves, Bones,

Membranes, Griftles, &c.

SPERMATOCELE, a Rupture caufed by the

Contraction of the Velfels which ejeCt the Seed,

and its failing down into the Scrotum.

SPHACELUS, is a fudden Extinction of Life

and fenfe in every Part.

SPHiENOIDALIS is a Suture that fur-

rounds the Os Sphmoides, feparates it from the Os
Occipitis

, from the Os Petrofuni, and from the Os
Frontis.

SPHEENQIDES, is a Bone of the Cranium,

common both to the Skull and-upper Jaw ; it is of

a very irregular Figure ; and is fituated in the

middle of the Balls of the Skull, and is joyned to

all the Bones of the Cranium, by the Sutura Spbce-

noidalis, except in the middle of its Sides, where
it is continued to the OJfa Petrofa as if they were
one Bone. This Bone has a fmall Protuberance in

the Middle thereof, from which the Mufcles of the

Uvula arife : On its Infide it has 4 Proceflfes call-

ed Clinoides. Betwixt the two Tables of this Bone,

Under the Celia Turica, there is a Sinus divided in

two in the Middle, which opens by two Holes into

the Cavity of the Noftrils. In this Bone fome fay,

there are alfo iz Holes; by the firft and fecond

oafs the Optick Nerves ; by the reft pafs other

Nerves for the Motion of other Parts, as alfo of

Veins and Arteries.

SPHJENOPALATINUS, is a Mufcle of the

Gargareon
,
which defcends from a round fiefhy

Origination at a Procefs of the Os Sphanoidcs,

which is in a direCt Line between the Ala Uefper-

tilionis
, and ProceJJ'us Styhides, thence it becomes

a round fiefhy Belly in half its Progrefs, grows
lefs again near its lateral Inferdon to the Pofterior

Part of the Gargareon.

This with its Partner aCting, draw the Garga-
reon with the Uvula upwards and backwards;
which hinders the mafticated Aliment from Regur-
gitating through the Foramina Narium in Degluti-

tion.

SPHiENOPHARlNGALUS, is a pair of Muf-
cles ariflng from the Sinus of the inner Wing of the

Os Cuneiforme , and going Obliquely downward,
is extended into the Sides of the Gullet; it dilates

the Gullet.

SPHiENOlS. See Os Cuneforme.

SPH^NOPTERIGOPALATINUS. SeePte-
rigopalannus.

SPHAGITIDES, according to fome, are the Ju-
gular Veins in the Neck.
SPHERE, is a Solid Body, made by the Rota-

tion of a Semicircle about its Diameter.

i . All Spheres are to one another as the Cubes
of their Diameters. For under the Word Cylinder,

you will find it proved, That Cylinders xvhofe Alti-

tudes are equal to the Diameters of their Bafes, are

in Proportion to each other as the Cubes of their Dia-
meters

; v
which is thus exprefs’d f rddd E rDDD ;

;

ddd. DDD. Wherefore, be the Ratio of a Sphe-re

to a Cylinder of the fame Diameter and Height
to it, what it will, (and what it is, is fliewn in an-
other place) call ity : Therefore \ rddd. ~ rDDD :

:

i ryddd 4 ryDDD. But ryddd. ryDDD : : ddd.

DDD. That is, Spheres are to each other as the

Cubes of their Diameters. £>. E. D,

The fplidlty of a Sphere is equal to the Sur-

face multiplied Into f of the Radius; as is proved
from Cor. 1. of Prop. 4. in the word Cylinder*

3. A Sphere is equal to f of a Cylinder having
the Diameter of its Bafe and its Axis equal to that

of the Sphere, i. e . a Sphere is f of the Cylinder

circumfcribed : And the Surface of the Sphere and
the curved one of the Cylinder circumfcribing it,

is the fame in Quantity ;
as is proved in Cylinder,

Prop. 4. and Corollaries
; as alfo very briefly under

the word Indivifibles,

4. The Surface of the Sphere is equal to fouf

: times the Area of a great Circle. See Cylinder,

: Prop . 4. Coroll. Wherefore add to the Curve and
Surface of the Cylinder its two circular Bales, and
that will make fix great Circles of the Sphere : So
that the Surface of the Sphere is but y of the

whole Surface of the Cylinder. See alfo Cylin-

der.

An en tire Sphere of Glafs will unite the Parallel

Rays of any ObjeCt at the Diftance of: near its

Semidiameter behind it. Molyneux Di.ptr p. 93,

SPHERE of AElivity, of any Body, is that de*
terminate Space or Extent all round about ir, to

which, and no farther, the Effluviums continually

emitted from that Body do reach, and where they

operate according to their Nature. Thus we fee

the Afagnetical Effluvia have certain Bounds and
Limits, beyond which they will have no Influence

to turn or to attraCt the Needle ; But where-ever

a Needle be placed, fo as that it can be moved by
a Load-ftone, it may be faid to be within the

Sphere of AElivity of the Stone.

SPHER1CK Geometry, or- ProjeEtion, is the Art
of Defcribing on a Plane the Circles of the Sphere,

or any Parts of them in their juft Pofition and Pro-
portion, and of Meafuring their Arks and Angles
when Projected.

As an Introduction to which, you muft under-

ftand*

PROPOSITION S/

I. -If a Cone, as ABC, be cut by a Plane
f

either by the Axis, or through the Vertex, thk

SeEtion will be a Triangle.

For the Point A is the Vertex of the Cone, and
will be fo of the Triangle, and B C is a Right Line,

becaufe ’tis the Diameter of the Circle of the Bafe,

and A B and A C muft be Right Lines, becaufe

the Surface of the Cone will be deferibed by either

of them ;
wherefore the Section ABC is a TrL

angle, E . D,
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II. If a Cone asABC be cut by a Plane Parallel

to its Bafef the SeCtion efg h mil be a Circle.

A

For let F be the Centre of the circular Bale ;

then will A F be the Axis ; and if the Cone be cut

by the Axis, the Section ABC will be a Trian-

gle. Let e g, the Diameter of the Section, be

drawn, cutting the Axis in i, wherefore e g the

Diameter of the Section will be parallel to B C,

the Diameter ofthe Bafe.

And confequently,

A F : F B : : A i : i e : and

as A F : F C : : A i : i g.

Wherefore, by Inverfe Proportion, and ex cequo, as

F C F B ::ig:ie.

But B F = F C, therefore i e = ig.

And the fame confequence will arife if you take

o and K, any two other Points in the Bafe and in

the SeCtion ; for K i being parallel to o F, and

A o F being a Triangle. A F : o F : : A / : K /.

but as A F : F B : : A i : i e. Wherefore ex

aquo o F : F B : : K i : * e. And therefore K i,

and i e are equal alfo, and confequently the Se-

ction is a Circle : For i is a Point from whence

more than two Right Lines drawn to the Curve

e h gf are equal ; wherefore that Curve mull be

a Circle. <^£. D.

A
III. If a Scalenous Cone ABC be cut by a Plane

in a fubcontrary Pofiti/n to its Bafe, the Section

D E H will be a Circle.

. / .
'

1. The SeCtion ABC made through the Axis?
is a Triangle.

2. The Triangle AED is Similar to A B C,
tho* placed a contrary way, (by the Suppofition)

(which is called Subcontrary Pofition.)

3. E D being the mutual Interaction of two
Planes will be a Right Line, on which take any
Point, as (i) and through it draw F i G parallel to

B C, and there let the Cone be cut alfo, then the

Plane that cuts it being parallel to the Bafe of the

SeCtion, F H G muft be a Circle, and F G a Dia-
meter.

Now, becaufe both thefe Interfering Planes

are Right to the Plane of the Triangle ABC their

common InterfeCtion I H, will aJfo be a Right
Line, and perpendicular to the Plane of the Tri-
angle, and to the two Lines E D and F G. And
then, becaufe the Triangles ABC, AED and
A F G are all Similar, the Angles at G and E muft"
be equal ; and the Vertical ones at i being fo too,

the Triangle F E I muft be Similar to I D G.
Wherefore D I : I G : : F I : I E, therefore

0 D I E = y F I G j but becaufe F G is the

Diameter of a Circle, and I H perpendicular to

it, and terminated at the Circumference, 'twill be
a middle Proportional between the Segments of the

Diameter, and have its Square equal to the Rect-

angle FIG, (as alfo to its Equal E ID) where-

fore the Point H is in the Circumference of a Cir-

cle, whofe Diameter is D E. E. D.

DEFINITION!.
A Circle of the Sphere, as to its Projection on any

Plane, is of four kinds.

1. The Primitive Circle, or Limb which bounds

the Projection, and within which ’tis always

made.

2. A DireCt Circle, whofe Plane is direCtly op-

polite to the Eye, or when the Eye is in the Axis

of the Plane.

3. A
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3. A Higbt Circle, whole Plane is coincident

With the Axis of the Eye ; or with the vifual

Rays.

4. An Oblique Circle, whofe Plane lies oblique to

the Axis of the Eye, fo that it makes unequal An-

gles with it.

To ProfeEl the Sphere truly in Plano, is a Part of

PerfpeElive ; whereof there are feveral kinds ;
but

the moft ufual is what is properly called the Stereo-

graphick., orfolid ProjeElion of the Sphere j and the

Orthographic£ , or the Analemma : The latter of

which, fee in Analemma „

In the former, the Circles ofthe Globe are drawn

or reprefented on a Plane, which paffes through

its Center, and hath the Eye, fuppoled to’ be in

the Pole or 9o°diftantfrom it j
ProjeEling the feve-

ral Circles or Arks of Circles on that Plane, or on

any one parallel to it.

In this Projection, if a Line pafs through the

Eye, or be coincident or parallel to the Axis, it

will be reprefented by a Point.

IV. If a Line be direEl to the Eye, it will be pro-

JeEled into a Eight Line, whofe Parts will be in

the fame Proportion to one another, as thofe of

the Primitive Line, of which it is the Pepre-

fentation.

For, lince the Line B C (which may be the Dia-

meter of a Parallel Circle,) is fuppofed to lie Paral-

lel to D F, and is projected into it from the Eye at

A, if you draw the Lines A D, A E, and A F, the

Triangles A B G and A D E will be Similar ; as

alfo will A G C and A E F , wherefore as A B ‘

AD : : B C : D F . and as AB : AD : : AG:
A E. alfo as A G : A E : : B G: DE ::GC:
E F. Wherefore as the whole B C to the whole

D F : : the Part B G : to the Part D E : : GC:
EF.

PROP. s.

But if a Line lie oblique to the Bye, the Parts
of it in the Projection will not be in thefame
Proportion

, as they are in the Line itfe/f' but
thofe Parts of it which lie ncarcjl to the Eye
will in the ProjeElion appear longer than thofe
which lie more remote from it.

&

Thus, if the Eye be at A, I fay the Line B C
lying oblique to it,, wilt be projected into the Line
DEj and its half B F, which lies nearer to the
Eye, fhall be reprefented by Line D F, which is

longer than F E, the Reprefentation of the other
half Which lies remote from the Eye • as is in a
manner felf-evident.

y

If a Circle be right to the Eye, or hath its Plane
coincident with, or parallel to its Axis, it will be
Projected into an infinite right Line.

PROBLEM I.

Prop. 6. To reprefent on the Plane of Projection
a Right Circle, and to dlftinguijh therefuch
Parts and Divijions as Jhall truly correfpond to

thofe of the Right Circle giveni

Let the Circle given be ABCDj and let it be
divided into eight equal Parts, as in the Figure 5
and let the Eye be at A. Draw F G at right An-
gles to A C, the Axis of the Eye, to reprelent the
Plane of the ProjeElion -

3 and draw alfo from' A,
A F, A B, A I, A C, A K, A D, A G, through
the feveral Divifions of the given Circle : then will
F B, BO, O E, E P, P D, and D G, be the
proper Reprefentations of the Parts of the given
Circle.

A

And if on A as a Center with the Diftance A E,

another Circle be defcribed, ’tis plain, that O E,

E B and E F, &c. will be Tangents of the An-
gles OAE, B AE, F A E, (3c. at the Circum-

6 K 1 ference,
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ference, which are feverally the halves of the An-

gles X E C, B E C, H E C, &c. at the Centre : of

which latter Angles, the Arks of the Circle given

C 1, C B, and C H, are the proper meafures ;

wherefore the Right Lines OE, BE, F E, &c.

are the Tangents of half thole Arks ; which Ihews

us that every Diameter of a great Circle, or its

Parts within or without the Primitive, is to be

meafured on the Scale of Half Tangents ; and that

the Divifions of it begin at the Centre of the Pri-

mitive Circle.

PROP. 7

A Circle -placed oblique to the Eye at A, mil be a

true Circle in the Projection $ but its true Cen-

tre is different from its apparent one

.

Let B C be the Diameter of an oblique Cir-

cle, which is to be Projected from the Eye at

A, on a Plane Reprefented by the Line F R, which
Mr. Oughtred calls the Line of Meafures.

i . ’Tis plain the Diameter B C will be repre-

fented by the Line FE. ’Tis alfo plain, that if right

J ines were drawn from A to all the Parts of the

oblique Circle, of which B C is the Diameter,

they would make an oblique Cone of Rays, as

ABC.

%. But X fay that the Scalenous Cone of Rays

A B C is cut by the Plane F R, fubcontrarily to its

Bafe, and confequently the Sedfion will be a Circle

(by the 3d) wherefore the given oblique Circle

will always be reprefented by a Circle on the Plane

of the Projection.

That the Scalenous Cone A B C is cut Subcon-

trarily to its Bafe, may be thus proved.

Draw A D through the Centre of the Sphere K,
and join B D and C D.
The Angle ACD is a right one, (being in a Se-

micircle) and the Angle A K E is right, by Suppo-

fition and Conftruclion ; and the Angle D A C is

common to the two Triangles A K E and ADC;
wherefore they are Similar, and confequently the

Angle A D C is equal to the Angle AEK.
But the Angle A D C is equal to the Angle ABC,

as being in the fame Segment; and the Angle ADC
was before provedr=:to the Angle AEK ;

wherefore

the Angle ABC = Angle AEK; and fince the

Angle ABC is common to both, therefore the

Angle F mull be equal to the Angle C, and con-

fequently the Cone ABC is cut fubcontrarily, and

therefore F E is the Diameter of a true Circle,

whole real Centre will be in P the middle Point ;

but the apparent Cestre of the Circle will at L

,

SPH
where the Point O (which is the middle Point of
B C) is projected.

There are leveral other ways of finding P the
Centre of the Projected Circle

; but this is as expe-
ditious as any.

To Project the Poles of the oblique Circle B C,
draw through K the Centre of the Sphere, a right
Line as Q. S, perpendicular to B C, which there-
fore will be the Axis of the oblique Circle : then a
Ruler laid from A through Q. and S, the Pole of
that Axis iUall Project the Polar Points in N
and Z.

PROP. VIII.

The Center (P) of every great Circle (B G) which
lies oblique to the Primitive (in the Projection

is Jofar dijlant from C, the Centre of the Pri-

mitive, as is the Tangent of the Ark of Eleva-

tion of its Plain
, above the Plane of the Pri-

mitive.

Make the Ark B u= G T, the Complement of
the Angle of Elevation, and draw u A, which will

find the Point P, the Centre of the Projected

Circle.

A

DEMONS T\ A T I

O

N.

Becaule the Angle B A « = Angle CAG as

being on equal Arches) and the Angles A B G equal

to the Angles A de, (by the Subcontrary Pofition)

therefore the Triangles BAS and AC d are Simi-

lar, and confequently the Angle B S A (which is

equal to the Angle A C d) is a right one.

Draw B L perpendicular to B C, wherefore,

the Triangles B L C and A P C are Similar ;
for

Angle B L C = Angle P C A, as being both right

ones ; and the Angle A P C = B L C, becaufe

B L and A P, are Parallels ; wherefore the Angle
B C L = Angle P A C.

But P C is the Tangent of the Angle PAC, and,

therefore of its equal the Angle B CL, or of the

Ark B K, which is equal to the oblique Circle’s

Elevation above the Plane of e d ; wherefore P the

Centre of the oblique Circle is diftant from C by

the Tangent of its Elevation above the Plane e d:

(LE. D.

COROL
Alfo, becaufe the Triangles e P A and 'A C G

are Similar, (as having Angle e = Angle G, by
Subcontrary Pofition) and the Angle B A P = An-

gle C A G fas being on equal Arks) therefore will

e P ; P,
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e p : P A : : A C : C G, that is, e P= P A. But

P A is the Secant of the Angle P A C, or of the

Ark B K ;
wherefore the Secant of the Elevation

e P fet front e> fhall find P the Centre as before ;

P e, P A, or P d being its Radius.

P R O/P. IX.

Problem 2.

To ProjeSt a Lejfer, or Parallel Circle P L, vehofe

Poles are in the Line of Jlfeafures Q, r 5
repre-

fenting the Plane of the Projection,

Firft, ProjeEl the Diameter of the Leflfer Circle

P L, into that of the Projection in the Points d and r,

and draw a Line from P to N ; to which ered

P C at Right Angles ; fo fhall C be the true Cen-

tre of the projected Circle.

D E MON ST R^ATIO N.

The Angle NAP, is equal to the Angle O P r,

becaule A N is parallel to P O : Alfo the Angle

A e P, is equal to the alternate Angle ePL: But

the Angle e A P, added to the Angle e, is equal to

a Right one. Wherefore the Angle O P r -f

P r O, == a Right Angle : That is, The Angle

dP r, is a Right Angle. Wherefore d r
,

is the

Diameter of a Circle.

NowN PC, being right by Conftrudion, take

from thofe two Right Angles, the common one

d PC, and the Angle N P d (*= L. e) muft remain

equal to the Angle C P r, and the Angle r, is = to

the Angle e, becaufe the Triangles N d e, and

P dr, are fimilar : Wherefore the Triangles PCr,
and NPf, are fimilar ; and confequently, e N :

N P : : P C : C r ; but e N=N P 5 therefore P C
= C r. Therefore both are Radii of a Circle.

& E- E>>

And to prove PC= d C, and confequently that

they alfo are Radii.

I fay, The Triangle d PC, is an Ifofceles, be-

caufe the Angle P d C, is equal to the Angle d P C ;

which I thus prove.

The Angle P do -f U ^Po = Right Angle,

= b JP C -j- L C P r, but C P r— L esez dP 0 :

Therefore taking away the common Angle d P 0,

(or its equal C P r) d PC muft remain equal to

P d C : wherefore P C (— C r) = C d. Where-
fore c is the true Centre of the projected Circle.

COROLLARY t

' r. Hence
S

tis plain, That making NPtheRa*
dius of a Circle, whofe Centre is N, the proje-
ded Circles Centre C, is diftant from N, the Cen-
tre of the Primitive, by N C - the Secant of the
Ark P b, or of that leflfer Circles Diftance from its

Pole b.

i. The Semi-diameter of this projeded Circle

(C d) is equal to (C P) which is the Tangent of
the faid Ark P b, or of that Circles Diftance from
its Pole.

PROP. X. - 1

The Angle of the Interfcclion of any two Circles on a
Plain

,
is equal to the Angle made by their Radii

drawn from their Centres to the Point of Inter-

fedion.

I fay, The Redilineal Angle cTn, made by
the two Radii c T, and T n. is equal to the Curvi-
lineal Angle 0 T c, made by the Arks 0 T, and
c T ; which is equal alfo to the Curvilineal Angle
n T a, made by the Arks n T, and T a.

Draw 0 T, and T a, Tangents to the InterfedV
ing Circles.

Then the Angles of Contad 0 T c, and n T a,

which are made by the Tangents and the Curves,,

being lefs than any Acute ones, and indeed no
Quantity ; the Tangent 0 T e, and d T a will fall

in with the Circles, and make the fame Angles
with one another, as the Arks of thofe Circles do :

Wherefore the Curvilineal Angle 0 T c, is equal to

the Redilineal one 0 T d
; and on the other fide,

the Curvilineal Angle nT a> is equal to the Redi-
lineal one a T e.

Wherefore fince the Right-lin’d Angles d T c,

and 0 T n, are both Right Angles, and equal : If
you take away the common Angle 0 T c, the An-
gle d T 0, muft be equal to the Angle c T n

; and
confequently the Angle e T n, is equal to the .An-
gle of Interfedion »Tc, E„ D ,

~
' /

PROP, xi.
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PROP. XI,

All Angles made by Circles on the Superficies of the

Sphere, are equal to thofe made by their Reprefen-

tatives on the Plane of the ProjeUion,

Let there be two Circles, Q.and T, interfedting

each other at d.

I fay, the £ngle Q d T, made by the Planes of

thefe Circles, is equal to the Angle ogh, made by

their Tangents o d, and d h, when proje&ed.

Let the Eye be at A, and the point of Interfedti-

on d ; then draw dh, a Tangent to the outer Cir-

cle d T, and do, a Tangent to the Inner Circle

d Q.
Thence firice the Plane of the ProjeBion e g, as

alfo that n/ade by the Tangents dh, and do,

(which are in the fame Plane,) are both perpendi-

cular to the Plane of the Circle e T d A ; their

common Interfedfcion o k, muft be a Right Line,

and alfo perpendicular to eg.

Draw all the Lines, as in the Figure ; then will

the Angle A dm, (made by the Tangent and Se-

cant) be equal to the Angle q, (in the oppofite Seg-

ment) which is equal to q d A, becaufe the Tri-

angle q A d, is an Ifofceles ; but the Angle qd A
s= v/ h gd, becaufe q d is parallel to eg: There-

fore the Angle hgd = V Ad mss Vertical An-

gle hg d

:

Wherefore the Triangle h dg, is an Ifo-

fceles, and confequently d b — hg.

Hence the Triangle o d h, hath two Sides,

O h, and h d, and the Right Angle o h d, equal

to two Sides, and one Angle, in the Triangle oh g:
Wherefore all things are equal, and confequently

the Angle ogh, is equal to the Angle o d h, equal

to the Curvilineal Angle Q,dX £>. E. D

.

PROP, XIL

To Project a lejfer Circle, when its Poles are not in

the Plane of the ProjeBion.

»•

Let O L be the Diameter of fuch a Circle, a
Ruler from the Point d, where the Eye is fuppofed
to be placed, to O, will Projedt the Point a; and
from d to L, will projedt the Point h

:

Therefore
a b, is the projected Diameter, and confequently
its middle Point e, will be the Centre of that Cir-

cle in the Projedtion,

The Demonftration you have univerfally in
Prop. 4.

Or, lince by (Prob. 1
.) C a, and C b, will be

the half Tangents of the Arks A O, and A L, (for

the Primitive Circle is right to the Eye at d:

)

Therefore to projedt fuch a lelfer Oblique Circle,

you needonly take thebalfTangents ofthe Diftance
of each end of the Diameter of fuch a lefler Circle

from the Point A, oppofite to the Eye fuppofed at

d ; and let them from the Centre C, and they will

find the Points a and b, the ends of the projected

Diameter 5 and a b bilfedled, will give the Cen-
tre e.

prop, xni,
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PROP. XIII, PROP. XIV.

'All Great Circles of the Sphere, faffing through, afiy

Point a, in the Diameter of the Projection, Jhall

have their Centres in the Line g £, which is per

-

pendicular to the Diameter g b, and their Centers

will be diflant from the Point g, the Centre of the

Circle A a D, by the Tangent df the Angle of

their InterfeCiion with thefaid Circle had.

* h

It is plain from what hath been proved in Propo-

rtion io, that the Angle of the Radii of any two
Circles is equal to the Angle of the Interfedtion of

their Peripheries : And therefore if it were requi-

red to draw a great Circle thro’ the Point a, which
{hall make any given Angle with the Circle

had.
Set the Tangent of that Angle, from g the Cen-

ter of the Circle A a D, found by the making a
Circle pafs thro’ the three Points A, a, and D, and
that fhall find the Point f, the Centre of the Circle

required.

Problem 3- To find the Pole of any Great

Circle

6

If the Pole of the Primitive Circle be required;,

tis its Centre.

If the Pole of a Pjght or Perpendicular Circle be
fought, ’tis 90 Degrees diftant, reckoned upon the

Limb from the Points, where this Circle (which
is a Diameter) cuts it.

I
As P is Pole of the Perpendicular Circle a b.

If the Pole of an Oblique Circle be defcribed,

which in the Projection will be an Ark of a great

Circle*

i. Confider that this Circle muft cut the Pri-

mitive in two Points, that will be diftant from
each other juft a Diameter, as is the Cafe of the

Interfedtion of all great Circles.

a. The Pole of this Circle muft be in a Linei

Perpendicular to its Plane. And.

3. This Circle Poles cannot but lie between the

Centre of the Primitive one, and its own.
\

For Inftance*

COROLLARY.
Hence if a be fuppofed to be the Polar Point

of the World projected, and it were required thro’

it, to projedt all the Hour Circles : A a D, will

be the Hour Circle of fix, whole Center is in g ;

and by fetting the Tangents of 15, 30, 45, 60,
&e. both ways from g towards / and h, (agree-

able to the Radius a g) all the other Hour Circles

may be defcribed on the Plane of the Projection -

from their Centers in the Linef h.

Which is the Foundation of all Dyailing, or the
True Projection of the Hour Circles of the Sphere on
any given Plane.

Let the Poles of the Oblique Circle ABC, be re-

quired.

2>

i. Draw

l
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.

Draw the Diameter A C, and then another

as D E, Perpendicular to it.

i. Lay a Ruler from A to B, it will cut the

Limb in F ; then take the Cord of 90 Degrees,

and let it from F to h.

3. Lay a Ruler from b to A, it will cut D E in

g ;
which Point g is the Pole required.

N. B. The finding the Points/ and /?, is called

reducing B to the Primitive Circle
, and to the Di-

ameter.

Then ered O H, Perpendicularly to a O, and
produce it till it cuts the Diameter prolonged in H;
that Inrerfedion H is a third Point, thro' which as
alfo this a and b, if a Circle be drawn, it will be
a great Circle, ‘ as e a b g.

Which is eafily proved, by drawing the Line
e C g i for that Line is a Diameter : Becaufe its

Parts multiplied into one another, are equal to
a c cH=OC f, by 35, e 3, and Cor. 8 e 6.

Euclid.

PROP. XVII.

PROP. XV.

Problem 4. To defcribe a Spherical Angle of any

Number of Degrees given.

1 . If the Angular Point be at the Center of the

Primitive Circle, then ’tis made at any Plain Angle,

numbring the Degrees in the Limb, from the Line
of Cords : For all Circles palling thro’ the Centre,

and which are at Right Angles with the Limb,
muft be projeded into Right Lines!

2. If the Angular Point be at the Periphery of

the Primitive Circle draw a Diameter as A C
(Teethe laft Figure:) Then take thedecant of the

Angle given in your compafles,. (as fuppofe 65
Degrees) and fetting one. Foot in A, erofs the Dia
meter in e, or if no Diameter be drawn, placing one

Foot in C, and croffing the former Ark, you will
_

find the fame Point e, which is the Center of the
j

Circle A a C, which with the Primitive makes an
Angle D A a of 6 5 Degrees.

N. B. If the Angle given be obtufe, take
1
the

fecant of its Supplement to 180 Degrees.

3. If a Point as a were affigned
, thro* .which

the Ark of the Circle conftituting the Angle muft
pafs ;

draw the Diameter A C (as before
: ) Then

take the fecant of the given Angle, and fetting one
Foot in A or C, ftrike an Ark as at e, and then

with the fecant of the given Angle, fetting one

Foot in a, crofs the other Ark in e, which will be

the Centre of the Oblique Circle required.

Problem 6. To draw a great Circle Perpendicular
to

,
or at Bight Angles with another.

/ .

Let it pafs thro’ its Poles, and ’tis done.

! / ! \

O i Of which tfiere will be four Cafes.

I / i.
'

/

f. To draw a Circle Perpendicular to the Pri-

mitive ; which is done by any ftraight Line palling

thro’ the Centre.

2. To draw a Circle Perpendicular to a Right
Circle; is only, to draw a Diameter at Right ^An-
gles with that Right Circle.

3. To draw an Oblique Circle Perpendicular ta
a Right one; only draw a Circle which fhall pafs

thro’ both the Poles of fuch a Right Circle, and
’tis done.

Thus the Oblique Circle D ^ R, is Perpendicu-
lar to the Right one O Q., becaufe it palfes thro”

its Poles D and R. See the laft Figure.

4. To draw one Oblique Circle Perpendicular
to another.

Problem f.

Points given
,

PROP. XVI.

To draw a great Circle thro' any two

as a and b within the Primitive one.

Find Firft PThe Pole of the given Oblique Cir-

cle C e B, and then draw any how the Diameter
DR, fo a Circle drawn thro’ the Three Points'

D P and R fhall be the Circle required ; for pal-

ling thro’ the Poles of the Oblique Circle C «B,
it muft be Perpendicular to it.

Draw a Diameter thro’ that Point which is fur-

theft from the Center, as D R, producing it be-
yond h; , imb iT there be occafion ; fet 90 pe-
grees from D or R to O, and draw O a.

PROP. XVIIL
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PROP. XVlIt

Problem 7. To meAfare the Quantity of the Degrees

of any Arch of a great Circle,

r. If the Arch be Part of the Primitive,
S

tis mea-

sured on the Line of Chords.

2; If the Arch be any Part of a Right Circle,

the Degrees of it are meafured on the Scale of half

Tangents, fuppofing the Centre of the Primitive

Circle to be in the beginning of the Scale, fo that

if the Degrees are to be reckoned from the Center,

you muft account according to the order of the

Scale of half Tangents.

But if the Degrees are to be accounted from the

Periphery of the Primitive, as will often happen,

„

then you muft begin to account from the end of

the Scale of half Tangents calling 80, io, 70,

2o, &c.

3, To meafure any Part of an Oblique Circle
;

firft find its Pole, and there laying the Ruler, Re-
duce the tveo extremities of the Ark, required to the

Primitive Circle, and then meafure the diftance be-

tween thofe Points on the Chords.

Thus in the laft Figure, if the Quantity of e B
an Arch of the Oblique Circle C e B were requi-

red j lay a Ruler to P the Pole, and reduce the

Points e and B, to the Primitive Circle, fe fhall

the Diftance between 0 and B, meafured on the

Chords, be the Quantity of Degrees in the Ark
e B.

PROP. XIX,

Problem 8. To meafure any Spherical Anglel

i. If the Angular Point be at the Centre of the

Primitive, then the Diftance between ’the Legs

taken from the Limb, and meafured on the Chords,

is the Quantity of the Angle.

Z. If the Angular Point be at the Periphery of

the Primitive Circle, as fuppofe the Angle A C B
were required.

A

- Here the Poles of both Circles being in the fame
Diameter ; find the Pole of the Oblique Circle

C B O, which let be B P. Then the Diftance R P,

meafured on the Scale of half Tangents, is the
meafure of the Ahglfi A C B.

For the Poles of all Circles, muft be as far di-

ftant from each other, as is the Angle of the Incli-

nation of their Planes.

But if the two Poles are not in the fame Diame-
ter, being both found in their proper Diameters, re-

duce thofe Points tO the Primitive Circle, and then
the Diftance between them there, accounted on
the Chords, is the Quantity of the Angle fought.

Thus, if the Angle B G R be fought.

.
i

A Ruler laid to the Angular Point C, and P the

Pole of the Oblique Circle C BO, will find ori

the Limb of the Point F * and being laid from the

fame Angular Point thro n, the Pole of the Right
Circle C R O, will give the Point n in the Limb,
wherefore the Ark F n meafured on the Chords,
is the meafure of the Angle BCR.

3. When the Angular Point is fome where with-

in the Primitive Circle, and yet not at the Center#

proceed thus.

e

Suppofe the Angle ab c be. fought!

Find the Pole P of the Circle a b d, and theii

the Pole of the Circle e b C : After which lay a

Ruler to the Angular Poipt 5 and the two Poles

P and Q. and reduce them to the Primitive Circle,

by the Points x and fo is the Ark x s' meafured

on the Chords, the Meafure of the Angle a be re-

quired, and Cbd is its Complement to 180 De-

grees,,

6 & fROE XX
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PROP. XX.

Problem 9, To Draw a Parallel Circle

.

1 . If it be to be Drawn Parallel to the Primitive

Circle at any given Diftance, Draw it from the

Centre of the Primitive, with the Complement of

that Diftance taken from the Scale of the half

.Tangents.

2. If it be to be Drawn Parallel to a Right Cir-

cle, as fuppofe a b Parallel to A B, were to be

Drawn at 23 Degrees 30 Minutes diftant from itj

From the Chords take 23 Degrees 30 Minutes,and

fet it both Ways on the Limb from A to a, and

B to b, (or fet its Complement 66 Degrees, 30 Mi-

nutes both Ways from P the Pole of A B) to the

Points a and b.

Then take the Tangents of the Parallels Di-

ftance, from the Pole of the Right Circle A B,

which is here 66 Degrees, 30 Minutes, and fetting

one Foot in a and b, with the other ftrike two lit-

tle Arches to Interfere each other fome where a-

bove P, which will give C the Centre of the Pa-

rallel Circle a b d required.

3. If it be to be drawn Parallel to an Oblique

Circle, and at the Diftance fuppofe of 40 De-

grees.

Firft, find P the Pole of the Oblique Circle

ABC, and then meafure on the Scale of half Tan-

gents the Diftance g P, which fuppofe to be 34 De-

grees, then add to it 50 Degrees the Compleme
of the Circles Diftance, it will make 84 Degrees,
and alio fubftradling 50 from it, or it from 50, ft

will make 16 Degrees : Then this Sum and Diffe-
rence taken from the half Tangents, and fet each
Way from P the Pole of the Oblique Circle, will
give the Diameters two Extreams a and b, or the
Points of the Interfe&ion of the Parallel, and then
the middle Diftance between/? and b, is the Centre
of the true Parallel Circle P a b, which is Parallel
to the given Oblique Circle ABC, and at the gi-
ven Diftance of40 Degrees

, or the half Tangent
of 84 let from gf

will give b, and the halfTangent
of 1 6 Degrees fet alfo from g, will give the Point
a, the two ends of the Parallel Circles Diameter.

PROP. XXL

Problem 10. To meafure any Projected Arch ofa Pa-
rallel Circle.

Here will be three Varieties.

1 • If it be Parallel to the Primitive, then a Ruler
laid thro

3

the Centre and the Divifion of the Limb,
will divide the Parallel into the fame Degrees, or
determine in the Limb the Quantity of any Ark
Parallel to it.

2. If the Circle be Parallel to a Right one, as
a bd is, in Cafe the fecond of the laft Propofition,
and it were required to Meafure that Ark a b, or to
divide it into proper Degrees : Since that Parallel

Circle is 66 Degrees, 30 Minutes, diftant from P,
the nearer Pole ofthe Right Circle A B, and confc-
quently 1 1 3 Degrees, 30 Minutes, diftant from its

other Pole, take the half Tangent of 1 13 Degrees,
30 Minutes, or the Tangent of its half 56 Degrees,

45 Minutes, and with that Diftance, and on the
Centre of the Primitive, draw a Circle Parallel to
the Limb : And divide that half of it, which lies

towards the oppofite Pole of A B into its Degrees,
which is eafily done by a Sedtor : Then a Ruler
laid from P, and the equal Divifions of that Se-
micircle, ftiall Divide a b, or Meafure any Part
of it.

3. To Meafure or Divide the Ark of a Circle

which is projected Parallel to an Oblique one.

As fuppofe the Circle a b which is Parallel to the-

Oblique one A B C, in Cafe the third (Fig. 2.) of
the preceeding Propofition,: And at the Diftance of

40 Degrees 3 this Parallel Circle being 40 Degrees
diftant from the Plain of the Circle ABC mull
be 50 Degrees diftant from its Pole, and confe-

quently 130 Degrees from the oppofite Pole. Take
therefore the half Tangent of 130 Degrees, or the

Tangent of its half 6 5, Degrees, and with that as a

Radius, draw a Circle Parallel to the Limb of the

Primitive ; which Circle divide it into proper De-%

grees : Then fhall a Ruler be laid thro’ P, and thd?

equal Divifion of that Circle, cut the little Circle

a b into its proper Degrees
$ or truly give the Mea-

fure of any part of it.

SPHERICK Triangle
, is a Space included with-

in the Arks of three great Circles of the Sphere, In-

terfediing each other on the Surface of the Globe,

and every fuch Triangle is either Quadrantal, which
hath on one Side (at lealf) a Quadrant and one An-

gle Right. Or non Quadrant which hath all

its
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its Sides more or lefs than 90 .Degrees ; and all its

Angles bigger or leifer than Right ones.

_
n

’

. it 1 -j. •' ? "
0 *

The Application 0/Spherick Geometry, to

the ConflruBiop. and Menfuratian ofall

the Parts of Spherick Triangles.

Z

In the Right-angled Spherick Triangle TRyi

H == 54 Degrees, 1 5 Minutes, the Suns Longi-
tude from the next Equinoctial Point, or 24 De-
grees, 1 5 Minutes of G.
B= 5 1 Degrees, 5 2 Minutes, the Suns Right

Afcenfion,

P= 1 8 Degrees, 15 Minutes, the Sun’s De-
clination.

O — the Angle of the Sun’s Pofition.

Y, ~,
the Angle ef the Sun’s greateft Decli-

nation.

,.fv .ji'
‘ h ; ,

To make the Triangle.

With 60 Degrees of a Line of Chords,- deferibe

the Circle ZGKQ:, which is the Limb, or Pri-

mitive Circle, and here reprefents the Solfticial co-

lure. Draw the Diameter E Q, which will be

the Equator£ here reprefented by a Right Line, be-

caufe the Eye is at T or in its Plane. Take
23 Degrees, 30 Minutes from the fame Chord, and
fet it from E to C, fo (hall C K be the Ecliptick,

which will be a Right Line alfo for the fame
Reafon. Then either the Sun’s Place fet from Y
on the Ecliptick, or his Right Afcenfion fet from
thence on the Equator, will give the Point O, -or

R, accordingly, Then draw Z N at Right An-
gles to the Equator, and fo you . will have three

Points Z ON, orZR N, thro’ which the Circle

of Declination ZORN, may be eafily drawn.

To Meafure the Sides and singles.
. 3 '

|
v

_

r

TheSidesH and B being ftraight Lines, are mea-
fared on the Scale of half Tangents, by Prof. 6. of
Spheric^ Geometry

3 and the Side P is meafured, by
finding /, the Pole of the Oblique Circle Z O H ;

and from thence laying a Ruler to the two Extre-
mities of the Side P, (i. e.) thro’ O and R, in or-

der to reduce them to the Limb in E and e; the

Ark E e, meafured on the lame' Line of Chords
will give the Quantity of the Side Q R “ 18 De-
grees, 15 Minutes.

And this is the general Rule to meajure the Arks of
all Oblique Circles, Prop. 18. Cale 3.

For the Angles.

That at R, is a Right one, andfo known.'

That at Y, is the Angle of the Sun’s greateft

Declination •=: 23- Degrees, 30 Minutes, and its

Meafure is the Ark E C of the Limb, by Prop. 1 9*

Numb. 1.
' •*

The Angle of the Sun s Pofition t5 ,
is meafured

by laying a Ruler thro’ O, the Angular Point, and
thro’ a and /, the Poles of the Circles C ^ K, and
N 6 Z, which will find the Points a and L in the

Limb, and the Ark a L r= : 72 Degrees, is the

Meafure of the Angle required, by Prop. 1 9*

Numb. 3,

You may cpnfider alfo, the Triangle Z C X5]

where one Angle is at the Periphery of the Primi-
tive Circle, and this will help to fhew the Varie-
ties of Right-angled Spherick. Triangles.

Here the Angle C is a Right one, being made
by an Hour Circle, or the Meridians cutting the
Equator ; for here C K may reprefent the Equa-
tor, and let Z be the Zenith of any Place, then
will C be the Hour from Noon ; C Z will be
the Latitude ofthe Place, and <3 Z, the Comple-
ment of the. Sun’s Height, being now fuppofed to
be in the Equator. The Angle Z, will be the
Sun's Azimuth from the South, the Oblique Circle
Z CRN, being a Vertical one; and the Angle

will be the Angle of the Sun’s Pofirion. Which
Triangle C £5 Z may be formed, and all its Sides
and Angles meafured by the Propofitions and Rules
above delivered.

Again,

In the Right-angled Spherick Triangle, N O RJ
R= Right Angle made between the Horizon

H R and the Meridian n R„

B -= Complement of the ®’s Amplitude 50
Degrees 8 Minutes.

H= to the Sun’s Distance from the Pole above
the Horizon h R ; of the Complement of his De-
clination.

it

6 L % P as: ca
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P = to the Elevation of the Pole, or Latitude

of the Place.

© = the Angle of the Sun’s Pofition.

O n R= the Houf from Midnight.

"to defcribe this Triangle

.

Firft, Draw the Circle h n R, reprefenting the

Meridian, and then the Diameter h R, for the Ho-
rizon of London: Set the Poles height 51 Degrees,

30 Minutes from R to n the North Pole, and

draw the Obfctire Axis, n T S. Then if the

Suns Amplitude be given, fet that, Stippofe 39 De-
grees 52 Minutes, from T to O, which will li-

mit the Bafe B, and give a Point thro* which and

the two other given Points n and S, a great Circle

may be drawn, which will form the Triangle. But

if inftead of that, the Angle 0 n R, or the Time
from Midnight had been given, then you mull turn

that Time into Degrees, and by Prop. 15. Cafe 2.

make a Spherick Angle with the Limb, of that

Number of Degrees, at the Point n, and that will

determine the Point G.
The Angle G n R, is meafured by Prop. 19.

Cafe 2.

Thus alfo in Oblique angled Spherick

Triangles, all the Sides and Angles

may (by this Method') be meafured,
and

the Triangles conjlruffed.

In the following ObtuTe-angled Spherick Tri-

angle 0 Z N.

ZNmto the Complement of the Poles Eleva-

tion, := 38 Degrees, 30 Minutes.

0 N= the Complement of the Sun's Declina-

tion from the Equator E Q.
0 Z = 46 Degrees, 49 Minutes the Com-

plement of the Sun’s Altitude above the Hori-

zon h R.
0 N Z " 30 Degrees, is the Hour from Noon,

or Ten a Clock in the Morning.

O Z N= 137 Degrees, 47 Minutes is the Sun’s

Azimuth from ZR n, the North part of the Me-
ridian.

2;

To ConfiruH the Triangle.

i. With 60 Degrees of a Line of Chords, drayj*
the Primitive Circle ZR nb • which crofs in the
Centre with two Diameters, h R reprefenting the
Horizon of London, and Z N, the Prime Vertical
Circle.

a. Set the Elevation of the Pole 51 Degrees,
30 Minutes, from R to N 5 fo isN the North Pole
of the World : And drawing N S thro’ the Centre,
it will be the Axis, and S the South Pole.

3. Crofs N S with another Diameter at Right
Angles, and that will be E Q., the Equinoctial.

4. Then becaufe the Time from Noon is 2
Hours, or 30 Degrees, and that all Hour Circles
pafs thro* the Poles, and make Angles with the
Meridian 3 make an Angle at N, of 30 Degrees,
by Prop . 15. Cafe 2. which Will be the Spherick
Angle ENG.

•5. And lince the Azimuth is 137 Degrees 47
Minutes, from the North, fubdudt that out of 1 80,
and there will remain 42 Degrees, 13 Minutes, the
Sun’s Azimuth from the South 3 and becaule all

Azimuths, or Vertical Circles, pais thro’ Z the Ze-
nith ; make an Angle with the Primitive at Z, of
42 Degrees, 13 Minutes, (by Prop. 19. Cafe 2.)
and fo will your Triangle be Stereographically

projected, and the Reafon ofthe Thing made plaits

and- eafie.

I don’t give Inftances of the Analemma, or of
the feveral Stereographick Projections on theJPkins
of the Horizon, Equator, Meridian, ©V. becaufe
you will find them in their proper Places under
thofe Words.
SPHERICAL Numbers See Circular Numbersi

SPHEROID, is a folid Figure made by the Ro-
;

tation of a Semi-Elliffs about its Axis 3 and is al-

ways equal to
j

of its circumfcribing Cylinder.
Archim. de Conoid, & Spheroid. 1 8 . & 25 .2 .

SPHINCTER, is a Mufcle that contracts the
Gullet, Anus, Bladder, <&?<?.

SPHINCTER Am, is a large; t-hick, flelhy

I
Mufcle encompafling the Anus Its Figure and Se~

j

ries of Fibres Externally, immediately under the

|

Skip, incline to an Oblong Oval : It is conneCteii

forward, to the Accelerator ZJrina
3 backwards,

to die Os Coccygis 3 its Fibres are Circular for near
! two Inches in breadth 3 it is much larger in Men
than in other Animals, in whom by reafon of the

ereCt Pofition of the Body, there is greater Force
required to retain the Faces, which is the Office of
this Mufcle.

SPHINCTER Quia. See Oefophagus Quia.

SPHINCTER Vagina, is a Mufcle lying imme-
diately under the Clitoris, encompafling the Vagi-

na with circular Fibres 3 Fingers in breadth : In

Lome Subjedrs (faith Mr. Cowper
) it fcarce appear-

eth flefhy. When this Mufcle aCts, it- not only

ftraitens the Vagina, but thereby alfo it hinders the

Blood in its return from the Plexus retiformisei the

Pudendum, by comprefling fome of its Veins that

pafs underneath, by which means the Labia be-

come diftended, and the Vagina contracted.

SPHINCTER Vejica, is a Mufcle feated in the

upper part of the Neck of the Bladder, immedi-

, ately
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ately above the Glandula Prcjlata

;

whofe Con-
traction hinders the Involuntary Egrefs of the

Urine.

SPHYGMICA, is that part of Phyfick which
treats of Pulfes. Blanchard.

SPIKES, or as the Seamen call them Specks, are

large long Iron Nails with flat Heads ; they are of

divers lengths, feme a Foot or two long, and fome
are jagged, lo that they cannot be drawn out again.

They are ufed to fallen the Planks and Timbers.
They call alfo a kind of fmall Fidd

,
which ferves

them to open and Iplice fmall Ropes, a Marling
Spike.

SPIKING up the Ordnance
, is faftning a Coin,

or Quoin with Spikes to the Deck, clofe to the

Breech of the Carriages of the Great Guns, that

they may keep clofe and firm to the Ship-fides

and not break loofe when the Ship Bolls, and by
that means endanger the breaking out of the Butt-

head of a Plank.

SPINA Dorfi, are the hinder .Prominences of the

Vertebra.

SPINA Ventofa, is an Ulceration, in which the

Bones are eaten by a malignant Humour without
any pain of the Periofteum

, or Membrane that

covers the Bone : After that, a Swelling being rifen

without any Pain, the Part aftedled is quite eaten

out with the Ulcer, from whence frequently fol-

lows a ncccffity of Amputation.

SPINALIS Colli, is a Mufcle lo called, becaufe
it accompanies the Spines of the Neck ; it arifes

from the five Superior Tranfverfe Proceffes of the

Vertebra of the Thorax, and Inferior of the Neck,
and in its Afcent becomes more flelhy, and is lo in-

terred largely into the Inferior Part of the Vertebra

of the Neck laterally, (3c. Thefe draw the Ver-

tebra of the Neck diredtly backwards.
SPINALIS Medulla. See Medulla Spinalis.

SPINDLE, is the finalleft part of a Ship’s Cap-
flan which is betwixt the two Decks. The Spin-

dle of the Jeer Capjlan hath Whelps to heave the

Viol. Alfo the Axis of the Wheel of a Watch or

Clock is called the Spindle
, and its Ends the

Pevets.

SPINE, the Back-Bone, or long jointed Chine-
Bone that goes down the Back.

SPINSTER, a Term in Law, being an addition

nfually given to all unmarried Women, from the

Viicount’s Daughter downward.
SPIRAL- L/we, in Geometry, is according to

Archimedes thus generated.

If a right Line as A B, having one end fix’d

at B, he equally moved round, fo as with the
other end B, to deferibe the Perphery of a Circle ;
and at the fame time a Point be conceived to
move forward equally from B towards A in the
right Line B A, fo as that the Point deferibes that
Line, while the Line generates the Circle. Then
will the Point with its two Motions delcribe the
curve Line B, 1,2, 3,4, 5,

• d'iih r*.

i •. rtri A :

L
. . ,,

'
!

C

which is called an Helix or Spiral Line ; and the

plane Space contained between the Spiral Line

and the Right Line B A, is called the Spiral

Space.

If alfo you conceive the Point B to move twice

as flow as the Line A B, lo as that it fliail get but

half way along B A when that Line fliail have for-

med the Circle ; and if then you imagine a new
Revolution to be made of the Line carrying the

Point, fo that they fliail end their Motion at Iaft

together ; there will be formed a Double Spiral

Line
,
and two Spiral Spaces as you fee in the Fi-

gure. From the Genefis of which may eafily be

drawn thefe Corollaries.

1. That the Lines] B 12, Bn, B 10, (3c. ma-
king equal Angles with the firft and fecond Spiral,

(as alfo B 12, B 10, B 8, (3c.) are in Arithmetical

Proportion.

2. The Lines B 7, B 10, (3c. drawn any how t&

the firft Spiral, are to one another as the Arks df

the Circle intercepted betwixtB A and thofe Lines.

Becaufe whatever parts of the Circumference the

Point A deferibes, as fuppofe 7, the Point B will

alfo have run over 7 Parts of the Line A B,

3. Any Lines drawn from B to the fecond Spiral,
1

as B 18, B 22, (3c. are to each other, as the a-

forefaid Arks, together with the whole Periphe-

ry added on both fides: For at the fame time

that the Point A runs over 1 2, or the whole Peri-

phery, and perhaps 7 parts mote, fliail that Point

B have run over 1 2 and 7 parts of the Line
ft
B,

which is now fuppofed to be divided into 24 equal

parts.

PROPOSITIONS,
I. The firft Spiral Space A D c B is to the firft

Circle * : as 1 to 3.

Divide the Circumference of the Circle into 3
== parts by Lines drawn from the Center B, be-
ginning from the firft Line BA; then will (by
Cor . 1.) B c be == r, BD=S2, and B A == 3

9

and the Se&ors circumfcribed about the Spiral Will
be as the Squares of the Radii, CBc^i,

LBrf™ 4,.

f
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D B d = 4j and AB and fo it will be al-

ways, if you make nevef fb many biffe&ions of the

3 firft Divifions of die Circle. That is, the Lines

drawn from B to the Spiral, will be as 1,2,3, 4, 5,6,

,(3c. and the Sectors circumfcribed, as 1, 4; 25, 36,

£3c. always going on in the order of Squares,

Or in a duplicate Ratio. But a Rank of fuch

Terms, are to a Rank of as many, equal to the

greateft, as 1 to 3 (by N. 7. of Arithm. Progrejjion .)

wherefore the whole Spiral Space (which is com-
pared of fuch Sectors) is to the whole Circle : : as

I to 3. & -£• £>.

( Or, )

. If another Circle be drawn vyith a Radius dou-

ble to the former, its Area will be (as the Square

of its Diameter) 4 times as great as that ofthe for-

mer. Therefore the firft Circle to the fecond will

be as 1 to 4, or as 3 to 12. And fince the Spiral

Space is to the firft Circle as 1 to 3, that Space to

the fecond Circle will be as 1 to 12 ; and to a 3d
Circle fo defcribed, as 1 to 27 ; to a 4th, as 1 to

48, (3c.

II. The firfi Spiral Line is equal to half the Peri-

phery of the firfi Circle - for the Radii of the Se-

niors, and confequently the Arches are infimple

Arithmetic Progreffion,
while the Periphery of

the Circle contains as many Arches equal, to the

greatefi • wherefore the Periphery to all thofe

Arches
,

is to the Spiral-line as 1 to 1 (by N. 6.

of Arithm. Progreflion.)

X thought one Propofition, with a Corollary or

two, enough on this Subject, to give the Reader a

Specimen qf the Gene[is, Nature and Properties, and

way of Dcmonftration ufed about Spiral Lines:

Thofe that will fee more,' may confult Archimedes,

Dr. Wallis's, Arithmetic^ of Infinites,
or Sturmius s

Matth. Enucleat. lib.' 2 chap. 4.

Proportional Spirals, are fuch Spiral Lines as the

Rhumb Lines on the Terreftrial Globe, which be-

caufe they make equal Angles with every Meri-

dian, mult alfo (as we fhew in Prop. 7. of Sphe-

rick Geometry, which fee) make equal Angles

with the Meridians in the Stereographick Proje&i-

011 on the Plane of the Equator ; and therefore will

be, as the Learned Capt. Halley obferves. Propor-

tional Spirals about the Polar Point. From whence

that excellent Mathematician demonftrates, That

the Meridian Line is a Scale of Log. Tangents

of the 1 Meridian-complements of the Latitudes.

See Meridian Line.

In Proportional Spirals • the Angles B P D, BP</,

(3c. or the Arches B D, B d, (3c. are Exponents
of the Ratio's of B P to P C. For if the Arch
B D be divided into innumerable equal Parts,

right Lines drawn from them to the Center P,

(hall divide the Curve B c c C into an infinity of
Proportionals ; and all the Lines Pc, Pc, (3c.

(hall be an Infinity of Proportionals between P B
and B C, whofe Number is equal to all the Points

d d, in the Arch B D : But ah infinite Number of
Proportionals between the two Terms of the Ra-
tio, is to that infinite Number of equal parts
between any other two terms : : as the Logarithm
of the one Ratio is to the Logarithm of the other;
therefore, as B D to B d, or as the Angle B P D
to the Angle B B c ; fo is the Logarithm ofthe Ra-
tio of P B to P C, to the Logarithm of the Ratio
of P B to P c. Q. E. D. .

SPIRIT, which the Chymifts call Mercury, is

one of the 5 Principles feparable from a Mixt, by
Fire ; ’tis fubtil, light, penetrating, and aiftive,

and hath its Particles in a very quick Motion,,

This is probably that which caufes the Growth
and Encreafe of all Bodies ; but where it abounds
moft, thofe Bodies do foOneft corrupt, becaufe of
its rapid motion. This appears in Vegetable and
Animal Bodies, which yield the greateft Quantity
of Spirit; whereas moft Minerals, as having

but a fmall proportion of Spirit in them, are al-

moft incorruptible.

This Principle is never drawn pure,’ any more’

than the others ; and when it comes over involved

in a little Oil, ’tis called an Ardent Spirit, fuch as

Spirit of Wine; which therefore ftipuld rather be -

called ah Exalted Oil ; and when it hath in it a
little Volatile Salt diffolved, ’tis called a Volatile

Spirit, as the Spirit of Hartfhom, Urine, (3c. If

it be impregnated with Acid Salts, its volatility is

then check’d, and ’tis called an Acid or Fixt Spirit,

as Spirit of Salj, Vitriol, Alluiii, &£. which truly

are only an Acid Salt diflolved and put into Fufion

by a ftrong Fife.

SPIRIT of Niter is thus drawn : Mix one part

of Salt-peter with three times as much Potters-

earth dried ; put this Mixture into a large Earthen
Retort, and let it in a clofe Reverberatory Fire ;
diftill off the Phlegm with a fmall Fire in about 4
or 5 Hours, and when no more Drops will come.
Lute on a very large Receiver, and encreafe the

Fire gradually to the 2d degree, fome more vola-

tile Spirits will come out in white Clouds : Keep
the Fire thus about two Hours, and then encreafe

it to the greateft violence you can give ir, the Va-
pours will come Red ; continue the Fire till no
more red Fumes come; in 14 Hours the Opera-

tion will be Over. Ifyou ufed 2 Pounds of Nitre,

you will draw 1 Pound 14 Ounces of Phlegm and
Spirit together. The Veffels had need be large,

and f of the Retort left empty, elfe there will be

danger of breaking all to pieces, the Spirits come
forth with that violence.

This Spirit is the belt Aqua-fortis, and is chiefly

ufed for Solution of Metals. But when dulcified,

is a good Medicine inwardly in many cafes.

SPIRIT of Salt is made by drying and pow-
dering the Salt, andahen mixing of it with thrice

its weight of Potters-Earth powdred : A Pafte is

made of thefe two with a little Rain-water, and

then the Pafte is made into little Balls or Pellets

about as big as Nuts. A large Earthen Retort or

Glafs one coated, hath one third of it filled with

thefe,
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thefe, and being placed in a Reverberatory Fire,

hath a large Receiver fitted to it. The Jun&ures

muft not be Luted at firft, but a very moderate

Fire ufed for a time, to diftil out all the Water :

But as foon as you fee fome little white Clouds

appear, throw out the infipid Liquor in the Re-

ceiver, and Lute it well to the Retort : Then en-

creafe the Fire by degrees to the higheft, and fo

let it continue 1 2 or 15 Hours, or till no more
Clouds appear i when the Operation is ended, you
will find the Spirit of Salt in the Receiver. Some,

reftifie this Spirit afterwards in a Cucurbite, by

drawing off fome of the weaker Spirit in a gentle

Sand-heat, and then what remains is very ftrong

of a yellow colour, and very weighty.

If equal parts. of this acid Spirit and Spirit of

Wine are mixed together, and digefted for about

3 or 4 Days, his called Spirit of Salt dulcified.

Spirit of Salt will dilfolve Leaf Gold, and will

precipitate what Aqua Fortis hath dillolved. Which
fhews how very differently formed and figured the

Points ancfPores of Acid Menftruums may be, and

frequently are.

SPIRIT of Sulphur
,
commonly call’d Oil of

Sulphur, per Campanam
,
(from the Vefiels form be-

ing like a Glafs Bell, in which it is ufually Drawn)
is only the acid Part of Sulphur turned into a Li-

quor by the means of Fire. Lemery ufes a great

Glafs Tunnel for this Operation ; which feems to

be the belt way of drawing this Spirit, vid. p. 445.
laft Edition. Some make ufe of Salt-petre in the

drawing of Spirit ofSulphur, but that is not a good
Practice, becaufe the Nitre alters fomething of the

mixture of the Spirit.

SPIRITS in an Animal Body, were reckon’d of

three forts $ the Animal Spirits in the Brain, the

Vital in the Heart, the Natural in the Liver : But

late Authors diftinguifh ’em only into two kinds 5

the Animal in the Brain, the Vital and Natural

( which are accounted the fame ) in the mafs of

Blood. The Animal Spirits are a very thin Li-

quor, which diftilling from the Blood in the out-

ward or Cortical Subftance of the Brain, are by the

proper Ferment of the Brain exalted into Spirit,

and thence through the Medullar Subftance of the

Brain, the Corpus Callofum, and Medulla Oblongata,

are derived into the Nerves and Spinal Marrow,and

in them perform all the Actions ofSenfe and Motion

.

The Vital or Natural Spirits are the fubtileft

parts of the Blood which actuate and ferment it,

and make it fit for Nourilhment.

SFLANCHNICA, are Medicines proper againft

Difeafes of the Inteftines.

SPLEN, five Lien, the Spleen, is a Receptacle

for the fait and earthy Excrements of the Blood,

that there, by the Affiftance of the Animal Spirits,

it may be volatiliz’d, and returning again into the

Blood, may concur to its farther Fermentation.

The Spleen confifts of a great number of little Blad-

ders, between which the Glandules are fcattered

up and down, and fupply the place of Veins. The
Spleen has likewife an Artery, Nerves, and Lym-
phatick Velfels, firft difcover’d by Fr. Buifch, fays

Blanchard. But you will find a much better Account

of it in Gibforis Anatomy, p. 10 6 . See Vol. 2.

SPLENIA, are Bolfters made of Linen, three,

four, or five times doubled, even to the thicknefs

of the Spleen
:
,They are ufed upon Wounds,

Ulcers, and Fratftures. The Figure is threefold,

according to the manner of Application. vi%. at

length, obliquely, or tranfverfly : They are called

alfo Flumaceoli, and Flagula. Blanchard

,

~*~*
* — — -

SPLENETICK Artery, is faid by fome to be
the greateft branch of the Ceeliaca

, whence ic

goes to the Spleen, 'and therein ends.

SPLENII Mufculi, arife partly from the five

lower Vertebra of the Neck ; and partly from the
points of five of the upper Vertebra of the Tho-
rax : The Fibres of thefe Mufcles tend obliquely,
and are faftened to the hinder part of the Head.
The ufe of ’errris to draw the Head backward.
It hath its Name from its Figure, being fomething
like to an Ox’s Spleen.

SPLICE : at Sea they lay a Cabel or Rope is

fpliced, when the ends oftwo pieces being untwf*
fted, the leveral Strands are wrought into one an-
other by a Fidd. Alio when an Eye is to be made
at the end of a Rope, the ends of the Strands are
by a Fidd drawn into the ends of the other Ropes
Strands and this is called a Splice.

SPLIT $
^

the Seamen fay when a Sail is blown
to pieces, it’s Split.

SPOLIATION, is a Writ that lies for one In-
cumbent againft another, in any cafe where the
Right of the Patronage cometh not in Debate : As
if a Parfori be made a Bifhop, and hath Difpenfa-
tion to keep his Re<5tory,and afterwards the Patron
prefent another to the Church, which is Inftituted

and Indudted ; the Bifhop fhall have againft this

Incumbent, a Writ of Spoliation in Court Cbri-

Jlian.

SPONDiEUS, is the Foot of a Latin Verfe,
1

confifting of two Syllables, and both of ’em long,

as Ingens.

SPONGOEIDEA offa. See Cribriformia.

SPOONING, when a Ship being under Sail in

a Storm at Sea, cannot bear it, but is forced to put
right before the Wind ; then the Seamen lay, fhe
fpoons ; and when in fuch a cafe there is danger
left Ihe Ihould bring her Mails by the Board with
her rowling about, or Seel under Water, and fo
Founder, they ufually fet up the Fore-fail to make
her go the Headier, efpecially if there be Sea-room
enough $ and this they call Spooning with the Fore-

fail.

SPORADICI Morbi, are thofe Difeafes which
(tho’ different in nature) feize feveral people at the
fame time, and in the fame Country.
SPOTS in the Sun. ’Tis certain thofe epdke

Malfes which fometimes appear at the Sun, are not
Planets revolving at any, even the leaft diftance

from him, but Spots or Macula adhering to him ;
for whereas they revolve but once in about 26
Days ; on calculation it will appear, that a Planet
near the Sun’s Surface, as thefe muft be, cannot
have above 3 Hours allowed for its periodical Re-
volution, which being fo different from the fore-

mention’d fpace of 26 Days, quite decides that

Controverfie, and demonftrates thofe Malfes to be
real Macula adhering to the Body of the Sun, as

is here afferted.

Anno 1660, April 27th, 8 H. A. M, the Ho-
nourable Mr. Boyle obferved a Spot in the lower
Limb of the Sun, a little towards the South of its

Equator, which was entred about jf- of the Sun’s

Diameter, it felf being about r<s% in its Ihorteft

Diameter of that of the Sun, its longeft about

f of the fame.

May the 8th, about 10 in the Morning, it ap-

peared near about the fame diftance from the Weft-
ward Limb, a little South of its Equator ; tho’ at

firft it appear’d to be from the Eaftward Limb, a
little South alfo of its Equator, May the 9th, it

difap*
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difappeared. This Spot was very dark, and almoft

of a Quadrangular form, and was enclofed round

with a kind of duskifh Cloud.

May the 25th, the fame Spot appear’d again,

and feemed to be in a part of the fame Line it had

formerly traced, and was entered about |7 of its

Diameter, about 7 h. P. M. At which time, there

appear’d another Spot, which upon its entrance was

not above ~h Parc t^ie Sun’s Diameter : It ap-

pear’d to be longeft towards the North and South,

and fhorteft towards the Eaft and Weft; and there

feemed to be difperfed about it divers fmall Clouds

here and there.

Anno 1671, Auguft the nth, 6 h. P. M. Mr.

Caftini, by the help of a Three-foot Glafs, obfer-

ved in the Sun’s Disk two Spots very dark, and di-

ftant from his apparent Center about ~ of his Semi-

diameter.

But, that he might the more exacftly note their

fituation, in refpebt of the feveral Parts of the

World, he made ufe of two very fine Threads,

cutting one another at Right Angles in the com-
mon Focus of the two Glaffes, and in the Axis of

the Telefcope ; fo that he might fee the Sun’s Cen-

ter, and according as one of thefe Threads advanc’d

Weftward, it mark’d in the Sun a Circle parallel

to the Equator
5 and the other Thread marked the

Circle of Declination, or the Horary Circle. Then
he obferved that the Spots were in the Southern

part of the Sun ;
that their Elongation from this

Parallel, paffing through his Center, could be no

more than about -f of his Diameter ; and that

they were fituated on the Eaftern-fide in refped: of

the faid Center of the Sun. He alfo Meafured

feveral times, from 6 a Clock at Night, to 7, the

time which lapfed between the paflage of the Sun’s

Center, and that of the firft of thefe Spots, through

the faid Horary Circle, which fometimes he found

to be 23, fometimes 22 Seconds, the Semidiameter

of the Sun then paffing in 66 Seconds.

Auguft the 1 2th, he obferved them from the

time of Sun-rifing, and perceived that now they

were nearer his Center. The time between the

palfage of the Sun’s Center, and that of the inte-

rior edge of the Coronet which encompalfed them

both, was then of 1 6 Seconds. At 7 a Clock it

was but of 15, and the Southern Limb of the Co-

ronet touched the Parallel paffing .through the Sun’s

Center.

From 6 at Night unto 7, the time between the

paflage of the Sun’s Center and that of the Coro-

net’s Limb, was found to be one time of 8 Se-

conds, at another time of 7' and another of 7" ~.

The diftance of the Spots unto the Parallel, paffing

through the Sun’s Center, was near the fame on

the North fide, with what it had been obferved to

be in the Morning on the South-fide.

Auguft the 1 3th, about 6 in the Morning, the

edge of the Coronet was diftantfrom the Equator,

on the North-fide, 30 Seconds ; and there was

but one Second of Time from the palfage of the

Sun’s Center into the palfage of the fame anterior

edge of thjp Coronet.

At 8 h. 30', the Fore-edge was in the fame Ho-

rary Circle with the Sun’s Center ; fo that in one

Day and an half, thefe Spots have run through

very near the third part of the Sun’s apparent Se-

midiameter, which giveth an Arch of 19 Degr.

30 Min. of the circumference of the Sun’s Body;

and confequently their Diurnal Motion about the

Sun’s Axis hath been of 1 3 Deg. and the time of

their Periodical Revolution
,

as far as could be
conje&ured in fo little Time, muft be about 27
Days and a half; which was confirmed afterwards
by farther Obfervations. l

J
hil. Tran/.

Aug. the 30th, 1671, Dr. Hook. obferved a large
Spot in the Center of the Sun’s Face about
Noon.

Sept, the 1 ft, he faw the fame Spot again, and
obferved it to be moved about f ofthe Sun’s Dia-
meter Weftward.

April the 25th 1683, Mr. Flamftead faw a large
Spot, having 3' 40" more North Declination than
the Suns Center, and at 3 h, 3 5' after Noon he
meafured its Diftance from the next Limb ,

t t»0,4°.
April the 26, he faw it more remote from the

Limb, and at 8 a clock determined its Longitude
from the Sun’s Axis 66 i Degr. and its Declination

from the Solar Equator 8 f Deg. South,

The Revolution of this Spot, Mr. Flamftead
found to confirm his former Theory of the Sun’s

Motion round his Axis in 25 d. 6 h. and that the
Angle of his Equator and our Ecliptick is 7 Deg.
and the Longitude of his Northern Pole was in

Tff 1 6°.

SPRING of the Air, or its E!aftical Force
,

fee

more in Air.

That there is fuch a Spring or Elafticity in the

Air, is clear from the following Experiments.

1. That Bladders but half blown up, and ha-
ving their Necks well tied, did fweli in the ex-

haufted Receiver as if Blown to their full Dimen-
lions

; and that full blown Bladders, and even thin

fquare Glafs Viols wellftop’d, will break to pieces

when once the Air is well pump’d out of the Re-
ceiver.

2. A glafs Syphon, whofe recurved Leg was
turn’d up parallel to the upper and longer, and
was fealed Hermetically at the end of the lelfer

or lliorter Leg, had a Quantity of Quickfilver

poured into it, and by its being moved often up
and down, the Air in the fealed and fhorter Leg,
was brought to the fame Temperament of the Ex-
ternal. After this, more Mercury was poured in,

till the Air in the fealed Leg was comprefled into

about half its ufual Dimenfions, and then the

Mercury in the longer Leg was 29 Inches higher

than that in the fhorter : By which it appears plain-

ly, That the Spring of the Air in the Sealed Leg
was fo great, as to equiponderate a Column of
Mercury of 29 Inches in Length. PBoyle againft

Linus.

3. A Viol filled to but a 4th part with Quick-
filver, had a long and flender glafs Pipe fattened

into its Neck, with Sealing-Wax or Cement,
whofe lower Orifice was a good way under the

Quickfilver in the Viol; then having blown in a
little Air, to try whether the Viol were Well

flopp’d, it was conveyed into a long and flender

Receiver ; and after the Air was drawn off by the

Pump, the Spring of the included Air within the

Bottle, impelled the Mercury up to the Height

of 27 Inches in the Pipe, and there kept it fu-

fpended ;
till upon the re-admiffion of the Air s

the Quickfilver fell down to its firft ftation in the

Pipe. This Experiment Mr. Boyle often tried,

an4 with defired Succefs.

And'
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And. when it was tried with a Bottle that held

a Quart, the Spring of fuch a Quantity of Air
was able to raife the Mercury up to 29 Inches

But nothing could make it raife above the

common Height of the Quickfilver in the Ba-
rofcope.

4. Into a Copper Veffel of a Cylindrical fhape,

was put almoft Water enough to fill it, and then
was immerfed into it and kept under Water by a

Weight, a fquare glafs Viol that would hold 9
or 1 o Ounces of Water, and was well flopp’d :

After this, Mr. Boyle placed the Copper Vefiel

in his Penumatical Engine, and pumping up the
Air, he found, That the Spring of the Air inclur

ded in the Viol broke it all to pieces, tho’ under
Water, with a great Noife, and made a kind of

_

Smoak or Mift appear above the Surface of the

Water.

Which Experiment proves both the great Force

of the Natural Spring of the Air, when the

weight of the Atmofphere is removed
;
and alfo that

the weight of the Atmofphere adts upon Bodies

under Water • for that could by its univerfal pref-

fure keep the Spring of the Air in the Bottle bent

while it was- under the Surface of the Water

;

but when once that, by plying the Pump,was taken

off, the Elaftick Particles unbent themfelves vio-

lently, and broke the Viol. See the Experimentt

about the Prejfure of the Airs Spring cn Bodies under

Water.

The Spring of the Air, is equal every where in a

Natural date to the weight of the Incumbent At-
mofphere j juft as if a Perfon fhould fqueeze or

comprefs together either by the force of his Hand,
or by a Weight, any parcel of Wool, or fuch

Elaftick Bodies, the Wool would by its Spring
equally prels againft the Hand or Weight. Ac-
cording to the 3d Axiom of Sir Ifaac Newtons'
Principia, Aclioni cmtrariamfemper& cequalem ejfe

ReaBionem.

The Accurate Dr. Hool on Experiments well

made, thinks we may conclude the Spring of the

Air to be Reciprocal to its Extenfion . Micrograph.

p. 227.

And the Refiftance of the Spring of the Air, is

found to be nearly equal to the Weight or Force
that comprefles it ; and the Spaces that the fame
Air occupies under differing Preffures, are Reci-
procally as thofe Preffures.

The Quantity ofthe dilatation and expanfion of
Air only by the Operation of its Spring, without
any additional Heat, Mr. Boyle found to be fo

great, that a Bubble of Air included in a proper
Glafs Pipe almoft filled with Water, was exten-
ded to above 1 5 o times its former Dimenfions

;

and he believes would Ifeve taken up 200 times
its former room, had the Tube been Jong enough
to have tried the Experiment. New. Exper. Phyf.
Mech. Edit.. 3 . p. 32, 33.

He found alfo, that a Cylinder ofAir of an Inch
in Diameter, and lefs than two Inches in Length,
would, when included in a Bladder, and the
weight of the Atmofphere taken off by Pumping,
by its bare Spring only, raife a weight of above
x o Pounds Averdupois.

He found alfo, that the Spring ofa Cylinder of
Air of 2 Inches Diameter, and of the former length,
was in the fame Engine able to raife up 42 Pound
weight.

Whence it appears, that the Force of the Spring
of different Cylinders ofAir is in a duplicate Ra-
tio, to the Diameters of thofe Cylinders.

'• " 1 '
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The Spring of the Air, may be explicated either
by fuppofing the Air near the Earth to confift of an
Heap of fuch little Springy or Elaftick Bodies ly-
ing one upon another refembling thofe of a Fleece
of Wool

:

Or elfe according to D. Cartes his way by fup-
pofing That the Air is nothing but a Congeries of
flexible Particles of feveral kinds of Figures and
Sizes, which are raifed by Heat into the fluid and
fubtil Ethereal Matter that furrounds the Earth,
and by the continual agitation of that Matter»

wherein thofe Particles fwim, are fo whirled about,
that each Corpufcle endeavours to beat off all

others from coming within the little Sphere requi-
fite to its Motion about its own Center, and (in
cafe any, by intruding into that Sphere (hall op-
pofe its free Rotation,) to drive it away.
SPRING a Mdfi

;

fo the Seamen call it, when
a Maft is only crack’d, but not quite broken, in
any part of her $ as in the Partners, the Hounds

,

8cc. then they fay, The Majl is Sprung

.

SPRING-^r^or, in a Watch, is that part in

the middle of the Spring Box which the Spring is

wound or turned about, and to which it is hook-
ed at one end.

SPRING-Box, is that Cylindrical Cafe or Frame
that contains within it the Spring of a Watch or
other Movement,
SPRINGWide, is the increafing higher of a

Tide after a dead Neipe ; this is about 3 Days
before the full or Change of the Moon

; but the
top or higheft of the "Spring-Tide is 3 Days af-

ter the Full or Change ; then the Water runs
higheft with the Flood, and lowed: with the Ebb,
and the Tides run more ftrong and fwift than in

the Neipes.

SPRINGS and Fountains'. Concerning the
Origin of thefe, there is much Difpute, especially

of fuch as are found on the tops of high Moun-
tains.

Some, as Dr. Hool^, Dr. Plott, and many others,

think that they arife from the Sea-water percolated
through the Bowels of the Earth, which by that
means, being deprived of its Salt, is rendred much
Lighter than before, and fo is capable of Rifing
up to the height we commonly find Springs at, as
Water Rifes in a Filtre, or in very fmall Tubes';

(3c.

And Dr. Hook, hath a pretty Experiment about
this, in his Microgr. p. 25.

But I cannot fee how by this Hypothefis, fup-
pofing the Gravity of the whole Atmofphere could
be taken oft) Water can rife above 34 or 35 Foot
above the level of the Ocean.
The Learned Capt Halley fuppofes them to be

caufed from the Vapours exhaled by the Sun out
of the Sea, (3c. Of which, fee an Account under
the Word Vapour.

The Ingenious Dr. Woodward, in his Natural
Hiftory of the Earth fuppofes, That the great A-
byfs of Waters, placed in the Bowels of the Earth,

is the Handing Fund and Promptuary which flip-

plies Water to the Surface of the Earth, and fur-

nifties as well Springs and Rivers, as Vapours and
Rain.

For he aflerts, That there is a nearly uniform,
and conftant Fire or Heat, difleminated, thro’ out
the Body of the Earth, and efpecially in the In-
ferior parts of it : The Bottoms of the deeper Mines
being very fultry, and the Stone and Ores there be-
ing very fenfibly hot even in Winter, That ns

6 M this
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this Subterraneous Heat which evaporates and ele-

vates the Waters of the Abyfs, buoying it up indif-

ferently on all Sides, and towards all parts of the

Surface of the Globe.

That this riling Vapour, or Water, pervades not

only the Fiflures and Intervals of the Strata, but the

very Bodies of the Strata themfelves, permeating

the Interftices of the Sand, Earth, or other Matter,

whereof they conlift ; yea, even the moft firm and
denfe Marble and Sand-Stone ; for thefe give ad-

miflion to it, tho’ in lefler Quantity, and are al-

ways found faturated with it • which is the rea-

fon that they are fofter, and can be cut much more
eafily when they are firft taken out of the Earth,

than they can afterwards, when they have lain

fome time expofed to the Air, and when that Hu-
midity is evaporated.

This Vapour he aflerts to proceed dire&ly up to-

wards tHfe Surface of the Globe, on all fides, unlefs

when impeded and diverted by the Interpolation of
Strata of Marble, the denfer forts of Stone, or o-

ther like Matter, which is fo clofe and compatft,

that it can admit it only in a fmaller Quantity, and
this very flowly too.

And when it is thus intercepted in its Pafifage,

the Vapour which cannot penetrate the Stratum

dire&ly, will fome of it glide along the lower

Surface of the Stratum, permeating the Horizon-

tal Interval, which is betwixt that and the next

. Stratum lying underneath it ; the reft will pafs the

Interftices of the Mafs of the fubjacent Strata,

Whether they be of laxer Stone, of Sand, Marie,

or the like, with a Direction parallel to the lire of

thofe Strata
, till it arrives at their perpendicular

Intervals,

And when the Water is once come to thefe Inter-

vals, in cafe the Strata
, whereby the afcending Va-

pour was collected and condenled into Water, (as

we ufually fpeak) in like manner as by an Alem-
bick, happen to be raifed above the Level of the

Earth’s Surface ; as thofe Strata always are, where-

of Monntains do confift j then the Water being

likewife got above the faid Level, flows forth of

thofe Intervals or Apertures ; and if there be no
Obftacle without, forms Brooks and Rivers. But

,

where the Strata, which fo condenfe it, are not

higher than the mean Surface of the Earth, it ftag-

nates at the Apertures, and only forms fianding

Springs.

He adds, That tho’ this Supply of Water from

the Abyfs, be continual, and nearly the fame at all

Seafons, and alike to all parts of the Globe, yet

when it arrives at or near the Surface of the Earth,

where the Heat (the Agent which evaporates and

bears it up) is not fo conjlant and uniform, as is

that refident within the Globe, bur is lubjecft to Vi-

cilfitudes and Alterations, being at certain Seafons

greater than at others
;
being alio greater in fome

Climates and Parts of the Earth than in others : It

thence happens that the Quantity of Water at the

Surface of the Earth, tho’ fent up from the Abyfs

with an almoft conftant equality, is various and un-

certain, as is the Heat there at fome Seafons, and in

fome Countries, the Surface abounding, and being

even drown’d with the Plenty of it, the Springs

full, and the Rivers high : At other Seafons, and in

ether Countries, both Springs and Rivers may be

exceeding low, and fomecimes totally fail.

When the Heat in the exterior parts of the

Earth, and in the Ambient Air, is as intenfe as that

in the interior parts of ir, than all that Water which

pafles the Strata directly, mounting tip in feparate
Parcels, or in Form of Vapour, does notftop at
the Surface, becaufe the Heat there, is equal both
in Quantity and Power to That underneath, whick
brought it out of the Abyfs.

This Heat therefore takes it here, and hears it up,

part of in immediately out of the Surface of the
Earth ; the reft thro’ the Tubes and Veflels of the
Vegetables which grow thereon, Herbs Shrubs,
and Trees, and along with it a fort of Vegetative
Terreftrial Matter, which it detaches from out the
uppermoft Stratum wherein thefe are placed ; this

it depofes in them for their Nutriment, as it pafles

thro’ them, and ifluing out at their Tops and Extre-
mities, it marches ftill on, and is elevated up into

the Atmofphere, to fuch an height, that the Heat
there being Iefs, it becomes condenled, unites and
combines into fmall Mafies, or Drops, and at

length falls down again in Rain, Dew
, Hail, or

Snow.

And for the other part of the Water which was
condenfed at the Surface ofthe Earth, and fent forth

collectively intofianding Springs and Rivers ; this

alfo fuftains a Diminunition from the Heat above,
being evaporated more or lefs in proportion to the
greater or lefler Intenlenefs of the Heat, and the

greater or lefler Extent of the Surface of the Water
fo fent forth.

And as thefe Evaporations are atJometimes grea-
ter, according to the greater Heat of the Sun, fo

where ever they alight again in Rain, ’tis fo much
fuperior in Quantity, to the Rain of colder Seafons,

as the Sun’s Power is then fuperior to its Power in

Thofe Seafons : This is apparent in our Northern
Clime, where the Sun’s Power is never very great,

but yet our Rains in June, July, and Augufl, are
much greater than thofe of the colder Months, the
Drops larger, and confequently heavier, and
falling much thicker and falter than at other
times.

But much more apparent is this in the Regions
of the Earth, nearer to, or under the Equator,
where the Sun having a much greater force, their

Rains (which are Periodical, happening ufually a-

bout the fame time, and lafting feveral Months)
fall in fuch Quantities as to be more like delcend-

ing Rivers than Showers j and by thefe are caufed

the mighty Inundations of the Nile, and other Ri-
vers in thofe Regions.

But when the Heat in the exterior parts of the

Earth, and in the Ambient Air, is lefs than that in

the interior • the Evaporations are iikewile lefs ;

and the Springs and Rivers do not only ceafe to be
dimnifhed, proportionably to the Relaxation of the

Heat, but are much augmented, a great part of the

Water which afeends to the Surface of the Earth,

ftopping there for want of Heat to amount it thence

up into the Atmofphere, and faturating the fuperfi-

cial, or uppermoft Strata with Water ; which by
degrees drains down into Wells, Springs, and Ri-

vers, and fo makes an Addition ro them ; and is

the Reafon that thefe abound with Water in the Col-

der Seafcms, fo much more than they do in the

Hotter.

And the Water which is thus dilpenfed to the

Earth and. Atmofphere from the great Abyfs, being

carried down by Rains and by Rivers, into the O-
cean, which communicates with the Abyfs, is by
that means reftored back again to it ; and from

thence it returns again in a continual Circulation,
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to the Surface of the Earth, in Vapours and
Springs.

SPRINGY, or Elaftid Bodies, are fuch as ha-

ving had their Figure changed by the Stroak or

Percuflion of another Body, can recover again

their former Figure ;
which Bodies which are not

Elaftical will not do. Thus, If a piece of Steel

be bent any way, it will recover again its former

ftraitnefs, but a piece of Lead will ftand bent in

any form.

SPUNGING of a great Gun, is clearing of

her Infide, after fhe hath been difcharged, with a

Wad of Sheep-skins, or the like, rolled about one
end of the Rammer : Its defign is to prevent any
parts of Fire from remaining in her ; which would
endanger the Life of him who fhould load, or

charge her again.

SPUN- YARN, or Rope-yarn, whole Ends are

beaten or fcraped thin, in order to fallen one
piece to another, that fo it may be as long as is

necelfary : It is of ufe to make Caburns, and for

many other Purpofes aboard a Ship.

SPURIiE. See Noth* coft*.

SPURKETS, are the Spaces in a Ships Side,

betwixt the upper and lower Futtocks, or betwixt

the Rungs fore and aft.

SQUAMMOSA Sutura
,

is one of the Sutures

of the Bones of the Skull
; fo called, becanfe the

Parts of the Bones united by the Suture, do lie ve-

ry Hope, and like Scales.

SQUARE, is an Inftrument ofBrafs, or Wood,
having one fide Perpendicular, or at Right An-
gles to the other ;

lometimes made with a Joint

to fold (for the Pocket) and fometimes has a Back
to ufe on a drawing Board, to guide the Square.

SQUARE Figure, in Geometry, is one whofe
Right-lined Sides are all equal, and its Angles all

right. See Quadrilateral : For its Area, lee Area.

SQUARE Number
, is one multiplied intoitfelf

;

as 4, which arifes from the Multiplication of z
by 2 ; and 9, the Produd of 3 by 3 ; alfo 16 made
by 4, multiplied by. 4, &c.

And a Square Number may be ranged into the

Form of a Square, but that which cannot be fo

ranged, cannot be a Square Number.

The Square of any Number, or Line, as 5 -f- 3,

or a -j- b, divided into two parts, is equal to the

Sum of the Squares of thofe Parts, and alfo to the

Double Redangle, or Produd of thofe Parts, as

is plain from only multiplying a -j- b by it lelf,

Algebraically, See Euclid. Lib. 2 . Prop. 4.

S Q_U
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To Compofe any Square Number according to

this Propofition .

4 •

z <s

6 z

a a

Z d

b b

Thus the Square of

is equal to

5' + 3, or 8, which is 64,

6 2 5 = is

1. Write the Number down with the Diftance
of one place between each Figure.

z. Find the Square of z, the firft Figure to the

left Hand, writing it down under z.

3- Then write the double Redangle of z multi-
plied by 5, i. e. zo, under 4, as in the Margin.

4. Then Square 5, and write its Square down
in that Order, as you fee; and adding all together
into one Sum, you will have 625 — 25.

When a Number confifts

Places, proceed thus.

of more than two

a a

bb

2 a

25

9
15

U

Q. a -f- b “ a a -f- z. ab -j- b b ~ 64

1. Find the firft Square as before.

2. Multiply the two firft Figures (towards they

left Hand) and write down the Produd twice,

one under another.

3. Then find the Square of the fecond Figure,

which write in its proper order as before ; add all

thefe into one Sum for a new Square of;*.

4. Then multiply the third Figure into the fe-

cond, which taken together make a ; and write
its Produd down twice as before (in Step. 2.)

5. Square the third Figure, and fubfcribe its

Square as before (in Step. 3.) then add all into one
Sum, and repeat this Procefs as often as there is

occafion ; the laft Sum of all is the true Square
required.

6 M Thus.
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Thus,
*r

3^5

^6860 S S

,1196.* a a

Z5 b h

133225 =; Square of 365,

Ffom which Method of compofing a Square,

‘twill be eafie to underftand the way to Extract

the Square Root of any Number given,

* p •
® e ©

As fuppofe 133*25= For,

1. Beginning at the right Hand, make a Point o~

ver the firft Figure (5) ; and after that over every

other place alternately : Which Points ihew you
the Number of Places in the Root.

z. Find the neareft Square Root to the firft part

13, which is 3, write it in the Quotient, and then

place its Square (9J under, and fubftraCt it from
1 3, This Root is a, and the Square a a,

3. To the Remainder (4) bring down the next
Square 32, which will make 432, and will be e-

qual to 2 a b
ft- b b, in the laft Step of all, elfe

always bigger, and is called the Refolvend. Then
double the Figure (3) in the Quotient, and make
it a Divifor to all the Refolvend, except the laft

Figure towards the right Hand, enquiring how of-

ten you can have 6 in 42, and place the Anfwer 6

(for tho’ you can have it 7 times, yet 7 muft not

be taken, becaufe ’tis too large) in the Quotient,

and alfo after 6 in the Divilor. Then multiply the

thus augmented Divifor by 6, and write the Pro-
duct under, and SubftraCt it from the Refolvend

To the Remainder 36, bring down the next Square

25, and then you have 3625 for a new Refolvend :

Then, as before, double the Quotient 3 6, which
makes 72=2 a, for a new Divifor, and enquire
how often you can have 72 in 362, write the An-
fwer 5 =s a in the Quotient, and alfo after the Di-
vifor , and multiplying the augmented Divifor by
it, you will have a ProduCt 3625, cc=z a b-\- b b,

which fubftraCted from the Refolvend, leaves no-
thing, and fo the Work is over, and the true Root
found to be 3 6 5. If there had been more Points,

the Work in this third Step muft have been repea-
ted till all was done.

S Q U

The Example follows,

* f* *
© 0 ©

"

133**5 (365
a 9

z a -f b= 66) 432= Refolvend.

396 — 2 ab
-f- bb

z a b= 725) 3625 = Refolvend.

3625 = z ab.-j- b b

. 0000

But when a whole Number hath not a Square
Root exaCily expreflible by any rational Number,
then to approach infinitely near the exaCt Root,
proceed thus.

Place as many pairs of Cyphers on the right

Hand of the Remainder, as you would have Deci-

mal Places in the Root, and work as before, di-

ftinguilhing them from the Integers by a Comma,
thus : If the Square Root of 12 be defir’d to three

places in Decimals
j annex 6 Cyphers to 1 2, and

’twill ftand thus

:

r> „
i

n

o *90
12

,
000000

Whofe Square Root being extracted, is found to

be 3, 464, or 3.T444,
but becaufe of the Remain-

der, it muft be that 3, 464 is lefs than the true

Root, and 3, 465 greater than it j yet not wanting

the - of an Unit of the true Root.

The Square Root of a Vulgar FraCtion, is

thus found.

Firft, If the FraCtion be not in its leaft Terms,"

let it be reduced to the leaft Terms ; then extraCfc

the Square Root of the Denominator for a new
Denominator, and of the Numerator for a new
Numerator * this new Fraction fhall be the Square

Root of the Fraction propofed. Thus the Square

Root of t# is i, of i is ?.

If the Vulgar Fraction given, be incommenfura-

ble to its Square Root, both in the given Terms,
and alfo in any other Terms that it is reducible to ;

then reduce the Paid Vulgar Fraction into Deci-

mals, confifting ofan even Number of Places ; and
then extraCt the Square Root thereof by Approxi-

mation, according to the Precepts already deli-

vered.

Thus : If the Square Root of
-f
be required, its

equivalent Decimal is .75, whole Square Roor,

86602, (3c. Therefore the Square Root of 4 is,

%66ozfere.

If a Mix’d Number were given for Extraction,'

whofe Fractional Part is expreftin Terms of a

Vulgar Fradtion 5
Reduce it into an improper Fra-

ction, and (if commenfurable, extraCt the Square

Root of the Numerator and Denominator, fas be-

fore ;) obferving to reduce the Fractional part of

the Mix’d Number, (or the improper FraCtion e-

quivalent to the Mix’d Number.) into its leaft

Terms.
Thus : The Square Root of 5! is 2 f, for the

improper Fraction equivalent to 5 % is
4
I, and the

Square Root of 4
*, is

-J-,
or 2 f.

To
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To ExtreiSi the Square Root, according to the Method

of Converging Series.

Suppofe a a 2= c 22= 2.

For a take any Binomial, as fuppofe r -f S j

Vis belt to make r=i, (i. e.) to the firft Root, or

Side, of the given Square, becaufe then S will con-

verge the foonerj

Then -will rr + zrS-f SS==<f<?t^c.

Rejed the Power of S, as being of fmall value.

Then will r r -f 2 r S= e, or zrS = c — r r.

of higher Powers, as the Cube, Biquadrate, Fifth

Potter, 8cc.

Divide all by z r ; and then S

%vhkh is the itanding Theorem.

Suppofe therefore r =2 i 5 then — c:

2- r

r r 1}
Make 2 r the Diviior) 1,0 ( ,5—

S

To the firft rr= r, add , 5= S, forafecondr, in

order for a new Operation.

Then 1,5 is the new r, the Square of which, is

2,25 ==zr r i from which Subftrad: 2 = c (becaule

2 is lefs than 2, 25, and 'twill ftand thus.

r r :

— c

;

2,25
: 2

2 r 2= 3) o,is

Which muft be divided by 2 rm 3, and the Quo-
tient will be —. 083 2= S' 5 which having a defe-

ctive Sign, muft be fubftraded from the laft,

r=i, 5 i ,5
— , 083

To obviate which, Vis much better to ufe

following way, which is Mr. Ward's.

: a.Let as before a a =z c =2 2, and r -f S

Then rr-j~ zrS ~h S S =2 4 4 =2 C.

Divide all by 2 * then tis; irr-j-rS-f-iSS
C .

«the Refolvend 5 and r S -f •§• S S

— r r= D, the Dividend.

Whence arifes this Theorem
*

dividing all by r -{- ~ S.

D
r + iS

Let then fas before,) the Square Root of 2 2=: C
z a a, be required.

1 : Then halve the Refolvend

1 : And from it take ~r r =2 . 5, there

Firft, Take r

C
* 2

remains
. 5 rrD. Make

Which will be a new r, fora Third Operation ; and

its Square being 2, 007889 =2= r r, fas before grea-

ter than 2 =2 cJ Take z c=c from it, thus.

r r= 2,007889
e ss= 2,

Leaves— . 007889 2= S.

Which being divided by twice the laft r, r=2, 834,
gives in the Quotient —. 002783=255 and this

S fubftraded from the laft.

y= 1,417

, 002783

x
, 414217 =2 a

Which gives the Root to 7 places at three Opera-
tions.

But if more exadnefs be neceffary, call it a

new r, for a fourth Operation, and proceed juft as

before.

2V. B. This Method, which is Mr. Baphforis,

is very pretty, but it labours under two Inconve-
niencies, vi%. The greatnefs of the Dlvifors, and the

high Involutions • especially in extrading Roots out

>-=2i,the Divif.) .50 (42= S. fubfcri.f S S =2 8 under
48 = /• S -f t S S [[the Cypher^

Di.=r+S=:i,4) 2d (20 (r, =2 S

145 =2 r S + f SS

Di.^r-f-S— 1,41). 5 50° (3 = S

4^34, 5 = r S -f jS S

t-f S= 1,413; 1^55° f8 ~ S
1 13072 =rS -f tSS

r =s S =2 1,4138) 1347800 (9= S

127246,5 =2 r S-f fS S

1,41389; 7533500 (52= S

7069462,5 = r S -f f S S

,ta=z 1,413895. 464037,5.

This Root ^ =2 1,413895 differs from the for*

merRoot found, but by o, 000022 fa little ipbre
than for no exad Root can be found by
either way.

Here alfo, if more exadnefs had been required,

the Remainder encreafed by Cyphers, might have
been made a new< Dividend, and 1,413895 anew
Divifor 5 and fo you may proceed on as far as you
think fit.

The vaft Advantage of this Method above thg

former, any one will foon find that will try both.

An

/

/
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An Example of this way,. in a true Square Number,

. © » ®

The Square Root of 133215, is required.

• « *

r= 3 66612.1“ 4 C.

— 4, 5 “iyrSS

Divifor s= r= 3,) 21 6 (6 = S.

198.= r S + i

rss 36) 1812, 5 (5 = S

1812,5 = r S + 7 SS

0000,0

Therefore a = 365.

SQUARING. By the Word Squaring, Mathe-
maticians underftand the making of a Square
equal to any Figure given. Thus the Quadrature
or Squaring of the Circle, is the finding a Square
equal to the Area of a Circle, which hath not yet
been done Geometrically-

SQUINANCY, or Quinfey, a Swelling and In-

flammation in the Throat. See Angina.

STAGMA, are Juices of Plants mix’d together

in order to Diftillation.

STALACTITES, are a fort of ftony, fparry

Icefiles which hang down from the Top or Ar-
ches of Grotto’s, Caves, or Subterranean Caverns,
and from the Roofs of the Buildings and Capitals

of the Pillars of fuch Places as are built over the

Therm# or Hot Springs* Of this kind are the Sal
Alumen and Vitriolum StalaBicum

, the Afinera
Ferri-JlalaElicd, the Vitriolum Capillare

, and the
Alumen Capillare

, &c. Thefe Staladficte Dr. Wood-
ward faith, fliould rather be called Stagonita

,

STAMINA, in Botany, are thofe little fine

Threds or Capillaments which grow up within the

Flowers of Plants encompaffing round the Style
,

and on which the Apices grow, at their extremities.

Whence the Botanifts call that a

STAMINEOUS Flower, which is fo far imper-
fect, as to want thofe coloured Leaves which are

called Petalee, and confifts only of the Stylus and
the Stamina.

And fuch Plants as do bear thefe Stamineous

Flowers Mr. Ray, makes to conftitute a large Genus
of Plants., which he calls Plerbce flere Imperfeclo five

apetalo Stamineove.

And thefe he divides into fuch as,

1.

Have their Fruit or Seed totally divided from
the Flower ; and thefe are fuch Plants as are faid

to be of different Sexes : The reafon of which is,

that from the fame Seed fome Plant fhall arife

with Flowers and no Fruit, and others with Fruit

and no Flowers : As Hops, Hemp, Jlinging Nettles,

Spinach, Cynocrumbe, Mercarialis, and Phyllon.

z. Such as have their Fruit only a little disjoin’d

from their Flowers ; as the Ambrofia, Bardana
minor, picinus

, and the Heliotropium Tricoccon.
\

3'. Such as have their Fruit immediately conti-

guous, or adhering to their Flower: And the Seed
of thefe is either,

1. Triangular: Und of this fort, fome are lucid

and fhining, as the Lapathum, phabarbarum,and Bi~

Jlorta ; to which alfo may be reckoned the Perjicaria.

Others are rough and not fhining ; as the HeU
leberus Albus, Fegopyrum, Convolvulus niger

,

and the
Polygonum.

2. Such as have a roundifh Seed a little flat-

ted or comprefled, or of any other Figure but
the former Triquetrous or Triangular one. And
thefe have their Flower

, or the Calyx of the
Flower adhering to the Bottom or Bafis of the
Seed or Fruit ; as the Potatnogiton, Blitum SU-
vejlre, Porietaria

, Atriplex
,

Blitum Sativum,
Amuranthes Hoclocerieus, and the Saxifraga Au-
rea.

3. Such whofe Flowers adhere to the top or
uppermoft of the Seed; as the Beta, Afarum,
Archimilla.

m

And to thefe kind of Plants, Mr. pay reduces
alfo the Kaligeniculatum, Sedum fruticofum

, the
Scoparia, or Belvidere of the Italians,

STANCHIONS in a Ship, are thofe Timbers
which being fet up Pillarwife , do fupport and
ftrengthen the waft Trees.

STANDING Part of the Sheat, is that pare
which is made faft to a Ring at the Ship’s Quar-
ter. When they lay, Over-hale the Sheat, they
mean, Hale upon the fianding Part • But when
they fay, Hale the Sheat barely, they intend it

only of the Running Part.

STANDING Popes, are thofe Ropes which do
not run in any Blocks, but are fet taught, or let

flack, as occafion ferves, as the Sheat-ftays, Back-
ftays, and the like.

STANDING Part of a Tackle aboard a Ship,*

is the end ofthe Rope where the Block is feized or
faftned ; as the other which is haled, is called

Fall.

STAPES, or the Stirrop, becaufe of its refem-
blance to a Stirrop, is a little Bone in the Ear, of
a Triangular Figure and is made of two Branches
fet upon a flat Bafis, which Hands upon the Fora-

men Ovale • the Union ofthetwo Branches is called

the Head of the Stapes, in which there is a finall

Cavity, wherein lies another little Bone.

STAPHYLOMA, is a Difeafeof the Eye, in

which the two Tunicks of the Eye
,

Cornea and
‘Uvea, being broken, fall outward in the lhape of

a Grape.

STAR, in Fortification, is a Work with feveral

Faces, generally compofed of from 5 to 8 Points

with Saliant, and Re-entring Angles Flanking one
another ; every one of its Sides containing from
12 to 25 Fathoms.

STARBOARD, the Right-hand fide of a Ship,

as Larboard is the left : Thus they fay, Starboard

the Helm, or Helm a Starboard ; when he that

Conds would have the Man at the Helm put the

Helm to the Right-fide of the Ship.

STAR-Fo?'/-. See Fort.

STARS. See Fix’d Stars,

STATICAL Barofcope, an Inftrument Invented

by the Honourable Mr. R Boyle, whofe Deicrip-

tion- fee in Barofcope.

STATICAL Hygrofcope. See Hygrofcope.

STATICKS, is a Science purely Speculative,

being a Species of Mecbanickj, converfant about

Weights, and Ihewing the Properties of the Hea-

viness and Lightnefs ,
or Nquilibria of Bodies.

When it is reftrained to the Specifick Weights and

AEqui-
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./Equilibria of Liquors, it is ealled HydroJiatickj

which fee.

STATION , in Aftronomy , 'fignifies certain

Places of the fydiack, where a Planet being ar-

rived, feems to hand ftill forfome time in, the

fame Degree, either in afcending to its Apogee, or

defcending to its Perigee.

STATION, is a Place where a Man fixes him-

felf and his Inftrument, to take (as in Surveying)

any Angles or Diftances.

STATION-Line. See Line: of Station,

STATION-5?^, is an Inftrument confiding of

two Rulers that Hide to ten Foot, divided into

Feet and Inches, with a moving Vane or Sight ;

two of which are ufed with a Level ; and on the

•Edges, there are the Links of the Gunters Chain

divided. It is ufed in Surveying for the mote eafie

xaking-Off-fets.

STATIONARY ; a Planet isfaid to be Statio-

nary, when to any Eye placed on the Earth, it ap-

pears for fome time to ftand ftill, and to have no

progreftive Motion forward in its Orbit round the

Sun.

STATUS Jlforbi. See Acme.

STATUTE, is a Word that hath divers fignifi-

cations : as firft, it lignifies an Ad of Parliament

made by the King and the Three Eftates of the

Realm ; in which fenfe it is either General or Spe-

cial. In another fignification, Statute is a Short

Writing, called a Statute-Merchant, or a Statute

Staple; which fee. Statutes are alfo vulgarly ta-

ken for the Petit-Seffwns, by 5 Eli%. cap. 4.

STATUTE-Mm^wr, is a Bond acknowledged

before one of the Clerks of the Stafztfcfj-Merehant

and Mayor, or Chief Warden of the City of Lon-

don, or two Merchants of the laid City for that

purpofe affigned , or before the Mayor, Chief

Warden, or Matter ofother Cities or good Towns,

or other fufficient Men for that purpofe appointed.

Sealed with the Seal of the Debtor and ofthe King,

which is of two pieces; the greater is kept by the

Mayor, Chief-Warden, &c, and the letter by the

laid Clerks.

STATUTE-Staple, is lb called either Properly

or Improperly. A Statute-Staple, properly fo Cal-

led, is a Bond of Record, acknowledged before

the Mayor of the Staple
, in the Prefence of one of

the two Conftables of the fame Staple ; for Which

Seal, the Fee is of every Pound, if the Sum ex-

ceed not 100 l. an Half-penny ; and if it exceed

100/. a Farthing ; and by virtue of fuch Statute-

Staple,, the Creditor may forthwith have Execu-

tion of the Body, Lands, and Goods of the Deb-

tor. Statute-Staple improper, is a Bond of Record,

founded upon the Stat. 23 H. 8. cap. 6. Of the na-

ture of a proper Statute-Staple, as to the Force and

Execution of it; and acknowledged before one of

the Chief Juftices ; and in their Abfence, before

the Mayor of the Staple, and Recorder of Lon-

don. )

STATUTUM de Laborariis, is a Writ Judicial,

for the Apprehending of fuch Labourers as refufe

to Work according to the Statute, Peg. Judic.

Fol. 27.

STATUTO Mercatorio
, is a Writ for the Im-

prifoning of him that has forfeited a Bond Called

Statute-Merchant
,
until the Debt be fatisfied. Of

thcfe, there is one againft Lay-perfons, and another

againft EcclefiaftiCal.

STATUTO-Sf^y/^, is a Writ that lies to take

his Body to Prifon, and feize upon his Lands and

S T E
Goods, that hath forfeited a Bond called Statute-
Staple,

STAYS in a Ship; are Ropes whole ufo is to
keep the Matt from failing aft : All Matts, Top-
Matts

, and Flag-Staves have Stays , except the
Sprit-fail Top-matt ; the Stay of the Main-matt*
which is called the Main-Jlay, is by a Lannier
faftned to a Collar, Which comes about a Knee
belonging to the Head ; the Main-tbp-mdfl Stay

is faftned to the Head of the Fore-matt, by a Strap
and a dead Man’s Eye, and fo is the Main-top-
gallant-mafl ftayed to the Head of the Fore-top

-

matt ; the Fore-matt and Matts belonging to it,

are in the fame manner ftayed to the Boit-fprit

and Sprit fail Top-fail Matt; which ftays do like-

wife ftay the Bolt-fprit it felf. The ALijfcn-fiay
comes to the Main-matt by the Half-Deck, and the
Topmaft-ftays come to the Shrouds With Crows-
feet. The length of the Stay is the fame with that
of the Matt it belongs to.

The Main-matt, Fore-matt; with the Matts be-
longing to them, have alfo Back-flays, which help
to keep the Matt from pitching forward, or over-
board, becaufe they go on either fide of the Ship
To bring a Ship upon the

STAYESJ' or to flay her, is in order to her Tack-
ing, which is thus done : At the fame time bear up
the Helm, lei fly the Fore-fail Sheat

,
let go the Fore-

bowling, Brace the Weather-brace of the Fore-fail

;

the fame is alfo done to the Top-fail and Top-gallant-

fail, only their Shears mutt be kept faft. If the
Sprit-fail be out, then at the fame time let go the
Sprit- fail Sheat alfo, with the Fore-fheet, and Brace
the Weather-Brace : But the Tacks, Sheats, Bracings,
and Bowlings

, of the Mainfail. Main-topfail, and
MijJen are not altered. And When the Wind comes
in at the Bow, which before was the Lee-Bow

, it

drives all the Sails backward againft the Shrouds
and Matts

, fo that the Ship makes no way for-
ward, but drives with her Broad-fide. Thofe are
reckoned the beft Ships, which will ftay with the
feweft Sails.

STEADY, a Word of Command at Sea, from
him that Conns to the Man at Helm, to keep the
Ship fteady in her Couffe, and not to make Angles'
or Yaws (as they call them,) in or out.

STATOCELE, is a Rupture or Tumor in the
Scrotum of a Fatty or Suet-like Confidence. Blan-
chard.

STEATOMA,is a preternatural Swelling which
confifts of a Matter almoft like Suet of the fame'
Colour throughout, foft ; and tho’ not eaftly yield-

ing to the Touch, yet fuddenly returns, the Fing-
ers being removed, to its proper Shape and Big-
nefs.

STEEL, is made, according to Mr. Lcmery,

p. 1 54, by Stratifying of Plates of Iron in a large
Furnace, with the Horns or Nails of Animals, un-
der which is made a very great Fire * Thus is the
Iron calcined ; but when red Hot, and near Melt-
ing, they take the Plates out and dip them
fuddenly in cold Water, and fo they become
Steel.

Steel is not fo good as Iron for Medicipal Opera-
tion, becaufe the volatile Parts are moftjy purged

-

away in the Calcination, and what remains is hard-
ly diffblvable by the Juice in the Body,
STEER: To Steer a Ship

, is to guide or go-
vern her by the Helm. He is the beft Steerfman
that ufes the leaf): Motion in putting the Helm over
to and again, and that keeps the Ship beft from

making
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making Yaws ; that is, from running in and out.

There are three ways to Steer by,

1. By any Mark on the Land, fbas to keep the

Ship Even by it.

2. By the Compafs, which is to keep the Ship's

Head upon fuch a Rhumb or Pointof the Compafs,

as belt leads to her defired Port.

3 . To Steer as one is bidden or Conned, which

is the Duty (in a great Ship) of him that is taking

his Turn at Helm.

STEERAGE, a Part of a Ship where he ftand-

eth that Steereth ; that is, Guides the Helm or

judder of the Ship ;
and this in a Man of War is

always before the Bulk-head of the great Cabbin

;

and where-ever the Steerfman be placed, he muft

ftand fo, as that he can fee the Letch of the Sails,

whether they be in the Wind or not.

STEEVE i the Seamen fay that the Boxv-fprit or

the Beak-head of the Ship doth Steeve
,
when either

Hands too upright, and not ftraight enough for-

wards.

STEGANOGRAPHY, is the Art of fecret

Writing, which is known only to the Perfons cor-

refponding with one another ; and which if the

Letters Ihould be Opened, no one is fuppofed to

be able to difcover, or Decypher
, as 'tis called. Tho’

now-a-days hardly any thing can be Written by

this Art, but what may be Decyphered, and the

Senfe and Meaning of it difcovered. And in this

Art of Decyphering, that Excellent Mathematician

Dr. Wallis, is admirably ready.

STEGNOSIS, is a conftridlion or flopping up of

the Pores.

STEGNOTICA. See Ajlringentia .

STELLATE Plants, are by the Botanifts called

fuch Plants as have their Leaves growing on the

Stalks at certain Intervals or Diftances, in the form

of a Radiant Star ; and according to Mr. Ray. this

is the Tenth Genus of Englifh Plants: Of this

kind is Cruciata or Crofs-wort, MoUugo, Wild-

madder, Afperula or Woodruff, Gallium or Ladies

Bed-jh avo, Aparine or Cleavers, Rubin TinElorum or

Dyers Madder. To which he adds, as a-kin to

to this Genus, the Najlurtium Indicum , Indian

Crelfe, or Yellow Larl^fpur,

STEM of a Ship, is that main piece of Timber
which comes bowing or bending from the Keel

below where it isfearfed, (as they call itTthat is,

pieced in, right before the Fore-caftle ;
this Stem

it is which guides the Rake of the Ship ; and all

the B.ut-ends of the Planks (forwards) are fix’d

into it. This in the Section of a Firft-Rate Ship,

is called the Main flem.

STENTOROPHONICK-T«£<?, or Inftrument,

is the Speaking-Trumpet, Invented by Sir Samuel

JLforeland.

STEP, that piece of Timber in a Ship whereon

the Mails or Capftans.do ftand at Bottom, is cal-

led the Step of the Mall or Capftan.

STERCOROSyS Fluxus
,

is that in which

much Liquid Excrement is often voided, pro-

ceeding from Excfementitious Meats corrupted in

the Stomach, or a great quantity of Excrements

heaped up in the Inteftines* Blanchard.

STEREOBATA, in Architecture, is the Greeks

Word for the firft beginning of the Wall of any

Building, and immediately ftanding on the Foun-

dation: This is wrongly confounded with StyIda-
ta, which is the beginning of a Column, or its

Pedeftal.

STEREOGRAPHY, is the Art of drawing the
forms of Solids upon a Plane.

STEREOGRAPHICK Projeclim. See Proje

-

Elion of the Sphere in Plano.

STEREOMETRY, is the Art of Meafuring all

forts of Solid Bodies
j which how to do, you will

find under the proper Names of each Body.
STERN of a Ship, is all the hindermoft or af-

termoft Part of her, generally fpeaking: But pro-
perly, ’tis only the outmoft Part of her, Abaft.

STERNFAST, is fome faftnings of Ropes, &c.
behind the Stern of a Ship, to which a Cable or
Hawfer may be brought or fixed, in order to hold •

her Stern to a wharf, &c.
STERNPOST, is a great Timber let into the

Keel at the .Stern of a Ship
,

fomewhat floaping,

into which are faftned the after Planks
; and on

this Poll, by its Pintle and Gudgeons hangs the
Rudder.
STERNOHYOIDES, is that Pair of Mufcles

which is commonly by Anatomiftsfaid to arifefrom
the uppermoft part of the Breaft-Bone : But this is

fince proved a Miftake, for they arife from the
Internal part of the Clavicula, next where its Ori-
gination is broad ana flefhy, and afeends direilly

over the Sternothyreoidaus and Larynx, of an equal
Breadth and Thicknefs, to its Infertion at the Ba-
lls of the Fore-Bone of the Os Hyaides. This with
its Partner ailing, pulls the Os Plyoidet, together

with the Tongue and Larynx, direilly down-
wards.

STERNOTHYROEIDES, is a pair of Muf-
cles which do arife broad and flelhy from the up-
per and Internal Part of the Sternum, whence af-

cending on the fides of the Wind-pipe
, over the

Glandulx. Thyroidea, it’s inferred to the inferiour

Part of the Thyroidal or Scutiformal Cartilage.

This, with its Partner, pulls the Larynx down-
ward, and lengthens the Canalis or diftance beV

tween the Rimula and Tip of the Tongue, (which
latter feems to be the true Pleclrum Vocis)

whereby the Tone of the Voice is rendered
grave.

STERNUM Os, the Breaft-Bone, is joined to

the Ribs in the foremoft part of the Breaft, con-
fiding of 3 or 4 Bones, and frequently in thofe that

are come to ripenefs of Age, grows into one Bone;
to this is joined in the lower part of it, the Cartilage

Enfiformis.

STERNUTATION, Sneezing, is a forcible

driving out of the Head fome Iharp Matter which
vellicates and difturbs the Nerves and Fibres:

Or, as fome fay, ’tis an involuntary Motion of
the Brain, which contrails the Mufcles of the

Thorax and Abdomen, to the intent that the Mar-
ter which vellicates the Noftrils and Brain may be
driven our.

STERNUTATORIUM, fve Sternutamentum,

a Sneezing Medicine, or Snuff.

STEWARD of a Ship, is he that receives all

the Viituals from the Purfer ; and he is to fee it

well Stowed in the Hold ; in his Cuftody are all

things of that nature belonging to the Ship’s ufe.

He is to look after the Bread, and to diilribute

out the feveral Meffes of Victuals in the Ship. He
hath an Apartment for himfelf in the Hold, which
is called the Steward’s Room, where he Sleeps and

Eats,

STILE,
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STILE, in Dyalling, is the Gnomon or Cock

of a Dyal, that cafts the Shadow upon the Hour-
Lines and is always parallel to the Axis of the

Earth, in all kinds of Dyals.

STILLATITIOUS Oils
,

in Chymiftry, are

fuch as are Extracted out of Mixts, by the Force

of Fire ;
and hereby are diftinguifhed from fuch

as are made by Expreffion, or by Preffing.

STILLICIDIUM Vrinae. . See Stranguria.

STIRRUP of a Ship, is a piece of Timber
put upon a Ship’s Keel, when fome of her Jfee/

happens to be beaten off, and they can’t come con-

veniently to put or fit in a new piece ; then they

patch in a piece of Timber, and bind it on with

an Iron which goes underthe Ship’s Keel and comes

tip on each Side of the Ship, where ’tis Nailed

ftrongly with Spikes $ and this they call a Stir-

rup
STOAKED, when in a Ship the Water in the

Bottom can’t come to the Well of the Pump, they

fay, The Ship is a-ftoa or ftoaked : So they fay

alfo, The Limber-holes are fioaked, when the Wa-
ter cannot pafs through them ; and that the Pump
is floated, when fomething is got into it which

choaks it up, fo that it will not Work.
STOCKS ; lb the Ship-Carpenters call a Frame

of Timber, and great Polls made a-fhore to build

Pinnaces, Ketches, Boats, and fuch fmail Craft,

and fometimes fmail Frigats : Hence we fay, a

Ship is on the Stocks, when fhe is a Building.,

STOLONES, are the Suckers which fpring up
from the Root of any Tree or Plant ; and Which,

if not cut off, will hinder the Thriving of the

Tree.

STOMACHUS, in Anatomy, is not the Sto-

mach of an Animal, for that is called Ventriculw
j

but is properly the left or upper Orifice of the

Ventricle, or Stomach, by which Meats are re-

ceived into it. To this Part defcend Nerves from

the eighth Pair and intercoftal Nerves, and are

mixed and interwoven with one another. The
Greekj call it the Heart: Whence it is

that a Pain which is fometimes felt in this Part,

it corruptly called the Heart-burn
; and the Regi-

on of the Stomach hereabout is called alfo Scrobi-

culus Cordis
, or the Heart-Pit. It hath its Fi-

bres Orbicular, that its Orifice may exadly diut

or clofe upon the Meat and Drink received into the

Stomach, to prevent Fumes coming up from thence

to affedt the Head, and to hinder Concodtion.

STONES, are fuch kind of Minerals as are hard
and friable : To which alfo Biihop Wilkins an-
nexes

Earthly Concretions
,

as being of a middle Na-
ture between Stones and Metals, but are more
Soft ufually and Brittle than the former. And
that Great Man diftinguifhes Stones into

r. Vulgar, and of no Price,

%. Middle-priced.

3. Precious : And theie are of a kinds either

more or lefs Tranfparent.

1. Vulgar Stones , or fuch as are of little or no
Price are diftinguifhable from their different Mag-
nitudes, Ufes, Confidences, into the

S T o
r Gretiter Magnitudes of Stone j ufed either a”'

bout
,

Buildings • whether of

''Walls - chiefly being of a

fSofter Confidence, whether Natural, of
Factitious.

{
Free-Stone.

Brick•

‘ Harder Confidence • not eafily yielding to

the Tool of the Workman, growing
L either in

Greater Mafles.

r * K*gg-
< Lejfer Maffes ; whether fuch as are

l for their Figure
rMore Knobbed and Unequal, ufed fof

the Striking of Fire, either the more
common, which is lefs heavy j of
the lefs common, which is more
heavy, as having fomething in it of
a Metalline Mixture.

£ Flint
3 L Marchafite, Firejlone.

More Round and Even. x
4 Pibble.

Bpof or Pavement, being of a laminated
Figure, either Natural or Factitious,

J Slate.
5

l Tile.

Metals either for the

Sharpning or trying of them l

^ 3 Whet-jione.

\Touch-Jlone.

Polifhing or cutting of ’em 5 being either of a
more fpongy and [oft, or of a more hard
confidence-

s' Pumice.

^ \ Emery.

Lejfer Magnitudes, either more or lefs minute,

g
5 Sand.

LGravel.

li Middle-priced Stones
, are either of a

rShining Politure, or capable of it ; whether of4
rsimple White Colour, and more foft confidence

' 1. Alahafter.
Sometimes White, fometimes Black, or Green,

and fometimes Variegated with Veins, grow-
ing in greater or lejfer Maffes,

{
Marble, Porphyrie,

Agat.

Spotted with Red upon a greeniftt Colour, of
^ with Spots of Gold-colour upon Blue,

Sjfafpis, Heliotrope.
3 L Lapul, Azure-done.

Tranfparency, either

Brittle whether Natural or FadHtiouS.

\ Chryftal-ine.
4 IGlafs.

Fiffil, into Flakes, either greater or leffer,

f Selenite, Mvfcovia-glafs, Ifing-glafsi
5

1 Talf '{Spar.

Relation to Metals 5 attracting of Iron, or making
of Brais,

^
C Load-ftone.

\ Cadmia, Calaminarls,

\JncombuJlible Nature,

6 N f AfnK
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I 7 Amiantus.
tStrange Original

5 not being properly Minerals,

tho’ ufually reckon’d amongft them 3 but ei-

ther a Sub-marine Plant,*or fuppofed to proceed

.from a Liquid Bitumen.

g
S Coral-ine.

L Amber.

There are feveral other ftony Confiftences men-
tioned in the Authors who Write de Lap dibus.

Some that are found in the Bodies of Animals,

their Stomachs, Guts, Bladders, Kidneys, &c. feve-

ral of which are Denominated from ' the Animals

in which they are found 3 as Aleclorius, Chelidoni-

us, Bepar, 8cc. Others have peculiar Names from
theirJkapes • as Aflroides, Gloffopetra, 8cc. Others

made of Animals, or parts of Animals petrefy’d,

which may be fufficiently exprefs’d, without be-

ing particularly provided for in the Tables.

3. Precious Stones, Gems ” Jewels, are fuch as for

their Variety and Beauty are every where more
efteem’d. Amongft which, fome are lefs Tranfpa-

rent, which are diftinguilhable chiefly by their Co-

lours, either,

Reprefenting variety of Colours, with Dimnefs

lefs or more.

OPAL.
CATS-EYES.

Of Particular Colours.

'Whitifh and Shining 3 tho’ this be not properly

a Mineral, but a part of a teftaceous Fifh.

Z Pearl.

Red.

3 Sardius, Cornelian, Blood-ftone.

^ Pale, Flejhy Colour, like that of a Man’s Nail.

4 Onyx.

Bluifh,

5. Turcois.

Pale Purple.

6 Chalcedony.

As for that which is commonly fill’d a Toad-

Jlone 3 that is properly a Tooth of the Fifh called

Lupus Marinus, as hath been made evident to the

Royal Society, by that Learned and Inquifitive

Perfon, Dr. Merit.

4; More Tranfparent Gems, may be diftinguifli’d

into fuch as are either

rColourlefs 5 either moft hard and bright, or that

|
which is very like to this in other re-

s'
fpecfts, but only lefs hard and bright.

4 f Diamond, Adamant.
I I

1 \ Sapphire white.

|
Coloured 5

to be rang’d according to the Colours

L in the Rainbow.

Bed 3
of a Luftre greater or lefs.

2
XRuby, Carbuncle.

LGranate.

Yellow 5
whether paler or deeper.

5

Chryfolite.
3 iTopap.

Green 3
either moft bright and pleafant, or of a

darker kind of Sea-green.

{
Emerald, Smaragd.

Beryl.

,Bluifh

.

5 Sapphire.

Purple, or Violaceous
3 more inclining to Blue, or

to Yellow.

, V Amethyjl,

C Hyacinth.

5. Such Earthy Concretions as commonly grow
in Mines, together with fuch other factitious Sub--
fiances as have fome analogy to thefe, and are dif.
folvable by Fire or Water, may be diftinguifa’d by
their being

"Not Inflammable 5

'More Simple 5 being feveral kinds of Salts,’

whether ofthe

"Sea-water, the moft neceffary Condiment for
Meat ; or of the Air, ufed as a chief In-
gredient in the making of Gun-powder.

S Salt.

\lNitre, Salt-petre.

Earth 3 of a Styptick quality, and Abfter-
five, proper for the drying of Wounds,
commonly boil’d up in a Confiftence
from a Mineral Water

5 or that other
kind of Earthy Sait dug up in great
lumps.

{
.Alume

.

Sal Gemma.
Metals of all kinds 3 fometimes call’d Sugars

and Cryftals, but agreeing in the com-
mon Nature with that which is ftil’d

3 Vitriol
, Chalcanthus, Copperas.

Vegetables, made either by Fermentation, or
by Burning.

5Tartar.

4 LAlcalz.

Animal Subjlances
, made by Diftillarion

called

5 Urinous Salt.

More mix’d of other Salts j more Volatile, or
u Fixed.

^
T Sal-Armoniac,

L Chryfocolla, Borax.
^Inflammable 3 of a more
CDry Confiftence, zndyellowijh Colour.

< 7 Sulphur
, Brimftone.

LClammy and tenacious Confiftence.

TNozfweet-fcented
3 more Solid, or more Liquid,

1

{
Bitumen.

Naphtha.

Sweet-fcented.

9 Ambergris

.

6 . Earthy Concretions not DiJJolvable, may be
diftinguifhed by their various Colours 3 being ei-

ther

White and foft, according to degrees, more or lefs"

f Chalk.,
1

LMarle.

Yellowi/h Red, whether more Yellow, or more Red.
S ober, yellow Oker.

2
LRed Oker, Ruddle.

Black 5 of a finer or coarfer Grain.

Sjett.
* LPit-coal, Sea-coal.

Gold-colour, of a Poifonous Nature, either as it is

dug out of the Earth, or as it is fublim’d.

J Orpiment, Auripigmentum.
4

( Arfenick, Rats-bane.

Reddifh 5 often found in the fame Mines with Or-
piment.

5 Sandarach

.

I STOPPER,
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STOPPER, is a piece of Rope (in a Ship) ha-

ving a Wale-knot at one end, with a Larmier fpli-

ced into it, and at the other end ’tis made fail in

the Place where ’tis to be ufed. Its ufe is to flop

the main Halliards, or the Cable. The Stopper

for the Halliards is faftened at the Main-Knight,
and it ferves when they are Hoifing theMain-Yard,
to flop it, while the Men that Hale may flay and
reft a little. But ’tis chiefly uled for the Cable, to

flop it, that it don’t run out too faft : They bind

the Wale-knot about the Cable with the Larmiers,

and that flops it, fo that it cannot flip away. This
Stopper is faftened to the Bottom of the Bitts by
the Deck. The Word is, Lay on the Stoppers. And
a Ship is faid to Hide by the Stoppers, when the Ca-
ble is faftened or flayed only by them, and not Bit-

ted ; but this is not fafe Riding in a ftrefs of Wea-
ther.

,

STRABISMUS, Squinting, is occafioned by
the Relaxation, Contraction, Diftortion, too great

Length, or too great Shortriefs of the Mufcles which
move the Eye, Blanchard.

STRAIT, or Sfreight, in Hydrography, is a
narrow Sea ftiut up between Lands on either fide,

affording a Paffage from one great Sea into ano-
ther ; as the Strait of Magellan, the Strait of Gi-
braltar, &c.

STRAKE, in the Sea Phrale, is a Seam between
two Planks ; as the Garboard-Jlrake is the firft Seam
next the Keel. They fay alfo a Ship heels a-ftrake,

that is, hangs or inclines to one Side, the quantity

of an whole Plank’s breadth.

STRANGURY, is a difficulty of Urine, when
the Urine comes away by drops only, accompany’d

With a conftant Inclination of making Water.
STRAP, in a Ship, is the Rope which is fpliced

about any Block, and made with an Eye to fatten

it any where on occafion.

STRATA. Dr. Woodward, in his Natural Hi-
ftory of the Earth, obferves, (and that very truly)

That the far greateft part ofthe Terreftrial Globe,
eonfifts, from its Surface downwards to the greateft

Depth we ever Dig or Mine, of feveral Layers or

Strata of different kinds of Earthy Matter, lying

one over another, without any regular Order. This
difpofition of the Earth into thefe Strata, had been
before obferved by Stem • but the Observations

and Deductions that Dr. Woodward made from
them, are wholly New, very Numerous, and of

great Importance.

STRATARITHMETRY, is the Art of Draw-
ing up an Army or Battalion of Men, according to

any Geometrical Figure afligned : And alfo of ex-
preffing the juft Number of Men contained in fuch

a Figure, as they ftand in Array, either near at

hand, or at a diftance.

STRATIFICATION,or Stratum fuper Stratum

,

as the Chymifts call it, is putting different Matters
Bed upon Bed, or one layer upon another, in a Cru-
cible in order to Calcine a Metal or Mineral. Thus
in Cementation (which fee) there is firft laid a Bed
of Cement, then a Plate of Gold ; then another

Layer of Cement, and then another Plate of Gold

;

and this is done alternately, till the Crucible is

full ; which the Chymifts would exprefs by fay-

ing, Stratifie Gold and Cement in a Crucible.

STKEAM-Arichor, is only a fmall one made faft

to a Stream Cable for a Ship to Ride by in gentle

Streams and in fair Whether, when they would
only flop a Tide.

STRETCH j when at Sea they are going to

sty
-mmiv ~

.

Hoife the Yard, or Hale the Sheet,
t
they fay, Stretch

forwards the Hale-Yards or Sheets ; meaning that

the part which the Men are to Hale by, fliould

be put into their Hands, in order to their Hoifing
or Haling.

STRIDE, with the Writers of Natural Hiftory*
are the fmall Hollows, Channels or Chamfering

s,

which are found in the Shells of Cockles, Efcollops*

and other Shell-Fifhes.

STRIKE, a Sea word varioufly ufed : When a
Ship in a Fight, or on meeting with a Man of
War, lets down or lowers her Top-fails, at leafl

half Maft high, which they call Striking the Top-
fails upon the Bunt, they fay, She Strides, mean-
ing, {he Yields or Submits, or pays heir Devoir to

that Man ofWar as fhe palfes by. When a Ship
touches Ground in fhoal Water, they fay alfo, fhe

Strikes. When any Top-maft is to be taken down,
the Word is, Strike the Top-majl : And when any
thing is Let or Lowered, as they call it, down into

the Hold, they call it Striking down into the

Hold.

STRIKING-?UW, in a Clock, is that which
by fome is called the Pin-wheel

; becaufe of the
Pins which are place upon the Round or Rim
(which in Number are the Quotient of the Pinion

divided by the Pinion of the Detent-wheel). In 16
Days Clocks, the frfi or great Wheel is ufually the
Pin-wheel ; but in Pieces that go 8 Days, thefecond
Wheel is the Pin-wheel or Striking-wheel.

STRUCTURE, is the combination or refult of
all thofe Qualities or Modifications of Matter in

any Natural Body, which diftinguifh it from others,

and are what, in other Words, is called the Pecu-
liar Form, or Texture of it.

STRUMA. See Scrophula.
%

STUPEA, feu Stupa, is a piece of Linen dips

in a Liquor, and applied to the part affeCted.

STYLE, fo the Botanifts call that middle pro-
minent Part of the Flower of a Plant, which ad-
heres to the Fruit or Seed : ’Tis ulually long and
flender, whence its Name of Stylus.

STYLE, in Dialling, is that Line whofe Sha-
dow on the Plane of the Dial, fhews the true Hour-
Line. This is always fuppoied to be a part ofthe
Axis of the Earth, and therefore triuft always bp
fo placed, as that with its two extreme Points

it fhail refpect the two Poles of the World, and
with its Upper-end, the elevated Pole. This Line
is the Upper Edge of the Cock, Gnomon, or
Index.

STYLOBATA, in Architecture, is the Pedeftal

of a Column or Pillar.

STYLOBATON, or Stylobata, in Architecture*

is the fame with the Pedeftal of a Column. This
is fometimes taken for the Trunk c<f a Pedeftal*

between the Cornice and the Bafe ; and then
called Truncus, as it alfo is by the Name of A-

bacus.

STYLOCERATOHYOIDES, are Mufcles
of the Os Hyoides, which draw upwards the

Tongue and Larynx, as alfo the Jaws in Degluti-

tion ; whereby the Mafticared Aliment is not only

compreffed into the latter, (the Fauces being then
dilated) but the Epiglottis is alfo depreffed, and
adequately covers the Rimula of the Larynx, by its

Application to it ; by which means the defcent of
the leaft part ofthe Aliment into the Afpera Artena
is hindred 3 which is a molt wonderful Mecha-
nifm.

6N i They



They arife from the outward Appendix of the 1

Os Styliforme
, and are extended to the Horns or

Points of the Os Hyaides. The middle Tendon of

the Digafiricus of the Lower- Jaw is tranfmitted

through it. ’Tis called alfo Stylohyoidecus.

SI YLOEIDES, are ProcefTes of Bone faffiiond

backward like a Pencil faftned into the Bails of

the Scull it felf.

STYLOGLOSSUM, is that Pair of Mufcles

which lift up the Tongue. They arife from the

Appendix of the Os Styliforme
, and are inferred

about the middle of the Tongue.
STYLOHYOIDiEUS. See Styloceratohyoides.

STYLOPHARYNGiEUS, is a Pair of Mufcles

placed at the foot of the Procejfus Styloides, that di-

late the Gullet, and draw the Fauces upwards.

They defeend from an Appendix of a Bone in fa-

fhion of a Pencil, and which reaches the hides of

the Gullet.

STYMMA, is that thick Mafs which remains

after the Steeping of Flowers, Herbs, &c. and
preffing out their Oil. Blanchard.

STYPTICK, (Blood-ftopping) the fame with

Aftringents in the general ; which fee.

STYPTICK-/%fer of Mr. Lemery, is made of

Colcothar, Burnt-Allum, Sugar-Candy,of each half

a Dram ; the Urine of a Young Man and Rofe-

Water, of ea£h half an Ounce 5 Plantane-water, 2

Ounces : Mix all in a Mortar, and let it hand on

the Sediment in a Viol ; and when you would

ufe it, pour off the clear Water by Inclination

:

’Tis of very good ufe to flop Bleeding.

SUBALTERN Propofitions, are fuch as differ

only in Quantity, and agree in Quality j as every

Triangle is Right-Angled j fome Triangles are

Right-Angled.

StJBCARTILAGlNEUM. See tlypccondrium.

SUBCLAVIAN-Vejfels, are the Veins and Ar-

teries that pafs under the Clavicles.

SUBCLAVIUS, is a Mufcle of the Thorax,

which arifes from the inferior Part of half the Cla-

vicula, next its connection with the Spina Scapula; -

hence its Fibres defeend obliquely forwards to its

Infertion at the fuperior part of the firft Rib near

the Sternum. Its ufe according to Spigelius, who
has Written a Chapter exprelly about this Mufcle,

is to deprefs the Clavicula

.

SUBCONTRARY Pofition, (in -Geometry) is

when two Similar Triangles are fo placed as to

have one common Angle V at the Vertex, and yet

their Bafes not parallel.

V

And therefore, if the Scalenous Cone B V D be

fb cut by the Plane C A, as that the Angle at C =
D. The Cone is then faid to be cut Suhcontrarily to

its Bafe B A. See Spheric!^ Geometry, where fuels
a SeCfion of a Cone is demonfirated to be a
Circle.

SUBCONTRARY Propofitions, are fuch as par-
ticularly differ in Quality, and agree in Quantity j
as, fome Man is a Creature

, feme Man is not a
Creature.

SUBCUTANEUS, a Branch of the Bafilica,

running towards the inner Condyle of the Arm. It

divides into Ramus Anterior
, and Pofierior, which

fee.

SUBDUCTIQN, the fame with SulfraBion -

which fee.

SUBDUPLE Proportion, is when any Number
or Quantity is contained in another twice Thus
3 is faid to be Suhduple of 6, as 6 is double
of 3.

SUBETH Avicenna. See Coma.

SUBJUNCTIVE Mood (in Grammar) is fo cal-

led, becaule it has always fome Condition annex-
ed to what we affirm, and fo is fubjoined to, or
conjoined with fome other Verb.

SUBLUXATION, a Diflocation, or putting
out of Joint, t

'

SUBLIMATE Corrofive
, is a Preparation in

Chymiftry, whereby Mercury is impregnated with
Acids, and then fublimed up to the top of the Vef-
fel : Thus performed.

Pour on a Pound of good runing Mercury, 18
Ounces of Spirit of Nitre, fet the Matrafs in Sand
a little warmed, till the Mercury be all diffolved,

evaporate the Diflolution, in a Glafs, or Earthen
Pan, till all the Moifture be carried off $ and then

powder the remaining white Mafs in a Glafs Mor-
tar, and then mix with it a Pound of Vitriol cal-

cined white, and fo much Salt decrepitated. Put
this Mixture into a Matrafs, whofe 2 Thirds at

leaft remain unfilled • fet the Veffel in Sand, and
begin with a fmall Fire for three Hours, after

which, that Fire muft be encreafed to a good
ftrength : The Sublimate will adhere to the top of
the Matrafs, and there will be a Pound and three

Ounces of it. The Red Scories at the Bottom,
are ufelefs, ’Tis a more violent Efcharotick than

the Lapis Infernalis, and inwardly taken, is one of
the ftrongeft Poilons in the World. Of this is

made MercuriUs Dulcis. The Druggifts lometimes
fell a fort of it that is made of Arfenick. ; but you
may eafily difeover it by rubbing it with a little

Salt of Tartar, for then it will turn Blacky, hut if it

turn Tellow, ’tis good.

SLJBLIMATION, an Operation in Chymiftry,

whereby the finer and more fubtile Parts of aMixt
Body are feparated from the Reft, and carried up
in the Form of a very fine Powder to the Top of

the Veflel. Thefe Powders they call Flowers, as

Flowers of Brimftone, of Benjamin, &c. the Veffels

that ferve for thefe Ufes, are called,

SUBLIMING Pots, or Aludells j (which Word
fee.)

SUBLIMIS, one of the Mufcles that bend the

Fingers.

SUBLINGUALES, are Glands, one on each

fide of the Tongue, they have two excretory

Ducfts (as the MaxilUres) form’d by the Union of

that of each fmall Gland
; they run on each fide

of the Tongue, near its Tip, where they open

into the Mouth at a little diftance from the

Gums
$
when the Mylohyoidaus atfteth, it compreifes

them.
. , ,

SUBLTN-
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SUBLINGUlNUS* is the fame with the Epi-

glottis or Pion
3 which fee.

SUBLUNARY, all things that are in the Earth,

or in the Atmofphere thereof, below the Moon.
SUBMULTIPLE Number, or Quantity, is

that which is contained in another Number, a cer-

tain Number of Times exactly : Thus 3 is Sub-
multiple of 21, as being contained in it 7 times

exactly.

SUBMULTIPLE Proportion, the Reverfe of
Multiple 5 which fee.

SUBORNATION, is a Secret, or under-hand
preparing, inftruding, or bringing in a falfe Wit-
nels, or corrupting or alluring to do Rich a falfe

Adt. Hence the Subornation of Perjury, mention’d

in the Act of General Pardon, 12 Gar. 2. cap. 8, is

the alluring to Perjury.

SUBPOENA, is a Writ whereby all Perfons,

under the Degree of Peerage, are called into

Chancery, in fuch cafe only Where the Common
Law fails, and hath made no provifion 3 fo as the

Party who in Equity hath Wrong* can have no or-

dinary Remedy by the Rules and Courfe of the

Common Law : But Peers of the Realm, in fuch

Cafes, are called by the Lord Chancellor’s, or

Lord Keeper’s Letters, giving notice of the Suit in-

tended againft them, and requiring them to ap-

pear.

There is alfo a Subpoena ad teJHficandum, for the

fummoning of Witnelfes, as well in Chancery, as

other Courts.

There is alfo a Subpoena, in the Exchequer
, as

well in the Court ofEquity there, as in the Office

of Pleas.

And thefe Names proceed from the Words in the

Writ, which charge the Party fummoned, tO ap-

pear at the Day and Place aifigned 3 Subpoena Cen-

tum Lihrarum.

SUBSCAPULARIS, or Immerfus, is a Mufcle
of the Arm, io named from its Situation 5 by tome
called Immerfus. It is a large fleihy Mufcle filling

the Internal Concave, part of the Scapula 3 arifing

flefhy from its whole Bafis, and Superior and Infe-

rior Cofta Internally, and marcheth forward, leffen-

ing it l'elf according to the Dimenfions of the Bone,

and paffing over the juncture, is inferted in a- Se-

micircular manner to the Neck of tlie Os Humeri
When this adeth, the Os Humeri is pulled near

the Trunk of the Body. The Tendon of this

Mufcle, together with the Supra and Infra Spina-

tus, and Teres Minor, unite near their Infertions,

and environ the Articulation of the Os Humeri with
the Scapula, not Uniike the Ligamentum Catum of
the Coxa, to prevent frequent Luxations : And by
their fucceifive alternate adding, the Arm is moved
circularly.

SUBSIDY, in Law, fignifies an Aid,- Tax, or
Tribute, granted by Parliament to the King, for

the urgent Occafions of the Kingdom, to be levied

of every Subject, according to the Rate of his

Lands or Goods, as the Parliament ffiall think

fir.

SUBSTANCE, is whatever Subfifts by it felf

independently from any created Being
3 and which

is the Subjed of Accidents and Qualities.

SUBSTANTIA Corticalis cerebri. See Cortica-
Iot Czpicyititi

*

SUBSTANTIVES (in Grammar
) are fuch

Words as defcribe the Abfolute Being of a Thing,
and which joined with a Verb, do make a perfed
Sentence.

SUBSTYLAR Line, in Dialling, is that Line
drawn on the Plane of the Dial, over which did

Style ftands at Right Angles with the Plane. This,

is always the Reprefentation of the Meridian of
that place where the Plane of the Dial is Horizon-
-tal. The Angle between the Line, and the true

Meridian, is the Planes Difference of Longitude,

and is meafured on the EquinodiaL
SUB-SUPER particular Proportion, is contrary

to Super-particular Proportion
3
which fee.

SUBTENSE, or Chord of an Arch, is a R ght

Line extended from one end of that Arch to;the

other end thereof.

SUBTERRANEOUS, or Subterranean, is what-

ever is within the Surface, Bowels, or Caverns
of the Earth. Thus thole Trees, which being left

there at the Univerlal Deluge, are fo plentifully

found
.
buried in the Earth, in many Countries,;

are called Subterraneous Trees
* and by foine Foffde-

wood.

SUBTRACTION, in the general, is taking a
leffer Quantity from a greater* to find the Diffe-

rence between them, which is Commonly called

the Remainder 5 as the leffer Quantity to be fub-

ftraded, is called the Subtrahend. The General
Sign or Mark of Subftradion is

—
SUBSTRACTION, in Algebra, or in Species,

conjoins die Magnitudes propofed, changing all

the Signs’ of the Subtrahend.

Thus : Iffrom 4 a, you Subftrad a, by chang-

ing the Sign of the Subtrahend, it Will ftand thus,

4 *
*—

’ a
» "

X = 3 *

Or thus.

4 a fc~~ a = 3 a.

And in Algebra, the Remainder, or Difference
is ufually noted by the Letter X, or d.

>5

N. B. To Subftrad 4- ,
is the fame as to add —

*

and to Subftrad'-—, is all one as to add -f 3 as is

plain from the Reafons given in Addition in Alge-
bra 3 which fee.

Algebraick Subftradion, in Compound Quanti-
ties, will eafily be performed by only obferving the
General Rule ofchanging the Signs of the Quanti-
ty to be fubftraded, and then comparing the feveral

Members together, and contrading them.
As fuppofe ,from 36 b f 5 mm — y df, you

would Subftrad 20 b -f- a df 5 m rn. Write
them down one under another, changing all the

Signs of the Subtrahend 3 and it will ftand thus. .

36 b -j- 5 m m — 7 df
—20 b — 5 mm-h 2 df

16 b— 9 df— X

Which compared and contraded, will give thg
Difference or Remainder.

SUBSTRACTION of Indices, is done as Alge-
braical Quantities are, by changing the Sign of the
Subtrahend : Thus,

From



SUB SUL
From 3 take_2 == 5, from 3 take 2=5

from 3 take 2=1, from 3 take a = 1.

SUBTRACTION of Integers, in Common A*
rithmetick', is performed, by mbfcribing the lefler

Number under the greater, orderly ; fo that Units
Hand under Units, Tens under Tens, (3c. and
then beginning at the place of Units at the Right
Hand : Take the lefler from the Greater, writing

down the Remainder under the Line : If nothing

remain, write down a Cypher, or o. If the Up-
per Number be in any part (for it cannot be fo in

the whole) lefler than the Lower, add Ten to it,

or call it Ten more than it is, writing down order-

ly the Excefs above Ten ; and then be fure to carry

that Ten fo borrowed, to the next Figure, calling

it One more than it is, and fo on, as in the follow-

ing Examples.

18 75 <5 8254 567438
1 S 43 * 6332 358784

.. .
-.-"T ' t

Rem. 3 32 5 1 922 208654

In Subtraction, the Number to be fubtra&ed, to-

gether with the Difference or Remainder, are equa
to the Number from which the Subtra&ion was
made, which is a good Proof for Subtraction,; as

in the Third Example, 63 32, and the Remainder
1922, makes 8254, the firft Number.
But if the Numbers be of different Denomina-

tions, then ’tis but taking the lower Denomination
from that above it, and fetting down the Remain-
der : But if any of the Upper Denominations be
lefler than their refpective lower ones, then you
muft borrow one of the former Denominations
next to the Left Hand, and Subtract, remembring
to add 1 to the next Denomination below. As in

the following Examples.

SUCCENTURIATI Irenes. See CapfuU attrh
hilaria.

SUCCESSION of the Signs, is that Order in

which they are ufualiy reckoned : As firft Aries,

next Taurus, then Gemini
, &c. This is otherwife

called Confequence.

SUCCOTRINE Aloes
, is the fineft fort that

comes from the Ifland Succotra, on the Coaftof
Arabia

,
and from its Colour is called, Aloes Hepa-

tica, or Liver-colour’d Aloes.
1 succus Pancreaticus. See Dutlus Pancreas

ticus.

SUCULA or Succula
, is a Term in Media-

nicks for a bare Axis or Cylinder, with Staves in

it to move it round
, but without any Tympa-

num, or Peritrochium.

SUDAMINA, are little Pimples in the Skin
like Millet Grains ; this is frequent in Children
and Youths, efpecially thofe that are of a cot Tem-
per and ufe much Exerciie : They break out in
the Neck, Shoulders, Breaft, Arms, and
Thighs, (3c. Blanchard.

SUDOR, Sweat, is a watry Humour which
confifts of Water chiefly, with a moderate Quan-
tity of Salt and Sulphur ; this is driven through
the Pores of the Skin by the Heat and Fermentati-
on of the Blood, and fometimes by its Weaknefs
and Colliquation. Blanchard.

SUDORIFICKS. See Hydroticks.

SUFFITUS, is a thick ifh Powder prepared of
Odoriferous Plants, Gums, (3c, which thrown
upon Coals produces a plealanr Smell. Blanchard.

SUFFOCATIO Vte, ina. See Hijlerica pajjio.

SUFFRUTEX, is a Name by the Botanifts,

given to a low woody Perennial Plant, fending out
no Leaves from its Root, and beginning to be
branched from the very Bottom of the Stalk ; fuch
as Lavender, Rue, Sage, (3c.

SUFFUSION. See Hypochyma (3 CataraB.

,

SUGAR of Lead. See Salt of Saturn.

SUIT, fignifies a following another, but in di-

vers Senfes.

I. s. d. i s. d.

37 5 1

1

*754 11 02
132 09 °4 982 13 05

243
' 02 01 77 * 17 09

Here the firft Example has nothing of Difficulty

in it ; for the Lower is in each Denomination Ief-

fer than its Upper,

In the fecond Example, Since 5 d. cannot be
taken out of 2 d. I borrow 1 2 d. and ’twill be

14 d. Then I fay, 5 from 14, leaves 9, which I

fet below ; Now the 1 2 d. I borrowed, muft be

added to the 1 3 s. on the left Hand, then ’twill be

14/. which I fubtradl from 31, (borrowing 20)

refts 1 7 : Then, as in whole Numbers, 3 from 4
leaves 1, (3c,

SUBTRACTION of Logarithms. See Loga-
rithms,

N. 4.

SUBTRACTION of Vulgar Fractions. See
Vulgar Fractions.

SUBTRACTION of Decimal Fractions. See
in Decimal Fractions.

SUBTRIPLE Proportion
,

is when one Number
or Quantity is contain’d in another three times

:

Thus 2 is faid to be Subtriple of 6, as 6 is Triple

of 2.

The Firft, is a Suit in Law, and is divided into

Beal and Perfonal, and is all one with ABion Bpalv
and Perfonal.

Secondly, Suit of Court, or Suit-fervice, is an
attend that Tenants owe to the Court of their

Lord. •

Thirdly, Suit-covenant
, is when your Anceftor

hath covenanted with mine to Sue to his Court.

Fourthly, Suit-cuftom, when I and my Anceftors

have been feized of their own and their Anceftors

Suit
,
time out of mind.

Fifthly, Suit real or regal
, when Men come to

the Sheriffs Turn or Leet.

Sixthly, Suit fignifies the following one in Chace,

as Frefh-fuit.

Laftly, it fignifies a Petition made to the King,

or any great Perfon.

SUIT of the King's Peace, is purfuing a Man for

Breach of the Kings Peace by Treafons, Infurredti-

ons, or Trefpaffes.

SULPHUR the Second, Hypoftatical Principle

of the Chymifts, which we call Oil. See Oil.

The
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Tile Conftituent Character of Sulphur feems to

be Inflammability : And there are three Kinds of

Inflammable Bodies obtainable by Chymiftry.

Firft, An Oil.

Secondly, An Ardent Spirit.

Thirdly, A Confijlcnt Body, like to common
Rrimftone : All which are properly Sulphur.

SULPHUREOUS Spirit of Vitriol. After the

Spirit and Oil of Vitriol are in diftillation of that

Mineral, driven out by a moft Violent Fire (for 3

or 4 Days together ) into the Receiver
,

they

commonly Redifie the Matter in a Glafs Body.

;

and the firft Spirit that rifes then with a very gen-

tle degree of Fire, is called the Sulphureous Spirit

of Vitriol.

SULPHUR of Antimony . See Golden Sulphur

ef Antimony.

SUM, in Mathematicks, fignifies the Quantity

that arifes or refults from the Addition of two or

more Magnitudes, Numbers, or Quantities toge-

ther, this is fometimes called the Aggregate And
in Algebra, Tis ufually denoted by the Letter Z,

which ftands for %uma or Suma ; and fometimes

by the Initial Letter S.

SUM ofan Equation, is when the abfolute Num-
ber being brought over to the other fide with a

contrary Sign, the whole becomes equal to O.
And this Defames calls the Sum of the Equation

propofed.

SUMMER Solftice. See Soljlice.

SUMMONEAS, is a Writ Judicial of great di-

verlity, according to the divers Cales wherein it is

ufed ; which fee in the Table of the flegifler Judicial.

SUMMONS, in-common Law, is as much as

Vocatio in jus
, or Citatio among the Civilians :

But how Summons is divided, and what circum-

Ranees it has to be obferved. See Fleta, lib. 6.

cap. 6 , 7

.

SUMMONS, in Terra petita, is that Summons
which is made upon the Land, which the party

( at whofe Suit the Summons is fent forth ) feeks to

have.

SUMMONS ab Warranti-jand, in Law, is the

Procefs whereby the Vouchee is called.

SUMPTUARY Laws, were Laws made to re-

ftrain excefs in Apparrel, and to prohibit coftly

Cloaths of which we had formerly many in Eng-

land, but now are all repealed.

SUN, Our Excellent Sir Ifaac Newton faith in

his Principia, That the Denfity of the Sun’s Light

(which is Proportional to Heat) is feven. times as

great in Mercury, as with us ; and therefore our
Water there, would be all carried off, and boil a-

Way : For he found by Experiments of the Thermo-
meter, That an Heat but 7 Times as great as that

•of the Sun Beams in Summer, will ferve to make
Water Boil.

He proves
.
alfo, That the Matter of the Sun

to that of Jupiter, is nearly as 1100 to i; and
that the Diftance of that Planet from the Sun, is

in the fame Ratio to the Sun’s Semidiameter.

That the Matter of the Sun to that of Saturn,

is as 2360 to 1 j and the Diftance of Saturn from
the Sun, is in a Ratio, but a little lefs than that,

to the Sun’s Semidiameter.

And Confequently that the common Centre of
Gravity, of the Sun, and Jupiter, is nearly in the

Superficies of the Sun ; of Saturn, and the Sun a
little within it. And by the fame manner of Cal-
culation, ft will be found that the common Centre
of Gravity of all the Planets, cannot be more than

the Length of the Solar Diameter diftant from the
Centre of the Sun : This common Centre of Gra-
vity he proves to be at reft; and therefore tfio’the

Sun by reafon of the various Pofition of the Pla-
nets may be moved every way, yet it cannot re-

cced far from the common Centre of Gravity.
And this he thinks ought to be accounted the Cen-
tre of our World. Boof^.prop.ix.
By Means of the Solar Spots it hath been difeo-

vered that the Sun revolves round his own Axis,

without moving (confiderably) out of his Place, In

about 25 Days. And that the Axis of this Moti-
on is enclined to the Ecliptick, in an Angle of 87
Degrees, 30 Minutes nearly. Gregor. Aflronom.
The Sun’s apparent Diameter being fenfibly

fhorter in December than in June, as is plain and
agreed from obfervation ; the Sun mu ft be Propor-
tionably nearer to the Earth in Winter than in

Summer ; in the former of which Seafons will be
the Perihelion, in the latter the Aphelion And
this is alfo confirmed by the Earth’s moving fwifr-

er in December, than it doth in June ; as it doth
about tt*

For fince, as Sir Ifaac Newton hath demonftra-*

ted by a Line drawn to the Sun, the Earth always
deferibes equal Area’s in equal Times, when ever
it moves fvvifter, it muft needs be nearer to the

Sun. And for this Reafon there are about 8
Days more from the Sun s Vernal Equinox to the

Autumnal, than from the Autumnal to the Vernal.
According to Mr. Cajjini, the Sun’s greateft

diftance from the Earth is 22374, his mean Di-
ftance 22000, and his leaft Diftance 8022, SemL
Diameters of the Earth.

And that the Sun’s Diameter is equal to 100 Di-
ameters of the Earth, and therefore the Body of
the Sun, muft, be icooqoo times greater than
that of the Earth.

Mr, A^out affures us that he obferved by a very
exad Method the Sun’s Diameter to be not lefs

than 31 Minutes, 45 Seconds in his Apogee, and not
greater than 32 Minutes 45 Seconds in his Perigee.

The mean Apparent Diameter of the Sun ac-
cording to Sir Ifaac Newton, is 32 Minutes 12
Seconds, in his Theory of the Moon, 32' 15''.

\
If you divide 360 Degrees (i. e the whole Ec-

liptick ) by the Quantity of the Solar Year, it

will Quote 59 Minutes, 8 Seconds Sc. which
therefore is the Quantity of the Sun’s Diurnal Mo-
tion. And if this 5 9 Minutes, 8 Seconds be divided by
24, you have the Sun’s Horary Motion, which is

2 Minutes, 28 Seconds, and if you will divide,

this laft by
, 60 ,

you will have his Motion in a
Minute, Sc. And this way are the Tables of the

Sun’s mean Motion, which you have in the Books
of Aftronomical Calculation, conftruded.

The Sun’s Horizontal Parallax, Dr. Gregory and
Sir Ifaac Newton, makes but 1 o Seconds.

The fame learned Mathematician, at the end of
his Aflronomite Pbyf S Geometr. Elem. hath a Com-
parative Aftronomy, where among the reft he con-

fiders what Phenomena would appear in the Pla-

netary Syftem, Sc. to an Eye placed at the Sun *

which are fuch as thefe :

1. That the Fixt Stars would appear in a Con-;

cave Sphere, the apparent Centre of which, is the

Eye of the Spedator.

2. He would diftinguilh the Planets from the

Fixt Stars ftho’ they would appear to him to be

• placed among themj by their Pericecal Revoluti-

OnSjr
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©ns, and by the Time of thofe, one Planet from
another : And he would judge that Planet to be
fartheft off, whole Periodical Revolution was the

longeft ; and fo on in order for the reft,

3. To this Solar Oblerver’s Eye, the Planets

would appear always direct, and never Stationary
,

nor Retrograde, as they do to an Eye at the Earth

:

And they would be found to return to the fame
Eixt Stars again at Periods of very different

lengths ; and the Inferior Planets would fometimes

cover the Superior ones.

4. If you fuppofe the Eye to be moved from
the Centre of the Sun to its Surface, then by the

Parallax of the Planets fome bettef guefs will be
had of their Diftances, than by the Obfervation of

the different Velocity and Tardityof their Motion,

could before be obtained: For to the Eye thus pla-

ced, the Earths Horizontal Parallax will be 1 6 Mi-
nutes, equal to the Sun’s Semi-diameter, and con-

fequently ienfible enough. That of Saturn will

be fomething above one Minute and an half, (that

Planet being 10 times the Diftance of the Earth

from the Sun ; and the Horizontal Parallax of

Mercury, will be almoft 50 Minutes: And fince

thefe Parallaxes are fufficiently fenfible, the Diftan-

ces of the Planets may be compared with the Sun’s

Diameter, and with one another.

5. To an Eye thus placed all the Fixt Stars and
Planets

,
will feem to revolve from Eaft to Weft, in

the Space of 2 5 of our Natural Days : The North
Pole of which Revolution, will be in that part of
the Heaven, which we (Inhabitants of the Earth)

call the loth Degree of Pifces, with 83 or 84 De-
grees of North Latitude : Wherefore the Artick

Pole Star will be at the 2d Flexure of Draco, and
which will not be above 3 Degrees from the Pole.

The South Pole will be in 10 Degrees of Virgo,

with 83 or 84 Degrees South Latitude, near a

Star of the fourth Magnitude, which in Cap. Hal-

leys Catalogue, is in the firft Oar of the Argo Navis.

6 . The Planets thus feen from the Sun will ap-

pear of Different Magnitudes : For the Diame-
ter of Saturn, will fubtend there but an Angle of

18 Seconds: That of Jupiter near 40 Seconds:

That of Mars but 8 Seconds : That of Venus 28

Seconds: And the Diameter of Mercury o Seconds.

But Mr. Hugens fuppofes the Diameters of the

Superior Planets will be much larger
; as making

that of Jupiter, to fubtend an Angle of almoft

54 Seconds; and that of the Body of Saturn with-

out his Ring 27 Seconds.

7. Of thefe fix Planets thus moving round the

Sun, three will appear attended with their Satel-

lites : Of which the Earth will have but one,

which is the Moon ; and who will appear at the

greateft diftance, not to be from the Earth above

i o Minutes.

Jupiter will appear with his 4 Moons, or Sa-

tellites ; of which the outermoft will never appear

ver be above 9 Minutes diftant from the Primary

Planet.

Saturn will appear w]th his 5 Satellites (if fo

many there be) and the furhermoft of them will ne-

ver be above 9 Minutes diftant from his Body : His

Ring alfo will appear compaffing roundthe Planet.

The Paths, or Orbits of thefe Satellites being

feen from the Sun fometimes more, fometimes lefs

Oblique, will appear accordingly now broader,

now narrower Ellipfes ; fometimes the Planes of

thefe Orbits being produced, Will pafs thro’ the
Sun : In which Cafe, the former narrow Ellipfes
will pafs into Right Lines; which Will happen
twice in every Revolution of the Orbit round the
Sun if its Plane remain always parallel to its lelf

;

Whence the’ Satellite will now appear to be cover-
ed by the Primary Planet, and then the Planet by
it; and fometimes will appear round the Planet,
without its Disk, in an Ellipfis. ‘

8. The Primary Planets, as alfo their Satellites;

have not only rough and unpolifhed Surfaces, but
alfo are fo difform, that they have their Spots,
which are places more or lefs obfoure, ('and fome-
times more bright) than the reft of their Disk :

And thefe Spots, by the Rotation of the Planet, or
Satellite, round its Axis, do deforibe Circles ; and
therefore thefe Ways, or Paths of the Spots, being
feen from the Sun in the Plane of the Planetary
Disk, will now appear Elliptical, and now ftraic

Lines, ( as before the Paths of the Satellites Disk)
according as the Sun is elevated on either fide-

above the Plane of thole Circles ;’ or is found in it,

as it is when it is in the Equinoiftial of that Planet.

And if there be a Series, or Row, of thele Spots,
(as in the Belts of Mars and Jupiter) thefe will

appear in the form of Semi-Ellipfes (the one half
being behind, or on the other fide the Planes) or
will pafs into ftraight Lines

; will which alfo be the

Cale of the outward Edge of the Ring of Saturn.

But fome of thele Spots will now and then be hid,

and fometimes be vifible for a long time, accord-

ing as they are near to the Planets Pole, which is

turned from, or towards the Sun.

And this will be rnoft obfervable in Saturn, and
in the Earth, in the others foarcely at all, becaufe
in them the Illuftration of the Sun reaches to both
their Poles.

9. Befides thefe fix primary Planets, and their

1 o Satellites, which to our Solar Obfervator, will

all appear to move within the Bounds of a Zodiack,
foarce 1 6 Degrees broad, and not much inclined

to the Circle of the firft Motion, all the fame way,
and in Orbits nearly Concentrical to the Sun:
There are alfo another kind of Bodies, whofe
Number is uncertain, which move round the Sun
in very Eccentrical Orbits, and which are called

Comets ; and which fometimes come very near the

Sun, and fometimes are vaftly remote from him-
Thefe Comets do not move all in the fame Track

(altho’ each one always keeps his own) but fome
one Way, and fome another, and moftly in Orbits

very much enclined to the Ecliptick, and always

in great Circles of the Sphere. Their Com,

a

or

Tail (to an Eye at the Sun) will not appear oblong,

or ftretcht out in length, as it doth to us, but every

way diffufed round the Head.

5UNARTHROSIS, is the joynting of Bones,

as that of the Ribs with the Vertebra, &c.

SUNDAY Letter
,

the fame with Dominical

Letter .

SUPERBUS Mufculus. See Attollens Oculorum.

SUPERCILIUM. See Cilium.
SUPERFICIAL Content. See Area.

SUPERFICIAL Numbers • the lame with Plain

Numbers.

SUPERFICIES, the fame with Surface ;
(which

fee) is Length and Breadth only, without Thick-

nefs.

SUPER-
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SUPERFOETATION, is when After one Con-

ception another fucceeds, fo that both are in the

Womb together: Sennertus makes mention of fre-

quent Cafes of this Nature.

SUPER-INSTITUTION, one Inftitution upon

another; as Where A is admitted and inftituted to

a Benefice upon one Tittle, and B. is admitted, in-

ftituted, See. by the Prefentment of another.

SUPERONERATIONE Paftune, is a Writ
judicial, that lies againft him who is impleaded

in the County, for the over-burdening of a Com-
mon with his Cattel , in cafe where he was
formerly impleaded for it in the County, and
the Caufe is removed into the King’s Court at

Weftminfter.

SUPERPARTICULAR Proportion, is when one

Number, or Quantity, contains another once, and

one fuch part, whofe Numerator is i ; then the

Number fo contained in the Greater, is faid to be

EO it in Superparticular Proportion.

SUPERPARTIENT Proportion, is when one

Number, or Quantity, contains another once, and

fome Number of Aliquot Parts remaining; as,

j"f> *4> Sec.

SUPER Prerogative Regis, is a Writ which lay

againft the Rings Widow, for Marrying without

his Licence.

SUPER Statuto
, is a Writ that lay againft the

King s Tenant holding in Chief, which alienateth

the King’s Land without his Licence.

SUPER Statuto de Articulo Cleri, is a Writ a-

gainft the Sheriff, or other Officer, that Diftrains

in the King’s High-way, or in the Glebe-Lands,

anciently given to Redtories.

SUPER Statuto faElo pour Senejhnl & Adarfhal

de Roy, Sec. is a Writ lying againft the Steward, or

Marfloal, for holding Plea in the Court of Free-

hold, or for Trefpafs, or Contrail not made within

the King’s Houfhold.

SUPERLATIVE Degree, in Grammar, is when
an Adjettive hath joined to its Natural and Ordi-

nary Signification, the Word moft or very, as moft

Wife, very Good.

SUPERPURGATION. See Hypercrttharfts.

SUPERSCAPULARIS Superior. See Suprd-

Spinatus.

SUPERSEDEAS, is a Writ in Divers Cafes, and

fignifies in general, a Command to ftay, or forbear

the doing of that which ought not to be done, or

in appearance ofLaw were to be done, were it not

for that whereon the Writ is granted,

Thus,: A Man regularly, is to have Surety of

Peace againft him of whom he will Swear he is

afraid, and the Juftice required hereunto cannot

deny it him : Yet if the Party be formerly bound
to the Peace, either in Chancery , or elfewhere,

this Writ lies to ftay the Juftice from doing that

which otherwife he ought not to deny.

SUPER Statutum Edw. 3. verfus Servants f§ La-

borers, is a Writ lying againft him who keeps my
Servants, departed out of any Service againft

Law.
SUPER Statuto de York., quo nulfera viteller, Sec.

is a Writ that lies againft him that ufes Victualing

either in Grofs, or by Retail in a City, or Bo-
rough-Town, during the time he is Mayor, &c.
SUPERVISOR,, fignifies a Surveyor

, orOver-
feer : It was formerly, and is ftill among fome a
Cuftom, efpecially of the better fort to make a Su-

ferviftor of a Will, but it is to little purpofe : HoW-
eyer the firft might be good, that he Ihould Super-
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, ;
;

:

vife the Executor, and fee the Will truly per-
formed. -y

SUPINATOR Radii Brevis, is a Mufcle ofthe
Radius, which arifeth partly Tendinous and Flefiiy.

from the Superior and External part of the Vina,
next the Radius

,
and paffing obliquely tranfverfe

over that Bone, is fo inferred to its Superior part
below the Prominence of the Radius, where the
round Tendon of the Biceps endeth : It.helps with
the Supinator Longus, to move the Radius out-
wards.

SUPPEDANEA. See Supplantalia.

SUPINATOR Radii Longus, is a Mufcle of the

Radius, which arifeth broad and fleffiy from the

Superior and External part of the Os Humeri^ three
Fingers breadth below the Termination of the Del-

toides, and defeending obliquely inwards, it gra-
dually leffens it lelf, and becomes a flat, broad
Tendon, which likewife grows narrower till it is

inlerted to the External and Inferior part of the
Radius near the Carpus

, it helps with Supinator
Brevis, to move the Radius outwards.

SUPPLANTALIA, are Plaifters applied to the
Feet; thefe for the moft part are made of Leven,
Muftard, Wild Radifh, Salt, Sope,. Gunpowder^
Euphorbium, &c. they are called alfo Suppey
danea .

SUPPLEMENT of an Ark, in Germetry^ or Tri-

gonometry, is the Number of Degrees that it wants
of being an entire Semi-circle ; as Complement
fignifies what an Ark wants of being a Qua-
drant.

SUPPLICAVlT, is a Writ iffuing otit of the
Chancery, for taking the Surety of Peace againft a
Man: It is directed to the Juftices of Peace of the
County, and the Sheriff, and is grounded upon the
Statute, Anno 1 E. 3. Cap. 16. which ordains. That
certain Perfons in Chancery, lhall be afligned to
take care of the Peace. This Writ was formerly
called Breve de minis.

SUPPORTERS, in Heraldry, are fome kind of
Beafts, Birds &c. which in an Atehietfement, ate
drawn ftanding on each fide of

, and fupporting
the Shield, or Efcutcheon', None one under the De-
gree of a Rjiight Banneret, can have his Arm®
drawn with Supporters.

SUPPOSITORY, is an oblong piece of a kind
ofPafte, of about a Fingers length, which in fome
Cafes is put Up into the Fundament, to purge the
Patient ; ’tis ufually compounded of Honey, Salt,

Purging Powders, &c. Blanchard.

SUPPURATION. See Abfccjfus.

SUPRA Spinatus. or Supra Scapularis, is a Muf-
cle fo called, becaufe it is placed above the Spine
of the Shoulder-blade : It arifeth fleftiy from the

Superior part of the Bafts Scapula, that is above its

Spine ; as alfo from the faid Spine and Cofta Supe-

rior of the Scapula- from thence pafling between
the Procejfus Coracoides, and Anchoreformis

,

it

grows lefs, and becoming Tendinous, marches
over the Articulations of the Humerus, joining its

Tendons with the Infrafpinatus, is inferred to the

Head of the Os Humeri. The proper ufe of this

Mufcle, is to lift the Arm upwards towards the
Occiput.

SURA, the fame with Os PibuLt.

SURALIS, is a branch of the Vena Cruralis, it

divides into two Branches, the one External, and
the other Internal, which is the biggeft ; and each
of thofe Branches divide again into two meres'

This Vein diftributes its Branches upon the Fat of
6 U
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the Leg, and makes with the Branches of the Po-

plitca, all thofe Plexus of Veins which are confpi-

cuous, on the upper part of the Foot.

SURAL Vein, is a Vein which runs down on

the Calf of the Leg.

SUR cut in vita, is a Writ thdt lies for the

Heir of that Woman, whbfe Husband has aliena-

ted her Land in Fee, and die brings not the Writ

Cut in vita, for the Recovery of her own Land:

In this Cafe her Heir may have this Writ againft

the Tenant after her Deceafe.

SURD Boots, or Numbers.

When any Number or Quantity, hath its Root
propofed to be Extraded, and yet is not a true Fi-

gurate Number of that kind : That is, if its Square

Root being demanded, it is not a true Square : If

its Cube Root being required, it felf be not a true

Cube, &c. Then ’tis impoflible to aflign, either

in whole Numbers or Fractions, any exad Root
of fuch Number propofed. And when ever this

happens, ’tis ufual in Mathematicks to mark the

required Root of fuch Numbers or Quantities, by
prefixing before it the proper Mark of Radicality,

which is \/ : Thus \/ : z fignifies the Square Root
3

of z and \/ : 16. or v/’

: ( 3 )
1 6. fignifies the Cu-

bick Root of 1 6 : Which Roots, becaufe they are

impoflible to be exprefled in Numbers exadly (for

no effable Number, either Integer or Fraction Mul-
tiplied into it felf can ever produce 2 $ or being

multiplied Cubically can ever produce 16) are

very properly call’d Surd Boots.

There is alfo another way ofNotation now much
in ufe, whereby Roots are exprefled, without the

Radical Sign, by their Indexes i Thus, as**. x\
x*.&c. fignifie the Square, Cube, and 5th Power

jr 2. JL ,

of*; fo *\ x\x\ &c. fignifie the Square Rod,
Cube Root, (£c. of*. The Reafon of Which is

plain enough, for fince : * is a Geometrical mean
Proportional between i . and x* So i is an Arith-

metical mean Proportional between o and i. and

therefore as z is the Index of the Square of *, t
will be the proper Index of its Square Root,

Obferve alfo, that for Convenience or Brevity

fake. Quantities or Numbers which are not Surds,

are often exprefled in the Form of Surd Boots,

Thus \/ : 4. V 9 s

~V
4

27, &c. fignifie, z, —
2

3, &c'

But altho’ thefe Surd Roots (when truly fuch)

are inexprefltble in Numbers, they are yet capable

of Arithmetical Operations (fuch as Addition, Sub-

ftradion, Multiplication, Divifion, &c. which how
readily to perform the Algebrift ought not to be
Ignorant.

Surds are either Simple
,
which are exprefled by

one Angle Term ; or elfe Compound, which are

formed by the Addition or Subftradion of Ample

Suftis : As \/ : 5 f V - 2- : V : 5 — V : z. or

1/ : 7 -f- \/ : z : Which laft is called, an Vni~

verfalBpot: And fignifies theCubick Root of that

Number which is the refult of adding 7 to the Square

Root of z,

I

The Arithmetick ofSurds covfjls of thefe princi-

pal Parts.

I. To reduce Rational Quantities to the Form of any
Surd Roots affgned

;

Which is perform’d by Involving the Rational
Quantity according to the

.

Index of the Power of
the Surd, and then prefixing before it the Radical
Sign of the Surd propofed.

Thus to redude a = 1 o to the Form of : 1 5.
—

V : b. you muft Square a=z io; and prefixing the
Sign, it will Hand thus, \f : a a t=z ; 100.
which is in the Form of the Surd defired. So

alfo if 3. were to be brought to the Form old/

:

12;
you muft raife 3 up to its fourth PoWer, and then
prefixing the Note of Radicality to it, it will be
4 iV * 8 1 „ or 8

1

4
, which is in the lame Form with

4

V : 12.

Ard this way may a Simple Surd Fraction,whofe
Radical Sign refers Only to one of its Terms, be
changed into another, which /hall refped both Nu-

merator and Denominator. Thus,^-— Is redu-

$$ 3 J ‘2^ c

ced to V : — and -—, to %/ i—-
: Where the

25
.

\/: 4 .
4

Radical Sign affeds both Numerator arid Dent*-
minator alike.

II. To reduce Simple Surds, having different Radical
Signs, (which are called Heterogeneal Surds to

others that mar have one common Radical Sign, or
fpbich are Homogeneal.

Divide the Indexes of the Powers of the Surds by
their greateft common Divifor, and fet the Quoti-
ents under the Dividends ; then multiply thofe In-
dexes crofs-ways by each others Quotients, and
before the Produds, fet the common Radical Sign
\f : with its proper Index: Then Involve the Pow-
ers of the given Roots Alternately, according to the
Index of each others Quotient, and before thofe
Produds, prefix the common Radical Sign before
found.

a 4
To Reduce a/ 1 a a and V : bb

2) a/ z a a z) a/ ; h h

V z h b a/ : a a a a

4
To Reduce of t 5 and \f : 7.

2 4

V : 5 V n

x*
V ° *5 V •

III. T,
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ilL To reduce Surds to their loweji Terms po/Jible.

Divide the Surd by the greateft Square, Cube,

Biquadrate, &c. or any other higher Power, which

you can difcover is contained in it, and will JVfea-

fure it without any Remainder, and then prefix

the Root of that Power before the Quotient, or

Surd fo divided, and this will produce a new
Surd of the fame value with the former, but in more
Simple Terms. Thus, V - a a b, by dividing

by 1 6a a and prefixing the Root 4 a, will be re-

duced to this 4 a y/ : b and 4/ •' 12, will be depref-

3

fed to 2 4/ : 3. Alfo 4/ :c b* r, will be brought
3

down to by/ : cr. And this Reduction is ofgreat

Ufe whenever it can be performed : But if no fuch

Square, Cube, Biquadrate, &c. can be found for

a Divifor ; then you muft find out all the Divifors

of the Power of the Surd propos’d 3 and then fee

whether any of them be a Square, Cube, &c. or

fuch a Power as the Radical Sign denotes 3 and if

any fuch can be found, let that be uled in the fame
manner as is above faid, to free the Surd Quantity

in part from the Radical Sign. Thus, if y/ : 288
be propos’d

j among its Divifors, will be found the

Squares 4. 9. 16. 36. and 144. by which if 288

be divided, there will arife the Quotients 72. 32.

18. 8. and 1. wherefore inftead of y/ : 288, you
may put 2 4/ : 72. or 3 4/ : 32. or 4 4/ : 1 8. or 6

4/ : 8. or laftly : 12 y/ : 2. and the fame may be
done in Species.

IV. To find whether two Surd Boots ghen, are Com-
menfurable or not„

Thofe are called Commenfurable Surds, which are

to one another as Number to Number, as one Ra-
tional Quantity to another j or which are, when
reduced to their leaft Terms, true Figurate Quan-
tities of their own kind.

To difcover therefore, whether they are fuch or

not: If the Surds are of different kinds, (or Hetero-

geneal Surds as fome call them) they muft firft be
reduced to one kind, and then divided feverally by
their greateft common Meafure, for if then there

will come out Rational Quotients, the firft Surds

are Commenfurablc j but if the Quotients are Irra-

tional, or Surd Numbers or Quantities, then the

propofed Surds are Incommenfurable.
V.gr. To Examine whether y/ : 12. and y/ 3.

are Commenfurablc Surds ; they being Homoge-
neal, I divide them feverally by their greateft Com-
mon Divifor, which is y/ : 3 $ and the Quotients
are y/ : 4. and y/

:

1. that is 2 and 1. Wherefore,
fincc 2 and 1 . are Rational Numbers, I fay that

y/ • 12 and y/ : 3 are Commenfurable Surds ; or
are to one another^ as 2 to 1 . which is very plain

5

for no doubt 12, 3 : : as 4. 1. and ’tis plain that as

Squares are to one another, fo are their Roots 5

wherefore 12. 3, as V : 12, y/ 3. that is, as,

4/ : 4. y/ : 1. or as 2. to 1.

Whenever two Surds are divided by one com-
mon Divifor, (tho’ not the greateft) if their Quo-
tients come out Rational, or are to one another
as Number to Number, thofe Surds are certainly

Commenfurable.
If Fractional Surds were given, not having a

common Denominator, they muft firft be reduced
to their fmalleft common Denominator, and *then

if their Numerators are Commenfurable, you may
conclude the firft Surd Fractions were fo;

But if either the Numerators or Denominators

of two Surds, proper Fractions, or mixt Numbers
in the form of Fractions (neglecting the Radical

Sign) be Powers of that kind which the Radical

Sign expreffes, then they will need no Reduction :

For if theirNumerators or Denominators are Com-
menfurable, the whole Surd Fractions propofed

are certainly fo. Thus if it were enquired whe-

5 ®
ther y/ :

-- and 4/ :

16
— are Commenfurable Surd s

;

25
*

becaufe 16 and 25 are Squares, or fuch Powers as

the Radical Sign eXpreffes or Denotes, omitting the

Sign y/ : you need only compare the Numerators

y/ : 50 , and y/ : 72 ; which being divided by their

greateft common Divifor, 4/ : 2, the Quotients

will be 5 and 6 (i. e.y/ : 25 and 4/ : % 6) Where-
fore the given Surds are Commenfurable, and are

5 <5

to one another, as to -- and confequently, by

the precedent Rule may be exprefTed thus, — 4/ : 2

6
^

and— 4/ if
5

For an Inftance in Species 3 fuppofe that it were
enquired whether 4/ : 27 a a and y/ : 12 a a were
Commenfurable Surds 5 Divide each by the

greateft common Divifor 4/ : 3 a a: And the Quo-
tients 4/ : 9 and 4/ : 4. that is, 3 and 2. are Ratio-

nal Numbers ; and confequently, the propofed

Surds are Commenfurable.

.'Multiplication of Simple Surd focts.

If the Surds propofed be of the fame kind. Mul-
tiply them one by another, and prefix the common
Radical Sign to the Product • but if the Surds are

Heterogeneal, or of different kinds, they muft be
reduced firft, (according to Rule 2.) to Surd ha-

ving the fame Radical Sign.

\

Thus to Multiply 4/ : 7 by 4/ : 8. the Product

will be 4/ : 5 6. \ \

For fince in all Multiplication, as 1. is to one
Facftor, fo is the other to the Producft ; therefore

here 4/ : 1

.

4/ : 7. : : 4/ : 8. 4/ : 5 6. But if4 Terms
are Proportionable, their Squares will be fo too ;

wherefore 1. 7. : : 8. 56. that is, 56 is the true

Square of 4/ : 56, and y/ : 56. the true Root of

7 X 8 = 56.

Other Examples.

. 3

I. If 4/ : 8 were to be Multiplied into a/ : 4. be-

caufe they are not Homogeneal Surds, they muft
be reduced to fuch by fvde 2. and then they will

6 6

ftand thus, 4/ : 5 1 2 4/ : 1 6, which being multipli-

ed into each other, and the common Radical Sign

. .

6 3

prefix d, will make 4/ : 8
1 93 $ and thus the 4/ : 27

multiplied by 4/ : 9, when reduced, and rightly
6

multiplied, produces y/ : 531441,

6 O i IL When
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II. When a Surd is to be multiplied by a Ratio-
nal Quantity, that Rational Quantity ought firft

to be reduced to a Surd of like Nature with the
true Surd. But ’tis oftentimes convenient only to

conned them together, by prefixing the Rational
Quantity to the Left Hand of the Surd. As fup-

pofe y 17 were to be multiplied by 6, the Produd
may commodioufiy be exprelfed thus, 6 y : 17i

4

and fo ify : 9 were to be multiplied by 1 0, it will

4

Hand thus, 1 o y : 9.

_?

III. And when two Rational Quantities are
thus prefix’d to two Surds of the fame kind, you
may find the Produd of them, by multiplying the
Rational Part, by the Rational, and the Surd Part
by the Surd, then thofe joined, together, will be the

3

Produd required. Thus, 6 a/: 7 multiplied by 5
3 3

y : 3 Produces 30 a/ : zi.

IV. If any Surd Root be to be multiplied into it

felf, or Involved, according to the Index of its pro-

per Power, you need only caft away the Radical
Sign, and then the Quantity, or Number remain-
ing, is always the Square, Cube, or other Power
required -

3
and will always be Rational.

Thus the Square ofy : 11, is 11.

3

The Cube of a/ : 3°, is 30.

Alfo z a/ : 3 multiplied by 8 a/ : 3 = 48 . and

3 a/ : 5. multiplied by z a/ ; 5 30.

V. And if the Index of the Power be any even
compound Number greater than two, and ’tis re-

quired to fquare fuch a Surd : There need only a

Radical Sign, whofe Index is half the former, be

prefix’d to the Quantity, inftead of the former

Compound one, and it is done.
4

V. gr. Suppofe you would Square this Surd, a/
’

iz ; became the Index 4, is compounded of z and

z ;\/ : iz.is the true Produd:, or the true Square
4 <5

of the Surd Root \/ : iz. fo alfo the Square ofa/ : i°

,

is v : i o.

The Reafon of which, is plain : For fuppofe the
4

a/ : 1 6 = Z were to be iquared ; its Square in

Surds will be exprelfed thus, a/ : 16 ,= 4.

But when a fimple Surd Quantity, whofe Radi-
cal Sign hath for its Index fome Ternary Number
greater than 3, as 6, 9, &c. And ’tis required to

Involve this Surd Cubically. Then only prefix

before the Quantity a Radical Sign, with an Index,

which is one third of the former, and ’tis done.

Thus, If a/ : 64, were to be Cubed, it will be

a/ : 64, and the Cube of 4/ : 5 rz. is a/ : 5iz, 13c.

alfo the Biquadrate of a/ : 5. is 25 (as being the

Square of the Square ofy : 5-) And the Cube of
6

a/ : 81, will be a/ : 81 or 9.

In the general, to Square
,

Cube
,
&c. any Surd

iRSpt, is only to Square or Cube the Power, re-

taining the fame Note of Radicality ; but ’tis bet-

ter where it can be done, to take one half, f part,

&c. of the Exponent ofthe Root, as is above Ihewn
in the laft particular Rules.

On the contrary, if you would extrad theSquare,

tube,, or other Root of any Surd, you mull double
or triple, (3c. the Exponent of the Radicality. Thus

the Square Hoot of 4/ : 1 6 is y : 1 5 . the Square Root-

ofa/ : 27 is 4/ : 27. &c.

Divijion of Simple Surd Roots,

L If the Surds are Similar, Homogeneal, or of
the fame kind, divide one Number, or Quantity,
by another, and prefix the common Radical Sign
to the Quotient : But if they are Heterogeneal, or
not ofthe fame kind, they mull: be reduced before
they can be divided.

Thus, a/:/) a/ : 57 5 W : d4 = 8 . And44 4

V : 5 (a/ : 3 5 (V: 7 -

The Demonftration of which General Rule, is

the fame as that in Multiplication
; for from the

Nature of Divifion, the Divifor is to Unity : : as
the Dividend to the Quotient. Therefore in our
firft Inftance, V : 9 - V : 1 : : V : 576. V : 64.
but as thefe Roots are, fo will their Squares be :

That is, 9. 1 : : 576. 64. and that thefe Numbers
are truly Proportional, is apparent ; bedaufe the
Redangles of the Extreams and Means are equal

:

Wherefore, a/ : 9 V : 1 : : a/ : 57 ^. V : 64. and
confequently 64 is the true Quotient.

II. If any Rational Quantity be to be divided by
its Square Root, the Square Root will be the Quo-
tient : For ifa b be divided by a/ : a b, the Quoti-
ent muft be y : a b : And if 50 be divided by y :

50, the Quotient will alfo bey : 50. Alfo if any
Rational Quantity be to be divided by a Surd, that
Rational Quantity muft firft be reduced to the
Form of a Surd, by Rule t.

III. When a Surd Root having a Rational Quan-
tity pre fix’d before it, is to be divided by the Surd
part of it, the Quotient will be the Rational Quan-
tity. Thus, if 5 y : 9, be to be divided by y : 9,
the. Quotient muft be 5 : As if 5 y : 9 had been
divided by 5, the Quotient would be y : 9,

IV. When the Dividend and Divifor are thePro-
ducfts of two Rational Quantities multiplied feve-
rally into one common Surd ; or when they are
Rational Quantities prefix d before one common
Surd ; then divide the Rational part of the Divi-
dend, by the Rational part of the Divifor, and
what relults, is the true Quotient.

Thus, If 8 y : 5 be divided by z y : 5, the

Quotient will be 4, and if 8 y : 7, be divided by

4 4/ : 7, the Quotient will be only z.

V. But when the Dividend and Divifor are two
Rational Quantities, or Numbers, prefix’d to two
unequal Surds 3 then you muft divide, not only as

before, the Rational part of the Dividend by that

of the Divifor, but alfo the Surd part ; and thofe

two Quotients connected together, fo as the Ratio-
nal part ftand on the LefbHand, are the true Quo-
tient fought.

Thus, if4y : 15 were to be divided by 3 y : 5,
the Quotient will be zy : 3 (—y : 1 z.) and if

4 y : 1 z, were to be divided by 3 a/ : z, the Quo-

tient will be —- y ; 6.

Addition
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Addition and Subjhaction of Surd Roots*

I. 'W’hen two or more Simple and Equal Surds

are to be added, multiply one of them by the

Number of them all, and the Product is the Sum
required.

Thus, The Sum of a/ : 5, and a/ 1 5» is the

V : 20 ; becaufe a/ : 5 multiplied by a, the

Humber of the Surds, that is by a/ : 4, gives a/ :

20 their Sum. Alfo the Sum of a/ : 7 -f- V ‘
7

f V • 7 J becaufe the Surds are 3 in Number, is

V : 189 ; becaufe f/ : 7 multiplied by 3 (/. e.) the

V : of 27 makes 4/ : 189.

'
’ '

’

,
«• v"’.' .

. 4
.^

' m
' V

' #

II. But if Unequal Simple Surds of the fame
kind are to be added together, or if one to be fub-

ftra&ed from the other, you muft firft try whether
they are Commenfurable ; and if they be, that is,

if when they have been divided by their greateft

common Divifor, their Quotients are Rational
Quantities, then you muft Multiply the Sum of
thofe Rational Quantities by the faid Common
Divifor, and the Product will be the Sum of the
Surds propofed : Or if the Difference of thofe Ra-
tional Quotients be multiplied by the Common
Divifor, then the Product will be the Difference of
the given Surds, when the lefs is taken from the
greater.

Thus, If the Sum or Difference of thefe two
Surds, a/ : 50, and a/ : 8. were required

; becaufe
they are unequal, I try firft, Whether they are
Commenfurable, or not, by dividing each by the
greateft common Divifor a/ ; 2. And the Quotients
are y/ : 2 5 and a/ : 4 ; that is, 5 and 2, which are
Rational Numbers ; and therefore the Surds are
Commenfurable : Then their Sum 7, or their Dif-
ference 3, multiplied by the common Divifor a/ : a,

produces 7 a/ : a for the Sum, and 3^:2 for
the Difference of the Surds required.

III. If the Commenlurable Surds propofed, had
been Fractions, or Mixt Numbers, reduced to the
Form of Fractions ; they muft (if they have not
one) be reduced to a common Denominator in the
leaft Terms ; and then to find out the Rational
Quotients, you need only divide the two New
Numerators, by their greateft common Divifor;
and then you muft go on as above, ip Integral
Surds.

Thus, If the Sum and Difference of a/ *

2
- and
2 5

2
A/ : —were required : When reduced to a Com-

mon Denominator, they will be a/ : — and a/ *

75 ’75
and thefe divided by their greateft common Divi-

for a/ : — the Quotes are : — and 4/ , or
*3 75 75
2 2 /

6 V : ~~

,

and 5V —
, whofe Sum is ^ : 1 1 -

75 7 5
,

75

and their Difference 14/:--.
75

S 111
IV. If the Simple Surds given to be added, of

fubftracted, are Incommenfurable, then they can on-

ly (generally fpeaking) be added or fubftracted by
the Signs -f and—4

: For neither Sum nor Diffe-

rence can be expreffed by any fingle Root. And
from this Addition and Subtraction offimpie Surds

only by the Signs, arifes what they call a SurdEi-

nomial
, or Befidual Root.

Thus, a/ 6 + a/ : 7, is a Binomial Surd
, and

a/ : 7 — a/ ' 6 is a Bgfidual Surd.

But from Prop. 4. and 7 of Euclid’sfecond Bookj

there arifes a Rule which helps vts to find the Sum
or Difference of Incommenfurable Square Boots 2

Which Rule is this.

To or from the Sum of the Squares of the given

Surd Boots, add
,

or fubftracl,
their double P^eB-

angle
,
and the Square l{cot of the Sum; or Bp-

mainder, is the Sum
,

or Difference fought,

fe. gr.)

Td find the Sum and Difference of a/ : 14, and

a/ : 1 a, their Squares being 14 and 1 a, their Sum
will be a 6, and the Double BeElangle of a/ : i'4»

into a/ 1 12, is 2 a/ • 168. Wherefore

VfT+Tv'} .-68 is the
(difference 1

re'

quired.

Of Compound Surds.

The Arithmetick of Compound Surds, depends
on the Rules above given about Simple Surds, and
on the true knowledge of the Signs -f and — in
Algebraick Addition, Subtraction, Multiplkatipn#
and Divifion ; only fome particular Directionsmay
be given as to Binomials and B?fiduals : As,

I. If any Binomial be to be multiplied by its

correfpondjng Refidual, the Difference of their

Squares
.
is the true Product

; and therefore will

come out a Rational Quantity, as if a/ : a -f-

e

be multiplied by a/la — e, the Product will be
a Rational Quantity, vi%. a a—• e e. \V

II. Involution in Binomials and Bgfiduals,
is beft

and moft eafily performed by a Table of Powers i

As becaufe we fee that a a
-f- 2 a e

ft-
e e —

a -f e. We may conclude, That to Square any
Binomial whatfoever, you need only add the dou-
ble Rectangle of the Parts, to the Sum of the
Squares of thofe Parts

; or take the double Rect-
angle from that Sum, if it be a Refidual.

_

II. For Divifion in Compound Surds
, ’cis conve-

nient, if not neceflary, to reduce them firft to fome
better, and when it can be done, to a Rational
Form. And,

(x.) If a Binomial, confiding of two Simple
Square Roots, or of one Square Root and a Rati-
onal Quantity, be multiplied by its correfponding
Refidual, the Product will always be a Rational
Quantity.

(2.) If a Binomial, confifting of two Biquadra-
tick Simple Roots, or of one fuch, and a Rational
Quantity ; if this be multiplied by its correfpond-
ing Refidual, the Product will be a Refidual con-
fifting of either two Square Roots, or elfe of one

Square
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Square Root a Rational Quantity ; which Refidual I

being multiplied, as is before faid, by its Binomial 1

it produces a Rational Quantity.

(3.) If a Trinomial, having three Simple Square
Roots, be multiplied by it felf, with one of the

Signs changed 3 the Product will be either a Bino-
mial, or Refidual, which being multiplied by its

correfpondent Refidual, or Binomial, will give in

$he Product, a Quantity entirely Rational.

IV. If a Binomial or Refidual
y confifting oftwo

Simple Cubicle or Biquadratick Roots, (3c. or
of one Cubic or Biquadratick Root, &c. and a
Rational Quantity is propofed for a Divifor; find

fo many continual Proportionals in the Proportion
of the Parts of the Binomial or Refidual propofed,
as there be Unites in the Index of the Radical
Sign* and fuch whofe Radical Sign may be the
fame with that of the Parts of the Binomial or Re-
fidual; but conjoyned in the Binomial by 4-, and
in the Proportionals by -f and— alternately ; or
contrarily, in the Proportionals by -j-, and in the

Refidual by -f- and— 3 the Product of the faid

Proportionals fo connexed, multiplied into the Bi-
nomial or Refidual

,
will be a Quantity entirely

Rational. After the fame manner may a Binomial
or Refidual, having 5 or 6, (3c. for the Index of
a common Radical Sign of the Roots, be reduced
to a Quantity entirely Rational.

And Note, that whan the Roots are of Diffe-

rent kinds, they muft firft be reduced to a common
Radical Sign.

V. If the Divifor be a Simple Quantity, divide
each part of the Dividend by the Divifor, and
conned thofe particular Produces together by their

Signs 3 but if the Divifor be a Binomial, Trinomi-
al, or Quadrinomial, (3c. of fuch kind as before

is fpecified, reduce that given Divifor to a new
Divifor that may be a Simple Rational Quantity.

Reduce alfo, the given Dividend to a new Divi-
dend, by multiplying the former by the Quantities

that were Multiplicators, in reducing the given
Divifor to a Rational Quantity 5 then divide the

new Dividend by the new Divifor : But when the

Divifor cannot be reduced to a Simple Rational
Quantity, fet the Dividend as a Numerator, over
the Divifor as a Denominator.

Thus, 12 -f V ’
divided by 3, the Quotient

is 4 -f 4/ : 7 ; and 8 — 4/ : 1 z divided by z,

the Quotient is 4— \/ : 33V: 21 -f ; 1 5

divided by 4/ : 3, the Quotient is v' ; 7 -j- 4/ :

5 ; a/ : 5
6 -TV* 24 Divided by 4/ : 6, the

_ i i

Quotient is 4/ : 9 -f 2 : and 4/ : 28 — 4/ :

3 3

14 divided by 4/: 7, the Quotient is V ‘ 4

- 4/ : 2.

SURETY of the Peace, ( fo called, becaufo the
Party that was in fear, is thereby fecured ) is an
acknowledging of a Bond to the Prince, taken by
a competent Judge of Pvecord, for the Keeping of
the Peace. This Peace may a Juftice of the Peace
command, either as a Minifter, when he is com-
manded thereto by a higher Authority 3 or as a
Judge, when he doth it of his own Power, derived
from his Commiffion. Surety of the good adhering

,

differs from this, j hat whereas the Peace is not
broken without an Affray, or fuch like

3 the Surety

tf

\ <

de bono gefiu may be broken by the Number of &
Man’s Company

, or by his or their Weapon and
Hardnefs.

SURFACE, ( the fame with Superficies ) is the
bare outfide of any Body

3 and confidered by it

felf, is Quantity extended in Length and Breadth
only, without Thicknefs.

There are Plane Surfaces
, and there are Crooked

or Curved ones.

A Plane Surface or Superficies
, is made by the

Motion of a PJght Line always keeping in the fame
Plane.

A B

\

Thus, if the Line A B be conceivid to move
(with a Motion parallel to it felfin its firft fituation)

in the fame Plane downward, and at laft to ftop
in the Pofition E F, it will deferibe the Plane Fi-
gure or Surface A BFE, which is called a Paralle-

logram. j As alfo the Two Plane Figures or Surfa-

ces A B F and AEF, which are called Triangles.

Alfo, if the Right Line C A having one end as A
fix’d as on a Center, be moved quite round in the
fame Plane, till the Point C come to C again 3 this

Line will'Ey its Motion deferibe a Plane Figure or
Surface, which is called a Circle

, as C E B A.

Curved Surfaces, are Convex above or without*
and Concave below or within 3 You may conceive
them like the Tilt of a Boat or Waggon 3 And fuch
Surfaces may be generated either by the Motion
of a Right Line on a Curve, or a Curve Line on
a Right one, v. gr. In the Figure,

Let
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A

b

Let the Curve Line A a a C reprefent the Hoop
keeping up the Cloth of a Waggon or Boat; and

let the Line A B reprefent the Gunnel or the upper

Edge of the Boats fide, or the upper Rail of the

Waggon. Tis plain that if you conceive either

the Right Line A B to move up along the Hoop
A a C till it come to the Top, and then down again

on the other fide till it come to the Bottom, it will

by its Motion deferibe the Figure of the Tilt or

curved Surface Abb Q a a A. And the very fame

Figure would be produced by the Motion of one of

the Hoops or crooked Line A a C, carried (in a

Pofition parallel to it felf) along the Edges of the

Boat or Waggon.
SURGE; the Sailors call a Wave or Billow of

the Sea a Surge alfo when they are Heaving at

the Capftan, if the Cable happen to flip back a lit-

tle, they fay the Cable Surges,

SURMOUNTED. The He-
ralds term for Bearing of one Ordi-
nary upon another. A Pile fur-

mounted ofa Chevron.

SURPLUSAGE, in Common Law, fignifiesa

Superfluity or Addition more than needeth, which
fometimes is the caufe that a Writabateth. It is

fometimes alfo applied to matter of Account, and
denotes a greater Disburlement than the Charge of
the Accountant amounteth unto. '

SURREJOYNDER, is a fecond Defence of
the Plaintiffs Addon, oppofite to the Defendant’s

. Rejoinder,

SURRE-BUTTER, is a fecond Rebutter, or a
Rebutting more than once.

SURRENDER, is a Inftrument in Writing,
teftifying with apt Words, That the particular

(Tenant of Lands or Tenements for Life or Years,
(doth fufficiently confent and agree. That he which
Fas the next or immediate Remainder or Revernpn
thereof, fhall alfo have the prefent Eftate of the
fame in Pofleflion, and that he yields and gives up
the fame unto him; for every Surrender ought
forthwith to give Pofleflion of the things furren-

dred. There may be alfo a Surrender without
Writing

; and therefore there is (aid to be a Sur-
render in Deed, znd z Surrender in Law

:

© Sur-
render in Deed, is that which is really and fenfibly

performed A Surrender in Law, is Intendment of
Law by way of Confeguent, and not AduaL As
If a Mari have a leafe of a Farm, and during the
term, he accept of a new Leafe ; this Ad is in-

jtaw a Surrender of the former
r There is alfo a

s u R
/ * 7-
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Cujiomary Surrender of the Copyhold Land, as may
be feen in Cooke fug. Littleton, Sed. 74.
SURROGATE, fignifies one that is fubftituted

or appointed in the room of another, moft com-
monly of a Bifhop, or of a Bilhop’s Chancel-
lor.

SURSOLID-P/rfCi?. See Place-folid.

SURSOLIp-Prc£/m, in Mathema.ticks, is that

which, cannot be refolved, but by Curves of a high-

er nature than Conick-Sedion, v. gr. In order to

deferibe a Regular Endecagon or Figure of eleven
Sides in a Circle, ’tis required to deferibe an Ifo-

fceles Triangle on a Right Line given, whofe An-
gles at the Bafe fhall be Quintuple to that at the
Vertex, which may eafily be done by the Inter-

fedion of a Quadratrix,or any other Curve of the
fecond Gender, as they are called by (bme.
SURVEYING of Land, or Planometria, is the

Art of Meafufing all manner of Plain Figures, in

order to know their Superficial Content ;
which

how to do Geometrically, I have fhewed all along
under the particular Name of each Plane Figure,

But how to bring this to Practice, fo as to Mea-
fure the Area’s of Real Lands, Fields, Grounds,*

Sc. by the help of proper Inftruments
, is what

we ufually call Surveying ; and this is what is de-
figned to be Taught under this Word. The Sur-
veyor being furnifhed with a good Inftrument to

take Angles, as a well made Theodolite, or entire

Brafs Circle, with a well graduated Limb, and
Telefcope Sights, as alfo with a well divided Pole-

Chain, an Off-fet Rod, Station-Staves, Sc. He
may proceed after. thefe or fuch like Methods^
which a little Pradice will familiarize to him.

I. To take the Plot of a Field at one ftation in

any Place thereof, from whence you may fee ail the

Angles.

Suppofe ABCDEF to be a Field, of which
you are to take the Plot : Having fet your Inftru-

ment in any convenient Place thereof , as at O ;
and let Marks or Station-ftaves with Paper be fee

up in every Angle : Theri fet your Inftrument fo

that the Needle hang diredly over the Meridian-
Line of the Cord, and there ferew faft the Inftrtf-

merih

B

Then dared yourfights to A, and you will find

the Index cutting 36° 45', Which Note down in

your Field Book, in the fecond Column thereof, and
meafure the Diftance from © to A, containing
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mppofe 8 Chains and i o Links, which fee down
alio in the third Column of your Field-Book.

Then dired your fights to B, the Index cutting

^9 Deg. 1 5 Min. and the Diftance from O to B,

is 8 Chains and 7 5 Links
,
both which fet down in

your Field-Boof(
, as before.

Do the like for the reft of the Angles from © to

C, D, E, and F. and fet them down, as you ob-

lerve them with their diftances meafured from the

Station, as you fee done in this following Table,

which is a Copy of the Field-Book, and will Ihew
you the Method how to Note down your Obfer-

vations e

D. M. Ch. Lin.

A 36 45 8 30

B 99 *5 8 7?
C 1 63 15: 10 65
D 212 GO 8 73
E 287 1$ v8 15

F 342 OO 9 55

1

Having thus finilhed your Work in the Field,

the next bufinefs muft be to Protract the fame; that

Is, to lay down a Plot thereof upon Paper or Parch-

jneqf, which is done thus.

Draw a Line as N S, reprefenting the Meridian-

Line $ then in part of that Line, as at 0 make a

Point / reprefenting your Place of ftanding in the

Field ; upon this Point place the Center of your

Protractor, fo that the Diameter thereof may be di-

redly upon the Line N S.

Then againft 3 6° 45' on the Limb of the Pro-

traitor, fet a Point reprefenting the Degrees ofyour

firft obferved Angle, and let the lame be done with

the 2d and 3d Obfervations.

To prick off the 4th, vig. 212. the Protractor

muft be turn’d downwards, becaufe the Degrees

are greater than a Semicircle. Th£n proceed to

Protrall the reft of the Angles.

Then take away the Protra&or
,
and laying a Ru-

ler to the Station-point © ,
draw obfeure Lines

from thence to thofe Points, on which Lines fet

their refpedive Mealures from your Scale ; as 8

Chains 10 Links from © to A, and 8 Ch. 7 5 Links

from © to B, and foof the reft, as you have them

down in your Field-Book.

Then conned! thefe Points by the Lines AB, BC,
CD, D E, E F, and F A, fo fhall you have the

true Figure of the Field.

But this way obliges you to more Meafuring

With the Chain than is needful, and therefore is

not fo good for Pradice in molt cafes as another I

fhall by and by lhew you ; only it hath this Ad-

vantage, That you may foon know whether you

have taken your Angles truly ; for all about the

Point © 360.

2. To take the Plot of a Field at one Station
, in any

Angle thereof, from whence the other Angles may
he fieenv

Let A B C D E F G be the Field, and F the
Angle, at which you would take your Obfer?a=
tions.

Having placed your Inffrument at F, turn it

about ( the North Point of the Card from you )
till through the Sights you efpy the Mark at G;
then fallen the Inftrumenr, and move the Index
till you fee the Mark at A, the Deg. cut on the
Limb being 20 ; then move it till you fee B, where
it cuts 40 Degrees: Do the fame at G# and there

it cuts <£© Degrees ; likewife at D 77 Degr. and
at E 100 Deg. All thefe Angles Note down in

your Field-Book ; next with the Chain, Meafure
all the Lines running from the Station, as from F
to G 14 Ch. 60 Links, and from F to A 18 Ch,
20 Links, and fo of the reft, as you fee them in
this Table.

Ang. D. M.
G 00 00
A 2o 00
B 40 00
C 60 00
B
E

77 00

„ 100 00

Ch.Lin-
|

.14 6°
18 20
1 6 80

1
23 20
1 6 95
8 So

To Protrall thefe Obfervations.

©
Draw a Line at pleafure as G F, upon

lay the Diameter of your Protractor, with the Cen-
ter in F ; then make Marks at every Angle round
the Protractor, as you find them in your Field-Book

vig. againft 2 t>, 40, 60, 77, 100 - which done,

take away the Protractor9- and draw Lines F A,

F B, F G, F D, and F E, through each of thefe

Marks ; on which Lines fet off the Diftances by
a Scale, as you find them in your Field-Book ; and
where the end of thofe Diftances fall, let there be

Lines drawn to conned them, as G AB, B C,
CD, D E, E F, and F G, and you have you?

Field compleat.

Note, That you may as well take the Plot of a

Field at one Station, Handing on any fide

thereof as in ah Angle.

3. To take the Plot of a Eield at two Stations, when

the Field is fo Irregular, that from one Station

you cannot fee all the Angles;

Lei
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Let CDEF GHIKL MNO be the Field,

in which from no one Place thereof all the Angles

may be feen. Therefore chufe two Places for

your Stations, as A and B.

P

,

Set your Inftrument at A, and look through the

Sights towards your 2d Station B. and then fix

your Inftrument. And, as before taught, with

the Index take all the Angles at that end of the

Field, as C D E F G H I K, and Meafure the Di-

ftance between yoUr Inftrument and each Angle,

as alfo the Diftance between the two Stations.

Then remove your Inftrument to the fecond

Station B, and having made it faft, fo as through

the Back-fights you may fee the firft Station A :

Take that Angles at the end of the Field, as N O
CKLM, and meafure their Diftances as before $

all which being done, your Field~Book,mll ftsnd

thus.

Firft Station

.

D. M. Ch.Lin.

Ang. OO 20 77
C 31 00 8 10
D 67 00 9 87
F lol 00 10 80
G 137 00 7 00
H 2$2 OO 6 7°
I 316 00 13 70
K 374 00 24 $0

The Diftance between the two Stations B A and
is 3 1 Ch, 60 Lint

S U R

Second Station*,

Ang. D. M. Ch.Liri.

N 3 30 4 20
0 in 00 7 0
c 147 00 60
K 2oy 00 8 40
L 220 00 00
M 274 00 11 20

To ProtraS this, draw a Right Line at advent
cure, as P A B B, whereon let from your Scale

3 1 Ch. and 60 Links (the diftance between the two
Stations) making Marks with the Compaffes as
A and B for your firft and fecond Station.

Lay the ProtraBor to A, the North-end of the
Diameter being towards B,. and mark out the feve-
ral Angles obferved at your firft Station, draw
Lines, and fet off the Diftances meafured.
Do the fame at B, the fecond Station $ and when

you have marked out all the Diftances between
thofe Marks, draw the Bound-lines.

Note, If a Field be very Irregular, you may af-
ter the fame manner make 3, 4, or 5 Sta-
tions, if you pleafe t Tho’ us much better to
go round fuch a Field, and Meafure the'

Bounding-LInes.

4. To take the Plot of a Field at one Station, in an
Angie (fo thatfrom that Angleyou mayfee adthe

- other Angles ) by Meafuring roind about the faid
Field.

Suppofe ABODE the Field, and A the An-
gle appointed for the Station.

Place your Inftrument in A, and turn it round
till you fee (through the fixed Sights) the Mark ac
B 1 then fcrew it faft, and turn the Index to G,
obferving what Degrees are therecut on the Limb,
which fuppofe to be 68 Degrees | ram it further^

A
till you lee D, and Note down the Degrees there
cut, vi%. 76 Degrees j do the like at E, and the
Index will cut 124 Degrees s This done, Meafure
round the Field, Noting down the Length of the;

Side-Lines between Angle and Angle,

^ P fthefit
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Then yonr Field-Book will ftand thus.

Lines Ch. Lin.

AB 14 QO
B B 15 do

CD
1

7 00
1 D E H 40

|
E A

1 14 05

Ang. D. M.
C
D
E

68 00

. 76 00

114 00

To Protrad which, draw the A B as you pleafe,

and applying the Centre of the Protrador to A,

(the Diameter lying upon the Line A B) prick off

the Angles, and make Marks through which draw
Lines, A C, AD, and A E, in which you may find

the Points C, D, E, by the Meafures taken, as you
have them in your Field-Boo

k

,
ajid taken of a

Scale ; then draw the Bounding-Lines, and you
have done.

5. To take the Plot of a Park Wood, a very great

Common, or a large Champian Field, by going

round about thefame,
and making Obfervations at

every Angle thereof

Let ABCDEFG be a large Field or Wood,
through which you cannot fee to take the Angles,

but muft be forced to go round the lame*

Place your Inftrument at the Angle A, and lay

the Index oh the Diameter thereof, moving the

whole Inftrument about, till through the Sights

you fee the fecond Angle at B, and there fix it

:

Then turn the Index about backwards till you fee

the Angle at G, the Index cutting 97 Degrees, which

is the Quantity of the Angle G A B $ Meafure the

Line A- B, it contains 1 a Chains 5 Links, which fet

down in your Field-Book....

Then remove your Inftrument to B, the Index

lying upon the Diameter, turn it about till you fee

the Angle at C, and there fallen it; and turn the

Index backwards till you fee the Angle at A * then

fet down the Degrees cut on the Limb, and the

Meafure of the Line B C in your Field-Book.

Remove to C, D, F, and G, making your Ob-
fervations after the fame manner ; and meafuring

the Length of every Line, they’ll ftand thus in the

Field-Book?

V-;'
’

: r
;:h c :v.'U -."i

1

. .

r

: - .y;. : . z * • !•: // :

" N

D. M. Ch. Lin.

A 97 00 12 5

B 120 30 4 45
C 1^2 00 8 85
D 115 00 13 4
E in 30 7 70
F 80 00 5 67
G 2 2*7 00 7

-
8?

The manner ofProtrading this, is nearly thefame
as before.

How to difcover whether the Angles made at theirfe-
veral Stations he truly taken or not,

R U L E:

,
Multiply 1 Bo Deg. by a Number lefs by 2 than

the Number of Sides or Angles in your Plot, the

Produd Ihall be equal to the Sum of all the Angles
obferved, if you have wrought true, otherwife

not.

Thus there were feven Angles or Sides in the

laft Plot, therefore I Multiply 180 by 5, the Pro-

dud: is 900, which is equal to all the Angles rec-

koned in the infide of the Plot : For the outward
Angles are hot included in the Rule.

6. To meafire Parallel to a Hedge (when you cannot

go clofe along the Hedge itfelf) and alfo infuch
a cafe, how to takeyour Angles.

Suppofe A B C to be a Field, and for the Bufhes
you cannot come nigher than © to Plant your In-

ftrument.

Then fet up Marks, and with your Off-fet Rod
or Chain, if the Diftance be large, take theDi-
ftance between the Inftrument ©, and the Hedge
A B ; which Diftance fet off again nigh B, and fet

up Marks at D : Likewife take the Diftance be-

tween © and the Hedge AG, and accordingly fet up
Marks atE. Then take the AngleD 0 E,which win
be the fame as the Angle B’A C : Do thus for the

reft of the Angles. But when the Lines are mea-
fured, they muft be meafured ofthe fame Length
with the outfide Lines, as the Line © D, meafured

from g tof

C 7. To
¥
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To take the Plot of a Field or Wood, by objerving

near every Angle, and meafuring the Diftance be-

tween the Marks of Obfervation, by taking in

every Line, two Off-Jets to the Hedge.

Suppofe A B C D to be a Wood or Field to be
thus meafured.

Let Marks be fet up in every Angle, not regard-

ing the diftance from the Hedges, fo much as the

Convenience for planting the Inftrument, fo as you
may fee from one Mark to another. Then begin-

ning at © i, take the Quantity of chat Angle, and

meafure the diftance i, z. But before you begin

to meafure the Line, take the OfF-fet to the Hedge,

•vis*. the diftance 0 e- and in taking of it, you

muft make that Line 0 e perpendicular to i, a* by

directing the Diameter of yourInftrument towards

a, and turning the Index till it lie upon 90 Degrees,

which then will point to what place of the Hedge
to meafure to, as e : Then let the Meafure of the

Line 0 e in your Field-Book under Title OffJet,
So likewife when you come to z, meafure the Line

a, 3, and the Offjets zg, 3 h : Do the like by all

the reft of the Lines and Angles in the Field, how
many foever they be.

And when you come to lay this down upon Pa-

per j firft fas before directed) Protradt the Figure

1,2, 3,4. That done, fet offyour Offjets, as. you
find them in your Field-Book., viz. © e and ©/
perpendicular to the Line 1, 2 5 alfo &g and © h

perpendicular to the Line z, 3 3 making Marks at

e, ft g, h, &c. through which draw Lines, which

ihall Interfedt each other at the true Angles, arid

defcribe the true Bound-Lines of the Field or

Wood; And then if many intermediate Off-fets

between Angle and Angle be taken, when necef-

fary, is the very beft and molt expeditious Method
of Surveying.

In Working after this manner, obferve,

1. If the Wood be fo thick, that you cannot

Work within it, you may then perform the fame
thing, by going on the outfide round the Wood.

z. If the Diftances are fo far, that you cannot

fee from Angle to Angle, caufe your Affiftant to fet

up a Mark fo far from you as you can convenient-

ly fee it, as at n • meafure the diftance © n, and
take the Offjets from n to the Hedge ; and pro-
ceed on the Line dll you come to an Angle.

s u 1

8 The common way ufed by Surveyors for taking th\

Plot ofa Field by a Chain onlyl

Suppofe A B GD E F to be the Fieldj whole
Plot is required.

*

if Meafure round the Field, arid Note down in

your Field-Book, every Side thereof.

z. Reduce your Field into Triangles, by the

Diagonals AG, AD, A E, which meafure and
fet down in your Field Books as fuppofe them m
ftand thus.

Diagonals
,

{

To Plot which, draw a Line at pleafure, as A C,
whereon fet off 33 Ch. 70 Links ; then with the
meafures of the Sides A B, B C, eompleat the Tri-
angle ABC.

Alfo, with the meafures of the Diagonal A D,
and the Side C D, eompleat the Triangle ADC,
upon the fame Bafe G A.

Then with the Meafures of the Diagonal A Ef
and the Side D E, make up the Triangle ADE.

Laftly, Upon the Bafe A E, with the meafures
of the Sides A F, E F, eompleat the Triangle AFEJ
So you have the true Figure of the Field, confifting

of four Triangles, which are to be meafured by
the Direction given under the Word Chain,

9 . The Pra&ice of Surveying, as it relates to Dividing
of Lands

,

To divide a Triangular piece of Land, into any
number of equal or unequal parts, by Lines pro-

6 P 2 seeding
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ceeding from any Point affigned in any Side
thereof

Let BBC be the Triangular piece of Land,
Containing 60 Acres, to be divided between three
Men : The firft to haVe 1 5 Acres, the fecond 20,
and the third 25 Acres; and the Lines of Divifion
to proceed from D.

1 r: To reduce a Trapezia into a Triangle, by Line

i

drawn from any Angle thereof.

Let A BC D be the Trapezia to be reduced intfe

a Triangle, and B the Angle affigned.

Firft, meafure the Bafe, which is 50 Chains;
then divide this Bafe into 3 parts ; thus, faying, If

60 give 50, What lhall 15 give? Anfwer, 12

Chains 5 o Links for the firft Man’s Bafe, which
fetfrom A to E. Again, lay, If 60 give 50, What
fhail 20 give? Anfwer, 16 Chains 66 Links for

the fecond Man’s Bafe, which let offfrom E to F :

Then the third Man’s Bafe muft be 20 Chains 84
Links# vi%. from F to C. This done, draw an
oblcure Line from D to the oppofite Angle B, and
from E and F draw the Lines E H and F G, paral-

lel to B D. Laftly, from D, draw D H and D G,
which lhall divide the Triangle into three fuch

parts as were required.

jo. To divide a Triangular piece of Land, accord-

ing to any Proportion given, by a Line drawn pa-
rallel to one of the Sides

A B C is the Triangular piece of Land, con-
taining 60 Acres, the Bafe A C is 50 Chains: This
piece of Land is to be divided between two Men,
by a Line drawn parallel to B C, in fuch Porporti-

on, that one have 40 Acres, the other 20.

1. Divide the Bafe, as has been before Taught,
and the Point of Divifion lhall fall in D. AD is

33 Chains 33 Links, D C 16 Chains 67 Links.

2. Find a mean Proportion between A D and
A C, by Multiplying the whole Bafe 50 by AD
33, 33, the Produd: is 16665000, of which Sum
extract the Square Root, ’twill be 40 Ch. 82 Lin.:

which fet from A to E ; then draw ET parallel to

B C, fo the Triangle is divided as required.

Draw the obfeure Line B D, and draw C E pa-
rallel to D B, produce the Bafe A D to E, and draw
B E, which lhall make the Triangle B A E equal

to the Trapezia A BCD.
Now to divide this Trapezia according to any

affigned Proportion, is no more but to divide the

Triangle ABE, as before taught; which will alfo

divide the Trapezia.
j-

"i '
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Suppofe the Trapezia AB G D, containing 124
Acres, 3 Roods, and 8 Perches, is to be divided

between two Men ; the firft to have 50 Acres,

2 Roods, and 3 Perches; the other 74 Acres,

i Rood, and 5 Perches, and the Line of Divifion
to proceed from B.

Firft, Reduce the Shares into Perches, and’tWill

be 8083 for the firft Man, and 11885 Perches for

the fecond Man’s lhare.

idly, Meafure the Bafe of the Triangle; vi%.A E,

78 Chains 00 Links.

Then fay, If 19968, the whole Content, give

for its Bafe 78 Ch. What lhall 80S3, the firft Man s

Part, give ? Anlwer, 31 Ch. 52 Links ; which fet

offfrom A to F, draw the Line F B, fo you divide

the Trapezia as defired : The Triangle ABF being

the firft Man’s Portion, and the Trapezia BCFD,
the fecond’s.

* I
.tJ M 1

. i ;w • s •
.
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32, To divide an Irregular Plot of any number of

Sides, according to any Proportion given, by a

firdit Line drawn through it.

As fuppofe the Field A B C DE contain 46 A-

cres, to be divided in Halfs between two Men, by
a Line proceeding from A.

Firft: draw a Line at pleasure through the Figure

as A F 5 then caft up the Content of either Half,

and fee what it wants, or what it is more than the

true Half fhoitld be.

Thus I caft up the Content of A E G, and find

it to be but 15 Acres; whereas the true Half is

2,3 Acres ; 8 Acres being in the PartABCDG
more than in A E G ; therefore I make a Triangle

containing 8 Acres, and add it to A E G, as the

Triangle AGP; then the Line A I parts the Fi-

gure into equal Halfs*

Thus you may divide any piece ofLand ofnever

lo many Sides and Angles,* according to any Pro-

portion, by ftreight Lines drawn through it, with

as much Certainty, and more expeditioufly than by

any other way yet known.
. Another Example will make all plain,

Suppofe the following Field, containing 27 Acres,

is to be divided between three Men, each to have

9 Acres, and the Lines of Divifion to run from a

Pond to a Field, fo every one may have the Bene-

fit of the Water, without going over one another’s

Land.
Firft, from the Pond © draw Lines to every

Angle, as © A, 0 B, © C, 0 D, © E 5 and then

the Figure is divided into 5 Triangles, each of

which Meafure, and put the Contents down leve-

fally ;
which Contents reduce into all Perches.* and

fo will the Triangle.

(A@:B) r
\B 0 C / j

590
/C 0 be ^ 1238
yD © E ( J 911
E © F j C, 1 lo7

»Perched

From G to any Angle draw a Line for the Dl
Vifion Line, as G A: Then confider that the firft

Triangle AG B is but 674 Perches, and the fecond

Triangle B G C 390, both together but 1064;
Perches, lefs by 376 than 1440, one Man s Por-

tion. You muft therefore cut offfrom the third

Triangle C G D, 376 Perches for the firft Mans
dividing Line, which thus you do : The Bafe DC
is 18 Chains, the Content of the Triangle 1238,
fay then. If 1238 Perches give bare i'8 Chains,

What fhall 376 Perches give ? Anfwer, 5 Chains

45 Links ; which fet from C to F, and drawing

O F, you have the firft Man’s Part, vi\. A © F.

Then fee what remains of the Triangle C 0 D
376, being taken out, and you’ll find it to be 862
Perches, which is lefs by 578 than 1440.

Therefore from the Triangle D 0E cut off 578
Perches, and the Point of Divifion will fall in G.
Draw the Line G G, which with G A and 0 F,’

divides the Figure into three equal Parts.

13 : To take the Horizontal-Line of a Hill.

When you meafure a Hill, you muft meafure
the Superficies thereof, and accordingly caft up the
Contents. But when you Plot it down, becaufe
you cannot make a Convex Superficies upon the

Paper, you muft only Plot the Horizontal-Line or
Bafe thereof, which you muft fhadow over with
the relemblance of a Hill. That Horizontal or Bafe

-

Line, is found after this manner.

Suppofe ABCDa Hilly whofe Bafe you would!
know.

B

/

*
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Your Inftrument being placed ac A, caufe a

Mark to be fet up at B, fo high above the top of

the Hill, as the Inftrument ftands from the Ground
at A ; then take the Angle BAD, 58 Deg. Mea-
fur e the diftance A B, 1 6 Chains 80 Links : Then

As Rad : A B : : S, B A D : A D.
1

S, 90 0
,

00' : 16 Ch. 80 Lin. : : S, 32s
,
00

8 Ch. 90 Lin.

Then remove your Inftrument to fi, and take

the Angle CBD, 4

6

Deg. Meafure the diftance

B C 21 Chains $ then fay.

As Rad : B C : : S, C B D : D C.

S, 9od, : 21 Ch. : : S, 4^d : 15 Ch. 12 Links.

The iy, 12 added to 8, 90, makes 24 Chains

2 Links, for the whole Bale A C.

Otherwife thus.

Take the Angles B A C 58 d. and ABC 78 deg.

Subtract thefe two from 1 80 deg. there will remain
the Angle C 44 deg. Meafure A Bj then fay,

As, S, C : A B : : S, B : A C.

! I 'V
- •*

*

^

- -

14. To find the Content of your Field in Acres and
Parts of an Acre.

Since Mr. Gunters 4 Pole Chain, all along here

ufed, is fuppofed to be divided into 100 equal

Parts or Links ; and that every Acre contains 160
Square Perches or Poles. Therefore 160 Perches x
into 160 Perches, =a Square Acre. But the

Chain being Decimally divided, fo that in one 4
Pole Chain, there are 1 00 Links j therefore 10

Square Chains muft make an Acre
$ that is, an

Acre will contain 10000 Links.

Suppofe therefore the Bafe of any Triangle in

my Plot were 27 Chains 53 Links, whofe Area in

Acres and Parts of an Acre I would find by Mul-
tiplying its half Altitude 8 Chains 25 Links, into

that Bale or Side ; work juft as in Decimals
, thus

:

C. L.

27 58
8 ay

137^5
55°6

22024

22)71225

Only from the Product I cut off five places, (or

which is all one, Divide it by 10000) there re-

mains 22 Acres .7 1225. To reduce which Deci-
mal Fraction .71225 into Roods and Perches, I

confider that there are 4 Roods in an Acre ; there-

fore I Multiply by 4, and cut off 5 places as be-

fore.

.71225

4

2) 84900

This gives me 2 Rood and this Fra&ion *

84900
40

33I9600Q

which I Multiply by Forty, becaufe there are 40
Perches in a Rqod, and the Produd is 33 96000,!
from whence cutting off 5 places as before, it gives
me 33 Perches. So the whole Content is 22 Acr.
2 Rood, 33 Perches. See the Word Chain.

Knowing the Content of a piece of Land, to find
what Seale it was Plotted hy.

Firft, by any Scale meafure the Content of the
Plot • then fay.

As the Content found, is to the Square of the
Scale • I tried by $

So is the true Content, to the Square of the true
Scale it was Plotted by.

As fuppofe there is a Plot of apiece of Land
containing 10 Acres, and I meafure it by the Scale
of 11 in an Inch, and find it to contain 1 2 Acres -fr
©f an Acre.

Then fay.

As 12 fy : 121 ( ±± ) Sq.) : : 10 : tool

And the Square Root of 100 is Jo * therefore I
conclude that Plot to be made by a Scale of 10 in
an Inch.

How to change Cuftomary-Meafure into Statute-Meal
Jure, and the Contrary.

_
1

/

;

Say, As the Square of one fort of Meafure, is

to the Square of the other :

So is the Content of the one, to the Content of
the other.

Thus, Suppofe a Field Meafured by a Perch of
1 8 Foot contain 1 00 Acres

,
How many Acres fhall

the fame Field contain by a Perch of 16 Foot -j ?

Say, If the Square of 16 ± Foot, vi%. 272, 25,
1

give the Square of 18, vi\. 324, What fhall 100
Acres Cufiomary give? Anfwer, 1 1 9 -f Statute

J\.crcs«

SURVEYING-SWe, the fame with Reducing-
Scale.

SURVIVOR^ in Law, fignioes the longer Liver
of two Joint-Tenants -

} or of any two Joined in the
Right of any thing.

SUSPENSION, or Sufpenfe, is a Temporal ftop

of a Mans Right ; as when a Seigniory, Rent, &e.
by reafon of the unity of Poffeflion thereof, and of
the Land out of which they Iffue, are not in ejfe for

a time, and tunc dormiunt, but may be revived or

awaked, and fo differs from Extinguifhmenr, which
dies for ever. And fomerimes this Word Sulpen-

fion is ufed in Common Law, as it is inthe Canon
Law, pro minori Excommuicatione.

SUSPENSOR TeJUculi, the Name of a Mufcle
otherwife call’d Cremajler ; which fee.

SUSPENSOKIUM, is a Ligament ofthe Penis,

firft difeover’d by our Accurate M,r. Ccwper the Sur-

geon
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geon. It arifeth from the Anterior Part of the

OJf„ Pubis, and fix’d to the upper part of the Do'r-

fum Penis
,
on each fide.its great Vein. It’s ufe is to

affift the Mufculi Erigentes in their Adtion.

SUTURA alfo, is a connexion of the Sides or

Lips of a Wound. This is of two forts : Acftual,

which is done with a Needle of a triangular Point,

a Pipe, or Cane, and waxed Thread: Firftinthe

middle of the Wound you muft few it together

with a double Thred, and having made a Knot,

cut it off; the reft of the Wound muft be fewed

up with fingle Thred ; care muft be taken that

the Stitches are not fet too wide nor too clofe efpe-

cially not too clofe, that there may be room for

any corrupt Matter bred in the Wound to work
out. The other fort of Suture, is much like the

Way that the Skinners ufe to few Skins together

:

This is proper in Wounds of the Inteftines, and in

Cuts of the Veins and Arteries.

Alfo the JunEiures of the Parts of the Shells of

Fifhes to one another, are call’d Sutures.

SUTURA OJJium, a Suture in the Juncture of

the Bones of the Skull, like the Teeth of Saws
meeting together. Thofe which join the Parts of

the Skull to the Bones of the upper Jaw, are of 3
forts ; the 'franfverfalis, the Ethmoidalis, and the

Sphanoidalis ; which fee under thofe Words. The
Sutures joining the parts of the Skull are 4 : The
Coronalis ,

Lambdoidalis, Sagittails, and Squam-
tnofa 3 which fee.

SWABBER; the Title of an inferior Officer

aboard a Man of War, whofe Office it is to fee

that the Ship be kept Neat and Clean ; in order to

Which, he is to fee her Wafhed well once or twice

'a Weak at leaft, efpecially about the Gun walls

and Chains. He ought to burn Pitch or fome
fuch thing now and then between Decks, to pre-

sent Infection : and to acquaint the Captain of

fuch as are Nafty and Offenfive.

SWAINMOTE
, or Swainimote, fignifies a

Court touching Matters ofForeft, and held by the

Charter of the Foreft thrice in the Year
, before

the Verdorors, as Judges. And it is as incident to

a Foreft, as Court of Pye-powder to a Fair.

SWALLOW-TW/
,

in Fortification, is a fingle

*tenaille,
that is narrower towards the Place than

towards the Country, See Queue dyronde

.

SWEEP. The Seamen call the Mold of a Ship

When file begins to compafs in at the Rungheads,
the Sweep of her ; or the Sweep of the Futtock.

SWEEPING, at Sea, fignifies dragging along

the Ground, at the Bottom of the Sea, or Chan-
nel, with a Tree-fluked Grapnel, to find fome
Uawfer or Cable

, which is flipped from an Anchor.
SWEETBREAD. See Pancreas.

SWIFT in Motion, a Planet is faid to -be lo,

.when by its own proper Diurnal Motion, he ex-
ceeds , or moves further than his mean Diurnal
Motion : Slow in Motion, is when his Motion hap-
pens to be lels than his mean Motion.

SWIFTERS, in a Ship, are Ropes belonging
to the Main-mafts, and Fore-mafts, and help to

fuccour or ftrengthen the Shrowds and to keep the

Mafts ftiff: They have Pendants fattened under the

Shrouds at the Head of the Mafts, with a double
Block, thro’ which the Swifter is reeved ; which
at the ftanding Part hath a fingle Block with a
Hcok, hitched into a Ring at the Chain VPale, and
fo the Fall being haled up, helps to ftrengthen the
Maft, and it is belayed about the Timber-heads of
the lower Rails aloft,

m-

I

: , S WIFTING of a Boat, is compafling her Gun-
Wile round with a good Rope, to II fengthen her in

a Strefs of Weather, that fire be not fluttered by
the Violence of the Sea.

SWIFTING of a Ship , is either bringing her
aground, or upon a Careen ; for then they ufe to

Swift the Mafts, to eafe and ftrengthen them, that

all the Weight may not hang by the Head ; which
is done by laying faft all the Pendants of the Swifu
ers and Tackles (with a Rope) clofe to the Maft,

and as near to the Blocks as can be; and then to

carry forward the Tackles, and there to Bowfe, or

hale them down, as hard and taught as is poffible.

( So that the Sea Word of Command here, is,

Ho l Bowfe Men ! ) All this is done alfo to keep
the Maft from rifing out of the Step.

SWIFTING the Capftan-Bars, is (training a
Rope all round the outer ends of the Capftan-Bars,

in order to ftrengthen them, and make them bear
all alike, and together, when the Men have or

work there*

SWING-WHEEL, in a Royal Pendulum-Clock,
is that Wheel which drives the Pendulum : This
Weel , in a Watch is called the Crown-wheel

,
as

alfo in a Balance-Clock.

SUPERFICIAL Foumcau,, a Term in Fortifica-

tion, the fame with Caijfon, which is a Wooden
Cheft, or Box, ywith 3,4, 5, or 6 Bombs in it,

and lometimes ’tis filled only with Powder ; and
is ufed in a clofe Siege , by being buried under
ground with a Train to it, to blow up any Lodg-
ment that the Enemy fhall advance to. There-
fore they ufually exprefs it thus :

“
After the Mine,

“ or Fourneau
, had deftroyed the Bonette, a Caijfon

“ was buried under the Ground thrown up, and
“ the Enemy advancing to make a Lodgment
“ on the Ruins of the Bonette

i the Caijfon was
“ fifed, and blew up the Poft a fecond time.
SYCOSIS, is an Excrefence of the Flefh about

the Fundament ; ’tis alfo an Ulcer, fo called from
the Refemblance of a Fig ; this is of two kinds
one hard and round* the other foft and flat : out
of the hard iflues a very fmall Quantity of gluti-
nous Matter ; out of the moift proceeds a greater
Quantity, and of an ill fmell : Thefe Ulcers grow
in thofe Parts only which are covered with Hair 5

the hard and round chiefly in the Beard
; the moift

for the moft part in the Scalp. Blanchard.
SYDERATION. See Apoplexy .

SYDERIAL Tear. See Tear.

SYLLEPSIS, or Conceptio

,

( in Grammar ) is

when the Senfe ofan Exprefllon is to be conceived^
otherwife than is imported by the Words; and fo

the Conftruiftion is made accordingly as fome de-
fine ir. But VoJJius faith, ’tis an Agreement of a
Verb or an Adjecftive, not with that Word which
is moft near, but with that which is moft Worthy,
Honorable, Eftc. in any Sentence, as Bex E3 Regina
beati.

SYMBOLS, See CharaElcrs.

SYMMETRAL
, the fame with Commcnfu-

rahle.

SYMMETRY, is ufually taken in ArchiteElurc
,

for the Proportion required
, according to the

Rules of Geometry, to make all the Parts of any
Structure compleatly agree to, and with the
Whole.

SYMPATHETICAL Inky
, are fuch as can

be made to appear or difappear very fuddenly by
the Application of fomething that feems to work
by Sympathy.

, /

Thsr#
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There are fome ways of preparing Inks of this

Kind ; which are really wonderful and furprizing,

as well as curious and diverting.

The Experiments are thefe.

i

.

That the firft of thefe Liquors is a mixture
of the Alkalizate, and fiery Salt of Quick-lime,,
with the Sulphureous Subftance of the Orpin,
which is a kind of Arfenick.

Take of good unflacked Lime, two dr three

parts, according to the ftrength and goodnefs of

the fame, and one part of Yellow Orpiment, (which

to powder, had beft be wrapt up in a thick Paper,

and fo beaten, to prevent the dangerous Steams

that may affed the Head) both thefe being pow-
der’d and mixed, put to them 15 or x 6 times as

much Water, in Weight, as there was of Orpin

:

Stop the Viol well with Cork and a Bladder, and
let it in warm Embers, or fome fuch place ; {ha-

king the Viol now and then for 4 or 5 Hours ; then

warily decant the clear part ; or which is better,

filtrate it.

In the mean time burn a piece of Cork through-

ly ; and when it is well inflamed, quench it in

common Water (or which is better, Aqua Vita:,

or Brandy) and by this means reducing of it to a

friable Coal, grind it with a fufficient quantity of

fair Water, in' which you have diflblved a little

Gum-Arabicks and fo it will make a Liquor as

black as common Ink, which will ferve very well

to write any thing with.

While thefe are doing, diflblve in three tithes as

much diftilled, or ftrong Vinegar, over warm Em-
bers, a Quantity of Bed Lead, ( or Minium ) , or

of Saccharum Saturni, in three times as much Wa-
ter, for 3 or 4 Hours, or till you find the Liquor

have a very fweet Tafte. This will likewife, as

the firft Liquor, be clear as common Water.

All things being thus ready ( for you muft be

pretty quick at it) write on a piece of Paper what

you will, with this laft Liquor, with a clean, or

new Pen 5
and when it is dry , nothing will ap-

pear.

Then over that place write with the Ink you

made of the Cork, what you pleafe ; it will look

juft as if it had been written with common Ink,

which let dry ;
then dipping a fmall piece of Rag,

or a Sponge, in the firft Liquor, rub it On the place

written, and you will immmediately fee the Black

Writing variifh, and that written with the Invifible

Ink, appear Black and Legible,

Take alfo a Book 4 or 5 Inches thick, and wri-

ting on the firft Blank Leaf with the laft Liquor,

or the Invifible Ink ; or putting in there a Paper fo

written, turn to the other end of the Book, and

rub there with a Rag dipt in the firft Liquor, on

that part that is as nearly as you can guefs, oppo-

fite to the Writing, and leave alfo the Rag there:

And over it clap a folded Paper, and nimbly {hut-

ting the Book, ftrike 4 or 5 good Stroaks on it

with your Hand, and then turning it t’other fide

uppermoft, clap it into a Prefs, or lay it between

two Boards with a good Weight on it for a Quar-

ter of an Hour (or half that time will do) then

taking it out, you’ll find the Writing black and le-

gible, which was written with the Invifible Ink.

This Procefs, Mr. Boyle communicated in his

Hiftory of Cold, pag. 32a. and afterwards Lemery

publiflied it in his Courfe of Chymijiry, with the

Addition of the latter Experiment.

By whole help we may endeavour at a Solution

of thefe ftrange Experiments; ifweconfider,

2. That the Blacknefs of the Ink, which is the
fecond Liquor, proceeds only from the porous,
light, and footy parts of the Cork

; which are its

Oily Parts very much rarified.

3. That the laft Liquor (or the Invifible Ink)
only the Parts of the Lead held up imperceptibly
in the acid Liquor of Vinegar.

Hence then, the Reafon of the disappearing of
the Ihk in the firft Experiment, is from the pene-
trating Parts of the firft Liquor, which confifting

of an Alkalizate Salr, and a penetrating Oil, or
Sulphur, doth make a kind of Soap, which foon
diflolves the rarify’d Fuliginofity of the Ink, as
common Soap takes away greafie Spots out of
C loath s, CSV.

And the Invifible Ink then appears black, be-
caufe the Edges of the acid Liquor that hold the
Parts of the Lead diflblved, being now broken by
its Conflid with the Alkali of the firft Liquor

;

the Parts of the Lead, are, as it were, precipitated

on the Paper, and fo appear in their proper colour,'

which is Black.

So that the Vifible Ink dilappears, becaufe its

Black Parts are diflblved ; and the Invifible doth
appear, becaufe it’s diflblved Parts are revived, of

reftored.

The Second Experiment fliews the ftrange piercing

Subtility of the firft Liquor.

You had beft make all the Liquors in different

Places, leaft they fhould mingle, and fo fpoil the
Experiment, as I have known them fotnetimes do.'

Experiment the Third.

Diflblve a little White, or Green Vitriol In

Water; and then write with a clean Pen with the

Solution, nothing will appear.

Boil Galls in Water, and dip a Rag of Linneri

in the Decodion, and with it rub the Place before

written, and it will appear Black and Legible.

But if you rub over it with a Feather, or a Rag
dipt in Spirit of Vitriol, ( or its Oil ) the Letters

will difappear again. V
Dip another Rag in Oil o£ Tartar per Deliquium^

and rub on the Place, the Letters will appear again,
but of a Yellowifli Colour. Lemery s Chymijiry,

lafi Edit. pag. 330.

REASONS.
The Coagulum of the Vitriol and Galls, is the

Caufe of the firfl Blacknefs, (as is feefi in making

common Ink, ) which the acid Spirit of Vitriol dif-

folves, and fo the Letters difappear : But the Oyl of

Tartar breaking (as it ufes to do in all Precipitati-

ons) the force of this acid Spirit, rejlores the Coagu-

lum ; but fpoils its Colour a little , by mingling it

felf with it.

SYMPATHETICK Powder, is only (faid Le-

mery,) Green, or Ppman Vitriol, opened by the Sun
Beams



Beams penetrating into it, and imperfectly calci-

ning it : The Vitriol is ufually expofed to the Sun’s

heat in the Month of July, but fome ufe only Pow-
der of Vitriol. When they ufe it, they fpread fome

of the Powder upon a Linen-cloth dipt in the

Blood of any Wound, and then pretend, that if the

Cloth be many Miles off the wounded Perfon, yet

he (hall be healed: but this is fo far from being

true, notwithstanding the vaunting Stories of Sir

JQen. Digby and others , That ’twill hardly have

its EffeCt if done in the fame Rooih where the

Patient lies 5 and he is certainly very much wanting

to himfelf, who will ufe no other help.

Vitriol hath its Parts in continual Motion ; and

tis probable, many Effiuvia, may go out from it 3

and fome few of thofe, if Application be made
to the Cloth, juft by the Patient, may perhaps en-

ter into the Wound, and help to ftop the Bleeding,

for Vitriol is a known Styptick 5 but he that Will

negleCt all other Means, and depend only on this

may probably pay dear for his Credulity.

SYMPEPS1S, is a CoChon of thofe Humors,
which are growing into an Impoftuine.

SYMPHYSIS, is the joyning of two Bones of

which neither has a proper diftinCt Motion : This

is either without any Medium, or elfe with it, as

with a Cartilage, or Grille, a Ligament, or Flefh,

&c.
SYMPTOM, is a preternatural Difpofition of

the Body, occafioned by feme Difeafe ; this is ei-

ther a Difeafe caufed by another Difeafe 3 or elfe

the Caufe of a Difeafe proceeding from another

Difeafe 3 or elfe limply a Symptom : This laft is

either fome Action of the Body hundred, or di-

fturbed, fome fault of the Excrement, or change

6f the Natural Temper. Blanchard.

SYMPTOMATICAL Fevers, according to fome
are thofe which arife from the Inflammation and
Putrefaction of Humors contain’d in foftie of the

Bowels, of which kind are thofe Fevers that ac-

company the Pleurifie,
Inflammation of the Lungs

,

and Liver
, Frenzy, Quinfie, and other Inflammati-

ons, or Ulcers of the Internal of External Parts.

SYMPTOTES. See Ajymptotes.

SYNACTICA, are Medicines that contrad any
part.

SYNALfEPHA, is a Figure in the Dimenfion,

of Scanning of a Latin Verfe 3 whereby there is

a Coalition of the two VoWels, orDiphthongs, one

of which ends, and the other begins two contigu-

ous Words in a Verfe , fd that they make but

one.

SYNARTHROSIS, is a joyning of Bones by
a Grille

,
and is of two forts, vi%. Sutura

,
and

Gomphojis , which fee.

SYNCHONDROSIS, the fame with Synar-

ihrofis.

SYBJCHYSIS, in Grammar, is a confufed and
diforderly placing of Words in a Sentence.

SYNCHYSIS, a Difeafe, is a preternatural

Confufion of the Blood, or Humors of the Eyes.

Blanchard.

SYNCOPALIS Felris, or the Swooning Fever 3

is that in which the Patient often Swoons and Faints

away. Blanchard.

SYNCOPATION, a Term in Mufick, which
is when a Note of one Part ends and breaks off

upon the middle of a Note of another part.

SYNCOPE, in Mufick, is the driving a Note,
when fome Ihorter Note prefix’d at the beginning
of the Meafure, or Half-meafure, is immediately

Note equivalent to that which began the driving^,

to make the Number even, As when an odd Crot-
chet comes before two, three, or more Minims, or
an odd Quaver before two, three, or more Crotchets.

SYNCOPE, in Phyfick, is a fudden Proftration
or Swooning, with a very weak, or no Pulfe, and
a Depravation of Senfe and Motion.

SYNCOPE, in Grammar, is the taking away
a Letter or Letters, out of the middle of a Word

:

As Dixti, for Dixijli, Eppoflum for flepofitum.

SYNCRITICA, are relaxing Medicines.

SYNDESMUS, or Syndefmous
, the fame with

a Ligament.

SYNDROME , is a Concurrence of feveral

Symptoms in the fame Difeafe.

SYNECDOCHE, a Trope in Bhctorick., where
the Name of the Whole is put for a Part ; or the
Name of the Part for the Whole : As if we fhould
fay, Europe for England, or England for Europe.

SYNECDOCHE, in Grammar
, is when the

Ablative Cafe of the Part, or the AdjunCt, is chan«
ged into the Accufative : As in that of Virgil.

Deiphohum vidi lacerum crudditer Ora»

And in this:

Flores infcripti nomine Begum.

SYNECHPHONESIS, or Syni^efls, is a Figure
in Grammar

, whereby two Vowels are contracted
into one as in this Verfe of Virgil.

Seu lento fuerint Alvearia vimina texta

Where the ca in Alvearia , are contracted Into
one Vowel.

.
SYNEDRENONTA, are common. Symptoms^

which accompany Difeafes 3 and yet neither flow
from the Nature of the Difeafe, nor are neceflary
Concomitants of |t; but do, notwithffanding, fig-

nifie the Greatnefs, Continuance, &c. of the Dif-
eafe* .

SYNANCHE, is a fort of Squinancy
, which

quite flops the Breath 3 or a preternatural Inflam-
mation of the Mufcles of the Jaws.

SYNEUROSIS, is an Articulation of Bones by
a Ligament 3 as the Extremity of the Vina, is

joined to the Bones of the Carpus.

SYNGULTUS, the Hiccough
,

is a depraved
Convulfive Motion of the Stomach, by which it

endeavours to expel fomething that is hurtful, or
offenfive.

SYNIZESIS.
_

See Synechphonefis.

SYNOCHA, is a Continued intermitting Feverj
this lafts for many Days with a great Heat, fome-
times Putrefactions qf the Blood : it is either Quo-
tidian, Tertian, or Quartan. Blanchard.

SYNOCHUS, is a continued Fever without
any Intermiflion, or Abatement of the Heat, which
continues

.
for many Days : This is either fimple,,

of accompanied with PutrefaCtion. Blanchard

.

SYNOD, A Meeting, or AfTembly of Ecclefi~

aftical Perfons concerning Religion Of Which,
there are four Kinds.

1. General, where BifhopS,. &c, meet ofa ll Na-
tions; '

.

' ‘
*'

Q, i. Nati-

S Y K S V N
follow’d by two, three, or more Notes of. a grea-
ter Quantity, before you meet with, another fliort

6
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%. national, where thofe of[one Nation only

come together.

3. Provincial

t

where they of bne only Pro-

vince meet,

4, Dioceftan, where thofe of bat one Diocefs

meet : See Convocation
,
which is the fame with

Synod, only the one is a Greeks, and the other a

Latine World. Cowel's Interpreter.

SYNODICAL Month, is the Space of Time,
(vi%. 29 Days, 1 2 Hours, 45 Minutes) contained

between the Moon s parting from the Sun at a

Conjunction, and returning to him again 5 during

which time, fhe puts on all her Phafes. And her

SYNODICAL Revolution, is that Motion where-
by her whole Syftem is carried along with the

Earth round the Sun.

SYNONOMY, is when the fame thing is cx-

prels’d by feveral Words that have but one and the

lame fignification : As if one fhould fay. He went

away, he efcaped, he fled.

SYNTASIS, is a preternatural Diftention of

Parts,

SYNTECTOE, is a kind of Loofenefs that pro-

ceeds from the melting away of the Subftance of

the Body, by a violent hot Diftemper of the folid

Parts $ fuch as fometimes happen in the Inflamma-

tion of the Bowels, and in a vehement burning Fe-

ver, Hectick, or Peftilential $ in which a fat Mat-
ter, as it were mixt with Oil, or Greafe, is voided

by Stool.

SYNTENOSIS, is reckoned by fome, to be the

tJnition of one Bone to another, by a Tendon j as

the Knee-pan to the Thigh-bone and Tibia.

SYNTERETICK Medicines, are that part of

Phyfick, which give Rules for the Prefervation of

Health.

SYNTEXIS, is a Confumption and Colliqua-

flon of the Body, in which firft the Flefh is wafted,

and afterwards the Subftance of the more folid

Parts. Blanchard.

SYNTHESIS, is either the Frame and Structure

of the whole Body ; or more ftrictly, the Com-
pofure of the Bones. Tis alfo ufed in Mathema-

iicks, in oppofition to the Word Analyfis ; in which

fenfe it fignifies Compofltion, or the

SYNTHETICAL Method of Enquiry, or De-

fnonftration in Mathematickj , is when we purfue

the Truth chiefly by Reafons drawn from Princi-

ples before eftablifhed, and Propofltions formerly

proved, and proceed by a long regular Chain, till

we come to the Conclufion : As is done in the Ele-

ments of Euclid, and in almoft all the Demonflrati-

ons of the Ancients. This is called Compofltion,

and is oppofed to the Analytical Method, which is

called Refolution ; which fee.

SYNTHESIS is alfo ufed by the Grammarians,

to fignifie an Agreement of the Parts of a Sentence

as to Senfe, but not as to the Words.

SYNULOTICKS. See Cicatrifantia.

SYNYMENSIS, is taken to be the uniting of

Bones together by a Membrane, as in Infants, the

Bones of the Synciput
,
with the Os Frontis.

SYPHON, is a Tube, or Pipe of QJafs, or Me-
tal, which is ufually bent to an Acute Angle, and

having One Leg fhorter than the other ; they are

frequently to draw oft Liquors out of one Barrel,

©r Veffel, into another, without railing the Lees,

V
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or Dregs, and are called Cranes, Sometimes
Glafs Tubes, or Pipes, tho’ ftrait, are called iy-
phons.

For the Caufe of the running of Water, or other
Liquors, through Syphons or Cranes : See Hydrofta-
ticks, Paradox 10 .

SYRINGE, is an Inftrument which is ufed in
injecting Liquors into Wounds, Ulcers, or any
difeafed Parts of the Body.
SYRINGOMATA, are Chirurgeons Knives,

which they open Fiflulas with.

SYRINGOTOMIA, is the Incifion of the Ft-
ftula.

SYSSARCOSIS, is the Connexion of Bones by
Flefh. Blanchard.

SYSTEM, in Mufick, is the Extent of a cer-
tain Number ofChords, having its bounds toward
the Grave and Acute, which hath been differently

determined by the different Progrefs made in Mu-
fick, and according to the different Divifions of
the Monochord.

The Syftem of the Ancients, was compofed of
four Tetrachords, and one Supernumerary Chord, the
whole making Fifteen Chords.

SYSTEM properly is a regular orderly Collecti-

on, or Compofition of many things together.

Thus the Solar Syftem, is the Aggregate Union j
or orderly Difpofition of all thole Planets which
move round the Sun as their Centre, in determin'd
Orbits, and never deviate farther from him than

1

their proper and ufual Bounds. And a

Syftem of Philofophy, is a Regular Collection of
the Principles and Parts of that Science into one
Body, and a treating of them Dogmatically, or in

a Scholaftical Method ; which is called the Syste-

maticalWay
, in contra-diftinction to the Way of Eft-

fay, wherein the Writer delivers himfelf more
loofely, eafily, and modeftiy.

The Learned Dr. Hook. , did in the Year 1674^
at the end of his Attempt to prove the Motion of
the Earth by Obfervation, promife that he would
explain a Syftem of the World, differing in many
things from any then known, and yet exactly a-
greeable to Mechanical Principles. Which Syftem
he there fays, depends on thefe three Suppofi-

tions, vi%.

Firft, That all the Heavenly Bodies have a gray
vitating or attracting Power towards their own
Centres, whereby they attract not only their own
Parts, and keep them from flying off from them,
but alfo all other Celeftial Bodies within the Sphere
of their Activity.

Secondly, That all Bodies put into a direct and
fimple Motion, will fo continue to move forwards

in a ftrait Line, till they are by fome other more
effectual Power bent or deflected into a Motion,
which defcribes fome Curve Line.

Thirdly, That thefe attractive Powers are fo

much the more powerful in operating by how much
the nearer the Body wrought upon, is to their own
Centres.

All which is abundantly confirmed in Sir Ifaac

Newton s Admirable Principia Philofophi<2 Mathema-

tlCd*

SYSTOLE, in Anatomy
,

is the Contraction of

the Ventricles of the Heart, whereby the Blood is

forcibly driven into the great Artery.

SYSTOLE
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SYSTOLE, in Grammar

,

is pare of the Poetical

Licence, whereby a long Syllable is made fhort

:

As in that of Virgil.

• - Tulerunt fajlidia Menfes.

SYSTYLE, in Architecture, is a Building where
the Pillars Hand thick, but not altogether fo clofe

as in the Pychnojlyle ; the Inter-columniation, or Di-

ftance between them, being only two Diameters

of the Column.
SYZYGIE, in Aftronomy, is the fame with the

Conjunction of any two Planets, or Stars, Or when
they are both referred to the fame Point in the

Heavens ; or when they are referred to tile fame
Degree of the Ecliptick, by a Circle of Longitude

patting through them both.

TAG T A i

TABES. See Atrophia.

TABES dorfalis, a Confumption in the fpi-

nal Marrow, incident to thofe who are too much
addidted to Venery, they are without a Fever,

eat well, and yet waft, or confume away : If you
ask one in this Difeafe an account of himfelf, he

will tell your that there feems as if fo many Pif-

mires did crawl from his Head down upon his fpi-

nal Marrow 5 when he eafes Nature either by
Urine or Stool, there hows thin Liquid Matter

like a Semen plentifully ; when he goes or runs any
way, but efpecially by a fteep Place he grows
weak and Ihort Breathed, his Head is heavy, and
his Ears tingle

;
fo in Procefs ofTime he Dies of a

Fever called Lipyria, where the External Parts

.are cold, and the Internal burn at the fame Time.
Blanchard.

TABLE, in Architecture, is a fmooth and firm

pie Part ofa different Figure ; but moft commonly
in form of a long Square, or of a Triangle,

Projefturing Table, is that which jetts out be-

yond the naked Face of a Wall, Pedeftal, or any
Part whereof it makes the Ornament : And a

leaked Table, is that which is hollow’d in the

Square of a Pedeftal, or elfewhere.

TABLETS, or folid Eledluaries, are much the

fame with Lozenges, being made ulually of Sugar

and Powder, Sc. incorporated Well together, and

given in many Difeafes, efpecially thofe of the

Lungs and Breaft.

TABLING of Fines, is the making a Table for

every County where his Majefties Writ runs, con-

taining the Contents of every Fine paffed in any

one Term, as the Name of the County, Towns,
and Places, wherein the Lands or Tenements lie ;

the Name of the Demandant and Deforceant, and
of every Mannor nambd in the Fine.

TABUM, is a thin fort of Matter that comes
from an ill Ulcer. Blanchard.

TACK, in a Ship, is a great Rope having a

Wale-knot at one End, which fefed gr fattened

into the Clew of the Sail
; fo is reeved firft thro’ the

CheJJe Trees, and then is brought thro’ a Hole in the

Ships Side. Its Ufe is to carry forwards the Clew
of the Sail, and to make it ftand clofe by a Wind :

And when ever the Sails are thus trimmed ; the

Main-tack,- the Fore-tack, and Milfen-tack are

brought clofe by the Board, and haled as forward

on as they can- be. The Bowlings alfo are fo on
the Weather Side ; the Lee- fleets are haled clofe

aft, and the Lee-braCes of all the Sails, are like-

wile braced aft. Hence they fay, 'a Ship Sails,

or. ftands elefe upon a Tadl , i. c. clofe by the Wind.
Hale aboard the Tacks • That is, Bring the Tack

down clofe to the Chefs-trees. Edfe the Tack,
,

i. e

i

Slacken it, or let it go, or run out. Let rife the

Tack, ,
i-c. let it all go out. The Tacks of a

Ship are ufually belayed to the Bins, or elfe there

is a Chevil on purpofe to fallen them.

TACK about : The Word, when a Ships Head is

to be brought about fo as to lie a contrary Way ~

to do which, Firft they make her ftay, (See ftay)

and when fhe is flay’d, they fay file is Fay d

:

The
next Word is, Let rife and Hale, that is, let the

Lee-tack, rife, and Hale aft the Sheets
,
and io trim

all the Sails, by a Wind as they were before ; for

they call off that which was before the Weather

Bowling, ;and fet up the other taught; and fo they

do alfo by all Sheets, Braces and Tacky, which a

Ship that is trimmed by a Wind rauft have.

TACKLES, in a Ship are fmall Ropes running

in three Parts, having at one End a Pendant with

a Block fattened to them, or elfe a Lannier •

and at the other End, is a Block and an Hook
to hang any Goods upon, which is to be hea-

ved into the Ship, or out of it.

There are leveral forts of thefe Tackles.

1. The Boat Tackjes, which ferve to hoife the

Boat in and out, as . alfo for many other Ufes ;

Thefe Hand on the Main-matt Shrouds, the other

on thofe ofthe Fore-maft.

• 2. The Tackles belongiug to the Matts, thefe

ferve as a kind of Shrouds, to keep the Matts from
Attaining.

3. The Gunners-TaekJ.es, with which the Ord-
nance are hoifted in and out.

4. There is alfo another called Winding-Tackle 3

which fee under that Word.

There is alio another kind of Tackle which is

called a Burnett. See Burnett.

TACTILE Quantities, are fuch as have a pri-

mary Relation to the Senfe of Feeling, or to our

Touch: As Heat and Cold, (3c.

TdENIA, in Architedlure, is 'a Member Of the

Dorick. Capital, which refembles the Shape of a

Iquare Filler, and ferves inftead of a Cyinetium, be-

ing faftned, as it were, to a Capital below the Tri-

glyphs, whereof it feems to be the Bafe.

TAFFEREL, is the uppetmoft Part, Frame, or

Rail of a Ship abaft over the Poop.

TAILE, in common Law, fignifies two feveral

Things both grounded upon one Reafon, Firft, it

6 Q. 2 is
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is to be ufed for the Fee, which is oppofite to Fee-

Simple, by reafon it is fo minced or parted as it

w.ere, that it is not in the Owners free Power to

difpofe, but is by the firft Giver cut or divided from
all others, and tied to the Iffue of the Donee : And
this Limitation of Tail, is either General, or Spe-

cial

Tail General, is that whereby Lands or Tene-
ments are limited to a Man, and to the Heirs of
his Body begotten ; and it is fo called, how many
Wives foever the Tenant holding by this Title,

lhall have one after another in Lawful Marriage ;

his Iffue by them all, have a Poffibility to Inherit

one after another.

Tail Special, is when Lands or Tenements limi-

ted to aMan and hisWife,and the Heirs of their two
Bodies begotten ; and hath this Term of Special,

becaufe if the Man Bury his Wife before Iffue, and
take another, the Iffue by his fecond Wife, cannot
Inherit the Land, &c. Alfo, if the Land be given
to a Man and his Wife, and their Son R for ever

;

this is Tail Special.

TAILE after Poffibility of Iffue Extincl, is

Where Land is given to a Man and his Wife, and
to the Heirs of their two Bodies, the one over-lives

the othep without Iffue between them begotten;

he lhall hold the Land for Term of his own Life,

as Tenants in Taile after Poffibility of the Iffue

Extinct
; and notwithftanding that he do waft, he

fhall never be Impeached of it : And if he Alien,

he in the Reverfion fhall not have d Writ of Entry
in confimili Cafu, but he may enter, and his Entry
is Lawful.

TAILLOIR, See Abacus.

TAINT, in Law, flgnifies Subftantively, either

a Conviction ; or Adjedrively, a Perfon Convicfted

of Felony or Treafon, &c. See Attaint.

TAKE and Leave, they fay at Sea, that when
a Ship Sails fo well that ihe can come up with

another or out Sail her when fire pleafes ; that

jhe can Take and Leave upon her, whenever Ihe

will

TALES, in Law, is taken for a fupply ofMen,
impannelled upon a Jury or Inqueft, and not ap-

pearing, or at their appearance challeng’d by ei-

ther Party as not indifferent ; in which Cafe the

Judge upon Motion, grants a Supply to be made
by the Sheriff, of one or more fuch there prefent

;

and hereupon the very Ad of fupplying is called a

Tales de circumftantibus ; But he that hath had one
Tales either upon Default or Challenge, may not

have another ro contain lo many as the former :

For the firft Tales muft be under the principal Pa-

nel, except in a Caufe of Appeal, and fo every

Tales lefs than other, untill the Number be made
up of Men prefent in Court, and fuch as are.with-

out Exception ;
yet this general Rule is not with-

out fome Exceptions, as appears by Stamford Pi.
jj

Cor. Jjb. 3. Cap. 5. Thefe commonly called Tales,
\

may in fome fort, and indeed are called Meliores,

vl%. when the whole Jury is challenged.

TALLY the Sheats, is a Word of Command at

Sea, when the Sheats of the Main-fail or Fore-fail

are to be hailed, aft. See Sheets.

TALON,a fmall Member in Archiredure, com-
pofed of a fquare Fillet, and a ftraight Cymetium.

It differs from the Ajlragal which is a round Mem-
ber, whereas the Talon confifts of two Portions of

a Circle, one without, and the other within ; and
when the Concave Part is uppermoft, it is called

{feverfed Talon,

TALPA, is a Tumor fo called, becaufe that as
a Mole (in Latin Talpa) creeps under Ground 5
fo this Feeds upon the Scull under the Skin : It
may be referred to the Species of Athermas »

which fee. Blanchard.

TALUS, the fame with Afiragulus. See it de-
feribed under the Word Tarfus.

TALUS, or Talut, properly Iignif.es any Thing
that goes Hoping, as the Talus of a Wall in Ma-
fonry, when its thicknefs is diminilhed by Degrees
as it rifes in height. But in Fortification, the Talus
of a Bafiion or Rampart, is the Slope allowed to
fuch a Work whether it be of Earth or Stone, the
better to fupport its Weight.
TALUS Exterior, of a Work, is its Steepnels

on the Sides of the Field ; and is always made as
little as poffible, to prevent the Enemies Scalado

„

unlels the Earth be bad, then it is abfolutely ne-
ceflary to allowfa confidetable Talus for its Parapet.

TALUS Interior, of a Work, is its Steepnels
on the Infide towards the Place.

TAMPKIN, Tampion , or Tampin, at Sea, is a
round Piece ofWood filled with the Muzzle of a
great Gun, which ferves to ftop it fo, that no Wa-
ter or Rain may get in to wet the Powder.
TANGENT, of a Parabola, (or other Conick

Se&ion, or Geometrical Curve) is a Right Line
Drawn, cutting the Ax Produced, and touching
the SeBion in one Point without cutting it.

In Philof. TranfaB. N. 90. There is an eafie

Method of Slufms, to draw Tangents to all Geo-
metrical Curves without any Labour of Calculati-

on : The Demonftration of which you have after-

wards, Hunts 95 communicated by the fame Au-
thor, and is contained in thefe three Lemmata.

i- The Difference between any two Dignities,

or Powers of the fame Dimenfions or Degree di-

vided by the Difference between the Roots of thole

Powers, gives leveral Parts or Members of the
next Inferior Powers, which may be formed from
thofe two Roots as from a Binomial, thus.

x x x— yyy

x—

y

xx
-f-

x y -f
- yy.

2. There are always fo many feveral Members
in any Degree or Power raifed from a Binomial,,

as are the Unites in the Exponent of the Power
next above it. Thus in the Square of a Binomial
there are three Members, in the Cube, there are
four, &c.

#

3. If any quantity divide z others whofe Ratio
is given, the Quotients will be alfo reciprocally in
the fame given Ratio; or that the Quotients of
any two Numbers, or Quantity, divided by one
and the fame Quantity, are as the Dividends.

This premifed, Let there be any Curve,, as D QJ
whole Points are all referrable to any Right Line
given, as E A B, whether that Right Line be the
Diameter, or not ; or whether there be mote gi-

ven Right Lines than one, if their Powers do but
come into the Equation, ’tis enough.

And in all his. Equations he puts V always for

the Line D A, p for B A
; and for E B, and the

other given Lines, he puts b d
}
&c. i. e, always

Conlonancs.

Then
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Then fuppofing D C to be drawn touching .the

Curve in D, and meeting .with E B, produced in

C, he always calls the fought Line G A, by the

Name of a*

To find wliicfi he gives this general Method.

RULE I.

Ne rejects out of the Equation all Members
which have not either Fory with them ; then he

puts all thofe that have 7 on one fide, and all thofe

which have V on the other, with their Signs -for—

.

And the latter for diftindion and eafe lake, he
calls the Eight, the former the Left Side.

RULE II.

On the Right Side, let there be prefbtt to each

Member, the Exponent of the Power which u hath

there: Or which is all one, Let that be

multiplied into all the Members.

RULE III.

Let the fame be done alfo on the Left Side, mul-
tiplying each Member there by the Exponent of the

Power of7.

Adding this moreover, That oney mull (in each

Member) be always changed into a.

This done, I fay, that the Equation thus refor-

med, will (hew the Method ofdrawing the requi-

red Tangent to the Point D ;
and when that is

given, as alto y, u, - and the other Quantities ex-

prelfed by Coriforiants, a cannot be unknown.
*: f •

* 'SncOiO i 1
' * *' vT;7f. >'

- ^ J

Let there be this Equation by —yy V’V, in

which E B is b, BA =y, DA — V, and let a,

or A C be required to find the Point C, from
whence C D being drawn, (hall be a true Tangent
to that Curve QD, in D.

In this Example nothing is to be ejeded out of

the Equation, became y or V, are in each Mem-
ber : ’Tis alfo fo difpos cl as required by Eide t. To
each part therefore there muft be prefixed the Ex-
ponent of the- Powers of y and V, as in Ev.le z *

and on the Left Side let one y be changed into n :

And then the Equation will be in this Form, b'

a

t-
zy a trs z V V, which Equation reduced, gives

eafily the Value of a =. ^ A C And
b~^zy

_

fo the Point C is found, from whence the Tangent
D C may be drawn.

*

To determine which way the Tangent is to be

drawn, whether towards B or E, he direds to Con-

fider the Numerator and Denominator of the Fra-

ction, which at laid is found equal to a. For*

1, If in both parts of the Fradion, either all the

Signs are Affirmative, or if the Affirmative ones

are more in Number, then the Tangent is to ruri

towards B.
4' S' >

'

•>

l Jf 'j, * Jy

z. If the Affirmative Quantities are greater than

the Negative in the 'Numerator, but equal to them
in the Denominator, the Right Line drawn thro’ D,
and touching the Curve in that Point, will be Pa-

rallel to A B : For in this Cafe, a is of an Infinite

Length.

3. If in both parts of the Fradion, the Affirma-

tive Quantities are kfs than the Negative, changing

all the Signs, the Tangent muft be drawn now al-

fo towards B For this Cafe, after the change,

comes to be the fame with the firft.

%

4. If the Affirmative Quantities are greater than

the Negative in the Denominator, but in the Nume-
rator are lefs, or vice verfa4 then changing the

Signs in that part of the Fradion where they are

lefs, the Tangent muft be drawn a contrary way 3

i. e. A C muft be taken towards E.

5. But whenever the Affirmative and Negative
Quantities. ar£ equal in the Numerator, let them be
how they Will in the Denominator, a will vanifti in-

to nothing : And confequently either A D it felf is

the Tangent, or elfe E A ^ or at leaft, a Line Pa-
rallel to E A j as will eafily be found by the

Data.

This he gives plain Examples of, in Reference
to the Circle, thus.

A A B

Let there be a Semi-circle, whofe Diameter is

E B, in which there is given any Point ; as D, D, D,
&c. from which the PerpendicularD A, is let fall to

the Diameter.

Let D A = Vj BA z=zy, B Ei=r b : Then the

Equation Will be by — y y = V V, and drawing

2 V V
the Tangent D C, A C or a „

b—-iy

Nov/ if b be greater than z y, the Tangent muft
be drawn towards B, if lefs towards E, if it be
equal to it, it will be Parallel to E B, as was laid

in the iit, 2d, and 4th Rules,

Let

f
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Lee there be another Semi-circle inverted ; as,

NDD; the Points of whofe Periphery are refer-

red to the Right Line B B, parallel and = to the

Diameter.

Let N B be called d ; and all things elfe as be-

fore ; then the Equation will be by—yy —dd
-f- VU—*2 dV ; which being managed accord-

aW— zdV
ing to his Rules, you will have a—-^ —
Now fince V here is fuppofed to be always lefs

than d- if b be greater than zy, then the Tangent
muft be drawn towards E ; if equal, it will be

parallel to B B ; if lefs, changing all the Signs, the

Tangent muft be drawn towards B, as by pule 4,

5, and 3. But there could be no Tangent drawn,

or at leaft, E B would be it, ifN B had been ta-

ken equal to the Diameter,

To draw from a Point given, as a j the trite Tan-
gent a e, to any given Circle, as c b e.

Let there be another Semicircle, whofe Diame-
ter N B, is perpendicular to E B, and to which

its Points-are fuppofed to be referred.

LetN B be called b, and all things elfe as above j

the Equation will be y y = b V— V V, and a =
£ V — 2 VV

If now b be greater than 2 V, the Tangent muft

be drawn towards B, if leffer, towards E, if equal

D A will be the Tangent
;

as by Pule 1, 4, and 5,

appears.

JV. B. In the Acla Eruditorum for December,

1682. there is an Univerfal Method for drawing
Tangents to all Curves, which is an Improvement
of this.

TANGENT of a Circle in Geometry
, is a

Right Line, as T R drawn without the Circle,

perpendicular to fome Radius, as C R, and which
touches the Circle but in one Point.

, Join the Point a, and the Centre of the Circle*

by drawing the Line a c. Then with the Radius
a c one, deferibe another Circle; eredt a Perpen-

dicular on b, which fhall cut the latter Circle in d 3

draw d e, cutting the former Circle in e : then a e

being drawn, is the Tangent required.

Demonftration.

The Line e a is a true Tangent, becaufe perpen-

dicular to the Radius c e, and tis perpendicular to

c e, becaufe c e a is ,a Right Angle
; and c e a, is a

Right Angle, becaufe ’tis equal to c b d, (which
was made fo by Conftrucftion ) and ’tis equal to

c b d, becaufe the Triangle c b d, is equal to the

Triangle a 0 c, as having two Sides and one Angle

equal: Wherefore the Angle c,e a, is equal to the

Angle c b d, which is a Right Angle. £>. E. D.

Another very expeditious way of drawing a Tangent

to a. Circle, is this.
•

•
, -r f

‘ r

Let
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, Let the Circle be RNG, the Point of Contadfc

N ; transfer the RadiusN G, any where from N,
downwards into the Pofition R C, fo that R N be

be equal toRG; then with R G on the Centre R,
ftrike a Semicircle, and a Ruler laid from C thro”

R, will find the PointT ; from whenceTN being

drawn, will be a true Tangent, becaufe the Angle

TNG being in a Semi-circle, is a Right one.

PROPOSITION I.

If two Tangents he drawn to any Circle from a Point

(a) Without, thefe Tangents /ball always be equal.

r

l a d S3 a hi

PRO R ir;

if a Tangent (a T) and a Secant (adj) be drawn
from thefame Point (a) without a Circle 3 the

Tangent will he a mem Proportional between the

whole Secant (a d) mi the Part (a c) without

the Circle.

bemonflratiori.

The Triangle d b c being an Ifoceles,- the Angle

c b d= Angle c d b ; the Right Angles a dc, and
abc are alfo equal : Wherefore if from thefe right

and equal Angles, you feverally take the equalAn-
gies cb d, and cd b, the Remainders a b d, and
a db, muft be equal, and confequently the oppo-
se Sid* ad, and a b, to thofe Angles muft be
equal. &. E. D,

Or, ai Euclid eSprefles it*

The Square of the Tangent (a T) is equal to the Bp&l
angle made by the whole Secant (a d) and the ex-
ternalpari (a c) That is, a T q = ad

. x a

Draw c T, and T 41

Demonflration.

Then will the Triangles T a c, 5hd T ad, be
fimilarj for the Angle a, is common to both, and
aTcs=d, becaufe made by a Tangent a T, and
a Secant c T. Therefore c a : a T : : a T : a dl
That is, a T is a mean Proportional between c %
and a dj and alfo aTzsfjdae, Q. E, D*

COROLLARY, l

Hence may a Line be eafily divided^ accord*
ing to extream and mean Proportion $ if from a
Secant wife to the Circle, you draw a Line fo as
that the Parc within be equal in length to the Tan-
gent. Thus Let the Prickt Line be fo drawn from
a, that the Parc within the Circle be equal to T,
Then ”tis plain, if the Part without becalled e, by
this Proportion.

ee + et^TT.

TANGIBLE Bodies, are fuch as are difcbverabl®

and fenfible by our Feeling, or Touch.
TAPER-BORED, in Gunnery , a Piece of Ord*

nance is faid to be Taper-bored, when it is wider
at the Mouth, than towards the Breech.

TARAXIS, is a Perturbation of the Humours
of the Eye, the Stomach*, or the Entrails. Blars-*

chard.

TARE



TAR
TARE and Tret, Tare is the Weight of Box,

Straw, Cloths, £ftc. whefei'n Goods are packed.

The other, vi%. Tret, is a Confideration allow-

ed in the Weight for Wafte, in emptying and re-

felling the Goods.

TARIF, (in Arithmetick) is either a fmall Table

of the Divifor multiplied by the 9 Digits to expe-

dite Multiplication ; or elfe a Proportional Table

contrived for the expediting a Queftion in the Rule

of Fellowfhip, when the Stocks, Loffes and Gains

are very numerous.

TAR-PAWLING, in a Ship, is a Piece of

Canvafs well Tar’d over, to lay on any Place, to

keep off Rain.

TARSUS, is a Cartilaginous Extremity of the

Eyedids, whence the Hairs fpring, called Cilium.

Blanchard.

,
TARSUS ,

is the Space between the lower end

of the two Focils, and the beginning of the Five

long Bones which fuftain, and are articulated with

the Toes: Some call this the Inftcp, but that is the

Metata>fus rather.

The Tarfus hath feven Bones, which differ from

one another very much in both Shape, and

Bignefs.

The Firft, is the Talus called alio Aftragalus ;

the Ankle or Huckle-bone : This bone has above a

convex Head, with a (hallow Sinus in it, articulat-

ing with the Tibia ; By the Procefs of which Ti-

bia, which makes the Inner Ankle, it is hedg’d in

as it were on the infide, as it is by that of the Fi-

bula on the outer; before, it hath a long Neck,

oh which grows a round-Head , that enters into

the Sinus of the Os Naviculare ; on which jointing,

the Foot is moved fide-ways : Its inner Side is

rough, and above hath a Tranverfe Sinus to re-

ceive the Ligament of the Tibia, and below there

is a descending Sinus , by which the Tendons of

the Mufcies of the Foot pafs : At the Bottom of all,

there is a Sinus Behind, and Protuberance Before,

by which it is articulated with the Os Calcis by a

Ginglymus .

The Second Bone of the Tarfus, is the Os Calcis,

or Calcaneum, which fee.

The Third, is the Os Scaphoides, Naviculare, or

Cymbiforme, which fee.

The remaining Four, ftand all in one Rank, be-

ing lefs than the three former ; and the firft, arti-

culates with the Os Calcis ; the other three, with

the Os Naviculare: There is no Cartilage between

them ,
but they are knit together On the outfide

like a Cartilaginous Ligament. The firft of thefe

is jealled Cubiforme, having fix almoft equal fides,

is the greateft of thefe four, and is feared on the

outfide of the Foot. See Cubiforme. The other

three, are called Offa Cuneiforms'

a

, from their

Wedge-like Shape ; for above they are thick, and

below they are thin. See that Word.

TARTAR Emetick. See Emeticl^Tartar.

TARTAR Soluble. See Soluble Tartar.

TARTAR Vitriolate, is made by pouring Spi-

rit of Vitriol on Oil of Tartar, per Deliquium, by

little and little; and when the Effervefcence is

over, placing the Glafs in the Sand, and evaporat-

ing the Moifture with a fmall Heat, that a very

white Salt may remain at the Bottom. This is

the Tartar Vitriolate ; tis a good Aperitive, and

& little Purgative Medicine, and Works alfo by

Urine : Dofe from 10 to 30 Grains.

Tar
TAST, is probably caufed by the Salts that are

in Bodies ; which, according to their various
Configurations, affedt the Tongue as varioufly

;

and tickling, or otherwife moving the Extremities
of thefe fmall Nerves, which Terminate in the Pa-
pilla of the Tongue^ communicate a pleafant or
ungrateful Senfatiori to the Brain.

The Organ Of Taft
, feeins to be neither the

Membranes, nor the Nerves of the Tongue, (pro-
perly fpeaking) nor the Glandule Amygdalince • but
thofe little Eminences

, or Papillce, which are found
on the Tongues of all Ahimals.

For Firft, Thofe Papilla are found plentifully

from the Root of the Tongue to the Tip ; but-’

none from thence to the String ; dr a‘t leaft but
very few.

Secondly, Any Salt, or ftrong tafted Objedt,
1 being placed on the Parts void of thofe Papilla,

affedts not the Taft at all.

Thirdly, In thofe PapMst
, in the Tongues of

Live Animals, may (by a Microfcope) be difcern-

ed many fmall Holes fupply’d at the Bottom by
fmall Nerves, which communicate the Senfation to

the Brain.

That various Tafts may be Mechanically pro-

duced, and that Sapours do depend on the Shape,

Size, Motion, &c. of the fmall Saporifick Pani-
cles of the Saporous Body.

The Honorable Mr. Boyle, hath abundantly

made out by Experiments, and Obfervations,

about the Mechanical Production of Tafts.

Dr. Grew, in his Ledture about the Diverfities

of Tafts,. Read before the Royal Society, March:

25. 1675. diftinguifhes Tafts into Simple, and
Compound.
By the former of which, he underftands fuch

as are Simple, or Single Modes of* Taft, altho’

mingled with others in the fame
; thus. The

Taft of a Pepin is Aci-dulcis ; of Rhubarb, Amaral
flringent, and therefore compounded in both ; but

yet in the Pepin, the Acid is one Simple Taft, and
the Sweet another ; as diftindt as the Bitter, and
Aftringent are in the Rhuburb.
Two Faults, faith the Dodlor, have here been

committed : The DefeBive Enumeration of Simple

Tafts ; and Beckoning them IndiJlinBly amongfuch
as are compounded.

Simple Tajls, (of which ufually, are reckoned not

above fix or feven Sorts) are, at leaft, fixteen.

1. Bitter
, as in Wormwood; whofe contrary is,

2. Sweet, as in Sugar.

3. Sower, as in Vinegar ; whofe contrary is,

4. Sail.

5. Hot, as in Cloves ; to which is oppofite,

6. Cold, as in Sal Brunells ; for we may as pro-

perly fay, a Cold Taft, as an Hot one fince there are

fome Bodies which do manifeftly Imprefs the

Senfe of Cold upon the Tongue, tho’ not to the

Touch.

7. Aromatick.'> to which is contrary.

8. Naufeous, or Malignant.

9. He thinks alfo, that Tafts may be diftin-

guifhed into fuch as are Soft, which are either Va-

pid-, as in water, Starch, Whites of Eggs, &c.

or VnBuous, as in Oils, Fat, &c.

10. Or fuch as are Hard< Of



Of which he reckons four Kinds. As.

1. Penetrant
,

which Worketh it felf into the

Tongue, without any Pungency ; as is found in

the Root and Leaves of Wild Cucumber.

2. Stupefacient, as in the Root of black Helle-

bore : Which being chewed, and for fome Time
retained upon the Tongue, affedls the Tongue
with a Nubmnefs, or Paralytick.Stupor.

ii. 3 Ajlringent, as in Galls. And,

4. Pungent
, as in Spirit of Sal Armoniacki

which two Tafts he makes contrary to the Unctu-

ous ;
as Penetrant

,
and Stupefacient

, are contrary

to the Vapid one.

t

The compounded Tafts are very Numerous, but

we have Words to Exprefs but fix of them. As,

1. Aujlere, which is Ajlringent and Bitter j as

in the green, and foft Stones of Grapes.

2. Acerb, properly fo called , is Ajlringent and

Acid', as in the Juice of unripe-Grapes.

3 . Acrid, which is Pungent, and Hot,

4. Muriaticli, is Salt and Pungent ; as in com-
mon Salt.

5. Lixivious , which is Saltnefs , joined with

fome Pungency and Heat.

6. Nitrous, which is Saltnefs, Joined with Pun-
' genby and Cold.

TAUGHT, in the Sea Language, is the fame

as fetting a Rope ftifF, or faft. They fay. Sett

Taught the Shrouds
, to Stays, or any other Ropes

which are too flack, and loofe.

TAUNT, when the Mafts of a Ship are too tall

for her, they fay fhe is Taunt-majled, or that her

Mafts are very Taunt.

TAURUS, is the fecond Sign of the %odiack.

TAUTOLOGY, is a vain repetition of Words,
which ferves only to lengthen out Difcourfe, and
tire the Reader.

Tautological Echo's, are fuch as repeat the fame

Sound or Syllable many times; whereas thofe

which repeat many Syllables, or Words, diftin&ly,

are called Polyfyllabical Echo’s.

TAW: The Heralds have an

Ordinary which they reckon a-

mong the Croffes, called by this

Name and of this Figure.

TECHNICAL, is fometimes the fame with Ar-

tificial, and expreffes whatever relates to the Arts

and Sciences, as the Term, Buies, 8cc. So that

the Terms of Art are commonly called Technical

JVords.

TEETH. The Teeth are called in Latine

,

Dentes, quafi Edentes
,
from their Office of eating,

or chewing. They are fixed in their Alveoli, three

manner of ways.

The firft and chief is, by their Articulation with
the Jaw-bones, by Gomphofis

.

The fecond is, by the Nerve which is inferted

into their Root by Synneurofis.

And the laft is, by the Gums, which cleave to

the outfide of their Roots by SyJJ'arcofis.

Their Subjlance is the hardeft of all other Bones*,
but more.efpecially that Part of them, that hands’
out naked above the Gums. This Part, Dr. Ha-
vers thinks ought to be efteemed rather ftony, thari

bony, and yet nOt the whole of it neither, but on-
ly the outfide, or cortex, which like a Shell covers
the Bony ; which being broken off, or decayed;
the Bony quickly rots, and moulders away : Up-
on which account it is, that when the Gums are
eaten away, fo that fome Part of the Tooth, which
is not defended with this ftony cortex, is laid bare,

it is eroded ; when that Part that naturally ftands
out of the Gums, and is by fuch a folid Subftance
fecured, fuffers no fuch injury ; the ftony Part is

not covered with any Periojleum, But that Part
which is within the Sockets of the Jaw-bones, is

inverted with a thin Membrane ; which, he fays;

is not the true Periojleum, (though that inverts the
Socket wherein they ftand) but is propagated from
that Membrane that covers the Gums, and is

common to the whole Mouth, which does not ter-

minate with the Gums, but when it comes to their

extream Edge, turns in, and is refleded between
the other fide of the Gum, and the Tooth

, defcend-
ing into the Alveolus, or Socket, and adhering on
one fide, immediately to thofe Parts of the Teeth
which lie within; and on the other, to the hard
flefhy Subftance of the Gums, which with this, i!

communicated to the Roots of fome Teeth (especi-

ally in the upper Jaw) to fallen them more firmly
in their Sockets ; and where none of this hard
Flelh intervenes, it coalefces as it were into one
Membrane with the Periojleum, that covers the
infide of the Socket. By this Membrane, and the
Nerve inferted into the Root of every Tooth,
thefe lower Parts of the Teeth become exquifitely
Senfible.

The Grinders have a manifeft Cavity within
(but the tncifores and Canini, but an obfcure one)
whereinto by the very fmall Holes of their Roots,
they each receive a Capillary Artery from the Ca-

rotides, a Vein from the Jugulars, and a Twig of
a Nerve from the fifth Pair. The Vein, Artery,
and Nerve, are united together, and clad with a
common Membrane when they enter the Jaw,
within which, they have a proper Channel to run
along in, under the Roots of the Teeth

; fending-

Twigs to each, as they pafs under them.
The Rudiments, or Principles of the Teeth, are

bred with the other Parts in the Womb, but lie

hid for fome Months within the Jaws, and Gums :

Thefe Principles are partly Bony, and partly Mu-
cous, and both Parts are at firft included in a Mem-
branous,

_

and fomewhat Mucous Folliculus, or
Cafe, which in procefs of Time they break through
(fome fooner, other later) their Bony Part afcencf.

ing upwards out of the Gums ; and their Mucous
Part (

hardening by degrees ) defcending down-
wards into the Jaw fo far, as there is fpace for it ;
the Folliculus it felf turning to a kind of Cement,
whereby the Tooth is fattened to the Sides of the
Alveolus.

At what time, and at what order, they break,

forth out of the Alveoli
, is known to every Nurfe :

Omitting therefore to fpeak of that, I fiiall only
Note, That the Teeth alone, of all the Bones in
the Body, continue to grow fo long as a Man
Lives (arid they continue in. his Head; for elle

they would be foon worn to the Stumps by tHeir

daily Ufe ;
and we lee that when a Tooth is loft

out of either Jaw (in the oldeft People) that which
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is oppofite to it in the other Jaw, will commonly
grow longer than the reft, having none to grind a-

gainft : Though it muft be confeft, that the Teem-

ing length of old Peoples Teeth, is more owing
to the falling away of their Gums, than the growth

of their Teeth.

When -Children come to be feven or eight Years

Old, they change feveral of their Teeth ; but very

rarely, if ever, all. The lncifores
, or Fore-teeth ;

the Canine, or Eye-teeth ; and the foremoft Dou-
ble-teeth moft change * but the reft of the Double-

teeth very few. Now concerning this changing of

the Teeth, we muft know, that the Old ones do
hot come Out by their Roots, but their upper

Part only drops off, their Roots remaining ftill in

the Socket of the Jaw; which (being like Seed for

the new ones) by degrees, grows up above the

Gums, to fupply the Place of that which is fallen

off. Commonly about the twentieth Year (or up-
wards) there fpring out two Double-teeth behind

the reft,_wftieb—till then, had lain hid in their

Sockets. Thefe are called Genuine Teeth, or Den-
tes Safientice • becaufe. Men are then come to

Years of Difcretion.

As for the Number of them, commonly there are

found fixteen in each Jaw ; if there fall out any
difference in Number, as to individual Perfons

; it

generally falleth out in the Molares.

There are three Ranks, or Sorts of Teeth.

Thole of the Firft Rank ('for the foremoft) are

called lncifores, Cutters. Moft commonly four are

found in each Jaw ; they have but one Root, or

Fang ; and fo eafily fall, or are pulled out. Thefe
firft make way out of the Gums in Children, be-

caufe the Tops of them are fharpeft.

Thofe of the SecoW Rank, are called Canini
,
or

Dog-teeth, from their length, hardnefs, and fharp-

nefs above the reft : In each Jaw there are two ;

at each fide of the Cutters, one. They are otherwife

called Eye-teeth, either from an Opinion that their

Roots (vi%. of the upper) reach as far as the Eyes,

or that the fame Nerve that moves that Eye, lends

a Twig to thefe Teeth ; neither of which conceits

are true : The Roots of thefe are fingle, as thofe

of the Incijores, but they are both lometimes crook-

ed ; and if fetch People in whom they are fo, chance

to have one of them drawn, they can hardly be

pulled out, without breaking off a Piece of the Al-

veolus, in which they are fix'd.

Thofe of the Third Rank, are called Molares,

Grinders, becaufe like Mill-ftones, they Grind the

Meat. Moft commonly they are twenty in Num-
ber, five in each fide of both Jaws. The two fore-

moft that ftand next to the Dog-teeth, are lefs

than the reft, having but two Knobs at the Top;
but the three Hindmoft are larger, and have four,

being in a manner four Square.

The two Foremoft alfo, have but two Roots at

moft; but the three hindmoft, commonly, three, or

four. But thofe of the upper Jaw, have for the

moft Part, one Root more than thofe which are

oppofite to th«a in the lower ; or however their

Roots are larger.

The Reafon whereof may be,

Firft, Becaufe they are Pendulous, and fo are

the apter to drop out : And
Secondly, Becaufe the Subftance of the upper

Jaw, is not fo firm, as that of the lower.

The IJfe of the Teeth, is principally to chew 1

the Meat, to prepare it for the Stomach, that it
may the eafier concord it into Chyle. The Inci~
fores bite of thefMorfel, the Dog-teeth break it,

and the Grinders make it fmall
; wherefore, they

are flat in the Top, that they may the better re-
ceive, and keep the hleat

; and rough, that they
may grind it the better. The Teeth contributes
a.lfo

?
to the Formation of the Speech, efpecially

the Fore-teeth; for thofe that have loft them,
Lilp, as we fay, and cannot pronounce plainly
fuch Syllables as have C, X, &c.
TEINT, is a French Term in Painting, fignify-

ing that Artificial Colour, of which any Objed is

compofed.

TELEPHIUM, is the fame Ulcer with Chironm
(which fee ;) it is fo called from one Telefhim,
who was a long time troubled with this Difeafe.
Blanchard

.

TELESCOPE, is an Ofticl\ Inftrument which
ferves to difcover Objeds at a diftance.

Ifa Telefcope confift only of a Convex Objed-
glafs, and an Eye-glafs of a much greater Con-
vexity, for which is a Portion of a much leffer

SphereJ than the Objed-glafs is, (which is the
common Form of a Telefcope for the Night.)
Then will the apparent Magnitude of the Objed
feen through it, be to the Objed feen by the na-
ked Eye at the Station of the Objed glafs : : as
the Focal Length ofthe Objed-glafs, to the Focal
Length of the Eye-glafs. Molineux Diopt, Nov «,

Prop. LXII. Thus,

Suppofe the Focal Length ofthe Objed-glafs be
12 Foot, or 144 Inches, and that of the Eye-glals

1 Inches ; then the apparent Diameter of the Ob-
jed feen through the Glafs, to that feen by the
naked Eye, will be as : : 144 to 3, or as 48 to u
Wherefore fuch a Telefcope will be faid to magni-
fie the Diameter of the Objed 48 times, and its

Surface 2344 times, (i. e. the Square of 28.) .3

Wherefore if the fame Objed-glafs be combi-
ned with an Eye-glafs, whofe Focus is 1 : and at
another time with an Eye-glafs whofe Focus is 2.

The former Telefcope will magnifie twice as much
as the latter.

Alfo, if two Telefcopes have different Lengths^
and the Focus ofthe Eye-glafs of the Shorter, be in
the fame proportion to the Focus of its Objed-
glafs : : as the Focus of the Eye-glafs of the Longer
bears to its Objed-glafs ; then thofe two Tele-
fcopes will Magnifie alike.

But yet long Telefcopes are of very great ufe,

and ’tis impoffible to make fliort ones perform as

well : For,

1. Objed-glaffes of a fliorter Focus, will not
bear Eye-glafs proportionably fliort, without co-
louring the Objed, or rendring it dark and ob-
fcure.

For Inftance : Suppofe a very good 12 Foot Ob-
jed-glafs will receive an Eye-glafs of no fhorter

Focus than 3 Inches, with clearnefs and diftind-

nels ; yet however an Objed-glafs of 24 Foot,

equally good, will bear an Eye-glafs of lefs than

6 Inches Focus (perhaps of 5 or 4 Inches Focus)

with equal clearnefs and diftindneis.

And then, tho’ an Objed-glafs of 12 Foot, with

an Eye-glafs of 3 Inches, will magnifie but 48
times, as is above proved

;
yet an Objed-glafs of

24 Foot, with an Eye-glafs of 4 Inches, will mag-
nifie
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jiifie 72 times ;

which is near one third more than

the former ;
and this is a vaft Advantage.

2. The Image of the Moon, or other Objed,

in the diftind JBafe of an Objed-glafs of 24 Foot,

is twice as long as the Image in the diftind Bale of

an Objed-glafs of 1 2 Foot: And confequently the

Image in the former will be much more plain and

diftind.

Hence may be concluded alfo. That if the Ob-
jed-glafs, be formed on a lefs Sphere than the Eye-

glafs, the Appearance of Objeds will be diminilh-

ed in the aforefaid Proportion ; as is plain by the

Cafe, when a Telefcope is inverted.

Therefore all Perfons which relate Phenomena,

obferved by either Telefcopes, or Microfcopes,

ought to mention not only the Length of the Tube

jn general, but alfo to exprefs the particular Focus

of both Eye-glafs, and Objed-glafs, together with

the Aperture ofthe Objed-glafs ; or elfe one cannot

well judge of the Degree of magnifying.

To determine the Angle received by a Telefcope

of this Form, Mr. Molineux gives this Rule.j

F As the Diftance between Objed and Eye-glals,

is to half the Breadth of the Eye-glafs : : Radius

to the Tangent of the Angle.

If a Telefcope confift of a Convex Objed-glafs,

and 3 Convex Eye-glafles, (which is the ulual

Form of Telelcopes to be ufed by Day ;) Then
the Diftance between the firft Eye-glafs and the fe-

cond, muft be the Sum of their Foci ; the Diftance

between the lecond and third Eye-glalfes, muft be

alfo the Sum of their Foci • fo that all the Glafles are

diftant from the next adjacent Glafles the Sum of

their Foci 5 only indeed there may be fome little

Variety in the Diftance between the firft and fe-

cond Eye-glafs ; which is the reafon there is a

Draw always made there, to alter it at plea-

fure.

This Telefcope is only a double one of the for-

mer fort, and as the former Inverts the Objeds,

this Inverts that Inverfion, by the addition of two
more Glafles, and confequently reprefent all things

Fight, - or makes them appear EreEt.

Telefcopes may be made with Concave Eye-

glafles, but then the Area of the Objed, will be

proportioned always to the Breadth of the Pupil

of the Eye of the beholder ;
whereas in a Convex

Eye-glafs, ’tis determined by the breadth of that

Glafs.

I
The practical Rule for combining

,
or putting toge-

ther this Day-Telefcope offour Glaffes,
is this.

Take the two firft Eye-glafles, and combine
them by Trials, fo as to’ make a diftind inverted

f
Telelcope, confiding of a Convex-objed-glafs, and

a Convex-eye-glafs of a lefs Sphere.

Then take the Objed-glals, and firft Eye-glafs,

l| and combine them by Trials alfo.

Laftly, Take both thefe Telefcopes, and without
I altering the Diftances of their Glafles, in either of

(I them fingly - by Trials combine both thefe Tele

-

fcopes, till the Appearance be clear and diftind.

But what is here done by Trials, may be eftfed-

h ed by adual Menfuration, or defigning out the

if Diftances of the Glafles from each other, by
knowing their Focal Diftances.

TELESCOPE Aerial, fo Mr. Chr. Hugcns calls a
Telefcope, (defcribed in Phil. Tranf. Numb. 161 i) •

which was made for the Night, and to be ufed
without a dole Tube, (becaufe there is no need of
one in a dark Night,) and by that means a long Te-
lefcope becomes much Lightned, and more eafily -

Manageable.

TELESCOPE PeflsEiing, of Sir Ifaac Newton, is

made thus : The Tube of it which is large is open
at the end which refpeds the Objed 5 the other

end is clofe, where a concave metalline Speculum is

laid ; and near the open end, there is a fiat oval

Speculum made as (mail as may be, the lefs to ob-
ftrud the entrance of the Rays of Light into the

Tube by it, and inclined towards the upper part of
the Tube, where is a little hole furnifhed with a
fmall Plane Convex Eye-glafs : So that the Rays co-

ming from the Objed, do firft fall on the Concave
placed at the bottom ofthe Tube, and are thence

refleded towards the upper end of it, where they

meet with the fiat Speculum, obliquely pofited, by
the Refledion of which they are direded to the

little Plane-convex Glafs, and fo to che Spedators
Eye, who looking downwards, fees the Objed
which the Telefcope is turned to. This Inftru-

ment is defcribed more at large in Philof. Tranf
N. 81.

After this firft Eflay, the Learned Inventor made
another Inftrument of the fame nature, with which,
he faith, that he could Read in the Philofophical

Tranfaclions opened in the Sun-ftiine, at an hundred
Foot diftance, and difcern fome of the Words at

the diftance of 1 2 o its Aperture ("defined next the

Eye) was then equal to above an Inch and ~ of the

Objed Metal.

The Advantages of this Telefcope would be very

great, if it could be brought to its defired Perfedi-
on. But it is liable to two Inconveniences. Firft,

That ’tis not very eafie by it to find the Objedt you
would fee ; though this a little Ufe and Pradice
would obviate ; at leaft, placing a fmall Profped
Glafs on the outfide parallel to the Axis of the Ca-
vity of the Catopcrick Tube, you might readily

enough find the Objed by that, and then the Tube
it felf would be right. The 2d and much greater

Inconvenience, is the concave metalline Objed
Speculum being fubjed to Tarnifh, fo that it will

not continue long good. But if any Perfon could
be fo happy as to find out a good metalline Mix-*
ture that would Polilh finely, refled vividly, and
hold without rufting or tarniihing, it would be a
Difcovery of very great Advantage, both to Tele-
fcopical and Microfcopical Improvements.
TELESCOPICAL-5Y^r.r, are thofe that are not

vifible to the naked Eye, but difcoverable only by
the help of a Telefcope.

TEMPERATE^*.
TEMPORALIS, alfo Crotaphites, is a Mufcle

of the upper Jaw, which has a large Semicircular

flefhy beginning, from part of the Os Frontis, Syn -?

cipitis, Sphrenoides, and Temporalis • from thefe

places its Fibres pals (like Lines drawn from a Cir-

cumference to a Center) under the Os Jugate, from
whence alio arife fome fielhy Fibres joining with
the former at their united, partly tendinous, and
partly flefliy Infertion, to the upper part of the Pro-

ceffus Coronet of the lowerJaw This, with its Part-
ner, draws the lower Jaw upwards.

TEMPORARUM Offa , are Bones of the Scull

fituated in the lower part of the fishes ofthe Cranium;
their upper part, which is thin, confifting only of

6R j ong
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one Table, is of a circular Figure, and is joined to

the Ojfa Parietalia by the Sutures Squamofte • their

lower part, which is thick, hard, and unequal, is

joined to the Os Occipitis, and to the Os Spkenoides,

this part is called Os Petrojiim ; they have each

three external Apophifes or Proceffes, vi%. Procejfus

Zgygometicus, Mammillaris or Maftoidceus, and the

Procejfus Styliformis, and one Internal. In the tem-

poral Bones, there are 2 Internal, and 4 External

Holes. The firft of the Internal, is the Hole thro’

which the Auditory Nerve pafles; the fecond is

common to it and the Os Occipitis ; the 8th pair of

Nerves, and the lateral Sinus paifes through it.

The firft of the External, is the Meatus Auditorius

Extemus 5 the fecond is opened behind the Palate,

it is the end of that Paflage which comes from the

Barrel of the Ear to the Mouth. The 3d is the Ori-

fice of the Conduit, by which the Carotidal Ar-

teries enter the Cranium
; and the fourth is behind

the ProeeJJus Maftoidaus : by. it pafles a Vein which
carries the Blood from the external Teguments to

the lateral Sinus's
; fometimes this Hole is wanting -

there is another which is between the Procejfus

Maftoidceus and the Styliformis, thro’ which the

Portio Dura of the Auditory Nerve pafles. They
have each a Sinus lin’d with a Cartilage under the

Meatus Auditorius
,
which receives the condyle of

the lower Jaw.
TEMPORARY Fortification. See Fortifica-

tion.

TENAILLE, in Fortification, is a kind of Out-
work refembling a Horn-work.

,
but generally fome-

what different, in regard that inftead of twoDemi-
baftions, it bears only in Front a Re-entring Angle

between the fame Wings without Flanks ; and the

Sides are parallel : But when tfyere is more breadth

at the Head than at the Gorge
, thefe Tenailles are

called Queuve d'yronde.

TENAILLE Double or Flanked, is a Work whole

Front confifts of four Faces, making two Re-entring

Angles, and three Saliant • the Wings or Sides of

this Wprk being in the like manner corrcfpondent

to the Front of the Gorge.

TENAILLE Simple, is a Workhaving itsFront

form’d by two Faces, which make a Re-entring

Angle, the Sides running dire&ly parallel from the

Head to the Gorge.

TENAILLE of the Place, is that which is com-
prehended between the Points of two neighbour-

ing Baftions ; that is to fay, the Curtain ; the two
Flankj that are raifed on the Curtain, and the two
Sides of the Baftions which face one another : So

that ’tis the fame with what is otherwile called,T/je

Face of a Fortrefs.

All Tenailles are defetftive in this refpeift, That

they arc not Flanked or Defended towards their

inward or dead Angle
j
becaufe the height of the

Parapet hinders feeing down before the Angle, fo

that the Enemy can lodge himfelf there under Co-
vert : Wherefore Tenailles are never made but

when they want Time to make a Horn-work,

TENANT, or Tenent, is one that Holds or Pof-

feffes Lands or Tenements by any kind of Right,

either in Fee> for Life, Years, or at will. And ’tis

ufed in Law, with divers additions, as Tenents in

Dower, which is fhe that poffeffes Land by virtue

of her Dower.

Tenant per Statute-Merchant, that holds Land by

virtue of a Statute forfeited by him.

Tenent in Frank-Marriage, is he that holds

Lands or Tenements by virtue of a Gift thereof

made to him upon Marriage between him and
his Wife.

Tenant by the Courtefie
, that holds for his Life,

by reafon of a Child Begotten by him of his Wife,
being an Inheretrix, and Born Alive.

Tenant by Elegit, that holds by virtue of the Writ
called an Elegit.

Tenant in Mortgage
, that holds by means of a

Mortgage.

Tenant by the Verge, in ancient Demefne, is he
that is admitted by the Rod in the Court of ancient
Demefne.

Tenant by Copy of Court-Rgll, is one admitted Te-
nant of any Lands, &c, within a Mannor, which
time out of mind have been demifable, according
to the cuftom of the Mannor.

Tenant by Charter, is he that holdeth by Feoff-
ment in Writing, or other Deed.

Tenant in Chief, that holdeth of the King in right
of his Crown.

Tenant ofthe King, is he that holds of the Perfon
of the King, or as fome Honour.

Very Tenant, that holds immediately of his Lord:
For if there be Lord, Mefne and Tenement, the Te-
nant is very Tenant of the Mefne, but not to the
Lord above.

Joint Tenants, that have equal Right in Lands
and Tenements, by virtue of one Title.

Tenants in common

,

that have equal Right, but
hold by divers Titles.

Particular Tenant, that bolds only for this

Term.
Sole Tenant, is be that hath no other joined with

him.

Several Tenant, is oppofite to Joint-Tenants, or
Tenant in common.

Tenant al Pracipe, is he againft whom the Writ
Prrecipe is to be brought.

Tenent in Demefne, ris he that holdeth the De-
means of a Mannor for a Rent without Ser-

vice.

Tenant in Service, is he that holdeth by Ser-

vice.

Tenant by Execution, is he that holds by virtue

of an Execution upon any Statute, Recognifance,

There was alfo, Tenant by Knight-Service
,
Te-

nant in Burgage, Tenant in Socage, Tenant in

Frankrfee, Tenant in ViUenage. And there is Te-

nant in Fee-Jimple
,
Tenant in Fee-tail, Tenant upon

Sufferance, 8cc.
TENAR, (the fame with the Abduhlor Pollicis)

is with fome, the Name of the Mufcle which ferves

to draw the Thumb from the Fingers.

TENASMUS. See Tenefmus.

TENDER, in a legal Senfe, fignifies as much
as carefully to offer, or circumfpecftly endeavour

the Performance of any thing belonging to us. As
to tender Rents, is to offer it at the Time and Placa

where and when it ought to be paid. To tender

his Law of Summons, is to offer himfelf ready to

make his Law, whereby to prove that he was not

Summoned.
TENDON, is a ffmilar nervous Part annexed

to Mufcles and Bones, whereby the voluntary Mo-
tion of the Members is chiefly performed. The
generality of Surgeons fcarCe ever diftinguifti be-

twixt a Tendon and a Nerve.

TENEMENT, fignifies the Houfe or Land that

a Man holdeth of another, and when join’d with

Frank

,
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Frank., it contains Lands, Houfes, and Offices,!

wherein we have Efface for term of Life, or in

FCCe

TENEMENTIS Legatis, is a Writ that lies to

London, or any other Corporation, (where the Cu-

ftom is, That Men may Demife Tenements as well

as Goods and Chattels by their laft Will) for the

Hearing any Controverfie touching the fame, and

for rectifying the Wrong.
TENENTIBUS in afffis non merandis, 8cc. is

^ Writ that lieth for him to whom a Diffeilor hath

alienated the Land whereof he diffeifeth another,

that he be not molefted for the Damages awarded,

if the Diffeilor have wherewith to fatisfie them

himfelf.

TENESMUS, Tenafmus, is a continual defire of

going to Stool, yet attended with an Inability of

doing any thing, but fometimes voiding of bloody

and flimy Matter. Blanchard.

TEN-FOOT Bod. See Station-Staff.

TENNY, or Tawny, the Heralds term for a

bright Colour, made of Red and Yellow mixed

;

and is expreffed in Engraving by thwart Strokes

or Hatches like Purpure in the Coats of albbelow

the degree of Noble, ’tis called Term, but in thofe

of Nobles ’tis called Hyacinth, and in Princes Coats

by the Name ofthe Dragons Head.

TENOR ,
is the Name of the firft Mean or mid-

dle Part in Mufick.

TENORE indiclamenti mittendo, is a Writ

whereby the Record ofan Indictment and the Pro-

cefs thereupon is called out of another Court into

the Chancery.

TENSORS, or Extenfors, are thofe common
Mufcles that ferve to extend the Toes, and have

their Tendons inferred into all the leffer Toes.

TENTHS, is that Yearly Portion or Tribute

which all Ecclefiaftical Livings pay to the King.

TENURE, a term in Law, fignifying the man-

1

ner whereby Tenements are holden of their Lords ;

what may make a Tenure, and what not. See Per-

kins cap. ro. Refervation 70, where you’ll find molt

of thofe Tenures that are now ufed in England.

TEREBRUM. See Medivlus.

TERES Major
,

is a Mufcle which arifes from

the inferior Angle of the Scapula, and becoming a

round flelhy Body, afcends obliquely with the for-

mer, but then paffeth under the fuperior Head
of the Gemellus, and makes a fhort flat Tendon, in-

ferred below the Neck of the Os Humeri, clofe to

that of the Mufcle called Anifcaptor or LatiJJimus

Dorfi.

TERES Minor, is a Mufcle of the Arm, fo cal-

led from its Figure and Magnitude, to diftinguilh

it from the Teres Major.

This Mufcle is in fome Bodies confounded with

the Infrafpinatus, but in others it is diftindt. It

arifes fleffiy from the lower part of the inferior

Cojla of the Scapula
, and defcends obliquely over

the fuperior Head of the Gemellus Major, where

becoming tendinous, it is inferred to the Head of

the Os Humeri : When this adteth, the Arm is mo-
ved backwards and downwards.
TERGIFOETOUS Plants, fuch Herbs (as the

Capillaries) as bear their Seeds on the backfides of

their Leaves, are for that reafon called by fome
Botanifts Tergifato;.

TERM, in Geometry, is fometimes taken for

the Bounds or Limits of any thing ; as a Point is

the Term of a Line, a Line of a Superficies, and a

*

Superficies of a Solid : And this is what the Schools
call Terminus Quantitatis.

TERM
,

in Law, fignifies the Bounds and Li-
mitation of time, as a Leafe for Term of Life or
Years. But tis moft commonly ufed for that Time
wherein the Tribunals or Places for Judgment are

open to all that think fit to Complain ofWrong, or

to feek their own by due Courfe of Law or Action

5

the reft of the Year is called Vocation.

Of thefe Terms there be Four in every Year,
during which time, Matters of Juftice are dif-

patched.

One is called Hilary Term
, which begins the

•23 d ofJanuary, or if that be Sunday, then the next
Day after, and endeth the 12th of February follow-

ing.

The Second is Eafter Term
, which begins the

TVednefday Fornight after Eajler-day, and ends the
Monday next after Afcenfion-day

.

The Third is Trinity Term
, beginning the Friday

next after Trinity Sunday, and ending the fVednef-
dar Fortnight after.

The Fourth is Michaelmas Term, which begins
the 23d of Ottober, unlefs it be Sunday, and then
the Day after, and ends the 28th of November
following.

1ERMINTHUS, is a Swelling in the Thighs,'
with a black Pimple at the top as big as the Fruit
of the Turpentine Tree. Blanchard .

TERMS of an Equation in Algebra, are the fe-

veral Names or Members of which it is compofed,
and fuch as have the fame unknown Letter, but in

different Powers or Degrees. For if the lame un-
known Letter be found in feveral Members in the
fame Degree Or Power, they all pafs but for one
Term.
Thus in this Equation a a -f a b s=s R, the

three Terms are a a, a b and R.
And in this, a a

-f- ab-fac—Hfd-fdf.
the Terms arc a a, a b

-f-
a c, and R d + dc -

which are but 3, becaufe a b -f a c, having a in
the fame Dimenfions in both Parts, is taken but for
one Term. Hence the firft

Term in any Equation muft be that, where the
unknown Root hath the higheft Dimenfions

5 and
that Term which hath the Root in it of one Di-
menfion or Power lower, is called the feccnd Term
and fo on.

Des Cartes fhews a Method of taking away the
fecond Term of any Equation, and the Method is

very well known, and in common ufe. But there’

is one D. T. mentioned in the Acla Eruditorum
#

May 1683, which gives a general Analytical Me-
thod for taking away all the Intermediate Terms
of an Equation ; which (he faith) was never done
before, and was thought Impoffible by many.
TERMS of Proportion, in Mathematicks, are

fuch Numbers, Letters, or Quantities, as are com-*
pared one with another.

Thus if
4 • ® • • 6

ff

ll

d
then a, l, c, d, or 4,. 8,

6 , 1 2, are Called the Terms
; of which a is Called

the firft Term, b the fecond Term, &c. a and c

are called the two Antecedents, and b and d the
two Confequents.

TERRA Damnata. See Earth.

TERRA cxtendenda, is a Writ directed to the
Efcheator, G?c. willing to enquire and find out the
true Yearly Value of any Land, &c. by the Oath
of Twelve Men, and to certifie the extent into the
Chancery, Sec,

TERRA-
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TERRAQUEOUS, in Geography, fignifies the

Globe of Earth and Water, as they both together

conftitute one Spherical Body.
TERRE-FLAIN, in Fortification, is the Plat-

form or Horizontal Surface of the Rampert lying

level, only with a little fioap on the out-fide for

the Recoil of the Cannon.

It is terminated by the Parapet on that Side to-

ward the Field , and by the Inner Talus on the

other toward the Body of the Place.

TERRE-Tenant, is he who has the adtual Pof-

feffion of the Land, which otherwife is called Qccu-

cupation.

Thus a Lord of a Mannor hath a Free-holder,

who Letteth out his Free-hold to another to be Oc-
cupied.

This Occupier (having the a<flual Poffeflion) is

called the Terrc-Tcnant.

TERRELLA : When a Loadftone is turned

into an exacft Spherical Figure, and is placed lo that

its Poles and Equator, &c. do exactly correfpond

to the Poles and Equator of the World ; it is cal-

led by Gilbert putfoyti, or Terrella, a little Earth :

becaufe it is a very juft Reprefentation ofthe Great

Magnetical Globe which we Inhabit.

It was believed that fuch a Terrella as this, if

nicely poifed and placed in a Meridian, like a

Globe, would be turned round in 24 Hours, as

the Earth is by the Magnetick Particles that per-

vade it ; but this by plain Experience is to be found
*1. JVlllLslcC

TERRESTRIAL Globe. See Globe.

TERRESTRIAL Line. See Line Terrejlrial.

TERRIS, bonis & catallis rehabendis pofi purga-

tionem
,

is a Writ that lies for a Clerk, to recover

his Lands, Goods, or Chattels, formerly Seized,

after he hath clear’d himfelf of that Felony, upon
Sufpicion whereof he was formerly Convkfted,

and deliver’d to his Ordinary to be Purged.

TERRIS & catallis tentis ultra debitum levatum,

is a Writ Judicial, for the reftoring of Lands or

Goods to a Debtor that is Diftrained above the

quantity of a Debt.

TERRIS Liberandis, is a Writ that lies for a

Man Convkfted by Attaint , to bring the Record

and Procefs before the King, and to take a Fine

for his Impr.ifonment, to deliver him his Lands and

Tenements again, and to releafe him of the Strip

and Wafte.

It is alio, a Writ for the Delivery of Lands to

the Heir after Homage and Relief performed, or

upon Security taken, that he fliall perform them.

TERSION, is Wiping or Cleanfing the outfide

of any Body.

TERSOR, See LatiJJimus Dorfi.

TERTIAN Ague, or Fever, is that which in-

termits intire ly, and then returns again every third

Day inclufively.

TERTIATE: To Tertiate a Great Gun, is to

know the thicknefs of the Metal at the Touch-

hole, the Trunnions, and at the Muzzle ; by

which to judge of the Strength of a Gun, or

whether it be well Fortified or not. This is ufually

done with a Pair of Calliper Compares ; and if

the Piece be Home-bored, the Diameter lels by.

the height divided by 2 is the Thicknefs at any

Place.

TEST, the fame as the Cuppel, or Coppel, an

Inftrument ufed by Chymifts and Refiners, to 'pu-

rifie Gold or Silver. See Cuppel.

TESTACEOUS Fijhes, are fuch whofe ftrong
and thick Shells are entire and all of one piece ; as
the Qyfter, Efcollop, Cockle, &c. But thofe

whofe Shells are fofter and thinner, and which are

divided into diftincft Joints, and compofed of feve-

veral Pieces, fuch as Lobfters, Crawfilh, Crabs,
&c. are called Cruftacecus Fijhes.

TESTAMEN 1 , is the Laft Will or Declaration
of the Mind of a Perfon deceafed • and is of two
kinds, vi\. A Tejlament in Writing, and A Tefta-
ment in Words, which is called a Nuncupative Te-

ftament ; which is, when a Man being Sick, and
for fear left Death, want of Memory, or Speech,
fhould come fo fuddenly upon him, that he ftiould

be prevented if he ftay’d the Writing of his Tefia-
ment

,
defires his Neighbours and Friends to be

Witnefs of his Laft Will, and then declares the

fame before them by Words, which after his De-
ceafe, is proved by Witneffes, and put in Writing
by the Ordinary, and then ftands in as good force

as if it had at the firft, in the Life of the Teftator,

been put in Writing, except only for Lands, which
are devifable but by a Tejlament put in Writing in

the Life of the Teftator.

TESTATUM, is a Writ in Perfonal Addons, as

if the Defendant cannot be Arrefted upon a Capias

in the County where the Adion is laid, but is re-

turned non eft inventus by the Sheriff.

The Writ fliall be fent into any other County,
where fuch Perlon is thought to have wherewith
to Satisfie ; and is called a Teftatv.m, becaufe the

Sheriffhath formerly teftified. That the Defendant
was not to be found in his Bayliwick.

TESTE, is a Word commonly ufed in the laft

part of every Writ, wherein the Date is contained,

which begins with thefe WtJfds, Tefte meipfo, 8cc.

TESTES ; the Tefticles of a Male are juftly

reckoned among the principal Parts
, becaufe

they are neceffary to the Confervation of the
Species.

But before I proceed to an Anatomical Defcrip-

tion of them, ’tis neceffary to fay fomething of the

Vafa Prceparantia, which prepare the Matter out of
which the Semen in the Teftfcles is elaborated ; as

I fliall afterwards defcribe the Vafa Deferentia,

that fo the Reader may have this great and worn
derful Apparatus all before him at one view.

In Man , fome of the Vafa Prceparantia afford

Matter for the Semen, as the Arteriee Spermatic£ -

others bring back again the Blood that is fuperflu-

ous, to the making of the Semen, and to the Nou-
riftiment of the Tefticles ; and thefe are the Verne

Spermaticce ; and both thefe Arteries and Veins

were formerly called Vafa Pro:parantia ; Some make
the Semen, as the Tefticles; fome convey it from
thence to its Confervatory or Store-houfe, as the

Vafa Deferentia : Some contain the Semen till the

time of Copulation
,

and thefe are the VejicuU

Seminales: Some diicharge the Semen into the

Matrix in Coition; this is done by the Penis ;

and fome, laftly, moiften the Paffage ( vip the

Urethra ) whereby the Semen iffues, and thofe

are the Proftates. Of all which in order. And
firft of the

Vofa Prceparantia
, which are faid to prepare

Matter for the Semen
,
thefe are of two forts, Ar-

teries and Veins.

The Arteries are two, and fpring from the trunk

of the Aorta, commonly two Fingers breadth under

the Emulgcnts, not from its Side, but cut of its

Fore-part , the right whereof climbing over the

Trunk



Trunk of the Vena, Cava, runs obliquely to the

Vein of that fame Side; as alfe the left, marches

to the Vein of that Side. ...

The Veins are alfo two. The right arifes ufu-

ally from the Trunk of the Vena Cava, a little

fcelow the Emulgent; the left from the Emulgent

it felf, for otherwife it muft have gone over the

Aorta, whereby it might have been in danger of

.breaking ; or rather, by the continual Pulfe of the

Artery, the recourfe of the Venal Blood might

have been retarded.

Now both thefe Veins and Arteries-, a little after

their rife, meet, and are invefted both in one Mem-
brane , made of the Peritoneum ,

and then run

ftreight through the Region of the Loins above the

Mufcles Pfoe on each Side, and above the Vreters
;

as they go ,
bellowing little Slips here and there

upon the Peritoneum, between whofe Duplicature

they defeend, and fo arrive at its Procelfes. The
Veins divide very often into many Branches, and

by and by inofculate and unite again ; but the Ar-

teries go along by one Pipe only on each Side, un-

til within 3 or 4 Fingers breadth of the Tefticles,

.where each is divided into two Branches, the lefs

whereof runs to the Epididimys, the larger to the

Tetlicle, and as I faid, they defcended between

the Membranes of the Peritoneum, fo they pafs

into the Scrotum between them, not perforating

the inner in the Procelfes , as in Dogs and other

Creatures, wherein the Procelfes of the Peritoneum

are hollow like a Quill ;
but in Man, the inner

Membrance of the Peritoneum Ihuts the Hole, left

the Inteftines fall by it into the Scrotum ; of which

there is greater danger in him, (and we fee it often

happen) becaufe of his going upright. But to re-

turn to the Vafa Preparantia.

It has been generally Taught ,' That there are

divers Inofculations of the Arteries, with the Veins

in their Palfage, whereby the Venal and Arterial

Blood are mixed ; but this Opinion is now explo-

ded, for that granting the Circulation of the Blood,

it is impoftlble : For the Blood in the Arteries de-

fcends towards the Tefticles, and that in the Veins

afcends from them, fo that if thefe two Velfels

fhould open one into the other ,
the Blood in one

of them muft needs be driven back, or elfe ftag-

nating, diftend and break the Velfels. But the

truth is, the Blood both for Nourilhment of the

Tefticles, and the making of the Semen flows down
by the Arteries only, and that in an even undivi-

ded Courfe, without any of thofe Windings and

Twirlings like the Tendrels of Veins talk’d fo

much of ( as the Curious de Graef, from his own
frequent Infpecftion, teftifiesj and the Veins

bring back from the Tefticles what of the Blood

remains from their Nourilhment and making of

the Semen
; and thefe, indeed, come out of their

Inmoft Membrane, by almoft innumerable Roots,

by which they imbibe the faid Blood, and are

inoft admirably interwoven and inolculated one

with another, till about four or five Fingers

breadth above the Tefticle ,
which Space is

called Corpus Pyramidale, Plexus Pampiniformis,

or Varicofus,

But thefe Veins are fo far from preparing the

Semen, as that they only bring back what was fu-

perfluous from the making of it. And , indeed,

the Arteries in Men, do no more merit the Name
of Preparantes, in refpecft to the Semen, than the

Gullet in refpe<ft of the Chyle, or the DuElus Tho- i

ruckus Chyliferm in regard to the Blood ; for their)
’

: Blood acquires no fenfible Alteration dll it com®
;

to the Tefticles themfelves. Biic however, we
continue the old Names, declaring only againft

, the reafon of therm And we will only Note twd
things more.

Firji, That the Spermatick Veins have from
their rife to their end, feveral Valves which open
upwards, and lo fuffer the Blood to afcend to-

wards the Cava, but not to Slide back again.

idly, That tho
s

the Spermatick Arteries go fucK

a direcft courfe in Men, as has been faid
; yet in

Brutes they are more complicated and twilled with
the Veins, but without any Anafiomofes of one into

the other.

Thefe Vafa Prepayantia thus defcribed, proceed

we to the Tejles.

Thefe have Arteries and Veins (as is faid above)

from the former Vafa Preparantia, which fome
have thought to reach only to the inmoft Coat,

called Tunica albuginea, becaufe they are not con-

spicuous in the inner Subftance of the Tefticles,

But tho’ this may be true of the Veins which only

receive the fuperfluous Arterial Blood , and have
nothing to do with the Semen, yet it is not true of
the Arteries, namely, of the moft numerous bran-

ches of them. Indeed, Blood is feldom feen in the

Subftance of the Tefticles ; but that comes to pafs

by reafon that the Arterial Blood prefently lofes its

Colour, and by the Semenifick Faculty of the

Teftes is turned into Semen, which being whitifh,

of the fame colour with the Velfels, makes them
indifcernible ; yet in thofe Men that have Died of
Janguilhing Difeales, and whofe Tejles have their

Faculty impair’d.

Diemerirroeck, affirms. That he has oft difcover’d

fanguiferous Velfels in the inmoft Parts of the

Teftes, and has Ihew’d them to many in the Pub*
lick Anatomical Theatre.

. As for Nerves, Dr. Willis fays he could never
obferve more to go to them than one from a Ver-
tebral Pair, and that too was moft of it (pent upon
the Mufcle Cremafter.

Diemcrbrosck. agrees to one. Nerve, but thinks it

proceeds from the fixth Pair, (which is Dr. Willis’s.

Intercoftal, as diftinguilht from that commonly
call’d the Sixth, but his Eighth,) Others will

have Branches from both thefe Nerves to go to

them. Concerning the ule of thefe Nerves there

is great Controverfie. Dr. GliJJoji, Wharton, 8cc,

will have them to convey a Succus Genitalis, which
makes the greateft part of the Semen. Dr. Willis,

as he denies ( in Cerebri Anatom, cap. ay. J any
Succus Nutritius to be conveyed by the Nerves
to other Parts ; fo, that any Succus genitalis is

brought by them hither, but only Animal Spirits.

And. whereas, to ftrengthen the former Opinion*

’tis ufually objected, That the Semen muft needs

confift of a Nervous Juice, and plenty of .Spirits

brought from the Brain, becaufe of the great De-
bility and Enervation that is induced upon the

Brain and Nerves, by the too great expence of it

;

He thus anfwers, That this comes to pafs, becaufe

after great profufions of the Semen, for the reftaii-

ration of the fame Humour, ( whereof Nature is'

more felicitous,, than for the benefit of the Indiyi-

dual J " a greater tribute of Spirituous Liquor is

required from the Blood, to be bellowed on the

Tefticles. Wherefore the Brain' being defrauded
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of a due income and afflux of the faid Spirituous

Liquor, languilhes; and fo the Animal Spirits

failing in the Fountain, the whole Nervous Sy-

ftem becomes depauperated and flaggy. Whereto
may be added. That alio the Animal Spirits them
felves that actuate the Projiates , being derived

from the Spinal Marrow, are much wafted by Ve-
nereal Atfts : So that for this realon befides, the

Loins are enervated.

In this Anfwer, Bartholin acquiefces : And de

Graef
\
Diemerbroeck., See. confefs, indeed, That the

Spirituous Arterial Blood is impregnated with Ani-

mal Spirits from the Nerves ; but affirm, That
the Matter out of which the Semen is elaborated,

is only the laid Blood; and to thefe we fub-

feribe.

Lympheducls they have a’lfo arifing from betwixt

their Coats, and afeending Upwards into the Ab-
domen with the Vafa Deferentia. Thefe have ma-
ny Valves looking upwards, which hinder any

thing from defeending by them to the Teftes, but

permit the Lympha to afeend, which they convey

into the Chyliferous Velfels. Malpighi thinks it

probable that fome fall is derived to the Semina-

ry Velfels for the Generation of the Semen or at

leaft to be mixed with it, feeing molt Creatures

grows the fatter upon being Caftramd.

They have two forts of Coats
, Proper, and

Common. The common inveft both the Teftes,

( conftituting the Scrotum ) and are two, The
otitefmoft confifts of the Cuticula and true Skin

{ here thinner than in other places. ) It is foft

and wrinkled, and is generally affirmed by Ana-

tomifts to be without Fat. On the Outlide it has

a Suture or Seam that runs Lengthways of the

Scrotum, and divides it into the Right and Left

fide. The other or inner common Coat
, is a car-

nous Merpbrane
,

which feems to be Mufcular,

becaufe of the Power it has to contract and wrinkle

it felf. It is call’d chaflos and adheres to the pro-

per Cato next under it ('call’d Vaginalis) by many
Membranous Fibres,

This is the common Account of this Part that

all Anatomifts have ufually gfven : but lately Dr.

Fred. Euyfch affirms ,
That it has the Membrana

adipofa alfo under the Carno/a • or rather,^ That

the Carncfa is fatty, ( on the infide ) as it is in

other Parts of the Body. And befides, he fays,

that in the Scrotum
,

there is a Septum within di-

viding it into two parts ; of which, fays he, you

have nothing in Vefalius, Bartholin, de Graef
\
Sec.

Men that have otherwife deferved very well of

Anatomy : And what wonder, feeing all things

about the Scrotum of one newly Dead, are fo flip-

pery and moveable, that the true conftitution

cf the Septum can hardly appear. Wherefore, if

any one would demonftrate this, the Scrotum is

to be blown up, and to be cut open after ’tis

dried, by which means the Septum yields it felf

to view, and has an infinity of Blood-velfels run-

ning through it.

Thus he. This Septum, Verheyen fays, is the

fame Subftance with the carnous Membrane above

defer ibed, from which it feems to arife in the fame

manner as the Mediajlinum from the Pleura. To
each Side of it the Tejles are firmly knit, by means

of their outer Proper Coat ,
and its ufe is partly

to fuftain the Tejles, and to hinder them from hit-

ting againft one another ;
and partly to help the

carnous Membrane to wrinkle, and purfe up the

Scrotum.

T e s

The proper Coats are alfo two
, and thefe en~

clofe each Tefticle apart. The outer is called Eli-
troides

, or Vaginalis • becaufe it contains the Te-
fticle as a Sheath. It is a thick, and ftrorig Mem-
brane, having many Veins; in the outlide it is

uneven, by reafon of the Fibres
, by which it is

knit to the Dartos and Septum • but in the inner
fide it is fmooth. This is nothing elfe but the pro-
duction of the Peritoneum, even as the Scrotum is

of the Skin and Membrana carnofa of the Abdomen.
Into this Coat is inferted the Mufcle Cremafier, of
which prefentlyi

The inmoft is vzv^dd'Df, the Nervous Membrane
,

called Albuginea
,

from its Colour . It is White,
thick and ftrong, framed of the External Tunicle
of the Vafa preeparantia: It immediately en-
wraps the Tefticles, towards which it is rough,
but on the outfide next the Vaginalis, it is fmooth

;

andbetween thele two, the Water is contained in an
Hernia aquofa.

Into the outer ofthe proper Membranes (as was
faid) is inferted the Mufcle Cremajler. Thefe Mu-
fcles ( to each Tefticle one ) have their rife from
the OJfa Pubis ; and almoft encompaffing round
the ProcelTes of the Peritoneum

, defeend with
them to the Tefticles ; where their Carnous Fibres
run through the whole length of this fame Tunica
Vaginalis, efpecially in its lower Part, and fo keep
the Tefticles fufpended, from whence they have
their Name ( from K$zud£a Sufpendo ) from their

fpreading themfelves thus on the outer fide of the

outer proper Coat.

Riolanus reckons them for a third proper Coat,

calling it Erythrdides ; and becaufe by its Carnous
Fibres, it makes the Vaginalis look Bed • fuch as
take it not for a diftineft Coar, do give the Name
of Erythroides, alfo to the Vaginalis, calling it by
either Name indifferently. Thefe Mufcles pull up
the Tefticles in the Acft of Generation, that the
Veffels being flackened, may the more readily void
the Semen : and at other times they help to fuftain

their Weight.

The Mufcles in Sicknefs, and old Age become
flaggy, and fo the Scrotum relaxing it felf, the
Tefticles hang low.

Upon the Teftes as yet clad with the Tunica Al-
buginea, are fixed the Lpididymid* ( called alfo Pa-
raftate, Standers by, or EJJiftants ) enwrapped in

the fame Coat with the Spermatick Veffels
; they

adhere clofer to the Tefticles at their ends; than
in the midft.

De Graef defines them to be Veffels making with

their various windings
,
that Body that isfixed on the

Back, of the Tefticles.

To find out their Subftance he directs us thus.

Firft, Take off the Membrane that encompaffes

them, and knits them to the Tefticles, and then

there will appear many windings, which with the

Edge of a Knife, may without hurting the Veffels

be lo eafily feparated one from another, that they

may be drawn out into a length like a thing folded

;

for they are only folded from one fide, to the other ;

and are kept in that fite, by the Membrane re-

ceived from the Tunica Albuginea, ( or Spermatick

Veffels.)

But when you have unravel’d half of them

,

you muft cut another very thin Membrane

,

and then you will fee other Veffels lie juft like

thefe, and may be unloofed like them : And the

whole
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Grapes ; De Graef compares them to the Guts ofwhole being unravel’d, the thicker they are by

how much further from their Origin, which is im-

planted into the upper Part of the Teftide, by fix,

or feven Ramifications ; which having run fo far,

as where they join into one Du<5t, make it as thick

as a fmall Thread ; and this by Degrees fo thick-

ens, that being encreas’d like a Chord, it makes
the Vas Deferens.

So that ( faith he ) it is clear from hence.

Firif. That the Tejles do not differ from the Epi-

didymicLc for Paraftat# ) faving that rhofe confift

of divers Duds 3 but' thefe, after their fix or feven

Roots that arife out of the Tefticle are united,

( which they are in a fhort Space
) but of one, only

a little thicker.

Secondly, That the Epididymid#, differ not from
the Vafa deferentia, faving that the former go by a

ferpentine winding Paflage, and thefeby aStreight;

and that thofe are a little fofter, and narrower.

Out of the Epididymida at their fmaller end,

arife the two Vafa deferentia, otherwile called Eja-

culatoria
,
as if in the Coitu

, the Semen were ejacu-

lated from the Teftes through them ; which in-

deed was the common Opinion , till the VeficuU

Seminales were found out, which are now known
to be the Store-houfes of the Semen and not the

Teftes ; fo that the Vafa deferenti

a

deferve not the

Name of Ejaculatoria, except it be that Part of
them, which reaches from the VeficuU Seminales

to the Profiat#
,

through which indeed, the Semen
is ejaculated in Coitu.

They are white, hardifh Bodies, like a pretty

large Nerve, with a Cavity not very difcernible

,

but which may be made fo, if one open one of

them fix, or feven Fingers breadth above the Te-
fticle, and then either blow into it with a fmall

Pipe, or fquirt fome colour’d Liquor into it, with

a Syringe towards the Teftes : for then the Veflel

will be diftended, and the colour will run along

its Cavity towards the Epididymid#: Or if you
either blow* or fquirt Liquor by a Syringe, the

other way towards the VeficuU Seminales, the faid

Vcficul# will be diftended.

Now from the Epididymid# thefe Vafa deferen-

tia afcend, and pafs out of the Scrotum
, into the

Abdomen, the fame way by which the Vafa Pr#pa-

rantia came down, vi%. by the Procefs of the Pe-

ritoneum. "When they are entred the Abdomen
,

they are carried prefently over the Ureters, and
turning back again, they pafs fo the back fide of

the Bladder; between which, and the Inteftinum

refum, they march at a little Diftance the one
from the other, till about the Neck of the Blad-

der, where they grow wider, and thicker ; and
then juft as they are going to meet, their fides open
into the VeficuU Seminales, in which they depofite

the Semen, but not terminating here, but coming
dole together, and growing fmaller and fmaller,

they go on and end at the Urethra
, betwixt the

Proftat At their ending Verheyen
( with fome

others) affirms there is a little Septum between
them, with a Caruncle ( which they call a Coclfs

'Head
) to hinder the Semen that comes out at one

Orifice, to go in by the other ; and the two Ori-
fices by which the Semen is ejaculated into the
Urethra

, are called the Eyes of the Cock’s Head.

.
Thde VeficuU are little Cells like thofe in a

Pomegranate, or fomething like a Bunch of

a little Bird diverfiy contorted, They confift of
one thin Membrane , through which fome fmall
Twigs of both Veins, Arteries, and Nerves rum
They are about 3 Fingers-breadth long, and 1

broad ; but in fome Places broader, fome narrow-
er, as they run in and out. They are two ( one
for each Vas deferens ) divided from one another
by a little interftice ; and they do leverally by a
peculiar paflage, emit the Semen contained in

them into the Urethra. They are very anfractu -

ous, and winding, and ( as was faid ) confift of
mapy little Cells, and they ftiould not pour out all

thq Semen contained in them in one Ad: of Coi-
tion, but might retain it for feveral: They have
no communication one with another, not even

1

in

their very opening into the Urethra
; but the

Semen is brought to the VefiguU Seminales on the
right fide, by the right Vas deferens, iflues by its

proper paflage into the Urethra • and that which
is brought to the left likewife

; fo that if by any
accident the VeficuUt or one fide be burft, or cut

( as in cutting for the Stone they generally are

)

yet thofe on the other being entire, may ftill fuf-

fice for generation : Now when the Seed is emit-
ted out of thefe VeficuU in the Ad: of Coition, it

pafles out the fame way it came in ; which in this

cafe may eafily be ( though otherwife it be un-
ufual, there fhould be a contrary Motion in the

fame Veflel ) for as it comes in from the Vafa de-

ferential it drills along gently without any force ;
but in Coitu, when the Mufcles of the Penis, and

’

all the bordering Parts are much tumified, it is

exprefled, or ejaculated out of them with fome
violence, and palling along their Neck ( which is

a continuation of the Vafa deferentia ) ouzes
through a Caruncle into the Urethra, for there is

one placed as a Valve before the Orifice of each
of them, partly to hinder the coming of the Urine
into them, partly to hinder the involuntary eflu-

fion of the Semen.

Now, though naturally, the little Holes

f

through which the Semen pafles out of the Necks
of the VeficuU into the Urethra, be almoft im-
perceptible

;
yet if they Be either eroded by the A-

crimony of the Semen ( fuch Acrimony as is co'n-

traefted by impure Embraces, or in Claps fas they :

call them;) or if of themfelves they be debilitated

and fo become more lax (as fometitnes happens to

old, and impotent Men that meddle too much )

then there happens a Gonorrhea, or continual efflux

of the Semen. And fo Vefalius, and Spigelius have
obferved them much dilated, in difledfing fuch as

have died with a Gonorrhea upon them.
0 The Proftat# are placed near to the VeficuU Semi-
nalcs ; de Graef culls them Corpus glandulofum, fup-

pofing them to be one Body, and only divided by
the common Ducfts of the VeficuU Seminales, and
Vafa deferentia coming through the midft of it.

They are of a white, fpongy, and glandulous

Subftance, about as big as a fmall Walnut, em
compafs’d with a ftrong and fibrous Membrane
from the Bladder, to the beginning of whofe' Neck,
they are joined at the Root of the Penis : In flfape

they come nearer to an Oval
,

fave that oti their

upper, and lower fides, they are a little depreft,

and in that end by which the Vafa deferenria enter,

they are fomething hollow like a Tunnel. The
Sphindrer Mufcle of the Bladder encompafles them
fo that for fo far as they cover the Neck of the

Bladder, the Sphincter touches it not, they coming
6 S between
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between. They have all forts of Veffels, which

fun moftly on the outer fide ; in their inner Part,

they have ten or more fmall Duds, which all un-

load themfeives into the Vrethra, by the fides of

the Caruncle, through which the Semen paffes

from the VeficuU into the Vrethra, and themfeives

have each one a fmall one, to flop its Orifice, leaft

the Liquor that is contained in the Proftates ftiould

continually flow out, or the Urine fhould flow in :

And thefe fmall Duds I fuppofe, are continued

from thofe VeficuU,
which appear in the Proftates

of thofe that Die (any way) fuddenly, after Co-

ition. For in fuch, the fpongy Part of the Profia-

is very turgid with a forous Liquor 3 and in

their inner Part, may be found the fame VeficuU,

like to Hjdatides, which if you prefs upon they

will difcharge themfeives in the above faid Duds.
What the Liquor they contain fhould be ,

or

what is their Ufe, there is a great variety of Opi-

nions : Some think that the Semen, that flows

from the Tefticles, is further elaborated here : But

that cannot be : for that the Vafa deferentia depo-

fite nothing in them, but all into the VeficuU Semi-

nales. Others think that from the Blood, there is

feparated in them an acrimonious, and ferous Hu-
mour, which ferves for procuring the Titillation

in Coitu. As to this, de Graef appeals to the Taft

of it, which has nothing of an Acrimony.

Dr. Wharton thinks they make a particular kind

of Semen ,
as the Tefticles do another

,
and the

VeficuU Seminales a third ; That thefe laft make a

Semen different from that made in the Tefticles,

is grounded on a miftake in Anatomy, vi%. that

the Vafa deferentia have no communication with

the VeficuU 3 whereas they apparently open into'

them, and depofite in them all the Semen they con-

tain; that the Proftates make a peculiar fort, he

endeavours to prove , becaufe caftrated Animals

emit fome Semen. But that is but precarious ; for

tho they emit fomething, ’tis not neceffary it fhould 1

be any true Semen : Or if it be, it may well be

fuppofed to proceed from the VeficuU feminales,

that were full when the Animal was caftrated.

For, for this Reafon it has been obferved, that

prefently after the Caftration, they have fome-

times got the Female with young, but not after-

wards, when that ftock was fpent. Bartholin,

with many others, thinks they make an oily, flip-

pery, and fatty Humour, which is preffed out,

as there is need, to befmear the Vrethra, whereby

to defend it from the acrimony of the Semen, and

Urine, and leaft it fhould dry up. This Humour
Malpgbm,

thinks to be conveyed hither by the

Duttus adipofi, and quotes Sevorinus, affirming that
e

he has obferved a plain Veffel in the Fat of the

Kidneys, tending to the Spermatick Veffels. He
aferibes the fame Ufe to it as Bartholin, &c. Die-

merbroek. confeffes that it is neceffary the infide

of ffie Vrethra fhould be kept moift, and flip-

pery ,
but thinks that is done here, as in the

Bladder, Inteftines, and many other places, from

fome muced Part of the nourifhment of the Vre-

thra it felf; and concludes that the Vafa deferentia,

depofite not all the Semen into the VeficuU femi-

nales, but carry a fmaller Part to thefe Proftata.

De Graef denies, that the Vafa deferentia
^
con-

vey any thing to them, or have any commu-
nication with them ; and therefore believes

,

.that the Humour that is feparated in the Corpus

glandulofum ( as he calls the Profiatas )
ferves for a

Moijhyum, or Vehicle of the Semen, which flow-

ing but in fmall Quantities, through fmall Pores!
into the Vrethra

; it was neceffary, that this Hu-
mour fhould be mixt with it

, that it might the
better reach the Womb. Whatever this Humour
be, it is fqueezed out partly by the intumefcence,
and eredtion of the Penis

; and partly by the
compreffion of the Sphin&er of the Bladder, that
girds the Profiata about.

,

Thefe Proftates are often (at leaft partly) the
Seat of the Gonorrhea

3 and the Humour that they
contain, is that which is filed’

TESTES Cerebri, are the two lower and leffer

Potruberances of the Brain, fo call’d from the like-
nefs they have to Tefticles. Thefe with the Nates
which lie above them

,
and the Protuberanti#

Striata , are the
' Origin of the Medulla Oblon-

gata. The ufes of thefe Tefies you may fee in
Willis s Anatomy of the Brain ; but they feem but
conjectural.

TESTUDO, is a foft large Swelling, or nos
very hard, in the Head, broad

, in form of an
Arch-Dome, or the Back of a Tortoife, from
which refemblance it takes its Name. At the be-
ginning it grows like a Chefs-nut, afterward like
an Egg, wherein is contain’d a foft Matter, clothed
with a certain Tunick, ( whence fome refer this
fort of Tumour to Meliceres, which fee ) which
fticks fo clofe to the Scull, that many times it

Infedts and Corrupts it. Blanchard.

TETANUS
, or Xetanon, is a contradtion

,

whereby a Limb grows rigid and inflexible. The
caufe of it, is fometimes a Relaxation or Palfy in

fome other Mufcles, which when they are relaxed,
the oppofite Mufcles adt too ftrongly • fo that they
draw the Part' wholly to themfeives, which ought
to confift as it were in an JRquilibrium betwixt
both. Yet fometimes fuch a permanent Contra-
dtion may proceed from the Tendons being loaded
and obftrudted with Serous Matter, which there-
upon grow rigid and ftiff.

This Diftemper is frequent in the Scurvy, fo
that the Patient can extend neither Joynt nor Limb.
The Tendons in the Back are fometimes contradted
into a round globular Form

, which by reafon of
fuch an Afflux of Humours upon them, draw the
Bones out of their due Places, and caufe an Hun-
ched Back, or a Stooping or bending ot it. It is

ufually diftinguilhed into Vniverfal of which
there are three forts, Emprofihotonos, Opifihotonos

,
<

and Xetanos, properly fo call’d ; and Particular,

which refpedts a certain Member, or a particular

Joynt. Blanchard.

TETRACHORD, in Mufick, is a Concord or
Interval of 3 Tones.

The Tetrachord of the Ancients was a rank of
four Strings, accounting the Tetrachord for one
Tone as it is often taken in Mufick.

TETRADIAPASON, a Quadruple Diapafon
is a Mufical Cord, otherwife called a Quadruple
Eighth, or Nine and Twentieth.

TETRAGONIAS, a Comet whofe Head is of
a Quadrangular Figure, and its Tail or Train,

long, thick and uniform, and does not differ much
from the Meteor called Trabs.

TETRAGONISM, with fome Foreign Writers,

is the fame as the Quadrature of the Circle.

TETRAGONUS. See Quadratus Genre.

TETRAHEDRON. See Regular Bodies. N. B.

thefe following Figures being c«t in Paft-board and
folded up, will either of them reprefent the Tetra-

hedron.

TETRAPE-
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TETRAPETALOUS Floxver, ofa Plant, is that

which confifts of but four fingle coloured Leaves

fwhich the Botanifts call Petala) fet round the Stylus

to compofe the Flower.

Plants having a Tetrapetalous Flower, conftitute

a difiinci Kjnd, and by Mr. Ray are divided into,

. i. Such as have an uniform Tetrapetalous Flow-
er, and their Seed-Veffels a little oblongilh, which
therefore he calls Siliquofe.

As the Keiri or Leucoium Luteum, and the other

common Leucozum * the D&ntaria, the Leucoium
Siliquofum, Alyffon, Viola Lunaris, Paronychia,

Hefperis
,
Alliaria, Raj?a, Napus, Sinapis, Rapiftrum,

Eruca Spuria
, Eryfimum, Cardamine, Turritis, Pilo-

Jelia Sihquofa, and the Raphanus Rtifticanus and
Aquaticus,

ft. Such as have their Seed-cafe or Vcffelfloouer,

which therefore for diftindfion he calls Ckpfulatce

and Siliculofa • as the Myagrum, Draha, Leucoium
SHiquit Snbtorundd, Cochlearia, Nafturtium, Lepi-

dium vulgar

e

;
Thlajpi

, Braftca marina
, Glqftum

,

Eruca marina, &c.

3- Such as have a kind of, or feeming Tetrape-
talous Flower, i. e. a Monoperalous one divided
deeply into 4 Partitions, and thefe he calls Anoma-
lous: as the Papaver, Agremone, Veronica, Tithy-

mallus. Piantago, Coronopus, Pfyllium, Lyftmachia
Siliquofa, Alfinefpuria, 8cc.

TETRAPHARMACUM, is a Medicine con-
fiding of four Ingredients, as Vnguentum Bafili-

cum.

TETRAPTOTES, are, in Grammar, fuch de-
fective Nouns, as have only four Cafes ; as Plus,

which wants the Dative and Vocative Singular.

TETRASTYLE, in Architecture, is a Building
which hath four Columns in the Faces before and
behind.

TEXTURE, The Texture of any Natural
Body, is that peculiar difpofition of its conftituent

Particles , and. making it have luch a Form, or be
of fuch a Nature, or be endowed with luch Qua-
lities.

THALAMI Nervorum Opticoruzn, are two Pro-
minences of the lateral Ventricles of the Cerebrum

5

fo called, becauie the Optick Nerves rife out of
them. They are Medullary without, but a little

Cineritious Within. They are of an oblong Figure.

THAUGHTS, or Thoughts, are the Benches on
which the Rowers Sit in a Boat to Row.
THELONIA rationabili habendo pro Dominis

habentibus Dominica Regis ad firm,am, is a Writ
that lies for him that hath of the King’s Demefne
in Fee-farm, to recover reafonable Toll of the King’s
Tenants there, if his Demefne have been accuftom-
ed to be Tolled.

THELON1UM, or Breve effendi quieti de The-
lonio, is a Writ lying for the Citizens of any City,
or Burgefles of any Town, that have a Charter or
Prefcrition to free them from Toll, againft the

*

Officers of any Town or Market, who would con*
drain them to pay Toll of their Merchandize^ con-
trary to the faid Grant or Prefcription,

THENOR, or Tenor, according to fome, is the

Name for an abducent Mulcle which draws the

Thumb from the Fore-finger.

THEODOLITE, is an Inftrument ufed in Sur-
veying, and taking of Heights and Didances.

It confideth of feveral Parts : As,

1. A Circle of Brafs, divided into four Qua-
drants, reprefenting the four Cardinal; Points of
the C'ompafs, Eajl, Weft, North

,
and South

,
and

noted with the Letters, N, S, W, E.

Each of thefe Quadrants is divided into 90 De-
grees, and Subdivided as the Largenefs of the In-

ftrument wall permit, commonly by Diagonals,

Thefe four Quadrants are to be numbred by
10, 20, 30, &c. both ways beginning at the North

and South Points, and ending with 90, at the Eaft

and Weft Points*

2; A Box and Needle, fo conveniently, contrived

to fiand upon the Center ofthe Circle, upon which
Centre, the Inftrument, the Index with its Sights,

mud be made to turn about, and yet both the In-

ftrument, and the Box and Needle remain firm. Ac
the bottom of the Box there mud a Card or Mari-*

ners Gompafs fixed, anfwerable to the Letters E. W,
N. S. upon the Inftrument.

3* A Socket on the Back-fide, (either Plain or

with a Ball, which is much better) to be pup upon
the Head of a three-legged Staff

4! A Staff to fet the Inftrument upon - the Neck
at the Head whereof, mud be made to go into the

Socket on the Backfide of the Inftrument.

ItsUfe is for taking Heights and Diftances, as alfo

taking of Angles, in Surveying of Land, &c.

To take the Quantity of an Angle by the

Theodolite.

As Suppole the Angle A, of a Field, two of
whofe Sides isA B or A C.

Place your Inftrument in the AngleA, or as near
as poflible, and let Marks be fet up near B and C,
fo far off the Hedges as your Inftrument at A Hands,
(which yet is not neceffary) then turn the Inftru-

ment about, till through the fixed Sights you fee

the Mark at B, there icrew it fad -

3 next turn the
moveable Index, till through the Sights thereof

*



you fee the Mark at C, then the degrees upon the

Limb cut by the Index, gives the Angle B A C.

THEOREM, is a Speculative Proportion, de-

monftrating the Properties of any Subjedt : This is

either,

i . Vniverfal, which extends univerfally to any
Quantity without reftridlion ; as That the Reftan-

gle of the Sum and Difference of any two Quantities
f

is equal to the Difference of their Squares.

z. Particular, when it extends only* to a particu-

lar Quantity.

3. Negative, which Demonftrates the ImpoiTibi-

lity of an Affertion ; as, That the fum of two Pi-

quadrate Numbers cannot make a Square.

4. Local, which relates to a Surface ; as, That
Triangle of thefame Baffe and Altitude are equal.

5. A Plain Theorem., is that which relates to ei-

ther a Rectilineal Surface, or to one terminated by
the Circumference of a Circle

; as, That all Angles

zn thefame Segment are equal,

6 . A Solid Theorem, is that which- rreats about a

Space terminated by a Solid Line ; that is, by any
of the three Conicl Sections

, as. If a fight Line
cut two AJymptotick Parabola’s, its two Parts termi-

nated by themfhall be equal.

7: A Reciprocal Theorem
,

is one whofe Converfe
is true ; as. That ifa Triangle have two equal Sides,

it muff have two equal Angles. The Converfe of
which is true. That if it have two equal Angles-, it

muff have two- equal Sides.

THERAPEUTICA, is that part of Fhyfick

which delivers the Method of Healing.

THERIOMA, is a wild cruel Ulcer, likt Car-

cinoma j which lee. Blanchard,

THERM.®, are the Bath or other Medicinal

Waters which are Hot. ’Tis moll probable, as

Dr. Woodward well cbfervcs, (Ato,Tiff - ofthe Earth,

p. 144.) That thefe do not owe their Heat to any

Colludiation or Effervefcence of the Minerals in

them ; but to the Subterranean Heat or Fire, which
communicates with them by fome Spiracle or Cd~

nal, by which a greater Quantity of Heat is deri-

ved thither
,

than to ordinary Springs. Tho’
Mr.Charas hath lately revived the former Opinion

Vid. Memcires Mathemat. &'• de Phyfique, A D.

1692.
THERMANTICA, are healing Medicines.

THERMOSCOPE, or Thermometer, is a Phi-

lofophical Inftrument, 11 fitally made of Glafs, fill-

ed with tinged Spirit of Wine, or fome other pro-

per Liquor; and defigned to meafure, or eftimate

the Heat and Cold, of any particular Place ; or of

the fame Place, in different Seafons, and at diffe-

rent Times.

At the Bottom, is a pretty large Ball, filled with

the Spirit or tinged Liquor, with a Stem riling, to

about three or four Foot Perpendicular. To ad-

juft the Divisions, or Degrees of which; the Ball

may be placed in Water, which is juft beginning to

freeze; and then noting the height, of the Spirit in

the Stem, place againft that O, and graduate it

afterward, up and down, for Heat and Cold.

Dr. Hoof in order to adjuft thefe Graduations

with the greater Accuracy, hath contrived, and

defcribed an Inftrument for that purpofe. See
Micrograph. Pag. 38.

__ # v

The way offiling Thermofcopes, orfuch other final!
Glaff Tubes, with Spirit ofWine, or Water.

Take the Ball of the Glafs, and firft warm ft

gently between your Hands, then neale it very
well (tho’ gentlyJ before a good Fire, turning it.

round, that it may be equally warm, for without
this Caution, you’ll endanger breaking it. Then
applying the Ball to the Flame of a Lamp or
Candle, turning it about in it, heat it as hot as
you can, without melting the Glafs, and then fpee-
dily immerfing the open end of the Pipe, into a
Veflel of that Liquor you intend to fill it withal,
the Liquor will rife into it, and fill it very near
full.

The Reafon of which alcent of the Liquor is,

that the Air within the Ball and Tube, being ex-
pelled in great meafure by the heat, or atdealt, ra-

rified there to a very great Degree ; the im-merfcd
open End of the Tube, keeps off the Preffure of the
Incumbent Atmofphere on that Part of the Liquor,
that the End of the Tube covers ; but the Atmo-
fphere prefles on all other Parts of the Liquor, in

the open VefTel ; and conlequently (there being
none, or but a very fm all quantity of Air within
the Tube to hinder it) forces it by its weight, up in-

to the Tube, till it gain an Equilibrium, with the,

Preffure, or Weight of the Air without.

If by this Method, the Tube cannot be filled

full enough, the reft may be fupplied by a fmall

Glafs Funnel, whofe Shank muft be drawn out
exceeding flender, and inferred into the Orifice of
the Tube and then by blowing, you may force
with your Breath the Spirit of Wine into the Tube,
fo as .to fill it quite, or to what Degree you pleafe.

Dr. Hook., in his Micrographia, hath an En-
gine for graduating Thermometers, to make them
true Standards of Heat, and Cold.

THLIPSIS, is a Compreffion of the Veftels, in

an Animal Body. Blanchard.

THORACICA Inferior
,
a Branch of the Sub-

clavial Veins, fpreading it felf upon the fide of the
Breafts by feveral Branches, which communicate
by Anaftomoffs, which the Branches of the Azygos,
under the Mufcles of the Breaft.

THORACICA Superior, is a Branch of the Sub-
clavial Vein, arifing from the Bafflica, and goes to

the Mammilla
,
and Mufcles of the Breaft.

THORAX, or Mcdius Venter, the Cheft ; is all

the Cavity, which is circumfcribed above, by the

Neck-bones ; below by the Diaphragme ; before,

by the Breaft-bone ; behind, by the Back-bones

;

on the Sides, by the Ribs ; it is of an Oval Fi-

gure, contains the Heart, and Lungs, and is cover’d

on the infide, with a Membrane called Pleura.

Hippocrates, and Ariffotle, took all that Space
from the Neck-bone, to the very Secrets, both
the middle, and lowermoft Cavity, for the

Thorax.

THOUGHTS, or Thaughts, fo the teamen call

the Seats, or Benches, on which the Men fit down:
to Row in a Boat.

’

THOWLES, are thofe Pines in the Gunnel of a
Boat, between which the Men put their Oars
when they Row.
THREE-LEGG’D-STAFF, is an Inftrument

confifting of Wooden Legs, made with joints to

fhut all together, and to take off in the Middle, for
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the better carriage * and on its Top, is trivially

a Bali and Socket, to fupport add adjuft Inftru-

ments for Aftronomy, Surveying, &c.

THROMBUS, is the Coagulation of Blood or

Milk, into Clots or Clufters. Blanchard. -

THYMUS, is a conglobate Glandule in the

Throat, growing to the upper part of the Medmfli-

num
,
and feared' between the Divifions of the Sub-

clavian Veins and Arteries ; it is whitifli, loft and

lpungy, and larger in Children, and in Women,
than in Men. The Jugular Veins and Arteries, pafs

thro’ the Gland as they go up the Neck, but this

don’t fend any confpicuous Twigs, or Branches to

it : Its Ufe feems to be to prop and ftrengthen the

Divifions of the Aorta and Cava
,
and to defend

them from being comprefled by thtClavicuU when
we ftoop forwards, and perhaps in Infants in whom
it is large, and conlifts of 3 Glands it may contri-

bute towards the refining and depurating of the

Chyle - and poffibly it may hinder (as Verheyen

thinks ) and too hafty mixture of the Chyle with

the Blood, in Children. .

THYROARYTdSNOIDES, is a Pair of large

Mufcles, that proceed from the Cartilage called

Scutiformis, and extending themfelves forward, to

the fides of the Arytanoides $ the fourth, and fifth

Part of the Larynx, ferve to contract, and clofe

the opening of the Larynx.

THYREOIDEiE GlanduU, are two of a vif-

cous, folid Subdance, wonderfully adorned' with

Velfels of all forts, and hard Membranes, almoft

of the bignefs, and fhape of an Hen’s Egg, fituate

at the lower Part of the Larynx, at the fides of the

Cartilages, called Scutiformis. Their Ufe feems to

be to feparate a Liquor for the Lubrication of the

Larynx, whereby the Voice is rendred firm, fmooth,

and fweet •, and they contribute alfo to the round-

nefs of the Neck, by their filling up the empty Spa-

ces about the Larynx.

THYROIDES, is the Cartilage, called Scuti-

formis, of the Larynx : Alfo the Hole of the Os Pu-

bis, is by lome called by this Name. See Scuti-

formis.

THYRSUS, is a Word ufed' by the Botanifts,

for the upright, and tapering Stalk ; And ’tis often

ufed for Spica, which is an Ear, or Blade, of

Corn.

TIBIA, the Leg, is the Part betwixt the Knee,

and the Ancle : It confifts of two Bones ; one out-

ward, called Facile Minus ; another inward, and

larger, which has ufurped the Name of the whole,

and is called Tibia, others call it, Facile Majus,

and Canna Major : The upper End has a Procefs,

which is received by a Cavity in the Thigh, and

two oblong Cavities, to admit the Heads of the

Thigh-bone; the Depth of which Cavities, is en-

creafed by a Cartilage that is annexed thereunto

by Ligaments : This Cartilage is moveable, foft,

flippery, moiftened with an undtuous Humour
;

thick in its Circumference, and fmaller towards

the Center, whence it is called Lunata, made like

an Half Moon ; there are rugged fharp ligaments
before, which encreafe the Lunary Cartilages :

The fore Part, which is acute and long, is called

. Spina : -There is below, a prominent, and gibbous

Procefs in the inner Side, nigh the Foot ; and is

called Malleolus Intcrnus, the inner Ancle Bone.

TIBIALIS Amicus, a Mufcle of the Tajus, fo

called from its Situation on the Fore-part of the Ti-

bia : It’s alfo by Spigelius, called Mufculus Cate-

nas, becaule when it is divided, the Patient is
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forced to ufe a Sling, to fupport the Foot in walk-
ing : Its Origination is Flefliy from the lower Part

of the fuperiorAppendage of the 'Tibia, between the

Prominence, where the great Tendon of all the ex-
tending Mufcles of the Leg is inferred, and the Ori-
gination of the Mufculus Extenfor Magnus Digitc-

rum Pedisy. It alfo continues a difgregated flefhy

Origination, for near two Thirds of the fuperior

Part of the laid Tibia, externally Laternal, next the
Fibula ; which composing a flefhy Belly, leffehs it

felf in half its Progrefs, .and growing into a ftrong/

and fomeWhat round Tendon, defeending oblique-

ly over the inferior Part of the faid Tibia ‘ and
under the Annular Ligament, is inferted do the

infidc of the Os Cuneiforme Majus, that fuftains

the Os Metatarfus Pollicis
,
This pulls the FodC up-

wards, and forwards, diredfly.

TIBIALIS Pojlicus, is a Mufcle of the Foot,
which being placed on the Back-part of the Tibia ;

is alfo called Mufculus Nauticus, becaufe Mariners
chiefly Ufe it, in climbing up the Mafts of their

Ships. It lies partly under the Flexor tertii interno-

dii Pollicis, which Mufcle muft be partly; raifeef

together with the Flexor tertii internodii Digitorum
Pedis, before we can have a clear fight of ifi It

appears Biventral, arifing partly Tendinous, and
partly flefliy from the Superior, and Back-part of
the Fibula ; as alfo from the Ligament that is con-
tained between the faid Bone, and the Tibia ; in

near half its Progrefs, it becomes lefs, and grOws
flefliy again, and making a ftrong round Tendon
which runs in a Sinus, on the Back-part, of the
lower Appendage of the Tibia, called the Malleolus

Internus under an Annular Ligament, and is in-

ferred to the OsNaviculare, internally, and laterally.

This draws the Foot upwards, and inwards.

TIDE, the Word Tide fignifies as well the Eb-
bing, as the Flowing of the Sea, the former of
which, the Seamen call Tide of Jfbb • the latter.

Tide of Flood. A Windward Tide, is when the Tide,
runs againft the Wind. A Leeward Tide, is when
the Wind and Tide go both the fame way

; When
the Tide runs very ftrong, they call it a Tide Gate.

To Tide it over, or tip into any Place, is to go in

with the Tide of Flood, or Ebb as long as that

lafts, and then to ftay at an Anchor all the time
the contrary Tide lafts, and then to fet in again,

when the fame Tide returns. Its faid to flow Tide,
and half Tide, when the Tide runs three Hours
(which is four Points of the Compafs) in the Offing,
longer than it does by the Shore. By longer, they
do not mean more Hours, for it always Ebbs, and.

Flows fix Hours, but that if it be high Water a
Shore at twelve a Clock, it will not be fo in the

Offing rill three, which is the Bound, and Time for

the running of a half Tide. If it Ebbs, and Flows
more, they lay it runs half Tide, and half Quar-
ter, that is five Points ; when they are to go into a
Harbour over a Bar or Sand, their Word is, that

they will bring the Tide with them, that is, they
will come in with the Flood, that lo they may get

over the Bar, or Sand fafely.

TIDES. Mr. Henry Philips, in Philcfoph. Tranf.

N. 34. gives the following Porportion for finding

the Tides.

Firjr, Divide a Circle into 12 equal Parts
, or

Hours, according to the Moon’s Motion, or Di-
ftance from the Sun, from the New Moon to the

Full,
,

Secondly ?
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Secondly, Let the Diameter of the Circle be di-

vided into 90 Parts or Minutes, that is according
to the Time ofthe Difference of Tides between the
“New, or Full Moon

, and the Quarters, which is one
Hour and a half.

Thirdly, make Perpendicular Lines crofs the Di-
ameter of the Circle, from Hour to Hour.

Fourthly, Reckon the Time of the Moons
, co-

ming to the South in the Circumference of the
Circle, and obferve the Perpendicular Line, that
falls from that Point upon the Diameter; and the
Proportional Minutes cut thereby, will fliew how
many Flours or Minutes, are to be fubtra&ed from
the time of High Tides at the New and Full Moon,
that fo you may have the true Time of the Tides
that prefent Day.

Example.

,

Ac. London', on the Day of the New and Full

Moon, it is High-tide at 3 of the Clock ; that is,

when the Moon is 3 Hours paft the Meridian : And
fo by the common Rule, the Moon being about 4
Days old, it will be South about 3 of the Clock,
and it will be High-tide 3 Hours afterwards

; that
is, at 6 of the Clock. But now by this Rule, if
you count this Time of the Moon s coming to the
South, in the Circumference, the Perpendicular
Line which comes from 3 to 9, cuts the Diame-
ter in the half at 45 Minutes. Which (hews, that
fo much is to be abated from the Time of High-
water in the New and Full Moon : So that it is

High-tide 45 Minutes before 6 of the Clock
; that

is, at 5 Flours, \ 5 Minutes, and not at 6 of the
Clock, according to the common Pule.
The like you may do for any other Port or

Place, knowing the Time of High-water, at the
New and Full Moon in that Place : And this may
be more readily done, if you fet down the Time
of High-water at the New and Full Moon under
the Diameter, as is done for London in this Exam-
ple, where ns High-tide at 3 of the Clock. So
that when the Moon is South at 3 of the Clock,
the Perpendicular cuts the Diameter at 2 Hours,

5 Minutes; which added to the Time of the
Southing

,
gives 5 Hours, 1 5 Minutes ; and fo

when the Moon is South at 9 of the Clock, by ad-
ding 2 Hours, 1 5 Minutes, you have the Time of
High-water, which is r 1 Hours, 1 5 Minutes.

And thus you may eafily make a Table, which
by the Southing of the Moon, fhall readily tell you
the Time of High-tide at any Time of the
Moon.

Note, If the Difference be not fo much between
the Neap-tides and Spring-tides, in other Places as

ff.
18

.

*n r!^s our Example, the Diameter rnufc be
divided into fewer Parts.

Our learned Aftronomer, Mr. Fiamjlead, PhiUJ.

\

Tranf.N. 143. gives us anew and more correct
Tide-Table, ( which he alfo now publifhs every
Year ; improving what Mr. Philips had begum
by obferving, that the Tides did not ufually hold
out fo long as Mr. Philips’s Calculation made them
to do. He found by above 80 Obfervations of
the High-waters at Tower-wharf and Greenwich

,
That the greateft Differences between the Moons
true Southing, and the High-waters, were nor, as
Philips laid, at Full, New, and Quarter Moons

, but
the greateft near the Neaps, and the leaft near the
higheft Spring-tides,

There is an Hypothefis to folve the Motion of
the Tides, mentioned in Philofoph. TranfaB. N. 16.
from that learned Mathematician Dr. Wallis
In which, he fuppofes the Earth and Moon, to
move round the Sun, in a Circle, or Ellipfe, dc-
feribed by their common Centre of Gravity. But
this Hypothefis places the higheft Annual Tides not
near the Equinoxes, but about Candlemafs and
All-hollantide ; that is, in the beginning of February
and November. But I could never find that the
Thing was fo in Facft ; but that on the contrary,
they are always greateft at or near the Equinoxes,
as hath been generally obferved : I fhall therefore
refer the Reader to the Ingenious Hypothefis itfelf,

without giving any particular Account of it

here.

The true Theory of the Tides extraBedfrom that ad-
mirable Treatife of Sir Ifaac Newton, Intituled,

Philofophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica;
By that Excellent Mathematician , Captain
Halley.

The Principle upon which this Author proceeds
to explain moft of the great and furprifing Appear-
ances of Nature, is no other than that of Gravity

,

whereby in the Earth all Bodies have a Tendency
towards its Centre, as is moft evident : And from
undoubted Arguments it's proved, That there is

fuch a Gravitation towards the Centre of the Sun,
Moon, and all the Planets.

From this Principle, as a rieceffary Confequence,"
Follows the Spherical Figure of the Earth and Sea,
and of all the other Celeftial Bodies ; and tho’ the
tenacity and firmnefs of the folid Parts, fupport the
Inequalities of the Land above the Level; yet the
Fluids preffing equally and eafily yielding to each
other, do foon reftore the Equilibrium, if difturbed,

and maintain the exaeft Figure of the Globe.
Now this force of the Defcent of Bodies, to-

wards the Center, is not in all places alike, but is

ftill lefs and lefs, as the Diftance from the Center
encreafes : And in the faid Book it is demonftra- \

ted, That this Force decreafes as the Square of the

Diftance increafes
;

that is, the weight of Bodies,

and the force of their Fall is lefs, in Parts more
removed from the Centre

, in the Proportion of
the Squares of the Diftance.

As
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As for Example.

A Ton weight on the Surface of the Earth, if

it were raifed to the height of 4000 Miles, which

let be the Semi-diameter of the Earth, would

weigh but a quarter of a Ton, or 500 /. weight.

If to 12000 Miles, or 3 Semi-diameters from

the Surface • that is, 4 from the Center, it would
weigh but 1 fixteenth part of the Weight on the

Surface, or a Hundred and a quarter : So that it

would be as eafie for the Strength of a Man at

that height, to carry a Ton weight, as here on the

Surface to carry a hundred and a quarter.

And in the fame Proportion does the Velocities

of the fall of Bodies decreaie: For whereas on
the Surface of the Earth, all things fall 1

6

Foot

in a Second, at one Semi-diameter above 9 this

Fall is but 4 Foot 9 and at 3 Semi-diameters, or

4 from the Center, it is but rh of the Fall at the

Surface
, or but one Foot in a Second 9 and at

greater Diftances both Weight and Fall become
very little 9 but yet at all given Diftances, is ftill

fomething tho’ the efteCf become infenfible.

At the Diftance of the Moon, ( which fuppofe

to be 60 Semi-diameters of the Earth ) 3600
pounds weigh but one Pound, and the fall of .Bo-

dies is but of a Foot in a Second, or 1 6 Foot
in a Minute 9 that is, that a Body fo far off de-

fcends in a Minute no more than the fame at the

Surface of the Earth would do in a Second of Time.
And as was faid before, the fame force decrea-

fing after the fame manner, is evidently found in

the Sun, Moon
,

and all the Planets
9 but more e-

fpecially in the Sun, whofe Force is prodigious be-

1

coming fenfible even at the immenfe diftance of
Saturn. This gives room to fufpeCt that the force

of Gravity is in the Celeftial Globes proportional

to the Quantity of Matter in each of them : And
the Sun being at leaft 10000 times ( for Inftance,

tho’ he is far bigger ) as big as the Earth, its Gra-
vitation or attracting force, is found to be at leaft

10000 times as much as that of the Earth, aCting

on Bodies at the fame Diftances.

Whence alio, all the furprizing Phenomena of
the Flux and Reflux of the Sea

,
he fhews in the

like manner to proceed from the fame Principle.

If the Earth were alone, that is to fay, not af-

fe&ed by the ACfions of the Sun and Moon, it is

not to be doubted, but the Ocean being equally

prefled by the force of Gravity towards the Cen-
ter, would continue in a perfedt Stagnation al-

ways at the fame height
, without ever ebbing or

flowing
9
but it being by him demonftrated, That

the Sun and Moon have a like Principle of Gravi-
tation towards their Centers, and that the Earth is

within the Activity of their Attractions, it will
plainly follow, That the Equality of the Preflure
of Gravity towards the Center will thereby be di-

fturbed 9
and tho’ the fmallnefs of thefe Forces,

in refpedl of the Gravitation towards the Earths
Center, render them altogether imperceptible by
any Experiments we can devife, yet the Ocean be-
ing fluid and yielding to the leaft force, by its ri-

ling Ihews Where it is leaft preft, and where it is

more preft by its linking.

Now if we fuppofe the force of the Moons At-
traction to decreafe as the Square of the Diftance
from its Center increafes, ( as in the Earth, and o-
ther Celeftial Bodies ) we fhall find, that where the
Moon is perpendicularly either above or below the
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Horizon, either in ^enith or Nadir, there the force

of Gravity is moft of all diminifhed, and confe-

quently that there the Ocean muft neceflarily

fwell, by the coming in of the Water from thole

Parts where the Preflure is greateft, Id thole

Places where the Moon is near the Horizon 9 but
that this may be the better underftood,

S

twas
thought needful to add the following Scheme,
whereM is the Moon, Ethe Earth, C its Center,

Z the Place where the Moon is in the %/enitb, N
where in the Nadir ,
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Now by the Hypothefis it is evident, that the
Water in Z, being nearer, is more drawn by the
Moon, than the Center of the Earth C, and that a-
gain more than the Water in N 9 therefore the
Water in Z, has a tendency towards the Moon

,

contrary to that of Gravity, being equal to the
Excefs of the Gravitation in Z, above that in Cs
And in the other cafe, the Water in N tending
lefs towards^ the Moon than the Centre C, will
be lefs prefs’d, by -as much as is the Difference of
the Gravitations towards the Moon in C and in N.

This rightly underftood, it follows plainly, that
the Sea, which otherwife Ihould be Spherical, up-
on the Preflure of the Moon, muft form it lelf into
a Spheroidal, or Oval Figure, whofe longeft Dia-
meter is where the Moon is Vertical, and Ihorteft
where fhe is in the Horizon 9 and that the Moon
Drifting her Pofition, as Die turns round the Earth
once a Day, this Oval of Water Drifts with her,
occafioning thereby the two Floods and Ebbs ob-
fervable in each 25 Hours.
And this may fuffice as to the general Caufe of

the Tides ; It remains now to Chew how naturally
this Motion accounts for all the Particulars that
have been obferved about them 9 fo that there can
be no room left to doubt, but that tflis is the true
Caufe thereof.

The Spring-tides, upon the New and Full Moons,
and the .Neap-tides, on the Quarters, are occafion’d
by the attractive Force of the Sun, in the New and
Full, confpiring with the Attraction of the Moon

t

and producing a Tide by their united Forces 9
whereas in the Quarters, the Sun raifes the Water
where the Moon deprefles it, and on the contrary;
fo as the Tides are made only by the Difference of
their Attraction.

That the force of the $«» is no greater in this

cafe, proceeds from the very final! Proportion the
Semi-diameter of the Earth bears to the Vaft Di-
ftance of the Sun.

It is alfo obferved. That ceteris paribus, the
EquinoElial Spring-tides in March and September, or
near them are the higheft, and the Neap-tides the
loweft 9 which proceeds from the greater Agitati- '

on of the Waters, when the fluid Spheriod revolves
about a great Circle of the Earth

, than when it

turns about in a Iefler Circle
9 it being plain, that

if the Moon were conftituted in the Pole and there
flood, that the Spheriod would have a fixt Pofition,

and that is would be always High-water under the
Poles, and Low-water every where under the EquI-
noCtial 9 and therefore the nearer the Moon ap-
proaches the Poles, the lefs is the Agitation of the

Ocean $
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Ocean ,

which is of all the greateft, when the

Moon is in the Equinoctial, or fartheft diftant from

the Poles.

Whence the Sun and Moon
,

being either con-

joyn’d or oppofite in the Equinoctial, produce the

greateft Spring-tides ; and the fubfequent Neap

tides, being produced by the Tropical Moon in the

Quarters, are always the leaft Tides • whereas in

June and December,
the Spring-tides are made by

the Tropical Sun and Moon, and therefore lefs vi-

gorous ; and the Neap-tides by the Equinoctial

Moon, and therefore atre the ftronger.

Hence it happens, that the Difference between

the Spring and Neap-tides, in thefe Months, is much
lefs confiderable than in March and September.

And. the Reafon why the higheft Spring-tides,

are found to be rather before the Vernal, and after

the Autumnal Equinox, vi%. in February and Octo-

ber, than precifely upon them, is, becaufe the Sun

is nearer the Earth in the Winter Months, and fo

comes to have
,
a greater Effect in producing the

Tides.

Hitherto we have confidered fuch Affections of

the Tides, as are univerfal, without relation to par-

ticular Cafes ; what follows from the differing La-

titudes of Places will be eafily underftood by the

following Figures.

Let A P P E P be the Earth covered over with

very deep Waters, C its Centre, P P its Poles, A E
the Equinodtial, F/ the Parallel of Latitude of a

Place, D d. another Parallel at equal pittance on

the other fide of the Equinoctial, H h the two
Points where the Moon is Vertical, and let K K
be the great Circle, wherein the Moon appears

Horizontal.

It is evident, that a Spheroid defcribed upon H h

and KK; fhall nearly reprefent the Figure of the

Sea ;
and C /, CD, C F, C d, fhall be the

Heights of the Sea in the Places /, D, F, d, in all,

which it is High-voater : And feeing ..that in 12

Hours time, by the Diurnal Rotation ofthe Earth!

the Point F is transfer d to / and d to D: The
Height of the Sea C F, will be that of the High-

water, when the Moon is prefent, and C/ that of

the other High-water, when the Moon is under the

Earth; which in the cafe of this Figure, is lefs

than the former C F.

And in the oppofite Parallel D d, the contrary

happens : The riling of the Water being, always

alternately greater and lefs in each place, when it

is produced by the Mo.on .declining fenfibly from

the EquinoCfial ; that being the greateft of the two
High-waters in each Diurnal Revolution of the

Moon, wherein file approaches neareft either to the

Zenith or Nadir of the Place. Whence it is, that

the Moon in the Northern Signs in this part of the
World, makes the greateft Tides when above the
Earth, and in Southern Signs when under the
Earth ; the Effect being always the greateft where
the Moon is fartheft from the Horizon, either above
or below it.

And this alternate increafe and decreafe of the
Tides, has been obferv’d to hold true on the Coaft
of England, at Brijlol by Captain Sturmey, and at
Plymouth by Mr. Coleprejfe.

But the Motions hitherto mentioned, are fome-
what altered by the Libration ofthe Water, where-
by tho’ the Allion of the Luminaries fhould ceafe,
the Flux and Reflux of the Sea would for fome
time continue : This Confervation of the imprefled
Motion diminifhes the Difference that otherwife
would be between tWo confequent Tides, and is

the reafon why the higheft Spring-tides are not pre-
cifely on the New and Full Moons, nor the Neaps on
the Quarters ; but generally they are the third
Tides after them, and fometimes later.

All thefe things would regularly come to pafs, if

the whole Earth were covered with Sea very deep;
but by reafon of the fhoalnefs of fome Places, and
the narrownefs of the Straits, by which the Tides
re in many Places propagated, there arifes a great
iVerfity in the Effect, and not to be accounted

for, without an exact knowledge of all the Cir-
cumftances of the Places ; as of the Pofition of the
Land, and the Breadth, and Depth of the Chan-
nels by which the Tide flows ; for a very flow, and
imperceptible Motion, of the whole Body of the
Water, where it is ( for example ) two Miles
deep, will fuffice to raife its Surface 1 o, or iz Feet
in a Tides time ; whereas, if the fame Quantity of
Water, were to be conveyed upon a Channel of40
Fathom deep ; it would require a very great
Stream to effect it, in fo large Inlets as are the
Channel of England

, and the German Ocean ;
whence the Tide is found to fet ftrongeft, in thofe
Places where the Sea grows narroweft, the fame
Quantity of Water being to pafs through a fmaller
Paffage : This is moft evident in the Streights be-
tween Portland

,
and C. de Hogue in Normandy,

where the Tide runs like a Sluce ; and would be
yet more between Dover, and Calais

,
if the Tide

coming about the Ifland from the North did not
check it. And this force being once imprefs’d
ppon the Water, continues to carry it about the
Level of the ordinary height in the Ocean, parti-

cularly where the Water meets a direct Obftacle,

as it is in St. Maloes
; and where it enters into a

long Channel, which running far into the Land,
grows very ftrait as its extremity ; as it is in the
Severn~fea, at Chepjlow and Brijlol.

This fhoalnefs of the Sea, and the intercurrent

Continents, are the reafon, that in the open O-
cean, the Time of High-water is not at the Moons
Appulfe to the Meridian

, but always fome
Hours after it ; as it is obferved upon all the Weft
Coaft of Europe, and Africa ; from Ireland, to

the Cape of Good Hope : In all which, a South PFeJl

Moon makes high Water ; and the fame is reported

to be on the Weft of America.

But it would be endlefs to account all the Parti-

cular Solutions, which are eafie Corollaries from
this Hypothefis • as- why, the Lakes, fuch as the

Cafpian Sea, and Mediterranean Sea ; fuch as the

Blacf Sea
; the Streights, and Baltic^, have no

fenfible Tides : For Lakes, having no communica-

tion with the Ocean, can neither increafe, or di-

minifm



minifh their Water, whereby to rife, and fall;

and Seas that communicate by fuch narrow Inlets,

and are of fo immenfe an extent, cannot in a few

Hours time receive, or empty Water enough to

raife, or fink their Surface in any thing fenfibly.

Laftly
,

to demonftrate the Excellency of this

Dodrine, the Example of the Tides in the Port of

Tanking in China, which are fo extraordinary, and

differing , from all others we have yet heard of,

may fuffice. In this Port there is but one Flood,

and Ebb in 24 Hours; and twice in each Month,

vig_. when the Moon is near the Equinoctial, there

is no Tide at all, but the Water is Stagnant : but

with the Moons Declination there begins a Tide,

which is greateftwhen fhe is in the Tropical Signs

;

only with this difference, that when the Moon is to

the North-ward of the Equinoctial,- it Flows when

fee is above the Earth, and Ebbs when fhe is un-

der, To as to make High-water at Moon fetting, and

Low-water at Moons rifing : But on the contrary;

the Moon being to the Southward
,
makes High-wa-

ter at rifing, and Low-water at fetting, it Ebbing

all the time fhe is above the Horizon. As may
be feen more at large, in the Philofoph . Tranfacl.

N. .162.

TheCaufe of this odd Appearance, is propofed

by Sir Ifaac Newton
,
to be from the concurrence of

two Tides, the one propagated in 6 Hours, out of

the great South Sea, along the Coaft of China ; the

other out of the Indian Sea , from between the

Xflands, in 12 Hours, along the Coaft of Malacca,

and Cambodia .

' The one of thefe Tides ,
being produced in

North-Latitude ,
is

,
as has been faid

,
greater

when the Moon being to the North of the Equator,

is above the Earth, and lefs when file is under the

Earth.

The other of them, which is propogated from

the Indian Sea, being raifed in South Lati-

tude, is greater when the Moon declining to the

South is above the Earth, unlefs when fire is un-

der the Earth ; fo that of thefe Tides, alternately

greater and leffer, there comes always fucceffive-

ly two of the greater, and two of the leffer toge-

ther every Day ;
and the High-water falls always

between the times of the arrival of the two greater

Floods : and the Low-water between the arrival of

the two leffer Floods. And the Moon coming to

the EquinoClial, and the alternate Floods becoming

equal, the Tide ceafes, and the Water ftagnares

:

But when fhe has paffed to the other fide of the

Equator, thofe Floods which in the former order

were the leaft, now becoming the greateft, that

that which before was the time of the High-water,

now becomes the Low-water
,

and the Converfe

;

fo that the whole appearance of thefe ftrange Tides,

is without any forcing naturally deduced from
thefe Principles, and is a great Argument of the

certainty of the whole Theory

.

The Theory of Des Cartes
,
whereby he endea-

vours to explain the Phenomena of Tides, fuppofes

the Moon to move round the Earth in an Ellipfis,

in whofe Centre the Earth is placed, fo that by this

means the Moon will have two Apogceums, and two
Perigceunis

; and according to him fee muft always
be in one of her Perigceums, at fee time of her Op-
pofition, or Conjunction ; fo that then he fuppo-

fes her to prefs more ftrongly upon the Sea, than
fee doth at her Quadratures, when he faith fhe is

in her Apogaeum, and confequently hath a weaker
Preffure : But now befldes that, if this were fo,

it would not folve the. thing; the Fad it leif if
notorioufly Falfe ; for the Mw? is as often in lie?

Apogceum at New; and Full, as fee, is in her Pen-
gaum at thofe times 5 tho

!

it feldoin happens, that
fee is exaCfly in either, at her Lunations, Vid. Mr.
Keil’s Examination of Burnet’s Theory, lntrodu£i«

P. -17* ; .

,

Dr. Gregory in his Aftrononiy, Boolg 4. Prop.

P. 384. demonftrates alfo, That if the Globe of fee
Earth; were every where covered over with a deep
Sea ( not now conhdering fee Figure, which would
arife from its Revolution, round its Axis) it would
put on the Figure of an oblong Spheroid, whofe
Axis produced, would pafs through the Moon »

and this by Reafon of the Gravitation of the Parts
fee Water towards fee Moon : And for the fame
Reafon, the Earth would put on an oblong Sphe-
roidical Figure, whofe produced Axis, would alfo

pafs thro’ the Sun.

And then in the next Proportion he proves, That
the Flux, and Reflux of the Sea, is occafioned by the
Water covering our Globe, its putting on two oblong

Spheroidical Figures
, whofe Axes produced

,
would

pafs thro’ the Moon and Sun,

And this true Caufe of fee Tides, he faith, was
fifft difcovered by the great Kepler, and afterwards
improved very much

, by our Incomparable
Sir Ifaac Newton ; which foewed than the Sea rriuft

needs rife both under the Moon, and in fhe Parc
Diametrically oppofite to that.

And this Spheroidical Figure ofthe Water of the
Sea, which like two Mountains is ftretcht out, one
towards fee Moon, and the other to the Part oppo-
fite to her, is continually moving, or fhifting accor-
ding to the daily Motion of the Moon

, which it

follows ; ( or rather indeed, the Earth moving to-
wards the Eaft in its daily Motion, ftifts itfelf

away from thefe Mountains ofWater, which keep
as it were immoveable under and oppofite to the
Moon

,
as fee more flowly moves towards the Eaft)

hence I fay it muft needs be, that the Water muft
twice rife and fall in 25 Hours ; in which time the
Moon moves from the Meridian ofany Place

„ to
the fame again.

And becaufe fee Water of the Earth will fwell,
or be raifed in thole Places to whom the Sun is in
the %enith, or Nadir, ( as he proves, Prop „ 64. )
altho’ much lefs than when fee Moon is fo pofited

Therefore in the Conjunction, and Oppofition of
thefe Luminaries, the aforefaid Protuberances of
the Water will be conjoined ; and confequently
then the higheft Spring-Tides; and the loweft Ebbs
will be When both thofe Luminaries are in the Ho-
rizon of any Place ; becaufe the Water is feen ele-

vated, and now depreffed by fee conjoint Force of
both.

But in the Quadratures of the Luminaries, the
Sun elevates the Water where the Moon makes it

all, and makes it fall where the Moon elevates it 5’

fo feat the Elevation of the Water depending only
on the difference of thefe Forces, will be the leaft

of all, and fo for fee Deprefflon . Between the Sy-
zygies, and the Quadratures, the Effeds of fee
Luminaries' on the Water; will be at a mean be-
tween the two former.

When fee Moon is in the Equinodial, the two’
oppofite Protuberances, or Eminences of fee Wa-
ter, will be alfo in the Earths Equator,

.
arid each

ofthem defcribing that greateft Circle of the Earth;
by its Diurnal Revolution, it will move fwifter,-

and When it is thrown towards the Shuars „ Witt
^ T rif
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fife higher there ; befides that, fomething muft al-

fo be allowed for the Equatorial Diameter of the

Barth, being its longeft, and confequently the

Water there being fomething nearer to the Lumi-

nary, will be railed higher, by their Influence, than

in other Parts.

And therefore whenever the Luminaries are ei-

ther in Conjun&ion, or Oppofition, in the Equator,

their Forces will be conjoined to raife or elevate

the Sea at the Equator ; as happens at the Syzy-

gys next the Equinoxes, or in or near March and

September, when we have always the greateft

Annual Tides $ as the Tides at the Quadratures of

thofe Moons, are always the leaft, or moft Neipe.

Again, the Tides, (other things confidered) are

always greateft when the Luminaries are in Peri-

gceo
, and leaft when they are in Apogceo ; and fince

this is the Cafe of the Moon in every Lunation,

but of the Sun only in the Winter, this joined to

the former, occafions that the greateft Tides in the

Syzygys, and the leaft in the next Quadratures, do

precede the Vernal Equinox, and follow the Au-
tumnal one.

Hitherto the Properties of the Tides have been

Confidered only univerfally, as they affecft the whole

Globe of the Earth ;
it remains, that thofe ftiould

be next fpoken of, which arife from the different

Latitudes of different Places.

To which purpofe, let BEKA QH reprefent

the Earth, whole Centre is at T, its North Pole A,
the other B :EQ. the Equator, and CD, F G,
two Parallels to it, one toward the North, the

other toward the South.

Let the Water round the Earth conform it felf

Into an Oblong Spheroid, (becaufe of the Moons

being near it) whofe Axis K H, produced towards

H, fhall pafs through the Moon Then fhall T H,

or TK, be the greateft height of the Water,

(reckoning from the Centre T) and T M, orT N,

the leaft ; which latter is equal to the height of the

Water in any Point of the Circle N M iv.gr.

whereever it meets with the Parallels, CD,FG, as

fuppofe in X or Y.

Alfo the Right Lines T C, T F, T D, and

T G, (being fuppofed to be drawn) will denote

the height of the Water in the feveral Points

C, F, D and G : Then drawing the Circle P O,

parallel to N M, the luppofed Right Lines, T O,

T V, T S, T R, and TP, will be the heights of

the Water in the Points O, V, S, R and P, where

the laid Circle meets with the Equator and its Pa-

rallels.

This being fuppofed. Let us confider any Place
on the Earth, by its Diurnal Rotation, to defcribe
the Parallel C D : It is then plain, that when the
Place is at D j T D will then be the greateft height
of that Water, when the Moon is in the Meridian
of the Place ; but the Water will be at loweft,
when that Place hath moved to X; and then high"
eft again when it is come to C, as hath been beT
fore fhewn.

But now becaufe T D is longer than T C, (as
being nearer to the longeft of all T H) in the pre-
fent Cafe, when the Moon- declines towards the e-
levated Pole, the height ofthe Water Will be grea-
ter when the Moon is in the Meridian, above the
Horizon, than when in the fame Circle below it.

In like manner, T G will be lefs than T F, (as

being nearer the fhorteft of all T M) that is in the
Place, defcribing the Path, or Circle FG, by the
Earth s Diurnal Motion. T G will be the greateft

height of the Water, happening while the Moon
declines towards the depreffed Pole A, and is on
the Meridian above the Horizon • but this is lefs

than its greateft Altitude which happens when the
Moon comes to the other half of the Jhferidian.

Moreover, the Difference of this Tide, now
greater now leflfer (in Places fituate without the
Equator, according as the Moon moves towards
the vifible, or latent part of the Meridian) will

be greater, if it be conjoined with the Caufes a-

bovementioned, and which will pooduce a like

Effedf, V. gr. at the Solftices ; for then in the Syzy-
gys, both the Luminaries do moft of all decline

from the Equinoctial ; and fuch a Declination
, (it

hath been fhewed) occafions the Alternation of the

Tides,

And this Effect: will yet be encreafed when the
afeending Node of the. Moons Orbit, paffes the
Vernal Equinox ; for then the Moon conjoined to
the Sun, declines towards the North, or South, by
the Quantity of her greateft Latitude, above the
Declination which is equal to the Suns greateft

Declination.

All which things are in this State if the Earth be”

fuppofed to be quite covered over with Water, to
a great Depth ; but becaufe of the Land, Iflands,

Straits, &c. there will be an infinite Variety in
the Phenomena of the Tides', yet there is no
doubt, but that if the Situation of Places, &c. be
well confidered, and Obfervations of the Tides
there exacftly made, all things will be found to a-
gree very well with this Theory, and to be eafily

accountable from it.

TIERCE, or a Third, is a Term in Muficlp, fig-

nifying a certain Divifion of the Monochord, in
which if the Terms be as 5 to 4, ’tis called, a
Tierce Major

, or a Diton • but if the Terms are

as 6 to 5, then tis called, a Tierce Minor, or De-
mi-Diton .

TIES aboard a Ship, are thofe Ropes by which
the Yards do hang : And when the Halliards are

ftrained to hoife the Yards, thefe Ties carry them
up.

TILLER, the very fame with the Helm of a
Ship : It is moft properly ufed in a Boat where

that which would be the Helm in a Ship, is called

the Tiller»

TIMBRE, (or rather Timmer, faith Guillim) is

the Heralds term for the Creft which in any At-

chievement ftands a top of the Helmet.

TIME,
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TIME, in Muftclg, is that quantity, or. length

whereby is afiign’d to every particulars^, its: due

Meafure, without making it either longer or flror-

ter than it ought to be ; and it is twofold, vi%.

Duple or Common
,
and Triple.

Duple, ©r Semi-breve Time, generally called

Common, becaufe moft ufed, is when all the Notes

are encreafed by two ; As z Longs make a Large,

Z Breves a Long, z Semi-breves a Breve, z Minims

a Semi-breve, z Crotchets a Minim, 2 Quavers a

Crotchet, z Semi-quavers a Quaver, and z Demi-

Semi-quavers a Semi-quaver.

This fort of Time is ufual in Anthems, Almains

Pavans, Fantaftes, 8cc.

Triple Time, is that wherein the Meafure is

counted by Threes : As one Semi-breve is equiva-

lent to 3 Minims, one Minim, to 3 Crotcbtes, &c.

So that this fwifter Time or Meafure is proper for

Airy Songs, and Light Leffons : AsCourants. Sara-

bands, figgs, &c.

To theie forts ofTAwemay be added, Sefquial-

teran Proportion, which fignifies a Triple Meafure of

three- Notes, to two fuch like Notes of the Common

'time.

TIME, is a certain Meafure depending on the

Motion of the Luminaries, by which the Diftance

and Duration of things is meafured ;
and is either

Aftronomical, which is (imply taken from the Mo-
tion of the Stars: Or Civil,

which is Aftronomical

Time accommodated to Vulgar Ufes.

Aftronomical, Mathematical, or Abfolute Time
,

flows equably in its felf without Relation to any

thing External ; a.nd by another Word is called

Duration.

But Relative, Apparent, or Vulgar Time, is the

lenfible, and external Meafure of any Duration

eftimated by Motion, and this, the vulgar Ufes,

inftead of true Time.

TIN-GLASS. See Bifmuth.

TINEA, when a fort of running Sores in the

Head, full of little Holes (called Achores) continue

long, or be too (lowly or ill cured, they grow into

Tinea’s, i.e. crufty (linking Ulcers of the^Head,

which gnaw, and confume its Skin ; therefore ’tis

defervedly reckoned amongft the Difeafes qf Chil-

dren, but when they are a little grown ; for tho’

adult Perfons are fometimes troubled with^this

Dileafe, yet they contra&ed the Rudiments, and

Seeds of it in their Infancy. It is called Tinea,

which fignifies a Moth, from thofe little Worms
which eat, and confume Cloths; becaufe thofe

Ulcers prey upon the Skin of the Head, as thofe

Animals upon Cloths. What the Greeks called

this Diftemper, is norfo obvious. Blanchard.

TINCTURE, the Heralds call the Colours in

an Efcutcheon, or Coat of Arms, Tinttures.

TINCTURE, in Chymiftry, is a Diflolution

of the more fine, and volatile Parts of a mixt Body
in Spirit of Wine, or (ome (uch proper Menftruum.

The Matter is .
bruifed in a Mortar, and then put

into a Matrafs, and on it the Spirit of Wine
(ufuallyj is poured to the height of two, or three

Fingers above it : Then the Glafs is clofe ftopt,

and fet in Digeftion in a Sand Heat for four, or

five Days, till the Spirit is well impregnated, and

hath received an high Colour, or Tindture from

the Matter. Thus the Tindture of Cinnamon,

and all Odoriferous Vegetables are drawn.

And when Tindtures are drawn from Minerals,

or Meals
; this Spirit is the common Menftruum

made ufe oft

TINNITUS Aurium, is a certain buzzing, of
tingling in the Ears, proceeding from Obftrudion,
or fomething that irritates the Ear, whereby the
Air that is (hut up, is continually moved by
the beating of the Arteries ; and the Drum of
the Ear is lightly verberated ; whence arifes a

buzzing, or noife.

TIRE, or as the Seamen pronounce it Teer of
Guns, are a Rank of them placed along a Ships

fide, either above, upon Deck, or below: The
former of which, are called the upper Tire of Guns

;

the latter, the lower Tire. There is alfo in fome
Ships half a Tire on the Fore-decf ,

and Half-decks.

TITE, the Seamen fay a Ship is Tight, or Tite,

when flie is lo (launch as to let in but very little

Water ; and this is known by the fmell of the

Water Pumpt our, for if (lie let in but little Wa-
ter, it will always ftink, otherwife not.

TITILLATION, is that fenfation we have in

any Part of the Body when tickled.

TITLE of Entry, is when one is feifed of Land
in Fee, makes a Feoffment thereof on Condition,

and the Condition is broken
;

after which the Fe-
offor hath Title to enter into the Land, and may
do fo at his Pleafure, and by his Entry the Free-

hold fhall be faid to be in him prefently : And ’tis

called Title of Entry
,
becaufe he cannot have a

Writ of Right againft his Feoffee upon Condition,

for his Right was out of him by the Feoffment,

which cannot be reduced with Entry
,
and the En-

try muft be for the Breach of the Condition.

TMESIS, is a Figure in the Grammar, where-
by a compound Word hath its Parts feparated from
one another, by the Interpofition of fome other

Word, as in this of Terrence.

Qua meo cunque animo lubitum eft facere.

Where Qu<e and cunque, are divided by putting
meo between them.

TOISON d’Or, (French) the Term in Heraldry
for a golden Fleece, which is fometimes born in

a Coat of Arms.

TOLL, or Tholl, in common Law, hath two
Significations. Firft, It is ufed for a Liberty, to

buy, and fell within the Precin&s of a Mannor.
Secondly, For a Tribute, or Cuftom paid for ^af-

fage, &c. Some Interpret it to be a Liberty, as

well to take, as to be free from Toll • for they
who are Enfeoffed with Toll are Cuftom-free.

TQLT, is a Writ, whereby a Caufe depending
in a Court-Baron, is removed to the County-court;
and is fo called, becaufe it does Tollere loquelam,

from the one Court, to another.

TOMENTUM, properly fignifies Floclej
, or

Flow of Wool
; but by Boranifts ’tis ufed for that

foft Downy Matter which grows on the Tops of
fome Plants ; which therefore are denominated
from hence ; as Gramen Tomentofum, Carduus To-

menteftus, &c.

TOMETICA, the fame with Attcnuantia.

TOMOTOCIA, the fame with Hyfterotomia.

Blanchard.

TONDINO, a Term in Architecture. See A-
ftragal.

TONE, a Term in Mufick, fignifying a certain

Degree of Elevation, or deprelfion of the Voice,
or (ome other Sound. Mufidans commonly deter-

mine it to be thefixth Part of an Octave, in which
Sence, the OSlave is faid to be compofed of Five
Tones

,
and two Semi-tones

; and the Tone to be the

6 T z Difference
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Difference between the fourth and fifth. A Tone

,

or whole Note is divided into nine Particles called

Commas, five of which, are afligned to the greater

Semi-tqne, and four to the leffer.

TONICA, are tliofe things which being exter-

nally applied to, and rubb’d into the Limbs ;

ftrengthen the Nerves, and Tendons. Blanchard.

TONNAGE, is a Cuftom, or Impoft paid to

the King, for Merchandife carried out, or brought

in Ships, and iuch like Veffels, according to a cer-

tain Rate upon every Tun.

TONSILLiE, the Almonds of the Ears, as they

are vulgarly called, are two Glands feated at the

Root of the Tongue, oh each fide of the Uvula, and

at the Top of the Larynx, covered with the com-
mon Membrane that invefts all the Mouth.

Dr. Wharton fays, That tho’ they feem two, yet

they are really but one, being continued to one

another by a thin, and broad Production, which is

of the fame glandulous Subftance with themfelves.

He fays, They are of a yellowifh Colour, and com-
pares their Subftance to concreted Honey, only

they are of a more firm Confiftency, but they

look Sandy like it : They have fmall Veffels from

the Jugular Veins and Arteries, and Nerves from

the fifth Pair.

They have each a large oval common Duct, or

Sinus that opens into the Mouth fo Wide in an Ox,
that one may put the tip of the little' Finger into

it. Into this many leffer open, and by a difcharge

into the Mouth, &c> the Liquor that is feparated in

the Gland.

Fallopius hathobferved this Aperture or SAw, to

look like a fmall Ulcer when the Gland has been

fwelled, and fometimes by- unskilful Perfons, to

have been treated as fuch, when it has only been

forced to gape a little too much through the too

plentiful Defluxion ofHumours upon the Gland.

The Ufe of thefe Glands was by the Ancients

fuppofed to be only to feparate a certain mucous,

or pituitous Matter from the Blood,for the moiften-

ing, and lubricating of fhe Larynx, Tongue, Fau-

ces, and Gullet : But Dr. Wharton, and as many
as Attribute a fermentative Quality to the Saliva

,

afcribe a more noble Ufe to them ; vi%. to make a

Ferment to further the Concodtion of the Stomach :

Yea, Dr. Wharton (but I think miftakingly.) thinks

that they are the chief Inftrument of Taft.

TOP (of a Ship) is a round Frame of Boards

lying upon the Crofs-trees near the Head of the

Maft : Here they furle or loofe the Top-fail, &c.

TOP-ARMOURS, are a kind of Cloths hung a-

bout the Round-tops ofthe Mails,forIhow - and alfo

to hide the Men which are in the top in a Fight,

who lie there to fling Stink-pots,&c. or to Fire fmall

Shot down on the Enemy in cafe of Boarding.

TQP-QALLANT-Ma/ls of a Ship, are two, vi%.

Maintop-gallant-Maft, and Foretop-gallant-Maft ;

And thefe two are fmall round Pieces of Timber,

let on to their refpedtive Top-Mafts • on the Top
of which Mails are fet the Flag-ftaffs, on which

the Colours, as Flags, Pendants, &c. hang.

TOP-MASTS of a Ship are 4; which are made

fall, and fettled unto the Heads of the Main-Maft,

Fore-Maft, Miffen-Maft, and Boltfprit refpedtively.

TOP-ROPES, are thofe with which the Top-

Mafts are fet, or ftruck. They are reeved thro’ a

great Bfock, which is feized on one fide under the

Cap, and then they are reeved thro’ the Heel of the'

Top-Maft, where is a Brafs Shiver placed athwart

Ships ; after this they are brought up and fatten'd

on either fide the Cap with a Ring : The other part
of them comes down by the l^Aanfffh is ree-r
ved into the Jfnight-heady and when it is to be
heaved, is brought to theCapftan: Thefe Top-Roped
belong only to the Main, and Fore-Maft.
TOPHUS, is a 1tony Concretion in any Part of

an Animal Body ; which is alfo frequently called
a Tophaceous Matter.

TOPICK in Medicine, fignifies what is out-
wardly applied to the Patients Body, to cure him
of his Diftemper.

TOPICK in Logick, is a Ground, or Subject off
which to found, or from whence to draw an Ar-
gument in Dilputation.

"
'

TOPINARIA, is the fame with Talfa, Blan-
chard.

TOPO GRAPHY, is a particular Defcription of
fome fmall quantity of Land, fuch as that of a
Mannor, or particular Mate, &c. or fuch as Sur-
veyors fet out in their Plots, or make a Draught
of, for the Satisfaction, and Information of the
Proprietors.

TOPPING the Lifts, is the lame as haling the
Top-fail Lifts- and therefore they fay Top a Star-
board, or Top a Fort ; that is, hale upon the Star-
board or Larboard Lift. See Lifts.

TORCE, a Term in Heraldry for a Wreath *

which fee.

TORCULAR Herophili in Anatomy, is that
Place where the four Cavities of the Dura Mater
or thick Skin of the Brain are joined.

*

TORE, or Torus in Architecture, or as ’tis

fometimes Spelt Thore, is that round Ring which
encompaffes in the Column, between the Plinth
and the Lift. This is the third Member of the Bafe
ofa Column ; it feems like a round Culhion, fwei-
ling out with the Weight of the Incumbent Pillar.

"

TORICELLIAN Experiment, fo called from
its Author, and Inventor Tonicellius an Italian -

is when a Glafs Tube of about 3 Foot in Length*
and d of an Inch Bore being fealed for clofedin
the Fire) at one end, is at the other quite filled
with Quick-filver. * and then being ftopt with the
Finger, hath its unfealed end thruflffdown un-
der the Surface of fome Quick-filver, contained
in a Veffel ; and then the Finger being removed
from the Orifice, and the Tube put into an ereCl
Pofturej the Mercury will defeend, or run out
till it remain in the Tube, to the height of be-
tween 28 and 31 Inches, leaving in the top of the
Tube an apparent empty Space.

This Quick-filver thus fufpended, hath been
found to encreafe or leffen its height in the Tube
according as the Weather alters for Dry or Wet -

and therefore when hung in a Frame with a Plate
of Divifions for this purpole, 'tis called the Quick-
filver Weather-glafs, the Mercurial Barometer, or
Barofcope ; which Words fee.

That the Caufe of the Sufpenfion of the Mercu-
ry in this Tube, is occafion’d by the Weight of the
Atmofphere incumbent on the Orifice of the Tube, 1

and the Stagnant Mercury in the Balon over it;

is the received Opinion, and feems proved by theie

Experiments and Reafons.

Firft, That when a Tube, in which this Toni-
sellian Experiment is duly made, is placed (Cittern

and all,) in the Receiver of the Air-pump
; after

one Sudlion the Mercury will defeend, and fo ftill

will it go lower and lower at every Su&ion of the

Air



Air our, till at Iaft the Surface of the Mercury

within the Tube, will be a very little higher, than

that which is in the Bafon ; Buc afFoon- as the cis-

ternal Air is let into the Receiver again, it will by

its Spring (which is always equal to the Gravity
'

of the Atmolphere) fo prefs on the Surface. of the

Mercury in the Ciftern, as ter force it up again into

the Tube with fuch violence as will endanger

breaking it, and it will (when quiet) regain
: near !

its former height in the Tube,

2. It hath been found by repeated Trials, that

the Included Mercury will fink if the Tube be car-

ried up to the Top of an high Hill, or up but to

the Top of an high Tower, Steeple, &c. the red-

fon of which appears to be, that the Column of

Incumbent Air which preffed' upon it before, being ;

|

now leffen’d in length by the Altitude of the Hill,

muft needs gravitate lefs than at the Bottom, and

confequently cannot bear the Mercury up fo high

in the Tube. And this Mr. Boyle takes ter be a

kind of Experimentum Crucis, determining plainly

the Caufe of the Mercury Sufpenfion.

3. If after the Experiment is made, and the

Mercury fettled, you lift the Tube out of the : Stag-

nant Mercury, the external Air will prefs in with

that Violence', and drive the Mercury up tO' the

Top of the Tube fo forcibly, as will endanger the

breaking out of the fealed end.

differ not from Powders, but that the Ingredients
whereof they arc prepared

, are not beat fo Email *

And they, are applied either in Fumigations, or ex-
ternally to the Body, by being put into a Linen
.Bag, and then into Wine or other Liquor,' that
they may communicate their Strength, and QualL
ties to it : Sometimes alfo they are compounded of
feme forts of Antidotes, or Counter-poifons, and
other odoriferous things, and of fimple Medicines
reduced into a Powder, with an addition of Su-
gar, in order to be aaken Inwardly. Blanchard,

TRAGUS, as. Hircus (becauie his fometimes
Hairy) is. one Of the Protuberances of the Auricula,
being that next the Temple ; as rhat which is op-
pofite to it, and to which the foft Lobe of the Ear
is annexed, is called Antitragus.

TRAJECTORY, of a Comet, is the Line which
by its Motion it deferibes ; which Hevelius in his
Cometographia, will have to be nearly a Right one -

but it feems rather to be a very Excenrrical El-
lipfis.

The Excellent Sir Ifaac Newton, in Prop. 41. of
his third Book, fhews how to determine the.’Tra-
jeeftory of a Comet from three Obfervations • and
in his next and laft PropolTtion, how to correct a
Trajectory Graphically deferibed. See Comets.

TRAILE-BOARD, in a Ship, is a carved
Board on each fide of her Beak, reaching from
her Main Stem to the Figure, or to the Brackets.
TRAIN, is the Number of Beats which the:

Watch maketh in an Hour or any other certain

TORID Xgme. See ‘Xfnei

TORRIFIED, i. e. Roafted, it was formerly the

ufual way to. Torrifie Opium, or Roaft it againft

the Fire, before any Medicinal Preparation was

made with it, in order to ge%out fome malignant

Parts that they fanfied were in it before; But by

this Means its volatile Spirits, and Sulphur in

which its great Vertue confifts, were evaporated,

and deftroyed. And indeed ’tis found by Experi-

ence, that in moft Cafes Crude Opium is better than

any other Preparation of it whatfoever.

TORTEAUXES, a bearing in Heraldry. See

Balls.

TORUS, in Architecture, is a round, thick

Circle running round the Bafe of a Pillar, refem-

bling the form of a great Ring.

TOTTED, a good Debt to the King, is by the

foreign Oppofcr, or other Officer noted for fuch,

by writing this Word Tot to it.

TOUT temps prifi & uncore ejl, is a kind of a

Plea in way of excule, or defence for him that is

fued for any Debt, or Duty belonging to the

Plaintiff.

TOW, whatever is drawn after a Ship, or Boat

with a Rope, &c. is faid to be Towed after a Ship,

or to be in her Tow.

TOXICA, are poifonous Medicaments, where-

with Barbarians ufe to anoint their Arrows.

Blanchard.

TRABEATION, in Architecture, is the fame

with Entablature, vi%. the ProjeCture on the Top
of the Walls of Edifices which fupports the Timber

Work of the Roof. Trabeation, or Entablature, is

different according to the feveral Orders and com-

prehends the Architrave, Frize, .and Cornice.

TRACHEA, the fame with afpera Arteria •

which fee.

TRACHOMA, is a Scab, or Afperity of the

inner Part of the Eye-lid. Blanchard.

TRAGEiE, a Term in Pharmacy ;
the Trage#

TRANCHE, aWord ufed b)
the French Armorifts, to exprefs a

manner of Counterchanging in ar
Efcutcheon of this Form.

But our Englifh Heralds BlaZor
it thus, he beareth

,
Per Pale Argent

and Assure
,

per Bend Counter-

changed.

TRANSCENDENTAL Curves are fuch, as
when their Nature, or Property conies to be ex-
preffed by an Equation, one of the variable, or
flowing Quantities there, denotes a Curve Line -

and when fuch Curve Line is a Geometric4 one,
or one of thtfirfi Degree, or Kind

; then the Tran-
fcendental Curve is faid to be of the fecond De-
gree, or Kjnd, Sec.

TRANCENDENTAL Quantity. See Quantity;
IRANSCRI.PTO pedis finis levati mittendo in

Cancellarium, is a Writ for the certifying the Foot
of a Fine, levied before Juflice in Eyre, Sec, into the
Chancery.

FRANSCRIPTO pecognitionis facta coram
Jufticiariis itinerantibus, &c. Is a Writ for the
certifying of a Recognizance, taken before Jufiices
in Eyre

,
Sec. into the Chancery.

TRANSFUSION of the Blood, out of one Ani-
mal into another, is thus performed : Bind and lay
them both down on a Table, and then making
ftrong Ligatures round each of their Necks, open
the Eight Jugular Vein and Cartoid Artery

,
of the

Man, (if you can get one to try) and the Left of
the Sheep, (or vice verfa :) Then dextroufly fit-

ting two fmall Quils, or Pipes, crofs-ways from
Vein to Artery, fo that the Arterious Blood of the
Sheep, may run into the Veins of the Man, and
the Venal Blood into his Arteries, the Sheep recei-

ving his after the fame manner : And when the
Rational and Sagacious Looks of the Sheep, and

the
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the Sheepifh. ones of the Man begin to appear plain-

ly diftinguiftiable, the Operation is well over ; fe-

parate them and bind up their Wounds ,
and ’tis

done-

Of this Transfufion, ( if any one hath a fancy to

try it ) he may find a more large Account in Phi-

lofoph. Tranfatt. N. i o.

’Twas firit (asisfaid) pra&ifed by Dr. Lower;

and by the Honourable Mr. Boyle communicated

to the Royal Society.

And in N. 16 . P. 479. of Philfoph. Tranfatt. there

is an account, that one Mr. Gayant of Paris, by

Transfufing the Blood of a Young Dog into an

Old one that was exceedingly Decrepid, and bare

his Age very poorly, made the Old Curr fo Lively

and Brisk, that in two Hours after the Operation

was over, he leapt and friskt about with very

Youthful Agility.

So that, Transfufion of the Blood,

iVtrich makes Fools Cattle, did him Gpod.

Hudibr.

TRANSGRESSIONE, is a Writ commonly
called, a Writ or Adrion of Trefspals, of which

Fit%-Herbert reckons two forts. One Vifcountiel fo

called, becaufe it is directed to the Sheriff, and is

not returnable, but to be determined in the Cou-

ty ;
the form whereof, differs from the other,

becaufe it hath thefe Words
,

Quare vi (3 armis

(3c, The other is term’d a Writ of Trefpafs upon
the Cafe, which is to be fued in the King’s

Bench, or Common Pleas, in which are always

ufed thefe Words, vi (3 armis. See Trefpafs.

TRANSIT, in Aftronomy, fignifies the palling

of any Planet juft by or under any Fixt Star ; or

of the Moon in particular , covering or moving

clofe by any other Planet.

TRANSITION, in Mufick, is when a greater

Note is broken into a leffer, to make fmooth, or

fweeten the roughnefs of a Leap
,

by a gradual

Tranfition, or palling to the Note next following
;

whence it is commonly called, the breaking of a

Note, being fometimes very neceffary in mufical

Compolitions. *

TRANSLATION, in Law, fignifies the fet-

ting from one Place to another ; as to remove a

Bifhop Lome one Diocefs to another, is called

Translation , and fuch a Bifhop Writes not Anno

Ccnfecrationis, but Anno Tranflationis nofirce.

TRANSMUTATION, in Geometry, is to re-

duce, or change one Figure or Body, into another

of the fame Area, or Solidity, but of a different

Form, as a Triangle into a Square ; a Pyramid

into a Parallelopiped, (3c.

TRANSMUTATION of Metals, is what the

Alchymifts call the grand Operation, or, finding the

Philofophers Stone ;
which is fuch a curious univer-

fal Seed of all Metals,that if you melt any Metal in

a Crucible, and then put in but a little of this Stone

or Powder of Projection, (as they often call it) into

the melted Metal, it will immediately, (as they

tell you) turn it into Gold, or Silver, according as

they ufe it.

1 he Famous Dr. Dickinfon in his Book de Quint-

cjfentia Philofophorum ,
tells the World he was

twice fhewed this mighty Feat, by an Adept that

went by the name of Mundanus : To which I

ihall only fay, as Mr. Boyle ufed to do in luch

Cafes, he that hath feen it, hath more reafon to be-

lieve it, than he that hath not.

You have in Lemery
,
Dr. Dickinfon, and others,

long Accounts of the Impcftures, and Cheats of
feveral pretended Adepti .- How they fix Adeicury
with Verdegreafe, and then Colour it deeper (for
the Verdegreafe will give it a yellow Colour)
with Turmerick Cadmia, (3c. and then thev
would pafs it thus off for true Geld : But if ycu
fliould go about to try it by the C'oppel, it will all

fly away in Funes. And indeed nothing produ-
ced this way ought to be adjudged true Gold,
(unlefs it have all the Properties of true Gold,
for all is not fo that Glifters, and looks yellow)
that is, it muft be able to endure Ccppcllivg, Ce-
mentation, Purification with Antimony,- and the
Depart. It muft have the Malleability

, and great
Duttility of that Metal; and efpecially its true

Specificf Gravity, i. e. it muft be to Water, as 19,
or 1 8 and ~ is to 1

,
or elfe ’tis feme way falfe and

Counterfeit. And this laft Teft of Specifick Gra-
vity, would, if not attainable, argue an apparent
Impoffibility of Tranfmutation of Metals. Nor
indeed can I fee how any one can propofe to in-
creafe the Relative, or Specifick Gravity of any
Body whatfoever by a certain and determinate
Way ; and till this is done, all other Pretences are
vain ; for let it look how it will, if it have Iefs

Specifick Gravity than 18 and a half to r, it can-
not be true Gold ; and therefore muft either be a
mixture of fome Gold and other Metals together

;

or e’.fe fome of them under the Difguife of Gold.

The trick of turning Cinnabar into Silver, is pret-

ty enough, and ought to be known.

They bruife the Cinnabar grofly, and then
firatifie it in a Crucible with granulated Silver

:

The Crucible is placed in a great Fire, and after
due time for its Calcination, they take it off ; apd
pouring the Matter out, they fliew the Cinnabar
turn’d into real Silver, tho’ the Silver Grains ap-
pear in the Number and form they were put into
the Crucible. But the Mifchief of all is, when
you come to handle the Grains of Silver, you find
them nothing but light friable Bladders which will
crumble to pieces between your Fingers : The Sil-

ver is almoft of it got in and incorporated with
the Cinnabar

,
and the whole weighs no more, nor

indeed fo much, as it did when it was firft put in-

to the Crucible.

But to give you fomething on the behalf of
Tranfmutation, Mr. Boyle talks of his own lepa-

rating from common Mercury, near a fourth part
of its weight in clear Liquor

,
Seep. Chym. Pag.

1 34. and tells us alfo, that two Friends of his did,

by prefifing Mercury in a skilfully managed
Fire, turn it almoft Weight for Weight into

Water
; but they tell us not in either Experiment,

the Specifick Gravity of the producedrWater, nor
of the remaining untranfmuted Mafsof Mercury;
which unlefs one knew, there is no judging of the

Reality of the Tranfmutation.

In his Second Ejfay on the fucceeding Experiments

he tells us, that Dr. If. a Perfon far both from
the Temptation and Cuftom of Lying, affured

him he did once light on a kind of Apuafortis with
which he did divers rimes draw a Volatile Tintture,

which could and did turn Silver into Gold ; and
that out of an Ounce of Gold he drew as much of

this Tin&ure, as did Tranfinute. an Ounce and a

»
,

ha^f
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half Silver into that Noble Metal : But withal

that defigning afterwards to profecute this Appri-

zing Experiment further ,
he could never again

make fuch an Aqua forth as would draw any fuch

Tin&ure from Gold. Tho’ Mr. Boyle feems encli-

hed to believe the Thing poffible, became he him-

felf more than once was able to deprive Gold of

its yellow Colour, and to communicate it to a Men-

ftruum.

He tells us alfo in his Origin of Forms, P. 235,

That by putting to a Calx of Gold
, a good Por-

tion of his Menftruum Peracutum,
with a little Spi-

rit of Salt, it did flowly, afad quietly diffolve it,

only at the Bottom remained a white Powder

which the Menftruum would not touch, and which

was Indifloluble in Aqua Regalis,. This white

Powder being with Borax, or fome fuch flux Pow-

der melted into a Metal, was found to be white

like Silver, yielding to the Hammer, Diffoluble

in Aqua Portis
, or Spirit of Nitre ; and would

there leave a true Silver Calx, odioufly Bitter.

This is a ftrange Experiment, which had Mr. Boyle

made any more than once, as I cannot find that

he had ; and had he tried the Specifick Gravity of

this apparent Silver, and found it to be lefs than

that of Gold, it had been no fmall Proof of the

Poflibility, of a Tranfmutation of Metal.

But wfiat that noble Author relates in another

Place of the fame Book, about the Tranfmutation

of 'Water into Earth ; X judge the more confidera-

ble, becaufe he made ufe of Hydroftaticks, to ex-

amine his Tranfmuted Matter,

That rain Water being diftilled, or re-diftilled

(by a Friend of his) many times over again (near

2,00 Times) did after each Diftillation, leave at the

Bottom of the Glafs Body, a white Earth in a

confiderable Quantity; and this was afforded

{ faith Mr. Boyle ) more plentifully in the latter

Diftillations, than in the firft.

This he believed to be a certain Quantity of

Water, a&ually turned into Earth, and it was
above twice as heavy ( fpecifically ) as common
Water, and was of fo fixt a Nature, that it lay in

a red hot Crucible for a confiderable Time, with-

out being diminifhed in Weight, or emitting 'any

manner of Smoak.
He takes notice alfo, that an Ounce of Water

yielded fix Drams of Powder, a confiderable Quan-
tity of Water ftill remaining behind ; and that the

Glafs in which it was diftilled, Was not in the leaft

fenfibly Damaged thereby. Yet this great Chy-
mift was not without fome Scruples about the Ex-
periment. For,

Firft, He was not fatisfied that the remaining

Water, Was not Lighter than before the Di-

ftillation.

Secondly , He was not allured that no Parts of

the Glafs Veffel were Dilfolved, or incorporated

With it.

Thirdly, Nor whether Water be truly an Ho-
mogeneal Body ; for if it be, he thinks it Difficult,

if not impoffible to conceive that it can be Tanf-

ffiuted : For how can ( faith he ) the bare Con-
vention of the Parts of a Fluid into a Concrete,

alter the Specifick Gravity.

TRANSNOMINATIO. See Metmymia.

TRANSOM, & the Term which fome give to

the Vane of a Crofsftaff, which is made to Hide hi

long upon the Crofs-ftajf, by means of a Squarfi

Socket ; and may be fet to any of the Graduations
on the Staff, in ah Obfervation.

TRANSOM of a Ship, is that main Piece o£

Timber which lieth acrofs her Stern at her
Buttock, diredlly under the Gun-room Port

5

as when a Ship is built broad or narrow at her

Tranfom
,

fhe is faid to have a broad or narrow
Buttock.

TRANSPARENT,, or Diaphanous Bodies are

fuch whofe Pores probably are all right and near-

ly Perpendicular to the Plain of their Surface, and
fo confequently do let the Rays of Light pafs free-

ly thro
3

them, without being refraded : Whereas
the Pores of Opacous Bodies are in crooked oblique

Pofition, by which means the Beams of Light can-

not pals freely thro’ them, but are varioufly re-

fraded and loft.

TRANSPIRATION, a Breathing through, a£

of Vapours through the Pores of the Skin. Blan*=_

TRANSPOSITION of Equations. See Equa~
ticn.

TRNSVERSALIS Colli, is a Mufcle of the

Neck, which arifeth Flelhy from all the Tranfverfe

Proceffes of the Vertebra of the Neck, except the

firft and fecond, and is inferted after an oblique

afcending Progrefs to their Superior Spines ; it be-

dng a Continuation of the fame Series of Mufcular
Fibres that compofe the Sneer and Semi-fpinatuss

If either of thofe Mufcles ad, the Vertebra of the

Neck are moved obliquely backwards, as wheri
we look over one Shoulder.

, f

TRANSVERSALIS Mufculus, one ofthe Mu-
fcles of the Abdomen, fo called, becaufe its Fi-

bres run acrofs the Belly : Its ufe is to cornprefs

the Abdomen exadly inwards, in Expiration.

TRANSVERSALIS Pedis, is a Mufcle of the

Foot fo called from its Tranfverfe fituation ; it a-

rifeth Tendinous from the Internal Os Sefatnoides

of the Great Toe, and becoming a Fleffiy Belly in

its Progrefs over the firft internodes of the two
next Toes, it is leffened at its Infertion to the In«

ferior part of that Metatarfal Bone, which fup-

ports that Toe next the leffer. Its ufe is to bring

the leffer Toe towards the greater.
. \

TRANSVERSALIS Penis is a Pair of Mufcles
arifing near the EreStores Penis

, and thence pafs

tranfverfely to their Infertions at the upper part of
the Bulb of the Cavernous Body of the Vrethra i

They have this Name for their Situation. They;

are mentioned by Lindanus after Aquapendens, as

Bartholin obferves, Lib. 1. cap. 24.

TRANSVERSALIS Sutura, is a Suture which,

funs acrofs the Face; it paffesfrom one Temple to

another tranfverfely, over the Root of the Nofe,

joyning the Os Frohtis, and the Synciput ;
8

Tis the

firft of the true Sutures, and is ufually called,
1

Corondlis.

TRANSVERSE Axis? or Diameter, See Lams
Hranpverfum .

TRAPEZIUM,- Seeunder Quadrilateral Figures}-

For its Superficial Content. See Area.

TRAPEZIUS, is a Mufcle of the Shoulder-
1

blade, which ferves to move it upwards, back-

wards, and downwards.
TRAPEZOID, is a folid irregular Figure, ha-

ving four Sides not parallel to one another.

.

TRAVAILING-BAROSCOPE, the fame with'

Portable Barometer.

Traverse!
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TRAVERSE, a Term in Gunnery, fignifying

to turn a Piece of Ordnance which Way one plea-

fes upon her Platform,

TRAVERSE, a Sea Word ufed in thefe Senfes

3

they call the Way of a Ship when fhe makes An-
gles in and out

,
and cannot keep diretftly to her

true Courfe, a Traverfe.

Alfo the laying and removing a Piece of Ord-
nance, or great Gun, in order to bring it to bear,

or lie level with the Mark, is called Traverfing the

Piece.

TRAVERSE, in Navigation • is the Variation

or Alteration of the Ship’s Courfe, upon the fhif-

ting of Winds, &c0

Note, That in Sailing in refpedt of the Wind, is

either before a Wind, by a Wind, or Larging„

If a Ship Sail by of againft a Wind, there ought

to be an allowance for her Lee-way , and that

more or lefs, according to the Growth, and Surge

of the Sea ,
Mould of the Ship, and Sail fhe

bears, £&.

EXAMPLE.
Of a Traverfe.

A Ship from Latitude 47 Degrees^ 00 Minutes
N. Sails S. E. by S. 23 Miles, and then Sails S. W.
by W. 31 Miles, and afterwards W. N. W. 40
Miles 5 laftly, N. 28 Miles.

I demand the Courfe and Diftance failed from
the firft Place of Departure, and the Latitude fhe

fs now in.

Firft, Draw the Meridion A b, with 60 Degreis

from the Chords, defcribe the Arch b c, which
make equal to 33 Degrees 45 Minutes= 3 Points,

draw A c, and make A d or A c equal to 23 Miles.

Secondly, Draw d e parallel to A b $ from d,

with do Degrees of the Chords, defcribe ef which
make equal to 5 Points ; draw gft fet 3 1 Miles

from 4 to& '

“ '

Thirdly, Draw g h parallel to A b • with 60
Degrees of the Chords defcribe h i, which make
equal to 6 Points 3 draw g 1, fet 4^ Allies from
g to k,

- Fourthly, Draw k l parallel to A b, make k l

equal to 28 Miles
5 draw / A, that meafured on

the Equal Parts, gives 50, 4 Miles
, and the Angle

A l meafured on the Chords, gives 82 Degrees,
or 7 -? Points from the Meridian

3 fo that if fhe
had fail’d on aftraight Line, and fingle Courfe from
A to /, that Courfe had been W. by"N. Wefterly,
and the Diftance 50, 4 Miles.

By the Logarithms.

As the Radius - 1 ' * 1
*
* ijm. j 0,00000

Is to the SDift. of the firft Courfe 23 Mil. 1,36172
So is the Si Com pi. ofthe Co. S. 56° 15'- 9,91984

To the Diff. Lat. in the firft Cou. 19,1 M. 1,281 56
Then, as the Radius •— •*-—-

—

—————

-

10,00000

Is to the Diftance Ad 23 Miles— 1,36172

;

So is the S. 33° \/ d A b the firft C. 9,74473—

—

To theDeparture in the firft Courfe 1 2,8, 1, 1 9646

Thus proceeding with the feveral Courfes, and
Diftances given, find the Departures, and Diffe-

rence of Latitude ro them all.

If the Courfe be between the North and Eaft

then the Difference of Latitude is called Nothing,

and the Departure Eafting 3 if the Courfe be in

the North-weft Quarter, then the Difference of
Latitude is called Nothing, and Departure Wcft-
ing. If the Courfe be between the South, and
Eaft, the Difference of Latitude, is called South-
ing, and the Departure Eafting,

Now place all the faid Differences of Latitude,
1

and Departures in a Table, the Northings all under
one another, under the Title Northing

, and the

Southings
,
under the Southing 3 the Eaftings in the

Eaft Column, and the Weftings in the Weft
Column.
Then add up all the Northings, as likewife -the

Southings, and fo the Eaftings, and alfo the We-
ftings : Laftly, Take the Sum of the Northings,

from that of the Southings ,
if the Southings

make moft ; or the Sum of the Southings from
the Northings, that you may have their third

Difference, which is the Difference of Latitude 3

as alfo, the Difference of the Totals, of Eafting,

and Wefting for the Departure 3 by which Diffe-

rence of Latitude, and Departure, according to

Cafe 5 of Right-angled Triangles, you will find the

Direct Courfe and Diftance.

€ourf&
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Courfe. Points. Diftance.
-V, /

North South. Eaft Weft.

SEbyS 3 23 1%12 12,78

SWby W 5 31 25,78

WN W 6 40 - M-, 3 *

North. 0 28 " 28,00

From Sum 43,31 3 <5,43 12,78 62,74
take 3 <5,34 12,78

Refts. «,57 49 96 Dep. Weft

Departed % f47° 00> North,

Difference of/
Lasirac!e

j
°q« °7

Ptefent 3 M7? ®t Norths

As the Difference of Latitude 7 Miles— 0,345098

Is to the Radius"- 10,000000
So is the Departure 49,9 » r— 1,698100

jto the Tan. of the Courfe 82,1 -— 10,853002

And,

As the S. of the Courfe 82° i
9«— 5,99577°

Is to the Departure 49,9 Miles -—— 1,698100

So is the Radius —-——

*

— 10,00000

To the Diftance 50,4 Miles——— 1,702330

Example z.

A Ship being bound to the Eaftward, and finding

theWind variable* a fmall Gale, and fmooth Wa-
ter, plies upon thefe feveral Courfes, with the Di-
ftarices oh each Courfei as followeth.

TheLar-boardTack,on Board, Wind from STSW to S
andfo to S S E and E.

r
.

Miles
South-Eaft by Eaft half Eafterly 1— —

- 5
Eaft South-Eaft — — * —

—

—

—

4
Eaft by South — —— — 7
Eaft half Northerly — — —

» )

The Starboard Tack, on Board, the Wind S E»
ESE, E, 6c.

South South-Weft ^ " ' $
South by Weft — > *

. . 6
South * . —————— 4
South South-Eaft— — —— 7
South-Eaft by South———— %

\

The Diredfc Courfe and Diftance from the firft place of Departure is

‘the Work, by the Tranjverfe Table.

"V 6 - —

®

Courfe. Points Dift. North South Eaft Weft

S E by E4 Ely

ESE
E by S
E 4 N’ly

54
6

1
li

5

4
7
3 0 29

2 36
1 53
1 37

441
3 70
6 86

1
2 98

SSW 2 5 1 4 62 1 91
Sby W 1 6 5 88 1 17
South 0 4 4 00 0 ©6
SSE 2 7 6 47 2 08
S E by S 3 3 2 49 I 67

1
I 1

0 29 28 72 21 70
Sum ?

s
. - it :

6 29 1 3 08

• .« i
28 43 18 62

,

Having fet down the feveral Courfes, and Dl-

ftances, then in the Traverfe Table find the CoUrfe

on the Head of the Table , if under four Points

,

but at the bottom, ifabove four Points; and look

the Diftance in the Left Hand Column, and in the

Square meeting will be tfe difference of Latitude
and Departure under the refpe&ive Titles.

Thus, above 5 4 Points, and right againft 5 m]
I find over Title Diff. Lat. 2 36 m, the Difference
ofLatitude, and over Dep, 4. 14, xht Departure^ in

6 U .
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the firft Courfe, which, being placed in their pro-

per Columns, according as they are Northing or

Southing, Proceed in like manner with all

the other Courfes or Diftances entring and cor-

refponding Differences -of Latitude and Departures

in their Columns .• Then add up the Columns of

Diffi.of Lat. and Departure, Subflrailing the lefi-

fer Difference of Latitude from the greater, and

the leffer Departure from the greater, and the Re-

mainders are the whole Difference of Latitude and
Departure fire hath made from the Place of her

Departure 3 fo in this Example, fire's 28, 43 m to

the South of the Place of her Departure
3 and 1 8,

62 m Eaft, with which by Cafe 5th I find her

Courfe S E by S 2 Southerly, and Diftance

34, 5 m .

TRAVERSE. There is hlfo

a Partition of art Efcutcheon us’d

in Heraldry of thisFigure, which
they call Partedper Pale Traverfe.

Argent and Gules,

TRAVERSE, is alfo a Word much ufed in

Anfwers to Bills in Chancery
3
or it is that which

the Defendant pleadeth Or faith in Bar, to avoid

the Plaintiff’s Bill, either by confefling or avoid-

ing, or By denying and trdverfing the material parts

thereof.'
. .

“To traverfe an Office, is nothing elfe but to prove,

That ah Inquifition made of Lands Or Goods by
the Efcheator, is defective, and untruly made.
And to traverfe an Indictment

,

is to take Iffue upon
the chief Matter, and to contradict or dehy feme
Point of it.

TRAVERSE, in fortification, is a little Trench

bordered with two Parapets, vi%. One On the fight

Side, and another on the left, which the Befiegers

make quite thwart the Moat of the Place, to pafs

fecure from Flanf-ihot, and to bring the Miners to

the Baftiofis.

This Traverfe is ufually covered op top with

Hurdles or Bavins laden with Earth, for Security

from the Fire-works, and differs from a Coffer

only in this refpedl, That it is made by the Befie-

gers, and the other by the Befieged.

This Word is now Often us’d for any Retrench-

ment or Line Fortify’d with Fafcines, Gabions

Barrels, Bags of Earth, &c.

TRAVERSE-Bo^r#, is a little round Board

hanging up in the Steerage of at Ship, and bored

full ofHoles upon Lines Showing the Points ofthe

Compafs 5 upon it, by moving of a little Peg from

Hole to Hole, the Steers-man keeps an account

how many GialTes (that is, half Hours) the Ship

Steers upon any Point.

TRAUMATICKS, afe thofe things which be-

ing taken in Decodlions and Potions, fetch the fe-

rous and fharp Humours out of the Body, and fo

attenuate the Blood, that it may be conveniently

driven to the wounded, broken, or bruifed Parts.

Blanchard.

TREASON, is of two lorts, vi%. High and

Petty Treafon. High Treafon is defined to be an

Offence committed againft the Security of the

King or Kingdom, whether it be by Imagination,

Word or Deed 3 as to compafs or imagine the

Death of the King, Queen, or Prince 4 or to De-

iiower the King’s Wife, or his eldeft Qaughter tjn.

married, or his eldeft Son s Wife
3 or levy Wat

againft the King in his Realm, adhere to his Ene-
mies, counterfeit his Great Seal, Privy Seal, or
Money : To Kill the King’s Chancellor, Treafurer,
Juftices of either Bench, Juftices in Eyre, of Af-
fize, or of Oyer and Terminer, being in their
Place, doing their Office 3 diminiftiing or impair-
ing current Money, arid many others, as may be
feen in divers Statutes particularly exprefs’d. In
cafe of this Treafon, a Man fliall be Hang’d, Drawn
Und Quartered, and forfeit his Lands and Goods
to the King. It is fometime called Treafon Para-
mount, Petty Treafon. See the Word it felf in its
proper place.

There is alfo mention of Accumulative Treafonj
and Conjlruftive Treafon, in the Statute 14 Car. 2*
cap. 29. And here Note, That in Majori proditicne
bmnesfUnt principales, there are no Acceflaries in
Treafon, all are Principals. And Voluntas non re-
puiabitur profaclonif in caufa Proditionis, for Petty,

'ajon»

TREASURE-TROVE, is when any Money,
Gold, Silver, Plate, or Bullion is found in any,
Place, and none knows to whom it belongs

3 then
the" Property thereof belongs to the King, but the
Civil Law gives it to the Finder, according to the
Law of Nature. The Punifhment for concealing
Treafure found, is Irnprifonment and Fine. But if

any Mine or Metal be fouhd in any Ground, that
always pertains to the Lord of the Soil, except it

be a Mine of Gold or Silver, which ufed to be al-
ways to the King, in wjiofe Ground foever it be.

found : But by a late Ad ofParliament, the King
;hath only the Preemption.

TREBLE, is the laft or Bigfieft of the four Parts
in Mufcal Proportion .

TREENELS, in a,Ship, are long Pins or Nails
of Wood, whence they are called Tree-nells, or
Tree-nails, made out of the Heart of Oak, to fa-
llen the Planks to the Timbers 3 and thefe have
always Oakam, driven into them to prevent any.
Leak.

_

TREES and Shrubs, of our Native Growth in
England, are thus diftinguiffied by our molt Judi-
cious Botanift, Mr. John pay.

I. Such as have their Flower disjoined and remote

from the Emit 3 and thefe are

,

1. Nuciferous ones, or fuch as bear Nuts, as the
Walnut Tree, the Hazel Nut-tree, the Beach, the
Chefnut, and the common Oak.

2. Coniferous ones, or fuch as bear a Iquammofe
or fcaly Fruit, ofa kind of Conical Figure, and of a
woody or hard Subftance, in which are many
Seeds, which when they are Ripe, the Cone opens
or gapes, in all its leVeral Cells, andPartitions, and
fo they drop out. Of this kind are the Scotch

Firs, Male and Female 3 the Pine, which in our
Gardens is called the Scotch Firrj the common
Alder Tree, and the Birch Tree.

3. Bacciferous ones, or fuch as bear Berries 3 as

Juniper, and the Yew Tree.

4. Lanigerous ones, or fuch as bear a woolly
downy Subftance j as the black, white, and trem-
bling Poplar, Willows, and Ofiers of all kinds.

5. Sucfe
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5. Such as bear their Seeds ('having an imperfed

Flower) in Leafy Membranes or Cales ;
as the

Horn-beam or Hardbeam, called in fome places the

Hornbeecb

.

II. Such as have their Fruits and Flowers Conti-

guous • and thefe are either with the Flower

placed on the Top of the Fruit
,
or elfe have it

adhering to the Bafe or Bottom of the Fruit.

1. Trees and Shrubs with the Flower placed on

the Top or Upper-part of the Fruit : Of thefe,

fome ate Pomiferous, as Apples and Pears ; and fome

Bacciferous, as the Sorb or ServifeTree; the White

or Haw Thorn, the wild Rofe, Sweet-brier, Cur-

rants, the great Bilberry Bufh, Honey Suckle,

Ivy, &c.

1 . Trees whofe Flower adheres to the Bafe or

Bottom of the Fruit, are either fuch as have their

Fruit moift and foft when Ripe, as

1. Pruniferous ones, whofe Fruit is pretty large

and foft, with a Stone in the middle ; as the

black Thorn or SIow-Tree, the black and white

Bullace Tree, the common wild Cherry-Tree,

the Black Cherry, &c.

z. Bacciferous ones ; ar the Strawberry Tree,

in the Weft of Ireland
, Miffeltoe, Water Elder,

the Dwarf a large Lawrel
,
the Viburnum or

way-faring Tree, the Dog-berry Tree, the Sea

black Thorn, the Berry-bearing Alder, the Pri-

vet Barberry, common Elder, the Holly, the

Buck Thorn, the Berry-bearing Heath, the

Bramble and the Spindle Tree, or Prick-

wood.

Such as have their Fruit dry when ’tis Ripe ;

as, the Bladder Nut-Tree, the Box-Tree, the com-
mon Elm and Alh, the Maple, the Gaule or Sweet-

Willow, common Heath, Broom, Diers Weed,
Furze or Gorfe, the Lime-Tree, &c.

TREMOR, is a voluntary Motion depraved,

by which the Member is fomeimes raifed up, and
fometimes depreffed through the mutual Contra-

ction between the Faculty and the Part affeded.

TRENCHES, in Fortification, are certain Moats
or Ditches, which the Befiegers cut to approach

more fecurely to the Place Attack’d, and are of fe-

veral forts, according to the different nature of the

Soil ‘ for if the adjacent Territory be Rocky, the

Trench is only an Elevation of Bavins, Gabions,

Wool-packs, or Shouldrings of Earth caft up round
about the Place : But where the Ground may be
eafily open’d, the Trench is dug therein, and bor-

der’d with a Parapet on the Side of the Befieged.
j

The Breadth of it ought to be from 8 to 1 o Foot,

and the Depth from 6 to 7.

Thefe Trenches are to be carried on with wind-
j

ing Lines, in fome manner parallel to the Works
of the Fortrefs, fo as not to be in view of the Ene-
my, nor to expofe its Length to their Shot, which
they call Enfilading • for then it will be in danger
of being Enfiladed, or fccured by the Enemies
Cannon : And this carrying of the Trenches ob-
liquely, they call, carrying the Trenches by Coudees

or Traverfes.

They call it Opening the Trenches, when the Be-

fiegers begin to Work upon the Line ofApproaches |

and this is ufually done in the Night, and fome-

times within Musket-fhot, and fometimes within

half or whole Cannon-fhot of the Place, if there

be no riling Ground about it, the Garrifon Strong,

and their Cannon well ferved. The Workmen
that open the Trenches, are always Supported by
Bodies of Men againft the Sallys of the ‘Befieged ;

and fometimes thofe Bodies lie between them and
the Place, as alfo on their Right and Left. The
Pioneers fometimes Work on their Knees, and the

Men that are to fupport them, lie fiat on their Fa-

ces, in order to avoid the Enemies Shot : And the

Pioneers are alfo ufually covered with Mantelets or

Saucijfons. They alfo fay, Mount the Trenches j

that is, go upon Duty in them: And to Relieve the

Trenches, is to Relieve fuch as have been upon
Duty there. To Carry on the Trenches, is to ad-

vance them towards any Place.

TREPANUM, the lame with Mediolus • which
fee.

TRESPASS, fignifies any Tranfgreffion of the

Law under Treafon, Felony, or Mifprifion of

either
5

for a Lord of the Parliament to depart

from thence without the King’s Licence, is neither

Treafon nor Felony, but Trefpafs.

But this Word is moft commonly tiled for that

Wrong or Damage which is done either to the

King in his Foreft, or by one private Man to ano-

ther ; and according to this Signification, it is of

two forts; Trefpafs General, otherwife called Tref-

pafs vi & armis ; and Trefpafs Special, otherwife

called Trefpafs upon the Cafe • and this feemeth to

be without Force, howbeit they are fometimes

confounded. How to diftinguifh the Forms of
thefe Writs or Addons, fee F. N. B. Fol. 86 , 87. In

an Adion of Trefpafs, the Plaintiff always Sues for

Damages, or the Value of the Hurt done him by
the Defendant. There is alfo Trefpafs local, and
Trefpafs tranfitory. Trefpafs local

,
is that which is

fo annexed to the Place certain, that if the Defen-
dant join iffue upon a Place, and traverfe the

Place only by faying abfque hoc, That he did the

Trefpafs in the Place mentioned in the Declaration,

and aver it, it is enough to defeat the Adion. Tref-

pafs Tranfitory, is that which cannot be defeated by
the Defendant’s traverfe of the Peace, becaufe the

Place is not material : But the Adion of Trefpafs

puare claufum fregit, ought to be Local.

TRESSEL-TREES, in a Ship, are thofe Tim-
bers of the Crofs Trees that ftand along Ships,

or Fore and Aft at the tops of the Mafts. See

Crofs Trees,

TRESSURE, a term in Heraldry .for an Orle

when it is flowered ; and if there be two of them,

it is called a double Treffure. See Orle.

TRIA Frima, are Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury,
the Three Hypoftatical Principles of the Chymifts,

out of which they pre(|nd that all mix’d Bodies

are compounded, and into which they are ulti-

mately refolvable by Fire ; but the latter is falfe,

and the firft impoffible to be proved.

TRIAL, in Law, is ufed for the Examination

of ail Caufes, Civil and Criminal, according to

the Laws of the Realm, before a proper Judge :

Of which there are divers kinds ; as Matters of
Fad (hall be tried by the Jurors ;

Matters of Law,
by the Juftices ; Matters of Record, by the Re-
cord it felf. A Lord pf Parliament, upon an In-

didment of Treafon or Felony, {hall be Tried

without any Oath by his Peers, upon their Ho-
6 U % nours
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nours and Allegiance ; but in Appeal at the Suit

of any Subject, they lhall be Tried per bonos &
legates homines. If ancient Demelne be pleaded

of a Mannor, and denied, this lhall be Tried by
the Record of Doomfday . Baftardy, Excommenge-
iment, Lawfulnefs of Marriage, and other Eccle-

fiaftical Matters, fliall be Tried by the Bilhop’s

Certificate.

TRIANGLE, is a Figure having three Angles

and three Sides only, and is either Spherical, (which

fee) or Plane ° whofe Sides are Right Lines. Eve-
ry Plane Triangle may be confider’d with relation

either to its Angles, or its Sides. As to its Angles
d

tis either,

i. Eight Angled Trian-

gle, is that which hath
one Eight Angle

, as A.

3. Scalenous Triangle,

is that which has no
two Sides equal, as S.

To find the Area of all Triangles, lee Areal

Of the Properties ofPlane Triangles.

PROPOSITION L
p

In every Triangle, thefum of all the three Angles is

equal to two Eight ones $ and the external Angle
made by any Sideproduced, is equal to the fum of
the internal and its oppofte.

I fay, 1. a f b -f- czss 2 a/1
2. /= b -f a. S

2. Obtufe An-
gled Triangle, is

fuch as hath one
Obtufe Angle, as

B.

3.’ Acute Angled Trian-

gle, is that which hath all

its Angles Acute, as C.

iN. B. Any Triangle that is not Right Angled

is called Oblique Angled, or Amblygonial.

A Triangle, as to its Sides, is either,

lo Equilateral Trian-

gle, is that which hath all

its Sides equal to one
another, as E.

Draw the prick’d Line through the Vertex,
parallel to the Bafe : Then will the Angles d and e
be feverally equal to the alternate ones b and c.

fa9 g. 1 . Eucl.) But d -j- a -{- e tzz L (by Cor. 2.
13. A 1. Eucl) Wherefore b fa f c z=. z L0

Q. E. D.

Andfince c + f are alio equal to z L {13. e. 1 1

Eucl.) if c be taken from both, there mult remain
f=tbfa. <£.E.D.

COROLLARY I.

Hence no A can have z obtufe or 2 L.

COROL, II.

In a Right-angled A, the z oblique Angles muR
make a right one between them.

COROL. III.

If 2 Angles in one A be= to 2 in another, the

remaining Angles mult alfo be equal.

2. Ifofceles, or an E-
quilegg d Triangle, is that

which hath only two
Sides equal, asl.

PROP. II.

In the fame Triangle, equal Sides fubtend, and are

fubtended by equal Angles.

I fay, if a b, then acrzstb

Becaufe
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&

Becaufe the Angles a and b are equal, the Lines
a c and c b muft be equally inclined to the Bafe
ab $ and confequently, be fo at the Point c where
they meet, and therefore c muft be equidiftant

from a and b ; for if c be nearer to, or farther

from b than a, it muft be becaufe the Angle a is

lefler or. greater than b, which is contrary to the

Suppofition.

And on the other hand, if the Sides are equal,

the Angles muft ; for being equal, they muft needs
be equally inclined to the Bafe a b, in the Point c,

where they meet.

prop. m.

In two Triangles ABC, and a b c, if all the three

Sides
,

or two Sides and one Angle, or two Angles
and one Side, be reflectively equal one to another

,

the whole Triangles are equal.

For being laid one on another, they will concur.

PROP. IV:

Therefore, if the A cef be taken away from
both Sides, the A e b c muft remain rra to the

Triangles a b c; E. D,

PROP. V.

Triangles on equal Safes, and between the fame Pa-
rallel Lines, are equal.

IfayAZ= AX.

Draw b c parallel to a g, joind da, d b, and b c.

2.

Aabdswsabc (per preced.) A X, be^
caufe Tis half the a b eg.

Wherefore A Z muft be equal to A X. E. D,

gorol;
Hence follows, that if two Lines have between

them equal Triangles on the fame or equal Bafes,

thefe Lines muft be Parallel to each other.

PROP. VL

I fay the Square of the Idypothenufe (e d) of a pecl-

angled A (e a d) is equal to both the Squares of

the % other Sides (a e) and (a d.)

Triangles on the fame Bafe,
and having the fame

Height, (that is, being between thefame parallel

Lines) are equal

.

I fay, the Triangles a b c, and e b c, having the

fame Bafe b c, and between the fame parallel Lines

a P and b C, are equal.

Draw d c and ef Parallel to a b.

1 . The Triangles dee and e c f are equal, be-

caufe each equal to half the Parallelogram df.

2. The Triangles a h e and e b fart alfo equal,

being each equal to half the Parallelogram af.

ft
_

1

t

3. But A ab c f Ac ef s=z half the af.

4. And eb c A c e fz=s half the af.
r, 0 qj

S h

That is,



i. O 3 i^h.

A f a e, and

a d h; becaufe ^ s on the fame Bafes, are double

to As that have the fame perpendicular height,

or are between the fame parallel Lines.

3. But A / 4 <? =: A bed, and the A h da=z
A e c d, as having feverally two Sides and one An-
gle in one equal to thofe in the other. The two
equal Sides, are the Sides of the Squares, and the

obtufe Angle b e d= e d c.

4. Now 4 X q
=' A bed, and 4 Z = A

dee, by the Proof in the Second Step.)

5. Therefore 4 X q; b= 4O kj, and 4 Z q; sr

4 •"™! Kb (by comparing together the 2d, 3d and
4th Steps.)

6. And confequently, X yj = ^ Kf, andZ
<7;

uU
4. h, ( for if the halves are equal* the

wholes muft.)

Wherefore X q-> -f Z q
-

3 ~Oq -

3 (by the firft

Step.) $>. E. D.

The Second T9ay.

I fay the Square of d/= Sum ofthe

Squares of do and 0 f

1. dfszi a e -f e c.

2. The A aod = 4 d g, and alfo — to 4
a e, becaufe on the fame Bale, and between the

fame Parallels with both.

Wherefore d g= a e.

3. The A c o/= 4 X, and alfo to 4 c c

for the reafon given in the zd Step.

Wherefore X = Dee,

4. And confequently ,
d g -j- D X is equal

to df, (by Step 1.) £• D.

The Third way,

I fay, acq;z= ab q
-

3 -f- be qj

Make h k.
= to & b, and compleat all the Squared

Then will,

Q a

c

— D4X4 Z 4 T.
4 & =X-f-R-fO.
b c = Z + H.

Wherefore taking away what is common, Re-
mains D-f- T=R + H 40. But then,

R= T, bee. a c=z d e, dfs=ab, and Lf~b,

Remains to be proved, that

D = H + O. Which it is, becaufe D = R
( as having 2= Sides and one L

)

and R was pro-

ved= T, and T r: O -f H, becaule a c r= c e,

the Angle at b= and the Angle a c b = e c K
( becaufe each with bee makes a A,)

Wherefore, the Square of ac.=z ab q$ -f be q%

& E. D.

PROP. VII.

In an Obtufe-angled Triangle, the Square of the

Sidefubtending the Obtufe Angle, exceeds the Sum
of the Squares of the other tcoo Sides by the double

ReElangle, (zba.) under the Bafe, and the fart
added to it.

Let fall the Perpendicular/, and produce b
,
till

it meet with it.

Uemonftration:
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Demonfrationl

V. h b z=z b b -f a b a + 4 a -f pp

2] And 00 s= pp + a a.

3 , But bb + ooszhb^-aa'frpp
A >

Wherefore h exceeds the laft Step by i b a,

& E. D,
PROP. ¥111.

in tin Acute-angled Triangle ]
the Square of the

Side (h) Subtending an Acute, is lefs than the

Sum of the Squares of the other two Sides, by dou~

ble the Rpitangle under the whole Bafe ,
(b -f-

a)

and the Segment of the Bafe (a) which is next t0

the Acute-angle, V

Let. fall the Perpendicular pi

. J

;

Demonftratioti

\

T. hh^lb+pp.

i. 00 ss p p »f- a al

3. Q. b -p a zz b b -j- 2, b d -J- a £
x I.

. 4.
1

•. J

4. bb+pp + zaa + zab, is the Sum of
the Squares of the Legs.

Wherefore h h is lefs thah that by i a a 4- % ab,
Which is plainly equal to the Double Redf-apgle
under the Whole Bafe, and the Pafc a.

1 • f
‘

'} fh • » r '1

Let the Radius be called' R, and confequently

its Square R R.

Jjf
" ''' so '

,

/ V-
' -'3

1 fay l • then d e ss 4 R, for the two Triangles

fe a, and ead, are equal, as having two Angles
and one Side Equal in both. Wherefore the

Square of e d= % R R ; ‘which being fubtra&ed
from R R ,

leaves P P = | R R, Wherefore

P= <%/
“

•? RR| and confequently its double a bzz

2 *s/ : | RR j i. e. to the <%/ : 4? */ R R, or to \/ s

3 R R. Wherefore 3 R R zz of a b
;
ot abq

= 3 R R. & B I>.

. N. B, Herein is founded Euclid's way of gene-

rating a Tetrahedrum, and infcribing it in a given

Sphere. See Prop, 13 e 13.

PROP. X.

The Sides of a Triangle are cut Proportionably by a
Line drawn Parallel to the Bafe.

That is, it makes, a bib c ::ad : del

Draw the Lilies b e and e d>

vs >'

dli r ...

P R 0 P, IX.

The Side ab of an Equilateral Triangle^ a be,
inscribed in a Circle, is in Power Triple ofthe
dius 1 or its Square is equal to thrice the Square of
the Radius, a d.

V xfr Ay*
r '

Demonjlratlonl

?. The Triangles bde
, and bde, are equal, beeauls

on the fame Bafe, and between the fame Parallels,'

Therefore the Triangle abd, will have the fame
Proportion to them both, i.e. abd :b dc ::abds
bde. But the Triangle abd, having the fame
height with the two equal Triangles b dc, and
bde, will be to them as its two Sides a b and a dv
are to their Bafes b c and d e. N

Therefore able biiadid el

Which Proportionals
, may he considered and

varied according to the feveral Species of Propor-
tion* '

As by Imerfion, cb : abVi dc : d% the Pam of
the Legs belqw the Parallel, are Proportional to
thofe above it*

Alfo Alternately
, ah i a 4 z t e b 1 d e. The Part

of one Leg above the Parallel, is to the Part of the
otherLeg above the Parallel, as the Parts below
are to one another*

The fame thing may be done by Compaction and
Divifion, Ike,

f R O- PJ

- i
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prop. xr.

in a Triangle, a Parallel to the Safe, is to the Safe,

as the Parts above the Parallel are to the whole

legs.

That is, de : c biz a dm eita e i ah.

Draw df parallel to e h.

Then will / h = d e: Therefore ’twill be

b'f :

/

c :: d aide: And by
Inverfion

, / c : bf : : d c : d a. And then by
Compofition, f c + b

f

( i. e. be): bf (i.e. del)

z : d c
-f- d a{i. e. a c :) d a jor as c b zdeiiacz

d a.

Which Inverted
, gives del ebziad: a c.

9c E. D.

PROP. XII.

In a Right-angled Triangle ( a b c ) a Line (ad)
drawn from the Right-angle at the Top, Perpendi-

cular to the Hypothenufe (b c) divides the Triangle

( a b c ) into two other Right-angled Triangles,

which are fimilar to the firjl Triangle
,
and to one

another.

a

i. For all three Triangles have one Right-angle.

And the Triangles a b c, and a b d, have the Angle

b common to both ) and confequently the Third

Angle bad, muft be equal to c. Wherefore thefe

two Triangles are fimilar.

2,. The Cafe is the fame, as to the Triangles

a b c and a d c But the Triangles abd and adc,

being fimilar to the great one a b c,
;
muft be al-

fo fimilar to one another. ^ E. D.
- *

. , -.1 r .
• . . .

• t
. r

‘ *

From the Similarity of which three Triangles,

it will follow, that the Sides about the Equal An-

gles are proportional (by 4. e 6. Eucl.) and thence

arifes the Proofof the next Famous Propofition, by

rhis means proved a fourth way.

T R I

PROP. XIII.

In every Right-angled Triangle, the Square of the

Hypothenufe is equal to the Sum ofthe Squares of
the other two Sides„

1 fay, 0 b c =s ba"+~D~7c,

Demonjlration.

1. For the Square bg is made up bf the twf
Redlangles bf and dg.

But bfert O b a, for eb%b a izbazbd*
That is, b a SZcbvLb ds=z bf.

And dg = O a c. for be :ac:z a etc di

That is, a c estb cx c d z=z dg.

Wherefore b c (z=. bf 4. q dg) as
b a ”b O d c. E„ Z).

COROLLARY
. ... -

, . ,
\ r'

Hence ’tis plain, That any Figure made on the

-Hypothenufe of any Right-angled Triangle
, {hall be

equal to two other fimilar Figures made on the

Sides. Becaufe all fuch Figures are to one another,'

as the Squares of their Homologous Sides.

You have above three other ways of demon-

ftrating this admirable Propofition, without the

Do&rine of Proportion being firft learnt.

PRO P.
1
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- PROP. XIV.

Jf any Angle of a 'Triangle be bijfecled ;
the bijfecl-

ing Line will divide the oppofite Side in the fame

aroportion as the Legs of the Angle are to one

tiother.

Let the Sides of the Triangle be a
,
b, and c i- d,

and the Biffecting Line s,

I fay, a : b : : c : d„

produce the Leg b, till/= a the other Leg of
the Angle, and draw the Line e. Then will the
Triangle efa be an Ifofceles ; and confequently the
Angles at the Bale e, will be equal : And there-

fore each will be equal to half the Biffected Angle,
(becaufe that is external and equal to them both :)

Therefore in the fird Triangle, the Biffecting

Line s is parallel to the Bafe e • and confequently,

f : b : : c : d.

That is, a ib: : c :dt Q. Lh D.

TRIANGULAR Compajfes, are fuch as have
three Legs or Feet to take off any Triangle at

once ; they are ufed in Maps, Globes, &c.
TRIANGULAR Quadrant

, is a SeBor, with a
loofe piece to make it an Equilateral Triangle

;
the

Calendar is graduated on it
,
with the Sun’s Place,

Declination, and many other ufeful Lines, and by
the help of a String and a Plummet, and the Di-
vifions graduated on the loofe Piece

, it may be
made to ferve fof a Quadrant.
TRIANGULARE OJfculum , the Triangular

little Bone, is that which is placed betwixt the
Lambdoidal Suture of the Skull, and the Sagittails.
Blanchard.

TRIANGULARIS, a Mufcle of the Thorax,
which with its Partner, lies on each fide the Car

-

tilago Enfiformis, within the Cavity of the Tho
rax

,
under the Sternum fometimes this appears

to be three, at other times four diftinct Mufcles
on each fide. It arifes from the Inferior part

of the Os PeBoris, whence its upper part afcends,

and lower defends to its Implantations at the
Bony endings of the fourth, fifth, fixth, and fome-
times feventh and eighth Ribs

, near their Con-
junction with their Cartilages. Its reputed Ule
by moll ( if not all ) Anatomifts, is to contract
the Bread.

TRIANGULUS Septentrionalis
, pr Deltoton,

the Triangle, a Northern ConMIation confiding of
6 Stars*

TRIBRACHYS, is the root or a Latin Verfe,

confiding of three Syllables, and thofe all fhort, as

Priamus.

TRIERACHtJS, the fame with Tribrachys.

TRICEPS, is a Mufcle of the Thigh, fo called

from its three Heads or Beginnings, the fird and
larged of which, arifeth broad and flefhy from the
Inferior Edges, and External Parts of the Os Jfchi-

um, and Pubis, where they are joined to each other

lying between the Semi-tendinojfus, and Semi-mem.

-

branofus, and that of the Gracilis, and defcehding

with an Oblique Order of flefhy Fibres, is inferr-

ed partly Tendinous and Flefhy, near an Hands
length in breadth to the Linea Afpera, of the Thigh
bone, that is immediately below the Inlemon of
the Quadratus Femoris its Inferior part making a

Arong round Tendon, inferred into the Superior
part of the Internal and Lower Appendix of the
Thigh-bone.

The fecond Head, or beginning of this Mufcle,
arifeth Tendinous from the CL Pubis, but in its de=
fcent foon becomes Flefhy, and joins with the for-’

mer, near to its Infertion to the middle part of the
Lined dfpera of the Thigh-Bone.
The third and lad beginning of this Mufcle,

fpringeth from the Inferior part of the Os Pubis,

betweeri the Origination of its lad defcnbed Head,
and that of the PeBineus ; and defcending Cbhque-
ly

,
joins with the fird near its Infertion io the Li

*

nea Afpera of the Thigh-bone, immediately above
the Termination of the fecond Head cf this Mufcle*
This moves the Thigh varioufly according to the
diverfity of its Beginnings j fo the firit deferibed
part pulls the Thigh-bone upwards, inwards, and -

fomewhat backwards : The fecond and third Be-
ginnings of it, pull it more inwards, and turn it

fomewhat outwards, as when we put our Legs a-
crofs each other.

TRICUSPIDES are three Valves of a Trian-
gular form, placed at the Mouth of the Right Ven-
tricle of the Heart ; they are made of a thin Mem-
brane, and their Bafes are fixed to the Mouth of
the faid Ventricle

, and their Points tied by fmall
Fibres to the Flefhy Productions

; fo that when the
Heart contra&s, its Point approaches its Bafis, and
the Flefhy Productions move upwards

; therefore
the Fibre's of thefe Valves are relaxed, and the
Valves lifted up by the Blood which gets under-
neath them, becaufe the Furrows and Flefhy Pro-
ductions keeping the Valves at a little di-
dance from the Sides of the Ventricle, give way
to the Blood to pafs under them, and fo to thrud
up the Valves, which fhut fo clofely the entry into
the Ventricle, that the Blood cannot return the
way it came in, but when the Ventricle is dilated,

the Fibres are pulled down, and the Paffage made
open for the Blood to enter.

TRIE, a Sea Term. See fry.

TRIEMIMERIS, *
is a Branch of the Cafura of

a Latine Verfe, when after the fird Foot of the
Verfe there remains an odd Syllable, which helps
to make the next Foot ; as in this Verfe.

Tile Latus Niveum molli fultus Hyacinthd.

TRIGEMINUM. See Complexus.

TRIGILD. See ArgiU.

TRIGLYPH, in Architecture, is a Member of
the Fri^e of the Dorick. Order, fet directly over eve-
ry Pillar, and in certain Spaces in the Inter-colum-
niations. By their k riangnlar Gutters

.
( for they

ate;

v
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are always made with three Gkpha, whence the
;

Marne;) they Teem to have been defign’d to Convey
the Guttce

,
or Drops which hang a little under

them : Some think they reprefent Apollo & Lyre.

TRICON, is a Word varioufly vied in Mathe-

maticks, and figniues a Figure with three Angles

:

By fdme addi&edto Aftrological Vanities, disus’d

for the fame with what they as fillily call a Tri-

plicity.

In Dialling there is fometimes ufed an Inftru-

ment of a Triangular Form, which is called, a

Trigon,

TRIGONOMETRY is the Art of Meafuring

Triangles, or of Calculating the Sides ofany Tri-

angle fought ;
and this is either Plain or Spherical:

Of which I fhall fpeak diftin&ly ;
beginning firft

with the Plain.

The Art of Trigonometry doth much depend on

the Knowledge of the following Lines in and a-

bout a Circle.

5

4. The Difference of any Ark from a Quadrant
be it more or leIs, is called its Complement. ThusO F is the Complement of the Ark O T, being
what it wants of being a Quadrant

; and O F is
aho the Excels by which the Ark O D exceeds a
Quadrant

; the Line r 0 is the Right Sine of the
Complement, and therefore ’tis called the Co-Sine
°r Sine-Complement of the Ark O T ; as O R Is
the Co-Sine of the Ark F O. — •> * v* *

5. A Line, asTS, touching the Circle in the
ioint T, and Perpendicular to the Radius C T, is

-

called a Tangent : And if a Right Line be drawn
through O from the Centre of the Circle C, meet-
ing with the Tangent in S, that Line S C is called
a Secant, and they both limit one another, fo as to
be the Tangent and Secant of the Ark O T : F N
is the Co- Tangent, and C N the Co-Secant of the
fame Ark- but they are the Tangent and Secant
of the Complemental Ark O F.

•
’

_
1 a '

•

.

K The Line R T intercepted between the Right
Sine and the Tangent, is called the Verfed Sine,
and by fome Sagitta .

7. Whatever Number of Degrees an Ark wants
of a Semi-circle, is called its Supplement.

8. The Line C R, which is the part of the Ra-
dius C T lying berween the Centre and the Right
Sine, is always equal to, and may be taken for the
Co-Sine r O 5 and C r is equal to the Right Sine
OR.

9. If any Ark belefs than a Quadrant, as T O;
the Difference between the Radius and the Co-Sine,
is the Verfed Sine R T • but if it exceed a Qua-
ck ant, as the Ark D F O doth then the Sum of
the Radius and Co-Sine, is the Verfed Sine : ThuS'
DC-f CR“DR the Verfed Sine of the ArkD F O.

10. The Radius with the Sine and Co-Sine of
any Ark (as T O) do make a Right-angle Trian-
gle, as O C R, which is fimilar to the Triangle
C S T, made by the Radius, the Tangent, and
the Secant. Alfo the Radius, the Co-Tangent, and
the Co-Secant, make ajnother Triangle fimilar to
the two former.

DEFINITIONS.
*

I
*

i. The Line D T in a Circle, is called the s

Diameter, one half of which, C T, as alfo C O,
and C F, is called the Radius ; and by fome the

whole Sine, becaufe all other Sines are taken out

of it.

.

z. Any Right-line, as O A,, joining the two Ex-

tremities of an Ark, is called the Chord, or Sub- Hence
tenfe, either of the Ark OTA, or of its Comple-

ment to a whole Circle O D A.

3. The Line O R, which is Perpendicular to the
|

Radius C T, or which is juft half the Chord O A,

is called the Right-fine, or moft ufually the Sine of

the Ark O T, or of the Ark O D, fo that a Right-

fine is half the Chord of double the ArkJ
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5

As Radius is to the Sine : ; fb is the Secant
to the Tangent. That is, C O : O R : : C S *

S T.

3 - As the Sine is to the Radius : : fo is the Ra-
dius to the Co-Secant. That is, OR:OC:S
FC : CN.

4. As the Tangent is to the Radius : fSo is Ra-
dius to the Co-Tangent 5 as S T : T C ::FN

Therefore the Rectangle between the Tangent
and Go-Tangent of any Ark is equal to the Square
of the Radius.

11. Every Triangle has fix Parts, of which three

are Sides, and three Angles j and of thefe if we
have three given, we can find the reft, (except in

the Cafe where the three Angles only of a Plain

Triangle are given.)

For from thence the Sides cannot be found, be-

caufe two Triangles may be Equiangular, and yet

have the Sides by no means of the fame length.

We can find the reft, I fay, if fuppofing the Radi-
us divided into any Number of equal Parts, we
can but difcover how many of fuch parts any Sine,

Tangent, or Secant of any Ark or Angie doth con-

tain. Nov/ this is ready done to our Hands, in

the Table of Signs, Tangents, and Secants, which
we have, with prodigious Induftry, in Books rea-

dy calculated for this purpofe.

1 a. When therefore any Triangle is given to be
refolved, the firft thing we have to do, is to cqnfi-

der. That there is in the Table of Logarithms*
Sines, Tangents, and Secants, a Triangle exactly
fimilar, and equal to that which we are required
to folve, and whofe Sides are to one another in the
very lame Proportion of thofe of the. Triangles
propofed.

2. We muft underhand whatever Ratio one
Side of the Triangle given, hath to the other Side
about the fame Angle, confidered as Lengths efti-

mated or numbered by any known Meafure, as

fuppofe Inches, Yards, Miles, Leagues, &c. the

very fame hath the two Sides about the fame Angle
in the triangles in the Tables, or in the Tabular
Parts : Which two things well underftood, do lead

us into the whole Myftery of Trigonometrical
Calculations.

1 3. Trigonometry, is either Plain or Spherical -

and both may be refolved by the means of 4 Pro-

positions, which beeauie of their excellent Ufe, at&

called Axioms.
,

.

14. The firft of which relates to Reelangle Plain
Triangles • and is this.

axiom I.

In a Right-angle Triangle, if either of the Legs be

fuppofed to be the Radius of a Circle, the other

Leg will be the Tangent cf the oppofue Angle, of

of the Angle at the Centre and the Hypothenufe
will be the Secant of that Angle : But ifyou ima-
gine the Hypothenufe to be the Radius of a Circle

,

then each Leg will be the Sine of its oppofite Angle

,

or of the Angle at the Centre • as is plain from
the adjoining Figures,

In the firft of which, B fthe Bafe) being made
the Radius, P (the Perpendicular) is the Tangent
of the Angle at a, the Centre of the Circle, which
is oppofite to P, and the Hypothenufe is the Se-
cant of the fame Angle.

.

In the fecond Figure, where P is made the Ra-
dius, B is the Tangent of the oppofite Angle at
the Centre c.

In the third Figure, where H the Hypothenufe is

made the Radius, P is the right Sine of the oppo-
fine Angle at the Centre. And,

In the fourth Figure, H being alfo made Radi-
us, but C the Centre of the Circle, B will be the
Sine of its oppofite Angle c.
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The Seven Cafes of Plain Triangles.

Given
Re-
qui-

red.

Proportions. Given
Ke -

qui-

red.

B, a, b P R : B : : Tan. b : P c : Y Y c

B, *, b H S, 4, B : : R : H c : Y Y
%

b

B,H v* Y H : R : : B : S, a, c \/ :b y y

B,H P H : R : : B : S, a,

ThenR:T.£::B:P
Or R : B : : T . b : P

which
the v

finds

/ a.

B: P YY B : R : : P : T : b cV : 1
Y V

B: P H B : R : : P : T :b
ThenS : £ P : : R: H

-

by the laft.

c V :
|

h

‘H V V ! B i R : H : : S, a : B b \/V c v'

P3Z0

The Calculation oftheSeven Cafes ofRight”

angle Plain Triangles.

CASE I.

Given B. a. and b. Required P ?

Canon

R

R : B : : T : b : P ?

IO.

B = 2. 8853612 =
T,b z=. 9.6197205 r=

768
22 9 37'

2. 5050817 := 31° — E ?

The General Rule for all Operations in Trigo-

nometry, isj to write down the Numbers found

in the Tables according to the Order of the Ca-

non : And then adding together the fecond and

third Numbers, from their Sum fubftrad the firft,

the Remainder is the Logarithm of the Term
fought.

By Gunter’r Line.

Extend the Compaffes from 45 Degrees on the

Tangents, to 22 Degrees 37 Minutes, the fame

Extent will reach in the Line of Numbers from

768, backward to 320.

CASE II.

Given B, a
,
b. Required H?

S, a :B : : R ; H

S, a

B
R

9. 9652480 r= 67° 23'

2.8853612 ss 768.
10.

H = 2.9201132 1=2 832

By Gunter j Scale.

H-

Extend the Compafles from 67 Degrees 23 Mi-
nutes to 90 Degrees on the Line of Sines

$ the
fame Extent will reach from 768, to 832 on the
Line of Numbers.

Tbe General Method to jlate any Cafe, or toform the

Canon.

Confider that the thing fought muft always
ftand in the fourth or laft Place : And therefore

in Caf. 1 . fince P, a length is fought, that muft be
rhe laft of the Four Terms 5 place it therefore laft

with an Interrogation-point after it, to fhew that

it is required or fought.

In the Golden Rule the fecond and fourth Terms
being always of the fame nature or kind, and P
being a length fought, and B the only length gi-

ven ; B is neceflarily determined to be in the fe-

cond place : Writ it down therefore in that place
with four Points after it thus : ; to Ihew that the
Proportion disjoins or breaks off there.

3. Confider that the Hypothenufe not being ei-

ther given or fought, the firft Axiom determines you
to work by Tangents : And the Side given B being
fuppofed Radius, the Proportion muft be 5 As B
confider’d, as Radius is to its felf confidered as a
Length given : : So will P confidered as the Tan-
gent of the Angle b, be to its felf confidered as a

Length fought. That is.

R : B : : T, h % P?

=32 0

If
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If the Angle b had been fought, that muft have

been placed laft, and it would have flood thus 3

is in Cafe the fifth.

B : R : : P : T, b ?

But if the Hypothenufe had been in the Quez-
on, either given or required, you muft have work-

ed by Sines, and the Hypothenufe will be always

Radius 3 as in Cafe z. where H is fought.

©

For H being re'quired, it muft ftand in the laft

place, and fince B a length is given of the fame

Nature with H, that muft be in the fecond place

:

And then fay by Axiom i. As B considered as the

Sine of the given Angle a, is to its felf considered

as a length 3 fo is H confidered as Radius, to its

felf as a length fought. That is,

S, a : B : : R :

And to fhew the Extenfive Ufe ©f this Dodrine
of Plain Trigonometry, the General Triangle above
deferibed and numbred, may either firft relate to

the Sea, and then thefe 7 Cafes will be all the Ca-
fes of Plain Sailing - and alfo of Mr. Wrights, or

as *tis commonly, tho’ falfly call’d, Mercators too

3

regard being firft had to the way of working by
Meridional parts, &c.

CL

For, in this Triangle the Angle a, is the Angle
of the Rhumb, or the Angle with the Line of
the Ships Courfe makes with the Meridian, and
therefore ulually by the Sailors called, The Courfe 3

and the Side P reprefents the Meridian of any •

Place, acrofs which the Ship is fuppofed to fail
3 |

and confequently on it muft be accounted the diffe-

rence of Latitude between the two Places a and b.

The Angle b is the Complement of the Courfe, or
what that Angle wants of 90 Degrees, and conse-
quently known when the Courfe is fo. The Bafe
reprefents the Difference of Longitude, or the
Departure Weft, or the Wefting of the Ship in

comparison of the place at a that fhe is fuppofed
to have parted from: And the Hypothenufe H,
reprefents the diftance Sailed, or Run (as the Sea-

jmen call it) or how many Leagues or Miles the
j

Ship hath failed from the Place a to the Place b.

This being underftood, if this firft Cafe be made
a Cafe of Plain Sailing, there will be given Courfe
and Departure; required difference of Latitude,
and the Canon is.

As Radius is to the Departure in Aliles : : So is

the Co-Tangent of the Courfe, to the Difference
of Latitude in Miles.

N. & Here the Ship being at a, is fuppofed to

Sail South Weftward (or to fpeak exadiy, W. S«

W.) and therefore her difference of Latitude is

reckoned to the South, and her Departure to the
Weft : But by Inverting the fame Triangle, you
may fuppofe the difference of Latitude North, and
the Departure Eaft 3 for the North is accounted to

lie right before you, and confequently the Eaft to

the Right-hand, and the Weft to the Left 3 where-
fore the Courfe now is E. N. E.

2. If you would apply the Dodrine of Trigono-

metry, to the Calculation of Heights, Depths,
Diftances, the fame Triangle and Numbers will

'do ; regard being had to the Nature of the Terms
required and fought.

For the Perpendicular P, will reprefent any
Altitude 3 and B will reprefent a Diftance from
the Foot of it meafured on the Ground : The An-
gle at b is found by the Quadrant or fome fuch In-
ftrument 3 and confequently you may find P by
Cafe i» For,

As Radius is to die Diftance, from the Foot of
the Objed : : So is the Tangent of the Angle of
Altitude, to the Height of the Place, i. e.

R : B i : T, b : P

Or, fuppofe the Diftance B were required
from above, by taking the Angle a, and finding
the Length of P, by a String and Plummet.-
Then will

1C : P i : T, a : R

This being premifed as to the general Ufe of
Trigonometry, let us proceed to

CASE

r



CASE III.

Given B, H. Required the Angles a
(
b,

H : R : : B : S,4

H 1. 9201133 = 832

R az io. ooooooo
B = 2.8853612 =a 768

S,a is 9.9652379 = 67s 2,3'

* as Angle a

Which Subtracted from 90 Degrees, gives the

Angle b-=. 22 Degrees. 37 Minutes.

By Gunter’s Scale.

The Extent from 832, back to 768, in the'Line

of Numbers will reach from 90 Degrees to

67 Degrees 3© Minutes in the Line of the

Sines.

CASE V.

Given B, P. Required 4/ V-

B : R : : P : T, b
-- - •

B a£ 2. 8853612 za 768

R za 16.

P = 2. 5051500 as 320
*«——• —

T, b as 9. 6197888 za 22° 37'zaA •

Which 22 Degrees 37 Minutes Subtracted from
90 Degrees, leaves a = 67 Degrees 23 Minutes.

By GunterV Scale.

The Extent from 768 back to 320, in the Line;'
1

will reach from 45 back to 22 Degrees 37 Mi-
nutes in the Tangents.

. CASE VI.

Given B, P, Required H.

Having found b by the foregoing Cafe, this

will be the Theorem.

S, b : P : : R : H

S, b = 9. 5849685 za 22° 37
#

P = 2. 5051500 a= 320
R za 10.

Given B, H, Required P-

Having found a , by the foregoing Cafe, this

will be the Theorem.

Rz B : : T : b HT

Or,

/

R : T, b : : B : P

R 2= 10 .

T, b, as 9.6197205 = 22° 37'

B = 2.8853612 = 768

P s= 2. 5050817 a= 320.

By Gunter's Scale,

The Extent from 45 Degrees in the Tangent-

line, back to 22 Degrees 37 Minutes will reach

in the Line ofNumbers from 768, back to 320.

H za 2.9201815 =e 832 a H?

By GunterV Scale.

The Extent from 22 Degrees 37 Minutes, for-

wards, to 90 Degrees in the Line of Sines,’

will reach from 320, to 832 in the Line of Num-
bers.

CASE Vlli

Given H andV 4/* Required B ?

R : H : : S, a : B

R 2= 10I

H — 2. 9201233 za 832
S,az= 9.9652480 = 67° 23'

B za 2.8853719 za 768 B.

By GunterV Scale.

The Extent from 90 Degrees in Line of Sines

back to 67 Degrees 23 Minutes
, will reach in

the Line of Numbers from 832 backwards to

768.
The
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From whence will arife the three former of the

The Refolution of Oblique Flam
Triangles .

AXIOM II.

Jn every Triangle, a, b, c, the Sides are in proposi-

tion to one another, as the Sines of their oppofite

singles.

A

Let fall from the Angle b, a Perpendicular to the

Lafe a c : For then the whole will be refolved into

2 Right-angle Triangles, and confequently by Axi-

om the firft a b. R : : b d. S. a. alio b c. R : : b d,

S, c. wherefore a b. b c :: S e, S, a. by Recipro-

caHity of Proportion.

Otherwife thus.

Draw a Circle about the Triangle from yvhofe

Centre O, let the Perpendiculars O e, Ok., and
O t, be let fall to the three Sides of the Triangle,

and the Lines o a, o b, and o c, be drawn to the

three Angles.

The Sides of the Triangle will be bifedied by
the Perpendiculars, and confequently a e will be

e b, b /<, kc and c t — t a. wherefore as the

whole Line afb is to b c :

:

fo will the half fide a c

be to the half k.c ; but a e and k. e, are the Sines

of the Angles at the Centre a o e and (oc, which
Angles at the Centre are feverally equal to the An-
gles of the Triangle c and a, becaufe they ftand on
half the Arks that the Angies of the Triangle do -

3

wherefore a b : b c : : S, c : a.7 7 T

Let IT, B, and O, be the Sides of an Oblique
Plain Triangle ;

a, b and c, its three Angles ; here
becaule there is no Right-angle, three things rauft
be always given ( that is, either two Sides and one
Angle, one Side and two Angles, or elfe all the
three Sides.

fix following Cafes.

Given. Required* Proportions.
(

H.O c„ b.

O, S c : : H. S, b. Note 1

that the Angle b is ambi-
guous, and you muft cob
ledt from the Cireum-
fiances of the Triangle,

whether it be Obtufe or

Acute.

H. Q, c . B.

1
..... -

Here firft find the An-
gle b by Cafe r, thence a

Will be known by taking

the Sum of b T c. from
1 8o°, Then

S

,c. O ::S, a t

B. Or S, AH : : S, a t B.

c, b, O. 1

H, S, c. Or:S, ALL

H. a. O. c, b.

A + O. H—- O :

:

T
\ Z ofthe oppofite Angles

to T ~ X of the oppofite

Angles, and f Z -f - X
== b. and T Z— f'Kxxc,

H. a, O. K
Find the Angles by the

former Cafe, and then S,A
H : : S, a. B.or S, c, O : ;

S, a. b-

H.O.B.

3 Sides.

\

3 Angl.

B.H+0 : : H— O.X,
and then 4 B f4X—
CBandf B— lXz=BA

|

Then will H. R : : C B.

Co-fine Angle C. and O.
R : : b B, Co-fine Angle b .

Axiomt .

And. the three laft are folved by the help of the
two following Axioms.

AXIOM III.

At the Sum of the Legs about the Angle given, is to

their Difference ; : So is the Tangent of half the'

Sum of the other two Angles, to the Tangent of
half their Difference.

Now the Sum ofthe other two. Angles is known^
being what the given Angle wants of 180 Degrees,
and their Difference is now found

; add therefore
their half Sum, and half Difference together, and
it gives you the greater of the two Angles fought 5
and half the Difference fubtrafted from the half
Sum, leaves the lefler Angle fought. And thus
having found the Angles

; if the Side oppofite to
the former given Angle be fought, it will be found
eafily by Pardie s Axiom

,
That the Sides are as the

Sines of the Angles.

The Demonftration of the Third Axiom, is brief-

ly thus.

Dembnflratlon

.

I fay the futn of the Legs of any Angle a, is W
their Difference : : as the Tangent of half the Sum
of their oppofite Angles, is to" the Tangent of half
their Difference,

Produce
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Produce O, one of the given Legs of the Angle

given, till ^/become equal to H or C a, and then

bifedfc bfine, joint/, and bifedt it alfo in d:

Draw a d, which will be Perpendicular to cf (i:

1 6.) and draw d e, which will be Parallel to c b.

(6. 92.) Then will the Angle c ad =.d af: i. e, to

the half of c af, which external Angle c afz=:c.

-f b : That is, to the Sum of the oppofite Angles

required.

Draw then g a Parallel to cb * lb will the Angle

g a c, be equal to the alternate one c. And iffrom

half the Sum of the oppofite Angles, you take the

leflfer Angle : i. e. If, from cad, you take g a c,

there will remain the Angle gad, equal to half

the Difference of the oppofite Angles.

And fo alfo, if from b e, half the Sum of the

Legs, you take O the leffer Leg, there will re-

main a e equal to half the Difference of the Legs.

And then fince the Triangle c a d is Right-angled,

if ad be made .Radius, cd will be the Tan-
gent of the Angle cad (i.e. the Tangent of half

the Sum of oppofite Angles ;) and in the little Tri-

angle g a d, g d will be the Tangent of the Angle

gad (i.e. The Tangent of half the Difference of

oppofite Angles.) But the Segments of the Legs

of any Triangle cut by Lines Parallel to the Bafe,

being proportional, e b : ea : : c d : d g : That is,

in Words, Half the Sum of the Legs
,

is to half

their Difference : : as the Tangent of half the Sum
of the oppofite Angle

,
is to the Tangent of half their

Difference ; but Wholes are as their Halves

:

Wherefore the Sum of the Legs is to their Diffe-

rence : : as the Tangent of half the Sum of the op-

pofite Angles, is to the Tangent of half their Dif-

ference.

Whence the two following Cafes will eafily be

folved.

——*—
CASE II.

Given H O, and a. Required B ?

Firft find the Angles by the former Cafe, and
then S, b : H : : S, a : B : or S, c: O: :S, a: Bz
by the Second Axiom.

AXIOM IV.

The Bafe is to the Sum of the Legs : : as the Diffe-
rence of the Legs is to the Difference of the Seg-
ments of the Bafe made by a Perpendicular let

fall from the Angle oppofite to the Bafe.

For there is alfo another Cafe, in Plain Oblique-
Triangles, which requires a particular Axiom to
folve it ; and that is, Where all three Sides are gi-
ven to find the Angles. Here let fall a Perpendi-
cular from any Angle to its oppofite Side as a p ;

and then fay, As the Side d c is to d a + a c, the
Sum of the other two Sides : :7So is the Difference
of thofe two Sides d a >-— acto a fourth Number.
Half of which added to half d c, gives you the
Segment of the Bafe d p

• and if fubtra&ed from
.half d c, it will leave the other Segment p c. And
when thofe Segments are thus found, rhe Angles
are eafily had thus ‘da: Radius :: dp : Co-fine
of the Angle d ; And a c : Radius ::pc : Co-fine
of the Angle C.

The Demonftration of which laft Axiom, is

this.

Demonjlration»

On the Centre a, with the Diftance a c, defcribe
a Circle, which will Interfedl both the other Sides
of the Triangle, and then % d will reprefent the Sum
of the Legs d a and ac : de will reprefent their

Difference, and d/will reprefent the Difference of
the Segments of the Bafe made by the fall of the
Perpendicular a P.

Then I fay, d c :d :de: df: That is, The
Bafe is to the Sum of the Legs : : as the Difference

between the two Sides is to the Difference of the Seg-

ments of the Bafe ;
as is apparent from Prop. 67.

of Pardie’s Sixth Book
,

after drawing the Prickc

Lines e c and f %.

CASE I. And then the Cafe will ftand thus.

Given H, O and a. Required c, b ? CASE III.

For H -f- O. H— O : : as T, half Z oppofite

Angles, is to T, halfX oppofite Angles, and then

half Z 4- half X= b : and half Z — half X

Given FI, Oy B, all three Sides. Required the

Angles. See the Figures before.

I fay, by this Axiom, B : H + O : H— O : X,
which expreffes the Difference of the Segments of

the Bafe, df in the Figure.

And
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A nd then having found Xj half B + halfX =r dp
the greater Segment, and half B— halfX —pc,
the lefler , by which means the two Right-angled

Triangles a dp, and ap c, will be folved eafily :

For d a. : Radius : : dp : Co-fine of the Angle d,

and a c
m
. Radius : : as per. to the Co-fine of the

Angle c.

The Operation ofthe Six Cafes ofOblique-

angled Triangles.

CASE I.

Given H, O, c. Requ ired k
-

rr:

€>

O : S, c :: H : S, b

The Numbers of the Triangle, are as as follows.’

cs 22® 37*

h — 53 08

V a = 104 15 Ori its Siippl. £3 75 ! 45
*

H =± 780
O = 374 - 9
B = 945 . _0 — 2. 5739154 = 347 . 9

5, c= 9, 5849685 == 2z° 37'

H — 2. 89x0946 s= 780

Sum “ix. 4770631
i> 1

S,$== 9.9031477 = 53! 8*

CASE II.

Find firft the Angle 6, by C^/e C then will

be known.

Given H, O, c. Required B.

S, c : O : : S, a ; B

$, c = 9.5849685 =5 22! 37,'

0 = 2.5739154 = 374 9
$,a c=. 9. 9864x73 = 104 1

5

?

Sum= ix. 56034x7

B = 2. 9753742' = 945

CASE III.

Given c, b> 0 . Required ti

*

S, c £= 9. 5849685 = xx® 37*

O
S,*

2. 5739*54
9. 9031084

374 9

53 8

L= IX. 4770X38Sum:

H = 2.8920553 ss 780s

CASE IV.

Given H, a, O Required <?.

H+O : H—O

:

: T, 4 Z. opV 4/ : T,|X opVV,

H -f- O =: 1 1 54 9
H O = 405 1

Half Z oppofite Angles= 37 52'

H + 0= 3.06x5820 ss 1154 9

H — 0=5 'X. 6074550 — 405 1

ThalfZ= 9.8907254 = 37 52

Sum =ix. 4981804

T, half X. 9. 4355984^5 15! 15

A

Then will half Z + half X = 53
7 Minutes == b : and halfZ « halfX ™ axjD&f
grees 37 Minutes ss e*

~

it & A SI

i 1
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CASE V.

flood ; its Application, Ufe, and Practice, will be
very eafie and plain, tho’ its Extent be very large
and ample. For,

Given H, a, O. Required B.-

C

Find the Angles b and c, by Cafe 4 ,
then,'

S, b : H : : S, 4 : B

S, £= 9* 9031084 — 53 0 8'

H = %. 8910946 = 780
5,^= 9.9864273 = 104° 15'*

Sum = 12. 8785219

B=2. 9754135 = 945

* This js the Sine of 74.45, the Supplemencof

104.15, to a Semi-circle.

CASE VI.

Given H, O, B. Required Three Angles.

B. H -j- O : : H — O. X.
'

iB+iX= CBandiB— |X = Bi
H. R : : B c. S c : and Q. R : : B b. 2 b

B = a. 9754318 = 945

H + O = 3. 0622058 = 1154. 9
H— O = 2.. 6074540 = 405.1

|B=47i| 5. 6^96058 =
£ *= 2-47 |

— *

2. 6942280= 495

H= 2. 8910453 — 780’

4B+tK=75o *

ix—i=x225 R=io.
BC= 2. 8573225 = 720

5 c = 9. 9652672= 23
a
37’

0= 2. 573904

R= 1 o.

B£= 2. 3521825

2 b = 9.7782671 = 53
s 08’

And when thus the Nature, Reafon , and Me-
thod ofOperation in the Calculating of the Sides

g&d Angles of Oblique Triangles, is fully under-

F/r/?, If you have a mind to apply it to what"
they call Oblique Sailing, or the Dodrine of 0/4
lique Plain Trigonometry, applied to Sailing; your
former Triangle and Cafes will reach all that you
can defire.

As fuppofe a Ship Goafting along by the Shore
from the Place b, fets an Head Land by her Com-
pals, (as c) and finds it to bear from her S. S. W.
then hie fails on, W. S. W. 51. 5 Miles or Mi-
nutes to a ; and then finds that the Head Land
bears from her full S. E.

a

Tis required to determine her di fiance from
this Head Land when Ihe was at b, and now Ihe
is at a.

a

Firft, To Plot the Triangle.

Draw a ftrait Line, as B, reprelenting the firft

bearing of the Head Land, which was S. S. W.
Then from 6 Points take 2, and there remains 4 =
45% becaule the Ship Sailed Weft South Weft,'
make the Angle b equal to 45

0
, and fo will the

Line O reprefent the Diftance failed, and b will
be the Courfe. Prick off the Diftance run, vif
51. 5 Miles from b to a. Then becaufe the Ship
failed W. S. W. the contrary Rhumb from a to b,

muft be E. N. E. And fince the South Eaft Rhumb
makes with that, an Angle of 67 s

’ 30', you muft
make the Angle at a, juft 67° 39'. So will the

Line H, when drawn, interfedf the Line B in the

Point of the Situation of the Head Land c ; and
by that means will the Triangle be compleated.

This being done, if you pleafe, (tho
1

Plotting

the Triangle is not of abfolute neceffity, but very,

Ufeful and Inftrucftive) then confider, that it muft
be a Cafe ofOblique Plain Triangles, where is gi-

ven the Angles a and b
, and the Side O. Requi-

red H and B.

To find H fay, (becaule c is alfo known if a
and b are.)

S, c. O : : S, b. PI

Operation

\

v



Operation,,

$,<?*= 9. 9656153 =: 67 0

Os= 1. 7118072 = 5 C 5 Miles,

S,b= 9. 8494850 == 45!

Sum =; 11. 5612922.

H= 1. 5956769 — 39- 4 Miles.'

And to find B, you may fays

:

As S, A H : : S, a. to B s

Or;

As S, c. O : t S, a. to B.

I fhall give but one Inftance more in this mat-
ter, which is this.

Suppofe a Ship Sail S. S. W. $o Leagues, and
then W. by N. 64 Leagues : What was her diredfc

Courfe, and what is her Diftance from the Place

fhe went from ?

To Plot the Cafe."

Let b be the Place from whence the Ship failed,

and let B reprefent the S. S. W. Rhumb, and the
Diftance thereon run = 50 Leagues, from b
to a.

Then, fince the firft Courfe was two Points, and
the fecond feven Points from the Meridian, make
an obtufe Angle at b, equal to 9 Points, or ioi°
1

5

-* And on the Leg H. fet 64 Leagues, then
Drawing the Side a c, the Triangle will be
formed.

In which you have two Legs, H and B forming
the Angle a, and that Angle given, And this is

Cafe 4, ofPlain Oblique Triangles.

Secondly, If you would apply this Part ofTrlgo*
fiometry to. the Meafuring of Inaccefllble Diftances,
Heights, &c, at Land

$ the Practice will be very
eafie.

Suppofe a Tower, Steeple, &c. as a G, whole
Height you would take, but can meafure no nearer

than from c to b, but know the Length B, is

100 Yards.

Here you can take the Angle a b G, With your
Quadrant, and confequently 1 the Obtufe Contigu-
ous one, c b a, is known.

j 1

The Angle c is known after the fame way by the

Inftrument : Wherefore having in the Obtufe An-
gled Triangle HOB, the Bafe B, and the An-
gles c and b, you muft find O by Cafe 3. of Oblique

Plain Triangles : For fince c and b are known
their Sum fubftracfted from 180, will leave c a b

P

known, Therefore fay,

__ w
As S> 4. B : : S, c. O.

And when it is thus known or found, having
in the Right-angled Triangle, b a G, the Hypo-
thenufe O, and the Angle b.

By Cafe the 7th of Right-angled Triangles.

As R. O : : S, b- a G,

The Altitude of the Tower fought.

Thirdly
,

Suppofe an Inacceflible Diftance, aS

B D, which imagine to be the Diftance between
two Forts; Baftions, &c. on the Wall or Line of
an Enemies City or Gamp ; and that becaule of

the Cannon, you can go no nearer than the

Line G C, but can meafure from Gr to C* and ai

each Station take Angles with an Inftrument.
1

Having taken then by the Theodolite, (§c. the

Angles GCD, and C G D. and meafured GC.*
And alfo having taken the Angles C G D, and
BCG. This premifed, which is eafily done by
the Inftrument,

You have in the Triangle C B G, the Side C (t
and the two Angles G, and GC'B; Wherefore-
alfo the Angle C B G{ Say therefore,

^ Y ~ A
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As S# B. is to G C i

:

S# C. to G

And confequently G B is found

Again# in the Triangle: CDG, the AnglesGCD
C G D, and. the Side C G being given# the Side,

G D will be found by this ProportiQn.

As S# D. C G : : S, C. G D.

And confequently GD alfo is found.

And now having in the Triangle GBD, the

two Sides G B and G D, arid the included An-
gle G ; you can firft find the remaining Angles

feverally by Axiom 3, and then the Side B D by
Axiom 2 .

Or, If not being able to get nearer than the

Point a, you could not meafure fideways as before,

but only backward to b, or forward from b to a :

You may then eafily gain the Length from D
to C.

for placing the Inftr'ument at a, you can take

the two Angles bat) and b a C, and take alio

G a D ;
meafure then from a to b, and at b take

alfo the two Angles a b D, and a b C. Then can

you eafily gain the Sides a C, and a D, in the two
Triangles b a C, and b a D j and having before

taken by the Inftrument the Angle C a D, you

may find the Side C D in that laft Triangle a CD,
by the fecond and third Axioms of Plain Oblique

Trigonometry. Alfo,

Fourthly
,
On the Application of this Part of Tri-

gonometry, to the Dodrine of Ajironomy, depends

the Method for finding the Parallax and Diftance

of a Planet, or Star.

Let c be the Centre of our Earth, and h a Point

on its Surface ; at which, an Oblerver at h takes

with an Inftrument, the Angle d h 3”, or the Di-

ftance of the Meridian Moon G ,
from her Zenith

at

T R I

Her true Diftance from the Zenith, is knowa
by the Aftronomical Tables ; which is the Angle
d q: But the obferved Angle d h being ex«>

ternal to the Triangle, d h y, will be = to %
+ c*

Where take c from it, and the Remainder is

theAngle h d c =4 to. the Moon’s Parallax, whofe
Subtenfe is h c= to the Earths Semidiameter.

Suppofe that h c be 4000 Miles
; then in the

Triangle d h c, there are all the Angles, and the
Side h c known.

Wherefore,

As S, d. h c : : S, b. d c.

Which is the Moon’s Diftance from the Centre of
our Globe,

And alfo, as

S d.h c : : S, c. d h.

The Moon’s Diftance from the Place of Obfef*
vation.

TRIGONOMETRY Spherical.

Definition 1 .

A Spherical Triangle is made by, or contained

under the Arks of three great Circles of the

Sphere.

Definition 2 l

A Spherical Angle, is the mutual Inclination or
Aperture of the Planes of two great Circles.

Properties of Spherick. Triangles.

f. When one Circumference of a Circle cuts,

crofles, or falls on another, the Sum of the Angle

made thereby is equal to two right ones.

2. When two Circumferences of Circles erofs

each other, the oppofite or vertical Angles are al-

ways equal.

3. In every Spherical Triangle, the greater An-
gle is oppofite to the greater Side.

4. An Ifofceles Spherical Triangle, hath its An-

gles at the Bafe equal to each other 3 the Converfe

of which alfo is true, That if the Angles at the

Bale are equal, the Triangle is an Ifofceles.

5. If two Spherical Triangles are mutually Equi-

lateral, they are alfo Equiangular and Similar one

to another.

6. If two Spheric^ Triangles have in each one

Angle and two Sides including it ; or if they have

one Side and two Angles adjacent refpe&ively

equal, the whole Triangles are equal.

7. Any two Sides of a Spherick Triangle, are lon-

ger than the third 3 becaufe the Ark of a great

Circle is the neareft Diftance between any two

Points on the Sphere.

8. All
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8; All great Circles muft cut each other into

two equal Parts 9 becaufe their common Inter-

ietftion is a Diameter of the Sphere 9 and confe-

quently, the two Points of Interfe&ion are at the

diftance of a Semicircle from each other,

COROLLARY,
Hence ’tis plain, That every Side of a Spheric

^Triangle mult be lefs than a Semicircle.

9. The oppolite Angles at the Interfedtion of

two Circles are always equal, beCaufe the fame

Planes conftitute both Angles 5 that is, the Angle a

is equal to the Angle b, See Figure below,

10. In a Spherical 'Triangle
,

if the Sum of the

Legs of any Angle be greater, equal, or lefs than

a Semicircle 9 the internal Angle at the Bafe is ac-

cordingly greater, equal, or lefs than the outward

and oppofite one 9 and confequently, the Sum of

the two internal Angles at the Bafe is greater, e-

qual or lefs than two Right Angles.

DEMONSTRATION,

€

If a c 4* c d be greater thdn a b, d c muft be
longer than c b, and confequently, the Angle b

(= a) will be bigger than the Angle c d b. Pro-

perty 3. But if a c -f- c d be equal to a Semicircle,

then d c will be equal to c b, and the Angle b

Angle c d b. And in the Triangle d c b, becaufe

d c -f- c b is lefs than a b
;
therefore a c is greater

than c d, and confequently the external Angle adc
is greater than the Angle a 9 that is, than the An-
gle b, the internal Angle at the Bafe.

Alfo, fihce the Angle a d c
-f- the Angle C db

two right Angles, therefore the Angle a dc -}-

the Angle a is greater than two Right Angles, &c.

11. In anlfofceles Sph. Triangle, if ohe ofthe
equal Legs is greater, equal, or lefs than a Qua-
drant, the Angle is accordingly greater, equal, or
lefs than a Right one.

1 2. The Sum of the three Sides of every Sph.
Triangle, is lefs than a Circle.

For c d is lefs than c b -f- b d, wherefore ac •
f*

d e -h d a, muft be lefs than the Sides acb -f ad b.

See the Figure above.

13. The meafure of any Spheric!^ Angle, is an
Ark of a great Circle delcribed from the Angular
Point, and precifely 90 Deg. diftant from it 9 that
is, making the Angular Point the Pole of that
Circle.

iq. The Po^es of the Sides of any Triangle
G H D, do on the Surface of the Globe, conftitute
another Triangle n x m, which may be called Sup-
plemental to the Triangle GHD

9 for the Sup-
plements of the Angles and Sides of the Triangle
n x m, are equal to the Sides and Angles of the
Triangle GDH.

DEMONSTRATION,

X

From the Points GHD, as Poles de'fcribe three
great Circles x Ay, R T m n, x B n then is

y m = Quadrant = A * 9 becaufe m is the Pole
ofH G y, and x or E the Pole of G A, therefore
mx— Ay = Supplement of C A= Angle HGD,
and %n is Quadrant = B x, therefore n x == B x= Supplement of Angle HGD, and n T =
Quadrant =zm R, therefore nmxx. T R == Sup-
plement ofthe Angle D H G*

Note, That the Triangle n E m conftitUted be-
tween the three next Poles, has its three Sides
and Angles equal to the Angles and Sides of
the Triangle GHD, fave that the greateft
Side n m is the Supplement of the greateft
Angle H, and the Angle E the Supplement of
the Side G D.

' 1
\\

1 5. Any Angle of a Triangle, with the diffe-

rence of the other two, is lefs than two Right
Angles. For, * n is lefs than x m -f m n t

That is,

iG - E)<2L— Gfi £ — H„

Therefore,

G f H — D < 2 d

For flnce i L - D < i f — G -p 2 L Hi

That is,

2 L - D < 4 U "G
By transfering D, G, and H, ’twill be 2 L f G
4~ H < 4 d -f D ; then by taking away 2 [_

from both Sides, andtransfering D, you’ll havs
G-fH ' D <2 u , £4 Av D.

U . If
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1 6. If two Triangles are mutually Equiangular,

they are alfo mutually Equilateral ; for becaufe

they are Equiangular, their Supplemental Trian-

gles are Equilateral, (by 14th) and therefore

Equiangular (by 5th )
and therefore the propofed

Triangles are Equilateral (by 14th.,)

17. Firji, The 3 'Angles of every Triangle are

greater than 2 Right Angles, and lefs than 6 Right

ones.

For 4 L, (by i 2th.)

That is,’

6 s i—
• b g —- h

i. e. 2 U < D + G + H*

idly, The Sum of the internal Angles, is lefs

than the Sum of the Internal and External both,

Which in all, make but fix Right Angles.

18. Of feveral Arks of great Circles falling from

the lame Point of the Sphere’s Surface on another

Circle, the greateft is that which palfes through

the Pole of the Circle, and the next to this, is grea-

ter than that which is farther off.

For fuppofe P the Pole of the Circle C®D,
and •ss the Pole of D P C ; then is A D ^ A B
^AE AC; and the Arch B <st C »> B P £>

BD.

19. A great Circle palling through the Poles of

another great Circle, cuts it at Right-angles ; and

on the contrary, if it cuts it at Right-angles, it

palfes through its Poles. Thus the Angle P B D
£= L = P G D r=P D B, alfo= to A C.

20. In an oblique angled Triangle, if the Angles

at the Bafe are like, or of the fame kind, i, e. both

Acute, or both Obtufe ; the Perpendicular falls

within the Triangle, and the Quadrantal Ark

without : But if they be unlike, the Perpendicular

falls without, and the Quadrant within. For the

Triangle E A F has the Angles E and F Acute, and

the Perpendicular A C falls within, and the Qua-

drant A <sr without. Alfo the Triangle BAG hath

Band G obtufe; and thePerpendicular A D within,

and the Quadrant A <sr without : But the Triangle

B A E has the Angle B, E of different kinds, and

the Perpendicular A C without, and the Quadrant

A ‘sr within.

Alfo, by the fame Figure is manifeft, how the

'Ambiguities of Right-angled Triangles may bef

olyed, vi%.

SOLUTIONS.

#

1. The Legs of the Right-angle are of the famg
kind with the oppofite Angles. So in the Triangle
BD A, becaufe D A is greater than a Qua-
drant D P, the Angle DBA is greater than the
Right-angle D B P : And in the Triangle B C A,
becaufe A C is leffer than the Quadrant P C, the
Anglo C B A is leffer than the Right-angle CBP,

2. If the Legs ( and eonfequently the Angles

)

are of the fame or different kinds ; the Hypothe-
nufe is accordingly leffer or grflhter than a Qua-
drant : So in the Triangles EDA, E C A, the
Hypothenufe A E is leffer than a Quadrant ; but
in the Triangle B D A, the Hypothenufe A B, is

greater than the Quadrant B P.

3. If the Hypothenufe is lefs or greater than a
Quadrant, either Leg, with its adjacent Angle, is

accordingly of the fame or 'different kind, as fol-

lows from the two laft.

For the viewing the Sines, Co-fines, and other

Right-Lines of Arks, which are not vifible in a
common Sphere ; Let the Arks of three great Cir-

cles of Card Paft-board be put together, as in an
Armillar Sphere.

As fuppofe the two Arks BP, B A , and that

B P H, the Plane of the greater Ark were turn’d

round B H, till that a Right Line falling from P
perpendicular to the Plane BAH, may fall on

fame Point of the Line C A, fuppofe onD; for

in that Pofition P A B will be a Spherick Triangle

Right-angled at A
,
and B P the Hypothenufe, B A

the Bafe, P A the perpendicular Arch.

And fuppofe P A (in the next Figure) be equal

P A of the Triangle, and fitted according to its

Letters therein
,

and draw A E, P F Perpendicu-

lar to B C 3 fo A E, P E, P D, will be Sines of

the Arks BA, B P, P A, and their Co-fines will

be E C, F C, D C. >

Thefc
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Thefe things being done and conceived, the two

firft Axioms of Spherick Trigonometry
,
will prefent-

ly appear , and alfo the Demonftration of the 1 6

Cafes of Right-angled Triangles, without any o-

cher Figure or Production of Sides, as is ufuah

To that end, let the Ark a ( Fig] 3. ) be alfo

fitted in the Solid, according to its Letters • (asyon
will find it very well done in Mr. Heynesh Trigonem)
Then in the two Right-angled Spherick Triangles.

P B A, m B having the fame Acute Angle B,
at the Bafe,

IV

AXIOM I.

The Sines of the Hypothenufes are proportional to the

Sines of the Perpendiculars,

PF : P D : : 'a- C : <ar (A

AXIOM II.

The Sines of the Bafes are Proportional to the Tan -

gents of the Perpendiculars.

A E : A G : : & C : & y>

For the two Right-angled Triangles F P
C vs are fimilar 5 as alfo E A G, and Cay.

And for the Solution of the following Cafes, I

fuppofe B A P fin this Figured a Right-angled Tri-
angle, and its Sides produced to Quadrants B
BM, AD.

Suppofe alfo, PE, P F, N G, and E G Qua-
drants. Then is N E equal to B P, and the Com-
plement of B A equal to A M, equal to b A DMs

and FE equal to Angle F P E, equal to Angle BPA,
and GD equal to NM, equal to Angle B, and the'

Angles at A, M, N, E, and F, right.

N. B. The Reafon of producing the Sides of

the Triangle BAP to Quadrants, is, becaufe by
this means the Angles,m§y be. turned into Sides,

and the Hypothenufes into Bafes and Perpendicu-

lars & e contra : And from, hence it comes to pafs#

that the Parts of the Triangle given, do foiiietimes

fall in Co-fines and Co-tangents, inftead of Sines

and Tangents.

Here follow the Proportions for Bjght-angled

Triangles

.

The
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The Proportions for the Solution of the Sixteen Cafes of Right-angled Spherick

|

Triangles, with their Solutions of the Ambiguities.

i

Given. Req.

-

Given. Req.

BA, PA B P S,DA : S,AM : : S,DP : S,PN.(by Ax. i .) i.e. R t cs :BA : : cs,PA : cs,EP.(Sol.z.) c c. h

2

3

4

BA, PA B S,BA: S,BM : : T,PA : T,MN,(by Ax. 2.)*>Js,EA :R : : T,PA : T,B. ( Sol. !•) c c. L

BP, P B S,PE : S,PN : : T,FE : T,DN (by Ax. 2.)' i.e.R : w,BP : : T,P : ct,B.(Sol. i

.

hi. L

BP,P BA S,GE : S,GF : : T,EN : T,FD. i e R:<^P:«T,PB:T,PA (Sol. 3 ,) h, L . adj a

5

6

7

8

BP, P BA R:S,BP::S,P:S,BA (by Ax. i.) Sol. i. h, 7- c op.

PA, P BP S,GF : S, GE : T,DF : T,N E i. e. cs, P : I t : : t, P A : t, B P. (Sol. $.) c* ^ tidj o h.

PA, P B S, PF : S,PD : : S, FE : S, DN, i.e. R :

c

j,P A : : S,P : cs, B {Sol. i.) c, Ladj. L.

BA, B

PA, B

P A S, BM : S, B A : : T, M N : T
3
PA i. e. R : S, B A : : T, B : T, PA {Sol. i.) c, L adj. c.

9

I o

I

I

BA T,MN : S,BM : : T,PA : S, BA i.e T,B : R : : T,PA : S,BA {Ax.i) Ambiguous c. 1 Op. c.

PA, b B P S, B :R : : S, P A : S, BP {Ax. i .) Ambiguous.

— -

1

c L op. h.

PA, B P S,PD:S
5
PF::S,DN:S,FE i.e. cs, PA:P1 : : c s, B : S, P. Ambiguous. c. L op. L.

12 PA, BP P T, NE : S, EG : : T,FD :S,FG. i- e: T, BP : R : : T, PA : c P. {Sol. 3 ») c. h.

c. h.
•

1

1 adj.

13 PA,. BP B S, BP : S,BN : : S, PA:S,NM i. e. S,BP : R : : S, PA : S, B. (Sol. i.) L op.

H PA, BP BA c s, P A : R : : c s, B P : c s, B A- {Sol. z.) c. h. c.

i-5 B, P BP T, FE : S, EP : : T, DN : S, PN. i. e. t, P : R j: : c t, B * c s, B P. L L h.

>i 6 B, P PA S, F E : S, FP : : S, DN :S,DP.—« £

i. e, S,P:R izcs, B:cjp, PA. (Sol. i.) L L c.

t\ i i \jf'V t %
1

,

’
vj

1

iV, 5. If you Projeft the given Triangle within a Primitive Circle, according to the
Doflrine of the Sphere, as was fhewed under Spherick (jeometry, all Ambiguities
will vanilh •, and if the Triangle be Oblique, the Perpendicular will be drawn alfo

:

And this is a very good way to gain a clear Notion of Spherical Trigonometry-,

which cannot be underftood throughly, without the Do&rine of the Sphere, and
its feveral Projections be firft learned.

'
"*

, .
. ^ ...

. I __ . } . c ,

Examples.
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Examples of the Sixteen Cafes ^/Right-

angled Spherical Triangles.

For the Suns Declination'.

CASE I,

Given the Compliment of the Suns Amplitude
B A, and the Latitude P A. Required the Suns
Diftance from the Pole P B, which is the Com-
pliment of his Declination.

R : 2 B A : : 2 P A i Sfi P

R, = to. ooooooo

2 B A = 9.8508701=44*49'
2 P A = 9. 6149441 = 65 40°

2 P B = 9.4658143 = 73

Wherefore the Suns Declination is 17 Degrees*

2= © B.

CASE II.

Given as before B A and P A. Required B, the

Angle of the Suns Polition.

CASE III.

Given B^, equal to the Sun’s Diftance-from the

Pole, and P the Suns Hour from Midnight*

Required B, the Angle of the Sun’s Pofitioa.

R. Cof.BP::T,P.r,R

Radius = 1*.

r, B.

2 B P = 9*

T,P= 10.0376939
I—Mill' I'' l"«

71 20 f= 9, 5036292

CASE IV,

For she Latitude,

-J A

Given B P equal to the Sun’s Diftance from the

Pole, and P the HoUr from Midnight. Requi-

red P A the Latitude.

R.2P. :T,BPt, PA.

Radius = 10.

2 P = 9.8298212
T, BP = 10. 5146610

T, P A = to. 3444822 =3 65 40°

CASE V.

For the Suns Amplitude.

Given as before B P and P. Required B A, equal

to the Sun’s Amplitude.

R. S, B P t j S, P, S, B A.

Radius =10.

s,

B

p = 9. 98059^3
S,P = 9 i 8675151

S, BA = 9. 8481114=00-Amplitude
\\

Wherefore, the Suns Amplitude will be

45° 11'

CASE VI.

Far the Suns Declination.

Given P A equal to the Latitude
,

and P the

Hour from Midnight. Required B P equal to

the Diftance from the Pole, or the Sun’s Co-

Declination.

2 P : R : : T :PA “T,BP,

S, B A : R : : T, P A t T, B, 2 P = 9- 8298212

S, B A = 9. 8480909 Radius= 10.

Radius= 1 0.
T, P A = xo. 3446523

T, P A= 1 0. 3446523 T, B P= io. 514831 1 sa

T,B= 10, 4965614HB 72-'2ti»
,

6 Z CASS
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CASE VH.

For the /fiigle of the Suns Pofition.
. O •»'

j L
.*

/ C ’
!

;
. ^ i

'

/

Civen as before P A, and P. Required B.

R : 2 P A : : S, P : 2, B.

Radius = ioi

2P A = 9. 6149441
S, P == 9. 8675151

2 B = 9. 4824591 = 72
0 2°'

CASE VIII.

For the Latitude*

Given B A equal to the Sun’s Amplitude, B equal

to the Sun’s Pofition. Required P A the Lati-

tude.

R : S, B A : : T, B : T,-P A.

Radius = 10.

.

S, B A = - 9.^8480909
T, B = 10. 4968908
———-— —

T, PA = 10. 3449817 = <55* 40^

CASE IX;
' * ' -* * -> 1 ^ - ii 1 V

'

. \

Given P A equal to the Latitude, and B the Angle

of Pofition. Required B A equal to the Ampli-

tude.

. T, B : R : : T, P A : S, B A.

T,B= 10. 4968’9‘<58

Radius r= 10. •

“
• -

T, PA = ro. 3446523

S,BA 9. 8477615 -= 44
0 49'

CASE X.

For the Sun's Difiancefrom the Pole.

Given P A and B as before. Required B P, the
Sun’s pittance . from the Pole.

,‘s

C

\ /. t

'

'
• ••

,

S,B:R::S, PA:S,BP.

CASE XI.
w ‘

.
: \ T

'*
: ,

*‘ T

• * ,

For the Hourfrom Midnight

l

Given as before, P A and B. Required P, the
Hour from Midnight.

2~P A :R:.- 2 B:SP.

2 P A = 9. 6149441
' - 0 —

Radius = 10.

2 B = 9. 4821283
- *

S, P = 9. 8671842= 47® 29'

•;
„JT»

CASE xn.

For the Hour.

Given P A, equal to the Latitude B P, dqual to
the Sun’s Amplitude, Required P= Suns Hour
from Midnight.

i
‘

- m
’ -4 *. . \

T,BP:R::T,PAS P/

T, BP = 10. 5146610

n ...
~

-i'

Radius = 10.

T, P A = ip. 3446523
- «

s P = 9. 8299913 ss 47° 29
s

The Hour from Midnight 47
0 29' = 3 H lo'J

CASE XIII

For the Angle of Pofition.

Given as before, PA:PB. Required B the An-
gle ofthe Sun’s Pofition.

S,BP:R::S,PA:S,B.

S, BP = 9. 9805963

Radius = 10.

S,PA sa 9. 9595964

S, B = 9. 9790001 =72® 2,o /

CASE XIV.

Given Latitude and Declination.' Required the
Suns Amplitude.

Given as before P A and P B. Required B A :

Sun s Amplitude.

S, B = 9. 9790192
»--- — - -

Radius =10.
S,P A = 9. 9-595964

S
?
BP = 73° o' = 9. 9805772 = Co-Declin.

1

Wherefore the Declination isu7 Degrees,

SB PA:R:;S BP: S B Al

S P A na 9. 6.14944*

Radius =s 10.

SBP== 9.4659353

^ B A £3 9. 8509912= 44
0

49
f

Equal to the Co-Amplitude, wherefore the Sun
Amplitude 45° u*

CASS
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rule ii.CASE XV.

Given B the Angle of the Sun’s Pofition, and P the

Hour from Midnight. Required B P the Sun’s

Diftance from the Pole.

T,P= to. 0376939

Radius s= 10.

t, : B — 9. 5031092

t,: BP == 9. 4654053= 73°

CASE XVI.

Given as before B, the Angle of Pofition, and P
the Hour from Midnight. Required P A=
the Latitude ofany Place.

S,P:R ::2 BiSPA

5,P == 9. 8675151

Radius 10.

S,B= 9. 4821183 = 7a
0
%o

A s= 9. 6146131 == 24
0 19’

Oblique Spherical Triangles, may be reduced to

two Right-angled Spherical ones, by letting fall a
Perpendicular, which either divides the Oblique

Triangle propofed into two Right ones, or makes
two Right ones, by adding a Right-angle Trian-

gle to it.

In Oblique Triangles there are 12 Cafes, 10 of

which (by this Preparation) may be folved by the

two firft Axioms
,

or by Rules deduced from
them.

rule i;

The Co-fines of the Angles at the Bale, are, propor-
tional to the Sines of the Angles at the Vertex.
For by Cafe 7 . ofRight-angled Spherick. Triangles.

R:c;,PA::S,BPA:cj, B
R:cj, PA::S, DPA:<?/, D

Therefore e s, B : S, B P A : : c s, D : $, D P A.

The Co-fines of the Sides are proportional to thd
Co-fines of the Bafes. For by Cafe 1. ofRight,
angled Spherick. Triangles.

R : c jj P A : : c s, B A i c s, B P
K: c s, PA::c;, C A : c j-,D P

Therefore, c s, B A ; c s, B P : : c s,D A : e s, D R

RULE III.

The Sines ofthe Bafes afe reciprocally proportional
to the Tangents of the Angles at the Bafes. For
by Axiom 2.

S, B A j R : : T, P A : T, B
S, D A: R : : T,PA:T,D

Therefore S*BAx T,B=R x T,A=S,D A x T,D.
Confequently S, B A : S, D A : .- T, D : T, B.

RULE IV.

i

The Tangent of the Sides, are reciprocally pro-
portional to the Co-fines of the Angles at the
Vertex. For by Cafe 4.

T, B P : R : : Tj P A : c j, D P A
T,DP:R:*TP A : c D P A

Therefore T, B P : T,D P .- : c s, DPA : cs, B P A.

AXIOM III.

In any Triangle the Sines of the Sides are proporti-
onal to the Sines of the oppofite Angles. For by
Axiom i.

S, BP:R::S,PA:S,B
S, D P .* R : : S, P A

:

S, D
Therefore S, B P : S, D P : * S, D : S, B.

In letting fall your Perpendicular, obferve this
Rule.

Let it fallfrom the end ofa given Side, and oppo.

fite to a given Angle.

For by fo doing, you have enough given in one
ofthe Right-angled Triangles to determine any of
its unknown Parts.

The two fxrffc Cafes are folved each by one O-
peration by the third Axiom the other eight Cafes
are folved each by two Operations.

Obferve alfo, the Addition or Subftradtion both
of the Segments of the Bafe, and Angles at the
Vertex, according as the Perpendicular falls within
or without the Triangle.

6,Z 2
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Proportions for fhe Solving thefirfl Ten Cafes of Oblique Spherick Triangles,

Cafe.-; Given. jReT Proportion.

I
3 j

. |

BP.PD.B. D. S, V~D : S, B ; : S, B P : S, D. Ambiguous.
- -y - - *

2 4 B P. B. D. PD. S, D ; S, B P : S, B : : S, P D. Ambiguous.

3
BP.PD.B. BD. R : e s, B : : T, B P : T,B A, by Cafe 4th ofRight-angled Spherick

Triangles.

Then c s, B P : c s, B A : : c s, D P ; c s, D A, by Rule 2d.

Then BAjf DA = BD, according as the Perpendicular falls

within or without the Triangles j which is doubtful, unlefs the
kind of the AngleD is known.

4
B P. P D. B. P. R : c s, B P : : T B : c t, B P A, by Cafe 3d.

And then, T,,
D P : T, B P : : c s, B P A : c s, D P A, by I(uie 4th.

ThenBPA -f- D P A : B D. Here alfo, the falling of PA
is doubtful, unlefs you know the kind of the Angle D.

5
BP, B,D. P. c s, B P : R : : c t, B : T, BPA, by Cafe 3d.

Then, c;,B:S,BPA::c/,D:S,DPA, by R#/e 1,

then, if B and D are B A J- DP A= BD.

6 B P, B, D. B D ejB:R::cf,BP:ct, B A, by Cafe 4th.

Then T, D : T, B : : S, B A : S, D A, by R«/e 3d.

And then, if B and D are BPA_+DA=:BPD.

7 B, P. B P. D. CJ) BP : R: T, B PA, by Cafe 3d.

Then r, B P A : D P A : : c s, B : c s, D. by I{ule 1.

If B P A > B P D, and B ^“afe}, “(tute

But if B P A < B P D, and B {££ } D is

8 B,P. BP. DP c.,BP:R::^,B:T,BPA, by Cafe 3d.

Then c s, D P A c s, B P A : : T, B P. D P» by I{ule 4th.

Then, ifD P A is {^Uke}*
D B is {>}* than a Quadrant.

9 BP.BD.B. DP. 1

c s, B : R : : T, B P .* T, B A, by Cafe 4th.

Then c s, B A : c s, B P : : c x, D A : c x, D P, by fyile id.

Then, if D A is {u
“g

e } (P A) < B, B D is { < } than

a Quadrant.

1 O
j

B P. B D. B.

•

D. c j, B : R : : T, B P : T, B A, by Cafe 4th.

Then S, D A :S, B A : : T, B< T, D, by 3d.

Then if BA is B D, D is
B<

*

LEMMA.
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IBM Ml
The difference of the verfed Sines of two Arkj multi-

plied by halfthe Radius, is equal to the Sine ofhalf

the Sum of thofe Arks multiplied by the Sine of

faIf the difference ofthe Arky.

Suppofe, A F, A E, the two Arks ; the diffe-

rence of the verfed Sines is AG — AHnGH
t=. B F, and the Sine of half the Sum of the Arks

is A D, for E P = F A, the Sine of half the dif-

ference of the Arks is F O. Now the Triangles

AC D,EFB, are Similar, (for the Triangles a C
G, E o a are Similar, therefore the Angle C equal

to the Angle E) therefore, as AC: AD:: FE:
F B. or \ A C : A D ;

:

~ F E (». c. F o)

:

F B.

therefore •§ A C x F B= F.Q x A D. For fince

AC. AD:: F E, F B, therefore ACxFB =
A D x F E. and confequerttly 7 A C x F B — •§

A D x F E : that is.= A D x i E F.=AD x O F.

& E. D.

A X I O M IV.

The Redangle or Produd of the Sines of the

Legs, is to the Square of the Radius i : as the

difference of the verfed Sines of the Bafe, and of

the difference of the Legs, to the verfed Sine of the

vertical Angle.

Demonfration-

Refume the forefaid Circles of Paftboard, and
fuppofe there, B the Angle required, B A, B P,

(equal B M) its Legs, P A the Bafe to be any way
oblique to the Plane B A, and not Perpendicular as

before. Then will BP A be an oblique Tri-

angle.

Let fall P B perpendicular to B m t and -ar y per-

pendicular to C a, and B b to b A, and m L per-

pendicular to c A j therefore B b is perpendicular

to c A, and b L equal b A — LA equal to the

verfed Sine of the Bafe, lefs the verfed Sine of the

Difference of the Legs.

But A E A C : : b L : B m.

And mF : a c: zBm: y a.

Therefore multiplying the Correfpondent terms of
both Proportions,

AEx7zzF:ACxctC::(£ Lx B m : B m X y a,

as bh :y a.

CASE XL

The Three Sides of any Spherick, Triangle being given]
to find an Angle.

f The feciangle of the Sines of the Legs, is to the

Square of the Radius : : as the Sine of Bafe more
7 diff of the Legs multiplied by the Sine of ~ Bafe
lefs ~ diff, of the Legs is to the Square of the Sine of
half the Angle required.

Demonftration.

A E Km F : Rq; :
:
(by Ax. 4.) b L :yy al

b L X i R : y R X 7 R. (i. e. by the foregoing
Lemma, and the firft in Mr. Cafwelis Trigono-
metry.)

AEX»F:Rj;i S, iBafe X i diff cr X S,

7 Bafe— 7 diff. cr to S q 7 Angle.

Example in Numbers

Suppofe B P equal 60 d. 10', DP equal 46 d. 42V
B D equal 87 d. 30' were given, and the Angle P
required.

D. '

7 the Bafe is 43*45
2 the Diff of the Sides is 6. 44
t the Bafe + 7 Diff of the Sides is 50. 29
i the Bale— f Diff ofthe Sides is 37. or
Rad. Sq. 20,0000000

S, 7 Bafe -b 7 diff c r. x S, 7 Bafe "7
. . .

-idiffi S '9- ^932$

Slim 39. 6669325
Subftrad the ofthe Sine of the Legs 19, 8002534

Remainder =Sq, ofthe Sineoff <P 19. 8666791
The i of which is the Sine of 59 d. 03* 9. 9333395
That is f the Angle required*

Therefore being doubled is 1 18 d. 06' s= P,

If
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/

If thefe Data’s were proje&ed by the dire&ions

given in Spherical Geometry • the Angles may be

likewife found, without Calculation, and ’twill

Hand thus. The Triangle will beOZD, where

Z
P :

©
BD
PD :

P B :

:P

; D
•B
: © P
ZP
z©

T.he three Angles being given, to find a Side.

a

The Angles adjacent tO the Side requir’d, call

Legs i
and the A ngle oppofite , call Bafe: Then

Work as in the I ith Cafe.

For, fuch is the Operation in the Supplemental

Triangle, whofe Angles and Sides are equal tfo the

Supplements of the Sides and Angles of the Trian-

gle propofed: But Arks and their Supplements,

have the fame Sines and Tangents.

Example in Numbers.

In the Triangle B D P, there is given the

fP — 1 43 .o, the Sun's Azimuthfrom the North

Angle < B= i 5.04, the Angle of the Suns Pojition,

(,D=3'0.oo, the Hour from Noon.

Required the Side P D, which is the Complement of

the Latitude.

Com. Angle P = 37 oo’\ Ar. co. ofT o 120537
Angle Drr: 30 co j the Sines. L o 301030
Angle B = 1 5 04 ~ Angle op.

Sum
_ Sum

Sum

—

Angle op. is 5 SX L 9 641323

81 04

t Sum = 41 02I
s;

f 9817233
1—Angle op. 25 5 SX o 9 641323

The fum of the 4 Logarithms equal 19 9801

1

3

Its half is the Co-fine of 1

2

a
1
3'

9 990056

Which doubled, gives 24
0 26' equal P D equal

Complement of Latitude : Wherefore the latitude

snuft be 65 deg. 34 min,

In a Spherick Triangle, that is Right-angled or
Quadrantal, the two parts which are adjacent to
the Right-angle or Quadrant, together with the
Complements of the other three, are called, by my
Lord Neper

, The Five Circular Parts. And if the
three parts which enter the Queftion, (vi%. 2 given,
and 1 required) have no interruption, (now tho’ a
Right-angle or Quadrant come between, ’tis not
counted an Interruption) that part which is be-
tween the other two, is called The middle part

,

and
then the other two are called Extreams adjacent

, or
conjunEl.

*

But if there be an Interruption, that
part which is feparated from the other two, is

called The middle fart, and the other two, are Ex-
treams oppofite, or disjunct. This being premis’d.
Neper

, after a diligent view of the Solutions of all

the Cafes of Right-angled and Quadrantal Trian-
gles, has obferved. That they all agree in one or
two Propofitions, vi%. That the Radius multiplied
by the Sine of the middle Part

,
is equal to the fiecl-

angle or ProduEl made of the Tangents of the Ex*
treams conjunct, or to the fieclangle of the Co-fines of
the Extreams difjunB,

This Propofition was Invented by the Lord Ne-
per, purely for eafe of Memory, and has been ap-
plied in all its Cafes by rooft Authors ; as particu-
larly, by Sir Ifaac Newton, Norwood, Sir ?. Moor

,

Ward, &c. ...

Some more Examples of Oblique Spheric Triangles

in Numbers.

In the oblique Triangle B P D, (fee the Figure
following.,)

| : /

,\V v
v *V

'J l
<3 a

/ \
3

\\ $\ :\ l

Suppole there be given the Sides

„ r. , . C the Complement of the SunsPD = z4 d. 20',4 LatiyudC'

B D c= 73 d. 00

{

the Complement of the Suns De-

clination, or his dijlancefrom

the North Pole.

n t, , ,
c The Complement of the SunsPB= 5ld. 34’,£ Abing

’Tis required to find the Angle.

bpd,
•i

the Suns Azimuth from the North Part of

the Meridian ,

itfces,
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x
;

•
•

••
• r:

•'

X the Bafe is 3 ^° 39

| the diff. of the Side is 14 07

4 the Bafe -f- 4 the diff. of the Sides is
|

37

The Radius Sq. .24 ooboo°

S, i bafe -f 4 difF. cr. x S, 4 bafe— 7 Actfe
4 diff, cK S

Siim 39 46952,5

From which Subtr. the of the { J ^
-j

Sines of the Legs. S y ^

Rem,=Sq. of the Sine ofk the Angle P. 1 9 9548x4

Its 4 is the Sine of 7 1 d. 40'= 4 the 1
9J7flz

Angle required J

Therefore being doubled, is 1430 20' 2= Angle P.

For pradical Operations in this Cafe, nothing is

more Eafie and Expeditious than the following

Method, of which I fhall give two ufeful Exam-

ples : One for the Azimuth, as abovb ; the other

for the Hour of the Day.

1. In the Triangle D F B, let the fame things

be given, and the Angle P, or Azimuth requir’d.

PD= 24
0 20' 1 Ar. co. ofthe fo 385056

B P = 52 34 S Sines, \o 100146

BDx2^73 go = Bafe

Sum = 149 54-

' Sum ~ 74 57
J.S.—Bafe=i 57

their Sines
8 984842

9 531828

,

.

Sum = 19 001872

Its half is the Co-fine of 71 3* 9 500936

Which being doubled, gives 143° 04', for the An-

gle P, of the Azimuth from the North.

2. In the Triangle D P B, the Sides being gi-

ven, and the Angle D, which is the Hour from

Noon requir’d.

D = 24° xo~XAr.co.ofJo 385056

BD =73 °°J the Sines\o 019404
P D =
BD =
B P = 52. 34 Bale

Sum = 149 5 5

4 Sum == 74 ^iheirSinesi9
4 Sum—* Bafe — 22 2iS*

betr *,nes

$? 580698

The fum of the four Logarithms = i 9 970000

Its half is the Co-fine of 14
0 58’ 9 985000

Which doubled, is 29
0 56' ’= Angle D *ahd be-

ing reduced into Time, gives 1 Hour and above

5 9 Minutes from Noon$ which was requir’d.

TRILATERAL, in Geometry, is the fame

with a three-fided Figure.

TRIMM of a Ship, is Her beft Pofture, Propor-

tion of Ballaft, and hanging of her Mails, &c. for

Sailing ; and therefore, to find the beft way of

making any Ship to Sail fwiftly, is called finding

her Trim. And this depends very much on Expe-
rience and Judgment, and feveral Tryals and Ob-
fervations which the Commander may make a-

board.

TRINE, is an Afped of the Planets, when at
the diftance of 120 Degrees or 4 Signs from each
other, and noted thus £s.

TRINGLE, in Architecture, is a little Mem*?
beir fix’d exadly upon every Triglyph

,

under the
Plat-band of the Architrave, from whence hang
down the Gutta or Pendant Drops in the Dorict

(.

Order.

TRINOMIAL-Rwtf in Mathematicks, is a Root
confifting of three parts conneded together by the

Sign 4- 5 as a + b -f- c. See Binomial.

TRIP: The Seamen fay a Ship goes with her
Tog-fails a Trip, when fhe carries them hoifted up
to the higheft,- and when the Wind blows not too
hard, but a gentle, or Loom-gale.

TRIPARTITION, is Divifionby 3, or a taking

the third part of any Number or Quantity.
TRIPLICATE Rgtie, muft be well diftinguifh’d

from Triple
, and is the Ratio of Cubes one to

another. *

Thusinthefe Geometrical Proportionals 2, 4,,8,

16, 32^ as the Ratio of the firft term (2) is to the

third (8) duplicate of the firft to the fecond, or as

4 the lquare of 2, to 16 the fquare of 4 5 fo the

Ratio of 2 to 16 the fourth term, is Triplicate • or
as 8 which is the Cube of 2, to 64 the^Cube of 4.
And this Triplicate Ratio is compounded of all the
proceeding Ratio’s.

TRIPPING ; a term in Heraldry. See Baffant.
TRIPTQTES, in Grammar, are fuch defedive

Nouns as have but 3 Cafes, as Sordcm, Sardis, Sorde,

and Tantundem, gee.

TRIS-DIAPASON, Or Triple-diapafon, a Chord
in Mufick, otherwife called a Triple, Eighth, «r
Fiftechth. .

TRISE ; the Sea word for hailing up any thing
by a dead Rope, or one that doth npt run in a
Block, but ’tis done by Hand or by main Strength

:

Thus ifany Cask, Cheft, or other Goods hath only
a Rope faftned to it, and fo without a Tackle is

pulled up into the Ship by Hand, they fay it is

Trifed up.

TRISMUS, is the grinding of the Teeth, or a
Convulfion ofthe Mufcles of the Temples,whereby
the Teeth gnafh whether one will or no. Blanchard.

TRISYLLABLE, is a Word confifting of but
three Syllables. \

TRITfEOPHYES, is an Ague that comes every
third Day. Blanchard.

TRITiEUS, is the lame with Febris Tertiana
intermittens, Blanchard.

TRITO^E, a Term in Mufick, which fignifies

a greater Fourth.

TRITURATION, is a Pounding in a Mortar,
&c. whereby Medicines are reduced to Powder,
that they may be the better mixed.
TROCANTER, the fame that Rotator,

TROCHILE, in Architedure, is that hollow
Ring or Cavity which runs round a Column next

to the Tore

3

vulgarly ’tis call’d the Cafement: ’Tis

frequently bordered or rather fhut in with Lifts.

’Tis often called Scotia, from its fllady dark Ap-
pearance.

TROGHISCI, Trcchisky
,

are round or other

figur’d Medicinal things, made of Powders, mix’d
with vifeous Extrads, and made up into Pafte,

and then into round, triangular, &c. little Bodies,

which are to be dried up in the fitade. They are

much the fame with Tablets and Lozenges.

TROCHLEA, a term in Anatomy, the fame
with Bathmis.

TROCHLEA,
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TROCHLEA
,

is alfo one of the Mechanick
lowers, and is what we ufually call the Pulley.

TROCHLEARlS, is the upper or greater ob-

lique Mufcle of the Eye. See Ohliquus Superior.

TROCHOID, the fame with Cycloid
,
which

TROCHQLICKS, is by forne taken fornhat

part of the Mechanicks, which (hews the Proper-

ties of all circular Motions.

TROMA, is a Wound from an external Cauic.

TROMBOS1S, is a Trembling, or a Deprava-
tion of the voluntary Motion of the Members.
Blanchard.

TROPES, are when words are changed from
their proper Signification, and applied to other

things than what they naturally mean.
TROPICAL Tear. See Tear.

TROPHY, in Architecture, is an Ornament
which reprelents the Trunk of a Tree charged or

encompalfed all round about with Arms or Mili-

tary Weapons, both Ojfenfive and Defeufive.

TROPICKS, are Circles fuppofed to be drawn
parallel to the Equinoblial at 13 deg. 30' diftance

from it, one towards the North, called the Tropic^

of Cancer
; and the other towards the South, call’d

the Tropick of Capricorn
, becaufe they lie under

thefe Signs.

Mr. Halley
,

in Pbilef Tranf. N. si 5, by three

fubfequent Obfervations made near the Ttopick,

at proper intervals of Time, fhews a Method to

find the Moment ofthe Sun’s Ingrefs into the Tro-
pical Signs, capable of all the Exadtnefs the moft
Accurate can defire; and that without any Con-
federation of the Parallax of the Sun, of the Re-
fractions of the Air, of the greateft Obliquity of
the Eeliptick, or Latitude of the Place, premifing

the following Lemmata
,

vi%.

1. That the motion of the Sun in the Eeliptick,

about the time of the Tropicks, is Co nearly equa-

ble, that the difference from Equality is not fenfi-

ble, from five Days befote the Tropicks, to five

Days after ; and the difference arifing from the lit-

tle Inequality that there is, never amounts to above

{ of a fingle Second in the Declination, and this

by reafon of the nearnefs of the Apogteon of the

Sun to the Tropicl of Cancer.

z. That for five Degrees before and after the

Tropicks, the differences whereby the Sun falls

fhort of the Tropicks, are as the verfed Sines of
tho Sun’s diftance in Longitude from the Tropicks

;

which verfed Sines in Arches under five Degrees,

are beyondthe utmoftnicety ofSenfe.as the Squares
of thole Arches. From thefe two follows,

3. That for five Days before and after the Tro-
picks, the Declination of the Sun falls fhort of the

utmoft Tropical Declination, by Spaces which are

in duplicate Proportion, or as the Squares of the

Times by which the Sun is wanting of, or paft the

Moment of the Tropick.

Hence Vis evident, that if the fhadows of the

Sun, either in the Meridian, or any other A zimuth,

be carefully obferved about the time of the Tro-
pick, the Spaces whereby the Tropical fliade falls

fhort of, or exceeds thole at other times, are al-

ways proportionable to the Squares of the Inter-

vals of Time between thofe Obfervations and the

true time of the Tropick
; and confequently, if the

Line, on which the Limits of the fliade is taken,
be made the Axis, and the correfpondent Times
from the Tropick, expounded by Lines, be eredted
on their refpeeftive Points in the Axis as Ordinates,
the Extremities of thofe Lines fhall touch the Curve
of a Parabola, as in the following Figure, where
<*,}> c

f
e

>
being

, fuppofed Points obferved, the
Lines a B, b C, c A, eP, are refpeeftively propor-
tional to the times of each Obfervation, before or
after the Tropical Moment in Cancer.

This being premifed, the true time of the Tropick
by three Obfervations, is found from this Geome-
trical Problem.

Having three Points in a Parabola: A,B,C, or a,p,c;
given, together With the Direthen of the Axis, To
find the difiance of thefe Points from the Axis.

Of this there are two Cafes ; the one when the
time ofthe fecond Obfervation B is precifely in the
Middle-time between A and C : In this cafe, put-
ting t for the whole rime between A and C, then
A c the Interval of the remoteft Obfervation A
from the Tropick, is found by the following Ana-
logy.

• * f - ,-« .
, 1 ,

z a c -~b c : z a c —~fb c i

:

4 t ( or A E) : A c

the time of the remoteft Obfervation A from the
Tropick.

But the other Cafe, when the middle Obferva-
tion is not exactly in the Middle between the other
two times, as at F, is fomething more operofe, and
the whole Time from A to C being put= t, and
from A to F = S, c e-=zc, and b c = b

, the

Theorem Will Hand thus
* *- —^ f —: A c, the
ztc— zbS

Time fought.

To Uluftrate this Method of Calculation, he
gives the two following Examples.

Anno 15C0, Bernard Walther, in the Month of
June, at Nuremberg, obferved the Chord of the

:

diftance of the Sun from the %enitb, by a large'

Paralladlick Inftrument of Ptolemy, as follows.

June {l
454^7

V

44934 V and June

4499° J

r 8* 44975
< iz. 44883
(16. 4499°

In both which cafes, the middle Time is exactly
in the middle between the Exrreams, and there-
fore in the former three, a c r= 5 33 : b c sz 477 and
t, the Time between being 14 Days ; by the firft

Rule, the Time of the Tropick will be found by
this Proportion. As
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As 589 : 827 t * • t ^ fat 7 Days) : 9 d. 20 h.2'.

Whence the Tropick 1 500, is concluded tb

have fallen June 1 1 d. 2o h. 2

In the latter three; & e equal 107, b e equal 15,

and the whole interval 'of Time is 8 Days equal ?;

whence,
As 199: 206 ~ :

:

4 Days : 4 d. 3 h. 37 '* which

taken from the 1 6 Day at Noon, leaves x 1 d. 20 h.

23' for the time of the Tropick agreeing with the

former to the third part of an Hour.
Anno 1 636, Gajfendus at Marfeilles obferved the

Summer Solftice by a Gnomon of 5 5 Foot high, in

order to determine the Proportion of the Gnomon

to the Solftitial fhade ; and he left thefe Oblerva-

tions, ferving for the lecond Rule.

June I9**\ ^31766 *\

June 20 ( fhadow \ 31753 ( Parts whereof the

June 21 r Sh. N.
p
3I75X f Gnomon was 89428.

JunexiJ (. 3 * 759^

Thefe being divided into two Sets of three Ob-
fervations each, vi%. The 19th, 20th, and 22d;
and the 19th, 21ft, and 22d, there will be in the

firft three, c equal 13 ,
b equal 7, t equal 3 days, S

equal 1 ; and in the fecond c equal 15 ,
b equal 7,

t equal 3, and S equal 2. Whence, according to

the Rule, the 1 9th Day at Noon, the Sun Wanted
of the Tropick a Time proportionate to one Day,
as t t c—• S S btoxt c— 2 S ; that is, as 1 1 o to

64 in the firft Sett, or 107 to 62 in the fecond Sett,

that is, x d. 17 h. 15' in the firft, or id. 17^.25',
in the fecond Sett; whence it may be concluded,

that the Moment ofthe Tropick was on June 1 od,

17 h. 20' in the Meridian of Marfeilles.

The great Advantage of this Method is. That
any very high Building ferves for an InftrUment,or

the top of any high Tower or Steeple, or even any
high Wall whatfoever, that may be fufficient to in-

tercept the Sun, and caft a true Shade. Nor is

the Pofition of the Plane on which you take the

Shade, or that of the Line thereon* on which you
meafure the Recefs of the Sun from the Tropick,

very material ;
but in what way foever you difeo*

ver it, the faid Recefs will be always in the fame
Proportion, by reafon of the fmallnefs of the Angle,

which is not 6 Minutes in the firft five Days : Nor
need you enquire the Height or Diftance qf your
Building, provided it be very great, fo as to make
the Spaces you meafure* large and fair. But it is

convenient, that the Plane on which you take the

fhade, be not far from perpendicular to the Sun, at

leaft nbt very oblique; and that the Wall which
calls the ftiade, be ftrait and Imooth at top, and
its Diredion nearly Eaft and Weft. And it will be
requifite to take the Extream greateft or leaft de-
viation of the fhadow of the Wall

, becaufe the

fhade continues for a good time at a ftand, without
alteration* which will give the Obferver leafure to

be affured of what he does, and not be furprized

by the quick tranfient Motion of the fhade of a
Engle Point at fuch a diftance.

The principal Obje&ion is, That the Penumbra
or Partile ftiade of the Sun, is in its Extrearhs very
difficult tO diftinguifh from the true ftiade, which
will render this Obfervation hard to determine
nicely.

But if the Sun be tranfmitted through a Tele-

fcope, after the manner ufed to take his Species in a
Solar Eclipfe, and the upper half of the Objed-glafs
be cut off by a Paper palled thereon, and the exad

TRY
uppef Limb of the Sun be feeri juft emerging oud
of, or rather continging the Species of the Wall,
(the Pofition of the Telefcope being regulated by a
fine Hair extended in the Focus of the Eye-glafs )
then by this means the limit of the ftiade may be
obtained to the uttiioft Exa&nefs.

TROVER, in LaW; is an Adrioh which a Man
hath againft one, that having found any of his

Goods, refufeS to deliver them upon demand. * Of
late, Adfions of Detinue are much turn’d into

Addons upon the Cafe, Sur Trover & Convcrfion,

TROUGH of the Sea
, is the Hollow or Cavity

made between anytwo Waves or Billows inarowl-
ing Sea ; and when a Ship lies down there, they

fay, She lies in the Through of the Sea.

TRUCKS, belonging to the Carriage ofa piece

of Ordnance,are the Wheels which are on the Axle-
tree to move the Piece.

TRUE ConjunBion. See Conjunction True .

TRUE Place of a Planet or Star, is a Point of
the Heavens fliewn by a right Line drawn from
the Centre of the Eartji, through the Centre of the

Planet or Star
; whereat its apparent Place, is that

which is found by a right Line drawn from the

Obferver s Eye through the Centre of the Planet or
Star. And this Point in the Heavens is referred to

the Ediptick or Zodiack, by the Planet or Star's

Circle of Longitude,

TRUNCATEDT/r/zw/d or Cone, is one whole
top is cut off by a Plane parallel to its Bafe

;
and

therefore the Figure of the truncated top xnuft al-

ways be fimilar to the Bafe.

How to find its Solidity
,

fee in the Word Fru~
jlrurti.

A Truncated Cone, or the Frufirum ofthat Body*
is called fotnetimes a Curti-Cone.

TRUNK Boots of a Plant, are little Roots
which break or grow out of the Trunks of Plants 5
and are of two kinds.

!ft, Such as Vegetate by a direeft Defcent, the
place of their Eruption being fometimes all along
the Trunk, as in Mints, &c. and fometimes only
in the utmoft Point, as in Brambles;

±dly, Such as neither afeend nor defeend, but
ftioot forth at Right-angles with the Trunk; which
therefore, tho’ as to their Office they are true

Roots, yet as to their Nature they are a Middle
thing Between a Trank and a Root. Dr. Grew Amt,
of Plants, p. 27 s

TRUNNIONS of a Piece of Ordnance, are
thofe Nobs or Bunches of the Guns Metal which
bear her up upon the Cheeks of the Carriages.

TRUSSES, are Ropes faftried to the Pari-els of
a Yard in a Ship, lerving either to bind faft the

Yards to the Mails, when the Ship rowls, lying

either a Hull, ot at Anchor ; or to Hale down the

Yards in a Storm 6r Guft of Wind : They belong

to the Main-yard, Fore-yard, and Miffen, and are

all brought to upon occafion.

TRY ; a Ship is faid to fry, when ftie hath no
more fails abroad, but her Main-fail : When her
Tacks are clofe aboard, the Bowlings fet up, and
the Sheats haled dole aft ; when alfo the Helm is

tied dole down to the Board, and fo Ihe is let lie

in the Sea. And fometimes when it blows fo hard,?

that they cannot maintain the Main-fail, as they
fay ; that is, cannot bear it out, they make h<&
lie a Try under a Miffenfail only,-

7 a
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TUBjE Fallopiana, are two flender Paffages,

proceeding from the Womb, which when they are

a little removed from it, grow gradually wider*:

They have large Holes or Orifices, which almoft

lie fhut, the extream Edges falling flat ; yet if they

be diligently opened and dilated, they reprefent the

fextream Orifice of a Trumpet. Their Ufe is to

receive the Eggs from the Tefticles, and carry them
into the Womb, according to the Excellent R. de

Graefs the truth whereof is evident from the In-

Ipeiftion of Rabbets differed.

TUBER, properly, is a fubterraneous Mufn-
foom, or a Truffle ; but by Botanick Writers, is

often ufed to fignifie the round turgid Roots of fome
Plants : which therefore they call Tuberofe Roots, or

Kjiobby Ryots, as Mr. Ray Englifhes it.

TUBEROUS. See Tuber.

TUBULI LaUiferi, certain Lactiferous or Milk-
carrying Pipes, which are as it were the Store-

houle wherein the Milk is kept, and thro’ which,

as by Conduits, it flows to the Nipples of the

Breafts of Females when they give Suck.

TUBULI Vermiculares, are certain fmall wind-
ing Cavities formed on the outfides of the Shells of

Marine Shell-Fifhes, in which fome fmall Worms
inhabit and breed.

Thefe are very frequently found on fuch Foffll

Shells as are dug up almoft every where out of the

Earth ; and therefore help to demonftrate,that they

are real Shells, and notformed Stones, as fome will

have it.

TUCK of a Ship, is the trufling or gathering up
of her Quarter under Water ; which if fhe lie deep,

makes her have a Broad, or as they call it, a Fat

Quarter, and hinders her fleering, by keeping the

Water from paffing Iwiftly to her Rudder ; and if

this Trufling lie too high above the Water, the will

want bearing for her Works behind, unlefs her

Quarter be very well laid out.

TUMOR; by this Word, which in general lig-

nites any Swelling, the Chirurgeons underftand a

Difeafe or morbid Affecftion, incident molt ufually

to the Organical Parts of the Body, encreafing

their Quantity preternaturally by Means of fome
fuperfiuous Humours coming thither from other

parts.

TUNICLE, in Anatomy, fignifies a Membra-
nous Coat.

TONNAGE* See Tonnage.

TURBITH Mineral, or yellow Precipitate of

Mercury, is thus made. Put any Quantity of

good Quickfilver into a Glafs Retort, and pour on

it four times its weight of Oil of Vitriol. Set the

Retort in Sand, and when the Mercury is diffolv’d,

which ’twill hardly be in ten Hours time, diftil off

the Humidity gently at firft, but make a ftrong

Fire at laft, to drive out all the Spirits. When you

break the Retort, you will find in it a white Mafs,

which pouder in a Glafs Mortar, and then pour-

ing warm Water upon it, it wall prefently turn Tel-

low ; it muft be walked feveral times, and dried

in the fhade, and then ’twill Vomit and Purge

ftrongly.

TURIONES; amongft Botanick Writers, are

the firft young tender Ihoots or tops which any

Plants do annually put forth of the Ground.
TURN, a Term belonging to the Movement of

a Watch, and fignifies the entire revolution of any
Wheel or Pinion.

The number of Turns, which the Pinion hath in

one turn of the Wheel, is commonly fet down as a

Quotient in common Arithmetick, thus, 5) 60 ( 12 3
where the Pinion 5 playing in a Wheel of 60, mo-5

veth round 12 times in one Turn of the Wheel.

Now, by knowing the number of Turns, which
any Pinion hath in one turn of the Wheel it work-
eth in, you may alfo find how many turns a Wheel
or Pinion hath, at a greater diftance : as the Cert-

trate-wheel. Crown-wheel, See.

For, ’tis but Multiplying together the Quotients
9

and the Number produced, is the number of Turns,

as in this Example.

$>55 ( 11

5 ) 45 ( 9

5) 4° C 8

The firft of thefe three Numbers hath 1 1 Turns',

the next 9, and the laft 8. If you multiply 1 1 by
9 , it produceth 99; that is, in one Turn of the
Wheel 55, there are 99 Turns of the fecond Pinion

5, or the Wheel 40, which runs concentrical, or on
the fame Arbor with the fecond Pinion 5 . If you
Multiply 99 by the laft Quotient 8, it produces

792, which is the number of Turns the third Pi-
nion 5 hath.

TURN, is the Sheriff’s Court, kept twice eve-
ry Year, vi%. within a Month after Eafier, and
within a Month after Michaelmas. Magna Charta,

cap. 3 5. From this Court are exempted only Arch-
bilhops, Bilhops, Earls, Barons, all religious Men
and Women, and all fuch as have Hundreds of
their own to be kept. It is a Court of Record, in
all things that pertain to it : It is alfo the King’s
Leet through all the County, and the Sheriff is

Judge ; and this Court is incident to his Office.

TURN-P<^«, in the Art of War, are Spars of
Wood of 12 or 14 Foot long, and about 6 Inches
diameter in a fexangular Form : They are bored
with holes, one right under another, about an Inch
diameter ; the Axis of each hole muft be fix Inches
one from another, but to go by turns from each
fide, the Pickets that are driven into the hole, are
6 or 5 Foot long, pointed with Iron, and with
Wedges or Nails fatten'd hard into the holes.

Two of thefe fatten’d together with an Iron
Chain and Staple, fome 6 Inches long, will be of
great ufe ro flop the Enemies in the Breaches, or
elfewhere. But thofe that are intended to be thrown
in Breaches, muft be made of Oak, and need not
be fo big, or the Pickets fo long.

TURNO Viceccmitiim
, is a Writ that lies for

thofe that are called to the Sheriff's turn out of
their own Hundred.
TUSCAN Order of Architecture ; fo called, be-

caufe Invented in Tufcany, an eminent Part ofItaly*

Tis the moft plain of all the 5, and is leldom us’d

but in fome Country Building, where there is no
need of any Order but one ; or elfe in fome very
great Building, fuch as an Amphitheatre, or the likey
where all the Orders are defign’d to be ufed.

The Columns here, together with Bafe and Ca-
pital, are to be 7 Modules in Length, and to have
their Thicknefs diminifh’d by degrees to a quarter

part. When thefe Columns ftand alone, the (paces

between them or the Inter-columns ought to be very

large.

Their Pedefials ought to be one Module high ;

and the Bafe of the Column ought to be of the

Height of half its Thicknefs ; and that Height di-

vided into two equal parts, ij^kes the Orle or

Plinth
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Plinth, which is made with a kind of Compafs;

the other is divided into 4 parts, of which, one is

for the Lift, the.other for the Tore, or thick round

Circle of the Pillar.

The Bafe hath a Sail/e or Bearing out, which is

the 1 6th part of the diameter of the Column.

The Capital is an. Height half the thicknefs of

the Column at the Bafe ; and is divided into three

equal parts, (according to O^anam) of which, one

is for the Abacus, the other for the Oeuft, as they

call it in French, i. e. the Ornament and the third

part being divided into 7 Divifibns,, thefirft makes

the Lift under the Ornament ; and the other fix

lerve for the Gorgerin Collier, or Frife. The Aftra-

gal is the height of the Lift below the Orna-

ment.

TUSCAN Work, in Architecture, is the moft

fimple and rude of the Five ancient Orders of Pil-

lars. See Column and Order.

TWIGILD. See Angild.

TWILIGHT, is that dubious half Light which

we perceive before the Sun-rifing, and after Sun-

fetting. ’Tis occafion’d by the Earth’s Atmofphere

and the fplendor of the /Ether which environs the

Sun. The Ethereal accended Atmofphere of the

Sun, not fetting fo foon as, and riling before the

Sun; and the Sun’s Rays alfo illuminating the

Earth’s Atmofphere, before the Body of the Sun it

felf can appear, occafions a Light always prece-

ding at the rife, and fubfequent to the fetting of

that Planet. Which, tho’ becaufe ofmany acci-

dental Variations in both the Sun’s and Earth’s At-

mofphere, it cannot be always of the fame degree

of Duration or Brightnefs
;
yet it ufually holds in

the Evenings, till the Sun is about 1 8 Degr. below
the Horizon, and appears fo long before his Rife

in the Morning. And therefore will be leaft un-

der the Equator, where the Sun rifes and fets at

Right-angles to the Horizon ; and fo Will encreafe

more and more, according as the Pofition of the

Sphere grows more oblique : For, in our Latitude,

for a good part of the Year, the Sun is never

above 1 8 Degrees below the Earth ; and confe-

quently, all that time we have no Night, but con-

tinual Twilight.

TYMPAN, in Architecture, is that part of the

bottom of the Frontons
, which is enclofed be-

tween the Cornices, and anfwers the Naked of the

Fri^e.

TYMPAN of an Arch, is a Triangular Table
placed in its Corners.

The moft limple of thefe Tympans, have only a

Table hollow’d, fometimes with the Branches of
Lawrel, Olive-tree, or Oak, or with Trophies,

and are conformable to the Dorick and Tonic

k

Or-
ders. But the richeft, are adorn’d with flying Fi-

gures, as Fame, or fitting Figures, as thofe of the

Cardinal Venues, and are proper for the Corinthian

and Compofit Orders.

Tympan , is alfo attributed to the Pannels of
Doors in Joyners Work, and to the Dye or Square
of Pedeftals

TYMPANITES, Tympanias
; the Difeafe call’d

a Tympany
;

is a fix’d, conftant, equal, hard, re-

filling Tumour of the Abdomen, which being beat

or ftruck, yields a found. It proceeds from &
ftretching Inflation of the Parts, and of the Mem-
branaceous Bowels, whdfe Fibres are too much
Iwoln with Animal Spirits, and hindred ^from re-

ceding by the Nervous Juice, which obftrudls the

Paflage ; to which Difternper, there is confequent-

ly added, as the Complement of all, an abundance
of flatulent Matter in the places that are empty.

Blanchard.

TYMPANUM, br rather Tympani Membrana
,

the Drum, or the Skin of the Drum of the Ear, is

a fmafl, thin, orbicular, tranfparent, nervous and

dry Membrane, of moft exquifite Senfe, ftretched

over the Cavity of the inner part of the Ear, and

dividing (between the inward and outward Ear.

Some Will have it to fpring from the Pericranium, o-

thers from the Dura-mater, others from the Pia-

mater, and others from the fofter Procefs of the au-

ditory Nerve, there expanded ; and there are fome
Anatomifts, which believe it hath a Subftance pro-

per to its felf, made in the firft Formation of the

Parts, and fpringing from nothing elfe. It is very

dry, that it may give the better found
;
andftrang,

to bear external Injuries the better. It is enchaled

in a Channel made in the circumference of the outer

end of the Bone that joins to the Cartilage which
forms the largeft part of the Meatus Auditorius ; and
it hath a Cord Which runs ac'rofs it behind, which
fome take for a Ligament to ftfengthen it ; but

Vejney faith, ’tis a Branch of the 7 th pair of Nerves
which fupplies Twigs to the Mufcles that move the

Tympanum, which are two in Number, When this

Membrana Tympani is taken away, there appears a
Cavity on the infide of it, which is properly the

Tympanum, but Verney will call it the Barrel. It’s

about a quarter of an Inch long, and half an Inch
wide ; ’tis compaffed, found with Bone, and clad

within with a Membrane, which is interwoven
with a great number of Veflels. How Sounds are

diftinguifli’d by means of this Membrana Tympani
,

and the four Bones Malleolus, Incus, Stapes, and the

Os Orbiculare, you will find at large under the

Word Ear.

TYMPANUM, in Mechanicks, is a Cylinder,'

but larger and ftiorter than the common Axis or
Cylinder, which is the Axis in Pgritrochio, and ’tis

ufually placed upon that Axis, and is much the
fame with the Peritrochium

, which is a kind of
Wheel placed on the Axis, in whofe Circumference
are Staves or Levers to turn the Axis eafily about,

in order to raife the Weight required.

;

TYPHODES, is a Symptomatica!, continued

burning Fever; as it were, from the Inflammation
of the Bowels. Blanchard.

TYPHGMANIA, is a Delirium with a Phrenfy

and a Lethargy. Blanchard.

TYPUS, or Periodus and Circuitus, is the order

that intermitting Fevers obforve, confiding of In-

tenfion and Remiflion, ofEncreafing and Decrea-

fing, according to fome kind of Regularity ; and
accordingly denominating the kind of the Fever, by
its Type. Blanchard.

TYROSlS, is when Milk which is eaten. Cur-
dles in the Stomach into a Subftance like Cheefe;

Blanchard,

\
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VAC? V A L

¥7ACATION, by the Lawyers, is all the refpe-

* (ftive time betwixt the end of one Term, and
the beginning of another.

It fignifies alfo the time from the Death of a Bi-

fhopj or other Spiritual Perfon, till the Bifhoprick,

or other Dignity, be fupplied with another.

VACUUM, is by Phyfiologifts, fuppofed to be

a Space devoid of all Body. And this they diftin-

guifh into a Vacuum Diffeminatum, or Interfperfum 5!

i. e. fmall void Spaces interfperfed about between
the Particles of Bodies.

Or, a Vacuum Coacervatum
, which is a larger

void Space made by the meeting together of the

feveral Interfperfed or Diffeminate Vacuities be-

fore mentioned.

That there is a Vacuum , at leaft a Dijfeminate one,

feems clear from the following Arguments.

' 1. That without fuppofing fome Interfperfed

Vacuities among Bodies, ns very hard to account

for Motion. For if there be an Abfolute Plenum,

the leaft Body in Nature cannot move, but all Bo-

dies that are, muft move with It ; and yet into

what places they fhould move, when all things are

already full, is as hard to conceive, as the for-

mer.

2. Without allowing a Vacuum, how can there

be any fuch thing as either Rarefaction, or Conden-

fation ? For if all Space is adequately full ofBody,

nothing can poffibly ever take up a greater or leffer

Room than it had* at firft ; and yet we find by evi-

dent Expedience, that Air is capable of a very great

degree of Compreffion, and t hat Water can be ra-

tified into Air, or Vapour, and then take up vaftly

larger Room, than it did before.

3. Sir Ifaac Nevoton found, that the Weight of

Bodies doth by no means depend on their Forms

or Textures, but that all Bodies at equal Diftances

from the Earth, do equally gravitate towards it in

proportion to the Quantity of Matter in them,

which is every where as their Weight: Wherefore

there muft of neceffity be a Vacuum. For if all Pla-

ces were full, there could be no difference in the

Specifick Gravity of Bodies, but Air would be in-

fenfively as heavy as Gold ; and fo Gold could not

defcend in Air, and much lefs any lighter Body

than it, which would contradidf all the received

Laws of Hydrofta-ticks, tho’ confirm’d by 10 thou-

fand Experiments.

In VADIO exportere, is to Pawn, or leave any.

equivalent as a Pledge, or Surety of returning Mo-

1

ney borrowed or owing.

VADIUM Mortuum, a Term in Law, fignify-

ing a Mortgage, Lands or immoveable Goods fo

pawn’d, or engaged to the Creditor, that he has a

Right to the mean Profits for the Ufe of his Loan,

. or Debt.

Per VADIUM power?, in Law, fignifies to take

Security, Bail, or Pledges, for the Appearance of a

Delinquent in fome Court of Juftice.

VAGINALIS Gule, the Perforated Mufcle of

the Guld, as Willis calls it 3 who fays, The whole
Oefophagus feems to confift of two Mulcles

, which
make four Parallelograms with their oppofite Fi-

bres decuffating each other : But in Men it is far

otherwife ; in whom the Fibres of this Mufcle are

Longitudinal, and Oblique ; the former feem to

take their Original at the Arytenoidal Cartilages,

and palling fomewhat Obliquely to the back part

of the Oefophagus, defcend to the Stomach : The
latter feems to be a Continuation of the Pterigopha-

ryngceus, and the Oefophagceus, defcending obliquely

in a Spiral manner, not unlike thofe of the Inte-

ftines defcribed by the learned Dr. Cole.

VAGINALIS Tunica. See Elythroides.

VAIRY, or VERRY, is when the Field of a

Coat of Arms is checquered into z Colours by the

Figures of little Bells ; and if thele Colours are

Argent and Azure, ’tis Vairy Proper, and you need

fay no more but Vairy : But if the Colours are any

other, they muft be exprefly named in Blazoning

the Coat. See the Form of it under Verry.

VAIRY Coppy, or Potent Coun-

ter-Potent, is a Bearing in He-
raldry of this Figure

,
and in

Blazon
,

the Colours muft be

expreffed ; as Agure and Argent
,

&c.

VALORE Maritagii
,

is a Writ. See Value of

Marriage.

VALUE of Marriage, or Valore Maritagii, is a
Writ that lies for the Lord, having proffered cove-

nable Marriage to the Infant, without Difparage-

ment, if he refufe to take the Lords offer, to re-

cover the Value of the Maritage. See Stat. iz.

Car. z. cap. 24.

VALVULA Major, is the upper part or cover of

the Iflhmus, which is betwixt the Tefes, and the

foremoft Vermicular Procefs of the Cerebellum, to

which two it is tied at its two Ends, and to

the Proceffes that come from the Cerebellum to

the Tefies, at its Sides. ’Tis of a Medullary Sub-
ftance ; its Ufe is to keep the Lympha from falling

out above the Nerves in the Balls of the Skull.

VALVES, are little thin Membranes in Veffels,

or Fibres, like Folding-doors as it were 5 they have

received different Names,according to the Diverfity

of their Figuration, as Sigmoides, like the Gree\

Letter Sigma $
Semilunares , like an Half-Moon, &c.

They are found in Veins, Arteries, and in the

Lymphatick and Ladfeal Velfels 3 nay, as fome fay,

even in the Mufculous Fibres. There are

VALVES alfo found in the Inteftines, in the

{mail and great Guts, efpecially in the Jejunum,

and about the beginning of the Ilium, which are

called Semi-circular from their Figure. Thefe

Valves, or Folds, grow more and more Oblique,

by little and little, the nearer you come to the Ili-

um, and at the beginning of the Ilium, they are lefs

Oblique than further on.

In like manner, near the end of the Jejunum

,

they are gradually more and more diftant from one

another, and fo in the Ilium too.

' * At
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At the beginning, and in the middle of the Jeju-

hum, they are fcarce diftant half a
^

Thumb’s

breadth ; in the Ilium a whole Thumb’s breadth

and more. ,

They yield a little if thruft with ybur Finger,

and move here and there : At the beginning of the

Colon. there is a Flelhy and Circular Value, befides

feveral others in that Gut.

The Ufe of them is to ftop the Meat a little,

that it may be the better fermented,, the Chyle di-

ftributed, adjacent Parts be cherifhed with Heat

;

and laftly, That it afcends or returns not again.

VALVULiE Conniventes. See Conniventes.

VANE. Thofe Sights which are made to move

and Aide upon Crofs-ftaves, Fore-ftaves, Davis's Qua-

drants, &c. the Seamen call V'anes

.

VAN-GUARD, a Military Term, fignifying

the firft Line of an Army drawn up in Battalia.

This is the fame with the Front of an Army, and

gives the firft Charge upon the Enemy.

VAPORARIUM, is when the Patient fits fo as

that he receives the Vapours through an Hole, un-

der which there is placed a Pot full of oppofite and

boiling hot Ingredients, which cooling, frefh Mat-

ter is added.

VAPOROSUM Balneum, See Balneum Va-

poris. .

•

VAPOURS, in a Medical Senfe, is now a-days

ufed for the Difeafe called otherwife Hyftcrick. ,
or

Hypochondriack. Fits, or Melancholy. But the moft

common Senfe of the Word, is for Watty Exha-

lations raifed up either by the Heat of the Sun,

the Subterraneal, or any other accidental Heat,

Fire,

Mr. Halley in Fhilofophical Franfaciions, IN. 1 89.

gives an Eftimate of the Quantity of Vapours

raifed out of the Sea by the Warmth of the

Sun, by an Experiment as follows.

We took a Pan (faith he) about 4 Inches deep,

and 7 or 9 Inches in Dianieter, in which we pla-

ced a Thermometer,, and by mdans of a Pan of

Coals, we brought the Water to the fame Degree

of Heat which is obferved to be that of Our Air in

the hotteft Summers ; the Thermometer nicely

Brewing it. '

Then we affixed the’ Pan of Water with the

Thermometer in it, to one end of the Beam of the

Scales, and exasftly counterpoifed it with Weights

in the other S£ale : And by the application or re-

moval of the Pan of Coals, we found it very eafie

to maintain the Water in the fame precife Degree

of Heat.

Doing thus, 'we found the Weight of the Wa-
ter fenfibly to decreafe ; and at the end of a Hours,

we obferved. That there Wanted half an Ounce of

Troy, all but 7 Grains, or 233 Grains of Water,

which in that Time had gone off in Vapour, tho
3

one could hardly perceive it to imoak, and the

Water was not fenfibly warm.
This Quantity in fo fliort a time, feemed very

considerable, being little lefs than 6 Ounces in 24
Hours, from fo final! a Surface as a Circle of 8

Inches Diameter.

To reduce therefore this Experiment to an ex-

ad: Calculus
,
and to determine the thicknefs of that

Skin of Water, which had fo evaporated, I affurne

the Experiment ailedged by Dr. Edvoard Bernard,

to have been made in the Oxford Society, vi%.

That a Cube-Foot (Evglifh) of Water, weighs

y A.p,
— V rr.n '.V n-n f. , *Tf— .. . „ .i-h' i t'”

'
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exadly 76 Pounds Troy, This divided by 1728
the Number of Inches in a Foot, will give 253 f
Grains, or half lan Ounce, 13 f Grains for the
Weight of a Cube-Inch of Watery wherefore the
Weight of 233 Grains is fjf, or 3 5 Parts of 38
of a Cube-Inch of Water.

Now the Area of the Circle, whofe Diameter is

72 Inches, is 49 Square Inches; by which divi-

ding the Quantity of Water evaporated, vi%.

of an Inch, the Quote tjH, or jf., ffiews, that

the Thicknefs of the Water evaporated, was the
fifty third part; of an Inch ; but we will fuppofe

it only the fixtieth part,' for the facility of Calcula-
tion.

If therefore Water as warm as the Air In Sum-
mer, exhales the thicknefs of a fixtieth part of a ri

Inch in two Hours, from its whole Surface, in

12 Hours it will exhale the of an Inch; which
Quantity Will be found abundantly fufficient to

ferve for all the Rains, Springs and Dews, and ac-

count for the Cafpian Seas being always at a ftand^

neither wafting nor overflowing ; as likewife for

the Current faid to fet always in, at the

Streights of Gibraltar
,
though thofe Mediterra-

nean Seas receive fo many, and fo confiderable

Rivers.

To eftimate the Quantity of Water arifing in

Vapour out of the Sea, I think I ought to con-

fider it only for the time the Sun is up ; for that

the Dews return in the Night, as much if not

more Vapours than are then emitted ; and in Sum-
mer the Days being longer than twelve Hours,
this Excefs is balanced by the Weaker Action of

the Sun, specially when arifing, before the Water
be warmed: So that if I allow -fs of an Inch
of the Surface of the Sea, to be raifed per Diem
in Vapours, it may not be an improbable Con-
jecture.

Upon this Supposition,- every ten Square Inches
of the Surface of the Water, yields in Vapour per
Diem

, a Cube-Inch of Water ; and each Square
Foot half a Wine-pint; every Space of four Foot
Square, a Gallon ; a Mile Square, 6914 Tons ;

a Square Degree, fuppos’d of 69 Englifh Miles,'

will evaporate 33 Millions of Tons : And if the
Mediterranean be eftimated at 40 Degrees long,

and four broad, Allowances being made fpf the

Places where it is broader, by thofe where it is

narrower ; (and I am fure, I guefs at the leaft)

there will be 1 60 Square Degrees at Sea ; and
confcquently, the whole Mediterranean muft lofe

in Vapour, in a Summer’s Day, at leaft 5280
Millions of Tons, and this Quantity of Vapour,
though very great, is as little as the Remains of

anotherUaule, which cannot be reduced to Rule,

I meap the Winds, whereby the Surface of the

Water is lick’d up fometimes fafter than it Exhales .

by the Heat of the Sun ; as is well known to thofe

that have confidered thofe Drying Winds which
blow fometimes.

To eftimate the Quantity of Water the Medi-
terranean Sea receives from the Rivers that fall

into it, is a Very hard Task, unlefs one had the

Opportunity to meafure their Channels 'and Velo-

city; and therefore we can only do it by allowing

more than enough : That is, by prefuming thefe

Rivers greater than in all probability -they be, and
then comparing the Quantity of Water voided by
the Thames, with that of thofe Rivers whofe Wa-

ters we defire, to compute*

Thi
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The Mediterranean receives thefe confiderable

Rivers : The Iberus, the Rhone, the Tiber, the Po,

the Danube, the Neifter, the Boryjlhenes, the Tanais

and the Nile $ all the reft being of no great Note,

and their Quantity of Water inconfiderable.

Thefe nine Rivers, we will luppofe each of

them to bring down ten times as much Water as

the River of Thames ; not that any of them are fo

great in reality, but to comprehend with them

all the fmall Rivulets that fall into the Sea,

which,, otherwife I know not how to allow for.
.

To Calculate the Water of the Thames, I af-

fume that at Kjngfton-bridge,. where the Flood ne-

ver reaches, and the Water always runs down,

the Breadth of the Channel is i oo Yards, and its

Depth three, it being reduced to an equality; (in

both which Suppofitions I am fure I take with the

moft.)

Hence the Profile of thq Water in this Place, is

300 Square Yards : This multiplied by 48 Miles,

(which I allow the Water to run in 24 Hours, at

two Miles an Hour) or 84480 Yards, gives

25344000 Cubick-Yards of Water to be evacua-

ted every Day : That is 20300000 Tons per

Diem : And I doubt not but in the Excefs ofmy
Meafures of the Channel of the River, I have

made more than fufficient Allowance for the Wa-
ters of the Brent, the Wandel

,
the Lea, and Dar-

recnt, which are all worth Notice, that fall into the

Thames below Kfngfvon.

Now, if each of the aforefaid nine Rivers yield

ten times as much Water as the Thames doth, ’twill

follow, that each of them yield but 203 Millions

of Tons Diem, and the whole nine but 1827
Millions of Tons in a Day ; which is but little

more than one third of what is proved to be rai-

fed in Vapour out of the Mediterranean in Twelve
Hours time.

Now what becomes of this Vapour when rais’d,

and how it comes to pafs that the Current always

fets in at the Mouth of the Streights of Gibraltar

,

is intended, with leave, for a farther Entertain-

ment of this Honourable Company.

In the mean time,, it is needful to Advertife

the Reader, That in making the Experiment here-

in mentioned, the Water ufed, had heen Salted

to the fame Degree as is the common Sea-Wa-

ter, by the Solution of about a fortieth part of

Salt.

The Quantity ofVapours drawn by any deter-

minate Heat from any Quantity of Water in a de-

terminate Time, is always proportionable to the

Surface of that Water: So that from a double

Surface, there will be raifed a double Quantity

of Vapour, from a triple Surface, a triple Quan-

tity, &c.

For the Manner how, and the Reafon why Va-

pours are raifed by Heat, Mr. Halley gives the

following Account.

He hath {hewed, That if an Atom of Water

be expanded into a Shell or Bubble, whofe Dia-

meter {hall be ten times as great as before, fuch an

Atom wilt be Specifically lighter than Air, and

will rife fo long as that Flatus or warm Spirit which

firft feparated it from the Mafs of Water, {hall con-

tinue to diftend it to the lame degree. But then

that Warmth declining,and the Airgrowing cooler,

and withal Specifically lighter; thefe Vapours will

V A p

flop at a certain Region of the Air, or elfe de~
fcend.

It therefore it Ihould be fuppofed, That the
whole Earth were covered with Water, and tha*-
the Sun as now ftiould make his Diurnal Courfe
round it, this learned Perfon thinks. That the Air
would be impregnated with a certain Quantity of
Aqueous Vapors, which it would retain in it like
Salts dilfolved in Water ; and that the Sun in the
Day time warming this Air, that part of the At-
mofphere would fuftain a greater Proportion of Va-
pours

; (as warm Water will hold more Salt diffol-
ved in it than cold ;) which on the Abfence of the
Vapours at Night, would be difcharged in Dews.
And in this Cafe he concludes

, there could be
no Diverfity of Weather, other than Periodically
every Year alike, the Mixture of all Terreftrious,
Saline, and Heterogeneous Vapours being here ex-
cluded ; which he judges to be when varioufly
compounded and driven by Winds, the Caufes of
thofe various Seafons and Changes of Weather
which we now find.

But if inftead of an Earth covered all over with
Water, you fuppofe the Sea interfperled about
wide and fpacious Tradsof Land, and alfo divi-
ded by high Ridges of Mountains, fuch as the
Pyrenean, the Alps, and the Appenm'ne in Europe t
Taurus, Caucafus, Imaus, &c. in Afia : Mount At-
las, and the Mountains of the Moon in Africa : And
the Andes and Apalatean Mountains in America g-

each of which far furpafs the ufual Height to
which the Aqueous Vapours of themfelves afcend ;
and on the Tops of which, the Air is fo cold,
and rarified, as to retain but a fmall part of
thofe Vapours which are brought thither by the
Winds.

Thele Vapours therefore thus rais’d from the Sea,
and by the Winds carried over the Low-Lands to
thofe Ridges of Mountains, are there compelled
by the Stream of the Air, to mount with it up to
their Tops, where the Water prefently precipitates,
gleeting down by the Crannies of the Stones

; and
part ofthe Vapour entring into the Caverns of the.

Hills, the Water thereof gathers as in an Alem-
bick in the Bafons of Stone which it finds

; and
thefe being once full, the Overplus of the Water
runs down at the loweft place of the Bafon, and
breaking out by the Sides ofthe Hills, forms Single
Springs.

Many of which running down by the Valleys,
or Guts, between the Ridges of the Hills, and af-
ter uniting, form little Rivulets, or Brooks

; and
many of thefe meeting again in a common Chan-
nel form large Rivers.

And in this Theory, the Author faith, he was
confirmed by Experience, at St. Helena ; where
refiding to make Celeftial Obfervations, the Place
being about 800 Yards above the Surface of the
Sea, there was every Night fuch a Condenfation,
or rather Precipitation of the Vapours, as that, tho’

the Sky was clear, the^ would cover every half
quarter of an Hour the Objed-Glalfes of his Tele-
fcopes, and wet his Paper fo that it would hardly
bear Ink to write his Obfervations. Philcfophicai

Tranjablions, N. 192.

The Learned Dr. Woodward fuppofes the great

Abyfs of Water in the Bowels of the Earth to be
the Prompruary from whence the Water ofSprings
and Rivers is chiefly deduced. See Springs.

Mr. Hornberg

p



Mr. Horn berg) in feme Experiments which he

hath publiflied in the Memoires de Mathematique &
de Phyfique, for the Month of May, 1693. fays,

That the raoft probable Caufe of the Elevation of

Vapors in general, is that the Fiery or iEthereal

Matter firft puts the fmall Particles of the Water
into an Agitation, and then mingles it felfwith it ;

which Mixture is what we call Vapors ; this being

Specifically lighter than Air, will rile in it, till it

come to fuch an height, as that the Air is there of

the fame Relative Gravity with it felf, and there

it will fwim about, till by the Motion of Winds, or

other Caules, its Conltitution is broken, and fo

the Watry Parts uniting together in greater Drops,
it Defcends in Dew, or Rain : Which Notion
differs very little from Mr. Halley’s. Only Hom-
lerg

, by an Experiment which he made of Evapo-
ration in Vacuo, concludes. That Air is not necef-

fary to the firft riling of Vapors, but only to the

making of them mount up on high, after they
once are brought or raifed into it.

VARIATION is, according to Tycho
, the third

Inequality in the Motion of the Moon j and arifes

from her Apogpum, being changed as her Syftem is

Carried round the Sun by the Earth. Bultialdus rail*?

this the Moon s Reflexion, expreffing it, That her
Apogceon reflects backwards, contrary to the Order
or Succeftion of the Signs, by reafon ofwhich the
Angle of her Eve&ion is fometimes more, and fome-
timeslels, than it would appear robe, by confi-

dering only the two other Inequalities. But Tycho
aflerts this Variation to be never iefs than 40 Mi-
nutes, 30 Seconds.

Sir Ifaac Newton thinks the Variation is Caufed
partly by the Elliptick form of the Moon’s Orbit,
and partly by the Inequality of the Moments of
the Area which the Moon deferibes by a Radius
drawn to the Earth. This, Prop. 29, Book, 3. of
his Principia

, he {hews how to find ; and fets it

at a middle Rate, to be 35 Minutes, 9 Se-
conds. "

VARIATION of the Needle, or Compafs, is the
deviation, or turning of the Magneticd Needle in

the Manners Compafs, from the true North-point ;

which happens more or lefs in moft Places $ and
is commonly called by Sea-men the North-Eaft-
ing, or North-fVeJling of the Needle»

To find the Variation at Sea.

About three Hours before or after Noon, ha-

ving the Sun s Declination, his Altitude, and the

Latitude of the Place, find his true Azimuth, (as

is directed under that Word,) obferve alfo the Suns
Magnetical Azimuth, and then the Differences of
thole two Diftances from the Meridian, is the Va-
riation of the Compafs.

The fame k alfo found by having the Suns True
and Magnetical Amplitude.

For if the Amplitudes be of one kind 3 that is,’

both North, or both^outh, their Difference is the
Variation: But if of different kinds; that is, one
North, the other South, their Sum is the Varia-
tion.

In the PraCHce of obferving the Variation,” it is

ufual to cake it by the Amplitude ofthe Riling and
Setting of the Sim, when his Centre appears in the

Vifihle Horizon ; whereas he ought to be obferved
when his under Limb is ftill above the Horizon a-
bout two thirds of his Diameter, or 20 Minutes,’

becaufe of the Refraction, and the Height of the
Obferver’s Eye above the Surface of the Water ;
or elfe to work the Amplitudes

, as the Azimuths, by
reckoning the Sun’s Diftahce from the \enith, 90
Degrees 3 6 Minutes. This, tho’ it be of little con-
fequence near the Equinoctial, will make a great
Error in high Latitudes, where the Sun Riles anil

Sets Obliquely,
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A Table ofthe Variation ofthe Compafs, as it hath been objerved in

divers Places
9 and at divers Times.

1

[

Names of Places.

Longitude

from
London

Latitude

Deg. Min. De. Min.

London - 00 00 5 * 3 i N

S?dVj$ *»•»•*» * *> «> a 25 E 48 51 N

"Vrahiburg " 2 2 1 i3 do E 55 54 N
Copenhagen - - I „ 12 53 E 55 41 N
Dant^ick. * - 19 0 E 54 2.3 N
Aiompelier - „ 4 0 E 43 37 N
Breft - - - 4 25 w 48 23 N
Borne -2 _ „ 13 0 E 41 5° N

1 Bayonne 2 _ „ I 2oW 43 30 N
I Hudforis-Bdy

,

- - « - 79 40 W 51 o® N
In Hudforis Streights - - 57 00 W 61 00 N
In Baffin s-Bay, at Sir Thomas Smith's Sound. - -< 80 0 W 78 00 N
At Sea' - - - 50 d W 38 40 N
At Sea, ~ - . SI soW 43 50 N
At Sea a _ 42 60 W 21 0 N
Cape St. Augujiine - 35 3 d tV 80S
At Sea off the Mouth of Plata - - - 58 d W 39 3 0 S

|

Cape Fr/o 41 1 0W 22 40 s
! At the Eaft Entrance of Magellan Streights - - 68 0W 52 30 s

At the Weft Entrance of Magellan Streights - - 75 oW 53 0 S
Baldivia - - 73 oW 40 0 S
Cape Agulhas - 16 30E 34 5 ° S

At Sea - » -® ~
1

1 00 E 34 3° S
At Sea - - - - 20 0 W 34 ° S
At Sea - - 32 oW 24 d S
St Helena * - * - 6 30 W 16 0 S
y. Afcenfion - 14 r&W 7 5 ° S

Johanna ~ - - .
- 44 00 E 12 15 s

Mombafa - 40 00 E 4 0 s
Zpcatra * 56 0 E 12 30 N

at the Mouth of the Bed-Sea « - 47 3 ° E 31 od N
Diego Bgiz - 61 0 E 20 0 s
At Sea - - * 64 30 E 0 0

At Sea - * * 54 0 E 27 0 s

Bombay - - 72 30E 19 0 N
C. Comorin - * - 7 6 0 E 8 15 N
Ballafore - ~ - - 87 0 E 21 30 N
FortSt. - 1 80 d E 1315 N
Weft Point of » - - ** 104 0 E 6 40 S

At Sea - * - 58 oE 39 0 S

?. St. Paul - * - * 72 - oE 38 0 S

At F/w Diemens » - - 142 oE 42 25 s

At Net? Zealand - - • - - 170 0 E 40 50 s

At T/>w i(/«g tfe in New-Zealand - - 169 30E 34 35 S

| y. Bpterdam in the South Sea - 184 0 E 20 15 s
1 On the Coaft of New Guinea - 149 0 E 4 30 s

1 At the Weft Point of Nn*> Guinea - - 126 0 E 0 26 s

Anno
Dorn.

Variati-

on obfer-

ved.

Deg. Min.

9 o E
8 40 E
6 20 E
8 45 E
5 3<>E
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From the foregoing Table ’tis obferved, by the

Learned Cafe, Halley,

1. That in all Europe
, the Variation at this time

is FVeft, and more in the Eaftern Parts thereof than

the Weftern, increafing that way.

2. That on the Coaft ofAmerica
,
about Virginia

,

JSlew-England, and New-found Land, the Variation

is Wefterly ,
increafing all the way as you go Nor-

therly along the Coaft, fo as to be above 20 De-

grees at New-found Land
,

nearly 30 Degrees in

Hudfon s Streights, and not lefs than 57 Degrees in

Baffin s-Bay ; and that as you Sail Eaftward from

this Coaft, the Variation diminithes.

Whence it is, That fomewhere between Europe,

and the North part of America, there muft be an

Eafterly Variation, or at leaft no Variation.

3. That on the Coaft of Brazil, there is Eaft
1

Variation, increafing as you go to the Southward,

foas to be 12 Degrees at Cape Frio
,
and lo Degrees

and half over againft R. Plata
; and thence failing

South-wefterly, to the Streights of Magellan
,

it

decreafes 17 Degrees* and at the Weft Entrance

about 14 Degrees,

4. That at the Eaftward of Brafil, this Eafterly

Variation decreafes, fo as to be very little at St.

Helena and Afcenfion, and to be quite gone, and

the Compafs Point true about 1 8 Degrees of Lon-

gitude Weft from the Cape of Good Hope.

5. That to the Eaftward of the aforefaid Places,

a Weftward Variation begins, and governs in all

the Indian Sea, anfing to 1 8 Degrees under the E-

quator, about the Meridian of the Northern part

of Madagafcar • and 27 Degrees and a half in 39
Degrees South Latitude, near the fame Meridian

:

Eafterly from thence, the Weft Variation decrea-

fes, fo as to be not much above 8 Degrees at Cape

Comorin, and about 3 Degrees upon the Coaft of

Java • and about the Molucca Ifands to be quite

gone 5
as alfo a little to the Weftward of Van Die-

mens Land.

6 . That to the Eaftward of the Moluccas and

Van Diemens Land, in South Latitude, there arifes

another Eafterly Variation, which Teems not fo

great as the former, nor of fo large Extent
; for

that at the Ifland Rotterdam, it is fenfibly lefs

than upon the Eaft Coaft .of New Guinea ; and at

the rate it decreafes, it may well be fuppofed, that

about 20 Degrees further Eaftward, or 225 De-
grees Eaft Longitude from London, in the Latitude

of 20 Degrees South, a Wefterly Variation begins.

7. That the Variation taken at Baldivia, and at

the Weft Entrance of the Streights of Magellan,

fhews, That the Eaft Variation noted in the third

Obfervation, is decreafing apace ; and that it can-

not well extend many Degrees into the South Sea,

from the Coaft of Peru and Chili, leaving room for

a fmall Wefterly Variation in that Trad; of the un-

known World that lies in the mid-way between
Chili and New Zealand, and between Hounds Ifland

and Peru.

8. That in failing North-Weft from St. Helena,

by Afcenfion
,
as far as the Equator, the Variation

continues very fmall Eaft, and as it were, con-
ftantly the fame ; fo that in this part of the World*
the Courfe, wherein there is no Variation, is evL
dently no Meridian, but rather North-Weft.

9. That the Entrance of Hudfon s Streights, and
the Mouth of R. Plata, being nearly under the
fame Meridian, at the one Place the Needle varies

29 Degrees and a half Weft $ at the other 20 De~
grees and a half Eaft.-

Whence
!

tis concluded,

That the whole Globe of the Earth is one great
Magnet, having four Magnetical Poles, or Points of
Attraction, near each Pole of the Equator two and
that in thofe Pans of the World which lie hear adja-
cent to any one of thofe Magnetical Poles, the Needle
is govern d thereby the neareft Pole being always pre-
dominant over the more remote ,

And he conjectures, That the Pole, which is at
prefent rieareft to us, lies in or near the Meridian
of the Lands-end of England, and not above 7 De-
grees from the Arftiok, Pole by this Pole the Vari-
ation in all Europe and Tartary, arid the North Sea,

are principally governed
; tho’ With regard to the

other Northern Poles
,
whole Situation is in thd Me-

ridian palling about the middle of California, and
about 1 5 Degrees from the North Pole of the
World - to this the Needle has chiefly refped: in
all the North America, and in the two Oceans on
either fide thereof, from the Azores Weftwards to
Japan, .and farther.

The tvvo Southern Poles are rather farther di-’

ftant from the South Pole of the World : The one
about 16 Degrees therefrom, in a Meridian fome
20 Degr. to the Weftward of Magellan s Straights,
or 95 Degrees Weft from London • this commands
the Needle in all South America, in the Pacifick Sea
and the greateft part of the Ethiopicl

<. Ocean.
The fourth and laft Pole feems to have the grea-

teft Power, and Jargeft Dominions of all, as it is

the moft remote from the Pole of the World, being
little lefs than 2 c Degrees diftant therefrom

, in
the Meridian which paffes thro’ New Holland and the
Ifland Celebes about r 20 Degrees Eaft from Lon-
don • this Pole is predominant in the South part of
Africa, in Arabia, and the Red-Sea, in Perfia, In->

dia, and its Iflands ; and all over the Indian Sea,

from the Cape of Good Hope Eaftwards, to the mid-*
die of the great South Sea that divides Afta from
America .

This feems to be the prefent Difpofitipn of thd
Magnetical Vertue throughout the whole Globe of
the Earth : It remains to fliew how this Hypothec
fis makes out all the Variations that have been oh*
ferved of late ; and how it anfwers to the fevers!

Remarks drawn from the Table.

And firft, it is plain, that ( our European. North
Pole being in the Meridian of the Lands-end of Eng*

j

land

)

all Places more Eafterly than that, will have
it on the Weft fide of their Meridian

; and confe-*

1
quently the Needle refpedting it with its Nor-
thern Point, will have a Wefterly Variation, which
will ftill be greater as you go to the Eastwards,
till you come to fome Meridian of Ruffa, where
’twill be greateft, and from thence decreafe again;

Thus at Breftthe Variation being but 1 Degree and
7 B 3 quaff-



£ quarters* at London 4 Degrees and a half ; but

at Dant^ick.1 Degrees Welt. To the Weftward

of the Meridian of the Lands-endtht Needle ought

to have an Eafterly Variation j
were it not that (by

approaching the American Northern Pole, which lies

on the Weft fide of the Meridian, and feems to be

of greater force than this other) the Needle is

drawn thereby Weftward, fo as to counter-ba-

lance the Diredion given by the European Pole,and

to make a fmall Weft Variation in the Meridian of

the Lands-end it felf. Yet about the Meridian of

the Ifle Tercera, ’tis fuppoled our neareft Pole may
fo far prevail, as to give the Needle a little turn

to the Eaft ; tho’ but for a very little fpace $ the

counter-balance of thole two Poles permitting no

confiderable Variation in all the Eaftern part of

the Atlantick. Ocean •, nor upon the Weft Coaft of

England and Ireland, France, Spain, and Barbary :

But to the Weftwards of the Azores, the Power of

the American Pole, overcoming that of the Euro-

pean, the Needle has chiefly refped thereto ; and

turns ftill more and more towards it, as you ap-

proach it. Whence it comes to pafs. That on the

Coaft of Virginia, New-England, New-found Land,

and in Hudfon\-Streights, the Variation is Weft-

ward that it increases as you go from thence to-

wards Europe, and that it is lefs in Virginia and

New England, than in New-found Land, and Hud-

Jon’s-Sfreights.

This Wefterly Variation again decreafes, as you

pafs over the North America, and about the Meri-

dian of the middle of California, the Needle again

points due North $ and from thence Weftwards to

Ted^o and Japan, ’tis luppos’d the Variation is Ea-

fterly
; and halfSea over, not lels than 1 5 Degrees

:

And that this Eaft Variation extends over Japan,

Ycdzp, Eajl-Tartary
,
and part of China, ’till it meet

with the Wefterly, which is govern’d by the Eu-

ropean North Pole, and which is greateft fome-

where in Puffia,

Towards the South Pole the Effed is much the

fame, only that here the South Point of the Needle

is attraded.

Hence it will follow, That the Variation on the

Coaft of Brazil, at the River of Plate, and fo on

to the Streights of Magellan, fhould be Eafterly, if

we fuppofe a Magnetical Pole fituated about 20

Degrees more Wefterly than the Streights of Ma-
gellan. And this Eafterly Variation doth extend

Eaftward over the greateft part of the Ethiopick.

Sea, till it be counterpoiz’d by the Vertue of the

other Southern Pole $ as it is about midway be-

tween the Cape of Good Hope, and the Ifles of Tri-

fan d’ Acuntia.

From thence Eaftwards the Afan South Pole be-

coming prevalent, and the South Point of the Nee-

dle being attraded thereby, there arifes a Weft

Variation very great in Quantity and Extent, be-

caufe of the great Diftance of this Magnetical Pole

of the World.

Hence it is, That in all the Indian Sea, as far as

Hollandia Nova, and farther, there is conftantly

Weft Variation ;
and that under the Equator it felf,

it arifes to no left than 1 8 Degrees, where ’tis

moft.

About the Meridian of the Ifland of Celebes, be-

ing likewife that of this Pole, this Wefterly Varia-

tion ceafes, and an Eafterly begins, which reaches

to the Middle of the South Sea, between the Mid-

dle of %elandia Nova and Chili, leaving room fora

fmall Weft Variation governed by the American
South Pole.

From all this it appears, That the Diredion of
the Needle in the Temperate and Frigid Zone, de-
pends chiefly upon the Counterpoife of the Forces
of two Magnetical Poles of the fame Nature : As
alfo how it is, that under the fame Meridian, the
Variation {hould be in one place 29 Degrees and a
half Weft, and in another 20 Degrees and a half
Eaft.

In the Torrid Zpne, and particularly under the
Equinoctial, refpect muft be had to all four Poles,
and their Pofitions well confidered, otherwife it
will not be eafieto determine what Variations fhall
be ; the neareft Pole being always ftrongeft - yet
not fo, as not to be counter-balanced fometimes by
the united Forces of two more remote

3 as is noted
in the eighth Obfervation, that in failing from
St. Helena, by the Ifle of Afcenfcn, to the Equa-
tor, on the North-Weft Courfe, the Variation is
very little Eafterly, and in that whole Trad unal-
terable, becaufe that the South American Pole,
(which is confiderably the neareft in the aforefaid
Places) requiring a great Eafterly Variation, is
counterpoiz’d by the contrary Attradion of the
North Arne; ican, and the Ajian South Pole * each
whereof fingly are, in thefe Parts, weaker than the
American South Pole ; and upon the North-Weft
Courfe, the Diftance from this latter is very little
varied ; and as you recede from the Afian South
Pole, the Balance is ftill preferved by accefs to-
wards the North American Pole. In this cafe no no-
tice is taken of the European North Pole its Meri-
dian being little removed from thofe of thefe Pla-
ces, and of it felf requiring the fame Variations we
here find.

After the fame manner you may proceed to de-
termine the Variations in other Places, under and
near the Equator.

All this, feems very much to confirm the afore-
faid Hypothefis,' That there are in the Earthfourfuch
Magnetical Points, or Poles

, which occafion the great
Variety, andfeeming irregularity, which is obferved
in the Variation of the Compafs.
But to calculate exadly what it is, in any Place

affign’d, is not as yet done, nor is it determin’d in
what Proportion the Attradive Power decreafes, as
you remove from the Pole ofthe Magnet

; as alfo
the change of the Variation, and at what rate, is
not yet perfedly difcovered.

From the foregoing Table, it fhould feem, that
all the Magnetical Poles had a Motion Weftward 5
but if it be fo, tis evident, That it is not a Rota-
tion about the Axis of the Earth ; for then the Va-
riations would continue the fame, in the fame Pa-
rallel of Latitude (the Longitude only chang’d) as
much as is the Motion of the Magnetical Poles z

But the contrary is found by Experience 5 for
there is no where in the Latitude of 5 1 and an
halfNorth, be ween England and America, a Varia-
tion of 1 1 Degrees Eaft, at this time

; as it was
oned here at London. Wlherefore it feems that our
European Pole is grown nearer the Pole Arblic^ than
it was heretofore

5 or elfe that it has loft part of
its vertue.

But whether thefe Magnetick Poles move aln>
gether with onefMotion, or with feveral, whether
equally, or unequally

; whether Circular, or Li-
bratory : If Circular, about what Centre ; if
Libratory

,
after what manner, things yet unknown.

In
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Cape. Halley brings did

following Hypothefis, accounting for this Varia-

tion, and lolving all its Phenomena s, which is

thus.

He reckons the external farts of the Globe as

the Shell, and the internal as a Nucleus, or inner

Globe included within ours, with a fluid Medium

between, which having the fame common Centre

and Axis of Diurnal Rotation, may turn about

with our Earth each 24 Hours ;
only this outer

Sphere having its turbinating Motion, fome imall

matter either fwifter or flower than the internal

Ball. And a very minute difference in length of

time, by many repetitions, becomes fenfible ; the

Internal Parts will by degrees recede from the Ex-

ternal; and not keeping pace with one another,

will appear gradually to move, either Eaftward or

Weftward, by the difference of their Motions.
^

Now fuppofing fitch an internal Sphere having

fuch a Motion, the two great Difficulties in the

former Hypothefis, is eafily folved For if this ex-

terior Shell of Earth be a Magnet, having its Poles

at a diftance from the Poles of Diurnal Rotation ;

and if the internal Nucleus be likewife a Magnet,

having its Poles in two other places diftant alfo

from the Axis; and thele latter, by a gradual and

flow Motion, change their Place in refpecffc of the

External : We may then give a reafonable account

of the four Magnetical Poles aforementioned, as

likewife of the Changes of the Needles Varia-

tions.

The Period of this Motion being wonderful

great, and there being hardly an hundred Years

fince thefe Variations have been duly obferved, it

will be very hard to bring this Hypothefis to a Cal-

culus, efpecially fince, tho’ the Variations do in-

ereafe and decreafe regularly in the fame Place,

yet in differing Places, at no great diftance, there

are found fuch cafual Changes thereof, as can no

ways be accounted for by a regular Hypothefis, as

depending upon the unequal and irregular diftri-

bution of the Magnetical Matter within the Sub-

ftance of the external Shell or Coat of the Earth,

which defied the Needle from the Pofition it

would acquire from the effed ofthe general Mag-

netifm of the whole.

Of this, the Variations at London and Paris give

a notable Inftance ; for the Needle has been con-

ftantly about 1
~ more Eafterly at Paris than at

London : Tho’ it be certain, that according to the

general Effed, the difference ought to be the con-

trary way ;
notwithftanding which, the Varia-

tions in both Places do change alike.

Hence, and from fome other things oflike nature,

it feems plain. That the two Poles of the external

Globe are fix’d in the Earth, and that if the Needle

were wholly governed by them, the Variations

thereof would be always the fame, with fome Ir-

regularities upon the account but juft now men-

tion’d. But the internal Sphere having fuch a gra-

dual Tranflation of its Poles, does influence the

Needle, and dired it varioufly, according to the

refult of the attradive or diredive Power of each

Pole ; and confequently, there muft be a Period of

the Revolution of this internal Ball
;
after which,

the Variations will return again, as before. But

if it (hall in future Ages be obferved otherwife,

we muft then conclude, that there are more of

thefe internal Spheres, and more Magnetical Poles

than Four, which, at prefent, we have not a film-

cient number of Obfervations to determine,, and

particularly in that vaft Mer del Zyir, which oc-

cupies fo great a part of the whole Surface of the

Earth.
, _ ,

.
..

If then; two of the Poles be Fix’d, and two

Moveable, it remains to afeertain, which they are

that keep their Place. And it were to be wilhed

we had the Experience of another Century df

Years to found bur ConclUfions upon : Yet he

thinks it may be fafely determin’d, That our Eu-

ropean North Pole (which is fuppofed to be near the

Meridian of the Lands-End of England, and about

7 Deg. therefrom) is That that is Movable of the

two Northern Poles, and That that has chiefly in-

fluenced the Variations in thefe Parts ofthe World

"

For in EIudfons-Bay, which is under the Diredioq

of the American Pole, the Change is not obferved

to be neat fo faft, as in thefe Parts of Europe, tho’

that Pole be much farther removed from the

Axis.

As to the South Poles, he takes the Afian Pole

which he places about the Meridian of the Ifland

Celebes to be the Fix’d, and confequently the Ame-.

rican Pole to Move, from the like O'bfervation of

the flow decreafe of the Variation on the Coaft of

Java, and near the Meridian of the Afian Pole ; tho”.

he owns to have no account of the Effe&s of the

other beyond Magellan Streights.

This being granted, ’tis plain, That the Fix’d

Poles, are the Poles of this external Shell or Cortex

of the Earth ; and the other two, the Poles of the

Magnetical Nucleus, included and movable within

the other. It likewife follows, that this Motion is

Weftwards ; and, by confequence, That the afore-

faid Nucleus has not precifely attain’d the fame de-

gree of Velocity with the exterior Parts in their

diurnal Revolution ;
butTo very nearly equals it*

that in 365 Revolves, the difference is fcarce fen-

fible.

This is fuppofed to arife from the Impulfe

whereby this diurnal Motion was imprels’d on the

Earth, being given to the external Parts, and from

thence, in time, communicated to the internal ; but

not fo, as perfectly to equal the Velocity of the

firft Motion imprefs’d on, and ftill conferved by

the Superficial parts of the Globe.

As to the Quantity of this Motion, it is impofifi-

ble to define it, both from the nature of this kind

of Obfervation, which cannot be very accurately

performed ; as alfo, from the fmall Time thefe Va“

riations have been obferved, and their Change dis-

covered. It appears by all Circumftances, That its

Period is 'ofmany Centuries of Years, and as far as

may be collected from the change of the Place*

where there was no Variation by realon of the

Equilibrium of the two Southern Magnetical Poles*

vi%. From Cape d ’ Agulhas, to the Meridian of St.

Helena,fwhich is about 23 deg. in about 90 Years)

and of the pla£e where the Wefterly Variation is

in its greateft Defle(ftion,being about half fo much*

vis(. From the Ifle of Diego Hpi%, to the Southweft

parts of Madagafcar ;
we may with fotrie reafon

conje&ufe, That the American Pole has moved

Weftward 46 degr. in that Time* and that the

whole Period thereof is perform’d in 700 Years, of

thereabouts : So that, the nice determination of

this, and of feveral other Particulars in the Mag*

netick Syftem, is referved for Pofterity ; all that

we can hope to do, is to leave behind us Obferva-

tions that may be confided in, and to propofe Hy-
7B2 pQthefe?
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pothefes which after Ages may Examine, Amend,

and Refute.

Thus, in order to explain the Change of the Va-

riations, we have adventured to make the Earth

'hollow, and to place another Globe within it ; not

but that there may be feveral Gbjedions againft

it i as,

That there is no inftance in Nature of the like

thing.

That, if there was fuch a middle Globe, it

would not keep its place in the Centre, but be apt

to deviate therefrom, and might poflibly chock

againft the concave Shell, to the Ruine, or at leaft

Endamaging thereof.

That the Water of the Sea would perpetually

leak through, unlefs we fuppofe the Cavity to be

full of Water.

That were it poflible, yet it does not appear

what Ufe fuch an inward Sphere can be of, being

fhut up in eternal Darknefs, and therefore unfit

for the Production of Animals, or Plants ; with

many more Objections, according to the Fate of all

fuch new Proportions.

To thefe it may be briefly anfwer’d, That the

Ring environing of the Globe of Saturn, is a nota-

ble Inftance of this kind, as having the fame com-

mon Centre, and moving along with the Planet,

without fenfibly approaching him on one fide more

than on the other. And if this Ring were turned

on one of its Diameters, it would then defcribe

fuch a concave Sphere as this external one is fup-

pofed to be. And fince the Ring in any Pofition

given, would in the fame manner keep the Centre

of Saturn in its own, it follows. That fuch a con-

cave Sphere may Move with another included in it,

having the fame common Centre : Nor can it well

be fuppofed otherwife, confidering the nature of

Gravity ;
for fhould thefe Globes be adjufted once

to the fame common Centre, the Gravity of the

parts of the Concave, would prefs equally towards

the Centre of the inner Ball ;
which Equality muft

aeceflarily continue till fome external Force difturb

it, which is not eafie to imagine in this Cafe. And,

perhaps, this might be more intelligibly exprefs’d,

by faying, That the inner Globe being pofited in

the Centre of the Exterior, muft neceflarily afcend

which way foever it moves ;
that is, it muft over-

come the Force of Gravity prefling towards the

Common Centre, by an Impulfe it muft receive

from fome outward Agent. But all outward Ef-

forts being fufficiently fenced againft, by the Shell

that furrounds it, it follows, That this Nucleus be-

ing once fix’d in the common Centre, muft always

there remain.

As to the leaking of the Water through this

Shell, when once a paflage fliall be found for it to

run through, is confess’d to be an Objection feem-

ingly of weight ; but by confidering how tightly

great Beds of Chalk or Clay,and much more Stone,

do hold Water, and even Caves arch’d with Sand,

no Man can doubt but the Wifdom of the Creator

has provided for the Macrocofm, by many more

Ways than can be either imagin’d or exprefs’d,

elpecially fince we fee the admirable and innume-

rable Contrivances wherewith each worthlefs Indi-

vidual is furnifh’d, both to Defend it felf, and Pro-

pagate its Species. What Curiofity in the Stm-

VAR
dure i what Accuracy in the Mixture and Com-
pofition of the Parts ought not we to exped in the
Fabrick of this Globe, made to be the lafting Ha-
bitation of fo many various Species of Animals, in
each of which, there want not many Inftances
that manifeft the boundlefs Power and Goodnefs of
their Divine Author ; and can we then think it a
hard Suppofition, that the Internal Parts of this
Bubble of Earth fhould be replete with fuch Saline
and Vitriolic]^ Particles, as may contribute to Pe~
trefadion, and difpofe the tranfuding Water to
fhoot and coagulate into Stone, fo as continually
to Fortifie, and, if need were, to confolidate any
Breach or Flaw iq the concave Surface of the
Shell.

And perhaps thismay not without reafon be fup-
pofed to be the final Caufe of the admixture of
the Magnetical Matter in the Mafs of the Terre-
ftrial Parts ofour Globe, vi%. To make good and
maintain the concave Arch of this Shell : For, by
what the Excellent Sir Jf. Nevcton has (hewn in his
Principia Philofophia, it will follow. That accord-
ing to the general Principle of Gravity, vifible

throughout the whole Univerfe, all thofe Particles

that by length of Time, or otherwife, fhall moul-
der away, or become loofe on the concave Surface
of the external Sphere, would fall in, and with
great force defcend on the Internal, unlefs thofe
Particles were of another fort of Matter, capable
by their ftronger tendency to each other, to fufpend
the force of Gravity j but no other Subftance is

known capable of fupporting each other by their

mutual Attraction, but the Magnetical ; and thefe

we fee miraculoufly to perform that Office, even
where the power of Gravity has its full EfFed ;
much more within the Globe, where it is weaker.
Why then may we not fuppofe thefe faid Arches
to be lined throughout with a magnetical Matter,
or rather, to be one great Concave Magnet, whofe
two Poles are the Poles we have before obferv’d to
be fix’d in the Surface of our Globe.

Another Argument favouring this Hypothefis, is

drawn from a Propofition of the fame Sir Ifaac
Newton, where he determines the Force wherewith
the Moon moves the Sea in producing the Tides

; his

Words are, Denfitas Luna ejl ad denfitatem Terra ut
680 ad 387, feu y ad 5 quem proxime. Ejl igitur

corpus Luna denjius ac magis terrejlre quam Terra
ncjlra, p. 466 .

Now if the Moon be more Solid than the Earth,

as 9 to 5, why may we not reafonably fuppofe
the Moon, being a fmall Body, and a Secondary
Planet, to be folid Earth, Water and Stone, and
this Globe to confift of the fame Materials, only

$ thereof to be cavity, within and between the.

internal Spheres j which might be rendred not im-
probable.

And one of the Ufes of the Cavity of the Earth
feems to be, To diminifir the Specifick Gravity
thereof, in refped of the Moon j for it may be de»

monftrated, That the oppofition of the /Ether to

the Motions of the Planets, in a long time, becomes
fenfible; and confequently, the greater Bodies

muft receive a Jefs Oppofition than the fmalier,

unlefs the Specifick Gravity of the fmalier do pro-

portionably exceed that of the greater, in which
cafe only they can move together 3 fo that the Ca-
vity afligned in the Earth, may ferve well to adjuft

its weight to that of the Moon : For otherwife, the

Earth wouldleave the Moon behind it, and fire be-

come another Primary Planet.

YARN
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VARICOSUM corpus, is that Contexture of

Spermatick Veilels, which enters the Tefticles;

VARIOLA, the Small Pox, confifts in a con-

tagious Diforder of the Blood, contra&ed from the

Air, or otherwife 3 accompanied With a continued

wandring Fever, which fometimes increaies, foriie-

times decreafes,with a Pain in the Head and Loins,

Anxiety and Inquietude,and with a Breaking forth

of Pimples andW heals, which fweli and fuppurate

.

The Famous Willis, attributes the Caufe of this

Diftemper to fome filthy and fermentative Matter,

which is communicated to the Foetus, together with

the Nourifliment from the Womb 3 but how this

can hold in Adult Perfons, whofe Blood has under-

gone fo many alterations, I could never yet under-

itand from his Writings. It feems rather to confift

in a depraved Temperature of Air, with a pe-

culiar Difpofition of the Blood and the Nervous

Juice towards this Diftemper. This poifonous qua-

lity of the Air, firft infecfts the Nervous Juice,

(whence proceeds the Pain ofthe Head and Loins)

wherewith the Blood boils and ferments, and parts

into little pieces or clots, which in the courfe of

Circulation, ftick to the outward Parts, and te the

Inner Vfcera too 3 after a while they grow ripe,

and fuppurate. Blanchard

VARIX. See Cirfus.

VAS breve. See breve vas.

VASA, the Veffels in an Animal, are Cavities

through which the Liquors of the Body pafs, as a

Vein, an Artery, Lymphatick Veffels, the Ductus

that conveys the Chyle, and thofe of the Spittle.

VASA deferentia, are thofe Veffels wherein the

Seed is convey’d from the Tefticles to the VeficuU

Seminales.

VASA La.Etea, the Milky Veffels in the Mefen-

tery : they which reach from the Guts to the Glan-

dules in the Mefentery, are faid to be of the firft

fort ; and they which reach from thofe Glandules

to the Bag that carries the Chyle, are of the fecond

fort.

Their ufe is to convey the Chyle from the Guts

to the little Bag which hold the Chylq, and thence

to the Duttus, which conveys it to the Thorax.

Ajellius was the firft who difeover’d them, and the

dexterous F. EuifcUus afterwards difeover’d Valves

in them. Blanchard.

VASA Lymphaticce. See Vena Lymphatica.

VASCULIFEROUS Plants, are, according to

the Botanifts, fuch as have befides the common
Calyx or Flower Cup, a peculiar Veffel or Cafe to

contain their Seed, one belonging to each Flower,

but fometimes divided into diftindf Cells. Thefe

have always a Monopetalous Flower, either uni-

form or dijform.

The former of thefe have their Seeds all di-

vided.

f

i. Into a Partitions 3 as the Hyofcyamus, Nico-

tian#, Priapeia, and the Gentiana.

j 2. Into 3 Partitions 5 as the Convolvulus, Spe-

,
* culum Veneris,Trachelium, Eapunculus, Campanula,

I Pppunculus Corniculatus, &c.

it 3. Into 4 Partitions 5 as the Stramonium

]

Thofe of the latter kind, or which have a dijform

Monopetalous Flower, as the Linaria, Pinguicula,

Antirrhinum, Arijlolochia, Scrophularia, Digitalis,

Pedicularis, Metampyrum and Euphrafia, &c,

VAST! Mufculi, are certain Mufcles that con-

tribute to the extending of the Leg, and are of two
forts,- viss. External and internal,

VASTO ,
is a Writ that lies for the Heir ag-linft

the Tenant for term of Life, or of Years, for

making Wafte, or for him in the Reverfion or Re-
mainder. , ,

.

VASTUM,is a Wafte or Common, lying open
to the Cattle of all Tenants, who Have a Right of
Commoning.
VASTUS Externus, is a Mufcle of the Leg, fo

called, from its Magnitude and Situation. It arifes

outwardly Tendinous, inwardly Flefhy from the

external part of the great Trochanter, and Lined

Afpera of the Thigh-bone, from whence its Fibres

defeend obliquely forwards • and on the contrary, *

become outwardly Fleftiy, and Tendinous inter-

nally 3 and fo foon as they meet with the Tendon
of the Reftus Femoris, grow perfectly Tendinous.

It helps to extend the Tibia.

VASTUS Intemus, is a Mufcle of the Leg/
which

,
hath its Denomination from its Situation

and Magnitude. Its Beginning is Large, partly

Tendinous, and partly Flelhy
3

its being continu’d

from the Linea Afpera, on the Back-part of the

Thigh-bone, from immediately below the leffef

Trochanter, till within three Fingers breadth above
the inferior Appendix ofthe laid Bone internally and
laterally 3 from hence its fleftiy Fibres defeend ob-

liquely outwards, and an almoft Semicircular man-
ner, and on a fudden ceafing to be Flefhy, its

Tendon is united with that of the Eeftus, together

with the Vaflus Intemus and Crureus, and is Infer-

red with them. It helps to extend the Tibia .

VECTIS, or the Lever, is the firft of the Me-’

chanick Powers, as they are ufually called. This
Dr. Wallis, in his Mechanicks, rightly Confiders as

a Eight Line perfectly Inflexible, of no weight it

lelf, or at leaft, of an Equable one throughout,

accommodated to the railing or fuftaining of heavy
Bodies. This Vettis is always fupported by a-
Fulcrum, on which it moves as on aji Immoveable
Centre.

VECTOR, a Line fuppofed to be drawn from
any Planet moving round a Centre, or the Focus
of an Ellipfis, to that Centre or Focus, is by fome
Writers of the new Aftronomy, called the VeSlor 3
becaufe tis that Line by which the Planet feems
to be Carried found its Center, and with which it

deferibes proportional Area’s in propoftipnal

Time.
VEDETTE, a Military term, fignifying a Cen~

tinel on Horfe-back detach’d from the main Body
of the Army, to difeover and give notice of the

Enemies Defigns.

VEER ; The Seamen call Veering out a Rope/
letting it go by Hand, or letting it run. out of it

felf. Thus they fay,Veer more Cable
3 that is, let

more Cable fun out. But they don’t ufe this Wor&
for the letting out of any running Rope, except

the Sheat, but of that, they fay. Veer rnore Sheat 3

that is, let more of it run out.

The Word Veer is alfo ufed in reference to the

Wind 3 for when it changetn often and fuddenly,

they fay, the Wind Veeretb 3 alfo when a Ship be-

ing under Sail, hath her Sheat veered out, they fay /

{he goes Veering 3 that is, at large r neither by a
Wind, nor diredtly before it, but between both2

which they call alto Quartering.
VEGETABLES, are ffich Natural Bodies aS

grow and encreafe from Parts Organically form’d/

bat have no proper Life nor Senfation,

\
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VEGETATION, is the way of Growth or In-

crcafe of Bulk, Parts and Dimenfions, proper to

ail Trees, Shrubs, Plants, and Herbs.

It hath been a -general Opinion amongft almoft

all the Modern Naturalifts ; That the Vegetation

of Plants, and even .Minerals too, was chiefly ow-
ing to Water

; and that not only as a Vehicle, to

convey to them the fine rich Earth, (3c. proper for

their Nourilbrhent ; but that the Water was
Tranfmuted into the very Body of the Plant, and

afforded the greateft part of, if not all the Matter.

,
with which they are Nouriflied, and by which
they grow and encreafe in Bignefs. This Opinion,

Countenanced by very great Names, that Learned

and Ingenious Naturalift Dr. John Woodward, Au-

thor of the Natural Hijlory of the Earth

,

thought

very well worth taking into ferious Examination.

And in the firft place* he carefully Examin’d all

forts of Water, and found, that the cleareft, fineft

Springwater which he could any where meet with

exhibited even to the naked Eye, great Numbers
of exceeding fmall Terreftrial Particles, and that

all other Craffer Waters had thefe in yet much
greater Quantity ; and alfo, that they were of a

much larger Bulk.

He found this Terreftrial Matter contained in

all Water, to be of two kinds : The one properly
(

a Vegetable Matter, but cdnfifting of very different

Particles $ fome of which are proper for the Nou-
rifhment of fome kinds of Plants j others for dif-

ferent forts, (3c. The other kind of Earthy Mat-
ter, he found to be purely of a Mineral Nature j

and this alfo was of very various and different

kinds.

The former fort of Vegetable Earthy Matter,

abounds plentifully in all Waters ; but for the Mi-
neral

,
*tis found moftly in Spring-water, next to

that, in River-water, and leaft of all in Rain-wa-

ter j tho’ even there it is alfo to be found plenti-

fully.

This Fadl (he faith) any one may difcover, by

only keeping Water for a competent Time with-

out ftirring it, in a clear Glafs-viol, clofe ftopt, to

keep out Duff, (3c. For then he will obferve. That

thefe very fmall Terreftrial Particles, which before

were fcarcely vifible fingly, will now combine to-

gether into larger and more confpicuous Maffes,

which, by degrees will join together, and form

Clouds as it were in the Water, which will grow

daily more and more Opacous and Thick, by the

continual acceffion of new Matter. And if the

Earthy Matter in the Water be chiefly of the Ve-

getable kind, it will turn the Water green, the

ufual Colour of Vegetables - and this will grow

deeper and deeper Colour’d, but will not precipi-

tate to the Bottom of the Glafs, as the Mineral

Matter will, if there be any confiderable Quantity,

by reafon of its much greater Specifick Gravity.

On the whole therefore he concludes, very juftly,

. That there is in all Water, a confiderable Quantity

VAR
of Earthy Matter: And in order to determine whe-
ther the Vegetation of Plants was chiefly owing to
bare Water, or not rather to the Tertejlrial Matter
therein contained, he made, with very great Ac-
curacy and Care, the following Experiments, as
you will find in a Difcourfe of his Read before the
Royal Society, and publifh’d in their TranfaEiions
N. 253.

Which Experiments, becaufethey are done with
an uncommon Care and Exa&nefs, are a fufficieni
number of them', and are follow’d by very Ingeni-
ous EefleBjons, ferving to explicate many Difficul-
ties in Philofophy, and to let the whole Affair of
Vegetation in a very good Light ; I ffiall give the
Reader as followeth.

A. D. 1691, I chole (faith he) feveral Glafs
Viols, that were all, as near as poflible, of the fame
fliape and bignefs. After I had put what Water I
thought fit into every one of them, and taken an
Account of the Weight of it, I {train’d and ty’d
over the Orifice of each Viol, a piece of Parch-
ment, having an Hole in the middle of it, large
enough to admit the Stem of the Plant I defign’d

to fet in the Viol, without confining or ftraitning

it, fo as to impede its growth. My intention

in this, was to prevent the enclofed Water
from evaporating or afcending any other way?

than only through the Plant to be fet therein.

Then I made choice of feveral Sprigs of Mint’
and other Plants that were, as near as I could pof-
fibly judge, alike frefh, found, and lively. Hav-
ing taken the Weight of each, I placed it in a Viol
ordered as above ; and as the Plant imbibed and
drew offthe Water, I took care to add more of the
fame from time to rime, keeping an account of the
weight of all I added. Each of the Glaffes were for

better diftincftion, and the more eafie keeping a Re-
gifter of all the Circumftances, noted with a dif-

ferent Mark or Letter, -A, B, C, (3c. and all fee

in a row in the fame Window, in fuch manner,
that all might partake alike of Air, Light, and
Sun. Thus they continued from July the 2ath, to
October 5 th, which was juft 77 Days. Then I
took them out, weigh’d the Water in each Viol,
and the Plant likewife, adding to its weight that
of all the Leaves that had fallen off during the
time it ftood thus. And laftly, I computed how
much each Plant had gained, and how much Wa-
ter was fpent upon it. The Particulars are as follows,

A. Common Spear Mint
, fet in Spring-wateri

The Plant weigh’d, when put in July 20 ,
jnft

27 Grains j when taken out, Oftober 5 th, 42 Gr.
So that in this fpace of 77 Days, it had gain’d in

weight 1 5 Grains.

The whole Quantity ofWater expended during

the 77 Days, amounts to 2558 Gr. Confequently,

che weight of the Water taken up, was 170 *
r

times as much as she Plant had got in weight.

A. Common



A. Common Spear Mint : Spring Water.

Weight of the

Plant when firft

put in Water

Weight of the

Plant when ta-

ken out of the

Water.

Weight gain’d I Weight of the

by the Plant du- I, Water expended

ringtheyydays

j

upon the Plant,

Proportion of the en~

creafe of the Plant to

the expence ofthe Wa-
ter.

27 Gr.
[ .

42 Gr. 15 Gr.
|

2558 Gr. As 1 to 170 |T.

B. Common Spear Mint : Bain Water;

28 | Gr.
r 45 t Gr.

1 174 Gr.
J

3004 Gr. As 1 to 17 1 f{.

C. Common Spear Mint " Thames Water.

28 Gr.
| 54 Gr.

I
26 Gr. \* 2493 Gr. As 1 to 95 14

D. Common Solanum, or Night Shade : Spring Water.

49 Gr.
|

106 Gr.
I 57 Gr. S

37°8 Gr.
j

As 1 to 65 -|7.

E. Lathyris feu Cataputia Gerh. Spring Watery

98 Gr.
j

1 01 \ Gr.
i

3|Gr.
J

2501 Gr.
j

As^i to 7144.

The Specimen D had feveral Buds upon it when
firft fee in Water'; thele in fome days became fair

Flowers, which were at length fucceeded by Ber~

ties. Several other Plants were try’d, that did

not thrive in Water, or fucced any better than the

Cataputia foregoing.

The Viols F and G, were filled, the former with
Bain, and the other with Spring Water, at the

fame time as thofe above-mentioned were, and

ftood as long as they did ; but they had neither of

them any Plant ; my defign in thefe being only to

inform my felf, whether any Water exhaled out

of the Glalfes, otherwife than through the Bodies

of the Plants. The Orifices of thefe two Glalfes

were covered with Parchment ; each piece of it be-

ing perforated with an hole of the fame bignefs

with thofe of the Viols above; In this I'fufpended

a bit of Stick about the thicknefs of the Stem of

one of the aforefaid Plants, but not reaching down
to the Surface of the included Water; I put

them in thus, that the Water in thefe might not

have more fcope to evaporate than that in the other

Viols,

Thus they ftood the whole 77 Days in the fame
Window with the reft ; when upon Examination l

I found none of the Water in thele wafted or gone
off : Though I obferved, both in thefe, and the
reft, efpecially after hot Weather, fmall Drops of
Water not unlike Dew, adhering to the inlides of
the Glalfes, that part of them I mean, that was
above the Surface of the enclofed Waters.
The Water in thefe two Glalfes that had no

Plants in them, at the end of the Experiment, ex-
hibited a larger Quantity of Terreftrial Matter
than that in any of thofe that had the Plants in
them did. The Sediment at the bottom of the
Viols was greater, and the Nubecula diffufed thro

8

,

the Body of the Water thicker. And' of that
which was in the others, fome of it proceeded
from certain ftnall Leaves that had fallen from that
part of the Stems of the Plants that was within the
Water, wherein they rotted and dilfolved. lie
‘Terreftrial Matter in the Bain Watery was finer

than that in the Spring Water*

Experiment
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The Plants here were all Spear Mint - the moft

Experiments, Anno 1692: kindly, frefh, fprightly Shoots I could chufe. The
Water and the Plants were weigh’d as above, and

The Glafles made ufe of in this , were of the the Viols fet in a Line, in a South Window, where
fame fort with thofe of the former Experiment

$
;

they Hood from June the id, to July the z8tb,
and covered over with Parchment in like manner.! which was juft 56 Days.

H. Hyde Park. Conduit Water
,
alone.

The Weight of

the Plant when
firft fet in Wa-
ter.

Weight of the

Plant when ta-

ken out of the

Water.

What gain’d

by the Plant du-
ring the 5 6

days.

What of the

Water isexpen-

ded upon the

Plant.

Proportion of the

encreafe ofthe Plant

to the expence of the
Water.

127 Gr.
| 255 Gr.

|
128 Gr. 14190 Gr.

j
As 1 to ir©

I. Thefame Water, alone.

1 1 0 Gr. { 249 Gr.
1 139 Gr.

{ 13 140 Gr.
(

As I tO 9 4 ify. ,

<

K. Thefame Water, with an Ounte and an halfof common Garden Earth dijfolved in it.

7 6 Gr.
I 244 Gr.

I 168 Gr.
|

1 073 1 Gr. As i to 63 pf.

L. Hyde Park. Water, with the fame Quantity of Garden Mould as the former.

92 Gr. I 376 Gr.
i *84 Gr.

i

r

14950 Gr. I As 1 to 52

M. Hyde Park Water, dijlilled with a gentle Still.

1 14 Gr. 1 155 Gr.
| 41 Gr.

j
8803 Gr.

[
As 1 to 214 -|4.

N. The refidue of the Water which remain d in the Still after that in M was dijlilfd off.

81 Gr. { 176 Gr.
l 94 Gr.

{ 4344 Gr.
f

As 1 to 46

& 1

H, was all along a very kindly Plant, and had

run up above two Foot in height. It had ftiot but

one confiderable collateral Branch ; but had fent

forth many and long Roots, from which fprung

very numerous, tho’ fmall and fhort lefler Fibres.

Thefe lefler Roots came out of the larger on two
oppofite Sides, for the moft part $ fo that each

Root, with its Fibrilla, appeareth not unlike a fmall

Feather. To thefe FibrilU adher’d pretty much
Terrejlrial Matter. In the Water, which was at

Iaft Thick and Turbid, was a green Subftance,

refembling a fine thin Conferva.

The Plant I, was as kindly as the former, but

had (hot no collateral Branches: Its Hoots, the Wa-
ters, and the green Subftance, all much as in the

former.

The Plant K, tho’ it had the Misfortune to be

annoy’d with many fmall Infedts that happen’d to

fix upon it, yet had (hot very confiderable collate-

ral Branches ;
and at leaft as many Roots, as ei-

ther in H or I, which had a much greater Quan-
tity of Terreftrial Matter adhering to the Extre-

mities of them. The fame green Subftance here

that was in the two preceding.

The Plant L, was far more flourifhing than any

of the precedent ; had leveral confiderable collate-

ral Branches, and very numerous Roots, to which

Terreftrial Matter adhered very copioufly.

The Earth in both thefe Glafles was very fenfi-

bly and confiderably wafted, and lefs than when
firft put in. The fame fort of green Subftance here,

as in thofe above.

The Plant M, was pretty kindly ; had two fmall
collateral Branches, and feveral Roots, tho’ not fo

many as that in H or I ; but as much Terreftrial

Matter adhering to them, as thofe had. The Wa-
ter was pretty thick having very numerous fmall

Terreftrial Particles fwimming in it, and fome Se-

diment at the bottom of the Glafs. This Glafs

had none of the green Matter above-mentioned
in it.

The Plant N, was very lively, and had fent out
fix collateral Branches, and feveral Roots.

'

The Glafs O, had alfo Hyde Park. Conduit Wai-
ter

,
in which was diflolved a Dram of Niter. The

Mint fet in this, fuddenly began to wither and de-
cay, and died in a few days, as likewife did two
more Sprigs that were fet in it lucceflively. In
another Glafs, I diflolved an Ounce of good Gar-
den Mould, and a Dram of Nitre • and in a third,

half an Ounce of Wood-afhes, and a Dram of Ni-
tre -

} but the Plants in thefe fucceeded no better

than in the former. In other Glafles, I diflolved

feveral other forts of Earth, Clay, Marls, and va-

riety of Manures, &c. I fet Mint in diftilled

‘ Mint Water 1 and other Experiments I made of

* feveral

%
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feveral kinds, in order to gee Light and Informa-

tion what haftned or retarded, promoted or im-

peded Vegetation.

The Glafs P, Hyde Part Conduit Water : In this

I fixed a Glafs Tube of ten Inches long, the bore

about one fixth of an Inch in Diameter, filled with

i. The much greater fart of the Fluid Mafs that. is

thus drawn off and convey d into the Plant, does

not fettle or abide there but paffes through the

Pores of them
,

and exhales up into the Atmo-

fphere.

very fine and white Sand, which I kept from fal-

ling down out of the Tube into the Viol, by tying

a thin piece of Silk over that end of the Tube
that was downwards. Upon immerfion of the

lower End of it into the Water, this by little and

little afeended quite to the upper Orifice of the

Tube ; and yet in all the 56 Days which it flood

thus, a very inconfiderable Quantity of Water had

gone off, vff. fcarcely 20 Grains ,
tho“ the Sarid

continued moift up to the top, till the very laft.

The Water had imparted a green Tindlure to the

Sand, quite to the very top of the Tube: And in

the Viol, it had precipitated a greenifh Sediment,

mixt with black. To the Bottom and Sides of the

Tube, as far as ’twas immerfed in the Water, ad-

hered pretty much of the green Subftance deferi-

bed above. Other-like Tubes I filled with Cotton,

hint
,
Pith of Elder, and feveral other porous Vege-

table Subfiances ; fetting fome of them in clear

Water, others in Water tinged with Saffron, Co-

chinele, &c. And feveral other Trials were made,

in order to give a Mechanical Reprefentation of

the Motion and Diftribution ofthe Juices in Plants;

and of fome other Phenomena obfervable in Vege-

tation.

Several Plants being alfo fet in the Viols Q.,R,S,

&c. ordered in like manner as thofe above, in OSto-

ber, and the following colder Months; thefe throve

not near fo much, nor did the Water afeend in

nigh the Quantity it did in the hotter Seafons, in

which the before-recited Trials were made.

Some Reflections upon the foregoing Experiments*

1 . In the Plants of the fame kind, the lefs they are

in Bulk.,
thefmaller Quantity of the Fluid Mafs

in which they are fet, is drawn off ^ the Difpen-

dium of it where the Mafs is of equal Thicknefs,

being pretty nearly proportion’d to the Bulk, °f the

Plant.

Thus, that in the Glafs mark’d A, which
weigh’d only 27 Gr. drew off but 2558 Gr. of the

Fluid : And that in B, which weigh’d only 28
-f,

took up but 3004 Gr. Whereas that in H, which
weigh’d 127 Gr. fpent 14190 Gr. of the Liquid

Mafs.

The Water feems to afeend up the Veffels of
Plants, in much the fame manner as up a Filtre ;

and ’tis no great wonder, that the larger Filtre

fliould draw off more Water, than the leffer ; or

that a Plant that has more and larger Veffels,fhould

take up a greater (hare of the Fluid in which it is

fet, than one that has fewer and fmaller ones can.

Nor do I note this as a Thing very confiderable

in it felf, but chiefly in regard to what I am about
next to offer : And that it may be feen, that in my
other Collations of Things, I made due allowance
for this difference.

That the Water in thefe Experiments afeended

only through the Veffels of thefe Plants, is certain.

The Glaffes F and G, that had no Plants in
them, tho’ difpofed in like manner as the reft, re-

main’d at the end of the Experiment, as at firft,

and none of the Water was gone off : And that the

greateft part of it flies off from the Plant into the

Atmofphere, is as certain.

The leaft proportion of the Water expended,
was to the Augment of the Plant; as 46 or 50 to r.

And in fome, the weight of the Water drawn off

was too, 200, nay, in one above 700 times as

much as the Plant had received of Addition!

This fo continual an emiffion and detachment
of Water, in fo great plenty, from the parts ofthe
Plants, affords us a manifeft Reafon, why Coun-
tries that abound with Trees and the larger Ve-
getables efpecially, fliould be very obnoxious to

Damps, great Humidity in the Air, and more fre-

quent Rains, than others that are more open and
free. The great Moifture in the Air, was a migh-
ty Inconvenience and Annoyance to thofe who firft

fetled in America
,
which at that Time was much

over grown with Woods and Groves. But as thefe

were Burnt and Deftroy’d, to make way for Ha-
bitations and Culture of the Earth, the Air mend-
ed and cleared up apace, changing into a Temper
much more ferene and dry than before. Nor does
this Humidity go off pure and alone, but ufually
bears forth with it many parts of the fame nature
with thofe whereof the Plant, through which it

paffes, cenfifts. The Craffer indeed are not fo eafily

born up into the Atmofphere ; but are ufually de-
pofited on the Surface of Leaves

, Flowers, and
other parts of the Plants. Hence come our Man-
na’s, our Homes, and other Gummcus Exfudations
of Vegetables .

But the finer and lighter Parts are with greater
eale lent up into the Atmofphere.

Thence they are convey’d to our Organs of
Smell, by the Air we draw in Rpfpiration, and are
pleafant or offenfive, beneficent or injurious to us,
according to the nature of the Plants from whence
they arife.

And fince thefe owe their rife to the Water that

afeends out of the Earth through the Bodies of
Plants, we cannot be far to leek for the Caufe why
they are more numerous in the Air, and we find a
greater Quantity of Odours exhaling from Vegeta-
bles, in warm, humid Seafons, than in any others

whatfoever.

3. A great part ofthe Terreftrial Matter that is mixt
with Water

,
afeends up into the Plant, as well as

the Water.

There was much more Terreftrial Matter at the
end of the Experiment in the Water of the Glaffes

F and G, that had no Plants in them, than in thofe
that had Plants.

The Garden Mould diffolved in the Glaffes

K, and L, was confiderably. diminiflied, and car-

ried off ;
nay, the Terreftrial and Vegetable Matter

7 C was
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was born tip in rhe Tubes filled with Sand, Cotton,

See. in that Quantity, as to be evident even to

Senfe. And the Bodies in the Cavities of the other

Tubes, that had their lower ends immers’d in Wa-
ter, wherein Saffron, Cochinele, &C, had been in-

fufed, were tinged with Yellow, Purple
, &c.

If I may be permitted to look abroad a while,

towards our Shores and Parts within the Verge of

the Sea, thefe willprefeht us with a large Scene of

Plants, that along with the Vegetable, take up in-

to them meer Mineral Matter alfo in great abun-

dance : Such are our Sea Purftain, the feveral forts

of Alga’s, of Sampires, and other Marine Plants.

Thofe contain common Sea Salts, which is all one

wish the Foffil, in fuch plenty, as not only to be

plainly diftinguifh’d on the Palate, but may be

drawn forth of them in confiderable Quantity

;

nay, there want not thofe, who affirm, There
are Plants found, that will yield Nitre, and o-

ther Mineral Salts ; of which, indeed, I am not

fo far fatisfied, that I can depend on the thing,

and therefore give this only as an Hint for En-
quiry.

To go on with the Vegetable Matter, how apt,

and how much difpos’d this, being fo very fine and
light, is to attend Water in all uts Motions, and

follow it into each of its ffeceffes, its manifeft, not

only from the Inftances above alledged, but many
others. Percolate it with all the care imaginable,

Filter it with never fo many Filiations, yet fome
Terreftrial Matter will remain. ’Tis true, the

Fluid will be thinner every time than other, and

more difengaged of the faid Matter; but never

wholly free and clear. I have filtred Water thro’

feveral Sheets of thick Paper, and after that, thro’

very clofe fine Cloth twelve times doubled
; nay, 1

have done this over and over, and
.

yet a confidera-

ble Quantity of this Matter difcoveredjt felf in the

Water after all. Now, if it thus paffes Interftices

that are fo very fmall and fine along with the Wa-
ter, ’tis the lefs ftrange it fhould attend it in its

paffage through the Budis and Veflels of Plants.

’Tis true, filtring and diftilling of. Water, inter-

cepts and makes it quit fome of the Earthy Matter

it was before impregnated withal ; but then, that

which continues with the Water after this, is fine

and light, and fuch confequently as is in a peculiar

manner fit for the Growth and Nourifiiment of

Vegetables. And this is the cale of Rain-water.

The Quantity of Terreftrial Matter it bears up into

the Atmofphere, is not great: But that which it

does bear up, is mainly of that light kind or Ve-
getable Matter, and that too perfedly diffolved,

and reduced to fingle Corpufcles, all fit to enter the

Tubules and Veflels of Plants. On which account

’tis, that this Water is fo very Fertile and Pro-

lifick,

The reafon why in this Fropojition I fay only,

a great part of the Terreftrial Matter that is mix’d

with the Water, afeends up with it into the Plant,

is, becaufe all of it cannot. The Mineral Matter

is a great deal of it not only grofs and ponderous,

but fcabrous and inflexible ; and fo not difpofed to

enter the Pores of the Roots. And a great many
of the sample Vegetable Particles by degrees unite,

and form fome of them fmall Clods or Molecule

fuch as thofe mention’d in H, K, and L, fticking

to the Extremities of the Roots of thofe Plants.

Others of ’em intangled in a loofer manner, and
form the Nubecula, and green Bodies fo commonly

V E G
obferved in ftagnant Water. Thefe, when thus
conjoin’d, are too big to enter the Pores, or afeend
up the Veflels of Plants, which fingly they might
have done. .

b

They who are converfant in Agriculture, will
eafily fubferibe to this. They are well aware,
that be their Earth never fo rich, fo good, and fo
fit for the Production of Corn or other Vegetables

;
little will come of it, unlefs the Parts of it be fe-
parated and loofe. ’Tis on this account they be-
ftow the pains they do in Culture of it ; in Dig-
ging. Plowing, Flarrowihg, and breaking of the
clodded lumps of Earth. .’Tis the fame way that
Sea Salt

,
Nitre, and other Salts promote Vege-

tation.

I am forry I cannot fubferibe to the Opinion of
thofe Learned Gentlemen

, who imagine Nitre too
effential to Plants ; and that nothing in the Vegeta-
ble Kingdom is tranfaded without it. By all the
Trials I have been able to make, the thing is quite
otherwife ; and when contiguous to the Plant, it

rather deftroys, than nourifhes it. But this Nitre
and other Salts certainly do ; they Ioofen the Earth!
and feparate the concreted Parts of it, by that
means fitting and difpofing them to be aflumed by
the Water, and carried up into Seed or Plant, for
its Formation and Augment.

There is no Man but muft obferve, how apt
all lorts of Salts are to be wrought upon by Moi-
fture ; how eafily they liquate and run with it ;
and when thefe are drawn off, and have defer-
red the Lumps wherewith they were incorporated,
thofe muft moulder immediately, and fall afunder
of courfe. The hardeft Stone we meet with, if it

happen, as frequently it does, to have any fort of
Salt intermixt with the Sand of which it confifts,

upon being expos d to an humidAir, in a fliort time
diffolves and crumbles all to pieces, and much more
will clodded Earth oy Clay, which is not of near
fo compact and fo Jo lid a Conftitutioh as Stone is:

The fame way likewife is Lime ferviceable in this
Affair. The Husbandman fays of it, That it does
not fatten

,
but only mellows Ground. By which

they mean,. That it does not contain any thing in
it felf that is of the fame nature with the Vegetable
Mould, or afford any Matter fit for the Formation
of Plants, but meerly foftens and relaxes the Earth,
by that means rendring it more capable of entring
the, Seeds and Vegetables fet in it, in order to their
Nourifiiment, than otherwife it would have been.
The Properties of Lime are well known, and how
apt ’tis to be put into Ferment and Commotion by
Water : Nor can fuch Commotion ever happen
when Lime is mixed with Earth, however hard
or clodded that may be, without opening and
loofening of it.

4. The Plant is more or lefs Nourifhed and Augumen -

ted in Proportion, as the Water in which itftands
contains a greater or fmaller Quantity of proper

Terreftrial Matter in it.

The truth of this Propoftticn is fo evidently dis-

cernible through the whole procefs of thefe Trials.,

that I think no doubt can be made of it.

The Mint in the Glafs C, was ofmuch the fame
Bulk and Weight with thofe in A and B : But the

Water in which that was, being Fiver Water,

which was apparently ftored more copioufly with
Terreftrial Matter, than the Spring or Rain Wa-
ter wherein they flood, were

3 it had thriven at

almoft
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almoft double the Bulk that either of them had,

and with a lefs expence of Water too. So like-

wife, the Mint in L, in whofe Water was dil-

folved a Imall Quantity of good Garden Mould;

tho’ it had the difadvantage to be lefs when firft

fet, than either of the Mints in H or J, whofe
Water was the very fame with that in L, but had

none of that Earth mixed with it, yet in a fhort

time, the Plant not only overtook, but much out-

ftript thofe ; and at the end of the Experiment,

was very confiderably bigger and heavier than ei-

ther of them.

In like manner, the Mint in N, tho’ lefs in the

beginning than that in M, being l%t in that thick,

turbid, feculent Water that remained behind, after

that wherein M was placed was Hilled off, had in

fine more than double its original Weight and

Bulk 5 and received above twice the additional

. Encreafe that that in M, which ftood in thinner

diftilled Water, had done : And* which is not lefs

confiderable, had not drawn off half the quantity

ofWater that that had.

Why, in the beginning of this Article, I limit

the Proportion of the Augment of the Plant, to the

Quantity of the proper Terreftrial Matter in the

Water, is, Becaufe all, even the Vegetable Matter,

to fay nothing of the Mineral, is not proper for the

Nourifhment of every Plant.

There may be, and doubtlefs are, fome Parts in

different Species of Plants, that may be much alike,

and lo owe their Supply to the fame common Mat-
ter : But ’tis plain, all cannot. And there are other

Parts fo differing, that ’tis no ways credible they

Ihould be formed all out of the fame fort of Corpuf-

cles : So far from it, that there want not good Indi-

cations, as we fliall fee by and by, That every kind

of Vegetable requires a peculiar and fpecifick Matter

for its Formation and Nourifhment j yea, each part

of the fame Vegetable does fo ; and there are very

many and different Ingredients go to the Compofi-

tion of the fame individual Plant,

If therefore the Soil, wherein any Vegetable or

Seed is planted, contains all or moft of thefe In-

gredients, and thofe in due Quantity, ’twill grow
and thrive there ; otherwife ’twill not. If there

be not as many fort of Corpufcles, as are requisite

for the Conftitution of the main and more effential

parts. of the Plant, ’twill not profper at all. If

there be thefe, and not in fufficient Plenty, ’twill

Starve, and never arrive to its natural Stature, Or
if there be any the lefs neceffary and ejfential Cor-

pufcles wanting, there will be fome Failure in the

Plant • ’twill be defective in Tajie, in Smell, in Co-

lour, or fome other way.

But tho’ the Tradt of Land may happen not to

contain proper Nourifhment for the Conftitution of
j

fome one peculiar kind of Plant ; yet it may for

feveral others, and thofe much differing amongft
themfelves.

The Vegetable Particles are Commixt and blended
in the Earth, with all the diverfity and variety, as

well as all the uncertainty conceivable. (X have

given fome Intimations of this in Nat. Biff. of the

Earth, Page ia8, f§c. and fhc.ll not repeat them
here.J

It is not poffible to imagine, how, one, ,uniform,

homogeneous Matter,having, its Principles ox original

Parts all of the fame Subfiance, Conftitution, Mag-
nitude,,Figure,, and Gravity, ihould ever conftitute

Bodies fo egregioufly unlike, in all thofe refpedts,

as Vegetables of different kinds are ; nay, .even as

the different parts of the fame Vegetable : That one
fhould carry a Bpjinous

, another a Milky; a third a
'fellow, a fourth a Fed Juke in its Veins * one af«

'

ford a fragrant, another an offenfive Smell j one be
fweet to the Tafte, another bitter, acid, acerb, au~
fere, &c. That one fhould be nourifhing, ano-
ther poifonous, one purging

, another aftringent.

That there fhould be that vaft difference in them f

in their feveral Conftitutions, Makes, Properties, and
EffeEls, and yet all arife from the very fame fort

of Matter, would be very ftrange. And; to Note
that by the bye, this Argument makes equally

ftrong againft thofe who fuppofe mere Water the

Matter out of which all Bodies are formed.
The Cataputia, in the Glafs E, received but very,

little Encreafe, only three Grains and an half all

the while it ftood, tho’ 2501 Gr. of Water were
fpent upon it. I will not fay the reafon was, Be-
caufe the Water did. not Contain in it Matter fit

and proper for the Nourifhment of that peculiar

and remarkable Plant. No, it may be, the Water
was not a proper Medium for it to grow in : And
we know, there are Very many Plants that will not
thrive in it.

Too much of that Liquor, in fome Plants, may
probably hurry the Terreftrial Matter thro’ their

Veffels too faft for them to arreft and lay hold of
it. Be that as it will, ’tis moft certain, There are
peculiar Soils that fuit particular Plants.

In England, Cherries are obferv’d to fucceed beft

in iCpnt 5 Apples in Herefordjhire j Saffron in Cam

-

bridgejhire ; Woad in two or three of our Midland
Counties ; and Teazles in Somerfetfhire. This is an
Obfervation that hath held in all Parts, and indeed
in all Ages of the World. The moft ancient Wri-
ters of Husbandry took Notice of it j and are not
wanting in their Bides, for making choice of Soils

fuited to the Nature of each kind of Vegetable they
thought valuable or worth Propagating.

But, which is a further Proof of what I am here
endeavouring to Advance, That Soil that is once
proper and fit for Production of fome one fort of
Vegetable, does not ever continue to be fo. No, in

tradt of Time, it lofes that Property
; but fooner

in fome Lands, and later in Others. This is what
all, who are converfant in thefe Things, know very
well.

If Wheat, for Example, be fown upon a TraCl;

of Land that is proper for that Grain, the firft Crop
will fucceed very well, and perhaps thefecond, and
the third

,
as long as the Ground is in Heart, as

the Farmers fpeak : But in a few tears twill pro-
duce no more, if fowed with that Corn. Some
other Grain indeed it may, as Barley. And after

this has been fown fo often, that the Land can
bring forth no more of the fame, it may,afterwards
yield fome good^ Oats, and perhaps Peafe after

them : at length ’twill become Barren ; the Vege-

tative Matter that at firft it abounded withal, being
reduced, forth of it by thofe fucceffive Crops

,
and

moft of it born off. Each fort of Grain takes forth

that peculiar Matter that is proper for its own
Nourifhment. Firft the FVheat draws off thofe

Particles that fuit the Body of that Plant, the reft

lying all quiet and undifturb’d the while. And when
the Earth has yielded up all them, thofe that are
proper For Barley

,
a different Grain, remain ftiff

behind, till the fucceffive Crops of that Corn fetch

them forth too : And fo the Oats and Peafe in

their turn, till in fine alP is carried off, and the

•v 7 C ^ : Earth
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Earth in a great meafure drained of that fort

of Matter*

After all which, that very Trad: of Land may
be brought to produce another Series of the fame
Vegetables, but never rill ’tis fupplied with a new
Fund of Matter of the like fort with that it at firft

contained. This Supply is made feveral ways. By
the Gronnd’s lying Fallow for fome time, till the

Vain has poured down a frelh Stock upon it. Or
by the Tillers Care, in Manuring of it. And for

further evidence that this Supply is in reality of

like fort, we need only refled awhile upon thofe

Manures that are found by conftant Experience

bell to promote Vegetation, and the Fruitfulnefs of

the Earth. Thele are chiefly either Parts of Vege-

tables, or of Animals, which indeed either derive

their own Nourilhment immediately from Vegeta-

ble Bodies, or from other Animals that do lo. In

particular, the Blood, ’Urine
,
and Excrements of

Animals 9 Shavings of Horns, and of Hoofs • Hair,

Wool, Feathers, calcined Shells, Lees of Wine, and
of Beer, Ajloes of all forts of Vegetable Bodies, Leaves,

Straw, Boots, and Stubble turned into Earth, by
Plowing or otherwife, to rot and dijfolve there.

Thefe, I fay, are our belt Manures
9 and being

Vegetable Subftances when refunded back again
into the Earth, ferve for the Formation of other

like -Bodies.

Not wholly to confine our Thoughts to the

Fields, let us look a while into our Gardens, where
we fhall meet with ftill further Confirmations of
the fame thing. The Trees, Shrubs, and Herbs,

Cultivated in thefe, after they are continued in

one Station
,

till they have derived thence the grea-

ter Part of- the Matter fit for their Augment, will

decay and degenerate, unlefs either frefn Earth, or

fome fit Manure, be applied unto them. "Tis true,

'

they may maintain themfelves there for fome time,

by lending forth Roots further and further, to a
great Extent all round, to fetch in more remote

Provifion 9 but at laft, all will fail 9 and they muft
cither have a frefh Supply brought to them, or

they themfelves be removed and tranfplanted to

fome Place better furniflied with Matter for their

Subfificnce. And accordingly, Gardiners obferve,

That Plants that have flood a great while in a Place,

have longer Roots than ufual 9 part of which they

cut oft when they Tranlplant to, a frefh Soil, as

now not of any further ufe to them.

All thefe Inftances, to pafs over a great many
others that might be alledged, point forth a parti-

cular Terrejlrial Matter, and not Water, for the

Subjeft, to which Plants owe their Increale :

Were it Water only, there would be no need of
Manures, or of Tranfplanting them from place to

place. The Rain falls in all places alike, in this

'Field and in that indifferently, in one fide of an
Orchard or Garden as well as another. Nor could

there be any reafon, why a Traft of Land ftiould

yield IdAscat one Year, and not the next, fince the

Rain fhowers down alike in each. But I am fen-

fible I have carried this Article to too great a

length, which yet on fo ample and extenfive a Sub-

left, ’twas not eafie to avoid.

part of the Fluid Mafs that afeends up into Plants,
does not fettle or abide there, but pafles through
the Pores of them, and Exhales up into the Atmo-
fphere 9 that a great part of the Terreftriai Matter
mixed with the Water, pafles up into the Plant
along with it, and that the Plant is more or lefs

augmented in proportion, as the Water contains a
greater or/mailer Quantity of that Matter. From
all which we may very reafonably infer. That
Earth and not Water

, is the Matter that conftitutes
Vegetables.

The Plant in E drew up into it 2501 Grains of
the Fluid Mafs, and yet had received but 3 f Gr.
of Encreafe from all that.

The Mint in L, tho’ it had at firft the difad-
Vantage to be much lefs than that in I, yet being
fet in Water, wherewith Earth was plentifully-

mixed, and that in I only in Water, without any
fuch additional Earth, it had vaftly outgrown the
other, weighing at laft 145 Gr. more than that did,
and fo having gain’d above twice as much as ther

other had.

In like manner, that in K, tho’ twas a great deal
lefs when put in, than that in I, and was alfo im-
pair’d and offended by Infefts, yet being planted
in Water wherein Earth was diffolved, whereas
the Water in which (l) flood, had none, it not
only overtook, but confiderably furpafled the o»
ther, weighing at laft 29 Gr. more than that in I,

and yet had not expended fo much Water as that
by above 2400 Gr.

The Plant in N, tho’ at firft a great deal lefs

than that in M, yet being fet in the foul crafs

Water that was left in the Still, after that in which
M was fet, was drawn off, in conclusion, had gain’d
in Weight above double what that in the finer and
thinner Water had.

The Proportion of the Augment of that Plant
that throve moft, was to the Fluid Mafs fpent up-
on it, but as 1 to 4<5 9 in others, ’twas as 1 to 60,
ico to 2009 nay, in the Cataputia, ’twas but as
1 to 714.
The Mint in B, took up 39 Gr. ofWater a day,'

one day with another 9 which was much more
than the whole Weight of the Plant originally 9
and yet withal this, it gained not d of a Grain
a day, in Weight .

Nay, that in H, took up 253 Gr. a day of the
Fluid, which was near twice as much as its origi-

nal Weight, it weighing, when firft fet in the Wa-
ter, but 1 27 Gr. And after all, the -daily Encreafe
of the Plant was no more than 2 Gr.

6. Spring and Bain-water contain pretty near an
equal charge of Vegetable Mattery Bfver-water
more than either of them.

5. Vegetables are notformed of Water, but of a cer-

tain peculiar Terrejlrial Matter.

It hath been ftiewn, That there is a confiderable

Quantity of this Matter’’ contained both in Bain,

Spring
,
and fiver-water 9 ijhat the much greateft

The Plants in the Glafles A, B, and C, were at
firft of much the fame Size and Weight. At the

end of the Experiment, the Mint in A had gain’d

1 5 Gr. out of 2558 Gr. of Spring-water : That in

B, 17-7 Gr. out of 3004 Gr. of Bain-water 9 but
that in C had got 26 Gr. out of only 2493 Gr. of
Biver-water.

I do not found this Propofticn folely upon thefe

Trials, having made fome more, which I do not

relate here, that agree well enough with thefe :

So that the Proportions here delivered, will hold

for the main
9 but a ftrift and juft Comparifon is

hardly to be expefted 9 fo far from it, that I make
no doubt, but tjfie Water that falls in 'Bain, at fome

times.
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Hmes contains a greater fhare of Terrejlriai Matter, I inadive^ and &ould lie eternally confined to its

than that which fails at others. A more powerful Seds orEarth^ without ^cr^adyMCijg up into

and intenfe Heat mull needs hurry up a larger

Quantity of that Matter along with the humid

Vapours, that form Rain, than one more.feeble and

remifs ever poflibly can. The Water of one Spring

Smay flow forth with an higher Charge of this Mat-

ter, than that of another 3 this depending partly

upon the quicknefs of the Ebullition of the Water 3

and partly, upon the quantity of that Matter la-

tent in the Strata through which the Fluid palfes,

and the greater or lefs Laxity of thofe Strata. For

the fame reaion, the Water of one River may a-

bound with it) more than that of another j nay,

the fame River, when much agitated and in Com-

motion, muft bear up more of it, than when it

moves with lefs Rapidity and Violence.

That there is a great quantity of this Matter in

Rivers ; and that it contributes vaftly to the ordi-

nary Fertility of the Earth, we have an illuftrious

Inftancein the Nile, the Ganges, and other Rivers,

that yearly Overflow the Neighbouring Plains.

Their Banks ftiew the fatreft and largeft Crops of

any in the whole World t They are even loaded

with the multitude of their Produ&iohs 3 and thofe

who have not feen them, will hardly be induced

to believe the mighty Returns thofe Tracis make,

in comparifon of others, that have not the Benefit

of like Inundations.

7. Waterferves only for a Vehicle to the Terrejlriai

Matter which forms Vegetables, and does not itJelf
make any addition unto them.

Where the proper 'Terrejlriai Matter is wanting,

thz Plant is not Augmented, tho’ never fo much

Water afeend into it.

The Cataputia in E, took up more Water than

the Mint in C, and yet had grown but very little,

having received only 3 f Gr. of additional weight,

whereas the other had received no lefs than 2 6

Grains.

The Mint in I, was planted in the fame fort of

Water as that in K was 3 only the latter had Earth

diflolved in Water, and yet that drew off i3 I 4°

Gr. of Water, gaining it felf no more than 139 Gr.

in Weight; whereas the other took up but 10731

Gr. of Water
,
and was augmented 168 Gr. in

Weight ;
consequently, that fpent 2409 Gr. more

of the Water than this in K did, and yet was

not fo much encreafed in Weight as this, by 29

Grains.

The Mint in M flood in the Very fame kind of

Water, as that in N did. But the Water in M
haying much lefs Terreftrial Matter in it than that

in N had, the Plant: bore up 8803 Gr. of it, gain-

ing it felf only 41 Gr. the while 3 whereas that in

N drew off no more than 4344 Gr* and yet was

augmented 94 Gr. So that it fpent 4459 Gr. cf

Water more than that did 3 and yet was notit felf

fo much encreafed in Weight as that was bf
53 Gr.

This is both a very fair and a very conefufive

Xnftance 3 on
:

which account his that 1 make often

ufe of it. Indeed they are all fo j and to add any

thing further on this Head, will not be needful.

’Tis evident therefore, Water is not the Matter

that compofe^ Vegetable Bodies 3 tis only the A-

gent that conveys that Matter to them, that in-

troduces and diftributes it to their feveral Parts for

; {heir Nouriflimenf, That tyattei is fiuggifli and |thq like

— - r . £7 &

Plants, did not Water, or fome like Inftrumentj

fetch it forth, and carry it unto them.

That therefore there is that plentiful Provision

and vaft Abundance of it fupplied to all Parts

of the Earth, is a Mark of a Natural Providence

Super-intending over the Globe we Inhabit, and

Ordaining a due difpenfation of that Fluid, with-

out the Miniftry of which the noble Succeflion of

Bodies we behold in Animals, Vegetables, and Mi-
nerals, ftiould be all at a ftand. But to keep to

Plants, his inanifeft, Water, as well upon this,

as upon the other Hypothefis, is abfolutely necefi.

faty in the Affair of Vegetation 3 and it will not

fucceed without it : Which indeed, gave occafiori

to the Opinion, That Water it felf Nourifhed, and
was changed into Vegetable Bodies. They fawp

That tho’ thefe were planted in a Soil never fo

Rich, fo Happy, fo Advantageous, nothing came
of it, unlefs there was Water too in confiderable

Quantity.

And it muft be allow’d. Vegetables will not come
on or profper, where that is wanting. But yet

what thefe Gentlemen inferred thence, Was r;or
;

we fee, well grounded.

This Fluid, is capacitated for the Office here af~

figned it, feveral ways. By the Figure of its

Parts, which, as appears from many Experiments,

is Exactly and Mathematically Spherical 3 their

Surfaces being perfectly Polite, and without any

the leaft Inequalities, ’Tis evident, Corpufcles of

fuch a Figure are eafily fulceptible of Motion, yea,

far above any others whatfoever; and confequent-

ly, the moft capable of moving and conveying

other Matter that is not fo Acflive and Voluble,

Then the Intervals of Bodies of that Figure are*

with refpedt to their Bulk, of all others, the largeft,

and fo the moft fitting to receive and entertain

foreign Matter in them. Befides, as far as the

Trials hitherto made inform us, the conftituent

Corpufcles of Water, are each fingly considered

abfolutely folid, and do not yield to the greateft;

external Force. This fecures their Figure againft

any Alteration 3 and the Intervals of the Corpuf-

cles muft be always alike.
.

By the latter, 'twill be ever difpofed fo receive

Matter into it : And by the former, when once

received, to bear it along with it.

Water is further capacitated to be a Vehicle to

this Matter, by the Tenuity and Finenefs of the

Corpufcles of which it confifts. We hardly know1

any Fluid in all Nature, except Fire, whofe Con •

ftituent Parts are fo exceeding lubtil and fmall, as

thofe of Water are. They’ll pafs Pores and Inters

ftices, that neither Air nor any other Fluid wild

This enables them to enter the fineft Tubes and

Veflels of Plants, and to introduce the Terreftrial

Matter,- conveying it to all parts of thenj 5 whilft

each, by means of Organs as endow’d with for

the purpofe, intercepts and aflumes into It felf fuels

Particles as are fuitable to its own Nature, letting

the reft pafs on through the common Dudts : Nay,

we have almoft every where Mechanical inftances

of much the fame tenor.

’Tis obvious to every one, how eafily and fiul-

denly Humidity, or the Corpufcles of Water fu-

ftained in the Air, pervade and irrfinuate mem-
felves into Cords, however tightly twifted into

Leather; Parchment, Vegetable Bodies., Wood,: and
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This it is that fits them for Hygrometers, and to

srseafure and determine the different Quantities of

Moifture in the Air, in different Places and Seafons.

How freely Water pafies and carries with it

Terreftrial Matter through Filtres, Colatures, Di-
stillations, hath been intimated already.

8. Winter is not capable ofperforming this Office to

Plants, unlefs ajjifted by a due quantity of Heat
;

and this mujleoncurr, or Vegetation will notfucceed.

The Plants that were fet in the Glaffes Q, R, S,

£§c. in October, and in the following colder Months,

had not near the Quantity of Water lent up into

them, or fo great an additional Encreafe by much
as thofe that were fet in June, July

,
and the Hotter

Months. ’Tis plain,Water has no powerofmoving it

felf, or riling to the vaft height it does in the more
tall and lofty Plants ; fo far from this, that it does

not appear from any Difcovery yet made, that e-

Ven its own Fluidity conlifts in the inteftine Moti-

on of its Parts ; whatever fome otherwife very

learned and knowing Perfons- may have thought.

There is no need of any thing more for folving all

the Phenomena of Fluidity, than fuch a Figure and
Difpofition of Parts, as Water has. Corpufcles of

that make, and that are all abfblutely Spherical,

tnuft ftand fo very ticklifh and nicely upon each o-

ther, as to be fufceptible of every Impreffion, and
tho’ not perpetually in Motion, yet muff be always

ready and liable to be put into it, by any the High-

left Force imaginable. It is true, the Parts of Fire

or Heat are not capable of moving themfelves any
more than thofe of Water ; but they are more fub-

til, light, and acftive than thofe are, and fo more
eafily put into Motion.

In fine, ’tis confident, and Matter of Facft, That
Heat does operate upon, and move the Water, in

order to its carrying on the Work of Vegetation -

but how ’tis agitated it felf, and when the Motion
firft begins, this is no fit place to enquire.

That the Concourle of Heat in this W ork, is re-

ally neceffary, appears not only from the Experi-

ments before us, but from all Nature : From our

Fields and Foreits, our Gardens and our Orchards,

we fee in Autumn, as the Sun’s Power grows gradu-

ally lefs and lefs, fo its effedts on Plants is remitted,

and their Vegetation flackens by little,and little.

Its failure is firft difcernible in Trees ; thefe are

raifed higheft above the Earth, and require a more
intenfe Heat to Elevate the Water charged with its

Nourifhment, to the Tops and Extremities ofthem;

fo that for want of frefli Support and Nutriment,

they Hied their Leaves, unlefs fecured by a very

firm and hardy Conftitution indeed, as our Ever-

greens are; next the Shrubs part with theirs, and
then the Herbs and Lower Tribes ; the Heat being

at length not fufficient to fupply even thefe, tho’ fo

near the Earth, the Fund of their Nourifhment. As

the Heat returns the fucceeding Spring, they all re-

cruit again, and are furnifhed with frefh Supplies

and Verdure : But firft thofe which are loweft and

neareft the Earth, Herbs, and they that require a

leffer degree of Heat to raife the Water with its

Earthy Charge, into them. Then the Shrubs and
higher Vegetables in their Turns ; and laftly, the

Trees. As the Heat encreafes, it grows too pow-
erful, and hurries the Matter with too great rapi-

dity thro’ finer; and more tender Plants. Thefe
therefore go off and decay ; and others that are

more hardy and vigorous, and require a greater

degree of Heat, fucceed in their order. By which
Mechanifm, provident Nature furnifhes us with a
very various and differing Entertainment

; and
what is beft fuited to each Seafon, all the Year
round.

As the Heat of the feveral Seafons affords us a
different Face of Things

, fo the feveral diftant
Climates {hew different Scenes of Nature, and
Productions of the Earth.

The Hotter Countries, yield ordinarily the lar-
geft and talleft Trees, and thofe too in a much
greater variety than the colder ever do. Even
thofe Plants which are common to both, attain to
a much greater bulk in the Southern, than in the
Northern Climes ; nay, there are fome Regions fo
Bleak and Chill, that they raife no Vegetables at all,

to any confiderable Size. Thiswe learn from Green-
land,from Iceland, and other Places oflike cold Site

and Condition. In thefe no Tree ever appears, and
the very Shrubs they afford, are few, little, and low.

Again, In the warmer Climates, and fuch as do
furnifh forth Trees, and the larger Vegetables, if
there happen a Remiffion, or Diminution of the
ufual Heat, their Productions will be impeded or
diminifhed in proportion.

Our late colder Summers have given uS proof
enough of this. For tho’ the Heat we have had,
was fufficient to raife' the Vegetative Matter into the
lower Plants, into our Corns, our Wheat, Barley,

Peafe, and the like ; and we have had plenty of
Strawberries, Rasberries, Currants, Goofeberries,

and the Fruits of fuch other Vegetables, as are low
and near the Earth : Yea, and a moderate fiore of
Cherries, Mulberries, Plumbs, Filberts, and fome
others that grow at a fomewhat greater height

;

yet our Apples, our Pears, Walnuts*, and the Pro-
ductions of the taller Trees have been fewer, and
thofe not fo kindly, fo throughly ripen’d, and
brought to that Perfection they were in the former
more benign and warm Seafons. The Dwarf-
apple and Pear-trees have fucceeded better ; and in-

deed in Trees of the fame kind, thofe that keep
clofeft to the Earth, always produce the moft and
beft Fruit. For which reafon it is that the Gardiners
check and reftrain the Growth oftheir better Fruit-
Trees, and prevent their running up too great a
Height : Now, even the lower Fruits and Greens
have had fome {hare in the common Calamity, and
fallen fhort both in Number and Goodnefs of what
the hotter and kinder Seafons were wont to {hew us.

As to our Grapes, Abricots, Peaches, Ne&arins,
and Figs, being tranfplanted hither out of hotter

Climes, ’tis the. lefs wonder we have of late had
fo general a Failure of them.

Nor i^ it the Sun, or the ordinary Emiftion of
the Subterranean Heat only , that promotes
Vegetation

; but any other indifferently, according
to its Power and Degree.

This we are taught by our Stoves, Hot-beds,
and the like. All heat is of like kind ; and where

-

ever is the fame Caufe, there will be conftantly the
fame Effedt.

There’s a Procedure in every part of Nature, that

is perfe&ly Regular, and Geometrical, if we can
but find it out ; and the farther our Searches carry

us, the more {hall we have occafion to Adrriire

this, and the better ’twill compenfate our Induftry.

VEHICLE, in the general, is that which carries

or bears any thing along; as die Serum, or Wate-
ry Humour, they fay is the Vehicle which ferves

to convey the Blood Particles, and to difperfethem

*
‘ ;r :

.
all
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all over the Body : And in Pharmacy, that Liquid

in which any Powder, or fuch like Medicine is

taken, they call a proper Vehicle fop it.

VEJOURS, are fuch as are fent by the Court to

take View of any Place in Queftion, for the bet-

ter decifion of the Right. It fignifies alfo fuch as

are fent to view thofe that Elfoin themfelves de ma-

lo Letti, whether they be in truth fo lick as they

cannot appear, or whether they counterfeit. This

Word is alfo ufed for thofe that are appointed to

view an Offence, as a Man murdered, &c, See

View.

VEIN, is a Veflel in an Animal Body, made to

receive and bring the Blood back again from the

Arteries.

The Veins cohfift of four Tunicks, a Nervous,

a Glandulous, a Mufcular, and a Membranaceous,

one. The Branches of the Vena Cava
,
above the

Heart, are called Jugular Veins
,

which go to-

wards the Head ; they which go towards the

Arms, are called Axillary ; that about the Heart

Coronary • in the Lungs Pulmonary j in the Liver

Hepatick, or Liver Vein ; in the Diaphragma
,

Phrenka ;
in the Thighs Crural

;
in the Reins

Emulgents-, and fo from its various Ramification,

it is varioufly denominated. Blanchard.

VENA Cava. See Cava Vena.

VENA Porta, is a notable Vein, fo called from

the two Eminences, called by Hippocrates asvKcfJ,

between which it enters the Liver.- The
VENA Porta, as it enters into the Liver, is

Invefted with another Coat, which fome call Vagi-

na Porta, its Sheath, others Capfula or involucrum
,

its Cafe, or Cover, and Capfula communis, becaufe

the Poms bilarius is involved in it as well as the

Porta.

This ourer Coat it has immediately from the

Membrane that cloathS the Liver ; that is, it is

continued from it, though it be of a clear other

Subftance, namely more denfe and carnous 5 it is

invefted with it in ail its Ramifications ,
asid fo

having a double Coat, is in that refped an Artery

as alfo in that it brings Blood to its (Liver for its

Nouri fitment, as well as for other Ufes ; and

laftly, into the Capfula, it has an obfcure Pulfation

( according ro Dr. Glijfon.)
_ v

When it is enter’d about half an Inch into the

Liyer, it is carried partly to the Right Hand, part-

ly to the Left, and fo is fhap’d. into a Sinus as it

were, and thence is divided into five large Bran-

ches, four whereof are diffus’d all over the hollow

fide of the Liver, but the fifth afcends ftreight to

its upper fide, where it difperfes it felf. The faid

Sinus is more confpicuous in an Embryo becaufe

the great Influx of nutritious juice by the Umbili-

cal Veins enlarges it mtich. Some make it a fort

of a Heart, obferving in it an obfcurer kind of Sy-

flole and Diaftole, whereby the Motion of the Blood

in the Branches of the Porta within the Liver, is

promoted in like manner, as it is in the Arteria

pulrnonaris, and Aorta by the Right and Left Ven-

tricles of the Heart. Without which Pulfation,

they think the Blood would hardly pafs out of the

larger Branches of the Porta into the narrower, and

fo on into the Roots of the Cava.

In an Embryo very obfervable is the Tubulus, or

Canalis Venofus, which paffes diredtly out of this

Sinus, into the Cava, (almoft oppofite to the Mouth
of the Umbilical Vein that opens into the Sinus.

This Canalis, or Pipe, is of the fame Subftance

and Tindture with a Vein, and enters into the Ca-

va juft as it penmates the Diaphragma •- and there

alfo two other great Branches out of the Liver are

inferred into the Cava and in the fame place this

Pipe is alfo knit to the fufpenfory Ligament, as it

is called, and after the Child is born, grows it

felf into a Ligament, being in a manner oppofite

to the Umbilical Ligament,

Its Ufe in the Foetus, is for the freer and readier

Motion of the Blood and Chyle out of the Umbi-
lical Vein into the Cava, feeing the Current is

hardly ftrong enough to pervade the Parenchyma

of the Liver ; nor indeed is there any reafon why
the faid Liquors Ihould pafs there-through, feeing

there is either little or no Bile therein 5 or howe-
ver, they are not yet in a condition to have the

fame leparated from them. But to return to the

Divifions of the Porta.

Toe Ancients taught, that they were only fpread

in the finuous or hallow parkof the Liver ;
but

Dr. Glijfon, in his Accurate Anatomy of it affirms

the Porta to be dii'perfed very equally in all its

parts, upper as well as lower.

And whereas it has been a conftant Doiftrine,

That the Branches of the Porta open by Anaflomo

-

fes,
f
into thofe of the Cava - the fame learned Au-

thor, and many others fince him, have obferved.

That there are no fuch Anaflamofes at all, bur that

the Blood doth ouze through the glandulous Paren-

chyma of the Liver, out of the Capillary Veins of
the Porta, into thofe of the Cava. He that would
be fullier informed hereof, may confult his molt
accurate Book de Hepate But we will now pafs

to the Branches of the Porta, when it is gone our
of the Liver.

This Trunk having paft a little from the Lifer,''

before it be fevered into Branches, puts forth two
Twigs, out of its upper and fore-part, which are
inferted into the Cyftis fellea, or Gall-bladder, (and
are from thence called CyJlkce gemelU) about the
Neck of it, and fpread by innumerable Twigs
through its external Coat.

A third Twig alfo arifes fingle from it, which is

larger than either of the former, and is inferted in-

to the Bottom of the right fide of the Stomach,
from whence it afcends by its hinder fide up to the
Pylorus, which gives it the Name of Pylorica • it is

otherwife railed, Gaflrica dextra. , \

Having fent forth thefe three Twigs, the Trank
paffeth down, and bending a little towards the

Left fide
,

it is parted into two remarkable Bran-
ches

; whereof the upper is called Sinifler, or the

Left, and isthelelfer; the lower Dexter or the

Eight, which is the larger. The Left is bellowed
upon the Stomach, the Omentum, a part of the

Colon, and the Spleen j the Right is fpread through
the Guts and Mefentery

; the Left is called. Vena
Splenica • but the Right, Vend Mefsnterica.

The Vena Splenica, runs acrofs the Body towards
the Left fide, being fuftained by the hinder Leaf of
the Cawl, and hath two Branches iffuing out of it

before it comes to the Spleen, vi%, the Superior and,

the Inferior.

The Superior is called Gaflrica, or Ventricalark,
becaufe it is bellowed upon the Stomach; it afcends

obliquely towards the left part of the Stomach, in-

to the back fide whereof it is inferted, and divides

it felf into three Sprigs, of which the two outmoft
are fpent on the Body of the Stomach, btit the

middle afcends on its back-fide up to its upper, or

left Orifice, which it encompafies like a Garland,
and is called Coronaria. From the Inferior Branch
two Twigs fpring; the one is finally and fends
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Twigs to the Right lide of the inner Leaf of the

Omentum, arid to the Colon annexed to it. This is

called Epiplois, or Omentalis dextra . The other is

fpent upon the fame Leaf of the Omentum, with
that part of the Colon which it ties to the Back, and
is called, Epiplois, or Omentalis pojlica.

When the Ramus Splenicus hath juft approached

to the Spleen, it fends out two other Twigs, the

tipper and lower. The Vpper is called, Vas breve

venofum, and is implanted into the left part of the

Bottom of the Stomach. It is fometimes Angle, in

which cafe it is properly called, Vas breve in the

fingular Number ; but more often there are two,

three or more of them, and then thefe Veflels, be

they one or more
,
do fometimes fpring from the

Ramus Splenicus, after it has entred the Spleen.

This Vas breve, was a Veflel much renowned
by the Ancients, who believe it carried an acid

Juice from the Spleen to the Stomach, to ftir up
Appetite, arid to help the fermentation of the Meat
in it; but it is certain both by Ligature (whereby
it filleth toward the Stomach, and emptieth toward
the Spleen,) and alfo by the generalNature of Veins,

wliofe fmaller Branches and Twigs ftill receive the

fuperfluous Arterial Blood, from the part whereinto

they are inferted, and conduct it by the larger Chan-
nels toward the Heart: I lay, it is certain from hence,

that this fame Vas breve carries nothing to the Sto-

mach, but only brings from thence, into the Imamus

Splenicus, the Remains of the Arterial Blood.

From the lower two Twigs iflue.

The firft is called, Gajlroepiplois fmijlra ; this is

bellowed upon the left part of the bottom of the

Stomach, and the fore-leaf of the Omentum, chief-

ly on its left part.

The feCond fpringeth moft commonly indeed from

the Ramus Splenicus, but fometimes from the left

Mefenterick Vein ; and running along the Intejli-

num Retlum, is inferted into the Anus, by many
Twigs. This is called, Hxmorrhoidalis interna, as

that which fpringeth from the Vena Cava, is called,

Hxmorrhoidalis externa .

Now folioWeth the Vena Mefentericd, Of the right

Branch of the Vena Porta?. Before it be divided into

Branches, it fendeth forth two Twigs.

The firft is called, Gajlroepiplois dextra ; this is

beftowed upon the right part of the bottom of the

Stomach ,
and the right fide of the upper Leaf

of the Cawl.
The fecond is called, Intejlinalis, or Duodena.

It is inferted into the middle of the Duodenum , and

the beginning of the Jejunum, and runneth length-

ways of them ; whence fome Capillary Twigs go to

the Pancreas, and the upper part of the Omentum.

After thefe Twigs are paft from it, it enters by

one Trunk into the Mefentery, where prefently it

is divided into two Branches, to wte, Mefenterica

dextra, and fmijlra.

Mefenterica dextra (placed on the Right fide) is

double, arid fendeth a great Number of Branches

to the Jejunum, Ilium, Caecum, and the right part

of the Colon, which afcendeth up by the Right

Kidney and runs under the Liver.

It hath fourteen remarkable ,
tho

3

namelefs

Branches ; and thefe are afterwards divided into

innumerable fmall Twigs. Thefe are thofe Veins

that are called the Meferaicks, whofe Branches are

fupported by the Glandules of the Mefentery, but

enter not into them j for the Glands open into the

Vena La&ea*

nywenca jiwjtra, palieth tho’ the middle of
the Mefentery, to that part of the Colon which de-fended, from the left part of the Stomach, and tothe Intejlmum Rectum.

t0

f\he tbe Porta
, before the Ci rculation0 the Blood, and the Vena LaEtex were found

out, was taught to be for the carrying of Nou-
rishment to the Inteftines and other pans contained m the Abdomen, and aifo to bring back' from'the Guts the purer part of the Chyle to the Liver
to make Blood of, and a thicker feculent part of
it to the Spleen, to be exceeded by it into an acid
Juice, and then carried to the Stomach by the Vas
brevp venofum for the exciting of Hunger.

As for this Jaft Opinion, it appears by LigatureThat the Vas breve carries its Contents from theStomach to the Ramus Splenicus, and it is nothing
but the Blood remaining from the Nutrition of theStomach, (that was brought thither by the Arte-
ries) which is now a conveying back to the Liverand fo to the Heart again in its Circulation

.

And as for the'. Meferaicks carrying Nourifliment

? *e
,

Guts
f
°r bnn8 in8 back Chyle, thofe Errors

have been fufficientiy laid open before now. But
their true Ufe is only to bring back to the Liver
rom the Guts, Cawl, and other Entrails, that Blood
which remains after their Nutrition, and which

tbeb' refpe<ftive Arteries.
VENAE LaEtex

, the LaBeal Veins, are fo called;
from the White Colour of the Chyle they carry!
Thefe were not difeovered as fuch till about the
YC

j
r
A!o-'

2
’ ^1Cn GafPer dfellius found them ouc

in differing a live Dog fed well. Since whom, ma-
ny others have made more accurate Difcoveries of
them. They are flender pellucid Veflels, having
but a Angle Coat, and are difperfed in great Num-
bers thro the Mefentery, and appointed for carry-
ing the Chyle. Their Rife is from the innermoft
Membrane of the Inteftines, where their Mouths
are hid under a kind of Ipongy Cruft, or Mucus,thro which, by the preflion of the Guts the Chyle
is ftrained, and received by the Mouths of thofe
Veflels. From whence they proceed the neareft
or readied: way to fuch Glandules of the Mefentery
as are neareft them ; but in their paflage many
lmaller ones uniting to another, do commonly grow
-.into one larger Trunk, and this a pretty way be<*>
fore they mfinuate themfelves into the Glands they
are marching to. But then at their Entrance into
the Gland, and fometimes a little before, this Trunk
feparates again into new Branches more and fmaller
than the other. And hitherto they bear the Nami^
of Radicates

, or V°.nx Daclex primi generis. After
this, out of the Gland there fpring again new Ca-
pillary ones, which by and by meeting together
make one Trunk again, as before, which keeping
its Courfe towards the Centre of the Mefentery
enters as many Glands as lie in its way, being di-
vided into new Branches juft before its Entrance
into each Gland, as before : But whilft all the
Trunks bend one way, they alfo meeting with one
another, do in procels feveral of them grow info
one ; and at length all the Trunks arrive at the
great or middle Gland of the Mefentery (call’d im-
properly Pancreas

) which moft of them enter into,
but fome of them pafs over its furface, and by and
by they all empty themfelves into the great or com-
mon Receptacle of the Chyle that lies behind the
faid Gland

; thofo that were inferred into it riling
out of it in like manner, as they did before out

1 of the lefler Glands. As they run from one Gland
to
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to another, they are called fecundi generis

,
or of the

fecond Kind * and from their having pafs’d all the

Glands to their opening into the common Recep-

tacle, &c, they are called tertii generis, or of the

third kind.

VENiE Lymphatic#, the Lymphatick. Veins, re-

ceive the Lympha, from the conglobated Glandules*

and dilcharge themfelves either into the Sanguina-

ry Veins, or into the Receptacle, of the Chyle.

VENjE Preputii, areVeins arifing from the Ca-

pillary Extremities of the Artery of the Penis, called

Pudenda, thefe uniting into larger Branches
,

pafs

into thofe Veins which arife from the Corpora Ca-

vernofa Penis, and palling under the common Inte-

guments, do empty themfelves into the upper Vein

of that continued from the Saphena Vein ofthe Foot,

Cowpers Myft. Reformata in Append.

VENiE SeBio, is the fame with Phlebotomy , or

Blood-letting.

VENDITIONI exponas, is a Writ Judicial, di-

rected to the Under Sheriff, commanding him to

fell Goods which he hath formerly by Command-
ment taken into his Hands, for the fatisfying a

Judgment given iiythe King’s Court.

VENIRE facias
,

is a Writ Judicial directed to

the Under-Sheriff, and goeth out of the Record,

and lies where two Parties plead and come to Iffue

;

for then the Party, Plaintiff, or Defendant, fhall

have this Writ dire&ed to the Sheriff to caufe

Twelve Men of the fame Country to fay the truth

upon the Iffue taken. And if this Inqueft come

not at the Day of the Writ return’d, then fhall go

a Habeas Corpora, and after a Diftrefs, until they

come. And it is alfo a Procefs upon an Audita

Querela, or upon an Indictment in the King’s-

Bench, or Venire facias ad computandum, againft

Tenant, by Elegit .

VENIREfacias tot Matronas. See Ventreinfpiciendo.

VENT, in Gunnery, fignifies the Differece be-

tween the Diameter of a Bullet, and the Diameter

of the Bore of the Piece j and it ought to be — of

the Diameter of the Bore. See Ordnance.

VENTER Infimus. See Hypogaflrium.

VENTERS, according to the Definition of A-

natomifts, are the three principal Cavities, or hol-

low parts of Animal Bodies, vi£ thofe of the Bel-

ly, Cheft and Head ; or the Abdomen
, the Thorax,

and u,e Caput.

VENTOSE, a Cupping-glafs. See Cucurbitula.

The Ingenious Mr. Hawksbeehuth now found a way

ofapplying Cupping-glaffes without Fire, by means

of a fmall Air-Pump, which do mighty well, and

put the Patient to no Pain nor Fright.

VENTRE Infpiciendo, is a Writ for the Search

of a Woman that faith ihe is with Child, and

thereby with-holdeth Land from him that is next

Heir at Law.
VENTRES. See Cavitates.

VENTRICLE, the Stomach, is a Membranous
Bowel in the Abdomen, under the Diaphragme, be-

twixt the Liver and the Spleen, confifting of four

Tunieks; a Nervous, Fibrous, Glandulous, and

Membranous one : It hath two Orifices, one on

the Right hand, called Pylorus and Junitor, where-

at the Meat is lent out into the Guts : Another on

the Left hand, at which the Meat enters. Its Of-

fice is to ConcoCl or Ferment the Meat : It is alfo

called Stomachus and Aqualictdus.

VENTRICULI cerebri, the Ventricles of the

Brain, are four j the Ufe of them is to receive the

Serous Humours, and to bring them by the Pelvis

V E N
into the Pituitary Glandule ; of into the Procejfub

Mamillares, by the Os Cribriforme to the Noftrils.

They are nothing but Complications of the Brain*

which happen there as it were by Accident. Blan-

chard.

VENTRICULI Cordis, the Ventricles of the

Heart, are two: The firft, or Right Ventricle,

receives the Blood from the Vend Cava, and fends

it to the Lungs ;
the Left Ventricle receives the

Blood from the Lungs, and ferids it through the

whole Body by the Aorta
, or great Artery, and

its Branches : In the Syftole. or Contraction of the

Ventricles, the Blood is fent out : In the Diaftole,

or Dilatation, it is let into the Heart.

VENUE, or Venew, or Vifne, are Terms uled

in Law, fignifying the Place next to that, where

any thing that comes to be tried happen’d to be

done : And therefore for the better difcovery of the

truth ofthe Matter in FaCt, upon every Trial, fome

of the Jury muft be of the fame Hundred, or fome-

times of the fame Parifh, or Neighbourhood, in

which the thing is fuppofed to be done, who by
Intendment may have the beft Knowledge of the

Matter.

VENUS. The time of the Periodical Revolu-

tion of this Planet round the Sun, is 224 Days and

I of a Day, or 7 f of our Months .

According to Mr. CaJJinij the greateft diftance

of Venus from the Earth is 3841 5, the meari di-

ftance 22coo, and the leaft diftance 5585 Semidia-

meters of the Earth.

And the Diameter of Venus is equal to 7 Semi-

diameters of the Earth ; therefore the Globe of

Venus muft be near 43 times greater than that of

the Earth. But Dr. Gregory faith, That to an Eye
placed in Venus, the Suns Diameter would appear

once and f as big again as it doth to us, and there-

fore his Disk will be more than double of what it

appears to us : And the Light and Heat in this

Planet, and its Gravity towards the Sun, will be

in the fame Proportion in refpeCl of ours.

The Length ofthe Day in Venus, is but 23 Hours.

The Eyehere, would behold 4 Planets above it,

vi%. Our Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn 5 and
one below it, which is Mercury : And when our

Earth is in Oppofition to the Sun, it will appear then

fin the Night) to Shine with a full Orb, and be

very Bright. The Moon will appear always to ac\

company the Earth, and never to be feen from her

above i a Degree. Mercury will never appear to

be above 38 Degrees diftant from the Sun.

Vepler faith, The Inclination of the Orbit of

Venus, is 3 Degrees and 22 Minutes.

OBober — i666, CaJfini obferved feveralSpots in

theBody of this Planet, by whofe Motion he judg-

ed (tho he was not certain) That (lie moved either

by a Circulation, or a kind of Libration round her

Axis, in about 23 Hours.

A. D. i6yx, and 1686, The fame Aftronomer,

with a Telefcope of 34 Foot, believes he faw a

Satellite moving round this Planet, and diftant from

it about 4 of Venus s Diameter. It had the fame

Phafis with Venus, but was without any well defi-

ned Form, and its Diameter fcarce exceeded y of

that of Venus.

Dr. Gregory thinks it more than probable* that

this was a Satellite ; and fuppofes the Reafon why
it is not ufually feen to be, the unfitnefs of its Sur-

face to reflecft the Rays of the Suns Light ; as is

the cafe of the Spots in the Moon, of which if the

whole Disk of the Moon were eompofed, he thinks
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that Planet could not be feen in Venus. Aftron. Php.

S3 Geom, p. 472.
Herigme

, Kapler, and Bhatenfis, or Schyrlms dc

Bhaitis, conjecture that Venus moves round her
Axis in about 14 Hours 4 as Kjrcher and Schottus

pretend to have difeovered, by obfervation of cer-

tain Spots in her.

VERB, in Grammar, is a Variable Part of
Speech, expreffing the Adtion of the Mind, which
affirms that a Thing is fo, or not fo : And ’tis ei-

ther Perfonal, which is conjugated or formed thro’

all the Three Perfons ; or Imperfonal, which is

only found in the Third Perfon Singular.

VERDEGREASE, is the Ruft of Copper ga-

thered by Stratifying Plates of Copper with the

Husks of preffed Grapes, and then feraping off the

Ruft of the Plates contracted by lying in thofe

Husks for fome time. But the Painters call Ver-

degreafe
, or Verdeter, a kind of Magiftery of the

common Verdegreafe; which is diffolved in di-

ftilled Vinegar, and then Chryftalliz’d in a cool

Place. Thefe are called Cryftals of Venus, made
by Vinegar.

VERDEROR, is a Judicial Officer of the King’s
Foreft, Chofen by the King’s Writ in the full

County of the fame Shire where the Foreft is;

and is Sworn to maintain and keep the Affizes of
the Foreft ; to view, receive and enrol the Attach-

ments and Prefentments of all manner of Trefpaffes,

of Vert and Venifon in the Foreft.

VERDICT, is the Anfwer ofa Jury made upon
any Caufe, Civil or Criminal, committed by the

Court to their Examination. And it is either Ge-
neral, or Special : A General VerdiSt, is that which
is given or brought into the Court in like general

terms, to the general IJJue, as in Adtiori of Diffeifin,

the Defendant pleadeth, No Wrong, no Diffeifin •

then the Iffue is General, whether the Fadt be
wrong, or not ;

which being committed to the

Jury, they upon Confederation of their Evidence,

come in, and fay, either for the Plaintiff, That it

is a Wrong and Diffeifin ; or for the Defendant,

That it is no Wrong, no Diffeifin. A Special Ver-

dict is, when they fay at large. That fuch a Thing,

and fuch a Thing, they found to be done by the

Defendant or Tenant, fo declaring the Courfe of

the Fadt, as in their Opinion it is proved ; and as

to the Law upon the Fadt, they pray the Judg-
ment of the Court. And this Special VerdiSt, if it

contain any ample Declaration of the Caufe from
the beginning to the end, is alfo called, A VerdiSt

at large.

VERDOY ; the Term in Heraldry for a Bor-

dure of a Coat of Arms, being charged with

any Kinds or Parts of Flowers, Fruits, Seeds,

Plants, S3c.

VERGE, is the Compals ,of the King’s Court,

which Bounds the Jurifdidtion ofthe Lord-Steward
of the King’s Houlhold, and of the Coroner of the

King’s Houfe; and thatfeems to have been twelve

Miles round.

Verge, is alfo ufed, for a Stick or Rod, by which
One is admitted Tenant, and holding it in his

Hand, takes the Oath of Fealty to the Lord of the

Mannor, and for that caufe is called Tenant by the

Verge. Alfo, the Spindle of the Balance of a Watch
is called the Verge.

VERMICULARES. See Lumhricales.

VERMICULATION, is an Infection of Plants

by Worms.
VERMIFQRMIS Proceffus, is the Prominence

©f the Cerebellum
, lq called from its Shape.

VERMIVOROUS,
upon Worms.

are fuch Animals, as Feed

VERRY, or Vairy, in Heraldry
|

is of two forts. If the Colours
fwhich is a fort of Chequer Work
of the Shape of little BellsJ be
Argent and Azure, ’tis enough to

fay Vairy alone : But if the Co-
lours are any other, they muft be
named exprelly. They Engrave if

thus.

VERS£D-Sz«e of an Arch, is a Segment of the

Diameter of a Circle, lying between the Foot of
the Right Sine, and the lower Extremity of the
Ark. See more under the Word Trigonometry.

Thus ST is the Verled Sine of the Ark RTj
and A S the Verfed Sine of the Ark A R, which is

the Supplement of the former.

VERT ; the Heralds Word for

a Green Colour; and ’tis called

Vert in the Blazon of the Coats.of
all under the Degree of Noble ;

But in Coats of Nobles, ’tis called

Emerauld ; and in thofe of King’s
’tis called Venus. In Engraving ’tis

expreffed by Lines drawn athwart,
beginning at the Sinifter Corner of the Efcutcheon,
thus.

VERT, in the Foreft-Law, fignifies every thing

.

that grows and bears a green. Leaf within the Fo-
reft, that may cover a Deer. And ’tis either Over-
vert, or Nether-vert : Over-vert,

is the great Woods
and in Law-Books are ufually called Hault Bois

Nether-vert, is the under Woods, otherwife call’d

South-Bois. There is alfo Special-vert
; that is, all

,

Trees that grow in ths King’s Woods within the
Foreft ; and thofe that grow there in other Mens

'

Woods, if they be fuch Trees as bear Fruit to :

feed the Deer.

VERTEBRAE; the Vertebres or Joints of the

Neck and Back Bone of any Animal. In a Man
they account 7 in the Neck, 12 in the Back or >

Dorfwn, 5 in the Loins, and 5 of the Os Sacrum.

VERTEBRALIS, or Cervicalis, is a Pair of-

Mufcles which extend all the Vertebra of the
Body.

VERTEX, is that Point in the Heaven juft

over our Heads, and the fame with Zpnith • which
fee.

The Point of any Angle is called alfo its Vertex

;

and that Point of the Curve of a Conick Sedtion,

where the Axis cuts it, is called alfo the Vertex of

that Sedtion.

VERTEX, in Anatomy, is alfo the Crown of

the Head, or the middle Part df it, feared between,

the Bounds of the sinciput and
'

Occiput.

VERTEX of a Cone, Pyramid, Conick Sedtion,’

&c. is the Point of the upper Extremity of the Axis,

or
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or the Top of the Figure. So the Vertex of an

Angl«, is the Angular Point; and thofe Angles

which being oppofire to one another, do touch

only in the Angular Point, are called Vertical

Angles.

VERTEX of a Glafs (in Opticks) is the fame

with its Pole ;
which fee.

VERTICAL Circles. See Azimuths.

VERTICAL Line. See Line Vertical.

VERTICAL oppofite Angles. See Angles

.

VERTICAL Plain, in Perfpe&ive. See Plain.

VERTICAL Point, the fame with Vertex : So

that in Aftronomy, a Star is faid to be Vertical,

when it happens to be in that Point which is juft

over any Place.

VERTICILLATE Plants, are by the Botanifts

faid to be fuch as have their Flowers intermixed

with fmall Leaves, growing in kinds of Whirls a-

bout the Joints of the Stalk, as Penny-Royal, Hore-

hound, 8cc. See Plants.

The peculiar Chara&erifticks of this Genus of

Plants, Mr. Ray faith, are, Their Leaves growing

by Pairs, one juft againft another on the Stalk.

The Flower Monopetalous, but ufually hanging

down with a kind of Lip, or turn’d fomething like

the form of an Helmet, four Seeds after each

7lower, to which the Perianthium of the Flower

*irves inftead of a Capfula Seminalis,

Mr. Ray makes two kinds of thefe Verticillate

Plants.

I. The Fruticofe, or fuch whofe Superficies is

Perennial ; and thefe have either,

i. A- plain Flower, as the Chamedrys vulgaris,

Thtierhim, and the Marum Syriacum,

a. Such as have a Flower with a Lip, which

they call a Labiated Flower, or one fomething

in the form of a Helmet, which they call Ga-

leated as the Sacria Stechas, Hyjfopus, Rcfma-

rinus, Satureia, Marum vulgare
,
Tbymum vul-

gave, and the Polium montanum.

II, The Verticillate Herbacee, or fuch whofe

Stalks are not Perennial ; and thefe are the Men-

the, Verbena, Diblamnus Creticus, Origanum, Ma-
'orana, Ocimum,

Horminum, Galeopfis, Nepeta, Be-

tonica, Prunella, Stachys, Clinopodium vulgare, La-

mium
,
Moluca Hedera terrejlris, Galericulata, Cala-

n.intha , melijfa, Marrubium Commune, Nigrum,

and Aquaticum, Chamepetys
,
Scarodonia, Scordium,

Bugula, Syderitis, Cardiaca.

VERTICITY, the Property of the Loadftone,

:>r a Touch’d Needle to point North and South, or

, awards the Poles of the World. See Magnet and
Magnetifm.

VERTIGO. See Scotomia.

VERY LORD and Very Tenant, are terms in

aw, lignifying thofe that be immediate Lord and
enant one to another.

. VESICA : So the Chymifts call the large Cop-
er Body Tinned within-fide, which is commonly
afed in Diftillation of Ardent Spirits, becaufe ’tis

' \ Figure fomething like a blown Bladder. This
s called alfo a Cucurbite, and commonly, a Body.

>ee its Figure in Cucurbite.

.VESICA Vrinaria

,

the Bladder, is a Veffel ap-

pointed to receive the Urine feparated in the Kid-
neys, and brought to it by the Ureters.

It is feated in the Hypogaflrium, betwixt the two
Coats of the Peritoneum, in that Cavity that is

formed of the Os Sacrum, Coxe and Pubis, and is

called Pelvis. In Men, it lies upon the Inteftinum
reStum ; in Women, it adheres to the Neck ofthe
Womb, which is placed betwixt the Bladder and
the ftreight Gut : In both, it is knit before to the

Offa pubis. Moreover, it is knit to the Navel by
the Vracha.

Its Subftance is made up of three Membranes.

The firft and outmoft is borrowed from the Pe«
ritoneum . Riolanus fays, This Coat is a duplica-
rare of the Peritoneum, within which, the Bladder
lies hid, fufpended like a Bottle turned the Mouth
downwards. On its outfide, in Man, it is be-
fmear’d with Fat, but not in Beafts.

The fecond is thicker, and endowed with car-
nous Fibres

j yea, Aquapendens, Spigelius, fValeus
,

and Bartholin, will have it to be a true Mufcle,
ferving for the compreffion of the Bladder, to
fqueeze out the Urine ; as the Sphincter ferveth
for conftri&ion to retain it.

The third and innermoft, is white and bright,

of exquifite Senfe, as thole know too well who are
troubled with the Stone.

Within, it is covered with a flippery mucous
Humour, fuch as the Gall-bladder has on its in-

fide, and fuch as the Inteftines abound with,which,
without doubt, muft be ipued out of fome Glands
in this inmoft Coat, tho’ they be hardly difeerna-
ble. This doth defend it from the Acrimony of
the Urine.

Its Membranes have all forts of Fibres. And
when thefe Membranes and Fibres are too long or
too far extended with plenty of Urine, they lofe

1 the power of contracting themfelves, whence there
iflues a ftoppage of Urine.

It is perforated in three parts, vi\. In the Sides,

where the Ureters are inferred, to let in the Urine $
and before at its Neck, to let it out. \ \

.

It hath two Parts, to wit, the Bottom, and the
Neck.

The Bottom comprehends the upper, wider, and
more membranous Part of the Bladder, to which
the Vrachus being tied, reaches the Navel, which
together with the bordering Umbilical Arteries,

become a ftrong Ligament in the Adult, hindring
the Bladder to prefs upon its Neck. But as for

the Arteries, Riolanus in Animadv. ad Bauch, af-

!

firms,That they contribute nothing to the fulpenfion

of the Bladder, neither reaching to *he Navel in

the Adult, nor touching the Body of the Bladder
of the Vrachus.

The Neck, is lower than the Bottom, thicker

and ftraiter. In Men, it is longer and narrower,
and being carried to the' rife of the Penis, opens
into the Vrethra

; in Women, it is fhorter and
wider, and is implanted into the upper Side of the
Vagina of the Womb : In Loth, it is carnous and
mufcular, woven of very many Fibres, efpecially

Tranfverfe or Orbicular, which lie hid within the

ftreight Fibres that furround the whole Body of

fDi '

'
she
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rifling.

1 The Bladder is oblong and round, itt fhape like

unto a Pear.

Its Cavity is but one ordinarily, yet fometimes it

has been found to have a Membranous Partition,

that divides it into two, which yet had a Hole in

it for the communication' of one Cavity with the

other. Such a Partition was obferved in the Blad-

der of the Great Cafaubdn.

It hath Arteries and Veins from the Hypogaftficoc,

which are inferred into the Sides of its Neck,

where they are immediately branched into two,

whereofone is fpent upon the Neck, and the other

on the Bottom. Nerves it hath (according to Dr.

Willis

)

from the loweft Plexus of the Intercoftals

in the Abdomen

,

and from the Marrow of the Os

Sacrum. For the faid Plexus fending two Nerves

into the Pelvis, they have each of them a vertebral

Nerve joined to them, and fo make' two new Ple-

xus, from one of which there' pafles a Nerve, that

being divided into many branches, is on each Side

diftributed into the Bladder, and its Sphincter

Mufcle.

The ufe of the Bladder, is to receive the Urine

from the Ureters ;
and to contain it, like a Cham-

ber-pot, untill the time of Excretion, when it is
j

fqueezed out of it, by the help partly of its own

carrious Membrane, arid partly of the Mufcles of

the Abdomen.

Bartholin quotes fome Obfervations ofBorrichim,

concerning the Bladder, worthy to be noted, vi%,

“ If it be boil’d in Acids, it turns into a Mucilage ;

V if it be in fait Liquors, it is thickned ; if in Ole-

« Ous, or in the Liquor of the Alkali Salts of Tar-

“ tar, or Herbs burnt to Allies, it is neither thick-

" ned, nor turns into a Mucilage, but is burnt, as

tl
‘if it Were laid on burning Coals, and may al-

*' molt be crumbled to Powder. By which (fays

* f

he) it appears, with what great danger to the

* Bladder, Men injed into it, either acid, fait, or

“ oleous Liquor, for Breaking the Stone.

VESICATORIA ,
are Medicines Which ad

upon, and rarify the Spirits and ferous Particles,

gather themfelves betwixt the Skin and Cuticula

,

and confequently Separate them, arid raife little

Bladders full of ferous Matter, which are called

Blifters.

VESICULA Petits: See Folliculus Fellis.
"

VESICULiE Serhinalet, the Seed Bladders, are

little Cells like thofe in a Pomegranate, or lome-

what refembling a ,Bunch of Grapes. De Graef

compares them to the Guts ofa little Bird varioufly

contorted.
'

' They confift of one. thin Membrane,' through

which fome fmall Twigs of both Veins, Arteries,

and Nerves run. They are about three Fingers-

breadth Long, and one Broad ; but in fome places

Broader, and fome Narrower, as they run in and

out. They are two (one -for each Vas deferens

)

di-

vided from one another by a little Interftice ; and

they do feverally, by a peculiar paflage, emit the

contained in them into the Vrethra

f

They are very anfractuous and winding, and

(as was faid)
;
confift of many little CeMs,

,

that they

fhould not pour out all the Semeri contain’d in them
f J

in one Ad of Copulation, but might retain it for
feveral. They hive no communication one with
another, not even in their very opening into the
Vrethra

; but the Semen that is brought to the Vefi-
cuU Seminales on the right Side, by the right Vas
deferens, iflues by its proper Paflage into the Vre-
thra, and that which is brought to the left like-
wife. So that, if by any Accident, the VeficuU on
on Side be burft or cut, (as in Gritting for the
Stone they generally are; yet thofe on the other,
being entire, may ftill fuffice for Generation. Now,
when- the Semen it emitted out of thefe VeficuU in
the Ad of Generation, it pafles out the fame way
it came in, which in this cafe may eafiiy be, (tho

5

otherwife it be unufual there ftiouid be a contrary
Motion in the fame Veifel) for, as ircomes in from
the Vafd deferentia, it drills along gently, without
any force; burin Coitu, when the Muicles gf the
Penis, and all the bordering Parts, are much Tu-
mified, it is exprefled or fquirted out of them'with
fome violence; and pairing along, their Neck,
(which is a continuation of the Vafd deferentia)
ouzes through a Carbuncle (like Quickfiiver thro”
Leather) into the Vrethra, or the Duct of the Pe-
nis, that is common both to the Semen and Urine.
I fay, it ouzes from the Necks of the VeficuU thro
a Carbuncle into the Vrethra, for there is one pla-
ced as a Valve before the Orifice of each of them,
partly to hinder the coming of the Urine into them*
partly to hinder the. involuntary EfFufion of the
Semen.

Now, tho” naturally the little Holes through'
which the Semen pafles out of the Necks of the
VeficuU into the Vrethra, be almoft imperceptible,
yet if they be either eroded by the Acrimony of
.the Semen (fuch Acrimony as iscontraded by im-
pure Embraces, or in Claps, as we cail them) or if
of themfelves they be debilitated, and lb become
more Lax (as fometimes happens) to old or impo-
tent Men, that meddle too much) then there hap-
pens a Gonorrhoea or continual- Efflux of Semen :

And fo Vafalius and Spigelius have obferved them
much dilated, in Difleding fuch as have died with
a Gonorrhoea upon them.

VESPERTILIONUM aU, are two broad
membranous Ligaments, on each Side one, where-
with the bottom of the Womb is loofely tied to the
Bones of the Flank. Arctoeus likens them to Bats-

wings, whence the Name. Blanchard.

VESPERTINE, in Aftronomy, when a Planet

fets after the Sun, it is faid by fome to be Vefper-

tine.

VESSELS, in Architedure, are certain Ornar

ments, ufually fet over the Cornices, and fo nam’d,
becaufe they reprefent divers forts of Vejfels, which
were in ufe among the ^Ancients. ..

VESTIBULUM, is a Cavity in the Os Pctrofum,

behind the Fenefifa Ovalis, it is covered with a fine

Membrane ;
in it open the femicircular Pipes of

the Labyrinth. The upper turning of the Cochlea

,

and the Auditory Nerve pierce into it alfo.

VESTIGIA of Tendons, arp the little Hollows
in the Shells of Fifties, which are formed. o.n pur-

pofe for the fattening or rooting of the Tendons of

their Mufcles. . Thefe are plainly found on all the

Foflile Shells ; and this is a demoiift ration, that

once they really belonged to Fifties,
t

and are not

formed Stones. '

p .
. .

VESTURE, in Law, fignifies a' Pofleflion or an

admittance to a Pofleflion or Seifin. Thus it is alfo

taken by the Feudifis
,
with whom Invefiitura figni-

fies

V E S

the Bladder, and thefe make ’the Sphinde r, which

conftringes the Neck of the Bladder fo, as no U-
ririe can pafs out; againft ones will, urllefs when it

is affeded with the Palfy, Ulcer, or other Malady,

by which there fometimes happens an involuntary
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fies a delivery••'of Poffefuon by a Spear or Staff, and

Vejiura Poffeffion it felf.

VETERNUS. See Rethargus-

YERU, a Comet, according to fameWnters, re-

fembling a Spit, being nearly the fame kind, as the

Lonchites, only its Head is rounder, and its Train

longer and (harper Pointed.
_

VET1TUM namium. Namiurn is a Diftrefs, and

Vetitum forbidden; Thus when the Bailiff of a

Lord Diftrains Beafts or Goods, and the Lord for-

bids his Bailiff to deliver them when the Sheriff

comes to Replevy them ; and to that end, drives

them to Places unknown ; or ' when without any

words they are fo eloined, as they cannot be Re-

plevied, divers Lords of 'Hundreds and Courts-

Barons, have Power to hold Plea De vitito mmio .

See Naam.
VI armis, an expreflion in a Charge or In-

tiidlment, to (hew the forcible and violent Com-

miffion of any Crime.

VI Laica amovenda, when the Bifhop of a Dio-

cefs has certified into the Court of Chancery, that

the Redtor or Vicar of any Church within hisju-

' rifdkftion, is kept out- of his Man fe, or Glebe, or

Church, by any Lay-force or intruding Power ;

then may a Writ be granted, to the Sheriff, to re-

move all fuch Violence, and fuch Usurpation ;

which Writ is therefore called, De vi Laica a-

mbvenda.

Vi Laica removenda,
is a Writ that lies where

Debate is between two Parfons or Provifors for a

Church, and one of them enters into it with a

great Number of Lay-men, and holds the other

out vi & armis he that is holden out, fhall have

this Writ dire&ed to the Sheriff, The he remove

the Force. And this Writ is returnable, and fhall

riot be granted, until the Bifhop of the Diocefe,

-where fuch Church is, hath Certified into the Chan-

cery, fuch Refilling and Force.

' VIA Laciea. See Milky-ctay.

- VIBRATION, is the Swing or Motion of a

Pendulum ;
or of a Weight hung by a String on a

Pin. See the Proportions of the Vibrations of Pen-

dulums, under Pendulum.
• VIBRISSyE, are the Hairs which grow in the

Noftrils :> They, with the Mucus, which the Glands

feparate, flop any Filth from attending too high up

into the Noftrils. '

- VICARIO deliherando occajione cujufdam Recog-

tiitionis, &c. is a Writ that lies for_ a Spiritual

Perfoft Imprifoned, upon Forfeiture of a Recogni-

fancey iW ithout .the -King’sWrit.

"
' VICINELUM. ‘See Venue.

- 'VICXS & vcnellis Mundandis, is a Writ that lies

again ft a Mayor or Bayliff of a Town, &c. for

the Clear keeping of their Streets.

' VISCOUNTIEL, in Law, fignifies as much as

belonging to the Sheriff ; as Writs Vifcountiel are

fuch Writs as are Triable in the County or Sheriff s

Courts. Vifcountiel, fignifies alfo, certain Farms

for which the Sheriffpays a Rent to the King, and

makes what Profit he can of them.

VIEW, in Law, fignifies the Adi of Viewers

;

for when an Adlion real or perfonal is brought,

and the Tenant knoWs not well what Land it is

that the Demandant asks, then he may pray the

View ;
which is,' that he may/« the Land Which is

claimed.

VIEW of Fran'k-pledge, is the Office which the

Sheriff in his County Court, or the Bayliff in his

i

Hundred, performs in looking to the King’s Peace,

and feeing that every Man be in fome Pledge.

'

VILLAIN, is the fame with Servant or Bond-

man ;
and there were formerly in England two

forts of thefe
;

Villains : Villains ingrofs, who were
bound immediately to the Perfons of their Lords^,

and to their Heirs ; and Villains Regardant to a.

Mannor ; thefe the Civilians call Gleba:
/.
fcriptitios +

anft they were Bound to their Lord as Members,
belonging to fuch a Mannor, of which he was
Owner. This latter was a Pure Villain

, ofwhom,
the Lord took Redemption to Marry his Daughter,

and to make him Free; and he might put him our

of his Lands and Tenements at his will ; might

Beat and Ghaftife him, but not Maim him. .We,

have now no fuch Slaves as thele.

VILLENAGE, fignifies a Servile kind of Te-
nure, anciently belonging to Lands or Tenements,

whereby the Tenant was bound to do all fuch Ser-

vices as the Lord commanded. Of this Villenage
y

there are feveral forts ; but the Slavery of fuch a

Cuftom is now laid down in favorem libertatis, thfl’

the Statute concerning them be unrepealed.

VIL-LIj in Botany, arefmall Hairs like the Grain

of Plufh or Shag, with which, as with a kind of

Excrefence, fome Trees do abound. Of this kind

is the ZJfnea Ojfcinarum .

VINDEMIATRIX, a Fixed Star of the third

Magnitude,, in the Conftellation Virgo, whole Lon-

gitude Is 185 degr. Z3 min. Latitude 16 degr,

15 min.

VINUM Hypocraticum, is a Wine wherein Su-

gar and Spices have been infufed, and is afterwards

(trained through a Bag, which they call Manica
Hippocratis which fee. Blanchard.

VIOL,' a kind of Hawfer (in a Ship) made ufe

of to purchafe in the Cable, when the main Cap-
(tan cannot do it, becaufe the Ground in which
the Anchor is let fall, is too (tiff, or elfe the Sea
runs too high, (o that they, cannoi^weigh it ; then

for more help, they take a Hawfer, and opening

one Strand thereof, they put therein Nippers, (that

is, fmall Ropes, with a little Truck at one end)

and with thele they bind faft this Hawfer to the

Cable, and then they bring it to the Jeer Capftan ,

and fo heave upon it : And this Viol will purchafe

far more than the main Capftan can. This Viol is

fattened together with an Eye and a Wale-knot, or

elfe with two Eyes feized together.

VIRGiE, is a Meteor, reprefenting a Bundle of

Rods, and made by the Suns-beams piercing the

more lax and open Parts ofa watry Cloud.

VIRGINS Milk. ,
is made by diffolving Sacchai

rum Saturni in a great deal of Water : It will turn

white as Milk ; whence the Name. If the Diffo-

lution be left to fettle, the white Matter will pre-

cipitate, and may be uled as a Magijlery of Sa-

turn.

VIRGO, one of the 1 % Signs of the Zodiack^

being the 6tb according to order.

VlKG\JL&.Divinatoria} is a Hazle Rod (haped

into two Branches like aY, which muft be cut at

the time of fome certain Planetary Afpedt, and by

which (as fome Writers pretend) you may eafiiy

find out a Vein of rich Metai or valuable Oar in

the Earth.

Mr. Boyle tells us. That fome Authors report the

Fadl : But I judge we may very reattnably fu-

fpedl, if not deny the truth of the Relation, for all

this ; for he himfelfowns he could never find any



thing in it ; And fo faith lurcher

,

tho a Perfon

otherwife fubjecft enough to tell ftrange Stories.

Some ufe, as is faid above, a forked Rod, hold-

ing the two Ends in their Hands : Others tie a Hazle

Wand to another ftraight Stick, and holding it in

their Hand, do fo walk over the Hills and Places

where they expert Metals. But they all own the

Rod to be very crofs grain’d, and that it will work.

as they call it, in fome Mens Hands only, and at

fome certain times, and not at others, in rhe Hands

of the fame Perfons.

VIRIDARIO eligenda, is a Writ thatlies for the

Choice of a Verderor in the Foreft.

VIRTUAL Focus, or Point of Divergence in a

Concave Glafs, is the Point e in the following Fi-

gure.

Let the Concavity of the Glafs be a be, and its

Axis d e : Let fg be a Ray of Light falling on the

Glafs, parallel to the Axis de; and let d be the

Center of the Ark a b c. This Ray fg, after it

hath palPed the Glafs at its Emerfion at g, will not

proceed diredtly to h, but be refradted from the

Perpendicular d g, and will become the Ray g k.-

Draw then diredtly g k., fo as that it may crofs the

Axis in e. The Point e fo found, Mr. Afolyneux

calls the Virtual Focus
,
or Point of Divergence. P. 5 6

Dioptr. Nov.

VIS, or Force; as vi armis
, By force of

Arms. And this Vis is Fivefold, Vis impulfiva, ab>

lativa ,
expulfiv/i

,
turbativa, and inquictativa : Vis

ablativa, is the taking away of moveable things

:

And hence accrues an Adtion, Quare vi If armis.

See. Vis compulfiva is, when any one is call out

of his Polfedion by Force and Arms. Vis turba-

tiva, is when any one is difturbed in his Polfedion,

as when two drive to Polfefs the lame thing. Vis

inquietativa, is when one Man will not fuffer an-

other quietly to enjoy his Right, or to do any thing

in his own Bounds or Limits. And from all thefe

Lome fort of Adrion will arile.

VIS Centrifuga, is the Force by which any Body

revolving round another, endeavours to fly offfrom

the Axis of the Motion, in a Tangent to that Curve.

The Centrifugal Force is always proportional to

the Periphery which any Body deferibes in its Mo-
tion round the Axis of its Motion, by the firft

Theorem of Mr. Huguens de vi Centrifuga.

VIS Centripeta, is that by which any Body

(from what Caufe foever) tends towards any Point

as to its Center.

Of this kind is Gravity, by which Bodies tend

towards the Center of the Earth : And fuch is the

Magnetical Force by which Iron tends towards the

Center of the Magnet : And of this kind is that

Force or Power whatever it be, by which all the

Planets are continually drawn from a Redtilineal

Motion, and forced to revolve in Curves.

The Quantity of this Centripetal Force, is of

three kinds : Abfoluta, Accelerantxf and Matrix.

The Abfolute Quantity of it, is its Meafure, grea
ter or lefs, according to the Efficacy of the Caufe
that produces it; and which exerts it felf on all
Bodies in the Regions round about: As the Mag-
netical Virtue in fome Magnets is greater than in
others, tho

8

of the fame Dimenfions.

Vis Centripeta Quantitas Acceleratrix, is its Mea-
lure proportionable to the Velocity which it pro-
duces in a given time. Thus the power of a
Loadftone is greater at a lefs, and leffer at a grea-
ter diftance from the Stone. Gravity is greater
in Valleys, and lefs on the Tops of high Moun-
tains, (as is plain from the Experiments of Pendu-
lums) and is yet lefs at remoter diftances from the
Earth : But at equal diftances, ‘tis always the lame,
becaufe all Bodies, heavy or light, great or final!*

abftra&ing from the Refiftence of the Medium,
are equally accelerated in their defeent.

Vis Centripeta Quantitas Matrix
, is its Meafure

proportionable to the Motion which it generates in
a given time: As the Weight is greater in a grea-
ter Body, and lefs in a leffer

; and in the fame
Body, it is greater near the Earth, and lefs in re-
mote Regions. This Force is the Gravity or Ten-
dency towards the Center of the whole Body, and
is all one with its Weight, being always difeovera-
ble by fome equal and contrary Force hindring the
defeent of the heavy Body.

\

The Vires Centripeta
* are always as the Squares

of the Velocities divided by the Radii of the Cir-
cles deferibed round the Center.

And alfo Reciprocally, as the Squares of the
Periodical Revolutions divided by the Radii*

Wherefore, if the Periodical Times be equal,
both the Centripetal Forces and Velocities, will
be as the Radii, G? vice versa.

If the Squares of the Times of the Periodical
Revolutions are as the Radii, the Centripetal For-
ces are equal ; and the Velocities in half the Ratio
of the Radii ; & vice versa.

If the Squares of the Periodical Times are as the
Squares of the Radii, the Centripetal Forces are
Reciprocally as the Radii, and the Velocities
equal, and vice versa:.

If the Squares of the Times of the Periodical
Revolutions are as the Cubes of the Radii, or Di-
ftances from the Center, (which is the Cafe of all

thefe Planets moving round the Sun, and of the
Moons, or Secondary Planets moving round the Pri-
mary) then the Centripetal Forces (or Gravity of
Bodies) are as the Squares of the Radii or Diftan-
ces from the Center, (as we find it to be) and the
Velocities are in half the Ratio of the Radii, and
vice versa. See Sir Ifaac Newtons Princip. Phil

l

Mathemat. P. 39.

If the Centripetal Force of any Body moving
round another, be as the Diftance ; that Body
moves in an Ellipfis, having its Center in the Cen-
ter of that Force ; or perhaps, in a Circle equal to

that Ellipfis. Idem.

As to which, Gallilaus hath this Theorem, That
if fuch an Ellipfis, its Foci becoming infinitely Di-
ftant, fhould change into a Parabola ; the Body
would move into the Curve of fuch a Parabola;

and the Vis Centripeta refpedfing now a Center in-

finitely Diftanr, would grow Equable. To which
Sir Ifaac Newton adds. That if a Parabolick Se&ion
of a Cone, by the Inclination of its Plane to the

Side



Side of the Cone, fiiould be turned into an Hy-
perbola, the Body would continue to move in its

Perimeter ;
and its Centripetal Force, would be

changed into a Centrifugal one.

If any Body freely revolve round a Center, as

in the cafe of the Planets round the Sun, its Cen-

tripetal and Centrifugal Forces muft be equal.

VIS Imprejfa, is an Impulfe, Force, or Adion,

communicated to, and exercifed upon any Body,

in order to change its prefent State, either of Reft,

or Motion, uniformly forward in a right Line. Newt.

Frincip. Mat. This Force confifts entirely in Adion,

and after that ceafes, cannot remain in any Body :

For the Body continues in its new State, whether

of Motion or Reft, by the vis Inertia only.

VIS Infita Materia, is the bare Power of %Refi-

ftance only, by which' every Body, as much as it

may, endeavours to continue in that State in which

it is, either of Reft, or Motion, uniformly for-

ward in a right Line. This is always proportional

ble to the Body or Mafs which it is in, and differs

nothing from the InaSlivity of the Matter or Body,

but only in the manner of Conceiving it: And
therefore this vis bifita, maymoft properly be call’d,

Vis Inertia. Newt. Frincip . Math,

VIS Matrix, is the Power which produces the

Motion of any Body from Place to Place : Thus
Gravity is a vis Motrix downwards

, or towards

the Center of the Earth.

VISCERA, are the Bowels contained in the three

great Cavities of the Body, as the Anatomifts call

them. They are called alfo Exta and Interranea.

VISIBLE Horizon. See Horizon.

VISIBLE Place of a Star. See Apparent cPlace.

VISIBLE Species. See Species Vifibiles.

VISION,
is a Senfation in the Brain, proceeding

from' a due and various Motion of the Optick Nerve,

produced in the bottom of the Eye, by the Rays of

Light coming from any Objed ; by which means,

the Soul perceives the illuminated Thing, together

with its Quantity, Quality, and Modification.

Whether the Picture of the Objed be made on

the Tunica Petina, or on the Choroides, there is a

great Difpute between Mr. Pecquet and Mr.

Mariotte, in the Philof Tranf. N. 5 9, 8cc.

As to the manner how this noble Senfe of Seeing

Is produced, there were many Hypothefes among

the Ancients.

i. The Stoickj imagined, That certain vifual Rays

went from the Brain through the Optick Nerve and

Eye, and from thence to the Objecft j and there

( juft like a Blind Man's Staff) feel out the Figure,

Colour, and Dimenfions of the Objed.

z. The Pythagoreans thought. That there went

fome vifual Species out of the Eye to the Objed,
which were immediately refleded back again from

thence to the Eye, and fo produced Vi[ion.

3. Plato fuppofed. That both from the Eye and

the Objed, there came fubftantial Effluvia, which

meeting half way, and encountering the Ocular Ef-

fluvia, the latter were beat back again to the Eye,

and there communicated the Impreffion they had

received from thole Effluvia which came from the

Objed j and fo caufed the Senfe of Seeing.

4, Ariftotle afferted, That the Colours of all

Objeds did move the tranfparent Medium, as that

did the Eye, and thereby communicate their Ima-
ges to the Brain, or commune Senforium«

5. Epicurus, judicioufly rejeding the Notion of

an Emanation of vifible Species from the Eyej
and not thinking the Adion of the intermediate

Air or Medium fufneient to account for Vifion,

rightly concluded, That the Senfe of Villon was
produced by a fubftantial material Efflux from the

Objed to the Eye.

6 . Carter, fuppofes Vifion performed by bare

Motion only, without any material Emanation

from the Objed j but only, that the Light ("which

with him alfo is not a Body, but the Motion of

the finer Parts of the Medium) moves the Eye juft

after the fame manner as the Objed is fuppofed to

have determin’d it ; which Motion is continued

along the Optick Nerve, up into the Brain, where

it moves the Conation, or Glandula Pinealis, with

him, the Seat of the Soulj and by that means,

produces internal Senfation, and enables the Soul

to judge accordingly.

The Manner of Vifion with the nailed Eye., according

to Mrr Molyneux his Explication of it, in Diopt,

Nov./>. 103.

Suppofe a b c an Objed, ihj,e m the Globe of

the Eye, furnKhed with all its Coats and Humours-

but here the Cryftallirie Humour go h is only ex-

prefs’d, as being principally concern’d in forming

the Image on the Fund of the Eye,
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i

.

From each Point of the Objedt, we may con-

ceive Rays flowing to the Pupil of the Eye i k ;
as

here from the middle Point b
,

there proceed the

Rays b g, bo, b h
; thefe by means of the Coats

and Humours of the Eye, and efpeciaily by the

Cryftalline Humour g h, are refradted and brought

together on the Retina or Fund of the Eye in the

Point e, and there the Point b is Reprefented. For
we may conceive the Chryftalline Humour g b, as

it were a Convex-glafs , in the Hole of a dark

Chamber i l m k, and that d ef is the diftindt Bafe

of this Glafs.

What is here faid of the Point b, and its Repre-

sentation at e, may be underftood of all the other

Points in the Objedt, as of a and e, and their Re-
presentations at / and d. For according to Sir

Ifaac Newtons belt Hypothelis of Light, each Ray
hath its Innate Colour and fo will reprefent it

where it falls.

2. As in a dark Chamber that has a Hole furni-

flied with a Convex-glafs, if the Paper that is to

receive the Image in the diftindt Bafe, be either

nigher to, or farther from the Glafs, than its due
diftance, the Reprefentation thereon is confufed

:

For then the Radius Pencils do not exadtly deter-

mine with their Apices on the Paper; but thole

from one Point are mixt and confufed with thofe

from the adjacent Point : So in the Cafe of Plain

Vifion, ’tis requifite that the Pencils fliould exadtly

determine their Apices at def, on the Retina, or

elfe Vifion is not diftindt.

Therefore Nature has fo contriv’d the Eye, That
it Ihould have a Power of adapting it felf in fome
meafure to nigh and diftant Objects, for they re-

quire different Conformation of the Eye, becaule

the Rays proceeding from the Luminous Points of

nigh Objedts, do more diverge than thofe from

more remote Objedts : But whether this Variety

of Conformation conlifts in the Cryftallines ap-

proaching nigher to
,
or removing farther from the

Retina : Or in the Cryftallines alfuming a different

Convexity, fometimes greater, lometimes lefs, ac-

cording as is requifite, is left to the Scrutiny of o-

thers ; and particularly the Curious Anatomifts.

This only may be faid, That either of thele Me-
thods, will ferve to explain the various Phenomena

of the Eye : And that both thefe may attend each

other, vi%. a lefs Convex-Cryftalline requires an

Elongation of the Eye, and a more Convex-Cry-

ftalline requires a fhortn ing thereof; as a more flat

Convex Objedt-glafs, or of a larger Sphere, re-

quires a longer Tube; and one Protuberant, bulg-

ing, or of a fmaller Sphere, requires a fhorter

Tube.

3. By the former Figure we perceive the Rays
from each Point of the Objedt, are all confuled to-

gether, on the Pugil in g h, fo that the Eye is pla-

ced in the Point of the greateft Confuflon : But by
means of the Humours and Coats thereof, each

Cone of Rays is feparated, and brought by it felf

to determine in its proper Point on the Retina, there

painting diftindtly the Vivid Reprefentation of the

Objedt, which Reprefentation is there perceived

by the Senjitive Soul.

4. We are likewife to oblerve. That the Repre-

sentation of the Odljedt ah c, on the Fund of the

Eye fed is Inverted : For fo likewife it is on the
Paper in a .Dark Room ; there being no other way
for the Radious Cones to enter the Eye, or the
dark Chamber, but by their Axis a c, b 0, c 0,

crofting in the Pole 0 of the Cryftalline, or
Glafs.

_

But how it comes to pals, that the Eye recei-
ving the Reprefentation of a part of an Objedt on
that part of its Fund which is loWermoft, or nigh*
eft the Center of the Earth, perceives that part of
the Objedt as uppermoft, or fartheft from the Cen-
tre of the Earth ? In anfwer to this, let us ima-
gine, that the Eye in the Point /, receives an Im-
pulfe or Stroke by the Protrufion forwards of the
Luminous Axis a of, from the Point of the Ob-
jedt a ; rnuft not the vifive Faculty be neceffarily
diredted hereby to confider the Stroke, as coming
from the Top a, rather than from the Bottom c, and
confeqnently fliould be diredted to conclude t the
Reprefentation of the Top ?

Therefore we may be fatisfied by fuppofing a
Man Handing on his Head : For here, tho’ the
upper Parts of Objedts are painted on the upper
parts of the Eye, yet the Objedts are judged to be
Eredt. And from this Pofture of a Man, the Rea-
fon appears, why we have uled the Words farthejl

from, arufnighejl to the Centre of the Earth
, rather

than upper and lower. For in this Pofture, becaufe
the upper Parts of the Objedts are painted on that
part of the Eye nigheft the Earth, (tho’ really the
upper Part of the Eye) they are judged to be far-

theft removed from the Earth.
-

. .

What is faid of Erecl and Reverfe, may be un-
derftood of Sinifter and Dexter.

5. The Image of an Erecl Object being represen-
ted on the Fund of the Eye Inverted, and yet the
Sensitive Faculty judging the Objedt Erecl, it fol-
lows, That when the Image of an Ereil Objedt is

painted on the Fund of the Eye Erecl, the Senfe
judges that Objedt to be Inverted.

6. The Magnitude of an Objedt, is eftimated
by the Angle the Objedt fubtends before the Eye.
Thus, the Length of the Objedt a c, is eftimated
by the Angle a 0 c, fod, and this is called the
Optick. Angle.

Whence it follows, that if the Eye were placed
inftead of the Glafs at d (Fig. 2.) and a be, or

efg were Objedts, the Eye would perceive them
of equal bignefs.

The



f The Point o, which is the Vertex of the Optick

"Angle, is varioufly affigned by various Authors ;

fome placing it in the Contre of the Eye ; others

in the Vertex of the Cryftalline ; others in the

Vertex of the outward Coat or Cernea ofthe Eye;
but’tis a Matter ofno great confequence where*ever

we place it ; for according to the bignefs of this

'Angle no c, the Image on the Fund of the Eye is

bigger or lefs.

7. We perceive the Rays that flow from the

Point b, do proceed to the Eye Diverging

,

as b g,
bo, bh : And if the Objedt a c were infinitely di-

ftant from the Eye, or fo diftant from the Eye, that

the Breadth of the Pupil i k. were infenfible in com-
parifon to this Diftance ; then the Rays bg,bo,bh,
would proceed as it were parallel, and fo fall on
the Eye: In both which cafes, by means of the

Refractions of the Eye, they are brought together,,

and Point the Image of the Point b,
on the Fund

of the Eye at e.

'

But if the diverging Rays b u, b x, ( Fig. 1.

)

that flow from the Point b, meet the Convex-glafs

v x,
and are thereby made t© converge, as v i, x k,

and fo fall on the Eye, and there palling through

the Chryftalline g h, are made to Converge yet

more, as i e, l^e: Here they crols in the Point e,

before they reach the Retina r t, and confequent-

ly do point thereon the Image of the Point b con-

fufedly, for *tis painted on the Space r t ; whereas

to caufe diftindt Vifion, it fhould only be painted

on a correlpondent Point on the Retina,

And this is the

Fault of their Eyes
, n

who are called Myopes,

Purblind, or Short-

fighted. For in them
the Cryftalline is too

Convex, fas in Fig. 3.

both the Convex-glals

and Cryftalline joyn'd

together , make too

great a Convexity) u-

niting the Rays before

they arrive at the Re-
tina. And therefore

they are help’d by
Concave-glajjes, which
take off from the too

great Convexity of

their Cryftalline, fome
part of its RefradHve
Power : Or rather

thefe Concaves make
the Rays diverge fo,

that their Cryftalline

{hall be fufficient only

to bring them again

together, fo that they

be not touched, till

they arrive at the Fund
of the Eye.

Myopes are alfo hel-

ped, by holding the

Objedt: very near ; for

then the Rays that fall

on their Eye from any
Angle Foint, do more
diverge, thanwhen the

Eye is farther from the

Point, and confequent-

ly their too Convex
Cryftalline doth but

fuffice to bring them
together on the Re-
tina,

8 . On the contrary,"

the Eyes of Old Men
have their Cryftalline

too flat
, ( as Fig. 4 . )

and cannot corredt the

divergence ofthe Rays
b u, b /<., to make them between the Retina r t, but

beyond the Eye at e. Wherefore for their help Vis

requifite they add the adventitious Convexity ofa
Glals; that both it and the Cryftalline together,

may be fufficient to unite the Rays juft at the Re-

tin# 2 Andfrom hence it appears. thatSpedtacIes help

7 E * 014
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Old Men, not by magnifying an Objeft, but by
making its Appearance diftind

; for Old Men can-
not read the largeft Print without Spedacles, and
yet with Spedacles they read the fmalleft 5 tho

s

shele with Spedacles do not appear fo large, as
riiofe without Spedacles„

9° What is (aid of the
confufed or diftind Re-
prefentation of a Point

in the Objed, may be

tmderftood of the con-

fufed or diftind Repre-
fentation of the whole
Objed ; at leaft, for

thole parts that lie pret-

ty nigh adjacent to that

Point that is looked at.

For here we do not fee

a Ppint, in the ftrid

Senfe of the Mathema-
ticians, but in a Phyfi-

cal Senfe, for the fmall-

eft part imaginable j and
the whole Objed con-

fiding of fuch Points,

what is (hewn of one
Point, may be under-
ftood of every Point in

the Objed.
DiflinB Vifion, is cau-

fed, when the Pencils of
Rays from each Point

of an Objed, do accu-
rately determine in cor-

refpondent Points of the

Image On the Retina.

Confufed Vifion, is cau-
fed when thefe Pencils

do intermix one with a-

nother.

Clear Vifion, is caufed

by a great Quantity of
Rays in the fame Pencil

Illuminating the corre-

fpondent Points of the

Image ftrongly and vi-

goroufly.

Faint Vifion, is when
a few Rays make up
one Pencil : And tho“

this may be difiinSt
, yet

*tis darl^ and obfcurc ; at

leaft, not lo bright and
firong, as if more Rays
concurred.

VISITATION, is that Office or Adion that is

perform'd by a Bifhopin every Diocefe once e-

very three Years, or by the Arch-deacon once

a Year, by vifiting the Churches and their Re-
dors, (3c.

VISNE. See Venue.

VISORIUS. See Optick Nerves'.

VISU Franciplegii ,
is a Writ to exempt him

from coming to the View ofthe Frank Pledge
, who

iis not Refident within the Hundred ; for Men are

bound to this View, by reafon of their Habitation,

and not of Lands held where they dwell not.

VISUAL Point in a Ferfpedive, is a Point in

the Horizontal Line, wherein all the Ocular

rXTte

i
“ if

,

a ??“ ?
00d in a lo”«

Gallery wherem Iwhiig direflly forward, the
Sides, Floor, and Ceiling at laft feem to be united.

Centre
C0UC^ one anot^er *n a Point or common

VISUAL Rays. See Rays.
VITAL Faculty

, is an Adion whereby a Mari
lives, which is performed, whether we defign it or
no; fuch are the Motion of the Heart, Respiration,
Nutrition, (3c. It depends chiefly upon the Cere-
bellum. .It is the fame with Natural Faculty, tho

e

the Ancients diftinguiflied them, placing the Na-
turai in the Liver, and the Vital in the Hear

t

Blanchard.

VITAL Flame. See Flamma Vitalis.

VITAL Indication, in the Art of Medicine, is
fuch an one as requires the reftoring and preferring
of the Natural Strength of the Body.

s

VITALIGO, a fort of Leprofle; there are three
kinds of them.

Alphus, where the Colour Is White, fomething
rough, and not continued, like fo many Drops
here and there j but fometimes it fpreads broader
and with fome Intermiffions.

9

Melas differs in Colour, becaufe it is Black, and
like a Shade ; in the reft they agree.

Leuce has fomething like Alphus, bu* it is whiter?
and defeends deeper, and in it the Hairs are White
and like Down: All thefe fpread, but in fome
quicker, in others flower.

VITRIFICATION, the turning of any Body
into Glafs by the force of Fire: This (by the Chy-
mifts) is look'd upon as the Ultimate Adion of
Fire, and Bodies when once they have gain’d the
Form of a Glafs, do (generally fpeakingj continue
in that Form, and are not capable of putting on
any other Shape.
Moft kinds of Vitrifications

( as alfo Calcinations)
are made by Salts uniting and incorporating with
the Metalline Particles.

VLTRIOL of Copper or Venus, is Blue Chryflals
made by a Solution of Copper in Spirit of Nitre
Evaporation, and Chryftallization in a cool place!
Thefe are ufed as Caufticks, but they will diffoive
if expos d to the Air.

There are other Chryftals of Venus made be di-
ftilled Vinegar, and they are what is called Verde-
greafe ; which fee.

VITRIOL of Mars, or Salt of Steel, is made
by diffolving Steel in fome proper Acid Nlenjlruum
then Evaporating and Chryftallizing to gain the
Salt as above in Copper.
VITRIOL of Silver, of of the Moon. See Chrf

fials W Silver.

VITRIOLATE Tartar. See Tartar Vitriolate?

VITRIOUS Humour
, or GlaJJie Humour of the

Eye, is the third Humour of the Eye, fo called
from its refemblance of the melted Glafs. ’Tis
thicker than the Aqueous, but not fo folid as the
Chryfialline.

s

Tis round or convex behind, and
fomewhat plain before, only hollowed a little in
the middle where it receives the Chryfialline. Ic
exceeds both the other Humours in Quantity.
yiTRIOUS Tunicle, a thin Film, or Coatv

which is (aid to feparate the GlaJJie Humour from
the Chryfialline ; tho’ there are fome who abfolute-
ly deny. That there is any fuch Coat in the Eye,
before the Humours are taken out and expofed to

the Air,

VIVA



VIVA VOCE. See Depofuions.

VIVIPAROUS Animals', are luch as bring forth

their Young living and perfed; by which they

are diftinguilhed from Oviparous ones, which lay

Eggs, which after that, are hatched into Living

Creatures,

ULNA, or Focile Majus, is the greater Bone

betwixt the Arm and the Wrift, which is jointed

upward with the Shoulder by Gingbymus (which fee;)

and therefore it has there both Procefles and Ca-

vities ; two Oblong Procefles, and as it were trian-

gular, and rugged,
,
that the Ligaments may knit it

ftrongly. The foremoft and uppermoft is lefs, and

goes into the Cavity of the Shoulder : The back-

ward Procefs is thicker and larger, ends in an Ob-

tufe Angle, and enters the hinder Cavity of the

Shoulder; the Latines call it Gibberus : In the

middle of thefe there’s a great Cavity like a Semi-

circle.

It has yet another external lateral Cavity for

the Head of the Radius, or lefler Bone of the Cu-

bit ; it is jointed at the lower end with the Wrift,

both by a Cartilage in the middle, and by an acute

Procefs, and therefore called Styloides

^

(being like a

fharp-pointed Pen ufed in Writing-Fables)
whence

there arifes a Ligament, which fattens the Cubit,

and the Joint of the Wrift together.

UMBELICUS in an Ellipjis, &c. is that Focus

about which the Motion of any Revolving Body is

made, and which it rcfpecls as its Centre. So that

either Focus may be called by this Name.
UMBELLIFEROUS Plants, are by Botanijls

accounted, fuch as have their Tops branched and

fpread out like a Ladies Vmbrella • on each little

Sub-divifion of which, there is a fmall Flower

growing : As Fennel, Dill, Parjley, 8cc.

' This Flower is always Pentapetalous, and is fuc-

ceeded by z Naked Seeds lying joined together

,

which are the true Diftindfions of thefe Plants from

ethers„

The Umbelliferous are a very large Genus of

Plants, and by our Accurate Botanift Mr. Ray are

thus diftinguilhed.

Umbelliferous Plants, are either

I. Such as have a Compounded Leaf, of a Tri-

angular and Pinnate Form : And the Seeds of

thefe are either,

a . Broad, flat, and plain, like Leaves almoft ;

as the Sphondylium, Paftinaca Latifolia, Pa-

Max Heracleum Tordylium, Orcofelinum, Fhyf-

felinum, Apium Cicutce foliis, Daucus Alfati-

cus, Cdrvifolia, Anethum, Pucedanum, Thapfia

,

Ferula
,

8cc.

z, With a Seed more Tumid, and lefs compref-

fed and flat than the former: As the Cachrys,

Laferpitium, Cicutaria vulgaris, Scandix, Ce-

refolium, Myrrhis Sativa Angelica, Levijlicum,

Siler Montanum, Bulbocaflunum, Sifarum, Oe-

nanthe
,
Slum, Pimpinella Apium, Cicuta, Vif-

naga, Saxifraga, Crithmum
,

Fceniculum, Dau-

cus Vulgaris, Anifum, Caucalci, Coriandrum

Pafiifiaca Marina, See.

•, jo dft-,
' u • in j £ r \'i 1
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II. Such as have a Simple, or an Undivided

Leaf, or at leafo one, only .a little jagged : As
the Perfoliata; Buplerum, Ajlrantia Nigra, Sanicula,

and the Sefeli /.Ethiopians ,

UMBELICAL Region, is that part of the Abdo-

men lying round about the Navel.
UMBELICAL Vejfels, are the Veins, Arteries

,

8cc. that belong to the Navel, or rather are en-

wrapped in the Navel- String.

The Navel-ftring is Membranous, wreathed,

and unequal, arifing out of the middle of the Ab-
domen, (vi%. the Navel) and reaching to the Pla-

centa Uterina ’Tis ufually half an Ell in Length,

and as thick as ones Finger. It was convenient to

be fo long and lax, that when the Foetus in the

Womb grows ftrong, it might not break it by its

fprawling and tumbling about; and after it is

born, the Secundine, or After-birth, might be
drawn out the.better by it.

The way that it pafles from the Navel, to the

Placenta
,

is very unconftant; for fometimes it

goes upon the Right hand to the Neck, which ha-

ving encompafled, it defeends to the Placenta, and
fometimes it goes on the Left hand up to the Neck,
&c. Sometimes it comes not to the Neck at all,

but goes firft a little up towards its Breaft, and
then turns round its Back, and from thence pafles

to the Placenta.

The Veflels contain’d in this String, (and which
are enwrapped to a common Coat, called Funicu-

lus, or Intefiinulum) are four, one Vein, two Ar-

teries, and the Urachus. For as for the Nerves
which Vcrheyen fufpedts to be contained in it, or the

LaEleal Vejfels which Bidloo thinks he has obferved*

I fhall not reckon them among thefe Veflels, be-

caufe thefe Authors lpeak but faintly of them.

The Vein is larger than the Arteries, and arifes

from the Liver of the Foetus, (vi%. out of its FifliireJ

by the Trunk of the Vena Porta (of which it feems

to be but a Branch) and from thence palling out

of the Navel, it runs along the Funiculus to the

Placenta, into which it is implanted by innumera-
ble Roots ; but in its paflage it fends fome little

Twigs into the Arteries.

The Ancients, that thought the Foetus was nouri-’

ftied by the Mothers Blood only, taught the foie ufe

of this Vein to be, to carry Blood from the Pla-
centa to it : And fince it has been found out, and
believed that it is nourifhecj, alfo (if not only) by
Chyle, or Succus Nutritius

j

fome have continued

the fame Office to. this Vein, and think that the

Chyle is brought by Ladeal Veflels arifing out of
the Placenta, as (they fay) it was brought thither

by the Mothers La&eals. And indeed if any cer-

tain Difcovery had been made of thefe fame La-
Piece, we fhouldhave embraced this Opinion as the

moft probable. But we are not to form Hypothefes

out of Rational Notions only, but much rather

from what appears to the Eyes of the Difledor.

We do affirm therefore. That the Umbelical

Vein ferves for conveying to the Foetus the- Nutriti-

tious Juice feparated in the Placenta from the Mo-
thers Arteries. How this Separation is made, and
how it is firft of all turned into Blood, we fhall

confider by and bye.

But together with this Juice there returns fo

much of the Arterial Blood (that comes from the

Foetus) as is not fpent upon the Nourifhment of the

Placenta
,

or of the Chorion and Amnios : Which
Liquors thus mixed, though by the Umbelical

Vein, they are poured into the Sinus of the .Porta,

yet are they not diftributed through the Liver by
the ufual Channels thereof only, but by the*Venal

Dud, is the greateft part thereof conveyed in a
i diredi
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direct courfe and full Stream into the Cava about
the Liver.

Belides this Vein, which is common to all Crea-

tures, there hav,e been obferv’d in Whelps and Co-
neys, (and may perhaps in others; two fmall

Veins more, that ariling from the fourth involving

,
Membrane peculiar to them, pafs diredtly from
the Vmbelicus to the Mifentery of the Fwtus, as

the other great one does to its Liver ; which may
ftrengthen the Opinion, That the Chyle, or Suc-

cus Nutritius is brought to the Foetus by the Umbi-
lical Vein, (or Veins.) Thefe Veins Dr. Needham
calls Omphalo-Adefentcricw.

In the Funiculus are included alfo two Arteries,

which are not both of them together fo big as the

Vein : They fpring out of the inner Iliacal Bran-
ches of the great Artery : (Dr. Needham judges
them to be derived immediately from the Extre-
mity of the Aorta

, before its Divifion) and palling

by the Sides of the Bladder, they rife up to the

Navel, out of which they are conducted to the

Flacenta
, in the lame common cover with the

Vein and Urachus
,
with which they are twined

and wreathed not unlike a Rope. I fay, they are

iniertedinto the Flacenta
,
and with the Vein make

a moft admirable Net-like Texture. But there

is one Branch of each of them which is manifeftly

inferred into the Amnios. Dr. Harvey fays, The
Vein is confpicuous a pretty while before thefe

’ Arteries appear.

In the Creatures mention’d in the foregoing Pa-
ragraph, there are belides thefe Arteries, others an-

fwering to, and accompanying the Veins called,

Omphalo-Mefenter ica, abovementioned.

Blood and Vital Spirit are not carried by them
from the Mother to the Foetus, as many from Galen
have taught 5 but on the contrary, Spirituous

Blood is driven from, the Foetus, by the beating of
its Heart, to the Flacenta and the Membranes for

their Refedfion and Nourilhment j from which
what Blood remains, circulates back again in the

Umbilical Vein together with theSuccus Nutritius

afrefti imbibed by its Capillaries difperfed in the

Flacenta. But belides Arterial Blood, there flows

out of the Navel by them, part of the Succus Nu-
tritius, that was imported by the UmbilicalVein ;

namely, That of it which is more crafs and ter-

rene, which by one Circulation through rhe Heart,

(or it may be many) could not be changed into

Blood : This part, I fay, flows out by thefe Arte-

ries, which by their Branches that are difperfed

through the Amnios, difimbogue it by their little

Mouths into it : Fpr what Ufe, fhall be declared

prefently.

But belides thefe Ufes which are commonly
aferibed to thefe Umbilical Veins and Arteries by
Anatomifts, Verheyen (with fome probability) al-

igns another.

Says he,
“

It is worth Inquiry, for what pur-
** pofe the Blood of the Foetus is fent in fuch great

quantity out of its Body into the Flacenta : See-

ing, without doubt, a far lefs quantity ofBlood
£* would fuffice for its Nourilhment: For no part
“ in the whole Body, if you except the Lungs and
**

Liver, has fuch abundance of Blood-Veffels as

“ the Flacenta. This muft needs be for a certain
u common Ufe, which we judge to be a kin to
**

the tile of the Lungs, in thole who being Born,

enjoy a freer Air : Namely, That as thefe do
“ by the help ofthe Lungs plentifully draw in from
the Air a certain Matter highly necelfary for the

H
feeding the Vital Flame , fo in, the Foetus, where

“ the Lungs lie idle, fuch like Matter being receL“ ved into the Mothers Blood by her Refpiration*
'] is feparated therefrom by help of the Placenta

)“ and mixt with the Blood of the Foetus (in the
“ Umbilical Vein) and as in the Lungs of Breath-
“ ing Perfons, fome Heterogenous Matter is con-'
“ tinually Separated from the Blood

; fo in the
“ Placenta certain Recrements of rhe Blood are de-“

polited out of the Umbilical Arteries into rhe
“ Veins of the Mother.

And here I fhall Tranfcribe a Material Objection,
with the Anfwer to it, out of Dicmerbroech^

Objection.

How can thefe Veffels, (Vein and Arteries) when
they have grown from the Belly of the Foetus, to that
length as to reach the Membranes, penetrate andpafs
through them to the Placenta ?

Anfwer.

This is done in the fame manner as the Roots
of Herbs, Shrubs and Trees penetrate into the
hard Ground, yea, often into thick Planks, Walls
and Stones, (which Water cannot enter) and root
themfelves firmly in them. For juft fo the firft

lharp pointed and moft find ends of the Umbilical
Veffels, infinuate themfelves by little and little into,
the Pores of the Membranes (for the Figuration of
thole Pores are fitted for their Entrance; and pafs
through them, and yet the Liquors contained in
thefe Membranes cannot flow out by them : And
when thofe Veffels inhering in the Pores, grow
more out into length, by little and little, the faid
Pores are more and more widened, (according to
the encreafe of the Veffels) and are infeparably u-
nited unto, and grow in them.

The fourth Umbilical Veffd, is the Urachus, or
Urinary Vejfel. This is a fmall, membranous, round
Pipe, endowed with a very ftreight Cavity, arifing
from the bottom of the Bladder up to the Navel,
out of which it paffes along within the common
cover, and, opens into the Allantoides.

It is more apparently pervious in many of the
larger Brutes, than it is in Man -

} in whom lome
have denied it any Cavity ; but that it is hollow
in him, is confirmed by many Hiftories of Perfons
adult, who having the ordinary Urinary Paffage
along the Penis ftopt, the Paffage in this Veffel has
been unlocked, and they have made Water by the
Navel, which could not have been imagined to
have happen’d, if it had been originally a Liga-
ment without any Meatus.

Bartholin
, and others have affirmed. That the

Urachus in Men reaches no further than the Na-
vel : How then comes that Humour into the Al-
lantoides, chat has perfectly the fame Tafte with the
Urine in the Bladder ? But their Error fprung from
hence, That they thought a Humane Foetus had no
Allantoides, and that Humour that is found in it,

they thought had been contained in the Chorion

.

But this is in fhort refuted above, but more fully

and accurately by Dr. Needham, Lib. de formate
Foetu, cap. 3 .

As to the Pervioufnefs of the Urachus, I fliall

add this farther. That in Abortions of five or fix

Months old, the Bladder of the Embryo is always
full of Urine, out of which, if m the following
Months it fhould not be emptied by the Urachus

t

the Bladder would foon burft, feeing there is daily

fome
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feme Serum feparated from the Blood in the Kid-

neys, and fent to the Bladder ; and the more the

Foetus encreafes, the more mull need be feparated.

Yea, Dr. Needham affirms,. That one may either

prels the Liquor contained in the Allantoides by

the 'Urachus into the Bladder, and with a Pipe

blow Wind out of the Bladder by the fame way

into the Allantoides.

Its Ufe has 'been Efficiently declared ia the pre-

ceding Paragraph • as alio above, when we deli-

vered the Ufe of the Allantoides
,
which we {hall

not repeat.

Thefe four Veffels (as has been faid above) have

one common cover
, which alfo keeps each of them

from touching other. It is called Intejlinulum and

Funiculus, (by which it with its Velfels is fome-

times underftood.) It is Membranous, round and

hollow, indifferent thick, confiding of a double

Coat, (the inner from the Peritoneum, and the

outer from the Panniculus carnofus.) Sometimes

it felf only is wreathed about like a Rope, the

Veffels included in it running ftreight along its

Cavity ; and fometimes they are wreathed toge-

ther with it.

It hath leveral Kjiots upon it here and there,

which Dr. Wharton thinks to be Papilla!, or little

Glands through which the Ladleal (or Nutritious

Juice) diftills out of the Capacity ofthe Funiculus,

into the Cavity ofthe Amnios.

I cannot tell whether this be fo, or no ;
but the

Ufe that doting Midwives make of them to

guefs by their Number how many Children more

the Mother ffiall have, and by their Colour, whe-

ther thofe Children (hall be Male or Female, is

more ridiculous than fuperftitious.

UMBILICK Points, in Mathematicks, are the

fame with Focus’s ; which See.

UMBILICUS, the Navel, is a Part in the Cen-

tre of the Abdomen, to which the Navel-ftring in

a Foetus is joined, which is cut off after the Deli-

very.

UNCIiE, in Algebra, fignifie thofe Numbers

which are prefix’d before the Letters of the Mem-
bers of any Power produced from a Binomial, Pe-

fidual, or Multinomial Boot.

Thus in the fourth Power of a -P b^fthat is,

aaaa -j- 4 aaab -j- 6 aabb 4 abbb -j- bbbb, the

Uncia are 4, 6, 4.

The Wonderful Sir Ifaac Newton gives this Theo-

rem for finding the Uncia of any Power arifing

from a Binomial Boot.

Let the Index of that Power be called m ; then

will the Uncia arife from fuch a continual Mul-
tiplication s this, vi%.

r m—o m—-I m—2 m—2 rn—4 _ „
IX x X x X—

—

, &c.12 3 4 5

4

Thus if the Uncia of the Biquadrate, or fourth

Power were required ; the Rule is,

! X
T°(=4) (=«) *T-

2
(=4)*— (=*,)

Which (hews, that the Uncia are r, 4, 6, 4, i.“

UNCORE Prifl,
in Law, is a Plea for the De-

&idant, being fued for a Debt due at a Day paft,

to lave the Forfeiture of his Bond, faying, That he
tendred the Debt at the Time and Place, and that

there was none to receive, and that he is ftill ready
to pay the fame.

UNDIMIA, the fame with Oedema.
UNGUIS, a Nail, is a fimilar, flexible, white,,

and hard part, which defends the Fingers from ex-
ternal Injuries, and in fome meafure adorns them.
The Root of it is joined to a certain Ligaments,
and by reafon of the Neighbouring Tendons it be-
comes fenfible : They feem to be made of a Coh
le&ion of Very little Pipes, which adhere extreme-
ly thick to one another, and Ihoot out into lengths

Where they begin, there you find certain Nervous
Fibres like fo many fmall Nipples lengthen’d, the
lengthen’d Parts whereof, are feen as far as the
Nail : If they be forcibly torn off, they leave di-

vers Holes, fo that the Horney Subftance of the

Nails looks like a Net. Under the Nails there’s a
Pappy fort of Body, which has its Veffels of Ex»
cretion.

The Apices, or Tops of the Nails, are they
which grow beyond the Flelh

;
the parts which are

out, are called the Segmina, the Paring of the

Nails ; the Parts under the Nails, are the K§vvrjd,

the hidden Parts ; the white Semi-lunar part next
the Root, ifthe Rife of the Nail - the very Begin-
nings that grow into the Skin, are call’d the Roots
of the Nail j the Sides, the Clefts ; the white
Spots, Nubecula, little Clouds, &c. Blanchard

.

UNGUIS, the fame with Hypopyon ;
which

fee.

UNGUIS Os, is a little thin Bone, which lies

in the great Angle of the Orbit of the Eye, it has

a Hole in which the'Lachrymal Gland lies.

UNGULA, is a fort of hooked Inftrumeat ufed

by Surgeons, to draw a dead Foetus out of the

Womb.
UNIFORM Motions are the lame with equal,

or rather Equable ones ; which fee.

UNIFORM Flowers of Plants, theBotanifts call

fuch as are all round offame the Figure ; or whofe
fore and back part, and whofe right and left parts
are exadly alike ; but when they are not fo, they
call them Difform Flowers.

UNION, (a Term among Painters) is the mu-
tual Agreeablenels and Sympathy of the Colours
in a Piece of Painting.

UNION, Dr. Grew makes Union in a Physical
Senfe, to be one of the three ways of Mixture 3
and he defines it to be the Union of Atoms, or Par-
ticles which touch in a Plain; as in the Chryftalli—
zation of Salts, and other like Bodies.

UNISON, in Mufick, is one or the fame Sound,
whether produced by one fingle Voice, or divers

Voices founding in the fame Tone ; fo that an V-
nifon in this Science, may be confidered as an U»
niterln Arithmetick,or as a Point in Geometry, not
divisible into any Parts, in regard that it is the firff

Term to any Interval. When the Ancients divided
their Monochord, fo that the Parts were as 1 to r,

they called them Vnifons.

UNITE, is the fame with the Figure i, being
one fingle individual part of difereet Quantity. If
a Number confift of 4 or 5 Places, that which is

outermoft towards the Right hand, is called, the
Place of Unites.

Number in general, is by Euclid defined to be,
liovd.S'av wocrorns, a Multitude, or Aggregate of
Unites

; and in this Senfe Unity is not a Number*
But Unity as it may be taken for an Individual

Unite-
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Unite, is certainly as much a Number as io, 2©,

1 oo, Qjc.

UNITY of Poffejfion, in the Civil Law, is cal-

led, Covfolidatio fruElus & proprietatis, and fig-

nifies Joynt Poffejfion of two Rights by feveral

Titles.

As for Example : If I take a Leafe of Land
from one upon a certain Rent, and afterwards I

buy the Fee-fimple, this is an Unity of Pojfejjion,

by which the Leafe is extinguilhed, by reafon that

I, which before had the Occupation only for my
Rent, am become Lord of the fame, and am to

pay my Rent to none but my felf.

UNIVERSAL EquinoElial Dial, is made of two
Rings of Brafsor Silver, that open and fold toge-

ther, with a Bridge or Axis, and a Slider, and a

little Ring to hang or hold it up by : it is divided

on one fide of the great Ring into 90 Degrees, and

fometimes on the other into two Quadrants, or

180 Degrees, but one is enough : The Innermoft

Ring is divided into *24 Hours , fub-divided on

the Face and on the outfide of the Ring, into

every five Minutes. The Axis has the Suns De-
clination on one fide, and the Days of the Month
and the Sun’s Place on the other.

To Ufe it for the Hour, the Perpendicular Line'

or Stroke which is on the Slider, which moves on

the outer Ring, muft be fet to the Latitude of the

Place, and the Hole in the Slider on the Bridge

either to the Sun’s Place in the Ecliptick, the Day
of the Month, or his Declination ; and then the

Rings being opened, and fet fquare to one ano-

ther, move the Dyal about to and fro, till the Sun
fhine through the Hole, and on the Inner Edge of

the Innermoft Ring, and there it will fhew the

true Hour.

UNIVOCAL Terms in Logick
,

are fuch

whofe Name and Nature is the fame j and ’tis

uled in opposition to Equivocals
,

whofe Names
are the fame, but their Natures very different - for

a Thing to be predicated Univccal/y of any others,

is to be attributed to all of them alike, and in the

fame proper Senfe.

UNLAWFUL Affembly, is the meeting ofthree

or more Perfons together, by force, to commit fome
Unlawful AEl

, andfo abiding together
, tho’ not

endeavouring the Execution of it, as to affault, or

beat any Perfon, to enter into his Houfe, or Land,
(£c.

UNLIKE Quantities and Signs in Algebra. See

like Signs and Quantities.

UNLIMITED Problem (Inordonne) according

to Mr. Ofanam, is fuch a Problem in Mathema-
'ticks, as is capable, of Infinite Solutions : As to

V O L
divide a Triangle given into two equal parts,
to make a Circle pafs through two Points afiigned
©V.
UNQUES Prijl

, in Lav/, is a Plea whereby a
Man profeffeth himfelf always ready to do or per-
form that which the Defendant requires : As if a
V/oman fues the Tenant for her Dower, and he
coming in at the Day offers to averr, That he was
always ready, and ftill is to perform it. In this cafe,
except the Demandant fhall averr the contrary, he
fliall recover no Damages : When this Plea will
ferve to avoid Charges, and when not, fee Pfitch-
in fol. 243 .

VOCAL Nerves
, the fame with Bgcurrent

5
which fee.

VQID Bajiion, See Baflicn,

VOIDED, a Term in Heraldry, when there are
Lines drawn within, and Parallel to the out Lines
of any Ordinary: This Expreffes an Exemption of
fomething of the thing Voidable, and makes the
Field appear tranfparent thro’ the Charge.

VOIDER , fo the Heralds call

one of the Ordinaries, whofe Fi-

gure is much like that of the
Flafque ox Planch • only it does not
bend orbow in fo much This Ar-
mour they fay, is the Reward of
a Gentlewoman, that has well fer-

ved her Prince. They are always
born by Pairs.

The Field is Penn, two Voiders Or.

VOIR dire, is when ’tis pray’d upon a Trial at

Law that a Witnefs may be Sworn upon a Voir

dire ; the meaning is, he fhall upon his Oath fpeak
or declare the truth

,
whether he fhall get or lofe

by the Matter in Controverfie ; and if he be un-
concern’d, his Teftimony is allowed, otherwife
not
VOLATILE Salt ofVegetables is ufually drawn

in a Retort from the Fruits and Seeds fermented,
and feems to be only the EJfential Salt driven up
higher and Volatilized by the Spirits, during the
Fermentation and Dijlillation.

The Volatile Salt of Animals, is drawn much
the fame way as that of Vegetables.

VOLATILE Spirit of Sal Armaniack, is made
either by mixing Quick-Lime, or Salt of Tartar
with Sal Armoniack, and then pouring a fufficient

Quantity of Water upon it, the Matter is diftilled

in a Retort when Quick-Lime is ufed, otherwife
in a Glafs Body, or Cucurbite ; by this means the
Lime or the Salt of Tartar doth deftroy the ftrength

of the Acid Sea Salt that held bound and fixt the
Volatile Salts of Urine and Soot of which Sal Armo

-

niack. is made ; whereby they being at liberty are
driven out by the Fire, and diffolved in the Water
that was poured on the Mixture, and fo compofe
this Volatile Salt.

Spirit of Sal Armoniack made with Quick-Lime,1

is an excellent thing to make Precipitations with ;

deftroying all kinds of Acids almoft, and is ufed

to precipitate Solutions of Gold.

If you mix together equal parts of this Spirit

made with Tartar, and of Spirit of Wine, a Cqa-

gulum will arife on their being fhaken together j

but not if you ufe the Spirit of Sal Armoniack
made with Quick-Lime.

If after either of thefe Mixtures to make Spirit

of Sal Armoniack, be put into the Body or Retort, .

Spirit of Wine be poured on, and then the Spirit

drawn off.- This is called Spirit of Sal Armoniack

dulcified. VOLA-
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VOLATILE Spirit) is a Volatile Salt diffolved

in a fufficient Quantity of Phlegm or Water.

VOLATILES are (by fome madej a Species of

Animals which fly in the Air, as Birds do.

VOLATILITY, is the Property of fuch mixt

Bodies whofe Corpufcles or Particles, of which

they are compofed, will rife up by that degree of

Heat, as is proper to Sublime it.

Mr. Boyle, in his Notes about the Mechanical

Production of this Quality of Volatility
,
fuppofes,

or rather proves thefe four Attributes, or Qualifi-

cations, fequifite to denominate a Body Vola-

tile.

1. That its confHtuent Particles, or Corpufcles,

be very fmall ; for befides that luch minute Parts

are more eafily put into Motion by the ACtion of

Fire and Heat, and Confequently are more apt to

be elevated, than other Parts which are more grofs

;

thefe can continue their Motion upwards with lefs

refiftance, and with a lefs -Tendency to defcend

down by ,their own Gravity. Wherefore,

2. ’Tis neceffary that the Corpufcles Of Volatile

Bodies, fhould not only be very fmall, but they

muft alfo not be too folid and heavy;; for the great

Specifick Weight of fuch Bodies will hinder them
from rifing.

3. ’Tis neceffary alfo, that they be conveniently

Shaped for Motion ; for if they be of hooked, bran-

ched, or any other irregular and catching Figure,

iho
0

they may be both very fmall and light, yet they

will be apt to be entangled one in another, or to

hang or ftick to other Bodies; and this probably
is the reafon why Water is more eafily elevated by
Heat, and brought to exhale than Oil, tho’ it be
Specifically heavier than it, and its likely hath its

Parts fmaller too.

4. "Tis neceffary that the Parts do not too clofe-

ly adhere to one another, fo as on that account to

be indifpofed for the Separation by the Heat of an
ordinary degree of Fire.

And this Honourable Gentleman largely fhews,

that this Quality of Volatility is producible by fuch

Mechanical Means as will produce fome or all of
the Qualifications above mentioned.

VOLITION, is an Adfc of the Mind knowingly
exerting that dominion it takes it felf to have over
any part of the Man, by imploying it in, or with-
holding it from any particular Action.

VOLSELLA, or Vulfella, is an Inftramenc to
pull up hairs with by the roots, the fame with
Tweezers, or a Chyrurgeon s little Tongs, which
are of different Shape according to the Diverfity of
their Ufe.

VOLUMUS, is the firft Word of a Claufe in
the Kings Writs of Protection and Letters-Pa-
tent.

Of Protections, fome are Cum claufula Volumus
;

and of thefe there are four Kinds, vi%,

if Quia ProfeSlurus.

2. Quia Moraturus.

3. Quia indebitatus nobis exiflit.

5. When any one fent out into the King’s
Service beyond Sea in War, is imprifoned.

VOLUNT, a Law Term, is when the Tenant

holds at the Will of the Leffor, or Lord, and that
is in two ways.

Firft, When I make a Leafe to a Man of Lands
to hold at my Will, then I may put him out when
I pleafe ; but if he Sow the Ground, and I put
him out, then he fhali have his Corn with egrefs
and regrefs, till it be ripe to cut and carry it out
of the Ground

; and fuch Tenant at Will,
'

is not
bound to repair and fuftain the Houfe as Tenant
for Years is : But if he make wilful Wafte, the
Leffor fhali have againft him an Adticn of Trefpafs.

The other Tenant at Wilt,, of the Lord, is by Co-
py of Couft-Roll, according to the Cuftom of
the Mannor ; and fuch a Tenant may furrender
the Land into the Hands of the Lord, according to
the Cuftom, to the Ufe of another for Life, in Fee,
or in Taile ; and then he fhali take the Land of the
Lord, or his Steward, by Copy, and fhali make
Fine to the Lord.

VOLUTA, in Architecture, is that part of the
Capitals of the Ionicl Corinthian, and Compojit
Orders, which is fuppofed to reprefent the Bark of
Trees twifted, and turned into Spiral Lines; or,

as fome fay, the Head dreffes of Virgins in their

long Hair. Voluta’s are different in thele three Or-
ders : Thofe that appear above the Stems in the
Corinthian Order (according to Vitruvius) are 1 6
in Number in every Capital, whereas there are
only 4 In the Ionicf^ Order, and 8 in the Compofit*

But thefe Voluta’s are more efpecially remarkable
in the Ionick Capital, reprefenting a kind of Pillow
or Cuifhen laid between the Abacus and the Ecbi~
nus, as if it were to be fear’d left the Weight of
the Abacus, or of the Entablature above it, might
break or deface the Echinus ; whence the fame An-
cient Architect took occafionto call the Voluta, Pul-
vinus, or Bolfter.

VOLVULUS. See lleon and Chordapfus]

VOMER, is a Bone fituated in the middle of
the lower part of the Nofe. It has a Cleft in the
upper fide, in which Cleft it receives the lower
Edge of the Septum Nafi, In its further end it re-
ceives a fmall Apophyje of the Sphcenoides, and its

under fide joins the Os Palati.

VOMICA, is a fault in the Lungs, from Hete-
rogeneous Blood, Which lodged perhaps in oriAof
the little Bladders, or Cells there, occafions neither
a Fever nor a Cough ; but afterward when it is
encreafed, it oppreffes the neighbouring Sanguife-
rous Veffels, and impregnates the Blood as it paf-
fes along with its Effluviums ; whereupon there
fucceeds a fmall Fever, accompanied with Inquie-
tude and Leannefs ; at Iaft when it is full grown
and conco&ed into Matter; it makes a Neft as it

were, and lodges there. Blanchard
VORTEX, according to the Cartefian Philofo-

phy, is a Syftem of Particles of Matter moving
round like a Whirl-pool, and having no void In-
terftices, or Vacuities between the Particles. This
Vortex thus moving round

, will occafion a&y
Bodies that fwim in the Syftem, to move round
as that doth, and that fwifter or flower, according
as they are farther off, or nearer to the Centre.
By fuch Vortices as thefe

, they endeavour to
folve the Motion ofthe Heavenly Bodies round the
Sun in the Centre of the Vortex. But the Excel-
lent Sir lfaac Newton had demonftrated, That the
Planets cannot be carried round their Centre by
the Motion of' any Corporeal forth, Beeaufe if
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they were, the Vortices themfeives muft be car-

ried round after the fame manner as Aftronomers

have difcovered that the Planets perform their Re-

volutions i which is fo, that
,

their Periodical Times

are always in a Sefquialteral Ratio of their Diftan-

ces from their Centres ; or that the Squares, of the

Times of their Periodical Revolutions are as the Cubes

of their middle Difiances from their. Centres.

But he proves, That the Periodical Times of

the Parts of the Vortex will always be only as the

Squares of their Diftances from the Centre of their

Motion.

Befides, the Planets, according to the true Co-

pernicdn Hypothefis, being carried about the Sun in

Ellipfes
,
and having the Sun in the Vmbilicus%f

each Figure, by Lines dravonfrom themfeives to the

Sun
,
do always deferibe Areas proportional to the Times

of their Revolutions, which he Ihews, the Parts of

no Vortex can do. See Scol. Prop, ult . Lib. 2.

Princip.

Again, as the Ingenious Mr. Kfil obferves in his

Examination of Dr. Burnet’s Theory : If the Earth

were carried in a Vortex, it Would move falter, in

the Proportion of 3 to 2, when it is in Virgo, than

when it is in Pifces, which all Experience proves

so be falfe. See a. large Refutation of all the Car-

tefian Dodrine of the Vortices in Dr. Gregory’s

Afironom. Phyf. & Geometr. Lib. 1. Sect. 10.

VOUCHER, is a Term in Law, lignifying

when the Tenant calls another into the Court, that

is Bound to him to Warranty : And ’tis either to

defend the Right againft the Demandant, or to

yield him other Lands, &c. in value, and;, extend

to Lands or Tenements, of Freehold or Inheri-

tance : And it feems ia fome meafure to agree to

the Contract in the Civil Law, whereby the Ven-
dee bindeth the Vendor, fometimes in the fimple

value of the things bought, fometime in the double,

to Warrant the fecure enjoying the thing bought

yet there is this difference between the Civil, and

the Common Law, that the Civil Law binds every

Man to Warrant the Security of that which he

felleth, which the Common Law doth not,
1 except

it be fpecially covenanted..

The Procefs whereby the Vouchee is called, is a

Summoneas ad Warrantifandum : And if the Sheriff

return upon that Writ, that the Party hath nothing

whereby he may be fummoned,then goes out ano-

ther Writ called, Sequatur fub fuopericulo.

A Recovery with a Single Voucher, is, when
there is but one Voucher : And with a double Vou-

cher, is, when the Vouchee voucheth over, and fo a

treble Voucher.

There is alfo a Foreign Voucher, when the Te-

nant being impleaded in a particular Jurifdidion

of that Court, which might more aptly be called

a Voucher of a Foreign.

Voucher fignifies alfo a Leiger-Book, or Book of

Account, wherein are entred the Acquittances or

Warrants for the Accountant’s Difcharge.

VOYDANCE, is a Want ofan Incumbent upon

a Benefice, and this double, either in Law, as

when a Man hath more Benefices incompatible j

or in Deed, as when the Incumbent is dead, or

adually deprived.

UPRIGHT South Dyals. See Prime Verticals.

URACHUS, is one of the Umbilical Veffels,

being a fmall Membranous round Pipe, with a ve-

ry ftrait Cavity arifing from the bottom of the

Bladder up to the Navel, out of which it paffes

along with the common Cover, and opens into

the Allantoides of the Feetus : ’Tis mere pervious in
fome of the larger Brutes than in Men, in whom
fome have denied it to be hollow ; but that feems
contradided by the Inftances we have had of Mens
making Water by the Navel, when the Paffage of
the Penis hath been quite flopped. Bartholin and
fome others fay, That the Vrachus in Men reaches
no farther than the Navel : But how then comes
that Humour into the Allantoides, which has per-
fedly the fame Tafte with the Urine in the Blad-
der ? The miftake feems to arife from that wrong
Notion, That a Humane Foetus hath no Allantois

,

which hath been by Needham and others fufficient-

ly refuted.

The Ufe of the Vrachus is to convey the Urine
from the Bladder, of the Foetus, into the Allantoides

,

which is placed between the Chorion and the Am

-

nion ,

URETER, is a Filiulous Membranaceous Vef-
fel, which proceeds from both Reins, and opens
between the Membranes of the Bladder, by which
the Urine paffes from the Reins to the Bladders
Celfus calls it the White Vein.

URETHRA, or Fifiula, is the Urinary PafTa-

ges
,

whereby the Urine is difeharged: It ferves
in Males alfo for the Ejedion of the Semen. The
Seminal little Bladders, empty themfeives into it

by 2 Holes at the beginning of it, when there is

occafion $ which Bladders or Veffels are furrounded
with Glandulous Proftates, perforated with feveral

Holes to which there is a little piece of Flefh affix-

ed. Blanchards.

Mr. Cowper obferves, That the Vrethra hath a
Corpus Cavernofum, like to that of the Penis, which
you wilLfind deferibed under the Words Corpora

Cavernofa but this of the Vrethra*, differs much
in Figure from them : The Superior part of this

Corpus Cavernofum lying between the two Crura of
the former, he calls Buibus, from its Figure - it is

covered with the Mufcuius Accelerator Vrince • it

poffeffeth all the lower part of the Vrethra extend-
ing its felf in the Perineum 5 it hath moreover, a
Septum Intermedium (tho’ not taken notice of by,

Anatomifts,) dividing the right fide of the Bulbus

from the left, which defeending to the end of the

Bulbous part, is there obliterated.

The Ufe of this Septum is (as Mr. Cowper thinks)

to dired the Refluent Blood to the exporting Duds,
its two Veins that carry the Blood back.

As this Corpus Cavernofum defeends on the Infen-

our part of the Vrethra
, it is leffened j but when

it approaches the Extremities of the two other Cor*

pora Cavernofa it again dilates it felf and covers

them compofing that Body which they call thg

Gians of Balanus.

URINOUS Salts, are that Tribe of Volatile

Salts drawn from Animal, or other Subftances that

are contrary to ilcids : And Mr. Boyle fays, They
are diftinguifhable from Lixiviate Salts, by this

Teft, That they will turn a Solution of Sublimate

into a White Colour, whereas Lixiviate Salts turn

it into a Yellow one.

URSA Major, a Northern Conftellation, confi-

ning of 27 Stars, and is otherwife called Charles’s

Wain, and the Great Bear.

USAGE. See Prefcription

,

USE, in Law, properly fignifies the Profits of

Benefits of Lands or Tenements : for every Deed
confifts of 2 principal Parts j

namely, The Premifes

,

and the Confequents.
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The Fremifes, is the former part thereof, being

all that which precedeth the Habendum, or Limi-

tation of the Eftate, which are the Perfons contra-

cting, and the thing contracted.

The Confequent is that which follows the Premi-

fes, and that is the Habendum.
,

in which are two
Limitations : The one of the Eftate or Property,

which the Party Paifive fhall receive by the Deed :

The other of the Vfe ; which is to exprefs in the

faid Habendum-, to or for what Vfe and Benefit he

{hall have the fame Eftate, and of the Limitation

of inch Vfes many Precedents are fet down in Law
Books.

USER de Action, a Term in Law, ifigriifying

the purfuing or bringing ah Action, which in what
Place and Country it ought td be , fee Br'o. tit.

Lieu and County, fol. 64.

USUCAPTION, in Law, Egnifies the enjoying

a Thing by continuance of Time, or receiving the

Profits, long Pofleliion or Prefcription.

, USURY, is the Gain of any thing above the

Principal, br that which was lent ; exaCb only in

confideration of the Loan, whether it be Money,
Corn, Apparel, Wares, or fuch like.

UTERUS , the Womb
,

an Organical part

wherein Generation and Cohceptic'n are made, be-

ing feated in the Hypogaflrium.

UTLAGATIO Viri.

UTLAGATO capiendo quando utlagatur in uno

cornitatu & poftea fugit in alium, is a Writ, the

Nature whereof is fufficiently expreft by the

Name.
UTLARY, or Vtlawry, is a Punifhment for

fuch as being called into Law, and lawfully fought,

do contemptuoufly refufe to appear after an Origi-

nal Writ
,

with a nihil habet, three Writs of Ca-
pias,, Alias & Pluries, returned by the Sheriff non

ejl inventus, and an Exigent with a Proclamation,

thereupon awarded. And Bratton fays, he muff

be called at five Counties, a Month between every

County ;
and if he appear not within that time, he

fhall be pronounced out of the Kings Protection,

and deprived of the Benefit of the Law. The Ef-

feCt of this is divers ; for if he be Outlawed at the

Suit of another in a Civil Caufe, he {hall forfeit all

his Goods and Chattels to the King. If upon Fe-

lony, then he fhall forfeit all his Lands and Tene-
ments which he hath in Fee, or for Life, and his

Goods and Chattels. A Minor nor Woman can-

not be Outlawed: For where a Man is faid to be
Outlawed, a Woman is termed Waived,

UTRUM, See AJJife.

U V u
UTTER-BARRISTERS, are fuch, who fot

their long Study, and great Induftry beflow'd up-

on the Knowledge of the Common Law, are cal-

led from their Contemplation to Practice, and in

the Face of the World, to take upon them the Pro-

tection and Defence of Clients
; the time before

any ought to be called to the Bar, was formerly

eight Years, but now reduced tofeven • and the

Exercifes done by him ( if he were not called.

Ex gratia ) was Twelve Grand Moats performed

in the Inns of Chancery , in the time of the

Grand Readings, and Twenty four Petty Moats,

at the InnS of Chancery
, in the Term-times,

before the Readers of the refpeCKve Inns of Chan-
eery.

A Barrifler newly called , is to attend the fix

next long Vacations., the Exercifes of the Houfe,
vi%. in Lent and Summer, and is therefore for thofe

three Years called, a Vacation Barrifler.

And they are alfo called, Vtter-Barriflers, i e*

Pleaders without the Bar, to diftinguifii them from
Benchers, or thofe that have been Readers, who
are fometifnes admitted to plead within the Bar,

as the Kings, Queens, or Prince’s Council are.

UVA, the fame With Cion ° which fee.

UVEA Membrana five Tunica, is the forepart of

the Choroides • being aimoft altogether Continuous

on the infide to the Tunica Sclerotis
; it is perfora-

ted in the forepart, and leaves a fpace for the Ap-
ple of the Eye, which may be contracted or dila-

ted : Its exterior Surface is of various Colours,

whence it is called Iris
, and in this is the Diffe-

rence of Mens Eyes as to Colour ; as Black, Gray,

&c. The Infide of this Uveous Tunick is cover’d

with a Black Lining, that the Cavity of the Eye
may be the darker.

UVIG-ENA, or UVIGERA, the fame with
Cion.

VULGAR Frattions. See Frattions.

VULTUR Volans. See Aquila.

UVULA, is a double Production of the Intern

nal Membrane of the Mouth
; its Subftance is ve-

ry lax, and it has a Number of fmall Glands as

in the Palate : It is fomewhat long and of a Conick
Figure ; it hangs from the Roof of the Mouth near
the Paffage Which comes from the Nofe, above the

Seat of the Larynx between the Tonfils : It is mo-
ved by 2 pair of Mufcles, called Pterigoftaphiii-

nus Externus & Internus : Its Ufe is to hinder

Drink, &c. from falling down into the Afpera ar

teria.

7 F
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WADHGOK, among the Ghnners, is a Rod
or great Wyre of Iron, turn’d in a Serpen-

tine manner; and in its end, is put upon a Handle
or Staff, to draw out Wads or Oktim, that the Piece

may, be unloaded.

WAFT : To Waft a Ship, is to Convoy her

fafe, as Men of War do by Merchants Ships. But
to make a Waft, is to hang out home Coat, Sea-

gown, or the like, in the main Shrouds of the Ship,

as a Sign for Men to come on Board, &c. And
often fuch a Waft, is a Sign a Ship is in great Dan-
ger by a' Leak, &c. and therefore Wants Help
from the Shore, or from fome other Ship,

\ WAGONER. See Charles Wayn.
WAIFE, or Weyfe, is, when a Thief having fe-

, lonioufly Bolen Goods, and being nearly followed

with Iiuy and Cry, or elfe overcharged with the

burden or trouble of the Goods ; for his own Eafe,

and more fpeedy Flight, flies away, and leaves the

Goods behind him ; then the Kings Officer, or

the Bailiff of the Lord of the Mannor, (Within

whole Jurifdidtion they be left) who by Prefcrip-

tion or Grant from the King, hath the Franchife of

Waife, may feize the Goods fo Waiv’d to his Lord’s

life, except the Owner come with frefli Suit after

the Felon, and fue an Appeal within a Year and a

Day, or give Evidence againft him at his Arraign-

ment, Sc. In which cafes, the firft Owner fliall

have reftitution of his Goods fo ftolen and waived.

Waifes alfo fignifie Things loft, and Eftrays, which
muft by the Lord of the Franchile where they

are found, be caufed to be Cried and Publifhed in

Markets and Churches near about, elfe the Year
and Day does not run to the Prejudice of the

Lofer.

WAIVE, is a Woman that is Outlaw’d ; and

file is called Waive, as forfaken of the Law, and

not an Outlaw, as a Man is ; for Women are not

Sworn in Leets to the King, nor to the Law, as

Men are, who therefore are within the Law

;

whereas Women are not, and for that caufe they

cannot be Outlawed, flnce they never were with-

in it.

WAKE' of a Ship, is the fmooth Water that

runs from a Ships Stern, when flae is under Sail.

This is alfo called her Wake ; and by it a good

guefs may be made of thefpeed ftie makes. And
particularly, they fudge from this Wake, whether

a Ship go as/he looks, (as they exprefs it) i. e. whe-

ther fhe makes her Way right as her Head lies, as

fbe doth, when her Wake is right a-Stern But if

this Wake be a Point or two to Leeward, they

judge that file Slides or Falls to Leeward of her

Courfe.

They fay alio, when a Ship fays a Weather of

Waks ;
that is, when in her Staying, file is fo

quick, that file don’t fall to Leeward upon a Tack,

but that when file is tack’d, her Wake is to Lee-

ward ;
then ’tis a fign that file feels her Helrh very

Well, and is nimble of Steerage.

Alfo, when one Ship giving Chafe to another, is

got as far into the Wind as fhe, and fails diredily

after her, they fay, She is got into her Wake .

WALE, or Wail-, a term at Sea for thofe out-

•rioft Timbers in a Ship’s Side, on which Men Let

their Feet when they* Clamber up a Ship’s Side,
Thefe are reckoned from the Water, and called her
i ft, ad, or 3d Wale or Lend.

WALE-Knot, is a round Knot or Knob made
with three Strands of a Rope, fo that it cannot
flip, by which (in a Ship) the Tacks, Togfail Sheets

and Stoppers are made fall : As alfo, fome other
Ropes.

WALE-Reared
; fo the Seamen call a Ship,when

after fire comes to her Bearing, file is not narrow in
her upper Work, nor Houfed in, as their Word is,

but is Built ftrait up. Which way of Building,
tho’ it don’t look well, nor is, as they fay. Ship-

fhaken, yet it hath this Advantage, That a Ship
is thereby more Roomy within-board ; that is, file

is larger within, and alfo becomes thereby a Hoi

-

fom Ship in the Sea, efpecially if her Bearing be
well laid out.

WALT
; a Ship is Walt, when file hath not her

due Ballaft, i. e. not enough to enable her to bear
her Sails.

WALVIARIA Mulieris, a term in Law, figni-

fying as much as Xdtlagatio viri
, or the Outlawing

of a Man. See ZJtlagation.

WAPP, is that Rope in a Ship, wherewith the
Shrouds are fet taught with Wale-knots ; one end
is made faft to the Shrouds, and to the other are
brought the Laniards.

WARD, is a Word that has divers Significa-

tions ; as a Ward in London, is a portion of the

City committed to the fpecial Charge of one of
the Aldermen of the City. Alfo, a Fofeft is di-
vided into Wards. And a Prifon is called a Ward.

As alfo, the Heir of the King’s Tenant, that held
by Knights Service, or in Capite, was called a
Ward during his Nonage; But this laft is taken
away by the Stat. 12. Car. 2. cap. 24.
WARDEN, being the fame with Guardian^

but is commonly ufed for him that hath the Cu-
ftody and Charge of any Perfon or Thing, by
Office.

WARNING-LL7j«?/, in a Clock, is the Third or
Fourth Wheel, (according to its diftance from the
Firjl Wheel.)

WARP ; to warp a Ship, is to hale her up by a
Hawfer, or any other Rope, (fufficient for that

purpofe) with an Anchor bent to it. It’s ufed when
a Wind is wanting to carry her into, or out of a
Harbour ; and this is termed Warping ; and the

Hawfer, or any Rope fufficient, and ufed to hale

her up, is called a Warp.
WARRANT of Attorney, is that whereby a

a Man appoints another to do fomething in his

Name, and warranteth his A&ion. It feems to

differ from a Letter of Attorney, which pafleth u-
fually under the Hand and Seal ofhim that makes
it, before any Creditable Witnefles ; whereas a
Wan-ant of Attorney, in perfonal, mixt, and fome
real Adtions, is put in of courfe by the Attornies,'

for the Plaintiffs or Demandants, Tenants or De-
fendants. But a Warrant of Attorney to fuffer a
common Recovery by the Tenant or Vouchee, is

acknowledged before fuch Perfons, as a Commif-
fion for the doing thereof dire&s.

WAR-
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WARlLANTlA Chance, is a Writ that lies for

him, who being infeoff’d in Lands or Tenements

with a Claufe.of Warranty, and is impleaded in

an or Writ of Entry, wherein he cannot

Vouch or call to -warranty : For in this cafe bis

Remedy is to take out this Writ againft the Feof-

fer or his Heirs.

WARRANTIA Diei
, is a Writ lying in cafe

where a Man having a Day align’d Perfonally to

appear in Court to any Adion wherein he is Su’d,

is in the mean time, by Commandment, employ’d

in the King’s Service, fo that he cannot come at

• the Day affign’d ;
this Writ is directed to the Ju-

stices, to the end that they neither take, nor record

him in Default for that Day.
WARRANTY, is a Promife or Covenant by

Deed made by the Bargainer, for himfelf and his

Heirs, to warrant or fecure the Bargainee and his

Heirs, againft all Men, for the enjoying any thing
j

agreed on between them. And this warranty paf-

feth from the Seller to the Buyer, from the Feoffer

to the Feoffee, from him that Releafeth, to him

that is Releafed from an Adion real, and fuch like.

Warranty
,

is either real or perfonal : Real, when it

is annexed to Lands of Tenements granted for

Li fe, &c. And this is either in Deed, or in Law :

Perfonal, which either refpeds.the Property of the

thing Sold, or the Quality of it. Real warranty,

in refped of the Eftate, is either Lineal, Collateral,

or commencing by Diffcifin • of which Littleton

gives an account in the iaft Chapter of his Te-
nure.

WAST-Boards, are Boards fometimes let upon
the Sides of a Boat, to keep the Sea from breaking

into her.

WA.ST-Cloths, are Cloths hung up on the up-

pefmoft Work of a Ship’s Hull, to fhadow the Men
from an Enemy in the Fight ; and therefore by

fome they are called Fights.

WAST-Trees, are thofeTimbefs ofaShip which

lie in the Wafte.

WASTE of a Ship, is that Part of her between

the two Mafts, i. e. between the Main-maft and

the Fore-maft.

WASTE, in Law, hath divers Significations.

Firft, It is a Spoil,made either in Houfes,Woods,
Lands, &c. by the Tenant lor Life, or Years to

the Prejudice of the Heir, or of him in Reverfion

or Remainder; whereupon the Writ of wafte is

brought for the Recovery of the thing’wafted, and

treble Damages.

Wafte of the Foreft, is molt properly where a

Man cuts down his own Woods within the Foreft,

without Licence of the King, or Lord-Chief-Ju-
ftice in Eyre.

Secondly, Wafte is taken for thofe Lands, which
are not in any Man's Occupation, but lie Common;
which feem to be fo called, becaufe the Lord can-

not make fuch Profit of them,as of his other Lands,

by reafon of that ufe which others have of it, in

palling to and fro : Upon this none may Build,

cut down Trees, Dig, &c. without the Lord’s

Licence.

WATCH, at Sea, fignifies the fpace of4 Flours,

becaufe half the Company or Crew watch and do
Duty in their turns, fo long at a time. All a Ships

Company is divided into two Parts, the Larboard
and the Starboard Watch- The Mafter ofthe Ship
Commands the latter, and the Chief Mate the for-

mer. Sometimes, when a Ship is in Harbour,
they watch but a Quarter-watch) as they call k 5

that is, but a quarter of the Company watch at a
time ; becaufe they have then but little to do, or
loolc ciftcir

WAT CH-Glafs, being four Hours, is ufed at
Sea, to fhift or change their Watches. There are
alfo Half-watches ; Hour-glajfes, Minute

,
and half

Minute-glaffes ; by which laft, they count the
Knots when they leave the Log, in order to find

the Ship’s way.

WATCH-nwC, is the internal P'arts of any
Movement or Watch, which is defigned to Ihew
the Hour, or any other Divifion of Time without
Striking | for whatever is contrived to produce
that Effed, is called Clock-work ; and that part of
the Movement is called the Striking-part.

The general Rules for the Calculation of Watchi
work, are reducible to thefe Heads.

i* ’Tis certain that the fame motion may be per-
form’d either with one Wheel and one Pinion, or
by many Wheels and many Pinions, provided that
the number of Turns of all thofe Wheels bear the
proportion to all thofe Pinions, which that one
Wheel bears to its Pinion j or (which is the fame
thing) that the Number produced by. multiplying
all the Wheels together, be to the Number produ-
ced by multiplying all the Pinions together, as
that one Wheel is to that one Pinion.

Thus, fuppofe you had ufe for a Wheel of 1 440 -

Teeth, with a Pinion of 28 Leaves, you may
make it into three Wheels and Pinions, vi%.

4) 36 , 7) 8, 1) 5.

For ifthe three Wheels 36, 8 and f be multiply
s

d
together, ’twill give 1440 for the Wheels, and if
the 3 Pinions 4, 7 and 1, be alfo multiplied toge-
ther, you’ll have 28 for the Pinions.

It matters not in what order the Wheels and Pi-
nions are fet, or which Pinion runs in which
Wheel; only for Contrivance fake, the biggeft
Numbers are commonly fee to drive the reft.

i. Two Wheels and Pinions of different Num-
bers may perform the fame Motion. As a Wheel
of 36 drives a Pinion of 4, all one as a Wheel -of

45 drives a Pinion of 5 ; or a Y/hee! of 9© drives
a Pinion of 10, The Turns ofeach are 9^

3. If in breaking your Train into parcels, any.
of your Quotients fhould not pleafe you ; or if

you would alter any other two Numbers which
are to be multiplied together, you may vary them
by this Rule. Divide your two Numbers by any
two other Numbers which will meafure them $
then multiply the Quotients by the alternate Divi-
fors ; theProdud of thefe two laftNumbers founds
ftiall be equal to the Produd of the two Numbers
firft given.

Thus, if you would vary 36 times 8, Divide
thefe by any two Numbers that will evenly jriea-

fure them ; as 36 by 4, it gives 9 ; and 8 by i, it

gives 8 5 now (by the Rule) 9 times 1 is 9, and £
times 4 is 32. (See the Operation,)

1 Faf j f_
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9 8

36 x 8

4 1

bT |I I*— I I Hi*

32 x 9

So that for 36x8, you have 32 x 9, which is

equal to it, and each equal to 288.

And if you Divide 36 by 6, and 8 by 2, then

Multiply, as before is faid, youll have 24 X 12 =
36 X 8 *= 288.

6 4
3 6 X 8

6 2

24X 12

4. If it happens that you have a Wheel and

Pinion fall out with crofs Numbers, too big to be

cut in Wheels, and yet nof to be altered by the

former Rules 3 then in feeking for your Pinion of

Report, you may find out two Numbers of the

fame, or a near Proportion, by this Rule, vi\. As
either of the two given Numbers is to the other .•

:

fo is 360 to a fourth. Divide that fourth Number,
as alfo 360 by 4, 5,6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, (each of

which Numbers doth exactly meafure 360) or by
any one of thofe Numbers that bringeth a Quotient

neareft to an Integer.

As fuppofe you had thefe two Numbers, 147
the Wheel, and 170 the Pinion, which are too

great to be cut into fmall Wheels, and yet cannot

be reduced into lefs, becaufe they have no other

common meafure, but Unity 3 Say therefore. As
170 : 147 : : 360 2311. Or as 147 : 170 :

:

360 : 416, Divide the 4th Number, and 360 by
one of the foregoing Numbers

;

70 3i 1 (52 as 3 1 1 an^ 3^0 by 6, it gives 52
' 360 ( 60 and 60 3 Divide them by 8, you

- v 31 1 (39 will have 39 and 45. Alfo, if you
' 360 (45 Divide 360 and 416 by 8, you’ll

have 45 and 52 exadtly. Where-
fore inftead of the two. Numbers 147 and 170,

you may take 52 and 60, or 39 and 45, or 45
and 52, &c.

5, When you come to Pra&ice in Calculating a

Piece of Watch-work., the firft thing you are to do,

is, to pitch upon your Train, or Beats of the Ba-

lance in an Hour 3 as whether a fwift Train, of

about 20000 Beats, (which is the ulual Train of a

common 30 Hour Pocket-Watch) or a flower

Train of about 16000, (the Train of the new Pen-

dulum Pocket-Watches) or any other Train.

Having chofen your Train, then refolve up-

on the number of Turns you intend your Fufy
fhali have, and upon the Number of Hours you
would have your Piece to go: As fuppofe 12

Turns, and to go 30 Hours, or 192 Hours (i. e.

eight Days) &c.

Then proceed to find out the Beats of the Ba-
lance or Pendulum in one turn of the Fufy, by the

Direction given under the Word Beat, thus in

Numbers, 12 : 1 6 : 20000 : 26666. Where-
fore, 26666 are the Beats in one Turn of the

Fufy or great Wheel, and are equal to the Quo-
tients of all the Wheels unto the Balance multi-

plied together : But now this Number is to be bro-

ken into a convenient parcel of Quotients • which
is to be done thus.

J

Firft, halve your number of Beats, viz. 26666
and you 11 have 13333 : then pitch upon the num-
ber of your Crown-wheel, as fuppofe 17. Divide
13333 by 17, and youll have 784 for the Quo-
tients (or Turns) of the reft of the Wheels and
Pinions 3 which being too big for one or two Quo
tients may be belt broken into three

3 choofe
therefore three Numbers, which when Multiplied
all together continually, will come neareft 7 84 As
fuppofe 10, 9 and 9, Multiplied continually, <fiVes
810, which is fomewhat too much

3 therefore try
again other Numbers, 1 1, 9 and 83 thefe drawn
one into another continually produce 792, which
is as near as can be, and convenient Quotients

Having thus contrived your Piece from the great
Wheel to the Balance 3 but the Numbers not fal-
ling out exactly, according as you at firft propo-
led, you muft corred your Work thus.

r

Firft, (by the direction given under the Word
Beats) Multiply 792, (the Produd of all the Quo-
tients pitched upon) by 17, the Notches of the
Crown-wheel, the Produd is 13464, which is half
the number of Beats in one Turn of the Fufy 5
then (by a Rule given under the Word Beat) find
the true Number ofBeats in an Hour.

t.
1 ^ *

.

1Z * * : i°° 93, which1 is
hair the Beats in an Hour.

Then find what Quotient is to be laid upon the
Pinion of Report (by the Rule given under that
Word.)

Thus, 16 : i2 : : 12 : 9, the Quotient of the
Pinion of Report.

Now having found your Quotients, ns eafie to
determine what Numbers your Pinions fhali have 3
for chufe what Numbers your Wheels fhali have,
and Multiply the Pinion by their Quotients, and
that produceth the Number for your
Wheels, as you fee in the Margin. 4) 36 ( 9Thus the Number of your Pinion of .

Report is 4, and its Quotient 9, there-

fore the Number for the Dial-wheel
muft be 4 X 9 or 36 5 fo the next Pi-
nion being 5, its Quotient 1 r, there-

fore the greatWheel muft be 5X11=
5 5, and fo ofthe reft.

Thus you have the common and pradical Me-
thod of Calculating the Numbers of a 16 Hour
Watch.
And this Watch may be made to go a longer

Time by leflening the Train, and altering the Pi-
nion of Report.

As fuppofe you could conveniently flacken the
Train to 1 6000, then by the Rule given under the
Word Beat, fay, As - 16000, ^or 8000 : 13464 :

:

12 ; 2o.- So that this Watch will go 20 Hours.
Then for the Pinion of Report, fay, (by the

Rule given under that Word) As 20 : 12:: 1 2

:

7*
So that, 7 is the Quotient of the Pinion of Report,
And as to the Numbers, the Ope-

ration is the fame as before, only the 4) 28 (7
Dial-wheel is but 28, for its Quo- ——
tient is altered to 7. 5) 55 (1

1

But if you would give Numbers 5^45 (9
to a Watch of about 10000 Beats in 5) 48 (8
an Hour, to have 12 Turns of the 1 —
Fufy, to go 170 Hours, and 17 Not- 17
ches in the Crown-wheel.

The

5) 55 ( is

5) 45 ( 9
5) 4° ( 8

17
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The Work is the fame in a manner, as in the

laft Example, and confequently thus :

As 12 : 170:: 10000 : 141666, which fourth

Number are the Beats in one Turn
.

of the Fufy 3

Its half 70833 being divided by 17, gives 1467

for the Quotients. And becaufe this Number is

too big for three Quotients, therefore chufe four,

as 10, 8, 8, 6
-f, whofe Product into 17 maketh

71808, nearly equal to half the true Beats in one

Turn of the Fufy.

Then fay, as 170 : 12 : 171808 : 5069, which

is half the true Train of your Watch.

And fay again, 170 : 12 :

:

iz : -04, (or 170)

144, which expreffes the Pinion of Report, and

the Number of the Dial-wheel.

But thefe Numbers being too big to be cut in

fmall Wheels, therefore they malt be varyed by

the fourth Rule of this, faying,

As 144 170 : : 360 ; 42s.
Or 170 : 144 : : 360 : 305;

Then dividing 360, and either of thefe two fourth

Proportionals, (as directed by the Rule) fuppofe by

15, you’ll have 44 or ; then the Numbers of
the whole Movement will ftand thus.

Z4) 20 (
19

6 ) 60 ( 10

6) 48 ( 8

5 ) 40 ( 8

5 ) 33 ( 6 |

57

Thus much may ferve concerning the Calcula-

tion of ordinary Watches, to fhew the Hour of the

Day : But in fuch as fhew Minutes and Seconds,

the Procefs is thus.

Firft, having refolved upon your Beats in an

Hour, then by dividing your defigned Train by

60, find the Beats in a Minute 3 and accordingly,

find out fuch proper Numbers for your Crown-
wheel and Quotients, as that the Minute-wheel

fhall go round once in an Hour, and the Second-

wheel once a Minute.

As fuppofe you fhould chufe a Pendulum of fix

Inches to go 8 Days, with 16 Turns of the Fufy 3

a Pendulum of 6 Inches (by Mr. Smith's Tables in

jJorol. Difq.) vibrates 9368 in an Hour
3 and con-

fequently, dividing it by 60, gives 156, the Beats

in a Minute. Half thefe Sums are 4684 and 78.

Now the firft work is to break this 78 into good
Proportion 3 which will fall into one Quotient,

and the Crown-wheel. Let the Crown-wheel have

*5 Notches 3 then 78 divided by 15, gives 5 ; fo

a Crown-wheel of 15, and a Wheel
8) 40 (5 and Pinion, whole Quotient is 5, will

-— go round in a Minute, to carry a Hand
15 to fhew Seconds. Next for a Hand

to go round in an Hour, to fhew Mi-
nutes. And becaule there are 60

8 ) 64 (8 Minutes in an Hour, ’tis but breaking

8} 60 (7a 60 into good Quotients fas fuppofe

8j 40 (5 io and 6, or 8 and 7, or &c.) and
’tis done.

15 Thus 4684 is broken, as near as

can be, into proper Numbers.
But fince it don’t fall out exadtly into the above

mentioned Numbers, you nrnft correct (as you I

were directed before)and find out the true numbed
of Beats in an Hour, by multiplying 1 5 by 5,which
makes 75 ; and 75 by 60, makes 4500, Which is

- -the half of the true Train. Then find the Beats in

one Turn of the Fufy, thus,, 16 : 192 : : 4500 ;

54000 ; which lad are half the Beats in one Turn
of the Fufy. This 54000 being divided by 45-0.03

(which are the trueNumbers already pitched upon)
the Quotient will be 12, which being not too big
for one fingle Quotient, needs not be divided into

more, and the Work will ftand thus.

As to the' Hour-hand, the great

9) 108 (12 Wheel which performs only one

8) 64 (8 Revolution in 12 Turns of the Mi-'

8) 60 (7- nute-wheel, will fhew the Hour -

8,) 40 (5 or you may order it to be done by

x the Minute-wheel.

For the Calculation of the Striking Part of any
Clock, obferve thefe Directions.

1. Confider that here you need have regard only
to the Count-wheel

,
Striking-wheel, and Detenu

wheel
, which move round in this Proportion.

The Counuwheel
, commonly goes round once

in 1 2 or 24 Hours : The Detent-wheel moves round
every Stroke the Clock Striketh

,
or fometimes but

once in two Strokes 3 wherefore it follows^

That,

2. As many Pins as are in the Pin-Wheel,fb many
Turns hath the Detent-wheel in one Turn of the

Pin-wheel 5 or (which is the fame) the Pins of the

Pin-wheel, are the Quotient of that Wheel, divi-

ded by the Pinion of the Detent-wheel. But if

the Detent-wheel moveth but once round in two
Strokes of the Clock, then the faid Quotient is bus
half the number of Pins.

3. As many Turns of the Pin-wheel as are re-

quired to perform the Strokes of 1 2 Hours, (which
are 78) fo many Turns muft the Pinion of Report
have, to turn round the Count-wheel once : Or
thus, the Quotient of 78 divided by the number
of Striking-pins, fhall be the Quotient for the Pi-

nion of Report, and the Count-Wheel 3 and this is

in cafe the Pinion of Report be fixed to the Arbor
of the Pin-wheel, as is commonly \\

done. This Example will make all 8) 48 ( 6
plain : The Locking-wheel being •—-—•-—

•

48, the Pinion of Report 8, the 6) 78 (13
Pin-wheel 78, the Strikingquns are 6) 60 (10

13, and fo of the reft. 'Note alio, 6) 48 ( 8

That 78 divided by 13, gives 6, the

Quotient of the Pinion of Report.

As for the kVdrning-kVheel and Flying-wheel
, ft

matters little what Number they have, their ufe

being only to bridle the Rapidity of the Motion of

the other Wheels.

4. The following Rules will alfo be of great

ufe in this kind of Calculation 3 and by their help

thefe Problems may readily be refolved.

1. Tofind how ninny Strokes the Clock jlriketh in one

turn of the Fufy or Barrel.

As the number of Turns of the Great-wheel of

Fufy is to the Days of the Clocks continuance ? s

fo is the number of Strokes in 24 Hours, vi$. 13

m

'i
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to the Strokes iii one turn of the Fufy of Great-
whefel.

2.

To find how many Days the Cloc^rvill go.

As the number of Strokes in 24 Hours, vi%.

1

3

6. is to the Strokes in one turn of the Fifty : :

fo is the turns of the Fufy or Great-wheel to the

Days of the Clock’s continuance or going.

3.

T0 find the number of turns of the Fufy or Barrel.

As the Strokes in one turn of the Fufy is to the

Strokes in 24 Hours, vi%. 156 : : fo is the Clock’s

continuance to the number of turns of the Fufy or

Great-wheel.

16 Tarns, As 16 : 8 : : 1 56 : 78. a

]

f0(
Piece of 32 Days and 16 Turns, 16 t 32

•’
*

312.

m*

in a

1 56

:

Thefe Strokes thus found, are the number which
is to be broken into a convenient parcel of Quo-
tients, thus. .

^
Firft, refblve upon the number of your Striking

Pins, by which divide the laft mentioned number
the Quotient afifing fhall be one or more Quotients
for the Wheels and Pinions. Thus in the Month-
piece, if you take your Pins 8, divide 31 2 by it
the Quotient is 39 3 but that being too big for one
muft be cut into two Quotients for Wheels and
Pinions, or as near as poffible, which are either
7 and 5, or 6~, and 6, which laft is equal to 39*

and therefore may ftand, and ’twill be thus.

4.

To fit the Pinion of Report on the Spindle of

the Great-wheel.
f : .

' \ I ;
l

As the number of Strokes in the Clocks conti-

nuance, or in ail its turns of the Fufy, to the

turns of the Fufy : : fo are the Strokes in 12

Hours, which are 78, to the Quotient of the

Pinion of Report, fixed upon the Arbor of the

Great-wheel.

5.

So fix the Pinion of Report to any VTheel.

Divide 78 by the number of Strokes in one turn

of the Wheel you intend to fix your Pinion of Re-
port upon, and your Quotient fhall be that of the

Pinion of Report.

6,

To find the Strokes in the Clocks continuance^ viz.

As 1 2 : is to 78 : : fo are the Hours of the Clock s

continuance, to the number of Strokes in that

Time.

Qr thus rather : Multiply the Strokes in one turn

of the Great-wheel by the number of turns of the

Fufy, the Product are the Strokes in the Clock’s

continuance.

The ufe of thefe Rules appears plain by the fol-

lowing Examples.

1. In fmall pieces; having pitched Upon the

number of Turns, and the continuance of your
Clock, find (by Rule 6) the Strokes in its continu-

ance ; then (if you make the Great-wheel the Pi-

nion-wheel) divide thefe Strokes by the number of
Turns, and you have the Number of Striking-pins:

Or divide by the number of Pins, and you have
the number of Turns.

ic j 65 (

8 ) 48 ( 6

6 ) 48 (' 8' Pins.’

The Quotient being thus determined, and ac-
cordingly the Wheels and Pinions; then find a
Quotient for the Pinion of Report, to carry round
the Count-wheel once in 1 2 Hours, or as you
pleafe. If you fix your Pinion of Report on the
Great-wheel Arbor, you muft work by the fourth
Rule.

Thus in the laft Example
; the Strokes in the

continuance are 4992 (by Rule 6) then (by Rule 4}
as 4992:. 1 6 : : 78 : 4I||, or 4992 ) 1 248, which
is the Pinion and the Wheel.
But thefe Numbers being not the ufual Num-

bers of a Month-piece, but only made ufe of here
for illuftration fake ; and in practice, they com-
monly increafe the number of Strikings, and fo
make the Second-wheel the Striking-wheel. Sup-
pofe you take 24 Pins, divide 312 by it, and the
Quotient is 1 3, which is' little enough for one Quo-
tient, and may therefore ftand thus.

8 ) 104 ( 13
<5 ) 7 * ( iz, 24 Pin?,

Where the Quotient of the Firft-wheel is 13J In
the Second-wheel of 72 Teeth, are the 24 Pins,
altho its Quotient is but 12, becauie the Hoop-
wheel is double, and goes round but once in two
Strokes

.

of the Pin-wheel. In this the Pinion of
Report is the lame with the laft, if fixed upon the
Arbor of the Great-wheel. But if fixed on the
Arbor of the Second orPin-wheel, its Quotient is

found by Rule 5, vif. 78 divided by 24, gives the
Quotient of the Pinion of Report 3 4, thus 1 2)
39 (3i The Pinion of Report,being then 12, the
Count-wheel will be 39.

Thus a Clock of 3 o Hours, with 1 5 Turns of
the Great-wheel, hath 195 Strokes.

For (by Rule 6) 12 : 78 :
: 30 : 193.

Divid- 5 15 \ x 95 f * 3 , the Striking-pin.

ing by l 1 3 j 195 \ 1 5, the number ofTurns.

2. In calculating the Numbers of a Clock of
much longer continuance, you muft make your
Pin-wheel further diftant from the Great-wheel

:

And having pitched upon your Turns, find out the

number of Strokes in one Turn of the Great-wheel
or Fufy, (by Rule 1.) Thus in an 8 Day Piece of

The Calculation of a Year-piece is the fame *

however, to perfect the Reader therein, we fhall

give this Example.

Suppofe your Piece were to go 395 Days with
16 Turns, and 26 Striking-pins. There are 3851
Strokes in one Turn of the Great-wheel (by the

Rple 1 ) for 16 : 395 :: 156 .*3851. And 3851
divided by 2 6, leaves 1 48 to be broken into Quo-
tients, for Wheels and Pinions, which may be 1

2

and 12; for 1 2 into 1 2, gives 1 44, which is as
near as it can well be to 148; then the work ftands

thus.

10 ) 12 o
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lo ) 120 ( li

8 ) 9

6

( 12

78 ( 26 Pins*

In this place, it would not be amifs for you

to corred your Work, and fee how near your

Number comes to what you Eefigned at firft, be-

caufe they did not fall out exa&.

Firft, for the true continuance of your Clock,

Multifly the Quotients and Striking-fins together
,

and you 'll have the true number of Strokes in one Turn

of the Great-wheel. So here, 12x12x26 =
3744, which is the true number of Strokes ; then

the true continuance (byRw/e z) is 384, for

As 156 : 3744 16 : 384.

If this Continuance doth not pleafe you
,

you

may come nearer to your firft propofed Number of

395 Days by a fmall encreafe of the number of

Turns, ( by Ryle 3 ) vig_. making your Turns al-

inoft x 6 i 3 for

As 3744 : r 56 :: 395 : 16 4 near.

But for the Pinion of Report, if you fix it on

the Great-wheel, it will require an excedive num-
ber

;
if you fix it upon the Pih-wheel which is

ufuai, then, by Ryle 5, it willftand thus, *3) 39 (3 >

the Quotient is 3, the Pinion of Report 1 3, and the

Count-wheel 39.

If to any Clock, it be required to fit Quarters or

Chimes, See. you may proceed thus.

1. You are to confider, that Quarters are gene-

rally a diftind part from the Clock part, which

Striketh the Hour; and the Striking-wheel may be

the Firft, Second-wheel, (3c. according to your

Clock’s continuance ;
unto which Wheel you may

fix the Pinion of Report.

The Lockjng-wheel muft be divided into 4, 8, or

more unequal parts, fo as to ftrike the Quarter,

and lock at the firft Notch; or the half Hour,

and lock at the fecond Notch, (3c. And in doing

this you may make it to Chime the Quarters, or

ftrike them upon two Bells, or more.

’Tis ufuai for the Pin-wheel or the Locking-

wheel to unlock • the Hour-part in thefe Clocks ;

which is eafily done by fome jogg or latch, at the

end of the laft Quarter, to lift up the Detents of
the Hour-parts.

If you would have your Clock ftrike at the half

Hour, as well as whole Hour, you muft make the

Locking-wheel of the Hour-part double ; that is,

it muft have two Notches of a fort, to ftrike 1, 2,

3, 4, (3c. twice apiece.

2, As for Chimes, I need fay nothing of the Lift-

ing-pieces and Detents, to lock and unlock ; nor
of the Wheels to bridle the motion of the Barrel

;

only you are to obferve, That the Barrel muft be
as long in turning round, as you are in Singing the

Tune it is to Play.

As for the Chime Barrel, it may; be made up of
certain Bars that run athwart it, with a conveni-
ent number of Holes punched in them, to put in

the Pins that are to draw each Hammer, By this

means you may change the Tune, without chang-
ing the Barrel. Such is the Royal-Exchange Clock

WAT
in London,.. and others. In this cafe, the Pins or

Nut which draw the Hammers, muft hang, down
from the Bar, fome more, fome lefs, and fome
ftanding upright in the Bar ; the realon whereof is,

to Play the Time of the Tune rightly.

For the diftance of each of thefe Bars may be a

Semibrief, (3c. of which hereafter.

But the ufuai way is* to have the Pins that

draw the Hammers, fixed on the Barrel. For the

placing of which Pins, you may proceed by the

way of Changes on Bells, vi%. 1, 2, 3, 4 , (3c. Or
rather make ufe of the Mufical Notes.

Where you muft obferve, what is the compals

of your Tune, or how many Notes or Bells there

are from the higheft to the loweft ; and accord-

ingly
,
the Barrel rxiuft be divided from end to

end.

Thus, in the following Examples, each of thofe

Tunes are 8 Notes in compafs ; and accordingly,

the Barrel is divided into 8 Parts. Thele Divi-

lions are ftruck round the Barrel, oppofite to which
are the Hammer-tails.

Ifpeak here, as if there was only one Hammer
to each Bell, that ybu may more dearly apprehend

what I am explaining. But when two Notes of the

fame Sound come together in a Tune, theremuftbe

two Hammers to that Bell, to Strike it. So that, if

in all the Tunes you intend to Chime, of 8 Notes

compals, there Ihould happen to be fuch double

Notes on every Bell, inftead of 8 you muft have

x 6 Hammers ; and accordingly, you muft (divide

your Barrel, and Strike 1 6 Strokes round it, oppo-

fite to each Hammer-tail.

Then you are to divide it round about into as

many Divilions, as there are Mufical Bars, Semi-

briefs, Minums, (3c. in your Tune.
Thus the 1 ooth Pfalm-tune hath io Semibriefs ;

and each Divifion of it is a Semibrief. The firft

Note of it alfo is a Semibrief, and therefore on the

Chime Barrel muft be a whole Divifion from 5 to

5, as you may underftand plainly, if you conceive

the Surface of a Chime-Barrel to be reprefented by
the following Tables, as if the Cylindrical Super-
ficies of the Barrel were ftretch’d out at length or

extended on a Plain. And then fuch a Table fa

dotted of divided, if it were to be wrapped round
the Barrel, Would fhew the Places where ail the

Pins are to ftand in the Barrel : For the Dots run-
ning about the Table, are the Places of the Pins'

that Play the Tune.

The Notes of the too Pfalm.

A
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If you would have your Chimes eompleat in-

deed, you ought to have a fet of Bells to the Ga-
mut Notes

; fo as that each Bell having the true
Sound of Sol, La, Mi, Fa, you may Play any
Tune with its Flats and Sharps ; nay, you may by
thefe means, Play both the Bafs and Treble, with
one Barrel.

And by fetting the Names of your Bells at the
Head of any Tune, you may eafily transfer that
Tune, to your Chime Barrel, without any Skill in

Mufick. But obferve, That each Line in the Mu-
fick is three Notes diftant

3 that is, there is a Note
between each Line, as well as upon it.

To Calculate a Piece of Clock-Work^ that fhall reprc-

fent any of the Celejlial Motions.

To efFetffc which
,

you may either make thofe

Motions to depend on the ^ork already in the
Movement, ,or elfe you may meafure them by the
Beats of a. Balance or Pendulum.

If yoU would proceed the latter way,, you muft
however contrive a Piece to go a certain Time,
with a certain number of Turns.

But to determine the Motion intended, you muft
proceed one of thefe two ways 3 either,

1 . Find how many Beats are in the Revolution,

divide thefe Beats by the Beats in one turn of the

Wheel or Pinion, which you intend fhall drive the

Intended Revolution, and the Quotient fhall be the

Number to perform the fame 3 which, if it be too
big for one, may be broken into more Quotients.

Thus, if you would reprefent the Synodical Revo-
lution ofthe Moon, (which is 29 Days, 1

2

1 Hours,)

with a Pendulum that fwings Seconds, the Move-
ment to go 8 Days , with 16 Turns of the Fufy,

and the Great-wheel to drive the Revolution, di-

vide 25 5 1 500 (the Beats in 29 Days, 12 { Hours)
by 4200, (the Beats in one Turn of the Great-
wheel) and you’ll have 59 in the Quotient 5 which
being too big for one, may be put into two Quo-
tients.

Or,

2. You may proceed as directed before in Cal-
culating a Piece of Watch-work, vi%. Chufe your
Train, Turns of the Fufy, Continuance, &c. And
then, inftead of finding a Quotient for the Pinion
of Report, find a Number, (which is all one as a
Pinion of Report) to Specificate your Revolution
by this Rule following.

As the Beats in one Turn of the Great-wheel is to

the Train 3 fo are the Hours of the Revolution
to the Quotient of the Revolution.

Thus, to perform the Revolution of Saturn;.

(which in 29 Years; 183 Days) with a 16 Hour
Watch, of 26928 Beats in one turn of the Fufy,
and 20196 the Train 3 the Quotient of the Revo-
lution will be 193824. For as 26928 .- 20196 ;

.*

258432, (the Hours in 29 Years and 183 Days) to
193824.

-\
,

.
- '

' ,

Here note, That the Great-wheel Pinion is to
drive the Revolution-work.

But if you would have the Revolution to be
driven by the Dyal-wheel, and the Work already
in the Movement, then you muft firft know the
Days of the Revolution. And becaufe the Dyal-
wheel commonly goeth round twice in a Day

3

therefore double the number of the Days in the
Revolution, and you have the number of Turns
of the Dyal-wheel in that Time. This number of
Turns, is what you are to break into a convenient
number of Quotients, for the Wheels and Pi-

nions.

1 . A Motion to fhew the Day of the Month]

The Days in the largeft Month are 3 1 3 thole
doubled are 6a, which are the Turns of the Dyal-
wheel, which may be broken into thefe two Quo-
tients 1 5 t and 4, whofe Producft is 62 3 therefore

chufing your Wheels and Pinions (by the fclmer
Directions.) your Work is done

, and will ftand
thus.

4) 62 ( ry.f

5 ) 20 ( 4

Or if a larger Pinion than one of 5 be necefiary, by
reafon it is concentrick to a Wheel, you may take
xo for the Pinion, and 40 for the Wheel 3 then
’twill ftand thus.

4 ) 62 (15
10) 40 ( 4

And the Work will lie thus in the Movement^ vzfl
Fix your Pinion 10 concentrical to the Dyal-wheel
(or ro turn round with it upon the fame Spindle)
This Pinion 1 o drives the Wheel 40 ; which
Wheel has the Pinion 4 in its Center, which earn-
eth about a Ring of 62 Teeth, divided on the up-
per Side into 3 1 Parts or Days.

Or, without the trouble of many Wheels you
may effeCt this Motion, vi\. By a Ring divided
into 30 or 31 Days, and as many Fangs or Teeth,
which are caught and pulhed forward once in 24
Hours by a Pin in the Wheel, that goeth round in
that Time. This is the ufual way in Royal Pen-
dulums, and many other Watches 3 and therefore
being common, there needs no more be faid

of it.

2. A Motion to fhevp the Age of the Moon]

The Moon finifheth her Courfe in 29 Days and
a little above an half. This 29 ~ Days, (not re-

garding the fmall excels) makes 5 9 twelve Hours
or Turns of the. Dyal-wheel, which is to be bro-

ken into convenient Quotients 3 which may be 5,

9, and 1©, as here.

Vo
) 59
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io) 59 ( 59 4) 59 C H*
4) 40 { 10 ioj 40 (4„

Or 14 \ and 4; fo that if you fix a Pinion of 10

concentrical with your Dyal-wheel, to drive a

Wheel of 40, which drives a Pinion of 4, which

carries about a Ring or Wheel of 59 Teeth once in

29 y Days ;
which Ring may be alfo divided into

29 y Parts j or carry an Index to point to a Circle

fo divided.

3, A Motion to fioevt the Day of the Tear
,

th Suns

Place in the Ecliptick, Suns Rffing or Setting,
or

any other Annual Afotion of 36 5 Days.

The Double of 365, is 730, the Turns of the

Dyal-wheel in one Year ; which may be broken

into thefe Quotients, vi%. 18 4 and to and 4,

thus.

4 ) 73 ( 187
4) 4° ( 10

5 ) ^° ( 4

Or into 1 8 £» 8 and 5 thus,

4) 73 ( iS^
4} 3* ( 8

4) 20 ( s

So that a Pinion of 5 is to lead a Wheel of 20,

which again, by a Pinion of 40 3 and that by a
Pinion of 4, carrieth about a Wheel or Ring of 73
divided into 12 Months, and their Days ; or into,

the 1 2 Signs, and their Degrees, or into the Sun’s

Rifing and Setting, &c. And for the Setting on
of this laft, Mr. Ougbtred has given a Table in his

Opufcula.

'4] To Jhew the Tides at any Port.

This is done without any other trouble , than,

the Moons Ring ( mentioned in the 2 of this ) to

move round by a fixed Circle, divided into twice

12 Hoars, and numbred the contrary way to the

Age of the Moon.
To fee this to go right

,
you rnuft find out at

what Point of the Compafs the Moon makes Full

Sea, at the Place you Would have your Watch
ferveto: Convert that Point into Hours, allowing

for every Point North or South loft, 45 of an

Hour.
Thus at London-Bridge , ’tis vulgarly thought to

be High-water the Moon at Notth-Eaft, and South-

Weft
,
which are four Points from the North of

South.

Or thus. By the Tide-Tables, learn how ma-'
iiy Hours from the Moon’s Southing , ’tis High-
water.

Or thus. Find at what Hour it is High-water,

at the Full and Change of the Moon ; as at Lon-
don-Bridge, the Full Tide is reckoned to be three

Hours from the Moons Southing, or at 3 of the

Clock at the Full and Change. The Day of Con-
junction, or New Moon

,
with a little Stud to pbint,

being fet to the Hour fo found , will afterwards
point to the Hour of the Full-Tide.

This is the common way : but this Ring being
always in Motion, whereas the Tides are not, a
better way perhaps may be found out; as fuppofe

by caufing a Wheel or Ring to be moved forward

5. To Calculate Numbers, to Jhew the Motion ofthe
Planets

,
the flow Motion of the fixed Stars, the

Suns Apogeeum, the Revolution of the Dragons
Head and Tail

,
whereby the Edipfes of the Sun

and. Moon are found, the Revolution ofthefeverat
Orbs, according to the Ptolemaick Syflem, or of the

Celejlial Bodies themfelves,
according to better Sy-

ferns, &c.

Befides the Direction already given, there needs

only thus much in general, i. e„ knowing the

Years of any ol thele Revolutions, you may break
that Number into Quotients, ifyou will make the

Revolution, depend upon the Year’s Motion which
is already in the Movement, and deferibed in the

3d of this. Or if you would have it depend up®
on the Dyal-wheel, or upon the Beats of a Pendu-
lum, enough is faid before to direCt you in this

Matter.

In all thefe flow Motions, you may lomewhat
fhorten your Labour by »endlefs Screws to ferve

for Pinions, which are biit as a Pinion of one
Tooth.

An Inftance of this you have in the Account
Sir Jonas Moore gives of his large Sphere-going
Clock-work, in his Math. Compendium

, p. 117.
where a Motion of 17 100 Years is performed by
fix Wheel, being for the Sun's Apog&um. His
Words are thefe.

“
For the Great-wheel fixed is 96, a Spindle-

‘ * wheel qf 1 2 Bars turns round it 8 times in 24
“ Hours ; that is, in 3 Hours j after thefe, there
“ are four Wheels, 20, 73, 24,75, wrought by
“ endlefs Screws, that are in Valte but one 5“ wherefore 3, 20, 73, 24, and 75, multiplied
“ together continually produceth 7884000 Hours,,
“ which divided by 24, gives 3285000 Days,
“ equal to 900 Years. Now on the laft Wheel,
“ 75 is a Pinion of 6, turning a great Wheel that
“ carrieth the Apog<eum Number 1 14 5 and 114
“ divided by 6

,
gives 19 the Quotient; and 900“

times 19, is 17100 Years.

WATER, which the Chymifts call Phlegm, is

the 4th of the $ Chymical Principles, and one of
the Pailive ones. Tis never drawn pure and un-
mixt, which makes it a little more deterfive than
Common Water.

This Principle, probably, contributes much to
the Growth of Bodies, in that it both renders and
keeps the ACtiye Principles Fluids So that they
are capable of being convey’d by Circulation into
the Pores of the Mix’d $ and alfo, becaufe it tem-*

pers their exorbitant Motion, and keeps them to-

gether, fo that they are not fo eafily and foon dilfi-

pared.
v

In all fuch Bodies, whofe ACtive Subftances are
joined and United pretty clofely together, as in
common Saif, Tartar, all Plants that are not odo-
riferous, and in many Animal Bodies this Princi-
ple is the firft that comes in Diftillation. But when
Water is mixed with volatile Salts, or with the
Spirit of Wine, of is in any odoriferous Mixts
then the volatile Particles will rile and come away

Urn

W E I

only twice a Day, and to keep Time fas near as

can bej with the Accurate Mr, Flamfleed’s moft
correCt Tables.
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WATER-Bom, is when a Ship even and juft

ivkh the Ground, firft begins to float or fwim, be-

ing born up by the Water.
WATER-Tme of a Ship, is that which diftin-

guiftieth that Part of her which is under Water
from that above, when ftie is duly Laden.
WATER-$£of, is a fort of Riding at Anchor,

when a Ship is Moored neither crofs the Tide nor

right up and down, but quartered betwixt both.

WATER-fGz/, in a Ship, is a ftfiall piece of

Timber lying fore and aft on her Dhck, clofe by
her Sides, to prevent the Waters running down
there.

WATERY Humour of the Eye. See Aqueous

Humours.

WATERY Meteors. See Meteors.

WAVED, or Wavy, a term in Heraldry, when
a Bordure or any Ordinary or Charge in a Coat of
Arms hath its Out-lin'es of this fhape

ealily rifing and falling like the Waves of the
Sea.

WAVES of the Sea, or any Water. Sir Ifaac
Neveton hath demonstrated, Lib. z.Prop. \y.Princip.

That their Velocity is aiways'in half the fatio oftheir
Breadth

; and their Breadth is eftimated to be the
diftance between the two Summits or top edges of
any two Waves

; or a right Line drawn from the
middle of one Hollow, t6 the middle of the
other*

Let there be a Pendulum, whofe Length from
the Point of Sufpenfion to the Centre of Gfcilla-

tion (frail be the Breadth of any two Waves ; then
while the Pendulum makes it Ofciflations, the

Waves will pafs over a Diftance equal to their

Breadth.

Hence he concludes, That thofe Waves whofe
Latitude or Breadth is 3-7? Parifian Feet, will pafs

over a Diftance equal to their Breadth in a Second
of Time.
And in the time of one Minute, thefe Waves

will fun 1837 Feet, and in the fpace of an Hour,
1 1000 fuch Feet nearly.

WAY of a Ship, is fometimes the fame with the

Bake or Rjm of her forward oraftward on : But ’tis

moftly uled as to her Sailing : For when (he goes

apace, they fay. She hath a good Way, or makes a

frefti way. Aifo when they keep an Account how
faft (lie fails by the Log ; they call it keeping an

Account of her Way : And becaufe moll Ships are

apt to fall a little to Leeward of their true Courfe,

they always in cafting up the Log-Board, allow

fomething for her Leeward Way
, or Lee-way •

which is one Point or more according to her way
of Sailing.

WAY of the Bounds in Fortification,, is a Space
left for the Paflage of the Bounds between the

Rampart and the Wall of a Fortify’d Town. But
it is not fo much in ufe, becaufe not having a Pa-
rapet above a Foot thick, it may be foon over-

: thrown by the Enemies Carmon.
WAYWISER, the fame with Perambulator 5

wliich fee.

WEAPON-SALVE. Sec Armarium.
WEATHER-COYLE, when a Ship being a

Hull, has her Head brought about, fo as to lie that

way which her Stern did before, without loafing of

any Sail, but only by the bearing up of the Helm 1

this is called Weather-coyling of her.

WEATHER-GAGE, that Ship is Paid to have-
the Weather-gage of another, when (he is to Wind

'

ward of her.

WEIGHT of the Air. See Air. Mr. Boyle cal-
culates, That when the Mercury in the common
Barometer, Hands' at 30 Inches, the Weight of the
whole Atmofpherical Column of Air, incumbent
on an Inch Square of Space, is 18 Pounds Trey.
or 1 5 Pounds t4 Averdupois.

WEIGHT ofa Cubickc-Inch offeverai Bodies'.

Mr. Boyle found that the Weight of a Cubick-
Inch

,

. ,

Of Water was 256 Grains.

Of Quickfilver 3580 Grains,

,Weight»

OK.
Gold. 9.9 1 73 5

Quickfilver,' 7.93388
Lead, £.16198
Silver. 5.50083
Copper.

,
4.8134a

Hammered Iron, 4.17715
Call Iron. 3.96821
Tin* 3*96694
Marble. 1.59631
Common Stones; 1.09835
Honey. 0.79339
Salt Water. °* 5 7773
Frefli Water. c. 52773
Oil. 0.47603
Wheat.' 0.37628
Dried Oak, 0,40745

Magni- Weight
tilde. in Pfjtter

0

0.10083 9.33962'

0.12604 7.35615
0.16229 5-5 8425
0.18179 4.92310
0.20776 4.23569
0.23380 3.69942
0.25258 3.29048
0,25208 3.3892 *i

0.62644 1.01858
0.91045 0.52062
1.26042 0,21566
1.79490
1.7749°
2.10069

2.65757
2.45609

The Weight of Bodies on the Surface ofthe
Planets.

Suppofe in the Sun? _ . Y that fame Body
it weigh "5 L on the

Earth muft weigh 0125 8i

^
r Jupiter 00804-!.

Of s. Moon 00630
(, Saturn 00536

Weight of a Cubick Foot offeverai Bodies.

Averdupois Weight.

Wheat of the beft fort

White Oats
White Peafe

Barley

Malt two Months old
Field Beans

Whearen-meal unfifted

Rye-meal unfifted

Pump-water
Bay-Salt

White Sea-Salt

Common Sand
Newcaftle Coal
Gravel

Wood-Alhes

m .

48 8 0
29 3 0

5° 8 0
41 z 0

30 4 ©
5 ° 8 ©
31 0 •
28 0 ©
62 8 0

54 1 0

4? 12 0

*S 4 0

67 12 0
109 5 0
58 5 0

Our Eifceilent Sir Ifaac Newton faith, he found
by moft accurate Experiments on Pendulums, that

the
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ihe'Quantity of Matter in Bodies, is Always pro-

portionable to their Weight.

He faith alfo. That the AttraHiones Matrices, or

Weights ofone Sphere, or Globe, to another at e-

qual Diftances from the Centres, are as the attra-

cting and attracted Sphere multiplied into one ano-

ther j or as the Product of thofe two Spheres. But

at unequal Diftances from the Centres, as thole

Products divided by the Squares of the Diftances

between the Centres, Prop. 7 6. Corol. Lib. ii

A Table of the Foreign Pound Averdupois, compared

with our Pound Englilh,

The Pound Aceerdu-

pois into 1 oq Parts.

London 2 Z Z =>

Paris » v .

2 Z 2 Z - o.93
Lyon 7, ~ - - - I,. °9

Belogn », 2 Z Z Z -o'. 89

Amfterdath 2 2 Z p. 93
Antwerp - 2 2 -

.
98

Leyden - - ^ ^ 9. 96

Lorain 2 Z Z - o. 98
Mechlin - - - - o. 98
J\4iddlebourg - - " - - o. 98
Strasbourg ~ - a - o. 93
'Bremen - - - - * o„ 94
Cologn 2 I - - oi 97
WrankSord - 5 » o. 93
flamborough - « - . S - o, 95
JLespficli - » - - => i< 15

Norzmberg
.
- « - » ©„ 94

Vienna 5 - - = 6, 8}
Caftile 2 2 i 2 Z o. 99
Lisbon 2 2 2 s. 06
Gibraltar 2 2 2 2 2 1. 03

Toledo - - i. qo

Bpme 2 2 2 - I. 23
Bonanza 2 - 2 - ® - I. 27
Florence 2 » - - - I. 23.

Naples - - - I* 43
Genoa - • Z Z 1. 42
Mantua - - - ^

- 1. 43
Milan - » - ^ - t. 40
Parma - » » - 1, 43
Venice 2 2 2 2 2 1. 53
Dantgick. 2 2 2 « - 1. 19
Copenhagen - 2 * 6. 94
Prague - - "

« i„ ©6
Ctf/ro 1 - - - - - I. 6

1

Conjlantinople 2 2 2 Z ©,86

Averdupois VPeight, is that by which all Phyfical

Drugs, Grocery, Rofin, Wax, Pitch, Tar, Tal-
low, Soap, Hemp, and all things that Have Wafte,
all Bafe Mettals and Minerals, as Iron, Steel,

Lead, Tin, Copper, Alorn, Copperas, are
Weighed.

w e 1
i 1 >n.*ia m. 1

^ Trti’/e 0/Averdupois Weight,

Scruples.

3 DrOmsl
>

24.,
,

8 Ounces'.

3 S4 -4.28 16 Pounds
<

43008 14336 1792 112 Hundreds6

860160 286720 35840 ±240 20 !T#»n‘

Troy Weight, is that by Which; Gold, Silver^

Jewels, Amber, Electuaries, Bread, Corn, Lid
quors, are weighed 1 and from this Weight
all Meafures of Wet and Dry Commodiries arp
taken;

A Table e/Troy Weight,.

Grains.

24 y-weightl

Ounces.486 20

57^° 1I40 12 |Pounds.

^ Table c/Apothecaries Weight-

Grains'.

20

- .6©

Scr#/

3

/«:

F)ram.

480 8 Ounces'.

5700 288 96 12 {Pounds',

Foreign Weightsi

.Generally three forts of are ufed for
Mefchandice.

1. Weights ofgreat Content as Hundreds, Kin-
tals, Censeners, Talents, Thoufands, Weighs,
Skippounds, Charges, Lifpounds, Rooves, 6c,

*

2. Weights of lelfer Content, as Pounds, Minas,
Manehs, Rotuli, 6c,

3« Small Weights Is Ounces of la’ 14; 1 6, i8j
ao, 30, &c. to the Pound, and the Subdivifions of
the Ounce.

Talents of the Hebrews," Greeks, are feen be-
fore.

_ Cantars, Centeners, or Kintals, fomecimes Wrote
Quintals, accompted by Merchants as Hundreds »

are of 100, 112, iao, 125, 128, 132, and 140
Pounds.

^

Weighs, or Weys, are commonly 165 PoUndJ
Or 1 80 Pound, or 200 Pound and i for a Chargej
okippounds, ufedin many Places auaf SMppound
or Shppond, for as in i#, and pefeef Countries

Cam ot&trge, is ^e Loading ofan
"

Korf*
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Horfe of 300 or 400 Pound : So is theSkippound

taken for the Dividend ofa laft of Corn laden in a

Ship. Skippounds are of 300, 320, 340, and 400
Pound to the Skippound. Cargo is often taken for

the whole Lading or Burthen of a Ship.

Lifpounds, of 15, 16, and fometimes 20 Pound
to the Lifpouhd.

Rooves, or Arrobas of to, 20, 15, 30, and 40
Pound to the Roove.

Stone of 6, 8, 14, 1 6, 18, 20,21, 24, 32, and

40 Pound to iome Stones.

Pbade of Epjfa, by Heylin is 40 Pound.

Mixias, is commonly underftood to be 10000
Drams, of 8 to an Ounce, and 1 2 Ounces to £
Pound.

Seftertias of Cleopatra in Egypt, and other Pla-
ces in Africa, were 2 Pounds 4-, for 50 Seftertias
make 125 Pound, burin Tbracia it was but 2 4 of
a Pound.

Pound is divided into more br lefs Ounces.

/ Mark Weight, commonly 8 Ounces.
Mark Pound 1 6 Ounces, that is 2 Marks.
Mina Ptolemaica, 1 4 Rotuli, or 18 Otincess or

144 Drams, and in lefler Divifions thus.

Mina.

Pptllli. Ounces. Drams.
i.

Semples. Oboli. Lupines.

Siliqua s,

or,

Carrats.

Aereoli.

r .*•

1 4 18 *44 43* 864 1296 2592 6912

potuhis. 12 96 288 576 864 1728 4608

Ounce

i

S 24 48 72- 144 384

Oram. 3 6 9 r8 48

Scruple.
? 2 3 6 1 6

0bolus* 1 ? . 3 8

i

{
1 • . .

.0 Lupine. 2 5 t

« -w« £1
^

^ •

‘ "

’r
Siliqua,

or.

Carrat.

Mane, or Maneh,- in Arabia, double qjne of 1

6

Ounces, and one of 20 Ounces.

Thar called Alialica, Eafaria, Alanthdlica
,
and

/Egyptia.

This pomana, and is indeed of Alexandria, the
Pound there being 20 Ounces.

Rvtulils in Arabia
,

Syria, Afia Aiinor, -/Egypt,

and Venice
, reckoned for a Pound, is thus divi-

ded.

Potulus, of Pound.

or,

Ounces.

12

Sacros,

Sttchos

,

or,

Ounce4

'.V i

J U

or,

Siliqua.

fiO i C >

, r , r, • rs , - n
J

Sextaries

or,

Cicles.

Deniers,

or,

Aureos.

Darching,

or,

Drams,

Scruples

,

or,_

Garma,

Obolos,

or,

Orloffs.

Daning's,

or,

{Lupines.

I Kjrats,

or,

Siliquas.

Aereolas

,

or.

24 84 96 288 576 864 1728 345 <S

2 7 8 'r
24 48 72 *44 288

Sextary,

or,

Cicle,

4 12 24 36 72 *44

Denier

,

or,

Aureus,

1 t|
'

•34
:

u.-~

to 4 2o 4 4 l 4

4 Dram,
or,.

Darching

Alky-

3 € > 18 36
...........

Audana-
ks*Ss

Scruple
,

Garme
,

1

. >-.

6 12,

Qliginat

,

or,

Kpnmer.
Obelus,

Orlojf,

°r,

Onolaffai

Qnolum.

I T 3 6

•*: •»

Daning
.

,

or,

Danic
Lupine,

2 4

\ t* \ • T

.. .vL-.'
Carrat,

K}rat.
2

Some
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Some mention the Phyfick Pound at Venice to

have but 7 Drams in the Ounce.

The Lupines at Venice, called Sextulas, becaufc

1 Ounce hath 71, which is 6 times 1 z.

Every Keftuff, or Aereolum (or Areolum) is the

Weight of z Barly-Corns, lb is there in the Rotu-

lus 69 1 2 Grains,

The Alexandrian Pound zo Dunces, the Ounce
B Scruples.

'

' . ;

The Italian Pound generally is divided into 1 i

Ounces, 1 Ounce into a Staters, and one Stater

into 4 Drams j fo hath 1 Pound Z4 Staters, 96

Drams.
But in Phyfick, there and in other Places, thus.

Vound.

Ounces. Loots.

Si^ayncs.

or,

Siliquas.

Drams. Scruples. Qbolos. Siliquas

.

Grains .

IZ H 48

;

96 288 576 17Z8 576o,

Ounce. . Z 4 8 14 4®
,

144 003

Loot. % 4 xz z4 7Z Z4«>

Si^ayne, z 6 IZ
.

36 IZo

or,

Siliqua, Dram. 3 6 x% 60

Scruple. z 6 zo

Obolus. 3 so

\

Siliquk

.

3 T

Spain, fomelayv hath 5 Mina Romans', which
contains zo Ounces.* A common Pound of 16
Ounces, and a Phyfick Pound of iz Ounces, each

Ounce divided into 8 Drams. The Ounce of the
Toletan Phyfick Pound excepted. Which hath, a£
fame affirm, 9 Scruples.

Mina Ro-
mana

Libra. g- Duels.
Quar-

terns.
Sixths

.

3.

Syrian

Beam. a Qbolos. Carats. Chaleos, Grains.

if Zo 6q go izo 160 0,40 480 96° z88o 5700 iijzo

Libra. IZ 36 48 7^ 96 *44 288 576 1718 3456 69 IZ

3 4 6
. . ..

8 21 z4 48 *44 zis 576

Duel. H z zf 4 8 16 48 96 Ipz

Quar-
tern.

z 3 6 iz 36 7» 144
\'

-•> ——

-

Sixth. 1

1

z 4 8 H .48 9^

*Ji>i w»‘-' * : S .
* •. *

^
£*9 !•§ 3 6

1
it 36 7%

Syrian

“Bean. JL 4 f Z H 48

i-rT j •
, \ 1

- *,
;

'

.

' ’

.
- <r' « -r-

a z <£ iZ z4

'

v>- • > .

:

Obolus, i 6 IZ

Carat. 2

Chaims,

4 I

z

£99$
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"the Common Pound of Spain.

Pound.

Markf. Ounces. Drams.

i

Adarmes,

or,

Adarams.

2 1 6 128 256

Mark. 8 64 nS

Ounce. 8 16

1
V* Ll »4

Dram. 2
,

The Phyfick Pound, of Toledo i

Pound'.

Ounces. Drams. Scruples. Grains.

12,.. 108 324 6486

Ounce. 9 - 27 54°

—

—

Dram

.

3 60

--
Scruple. 20

Pound Weights of France.

The Weight us’d by the Merchants for the moft

part, is of 1 6 Ounces, called Liure d' Anvers, tho’

in feme Places but 1 4, others 1 8 Ounces. Cotgrave

Writes the Liure

,

or Bund de Lyon, to be 1 5 Oun-

ces, that de Spaigne but 14 Ounces, and divides

the Paund of 16 Ounces, into 30 Halfs, 64 Sezai-

nes, 128 ,Trefeaun, 256. Grofs, ?n Deraigrofs.

And the Pound ufed by the Farriers, confiding of

si Ounces into 90 Drams, 170 Scruples, 540

©bole's. -

After Malines,
the Ordinary, or Pouhd com-

monly ufed for Merchants, is parted thus.

,
p The Pound Weight e/Paris.

Pound.

Ounces, Grofs. Scruple. Grains.

16
|

128 384- -

9216

|
Ounce. 8 *4 576

• l f Grofs. 3 72

*
!

*- .

Scruple. 24

The Phyfick Pound of Lyons.

Pound.

Ounces. Drams. Scruples . Grainsi

12 9 6 288 S?6o

Ounce. 8
,

24 480

Dram. 3 60

Scruple. 20

Cotgrave mentions a Weight called’, Sentuie of d
Scruples, or the fixth part of 1 Ounce.

4

Pound Weights of Germany.

The Pound Weight 6f Vienna in Auftris.

Pound.

t : 1

Ounces. Loots. Quints. Pennin. Grains.

l6 32 128 512

Ounce. 2 8 32
1

.til r. 4 16

", r

J, :i 'io h-r. ;
'• : 4

•1

-

15

The German Phyfick Pound, by Allied*

Pound. ii

Ounce,

96

8

Dram.

Scruples. Grainse

288 5760

24 480

3 60

Scruple. 20

.O

In the Lore Countries they ufe Pounds of 12, 14’

15, &c. Ounces.

At Bruges in Flanders, they have 1 Pound of14
Ounces, and 1 lb. of 16 Ounces; the 100 lb. of
1 6 Ounces, makes 108 lb. of 14 Ounces; but the

Ounces of 14 to the Pound, are the heavieft, fer

too of thefe are 105 4 Ounces tf 6 to the Pound 5
this Pound is thus divided.

Pound.
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Found.

Ounces. Loots. SiRaines. Drams.

1 6 32- 64 128

Ounce. 2 4 8

Loot. 2 4

Sideline. 2

Dram or Quint.

'At ,
Antwerp they ufe to weigh by the Hundred

Pounds even Weight, called Suttle, for which com-

monly at the Weigh-houfe, is allow’d ioi Pound.

A Stone is 8 Pound, The Skippound 300 Pound.

The Weigh 1 6 5 Pound, The Carga, or Charge,

400 /. which is two Bales of aoo l. each, for an

Horfe to carry. The Pound there is 16 Ounces,

• this 100 Pound of Antwerp, weigheth in the

Places following.

'Aider, X

I 3
'

Abbevile, 94 •£ lb.
;

% 11 Achd, 1 7 i Rotuli. The iocg £ Cantar
Tambaran.

'138 Ordinary Weight.

91 To weigh Steel, Tin, and
Copper.

1 8 Ailofi, 1 08 lb.

r 164 lb.

5 i AlcarioJ 78 Minas of 1 6 0%. to the Mina,
or Cairo, La? Rotuli/of 6 lb. tp the Rotuli.

i Pefo is 1 4 Metallicum, or a Dram.

5 o Metallic! 1 Mark. Our Mark 4a
Metallic!.

Musk and Amber fold by this weight
in Egypt.

5 If Aleppo, zz Rotuli, of 10b to a Cantar.

1 Rotulus is 60 0%, or 480 Mete-
calos, or Drams.

1 0%. is 8 Metecalos, or Dragmes.
1 Dram, or Metecalo, is i Pefa.

io Pefas are 1 Onga, or Ongia, to

weigh Civet.

^
("108 Rotuli^ of 100 to a

% 7 Alexandria,\ Cantar.
L 78 Mina’s of 20 O4.

C90 lb. of 1 z Os', to the lb.

America MalicaA 3 6 Minas Seftertias of 39
L o*

2 11 Aman, as Aleppo,

[1 8 Amflerdam, 94 4 IN And for Silks they ufe
the Weight of Antwerp,

x 7 Aquila, 1 47 lb.

[1 3 Aquifmort, loz lb.

!

?8 Rotuli.

104 Maires, or Min as,’

148 Pound.

93<5 Ounces, orSacholT, 1% to 1

Rotulus.

3 ® Arcadia, 92 lb. and 83 lb. for 1Vlavigefto.

A 5 Archipelago, 120 lb.

A 05 lb. of 1 6 0%. to the lb.

Armaria bona,\ 93 lb* °f 1 8 O^. ufed for

/ Silk and Copper.

_ - -
^ 54 lb* of 32©^Flefli wet.

2 3 Armenia, 130 lb.

. „ f 1 06 lb. '

i

14
y

^ony \ 96 lb. Great Weight for WoolL
8 Arfchot, 100 lb. all one with Antwerp.

8 Audenarcie, or Oudenarde, no lb.- / -

3 Avignon, 1 1 1 lb. a Centener is two Frailes

of 5 6 lb.

4 Auslurgh, 9 5 lb.

8 Bergen Op “gome, 98 lb.

C 96 lb. Wooll weight,

14 Barcelona, \ 106 lb. Common weight.

A- 1 3 x lb. Saffron weight.

4 Bafil, 96 lb. They ufe Centeners of 1 00 lb,

120 lb. and *32 lb.

7 Bergamo
, 137 lb. and 108 lb. by the 2 Quin-

tals.

1 Bergen, 96 lb. but uncertain weighing with
a Sling.

4 Bibrach, 92 lb. of 16 Q*. to 1 ib. as Con-
fiance.

11 Barutti, 21 Rotuli.

7 Bolognia, 53 lb. of 30 0%. to weighWax and
Wooll by Rooves of 1 Ib.

4 Borgoigne, as Abbevile.

128 lb. Ordinary weight.

and

C 1 28 lb. Ordinary weight.

4 BotfenA 91 lb. To weigh, Steel, Tin,
C Copper.

3 BourdeauX, as Abbevile.

£ 12© lb. by the Centener of 24 lb.
1

- S to 1 Stone, and 5 Stone to

4 Breflau, < one Centener, and 5 4 Stone
J to the Centener of 132 lb.

L there alfo ufed.

7 Brefcia, 184 lb. and for Venice Gold 136 lb,
-rioo lb.

93 lb. for Butter and Cheefe, the
Stone 6 lb. and 20 Stone 1

Weigh, but Wooll weight is

{
1 08 lb. weighed by Stones of

2> Bridges,^ 6 lb. called Nails, or Neils,
orSruges.

J 18 Neils to the Hundred,! 4 5
Neils to the Weigh, 2 Weighs
to one Pocket of Wooll. Hunt
%s, 18 Neils is 144 lb. of

l our Wooll weight.
8 Bruffels

,

as Arfchot ,

Bucca, 44 Ocha’s.

14 Burgos, 93 Rotuli. \\

1 Burfa
, 88 Rotuli.

4 Cabo Verde, 107 4 lb.' or Rotuli, a Quintal is

12 1 of 4 Rooves of 32 lb.

i 7 Calabria, 147 lb.

r 1 1 1 lb. Ordinary weight,
1 3 Calais, < 92 lb. Merchants weight.

Ci 141b. Englifh Wooll weight.’
2 6 Calicut, 80 Aracoles. Malines, p. 18. men*

tioning the Baccar, or Bahar at Ca~
licut, to be at Lisbon 4 great Quin-
tals of 1 12 lb. to the Quintal, and
that 4 Quintals are 480 Aracoles,
that is 120 Aracoles for 1 Quintal
And again, that the Bahar is 20 Fa-
racoles, which is 5 Quintals at Lis-
bon of 32 lb. per Roove ; which is

not well to be underload, feeing
the great Quintal at Lisbon, is 1 28 lb*
or 4 Rooves of 32 Ib. per Roote i

Whereas 4 Quintals of 1 1 2 lb. is but
448 lb. and 5 Quintals of 728 Ib. is
64° 1R unlefs there be two forts of
Bahars at Calicut,one of48 Aracoles,
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and another of 20 Faracoles. Or that

the Bahar be 5 great Quintals at

iZ9 lb * tbe Quintal ; that is 645 lb.

for fo .many Pounds, or Portuguese
Rotuii, are in 480 Aracoles, for

too lb. of Antwerp, which anfwer
to r 07 4 lb. of Portugal Weight by
his own Conceffion in the fame
Page a little before.

3 3 Canary -IJlands, 1 07 lb. as Sevil.

J138
lb. for Gold-Tread.

1 5 Caridia, \ 89 Rotuii, whereof a loo is a
i Cantar, or Quintal.

1 7 Carpi, as Aquila.

I £4 Cajlile, 162 lb.

Cataio, 87 Rotuii 100 to a Cantar.

1 7 Cefena, as Bergamo.

I 4 Collett, 93 7 lb.

S 7 Como, as Aquila.

S 9 Coningsberg, 125 lb. which is a Centener.
A Laft of Wheat there
Slbo lb. a Stone 40 lb. a
Skippound 10 Stone, that
is 400 lb.

1 4 Confiance, 92 lb. of 16 Ounces, or 32 Loot.
Some by the Cenferier of 100
lb. and fome of 120 16.

T 87 1 Rotuii, 1 00 to a Cantar.
i 5 ConJlantmople,\ 39 Ochaa, Hunt writes it

L Cohaa.

1 i Copenhagen, 2 4 Metallici, which is their

Dram, makes 3 of ours.
s 1 Copenhagen, 96 lb. There the Centener is

1 1 2 lb. A Stone is 1© lb.

A Skippound 32 Srone, or
20 Lifpound of 16 Mark
Pound, which is a Skip-
pound, or 320 lb„

* K Corfu 97 Great wei£hc *

^ * v n 5 lb. Small weight.

S 8 Cortryeke, as Audenarde.

1 3 Cracow, 124 lb. The Contener there is

136 lb.

1 7 Crema
,
as Aquila

£ 143 lb. of 1 2 Oz. moft ufed.

^132 lb. of 12 Oz. being 13OZ.
t 7 Cremona,*? of the other.

} 60 lb. of 28 Oz. to the lb. ufed

C for Flefh.

2. 1 Cyprus, 20 4 Rotuii 100 to the Cantar.

2 1 1 Damafcus, z6 Rotuii. There 1 Cantar is 5

Zurli, or Stone, and 1 Stone 20
Rotuii, 1 Rivola is 225 lb. Ant-
werp.

I 9 Dantfidi, 120 lb. There one Laft ofWheat
4528 lb. The Laft of Rye
4245 lb. 1 Skippound 340 lb.

of 10 great Stone, 1 Skip-

pound 320 lb. of 20 Lifpound.
I Centener 125 lb. 1 Stone for

Spices 24 lb. 1 Great Stone
for Grofs-Wares 34 lb. 1 Lif-

pound 1 6 Mark Pound.

1 3 Diepe
i as Ahhevile.

1 8 Dixmude, as Ailofi.

1 8 Downy, as Audenarde.

1 6 Dublin, and C 91 4 lb. by the Great Hun-
in Ireland ge-s dred.

nerally. 1 1 04 lb. Subtle weight.
t

2 12 Edinburgh, and f 96 lb. and 1 03 lb. 4 for*

all Scotland. I 1 1 2 lb.

4 Erfurd, 85 lb. as at Vienna.

7 Faen^a, I32IR
2 Fe%, or Fe]jfe,y6 lb

>
by Hunt wrote Fens, and

noted as in Portugal.
7 Ferrara, as Bergamo.

Fio, 96 4 Rotuii, or Scuta rif.

7 Finnic, as Venice/
8 Flanders

,

x 1 o lb. for the moft parr
7 Florence, 1 2* lb. of 1 2 Oz. tothelL
x Forfori, 65 Rotuii.

7 Forli, as Aquila.

3 France generally 1 1 1 lb. except herein ex-
cepted.

4 } * ml
8 Gaunt, as Ailofi,

8 Guelderland) 99 lb. The Places herein ex-"
cepted.

C by Rooves, to a Quintal of 4
y Genes, orJ Rooves, and 4 lb. over.

Genoa, 10 lb. a Quintal of Pepper.
1

1 4 lb. a Quintal of Ginger,
r 1 02 lb. weight for Spices. A Car-

7 Geneva, < ga is 270 lb. Small weight.
v. S5 lb. Great weight.

4 Germany, a Centener of the Small Weights
is 1 00 lb, of the Great 1 20 lb. and
432 lb. The Centener of 1 20 lb.
ls 5 Stone, of 24 lb.per Stone.

6 Goa, as Portugal, by Quintals, Arrobes, or
Rooves, They have alio
another Weight, calledMao,
which fignifieth the Hand,
and weigheth 12 lb. is ufed
for Butter, Honey, Sugar,
£9V. in the Portugal Domi-
nions.

14 Granada, as Armaria bona.
4 Guinea, as Cabo Verde
1 Hamburgh, 96 ib. The Centener no lb. of

1 1 Stent', 1 Stone to lb. A
Lifpound 15 lb. and 2© Lif-

.
pound 1 Skippound.

4 Heidelburgb, as Bafil.

4 Hertogenhojh, as Arfchot.
8 Holland, as Guelderland.

8 Huljl, as Ailofi.

8 Ipre, as Ailofi.

7 Ifiria, as Venice]

5 Laarta 87 Rotuii,' 1 00 to a Cantar.

5w
{'ll fRomll

7 Lanfan, as Bergamo.

5 Lavalona
, 131 lb.

4 Leon, 1091b.

5 Lepanto,^ 1

„ ...

L 26 Rotuii, 1 Rotulus 6 lb.'

4 Leipfick, as Bafil.

1 o Lisbon, fee Calicut.

8 Lifie, as Audenarde.

C 91 4 lb. Grols weight of
8 London

, and *11X the Kintal wgt. 1 12 lb.

England, / 104 lb. Subtle weight.

^189 i- Marks of 8 Oz. Troy.
8 Louvaine, as Arfchot.

1 Lubeck,, as Copenhagen.

7 Luca, is Aquila,

l 3
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i

3

1

1

Z
1

I

I

I

r i oo lb. Ordinary weight. A Cen-

tener is 1 12 lb.

102 lb. Almerick, or weight of Ge-

neva for Spices, abating 8 lb.

I 3 Lyons, 4 per Cent .

94 | lb; by the King’s weight to

I piy Cuftom by. A Quintal is

I
ioo lb. A Charge 300 lb. A

V Somme 400 lb.

3 3 Medera, as Cabo Verde.

1 8 Malines, or Mecklin, as Arfchot,

\ 7 Mantua, as Aquila.

1 3 Marfeilles
,
in lb,

3 2 Maroco, or Morocco, as Cabo Verde,

1 14 Medina del Camporas Cafiile.

1 9 Melvin, 1 24 lb. The Laft ofWheat 5 200 lb.

The Skippound and Stone, as

Coningsberg.

100 lb. of 1 6 Gz. to the lb.

which is the Princes weight,

4 Meyfen, \ called %igoJlatica.

96 Ibi Merchants weight.

148 lb. of 12 Ozi to the lb.

7 Milan, as Cremona.

3 Mirabel, as Aquifmort.

7 Mirandula, as Aquila.

7 Modena, as Faenqo.

7 Adoluce0, 88 Rotuli, 112a Cantar.

3 Montpelier, as Avignon»

4 Munchen, as Ausburg.

7 Naples, 120 lb. and for Venice Gold 134 lb.

15 Nareca, 120 lb. A Lifpound, or Stone, is 20

lb. and 20 Lifpound a Skip-

pound, that is 400 lb. ufed for

Rye, but for Wheat but 3 50 lb.

to a Skippound.
s 7 Nicofia, of Nichojia, as Archipelago.

I 5 Negropont, r 1 9 lb.

i 4 Nurenburg, as Conflance.

1 4 Norlingen, as Ausburg.

1 4 Offen, or Buda, as Bafil.

r
94 Rotuli, 1 Cantar 5 Rooves,

1 Roove 20 Rotuli.

138 lb. for Spices, 1 Cantar 4
Rooves.

5’o Rotuli for Corn, 1 Cantar 6

Rotuli.

61 Rotuli, for Cotton-wooll, 1

Cantar 15 Rotuli.

3 2 Oran,' 4

7

7

3

Otranto, f ~

Ptdut, l
asBerZ*m°-

Paris, 93 lb. accounting 4 Quarters of 25 lb.

to the Hundred.

7 Parma, as Aquila.

4 PaJJdu, 87 lb.

7 Pavia, as Cremona.

7 Pifa, as Venice.

6 Piedmont
, $ . <

7 p/fctas AimU-

4 Pofen, as Brejlau.

8 Popering, as Ailofi.

10 Portugal, 107 ~ Rotuli, or Araters. The
great Quintal is 128 lb. of 4
Rooves, 1 Roove 32 lb. The
fmall Quintal is 112 lb. of 4
Rooves, 1 Roove 28 lb. The
Quintal ofWax 1 68 lb. which
is * 4 Quintal of 112 lb.

of 4 Rooves of 42 lb. the

Roove,

1 4 Prague

,

as Pajfau.

1 7 Puglia, as Calabria.)
''

CBaguqt, X
1 7 \ Bnvia.no, P as Faen^a.

Ll{avenna,J
E

1 7 Bechanati, 1371b. but to Gold-thread, but

1 12 lb.

4 Bpgensbourgh, as Pajfau.
,

15 Bpvell, 120 lb. which is a Centener. The
Skippound there is 400 lb.

1 Bhodes, 1 97 Rotuli, a Cantar is 100 lb.

9 hQga, 1 20 lb. a Lifpound is 20 lb. and id

Lifpound a Skippound.

7 Bimano, as Faen^a,

3 Bpchel, in lb. and 119 ib. by the Small

weight.

7 Bpmagna, as Naples.

7 Bpme, 132IK
C^x lb, by the Viconte, according as

3 Bpven, J at Paris.

cK,Bpan,p 94 % lb. by the Ordinary weight3

^ and 4 lb. per Cent.

4 Sdttbmrg,
lb; g”at weight.]

3 Sc. Antoine, 127 lb.

8 Sr. Omar, as Audenarde.

3 St. Thomas, as Cabo Verde.

1 4 SaragoJ/a, Hz lb.And the fmall Quintal 1 3 1 lbl

c ? 1 37 lb,
7 av°y>

5 195 |b« fmall weight*

4 Saxony, as Meifen.

1 Sciba, as Antwerp,320 lb. is there a Skippound,

1 Scio, as Fio.

13 Sequin, as Venice'.

The great Quintal is 144 of 4
Rooves of 3 6 lb.

fTheleffer Quintal is 120 lb,o£

4 Rooves of 30 lb.

The fmall Quintal is 1 12 lb, of

4 Rooves of 28 lb,

7 Sicilia 152 lb. of 12 Oz. per lb.

61 Rotuli of 30 Oz. is a Cantar of

24 Seftertio s.

54 Rotuli for Flelh by Talents ©fix
Seftertio s, is 30 Rotuli.

7 Silefia, as Brejlarb.

13 Spoleto, as Venice

.

4 Spires, as Bibrack

4 Stetin 96 lb.The fmall Stone 10 Ib.The great

Stone 21 ib.

The Centener 112 lb.

1 15 Stockholm i2o lb* The Skippound 320 IK
and alfo 340 Ib,

The Centener izolb.Th®
Scone 10 lb.

1 4 Straelfond 92 lb. The Stone 1 o lb. and the

Lilpound 16 lb.

3 2 Suns, or Sits, or Fe%.

2 ii Syria 156 Mina’s, a Mina ioo Drams,

1 8 Tergos 107 lb.

1 3 Thouloufe, as Avignon.

3 2 Thunes, or T«wV 63 Rotuli

1 9 Thoren 1 so lb. The Stone is 24 /#•

1 8 Tournay
,
as Ailoft.

I 7 Trevifo, as Bergamo,

s 7 Triejle, as Venice.

3 2 Tripoli
,
as T«»m.

a 1 s Tripoli %6 ~ ib.

l^Sevil l®7 lb„'

7 H a ®4;
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C 1 06 lb. by Quintals of4 Rooves

I 14 Valenti* < ,
®f ?° f°r SPic«- ,

/ 134 by Quintals of 4 Rooves of
v 36 lb.

The fmall Carga is 360 lb. that is, three

_
Quintals of 120 lb.

The great Carga is 4321b. that is, three

Quintals of 144 lb.

r98 j lb. Great Weight, called Ala
I Grojfa, ufed for Flefh, Butter,

j Cheefe, Leather, Dates, Yarn,

[
Copper, Thread, Iron, Oil,

7 Venice^ Brimftone and Wooll.

150 lb. Small Weight of 12 Og. cal-

led Ala Sotile
} moft ufed for all

Merchandifei

An Ounce is 6 Safli, a Saffi 24 Carrats, 1 Car-

rat 4 Grains. They alfo account by Thoufands,

&c. with allowance of2 lb. per Cent

.

in the Cuftom-

Uoufe.

1 4 Vienna 85 lb. as at Erfurd; where alfo a
Somme of Quickfilver is 275 lb.

I 14 Villaco
,
as Vellica 80 lb.

Thoufand 40 Mycti, 1 Mixti 25 lb.

Carga 400 lb. 1 Starre 220 lb. The Stamfis
Menfural. Starres for Corn 130 lb. Ginger
180 lb. Raifins 260 lb. The Starre contains

54 Pottles of Wine at Antwerp.

7 Verona 90 lb. And for Gold Thread 143 lb.

This Mark is divided in a double manner.

4 Vim, as Bafil.

{
6 5 Rotuli for Cotton.

75 Rotuli for Spices.

94 Rotuli for Corn.

7 Vrbin
, as Bergamo.

Walloons Country, as Ailoji„

8 Waljland, as Guelderland.

9 Wilde, as Riga.

4 Wifel, as Ausburgh.

1 \aidin 77 Rotuli.

8 \eland, as Guelderland.

I %eroi 50 Rotuli.

8 %uricb"%ee no lb.

Foreign Weights for Mokey.

In Florence, they ule a Weight for Gold and Sil-

ver ; and at Geneva for Silver, called a Pound, of
1 2 0%. 1 0%. is 24 Deniers, and 1 Denier is 24
Grains j So is there 6912 Grains in theFound.

In Naples
, their Pound is likewife divided into

12 Ounces, and every Ounce into 8 O&any, of
O&avos.
The Mark Weight is ufed in many other Places,

1

and at Antwerp containeth 8 Ounces, and is hea®
vier than their ordinary Pound by 5 upon the
Hundred, as Malines faith.

TO Mark.

Ounces. Englifh. Grains.

8 160 5120

Ounce.’ 20 640

Englijh" 3 *

(2) Mark.

Ounce »

Fenny-

weights.
Grains.

8 192 4608

Ounce. 24 576

Penny-

weight.

24

The Mark Weights of fome other Places fubdivided.

France
,

Mark.

Ounces. Grojfes. Deniers. Grains.

Primes,

or,

Garobs.

Seconds.

Percies,

or,

Malloquen

8 64 192 4608 110592 2654208 6370099a

Ounce. 8 24 576 13824 331776 7962624

Grofs. 3 72 1728 41472 995328

Denier. 24 576 13824 33x776

Grain. H 576 13824

\

Garob,

or.

Prime'

24 576

Second.

%

14

In
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In France^ that Ounce is alfo divided into

Dantfic!^ in Poland'.

Mark.

Ounces. Pence. Hellers.

8 256 511

Ounce. 32: d4

Penny, 1

Geneva for Gold.

Mark.

Ounces. Deniers. Grains.

8 191 4608

Ounce. 14 576

Denier. 14

Meifen in Saxony,

Mark.

Ounces. Deniers.

Grains,

or,

Momenta

8' 191 4608

Ounce. H 576

Denier

,

2-4

Ul,

Fenny.

Portugal.

Mark.

Ounces.

OBavos,

or,

Oitavos.

Gre/jf

Gains.

8 64 aE8

Ounce. 8 36

O&avo, 4i
or.

Oitdvo*

TQurenburgh in Germany

1

Mark.

Ounces.

8

Ounce.

Loots.

1 6
I,

£<*<•

1

Loot.

Quints. Primes. Seterties.

64 15d 1024

8 31 n8

4 26 64

Q^int, 4 s6

Prime,

Penny

,

or

4

Nummulm'.

2 Carrats, aftd every Carrat into 12 Grains.

Venice,

.

Mark.

Ounces. Silicos, Siliquas,

or,

Carrats.

Grainti

8

or,

Quarts.

Ounce. 2I$I 4^08

4 «44 57$

Silica,

or.

3^ *44
1

Siliquas,

or
4

Carrat.

Spain. Gold.

Mark.

Ounces.,

Cajlel-

lanos.
Tomines. Grains„

50 400 480©
8

*5
1

5© do©

Ounce.

0 +

Cajlei-

!lane.

8

Tontine. 11

Mark.

Spain

l

SilveS

Ounces. Drams.

Grains.

: VW.8 OBavo.

Ounce. <64 48©©

8 6©o

Dram,
or.
ll 1

1

OSavo.

Home.

Mark,

Ounces. Drams.
Bern-

fles.
Qbolos.

Silt*

quas.

Prims,

or.

Grains

,

8 64 192 384 4^08

Ounce. 8 H 48 >44 5fd

Dram. 3 d 72

Ssru

-

f!s0

1 6 *4

Obolm

,

3 12

J*7s-

fif*.

4

H i
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Roman Libras by Moline's.

libra iz 84 336 ^4° 33ao 5°4°

%o o
$£ «
r- s

«o

to
ns
»
**5

S?
32

tc

%
ns

&
T*

'-a

O

£
A

S»
»
1?

CO

M
•>
a>
s
??w

1 ,

- ti .

The Ton of Gold in Latin, Tina
, feu Tonna, by

fome called Bgmm 5
but by Alfred, German, is

thus divided

!

Pounds.fMarkj' Ounces.

I

781

Pound?

15624 12500

2 l6

Mark, 8

Ounce.
"5

Loots

.

Drams.

15000

31

id

Loot.

100000

128

64

8

Scotland divides their Pound into 14 Deniers,
i Denier 24 Primes,

,
1 Prime 24 Seconds, 1 Se-

cond 24 Thirds, 1 Third 24 fourths. &c.
''0

>’ 1M
Phe Correfpondency of 100 Marks of Antwerp, to

the Places following.

Alder

I JEgypt

Africa

y Ancona

y Aquila

4 Ausiurgh

4 Bambergh’V

4 Bavaria S
4 Bohemia

4 Brejlavo

14 Burgas

y Calabria

14 Catalonia~

f
—— !

«

7 <s i ib;

94 Befles

87 Marks
Jjo3-? Marks
7

1

lb.

1 65 T* 1

a 1

403 ? Marks

8y Marks
in | Marks
11

6

f Marks
76 i lb.

100 Marks

4 Collen

5 Conftantinopk •

7 Crema

9 Dantficl^ 1

4 Erfurd S
7 Florence

4 Franconia

4 Fran1{ford

4 Friburgh

y Gffwej for .
Ibid

- Silver

7 Geneva, as Psm
and Ljwwi

7 Gracia

4 Hungary

4 Leipficl

l

Z London

105 Marks
87 Marks
103 i Marks

105 | Marks

iz lb.

103 4 Marks
105 Marks
103 - Marks
1 i 6 Marks

77 Marks or IB,

i\; L

t 3 Lyons

4 Ments

4 Meifen

7 Mi/lain

7 Maples

6 Narfmga

4 Murenburgh
2 Nova Spagnia

3 Paris, as Lyons

9 Per/i#

3 Per#
j

7 Piedmont

7 Puglia
|

7 Rowe

4 Saxony

14 Spain

4 Trevers, or Triers

y Trevifo

7 Turin

j* T#r^o»

7 Venice

i Verona

7 Vicenza

4 Vienna

4

%

105.4 Marks
87 Marks

105 -I Marks

89 1
lb.

$12 Marks, Merchant!

!
Weight

i 02 3 Marks, Merchant!
Weight. The Kings
^Weight.

105^ Marks

79 7 lb.

87 Marks
103 f Marks
87 f Marks

;

87 Mina’s

87 '- Marks
99 Marks

r
76 4 lb.

103 “ Mark!
105 T-J Marks
107 Marks
105 -j- Marks
103 -f Marks
99 Marks

87 Mark!

If03 4 Marks

105 1-- Marks
87 Marks

I05 Marks
103 i Marks,
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A Table of Grecian Attick Weights.

hint. {?Tr '

LLeJJer.

Pounds

Minas.
Ounces.

Vncias.

v •

,
.

,

Drams.

Drachmas.

Scruples

Gram-
mata.

)

Obolos.

.
Lupines

Hermes.

Kjratias

Siliquas.

Asreolas

Chalkps.

1

Grains.

Sitars.

J

Minutes

Leptas

.

80
60

100©

75 o

8000
6000

24000
18000

48000
36000

72000

54000

144000
108000

288000

,

216000

T

T

576000
432000

2016000

15 12000

SNerv

LOId.

12 1

9t

100

75

300
225

600

450

900

675

1800

13^0

3600
2700

L J

7200
5400

25200
18900

Vncia • 8 24 48 72 144 288 576 2®i6

uunce.

b Drachm. 3 6 9 18 36 72 252

juram*

€ Gram- & 3 6 12 24 84

Scruple,

a
Obelus. 3 6 12 42

e Therme,

Lupine.

f

2 4 8 28

Siliqua 2 4 H

g Chalkps 2
. 7

Is Sitar 3t
Grain, 1^- •

i k

Grecian Phyfieal Weights.

'Mina.

Litra.

aa

Ounces.

Vncias.

16

Drachmas.

Drams.

12,8

12

'

Vncia

.

Ounce.

96

Scrufles.

Gram-]

mata.

384
288

H

Drachm,

Dram, Gramma.
Scruple,

Oholos.

768

576

Lupines.

48

Gholus,

1152

864

71

9

3

J ?

Lupine.

Carobfeeds,

Kjratias.

Siliquas

.

2304
1728

144

18

6

Aereola.

ps.

4608
345^

288

12

4

Siliquat

fyrdtfisn,

Carobfeed. Chains,

Airsolum.

.
.

' .1

Grains. Minutes.
Sitars. Leptas,

9216
6912

576

72

24

12

8

4

Sitar»

Grain.

32256
24192
*yw 1 ld

2016

252

84

42

28

H

7

3 T

I

Orman
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Grecian Hippiatrieal or Farriers Weights.

Ounces.

Dena-
|

rions-i
1

Scru-

TbY/LM ti -hie* Qhalas.

Mina .

15 84 | iJ2 4 3.37ft ^75

Litra

,

.

'

'

. ] .

12 90 a7
:

o 54°

. .

’
•

v "> *

aaa Ounce.

1|
.

7 T 227
.

45

1 < - AC X Denarion, Lt 4 8

bb

Dram. 3 6

cc —
it Scruple. 2

II

a. The Mina of ioo Drachms is called Solon s,

"Mina, becaufe thought to be continued by him ;

fometime turned into Latine by Mina, often by Li-

bra, tho’ Libra be 4 Drams lighter, the Homan Li-

bra being but 9 6 Attick. Drachms. The old Mina
of 7 5 Drachms, now obfolete, for Memory fake,

hath found room in this Table.

aa. The Phyficians, as by Diofcordcs and Galen

appears, ufed a Mina, or Pound of 1 6 Ounces, and

a Litra or other Pound of 12 Ounces, conceived

all one with fhe Homan Libra, confiding of 96
Drachms, as they did ; . and by Interpreters com-
monly rendred Libra, and feldom or never Mina j

and Mina, and Litra, as alfo Libra, commonly
Englilhed a Pound.

aaa. The Llippiatricks had a Mina of 1 5 Ounces,

and a Litra of 1 2.

b. Oungia, in Latine Vncia, muft not be taken

for our Ounce, but for one oftheir Ounces, arifing;

by the divifion of their Pound into Drams diffe-

rently, according to the quantity of Drams In one;

Pound.
bb. Among the Hippiatrieal Weights there was

a Denarion of 4 Scruples, 5 4 whereof made one

of their Ounces.
1

c, Dracbme
,
Drachma, and Dragma, in Greek

and, Latine, in Englilh a Dram, is the 8th part of;

their Ounce, whereby the Pound hath 12 or 16

Ounces therein. By Aljied made to equal the Ger-

wrf»Weight Quintlein. Some call a Dram Hpfolus,

fome HoIke, from the Greek owe-

cc. The Ounce Hippiatrick., that divided as well

the Mina of 1 5 Ounces, as the Litra of 1 2 Oun-

ces, had but 7 4 Drams in it.

d. Drams of all forts were parted into ? Scruples.

A Scruple in Greek fometime Gramma, fometime

Grammata j in Latin Scripulum, Scriptulum, and

Scrupulum.

e. Obolus, fometime a Weighr, fometime a piece

of Money commonly rendred an Half-penny, be-

caufe always was the half of a Scruple.

/. Lupine in Greek Thermas, was a Weight

equal in poife to the Lupine, which is a Seed grow-

ing in a Cod like to a Peafe, and both Plant and
Seed bear that Name. And feeing there are many
forts, as Perkjnfon s Theater of Plants, Page 1073
which fort of Lupine is meant, is uncertain

; pro-
bably, the middle White, which are moft in ufe,
bigger than the Yellow, and not fo big as the great
Blue 5 and from the nearnefs in Weight thereto, if
not exadnefs, might bfc fo called.

.

£££• Silicpua, in Greek Iteration, a Weight a
like heavy to the Carobfeed or fweet Bean, com-
mon in many Countries fubjed to the Grecian
Empire. Sometime called Carat or CaraEl, from
whence the Word is ffill in ufe with us,

h. Chalkps, in Latin Aereolus znd Aereolum. Aed
reolus was alfo apiece of Brafs Money currant in
ancient Times among thofe Countries of the Gre-
cian Dominion, i

i . Sitar, a Grain of Co'fn from Sir©- Frumentutm
likely to have been the original of their Weight,
two whereofMake one Chalkps.

kt Lepton, from Leptos
,
in Latin Minutum, and

Minutia, fuppofed to be fome fmall Scale of the
Rind or Bark of fome Tree, 3 4 balanced the
Sitar.

1. Befides thefe, in the Table of Phyfical Weights
fome Books mention the Ajfanon, allowed for two
Drams, which is 4 part of an Ounce. Alfo, the
Exagion wrote fometime Stagion, fometime Agion

t

for brevity, which was the Hpman Sextula
, the 6th

part of their Ounce, whereof 1 2 make the Litra.
Likewi Qrobus, which was a Grain of a wild
Vetch. And Phaikp a Lentil - but whether Weights
or fio, is not worth the enquiry.

lb As the other Weights are divided into Ieifer

Divifions than the Obolus, lo no doubt but the:

Hippiatrick. alfo were, and may accordingly be
done, when occafion ferves. The Obolus of all
forts admitting the like fmaller Denominations.

Grecian Exotick Weights.

"Mention’d by Vitruvius,T T
fuppos’d to be Thra- (

cian, or Byzantium C
Talent. ^

ioo VLilraf.

Talents. 4 \ 125
Several mention’d by< 165

Hefychius.

Sicilian (m)

rAlexandria

Aegina

Corinth j
Egypt

-! Babylon

Talent of Hhodium
Euboicum

\ Syria

rAlexandria
Mlna

i Manaic,
Drachma Egyptia

7000 > Drams
45°° I

4000
|

1500J

^Jvncias

1 Obolus

A
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A Table of the Roman Weights*

talent.

i" Libra, called alfo As: by Tranflarors com-

monly rendred aPounds was divided into 12 Oun-

ces, and for every number of Ounces under 12, a

proper Name ufed, as,

* * Bes;

Septunx
i and of old, Des 8l

!

Deunx
Dextans and Decunx
Dodrans

1

1

io

9

Semis, Semiflis,Semiffius, Selibra, and Sembella 6 I

Quincunx ' * —
5

I

Triens — —— —
^

\ Oun~

Quadrans and Triunx —— I ces-

Sextans - —; —
Uncia

?

V
Malines, p. 24. of his Lex Mercatoria

, divides

Pondus, which he calls she old Pond of the Rp-

' Pound, Malines
, p. 24. aforefaid, makes the Bes

s

1
of old Mark of the Romans to be divided into,

1

Mans
,

into

€4 Denario’s.

IZ9 Quinario’s.

Z5 6 Seftertios.

640 Affes.

1280 Semilibella’s.

2560 Teruncio’s,

A ReaJfon is wanting why Legat makes the Ro-

man Libra of iz Oz. but io| Oz, troy, fin
:

ce if he

reckon by the number of Grains (the Original of

Weights) at 5760 Grains of Aflize in the Pound

Troy, it can be but 10 Oz. juft; fof 10 times

69 1 z, the Grains in a Roman Pound, and 12-

times 5760 are equal : But if he count the Pound
Troy at 7680 Grains, according to the Statute at

32 Grains ofWheat to a Penny-*weight, the Troy

Pound will be 13 f Oz. Roman„

% » Bes
, is the Mark Weight, two thirds of the

1 6 Loot, or Tetradrams.

23 j Tridrams. -

3Z Didrams.

64 Drams.
96 Obolos, or Treobolos.
iz8 Triobolos.

384 Obolos.

768 Miobolos.

3840 Moments.

b. Semiuncia
,
or the half Ounce, is fometimes

called AJJarion, and Ajjarius, and by Aljled, Lotho
3

anfwering to a German Weight of that Name.
c. Duello, being double to the weight of the Sex-

tula, is fometimes called Bince SextuU.

d. Sicilicum, of Sicilicus, and by abbreviation,
Siclus is 4 of an Ounce.

e. Sextula, us’d promifcuoufly with Sextans, and
flnderftood by Import ofthe Name to be the fixth

part*

£ Denarim

$

Mi-

nas.

Li-

bras.

Vn-
cias.

Semi

un.

Duel.!

Us.

Sici-

liat.

Sextu

las.

Dena-

rios.
Drams. Quinars Scruples Quads

.

|

Sext. Oboh

—1 _
Siliq. Grains.

75 152 150 3000 4500 6000 9000 10500 12000 jaiooo 38000 42000 83000 72000 2i8ooo|884ooo

Mina . *i 20 40 80 80 120 140 180 280 480 $60 840 980 2880 1x520

Libra. 12 24 36 48 7Z 84 98 r<58 288 338 504 528 1728 8912

%incia. 2 3 4 8 7 8 14 24
28"

42 48 144 578

Semiuncia.
K t

1 * 2 3 34 4 7 12 14 21 24 7Z 288

Duella.

e
Sic

J T 2 2 7 2 f

•

4 4 8 9 4 14 18 48 192
'

ilium,

fi

* i 2 3 4 6 7 10 i 12 3* *-144

Sextula.

e
i 4 1 4 2 f 4 4 4 7 8 24 98

Denarius.

i

1 4 2
3 4 4 8 8 4 20 4 824

Dram. * 4 3 3 4 54 8 18 72

Quinar. 1 4
fir £cruhl*.

2
3 3 4 10 4 41 4 1

*

8
i

1 4 1 4 2 8 24

uadrans,

b Li*
1 * 5 4 20 4

Sextans .

i

«

1 * 3 4 13 4

Obolus. 3 12

SiUqua. 4

;<
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f. Denarius, a Penny-weight, the 7th part of an

Ounce, whether ufed to weigh ariy thing but Mo-
ney, as other; the Divifions thereof, fomewhat

queftionable, fee among the Money. Aljled com-

pares the Dr'achmal Denarius to the German Weight

Quintlein.

g. Quinar was half the Penny-weight, and a

piece of Money fet afterward among the Homan

Coins.
* Between the Quinar and Scruple fome menti-

on a Weight called Tremijfs, containing 32 Grains,

being the 18th part ofan Ounce.

h. Quadrans
, here is 4 of a Penny-weight, and fo

called Quadrans Denarii , to diftinguifh it from

Quadrans Libra, which was 3 Oz.
i. Sextans, called Sextans Denarii, to difference

it from Sextans Libra
,
was the 6th part of the Pen-

ny-weight, and fometirtie called Sextula
-

~

k. Obolus, or half a Scruple, Called fometimes

Simplium, weighth 12 Grains. If there be another

Obolus, as fome fay, which was the third part of a

Quinar, it feems to be a piece of Coin, and muff

weigh 134 Grains, and fo is all one with the

Sextans, according fo the Tabulary Divifion ; yet

this fort of Obolus, they make to contain but 1 o

Grains.

Between the Obolus and the Siliqua, fome men-

tion a Cerates, which they fay contains fix Grains,

and fo is -J-
the Obolus, or 4 of the Scruple.

A Table of the Scripture Weights, from Bifhop

Cumberland.

l. A Shekel of Silver was Juft half the Roman

Ounce, or our half Ounce Averdupois, and was

equal to 219 Grains Troy ; and its Value in our

Money was 28 Pence, or 2 Shillings 4 Pence Far-

thing and near ^ pare of a Farthing ;
from whence

*cis eafie to know the half and quarter Shekel.

2. The hadfShekel was called Bekph.

3. Its 20th part was called Gerah, Agurah, and

Kefhitah, and is well tranflated by Obolus At-

ticus.

4. A Talent of Silver was 3000 Shekels, and

In our Money its Value was 353 /. 11 * 10 d.p.

5 . A Talent of Gold was in Value ofour Money
5c?

6

l. 3 J.

6. The Maneh was in weight loo Shekels, in

Value or Coin 60 Shekels.

>

7. The Golden Darios or Perfian Darchmon,

was in weight 12 Gerahs, in Value 1 /. o j. 4 d.

8. The Roman Silver Denarius was 7 d. 3 /.

Gold Coins double in weight.

9. The Roman Brazen or Copper As, was of
i an Ounce weight ; in Value 3 Farthings and

one tenth of our Farthing.

10. AJJarium was the half of the As, viz. 1 f. 5 5

nearly.

1 1. The Quadrans was in Value about 3 quar-

ters of a Farthing.

12. The Mite or / z-tttov
,
was the half ofthe

Quadrans, in Value about 4 of our Farthing.

WENDING, is a term for bringing a Ship’s
Head about, and feems only to he a corruption
from Winding. They fay. How. Wends the Ship ?

i. e. Which way does her dead lie.

WEST Erect-Dials. See direct Dials.

WHEEL, or Way-wifer, an In ftrumen t to mea-
sure Lengths upon the Ground. See Perambu-
lator.

WHEEL-Barometer, See Barometer.

WHEEL-FiVe, is ‘the fame with what the Chy-
mifts call Ignis Rota \ that is, a Fire which co-
vers the Crucible, Coppel, or Melting-pot, entire-

ly over; at top, as well as round the fides.

WHELPS
; fo the Seamen call thofe Brackets

which are fet up on the Capftan, clofe under
the Bars, and they give the Sweep to it, and
are lo contrived, that the Cable winding a-
bout therh, may not furge fo much as it would
do, if the Body of the Capftan were quite round
and frnooth.

WHIP, or Whip-Jlajf, in a Ship, is & piece df
Wood faftned into the Helm, for him that Steers

to hold in his Hand, thereby to move the Helm,
and Steer the Ship. It goes through the Rowl,
and is made faff to the Tiller with a Ring. But
this is not ufed in great Ships.

WHITE LEAD, how Made. See Cerufe.

WHITENESS. This Colour, Mr. %/e thinks,

doth' chiefly depend upon this. That the Surfaces
of white Bodies are feparated into innumerable
(mall Planes or Superficies, which being of a
nature nearly Specular, are alfo fo placed that
fome looking one way, and fome another, do re-
flect the Rays of Light falling upon them, not
towards one' another, but outwards, towards the
Spectators Eye. But the account of Whitenefs,
according to the Newtonian Hypothefis of. Light
and Colours, is, That *tis the Refult of the Mix-
ture of all forts of Rays of Light together. See
Colours and Light.

WHOODINGS, in a Shig, are thofe Planks
which are joined and faftned along the Ship Side
into the Stern.

WILL, or Lajl Will. See Tejlament.

WIND, at Sea, they call bringing a Ship’s

Head about, Winding of her ; and when fhe comes
to ride at Anchor, file is faid to Wind up :

Alfo when fhe is under Sail, they ufe to enquire.

How fhe Hinds
,

i; e. which way fhe lies with
her Head. So, to Wind the Boat, is to turn her
Head about.

WIND is defin’d to be the Stream, or Current
of the Air, and where fuch Current is perpe-

tual and fixt in its Courfe, ’tis neceffary that it

proceed from a permanent unintermitting Caufe.

Wherefore fome have been inclined to propofe

the Diurnal Rotation of the Earth upon its Axis,

by which, as the Globe turns Eaftwards, the loofe

and fluid Particles of the Air, being fo exceeding

light as they be, are left behind, fo that in re-

fpeCl of the Earths Surface, they move Weft-

wards, and become a conftant Eafterly Wind.
This Opinion feems confirmed, for that thefe

Winds are found only near the Equinoctial, in

thofe Parallels of Latitude, where the Diur-

nal, Morion is fwifteft ; but the conftant Calms
in the Atlantic Sea, near the /Equator

, the

Wefterly
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Wefterly Winds near the Coaft of Guinea, and

the Periodical Wefterly Monfoons under the Equa-

tor in the Indian Seas, feemingly declare the In-

efficiency of that Hypothecs.

Befides, the Air being kept to the Earth by the

Principle of Gravity, would in Time, acquire the

fame Degree of Velocity, that the Earths Surface

moves with, as well in refpedb of the Diurnal Ro-

tation, as of the Annual about the Sun, which is

about 30 times fwifter.

It remains therefore to fubftitute fome' other

Caufe, capable of producing a like conftant effedt,

not liable to the fame Objections, but agreeable to

the known Properties of the Elements of Air and

Water, and the Laws of the Motion of Fluid Bo-

dies. Such an one is the Adfion of the Suns Beams

upon the Air and Water, as he paifes every Day

over the Oceans, confidered together with the Na-
ture of the Soil, and Situation of the adjoyning

Continents.

Therefore, according to the Laws of Statickj,

the Air, which is lefs rarified or expanded by Heat,

and confequently more ponderous, muft have a

Motion round thofe Parts thereof, which are more

rarified, and lefs ponderous, to bring it to an AE-

quilibrium ; alfo, the Prefence of the Sun conti-

nually fhifting to the Weftward, that part to-

wards which the Air tends, by reafon of the

Rarefaction made by his greateft Meridian Heat,

is with him carried Weftward, and confequently

the tendency of the whole Body of the lower Air is

that way.
Thus a general Eafterly Wind is formed, which

being impreffed upon all the Air of a vaft Ocean,

the Parts impel one the other, and lokeep moving
till the next return of the Sun, whereby fo much
of the Motion as was loft, is again reftored, and

thus the Eafterly Wind is made perpetual.

From the fame Principle it follows. That this

Eafterly Wind fhould on the North-fide ol the

Equator, be to the Northwards of the Eaft, and

in South Latitudes to the Southwards thereof

;

for near the Line, the Air is much more rari-

fied, than at a greater Diftance from it be-

caufe the Sun is twice in a Year Vertical there,

and at no time diftant above 23 Degrees at

which diftance the Heat being at the Sine of

the Angle of Incidence, is but little lliort of that

of the Perpendicular Ray. Whereas under the

Tropicks, tho’ the Sun ftay long Vertical, yet

he is a long 47 Degrees offj which is a kind

of Winter, wherein the Air fo cools, as that the

Summer Heat cannot warm it to the fame De-
gree with that under the Equator. Wherefore

the Air towards the Northward and Southward
being lefs rarified than that in the middle ;

it

follows, that from both Sides it ought to tend to-

wards the Equator. This Motion compounded
with the former Eafterly Wind, anfwers all the

Phenomena of the General Trade Winds ; which,

if the whole Surface of the Globe were Sea,

would undoubtedly blow all round the World, as

they are found to do in the Atlantick. and ALthio-

fick. Oceans.

But feeing that fo great Continents do inter-

pofe and break the Continuity of the Oceans,
regard muft be had to the Nature of the Soil,

and the Pofition of the High Mountains, which
are the two principal Caufes of the feveral Vari-
ations of the Wind from the former general Rule j

for if a Country lying near the Sun, prove to

be Flat, Sandy, and Low Land, fuch as the De-
ferts ofLibya are ufually reported to be, the Heat
occasioned by the Reflexion of the Sun’s Beams,and
the Retention thereof in the Sand, is incredible

to thofe that have not felt it ; whereby the Air
being exceedingly rarified, it is neceflary that this

cooler and more denfe Air fhould run thither-

wards to reftore the ^Equilibrium : This is fup-

pofed to be the Caufe, why near the Coaft of
Guinea the Wind always fets in upon the Land,
blowing Wefterly inftead of Eafterly, there being
fufficient Reafon to believe, that the Inland Parts

of Africa, are prodigioufly hot, fince the Northern
Borders thereof were lo intemperate, as to give

the Ancients caufe to conclude, That all beyond
the Tropckj was made uninhabitable by excefs of
Heat.

From the fame Caufe it happens, that there are

fo conftant Calms in that part of the Ocean, call’d

the Pains, for this Tracft being placed in the mid-
dle, between the Wefterly Winds, blowing on the

Coaft of Guinea, and the Eafterly Trade Winds
blowing to the Weftwards thereof, the tendency
of the Air here, is indifferent to either, and fo

ftands in Aiquilibriobetween both, and the Weight
of the incumbent Atmofphere, being diminifhed

by the continual contrary Winds blowing from
hence, is the Reafon that the Air here holds not

the copious Vapour it receives, but lets it fall in

fo frequent Rains.

But as the cool and denfe Air, by reafon of its

greater Gravity, preffes upon the hot and rarifi-

ed, ’tis demonftrative, that this latter muft afcend

in a continued Stream, as faft as it rarifies, and
that being afcended, it muft dilperfe it felf to

preferve the /Equilibrium • that is, by a contrary

Current the upper Air muft move from thofe
Parts where the greateft Heat is • fo by a kind of
Circulation, the North-Eaft Trade-Wind below
will be attended with a South-Wefterly above,
and the South-Eafterly and a North-weft Wind a-
bove ; that this is more than a bare Conjecture,
the almoft inftantaneous Change of the Wind to

the oppofite Point, which is frequently found in
pafling the Limits of the Trade-Winds, feems to
affure us ; but that which above all confirms this

Hypothecs, is the Phenomenon of the Monfoons, by
this means moft eafily folved, and without it hard-
ly explicable. \V

Suppofing therefore fuch a Circulation as a-
bove, ’tis to be confidered, that to the Northward
of the Indian Ocean, there is every where Land
within the ufual limits of the Latitude of 30, uzV
Arabia, Perfia , India, &c. which for the lame
reafon, as the Mediterranean Parts of Africa

, are
fubjedt to unfufferable Heats, when the Sun is to

the North, pafling nearly Vertical
; but yet are

temperate enough when the Sun is removed to-

wards the other Tropick., becaufe of a Ridge of
Mountains at fome diftance within the Land, faid
to be frequently in Winter covered with Snow,
over which the Air as it paifes, muft needs be
much chilled.

Hence it comes to pafs, that the Air coming ac-
cording to the general Rule, out of the North-Eaft
in the Indian Sea, is fometimes hotter, fometimes
colder, than that which by this Circulation is re-

turn’d out ofthe South-weft, and by confequence
fometimes the under Current, or Wind, is from
the NorthTaft

* fometimes from the South-
Weft,

7 I That
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That this has no other Caufe, is clear from the

[

Times wherein thefe Winds fet in, vi%. in Aprils

when the Sun begins to warm thofe Countries
,
to

the North, the South-Weft AAonfocns begin, and
blow during the Heats till Ottober ; when the Sun
being retired, and all things growing cooler North-
ward, and the Heat encreafing to the South, the

North-Eaft enter and blow all the Winter till April

again : And it is undoubtedly from the fame Prin-

ciple that to the Southward of the Equator in part

of the Indian Ocean, the North-Weft Winds fuc-

ceed the South-Eaft, when the Sun draws near the

Tropic!^ of Capricorn ,

But in this latter occurs a Difficulty, not well to

be accounted for, which is, why this Change of
the Monfoons, ffiould be any more in this Ocean,
than in the fame Latitudes in the Mthiopicl^, where
there is nothing more certain than a South-Eaft
Wind all the Year.

’Tis likewife very hard to conceive why the Li-

mits of the Trade Wind ffiould be fixt about the

thirtieth Degree of Latitude all round the Globe ;

and that they ffiould fo feldom tranlgrefs or fall

ffiort of thofe Bounds ; as alfo that in the Indian

Sea, only the Northern part ffiould be lubjed to

the changeable Monfoons, and in the Southern there

ffiould be a conftant South-Eaft.

This Account of Wind is from the Learned Cap-
tain Hailey s Difcourfe on this Subject. Philofoph.

Tranf. N. 183 .

WIND-GUN. Of this Inftrument there are

feveral Defcriptions extant, but the following of

Mr. Papins is in all refpecfts the belt. (See Conti-

nuation of Mr. Boyles Phyfico-Mechanical Experi-

ments. Part 2. Iconifm- 2 . Fig. 4.)

A A, is a Copper Globe, hollow within; BB, is

a Tube, faftned to that Globe. F is a Valve open-

.

ing inwardly, and ffiutting the Globe B B ; G is

the Spring depreffing the forefaid Valve. H is

a Gnomon affixed to the Globe A A, and making
faft the Spring G-
C C, is a Tube of Iron, faftned to the Tube B B,

and the Globe A A. D D is a Plug exadlly adap-
ted to the forelaid Tube. E E E is another Plug,

fitted alfo to the Tube B B with an Iron Wyre,
reaching almoft to the Valve F. R is the Protu-

berance of the Tube C C, fomewhat hollowed a-

bove to receive the end of the Iron L L ; and L L
is a crooked Iron, moving about the Extremity

ip R, fo that it is like a Leaver to lift up the Plug
EEE. O P O is a crooked Iron, faftned in M,
that the Thumb flicking in the Angle P, the reft

of the Fingers may attracft the Leaver L, and fo

force the Plug E E E upwards. But the ufe of the

Curvature is. That the one end O might be ap-

plied to the Shoulder, if it be thought fit to aim at

any mark.
T T, is a Recftangle of Iron, encompaffing the

Leaver L L, and the Iron O P O, to keep the Lea-
ver in that Pofture which the prefent Scheme holds

forth ; for orherwife, the Plug E E E would be
thruft out far away, whilft we intrude the Air into

the Globe A A

.

1

1

,
is an Elliptic hole in the upper part of the

Globe very well ffiut with a Valve, opening in-

wardly, whofe ufe is to give liberty of Infpeftion,

and of amending what is amils ; for the Valve
may be drawn through the hole, by reafon of its

Elliptick Figure,

.

S S, is a metalline Plate tranfverfly placed above
the hole 1 1, and perforated to tranfmit the Screw?
V, by whole help the Valve fhutting, the hole 1

1

is fuftained, and is applied clofely to the hole.

Q., is an hole in the inferior part of the Tube
C C, by which the Air enters into the Tube, whilft
the Plug D is brought to the loweft part of the
Tube.
The Air is thruft into this Engine after this man-

ner : The crooked end of the Plug D D is preffed
upon with the Foot, that it mayn’t ftir from the
Ground ; and the Engine being lifted upward till

the upper part of the Plug be found below the hole
Q.; then the Air entring through the forefaid hole
doth wholly fill the Tube C C.
Then the Engine being forcibly deprefs’d, the

Air contained in the Tube C C, opens the Valve F
and is thruft into the Globe A A ; whence it cannot
return, becaufe the Valves prelently ftop the paf-
fage ; and thus by iterated turns, we may condenfe
the Air in the Globe, until the force of its Spring
cannot be overcome by our Strength,

Now to. difcharge the Air, fo condenfed, the
Plug D D is wholly to be drawn out, and a Bullet
of Lead to be put into the bottom of the Tube C C,
then by means ofthe Leaver LLL, the Plug EEE
is to be impelled upward, as beforementioned, and
then the Extremity of the Iron Wyre opens the
Valve B, and the Air breaking out therefrom, ex-
pels the Leaden Bullet through the Tube C C With
great Violence.

Note, That before the Plug D D is again put in-

to the Tube C C from the compreiuon of the Air,

about half an Ounce of Water is to be poured into

the forefaid Tube. For by this means no Air at all

can efcape out by the Plug ; and moreover, that

, Water filling exactly the upper part of the Tube
C C, will caufe that the whole compreffed Air
will be intruded within the Cavity A A, and fo the
Condenfation will be perfected much fooner than
if at every turn part of the compreffed Air did re-

main below the Valve F. See the Figure fo!*.

lowing.

Thi?



This Engine is much better than any Wind
Guns hitherto mentioned in Print.

i. Becaufe that feeing one 6nly Valve lerves

both for letting in, and difcharging forth of the

Air, it is lefs fubjed; to be fpoiled or impaired,

than if two Valves were ufed for that purpofe.

a. Ifany diforder happen in other Guns, the En-
gine remains ulelefs, but here by the Elliptick hole,

a Man may take out the Spring and the Valve, and
fo mend whatfoever is affiifs.

3. In other Guns, the Valves being cover'd with
Leather, were put in before the Engine was on
every fide fliut, and therefore Silver Solder could

not be ufed in cementing the Parts, but only Lead-
Solder ; by which the Air, being much comprefs’d,

could by no means be reftrained : But here all

things are well cemented with Silver Solder, with-

out danger of Burning, in regard the Valve cover’d

with Leather is put in afterward through the Ellip-

tick hole II.

4. But this Engirib is chiefly to be preferred be-

fore others on this account, becaufe we immit fe-

deral Bodies into the Receiver, through the Ellip-

tick hole, and Co make many Experiment in
ly comprefs’d Air,

WIND-T'aught, a Sea term, implying as much
as Stiff in the Wind 5 for they fay a thing is Taught]
when it is Stiff. Thus too much Rigging, all high
Ropes, or any thing catching or holding Wind a-
loft, is laid to hold a Ship Tttnd-taught

; by which
they mean, that fhe ftoops too much in her Sailing
in a ftiff Gale of Wind. So alfo, when a Ship
Rides in a main Strefs ofWind and Weather, they
ftrike down her Topmafts, and bring her Yards
down alohgfl the Ship, which elfe would hold too
much Wind, or be Wind-taught,

WINDING Tackle-Blocks *
-fo the Seamen call

thofe double Blocks, with three Shivers in each
which are feized faft to the end of a fmall Cable
which is brought about the Head of the Maft, and
fo ferves inftead of a Pendant. This hath a Guy
brought to it from the Forelriaft. Into the Block is
reeved a Hawfar, which is alfo reeved through an-
other double Block, having a Strap at the end of
it, which being put through the Eye of fhe Slings,
is locked into it with a Tid'd, in order to hoife iri

Goods. The Fall of this Tackle is reeved into
the Snatch Block, arid fo is brought to the Capltan.
whereby the Goods are heaved.
WINDLASS, in a Ship, is a piece of Timber

haying fix or eight Squares, and is fix’d abaft the
Stefn aloft, where the Cables come in

. from the
one Side of the Ship to the other, us’d now in fmall
Ships only, and in the Flemijh Ships, which are
highly Mann’d : But this Windlafs will purchafe
more by much than any Capltan in the weighing
Of an Anchor, and Without any danger to thofe
that heave, becaufe they heave here about with
Handfpikes put into the hole at either end of the
Windlafs; of which, tho’ one fiiould happen to
break, yet would the Windlafs pau l Qf ic fe]f w:

tf
.

out any farther danger.

WING: The limans called by the Name of
Ala, the Wings, Two Bodies of Men in their Ar-
my, one on the Right, and the other on the Left,
confuting each of400 Horfe, and 4200 Foot nfU:all
ly, and

,
being wholly made up of Confederate

Troops: Thefe Were defign d to cover the Roman
Army, as the Wings of a' Bird cover its Body. The
Troops in thefe Wings they call Alares, and A!ares
Cop*

; and we at this Day diftinguifh our Ar-
mies into the main Body, and the Right and Left
Wings,,

WINGS, in Fortification
,
are the large Sides of

Horn-works, Crown-works, Tenailles and the like
Out-works ; that is to fay, the Ramparts and
Parapets, with which they are bounded on the
Right and Left, from their Gorge to their Front
Thefe Wings or Sides are capable of being Flank’d
either with the Body of the Place, if they ftand
not too far diftant or with certain Redoubts, or
With a Traverfe made in their Ditch.
WINTER Solfice. See Sclftice.

"WITHERNAM, is the taking or driving of g
Diftrefs to the Hold, or out of the County, fo that
the Sheriff cannot upon Replevin make delivery
thereof to the Party diftrained : In which cafe, %
Writ of Withernam is diredted to the Sheriff for
the taking of as many of his Beafts that did thus-
unlawfully diftrain, or as much Goods of his into
his keeping, until he hath made deliverance’
of the nrft Diftrefs., Alfo, if the Beafts be in a
Bordet or Caftle, the Sheriff stub wke

1 7l>
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the Power of the County, and beat down the

Caftle.

Withernam, in fome Statutes, feetiis alfo to fig-

hifie an unlawful Diftrefs made by him that has no

right to Diftrain.

WITT. Mr. Lock.
,

in his Effay on Humane

Vnderftahding, B, a. C. XI, Sed. z. defines Witt

(and thereby diftinguifhes it from Judgment) to be

a quick and ready Affemblage ofIdea’s ; and put-

ting thofe together with great Facility and Variety,

in which can be found any Refemblance and Con-

graity, thereby to make up pleafant Pidures and

agreeable Images in the Fancy. Hence it is that

Metaphors and Allufions are fo generally Entertain-

ing and Pleafing ? Becaufe their Beauty appears at

firft fight, and there is required no labour and toil

of Thought to examine what Truth or Reafon

there is in them.

WOOD and Wood, a Sea term of two pieces

of Timber ; being fo let into each other, that the

Wood of one joins clofe to the other.

WORM 5 is that winding long Pewter Pipe

Which Apothecaries and Diftillers place in a Tub
of Water to cool and condenfe the Vapours in Di-

ftillation of Spirits. Formerly, and fometimes now,

this Worm, or fomething like, was placed above

the Head of the Still, and then a Refrigeratory at

zb!e upper end of it, which is very good to Diftil

,
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Spirit of Wine, and luch fine Spirits. This the
Chymifts call a Serpentine.

WORMING, at Sea, is laving all along a fmall
Line Or Rope betwixt the Shrouds of any Cable
or Hawfar, in order to'ftrengthen it: or, as the
Seamen call it, Succour it.

WOULDING, a board a Ship, fignifies the
winding of Ropes fail about a Yard or Maft that
is fijhed, (as they call it) in order to make it hold
the better.

WREATH, In Heraldry, fignifies a Roll of
fine Linen or Silk, (like that of a Turkjjh Tur-
bant) conlifting of the Colours born in the Efcu-
cheon, which in an Atchievement is placed be-
tween the Helmet and the Creft, and which doth
immediately fupport the Creft.

WRECK, is where a Ship is Pefifhed on the
Sea, and no Man efcapes alive out of it. The Ci-
vilians term it Naufragium. This Wreck, being
made, the Goods that were in the Ship brought
to Land by the Waves, belong to the King, or
whom he alfigns it to. But if a Man, or a Dog,
or a Cat efcape alive, and that the Party to whom
the Goods belong, come within a Year and a Day„
and prove the Goods to be his, he (hall have them
again, by the Provifion of the Statute of Wejlm»

i « cap*

WRIGHT’S Sailing. See Mercators Sailingl

X I P (II i X Y S

XEROPHTHALMY, a dry Ophthalmf, or

Blood-fhot of the Eyes, without weeping

which happens ufually in dry Weather. BUn-

ehard,

XIPHIAS, according toTome, is a fort ofCo-

met, fhaped like Swords ; the Head being like the

Hilt, and the Tail ftraight and pointed, yet fome-

times bending like a Cymiter, but when it is ofa

leffer, and of a more contracted Form, 'tis likes

a Knife, or Dagger.

XYPHOIDES, is a pointed Cartilage bf tfejg

Breaft, called Cartilago Enfiforrnis.

XYSTER, is a Surgeons Inftrumenc to fhaVl
and fcrape Bones with.
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ARDS of a Ship, are thofe long pieces of Tim-

ber which are made a little tapering at each

end, and are fitted each to its proper Maft to carry

the Sails, which are faftned to thefeYards at their

Head, and are hoifed up and let down together

with the Yards, by the Halliards.

For the Proportions ofthe Yards of a Ship, they

commonly allow | of the Length of her Keel, or

| of the Length of her Mainmaft, for the Length

of her Main-yards ; and for the thicknefs of them,

they allow | of an Inch for every Yard in Length

;

the Top-yard is -f ofthe Main-yard, and the Fore-

yard is r of the Main-yard, or as fome fay I : The
Spritfail-yard and Crofs-jack, are of the fame

Length, vi\. \ the Miflen-yard ; and the Thick-

nefs of the Miffen yard and Spritfail-yard is l Inch

to a Yard in Length.

All fmall Tards are half the great Yards from

Cleat to Cleat : When a great Yard is down a

Portlaft, it gives the Length of all Topfail-fheets,

Lifts and Ties, Jeers and Bunt-lines ; as alfo of

the Leech-lines and Halliards, meafuring from the

Hounds to the Deck : And when it is Hoifed, it

gives the Length of Clew-lines, Braces, Clew-gar-

nets, Tackles, Sheets and Bow-lines.

The Terms belonging to the Yards, are, i. Top

the Yards ; that is, make them hang even. The
Clew-lines do moft properly Top the Main and
Fore-yards ; but when the Top-fails are flowed,

then the Topfail-fheets willTop them. 2. Brace the

Yard, i. e. Traverfe aft the Yard-Arm, whofe
Brace is haled. So that Traverfe the Yard, is the

fame as to fay. Brace it aft. 3. Square the Yards,

i. e. See that they hang right acrofs the Ship, and

one Yard-Arm not Traveffed more than the o-

ther.

YAREjj is the Sea Word for Nimble, Ready,
Quick, or Expeditious.

YAWES. At Sea, they fay a Ship makes Yawes,

When thro’ the fault ofhim at Helm flie is not kept

fteady in her Courfe, but makes Angles in and out

;

to prevent which, the Conner crys, fteady, fteady,

keep her Thus, Thus.
YEAR : The Time the Sun takes to go through

the twelve Signs of the Zodiack. This is properly

the Natural or Tropical Year, and contains 365
Days, 5 Hour$, and 12 Minutes.

The 5ydereal Year, in that Time in Which the

Sun departing from any fixed Star, comes to it a-

gain ; and this is in 365 Days, 6 Hours, and almoft
x o Minutes. But according to Sir Ifaac Newtons

,

New Theory of the Moon, the Sydereft Year is

365 D. 6 H. 9' 14" ; and the Tropical, 365 D.

5 H. 48' 57 ".

The Civil Tear, which is commonly ufed by all

Nations, is very various, both as to its Beginning,

and alfo as to its Length, according as they follow

the Courfe of the Sun, Moon, or both.?

The Civil Lunar Year contains 12 Lunations of

Synodical Months, aud contains but 354 Days:
This being 1 1 Days lefs than the Solar Year, its

Head in about 33 Years will run through all the

Months and Seafons of the Year. This kind of
Year is now ufed by the Turks, and feems to have

had its firft Rife in Countries where the difference

between Summer and Winter is not fo fehfible as

it is with us; and where for want of Aftronomy)
they know not how to eftimate the Solar Year,
and therefore began their Account OfMonths from
the Phafes of the Moon. And hence, as the learn-

ed Aftronomef Dr. Gregory hints, it came to pafs9

that they began the Account of their Civil Day at

Sun-fet 5 for their Day muft begin when their

Month and Year did, and that Was, with the New
Moop, which being to be determind by view,
could not be difeover’d till after Sun-fet.

The Jews had their Secular* Year, Which began
at the Autumnal Equinox ; and their Sacred Tear9

Which began at the Vernal one.

The Egyptians, Chaldeans, and Affyrians, firft

meafured the Year, by the Courfe of the Sun*
which they fuppdsd to contain but 360 Days 5

afterwards 5 more were added by Mercury
, which

he called imyoptStfets,i. e. added; but yet no notice

was taken of the 6 Hours , by which means, the
Egyptian Year hath fixed no Place in reference to
the true Solar Year; but anticipating a Day every
four Years, runs quite round in 1460 Years.

This Way of reckoning continued till Egypt be-

coming a Province of the Rpman Empire, they

took the Julian Account, only they kept the Names
of their Months ftill, and ordered their matter fo,

that their That, the firft Day of the Year, always
happen’d on the 29th ofAuguft in the Julian Year.,

So that the Egyptian or Coptick. Year is 4 Months
and 3 Days before the Roman Year, Which begins

with the Calends of January.
The Perftans Account (according to the Egyptian

way) 365 Days.

The Arabs, Saracens, and Turkj, count their

Year by the motion ofthe Moon, and make it con-

fift of 12 Moons or Months, whereof feme have

30, and feme 29 Days alternately ; and thefe al-

together make but 354 Days; fo that their Month
Muharran, in which they place the beginning of
the Year, in lefs than 34 Years Will run quite
round, and be in all Seafons. The Arabs indeed,
by a Cycle of 30 Years, do remedy this, by means
of an Intercalation or Embolifm of 1 1 Days.
The Greeks counted their Year by the motion of

both Sun and Moon, and finding that there was 1

1

Days difference between the Lunar and Solar

Year ; at firft they added an Intercalary Month
every two Years, containing 22 Days, which there-

fore they Called ept.60tTipt.dJov, the added or inferted

Month. Afterwards confidering the 6 Hours alfo,

they put their Embolifm off till 4 Years end ; and
then making the 3 firft Years to contain 354 Days
apiece, (which is the Lunar Year) this made the

4th Year to have 399 Days. And to make this In-

tercalation the more Remarkable, they inftituted

the Olympic^ Games, on every fuch 4th Year 3

whence came the Computation by Olympiads ;

each of which contained 4 Years.

Neverthelefs they found that this would not do)

in procefs ofTime ; and therefore they firft redu-

ced the Intercalation to 8 and then to 1 1 Years 3
but ftill there was great Confufion, till one Meto,

a Citizen and famous Aftronomer of Athensj
thought of joining the two laft Periods 8 and i 1

together

0



together ; which doing, he made a Period of 1

9

Years, in which the two motions of the Sun and
Moon are wholly accommodated, and the Moon
changes on the fame Day of the Month that fhe

did 1 9 Years before. This Difcovery, for its Ful-

nefs, was much Celebrated, and the Number of
the Period 19, the Athenians ordered to be let up
in a publick place, and to be written in Characters
of Gold ; whence it took the Name it ftili retains,

being called the Golden Number.
The Athenians began their Year at the New

Moon after the Summer Solftice
j in their Mouth

Hecatonibaon, as Plutarch fays.

There were alfo fome Nations who made their

.Year to confift only of 4, or of but 3 Months, as
Macrobius tells us in his Saturnalia, Lib, 1

.

The Carians and Acharnanians, faith JuftIn,made
their Year to confift of 6 Months, and reckoned
but 1 5 Dayi to their Month.

The Romans had three forts of Years: r. That
of Romulus, which contained but ten Months

;

from whence the laft Month of our Year retains

the Name of December
, as being the Tenth of his.

This Year begun in March. 2. Numa Pompilius

his Year ; which had Romulus his grofs Miftake

corrected, and two more Months added to it, vi%,

January and February
; and then it contained only

355 Days, dr 12 Lunar Months. 3. The Year of
Julius Cafar,

who difeovering that there were 10

Days more than Numa reckon’d,made the Year 365
Days : And referving the 6 Hours till every fourth

Year, they then made another Day, which was
added before the fixth of the Calends of March

;

fo that in this fourth Year they accounted the 6th
of the Calends ofMarch twice ^Bis-fexto-calendas,

whence came the Word Bifftextile or Leap-Year, as

we call it ; which hath 366 Days. This Account
is now ufed in England

, and is the Julian or Old
Stile.

But becaufe there was ftili found an Error in this

Calculation, and that the Equinoxes did plainly,'
f

tho’ infenfibly recede from the Points where Cafar
had fix d them

; as aifo, that the Year was difeo-
ver’d to want about i 1 Minutes of 365 Days and
6 Hours- which 11 Minutes will in 131 Years
make the Equinoxes go back about a Day

; Pops
GregoryXIII. to Reform (as he thought) this Error,'
ordered to Days to be taken from the Year, to
bring the Equinoxes that Year (which was 15S2J)
to March 21, and Sept. 22, 23. And this is what
is called the Gregorian Account or New Stile, as is
ufed by the Popifh Nations every where.

The Great Tear
, or the Annus Magnus, about

25000 or 26000 Years
; in which Time the Fix’d

Stars will appear to come to the fame Point again,.
exaCtly after one entire Revolution.

?

YEAR and Day
, in Law, is a Time that deter-

mines a Right in many Cafes; and in fome Works
an Ufucaption, in others a Prefcription ; as in cafe
of an Eftray, if the Owner ('Proclamations being
made) challenge it not within that Time, it is For-
feit: So is the Tear and Day given in cafe of Ap-
peal, in cafe of Defcent after Entry or Claim, and
in cafe of a Man fo Bruifed and Wounded

; of
ProreCtion,Effoigns in refpeCtof the King’s Service j
of a Wreck, and divers other Cafes. Co. Vol. 6!
Fol. 107.

YEAR, Day and bVafte, is a part of the KingY
Prerogative, whereby he Chailengeth the Profits of
their Lands and Tenements for a Year and a Day,
that are Attainted of Petty Treafon, or Felony*!
whoever is Lord of the Mannor whereto the Lands
or Tenements belong ; and not only fo, but in the
end may wafte the Tenements, deftroy the Houfes,'

root up the Woods, Gardens, Pafture, and plow
up the Meadows, except the Lord of the Soil agree
with him for Redemption of fuch 1VaJle

l
after-'

wards reftoring it to the Lord of the Fee.

YOKE. See Sea-Tokf.
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ZENITH, or Vertex, is the Point in the Hea-
vens, right over one’s Head, being neceffarily

90 Degrees diftant from the Horizon.

ZENITH Difiance, is the Complement of the

Sun, or Stars Meridian Altitude, or what the Me-
ridian Altitude wants of 90 Degrees.

ZERNA. See Lichen .

ZETETICK Method in Mathematic ks, is the

Analytick, or Algebraick. way, whereby the Na-
ture and Reafon of rhe Thing is primarily Invefti-

gated and difeovered.

ZEUGMA, is a Figure in Grammar, when an

Adjedive, or Verb, agreeing with a nearer Word,
is alfo by way ofSupplement referred to one more
remote. Thus faith Terence, Vtinam aut hie furdus,

nut hcec muta facia fit,

ZOCCO. SeePlinthus.

ZOCI.E, is a Square Member in Architecture,

being lower than its Breadth, which ferves to fup-

port a Pillar, or any other part of a Building, in-

ftead of a Bafe, Plinth, or Pedeftah

Continued ^oc!c

,

is a kind of continued Pede-

ftal, on which a Structure is raifed, but hath no

Bafe or Cornifh.

ZODIACK, is a Great Circle of the Sphere,

dividing it into two equal Parts, cutting the iE-

quator in the Eaft and Weft Points of the Hori-

zon. It cuts the Horizon and Equinoctial oblique-

ly ; making with the former, an Angle equal to

the Sun’s greateft Meridian-Altitude in any Lati-

tude; and with the Equinoctial, an Angle of 23
0

30' Minutes, which is the Sun’s greateft Decli-

nation.

This is a Broad Circle, and thro’ the middle of

at is drawn a Line, called the Ecliptick., or Via

folis, the way of the Sun, becaufe tne Sun never

deviates from it, in his Annual Motion ; as the

Planets do all more or lels, (whence it hath its

Breadth.)

The Zodiacp, in the Globe, is mark’d with the

Characters ofthe Twelve Signs, and in it is found

out the Suns Place, which is under what Star or

Confiellation he appears to be at Noon.

By this are determined the four Quarters of the

Year ; and accordingly it is divided into 4 Parts,

and as the Sun goes on here, he hath more or lej£

Declination, North and South.
'

Alfo from this Circle, the Latitudes of the Pla-

nets and fixed Stars are accounted, from the Eclip-

tick towards its Poles.

And thofe Poles are 23 Degrees 30 Minutes di-

ftant from the Poles of the fVorld, or of the Equi-
noctial

; and by their Motions are the Polar Cir-

cles deferibed.

In thefe Poles all the Circles of Longitude which
are drawn thro’ the ^odiack^, do terminate, (as the

Meridians and Hour Circles do in the Poles of the

World) and as the Azimuth Circles do, in the Ze-
nith and Nadir.

Tire Breadth of this Circle, or rather Zone in

the Heavens, is 20 Degrees, for beyond 10 De-
grees North, or 1 o Degrees South, the Latitude
of no Planet ever reaches.

It feems to have been divided into 12 Parts,

which they call Signs,) becaufe while the Sun in a

Years Time is running tfiro* the Zodiack orBcIip-’

tick, there happen to be 12 Lunations: or the

Moon undergoes all her Changes and Phafes, 1 z
times, pretty near. Each Sign is divided into 30
Degrees, fo that the whole makes 360 ; And they
begin to reckon at the Eaftern Interfedion of the

Equinodial and Ecliptick • or at the Vernal Equi-
nox, where they place the firft Point of Aries ; go-
ing on thence to Taurus, Gemini

,
Cancer, &c. and

when you count thus forward on according to the

ufual Order and Courfe of the Signs, they call it,

in confepuentia
,
but if you count backwards from

Taurus to Aries, See. they fay, ’tis in Antccedentin.

The Reafon of the Name of this Circle, and its

Origine was this.

The Ancient Aftronomefs obferved the Sun in

his (apparent) Annual Motion to deferibe always
one and the fame Line or Track in the Heavens,
and never to deviate from this Path either to the;

North or the South, as all the other Planets, they

found, did more or lefs. And becaufe they obfer-

ved the Sun to drift as it were backwards, thro’ all

the Parts of this Circle or Path, fo that in his

whole Years Courfe, he would Rife, Culminate,
and Set with every Point of it : They diftingui-

ihed the Fixed Stars which appeared in or near this

Circle into 1 2 Conftellations or Divifions, which
they called Signs, becaufe they were Marks to di-

ftinguifli whereabout the Sun was. Thefe Signs

they painted ufually in the form of Animals, and
thence Came the Word fydiaclg-, and the very mid-
dle Line of it is called the Ecliptick, becaufe the
Eclipfes only happen when the Moon alfo is in
that Line.

ZODIACK of the Comets, Caffini hath obfer-

ved a certain Trad in the Heavens, within whofe
Bounds (by many Obfervations) he hath found
moft Comets, tho’ not all, to keep. This he makes
as broad as the other Tpdiack., and marks it with
Signs or Conftellations like that, which ate: Anti-
nous, Pefitgus, Andromeda, Taurus, Orion the leffer

Dog, Hydra, the C&ntaure, Scorpion, and Sagit-
tary.

ZONE, in Geography, is a Space contain’d bei
tween two Parallels; of thefe Zones there are Five
commonly reckon’d, vi^. Two Frozen, two Temper
rate, and one Fuming fyne.

The Frozen ffines, are thole Parts of the Globe
comprehended between the Pole and the Polar
Circle ; therefore one muft be towards the North,
the other towards the South : The Frozen, or Fri-
gid Zpne, towards the North, lying between the
North Polar Circle, and the North Pole, contains
part of ifland, and Norway, Laplandj Finmarl Sa-
mojeda, Nova-^embla, Greenland, and fome other
parts of North America. The Frigid Zpne, to-J

Ward the South, lying between the South Polar
Circle, and the South Pole, is not yet known Whe-
ther it contains Land or Water.
The Temperate fortes are one on the North fide

of the Equator between the Artick Circle, and the
I ropick of Cancer

; another on the South fide be-
tween the Tropick 0/ Capricorn, and the Antartick
Circle,-

Torrid

V
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Torrid Zjme, or Burning %one, contains all that

Space of Earth, that lieth between the two Tro-
picks.

ZOOGRAPHY, is a Defcription of the Nature
and Properties of Animal Bodies, fuch as Beafts,

Birds, Fifties, Infedts, &c.
ZOOTOMY, is an Artificial Bifiedlion of

Brute-Animals, as Andirotomy is of the Bodies of
Men.
ZUGOMATIGUS, is a Mufcle of the Face, fo

called by Riolan, becaufe it arifes from the Os Ju-
gate, or Zjigoma. Its Origination is round and
Flefhy from the external part of the faid Bone

;

whence defcending obliquely forwards, is inferred

near the Angle of the Lips. Whence this Mufcle
and its Partner adt, they draw both Lips upwards,
and make a pleafant Countenance.

ZYGOMA, or Os Mali
,

is one of the Bones of

the Upper Jaw, it is of a Triangular Figure
; on

the upper part it joins to the Os Sphanoides, on the
lower to the Os Mdxillare

; its external part hath
a long Procefs, called PrcceJJus Tjgcmaticus • it joins
with the Os Frcntis, at the corner of the Eye.
ZYGOMAT1CUM, ate Mufcles which draw

.both Lips obliquely to either fide, .and are other-
wife called Jugale,

ZYMOMA, is any Ferment, as. the Nitrous
Air, the watery Juice in the Mouth, the acid Li-
quor in the Stomach, the Blood in the Spleen, &c.
Blanchard

>

ZYMOSIMETRE, is an Inftrument whereby
the degree of the Fermenration arifing from the

Mixture of divers Liquors, is meafured - or the

Temperament or degree of heat in the Blood of
Animals, &c.

ZYMOSIS. See Fermentation.
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